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HARDWOOD RECORD

Lest You Forget

^ There's no doubt about it, we are Hardwood Specialists in every

possible meaning of the term.

^ When you are next in need of Hardwood, let us prove what we can

do—in quality, price and delivery.

OUR STOCK LIST SHOULD BE ON YOUR DESK—
IF IT ISN'T, A POSTAL WILL BRING IT.

J. Gibson McIlvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street

[OllOWAY
ARDWQODS

The following Stock is band-sawn

and runs

60% 14' and 16'

1 car S/4"xn" & wider Is & 2s Plain

Red Oak

10 cars 4/4" x 6" to 12" Is & 2s Cotton-

wood

5 cars 4/4" x 13" and wider Is & 2s

Cottonwood

6 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

HoUoway Hardwood Lumber Co.

20 W, Jackson Blvd. Chicago

Philadelphia, Pa.

yj( ILmnbtx Company yj(

SPECIAL WHITE FIRNITIJRE STOCK

Wc oiler the following winier .sawed

high-grade End Cured While Maple.

Same \\ill l)e in shipping cimditinn

(hiring May and June. Get Vdin- in<|niry

to us at once.

120,000 feet one-inch End Cured
White Maple.

35,000 feet two-inch End Cured
White Maple.

®
DROP US A LINE NOW SO YOU

WILL NOT FORGET IT

IC u b i u g t n n

il t r It i n a II fi
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Louisville, a Real Gateway

The floods which were recorded in the Ohio A'alley a few weeks

ago haA'e made one point extremely clear to the lumbermen of

the country, and that is that Louisville is in truth and in deed

the Gateway to the South.

For a considerable period the only way by which goods could

be moved into the South, and from the South into the territory

north of the Ohio river, was by Louisville.

Not only was traffic moved through this city, as under normal

conditions, because of the splendid geographical position which

it occupies, but under the stress of storm and flood Louisville was

the last to be seriously impeded and the first to recover full pos-

session of traffic facilities.

There is a corollary, an implication, a deduction, or what you

will, to be drawn from this: and that is that the same c'onditions

which maintain Louisville as the natural gateway for traffic during

flood season, make it the ideal gateway for the movement of hard-

wood lumber under all conditions.

jFiiimiiB,

The Louisville Hardwood Club
W. p. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL COMPANY

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER COMPANY
NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY

MUls and Sales Office: Holly Eidge, La.

BOOKER-CECIL COMPANY
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KNOXVIUUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Chestnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK, PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

H. 8. MIZNBR.
Pre«.

J. M. LOOAN.
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Pre«

C. R. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

J. M. UOGAIN
UUMBBR CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Atb., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.
CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

IVIapbct& SheaLumber Co,

jVlanufacturcrs
and ^bolcdalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXYILLe, ce^fN.

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. i Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

B.IND AND CinClLAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

"THE VERY BEST"

Red Birch
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^M
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE, SOOTH

L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINCINNATI OHIO

BENNETT & WITTE
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak
5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain White Oak
5 cars 5/8 Ists and 2ds Sap Gum.

10 cars 3/4 Ists and 2ds Sap Gum
20 cars 4/4 Ists and 2ds Red Gum.
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Red Gum.

1 car 3" Plain White Oak, Ists and 2ds.

Main Office

CINCINNATI, OHIO
SOUTHERN OFFICE, MEJIPHIS, TENN.
EXPORT OFFICE, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

THE MOWBRAY & ROBINSON CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

1"

IV:

We Want to Move Quick
No. 1 Com. Poplar 1" Sap & Select Poplar
No. 1 Com. Poplar 1^" Sap & Select Poplar
No. 1 Com. Poplar 2" Sap & Select Poplar

2" No. 1 Common White Ash

WILL MAKE LOW PRICES TO MOVE QUICK

89%
of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers a-re

owners of steaLin plants. Elghty-nirve per

cent a^re, therefore, buyers of wood-work-
ing maLchlnery. There is little percenta.ge

of wa.ste circulation in HARDWOOD
RECORD for maLchinery atdvertisers.

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS. V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE, Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

WE WANT TO BUY
1". 1J4", 1% " li & 28 AND NO. 1 COMMON SAP GUM
1", 1% " & 2" Is & 28 AND NO. 1 COMMON RED GUM
1" NO. 1 COMMON TUPELO.

SUBMIT US YOUR STOCK SHEETS

WITH BEST CASH PRICES

DUHLMEIER BROS.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

The Maley, Thompson
& Moffett Co.

Veneers, Mahogany and
Hardwood Lumber

Largest Stocks Best Selections

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS. ^i

We Produce

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD-ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

[
uxietegr-curgM

C/V) cOLUMBERtA-/

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand April 1, 1913

3/8

FAS Quartered White Oak
FAS Quartered White Oak 10" & up
No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak
No. 2 Com. Quartered White Oak
FAS Plain White Oak
FAS Plain Wliite Oak 10" & up
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak
FAS Plain Red Oak
No. 1 Com. Plain Bed Oak
Com. & Better Qrtd. Red Gum
F.AS Circassian Red Gum 25,000

FAS Plain Red Gum 500.000

No. 1 Com. Plain Red Gum 100,000

FAS Sap Gum 13"-16"

FAS Sap Gum 18" & up
FAS Sap Gum 6" & up 30,000

No. 1 Com. Sap Gum 4" St up
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum 4" & up 80,000

Shop & Better Cypress

Com. & Better Tupelo

1/i

25,000

25,000

25,000

400,000

75,000

100,000

S/8
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Qyyi^—Plain and Quartered, Red and White

COTTONWOOD—Ash, Southern Elm, Gum, Soft Maple

A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:
100,000 Ft. 4/4" X 18" to 21" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood.
150,000 Ft. 4/4" X 9" to 12" Cottonwood Box Boards.

50,000 Ft. 5/4" X 13" to 17" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood.
75,000 Ft. 3/8" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
41,000 Ft. 1/2" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.

44,000 Ft. 5/8" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
86,000 Ft. 3/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
110,000 Ft. 4/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
120,000 Ft. 5/8" 1st & 2nds Sap Gum.
85,000 Ft. 3/4" 1st & 2nds Sap Gum.

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER Memphis, Tenn.

] NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH. FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Cherokee Lumber Co.
For the next thirty days we want to

move Quartered White Oak and Chest-

nut and would appreciate your inquiries

for attractive prices.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the

following items:

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2s Poplar.

4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

Ii4". 1%" and 2%" No. 1 Common Poplar.

4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widths of 12 to 17", 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 X 13 to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Basswood or Linn—very fine.

3/8, 4/4. 5/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oci:.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.

6/4 Is & 2s Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.

6/4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.

4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No, 2 Common Hickory.

4/4 Is & 23 Chestnut, also 5, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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4/4 to 12/4, All Grades
We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFl'ICE;

CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY.

E. F. PERRY LOUIS H. PARKER
Manager Asst. Manager

ESTABLISHED 1892

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New York

OAK FLOORING
HAPDWOOO LUMBER

Dried ^^

Polished

Hollow

Baclced
and

Bundled

POPLAR LUMBER
4 cars Poplar Box Boards,

10" to 12" wide.
2 cars 4/4" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
12,000' 3 8" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
11,500' 12" S.3P Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
5 cars 4 4" Panel & No. 1

Poplar, 18/23" wide.
5 cars 4 4" Is and 2s Poplar,

7 17" wide.
5 cars 4 4" Sap Poplar,

6/12" wide.
2 cars 6 4" Sap Poplar,

6/12" wide.
1 car 8 4" Sap Poplar,

6/12" wide.

RUSSE & BURGESS, Inc.

Memphis, Tennessee

>ro>K^tiiy5WiWiiii;ioti';^mMy)it!;stW!ii^^
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

THE DEMORALIZATION of the hardwood manufacturing and

consuming industries resulting from the floods and general high

waters immediately prior to the last issue of Hardwood Record

is now practically a thing of the past. By Herculean efforts the

various sawmills, yards and remanufacturing factories in the flooded

area have straightened up their shops and their lumber piles and

have gotten their operations into smooth running order again.

The extent of the flood in the Mississippi valley was a pleasant

disappointment to hardwood manufacturers in that territory. It

was confidently predicted while the Mississippi was rising that

the extent of and resultant damage from the flood would surpass

by far that of last year. However, while in most places the

Iiigh water surpassed that of the last serious flood, its detri-

mental effects upon the lumber business were nowhere near those

affected a year ago.

In the first place, the breaks in the Arkansas levee section were

not so serious as before and as a result the area flooded was not

so extensive. Furthermore, profiting by previous experience, saw-

mill operators wherever possible removed every stick of lumber

that they could ship or find a dry place for; consequently there

is a comparatively small percentage of flooded stock to be mar-

keted this year. The damage in the previous flood was not so

much from actual loss of lumber as it was from the degrading of

.stock due to its being immersed and covered with sand and silt.

In this year's flood most of the big manufacturers anticipated the

high water long enough ahead to either load their stock on cars

for shipment to distant points or remove it to high ground.

While the expense of this extra operation was, of course, enor-

mous, still it is inconsequential as compared to the loss that

would have resulted if the lumber had been flooded.

There is, however, one feature which, while it does not seem

to have assumed the importance given to it by some lumbermen,

has unquestionably had some effect upon general market condi-

tions,—namely, in order to remove as much lumber as possible

from the reach of the high water, the sawmill men shipped large

quantities of their stock to various distributing points either in

advance of or in anticipation of orders. When the latter condi-

tion prevailed, they necessarily were forced to concentrate their

efforts on the sale of this stock in the territory to which it was
shipped and undoubtedly a good deal of such lumber was taken

lup by large buyers at bargain prices. It may be that the slight

easing off in demand which is spoken of in some quarters at

(present can be traced at least partially to this cause.

The basis of the lumber business on the whole, however, is un-

questionably firm. While, as stated, the average run of orders

is not as u/gent as it was a few weeks ago, still this condition

can be accounted for in other ways than by the supposition that

the supply exceeds the demand. The firmness with which the

market is holding throughout the country is pretty conclusive

proof that there is no excess of dry lumber at any point. The
benefits to the lumber trade resulting from the floods are being

felt more directly now than immediately after the recession of

the water. Calls for immense quantities of stock are coming in

from those middlewestcrn states most affected and, while it is

true that the distributing centers in that territory are taking care

of the bulk of the business, still this work will have a favorable

effect upon the entire trade as it will remove from the general

market the stock going into rebuilding and repairs in that sec-

tion. The wholesale element is still reporting extreme difficulty in

securing anywhere near the amount of dry lumber that it can use.

In fact, a number of wholesale houses, which under ordinary cir-

cumstances are rushed to take care of the business, are now prac-

tically compelled to loaf on their jobs simply because there is no

lumber with which to do business.

It is anticipated that during the next few weeks considerable

quantities of northern hardwoods of the winter's cut will be

shipped. In fact, several cargoes have already been received at

lake points, but they have been mainly of basswood, the maple

and birch not yet being ready for shipment.

One feature of the general situation which is extremely en-

couraging is the report of unusually extensive building operations

coming from almost every important city in the Middle West.

The building trades are now opening up in good shape, and in

addition a large amount of work which has been going on during

the winter is now being finished up and is ready for furnishing.

Thus, there is. a stimulated demand, not only for general lines of

building material, but also for furniture.

The relative positions of the various important hardwoods of

the country, which have prevailed for some time, are still being

maintained with the exception of wide poplar which seems to be

improving steadily in value and demand.

Summarizing, while the buying trade generally is showing some

little hesitancy about placing large orders ahead on contract, it

is safe to say that this policy is based on a belief that the north-

ern cut is larger than it really is, and on the further fact that

probably the large amount of southern stock shipped from flooded

territory as suggested above has resulted in stocking up at some

points. Undeniably there is some little hesitancy in all business

lines, due to tariff discussion at Washington, but the business ele-

ment of the country seems to be almost uniformly of the opinion
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that there is no fundamental reason for fearing any serious re-

sults from the proposed tariff legislation. As to the lumber busi-

ness itself, while it may require a slightly greater effort to mar-

ket stock in the next few months and while pick-up orders will

not be so common as recently, still there will not be any great

difficulty in finding buyers for all hanlwood lumber for sale for

some months ahead and at prices equal to and in some cases

greater than present prevailing values.

The Lessons of Arbor Day
THE OBSERVATIOX OF AEBOE DAY is not a national affair,

though it is nation-wide. Each state sets its own time and

celebrates the occasion after its own fashion, though all conform

to the same general plan. Texas and Alabama have made February

22 their tree day; Florida is still earlier and does the work in

January; Georgia in December; New Mexico in March; Nebraska

on April 22, which is the birthday of J. Sterling Morton, who is

by some considered the father of the Arbor day idea. West Vir-

ginia has two tree days yearly, one in the spring, the other in

the fall.

Various trade associations, dating from more than a century ago

down to recent years, have advocated tree planting for commer-

cial purposes. One of the most important of these periods of

agitation occurred about a hundred years ago, and the principal

work advocated was the planting of white oak to insure a suppl.v

of staves for the future. Little actual planting was done.

The real education of the American people to the necessities of

forestry, ])articularly for the purpose of protecting soil against

erosion and watercourses against floods and water failure, dates

from 1S()4, when George P. Marsh published his book "Man and

Nature." He was a remarkable scholar, an extensive traveler, and

his work in the diplomatic service of the government, during which

he spent much time in Greece, Turkey, Italy and other countries of

South Europe, gave him an. opportunity to study the deplorable

results of deforestation. He noted numerous instances of splendid

regions which had been ruined in historic time. He began the

work which Bailey Willis has greatly extended since by carrying

the investigations across Asia to China.

The writings of Marsh led to many of the results Avhich others

have worked out. J. Sterling Morton, Commissioner of Agriculture,

popularized the movement bj' bringing it directly home to the

people who needed trees. The work began in the place where it

was proper that it should begin, on the treeless plains. Mr. Morton

lived in Nebraska, and the Nebraskans became the most industrious

tree planters of the country. The movement spread quickly to

surrounding regions, and it is said that a million trees were planted

in a single year as a direct result of Mr. Morton's pioneer work.

The movement soon took hold of public schools, and in a few

years Arbor days were regularly instituted in all the states, except

two or three.

The chief object held in view by those who conduct Arbor day

exercises is the beautifying of school grounds. The results are

visible everywhere, but more particularly in the country, villages

and small towns. There is less opportunity to make a showing in

cities. The bare and cheerless school house yard has been changed

into a thing of beauty which now inspires, though it formerly

appalled. It now appeals to children in a way to leave lasting

impressions. It is remarkable how great a change a few trees wiU
make in a school yard.

The final results of this educational work will be seen in the

future. Tree planting on school grounds and by roadsides is in

itself a good thing, but very much must be done beyond this. The

movement must spread until it includes the whole country—the

mountains and plains as well as the yard and roadside. The wild

forests are passing. They are not yet gone, and some of them

will last a long time, much longer than people generally suppose;

but, nevertheless, the time is now at hand when the lessons of

Arbor day mnst be applied on a vast scale. Shade trees cannot

furnish lumber for the people of this country, and planting must

enlarge its scope to include timber for future markets.

The influence of Arbor day in the schools is beginning to bear

fruit, and will increase. The children will carry their tree-plant-

ing ideas into the business world, and this will work as leaven in

the enlargement of favorable public opinion. The growing senti-

ment in favor of forest conservation is doubtless due, to a large

extent, to beginnings made in Arbor day exercises at country ,and

village schools. As the child grows, the ideas enlarge and attain

their fruition in the mature business man who is able to transform

ideas into accomplishments.

Car Surplus and Shortage April 15

ACCORDING TO THE LATEST REPORT of the American
Railway- Association, the total surplus of freight cars in the

country on April 15 was 70,715, as compared to surplus of 68,792

on April 1. The total shortage on April 15 was 13,217 cars, and

on April 1 was 10,804 cars. These figures show shipments to be
steady in volume.

General Grant's Living Monument
IN THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF WASHINGTON PARK,
* Chicago, near Cottage Grove avenue and Fifty-first street, is a
white elm (^clmus americana), about two feet in diameter, which

was planted Tuesday, November 18, 1879, by Gen. Ulysses S. Grant

during his stop in Chicago as he was completing his trip around

the world.

The occasion w'as of great importance at the time, but it has

so nearly faded from the memory of most persons who now see the

tree and the stone near it which gives the date and fact, that few
can recall what was going on in Chicago at that time. This illus-

trates the truth that current events quickly fade from memory,
and unless preserved by written history^ the}' are soon lost.

General Grant arrived in Chicago from San Francisco November
12, and was welcomed by booming cannon and committees of

various kinds. His tour round the world had been one grand tri-

umphal procession, and it was planned to end it in Chicago with

the greatest demonstration of all. The plan was carried out to the

letter. In addition to the city's population, there were 300,000

visitors present to join in the welcome. Some of the most noted

personages in the country were in Chicago to see and take part

in the celebration.

General Grant remained in the city eight days, and every day
was crowded full of demonstrations, receptions, and parades. The
newspapers in some other cities accused Chicago of having gone

mail over Grant; and the socialists of the city voiced their protest

by holding a mass mooting at which violent resolutions were

adopted, and Chicago was warned, in thinly-veiled language, that

it was leading a movement, the purpose of which was to seat

Grant on a kingly throne as ruler of this country. One of the

city officials drew censure upon himself by referring to the fact

that Washington had refused to accept a crown when it was
offered. On November IS—the day the elm was planted—General

Grant was given a reception by 50,000 school children.

The point of it all is that great demonstrations are soon for-

gotten. The most lasting thing connected with Grant's eight-day

stop in Chicago, on his return from the circumnavigation of the

globe, is the elm tree in Washington park. That is the monument
which has endured while nearly all else has passed from the memory
of the living.

The remarkable thing of it is that in the scores of columns of

newspaper accounts of Grant's visit, not one line occurs—at least

in some of the papers—concerning the planting of the tree. Tiiere

were thousands of paragraphs in the write-ups giving accounts of

almost every conceivabl(> thing connected with the celebration,

even descriptions of children's hats and the buckles on horses'

harness, but the most important thing of all, the elm, was not

considered worth mentioning.

The elm has grown to a diameter of about two feet in thirty-

three years. It is healthy and vigorous, and, barring accidents, it

ought to grow for three hundred years and reach a diameter of

six or scA-en feet and a height of a hundred or more. Planted
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elms less than two hundreds years old in New England have

reached sizes that areat; Illinois' climate should produce larger

trees. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to claim that the most

durable monument commemorating Grant 's visit to Chicago—on

his trip round the world—is the elm in Washington Park.

Free Trade in Lumber

THE PROPOSED CHAXGE IX THE TARIFF, by which lumber

will be jilaced on the free list, has for its purpose, as an-

nounced by its authors, cheaper lumber for the consumer and con-

servation of forest resources by bringing in foreign wood and

cutting less of our own timber. If it accomplishes either or both

of these objects it will cut into the lumber business in the United

States by transfering activities to foreign countries at the ex-

pense of home industries. It is doubtful, however, whether free

lumber would accomplish either purpose.

The lumber business is so large in this country, and so small

in others that can compete, that the proposed change cannot

much affect trade. Canada is the country which is expected to

furnish the free lumber. No one is disposed to consider other

countries as sources of supply in this connection. AVhile lumber-

men in the United States are trying to figure out where they are

to be hurt, the Canadians are equally busy figuring how they will

be helped. The most that the Canadians can see in it is a chance

—if it really is a chance—to ship some low-grade stuff across the

line; but it is doubtful if even that can be done except locally

and on a small scale.

Canadian timber is not the enormous resource it is generally

supposed to be. Forests there are much below those of the United

States, and the annual lumber cut is much smaller. It costs about

the same to cut it, probably a little more to market it, and

operators there have no advantage over those this side the line.

They could not swamp American markets with lumber if they

should try. They need all they have at home, and have no cheap

surplus to dump on American markets. Canadians argue that in

times of business depression there, free trade might enable their

mills to unload on the United States. That is a remote chance.

Canada has very little hardwood; not nearly enough to supply

its own people. It is impossible that hardwoods from that country

can have any effect on markets in the United States. More hard-

wood is cut yearly in the state of Ohio alone—a stricth- agri-

cultural state—than in the whole Dominion of Canada. It is,

therefore, evident that hardwoods may be dismissed from all con-

sideration as far as imports from Canada are concerned.

The whole question regarding imports from Canada, concerns

softwoods. That country has not an important wood which does

not grow in equal or larger amount in this country. Lumber

that it can ship across the line, under free trade, will come into

immediate competition with lumber of equal or better quality on

this side. In many instances Americans are manufacturing lum-

ber at less cost than the Canadians are able to do. How, then,

will it be possible for Canadians to compete on our own ground?

The following cost figures are from the latest Canadian and

American reports. The mill yard cost of white pine in Canada is

$20.01, in the United States $18.93; Douglas fir in Canada $13.94,

in this country $13.09; western yellow pine in Canada $15.22, in

the United States $1-1.26; average for all lumber in Canada $15.42,

all in United States $15.80. Spruce is the only softwood that is

cheaper in Canada than in this country.

Some Canadian lumber has always entered the United States,

after paying the duty, and there is no doubt that it will continue

to come, for the same reason under free trade. Imports have

been and will continue to be controlled largely by local conditions.

Near the border it is often more convenient for a consumer to

use Canadian lumber, which is near at hand, than to buy at a

greater distance in this country. Such transactions will conti^iue,

whether there is tariff or free trade. In other cases a certain

wood of good quality will be brought over the line, without much

regard to price. An important instance of this kind in the past

has been the use of Canadian white pine for shade rollers.

Little consideration seems to have been given to Mexico as a

menace to American lumber markets under free trade. Two ex-

cellent and abundant pines grow there. One is the western or

California white pine (Pi)i«s ponderosa), the other the Mexican
white pine [Pinus strobiformis). In normal times these woods
might come into the United States at a cost suflSciently low to

displace some of the pine now in use, because, wages and stumpage

are very low in Mexico.

It is not i)robable that free trade would bring in much more
Siberian oak than is now coming, because it is high priced and
has a wide market. Considerable imports from other countries

appear improbable. Cabinet woods will not be on the free list;

neither will furniture, casks, barrels, shooks, packing boxes, rail-

road ties, and paving blocks. It is expected that the duty will

be removed from practically all other forest products.

Results as Predicted

WHILE THOSE RESPONSIBLE for this department of H.«iD-

wooD Record take no more satisfaction out of the misfor-

tunes of others than do the majority of human beings, it is diffi-

cult to refrain from suggesting in this connection that the facts

recorded here conform precisely to the predictions expressed in

these columns five years ago, and reiterated at various times

since.

John R. Markley and Isaiah B. Miller, promoters, and Colonel

Alfred G. Stewart, a director and commissioner; Charles M. Mc-

Mahon, secretary and treasurer and William H. Armstrong, Jr.,

general manager of the International Lumber and Development

Company of Philadelpuhia, were found guilty of conspiracy in

the United States district court on April 12, on all counts. While

this notorious get-rich-quick concern was thoroughly exposed in

H-\RDW00D Record as suggested above, no efforts were ever

made to investigate its methods until Postal Inspector Cortelyou

took up the matter, with the result that the promoters and officers

were arrested, and a trial begun on March 3. At this trial these

men were indicted on three charges of eight counts each. All

were included in a general charge of conspiracy in devising a

scheme to defraud and to use the mails in furthering the con-

spiracy. The maximum penalty proscribed by federal statute is

a two years ' term in prison or a fine of $10,000 on each count.

The charges against the defendants grew out of the exploita-

tion by the company of a 288,000 acre plantation in the state of

Campeche, Mexico. The concern in selling its $6,000,000 worth of

stock represented that the proceeds were to be devoted to the

clearing of the plantation, the exploitation of its timber and the

planting" of permanent crops, the profits from which were to pay

a guaranteed dividend of eight per cent. The government alleged

that in floating its stock issue, the company sent out voluminous

advertising "literature" through the mails containing fraudulent

and misleading statements regarding the actual and potential

profit, the producing value of the Mexican property. It was also

charged further that the eight per cent dividends paid to the

stockholders were taken from the stock subscriptions rather than

from the profits as represented.

Immediately after the verdict was rendered, James Scarlet,

chief counsel for the defense, asked for. an arrest of judgment for

three days, in which to file reasons for a new trial. This was

granted by the court with the consent of District Attorney John

C. SWartley, counsel for the government.

Northern Cut and Shipments

THE CUT OP HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK by fifty-two mem-

bers of the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation during March was 48,588,000 feet, while during the same

month there were shipped 43,570,000 feet. The cut during March,

1912, was 50,977,000 feet and there were shipped during that month

49,678,000 feet. In hardwoods there was some noticeable excess

of cut over shipments, as the total production of hardwood lum-

ber by the fifty-two members reporting was 30,614,000 as against

shipments during March, 1913, aggregating 17,680,000. These fig-
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ures are almost identical with figures for March of the preceding

year. A summary of the report shows that there is a decrease

of eleven per cent in the hemlock cut of March, 1913, compared

with March, 1912. The decrease in hemlock shipments was eighteen

per cent. The decrease in hardwood cut and hardwood shipments

were both one per cent. Thus the total decrease in cut in both

hemlock and hardwoods during the year was five per cent and

the decrease in shipments twelve per cent.

Reports from Wisconsin and upper Michigan give an inter-

esting comparison of the estimated and actual log input for

1912-13. The estimated input of hardwoods during the 1912-13

season was 200,497,000 feet, while the feetage actually logged ag-

gregated 202,763,000. For hemlock the estimated cut was 307,200,-

000 and the actual cut 289,579,000.

It can readily be seen that, according to the present outlook,

the total lumber production in Wisconsin and the upper peninsula

will be somewhat less in 1913 than in 1912.

First Sale of Appalachian Timber

THE FIRST SALE of the government timber included in the

Appalachian Forest Reserve created under the Week's law has

been filed at Washington. This sale involves a bill for seven

dollars' worth of logs purchased by a farmer for barn construc-

tion. While this amount is insignificant in itself, it really repre-

sents the exact average value of each of the acres of forest land

included in the Appalachian reserves. The total acreage of tim-

berland purchased up-to-date under the Week's law now aggre-

gates close to 500,000 acres. Considering that the first sale is

probably the smallest sale that will ever be made of that timber,

and that the average sale will bring in a far greater return than

this first purchase, the logical conclusion of the proposition is

manifest.

It may be seen that while the government can afEord to pur-

chase this timberland and hold it subject to sale, no privately

owned corporation could do so. It is very probable that the time

is not so far distant as to be indiscernible when the total acreage

embraced in the Appalachian and White mountain reserves will

have been paid for by just such sales as this, and in the mean-

time the main purpose of the reserves is being accomplished,

namely, conserving the flow of water at the head waters of the

various streams emanating from that country.

Possibilities of Free Advertising for Wood
AT THE TIME OF THE INAUGURATION OF THE PLAN for

a country-wide advertising campaign for forest products,

Hardwood Record maintained that the most efficient and most

economical means of gaining the required publicity throughout

the country was by securing reading notices in the daily press and

current periodicals. Hardwood Record argued that the factor

contributing mainly to the supposed animosity on the part of the

editorial departments of the daily press toward lumber and wood-

working industries was their utter ignorance of the methods pur-

sued by these industries. It argued further that newspaper editors in

general did not wilfully plan to push the substitutes of lumber as

against the products of the forest, but that they had been given so

much more information in readable news form about lumber sub-

stitutes that they very naturally pursued a policy in favor of such

products. This publication maintained that by educating the daily

press to a general knowledge of the lumber business and by supply-

ing it with readable and newsy items and stories pertaining to

the lumber business and its products, that industry could obtain a

vast amount of advertising of a most valuable type at practically

no cost.

These opinions have been borne out in innumerable cases which

have been brought to the attention of Hardwood Record through

its news clipping service, which supplies it with clippings from

papers all over the country. One of the most recent and most

favorable of these is from a prominent eastern daily paper. It

has allotted over a column to an explanation of one feature of

the lumber business and the article unquestionably contains some

suggestions which should go a long way toward setting the lum-

ber business right in the minds of its readers. Regarding values

of lumber, it says: "Advancing values is an indisputable se-

quence to exhaustion or reduced production and, while it is essen-

tial that timber supplies shall be more sensibly conserved, it by
no means follows that the use of lumber shall be wholly displaced

or that there is not ample supply for many generations under just

usage, nor that prices are prohibitive, if the available newer

woods are introduced where the old and familiar woods have van-

ished from the markets.

"The belief in the depletion of all lumber and the higher prices

that are continually discussed come from actual exhaustion of

well-known species and grades still in demand, and in ignorance

of or refusal to consider other supplies or woods of equal or better

values. There exists a pronounced obstinancy in some of the

older states, it is found, to believe that this can be true, yet there is

ready tvillingness to take up with materials that have aisolutely no
rccovimendatio7i beyond the maker's assurance."

Articles of this nature can do a great deal toward favorably

impressing the public mind with the quality of lumber products

as against the products of competing industries. The fact is to

be deplored that there are not more of this character of articles

submitted to the daily press.

Practical Figures on Hardwood Utilization

THE MOST PERTINENT PHASE of the question of forest

conservation from the practical lumberman's viewpoint is

that of closer utilization of the various products of the forest,

where such close utilization can be eflfeeted with a profit.

This issue of Hardwood Record contains a report of an address

delivered recently by a prominent northern manufacturer who
has gone deeply and exhaustively into the question, both as

applied to woods and to mill operations. The story is particularly

pertinent to northern manufacturers.

The writer of this article, in estimating his percentage of loss

in, various operations, figured on the basis of the whole stand as a

unit, and instead of simply arriving at a percentage of waste

in an individual, average tree, he figured on the basis of percent-

age of weight in the aggregate stand. His conclusions coincide

very closely with Forest Service deductions, which are based on

percentage of waste resulting from each operation to an average

tree averaged from a grciit number of species and individuals.

The figures taken from the Adirondaeks by the Forest Service

show that the loss in stumps left in the woods is two per cent;

the loss in tops, eighteen per cent of the total; in manufacturing

the lumber, sawdust or kerf effects a twelve per cent loss ; bark, a

ten per cent loss; slabs, eight per cent; edgings and trim, eight

per cent; in dressing, four per cent is eflfeeted through the

removal of shavings, so that the actual percentage of lumber

produced from the average, individual tree noted is only thirty-eight

per cent.

Australian Experiments
r^ )VERNMENT ACTIVITIES are popular in Australia now. There
^^^ are state hotels, state butcher shops, and other enterprises, and
the latest announcement is that the government has entered the

sawmill and wood manufacturing business. In the case of the

hotel and meat business, the patronage is the general public, but

the manufacture of lumber and its products does not propose to go

that far at the start. The sawmUls will produce crossties for

state railways only, and it is expected that the output will be
about 1,500,000 a year. The furniture factory which was recently

bought for $45,000 will begin by making furniture for the public

schools. It is not claimed that it will be able to supply all needs,

but it will work a beginning. The minister of education for New
South Wales has figured to the cent what the saving will be on

each piece of school furniture manufactured. He estimates, for

instance, that $2.62 will be saved on each book case, $0.77 on a

small desk, $1.74 on a large one, $0.73 on a small table and $2.31

on the larger size. It will bo interesting to compare results with

predictions and see how nearly they agree.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent
Her Crowning Glory

Mary had a new spring hat.

And, though accounts do vary.

Some people say her feet were all

That could be seen of Mary.

Flareups

They used to "spark." did he and she.

Each night ere they were wed,

And now they blaze out frequently

'Tis by the neighbors said.

Why Success Comes

The men who have achieved success are the

men who have worked, read, thought more than

was absolutely necessary, who have not been

content with knowledge sufficient for the pres-

ent need, but who have sought additional

knowledge and stored it away for the emer-

gency reserve. It Is the superfluous labor that

equips a man for everything that counts most

in lit?.

THE LUMBER PEDAGOGUE

Hope
Behind the cloud the starlight lurks.

Through showers the sunbeams fail.

For God who loveth all his works
Has left his hope with all. Whittier.

A Professional Secret
The doctor

—
'tis a shame to tell

—

In spite of all bis skill.

Though he may know you very well,

rrefers to know you ill.

A practical

Modem Medium
Modern Girl—"If you really loved me all the

time why didn't you let me know ?"

Modern Youth— "I couldn't find a post card

with the right words on it."

—

Judge.

A Case for Keno
Heck—"Were you ever injured in a run-

away ?

"

Peck—"Yes. I eloped with the woman who is

now my wife."

—

Boston Evening Transcript.

Quite Safe
The Lawyer—"But suppose, alter we begin

demonstration of this problem would prove

this suit for breach of promise, the defendant

offers to marry you?"

The Lady—"Oh, I don't think he will. Ho

has never shown any inclination that way."

Unnecessary Trouble
"1 am a self-made man, I am."

"Well, I think there is one thing you needn't

worry about."

"What is that 5"

"Taking out a patent."

—

Tit-Bits.

The Usual Thing
' "She told him that he was the only being in

the whole wide world who had ever really un-

derstood her."

interesting.

"And so. of course, he will marry her and

spend the rest of his life in trying to under-

stand her."

Affection

Mother (after relating pathetic story)—
"Now, Reggie, wouldn't you like to give yonr

bunny to that poor little boy you saw to-day

who hasn't any father?"

Beggie (clutching rabbit)
—"Couldn't we give

him father instead?"

—

Punch (London.)

Wise men change their minds about the com-

forts of the average summer hotel ; fools keep

tight on going year alter year.

—17—
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Editor's Note

'Jliis is the second of a scries of six artifles on "Profltalile Lumljer Advertising." wliicb are written Ijy a lum-
liermjin wbo has fully demonstrated his ability to secure substantial profits from lumber trade newspaper advertising,
backed bv an unusual ability in the preparation of forceful and convincing "copv." The next article will be on the
subject of "Points About Writing Copy."

Have you ever read .in advertisement that made you stop, think,

foKow the line of its reasoning—that seemed to create in you a de-

sire for the article advertised and to impel you to sit down and
write that advertiser, or that made you go to a store and ask for

the article? Perhaps yoii didn't analyze it in quite that way at the

time. Perhaps you didn 't realize that months before you saw that

particular advertisement, some advertising man when "sizing up"
yon, the prospective buyer, imagined that about five thousand other

"you's" were standing in front of him and that he was sizing you

all up to talk to you about his goods. After he had studied you

from every possible standpoint, after he had thought out the ob-

jections you would possibly make, after he had thought out the

easiest way for you to get the goods, he wrote that advertisement.

Then he figured out the waj's to reach you—decided what maga-

zines or papers you read, the ones that you had confidence in, whose

policy it was to admit nothing in their advertising sections that

was not perfectly legitimate. Then the advertising man's "layout

man" sized up the space in which the advertisement was to appear,

carefully noted the surrounding advertisements and tlicn drew up

a sample border or specified a type-border, specified a type for the

body-matter, drew in the headings and subheadings rouglily, speci-

fied the type for these, so that when his work was completed, he

had a fairly accurate picture of what the general advertisement

would look like when set up and run. The copy and the layout

were fastened together ami sent to the magazine which after setting

up, sent back proofs to be carefully checked and corrected. Finally

it appeared in the paper or magazine as you saw it and probably

had the efCect on you that was at first outlined. All of the fore-

going is part of the writing, planning, and workings of the busi-

ness of advertising.

The first point to consider in writing advertisements is the assem-

bling of proper selling points in their logical order for the writing

of the copy or body-matter of the advertisement. A selling point is

any point of advantage. Just as in selling lumber, in the general

run, a man who has stock G'/c 14' and 16' has, these days, on account

of so much short lumber, a splendid selling point. Stock that is

twelve months dry offeis another splendid argument and one that will

bring an extra good price in these times. Thirty per cent 10" and up

wide in plain oak is another good point, as is stock that is cut 1%" so

that when dry it is full thickness. Get the ideas? Hero is another

—

genuine forked-leaf white oak that for use in furniture takes a

quick and perfectly even "fume." These are just a few specific

selling points as illustrations. An advertisement is merely a group

of selling points in logical order and written in language to suit

the readers of some particular class of a certain paper or papers.

DESCRII'TIO.N' OF ARTICLE

In writing your copy, don't merely describe the stock and say

"carefully seasoned," for that is simply a general statement and

doesn 't mean anything to the man that reads it. General state-

ments don 't count for anything these days—you must be specific

in everything. 8ay, for instance, "This lumber is piled with 1%"
stickers, every two feet apart and has been so piled for 12 months,

insuring proper drying. It is now bone-dry. Cut a board open

at any point and see for yourself." There you Imve put facts into

convincing language. Don 't merely say, '

' Carefully graded, '

' but

tell how good it is—say, "fully 5% better than the rules call for,"

or "we grade this gum without sap on the edges although the rules

allow it." This may be just the stock some buyer has been looking

for and by being specific in the description of it you will interest

liim right away. Don't say "will cut better for your work," but
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say "is especially suitable for long-rippings and if used for this

purpose will cut to from 5 to 10% better advantage than ordinary

stock at a cheap price—this is, therefore, cheaper to buy than other

stock. '
' When you make definite statements like the above you give

the buyer something tangible to judge from.

FUXCTIOXS OF AN ADVTIRTISEMEXT

The following are the proper functions of a selling advertisement

:

To attract favorable attention; to create desire; to inspire confi-

dence; to carry conviction; to impel the reader to take some action

toward getting the article or more information regarding it. When
you carefully think about it, you can see the fallacy of most present-

day lumber advertising—the '
' standing-card '

' style.

To write th'B copy or body-matter along the above lines for a

lumber advertisement is not as diflacult as might be imagined. We'll

go into it and follow- out the successive steps. Suppose you have

100,000' of 1", Is and 2s plain white oak. Go out and look it over

for the selling points. Suppose it runs 60% 14' and 16' and 20% 10"

and up wide; that it is of even color and texture, close-grained, yet

soft and therefore easy to work. This latter is a great point, for

nearly every consumer thinks of his machines. If stock is softer,

they prefer it as it means lesis wear and tear on the machinery, less

grinding of the knives, etc. On account of its even color, it should

"fume" easily and <juickly. Supposing that the above comprises

our list of selling points, let us consider the logical questions to

answer before we attempt to write the copy for the advertisement.

Ques, 1—Who are the logical buyers—planing mills? yards? furniture

men? molding men? ct^.

Quos. 2—Are the advertisements to create a demand for the retailers

of lumber? Are they to call the architect's attention to the wood? Or
for substitution for another wood? Are the advertisements to be directed

to the public to tell that l)ody the merits of a wood with which they are

not familiar? Is there a demand for the wood already?

Ques. 3—What mediums are to be used—newspapers? trade-papers?

magazines? mail-stuffers? letters?

Ques. 4— lias the meiiium the circulation you want : does it reach the

particular class or classes of trade that the advertisement wants to

"talk" to and interest ?

Ques. '•—What is to be the size of the advertisement?

Ques. G— Shall all the silling points be presented? Remember that In

certain localities people are prejudiced one way or another. The best

plan is to put yourself in the place of the buyer and his business, and
then think what would most appeal to you.

Q'les. 7— Siiall we illustrate the ad?
Ques. H—.md Last

—

(this to be answered after the copy is written).

We should now judge the copy impartially or hand It to some one else

to read, to see that it is perfectly dear, that it <'arrics conviction, that it

creates desire, that it is truthful, and that it will impel the reader on
perusal to take some action in regard to it. *

Now we '11 take the selling points that we found in connection with

that block of your oak, and proceed to apply it and answer the ques-

tions to the above, before we write the copy.

Ans. 1— It is evident that high-class planing mills, yards, high-class

furniture makers, molding and the like trades, are the logical buyers of

this oak.

Ans. 2—Demand for oak is already established. It should be addressed
to the buyers directly. Advertisement should show the superiority of this

oak over other blocks of similar stock.

Ans. :^—Trape-Fapers. mail-stuffers.

Ans. 4—The media you should select are those who.se advertising would
indicate that they go to the trade buying what you want to adverti.se.

For instance, a paper carrying mainly veneer and hardwood lumber ads
must of necessity go to the people who use those articles.

Ans. 5 -Should be displayi-d in at least a i|uarter-page space. This
will give room for interest compelling display. Combined with this,

attractive display and heading will insure the advertisement being seen
and read.

Ans. G—The prospective buyers should be grouped as a class for each
paper and separate advertisements written. All the selling points should
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be used to the yards, trim and molding mills, but only the vital ones for

the furniture class.

Ans. V—In this case, it is best nut to use illustration. Everyone knows
what oal5 is like.

Ans. S—and Last—Cannot be answered until the copy is written in

each case.

Without either ad liaving sub-heads or signatures, but using italics

for emphasis (the use of which will be explained later on), the re-

sulting advertisements will be somewhat on the order below—each

man would probabh' w rite them differently, but in the main the results

woidd be about the same. The ad to the first group should read:

DRY PLAIN OAK—IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
A block of 100.000 feet of 1-irch Is & 2s Plain White Oak.

This stock is band-sawed and perfectly manufactured. It has
been piled with good, even strips, protected properly, and hav-
ing been taken care of In that way for 10 months, under almost
ideal drying conditions, is now ready for immediate use.
This Oak is close, even grain—the genuine forked-leaf stock.

But yet it is soft and easily worked. No hard, flinty stock like
that from the extreme South.
Just the Oak for Yard-trade for it runs 20 per cent 10 inches

and up wide, and fully 60 per cent 14 feet and 16 fSet. You
don't often get stock to run that way these days!
This is the kind of oak you want. The price will interest

you too.
Write us NOW—Bl£FORE YOU FORGET IT! Right now!

The furniture advertisement sliould read somewhat as follows:

OAK THAT IS ABSOLUTELY EVEN IN COLOR.
You know that it is really difficult to obtain Oak that is all

one color. You know also that it takes considerable time and
expense to properly "match-up" oak in your work. Here is

YOUR chance to obtain stock that is all one color.
Our Oak is the genuine forked-leaf white oak and grows in

Kentucky—on the westerpi slope of the Blue Ridge Mountains.
As it is all one color, when you have your goods "in the white"
it all matches and with no expense to you for going over it

witli filler, etc. When your stock has to be "fumed" you will
find this oak to take an "even fume" and yoLi don't have the
expense of going over it again with liquid ammonia.
We have 100.000 feet of 1-inch Is & 2s Plain White Oak on

hand now for quick shipment. It runs 20 per cent 10 inches
and up wide, and from 50 to 60 per cent. 14 feet and 16 feet.
It is dry and can be put right tnto your kilns.
Send your order for a car. We're going to sell this block

quickly, SO ACT AT ONCE! The price is right.
Do it NOW—before you forget it!

The copy for the two foregoing follow out the best principles of

advertising and ones that the writer has been taught in his study

of this science.

Kow, we are in position to answer Question 8 and last—We find

that both ads follow out the several questions outlined. You will

note that the advertisements in both cases are written directly to

the people of classes of trade. Note the method of closing used to

hasten the reply. That is what is called "impelling the reader to

take action. '

'
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The Department of Commerce and Labor has published another in-

stallment of its report on '
' The Lumber Industry. '

' The portion

recently made public is "Part 1, Standing Timber." The report

was made to the President, under date of January 20, 191.H. by Luther

Conant, Jr., Commissioner of Corporations. The document makes

a book of 300 pages.

It is not entirely new matter. .\ considerable part of it was

made public when Herbert Kno.x Smith was Commissioner of Cor-

porations, in a report and r. letter which he sent to President Taft

under date of February 13, 1911. Some of the leading points in that

report were widely published in newspapers and trade journals at

the time; but the material has been revised, and the present report

embodies later investigations and conclusions, and is doubtless in-

tended to be final so far as standing timber is concerned ; but the

public is permitted to infer that other reports on the lumber indus-

try are to follow, though their precise nature is not stated. That,

however, is a bridge which need not be crossed until it is reached,

but the report on standing timber is now before the public and is

apparently as complete as the Bureau of Corporations ever expects

to make it. A summary of its Contents, therefore, is in order. It

is necessary to make a somewhat careful analysis in order to reach

the gist of the report.

As is well known, the primary purpose of the exhaustive investi-

gation carried on during many months by the Bureau of Corporations

was to ascertain the ownership of large timber holdings in order to

determine whether the country 's forest wealth was being concentrated

in the hands of a comparatively small group of owners. The revised

report, as now published, contains little that is new along that line,

and a very brief review of the conclusions on that subject will suffice.

Tlie Bure.au of Corporations divided the country in three regions,

each of which was designated as .an "investigation area." One was

the southern pine regions, another the Lake states, the third the

Pacific Northwest. It should be clearly understood at the start that

these areas do not include the whole of the Ignited States. The
southern pine region embraces the areas where the southern yellow

pines grow, that is, parts of Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro-

lina, Georgia. Missouri, and the whole of Florida, Alabama. Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas.

The Lake states- area includes Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.

The Pacific Northwest embraces California, Oregon, Washington,

Idaho, and Montana.

This leaves much of the United States outside of the investiga-

tion areas, and this should be borne in mind in considering the fol-

lowing figures conceniing ownership of timber. The amount of pri-

vately owned commercial saw timlier in the three investigation areas

is placed at 1,747,000,000,000 feet, board measure. It is stated that

the Southern Pacific Company owns 105,600,000,000 feet; Weyer-

haeuser Timber Company owns 9.5,700,000,000 feet, and the Northern

Pacific Company '36,200,000,000 feet. Five other owners have 102,-

000,000.000 feet; 14 hold 119.500,000,000; 26 hold 115,300,000,-

000; 42 hold 116,200,000,000;' 105 hold 149,200,000,000; 190 hold

132,400,000,000; 273 hold 96,400.000,000; 489 hold 84,800,000,-

000; 655 hold 55,500,000,000, and other owners hold 582,200,000,000.

The Timber Stand

The Bureau of Corporations estimates the total stand of merchanta-

ble saw timber in the United States, as follows:

In the investigaticm areas ],T4T,0u0.0on.(i00 feet

National forrsts 539,000,000,000 feet

Other Government land. Indian reservations. States,

etc 00,000.000,000 feet

Other timber 450,000,000,000 feet

Total in United States 2.826,000,000,000 feet

The bureau made the estimate for the investigation areas; and

the Forest Ser\ice supplied figures for tlie rest of the country.

These figures should be accepted as the best estimates that have

been made up to the present time; but they are only estimates and

should be considered as such. The Bureau of Corporations made no

tinilier cruises. It secured its information from owners, and usually

accepted their figures, supplementing them by other information which

was considered reliable. The quantity of timber credited to the

National Forests is probably fairly accurate, but it is not based on

actual cruises except in a few instances. The same may be said of

the figures representing the timber on unreserved government land,

on Indian reservations, and that belonging to states. The large

item of 450,000,000,000 feet of timber on private land outside the

investigation areas, is probably the least reliable estimate of all,

though there is nothing better available. It is pretty hard to deter-

mine how much timber is scattered over twenty or more states, in

forests, patches, and woodlots ; yet that is what the estimate of 450,-

000,000,000 feet includes.

A study of the figures compiled by the Bureau of Corporations for

the investigation areas reveals a basis for estimates of timber stand

in some of the outside areas, particularly for hardwoods. The bureau

did not have that purpose in view, but the statistics are capable of

wider interpretation than the report itself indicates. Reference to

that matter will be found below, but first the bureau's figures on
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timber stand should be given. They show some interesting facts, and

contain a few surprises for persons who suppose that a timber famine

is upon us.

Pacific Coast Woods

More than half of all the standing timber of the United States is in

California, Oregon, Washington. Idaho, and Montana. The supply in

each of those states is shown as follows:

California .

Oregon ....

Washington
Idaho
Montana

:!.si,400,000,000 feet

."..55,800.000.000 feet

.391,000.000.000 feet

129.100,000.000 feet

65,600.000.000 feet

Total 1..t12,900,000,000 feet

The largest item in this total is Douglas fir, 521,900,000,000 feet.

At the present rate of cutting, the supply of Douglas fir will last

one hundred years.

The next largest stand is that of western yellow pine, commonly

known in the market as western pine, or California white pine. The

stand is 153,400,000,000 feet, the annual cut about 1,562,000,000 feet,

and at that rate the supply will hold out ninetyjeight years.

Bedwood is third in amount and is credited with 101,900,000,000

feet. The yearly output is 540,000,000 feet, and there is enough

timber to last at the present rate 190 years.

Western hemlock's stand is placed at 57,400,000,000 feet; the

annual cut is approximately 175,000,000,000; and there is enough

at that rate to last 315 years.

Western red cedar has a stand of 56,700,000,000 feet. The yearly

drain is difficult to estimate because it consists of lumber, shingles,

and poles; but a liberal estimate of the cut indicates that the supply

will last more than a century at the present rate of cutting.

Sugar pine is confined almost wholly to California, and the stand

is placed at 34,700,000,000 feet. The yearly drain on this supply is

100,000,000 feet, indicating that there is enough sugar pine to meet

that demand for nearly 350 years.

The stand of Idaho white pine is [daced at 19,600,000,000, and the

present rate of cutting, if continued, will exhaust the supply in eighty

years.

Hardwoods arc not counted in Ihe estimate of timber stand in the

Pacific Northwest, for the reason that they amount to little in that

region.

The TjAke States

This area covers Michigan. Wisconsin, and Minnesota, where the

total stand of privately-owned timber is placed at 100,000,000,000

feet. Of this amount 47,600.000,000 are in Michigan, 29,200,000,000

in Wisconsin, and 23,200,000,000 in Minnesota. Tlie (|uantity and

kind in each state are shown as follows:

Species. ^lichigan. Wi.sconsin. Minnt-sotii.

White anil Norway pine. 2.000.000,000 .S.aoO.OOO.OOO 12..-i00.n00,Ooo

Hemlock 15.000.000.000 1 1 .600.000,000

Tamarack 2,000.000.000 1.200.000.000 2,200,000.000

Spruce . 1,200,000.000 200,000.000 2,000,000.000

Cedar 1,400,000,000 (iOO.000,000 500,000.000

.Tack pini> :',00.000.000 1,100.000.000
Balsam Hr 600.000.000 500,000.000

Maple 12,200,000.000 2,1)00,000,000

Birch 5,100,000,000 4,.t00,000,000 700,000,000
Basswopd 2,200,000,000 2,500,000,000 400,000,000
Elm 2,100,000,000 1,500,000.000 100,000,000
Beech 1.000.000.000

Ash 600.000,000 300,000,000 100,000.000
Aspen 1.700.000.000

Oak 200.000,000 300.000,000 200.000,000
Balm of Gilead :!Oii.ooo,ooo

Miscellaneous 1.400,000,000 000,000,000 900,000,000

The total stands of the various species listed in the above table

follow: White and Norway pine 17,700,000,000; hemlock 26,600,000,-

000; tamarack 5,400.000,000; spruce 3,400,000,000; cedar 2.500.000.-

000; jack pine 1,400,000.000; balsam fir 1,100,000.000; total soft-

woods 58.100,000,000. The hardwood totals follow: Maple 14.500,-

000.000; birch 10,100,000.000; basswood 5.1(10.000.000; elm 3,700,-

OOn.noO; beech 1,600,000,000; ash 1,000,000.000; aspen 1.700.000,000;

oak 700,000,000; balm of Gilead 300,000,000; miscellaneous ."..iOO,-

0011, nno- total hardwoods 41,900,000.000.

It is not improbable that persons well acquainted with timber con-

ditions in the Lake states will question some of the above figures.

The Bureau of Corporations submits them as the best to be had, but

is inclined to the opinion that the stand of pine in Wisconsin is too

small, and that the quantity of oak in the three states has been

underestimated.

SUPPLY AND USE

The yearly cut of the various species by sawmills in the Lake states

is known with a fair degree of accuracy. If the Btireau of Corpora-

, tions' figures which give the stand of the different species is accepted,

it is easy to estimate how long the supply will last at the present

rate of cutting. The amounts taken from the forests vary from

year to year, but the latest figures may be accepted as an average.

Calculations made on this basis indicate the length of time the forests

of the Lake states may be expected to hold out. The figures should be

accepted as rough approximations and not as demonstrated facts,

because several factors are not given due weight, and their influence

will lengthen or shorten the periods:

rine years

Hemlock 20 "

Spruce 36 "

Tamarack 43
Balsam fir 56
Cedar : 90 "

Oak 10 ••

Beech ; 15

Ash 22 "

Maple 22 "

Basswood . . . . 25
Elm 30
Birch , 40 ••

In considering the above figures it shouM be borne in mind that

the sawmill output only is taken account of in estimating the drain

upon the forests. There are several other drains, notably hewed cross-

t ies, poles, staves, and rotary cut veneers. These products do not

pass through sawmills. If they were counted in the output, the term

of years which the different woods may be expected to last would

be somewhat shortened.

Southern Pine Region

The states included in this area have been listed above. The
portions of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia

not included lie among the mountains, where little or no yellow pine

grows.

The estimates made for this region by the Bureau of Corporations

places the stand of longleaf pine at 232,300.000,000 feet; shortlcaf

pine (including loblolly) 1.5-j,100,000.000; cypress 40,400,000,000;

hardwoods 209,200.000,000; total 634,000,000,000. This stand of

uicrcliantalile timber is apportioned among the eleven states as fol-

lows, the figures representing M board feet:

Longleaf Shortleaf Cypress Hardwoods 'I'ntal

Missouri 1,100,000 900.000 7.900.000 9,900,000

.Arkansas 20,000.000 2.200.000 50.500.000 7S.7OO,O00

Texas 22,400,000 22,500,000 200.000 20,900,000 60,000,000
Louisiana ... 52.500,000 15,200.000 15,700,000 36,400,000 119,.SOO,000

Mississippi .. 47.600.000 14.S00.000 1.900.000 31.000,000 95.:!(10.000

Alalwma .... 25.600.000 12.400,000 200.000 IS.100.000 50.300,000
FIni-ida 58.200,000 900,000 10,700,000 4,100,000 73.900.000
ficorgia .... 18.500.000 13.200,000 2,800.000 11.500.000 46,000,000
S. Carolina.. 4.000.000 14.000,000 2.600.000 8,900,000 ,30.700.000

N. Carolina.. 2,900,000 22,700,000 3,000,000 14,300,000 42,900,000
Viijnnia 8,700,000 200,000 5.800,000 14,500.000

Total ...232.300,000 152,100,000 40.400.000 209.200.000 634.000.000

SUPPLY AND USE

Estimates may be made of the probable time the southern pines,

cypress and hardwoods will last at the present rate of cutting. It is

necessary, however, to consider the southern pines in the aggregate

and not in detail, because sawmill statistics do not separate them

according to species. All are grouped as yellow pine. The hard-

woods included are those only which are growing in the states shown

in the above table. Estimates based on the stniid and the yearly

cut of sawmills indicate that the southern yellow pines may be ex-

pected to last twenty-seven years if the present rate of cutting is

maintained; cypress forty years; hardwoods seventy-five years.

Tli(> Bureau of Corporations did not compile figures showing the
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stand of various species of hardwoods separately in the southern pine

region, but estimates, expressed in percentages of the whole hard-

wood stand, were made for oak, gum, hickory, and ash. By convert-

ing those percentages into feet, the following interesting table has

been compiled. The stand of each of the species is shown, not only

in the region as a whole, but in all of the eleven states separately.

These figures in this form have never before been published. It is

not claimed that they possess a high degree of accuracy, but only

that they are the most careful estimates that have ever been made,

covering this area. The Bureau of Corporations doubtless had fuller

data on the subject than had ever been brought together before, and

the conclusions shown in the following table are worthy of thought.
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Profits From the ''Sugar JBush*"

As bi-proJucts from our uort.heru han.lwood forests, maple sugar

and syrup are coming into greater prominence in the efforts to utilize

to best commercial acjs'antage all of the available assets. For a long

time the industry has been generally considered as a woodlot proposi-

tion, but in portions of New York, New Hampshire and Vermont

the hard maples are frequently tapped before logging, even on some

of the large operations, in the same way that the southern longleaf

pine is being bled for turpentine

and rosin before being logged.

The art of making maple

sugar was learned by the early

settlers from the Indians. This

was the only kind of sugar that

they had at that time, for cane

sugar was practically unobtain-

able by them. Vessels of clay

or liark were used to catch and

carry the syi'up in. The settlers

did not improve the old method

of obtaining sugar, merely sub

stituting iron or copper vessels

in which to handle the syrup. The

trees were tapped in the old In-

dian way, and the sap caught in

wooden troughs, usually hollowed

out parts of logs. The boiling

was invariably done in the o] en

woods, no protection being |)ro-

vided against snow and rain or

other inii)iirities. The fuel was .[.jjp; qld I'ltlMITIVK .\ND W
near at hand, dead and down TAI

timber being largely used. After the sap had been boiled down to

the consistency of thin syrup it was stored until enough was on hand

to "sugar off." The early product was dark in color and variable

in quality. At first not very much was made, but in the course of

time the industry assumed commercial importance in the northeastern

states.

Maple sugar at first was an article of food; now it is a luxury.

Pure maple sugar and syrup

are now very scarce articles on

the market and bring very high

prices. It has been estimated

that at least seven-eighths of

the maple sugar and sjTup sold

today are not genuine. There are

large concerns that buy up the

pure article, and use it to flavor

a body of glucose or cane sugar

from six to ten times as large as

the original maple sugar, and this

resulting mixture is then pnt

ujion the market as pure maple

sugar. An Indiana man has even

tjiken out a patent to protect

the process by which he makes

nmple syrup by flavoi-ing with an

extract of hickory bark.

For these reasons the ma]>le

sugar producers do not like to

sell their products to these

.\STEFUI. MI:tii..i> of sr.;.\lt "mi.xors," as they are called,

•riXG but prefer to sell the [Hire sugar

', i • 'ij"-'
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to customers directly. In order to protect themselves and the trade,

these growers have organized maple sugar makers associations. The

A'ermont Maple Sugar Association is an especially strong one. It

has done much to uphold the legitimate trade, its object being to

control the trade through or-

ganization. When maple sugar

is backed by one of these asso-

ciations the consumers can de-

pend upon its purity.

The importance of the indus-

try is shown by the fact that an-

nually about 14,000,000 pounds

of maple sugar and about 4,000,-

000 gallons of syrup are pro-
i|

duced.

SUGAR MAPLES

All of the maples have sweet

sap, but from only a few of them

has sugar been made in paying

quantities. The first place is held

by the true sugar maple (Acer

saccharum) and a variety of it

—the black maple (Acer sac-

charum nigruni), the red maple

{Acer minim), the silver maple

(Acer saccharinum), and the

Oregon maple (Acer macrophyl-

lum) are of less importance, and

the box elder (Acer negundo)

is the least important of all.

The range of sugar maple

spreads over a wide area, but as

a tree for the production of sugar

it does best in the western New
England, New York, Pennsyl-

vania, and the northern Appa-

lachians, the Ohio valley, the

Lake states, and the adjacent

parts in Canada. In its northern

home it is often the principal

forest tree, and forms from

twenty-five to seventy-five per

cent of the total stand.

The black maple is found in

Vermont on the shores of Lake

Champlain, ranging southward,

west of the Alleghanies from

Minnesota to Arkansas and eastern Kansas.

The red maple i? fnnnd alonsj the borders of streams and on low

THE L.\TEST DEVKLOI'MENT IN
LINE lllKECT FK(IM THE

swampy ground. Its range covers almost the entire eastern United

States. As a sugar producing tree it enters into consideration only

where the sugar maple is not plentiful. Prejudice has been developed

against this tree, because of the fact that its sap is often discolored.

The silver maple ranges from

New Brunswick to western Flori-

da and west through southern On-

tario and Michigan to the eastern

Dakotas, Kansas, and Oklahoma.

The sap of this tree is also liable

to discoloration, and its season

is also short and uncertain.

The Oregon maple is the only

western producer of sugar. The

tree is found west of the Cas-

cades and the Sierras, from the

Canadian border to southern Cali-

fornia.

SUGAR GROVES

'
' The ideal sugar grove should

contain that number of trees

which win give a maximum yield

of sap per acre. '

' It has been

observed that, an equal amount of

sunlight given, the sap and sugar

production are proportionate to

the leaf area of the trees. The

amount of leaf area is more im-

portant than the amount of light

tde tree gets. It is the leaves

that manufacture the starch that

is converted into sugar. It is

seen then that the point to be

observed in laying out a sugar

grove is in getting the number of

trees per acre consistent with the

greatest possible crown develop-

ment per tree. At the same time

the ground must be kept heavily

matted with leaves and humus.

The maple must be supplied with

plenty of moisture, hence the

ground must not be allowed to

become bare, with consequent

evaporation of the soil moisture.

A peculiar climatic requirement

has caused the commercial pro-

COLLE CTING THE SAP—A PIPE
TREE TO THE SUGAR HOUSE

iluotion of sugar to be confined to a small part of the area of the

range of the maples.' It is the gradual northern spring, with the

TYPICAL "SUGAR BUSH" WITH PAILS ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF
THE TREES TO OBTAIN THE MAXIMUM YIELD OF SAP

THE OLD METHOD OF "BOILING DOWN' THE SAP IN THE OPEN-

COPPER KETTLES
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slow yield of frost from ground, which makes the sap flow long and

continuously enough to give a paying production of sugar. A sudden

thaw affects both the quality and the quantity of the sap flow. Ideal

weather for sugar production is warm, sunny days and cool nights.

Cool rainy weather is not conducive to a vigorous flow.

For these reasons it is always desirable to maintain the best forest

conditions in the grove, for if the ground is carpeted 'ii'ith a heavy

layer of leaves and humus it will be less sensitive to changes in

temperature.

The model grove should satisfy the following conditions as far as

possible.

1. It should ciintain the greatest number of trees per acre consistent

with fully developed crowns.

2. The forest cover should be unbroken so that in summer little sun-

light falls upon the ground.

3. There should be a complete litter of humus and leaves, to the ex-

clusion ol grass and light demanding weeds.

4. Young trees should be kept in reserve to take the place of those

that tall, and to fill other openings in the cover.

5. No grazing should be allowed in the grove. ^

6. The grove should be made accessible by a system of roadways to

facilitate the collection of sap.

These conditions are somewhat ideal, and only an attempt can

be made to observe all of them.

The best location for a sugar grove is where the ma[)le thrives

best. In the southen Appalachians, the groves on the northern

slopes have the most desirable location, while in the middle state.s

the moist, gravelly soils are the best. In the northern states where

the maple does well on all exposures, tlie south one is preferred, be-

cause the sap of trees on such locations starts earlier.

MAPLE SAP

It is commonly supposed that the sap of a tree flows uji from

the roots in the spring and back to them in the fall, but this is

not true, for when the trees are tapjied as much sap comes towards

the hole from above as from below. There is even sap flow from

each side of the hole. The flow varies with the season, the day, and

the temperature. Experiments have been made and as a result it

was found that the force exerted by tlie sap on maple trees in the

sugar making season varies from a suction of two pounds per square

inch at night, to a pressure of twenty pounds per square inch during

the day. The rise and fall of the tem]icrnfure is responsible for

this.

The sap season usually begins about the middle of March and

continues until the third week in April. It varies with an early or

late spring, and, of course, is later in the North than in the southern

part of the region where the industry is carried on.

It is very difficult to determine the average yield of trees, but

it can be said that a mature thrifty maple will produce about twelve

gallons of sap, or three pounds of sugar ]ier season. Instances have

been recorded of trees having averaged ninteen gallons of sap

per season, and of one tree having produced enough sap to make

thirty and three-fourths pounds of sugar cake in one season.

Maple sap is a nearly colorless liquid composed of water, sugar,

mineral substances such as lime, potassium, magnesia, and iron, and

a small amount of vegetable acids. The flavor does not come from

the sugar, but from some one or all of the constituents. Careful

experiments have shown that on an average the sap contains about

three per cent of sugar.

MANUFACTURE OP SUGAR AND SYRUP

An increased demand for sugar and syrup has brought about great

improvements in the industry. The small growers still practice

some of the old methods, but the commercial growers are constantly

improving their equipment.

As soon as the sap is running, the trees are tapped. A spot on

the sunny side of the tree is selected as the place to bore the hole.

All loose bark that might fall into the sap is brushedoff. The hole

i.s made with a three-eighths or one-half inch bit, bored to a depth

of one inch. Experiments have shown that this is the most prac-

tical depth. Trees under twelve inches in diameter should not be

tapped. The spouts afe then inserted. The most improved kinds

are those made of metal and having one end threaded so that it

can be screwed into the augur hole. In some places wooden spouts

of sumach or elder are still used. The sap is caught in pails which

are usually provided with covers to keep out impurities.

Small growers gather • the sap with buckets, carrying it to the

sugar house. Where the industry is carried on on a large scale,

large tank wagons are used, and in some places pipe lines are used

to convey the sap to the sugar house. The sap must be gath.nred at

least once each day, and sometimes twice. This is because the tem-

perature may become suBSciently high to cause the sap to sour.

The sugar house is usually a substantial, but inexpensive build-

ing. Its main part consists of an evaporating room. In the roof

over this room is a ventilator which allows the steam which arises

from the sap as it boils to escape. A large storage tank is also

part of the equipment. This is usually placed on a side hill next

to the sugar bouse, or is elevated. The sap then moves through the

appartus by force of gravity. The tank is protected, so that it is

proof against the extremes of the temperature.

The sap is run from the storage lank to the evaporator. This is

an open pan, six inches deep, forty inches wide, and from ten to

eighteen feet long. They are usually made with corrugated bot-

toms, to increase the heating surface. Partitions from side to side

and open at alternate ends are placed in them at intervals of from

eight to ten inches. The sap enters the evaporator at one end and

flows slowly across the pan from side to side, around the partitions,

until it reaches the opposite end. The rate of its flow is so regu-

lated that it has reached the proper density when it reaches the other

end. The flow is regulated according to the amount of heat the sap

is receiving.

Underneath this pan is the firebox. This is built arch-shaped at

file front end of the [lan, its flue coming underneath the pans to

the opposite ends. The pans are thus heated for their entire length.

The sap is kept at a depth of one and one half inches at the upper

end, and one inch at the lower. As the impurities rise to tlie surface

they are skimmed off. When the syrup reaches the temperature of

219 F., or a weight of eleven pounds to the gallon, a deposit of

mallate of lime gradually commences to coat the pan. The syrup

is then dipped out and strained through flannel, this removing the

deposit. After ten or twelve hours the last two sections of the pan

become more or less coated with this deposit. The pan is then turned

around and the sap dissolves the lime, and it can then be caught in

the strainers. Care is always taken that the syrup finishes at the

proper temperature and weight per gallon. Much discussion has arisen

regarding whether the syrup should be put up hot or cold. Both

methods arc used, but it is generally observed that the syrup has

a tendency to crystallize when put up warm. Square, oblong, or

round cans of one gallon, or one quart volume, are the popular pack-

ages in which the syrup is placed upon the market.

In making sugar, the syrup is reboiled in a sugaringoff arch until

it begins to crystallize. This apparatus consists of a fire-box similar

to the one used under the evaporator, but smaller in size. It has an

open pan above it. The point of sugaringoff used to be determined

by pouring a little syrup on the snow or by dipping a twig bent

into the shape of a loop into the syrup. If the .syrup becomes waxy
on the snow, or formed a film within the loop, it was ready to sugar.

Under modern methods the temperature is observed, and different

temperatures denote different qualities. The temperature is slowly

allowed to fall and then the syrup is poured into moulds and allowed

to become sugar. The products are then stored in a cool, dry store-

room, as heat and moisture cause the sugar to mould, and the syrup

to ferment.

The opportunities in this industry are becoming more attractive

owing to the grejiter demand of maple syrup and maple sugar and

their recent rise in value on the market. It is expected that the maple

sugar business on a commercial basis will develop into an excellently

paying proposition.

So much depends on the man at the lever in the sawmill that

he should be appreciated and well paid, and should in turn

appreciate his responsibilities and use his brains as well as his

hands, for a little thinking often makes a big lot of difference in

the value of the mill product.
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•S^ Hardwood Reforestation Possibilities -^
There has been considerable interest of late shown in certain hard-

wood circles relative to the future supply of wood to furnish raw

material for the vehicle, implement, furniture, cooperage, veneer,

and various associated industries dependent upon a few species of

high technical qualities such as the oaks, hickory, ash, yellow poplar,

etc. It is a well-kuown fact that rapidly increasing demands and

new lines of utilization are making vast inroads into the virgin sup-

ply of these woods and to such an extent that something must be

done to meet the situation.

There are three available lines along which developments can

be made to conser\e our hardwood supply. First, more intensive

utilization can be practiced to make the present source last as long

as possible ; secondly, substitute woods can be introduced to take the

place of the rapidly diminishing supply of woods now in use, and

lastly new timber can be grown.

It is obvious that more inten-

sive tltilization will help in this

problem to a considerable degree

and fortunately a great deal of

attention is being given to this

important subject, which has

many undeveloped possibilities.

However, in looking at the situ-

ation from the standpoint of a

hardwood supply in the future,

however remote, one can see at a

glance that even the best and

most complete utilization cannot

insure the permanence of the

original or present supply. Sub-

stitutes are being brought in

both from foreign countries and

from native sources by utilizing

trees, hitherto little used, to take

the place of our standby species

such as oak, hickory, ash, etc.,

but here again only temporary

relief can be expected, for

eventually the foreign supplies

will be cut off and our own na-

tive species will be consumed in

the constantly increasing de-

mands for hardwood materials.

It has been conservatively esti-

mated that even at the present

rate of consumption our pres-

ent total timber resources, both

hardwood and coniferous, can

not last over fifty or sixty years,

and we are using approximately

twice the amount per capita now that we did about fifty years ago.

Furthermore, this ratio is increasing from year to year, rather than

diminishing. Thus it is apparent that we must eventually look to

some method of reforestation to furnish the necessary supplies for

the wood-using industries that require hardwoods of special char-

acteristics as well, in fact, for all forms of wood utilization, which

the exigencies of trade require.

Already the vehicle and implement associations have considered

the possibilities of reforestation. Several railroads, prominent among
which are the Pennsylvania, Delaware & Hudson, Santa Fe, and

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroads, have already taken up

the work of planting to supply ties and railway timbers for the future.

Several timber and paper pulp companies have taken up the problem

of reforestation on a commercial scale and are acting on the results

of successful experiments conducted by the United States Forest

Service, various state forestry departments and investigations car-

ried on by the various forestry schools.

In considering the possibilities of reforestation the question of

HAIUlY CAIAl.l'A l'l.A.\TAT10-\ AP.dUT T\Vi;.\TY-T\V( I YEAUS
OLD, YIELDING SMALL SAWLOGS, AS WELL AS POLES,

POSTS AND TIES. CATALPA IS ONE OF OUR
MOST RAPIDLY GROWING HARDWOODS.

the natural restocking of cut-over areas at once arises. The Forest
Service estimates that our forests are being cut at least three times

as rapidly as they are growing. Then, too, much of our lumbered
areas have either been cleared for agricultural purposes or are burned
over so repeatedly that the existing second growth is usually of
little consequence or composed of an almost worthless variety of

trees. The subject of natural reforestation is such a broad one that

it deserves separate treatment. Suffice it to say that on a good
deal of our cut~over forest, we must look to artificial methods to

make them produce the kinds of trees that are in demanfl.

There are several considerations which influence the choice of

species in planning reforestation on a commercial scale, among which
the following are the most important: I—Value of wood produced,
2—Rapidity of growth, 3—Cost of planting, 4—Freedom from in-

sect and fungous attacks, 5—Adapatability to soil and climate.

Obviously one would choose the

species which would yield the

highest quality of wood and

therefore the best financial re-

turns, provided the other consid-

erations were favorable.

Rapidity of growth is probably

the most important factor in

governing the choice of species.

Some of our native American

trees are inherently rapid grow-

ers. The following would there-

fore be the best from this stand-

point—Yellow poplar, red oak,

white ash, chestnut, black walnut,

catalpa, black locust, red gum,

basswood, Cottonwood, Osage

orange, honey locust, etc.

It is particularly unfortunate

that white oak, the "king" of

the hardwoods is not by nature

a rapid grower. Of course, under

favorable conditions, trees grow

more rapidly than under adverse

surroundings, but taken alto-

gether white oak, hard maple and

hickory, three of our best hard-

woods, are slow growers.

Red oak, white ash, and yellow

poplar have been extensively and

successfully planted for timber

and other products in various

parts of the East. Black walnut

has been planted for furniture

wood and gunstocks. Catalpa,

have given splendid results forblack locust, and Osage orange

planting for fence posts.

Cost of planting is also an influential factor. Some trees de-

velop a long branching root system in their early youth, which ren-

ders them difficult and expensive to plant. Although some trees

have been seeded in directly, yet the best success has been attained

by first growing the seedlings in a nursery for a year or two before

planting out on the area to be reforested. In this respect yellow

poplar, ash, black walnut, locust, red oak, and catalpa are com-

paratively easily planted. Cottonwood can be propagated from cut-

tings stuck in the ground.

Freedom from disease from fungi or insects is also a very im-

portant factor. For this reason the planting of chestnut at the pres-

ent time or until the disastrous bark disease can be successfully com-

bated is out of the question. The black locust is also susceptible to

the locust borer and for this reason the Pennsylvania and other rail-

roads have abandoned planting it. A recent attack on the hickory

in the East has also caused some alarm, but with increased care and

—25—
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precaution agaiust the importation of infected nursery stock and the

prevention of the spread of some of the insect and fungous diseases,

planting of most of our desirable hardwoods should be successful.

It is a notable and promising fact that hardwoods are less suscepti-

ble to disease and injury by insects thau the conifers.

Adaptability to soil and climate are apparently important. For

instance, red gum and Cottonwood must have a moist soil, catalpa

must have a deep fertile soil and cannot endure severe winters, and

red oak and chestnut must have a fairly well drained and fertile

soil. It is the province of our technically trained foresters to study

the habit and growth and requirements of each tree so that on a

given site we may know what trees should be planted and what re-

sults may be expected under those conditions.

We have only to' look to some of the European countries, and

Germany in particidar, to see what splendid success has been at-

tained by their work of artificial reforestation by planting. They

have even introduced a number of rapidly growing American species,

such as black locust, catalpa, white ash, and yellow poplar, and some

splendid plantations can now be found in various parts of Germany.

It is obvious that reforestation will become a profitable venture

only when market conditions justify it and with the increase in value

of some of our highest priced woods, more hardwoods will be planted.

New York, which has now over 16,000.000 seedlings in its state

nurseries and which distributes them at cost to lumbermen and

others interested in planting work, is now engaged in raising red

oak, white ash, and yellow poplar along with white, red, and Scotch

pine on a large scale. "vVith red oak closely following white oak

in demand and prices, and white ash and yellow poplar meeting wider

uses in our wood-using industries, they will be planted more and more,

not only by the federal and state forest organizations, bu^t also by

luuilicr companies, railroads, anil private organizations.

The cost of raising and planting seedlings varies with the species

used, their age and the condition and location of the ground where

planted. Under average conditions one or two year stock is used.

These can be raised in a nursery for from $3 to $5 per thousand.

Transportation and planting costs from $4 to $6 per thousand.

It has been demonstrated that spacing in rows 6 by 6 feet apart

has given the best results. This means 1,210 trees per acre. In

the final stand this number will be reduced to between 150 and

200, but such a large number is used at the start so that the trees

will grow tall, straight, and symmetrical, and will yield clear lumber

through the pruning of the lower limbs. The average cost per acre

at present therefore wiU run from about $8 to $10 to establish a

plantation. This is not taking the cost of the land into consideration.

Timber lands that are not valuable for agriculture or without a

valuable stand of trees on them have only a nominal value and can

be appraised at only from $1 to $3 per acre.

Owing to the fact that reforestation in this country is still largely

in an experimental stage as far as results are concerned, it is prob-

lematical as to the exact yields that may be expected. However, it

has been definitely determined that with several species a merchantable

]iroduct may be expected in from thirty to fifty years, depending

upon the species and the kind of products desired. Catalpa and

black locust posts have been grown in ten years. Yields as high as

l.j.OOO feet board measure have been obtained in twenty-five years.

With proper care and attention planted timber will grow a great

deal more rapidly than under virgin or natural conditions. In Ger-

many it is estimated that under scientific methods of forestry prac-

tice, many species can be made to grow from one and one-third to

one and two-thirds times as fast as in the virgin state; and in this

country our native trees grow naturally more rapidly than those iu

Europe. X. C. B.

'
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Rip-Saw Work
Efficiency in rip saw work is just as important as elliciency in

saw milling, planer work or any other machine woodworking, and

it is now a larger subject thau formerly by virtue of the simple

fact that the rip-saw is entering more extensively into the work

of manufacturing and refining lumber. The rip-saw enters into

the manufacturing and utiliza-

tion of lumber as a single side

edger, as a gang edger, as a

plain hand feed and power feed

rip-saw, and iu the factory at

times as a sort of universal ma-

chine.

Where there is any quantity

'

of work to be done it is a waste

of time and energy to fool along

with a hand feed rip-saw. The

power feed machine is inestim-

ably faster, and if the power

feed rig has a roller both iu

front and back of the saw it is

an unusually safe device for the

operator to handle.

There is shown in connection

herewith a view of. a good type

of power feed rip-saw working

hardwood. The main object in

offering this picture is to illus-

trate the subject of auxiliary at-

tachments to the ordinary rip-

saw table to get increased efficiency, to make the work safer and

better. In front of this machine to the right of the picture is an

infeeding table rest that supports the ends of long boards and re-

lieves the sawyer from having to hold them up while they are

)M)\Vi;i! FEELI lUl'S.WV

feeding into the macliine, while back of the machine is another

table which supports the outfeeding ends in a similar manner. The

tables are made portable so that in case there is a run of short

stock they can be moved out of the way, or for extra long stock

they can be moved back a space so as to support the additional

length. In this instance the

back table is a little lower than

it need be. An outfeeding table

should be just low enough for

the stock to pass on to it easily

from the saw table, for if it is

too low it fails in its mission,

which is to support the ends of

the stock feeding out and pre-

vent the weight of the outer end

making a lever of the stock and

tends to lift the weight of the

feed rolls.

The different local require-

ments call for variations in the

arrangement of auxiliary tables,

but in some form or another

these can nearly always be used

advantageously in connection

with rip saws. It is simply a

matter of, putting in the rip-saw

in practically the same way the

average mill gang edgers are in-

stalled, with tables in front and

back, with the difference that the auxiliary tables on the rip-saw

are made ])ortable. They can be moved away for convenience in

working short stock. They enable one to get a greater efficiency

out of the rip-saw, and they help make rip-saw work less dangerous.



TANGENTIAL SECTION OF BLACK WAL-
NUT SHU\VIN(; THE ENDS OF THE RAYS,
TWO LARGE VESSELS. WOOD FIBERS,

AND A NUMBER OF CRYSTALS

CROSS SECTION TWO GROWTH RINCiS
(IF siia(;bark hickory showing
SMALL. THICK-WALLED PORES. LINES
OF WOOD PARENCHYMA, AND FOUR

LARGE PORES

CROSS SEC-TION l>F I'llJNUT HICKORY
SHOWING THE LARGE POKES. THICK-
WALLED WOOD FIIiEKS. AND LINES OF

WOOD PARENCHYMA
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The Walnuts and the Hickories
.

The walnut family is of great auticiiiity. By means of fossil nuts

and leaves its ancestry can be traced back millions of years, reveal-

ing; a world-wide distribution. Now only two branches (genera) of

the family exist in the United >States—one {JugJans) including the

walnuts and the butternut, the other {Hicoria) the hickories. Four

other genera occui in the world, for the most part in eastern Asia.

It might not appear at first thought that walnuts and hickories are

so closely related, but both bear nuts inclosed completely in a hull,

and the leaves and flowers are very much alike. There are some

striking differences, too. For instance, the surface of the nut of the

native walnuts is very rough or sculptured and the hull completely

and permanently surrounds it, while the nut of the hickories is smooth

and the husk is mostly in four parts, in many cases falling apart

when ripe. The bark of the hiekftries is very hard and in some
species shaggy or flaky, but in the walnuts it is rather soft and in

ridges. Split a stem or twig through the middle and you will find

that the pith, of the hickories is solid, while that of the walnuts is

in little plates. This feature of the walnuts will separate them at

once from any other tree.

There is little resemblance in the woods of the two genera. That

of hickory is much harder, stronger, tougher, and more resilient than

that of the walnuts. In hickory the large pores are mostly grouped

in a ring—ring-porous—but in walnut they are so scattered that the

wood is generally classed as diflfuse-porous. The advantages of color

and grain are on the side of the walnuts and give them value as

cabinet and furniture wood. There is a contrast, too, in the parts

of the wood most valued; in hickory it is the sapwood, in walnut it

is the heart.

Juglaiis, the classical name of the walnut tree, is a contraction of

Jovis glans, or "'nut of Jupiter," and the specific name of the species

known to the ancient Greeks and Romans is regia, or royal, and is

fittingly applied to the magnificent tree which has been so commonly

planted throughout the old world for so many centuries. It is this

same tree which we now call Circassian walnut and which yields one

of the best known and most expensive cabinet woods on the American

and European markets. The nuts from the tree, however, we call

English walnuts. It is not known when Circassian walnut was first

brought into the United States, but it has been widely planted for

its nuts, particularly on the Pacific coast. As a source of wood,

however, such plantations are wholly negligible.

There are four native species of Juglans in the United States, but

only two, black walnut and butternut, are conunercially valuable. A
species of northern Mexico (Juglans rupestris), extends into Arizona,

New Mexico, and the Rio Grande part of Texas. Another species

(Juglans caiifornica) occurs along the Pacific coast in California, but

its range is limited and its nuts are so commonly eaten by rodents

that few seedlings are found. It is, however, often c-ultivatcd as a
shade tree and as slock on which to graft varieties of thi? English
walnut.

Black walnut (Juglmis nigra) ranges from Massachusetts to soiun-

ern Ontario, Minnesota and eastern Kansas, and southward to Florida.

It demands rich soil for its development and under proper condi-

tions produces a magnificent tree. Though in the early days very
common, the supply is now restricted. The great demand for it on
account of its excellence for furniture, together with the fact that it

usually occupied land valuable for agriculture, has largely exhausted

the supply. Formerly black walnut was used a great deal for con-

struction purposes, and many old houses in the Middle West have
walnut sills and finish. The lasting qualities of the wood and the

ease with which it split made it especially serviceable for rails, and
even now one can find some of the old fences still in service. About
1840 a covered bridge of heavy black walnut lumber was built across

Pine Creek, about four miles south of Williamsjiort, Ind. In all

the time since its construction few repairs have been needed and

when seen by the writer a few years ago the bridge was apparently

as sound as ever. It was stated that iron bridge contractors had

several times expressed a willingness to replace it with a modern

iron span for the lumber that is in it, but the county commissioners

always refused to listen to such offers.

The average production of black walnut lumber for the years

1906-1909 was about 4.5.000,000 board feet. In 1910 it was less than

36,.500,000 feet. Although reported cut by nearly 3,000 mills in

thirty different states, nearly three-fifths of the total output was

from Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky.

The following table gives the amount of black walnut consumed

in one year in seventeen states and the average cost )per thousand

feet paid for it at the factory.

State Board Feet Cost per M.

Illinois 4,:!-in.3.-.o $ 74.0O

Michigan l.-tTS.!.'?? TO.Ort

Kentuck.v : l,46.3.c)0il 75.0O

Massachusetts 74o,l()0 98.00

Connecticut 648.6.50 90.00

North Carolina 591.000 41.00

Marvland .548.500 90.110

Missouri 140.608 76.00

Texas laS.OOO 74.30

California 112.916 158.00

Wisconsin 72.000 73.00

Arkan.sas 55.000 50.00

New Hampshire 9.000 6.S.30

Oregon 1.900 325.00

Washington 1.000 1 25.00

Louisiana 500 lOfl.OO

Montana '. oU" 13000
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From the above table it is apparent that walnut is a very valuable

wood. This is particularly the ease of material shipped to the Pacific

states. The quantity is small, but the quality is high and, being used

for high-class purposes such as fixtures, the cost is great; in fact,

in Oregon a maximum price of $400 per thousand is recorded. In

North Carolina and Arkansas the cost is considerably lower than

elsewhere, due to the greater home supply and the use of poorer

stuff. A very considerable quantity of black walnut is exported.

In Canada black walnut, though native, is almost commercially

extinct. It was once there, as in the United States, a very popular

furniture wood, but has fallen from favor. Only about 61,000 board

feet of the wood were used for furniture in 1910, one-third native

grown, costing $71 per thousand, and two-thirds imported from the

United States at $51.24 per thousand.

The wood of black walnut is moderately heavy, hard, strong, stiff,

rather coarse-textured, mostly straight-grained, splits readily, takes a

high polish with a glossy, satiny surface. It works well, seasons

readily without serious checking, does not warp or twist, and holds

its shape. The coMr of the heart is a rich dark or chocolate-brown,

often somewhat variegated. The sapwood is thick in young trees

but rather thin in old specimens and is grayish-white in color. Newly

exposed heartwood has a characteristic odor reminding one of the

fresh leaves and nuts.

The pores are comparatively large in the first-formed wood of the

season, distinct to the unaided eye, and gradually diminishing in size

and number toward the outer limit of the growth ring, making the

wood intermediate of ring-porous and diffuse-porous. The pores are

solitary or in radial groups of 2—5, often in diagonal rows. Exam-

ination of the cross-sections with a hand lens shows numerous fine

tangential lines of wood parenchyma.

The past uses of black walnut were almost unlimited. With scarcity

and high cost the uses have become decidedly restricted. It makes

excellent furniture but is not striking enough in appearance to appeal

to the present American taste. It has long been a favorite gunstock

wood but is giving place to birch and red gum to a very consider-

able extent. Pieces cut from root burls and from stumps have very

rich figure and will always be in demand at high prices.

Butternut or white walnut (Juglans cinera) is widely distributed

throughout the eastern half of the United States but is most abundant

on the western slopes of the Alleghany and Appalachian mountains,

and in Wiscon.sin. It is mostly a medium-sized tree, often of very

poor timber form, and has never been very plentiful. The trees are

quite readrly distinguished from black walnut by the lighter color

of the bark and by the elongated nuts with sticky velvety hulls. The
wood, too, is different, being light, soft, not strong, odorless, and

colored light chestnut-brown with dark tangential zones. Some of

the grades of butternut are remarkably similar in general appearance

to the less highly figured specimens of Circassian walnut. Usually,

however, the rich shading of the Oriental wood readily dis-

tinguishes it from the humble butternut.

Butternut wood is very easy to work and when found in suflScient

quantity has numerous uses. The largest consumption of the wood

in 1910 was reported from Wisconsin, where, out of a total of 610,000

feet, 500,000 feet were made into boxes. The remainder went into

church and school furnishings, interior trim and woodenware. Of
the 183,000 feet used in Illinois nearly half was for incubators, the

remainder going into furniture, cabinet work, novelties and toys, and

store and office fixtures. Other uses are coffins, ship and boat-bnild-

ing, molding and slack cooperage.

The total amount of butternut cut annually is too small to be

reported separately by the Bureau of the Census.

The genus Bicoria is confined almost entirely to the eastern half

of the United States. While som.e botanists recognize as many as

15 species, economically considered there are only 8, which may be

separated into two groups—the true hickories and the pecan hickories.

In the pecan group are Hicoria pecan or true pecan, H. aqiiatica, the

water hickory or bitter pecan, H. myristicirformis or nutmeg hickory,

and II. minima or bitternut. The first three species are restricted

in range to the Mississippi valley and Gulf regions, but the bitternut

is extensively distributed throughout the eastern United States. The

pecan hickories grow faster than the true hickories but their wood is

generally inferior, being comparatively weak and brash, and seldom

appears on the market. Nutmeg and water hickories are character-

istically shaky. The best quality of second growth bitternut and

nutmeg, however, is better than the average of shagbark and pignut.

Strength and toughness vary greatly within the same species.

The four true hickories of commercial importance are H. ovata

or shagbark, E. laciniosa or big shellbark, H. glabra or pignut, and

S. alba or mockernut. With the exception of the big shellbark,

which is confined to the Ohio valley, the trees of this group are

widely distributed throughout the eastern United States. Shagbark

and pignut furnish the bulk of the hickory of commerce.

The following table affords a comparison of the different species

in reference to size of the trees and the density of their wood.

Pecan Hickories

HO) 2a — a S-Q —ja 7", TbfiC^a

ZJ a < rs ^ ^ r3 a -^.Gvi ^ S ^ CCtB I?oO.
Pecan 2 6 80 170 .72 45
Water 1.5 3 CO 80 .74 46
Nutmeg 1.5 4 75 100 .80 50
Bitternut 1.5 3 65 80 .76 47

True Hickories

Shagbark 2 5 80 140 .84 52
Big Shellbark 2 5 75 130 .81 51

Pignut 2.5
.

5 80 130 .82 51
Mockernut 2 4 75 120 .82 51

The true hickpries are rather slow growers but produce wood that

is heavy, hard, strong, stiff, very tough and resilient. No other com-

mercial wood kuown combines these properties to so great a degree.

The wood is not remarkable for beauty of color or of grain, shrinks

badly in drying, is not durable in contact with the soil, and the sap-

wood is very liable to attack by insects, especially by powder-post

beetles. It is hard to cut and heavy to haul and there is usually

great waste at the mill. Rough stock is always shipped green.

The sapwood of hickory is white and thick, the heartwood dark

brown or red. Transformation of sapwood into heart affects neither

the strength nor toughness of the wood. The best wood is obtained

from trees in their prime, the youngest trees being the toughest. The
best criterion of the value of the wood is its weight.

Of all the hickories the pignut is the strongest, toughest, most uni-

form for all regions, and has the largest proportion of sapwood,

though the shagbark is but slightly inferior to it. Big shellbark is of

only medium strength, but is inferior to no other species in tough-

ness. Mockernut is somewhat stronger than big shellbark but lacks

toughness.

In hickory wood the pores in the spring wood are moderately large,

not abundant, and usually in a very irregular zone. When growth

is very slow the wood appears diffuse-porous. The pores in the sum-

merwood of the growth rings are isolated or fairly evenly distributed,

thick-walled, and comparatively large. The rays are abundant but

not conspicuous. One of the most characteristic features is the pres-

ence of numerous fine but distinct white tangential lines of wood
parenchyma, particularly in the summerwood. This character is suffi-

cient to separate the wood from ash in event of any confusion due

to the similarity of uses, particularly handles.

No constant characters have been found whereby the woods of the

various species can be separated with any degree of certainty. The
woods of the true hickories can usually be told from those of the

pecan group by the fact that in the former the wood fibers arc thick-

walled, producing a very hard, heavy, tough and strong wood, while in

the pecan group they are comparatively thin-walled, thereby reducing

the weight, strength, density and hardness. Of the pecan group the

water hickory (Hicoria aquaiica) can usually be separated from the

others because its growth rings are not clearly defined and the large

pores are not in a well-defined zone, but scattered much the same as

if diffuse-porous.

There are many uses of hickory for which no satisfactory substi-

tutes have been or probably ever will be found. About two thirds

of the total cut is consumed annualh- in the vehicle industry for
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spokes, rims, poles, shafts, single-trees, double-trees, spring bars and
axle caps. There is also a strong demand for hickory for sporting

goods, dowel pins, whip stocks, hames, sucker rods, mower pitmans,

skewers, and many other purposes. Nothing compares with it for

tool handles except in less exacting cases, where white ash and some-
times oak are employed.

Kentucky surpasses all other states in the production of tool han-

dles, including those for axes; railroad and mining tools, such as

picks, drill hammers and sledge hammers; also mauls and smaller

tools like hatchets and chisels. In 1909 nearly forty-six per cent

(31,350,000 feet) of all the hickory utilized in manufacture in Ken-
tucky was converted into handles of one kind or another. This

amount is equal to nearly one-sixth of all the hickory reported by
the sawmills in the United States in 1908. Of the amount used in

the state only one-third was native grown.
Hickory timber is getting so scarce or is so scattered and inac-

cessible that the question of continued supply has become a matter
of serious concern to manufacturers. Improved methods of utiliza-

tion and the reduction in the use of hickory for purposes to which
other woods are better suited wiU prolong the present supply and
the increasing values of the hickory wood wUl stimulate the growing
of new trees. Since heartwood is not a desirable feature, it does

not require very many years for a hickory tree to become of mer-
chantable dimensions.—J. E. S.
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Doing the Thing Just Right
An efficiency engineer, to use the term created by the demand

for scientific methods of management and manufacture, was re-

cently quoted in a trade journal as saying that he could make a

better showing in woodworking factories, as a class, than in any

other single industry'. Doubtless he meant to include lumber plants

in the same category. Assuming that this is the case, the question

naturally suggests itself as to why the manufacture of forest

products and their conversion into finished articles should be con-

ducted upon a lower plane than, say, the production of pig iron

from the ore and the manufacture from it of steel and castings

and machined products and scores of other commodities figuring in

the commerce of the world.

There are doubtless many reasons that could be cited as partial

answers to the question; yet one of them which seems to come
nearest the truth, and to summarize the situation most accurately,

is that the lumber business and its allied industries appear to be

operated on too much of a personal basis. That is to say, it is

largely an empirical process; or, to get away from the vocabulary

of the philosophers, everybody does the thing according to his

lights, and not, as a rule, following any standard which has been

creosoting disposing of waste by distillation, and the development

of by-products and the like.

The fact that logging and lumbering are often carried on in

isolated communities, so that the superintendent of a mill may
have little opportunity to observe the methods used by his fellows,

might account for this to some extent; but then there are plenty

of sawmill towns in which from half a dozen to a score of mills

are located, without all of them, by any means, using the same
ideas in their operations. Of course it is true that the business

has been undergoing many changes during jecent years, with the

introduction of new processes, such as curing by steam under

pressure, rendering wood proof against atmospheric conditions by
creosoting, disposing of waste by distillation and the development

of by-products, and the like.

But this very fact ought to operate to help to create and main-

tain standards, rather than the contrary, since every lumberman
should realize that with new ideas coming into use it is up to him
to select the best and apply them to his own business. He ought

to compare the practice in his own mill with that of the best of

other people; and by a process at once analytical and synthetic

arrive at a composite result which will include part of his own
original scheme and part of the plans in use elsewhere.

It is true, as most hardwood men will readily admit, that there

is a considerable lack of uniformity of practice on subjects which

ought to be thoroughly understood by the trade at large, and on

which there ought to be unanimity of opinion and consequently

standardization of practice. Yet in every gathering of lumbermen
where a discussion of business methods comes up, it is found that

there are wide variations in methods, all the way from the stump

to the car.

There has been perhaps too little definite effort to compare notes.

Everybody getting fair-to-middling results has been rather prone

to be satisfied, without going to the trouble to determine whether
even better achievements could be recorded. Of course there are

occasionally found plants which are obviously down at the heel,

poorly managed, inefficient, with outworn methods that no one
would adopt; but on the other hand there are mills where the most
up-to-date plans are in effect and where the best of results are
being secured, without many others in the trade seeking to learn

of and adopt them. The rank and file are too easily contented;

are inclined to look too hard at the larger outlines of the proposi-

tion, such as the day's cut and the size of the payroll, and to

neglect study of the vital facts lying beneath the surface of the

everyday operations.

To give a more definite idea of the point which is to be luade,

consider a moment the soda-dipping process which has won some
favor in the South among manufacturers of gum. Many plants are

using this system successfully, and thereby getting rid of the

tendency of gum to stain and discolor. Others, however, have not

been so fortunate, and have accordingly announced that the system
is a failure.

In a majority of cases, it is likely that failure to get the proper

results has been due to lack of the proper system in using the

idea. Too little attention has been given to the details of its

application, with the result that the process has not had the proper

chance to show its effectiveness. To prove this, a Louisiana saw-

mill man said only recently that he visited half a dozen different

plants where soda-dipping is practiced before he found one that

was using a carefully worked out and scientifically operated plan.

It was getting fair results all the time. He adopted this plan

and has been similarly successful, although there are other manu-

facturers near him who still insist that their gum is not thor-

oughly conditioned by the use of soda-dipping.

Before going further it may be just as well to state the details

of the plan used in the plants referred to. They employ a seven-to-

eight per cent solution of soda, and high-grade soda should be used.

In many cases effort to secure economy by buying a cheap variety

of soda has been followed by indifferent results, quite naturally.

Of course there is a temptation to reduce the expense wherever

possible, and when it is necessary to buy material in carload lots,

with a big bill for material to be paid, the opportunity to save a

little looks pretty good. But obviously, if it is found that the

best results can be had only with the best grade of soda, it is

poor economy to stint at this point.

The use of a hydrometer is also emphasized as necessary to suc-

cess. The object of this instrument, of course, is to determine

the strength of the solution, and to keep it strong enough at all

times to do the work. Some sawmills which have attempted soda

dipping have attempted to get along without hydrometers; just as

some panel plants have made an effort to operate without ther-

mometers on their glue-kettles. In both cases an extremely im-

portant matter is left to chance.

It is desirable, also, to keep the temperature constant. The

proper temperature, it is agreed, is about 160 degrees Fahrenheit.
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A thermometer should be kept in the tank in order to determine

whether or not the temperature is being properly maintained. The

use of these two instruments is one of the principal safeguards,

and will go a long way toward insuring complete success.

The arrangement of the tank within the mill is also desirable, so

that the lumber can be run through the solution while on the chute.

The chains can be so arranged that when a wood which is not to

be dipped is being cut, connection with the tank can be cut out

and the lumber proceed as usual. It has been noted that the loca-

tion of the soda dipping tank varies considerably, and it ought to

be an easy matter to determine just which is the best place, and

then locate it there uniformly.

"We find that soda dipping costs us about ten cents a thousand

feet," said one of the successful manufacturers in the gum coun-

try. '
' This is pretty high, compared with the results reported by

some other lumbermen. However, if we can get good lumber and

avoid staining at a cost of ten cents, we are willing to pay it,

especially as some mills where six or seven cents is the cost per

thousand have not been able to get uniformly good results."

As indicated above, those who have had most success with new

ideas have made a point of visiting mills where the processes are in

use, examining th«m thoroughly and then adopting the ideas

bodily, if they have proved successful. The point is that personal

inspection of this kind is extremely valuable, and the survey of a

number of plants, with a compilation of the results at each mill,

is sure to be suggestive and helpful. Practically every sawmill

man, of course, is willing to give others in the business all the

pointers he can from his own experience; so that pooling the

results gained by everybody and evolving a standard method which

will be available for all is by no means impracticable.

This idea of doing the thing right in all of its various details

becomes a matter of importance, especially in connection with

the use of expensive equipment. For example, the writer knows

of a certain lumber company which is thinking of installing a

system for curing lumber by steam under pressure. In order to

know just what it could be expected to do, he visited several

plants where similar systems were in use; but he found that

irregular methods were being used, uniformity of operation, even

in a single plant, was lacking, and consequently the imperfect

results reported by one or two concerns were obviously, or at least

apparently, caused by failure to carry out the idea exactly. Hence

the experience of the present users of this system cannot be relied

upon absolutely by the man who is trying to get at the facts.

Lumbermen will make great strides in the business of producing

the best lumber for the least money when they learn that stand-

ardization is the big principle back of most industries; and that

personal idiosyncrasies and peculiarities ought to be eliminated

and the work done in exactly the right way, that way to be

determined bv the experience of all, and ajiplied by all.

G. D. C, Jr.
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The Flood Situation
The pojiular interest in the flood situation has been shifted

during the last two weeks from the miildlewestern states to

Arkansas, Mississippi and the other states bordering on the lower

Mississippi river. On the whole the situation appears far more

favorable than had been anticipated. Conditions are rapidly right-

ing themselves in the niiddlewostcrn states.

At Louisville the flood situation is practically a matter of his-

tory. Most of the large lumber concerns in that city are well

straightened out and are getting their lumber re-piled in good

form. One of the most serious features of the flood along the

Ohio was the fact that thousands of logs were carried away from

various points along the river. Jt is hardly probable that there

is any chance of recovering any of the logs carried' away as in

most cases the booms were completely demolished.

At Cincinnati incessant rainy weather following the flood made

it extremely difficult to accomplish much in the way of cleaning

up stock and re-piling. Most of the Cincinnati yards so secured

their piles with booms before the floods came that practically noth-

ing was actually carried away. Efforts are now being concen-

trated on straightening up piles and cleaning up stock.

The main efl'ect the flood situation had on the Pittsburgh trade

seems to have been in the matter of alfecting its business with

outside yard concerns and getting their supiilies from Pittsburgh.

The impossibility of readjusting the yards and the business details

up to this time have resulted in holding off shipments on a great

deal of stock whicli would have gone out some time ago.

Weather conditions in the Memphis section during the past few

days have b?en quite favorable, and this has been a factor which has

been of much service to lumber interests. There is a great deal of

low land in the Mississippi valley which is under water and in which

practically nothing can be done; but there is considerable timber

which is so located that it can be gotten out, and this work is making

reasonably good progress. The e.vcellent weather, too, has facilitated

the production of hardwood lumber at those (ilants not interfered

with by high water in the Mississippi and its tributaries.

There is no doubt that production has been considerably curtailed

as a result of the flood conditions ill the Mississippi, but the fact

remains that conditions are much more favorable in several impor-

tant respects than last year. In the first instance the mills were

well supplied with timber and those not interfered with by the higli

water have been able to continue operations. In the second place

the flooded area has not covered anything like as large a territory

as was the case last year. In the third place those mills which have

not been interfered with by high water have been able to continue

shipping, as there has been comparatively little interruption to the

handling of both inbound and outbound shi]unents. In the fourth

j)lace, lumbermen jirofited by their experience of last year and in

the majority of instances removed their timber to higher ground,

thus placing it where it would be out of danger of overflow. There

are perhaps some other respects in which conditions are better this

year than last, but these are the principal phases of the situation.

There is no doubt that there has been a very decided curtailment

of the output in this territory even though it has not been as large

as last year. A number of mills havo been closed down at Memphis
proper, as indicated in the last issue of the Hardwood Record, and the

uimdjer closed down at points outside of i\Iein]>his is being increased

as the levee breaks at new jilaces. Plants are now out of commission

at Wilson, Madison, Turrell. Proctor, Marked Tree, Earl, Blythe-

ville and at a number of other points in eastern Arkansas. On the

Mississippi side, however, there have been no breaks in the levee

system so far and the consequent interference with lumber produc-

ti(in has been unimportant. Some empha,sis is being laid upon the

effect of this restriction of production upon prices. It is generally

conceded that the market will work to a higher level before it is pos-

sible to bring stocks back to normal conditions.

An additional clement in the price making factor is the large de-

mand for hardwood lumber as well as for building materials of all

kinds from the flooded districts in Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and other

states. The call for hardwoods is more aggressive than it has been

for quite a while and those firms which are not interfered with by

high water and which have their stock clear are making shipments

on as liberal a scale as possible. A number of firms here, which are

handicapped by the high water or impaired switching fat'ilities, are

having to turn down business every day. They foresee marked activ-

ity, however, as soon as they are in position to. take care uf shi]imi>nts

promptly.

Another serious feature of the situation is seen in the fact that

as a result of the floods and rains following their recession, the

country roads are impassable, and the hauling of logs in and of

lumber out has been seriouslv checked.
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Tales of the Trade
THE ORIGINAL CUBIST

Since the ilaily papers and leading magazines nowadays are full

of stories of the discovery of the peculiar, alleged artistic value of

the work of the cubists, it may not be amiss to repeat the accom-

panying picture which was published in Hardwood Record some
months ago as showing who the original cubist artist really was. It

is J. V. Hamilton of Fort Scott, Kans., and his system of making
cubist pictures apparently is of much higher artistic value than

any that have been exhibited at the sundry art shows in Xew
York and Chicago recently.

This particular picture is made from sections of veneers and it

is a composite portrait of the veneer men of the United States

worrying over how to catch up with current orders. Mr. Hamilton

is really entitled to the distinction of being

the Simon-pure original cubist artist of the

country.

A "BILLY" DINGS STORY
W. W. Dings, of St. Louis, tells a story

on himself. It was probably not intended

for publication, but is too good to lose.

Billy dropped into a chair at a swell

barber shop recently for a shave, and as he

seated himself his eye caught a glimpse of

a very alluring bit of femininity occupied as

a manicure artist at his right. Billy is not

adverse to glancing at the personal pulchri-

tude of womankind either in a barber shop

or out of it, and unconsciously, of course,

he occasionally turned his head for another

view.

The barber was of foreign extraction,

and eventually stopped his work, and going

out to the middle of the room turned a cheval

glass so it faced Mr. Dings, and coming back

made the following suggestion:

"If ze gentleman will observe, he can

view ze lady in ze glass, vitch vill make it

less possible that I cut his throat."

Billy immediately sat up and took notice.

DELIVERED THE GOODS
Some time ago a Minneapolis lumberman

happened to be in the oflSee of Jack Hayden,

secretary of the Northwestern Hardwood
Lumbermen 's Association and connected

with the Mississippi Valley Lumberman, and mentioned to Jack

that if the Lumberman had any spare copies of the Congressional

Record he would like to have them.

A number were left at his office from time to time and iinally a

messenger appeared with tno huge rolls of unopened Records neatly

tied up with rope. Receipt of same was acknowledged to ilr. Hayden
by the following letter:

Hon. Jack Hayden.
Washington. D. C,

Honorable Sir :

I'ermit lis to express our hearty appreciation of the small (avor (?)

extended to u.s in sending "Congressional Records" since the foundation
of the Government. These documents shall be given a largo place in our

office and in perusing same, should the writer chance to stray across the

path of some fool statesman, be will think of you.

I may. in the future, have an office on the ground floor of some build-

ing, and should this occur, will advise you, so that all future deliveries

may be made by furniture van, or possibly it will be better for me to

secure trackage facilities.

I should like at some time to vote for you. having the highest regard

for the man who "delivers the goods" and if there is an.v bright meteor
which has illuminated m.v pathway in life, and can deliver the goods in

wholesale quantities, you are it.

Dear .Tack, Ijelieve me to be, yours with a heart full uf thanks, and an
office full of truck.

Jack has never repeated the offense, while the aforesaid lumberman

has congratulated himself a number of times on his ability to head
off such attempts to make a store-house of his office.

"SOME MASHER."
Last summer F. E. Miller, traveling representative of the Gayoso

Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn., decided to make headquarters at
one of Minnesota's delightful summer resorts and finally located
quarters for hmiself, wife and child at one of the hotels on Lake
Chisago.

Mr. Miller and-family arrived at the hotel, which is located on an
island, late in the evening and were shown to an upstairs room in
the main building. He states that hanng had a strenuous day he
was very tired and hastily undressing threw himself upon the bed.

It is necessary to state here that Mr. Miller

belongs, dressed or undressed, in President
Taft's class for size and is not of a build

calculated to safely drop from any extended
height, and in this case when he let himself

go in the abandon of luxurious freedom from
conventional trappings, the bed capitulated at

once and, as Mr. Miller graphically stated,

"The whole condemned thing went down and
the head of the bed also fell over on me with

a crash similar to the Republican defeat last

November. '

'

He states, however, that he was so over-

joyed at not going through the floor to the

hasement that he and his wife spent the bal-

ance of the night in thankful praj'ers that the

catastrophe had been no worse, and he did

say that he could overlook the bed falling, but

thought insult was added to injury when he

was smashed on the noodle by the head of

the bed.

ilemphis lumbeimeu with whom -Mr. Miller

is very popular and who have heard of his ex-

perience have advocated his concern providing

him with a rope and tackle for easy entrance

to future country beds.

The Camphor Industry

The world 's production of camphor is

placed at 12,000,000 pounds, of which Japan

supplies 6,000,000, most of which is produced

in Formosa. China produces 1,300,000 pounds. Synthetic camphor,

which is manufactured largely from turpentine, is now an im-

portant article in the can-.phor market. Genuine camphor is made

from finely-chipped wood, and involves the destruction of the trees.

Review of Forestry Work
The Forest Service has published a pamphlet, '

' Review of Forest

Service Investigations, Volume 1," which is a departure from pub-

lications heretofore issued. It is stated in the preface that it is

intended primarily for those engaged in forestry work, but that a

limited number of copies will be distributed among others who are

interested. The pamphlet gives an account of what the Forest

Service is doing and expects to do. Those who examine the pages

will be surprised to learn the scope of the work and the wide range

of subjects which it covers. There is activity from Maine to Cali-

fornia, and from Florida to Minnesota. A good many matters are

discussed informally, which have not been treated in regular bul-

letins. It is, in fact, what might properly be called a progress re-

port. It is proposed to issue others from time to time as suitable

material accumulates. It may be expected that good results will

follow, because the Forest Service has grown so large and its

activities are so varied that some such means are necessarj' to keep

all parts in touch.
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Utilization of Hardwood Waste
Editor's Note

The following article was read by R. B. Goodman of

meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manuta
article is an able analysis of the possibilities of closer uti

tical lumberman.

First of all, I desire to call your attention to the fact that in

speaking of hardwood waste we do not mean an economic waste

at all, but simply despoiled or left-over material. If the produc-

ing of something valuable out of this material can be done at a

profit, it should be saved, but it must be remembered that the

waste material is something tangible and evident to the senses,

whereas the labor that may be expended in rendering this waste

material valuable is often illusive and intangible, and unless the

operation has an accurate system of accounting, the efforts to

save waste material may easily cause a greater waste of labor.

The problem of utilizing waste material is largely a problem of

more efBcient processes of labor, and results are often so mis-

leading that all of us occasionally find ourselves handling waste

material in one way or another at an actual loss. The amount of

waste material, however, accruing from the manufacture of hard-

wood lumber is so great that we feel the necessity of making

some effort toward its utilization.

This waste material takes place, first, in the woods; second, at

the mill; third, at the place the lumber is consumed.

In this paper I shall discuss only the first two of these sources.

The waste in the woods is the greatest in bulk. Our specifications

for logging birch and maple are 8" surface clear for birch and

10" surface clear for maple. Since ^ve adopted these specifica-

tions the value of birch and maple has increased over $5.00 per

thousand, and it occurred to me that this advance would enable

me to cut my logs on a much harder specification, both as to size

and character of the log.

We made interesting experiments in this line. We rodueod our

specifications to 7" and up for birch and 8" and up for maple,

and included a fairly hard grade or No. 2 log. This difference

in the specification increased the cost of logging from $1.00 to

$2.00 per thousand. The smaller and rougher logs decreased our

cut at the mill some twenty per cent, with a consequent increase

in cost of sawing of that amount. The larger percentage of low-

grade lumber decreases the average value of the product of the

log, so that by endeavoring to utilize the poorer logs in our

forests, and thus to decrease the waste of material in the woods,

we virtually increase the cost of our lumber more than $5.00 per

thousand; and if we had had any means of determining the actual

cost of manufacturing the poorer logs into lumber, it would prob-

ably have amounted to four or five times the value of the product

obtained, so we have come to the conclusion that with our stand

of timber 8" and 10" surface clear limits for logging birch and

maple are the limits of economy. These specifications take not

more than from thirty to thirty-five per cent of the weight of the

wood from the land, or from sixty-five to seventy per cent of the

weight of the material in our forests is left on the ground as

having no economic value.

The second source of waste material is at the mill—saw kerf,

slabs, edgings and trimmings. The modern band saws have

reduced the waste of saw kerf to less than half of what it was

with the circular saw—in other words, it has been reduced from

twenty per cent to about eight per cent. If anyone is sawing

lumber with a circular saw, he can save the price of a band mill

in saw kerf in a year's sawing.

More careful sawing or the use of slab rcsaw has reduced the

waste of material from slabs, and careful attention to edging

and trimming, the use of odd lengths in lumber, the crowding

of wane and bark into low-grade cratinp; and box lumber has

still further reduced the amount of waste in sawing up the log.

In hemlock, basswood and elm, a percentage of the waste of

slabs and edgings is utilized for lath and squares, but when all

these things are taken into consideration, there is still over a
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the Goodman Lumber Company, Goodman, Wis., before the
cturers' .\ssociation held at Milwaukee, April 23. The
lization, considered strictly from the viewpoint of a prac-

cord of refuse to a thousand feet of lumber. Approximately two-

thirds of this goes into fuel as sawdust and hog feed, and one-

third is available for other uses—that is to say that approximately

fifty per cent of the weight of the merchantable log goes into

lumber, thirty per cent into fuel, and twenty per cent into wood
available for other uses.

If these percentages of waste are approximately correct, you
will see that the lumber produced from the hardwood forest is

fifteen per cent of the weight of the standing timber and that

this is under the most improved modern conditions of manufac-

ture. If the birch and maple yield sixty per cent merchantable

lumber against forty per cent No. 3, the merchantable lumber

would be approximately nine per cent of the weight of the

material in the standing forests.

The utilization of this waste material so that we obtain a

value from it in excess of the labor expended on it, is a problem

with as many different solutions as there are different hardwood
operations. If the mill is located at a remote distance from the

timber and freight is paid on the logs, it is obvious that the

possibility of bringing in a greater proportion of weight of

material from the standing timber is largely reduced. Mills that

are located at a remote distance from the timber are usually in

large towns or cities, and the waste material at the mill is more
available for sale as fuel than for any other purpose. When
the mill is located in the heart of the timber, as our mill at Good-

man, we have found that after selling a small amount of our

mill waste for local consumption as fuel, we have reached the end

(if our resources, for the best prices that we have been able to

obtain in the larger cities for short wood have not compensated us

for the actual cost of handling same from the mill to the car;

and while we have made no experiments of our owb, we have
offered for the past four years, and are still offering, to finance

any reasonable proposition submitted to us for the manufacture

of our refuse into any of the numerous articles of commerce made
from small pieces of wood—all the way from dowel pins to pail

handles. All the propositions that have come to us, however, have
been impracticable, the cost of labor involved precluding any
possibility of profit, and while there are many specialties in

hardwood, such as broom handles, special material for the manu-
facture of furniture, agricultural implements, tenpins, billiard

cues, etc., nearly all of these specialties require not the refuse

material but the pick of the logs.

We have tried to solve the problem of utilizing a larger pro-

portion of waste material in the woods, and practically all of the

waste at the mill in birch and maple, by erecting a chemical

plant at Goodman for destructive distillation. This plant is of

the oven type. Plants for the destructive distillation of hard-

wood in this country are of three types—the small retort plant,

in which the wood is packed in small iron retorts and then

charred; kiln plants, in which the' wood is charred partly by its

own combustion; and oven plants, in which the wood is loaded

on iron buggies and shoved into large iron retorts or ovens. Our
plant has six of these large retorts, each holding eight cords of

wood at a charge, or a daily capacity of charring forty-eight

cords of hardwood. This plant, with its adjacent wood yards,

system of track and the installation of boilers and pumps for

supplying steam and water, cost approximately $200,000, and the

preparing of chemical wood and other requirements of operation

require a working capital, in addition, of $25,000. The returns

from this plant, after a fair deduction for depreciation, show a

profit of between six and eight per cent, and the prices at which
we are supplying this jilant with hardwood leave a margin of

profit of approximately $1.00 per cord. As the compensation.
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however, allotted to the production of the wood fluctuates with

the market value of the chemicals produced, and as the chemicals

are all now at a high value, we do not figure more than a return

of fifty cents per cord for stumpage over a long period of years.

The requirements of wood for the retorts are very exacting.

Only the heaviest slabs and edgings can be used, and it is impos-

sible to use wood containing excessive doze or streaks of rot;

the wood must be split so that it does not exceed 6" in thickness

or 12" in width; the wood must be all hardwood and seasoned for

one year before it is ready for use. We have found serious diffi-

culty in getting out this wood by the old method of wood chop-

pers working in the timber. These difficulties are: scarcity of

expert labor and its inferior quality, the necessity of constant

and rigid inspection of the wood, and, after the wood is out, the

risk of fire during the year it has to stay in pile for seasoning.

The labor required to haul this wood and load on cars is as great

as the original chopping, and to these items of risk and expense

we add the necessity of leaving in our logging spurs for a year

longer than would be required for logging only, consequently

requiring a double amount of steel for this purpose.

On account of these objections we early came to the conclusion

that it would be cheaper to manufacture the chemical wood at the

mill. We cut the chemical wood in log lengths—i. e., we log the

land clean, leaving only saplings under 5", dozey trees, and tree

tops. We bring this chemical wood to our mill with our merchant-

able logs, sorting at the mill and running the rough and small logs

to the wood mill, where they are butted to 50" and run through

split saws to be cut into sizes complying with retort wood speci-

fications. The heavy slabs and edgings are conveyed so as to

mix with the output of the wood mill, and the wood is piled on

cars at the mill and taken to the chemical wood yard, where it is

piled to dry and season.

This process, being mixed with our regular operation, is ob-

viously one in which it is difficult to determine actual unit cost,

but we believe that this method is cheaper, and certainly more

reliable, than chopping in the woods, and it enables us to utilize

wood that the choppers are unable to split by hand. The wood
mill, however, is an additional investment.

The operation of a retort chemical plant, while comparatively

simple, requires a few highly skilled men and great care in the

regulation of its operation. Our plant has an installation of one

1,500-gallon pump for pumping water for the condensing of the

vapors, and five loO-horscpower boilers for supplj'ing steam for

distillation. A switch engine is required for shifting the wood
cars and pulling the retort buggies. The labor required for all

departments aggregates ninety men. This includes extra force

in the woods, wood mill crew, wood handlers, firemen, and the men
handling the products in operating the plant.

Products of the plant are approximately as follows: Per cord

of wood, 50 bushels of charcoal, 11 gallons of 82 per cent crude

alcohol and 160 pounds of acetate of lime. These products, with
the exception of charcoal, are easily marketable under normal

market conditions. The difficulty with the charcoal is that the

domestic market within shipping radius of our northern hardwood
operations is so narrow that it is impossible to depend upon it,

and our chief wholesale use of charcoal is in the manufacture of

charcoal iron. Owing to its low value and great bulk and its

tendency to spontaneous combustion, it is impracticable to ship

charcoal in bulk for any great distance by rail, so that the second

step in the process of utilizing chemical wood is the erection of

a blast furnace, unless there is already one near enough to the

operation to contract for its output. The other products, alcohol

and acetate of lime, while being capable of shipment for long

distances, and even available for export, are chemicals for which
there is not a very large demand in the arts. Wood alcohol has

to compete with the more cheaply manufactured and more widely

denatured grain alcohol, and only a slight stimulation to the

production of acetate immediately reduces its price. In the course

of the past five years the total value of the charcoal, alcohol and

acetate produced from a cord of wood has fluctuated from $6.00,

with practically no demand, up to a total of .$11.00. Our costs

per cord, carbonized, are about $8.50. As the weight of a cord
of wood is approximately equal to a thousand feet of lumber,
and we are obtaining a cord of wood for each thousand feet of
lumber manufactured, it will be seen that we are utilizing twice
as much of the material in our hardwood forests as we were in

the manufacture of lumber alone. Our own plant is the minimum
in size that it is practical to operate; plants twice or three times
its size are better suited to economy of operation. It would
follow, therefore, that the requirements for even the smallest

chemical plant are as follows: First, a mill located near the

timber, the available hardwood timber to be at least twenty years'

supply at the ra:te of 10,000,000 feet of hardwood per year; second,

sufficient supply of running water; third, proximity of charcoal

iron furnace.

With these conditions met, the mill in the woods can make as

great a profit out of its hardwood refuse as the mills in the

larger towns by disposing of their wood as fuel.

Traffic Matters Around Memphis
John W. McClure of the Bellgrade Lumber Company, James E.

Stark of James E. Stark & Co., and J. R. Walker, representatives,

respectively, of the Lumbermen 's Club of Memphis, the National

Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association and the Southern Hardwood
Traffic Bureau, have been in Washington recently, attending the con-

ference with the Interstate Commerce Commission in connection with

the subject of uniform methods of weighing lumber and other com-

modities and government supervision of this very important work.

The Jlemphis representatives at this conference have gone with in-

structions to advise the commission that they favor government super-

vision and the installation and operation of track scales because of

the belief on their part that the question of weights is as important a

factor in determining freight cost as rates themselves. The com-

mission has had this subject under consideration for a number of

mouths and asked for this final conference before handing down a

decision in connection therewith.

May 14 has been set as the date for oral arguments in the

case of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau against the Illinois

Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley roads, involving the pro-

posed advance of two cents per hundred pounds on hardwood lumber

shipments from Memphis and Mississippi points to New Orleans.

This advance w,as to have become effective April 1, but it has been

suspended by the commission until September 30. The Southern

Hardwood Traffic Bureau will be represented by J. E. Walker, attor-

ney for that organization, but a number of prominent members of

the hardwood fraternity at Memphis and in the Memphis territory

will go to Washington to participate.

Another question involving rates on export shipments is that of

the Anderson-Tully Company et al vs. Morgan's Louisiana & Texas

Eailroad et al. This affects the movement of export shipments of

lumber from points west of the Mississippi river by way of New Oor-

leans. There have been several hearings before the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in connection with this case, in which the Southern

Hardwood Traffic Bureau asked the commission to hand down an order

forcing the railroads west of the Mississippi to issue through bills

of lading on such shipments. The western lines, with one exception,

announced that they would issue such through bills, but just at this

juncture the members of the New Orleans hardwood trade filed an

intervening petition in which they set forth the statement that the

issuance of such through bills would discriminate against them and

in favor of outside exporters. It is hoped by members of the trade

here that the hearing in this case, which comes up at Washington

May 10, wiU be the final one. Lumbermen here have been confident

aU the while that they would receive a favorable verdict at the

hands of the commission. Particular emphasis has been laid upon the

fact that no discrimination is made against exporters at New Orleans

by those living outside, as the former have the right to bring in

their lumber on through bills as well as the latter.
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Hemlock and Hardwood Men Meet
On Wednesday, April 23, the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association met in the regular quarterly meeting

at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, Wis.

Following the reading of the minutes, the treasurer reported

that the balance on hand April 19, 1913, was $3,304.71.

Secretary E. S. Kellogg then delivered an extemporaneous

report. He said that a month ago a letter was sent out asking

the members for opinions as to the most equitable commission

to commission men handling the members' products. He said that

the commission men suggested that a straight payment of $7.50

a car on hemlock would be just. The consensus of the members

was that a better way of arriving at payment would be on a

thousand feet basis, and thirty-five cents a thousand was a very

fair commission. The matter was referred to the bureau of

grades, which decided not to make any recommendations.

The secretary then analyzed the stoqk report published in

another part of this issue of Hardwood Record. He stated further

that since April 1 the association members have shipped twelve

per cent more hardwood than was cut during that time. He

further said that ten per cent less of hemlock is now being

shipped west of the Mississippi river than was shipped two

years ago.

W. G. Collar, chairman of the railroail committee, reviewed the

recent transit ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

He said that the railroads' suggestion on transit rates on logs in

Wisconsin is that present rates are satisfactory, but that if in

the future they prove not to be, the matter will be taken up for a

change.

Mr. Collar recommended the appointment of a committee to

consider the matter of creating a traffic dejiartment for the asso-

ciation, stating that traffic departments of other associations are

doing very satisfactory work.

J. E. Rhodes, secretary of the National Lumber Manufacturers'

Association, talked very interestingly regarding the "Blue Book"
published by his association. He said that it is now on a self-

sustaining basis jnd that its facilities have been enlarged and

made more efficient. He said that it will become the biggest

work of the association. Mr. Rhodes reviewed the Pridham case

hearing at Chicago. He stated that the testimony of the fiber box

people was delivered mainly by shippers and not by receivers,

hence the.y were partial to the fiber box. He further stated that

these shipi)ers were mainly handlers of light commodities. The

testimony, according to Mr. Rhodes, established the fact that

fiber boxes are inefficient for contents weighing more than forty

pounds.

Mr. Rhodes said that the two weeks given by the commission

for the gathering of rebuttal testimony by the lumbermen will

be up on April 28. He said they are getting evidence from all

classes of receivers of freight all over the country, and that the

fight will cost an immense amount of money.

Regarding railroad car weights, Mr. Rhodes stated that the Inler-

state Commerce ('oinmission may appoint su]>ervisors over railroad

scales in weighing, but that the work surely will be done by the

railroads themselves.

Regarding timber ta.x, lie saiil that the foresters tlinuigliciiit the

country have conu' to realize that a more equitable system of taxa-

tion is necessary to conservation on the part of the Uunbermpn. Mr.

Rhodes said that the attitude of the d.iily press has been very nuudi

improved in the last year or two.

Regarding the nuirket, the speaker said it is strong, with the exee])-

tion of some hesitancy on account of some pending legislation at

Washington. He said that the lumber manufacturers are generally

apathetic regarding the removal of the tariff on' lumher. According

to the speaker, the west coast manufacturers do not fear the tariff,

because they anticipate a greatly broadened market opened up

through the Panama canal. He said further that the chief difficulty

—Si-

has been in securing return cargo, but that it is likely that they can

ship considerable hardwoods to the Pacific coast on return trips.

Secretary Kellogg read a letter showing statistics of Michigan cut,

and W. A. Holt then read the report of the legislative committee.

T. A. Green, reporting for the Michigan legislative committee, said

that keen apprehension is felt regarding tlie ten-hour day law for

work in the woods.

The first business taken up in the afternoon was the report of

the bureau of grades and inspection, M. J. Quintan, chairman. He
said that answers to a query as to the opinion of the members regard-

ing the inspection service showed that ninety-seven per cent of the

membership endorsed it strongly and unqualifiedly. Regarding mar-

ket conditions the speaker said there is practically no dry hemlock

at any of the mills of the association members. He said further

that hardwood cut is already mostly under contract at good prices.

Regarding desired changes in certain hardwood rules of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association, Mr. Quintan said that the changes

advocated by northern manufacturers last year will again be pre-

sented at the Chicago meeting of the National association in J\ine.

He said that the National a.ssociation rules committee met January 15

and reported to directors, proposing- the changes advocated last year.

Mr. Quinlan said that he anticipated the changes would go through,

but that every member should be present to register his vote.

A suggestion that tlie secretary should issue report blanks for

reports on the amount of the various thicknesses and grades of hard-

wood lumber on hand at the end of eacli month received considerable

discussion, and its value was spoken of by several of the members.

The matter was referred to the grading commission.

F. F. Fish, secretary of the National Hardwood Lumber Associa-

tion, issued an invitation to the membership to attend the meeting

of his association at Chicago, June 5 and 6. Mr. Fish said that in

the last year the National Hardwood Lumber Association has entered

the market of New York very strongly and that it now has as members
the majority of the trade of that city.

T. A. (Jreen then read the following paper:

Logging by Steam

Krom twin to V.'i>~ labor conditions in the woods, especially in Michi-

gan and Wisconsin, fc'rew gniduiilly wor.sc until. In certain localities some
Ivinds of labor were almost out of Ihp market. Dnrini: that i)criod steam
skidders came into use in this territory and more and more of them are

boinj; put into operation encli year. Teamsters became very ditticult to

get and the ;j:ood ones apparently disappeared with the rest of the old-

timo lumberjacks. This nnd the fact that horses have steadily risen

in priee has had much to do with the adoption of steam skidders by
many operators.

There is no question l>ut what the steam skidder has come to stay. It

certainly has a place in the present day logginf; operations in this terri-

tory. Some will say that substituting engineers for te.'imsters will not
better the lalwr conditions. As a matter of tact I feel certain that those

who have tried both teamsters and engineers in their woods oiierations

will testify that the men commonly found to vun steam skidders are a
much mwf reliabli' class of laborers than are ti'amsters. The relief felt

by some r.perators wlieii free from the teamster led them to opernti' exclu-

sively with their stiam skidders, probably to their loss. Certain localities

can be logged cheaper with horses than by steam. Nearly every opera-

tion has lands best logged with horses and It is probable tluit nearly

all holdings have certain lands best logged by steam. .\ combination of

both is oft<'n possible, the nearby timber taken by teams and the timber
fiu'tber back b.v the skidders. No two oi)erati«)ns are alike, and advice
given as to methods of litgging are largely worthless unless all the local

conditions are known and taken into consideration. M'bat is possible

and profitable in one disti'ii-t nuiy be utterly impossible in otliers. Size,

density and tjuaiily of timber, labor conditions, soil, snow fall and topog-

ra]>hy m.-iy, any or all of them enter into this difference. Kver.v opera-

tion needs si)ecial study as a whole, and from year to year, because con-

ditions will change as time passes.

The distance one can profitably skid with a steam skidder is governed
by a number of things. Outside of the loss of time in hauling out lines

the cost of the w'car and tear on cables m!is1 be considered. We have
seen no operations in this district wln're we considered skidding more
Hum seven or eight hundred feet from the mai'hine profitable, though
with the ordinary skidder logs can he bandied from nt-ariy double that

distance. In many places the steam outhaul is hidis|>ensable ; in others,

horses do the work as cheaply or cheaper than steam, when everythlnnc
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is taken into consideration. Tlieoroticiilly. steam is the l)est. but it is

not always possible to put theory into practice. While the lines go back
faster with the steam outhaul, being a continuous line, they arc more in

the way, and sawyers and swampers must keep out of the wa.y of them.
They are less pliable, harder to take to a log not exactly in the trail.

This is true in spite of the trailers and chokers used to enable the men
to attach logs to the cables. Steam return lines can be abandoned with
little labor and horses substituted. It would seem as though it were
wiser to haye them to meet all conditions. I am unable to make com-
parisons between .ground lines and overhead lines, as m.v experience is

limited to the former. Those skidders that load their logs as skidded
are prol)ahly cheaijest to operate, but it is sometimes advisable to deck
lo^ for future use. For that work the four-line skidder that decks the
logs as they are skidded is the best. If an operation is large enough it is

advisable to have both types.

Varying with conditions and the growth of timber a four-line skidder
with steam return lines or horses will skid and deck from 40,000 to

60,000 lumber scale every ten-hour day, skidding up to SOO feet with
steam outbauls and half that for horse return lines. A two-line .skidder

will average from 30.000 to 40.000 lumber scale. If the timber grew
absolutely evi.-n and there were no mishaps so that all four lines would
finish at each setting at the same time, a four-line skidder would do
double that work. These figures are based on timber that will average
ten logs to the thousand feet, lumber scale. A lumber scale basis is

used here because some operators usc> a Doyle and some a Scribner rule

for scaling logs. There is an element of danger in using steam for skid-

ding not found in horse skidding. -A steam skidder is without question a

valuable part o£ any logging outfit, and my personal iudgm<>nt is that it

should be of a type tliat will prop(^l itself to avoid the necessity of the

presence of a locomotive when moving. It is important at times to be

able to go to the water supply with the skidder. The steam skidder is

in general use. as are locomotives. The combination of all of them
makes it possible to operate a woods crew practically the year round.

Steam traction engines for winter work on ice roads have been us.-'d
successfully in some localities, but they are not nearly as adaptable as
logging railroads.

There will he many more improvements in steam skidding machinery
in the years to come, and these improvements will help solve the problem
of obtaining sufl5cient good help for our operations in the woods.

This was followed by an able article read by R. B. Goodman, of
Goodman, Wis., printed elsewhere in this issue of Hardwood Record.

Secretary Kellogg, reporting for the advertising committee, showed
some samples of new birch books issued entirely through the office

of the association without any outside assistance. Another particu-
larly valuable feature is a series of ten samples showing the different

ways of finishing birch lumber in order to bring out its best qualities.

The question_of supporting the wooden box side of the classification

controversy received consideralile earnest discussion, and at a meeting
of the directors held in the morning it was decided that $500 should
be raised by subscriptions among the membership to start this work
directly. After a considerable discussion it was moved that the
association subscribe by individual subscriptions not less than $1,000.

J. T. Phillips of Green Bay then issued an invitation to members to

hold their next meeting at Green Bay in July.

W. C. Landon stated that he considered the traffic department
would be of extreme value to the association. He asked Secretary

Kellogg to tell of the work of the traffic department of the Wausau
Advancement Association. It was finally moved that a special com-
mittee be appointed to consider the matter.

The meeting then adjourned to convene again at Green Bay in July.
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What Is Poon ?

Poon is a nurd meaning tree in some parts of India and Ceylon.

In the early history of the English occupation of India the officers

of the navy made themselves acquainted with the descrijitions of

timbers available and suitable for masts and spars. They selected

a tree which was described by Linnaeus and named by him Calo-

phyllum inophylhim. The native who had no particidar name for

this tree referred to it under the general name '
' poon, '

' which is

now the generally accepted trade name of this important wood.

It is a magnificent tree producing one of the most important woods

in the tropics. It attains a diameter of from one to five feet near

the base; its extreme height is one hundred feet, with a stem of

sixty feet to the nearest branch. The poon is one of the most

beautiful trees and there is perhaps no other tree in the East In-

dies that is so well known as this one. It is a native of India,

Ceylon, Siam, Burma, Borneo, Philippine Islands, and on prac-

tically all the islands of the South Sea.

Poon is an evergreen tree often called Alexandrian laurel, and

in India flourishes very luxuriantly on poor soils, in fact, wheri?

scarcely any other tree will grow. On the South Sea Islands it

prefers damp soils and is found from the borders of the sea to

the valleys, where it spreads, and often near the streams. The

tree blossoms several times a year and the seeds which the tree

produces are always in great abundance and invariably germinate

and grow up unless damaged by fire or other causes. Poon is

planted very extensively in Java in avenues on account of the per-

fumes of its flowers and the elegance of its foliage. As a result

of its great commercial importance the tree is widely cultivated also

in India and parts of Africa, and is worthy of high recommenda-

tion for planting elsewhere, not only for the wood, but for the

resin which it yields and the oil contained iniits seeds. The tree

is also of great value for shade and ornament. For this purpose it

was first introduced into the West Indies and Central America.

where it is now thoroughly naturalized and is found escaped in

the most remote districts in tropical America. Even in tropical

Africa poon has been so extensively planted that it is now a com-

mercially important tree in a good many places.

The true poon of India is clo.sely related to the tropical Amer-
ican species, Calophylliim caluba, which is commonly known as the

santa maria or palo maria. The wood of the latter is difficult to

distinguish from that of poon. Both of these trees are cut and
the wood sold as a mahogany substitute. Santa maria comes to

the American markets only very seldom through the ports of Pen-

sacola. New Orleans, and Galveston, while the poon comes in occa-

sionally direct from India, or as reshipments from England. Small

shipments have been received also from the Philippines, where the

tree is now just beginning to be exploited.

The reputation of poon rests on its use for spars and masts,

and in parts of India the drain upon this species has been so

great for these and other purposes that the trees are now be-

coming scarce, and in some localities more valuable than teak.

The young trees, especially such as are in accessible places, are

most carefully preserved. In Ceylon the tree is very highly es-

teemed and there it is used extensively in boatbuilding and is

employed generally beyond all others for planking of small sail-

ing vessels and for the construction of all kinds of machinery; in

fact it is used for all purposes which demand a very hard durable

wood. It is in request also for making canoes and is among the

best wools in India for charcoal.

The wood of poon is hard, heavy (about forty-two pounds per

cubic foot), reddish-brown, tough, compact, somewhat coarse and

straight-grained, and exceedingly durable in contact with the soil

and water. It is usually a very ornamental wood and is susceptible

of a high polish. It is often handsomely veined and resembles

mahogany in appearance and working, and is in request by cab-

inet makers. Beautiful furniture is made from it. When in-

tended to be used in cabinet work, it is important that it should

be procured a long time previously, for if it is not very dry the-

article of furniture is liable to split or warp. Poon does not warp

or check to any appreciable extent after thorough seasoning. Dif-

ferences in these qualities, according to latitude, soil, or situation,

are, however, very observable. From what has been said about

poon, its value can be readily ajipreciated. L. L. D.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
wlthi any of tile inquirers iisted in tliis section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the fVlaii Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enciosing a seif-
addressed stamped enveiope.

B 428—Wants Ash and Oak Squares

New York. April 12.—Editor Hardwood Record : At present we take

the liberty of asking you a favor. We are exporters ol all kinds of handles,

and have recently received inquiries, and we would esteem it a favor if

you would kindly give us the names and addresses of some reliable firms

dealing in lines of that nature. We have been exporting ash hay fork

handles to countries where the duty is considerably lower on lumber in

rough condition than on ready-made handles, and we are. therefore, now
looking for manufacturers who can supply us with square wood blocks cut

to length and not thicker than fit for one handle, of such nature that all

that is to be done is to turn them down to the proper size. We have also

had inquiries for oak squares for parquet floors.

Thanking you beforehand for any information you can give us as to

where we can obtain such material, and trusting we may have the pleasure

of reciprocating, we remain.

The exporter above quoted has been given a small list of manu-

facturers of oak and ash squares.

—

Editor.

B 429—Seeks Ash Oars

Glasgow, Scotland, April 4.—Editor Hardwood Record: We are desir-

ous of obtaining supplies of ash oars, and shall be glad if you can put us

Into communication with manufacturers of this stock.

The above correspondent has been supplied with the names of a

few manufacturers of the stock referred to.

—

Editor.

B 430—Wants to Market Bending Oak
Cincinnati, April 19.—Editor IIardwouh Kioruiui : We will soon l)e

manufacturing at our new plant a considerable quantity of bending oak,

and would thank you to furnish us with the names of consumers of this

variety of stock in thicknesses of from 2 to 4 inches.

Anyone interested in the above source of supply for bending oak

is invited to communicate with the Mail Bag section, B 430, care

Hardwood XSecoed.—Editor.

B 431—Wants Derrick for Loading Logs

Cincinnati, O., April 19.— Editor Hardwood Uecoud : We are in want
of a good stationary derrick, capable of loading lo^s into cars under the

handling of one or two men. We would like to have a derrick of sufficient

strength to carry up to five tons, if necessary, but do pot know whether it

is possible to have a derrick geared in such a way that it could load such

a weight as that without steam appliances. We suppose, as a matter of

fact, that two or three tons would be as heavy as we would require to lift

at any time, but we do not want a weakling. Perhaps some of your

advertisers would bo glad to hear of this. A good second-hand derrick

would no doubt suit us quite well. It Is wanted for delivery on the Lexing-

ton & Eastern railway in Kentucky. We will appreciate any assistance

you can give in this matter.

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with the in-

formation asked for. Any others interested can have the address

upon application.

—

Editor.

B 432—Regarding Air-Drying Beech
Grand Rapids, Mich.. April 21.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you

advise us of the most approved method of air drying beech lumber? We
And that it is prone to crackle-check.

The above inquirer has been referred to Henry Ballon, general

manager of Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc., Cadillac, Mich., who is an

authority on lumber seasoning. Mr. Ballou 's reply is as follows:

"The indications are that this climate is much more favorable

for the seasoning of beech lumber in the open air than a more

southern climate, or where they are subject to prevailing dry winds.

There are times when some of our exposed piles will have quite

a bit of this season check on the face, but with the ordinary sea-

son and a little precaution in piling, where the piles do not get a

wind exposure, we are able to season our beech lumber without

many defects. Of course, if the piles are left open in the sum-

mer time, for any great length of time, the beech lumber will be

nearly ruined, but this we have to guard against and see to it

that freshly sawed beech lumber is not exposed to the rays of the

sun to exceed one day without protecting it.

"We presume that we would have more difiiculty if we sawed

this stock in thicker lumber, but as we saw everything into inch

boards, we are able to control the matter of season checking in

our beech lumber quite successfully.

"If we were seriously annoyed in regard to this season cheek-

ing, we should take greater precaution in closer piling and per-

haps be obliged to stand boards on end on the side of the pile

from which the dry wind came, but in doing this, a person would

have to use good judgment in not closing the pile to an extent that

would mold the lumber. We would be bothered with the two ex-

tremes and would have to be cautious to follow the middle ground.

I cannot think of any other remedy to overcome trouble of this

kind, and trust that this information ma}- be of service to you."

H. Ballou.

B 433—Wants Kraetzer-Cured Tupelo

Lancaster, O.. April IS.— Editor Hardwood Record: We are in the

market for 250.000 feet of 4 4 firsts and seconds bay poplar. 11 to 1ft

inches wide. Kraetzer-cured and kiln-dried. We can sell a nice block of

this lumber if we can secure it.

The above correspondent has been supplied with the names of

supply for this wood, and any others interested can have the ad-

dress on application.

—

Editor.

B 434—Wants Three-Ply Red Gum, White Oak and Ash
Memphis. Tenn.. April IG.—Editor ILvrdwood Record : Can you give

us the names of manufacturers in this territor.v who produce three-ply

huilt-up stock in red gum. white oak and ash in Vi, 5/16 and %-incn
thicknesses? Would also like to have the names of parties in the North
who make this stock in birch.

The above inquirer has been supplied with a list of probable

sources of supply for the panel stock named. Any others inter-

ested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 435—Wants List of Mahogany Log Buyers
New York City, April 17.—Editor Hardwood Reciprd : Will yuu please

advise me of the names of concerns in Chicago and vicinity that deal In

mahogany, that is, Arms buying mahogany logs for the purpose of manu-
facturing them either into lumber or veneers?

Also would like a list of people buying greenhcart, cortez, santn marla,

black laurel, blue malioe and lancewood.

The above inquirer has been supplied with a partial list of

mahogany log buyers, and of various other imported woods. Others

interested can perhaps find a new source of gui)ply for this class

of logs by addressing the above writer through B 43,5, care Mail

Bag section. Hardwood Eecord.—Editor.

B 436—Wants Source of Supply for White Oak Wine Shooks
Owensboro, Ky.. .\pril IT.— Editor IL^rdwood Rei'ord : We would like

to have you give us the names of manufacture rs that are in posiUon to

supply white oak wine shooks for casks of from fifty to fifty-lhree-gallon

capacity : also the heading to go with the shooks. Wo will appreciate a
prompt reply and thank you in advance for this favor.

& Co.

The above correspondent lias been supplied with the names of

several probable sources of supply for white oak wine shooks and

heading. Any others interested can have the address on applica-

tion by referring to B 436.

—

Editor.

B 437—Seeks Northern Growth White Oak.
Minneapolis. Minn.. April 14.— Editor Hardwood Record: Can you give

me a source of supply for a carload, at bast, of fine straight-grained

northern white oak. firsts and seconds quality, in 4/4, 5/4, C/4 and 8/4
thicknesses ?

Furniture Company.
This inquirer has been given a possible source of supply for the

lumber he seeks. Any others interested can have the address on

application.

—

Editor.

B 438—Wants Dry Chestnut Lumber
Janesvllle. Wis., April 9.— Editor Hardwood Record: Can you tell us

where we can find some dry chestnut lumber?

The above writer has been supplied with a probable source of

supply for chestnut. Any others interested can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.
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B 439—Wants Sassafras 6x8-12

Columbus, O., April 12.—Editor Hakdwood Recced : I am in the mar-

ket for 1200 pieces of 6x8-12 sassafras, sound and square edge, f. o. b.

Columbus, O.

The above inquirer has been supplied with a list of possible

sources of supply for the sassafras named. Any others interested

can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 440—Wants Labor Saving Device

Columbus, O., April 12.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are looking for

helps to more economically take care of our lumber. We have heard of

them, but have never been able to locate them or see an advertisement.

One is a piling machine which quickly raises a board at a time to top of

pile in high piling. Another is a ball-bearing runway that by a simple

push will carry a board fully 100 feet each side of a car.

C0.MPAXY.

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with the ad-

dress of the manufacturer of an improved type of lumber hoist,

and also has been advised how to construct dead-roll labor run-

ways for handling lumber.

—

Editor.

B 441

—

Importation Mexican Mahogany
New Yoek, Apr. 10.—Editor Habdwood Record : From the fact that

the American market is entirely bare of Me:sican mahogany, it will be of

interest to buyers to know that we expect a large shipment of big square

Mexican mahogany logs to arrive by vessel on or about Apr. 15. We
also have just received a choice lot of African figured mahogany logs.

SCHUXDLEK & DE SOL.1,

24 state Street.

B 442

—

Hamburg Firm Wants Commission Connections

Hamburg, Germany, April 24—Editor Habdwood Record ; We are

anxious to secure connections with reputable American hardwood mills on

a straight commission basis, not as agents. As you know this company
has operated at Hamburg for more than a century. In fact we do the

biggest part of the Hamburg lumber business. Buyers do not insist on

seeing stock handled i)y us. but because of our reputation are in many
cases willing to accept our description.

^ews Miscellany

Annual Philadelphia Lumbermen's Exchange
The twenty-seventh annual meeting of the Philadelphia Lumbermen's

Exchange was held April 10. William T. Betts in the chair. There was
a full attendance of members all in happy accord with the occasion and
in ;i, state of elation over the flourishing condition of this association. The
election of officers was practically a one voice ceremony. After the

appointing by the president of Herbert P. Robinson, judge, and J. W.
TurnbuU and Joseph P. Comegys, tellers, Charles P. Maule, treasurer,

read his annual report, in which the prosperous condition of the

exchange was duly emphasized.

John H. Lank, secretary, in the absence of Ralph" Souder, chairman of
the committee on legislation, then read the committee's annual report.
He was followed in rotation by B. Franklin Betts, chairman, committee
on railroads and transportation ; George A. Howes, chairman, committee
on office and entertainment ; Joseph P. Comegys, chairman, committee on
membership ; Eli P. Hallowell, for the auditing committee. Amos T.
Lesher, chairman, credit bureau, read an Interesting report on the work
done by his committee, which report was ordered to be printed and
copies sent to all the retailers in the city.

After the reading of the report of the trustee and relief fund commit-
tee, by Daniel Adams, the annual report of President William T. Betts,
an interesting feature of the meeting, was in order. In this report Mr,
Betts among other important matters called special attention to the
great work being done by the credit bureau system, which is carried out
by the exchange.' He also made the pleasing statement that the exchange
membership includes 125 active members, four non-resident and one privi-
leged member, total 133. Mr. Betts expressed his hearty appreciation of
the kind help given by the directors. Secretary John H. Lank and the
various committees, and wished his coming successors the same good
fortune,

Mr. Betts' report was followed by the nominations. Horace A. Reeves,
Jr., named Benjamin Stoker of George W. Stoker & Son for president.
John E. Lloyd placed William H. Fritz of W. H. Fritz & Co. for vice-
president, and William C. MacBride, in happy nomenclature, nominated
"the watchdog of the treasury" and many years' faithful treasurer of
the exchange. Charles P. Maule, as his own successor ; all of which
nominations were closed. The nominations for audit committee, composed
of Samuel B. Vrooman, chairman, Franklin Smedley and Eli B. Hallo-
well

;
and Robert C. Lippincott, as trustee of relief fund, followed, and

as there were no competitors. Secretary John H. Lank was directed to-

cast one ballot electing all these officers. Samuel H. Shearer, Samuel
Roberts and Horace A. Reeves, Jr., were elected directors to All the
three vacancies occurring at this time.

Thanks were expressed by the presidents of the various affiliating
organizations for the use of the rooms of the exchange : at this meeting
also thanks in resolution were passed by the exchange to the various
trade papers for copies sent for the exchange files. John H. Lank, the
popular secretary, whose election comes before the board of directors,
has been slated for re-election. After short speeches from the new
officers the meeting adjourned at 4 ;25 p. m.

The annual banquet was held at 7 p. m. in the dome room on the
roof garden of the Bellevue Stratford hotel. This finely appointed
banqueting room and the tables were decorated to suit the occasion.
Speech making was wisely eliminated and a select vaudeville show pre-
sented instead. The well known kindling wood quartette of the exchange,
assisted by Harry Saylor, the popular baritone, rendered some choice
music during the evening. It is universally conceded that this annual
function of 1913 quite eclipsed any other held in previous years by the
exchange, the credit for which is due the committee on office and enter-
tainment, composed of George A. Howes, chairman : George Rodgmen,
William P. Shearer, Howard Ketcham and Victor E. Kugler. Dainty
booklets, enclosing menu and list of officers and members, were donated
as souvenirs of the occasion by the Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Insurance Company, Philadelphia : Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company, Boston, Mass. ; Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company, Mans-
field, Ohio : Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Central Manufacturers" JIutual Insurance Company, Van Wert, Ohio.

BENJAMIN STOKER, PRESIDENT PHILADEL-
PHIA LUMBERMEN'S EXCHANGE.

WM. H. FRITZ, VICE-PRESIDENT PHILADEL-
PHIA LUMBERMEN'S EXCHANGE,

CHARLES P. MAULE, TREASURER PHILA-
DELPHIA LUMBERMEN'S EXCHANGE
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Annual Meeting Machinery IVEanufacturers

Oq Apr. 14 the Ameiiciin Supply & Machinery Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, tile National Supply & Jlacbinery Dealers' Association and the

Southern Supply and Machinery Dealers' Association held a joint conven-

tion at Indianapolis. The convention was succi'ssful in every way.

the attendance particularly being gratifying in view of the flooded condi-

tion which made access to Indianapolis particularly dilDcuIt. In all there

were 774 delegates present.

The three associations met in joint sessions twice, and in addition

eac'a organization went into executive session on each da.v of the conven-

tion. These individual sessions were open only to members of the

individual organizations.

Among the topics discussed were : "Banning and Currency Keform ;"

"Resale Prices and Price JIaiutenance ;" 'Trade Opportunities in the

Balkan States;" "Mor.' Ktficient Salesmcnsliip." and •I'niform Working-

men's Compensation Laws."

Spring Meeting Michigan Manufacturers

As this issue of H.iTiDwcion Kicconn comes from the press, Apr. 25, the

Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association is convening in its regu-

lar quarterly meeting at the Pontchartiain bote!. Detroit The subjects

coming up for discussion and on which spocifie information of value to

every member will be presented are : Present market conditions in hard-

woods and hemlock : outlook for hemlock bark ; employers' liability insur-

ance and compensation : forest iire protective methods ; ri'ports of various

committees on the question of continued affiliation with the National

Lumber Manufacturers' .Association. No stock report will bi' presented,

but much information will be available regarding present and future out-

look for the marketing ot hemlock and liardwood. Deputy State Insur-

ance Commissioner Roliert K. Orr of Lansing will address the mei'ting

on Employers' Liability.

Lumbermen's Cluh to Hold Annual Meeting

The annual mei'ting of ibe Lumlermi'u's Club ot Cincinnati wi.l lake

•place on May 6 at the business Men's Club. A new set of o'Hcers will

be elected at this meeting and there is much speculation among the lum-

bermen as to just who the favored oucs will be. Two very strong tickets

have been nominated and the election is sure to he a hot contest. The

men responsible for the selection ot candidates to run on tlie "Regular"

ticket are S. \V. Richey, Ilarr.v R. Browne and lledley Card. This com-

mittee nominated for president, W. E. DeLaney of the Kentucky Lumber

Company and also president of Ibe Hardwood Manufax'turers' Association

of the I'nitcd Slates; for first vice-president, ,T. S. Zoller ot the Talliert-

Zoller Lumber Company; for second vice-president, H. A. Ilollowell of II.

A. Ilollowell & Company; for treasurer, Eniil Tiioman of Bennell &

Witte. and for secretary, .1. A. Kolser of tlie Blackburn & Holser Lum-

ber Company.
Those who are responsible for the nomination of Ibe "Independents"

are Euiil Thoman, J. Watt Crabani and (ieo. Morgan. This enmmitlee

nominated for president. C. C. Ilagi'meyer <yC the H. L. Mi<kle Lumlier

Company and also of the Tennessei' Lumber & Coal Company ; for first

vice-president. Ralph .McCradcen of the Kentucky Lumber Company; for

second vice-president, .1. C. Rash of thi> Shawnee Lumber Company; tor

treasurer, (ieo. Hand of the Bayou Land Jfe LumbiT Company, and for

secretary, V. B. Kirkpatrick of Fagin & Kirkpatrick.

With the Chicago Club

The board of managers of the Luniberuien's Club of Chicago, feeling

that the resident memlK-rsbip limit of tour hundred can easily be reached,

has just started a membership campaign which is already showing very

satisfactory returns. The board decided to eliminate Hie admission fee

for both resident and non-resident memberships up to ,Iune 1, I'JIS. It

authorized the president to appoint two committees to Ih' known as the

"red" and "blue" committees, for the purpose of recruiting new members.

President V. R. Gadd appointed O, H. Ilolloway as chairman of the

Red Committee, and A. H. Ruth as chairman of the Blue Committee.

Each ot these m<'n has selected ten co-workers, -all of whom will endeavor

to secure the co-operation ot other mi'nibers of the club. Red and blue

application blanks have lieen printed and are being carried constantly by

the committees, who are actively at work butfouluiling prospective new

members. By striking off the initiation fee, the cost for resident niem-

bershiii up to ^ept. 1, l!)i:i, will be ,$13.35 and for non-resident memlier-

ship up to Mar. 1, ]!>14, will be $12.50.

The new administration has inaugurated what is known as club night.

This provides tiiat there shall be "something doing" every Saturday night

at thi' club to stimulate active Interest and attendance on those nights.

The second of the ladles' nights will take place on Saturday evening,

Apr, 2(;. Ou this occasion caill playing, dancing and music will Ih>

indulged in. The success with which a similar function was attiuided

several weeks ago morr' than warrants Ibe prc<dicllon thai the proposed

event will \f successful in every feature.

The Alton Lumber Company Purchases Timber in 'West 'Virginia

Sixti-rn hundreil acres of hardwood timber were recently purchased by

the Alton Luralwr I'ompauy of P.ucb,-inan, W. Va. In addition to tills

purchase, the band mill at Mill Creek, W. \a.. known as the Skull mill,

has been bought.

Advertising Clubs to Hold Important Convention

There has been consldMrabb' agilallon of hiie wiih a vi.w of <'liiiiluallng

from advertising copy of all kinds statements wblch are Intended to mis-

lead those reading the advertisements and buying ou the strength of them.

Such copy has done a great deal to prevent a feeling of complete confi-

dence in the public mind in advertising as a means of merchandising.

Probably no other class of men is actuated Vi.v more sincere and intelligent

motives than the professional advertisers of the country. They are banded
together in an association of enormous numerical and intellectual strength

and are making every effort to place advertising on such a basis that it

will be accepted as an absolutely reliable source of information as to the

lines of goods advertised. The advertisers' a-ssociation. known as the Asso-

ciated Advertising Clubs, is planning to hold a large convention at Balti-

more, Md., in the second week of June. It is expected that there will be

fully 10,000 advertising and Imsiness men in attendance. At a series of

open meetings, covering nearl.v a week, the great problem of advertis-

ing and selling will be discussed by the most successful and progressive

business men in America. All the marketing and merchandising problems

which manufacturers have to meet will be discussed by men who have met
and solved them. Delegates and members from one hundred and thirty-five

advertising clubs in every part of the United States and Canada will be

present, and it is full.v expected that ever.v business interest and every

phase of industrial activity will be represented. No matter how little or

how much advertising any business man does, this convention unqui'Stion-

ably will be an immense business help, for, as before stated, ever.v line of

business and the jiroblems confronting each will he discussed by "men who
know,"

Chicago Bo'wlers Hold Banquet
The members of the Lunibermi-us Bowling League of Chicago and their

guests assembled for their annual banquet in the Lumbermen's Club
rooms last Monday night, Apr. 21. In all there were about seventy in

attendance, representing members of the eiglit teams w'bicli make up the

league. A pleasant dinner was served and the occasion was made more
enjoyable by the rendition of a number of songs adapted to the affair.

Pleasing talks were given by Douglas Malloch and by l'^ K. Gadd. presi-

d<'nt of Ibe Lunilwruien's Club.

Memphis Club Favors Federal Levee Control

The Lumbermen's Club of Mi>ui|ihis. at the ri'gular meeting held at the

Hotel Oayoso April 12, adopted a strong nii'inorial to Congress asking

that the I'niled States governuuMit take over the construction and repair

of the levee system In the Mississippi valley and that it assume resp<uisi-

bility for flood control throughout this area. It was pointed out that

the expense would be very heavy, t>ut that it was comparatively small

for so important a power as the federal government to assume. It was
further emphasized that the task was so gigantic that nothing short of

the federal government could handle it properly. The secretary was
ordered to communicate this action to the proper authorities at Wash-
ington.

There have been no furllir>r developments In the insurance situation

liere. At a special meeting of the club a few days ago a vote of thanks

was extended .Iam<'s E. Stark and the other members of the law and
insurance committee for the splendid manner in wliich they had handled

the insurance subject. .Mr. Stark said that he and bis associati's ap-

preciated this expression of thanks very much and declared Ibat t)icy

would do ever.vthlng they could for the best interests of the club.

He reported that the delegation from this (Shelby) county to the Ten-
nessee legislature was opposed to the bill which had been introduced pro-

viding for the payment of an additional tliree per cent on, and a fee of

one dollar for recording, all jtolicles written witli insurance companies

not authorized to do business in Tennessee, Mr. Slark also said that the

Nasbville lumbermen had objected to the bill wbidi had already been

introduciMl into tlie legisbiture providing for the creation of a separate

forestry department and that no further action would be taken by the

Lumbermen's Club until more communication iiad been had with the

lumbermen of Nashville. It would seem that the latter bavi' drawn up a

bill which Is to lie substituted for the other.

H. B. Anderson, president of the Business Men's Club, addressed the

Lumbermen's Club. He said tliat the former felt very highly lioni>rr'd

that the latter had allowed it to affiliate Ihennvlth. He further said that

the feeling of friendliness and good fellowship existing in the Lumber-
men's Club was the ideal toward which the Business Men's Club and all

of its affiliated organizations were working. He asserted that he had
never seen anywhere an organization in which there was such keen com-
lietition and still keener friendship than prevailed in the Lumbermen's
Club. He also congratulated the lumbermen upon the fact that they
looked so very cheerful in the fac(^ of the flood damage from the Mis-

sissippi and the proposed placing of lumber on the free list by the Demo-
cratic parly.

(). I'. Coppock of the S. P. Copiiock & Sons' Lumber Company, Fort

Wayne, Ind.,,was elected to active membership. Mr. Coppock is located at

Memphis as the representative of his firm.

There were about sixty members and guests present and the meeting
was a most enjo.vablc one.

Weight Hearing at Washington

The general weighing Investigation before the Interstate Commerce
Commission was held at Washington, I). C, on Apr. Hi. The weight of

testimony was unquestionably proof of the fact that the system of

track scales, weights and weighing as employed by various railroad

systems of tlic country Is s<'rlousl.\' inideqiiate and inelflcieut. Reprc-
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sentativos of the roads conceded tbis point in their testimony, but
pleaded for a postponement of action nniil such timo as they could

secure reports from the American Railway Association covering improved
methods suggested and adopted by the railroads. The shippers contend

that such a postponement -would not be just.

One of the main poirls touched upon in the testimony has to do with
the weighing of cars in motion as compared with the greater accuracy

obtained by weighing cars spotted.

The lumber trade was well represent'^d by association representatives

and individual.s. John W. McClure of Memphis, Tenn.. was the only

speaker for the lumbermen, and he suggested that the Interstate Com-
merce Commission should supervise the installation and operation of

track scales and weights. Mr. McClure maintained that the greatest

accuracy should be maintained in weighing practices inasmuch as the

weights on lumber are just as important in determining quotations as

are actual freight rates.

Death of Lloyd Williams

Lloyd Williams, youngest son of the late Ichabod T. Williams, founder

of the hardwood tirm of I. T. Williams & Sons, New York City, died

Apr. 3 at his residence, 312 West Seventy-second street. He was forty-

eight years old.

Mr. Williams began his business career in the employ of his father

and was later admitted to partnership in the firm and until IOCS was
actively identifitrd with the business. In that year he retired from the

firm and had traveled extensively. He is survived by a widow, two
daughters and one son.

Inspection Statement of National Association

The March inspection statement of the National Hardwood Lumber
.Vssociation shows a satisfactory increase over March. 1912. The na-

tional lumber inspectors inspected a total of 11.-

403.234 feet in March. 1913. which is an increase

of 2.417.851 feet over March of the preceding

year. These figures are particularly gratifying

to the association officials in view of the un-

favorable weather conditions with high water /
and floods which have prevailed of late in many ^
sections. This volume of work was accomplished

at an cxp^mse to the association over and above

the fees earned of $234.07.

The association has received sixteen new ap-

plications for membership since the letter of

March 17. which brings the total number of

new members admitted during the present fiscal

year up to one hundred twenty-six.

The letter contains notices of changes in the

addresses of inspectors as follows : C. C. Fergu-

son, formerly of Louisville. Ky., to (Jreenwood

Place, New Albany. Ind. : Ed. Borgeson. to 1124
Twenty-first avenue North. Minneapolis. Minn. :

J. ,t. Miller, to 34 Howard street. Toronto. Ont.

Regarding the coming annual convention of

the association to be held at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, on June 5 and 0. the letter states that,

while a complete program of entertainment will

soon be announced, arrangements have already

been completed which warrant the statement

that both the business and entertainment fea-

tures will attract , the largest attendance in the

history of the association. It is suggested that

members make hotel reservations early. The regular banquet will take

place on Thursday. June 5. and the smoker and buffet lunch on Friday.

June 6. Elaborate arrangements are being made for the entertainment

of visiting ladies.

John M. Woods Honored

John M. Woods of John M. Woods & Co.. Boston. Mass:, and Mem-
phis, Tenn.. was honored at the recent election of the Massachusetts

department of the G. A. R, In its recent annual encampment in Boston

John M. Woods was elected to the post of junior commander. This is the

first time that election as an executive oflScer of the department has bei'U

tendered to a member of the Willard C. Kinsb-y post 139 of Somerville

to which Mr. Woods belongs.

Mr. Woods received 359 votes, while his rival candidate received 195.

On motion of his defeated rival, Mr. Woods was elected unanimously.

Mr. Woods has been a past commander of post 139 and is one of its

strongest supporters.

Carl L. White New Chief Inspector Hardwood Manufacturers'
Association

The, resignation of Lewis Dostcr, secretary of the Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association and in that capacity chief inspector of the association,

brings into office Carl L. White as ehief inspector. Mr. White has

inspected lumber for the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association for a

number of yt^ars. The new chief inspector comes from Portsmouth. O.

He will maintain offices in the association headquarters in the First

National Bank building. Cincinnati, but will spend the greater part of his

time on the road in direct connection with his inspection work. The new
chief is amply qualified by long experience to handle his new office.

*^

THE LATE LLOYD WILLL\MS. NEW YllUK
X. Y.

A. S. Bliss Lumber Company Discontinued

A. S. Bliss of the A. S. Bliss Lumber Company, hardwood wholesaler
of Minneapolis, announces that he has discontinued the business of that
compnn.v and that he, personally, will liecome a member of the Minneapolis
Lumber Company, a firm of long standing^ in that city. W. H. Sill of the
Minneapolis Lumber Company is retiring from active business and Mr.
Bliss is buying in his interest.

Emerson's Efforts Futile

It appears that the strenuous and violent efforts of A. L. Emerson of

the Industrial Workers of the World to unionize the woodworkers in the
South are futile. In a recent speech in a small Louisiana town. Emerson
admitted that he had been practically deserted and that he could not

carry on bis ci^mpaign alone. Thus it seems probable that sawmill
operators in that territory will not in the near future, at least, be faced

with as serious a condition as has prevailed for some time.

Xan'erous woods operators who formerly were affiliated with the

Emerson organization have applied for reinstatement, but have not in

cver.v case been successful.

Switching Decision at Baltimore Still Pending

It develops that the question of switching charges was not, as had been

expected, settled b,v the decision of Judge Duffy in Circuit Court Xo. 2

on Mar. 26, but that an appeal has Im'cu taken, and that the case will he

fought out before the Maryland Court of Appeals, the highest tribunal in

the state. The Maryland Public Service Commission refused, after .ludge

iHiffy had handed down his decision, upholding the contention of the

railroads in so far as intermediate and connecting line switching were
concerned, and sustaining the Public Service Commission with respect to

the rates tixed for yard and industrial switching,

to alter its decision fixing the rates tor all kinds

of switching, which action will doubtless be fol-

lowed by Judge Duffy issuing a permanent order

to enjoin the rates declared by him to be exces-

sive. The case will then go to the Court of

Appeals. The Public Servic*:* Commission took up

tbf matter again and gave a hearing because

additi<mal evidence had been offered b,v the rail-

roads before Judge Duffy. The law provides that

when new testimony is given upon an appeal

from the commission, the court may remand the

case to the commission for further consideration.

The Public Service Commission, in its order, es-

tablished rates running from .fl to -SO per car

for switching within the city district, which in-

cluded a small section outside of the municipal-

ity. The railioads had l)cen charging regular

freight rates where the switching was to be done

from one line to another, and in some instances

the charge amounted to half as much as the

freight rate I'roui Baltimore to riltsburgli.

Important Deal in North Carolina

J. M. English, Robert Greenwood and T. E.

r.lalock of Asheville, N, C, recently closed for

the purchase from Charles H. Christian of Minne-

apolis. Minn., of 3.000 acres of virgin hardwood

timber situated on the Yellow creek in Graham
county, Xorth Carolina. The purchase also in-

volves 2.500,000 feet of dry lumber, a seven-foot band mill, five miles

of tram road, and a logging engine and all equipment. It is estimated

that the consideration was in the neighborhood of .fl2.").000. The sale

is actuated by Mr. Christian's decision to retire from active participation

in the lumber business. The dry lumber will be shipped immediately. It

is expected that within the next six weeks the mil! will be turning out

30.000 or 40.000 fct of hardwood lumber daily. The tract contains hard-

wood entirel.v. including oak, poplar, chestnut and other less important

species. This tract should produce between 12.000,000 and 1.1.000,000

feet of lumlM-r.

Central Veneer Company to Make Improvements

The Central Veneer Company of Huntington, W. Va.. suffered maCerially

recently from the high waters at that place, but it has already prac-

tically recovered from this sevore trial. Taking advantage of the oppor-

tunity, it is increasing its facilities for manufacturing poplar cross-

banding, of which it makes a decided specially. Work has been about

completed and it is planned to start the plant up again within the next

few days.

Practical Co-Operation

The Xew York State College of Forestry has arranged with the agricul-

tural department of the Xew York Central railroad to secure for experi-

mental and demonstrational purposes the Xew York Central experimental

farm number two. The college has pointed out constantly that the wood

lets and idle lands along the Xew York Central and other lines in the state

should go far under proper forest management toward producing the

annual need in ties and other timbers. At present the XeW York Central

lines require annually about 3,500.000 ties for use in their tracks in Xew
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York state alone. This means an annual expenditure of over $2,500,000,
most of which at present is paid for ties produced in the South. In addi-

tion to securing this revenue for residents of the state of New Yorls, the
plan would effect the utilization of non-producing land and of trees which
otherwise would find no use whatever. It would have a further effect

of conserving tree growth now converted into ties which could be profit-

ably used for other purposes.

The demonstration will be Iiegun this month by the planting of about
fifteen acres of trets of a number of varieties suited to lowland condi-

tions. Among these will be white ash, tulip, Norway spruce, bald cypress,

tamarack and other varieties. By proper planting, a tie can be produced
much more quickly than in the native forests. It is anticipated that by
producing their own ties, they can fill th,eir needs more cheaply than by
buying on the open market.

Important Arkansas Purchase

It is announced from Louisville that R. Chanahan and other interests

have clos?d for the purchase of 25,000 acres of hardwood timber in

Jefferson and Lonoke counties, Ark. These interests have arranged to

construct a railroad line into their timber connecting with the Cotton
Belt. The object of the deal is to manufacture the timber and sell the

land for agriculture after it is stripped.

Reorganization Important Memphis Hardwood Company

The Memphis Saw Mill Company of Memphis, Tenn., has just been
reorganized with a capital of $100,000 as the Memphis Band Mill Com-
pany, with James F. McSweyn as president and manager. George Mc-
Sweyn, vice-president, and Otis A. Felger, secretary and treasurer. The
former institution has had a successful career in lumber manufacture
under the able direction of James F. McSweyn, and with the reorganiza-

tion will surely continue as a very successful business proposition.

The company has a first-class band sawmill at South Memphis, and
ample and desirable yard facilities above the range of the Mississippi

floods. It will produce approximately 12,000,000 feet of hardwoods and
cypress annually, and will specialize in quartered and plain oak, gum
and cypress, but also will produce a full line of other Mississippi valley

hardwoods.
James P. McSweyn has had a long and honorable history in hardwood

production, and is one of the best judges of timber, both north and
south, and also has splendid executive ability in the handling of a hard-

wood manufacturing enterprise.

George McSweyn, his son. has immediate charge of the sawmill opera-

tion, and in the Memphis district Is regarded as the premier sawyer of

that region.

Otis A. Felger has long been allied with both northern and southern
hardwood operations, and under the title of the Felger Lumber & Timber
Company at Grand Rapids, Mich., conducts a wholesale yard, and also

has a jobbing yard at Helena, Ark. Both of these operations will be

continued.

The new company takes for its trade-mark ^n ornamental design in

which the word "Quality" prominently figures. This is simply a con-

tinuation of the policy of the old company in making not only high-grade

lumber, but high-grade lumber of the best possible manufacture and
seasoning.

The Memphis Band Mill Company takes over a very desirable stock of

southern hardwoods and cypress. It has a million feet of high-grade
logs at its mill at the present time, and another million feet ready for

loading. It has contracts ahead for enough logs to keep the mill going
steadily for a full year, and in addition has a source of timber supply
which will keep the plant in operation for many years.

All parties connected with the new enterprise are to lie congratulated

on the new alliance.

Increased Capacity of Kentucky Lumher Company

The Kentucky Lumber Company, with headquarters at Cincinnati, O.,

announces that it has recently acquired a considerable tract of hardwood
timber at Sulligent, Ala. This town is located about two hundred miles

from Birmingham. It is estimated that the stand will provide for about

ten years' cut. It runs mainly to gum, with a smaller percentage of

other hardwoods. While the timber is somewhat scattered, it is of ex-

cellent character. The Kentucky Lumber Company is now erecting a

sawmill with 40,000 feet daily capacity and it is anticipated that work

on this mill will be completed in the near future.

Statement of Ownership and Management

Agreeable to the act of Congress of Aug. 24. 1912, requiring publishers

of periodicals to file with the postmaster general and the postmaster in

the office at which such publication is entered, a sworn statement setting

forth the names and postoffloe addresses of editors and managing editor,

publisher, business manager and owner, and in addition the stockholders,

if the publication be owned by a corporation, and also the names of

known bondholders, mortgagees, or other security holders, and that such

sworn statement shall be published in such newspaper or other publica-

tion, the following sworn statement is herewith printed :

Hardwood Record is published twice a month at Chicago, 111.

The names and postoflice addresses of the editors are as follows ;

Henry H. Gibson, editor and business manager, 4040 Woodlawn ave-

nue. Chicago, 111.

IIu Maxwell, 927 Ashhury avenue, Evanston, 111,, associate editor.

E. W. Meeker, 4758 Magnolia avenue, Chicago, 111., associate editor.

Publisher : The Hardwod Company, 537 South Dearborn street, Chicago,

111., the officers of which are Henry H. Gibson, president : E. H. Defe-

baugh, vice-president ; Burdis Anderson, secretary and treasurer.

Stockholders holding one per cent or more of total amount of stock

arc Henry H. Gibson and E. II. Defebaugh.

There are no known bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders

holding any bonds, mortgages or other securities of this company.
(Signed) Henry H. Gibson,

Editor and Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this third day of .\pril, 191.3.

J. S. Pennington,
Notary Public.

My commission expires October 24. 1010.

New Mill of the Bellgrade Lumber Company, Memphis
The Bellgrade Lumber Company of Memphis, Tenn., is planning a new

sawmill which will be located at Isola, Miss. The plant will be of mod-
ern construction and modernly equipped throughout. An eight foot band
mill with twelve-inch saws will be installed and all features will be thor-

oughly modern. It is probable that the mill now operated by the Bell-

grade company will be given up during the month of .\ugust, at which
time it is anticipated that the timber from which it gets its logs will be

exhausted. The new mill will cut logs from the timber holdings of the

Bellgrade company in Mississippi. This timber runs mainly to red gum
and oak. and is of high quality.

J. F. McSWEYN, PRESIDENT AND MANAGER
MEMPHIS BAND MILL CO.MPANY, MEMPHIS

GEORGE McSWEYN, VICE-PRESIDENT MEM-
I'lIIS BAND MILL COMPANY, MEMPHIS

OTIS A. FELGER, SEC'Y-TUEAS. MEMPHIS
BAND MILL COMPANY, MEMPHIS
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New Plant of the Philip A. Eyan Lumber Company
AccompanyiDg this story is a reproduction of a pliotograpli showing

the recenlly completed hardwood sawmill of the Philip A. Ryan Lumber
Company, manufacturer and dealer in hardwood lumber and logs, of

Onalaska, Tex., and Memphis, Tenn. The mill recently started operations

at Onalaska. It is equipped with a Clark band mill with twelve-inch

saws and with a McDonough resaw equipped with ten-inch saws. The
capacity is 50,000 feet daily. The Philip A. Ryan Lumber Company has

secured more than 50,000,000 feet of hardwood, running mainly to oak,

ash and gum, in the vicinity of Onalaska.

The Philip A. Ryan Lumber Company is better known in connection

with its operations at Memphis, where it has its headquarters. This

company was organized at Memphis about two years ago with a capital

stock of .f50,000. Philip A. Ryan has been president and treasurer since

its incorporation and
also is holder of the

entire stock of the

company and active

manager of its opera-

tions. His original

debut in the lumber
field was made with
Kelly, Maus & Co. of

Chicago about twenty
years ago. His next
affiliation was with
the Deering Harves-
ter Company of Chi-

cago. With this com-
pany he had entire

charge of the yards
and spent much of

his time in buying
and inspecting and
contracting for hard-

wood and yellow pine
stocks. Leaving the

Deering company, Mr.
Ryan went with the

McCormick Harvester
Company of Chicago,

remaining in its em-
ploy for about a year.

at the end of which
time he became affili-

ated in a partnership

known as the Ryan-
McParland Lumber
Company, of which he was president and general manager. In the course

of time this company purchased a mill at Memphis, which it operated for

a year, at which time the partnership was dissolved. Mr. Ryan then took

the plant and operated under his own name. He subsequently formed a

partnership with J. V. Stimson of Huntingburg. Ind.. under the style of

Ryan-Stimson Lumber Company. He continued in this capacity until the

incoi-poration of his present business. Until the completion of his present

NEW MILL OF rillLU' A. KiAX LU.MP.i;!;

mill, Mr. Ryan secured his lumber from a Memphis custom sawmill, which
mill sawed the Ryan timber.

Mr. Ry.nn's business has prospered exceptionally well since its incor-
poration and it is confidently predicted that his new move will result
entirely jiiofitable to him.

New Secretary Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

Owing to the resignation of Lewis Doster, secretary of the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association, President W. E. DeLaney announces the

selection of William H. Weller of the White-Weller Lumber Company of

Buffalo, N. Y., as secretary to succeed Mr. Doster. As before announced,

Mr. Doster has become general representative of Joshua Oldham & Sons,

Inc., saw works of Brooklyn. Mr. Weller will assume his new duties on

May 1, at which time Mr. Doster will retire from association work to

enter upon his new
line of endeavor.

Mr. Weller brings

with him into his new
berth a varied and
valuable experience in

the lumber trade,

which gives him an ex-

cellent foundation for

successful service with

the association. He
was born in Indiana,

Feb. 8, 1870, and be-

gan his career with

the Terre Haute Car
& M::inufactaring Com-
pany, which after-

wards became an

allied institution of

the American Car &
Foundry Company. He
served as an employe

of this concern in a

minor capacity at first

and from time to time

advanced until he be-

came auditor and gen-

eral purchasing a{;ent,

having charge of the

lumber purchases. Af-

ter spending eleven

years with this con-

cern, in 1901 he went
with the St. Louis

plant of the American Car & Foundry Company, where he had charge of

the hardvood department and in addition managed the three sawmills of

the company at Huntington, W. Va., JetEersonville, Ind., and White
Plains. Ky.

In 1905 Mr. Weller went to Seattle, where he became secretary and
treasurer of the West Coast Timber Company operating mills in Whatcom
county, Washington. In 1907 he returned to his native city of Terre

iMl'ANY AT ONALASKA. TEX.

PHILIP A. RYAN, PRESIDENT AND
TREASURER PHILIP A. RYAN LUMBER
COMPANY, MEMPHIS

W. B. ROBINSeiN, SECRETARY AND
BOOKKEEPER PHILIP A. RYAN LUMBER
COMPANY, MEMPHIS

WM H WELLER, CINCINNATI, NEW SEC-
RETARY HARDWOOD MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES
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Haute, where he spent two years in the concrete construction business.

In January 1910 he re-entered the lumber business, liaving been appointed
sales manager of the Tug River Lumber Company, Huntington, W. Va..

where he remained until August 1010, when he weut to Buffalo to become
assistant to the president and general manager of the Buffalo Copper &
Brass Rolling Mills. He romained in this position until October 1912.

when he formed the White-Weller Lumber Company at Buffalo, liandling

west coast lumber and hardwoods from the East.

Mr. Weller will now retire from this partnership to take up the duties

of secretary of the Hardwood Manufacturers" Association. Mr. Weller
is married, ha.s two childi-cn, and will remove his family to Cincinnati to

take up his permanent aliodi' there.

Prominent Cincinnatian Dead
One of the old members of the Cincinnati trade, Thomas W. Keeveny

of the T. W. Keeveny Lumber Company died at his home on Apr. 10.

This company's business is located on West Eighth street.

The deceased is survived by his sons, Eugene D. Keeveny and Joseph
T. Keeveny. The former is in the luiulxn' business in New York City,

while the latter has been associated with his father in Cincinnati. Four
daughters also survive. The family will continue the business.

Williams Brothers Company Will Dismantle Mill

The Williams Brothers Company of Cadillac, Mich., announces that

the camp at Elton. Mich., will shortly be dismantled. This company still

has over 2iiO.(i(iO feet of timljer in the woods, but operations will be

discontinued during the summer and this stock will be left for next
winter. The company will devote its time and energy to the construc-

tion of camps in Colfax and Albar. Mich. These camps are for the

purpose of cutting timber from the tract recently purchased from A. F.

Anderson, who is moving from Cadillac.

Three New Yards for Cincinnati

Three lumlier ennn-rns not now maintaininti ynrds in Cincinnati will

shortly eompb'te arraugi-ments for yard space in the St. Bernard section

of that city. These three companies are the Kelsey IL-irdwood Lumber
Company of North Tonawanda. N. Y.. The Hugh McLean Lumber Com-
pany of Buffalo. N. Y., and the Cherry Lumber Company of Klkins, W. Va.

Arrangements have been completed, and the Norfolk & Western Rail-

road, from which the yards will run switches, has comph'ted its survey
for the installation of the switches for the three (ompanies.

J'hese three newcomers in the Cincinnati trade will be close neighbors.

The Hugh McLean I-umber Company will occupy about five acres of land
on Carthage Pike, immediately .south of the Snouk-Veith T>umber Company.
which site is that of (be oM K. & I'. ,Lumhcr Company which went »»ut

of business two years ago. The Cherry Lumber Company has been dick-

ering for some lime for a site m Cincinnati. 'Ihis yard will front (m
Murray road in St. Bernard, and will extend over "nn feet along the

Norfolk & Western tracks, which ground will cover two acres and will be

adjacent to that of the Francke Lumber Company.
Directly south of the Cherry Lumber Company property is that of the

Kelsey Hardwood LumlM-r Ctimpany. This company's new property will

also cover two acres. It will have an agreement regarding switching with
the Cherry Lumber Company.

Varner Land & Limiber Company Purchases Arkansas Timber
A d' :;I was closed hist we,-k in I'lnc r.IntT wltiM-.Uy tin- Varner Land

& Lumber Company bought a very valuable tract of tiinberland at Hum-
phrey, known as the Sondheimer tract. The consideration named is

$.300,000. The deal was nunle I)y R. Carnaban. a capitalist of Louisville.

Ky. The Varner Land & Lumber (''ompany now owns and operates a
large hardwood mill near <ieridge. in Lonoke county. Ark., and propose
to take immediate steps toward locating a l)ig hardwood plant on this

newly acquired property. The new plant being erected will rank among
the best hardwood mills in the South. The othcers of the Varner Land
& Lumlnn- Company are Wm. Coulson, president : (i. W. AUpori. vice-

president and general manager ; W. E. I'armelee. secretary, and .7. S.

McI)onald, treasuier.

This sale was made with the approval of the directors who were phiced

in the firm to look after the interests of the creditors thereof. The ctm-

suramation of this transaction has made it possible for the K. Sond-
heimer Company to pay all of its indi-ittedness, including both principal

and interest, and means that the alTairs of the firm will revert to the

original owners thereof. The cash which was received from the land

was distributed among the general creditors, while the deferred notes

were pledged with the banks to which tiie firm owed money. Since the

trouble which the firm bad some months ago tlie atfairs of the company
have been managed by three niemliers of the firm and directors repre-

senting the creditors. The liquidation of the outstanding indebtedness

means that the directors representing the creditors will be eliminated and
that the management will revert to the original stockholders. Iludolph

Sondheimer is in Chicago now arranging the preliminary details.

New Plant Kansas City Hardwood Flooring Company
The Kansas City Hardwood Flooring Comiiaiiv <>\' Kansas City, Kans.,

last week purchased from the Southern Trust Company of Little Kock.

Ark., an eight-acre ttaot of land lying in tlie southeastern i)art of Little

Rock, upon which the company will erect its new plant. The considera-

tion paid for snid tract Is $14,000. Following the recent loss by fire of

the company's plant in Kansas City, E. L. Bruce, president, turned his

attention to southern cities in quest of a new^ site for the plant. Little-

Kock was finally selected, the Chamber of Commerce being instrumental

in effecting the deal.

The company proposes to luiild buildings which will cost in the neigh-

borhood of $100,000, the plans for which are now being drawn by Little

Itock architects. The construction of the new plant will be rushed, and
the ofhcers of the concern promise to have the plant in operation within

the next ninety days. The company will employ one hundred men, at
least sixty-five of whom will be expert mechanics.

Wisconsin Lumber Company Loses Deering Plant

At noon on Apr. 17 the Deering plant of the Wisconsin Lumber Com-
pany of Chicago, located at Deering, Mo., was totally destroyed by fire.

Owing to the high wat-n- the plant had been shut down for several days
and repairs were in ju-ogress. About twenty minutes after the fire was
discovered the plant was a complete wreck. It was a band mill with
Filer & Stowell machinery, having a capacity of 70,000 feet a day. The
otlicials of the company got busy immediately with plans to rebuild, and
work is already in progress for clearing away the wreckage preparatory

to the erection of a new mill on the same site.

The new structure will be considerably larger than the old building,

inasmuch as the old structure originally was designed for circular mill

and at the last moment was changed to a band mill. The equipment of

the new mill will be similar to that of the old one consisting of Filer &
Stowell band mill and resnw. The loss was completely covered by
insurance.

Bird's-Eye Veneer Company About Ready for Operation

The Birds-Kye Veneer ( ompany. a newly organized concern at Escanaba.
Mich., announces (hat about the first of May it will begin active opera-'

tions at its new plant at that point. The company was organized for

manufacturing birds-eye maple veneer, plain birch and maple cro.ss-

banding and backing, its specialty, as indicated by its style, being birds-

eye maple. The company's i)lant is one' of the most complete rotary

cutting veneer plants in the country. It is of fireproof construction

throughout.

The Uirds-Kye Veneer Company has a large supply of birds-eye maple
logs, which will tax the full capacity of the iilanl until the first of

September. It also has a good connection with timlMT holders which
will insure it a continual supply of not only maple h)gs, but of bin-h.

basswood, ash. elm, and other domestic woods. It is aNo planned ta

manufacture and deal in Circassian walnut, mahogany and foreign woods.*
The company alreadv has booked several orders and has many appllc--

lions f^ir slock at the present time.

Hardwood 'News Notes

< MISCELLANEOUS >
The ClarciiHUlt W'imu] Wurkint; ('olnpjiny has h'-i-n ilicorporatod at New

York City.

Tho I'aris LumliiT & Maniiracluriii;^ I'l^nipany has (liscmitiini'-il business

at I'arls, 'IVxas.

The Toniiesson-Alabama Liiniin'r Company at .Ml, I'l'-asant. Tenu.. lias

gone out of business.

The Brownlei* Cnnijtany has been organizefl at KiviT Umi^e. Mich., \vitli

a capital stoek of .fLTiiMioil.

Tlio Vollmar & liilnw Company has boon succeeded l>y the Below I.um-

iior Company. Marslitiel^l, Wis.

An increase in capital stock to .$100,00() has been made by the r>urham
Itu.fi:gy ("ompany. I»urliam. N. C.

.1. 10. I^awrence has l>een appointed receiver for tin- Lexington Veneer

& Lumber Company, Lexington. O.

The Ilc-rm^-Spark Veneer i'ompany has been siicce<'ded by the .T. T.

Ilorne Company. Tuscaloosa. Ala.

The Archibald Wheel Company. Lawrence. Mass.. has incorporated under

the same style, the capital being $,^00,000.

The Itoyal Glenn Land & Lumber Company with a capital stock of

?lil(i,OI)0 has been incorporated at Tetersburg. W. Va.

The Western Cabinet & Fixture Company. Kansas City, Mo., has

greatly increased its capital, viz.. from $20.01)0 to .?l.-.n.noo.

The Germain Manufacturing Company has been incorporated at Saginaw.

Mich., with a capitalizatiou of $7r).(r()0. and will manufacture piano parts.

The McKenzie Wood Working Company is the style of a new organiza-

tion which has been Incorporated in New York City with a capital stock

of .flO.OOO.

Owing to the increasing business of the L. Jensen Company, saw and
pinning mill operators at Ewen, Mich., its capital has been raised from
.•JS4IK1. 011(1 to .fti.'iO.dOO.

The Youngstown Pattern Company of Youngstown. f).. has bei-n Incor-

porated with a capital stock of $20,000. The new lompany will manu-
facture wooden patterns.

Tlie Pioneer Pole & Shaft Company of Memphis. Tenn., and Plqua. O..

will shortly erect a circular saw mill at Camden, Ark., for the manu-
facture of pole and shaft sijuares.
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The Seavei's riano Action Company. Inc., has started business at

Buffalo, X. Y. The capital stock of this company is $500,001), and the
incorporators all are Buffalo men.

The W. H. White Company. Bo.vne City, Mich., is planning the installa-

tion of a new shingle mill at that point. This mill will lake the place

of one destroyed by fire a year ago.

The F. H. Haskell Luniber Company Las succeeded Frank H. Haskell at

Lynn. Mass.. and incorporated with a capital of $25,000, by F. H.
Haskell. H. A. Haskell and C. E. Haskell.

The Michigan Hearse & Automobile Company of Grand Rapids, Mich., is

planning to make a two-story addition to its factory at that point, and
also increased its capital stock from .f.'iii.OOO to .$50,000.

The Sturtevant-Larrabee Company, manufacturer of auto truck bodies.

located at Binghamton, N. Y., is preparing to add to the line limousines

and other pleasure car bodies as well as bodies for taxicabs.

The Washington, X. C. Buggy Company of Washington, N. C, is

planning to double the capacity of its plant at that point. The new
building will be 435 feet long by 100 feet wide, and three stories high.

George F. Robertson, manufacturer of sash, doors and wood automobile
parts, has merged his business into a stock company at Romeo, Mich.,

under the style of the George F. Robertson Company, with an authorized
capital stock of $13,500.

The Becker Cabinet Company situated in the Bronx. Xew York City,

recently took out articles of incorporation with the secretary of state of

Xew York. The company will manufacture and sell musical instruments.

Its capital stock is $5,000.

^-< CHICAGO y
T. J. Christian of Maley & Wertz. EvansTille. Ind., was in the city on

business. Apr. 23.

Rudolph Sondheimer of the E. Sondhcimer Company. Memphis. Tenn..

has been in the city several days making final arrangements relative to

the big timi>er sale which this company recently made.
This ortice is in receipt of a copy of a telephone card issued by the

owen M. Bruner Company. Philadelphia. It contains space for the nota-

tion of Philadelphia telephone numbers.
Xi<:hoIs & Schuppert have commenced business in the wholesale and

retail hardwood lumber field, and are located at 2420' S. Loomis strict,

Chicago.

Karl L. Cook, J. R. Xewport and Samuel W. Newman have formed the

Xewport Lumber Company with a capital of $100,000, to manufacture
timber products at Chicago, 111.

The Belmont Mill Company is the style of a recently incorporated
concern at Chicago, which has a capital stock of $20,000.

The FriUs Company is the name of a new concern in the local trade.

This company will manufacture special furniture -and interior finish. It

is located at 2020 W. Kinzie street, and has an authorized capital stock

of $10,000.

II. P. Keith of the Keith & Hiles Lumber Company. Crandon. Wis.,

was in town on Apr. 18.

F. D. Timlin, manager of the Wisconsin ofiice of the Wheeler-Timlin

Lumber Company, situated at Wausau, Wis., spent several days recently

in conference with Mr. AVhccIer. win) handles the Chicago end of the

business.

Harold Smtth. buyer for the Raciue Manufacturing Company. Racine,

Wis., was in the city on Apr. 22.

Walter X. Kelley of Walter N. Kelley Company, Detroit, Mich., well-

known in northern hardwood lumber circles, was iu town on Apr. 12.

together with M. L. Martin of the Embury-Martin Lumber Company.
E. B. Ford, sales manager for C. C. Mengel & Brother Company, Louis-

ville, Ky.. spent several days of last week on business in Chicago.

A. W. Seeley of Phillips & Seeley. Saginaw, Mich., prominent hardwood
wholesaler, spent Apr. IS with the local trade.

W. W. rtings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company, St. Louis. Mo.,

was one. of the distinguished vitistors to the local trade recently.

Charles A. Phelps of the Hackley-Phelps-Eonnell Compan.v, Grand
Rapids, Mich., passed through Chicago on his way to Madison, Wis.

J. S. Weidman of Mount Pleasant. Mich., spent a day recently with

the local trade.

W. T. Culver, vice-president and general manager of the Stearns Salt

& Lumber Company, Ludington, Mich., was one of the prominent visitors

witli the local trade the last week.

Charles II. Bradley of C. H. Bradley & Co., Duluth, Minn., spent Apr.

10 With the local trade.

X'. F. Rittenhouse of the Biltenhouse & Embree Company, Chicago, has

Just returned from a week's visit to Canadian mill points.

J. H. Faust of J. H. Faust & Co.. Paducah, Ky., spent part of last week
with the local trade on a selling trip.

The semiannual edition of the "Blue Book" published by the Xational

Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation of St. Louis, Mo., dated April,

1013, has just been received.

HARDWfioD Record acknowledges receipt of a very handy table showing
parcels post rates, gotten out by the Linderman Machine Company,
Muskegon,' Mich. The table is printed on metal and shows the rates on

parcels of different weights between zones.

J. F. McSweyn and Otis A. Felger of the recently organized Memphis
Band Mill Company, Memphis, Tenn., spent a few days in town on

business in connection with their new organization. Mr. McSweyn and
.Mv. Felger favored Hardwood Recokd with a call on Apr. 22.
The April issue of Mcllvain's Lumber News issued by J. Gibson Mc-

llvain & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa,, has Ix-en received at this "office.

=-< NEW YORK >.=
Rohrut W. Iliubie. hardwood manufacturer of Xew York, was elected

president of the Chamber of Commerce of Queens last week. Mr. Higbie
is interested in several financial and commercial enterprises of Queens
county, where he makes his residence and is an active worker for the
betterment of the commercial life of the county.
The Weber Piano Company has leased property in Long Island City

where it will establish a factory buildin.g. The plant will include dry
kilns, boiler house, varnishing room and every other department repre-
sented in a finished piano. Lumber storage sheds will be built to care
for the large stock of hardwoods the company consumes. The Aeolian
Company owns the Weber Piano Compan.v:
Edward De Groot, representing the Standard Dry Kiln Company of

Indianapolis, was a visitor to Xew York during the fortnight.
A change in the local hardwood trade took place last week when it

was announced that J. C. Burgess and Edgar Eurgess had resigned from
the Maley. Thompson v^- Moffett Company and would engage in the whole-
sale hardwood lumber and veneer business on {heir own account under
the style of Burgess Brothers. The new company has leased yard premises
in the Erie Basin section of Brooklyn. The Messrs. Burgess have been
with the Maley, Thompson & Moffett Company of Cincinnati, and Moffett.
Robbins & Company, Havana, Cuba, for many years and are well expe-
lienced in the business and known to the trade.

\^'. .\. Monroe, for many years in the Xew York office of the Maley,
Thompson & Moffett Compan.v, has been appointed manager of that office

to succeed Edgar Burgess, resigned. The office at 65 Beaver street will
be contiuued as well as the yard at Erie Basin. Brooklyn. There will be
no change in the conduct of the business in this city. Mi-. Monroe is

well qualified for the position to which he has been advanced.
Charles II. Barnaby of Greencastle, Ind., president of the Xational

Hardwood Lumber Association, was a New York visitor last week.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
Jam(s H. Campbell of Currie Oi: r'ampljell s:i.\s busini'ss is satisfactorily

responsive and the outlook continues favorable. Ben C. Currie has just

returned from their mill in Jacksonville. X. C. which -is in charge of

. William X'. Lawton. He reports the plant working full capacity turning
out roofers, flooring, etc.

Daniel B. Curll is on a visit to his mills in Tennessee looking up the

stock situation, etc. The natural inference from reports emanating from
the Philadelphia office is that business as usual is in excellent shape.

Prices in all lines are firm.

The Forest Lumber Company has moved to Xos. 825 and 826 Stock
Exchange building, where it has better facilities for handling increasing

business. A. J. Levy, manager, sa.vs the March business was the biggest

in the history of the house, and that April so far bids fair to repeat

the record. F. X. Diebold, president, is at the company's mill in Kon-
narock. Va., looking after affairs there.

The wholesale and retail lumber business of the Henry C. Patterson

Company has been taken over by the Whiting Lumber Company, which
after May 1 will move from No. 2029 Land Title building to the new
offices and yards at Glenwood avenue and Dauphin street, where it will

conduct the business of both companies tinder the name of the Whiting
Lumlx'r Company. It has recently erected an office building on the

premises. E. P. Haubert. assistant treasurer, testifies to a positive expan-

sion in trading, especially in the hardwood market, with stronger prices.

Charles K. Parry of Charles K. Parry ,& Co. says the plant of the Caro-

lina Spruce Company, Pensacola, N. C. is now in fine working order

and a lot of excellent stock is being turned out. There is no dearth of

business and prices are stiffening. Indications point to good business

for the summer.
Charles G. Blake, manager of the Babcock Lumber Company, reports

the company very busy : orders are exceeding the supply at this time

and prices are firm. O. H. Babcock stopped in Philadelphia recently on

his way to the various eastern offices.

J. W. Turnbull of the J. W. Turnbull Lumber Company reports a swell-

ing business, with prices well sustained. The company's schooner, the

Lotta A. Russell, with a cargo of about 300,000 feet of Tennessee lum-

ber from Charleston, S. C, went down some forty-five miles off of Cape

Hatteras on Apr. 13. The crew was saved by a tramp steamer, and the

lumber was insured but the vessel is a total loss.

J. N'. Holloway of the Imperial Lumber Company says that as far as

selling lumber is concerned business is all right, but the getting of stock

is a different problem.

The Meyers-Kress Lumber Company. Wind Gap, Pa., was chartered

under Pennsylvania laws Apr. 5. Capital. $15,000.

--<, BUFFALO y
The building records for March were unusually satisfactory, showing

as they did that Buffalo held the palm among the big cities of the coun-

try in the extent of its increased showing of costs. The outlook is for a

busy season this spring. Many large projects are under consideration.
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The Emptifium Lumber Company's main office will be at Utica, N. Y.,

after May 1, and the giiartors there will be very commodious as well as

convenient to the Adirondack operations.

The McLean Lumber Company's Memphis mill sustained no damage
by the floods, but is running more actively this month than last, and will

turn out about l.'SOO.OOO feet of hardwoods.

W. P. Miller of Miller, Sturm & Miller, has returned from a business

trip east and reports some successful business. The yard is handling a

good quantity of plain oak.

I. N. Stewart & Bro. say there is more cherry moving at present than
for some time, although trade in it is not heavy. The poplar demand is

holding up satisfactorily.

T. Sullivan &, Co. report the hardwood trade as very fair this month,
the sales being largely in ash, elm and basswood. F. M. Sullivan has been
spending some time looking after trade in the East.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company has experienced consider-

able difficulty in getting its large shipments of oak and chestnut for-

warded from the South, owing to floods, but stocks are now coming in

better.

=< PITTSBURGH >-=

C, K. BieitwiesL'i' & Co. arc getting a splendid trade with the Ohio
yards and Jind tliat Lardwoods figure pretty largely in this business. A. G.

Breitwieser of this concern announces that trade has been very satis-

factory throughout the season.

Adelman Lumber Company is coming right to the front in the hard-

wood line and has been booking some excellent business of late. President

A. Adelman was over lu Ohio during the flood week but by good luck

managed to keep ahead of the high water.

W. P. Craig, president of the \\'. 1*. Craig Lumber Company, surpriset!

his friends Apr. 18 by taking a life partner—Miss Isabella Adams McGill

of Wilkmsburg, Pa. After an extended eastern wedding trip the couple

will make their home at Mr. Craig's summer home at Ingomar on the

Uulier trolley line.

The E. U. Shreincr Lumber Company has recently contracted for some
more nice stocks of West Virginia lumlier. Mr. Shreiner is pushing
matters hard this ytar and looks for a big total of sales for 1913.

The B. W. Cross Lumber Company reports buying quite satisfactory and
the situation in general O. K. Mr. Cross spent a few days In the Cin-

cinnati district lately.

The I'^ostcr Lumber Company has Just bought another nice tract of

oak and hardwood timber in Harrison county, Ohio, which will cut about
000,000 feet of lumber.

The newly organized Manufacturers Lumber Company has moved its

headquarters from the Park building to the Business Men's Exchange on

Diamond street, where it is very nicely located.

W. A. Richter, who was formerly with Garling & Splane of this city,

has opened oflices for himself in the Business Men's Exchange on Diamond
street. He will represent the Williams & McKeithen Lumber Company of

Lynchburg, Va., in this territory and will have oak for a specialty.

The Aberdeen Lumber Company has been getting ahead large ship-

ments of gum and cottonwood. J^resident Woollett took some big orders

for these stocks a few weeks ago aud is well pleased with this business

to date.

J. M. Hastings, president of the J. M. Hastings Lumber Company, was
in the city a few days last week. He has spent much of his time the

past few months in Nova Scotia overseeing the big operations of the

Davison Lumber Company, of which he is also president.

The Germain Company reports some Increase in its export trade and
says that the coastwise trade is picking up right along. Locally the com-

pany does not see much gain.

The Western Lumber Company is having a splendid trade in factory

lumber and general manufacturing stock. President W. W. Wilson, Jr.,

announces that March was the biggest month in the company's history.

The Allegheny Lumber Company has raised its capital to $50,000.

President Dunn i-eport>< business in fine shape all along the line and
especially in factory aud manufacturing lumber.

The Nicola Lumber Company is well satisfied with sales and prospects

so far this year. Yard trade is picking up rapidly and they report a

nice lot of orders from the railroads and the manufacturing plants.

.< BOSTON y-

William E. Litchfield, a prominent hardwood dealer in this city, has

recently returned from a trip to the mill of Litchfield Brothers at North
Vernon. Ind. Mr. Litcbfleld was accompanied by his son, George A.

Litchfield. Mr. r.itchfleld states that the flood did no serious damage to

the mill and the company is able to make shipments. A good supply of

logs is on hand.

F. R, Babccck of the liabcock Lumber Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has

been calling on the trade in this section.

The ICnott-Sampson Lumber Company, Boston, has removed Its olHces

from 8S Broad street to 105 Milk street.

William Bacon of the Davenport, Peters Company, Boston, has returned

from a pleasure trip to Panama.

The Specialty Lumber Company, Hartford, Conn., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $25,000. The incorporators are Charles D.

Maloney. Prank S. Sellow and John L. Jencks.

Arthur P. Nay. who has been the Boston representative for the J. R.

Booth Lumber Company for several years, has resigned to establish a
wholesale lumber husiuess for himself.

=< BALTIMORE >-=

Everett R. Meredith, vice-president of the Farinholt-Meredith Lumber
Company. Annapolis. Md.. was so severely injured on Apr. 16 in a collision

between his motorcycle aud ail automobile driven by a Baltimorean that

one of his legs had to be amputated above the knee. Mr. Meredith was
riding along West street, when, in trying to pass another vehicle, he
swerved to one side directly in front of the automobile going in the

opposite direction. He was thrown over the radiator and fender of the

auto into the car, his machine being demolished. .An examination at the

hospital showed that he had sustained a compound fracture of a leg,

broken a bone in one of bis hands, and had been cut and bruised about
the head and body. The injured leg was afterward amputated.

Charles F. Shaffer, president of the C. F. Shaffer Lumber Company, has
been very ill at his home in Laurel, Md., for about a week. It is not
thought that he can survive. He is nearly seventy-five years old.

United States Senator John Walter Smith has reintroduced in the

upper house of Congress his bill to create a forest reserve and national

park in Maryland by taking in all of the timberlauds between Baltimore
and Washington and between the Baltimore & Ohio and the Philadelphia,

Baltimore & Washington railroads. It is estimated that a large part of

this territory possesses little value as arable land and that it is admirably
adapted to the purposes mentioned in the bill. For the present only an
appropriation to make a survey and the appointment of a commission to

direct the work is asked. The bill was introduced in the last Congress
but failed, and Senator Smith, who is a lumberman himself, believes he
will have better success in a Congress controlled by its party.

M. S. Baer of Blchard P. Baer & Co., hardwood manufacturers and
wholesalers, with offices in the tower of the Maryland Casualty building,

is in high spirits these days and has a jovial touch in his manner which
can be noticed oven above his ordinary good humor and cordiality. The
reason therefor is to be found in the fact that he is a father, the first

arrival being a son, who weighed eight and a half pounds at birth and
gives every evidence of becoming a hustling and wide-awake man. The
infant has been christened Richard Price Baer, the name being thus per-

petuated in the family.

=~< COLUMBUS >-

Spring building is assuming large proportions in Columbus and also in

the cities and towns in central Ohio. Architects and contractors as well

us lumbermen generally are looking fnrward for an active season and
preparations have been made fov a good year in evei-y wa.v. Wldlc
residence construction promises to be the feature of building, it will not

be confined to that department, but there will be quite a number of

factories, business blocks and apartments erected. The disastrous flood

which destroyed several hundred of houses and damaged a lot more on
the west side will be the means of stimulating building in this section to

a large degree.

The Anthony C. Elswiek Ijumber Company of Cincinnati has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 to deal in lumber aud
timberlands. The incorporators are Anthony (_'. lOlswick, II. F. McGee,
M. M. Steinhilber, Jesse M. Simon and Archie Borland.

Two bills were passed by the Ohio legislature just previous to final

adjournment which seek to bring about the reforestation of the state.

One of the bills provides for the exemption from taxation of forest lands

under certain conditions. One-eighth of any farm, providing the eighth

does not exceed twenty acres. Is exempted if it has 170 trees or more to

the acre. The other bill provides for planting trees on the 170,000 acres

of waste land in Ohio. The recent disastrous Hoods emphasized the need

for these laws.

The report of the city building inspector for the first quarter of l'.ll.3

shows that there were 457 permits issued, having a valuation of $741,000

as compared with 419 permits and a valuation of $769,000 for the corre-

sponding period in 1912.

K. W. Horton, sales manager tor the central division of the W. M.
Ritter Lumber Company, reports a strong demand for hardwoods with
prices ruling firm. He says the movement is well distributed among the

various grades and thus there is no accumulation of stock. Both factories

and retailers are good buyers.

John R. Gobey of John K. Gobey & Co. reports a good demand for

hardwoods, with prices well maintained. He expects the demand to

Increase from this time on.

A. C. Davis of the A. C. Davis Lumber Company says there is a good

demand for hardwoods despite the recent floods. Prlcts are firm aiHl

Inclined to advance.

Cones & Menefee, West Broad street, who sustained a damage of more

than $15,000 from the flood, have established a temporary office at the

old location and are retailing lumber. Business will probably be con-

tinued at the old stand.

C. G. McLaughlin of the Imperial Lumber Company reports a fairly
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good demand for hardwoods although some trouble is set-n in the slow
shipments of i'ailroads. He says prices are ruliog strong.

Manager Maul of the Appalachia Lumber Company reports a ^ood
volume of business in hardwoods with trade becoming hetter as the

season advances.

The Nelson Lumber & Manufacturing Company, which operates a plant

on Dublin avenue, sustained some damage from the recent flood but not

as mufh as was hrst thought. Most of the damage was done to hard-

wood flooring stor'^d at the plant.

Secretary Benbow of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company says trade

is good with bis concern and hardwood quotations are ruling Arm in

every way.

A. T. Wilson of the Kirby Lumber Company of Houston, Tex., has been
assigned to Ohio with headquarters in Columbus, and will cover the state

for that concern.

Miss Sarah Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jones of Columbus.
was married recently to Hariy W. Fagin. senior member of the lumber
firm of F'igin & Kirkpatrick of Cincinnati. The firm will soon open a

Detroit ofiice with Mr. P^agin in charge.

are now about normal throughout the state, but there is much delay in
shipping in some localities, owing to a congestion of freight and inability
to get sufficient cars promptly.

=-< CINCINNATI >-

S. W. Kichey of Eichcy. Halsted & Quick recently stated that the Arm's
business is steadily on the increase. The diiEculty is not in selling stocic

so much as in ilnding suitable supplies in quantities suflicient to meet the

demand. He believes that 1913 will be a banner year in hardwoods.
Ralph McCracken, sales manager of the Kentucky Lumber Company, is

of the opinion that the present heavy demand will increase as the season
advances, and that the hardwood trade is getting on a firmer basis than
for many years past. I'nsent high prices are likely to continue and
grow stronger as the demand increases.

Roy Thompson of the Thompson Hardwood Lumber Company states

that the business of his company is very much on the increase, especially

in the northwest territory. The eastern business is also all that .can be

desired. Prospects are bright for a continuation.

W. B. Heyser of the W. E. He.vser Lumber Company says that his

company is better supplied with stock to meet the heavy demand of its

extensive northwest trade than it has been since it has been in business.

Early heavy purchases are now available and they will have a fine lot of

hardwoods right along.

W. E. Bennett of Bennett & Witte says that Lumbermen certainly have
nothing to worry about with business going along at the present rate.

He says while it is true hardwoods are not as plentiful as formerly, his

company has been able to supply the demand without much trouble and
he thinks that the increased production will be of much help to many
dealers who are not now supplied with stock. He states that general

conditions are very satisfactory.

Thomas W. Keeveny of the T. W. Xveeveny Lumber Company died at

his home on Walnut Hills, this city, Apr. 17 after an illness of several

months. He is survived by Eugene D. Keeveny who is in the lumber
business in Xew York City ; Jos. T. Keeveny, who was associated in the

business with his father here, and four daughters. The T. W. Keeveny
Lumber Company did a wholesale and retail business in hardwoods which
will be continued as formerly by the family.

The Howard & Barber Lumber Company, 309 Provident Bank building,

Cincinnati, exporter of domestic hardwoods and pine, announces that

Alfred Howard is no longer connected with the company, his interests

having been bought out by Edward Barber, who will now have sole charge

and management of the business.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Dynes Lumber Company has changed its name to the Indianapolis

Lumber Company.
Elmer W. Stout has filed his fin;\l report in federal court as receiver

for the Ford & .lohnson Company, i}f Michigan City and Chicago.

The George W. Davis Carriage Company of Richmond has changed its

name to the George W. Davis Motor Car Company.
J. E. Kuntz, T. E. Kuntz and R. M. Kuntz have organized the South

Bend Dowel Works at South Bend to conduct a general woodworking
business. The company has been incorporated with an authorized capi-

talization of $50,000.

The Parry Manufacturing Company. Capitol Veneer Company and
Standard Dry Kiln Company, whose plants were in the path of the recent

flood, have fully recovered and have resumed operations as usual.

The Cabinet Makers' I'nion. furniture manufacturers, which recently

suffered a .$10,000 loss by fire, is rapidly repairing its plant and will soon

have its plant restored to a normal condition.

Nelson A. Gladding, vice-president of E. C. Atkins & Co., and retiring

president of the American Supply and Machinery Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, was presented witli a silver loving cup at the convention of the as-

sociation held here Apr. 10, 11 and 12.

Hardwood manufacturers and dealers of this vicinity are anticipating

a freight car shortage because of the recent flood. For about two weeks
very little freight was able to mo\'o on account of the fact that many
railroad tracks and bridges were washed out. The fact that electric inter-

urban railway lines suffered much loss also caused considerable additional

traflic to be thrown to the steam railway lines. Transportation facilities

=•< MEMPHIS y-

The movement of logs to Memphis is comparatively small at the moment
and will probably continue so for a while. The Valley Log Loading Com-
pany is loading logs on the I'azoo & Mississippi Valley line of the Illinois

Central and these are being brought to Memphis either over that line or
over the line of the Illinois Central. There is practically nothing doing,
however, on the Memphis-Marianna cut-off of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern. The Valley Log Loading Company loads on that line also,

but there is so much overflow water that the latter has been put out of
cdmmission. The Iron Mountain, however, is preparing to begin repair
work on this line just as soon as the water recedes and there is a great
deal of timber thereon which has been made ready for loading. The valley
Log Loading Company, therefore, e.\pects to resume loading on that road
at the earliest possible moment.
The Bentonville Cooperage Compan.y, Bentonville, Ark., has been reor-

ganized. The capital stock is .$20,000. C. G. Hopkins, who has been
owner and operator of the plant heretofore, has become vice-president and
general manager under the new regime. W. C. Bernhardt is president and
F. O. Wyman is secretary and treasui-er. The company will make a spe-

cialty of the manufacture of whiskey barrels.

The Columbia Cooperage Company is preparing to establish a .$50,000

plant at McGehee, Ark. It is to be one of the largest and most up-to-date

establishments of its kind in southeastern Arkansas. The company
already has a considerable amount of raw material on hand and will

accumulate more, so that an ample stock will be available when it is ready
to begin operations. Construction is to start at once.

Building operations in Memphis promise to be quite full in the near

future. Definite announcement is made of the fact that the Rock Island

System will begin the construction of the bridge across the Mississippi

river here, as well as upon the terminals which are to be constructed in

this city. These two undertakings will involve an expenditure of between
$5,000,000 and $7,500,000. The Illinois Central is ready to begin the

construction of its new union passenger station, which will cost between

two and three million dollars. The Commercial Trust and Savings Bank
has accepted the plans for its new twenty-two-story oflice structure to be

located at the corner of Union avenue and Main street. Work is also in

progress on the new Chisca hotel, which involves a very heavy outlay.

There has also been a resumption of work on the building of the Bank
of Commerce and Trust Company, which is to be a duplicate of the present

Memphis Trust Company building. Numerous other building projects are

under way or about to l>e launched, and altogether the situation is

regarded as quite encouraging. Handlers of building material soy that

they are anticipating a good business, but just now they are handicapped

by the fact that the overflow in the Mississippi has put an almost com-

plete stop to improvement and construction work in the Mississippi valley.

The Mississippi river at Memphis continues to fall very slowly, the

water at present standing slightly above forty-one feet. Practically none

of the plants which were forced to close down as a result of the flood

conditions have been able to resume operations. It is expected, how-

ever, that the river wiil fall more rapidly in the immediate future and

that it will be within its banks within the next few days. Some of the

mills which have been out of commission in both north and south Memphis

for the past two or three weeks will be able to operate within the next

day or two, but it will probably be two weeks before all of them are in

operation again.

The situation is virtually unchanged at points outside of Memphis. The

greater portion of the St. Francis basin is covered with water and all of

the mills which were out of commission when the last issue of the Hakd-

WOOD Recoed came from the press are still unable to operate. In fact,

owing to additional l)reaks in the levee system, the number has been

increased. The crest of the rise is now below Helena, Ark., and it is

reported that there has been a break in the levee about fifty miles beiow

Greenville, on the Mississippi side. Breaks on the Arkansas side include

two at Wilson, one at Grave's Bayou, and one at Laconia Circle. The

levee at Beulah continues to hold and the engineers believe that they will

be able to control the sityation at that point. This means that there

are a number of plants on the Mississippi side which have escaped inter-

ference from the high water.

It will be sometime before the mills in the flooded area in the St.

Francis basin will be able to resume operations. This will depend, of

course, upon the length of time it requires for the waters to disappear.

Practically none of the firms having plants in this inundated area, how-

ever, count upon being able to start their machinery again under ten

days to three weeks.

.1. F. McSweyn has been elected president of the Memphis Band Mill

Company, successor to the Memphis Saw Mill Company, of which he was

manager for some years. The other oflicers are George McSweyn, vice-

president, and Otis A. Felger. Grand Rapids, Mich., secretary and treas-

urer. The new company is capitalized at $100,000 and will make a

specialty of quartersawed oak and other high-grade lumber.

The Valley Lumber Company has been organized at Camden, Ark., and

has taken over the plant of the .-Vmerican Manufacturing Company. It
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will eugago in the genera! lumber business and will also manufacture sash

and doors. W. W. Brown is president, J. F. SilTurd is vice-president and
G. W. Niebaus is secretary and treasurer.

The J. 0. Xessen Lumber Company, organized under the laws of Illinois,

has prepared to do business in Arkansas. It has complied with the laws

of that state and E. Butler. Madison, Ark., is named as agent for service.

J. D. Allen of I. M. Darnell Sons' Company, is one of the candidates

for vice-president of the Business Men's Ciub. The election will be held

next Saturday and it is expected that Mr. Allen will receive the active

support of the entire lumbor frati-rnity which has a large membership in

the organization.

=< NASHVILLE >-=

'J'lir liuilding pt-Tmits for iJareli showed that NashviUe contimios in thp

lead compared with tlie same montli a year ago, the increase being 148
per cent. The ligures were : March, 1913, $186,654 ; March, 1912,

$75,163. The real estate transfers for the past month also showed an
increase over 1912.

The L.vnnville Lumber Company of Lynnville, Tenn., recently lost its

sawmill by fire- of unknown origin, a high wind adding to the fury of the

flami'S. A planing mill and much lumber on the same property was
saved.

The spoke and handle factory of the N. C. Blanchard Company at

Spring City was destroyed by a fire of unknown origin, the loss totaling

•liS.OOO, with .$1,200 insurance.

The main factory of the Rantber-Scanlon Handle Factory, which con-

cern has a number of plants, will be located here, where ample terminal

facilities are to be had. W. C. Kelley, Thomas Scanlon and R. L. Rauther
are at the head of the enterprise.

.T. W Alford & Co., love, Boyd & Co., and Hales & Son have filed an
involuntary bankruptcy petition against the Standard Box & Manufacturing
Company of this city. The Insolvency of the defendant company is

claimed and an act of bankruptcy alleged on their part in December last

when a general assignment was made.
John B. Ransom. .Tr., of this city, son of the late .John B. Ransom, for

years a prominent member of the local lumber trade and prominent in

all public movements, has arranged to place a memorial in the Y. M. (_'. A.

IniiUling here in honor of his father who was a leading director in that

organization. The fitting up of the directors' room will be effected for

the purpose indicated.

Herman Sherer of Louisville, Ky., is arranging for a site to establish

a large veneer plant here. A large force of men will be employed and
the product will be used for furniture and interior finish. The plant will

cost from $15,000 to $20,000.

Several carloads of lumber changed hands at the last meeting of the

Nasliville Lumbermen's Club. The transportation committee reported work
on a comparison of log rates into Nashville compared with other cities

similarly situated. The opinion was expressed that Nashville rates are

higher than others.

President C. M. Morford of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club has

appointed bis standing committees for the coming year with the following

chairmen ; Transiiortation, A. B. Ransom : Credit and Claims. Hamilton
Love ; Resolutions, J. H. Baird ; Market conditions, T. B. LeSueur ; Mem-
bership, C. E. Hunt ; Entertainment. T. B. Johnson.

=-< ST. LOUIS y-
t>rville Alfred Pier has been selected as the secretary of the Retail

Lumber Dealers' Association and of the Lumbermen's Culb to take the

place of John B. Kesslcr, who has held the secretaryship of the former
organization for the past ten years and of th'e latter for about five years,

or ever since the club has been in existence. Mr. Pier has been a prac-

tical' railroad man until a short time ago, and is well posted in organi-

zation work.

R. V. Fletcher, local manager of the Hooton Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany, reports a splendid business since the company started in this city.

Nearly every item is being called for, especially cypress and poplar. Most

of the upper grades of cypress are going to the northern markets, while

the lower grades are being taken by the local market.

The Garetson-Greason Lumber Company states it is getting more orders

than it can handle, because it has very little stock on hand. The three

mills of the lompany are running only part of the time because of high

water. Mr. W. W. Dings paid a visit to Chicago a short time ago and
disposed of a lot of their stock.

The C. F. Liebke Hardwood Mill & Lumlwr Company is also doing a

fine business. One of the mills has been compelled to close down on

account of high water but the other is running all right.

The Lumbermen's Club will hold its April meeting on Apr. 30 at the

Washington hotel. Mr. Julius Seidel, chairman of the Entertainment

committee promises the members an "Irish Night" and predicts that the

members will enjoy themselves quite as well as they did the "German
night" of the March meeting.

=-< BRISTOL y-

Special Examiner J. Edgar Smith of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission conducted a hearing here last week in the case of the Bristol Door
& Lumber Company against the Southern and the Virginia & Southwestern
railways, involving freight rates. The same company had a suit against

the Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio railroad but counsel for the latter

appeared before the examiner and admitted the allegations of the com-
plaint and asked to make reparation.

The Carolina Spruce Company has begun the operation of its ,large

new mill in western North Carolina. The company has a large area of

hardwood timber and will do business on a large scale.

J. Gibson Mcllvain of J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.. Philadelphia, was a
recent visitor on the Bristol market. His company is now doing an
extensive business in this territory.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
The Norman Lumber Company has announced that it will install a

ICi'aetzer preparator at its mill at Holly Ridge. La. The contract for

the equipment was placed recently by E. B. Norman, vice-president of the

company, following an exhaustive inquiry into the merits of curing lum-
ber by steam pressure. Mr. Norman is enthusiastic over the prospects for

the use of the Kraetzer system.

The Wood-Mosaic Company of New Albany, Ind., of which Will McLean
is president, recently secured a splendid tract of timber in Metcalfe

county. The purchase was made through Lawrence Brothers, of Tompkins-
ville. The logs will probably be sawed at the Highland Park, Ky.. mill of

the company.
Reforms in state taxation wore urged at the annual meeting of the

Kentucky Manufacturers' Association, which was held in Louisville last

week. A numl)er of lumbermen and hardwood consumers attended the

convention, which brought together many leaders in the industrial life

of the state. Better traffic conditions wore also demanded, the president

of the state organization declaring that Kentucky is discriminated against
in the matter of freight rates.

Tra*ffic conditions caused by the flood are improving only slowly, though
locally the railroads have about put things in normal condition. What
with congestions at points where floods made it impossible to handle busi-

ness for several weeks, as well as the grrat amount of work necessitated

by replacements on washed-out divisions, however, the carriers arc find-

ing it next to impossible to relieve themselves of the burden placed
upon them by the inactivity during the flood season. Snme railroad men
take the ground that it will be six months before the transportation com-
panies are back on their feet, as far as physical conditions are con-

cerned. A noteworthy feature Is that a slight car shortage is develop-

ing on account of the tie-up of many cars in the congested sections, re-

sulting in inability to supply the normal quota of cars at other points

nearl>y.

Robert Carnahan, well-known In the timber business in this section,

has transferred his attention to Arkansas, having purchased 25,000 acres

of timberland in Jefferson and Lonoke conntles In that state. The prop-

erty Is to be developed in the immediate future, arrangements for finan-

cing the operation having been made with eastern interests. It will be

necessary to build a railway to connect the property with the main line

of the Cotton Belt, after which a large mill will be located.

Attention has been called to the passing of Valley View, on the Ken-
tucky river, as a hardwood manufacturing center, in line with the general

review of conditions along that stream jirinted some time ago in Hard-
wood Kkcohd. The last big mill located there was that of the Kentucky
River Poplar Company, and it has been sold to tho Estill Lumber & Tim-
ber Company. The latter is to transfer the mill to Morehead. Miss., where
it recently acquired a tract of timber.

An important line of railroad is to be built into Jackson county. Ky.,

by the Rockcastle River Railroad Company, which Is to construct a

:iO-mile line from East Berustadt, on the Louisville & Nashville, to McKee,
the county seat of Jackson. The Ritter interests of Huntington, W. Va.,

are now developing property In that section.

Flood conditions have been gradually ellminat^'d in liouisville. and prac-

tically all of the plants affected are now operating as before. Loss of

time was an even greater factor than damage to lumber stocks, although
this was greater than in January on account of the large deposits of mud.
Cincinnati, O., lumbermen who recently were in Louisville asserted that

never had the river done so much damage as during the March flood, the

openings in the piles bi'lug filled with mud. Municipal officials are still

discussing the question of improving the Point, where the lumbor yards
hurt by high water are located, and as engineering advice is being sought

and federal co-operation has Ix^en promised, it looks as if there is an
excellent opportunity for something of real value to be accomplished In

this direction.

^< MILWAUKEE >-

The Stone-HuUng Lumber Company is preiiaring to begin operation of

the J. A. Wilkinson plant. New machinery Is being Installed and the

large plant is l)clng brought up-to-date. The Stone-Huling Company's
present plant will be continued.

Creosoted blocks are to be used for paving the principal thoroughfares

of Milwaukee, that material having been chosen by the department of

public works for paving Grand avenue. Wi'st Water, Wells and Third
streets. This type of pavenuuit is something quite new in Milwaukee,
as very few streets have bein paved with this material. However, where
It has been used it has stood up well under the traffic and will now
replace the asphalt on the named streets. About 22.670 square yards of
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this pavement -n-ill be required, besides that to lie used in other parts of

the city. L. W. Schruth. a Dakota general contractor, has Ijeen awarded
the cohtract on a bid of $95,000. This also includes raising the street to
its proper grade, the marshy ground having caused the street and abutting
buildings to sink from six to eighteen inches. If this wood pavement will

stand up under the enormous amount of downtown traffic it is sate to say
that it will replace considerable asphalt and brick pavement in other sec-

tions of Milwaukee.

About four hundred hardwood and hemlock logs which the ,Tohn Week
Lumber Company brought to .Stevens Point by rail during the winter and
banked on the ice above its sawmill, passed under the boom when the
ice in the pond went out recently. They are all of good size and many
were recovered at various points on Ihe Wisconsin river, but about a

hundred went over the dam at Grand Kapids and but few of these will

ever be recovered.

The Fond du Lac Church Furniture Company has received an order
for over $3,000 worth of church furniture which will go more than half
way around the world to reach its destination. It will be installed in a

new church at Cape Town. South Africa. This is only one of the many
orders the company has filled for cities in various sections of the globe.

The Sheboygan Couch Company, at Sheboygan, is about to erect a large
addition to its plant. Contracts are being awarded for the construction
of a four-story frame addition, measuring 60 by 1.50 feet. It is to be

erected to the plant on North Fifteenth street.

The large new sawmill of the Kneeland-McLurg Lumber Company at

Phillips is now in operation. This mill is the only one Phillips has had
since the old Pavis mill burned in 1000. and citizens gave the company
much encouragement to re-establish the business in their city.

The Brunet Falls Manufacturing Company has decided to establish a

box factory at Cornell. The plant will be large enough to employ from
fifty to one hundred hands.

The old 1'pham sawmill at Marsbfield is to bo repaired and new ma-
chinery installed, after which it will again be operated. The work is

under the supervision of G. M. Harder.

Washburn lumber companies are already at work putting their mills

in shape for the season's run. The Spragne Lumljer Company has a crew
engaged repairing the mill and putting it into shape to take care of a

large amount of logs. The Stearns Lumber Company also has a crew at

work on its mill. Roth mills have good supplies of logs on hand and
also ready for shipment as soon as work starts.

The Mohr-Stotzer Ijumber Company, which has l>een operating a big

sawmill at Holt, has decided to erect a modern up-to-date mill at Wausau.
The mill will have a capacity of about 00,000 feet in ten hours' run, ac-

cording to C. F. Mohr of Portage, presidi'nt of the company. The com-
pany recently purchased 50,000,00(1 fi'et of timber in Price county from
the Fenwood Lumber Company, which -will be brought to the mill by

rail. It consists mostly of hardwood and hemlock. .John S. Crifflths. in

charge of the Holt plant, will take the active management of the new
Wausau mill.

Phillip Ooerres, who founded the Phillip Goerres Cooperage Company in

Milwaukee thirt.v-five years ago, has passed away at his home, 2314 Cold
Spring avenue, at the age of sixty-four years. Mr. Goerres was one of

the leaders in the business and commereial world of Milwaukee and
helped in building up the city as a commercial center of the Middle
West. He retired from active business about five years ago, and left the

management of the compan.v to Harry E. Friend, president, and Fred
W. Ladwig, his son-in-law, who is secretary and treasurer of the cor-

poration. The plant is located at 3210-32:;4 Fond du Lac avenue. Mr.

Goerres is survived by four daughters—Mrs. Fred L. Douies. Washington.
D. C. : Mrs. William .1. Renter. Mrs. Fred W. Ladwig and Mrs. A. Roll-

man of Milwaukee.

The will of Mrs. Margar<^t Schroeder, widow of ,Tohn Schroeder, founder
of the John Schroeder Lumber Company of Milwaukee, has been filed for

probate. The estate, consisting of $100,000 in real estate and $5,000 in

personal property, is left in the hands of her sons, Henry ,T., William A.

and Frederick .1.. as executors and trustees, to be held for twenty years.

.\t the end of that time the property will be divided between her

daughters. Ernestine and Frida Schroeder, Mrs. Louise Kieckhefer, Mrs.
Emma Borges and Mrs. Rosa Patitz. The sons received their share of the

estate before the will was drawn and no provision for them is made
in the will.

George F. Luehring, secretary of the M. Hilty Lumber Company of

Milwaukee, has been re-elected as school director. Mr. Luehring has been

connected with the lumber company for twelve years, and was first elected

to the school board to fill a vacancy in March, 1912.

On account of a delay in shipment of some machinery the opening of

the Peshtigo Lumber Company's new sawmill at: Peshtigo was delayed for

several days. It will have a capacity of 123,000 feet of logs daily, and
cost $150,000. Superintendent Woodward is in charge.

The Midland Lumber Company of Minneapolis has acquired the prop-

erty of the F. C. and C. A. Stanley Company of Chippewa Falls. The
purchase included the mill, lumber yard and foundr.v. and the yard will

be run in connection with the North Star .yard, recently purchased. The
mill, which was started thirty-five years ago by C. A. Stanley, has been

idle since the founder's death about four years ago, and the resuming of

operations will mean luueh to the city.

The St. Croix Timber Company is at work recovering about 50,000,000
feet of rears which had been left along banks and jammed on the center
islands in the St. Croix river during the many seasons of logging in that
section. For a score or more of years the annual output was from 250.-
000,000 to 300,000,000 feet, which were floated to the Stillwater boom.
Of late years the decay and washout of dams, which had been main-
tained for holding a head of water to supply it to the St. Croix as the
log drives were in need of it, made it necessary to depend on rainfall,
which would at best create a driving stage for only a few days and
large rears were deposited. The high water this month has made it pos-
sible to float the rears, and the timber company has a large crew of
drivers working from the mouth of the Clam river down to the Nevers
dam. This is the last drive of logs on that famous logging stream, the
logging industry being a thing of the past on the St. Croix water.s. The
only standing timber now on the river is at the headwaters near Bear
Lake, to which a logging railroad has been built to convey the logs to
market or mill.

Miss Helen Connor, daughter of Mr. and, Mrs. W. D. Connor of Marsh-
field, was married .\pr. 16 to the Rev. Malvin Laird, pastor of the Pres-
byterian church at Lincoln, 111, The bride's father is a well-known lum-
berman of MarshHeld.

Glenn Wood Priestley of the W. E. Priestley Lumber Company and
Miss Florence Gardner, both of Alilwaukee, were married here on Apr. 9.

Mr. and Mrs. Priestley will be at home after .lune 1 at 020 JefEerson
street.

The Stevens-Whiteside forestiy bill which has been introduced in the
Wisconsin legislature has brought about considerable argument to the
plan which, by terms of the bill, will halt further forest land purchases
until a forest reserve commission can investigate and ri'port on the agri-

cultural value of the proposed purchases. As the report would not be

made before two years, no further purchases could be mar'*^ until then.

The arguments for and against the bill are being based on the agricultural

value of the lands. If the land is good for agriculture the farmers, timber
and land men ar|ue that it should not be tied up by the state. State
Forester E. M. Griffith and others in far-or are holding that the land is

not good for agricultural purposes, that the reserves hre necessary to

keep a regular and uniform flow from the headwaters for waterpower
purposes on rivers and prevent floods.

=< CADILLAC >- —
.Tosepb Murphy of .Murphy & Diggius and Henry Curtis, superintendent

of the Mitchell Brothers Company. Jc-nnings, Mich., have returned from a

two weeks" trip to Hot Springs, Ark.

ost of our logs have developed the finest

.mottle and stripe.

All are producing clear wide flitches and
lumber.

Hence the veneer runs above the average in

width.

Our band saw, sheer and dryer are now run-

ning regularly

Giving us mahogany lumber and veneer to fill

any order.

Aparticularly beautiful figure for discerning

piano trade shows in a number of the

logs cut.

klothing better was ever produced.

%jrour inspection is invited.

Fred W. Black Lumber Company
Chicago, 111.

Take Douglas Park L to 40th Ave. and walk one block South
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W. L. Saunders, president and g**neral manager of the Cummer-Diggjns

Company, has returned from a month's trip to Panama, Costa Rica, etc

W. C. Hull of the Smith & Hull Company and Oyal Wood Dish Com-
pany. Traverse City, Mich., is expected home snou from a six weeks'

trip to Panama, Costa Rica and Mexico.

Navigation on Lalie Michigan has opened and hoats are being loaded

with lumber for the lake ports.

The Loud interests of Au Sable have purchased the holdings of the

Sterling Cedar & Lumber Company at Charles, Mackinac county, and will

operate the mill at that point. They have sufBcient timber to keep the

mill in operation for several years.

The new dock at Petoskey has been completed and is ready for the

season of navigation. The ice has left Little Traverse Bay, so the boats

may land at Harbor Springs.

The R. G. Peters Salt & Lumber Company, Manistee, through its re-

ceiver, the Michigan Trust Company, has purchased 1,000 acres of land in

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Burnside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.
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Richey, Halsted & Quick
HIGH GRADE SOUTHERN LUMBER

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENCE _1

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATION.^!. B.\NK BUILDING

KILIN DRIED OAK
AIND OTHER HARDWOODS

are one of our many "specialties" which are

so satisfactory to others. Why not you?

Might pay you to get in

touch with us. It has others

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.
^

Wexford county, estimated to contain 12.000.000 feet of hai-dwoods. in

order to fill out its season's cut, which will be the last for that company.
The Mitchell Brothers Company's chemical plant at Jennings has been

closed for several weeks to make extensive repairs.

=< DETROIT y-
The Thomas Forman Company reports that the flooring trade has opened

for the year and is now in full bloom. Owing to the number of buildings

started last fall and the number of building permits taken out during the

winter, the Forman company anticipated a big rush in the flooring trade

early in the spring and during the winter prepared for it. It is in a posi-

tion to supply the trade without a moment's delay, and while it is receiv-

ing orders in great quantities each day for hardwood flooring, it is not

keeping anyone waiting to be supplied.

George I. McClure reports that business in all lines of hardwoods is

very satisfactor.v and that the prices are still very high, with no pros-

pect of a reduction for some time,to come. "I have sold 250.000 feet of

dry ash this last week and I haven't a foot left." said Mr. MoClure.

"While I have several cars on the way to our yards from the South, I do

not know when to expect them and cannot receive orders calling for im-

mediate delivery. I think the railroads are doing their utmost to patch

up the damage caused by the floods and expect that within a week or ten

days we will be well supplied, but as tliis is a mere supposition on my
part I cannot promise my customers anything definite."

In another week or so Mr. McClure expects that the Iwats will bring

down some large cargoes of mixed stock which will benefit the hardwood
lumber market materially. The new- dry shed which has been under con-

struction for the past two weeks in Mr. McClure's yards is completed and
this will enable him to get new dry lumber on the market in large quan-

tities at an early date.

The Brownlee-Kelly Company reports that business is very brisk with

no change in price of any kind of hardwood. Its yards are completely

cleared of all grades of one-inch birch, one- and two-inch maple and all

low grades of hardwoods. However, by this time next week tlie company
expects to have at least two boat loads of mixed hardwoods in its yards

in Detroit. It has a goodi.v supply of orders on its books for all kinds

of hardwoods, and especially for crating lumber.

F. T. Sullivan, manager of H. II. Salmon & Co., of BufTalo, was a

visitor in I)etroit this week.

W. D. :Magovorn of New Vnrk city was in lielroit this wei'k in the

interests of his company.
.Tohn Lodge, secretary of the Dwlght I.uml)er Company, reports the

hardwood flooring trade in a booming condition. Orders and inquiries are

coming In in very satisfactory volume and the company looks for an
extremel.v bus.v spring. Uough stock has been rather scarce, but It is

hoped that relief for this condition will be obtained when navigation

opens up.

S. Ij. Eastman of the S. I-. Kaslman I'^looring Company has returned

from New York and reports that the floor business is good, prices having

increased. Mr. Eastman Is a heavy stockholder in the S. A. Robinson

Lumber Co.. which operates a band sawmill at Goodar. Ogemaw county.

The company is building six lines of railroa(> to reach more timber with

which to stock the mill.

A. .1. Borkman will soon etimmence sawing logs at his mill on the

Gladstone road near Kscanaba and when the logs on hand are used up
will move his mill elsewhere. Mr. Borkman Is negotiating for a tract

of hardwood limber and if smcessful will havi' work for several years.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO y
Conditions in Chicago at present are about on a parity with the con-

dition of trade in most of the large distributing points of the country. A
slightly noticeable slowness has been manifested locally for a week or

two, but in no case is there reported a recession of values nor will the

local trade admit that there is any fundamental reason why it should take

less for Its stock than It has been getting. It unquestionably is Justified

in this belief, as business with almost all of the local consuming factors

is brisk and where buyers are showing any hesitancy about placing large

orders this hesitancy is not because they cannot use the stock, but because

they still believe' that with the Influx of dry nothern wood the market
will break. It appears, nowever. an Indisputable fact that the present

demand which cannot now lie filled will more than take care of any
surplus coming from the North during the next month.

Building of all kinds is opening up actively all over the city. It is

generally conceded that the oflice building district of Chicago is over

supplied with oflice space. This fact should result favorably to the

lumber trade as Investors In building operations will umiuestlonably turn

their at|fention to the erection of speculative flal building and dwelling

houses of various kinds. This line of construction consumes a vastly

greater amount of hardwoids than do the modern oflice buildings, and

it Is lo be hoped that the Inclination toward Investments of these kinds
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during the next few years will continue. If the local consuming trade
is adopting a waiting policy, the local distributors of hardwods are
following the same course and as far as any evidence obtainable is con-
cerned other than the large amount of stock rushed in from the flooded

southern states, there is no reason why they should not be easily able

to maintain present market values of all hardwood products.

-<, NEW YORK >..

As a general proposition, the wliole list of hardwoods is ruling at high
prices—so high, in fact, that buyers are not in the market for great
quantities of stock. The wholesale end shows the best demand, the retail

buyers not being so active as was expected. There has been no advance
in prices and it is said that further advances would make prices pro-

hibitive.

Oak and nsb Ir-ad in demand, havinji been in steady call for a long
time and high in price. While the market is not so active as dealers

expected it would be at this time, the volume has been fair and more
activity is looked for as the season progresses.

=-< BUFFALO y
A stt-ady amount of business is beiny; dow in hardwoods, but the d(_'mand

is not generally called as active as it was last month. Some attribute this

to the high prices prevailing nowadays, but it is usually spoken of as a

natural condition at this season. The local market is well stocked and
npw lumber is being received right along. This month will see a good
deal brought iu l)y lake, several of thp yards anticipating early receipts.

Prices are holding firm and most woods aw getting a fair inquiry.

Plain oak has the lead, as usual, with prices strong. Quartered oak is

in fair demand, except the common, which is a little slow. Birch and
maple are firm and mill culls in the latter wood arc in good demand. A
big demand exists for thick hickory, which is bringing higher prices. Ash
is not at all plentiful and the sales are good where stock is to be had.

Poplar keeps firm and is in pretty good demand. Some sales of cherry are
n-porti'd and di'ab'rs in sum are having a fair trade this month.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
The East is particularly fortunate in its exemption from the disastrous

visitations of wind and flood in the middlewestern and southern territory

during March, but. as was predicted in previous report, the effect of these
disturbances is being felt to a considerable extent in the hardwood field

here. It is found that not only have the logging and manufacturing ends
of the lumber districts in the flooded area been damaged, but the con-
suming industries as well have suffered severe losses, the result of which
can only be a strengthening of values all along the line.

The wholesaler is making a desperate fight for desirable stock, but
often without success. The consuming industries in the East keep fairly

active, with encouraging signs as to (Uitlook. Buying during March was
somewhat spotty, but the market so far in April has strengthened, with
values in standard woods moving upward. From the present state of

affairs it may be assumed that the hardwood market will hold its present
position for some months to come.

Plain oak continues the topliner, with prices climbing : quartered oak
remains second on the list: ash, birch and basswood keep good reputation :

sound wormy chestnut is still improving ; wide stock poplar is waking up ;

mahogany and veneer is healthy.

^-< PITTSBURGH >.
Lumber matters here have been moving along very satisfactorily the

past two weeks with the exception of the terrible floods which nearly
wiped out some retail customers and caused fearful damage to manufactur-
ing concerns and railroads. There is. however, an aftermath of orders
coming as a result of these floods which helps in some measure to allej^iato

the trouble. Railroads the past two weeks have been heavy buyers of
white oak timbers for trestles and bridge work. Ties and poles have
also been rushed to the flood districts in good quantities and at good
prices. Hardwood for construction and repair work is in splendid demand
on account of the high water and will be a still larger seller, it is believed,

as the concerns damaged begin to fairly realize what they will need to

replace their plants, their lines, or their retail stock. In this business
oak is bound to bo a big leader in demand. Those wholesalers who cater
chiefly to the factory hardwood trade report the situation in splendid
shape. Factories which bought heavily early in the winter are now begin-

ning to place their order and are freely contracting ahead for several

months indicating their confidence in the business situation this year.

Hardwood mills are busy throughout this section and hardwood prices

are i ery firm.

< BOSTON y-
There has been a fairly active demand for hardwood lumber during

the past two weeks and prices have shown additional strength in many
cases. From sections of the country where the floods did considerable
damage the reports are that offerings are small aud that it is very difficult

to make shipments. Letters to Boston dealers indicate that in some sec-

tions the manufacturers of hardwood lumber have stopped cutting timber
and have been spending their time in removing their logs to points of

safety. From such sections it is difficult to find mills that can make
prompt shipments. The enforced curtailment in production is making
itself felt in the offerings, with the demand in this market increasing
and the unfavorable reports from many of the mills relative to supply,
the outlook is not very promising for anything but firm prices for the
next few months at least. Stocks of hardwood lumber at nearby points
are no larger and retail dealers in Boston are not overburdened with
supplies. Some of the large consuming manufacturers have fair stock but
all buyers are making some inquiries. Quartered oak is very firm with a
good demand. riain oak is exceptionally firm. The call is good and
offerings of good stock are small. Maple has been in fair call. While
birch and elm have been attracting a fair amount of new business.

=< BALTIMORE >=
A feeling has developed of late among the hardwood men here that the

crest of the tide in the hardwood trade has been turned, and that, while

WANT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representingr Fifth Avenue BuiMinvWEST VraGINIA SPRCCE LUMBER CO.,
'^""^ ^,,,^^S^''

Cass, West Virginia. NEW YORK
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OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENtJE

CHARLES F. SHIELS & CO.
SPECIALISTS IN WIDE STOCK

POPLAR, OAK, CHERRY, BIRCH

GEORGE LITTLEFORD
RED CEDAR, CHERRY

OFFICE: 1263 RICHMOND STREET

SWANN-DAY LUMBER CO.
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Ej SALES OFFICE—SECOND NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
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If
I

"Everybody can sing w^he

cure

^

XUMBER
"Everybody can sing w^hen they have
anything to sing about."—Barrie.

^ We have a right to sing about both

Kraetzer-cured Lumber and the Kraet-
zer Preparator, by means of which it is

produced, but—we know

"The bane of many a good idea has been the

intemperate zeal of its exploiters."

—

Cooley.

A KRAETZER PREPARATOR

Hence

—

^ While we assure you tliat Kraetzer-

cured Lumber is vastly superior in qual-

ity to that seasoned by any process

previously emploj^^d; and that it can be

produced at a saving in labor, time, in-

terest on investment, insurance, taxes,

less weight and shrinkage, and higher
quality of from $3.00 to $4.00 a thou-

sand feet. Yet

—

^ We don't ask you to believe us, but
do ask you to let us send you the names
and addresses of all owners of Kraetzer
Preparators, to every one of whom we
can confidently refer you for commen-
dation of both the process and the eco-

nomical and satisfactory working of the

api)aratus.

The Kraetzer Company
\ \ 537 S. Dearborn St. CHICAGO, ILL.

«/v5 cOjluw
cure

LUMBER

thfre is not likely to be any easinj;; off in the range of prices for a time,

if at all. the edge has been taken off the donjand and it is less easy now
to liud pick-up orders. Members of the trade state that on their recent

trips they found many of the yards to have hxrge stocks, with practically

full -selections. As long as prices went up and there remuint'd the slightest

deficiency, in the assortments, it was natural that yardmen should try to

make up these deficiencies, so as to be prepared for every requirement
upon them : but now that the upward movement seems to have been halted,

the disposition to wait until actual needs develop is apparently more pro-

nounced, and the sellers are obliged to put forth greater effort than was
called for not long ago to do the same volume of business. As stated, this

does not mean that any weakness has manifested itself in the trade. The
requirements of the buyers are evidently still such as to take up the output
of mills, and no extensive accumulations are to be found : but the feeling

is. none the less, somewhat easier, and the urgency of the requests for

lumber has abated in a measure. To he sure, no pressure is exerted by the

sellers to place stocks, the market being allowed to take care of itself, in a

way : but the salesmen are more diligent in calling upon their customers.
while the consumption is about holding its own. There is a prospect that
the destruction caused by the western floods will bring out larger require-

ments than would otherwise have been the case. It is not so much that

the high water compelled mills to suspend operations or that logs were
i-arried away, although here and there losses of this sort are also to be
iioled : but that there niust Im^ a replacenn-nt in a very short time of much
material needed for building and that hous<'S wrecked must be erected to

shelter the thousands rendered homeless. This' may be expected to create

an exceptional drain upon the sources of supply and help the hardwood
business of this section.

As for prices, they are being maintained at their old level, no weakening
having occurred in any direction. The improvement with respect to extra

wide poplar continues, and chestnut in all of its divisions is not less

active than it has been, with sound wormy commanding ready takers at

quotations about $;i higher than last summer and fall. To an appreciable

exl<'nt it is the more immouneed quiet in the export business which is

reflected in the trade generally. The slocks in the foreign markets are

relatively largi' and the buyers abroad are disposed to hold out for con-

<*essions. whicii the sliippers arc not in a position to make. At the same
time, no curtailment in the forwardings is to be noted, some of the steam
ers that left here during the last few weeks carrying large (luantities of

hardwoods. Should the strike In Belgium continue for any length of time
it may make a difference in so far as some of the continental Kuropean
markets are concerned. The general situati()n. of cojirse, is also influenced

in a measure J»y the feeling of uncertainty as to the political situation

and the practical effect of the economic change being effected. No one
knows exactly what these ehnnges may n)e;in aud whether they will not

call for a more or less extensive readjustment : and until the outlook
iM'comes more clearly defined a measure of hesitancy in the demand for

hardwoods may be expected to manifest itself.

^-< COLUMBUS y-
lic's|iiic till' disastrous flund wliich ilivnsiali'd ii |ioi-tloii of Central Ohio

during tiK' latter part of Marcli. trn<li' in hardwoods in ColuTnhus and
vicinity has bppn fairly active. The dimand lioth from ri'tailers and
factories is good and prices are ruling tiriu In every particular. The tone

of the market Is satisfactory and the outlook for the future is i>romising.

One of the best features of the trade is the lack of stocks in most
varieties and this means a continuation of the high prices. Dry stocks

in every locality are scarce and every effort on the part of mill owners to

increase tliem has not succeeded. Stocks In the hands of retailei-s are only

f:ilr, wiiicli nu-ans tliey will be in the market for larger orders just as

soon as the building seas<iD begins. Kactory stocks are also small.

Factories engaged In making vehicles, implements and furnittire are

the Ui'sl buyers now although otbiT lines are also buying well. The feel-

ing in manufacturing circles generally is good.

The indications are bright for an active builuing season. Avcbltecta

and contractors are busy on plans and contracts and In many cases work
has stftited in earnest. The recent flood which destroyed and damaged
hundreds of homes in Columbus will be the nteans of stimulating the trade

to a large degree.

riain oak is strong in ever.v wa.\' and orders are coming in well. Both
red and white oak are in demaiul. (Juartcued f)ak is also strong and the

volume of business is good. roi)lar is gaining in strength and automobile

concerns are gotMl buyers. Both ash and basswood are sirnog .mhI prices

are ruling high. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >-=

Weather conditions are much more favorable at this writing than they

have been for some time. All of the yards arc again In good shape and
it is remarkable that so little damage to lumber interests has resulted,

the principal loss being in labor in making lueparatlons for the high

water and cleaning up afterward. Much of the lumber that was delayed

en route to t.^lncliinali lut account of the tlood is now arrivini; and the

dealers are hustling to lake care of it in order to hasten tlu^ release of

cars and the congestion of all of the yards In the city. Considerable stock
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is being shipped on some long delayed orders; but railroiida running out

of here are all about in condition to accept shipments lor all points, to

furnish equipment for loading promptly- and switching cars with but little

delay.

There is a steady demand for most all of the hardwoods and inquiries

are numerous, coming from large buyers who are apparently feeling out

the market before placing some good sized orders. Quotations at top

prices are resulting in substantial orders and the tendency is to even
stronger demand. Nothing on the list is as strong as plain oak. Those
having stocKs of this wood are letting it go only at top prices. Quartered

oak is moving well and ash is almost as strong as plain oak with condi-

tions practically the same. All low grades of hardwoods are scarce. Good
grades of gum. poplar, and cottonwood are in steady demand. Chestnut
in all grades is scarce and prices are very satisfactory. Almost any kind

of liardwuod suitable for cutting up in factory trade is in demand and it

is a question of supplying the demand rather than finding a place to

put the stock.

Hardwood flooring is not very active as yet, as it is a little too early

in the season, but all local mills are very busy and none feel that they

have any too much stock on hand as the demand for this stock is growing
fast and an exceptionally good season is looked for this year. Prices

are high and dealers are expecting to get even better prices on account
of the increased cost of rough lumber.

The demand for poplar is good and low grades are as scarce as ever

and just as high in price. No. 1 common and better is moving well and
wide stock is having a satisfactory call. Dealers are much encouraged
and fcei assured of a satisfactory year in poplar in all grades. At mill

points manufacturers are well supplied with orders and are not taking
any orders except at top prices for any grades. They predict a much
stronger tone to the market as the season advances.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
There has been no particular change in the hardwood situation during

the last two weeks. Some inquiries and a few orders have been received,

but business has not been brisk, by any means. It is improbable that there

will be any rush in busiurss for several weeks to come. Most of the

lumber business in this vicinity is for heavy bridging timbers.

I'oth wholesalers and retailers are experiencing some delay in moving
shipments. Nearly all railway lines have resumed normal traffic, but as

there was a serious congestion of freight at almost every point while
several railway lines were out of commission, it may require several

weeks to get shipping straightened out again.

Hardwood prices have not changed and a scarcity of one-inch oak
continues.

=< MEMPHIS y-
Tlie demand for hardwood himlior here is quite active and tbose firms

which are not affected by the rise in the Mississippi are shipping as
rapidly as they can get their stocli ready. It seems that these firms are
securing more than their share of the business offering for the reason that
so many here and elsewhere ic this territory are out of commission either
directlv because their plants and yards are overflowed, or indirectly

because switching facilities are so seriously impaired. The markets con-

tinue in strong position and the curtailment of production is reflected

in decreasing stocks. Members of the tr.ide here believe that prices will

work to a higher level under the combined influence of the excellent

demand and reduced output.

The market for plain oak is particularly strong on all grades. Offer-

ings are not large. Quartered oak is also in better demand than it has
been recently and prices are somewhat firmer. There is a splendid demand
for all grades of gum. with the exception of Xo. 1 firsts and seconds red.

which are rather quiet. The lower grades are particularly strong and
offerings are comparatively light. Low-grade cottonwood is another
item whidj is also in very keen request and offerings are small. The
upper grades of cottonwood arc selling at a moderate rate but they show
neither the activit.v nor strength noted in the case of the lower grades.
The cottonwood output has been adversely affected by the flood situa-

tion here and throughout the Memphis territory-. Ash is in active demand
in all grades and prices are firm. In cypress the best demand is for
selects. Prices on these are quite firm and offerings are not large. The
remainder of the c.vpress list shows rather increased activity but the
demand for thes'e grades is not so keen as for selects. The export business
is being affected adversely to a slight extent by the strike in Belgium.

=< NASHVILLE >=
No apprehension appears here as to an.v harmful eft'ect on the local

market as a result of the pending federal tariff consideration or legisla-

tion. The local hardwood market is strong and prices generally rule stiff.

There are ver.v active shipping demands. The calls for plain and quar-
tered oak .ire repoi-tod more active than for twenty years past by soine
dealers. The manufacturers and dealers here, in fact, had it dilHcult and
sometimes impossible to meet the demands for these grades. Poplar is

in good demand. Chestnut shows a good call with the lower grades espe-
cially active. Walnut and ash are in good call. Basswood. cottonwood,
elm and hickor.v are steady but show no changes. There have been no

WE MANUFACTURE MICHIGAN
HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK.
MILLS ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN; STOCK

BAND SAWN

Have in Shipping
Condition

BIRCH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
ASH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
ELM: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
BASSWOOD: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4

to 12/4

WE are well equipped for manufacturing

special sizes, wagon stock, skids, ties, etc.

THE C. A. GOODYEAR LUMBER COMPANY
Office and Mill Logging Camp

TOMAH, WISCONSIN BLUE BILL, MICHIGAN

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special

Prices for Prompt Shipment:
83.000' 2' No. 3 Common Poplar. 5K.OO0'
lO.OOO' 114- No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Poplar. 3«,000'
;o.OOO' 1x24" & up No. 1 and Panel 28.000'

I'oplar nut
40,000' S" No. 1*2 Poplar 41,000'
15,000' 4 ' X 18 to 30 ' No. 1 & Panel nnt

Poplar 69,000'
30,000' 4' X 7 to 25" No. 1 & 2 nut

Poplar 12,000'
35,000' 5 8 X 18" & up J>o. 1 & 19,000'

Panel Poplar 86.000'
117,000' 6 4 S. W. & No. 2 Common 8.000'

Chestnut 21.000'
38.000' 1 X 13" & up No. 1 & 2 10,000'

Chestnut 88.000'
58,000' 1" No. 1 Com. Chestnut 19.000'
47,000' 5/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut 10.000'

(! 4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
8 4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
4/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

5/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6 4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No. 1 & 2 Red Birrh
8 4 No. 1 & 2 Red IJireli
3" No. 1 & 2 Red Birth
4" No. 1 & 2 Bed Birch
5/4 No. 1 & 2 Cherry
8 4 No. 1 & 2 Cherr.v
4/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
5^4 No, 1 Common Cherry
8/4 No. 1 Common Cherry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.
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Foreign and
Domestic
Cabinet Woods

in

Lumber or Veneers
No order is too big—no order too little

—to secure our painstaking attention, and
prompt service.

While ]\Iahogany is our specialty, witli

the largest stock of prime figured wood in

the country, one of our side lines is Black

Walnut, of which we have more than

1,250,000 feet of logs in .roUways at our

Chicago plant today.

SPECIMEN OF SPLENDID AFRICAN MAHOGANY LOGS NOW BEING
OPENED UP PREPARATORY TO SAWING INTO VENEERS.

Users of high-class Foreign or Domes-
tic Veneers or Lumber visiting Chicago
are especially invited to call and inspect

our plant and lumber and veneer ware-
houses at Robey Street and Blue Island

Avenue. Take Blue Island Avenue car at

the postoffice to Robey Street.

C.L.WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Mahogany Veneer and Lumber Producing Plant in

the World

special features on the market duvins the week. Shipments wei'e con-
siderably delayed for a time as a result of the floods to the north of
Nashville, but these conditions are now improved. Thousands of logs
were entirely lost by reason of floods in the Cumberland river and
tributary streams. The flooriug plants show inerensed activity, some
reporting a thirty per cent increase in business. Consuming factories are
anxious to place orders and get shipments through. Good receipts of
logs resultecl from the recent high tides in the Cumberland river.

=< BRISTOL >=
Lumbercien here leport that business is holding up well. They say

that there bas not been the increase in demand that was expected but
that present conditions do not justify any complaint. The feeling is-

fionpral that the present flourishing condition of the lumber industry will

continue through the year, unaffected by tariff revision at the hands of
the democrats in congress. The feeling hereabouts is that the lumber
tariff question is not one of great moment to the South.

Prices are firm and have held so, despite the increasing demand, espe-

i-ially for certain stocks. There are many buyers in this territory in

search of stock.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-

Trade conditions are maintaining the excellent aspect which they

have held since the first of the year, the interruptions due to storms
and floods not having been of serious consequence, judging from the

number of inquiries and orders that have poured in since normal
conditions of transportation and communication have been established.

Leaders in the business are optimistic as to the next four or flve

months, but under no circumstances is it safe to make a predictioD

covering an entirely new set of conditions such as are usually intro-

duced within six months. Looking at the situation with a view to

promising crop prospects, generally sound industrial and financial

conditions, and present prosperity, there seems to be good reason to

hope for a continuance of the situation as it is at present. Tariff

revision, while it cannot affect the hardwood trade, in the opinion

of local lumbermen, may hurt indirectly through upsetting conditions

in other lines; but in view of the promise of rapid disposition of this

troublesome matter, it is believed thai untoward influences from this

source will be disposed of In the near future. Oak lumber of all kinds

is in good demand. Ash is strong and chestnut is also in good demand
at stiff prices. There is hardly a slow item on the list, and everybody
is busy.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
ll:irdw^ood conditions .showed but little change during the past fornight,

nearly every item op the list being in demand. Many of the items are

badly broken and short. Oak still continues the strongest in demand and
dry is extremely scarce, in fact can hardly be obtained. The lower grades
are stronger in price than they have been and are called for more freely

than they have been. Ash is also u good seller. Gum is moving nicely,

roplar in wide and better grades sells better than those in the lower
grades. Cottonwood is also in good request, with stronger prices in sight.

The cypress situation is about as it has be?n for some time. I'riccs are

holding up. A iK'tter demand is anticipated now that building opera-

lions have started. Quite a nice stock of this item is in St. Louis and
I here is no trouble in filling all orders that come in.

=•< MILWAUKEE y
The favorable weather all over the state is adding new life to building

operations and has resulted in a much better demand for lumber in all

lines. It has aroused i-etailcrs to the realization that stocks in their

yards are at a low stage and in most cases inadequate to meet the

demands of the season.

The shortage in dry stocks at the northern mills is causing considerable

concern and wholesalers say that it means delay in the filling of orders

in almost every instance. Trices are much higher than a year ago at this

time, a natural result of the improved demand and the shortage of dry
stocks. Considerable stock in half-dry condition is expected to be shipped

into the local market because of the scarcity of dry stuff. Basswood Is

beginning to arrive here, but birch will not put in an appearance until

next month. About all the available birch left is No. 1 and No. 2
stock, while basswood and maple are scarce. The flood situation In

the South has tended to decrease shipments of oak and the supply

of both plain and quartered lines is getting low.

The sash and door concerns are buying more freely, as they are

preparing for the building rush. The local furniture factories are

placing some good orders. Local heavy machinery manufacturing con-

cerns are meeting with a brisk business and are buying fairly well

in the various lines of hardwood which they need.

^-< CADILLAC y
Low stocks of dry hemlock and hardwoods, with an almost abnormal

demand for same, Is the condition of the market here. Because of scarcity
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the prices of the rough hemlock and hardwood lumber, as well as that of

maple flooring, have advanced, and a considerable amount of shipping,

especially of the flooring, is being made.

=-< DETROIT >-=

The general condition of the Detroit hardwood lumber market is encour-

aging, with prospects favoring a continuing increase in business. The
demand for all kinds of hardwood is exceedingly brisk, and the only draw-
back has been that the demand is far in excess of the supply. One-inch

birch, one and two-inch maple, dry ash and all grades of crating lumber
are scarce. However, the hardwood men are living in hopes that with the

arrival of the first lumber boats from the North this condition will be

overcome to a large extent, and that by the middle of May business will

assume its normal aspect. The hardwood flooring trade and the veneer

and box trades are busy. Prices ou all grades of hardwoods are high and
have remained practically stationary the past two weeks.

< LIVERPOOL >=
The market position is a little firmer than during the past few months

of this year, though no appreciated rise in values has yet been noted.

The mahogany position, however, has shown some change and the wood
sold at the last sales found quick markets in readiness. In fact it has
been a matter for considerable surprises how quickly of late the sale

yards have been cleared after each succeeding sale. Quite the strongest
item on the market at the present is ash. All ash planks of prime quality

are wanted, especially threc-iucU stock, while No. 1 common stocks of

w'ide average also find a good market. Hickory is not strong—in fact
the market is decidedly weak—though it is surprising, in view of the
shipments, that the stock is so very light. The heavy nature of ship-

ments has frightened buyers away, and shippers have been very foolish

in flooding this market as they have done. There is a very steady and
keen demand for hickory here, but the market is very sensitive and
cannot stand up with firm prices if large quantities come on consignments.
About 2s 9d exquay is the present market price.

Round ash on the other hand is very firm—the result of an entire

absence of any extensive shipments on consignments. Birch should also

be a good point for new shipments, and as the new wood will soon be

here, operators in this stock are keenly calculating its value.

Tupelo is showing favor at this port. A car of box grade, % by 8"

and up, was seen on the quay recently and was sold readily. Shipments
of %" by 12-16" would come to a good market and contracts could
readily be made for the right stock.

Cottonwood shipments have been selling well but the market is now
fully supplied. Poplar stocks keep moving promptly and prices keep firm.

Prices are, of course, high and shipments on consignments are not
advised unless shippers are prepared to make a sacrifice. Wagon oak is

good and the regulation sizes are moving well. Round oak logs keep

moving and quite a large number have been sold this year

=-< GLASGOW y
The local timber trade continues to display rather a dull tone, and

though sales reported are fairly numerous, they are largely of a retail

character. The current high prices tend to restrict forward buying, and
another adverse factor is that freights are now much weaker. Nominally
spruce deals and rigas are as firm as before, but although this is the

case, the margin of profit is a very small one compared with other ports.

In a few recent cases storing has been resorted to where a satisfactory

price could not be obtained. It would be much better, however, to modify
prices a little, as it is usually found that after storage charges are

incurred it is difficult to get "one's own back." Arrivals of birch logs

have been unusually heavy during the first quarter and imports should

be curtailed for a short time.

The "Tritonia" and "Kastalia" have arrived from Newport News and
Baltimore with the usual varied cargo of American hardwoods. Old
boards and planks have come in fairly plentifully and have sold well,

but if the imports continue so heavy it will be difficult to maintain prices.

Trade continues good in all departments of shipbuilding and it is still

the main outlet for timber of all kinds. Although a comparatively small

number of new contracts were reported to have been placed during

March, there is an ample amount of work on hand to keep the yards

busy for some time to come. The figures for the first quarter show a

decrease in the output of nearly 17,500 tons less than the corresponding

period of last year. It is probable, however, that in the course of the

next month or two the decrease in the output will be more than made
good, as there are several large vessels now approaching the launching

stage in Clyde yards. The most notable among these is the large new
Cunarder—"The Aquitania"—which will be launched next month.

It is evident that cheaper freights are to rule. Shippers on the other

side who have tonnage in hand will fare badlly, because, where, in the

case of pitch pine, a week ago quotations for 30-foot average ruled about

92/6d to 95/, It is said that as low as 87/6 would be accepted. Now
offers for 30-foot average for May-June shipment are being solicited at

85/. In any case, most shippers will lose to some extent. The foregoing

remarks, however, apply only to freights from the Gulf, as Quebec rates

are still on a steady basis.

Checking, Splitting,

Rotting

Prevented by

LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and Dimension
Stock against weather and tiine. A BOY CAN DO THE WORK.

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE IS FOR Fl'LL P.iRTICVLARS

THE GEORGE HENKE COMPANY
62 Beckman Street NEW YORK

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith ""I^A"' Bund"r"'' Memphis, Tenn.

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAYCOMPLETE PLANING -DirKTMCVT \TA ktt AMILL FACILITIES PENNSYLVANIA

Stumpage x rices
are always in evidence, always of interest. Here is

the record of southern pine timber values for the last

thirty-three years:

1880,
1890,
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WHY?
TT7" HY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-
^^ turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year.
'

BECAUSE $728,910.41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative
Harry Rankin ^ Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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] Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber i& Mfg. Co

BeecherA Barr

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co..

Swann-Day Lumber Company 49

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

VVhiiing. Wm. S 65

Wood. K, E., Lumber Company 11

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company .... 68

Cartier-Holland Lumber Company.

.

Coale, Tho6. E.. Lumber Company..
Cobbs Si Mitchell, Inc

Craig. W. P.. Lumber Co
Curll, Daniel B

East Jordan Lumber Company.
Elias. G..& Bro
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co..

Planner-Steger Land Si Lumber Co.

Forman , Thos., Company

Goodyear. C. A., Lumber Co.

Hanson-Turner Company
Heyser, W. E., Lumber Co
Holyoke. Chas
Holloway Hardwood Lumber Co..

Jones Hardwood Company.

.

2

11

3

U
II

66

67

4

66

51

62

10

Kent. J. S.. Company
Klann. E. H.. Lumber Co
Kneeland-Bigelow Company. The.

Litchfield. William E.

Mcllvain. J. Gibson. A Co
McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co
Miller. Anthony
Mitchell Bros. Company
Mowbray & Robinson Company

.

10

2

67

67

3

Palmer &, Parker Co...

Parrj-, Chas, K„ & Co

.

SawTM-Goodman Company
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company,
Stephenson, I., Company, The
Stewart. 1. N.. & Bro
Struthers Cooperage Company
Sullivan. T. & Co

Taylor. W. R.. Lumber Company.
Tegge Lumber Co

Vinke. J. & J

VonPlaten Lumber Oo..

Webster, George, Lumber Company,
White. Wm.H,, Co
Wiggin. H. D
Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons
Willson Bros. Lumber Company
Wistar. Underbill <fe Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company

Yeager, Orson E. ...

Young. W. D.,& Co.

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company
Atlantic Lumber Company
Farrin. M. B,, Lumber Company,..
Faust Bros. Lumber Company
Kentucky Lumber Company
Logan, J. M., Lumber Co
Maphet & Shea Lumber Company.
Radina. L.W„4 Co

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Oo.

Anderson-Tully Company
Atlantic Lumber Company . .

.

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co
Bennett & Witte

Black. Fred W, Lumber Co
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co
Boice Lumber Company
Booker-Cecil Company
Bradley, E, C. Lumber Company
Brown, W. P., & Sons Lumber Co...

BuflFalo Hardwood Lumber Co

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co
Cherokee Lumber Co
Coale, Thos, E,, Lumber Company,

,

Conasauga Lumber Company ,

Crane, C, & Co
Curll, Daniel B

11 Davis. Edward L.. Lumber Company
^' Dempsey, W, W
3 Duhlmeier Brothers

Elias. G.,& Bro
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.

Farrin, M, B,, LumberCompany
Faust Bros. Lumber Co
Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber Co.

11

48

48

U

5

65

7

67

4

48

12

Osgood & Richardson 57

Garetson-Greaaon Lumber Co .

Heyser. W. E., Lumber Company,,,
Hill Brothers Tie & Lumber Co
Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Co.

Holloway Hardwood Lumber Co
Huddleston-Marsn Lumber Co

Jones Hardwood Company
Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company

Kennedy, James, & Co
Kent, J. S.. Company
Kentucky LumberCompany
Kimball & Kopcke
Klann. E, H,, Lumber Co ,

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Company,.

Lamb-Fish Lumber Co
Litchfield, William E
Littleford, George
Little River LumberCompany
Logan. J. M., Lumber Co
Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co...

Louisville Point Lumber Company,

Maley. Thompson & MoffettCo
Maphet & Shea Lumber Company.
Mcllvain. J. Gibson. &, Co
McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co
Miller. Anthony
Mowbray <& Robinson Company...

Nettleton, E. B..* Co
Norman Lumber Company.

Ohio River Saw Mill Company
Osgood & Richardson
Paepoke-Leicht LumberCompany.,
PaiTy, Chas. K.. & Co
Radina. L. W.,<tCo

65

Ransom, J, B,, & Co 9

Riemeier LumberCompany 49

Richey, Halsted & Quick J8

Russe & Burgess, Inc 12

Salt Lick LumberCompany 65

Shawnee Lumber Company 49

Shiels, Chas, F.. & Co 49

Slaymaker, S, E,. & Co 49

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 67

Stewart, 1. N,,& Bro 67

Sullivan, T,,* Co 67

Swann-Day Lumber Company 49

Vansant. Kitchen 4 Co 68

Vestal Lum ber & Manufacturing Co, 6

Vinke, J, & J u
VonPlaten Lumber Co 66

Webster. George, Lumber Company. 11

Whiting. Wm. S 65

Whitmer. Wm.. & Sons 10

Wiggin. H.D 10

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons 12

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 10

Wisconsin Lumber Company 4

Wistar. Onderhill & Nixon 11

Wood-Mosaic Company 11

Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company 11

Yeager. Orson E 67

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Adams ARaymond Veneer Co 63

Ahnanee Veneer <t Seating Co 62

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 63

Black, Fred W, Lumber Co 47

Central Veneer Company 61

Hanson-Turner Com pany 62

Hoffman Bros, Company 61

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co
Jarrell. B. C, ACo 61

Kentucky Veneer Works 61

Ktoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 5

Maley. Thompson & Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer A Lumber Co
Mengel. C. C, & Bro. Company 5

Ohio Veneer Com pany 49

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 63

Rayner. J 4

Rice Veneer & LumberCompany

—

63

Southern Veneer Manufacturing
Company 61

Underwood Veneer Company 63

Veneer Manufacturers' Company
Walker Veneer & Panel Co 57

Willay, C.L 52

Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons 12

Wisconsin Seating Company 62

Wood-Mosaic Company 11

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 63

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 47

Duhlmeier Brothers 7

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co
Littleford, George 49

Maley, Thompson & Moffett Oo 7

Memphis Veneer A Lumber Co

Mengel, CCA Bro. Companj 5

Palmer A Parker Co 11

Purcell. Prank 65

Rayner. J 4

Struthers Cooperage Company
Willey.C. L 52

Williams, Ichabod T., 4 Sons 12

HARDWOOD FLOORING,

Beecher A Barr 10

Carrier Lumber A Mfg, Co 12

Cobbs A Mitchell, Inc 3

Eastman, S. L., Flooring Oo 66

Farrin, M. B,, Lumber Company.... 48

ForMan, Thos., Company 66

Kerry A Hanson Flooring Co 66

Louisiana Lone Leaf Lumber Co.... 64

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Salt Lick Lumber Company 65

Steams Salt A Lumber Company... 8

Stephenson. I., Company. The 66

Webster Lumber Co.. George 11

White. Wm. H..Co 68

Wilce. T., Company, The 4

Young, W. D., A Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Co 58

Linderman Machine Co.. The
Mershon. W. B., A Co 58

Phoenix Manufacturing Co 58

Saranac Machine Company 59

Steinmetz. C. M 10

Westinghouse Electric A Mfg, Co ,.

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Clyde Ironworks 59

Lidgerwood Mfg, Co 64

Russel Wheel A Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS,

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 66

Kraetzer Company, The 50

National Dry Kiln Company 59

Phila. Textile Mchy. Co 10

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C. A Co
Simonds Mfg. Co

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Co.

Epperson. U . S

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co.,

Lumber Mutuai Fire Insurance Co.

.

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co
Lumbermen s Underwriting Alli-

ance
Lumber Underwriters 12

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual

Fire Ins. Co
Rankin. Harry A Co 54

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey, James D.. ACo 53

Southern Railway 57

Spry. John C 4

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Griffith. Clarence W 48

McDonald. Thos. J 56

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills A Dock Co 63

Childs. 3. D. . A Co 67

Gerlach. The Peter. Company 57

Henke. Geo. Co 53

Kraetzer Company, The 50

Lumbermen's Credit AsaociatiOD.... 4

Mechanical Rabber Companr 58

Tamms Silica CoBpany 57

Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Oo...
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Adverttsements will bp inserted in tbis sec-
tion at the following rates;

For one insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line

For three insertions 50c a line

For four insertions 60c aline

Eight words of ordinary length make one line.

Heading counts as two lines.

No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

LUMBER BUYER AND INSPECTOR
wanted. Larp:o furniture manufacturer in Wis-

consin using six million feet of liardwood lum-

ber per annum iias a good position for man of

experience in buying and inspecting hardwood
lumber. Must have large experience and first-

class references. Address
"BOX 42." care Hardwood Record.

WANTED
Good hardwood luiul)er inspector, largelv vard

work. Addicss nllln KIVKK SAWMILL CO..
Louisvillr, Kv.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman for New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

TIUDER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and Ugglng
conditions. Have a tew high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

KnoxTllle. Tenn.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR
76 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand
boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and
maple axles. Will Inspect at shipping polBt, and
pay cash. E. B. BROWN. 372 Bayne St.,

Bairalo. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
SOD cars good black walnut logs, 10" aad up

In diameter, 6 ft. aad af loag. Will laspect at

shipping point aad pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZBLL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOOS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

60,000 ft 12" and np Cherry lofi-

C. L. WILLEr. 2658 S. Robey St., Chicago,

[
TIMDER LANDS FOR SALE

TWO LARGE AND ONE SMALL
Tract tinil)pr in ChesapcaUn & Ohio and Norfolk

& Western Railways, in Virginia and West Vir-

ginia. G. T. THAYER, Cliarloston, W. Va.

VIRGIN FORESTS IN THE CAROLINAS
65,000 acres virgin forest on the Georgia and

Carolinas Southern Railroad, and Chattanooga
and Whitewater Rivers ; 400,000,000 feet hem-
lock, chestnut, white and yellow pine, oak, tannic

acid wood, pulp wood, and tan bark. Rate, Cin-

cinnati, 10 cents. Price Sfl.'i per acre, including

water rights. BOX 2266, Washington, D. C,

HARDWOOD TIMBERLANDS
We have several tracts of hardwood timber-

lands, all sizes, located in western N. C. and
East Tenn, We have the quantity, the quality

and our prices are right. Address
SOUTHERN STATES REALTY CO.,

610 Vandeventer Building, Knoxville, Tenn,

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own In fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracts of high-class gum and red oak

stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer

good money either as an Inreatment or as an
operating proposition.

Win deal with principals only. Address In

confidence. "BOX 22." care Hardwood Rbcobd.

FOR SALE—VALUABLE TRACT OF
Hardwood Timber ; 7.000 acres virgin forest

immediately on branch line of the Southern

Rv. In western N. C. : title perfect. For further

information address, F. R. HEWITT, Hewitt,

N. C.

LLMDER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
."i.UOO to 4,000 cubic feet of Florida aromatic

red cedar. Would like to hear from a peucil

manufacturing company it in need of cedar.

Address C. B. JOHNS. Box 74. Ebensburg, Pa.

FOR SALE—FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
30.000 ft. 5/4 dry Basswood, about % Ists

and 2nds, Mt No. 1 common.
VAN KEULEN & WINCHESTER LBR. CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE CUT OF
my mill, just beginning In virgin forest of post

oak, red and white oak and pine. Will make
an attractive price to some one to take entire

cut. W. C, BYINGTON, Fountain Hill, Ark.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE—SCRAP ROSEWOOD
10 to 20 tons East India Rosewood cuttings.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO..

623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—HARD MAPLE SQUARES
3V,KiW', 4x5", 4M!X5%", 5x0" and 6x6".

Lengths 6", 7", 8, 12 and 14 ft. No. 1 common
and better grade. Highest cash price paid. Also

I" white basswood x 4" and up wide, 8 to 16

ft. long. Write us today. HALL BROS..
17jl Mutual St., Toronto, Ont.

WANTED

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes tor chair and table factories.

Send to us tor specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

4S" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and

straight, if you have any to offer write us.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

POPLAR DIMENSION STOCK
Glued-up for piano cases. Will furnish full

particulars to concerns able to turn out this

class of stock in carload lots. Good prices.

Cash payments. Address. "BOX 30," care Hard-

wood Record.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED
4 and 8/4" log run Cherry. Also other thick-

ness. Cherry logs. 4/4" No. 3 common hard-

woods, any kind. Also clear Hard Maple axles

4Vi"x5V2"x6' long.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestown, N. Y.

WANTED
200 M ft. 4/4 Quartered White Oak.

200 M ft. 4/4 Plain White Oak.

2(K) M ft. 4/4 Chestnut.

11)0 M ft. 4/4 Poplar.

.\11 grades.

STANDARD HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get In touch with the beat

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a Hat,

•bowing the annual requirements In Inmber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con-

tumers of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The service Is tree to ad-

fertlsers In the Ricoed. It will Interest you.

Write us for farther Information about our "Sell-

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

WANTED FOR CASH
less '2% discount, 20 cars 3" Hard Maple, all

grades, green or dry. Mill inspection If de-

sired. Can also u.se some 6/4".

CYRUS C. SIIAFER, South Bend, Ind.

SOFT ELM
7/8x4^x18
7/8x8 yiX26%

ELM, ASH OR HICKORY
lV4xl%x40
iy..xiV4x40

OAK '

2x2x30—28—25
1¥jX1',4x40— 24, 20—18
1x4x20—17—12
1 1

/, x4xl9
1x1x19

Address "BOX 43." care Hardwood Record.

i
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WANTED
5 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Brown Ash, Dry.

1 car 5/5" Ists & 2nds Brown Ash. Dry.

1 car 8/4" Ists & 2nds Brown Ash. Dry.

1 car 5/4" Ists & 2nds Brown Ash, Dry.

Quote prices dolivcred Boston, Mass.

PLACE BROTHERS, INC.,

131 State Street, Boston, Mass.

WANTED- -BLACK WALNUT LOGS AND
LUMBER

Good sound walnut logs 14" and up in dia-

meter, either hewed or rough. Will inspect and

pay cash at shipping point. J. W. COMLY,
Exporter, Steubenville, Ohio.

WANTED
500,000 feet 4/4" sound wormy Chestnut, dry.

Quote cash price Boston rate of freight. State

when you could commence and complete ship-

ment. Address, "BOX 37," care Hardwood
Record.

WANTED TO BUY
100,000 feet 4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 log run Butternut.

DTJHLMEIER BROTHERS. Cincinnati, 0.

MOULDINGS AND TRIM
In Oak, Chestnut and Basswood. straight and
mixed cars. Can use four cars per month. We
pay cash and will advance payments if conve-

nient. Address, "BOX M," care Hardwood
Record.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE—MODERN VENEER PLANT
together with timber lioUHugs. Located in large

timbered district, .\ddress

"BOX 43," care Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE—WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
lumber and buildin.u material yard, located in

fast growing town in the heart of the eastern

Kentucky coal fields, on two trunk line railroads.

Distributing point for Ky., Tenn. and Va. Price

and terms right. For particulars address

BOX 578, Mlddlesborough, Ky.

FOR SALE—4,000 ACRES TIMBER
and sawmill having capacity of 50.000 feet a

day at Robinwood. Miss. Great bargain and
easy terms. For full details write

FRANK S. HAAG, Henderson, Ky.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go In manufacturing business. Bare
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable lor

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion In town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Hardwood Record.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

LOCOMOTIVES FOR SALE
2 IS-ton Climax 3 ft. gauge locomotives;

One 6 ft. Smith, Myers & Schnier band mill ;

One 75 ton H. P. Corliss engine.

J. H. NORTHRUP. Louisa, Ky.

BARGAIN IN

BOILERS AND ENGINE

1 300 H. P. Locomotive. Fire box boiler, 123
lb. working pressure allowed by Hartford Ins.

& Insp. Co. 60 ft. 44" stock.

1 14x20 self-contained Automatic Brownell En-
gine.

2 00" Horizontal tubular boilers.

Also

I 50" Shaving Exhaust Fan.

42 ft. 10" Steam Feed.

Full specifications furnished on application.

JOHN S. OWEN LUMBER COMPANY.
Owen, Wisconsin.

FOR SALE
One left-hand Phoenix 6 foot Pony Band Mill

with Carriage, Track, direct Steam Feed and
Live Rolls. Used less than two years. In tine

condition.

WESTERN COTTAGE PIANO & ORGAN CO..

Ottawa, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber

I he Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms •t tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns HARDWOOD RECORD,

537 So. Dearborn St.. Cbtcaeo.

Special Inducements
TO

Wood Working Plants

We know of several very de-

sirable locations for Wood Work-
in,£>- plants near to the country's

greatest source of hard woods
and where prices are the lowest

in America.

.Ample labor, low priced power
and excellent transportation fa-

cilities go to make these open-

ings very desirable.

Extra inducements as free

sites, tax exemption or stock

subscriptions will be given man-
ufacturers of good faith and
ability.

Our free services are at your
command in aiding you to find

a favorable location.

M. V. Richards

Land and Industrial Agrt.

SO;UTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305 Washington, D. C.

CHICAGO
Osgood & Richardson

935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-FISH LLMBER CO.

E. B. NETTLETON
Southern

Hardwoods
Pacific Coast Woods and Box Shooks

FISHER BUILDING CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

A Veneer Gaoge ii the answer to a Veneer Dswr't

t; raving for yearc. Thii "Walker Brand" Veo-
eer Gauge is a Steel Raage that will eatisf;

your v.aDtB for all time. You caDtdoyour-
Belt a better taru than to buy one of

theBe gauges. It gaut^es ACCURATELY
eferv t^iickneSBfrom WOinohto % inch
INCLUSIVE Wp^ke up to this opporto-
Dity. Priceonly$l ifSdeliTered by U. S.

Mail. Order now, tmday. Address—64S6
fVoodlann Ave. Phone Hyde Park S8.

D«»t.

QQ% PURE

OR SILEX FOR WOOD FILLERS
TAMMS SILICA CO., 19 So. 5th Ave., Chicago

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
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Phoenix
6 ft. Pony

Band Mill

Will cut 30,000

feet of 1" lumber

in 10 hours and
cut it good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION. ISN'T IT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN

Recommended

Kansas City.
Kansas,

March 29th, 1013.

Wm. B. Mershon &
Co.. Saginaw. Midi.

Gentlemen:

Referring to tlu-

Mershon N E \\'

Standard 60" Band
Kesaw we recently
[uirfUased. we are de-
lighted to say that
this is the second of
these machines we
have purchased, and
we are finding it

entirely satisfactory
in every way. The
ni a c h i ne requires
very little attention
further than Inhri-
ration. AVe heartily
recommend it.

Yours very truly.

KANSAS CITY
PACKING BOX CO.

New Standard 60-inch Band Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon Sc Co.
SAGIINAW IVIICI-I.

Broom Handle Machinery
Lei u! tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less lime required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of (traight

handles turned out.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard servioe
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CKiNE COMPANY • - ALL BRANCHES

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ALA

ALBANY MILL SUPPLY CO., ALBANY, et.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Wcrkt)

307 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO
ESTABLISHED 1882
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Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS.
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

IManufa<'liir«'d l>v

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH., U. S. A.

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 eVz' trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt
shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

The rehauls on this four-line

CLYDE SELF-PROPELLING SKIDDER
will save you the expense of eight mules and four men

CUVDE IROIN WORKS
"A Machine for Every Logging Operarion"

Send for our new catalog describing them

Home Office and Factory, DULUTH, MINN.
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500 Copies Sold Within a Weel( After Prospectus Was Issued

Hardwood Record announces the issue on June 1,

1913, of an Authoritative Commercial and Scientific Book

American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson, Editor Hardwood Record
Edited by Hu iWaxwell, Wood Utilization Expert

The Work Involves

:

First; A botanical description of the
more than 300 species of American for-

est tree growth.

Second: A physical description of the
wood of these species.

Third: A recital of the chief uses of
all important American woods, together
with suggestions of advantageously
broadening their uses.

Fourth: Complete information concern-
ing the range of growth of all varieties.

Fifth: Related trees are logically

grouped according to families and spe-

cies; important species covered in sub-
stantial detail, and brief mention of the
woods of minor importance.

Sixth: Scientific name of each tree is

recited, as well as the various common
names by which it is recognized in dif-

ferent parts of its range of growth.

Seventh: The properties of the various
woods are carefully analyzed, particu-
larly weight, hardness, stiffness,

strength, elasticity, toughness, color,

figure, and seasoning and lasting prop-
erties.

C The book will contain between 650 and 750 pages, will be printed on the best

quality of enameled paper, and handsomely bound in half leather, dark green
roan back and corners, with basket cloth sides, silk head-bands, gold stamping
on the back, and gilt top.

C The work will be illustrated with more than 100 full-page pictures on plate
paper in sepia, outlined in orange, from photographs, covering all the chief com-
mercial varieties of virgin forest timber growing in the United States; and also
with numerous engravings, from drawings and photographs, showing leaf and
flower forms,, etc.

C The price of the work is $6.00, delivered by express or mail, and is sold only
on subscription.

C An order blank, and a prospectus, showing the character of the paper, size of
page and style of printing will be forwarded on application.

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

ORDERS SHOULD BE PLACED AT ONCE
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uSOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

dav received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 2»st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

B. C. JARRELL ^ CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous to

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!

KENTUCKY VENEER WORKS
ROTARY CUT

GUM, POPLAR. OAK
SAWED AND SLICED

QUARTERED OAK, MAHOGANY

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let u. Send You Our stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BJRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, .,„ „„„ „ „ „,„„*^^j j „» ju„t •„ j.,. u«,. w^^.a
twenty years, we produce pinels of all sizes, flat or bent to J^J°Vr ^ r!^^^ulr^Ji.-Vt ,u/ f ' h t? h
shapefin all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak. 'f"illfH°fTi? .^rn^h^^.H Ih^'Jl. .^1"^* iTlTf l^iVt'^l
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut °i ""^^Z ^tf i'nf?nm^nt n^ln r„H m u l^Loft ^

^
quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed *" "P-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

E manufacture all kinds of panels from the various woods usually used for

that purpose.

We lock-joint all our lumber cores, and use every other means of making
our product as perfectly as it can be made.

We ask only that you send your inquiries—our stock will almost sell itself after

you have seen it.

^c^lVB''/c"K%\irsiATi
^^""" THE WISCONSIIV SEATIIVG CO., New London, Wis.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY CUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK BIRCH specialties:
BEECH MAPLE BASSWOOD drawer bottoms back panels center stock

nnm w «it»«u nlnW.* rili- u.m • BACKING PIANO PIN BLOCKS BIRCH DOOR STOCK
CURLY BIRCH BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE curlv birch birdseye maple

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' w^ants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veinber & Lumber Co.
ROACHDALE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINGER, Gen'l Mgn.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

y eneers and l^anels with a Jy^eputation
YX/'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

ESTABLISHED 1869

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER GO,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Adams & Raymond
Veneer Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
/\ANUFACTURERS

OF
PLAIN 5 FIGURED

VENEERS
C/RCASS/A/y) WAI NUTAnERICAN J

^^'-i^^'

QUARTERED OAK.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FafihionedVansant,
Kitchen &5-8 and 4-4

In Wide Stock,

Specialty rr*»

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. llStk Street, New York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company

YOU pay a httle more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many others',

but it's worth much more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber
if we tried to, because the quality and size of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch,

yellow poplar, buckeye, maple, red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to

the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the best type of hardwood timber growth in the

United States, and shows a larger percentage of firsts.

If you are a discriminating buyer, let's get acquainted.

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.
Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER
All Kinds

OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MiNUFlCTURERS OF BAND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

A Ouivanlrc

(ifASqiuwcDiwI

inhmhOwilcMul

McAsurcinnM ,

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S. A. LUMBER CO
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Cj When we say every month that we are always

glad to be tested on rush orders, we mean just this,

exactly.

^ Never hesitate to call on us when you want the

goods in a hurry.

^ Prompt delivery is the "Mcllvain Way."

Look over this month's "Lumber News"—If it is not on

your desk, drop us a postal—it will be sent by return mail.

J. Gibson McIlvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

HOllOWAY
ARDWCQDS

The following Stock is band-sawn

and runs
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PRIMA VERA
(WHITE MAHOGANY)

We have just received a large

shipment of Prima Vera logs,

and solicit your enquiry for

price on any thickness of lum-
ber or veneer, plain or figured.

HlJDDLESTON=MARSH LIMBER COMPANY
2254 LUMBER STREET, CHICAGO

laiiBiiwiiiiiii
tiiiiitiiilii

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, • • CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1084

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

RPPi ROOk^ Published Semi-annually
i^^Lti-y LJ\jyjr\. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers af lumber in
car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as
thp authority on the lines it covers.
A well orraDized Collection DepartmcDl is also operated and tbe same is open to

rou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
608 So. Dearborn St.

CHICAUO MeDtln nis P*><r,

ESTABLISHED
ISTt

116 Nassau Street
NEW YORK CITY

PLANNER.STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS

:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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KNOXVIUUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cheatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK .

OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QOARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNOT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KaOXVUA^E. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLB & NASHVILJ^ RAXUIOAD

H. S. MIZNEB.
Pre*.

J. M. LOOAN,
Gen'l Manasar

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Prea

C. B. 8WANN.
Sec'y end Treaa.

J. M. UOOAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Are., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

JMaphct& SbcaLumber Co,

jVIanufacturers
and CClbolesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVILLe, cejvN.
WE WANT TO MOVE

3 cars 4/4 No. i Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PrivTE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCl'LAK MFLLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN UARDnoOD STUMPAOE

"THE VERY BEST"

Red Birch
Knoxville Veneer Co,

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, KnoxvUIe, Tenn.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

m
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Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CHICAGO

Soutftcm Kardvpoods

^ We offer stock, produced by our band mills, from our own timber.

^ We control absolutely the manufacture, piling, grading and shipping

of our product and are thus able to assure our trade of uniformity of

grades and manufacture.

SPECIALTIES:

RED GUM
SAP GUM

RED OAK
WHITE OAK

COTTONWOOD
YELLOW CYPRESS

SOFT ELM
WHITE ASH

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
CHICAGO

NOTICE
Our entire plant, including- saw mill, lumber yard, etc., is located in the

hills in Northern Mississippi, SF.VENTY-FIVE FEET ABOVE THE
HIGHEST WATER OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER, therefore insuring-

to our customers shipment of ABSOLUTELY DRY, CLEAN LUMBER
AT ALL SEASONS OF THE YEAR.

We keep an assorted stock of over one million feet of high grades of all

thicknesses in our dry shed besides our regular yard stock of from twelve to

fifteen million, from which we can make prompt shipment.

We operate a Kraetzer Steam Preparator and battery of dry kilns with

capacity of two carloads per day, which gives us facilities for filling orders

promptly for special stock.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
CHARLESTON, MISSISSIPPI

U. S. A.
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GOOD
GRADES

LJ A l_ I T- Y
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LUDINGTON
HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

We have reached the

height of perfection

in the process of

END DRYING
WHITE MAPLE
Our winter's cut is

now ready for ship-

ment. Send in your
requisitions early be-

fore the supply is ex-

hausted.

\i
Wn^'h^^-' M

End Dr> ini; lliuii-iiradt* >(((rli, Nliowiiiii rrntectiiiK >tri|
Boards

on Kditres of

LIST OF DRY STOCK
5 cars

4/4 No. 1 and 2

3 cars
5/4 No. 1 and 2

3 cars
6/4 No. 1 and 2

4 cars
8 4 No. 1 and 2

3 cars
4/4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

1 car
5/4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

1 car
6/4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

2 cars
8 4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

(TTHi STEA.RNS
SALT &- LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

QA if^—Plain and Quartered, Red and White

COTTONWOOD—Ash, Southern Elm, Gum, Soft Maple

A FEW ITEMS WE WANT TO MOVE:
100,000 Ft. 4/4" X 18" to 21" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood.
150,000 Ft. 4/4" X 9" to 12" Cottonwood Box Boards.

50,000 Ft. 5/4" X 13" to 17" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood.
75,000 Ft. 3/8" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
41,000 Ft. 1/2" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.

44,000 Ft. 5/8" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
86,000 Ft. 3/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
110,000 Ft. 4/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.
120,000 Ft. 5/8" 1st & 2nds Sap Gum.
85,000 Ft. 3/4" 1st & 2nds Sap Gum.

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
HARDWOOD LUMBER Memphis, Tenn.
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Hardwood Record announces the issue on June 1,

1913, of an Authoritative Commercial and Scientific Book

American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson, Editor Hardwood Record
Edited by Hu Maxwell, Wood Utilization Expert

The Work Involves.

First: A botanical description of the
more than 300 species of American for-

est tree growth.

Second: A physical description of the

wood of these species.

Third: A recital of the chief uses of

all important American woods, together

with suggestions of advantageously
broadening their uses.

Fourth: Complete information concern-
ing the range of growth of all varieties.

Fifth: Related trees are logically

grouped according to families and spe-

cies; important species covered in sub-
stantial detail, and brief mention of the
woods of minor importance.

Sixth: Scientific name of each tree is

recited, as well as the various common
names by which it is recognized in dif-

ferent parts of its range of growth.

Seventh: The properties of the various
woods are carefully analyzed, particu-
larly weight, hardness, stiffness,

strength, elasticity, toughness, color,

figure, and seasoning and lasting prop-
erties.

C The book will contain between 650 and 750 pages, will be printed on the best

quality of enameled paper, and handsomely bound in half leather, dark green

roan back and corners, with basket cloth sides, silk head-bands, gold stamping
on the back, and gilt top.

C The work will be illustrated with more than 100 full-page pictures on plate

paper in sepia, outlined in orange, from photographs, covering all the chief com-
mercial varieties of virgin forest timber growing in the United States; and also

with numerous engravings, from drawings and photographs, showing leaf and
flower forms, etc.

C The price of the work is $6.00, delivered by express or mail, and is sold only
on subscription.

C An order blank, and a prospectus, showing the character of the paper, size of

page and style of printing will be forwarded on application.

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

ORDERS SHOULD BE PLACED AT ONCE
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Why Not Join the Don't-Worry Club?

You remciiihcr the fable of the fooHsh parent who was con-

stantly worrying' lest little W^illie should fall down and hurt him-

self, or have a bad case of indigestion, or come to a bad end; and

the ill effect of such useless cogitation on both jiarent and child.

Don't put yourself in like case by wondering wotinell Congress

is going to do to our old friend Schedule K, not to mention the

lumlier classification and others nearer home: but keep a stiff'

upper lip and sand in }our craw, remembering that it takes more

than a Ininch of country lawyers to stop the march of prosperity.

Business is good—and it's going to stay good. Congress and

tariff' revision and all the rest of it to the contrary notwithstand-

ing. Hardwoods are scarce, and are going to stay scarce. Prices

are stiff', and are going to remain so: and consequently the proper

thing for the wise man to do is to make his plans for 1913 as the

biggest year he has ever had, and to put in orders right now for

his necessary lumber stocks at "hardwood headquarters," other-

wise known as

The Louisville Hardwood Club

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL COMPANY

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

BOOKER-CECIL COMPANY
NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY

Mills and Sales Office: Holly Hidge, La.

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER COMPANY
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POPLAR LUMBER
4 cars Poplar Box Boards,

10" to 12" wide.
2 cars 4/4" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
12,000' 3/8" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
11,500' 1/2" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
5 cars 4/4 " Panel & No. 1

Poplar, 18 23" wide.
5 cars 4/4" Is and 2s Poplar,

7/17" wide.
5 cars 4/4" Sap Poplar,

6/12" wide.
2 cars 6/4" Sap Poplar,

6/12 " wide.
1 car 8 4" Sap Poplar,

6/12" wide.

RUSSE & BURGESS, Inc.

Memphis, Tennessee

E. F, PEKEY
Manager

ESTABLISHED 1892

LOUIS H. PAKKER
Asst. Manager

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New York

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

z-,^ HAPDWOOP LUMBER

& MFC. CO.
3A RDIS
-. MI35 -

-

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

POPLAR
A 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
S.4LES OFFICE:
CHICAGO. ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY

'IC'iTOiMM^aw;<Lt-'0>tl'TOtt^i!>^>ilMWM^Wtt^^
"
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General Market Conditions

THE HARDWOOD MAEKET throughout the couutry has not been

nuirkiMl liy any particularly prominent features during the past

two \\epks. The condition causing most comment is the fact that

\vhile there has been some recession in actual demand in most markets,

this recession has not in any instance been accompanied by even an

indication of demoralization of prices. It is true that the rapid, and

ill iiiauv cases not altogether to be desired, advance in hardwood quo-

tations has been somewhat checked, but still there has been a gradual

upward trend. In no case of any importance, however, is an actual

recession noted.

Tlie unusual strength of the situation fundamentally is illustrated

strikingly in the Chicago market, which has been the recipient of a

vast amount of transit stock shipped out hurriedly on account of the

high waters in the South. While a great deal of this stock has ar-

rived, there is still some coming and probably some unsold, and while

it has affected the actual call for hardwoods to some extent, it has not

resulted in a noticeable falling off of hardwood values.

There is still without question an excessive disparity between sup-

jily and demand favorable to the producers of hardwood lumber. A
large manufacturing concern producing southern stock, which usually

carries from 12,000,000 to 14,000,000 feet, reports that it now has

only 2,000,000 feet of lumber on its mill yards, and that it has more

orders than it could possibly take care of. This, of course, is only

one instance, but it is typical.

The feature which probably has more to do with the maintenance

of prices than anything else is the fact that sellers of hardwood lum-

ber realize that there is no probability of mills being able to actually

meet the demand for some little time. Reports from northern mills

are unauimous in the opinion that the shortage of dry stock at most

points is almost unprecedented.

In the territory in the South affected by the floods—Arkansas,

Louisiana and Mississippi—a great many of the mills have been down

for from five weeks to two months, and the Arkansas mills are only

now resuming operations. Mills farther south, of course, operated up

to a later date than the Arkansas mills, as they got the crest of the

flood a week .or two after their more northerly competitors. They also

have been feeling the situation very acutely for the past week or two,

and in a great many cases have been forced to discontinue operations

temporarily either because their plants were flooded or because they

could not maintain woods operations, or in some eases because

it was necessary to utilize the mill crews to fight the floods on the

levees.

Probably the worst feature of the situation is seen in connection

with the yards in the territory devastated by the floods in the Middle

West. In most cases these yards have signified their intention of dis-

posing of the entire amount of their flooded stock before getting in

any new lumber. This has to some extent kept them out of the

market for a while, but they are pretty well straightened out at this

date and are showing a more active interest in offerings.

The manufacturing trade is unusually active for this season of the

year, and any disposition on its part to hold off purchases is attributa-

ble to seasonable causes in addition to their indisposition to purchase

large orders at present quotations. There has, however, been some

tendency toward larger buying, which would indicate that they find

the call for their product so active that they are forced to keep larger

stocks in their yards than they have maintained for some time.

The favorable feature of the whole situation is the excellent

weather which has prevailed for the most part throughout all of the

middle western states, north and south. This has stimulated building

activity very remarkably, and it has unquestionably resulted in a

more favorable call for stocks in various woods going into house con-

struction and finish. Favorable weather conditions have also helped

the logging and milling situation very materially, enabling hardwood

manufacturers to get the most possible benefit out of prevailing high

prices.

On the whole, while it is relatively easier to buy stock, l.ioth on the

part of the wholesale consumer and the lumber w^holesaler, neither of

these factors is purchasing stock with prices more favorable to them-

selves than they have been for some little time.

Favorable Showing of Wooden Box Interests

THE TESTIMONY submitted by wooden box manufacturers and

allied interests, heard at the second hearing of the now famous

Pridham case at Chicago last week and part of this, was concluded on

Tuesday of this w-eek, and on the whole the prospects for an

adjustment favorable to wooden box manufacturers and hence to

lumbermen is anticipated. Realizing the strength of the fiber box

people's fight and their favorable position, they being on the de-

fensive, those interested in the wooden box have made every effort to

secure the strongest testimony and to present the most convincing

arguments possible. Their efforts were unquestionably crowned with

decided success.

It was suggested by those competent to judge that Mr. Pridham

will perhaps win his case, but that it will really have no bearing on the

ultimate adjustment of the tariff on shipments in fiber and wooden

boxes. It will be remembered that Mr. Pridham is suing for an equal

rate on east bound shipments from Los Angeles on goods shipped in

fiber and wooden boxes, he basing his claim on the fact that west

bound shipments take equal rates. The ease will probably be decided

on this point according to attorneys connected-, but it is maintained,
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and pviiicutly witl: every ^ustitioation, that the manufacturers of

wooden boxes and box lumber have demonstrated without any doubt

that the wooden box is a safer -proposition for most shipments, and

that the ultimate decision will establish a differential.

The hearing will unquestionably have the effect of raising the

standard of manufacture of both the wooden and fiber containers, as

it was demonstrated that both classes of packages have not been all

that they could be in the matter of strength. This is, of course, vastly

more true of the fiber box, and those on the wooden side of the con-

troversy argue that if the fiber people are forced to make a much

stronger and better box than they have been they can not compete

on the price or rate basis as they have been doing.

The various parties interested are given varying lengths of time

to prepare their briefs for submittal to the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, but it is not likely that any actual decision in the matter

will be handed down before fall.

Strong Condemnation of Export Consignments

THE CONSIGJvJIENT EVIL in the export business has been so

often adverted to that it seems like a supererogation to bring

up the subject once more, p.nd yet the present time makes a reference

most opportune in view of the warnings sent out from the other

side that the trade is on the point of experiencing a repetition of

the unsettlement and the demoralization which are sure to follow

promiscuous shipping of hardwoods and other stocks without a

definite idea where they are to be placed or where there is a demand

for them. The American exporters of lumber and logs have lost

large sums of money in the past because they refused to recognize

that they could not throw their surplus stocks on the European

niprkets without congesting them and so depressing prices that they

must incur heavy losses. The advances made by foreign brokers

seem too great a temptation for many producers and dealers to be

resisted, and they apparently lose sight of the fact that they not

only suffer damage themselves, but that every parcel of this sort

serves to ruin the market for the entire trade. The history of the

export lumber trade is punctuated with reports of failures directly

attributable to shipping on consignment, and yet there is no lack of

imitators who refuse to profit by the misfortunes of those who have

gone before and who declined to be warned.

One of the largest of American hardwood exporters in com-

menting on the question says:

''For years the American Uimlier press has been endeavoring to

impress exporters of hardwoods with the evils of consigning lum-

ber. Consigning hardwood lumber is an evil which seems haul tn

eradicate. We believe we are safe in making the assertion that

ninety-nine per cent of lumber sent to European markets on con

signment is sold at a loss, and sometimes at a terrific one. If the

loss only stopped with the consigned parcel it would not be quite

so disastrous, but every consignment means not only a loss to the

shipper of the consigned goods, but lower values to the legitimate

shipper of the same goods, who does business."

The pertinence of the subject is shown by an editorial in the

issue of The London Timber Trades Journal of April 12, which

reads as follows:

"Hardwood conditions are very little changed since our last

issue, except that business is on a better footing, because orders

are coming along more freely, and forward buying is conducted on

a wider basis than hitherto. Nevertheless, in this connection there

is much room for improvement, but we fear a better state of things

cannot be arrived at until shippers as a body realize their responsi-

bilities. For instance, a section of them—and we arc glad to note

it is by far the largest section—are ruled in their business opera-

tions by market conditions and cost of production. These are quite

content to do business on legitimate lines—that is to say, ship goods

against contract. The smaller section, who take great pleasure and

delight, irrespective of profit, in sending consignment parcels, cer-

tainly do not recognize the duties they owe to their fellow-shippers

and themselves. Such firms appear to send consignment parcels on the

'random' system, which, in a few words, simply moans their own

fiqancial necessities. For quite a long time past the trade in the

West coast ports has been fairly free from the curse of consign-

ments, and our remarks under this heading are now penned with

the object of warning such shippers against a repetition of this-

evil. It is not at present with us, but has every appearance of

coming along, judging from a few stray consignments wliich have-
.

come to hand recently. It is a pity there is no effective resistance-

available on this side to deal with such operations, which are good

neither for shippers nor importers. '

'

Moonlight on Lake Michigan.

THE COVER PICTURE illustrating this number of H.\rdwood

Record represents the photographer's best effort to reproduce-

the effect of moonlight on still water. There is neither land not'

sail to break the monotony of the scene, and the picture consists

wholl,y of plain black and clear white; yet the artistic require-

ments of good photography are met. Only those who have at-

tempted to reproduce moonlight scenes by means of the camera can

appreciate the difliculty of doing it well. There are as many va-

rieties and grades of moonlight as there are viewpoints. What,,

for instance, would the accompanying picture look like if the artist

had pointed his camera in any other direction than squarely toward,

the moon? It would not have been a moonlight scene at all. What
really happens in most eases in making a photograph like the-

present one is that two or more pictures are combined. One may-

represent the water, the other all that appears above the horizon.

The two are vephotographed for the complete picture. There are

other -ways of doing it, and each artist follows the method whicli

gives him best results.

The scene represents a summer night on Lake Michigan. The

calmness of the water show's that the air is still; but the peculiar

api>caranee of the clouds partly surrounding the moon suggests

that a thunderstorm may be only a few hours away.

The five Great Lakes are connected by straits and rivers, and

taken together they constitute the largest body of fresh water in

the world. In fact, the}' are nearly as large as all other fresh

lakes in the world combined; and they carry more commerce than-

all others combined. The passenger traffic also is very great. A
chart of routes of travel, connecting the hundreds of harbors and

landings scattered from Buffalo to Duluth and Chicago, looks like

a series of spider -jvebs, radiating from scores of centers and running

everywhere.

The scenery on the Great Lakes ranges from the busy city wharf

to the wild, uninhabited shore where cliffs form the skyline. It is

supposed that the basins forming the beds of the lakes were

executed by glaciers which pushed down from Canada and melted

lietween the present southern shores of the lakes and the Ohio

river. The ice crossed the Ohio river in the vicinity of Cincinnati

and penetrated Kentucky. Peculiar red pebbles, torn from rocks in

Canada, now show the limit of the old ice sheet's southern advance.

For hundreds of miles along the northern shores of the lakes the

bared and scratched sheets of solid rock show the grinding work of

the ico which passed over them.

Available Foreign Hardwoods

A.\
ARTICLE IN THIS ISSUE of Hardwood Record

concerning some of most valuable timbers of Mexico and

Central America, contains information of much value. The writer

of the article is well posted on the subject and what he says may
be accepted as authoritative, as far as details are given. Reliable

information in regard to the timber resources in the countries south

of the United States has heretofore been hard to procure. Few
surveys and cruises have been made by competent engineers in, the

employ of the different governments. Most of what is known of

the forest resources in much of the region was obtained by timber

merchants, scientific expeditions, and travelers. Erroneous opinions

have prevailed, some persons holding that the forest resources were

enormous, others contending that little could be expected from the

tropical woods south of us. There is no doubt that many users

of hardwoods in the United States are looking to Mexico, Central,

and South America for supplies in the not distant future. Thr-
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lack of information has been felt. What a few large operators have

learned from representatives sent into those regions, has not been

marie public. However, the real situation is gradually becoming

known, and in course of time the general users of wood in this

country will be in a position to figure intelligently on the forest

resources of the countries of tropical America.

The Sundry Civil Bill Again

THE PEOBABLE PASSAGE of the Sundry Civil Appropriation

Bill at Washington, embodying the obnoxious provision wliich

caused its veto by ex-President Taft, is causing considerable com-

ment all over the country and in very few instances is this comment

favorable. The provision specifies that no part of the appropriation

f,hall be used for the prosecution of labor unions and farmers' or-

ganizations violating the Sherman antitrust law. The bill has

]iassed the House and Senate and it is surely to be hoped that

sufficient pressure will be brought to bear upon President Wilson to

compel him to see the injustice of this provision as it will affect

employers. President Wilson argues that the amendment to the bill

is not in effect guarantee that the unions and farmers' organizations

will not be prosecuted for violation of the law, but maintains that

specific provision wOl be made for such prosecution at a subsequent

time. Nevertheless it is difficult to conceive of the necessity for

such a course; in fact, the most significant part of the controversy

is the very fact that the most prominent manufacturers in the

countrj' have voiced their decided protest against the passage of the

bill with this amendment, which would surely indicate that in their

opinion and in the opinion of their legal aid the provision is a real

danger.

All He Asked Was a Little More Time
THKEE TEAVELING COJIPAXIONS, Gray, Brown, and Green,

were breakfasting at a hotel in the South. Gray ordered coffee,

rolls, creamed potatoes, bacon, and fried eggs. Brown told the

waiter he might duplicate the order for him ; and Green said
:

'
" You

may bring me the same, all but the eggs—you may eliminate the

eggs. '
' In due time the waiter appeared with the breakfasts of

Gray and Brown, which he served; then, stepping around to Green,

lie said in a conciliatory voice: "We got fried eggs, an' poached

eggs, an ' boiled eggs, an ' scrambled eggs, an ' cm 'let, sah, but we

ain't go no 'liminated eggs." "Well," said Green, "my' doctor

says my eggs must be eliminated. Have it done at once, and hurry

up my breakfast. '
' Presently the waiter was back again, but

without the breakfast. "The cook says tell you, sah," he said, "he

jes' can't 'limiuate no eggs dis mawnin. " "Now, see here," said

Green, in apparent anger, '
' I never before was at a hotel where

I could not have my eggs eliminated. Go tell the cook that, and

tell him to eliminate those eggs double sudden, or I shall complain

to the manager." Away went the waiter, but returned almost

immediately, followed by the cook. "I come to 'splain to you

myse'f 'bout dem eggs, sah," said the excited chef. "I ain't been

here on'y a week, an' I don' wan' to lose my job, an' dis is de

ve'y fi'st ordah I had fob 'lim'nated eggs since I come. I was

goin' to 'lim'nate 'em right off, but when I looked round for de

'lim 'uater, dey ain 't got none. Co 'se I can 't 'lim 'nate eggs 'thout

a 'lim 'nater, but I's goin' to have the boss git one this ve'y day,

an ' if you '11 'scuse me this mawnin ', nex ' time you come I 'II suah

'lim 'nate yo ' eggs better 'n yo 've evah had 'em 'lim 'nated befo ' !

"

Green wanted " 'lim'nated" eggs because his doctor said that

ordinary eggs were not good for his health. In diagnosing the case

of the hardwood trade it would appear that undue price inflation

might result in fatty degeneration of demand or some other startling

complication inimical to the best interests of that apparently healthy

patient.

The New Thought
nUSINESS MEN ABE VAEIOTJSLY ACCUSED of being purely

^ cold-blooded in their attitude toward those less fortune in their

business ventures. This belief is perhaps warranted to a certain

extent, as it is merely natural that the fittest who survive should

not show undue compassion for those who have not found tlie way
to business success. But that the American business man is an

absolutely cold-blooded individual is disproved in many instances.

One of tlie most recent and most striking of these has particular

bearing upon the lumber business.

A prominent Chicago lumberman, John C. Spry, is responsible for

the inauguration of an idea w'hich is highly meritorious. Mr. Spry
in a letter suggests that there are many men connected with the

lumber business who sooner or later come to want, and he deplores

the fact that there is no provision for taking care of those disabled

through sickness or old age. Mr. Spry takes a very enlightened view

of the relation between employer and emplo.ye, maintaining that if

through misfortune^ a man is not receiving a competency, business

at large has nevertheless prospered partly through his service, as

each individual is a unit in business.

The main idea of the suggestion is that several homes be estab-

lished in this country at different points, which shall not be consid-

ered charitable institutions, but shall offer facilities for the benefit

of those formerly connected with the lumber business, but rendered

incapable of maintaining themselves. Mr. Spry's idea that a motion,

should be put on foot to establish such a system /if homes certainly

merits the earnest consideration of the lumber trade in all parts,

of the country. It can well be seen that the lumber trade could;

afford to maintain such refuges when it is considered that it is the-

third largest industry in the countiy and when the enormousness

of the aggregate capital engaged is considered.

Record Price for Oak
VV/HAT iS SAID TO BE THE HIGHEST PEICE ever paid
""

for oak timber was recently obtained by the ow-ner of a tract

in the forests of High Spessart, Bavaria. The contents of the

trunks were calculated and the logs were sold by the cubic foot.

The best timber brought an equivalent of $830 a thousand feet,

board measure. The best log sold at the rate of $900 a thousand

feet. The timber was bought for a veneer mill which wiD market

the veneers in England and other European countries. Some of the

cheaper grades of oak put on the market at the sale were purchased

for barrel staves.

These facts should surely carry weight with those propagandists

who advocate immediate, intensive forestry in this country on a nation-

wide scale without considering its feasibility from a business point of

view. It is merely a simple problem in proportion : A'^alue of forest

products abroad is to value of forest products here as intensity of for-

estry application abroad is to x, the unknown being the feasible

intensity of forestry work in this country under present conditions

and market values.

Who Is the Guilty Party?

AEECENT ISSUE of a prominent vehicle journal contains an

article by a German purported to be well versed in aU
questions pertaining to lumber and its production in all parts of

the world. This gentleman recently made an extended trip to-

various lumber producing sections in this country and his ob-

servations, as expressed in the article, rather raise a doubt as-,

to whether or not he confined his observations mainly to the-

'
' coffee-pot '

' mills which can still be found in remote sections-

of the country, or whether he is merely laboring under a misap-

prehension as to what he saw. The article opens with a knock

for the wasteful methods employed by American lumber manu-

facturers. It is conceded by lumber manufacturers themselves that

their methods are not above criticism in the matter of utilizing-

the greatest possible percentage of their timber; but the writer

makes a further observation that the American manufacturer's

logs are literally chewed up and then says that when a lot of

one-inch boards that run seven-eighths inch at one end and an inch

and a quarter at the other, with proportionately the same amount

of differences between the edges of the boards, have been re-

jected by the dealers often enough they are loaded in a schooner

and sent to South American ports or elsewhere as far away as

possible, where they cannot be returned. It is scarcely believable-
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that au intelligent observer of American sawmilling could sin-

cerely make such a statement. It is true, of course, that lumber
production as carried on in this country aims mainlj' at- quantity

of production; but it is certainly not a fact that quality is slighted

entirely for quantity. In fact, in present modern operations that

mill is indeed rare which turns out a quality of lumber which

even remotely resembles the description which this German ob-

server gives. Modern sawmills, when properly installed, are fa-

mous for their accuracy. It would not, of course, pay to saw
lumber in this countr}' on the scale on which it is manufactured

by German mills; but the mere fact that American manufacturers

turn out lumber in quantities does not mean that the quality of

their stock merits the rather foolish statement contained in the

article referred to.

Shall We Worry?
/^iS'E READS IX THE DAILY I'KESS and in the various pe-

^^ riodical magazines which are published for the benefit of the

American xiublic of so much scandal in connection with the ad-

ministration of the laws and various affairs of our
,

government

that he unconsciously comes to believe that we are going to the

bow-wows. Occasionally the reader of these sensational reports

will take time to read of the good features of our form of gov-

ernment and of our people as a nation and he either immediately

acquires an unduly inflated head, because he is an American, or

he views such articles with scepticism. However, an editorial in

the last issue of the Nation 's Business demonstrates that wo
really have just grounds for thinking that our own little country

is about as good as the rest of them. The editorial, how-ever, voices

a warning that we should not rest on our oars, but that the fu-

ture development of the country will require an even greater ami

much more varied effort than we have had to exert heretofore. Tlic

editorial in part is as follows:

—

"Only three countries in the .world, ('hina, with a population of

350,000,000, India with 295,000,000, ami Kussia with 140,000,000,

have a greater jjopulatiou than the United States. The last es-

timate of the treasurj' places the population of the Tnited States

at 96,000,000.

This great nation has grown up within two lifetimes. There is

a man living in Washington, D. C. at the present time, ninety-

eight years of age, whose father fought at the battle of Bunker

Hill. That battle preceded the existence of America as a nation.

Henry Gassaway Davis when a tiny child was present at the lay-

ing of the first tie of the Baltimore it Ohio Eailroad. The chief

participant in the actual laying was Charles Carroll of CarroUtou,

who had signed the Declaration of Independence. Here are two

instances in wliich two lives have covered the history of our

nation.

"Our growth has been due to matchless resources, stored by

nature iu the American continent, and awaiting the power of man

for their transformation into results. The greatness of America

therefore is accounted for by the accidents of location and op-

portunity. AVe can not claim that the results so far secured in

the expansion of business have been due in any large measure to

scientific or thorough use of resources and opportunities. The

twentieth century has brought us face to face with the fact that

m.my of our resources are in danger of exhaustion ; therefore the

thought of today is strongly directed not merely toward efficiency

in securing raw resources from the soil, but also efficiency in man-

ufacturing and in marketing both at home and abroad. It is this

effort towarrl efficiency that accounts for the ra])id manufacturing

development of the past few years and the increasing export

trade."

No Wood Indestructible

A RECENT BULLETIN issued by the government, describing

greenheart timber, has been misinterpreted by a number of

writers who have published comments on this South American

wood. It is called the "indestructible," "eternal," and the

"everlasting" timber. The government publication made no such

claims for it, and the facts warrant nothing of the kind. No
wood is indestructible, and none will last forever. As much as

can be claimed for any timber is that it will give long service, and
the length of that service depends upon circumstances. Any wood
—and any material—will wear out if subjected to friction, and if

there is any wood absolutely immune to decay, when subjected to

conditions favorable to decay, it has not yet been discovered.

Greenheart is hard, heavy, strong and resists decay admirably,

and that is as much as can be claimed for it. The same is true of

black locust and Osage orange, and if they could .be had in large

timbers and in suffieient quantity, they would probably measure

up to greenheart. It is its large size as much as anything else

which has recently brought greenheart to notice, for it has been

known for hundreds of years without attracting special attention.

The gates of the Panama canal are being built of this timber, and

since very large pieces were demanded, greenheart seemed to be the

only very strong and durable wood that would answer. It was
tried in similar construction in England many years ago, and ship-

builders have long been acquainted with its good qualities.

Thoroughly dry greenheart will sink in water, and a number of

other tropical woods will do the same, among such being mangrove

and lignum-vita', which grow in Florida. It is mentioned as of

great importance that "logs of greenheart which have remained

under water for one hundred j'ears have kept in perfectly sound

condition." That is nothing remarkable. Logs of any wood kept

under water will remain sound for a hundred years, or even a thou-

sand years. Decay in wood can take place only in the presence of

air. White cedar logs in New Jersey and cypress in Louisiana

have been taken in a perfectly sound condition from deep under

water where they had lain many hundred years. That is no test

i.f wood's durabilitv. If it were, some of the Alaskan firs would

beat them all, for sound wood has been taken from coal veins near

Cook's Inlet, which was certainly more than a hundred thousand

years old.

Hardwood Becoming Constantly More Popular

/~\.\K OF THE NOTICEABLE TENDENCIES of the times in

^'^ connection with modern building construction is shown in

an increased use of hardwoods due, no doubt, to a full appreciation

on the part of the building public of the advantages in durability

and attractiveness which can be secured through the use of hard-

wood in various parts of building construction. The time is not

very long past when hardwood even for floors was not in general

use. Gradually more pretentious residences were fitted with hard-

wood floors and the style became so decidedly popular that no

residence with any claims to pretense or modcrnness has anything

but hardwoods in its floors.

With present improved appliances for manufacture, the hardwood

door has become an important factor in the finish of the up-to-date

residence and office building. In fact, fine hardwood doors and

finish throughout the residence add much to its desirability, not

only from the investment standpoint but also from that of those

people who are to make it their home. Speculative builders and

real estate men have learned this lesson to such an extent that the

houses which they erect arc invariabl,v finished with hardwood

doors and trim. Such a house is always much more salable, and

as a security for loans is much more favorably considered.

The carpenter, contractor and builder hold the pivotal position

in the building world midwa}' between the manufacturer of build-

ing materials and the consumer. With their cxjiert knowledge of

methods and material, their advice and opinion is sought by those

who contemplate building, and it often happens tliat a word from

a practical builder or architect will carry far more weight than a

mass of brilliantly illustrated catalogues and circulars.

What is needed is a broad campaign of education toward better

building, one that will influence all building construction in such a

way that everyone, even in the remotest section, will realize the

economy in the use of hardwood doors and finish throughout.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

In Spring, when the green gits hack in the trees,

And the sun comes out and slays.

And yer boots pulls on with a good tight squeeze.

And you think of yer bare-toot days ;

When you ort to work and you want to not.

And you and yer wife agrees

It's time to spade up the garden-lot.

When the green gits back in the trees

Well ! work is the least o' my idees

When the green, you know, gits back in

the trees

!

When the Green Gits Back in the Trees

When the green gits back in the trees, and bees

Is a-buzzin' aroun' ag'in

In that kind of a lazy go-as-you-please

Old gait they bum roun' in ;

When the groun's all hald whare the hay-rick

stood.

And the crick's riz, and the breeze

Coaxes the bloom in the old dogwood.

And the green gits back in the trees,

—

I like, as I say, in sich scenes as these.

The time when the green gits back ii) the

trees 1

THE FISHING FEVER

When the whole tail-feathers o' Wintertime

Is all pulled out and gone!

And the sap it thaws and begins to climb.

And the swet it starts out on

A feller's forred, a-gittin' down
At the old spring on his knees

—

I kindo' like jest a-loaferin' i-oun'

When the green gits back in the trees

—

,lest a-potterin' roun' as I—durn—please—
Whin the green, you know, gits back in

I he trees

!

—James Whiteomb Riley.

The Dreamer: "The lumber business makes me sick."

An Even Break

Mr. .links: You've spent fourteen mortal hours

and $35, and what have you got to show for it?

One hat worth about $3.50.

Mrs. .links: True. And last week you spent

five days and $118. and what have you got to

show for it? One fish story about a big trout

that got away and an awful cold in your head.—

Country Oentleman.

Utilizing Waste

An Irishman was newly employed in a lumber

office. The proprietors of the company were

young men and decided to have some fun with

the new Irish hand. Patrick was duly left in

charge of the office, with instructions to take all

orders which might come in during their absence.

Going to a nearby drug store, they proceeded to

call up the lumber company's office, and the fol-

lowing conversation ensued :

Hello : Is this the East Side Lumber Com-

pany V"

-Yes, sir; and what would ye be bavin";"

"Take an order, will you?"

"Sure—that's what I'm here for."

riea.se ^end us up 1,000 knotholes."

What's that?"

One thousand knot holes."

Well, now, an' ain't that a bloomin' shame?

I'm sorry, but we are Just out."

How^s that?"

.lust sold them all to the new brewery."

To the new brewery? What do they want

with them?"
By golly, an- they use them for bungholes In

Itarrels."

Wisdom
Kvery man ought to save up enough to buy

himself a good big farm." said the thrifty citizen.

Yes" replied Farmer Corntossel ;
"and then

do something else with the money.-—Washington

Star.
—19—
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Profitable Lumber Advertising
POINTS ABOUT WRITING COPY

Editor's Note

This is the third of a series of articles on "Profitable Lumber Advertising." the first being a general
article on the subject, and the second on "Writing Copy." The fourth, on the subject of "Borders, Headings,
Types and Layouts," will appear in the next issue.

Having considered the first principles of copy-writing, we will

devote a few moments to some principles that must be taken into

consideration.

Lumber is a peculiar commodity. There are so many different

freight rates that to quote a price in an advertisement in a paper

of national circulation and written to consumers, is poor policy;

in fact, it won't work at all. You haven't the room to quote a

lot of different ]i;ieis frr diffe.ont rates and even if you did, it

would make the advertisement all out of '
' balance '

' and unat-

tractive. You can 't quote a price f . o. b. mill because nine-tenths

of the consumers don't know how to figure freights and haven't the

time to look them up. It would probably work if the advertisement

were addressed to wholesalers only, because they know how to

figure freights. If the mill is anywhere near a big centre and

taking the same rates to all points as the big centre, it would then

be possible to quote. The writer knows for a fact, however, that

it is best not to quote a price even in the latter case; first, because

you will get the names of all the interested parties in answer to

your advertisement by their inquiring letters, and, second, because

a "check" can be kept on the mediums or papers that are used and

therefore you are able to tell which paper or papers are producing

inquiries at the lowest cost. It is not to be supposed that a one-

time insertion of your copy will always bring results. There is

everything in repetition—a man who sees your advertisement con-

stantly begins to get faith in you and your products—the seeing

of your advertisement there continually inspires his confidence in

your house and what you have to sell.

The writer, in planning out his second advertising campaign,

found that in general a high price is a good selling point when it is

backed by exceptionally good lumber or good value—one sort of

reinforces the other and is generally convincing. Whenever you

advertise a car of lumber at a cheap price, tell why you are willing

to sell it at that price. There 's a reason for everything and in

this case there is some reason why you are willing to sell it close.

Naturally a man is suspicious of a cheap price and "wants to

know." If it does nothing else, it creates confidence to tell

"why."
If you have a large space in the papers and only one item to

advertise, you can tell a story about that one item and make it

just as interesting reading as any news item. When you have

several cars or a block or so of stock to offer, it is well to break up

the reading matter of a large space under separate subheads or

paragraphs and write each panel separately. Then group ii all in !\n

attractive border with an interest-compelling heading. This, how-

ever, is really more on the order of department store work, but

it can be done successfully in advertising lumber.

Short sentences are preferable to long ones—they are more con-

vincing because they are stronger. Compare, for instance, "We
would be glad to have you investigate our methods" with "Investi-

gate us!" They are more forceful.

Don't use high-sounding words—simple, direct words only. Re-

member, you're dealing with men of ordinai*y education. Don't

make extravagant claims—they have no effect on the people of

today. You know the general claims that were made formerly

—

"Best in the World," "Special Value," "Exceptional stock," etc.

In this age you must deal in specific facts and then back them up.

Now as to the heading,—there are several varieties and each

serves its purpose. The first is the simple heading, such as "Plain

White Oak." This is merely a title heading and it is all right

for a dignified advertisement in a large space. Then, the declara-

tive heading, "Buy Plain White Oak Now." This kind of heading
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must be backed up by good forceful copy. The interrogative head-

ing, "Do You Need Plain Oak?" is good in its way—it is the same

as a man stepping up to you and asking a question; you naturally

think and answer. When such a heading appears in an advertise-

ment, you naturally read a little farther to find out what more the

writer of that advertisement has to say about it. The interroga-

tive heading is not used as much as it could be. Then the heading

of suggestion, "Plain White Oak for Furniture Manufacturers."

This draws a certain class of trade to the attention of what

the copy has to say.

The heading is one of the most important features in the proper

writing of an advertisement. It is especially true in the case of

the man with but small space where the advertisement will be

surrounded with other larger advertisements. It will thus catch

the eye if the heading is strong, and will induce the reader to

peruse it throughout. It is a great trick to write a good heading,

and there have been but few men in the advertising game who have

ilone it properly.

When you can take two men to look at a pile of lumber, tell them

all about it, and then ask them to write a description of it, you'll

be surprised at the result. One man will probably write a very

vivid description and the other will write a few plain lines abso-

lutely devoid of any realism. A realistic description of a car of

lumber can be made so interesting that a reader glancing at the

beginning feels compelled to read it throughout and then to write

the advertiser. It only takes a little imagination—just write it

as you would deliver a red-hot selling talk about this car to the

buyer who said he was not impressed with your stock. Just put

a little enthusiasm into the words of your advertisement. But

a word of caution here; don't let your enthusiasm run away with

you so that you have a temptation to "stretch" your selling points;

truthfulness should ever be your slogan. In appealing to men
the chief factors to be considered are the appeal to reason and

absolute h(iMest\. Tlierc you have thi' rule necessary to ndvrrtising

suc'.-ess.

Timeliness is another great point to be considered. Did you see

the advertisement that appeared in most of the lunrber trade

papers, of the little crowd of lumbermen who are located on the

Ohio river? It appeared just after the recent flood had commenced
to go down and the heading of the advertisement was, "Never
Touched Us," and went on to tell about the flood having passed

them and that their stocks of oak, poplar, etc., were untouched, etc.,

etc. Well, that's timeliness!

Strive for originality. Today you can take up any lumber trade

paper, select two lumber advertisements and just change the signa-

tures around and no one would know the difference, except per-

haps the owners of the advertisements themselves. Most any of

the copy that is run in advertisements can be changed around in

any lumber paper and yet read all right.

A great many narrow-minded people object to the use of slang

in cither advertisements or letters. The over-use of it is bad, but

in general, slang is very eUScient, because it adds the personal tone

to it, for which ue all strive. The personal tone can be likened

to the personal contact between the buyer and seller. When Thomas

Lawson writes an advertisement and wants to drive home a special

point, he says, "Peg this fact?" It's short, it's original, it's

"slangy," but it "gets there." In other words, you make a note

of that fact because it's driven home to you. It's just as if Thomas
Lawson were standing in front of you and saying it directly to

you. That's the personal touch. One good way to prove tho

strength of your copy is to write it and ]ilaee it away for a day

—
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just forget it. Suppose the copy is to interest a trim manufacturer.

Next day, get out that advertisement, imagine that you are a trim

manufacturer, and think of the special requirements of lumber
that you have to use in your work. Now read the advertisement.

Does it appeal to you? This is a splendid test for the strength of

your copy—you can thus pick the weak spots in it and change them
to add to the strong ones.

Sequence of ideas—a word about that. It is only natural, when
we describe a car of lumber, to mention the amount, thickness,

grade, kind, describing the stock for widths, lengths, dryness,

texture, price, etc. That is the meaning of the term—sequence of

ideas. They are all in order as above, and are in their natural

order. If you mix them all up, you go from one thing that has no

bearing on the other, and the connection is difficult to get. When
this is the case, your copy becomes weak. It's just like a salesman

coming into your office, mentioning the thickness and amount of

stock, then the kind, and then making some remark about the

weather, then telling about the texture and making some other

remark foreign to the conversation. It works out the same in

every case,—so just keep your mind on the subject and write the

advertisement in logical order. When you have no special lot of

stock to offer, but all thicknesses, for iuslance, and you want to deal

only with the character and texture of the lumber, just go about

it in a natural way—the same as you would talk about it to one of

your customers. Then work it up from that, bringing in as many
points as possible but following out the ideas enumerated above.

A lumber manufacturer who, becoming quite interested in adver-

tising, recently asked the writer, after seeing the results of the

latter 's sales-letters, the records of which are kept on '
' Check-

sheets, " to tell his method of writing. That question has been

answered before, and the method is simple. First, know all about

your goods and their value—know this thoroughly. Second, "talk"
your letter, imagining that your stenographer is the buyer you are

addressing and that 3'ou are trying to sell the latter this car of

lumber. In connection with this matter, there is one important

point that should not be overlooked. Never use the pronoun "I"
unless you are on intimate terms with the buyer you are addressing,

or unless you are a "one-man" concern with no "company" on

the end of the title. "We" is always correct and sounds business-

like—it also carries more weight with it than I. The use of "I"
in the case of a big concern doesn't look good—it seems to the

reader of the letter that there is something wrong with the organi-

zation, and there are likely to be a bunch of "I's" in the concern,

which is detrimental. It 's like when you hear a salesman speak

of a concern as '
' they, it or thein ; '

' you know right away that

something is wrong somewhere—they either are mean in their ways
or their organization is poor. Any man who speaks of it as "we
can do this," "we can furnish," has a good organization which

treats everyone fair, and you can rest assured of fair treatment

and good goods. The concern in the first illustration won't last

long—it is as one of the writer's friends says, "Slated for the

rocks.'

'

When you have a standard product—that is, if you make only

poplar, for instance,—it is well to run advertisements in series

dealing with but one or two selling points each time the advertise-

ment appears. This will keep you hustling for new selling points.

Put it up to your salesmen; have a prize offer, a small one like a

box of cigars, for three good selling points. Let one of your cus-

tomers lie the judge—just ask him off hand. That will get all the

"boys" interested in the work and you'll be surprised at the

interest they will take and how much closer it will "knit you" all

together. For an example, a Milwaukee concern some time ago

put out a series of advertisements about their "Steel Polished

Perfection Maple Flooring." Each advertisement showed one of

the pictures of the making of the floor, and the pictures as a

series showed the whole process from the cutting down of the trees

(showing the axeman) to the laying of a floor by the carpenters.

Each man in the advertisement "talked" his part of the work
to you and each advertisement represented mighty strong copy.

The writer of that series of advertisements knew that it would be

impossible to embrace in one advertisement aU the selling points
of that flooring. He knew also that, even if he did use a big space,
people would tire of reading it before they were half through. So
this scheme was hit on and a man naturally looked for these ads
whenever the paper appeared. It is a great mistake to try to put
a whole lot of selling points in one advertisement. Readers take
quickly to a series of advertisements and get to look for them.
When you get them interested in this way, you couldn't want any-
thing better. You 've gone a long way, in fact, toward making them
customers.

Gravity Lumber Conveyors
The inquiry B 440 in the April 25 issue of Hardwood Recced

which asked for information about labor-saving devices, making
inquiry for a ball-bearing runway that v.'ill carry boards for 100 feet

with a simple push, brmgs up again the question of gravity con-

veyors for lumber which has been discussed in these columns in

the past, but perhaps not given as much attention as it deserves.

There are some gravity, ball-bearing conveyors in use—one set

at least that the writer has seen in the lumber yard of a hardv.ood
flooring company at Louisville. These are simply small ball-bearing

rollers carefully mounted m angle-bar steel frames made up in

sections ten or twelve feet long so that they can be hooked together

and extended to whatever distance is desired and in whatever

direction. A row of these sections strung out will serve the very

purpose the inquirer asked about, that is, they are so light running

that they wiU carry a board one hundred feet easily with a little

push, or a slight slant will cany a board with its own weight from
the car where it is being unloaded to any place in the yard. These

carriers were developed right in the yard of the flooring company
in mind, and were made under the instruction by the Alvey Ferguson

Company of Louisville and the Dow Iron & Wire Works of the

same place. They are simply modifications of some forms of fairly

well-known gravity conveyors. The Alvey Ferguson Company, for

example, has a patent roller conveyor with concave rollers, that is,

the rollers are smaller in diameter at the center than at the ends,

which is the patented feature. Usually the rollers in this conveyor

are set close together for the purpose of carrying boards in the

warehouse. There is another type of conveyor on somewhat the

same order except that it uses straight-face rollers made of metal

instead of wood and placed very close together. This is the Matthews

gravity carrier, made by the Matthews Gravity Carrier Company,

Ellwood City, Pa. It is extensively used for conveying biick by

gravity from kilns to loading points and it is made in sections so it

can be put up and taken down and extended in any direction.

The lumber gravity conveyor has fewer rolls in it, they being

placed at something like two feet apart and being sixteen or eighteen

inches long. The exact distance apart or the exact length is not

a very important matter and may be varied to suit the ideas of

different people. There are certain things about the construction,

however, that must have very careful attention to give satisfaction.

In the case referred to above the angle-bar steel frames are very

thoroughly braced, so that they will retain their shape, and the

rollers are very carefully mounted and are kept perfectly square

with the frame. This is the important part in a conveyor of this

kind. If one or two of the rolls are the least bit out of square

they will have the effect of carrying the lumber to one side so that

it will fall oft before going a great distance on such a runway.

Given rolls carefully aligned, however, and frames so thoroughly

braced that they will hold their alignment, will carry lumber from

one hundred feet to one hundred yards without it tumbling off.

These are labor-savers where their use is practical, and where

the lumber is to be moved in a straight line with a slight incline

or down grade. It is not practical to turn corners with a conveyor

of this kind as with a brick conveyor or other conveyor handling

short stock. The stock must move in a straight line, but just a little

incline will carry lumber a great distance, or even placed level, one

can, by giving a board a slight push, send it one hundred feet or

more.
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heaf'-Seasoning Timber t-
Green timber contains such a large amount of water tliat in

a great many eases it is impossible to float logs without allowing

them to dry out somewhat. This isn't important when logs

are hauled to mill but when they are to be driven or floated

it means a great deal. Leaving the logs in the woods or along

the river bank for a considerable time to season during the hot

months is usually poor policy because of the danger from sap-

stain and from too serious checking.

Partially seasoning standing timber by girdling is an old

practice with a few important species, particularly cypress in

America and teak in India. In the cypress forests of the South

the trees are usually girdled in early winter and if the sapwood

is cut through, the loss of water from the leaves will tend to

dry out the trunk. The leaves may, in a crude way, be compared

to so many little pumps which are slowly pumping the water

out of the stem into the branches and out into the air. When
the trees are cut the summer following girdling, a sufficient

amount of water has been given off so that in a majority of

cases the logs can be floated.

Teak, which is one of the most useful timbers in the world,

is not felled green but is completely girdled and allowed to

season in the tree. Dr. Brandis, an authority on Indian timbers,

says: "Timber well girdled dries completely and seasons evenly,

for it is on all sides freely e.\posed to sun and wind. Smaller

trees dry sufficiently if left standing for one or two years after

girdling; larger trees must stand longer. When a teak tree is

felled green, that side of the trunk which is in contact with

the ground takes a long time to dry, the timber seasons unevenly,

it is less useful and less durable, and when thrown into the

water it does not float readily. '

'

Another authority recommends that the dense Australian tim-

bers should, like teak, be ringed while standing. "This should

be done a year or more before felling, and between April and

August, when the sap is quiescent. The tree is most thoroughly

drained of its sap when thus left vertical. This process has, how-

ever, been objected to because it causes or intensifies heart-

shake, and, by drying the wood too rapidly, renders it brittle

and inelastic."

This method of seasoning standing timber has also been tried

to some extent with our tupelo gum, but has not been successful,

since it is difficult to girdle them deep enough to' prevent the

sap from rising.

In cutting paper birch in this country it is the common practice

to bolt and haul it. A marked variation from the usual method

of operation is in the few cases where the logs are driven or

rafted to the mill. When this is done the logs are never cut

into bolts in the woods, but the whole stem is put into the

water. Contrary to common belief, green paper birch will float

for a while, and it is sometimes put into the water in this condi-

tion. But, since seasoned wood is lighter, it is usually first

seasoned to some extent. An effective method is to cut the

trees in summer and leave the tops on. The leaves continue

to transpire moisture for a while, with the result that a large

quantity is removed from the tree at once and the wood is left

in a comparatively seasoned condition. The tops may then be

cut off and the stem put into the water immediately. Another

method is to remove the tops at once and then let the logs stay

in the woods for about a year to season. This method is probably

not so effective, since birch seasons very slowly when left with

the bark on. If cut in summer the logs are also likely to stain

badly, at least at the ends.

The red gum is a tree in which the drying out of the trunk

by means of the leaves offers particularly favorable conditions.

It was noted that when a green tree is cut down the leaves

remain stiff and unwilted for many days, and this even in

the hottest weatJier in June and July. The explanation of this,
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according to Dr. Von Schrenck, is as follows: "When a tree i&

cut down the evaporation of water from the leaves will continue

for a time, the duration of this evaporation depending upon the

amount of water in the leaves. In most broad-leaved trees,

owing to, the fact that water evaporates from both the upper

and lower surfaces, the leaves dry very soon after the tree is-

cut down. The rate at which water can pass from the smaller

branches to the leaf petiole and thence to the leaf is very much

slower than the rate at which the water evaporates from the-

leaf surfaces. As a result the leaves soon drop and dry up.

In the red gum, however, only one of the surfaces of the leaf,

the lower, is provided with stomates so that the evaporation

of water takes place only from one surface and that the most

protected one. The rate at which water passes from the trunk

to the branches and thence in time to the smaller branches,

leaf petioles, and the leaves is evidently very nearly the same

as that at which the water evaporates from the leaf surface.

For this reason the leaves remain green and turgid for a com-

paratively long time."

In order to determine wlipthcr there was any practical result

to be obtained by giving the leaves an opportunity to remove

as much water as they could, some experiments were conducted

by the United States Bureau of Plant Industry. About twenty-

five trees were cut down in August, and instead of sawing

the timber into logs immediately after felling them they were

left intact until the leaves had become absolutely shriveled

and dry. This took some two weeks or more. After that the

trunks were cut into logs. These logs were skidded to the river

just as other logs were skidded. One or more rolled down the

bank, and instead of sinking, as a red gum log usually would

after but two weeks' seasoning, these logs floated, though not

very high out of the water. Tlie leaf seasoned logs were made
into a separate raft and were brought to the sawmill.

After they were sawed a number of boards were taken at

random from the leaf-seasoned logs and a similar number from

ordinarily seasoned logs. These were carefully measured and
weighed, care being taken to separate sap and heart boards.

The average weight per cubic foot of the leaf-seasoned sapwood
lumber was T)?." pounds against 68 pounds for that ordinarily

seasoned; for hcartwood the weights were .'50 pounds, leaf-seasoned,

against 61.6 pounds, ordinarily seasoned. In other words, the

boards from leaf-seasoned logs were much lighter than those

from logs seasoned in the ordinary manner. Both sapwood and
heartwood of the leaf-seasoned logs were lighter than water

(62.36 pounds per cubic foot) which means they would float

while in the other case a log containing sapwoo<l would sink.

In cemmenting on the results the investigator said: "While
the experihient is but a crude one, the results obtained therefrom

are believed to be absolutely trustworthy. The testimony of

experienced millmen who floated the leaf-seasoned logs bears

out the evidence shown in the table. It may be objected that

it will be an expensive matter to saw down trees and leave

them to dry, and then to go back several weeks later to cut

off the branches. While this is certainly true, the expense
may be justifiable if one can reduce the time of holding the logs

on the river bank and thereby reduce the chances of fungous

attack. '

'

Up to the present time cedar has been the principal crosstie

wood of Michigan, but a decided change to treated hardwood is

now in progress. Recently the Michigan Central began to treat

hardwood ties at Toledo, O. The Grand Rapids & Indiana has

contracted for a large number of hardwood ties w-hich will be

treated at a plant to be built at Reed City, -Mich., this summer.

The Fere Marquette is also planning to use treated hardwoods,

showing that the change of policy is general throughout the state.

Beech is the chief wood i'ni]il(ivpd.
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Marketing the Short Lengths
It is too bad that iu the economy of nature all the trees didn't

grow so as to produce nothing but firsts and seconds, 14 and 16 feet

long. Unfortunately, howe^•er, timber is imperfect, like man; there

are knots and shakes and other defects, and there are stunted little

trees that weren't intended to produce extra long lumber; while not

•even the gi-eatest mathematician could squeeze long boards out

of all the parts of the tree.

Con?cquently the lumberman who is confronted with the task of

selling the product of the mill, and finds that he must dispose of a

good many boards that are legrettably short, compared with the

lengths which the consuming manufacturer declares that he must

have, uecessarily has to give a good deal of thouglit to the problem

of finding a satisfactory outlet for them.

He may do one of two things: either sell his Imnber just as it

runs, with the buyer taking a chance on the length question, or pick

out the long stuff and sell it at a premium to the man who insists

that he must have it, at the same time accumulating left-overs of

short stuff w)iicli must be disposed of. While a lot of lumber is sold,

•especially to furniture manufacturers and others who can use a great

variety of cuttings, without a great deal of emphasis on lengths,

the widths constituting the main question, interior finish manufac-

turers are the ones who lieep after the lumbermen about lengths.

Most of them either buy with a guarantee as to length, with say

33% per cent 14' and 16' or, what amounts to the same thing, exact

a statement from the seller that the lumber will contain a satisfactory

amount of long. So in the end it amounts to making sure of giving

the interior finish man a big percentage of long stuff, either directly,

by making a charge for it, or indirectly, in order to hold his

business.

Selling the long lumber is comparatively easy, the main question

being one of getting the price. If consumers can be found—and

they are to be located without much difiiculty—who will pay a good

stiff' premium for their long liunber, it doubtless pays the lumberman

to lay out those dimensions for that particular trade, though of course

he then has left on his hands a lot of short stuff, which must be sold

as short without the redeeming feature of a few thousand feet of

long to color it up.

^lost consumers believe that tlie premium they are asked to pay for

long, that is, the difference between the price of run-of-pile stuff

and extra Icngtiis, is ample to cover the difference in value. On the

other hand, the lumberman who sees only this premium, without realiz-

ing that he has destroyed much of the salability of his stock, is likely

to make the mistake of thinking that he has made good money on the

sale, whether he succeeds in moving the remainder promptly at a fair

price or not. And there 's the rub. If the short stuff sticks around

for a few months longer than it should, the mere interest on the

investment, without figuring the possibilities of turning the money
over profitably in other sales, is going to reduce the profit margin,

when the lumber is actually sold, to a rather low figure.

Thus, in the last analysis, the question of the success or failure of

the plan of picking out the long stuff depends on this factor: Has
the short stuff remaining been moved at a good price within a rea-

sonable time? Consequently the whole story, from the standpoint

of the lumberman, lies in disposing of short lengths.

A shrewd wholesale hardwood man in one of the leading markets

of the Ohio valley stated to the writer not long ago that he sincereh-

believed a lot of consumers, especially interior finish men, were

•deceiving themselves badly in pushing too hard for long stuff.

'

' Why, '
' he said, '

' I know of a block of good chestnut, 10' long,

with some 12' in the lot, which can be had for $5 or $6 a thousand

less than lumber containing 14' and 16' lengths. Yet a lot of con-

sumers shy at the first lot, just because it 's short stuff, without

stopping to consider the difference in cost, and what it amounts

to in the long run. If a manufacturer of this kind buys 50,000 feet

of chestnut, with a guarantee of a third long boards, and pays $5

a thousand more than he would have to pay for the short stuff

I am referring to, the lot has cost him $250 more ; and this extra

not merely

cost IS concentrated on the long, naturally, making its price actuaUy
•$15 a thousand more than was paid for the short. It doesn't seem
to me to be possible that there is that much difference in value. '

'

The case cited is of course extreme. Ordinarly the difference in
the price is not as much as that indicated, and for the general run
of trade the added cost of long lumber is not as much greater as
suggested; but neverthless the instance quoted serves to make the
point tliat consumers do sometimes set up long lengths as a kind of
fetish, and iu striving to get material which wUl fit into their busi-
ness most readily tliey pay prices which are more than the lumber
is worth to them.

This is not decrying the value of long lumber, by any means ; as a
matter of fact, a manufacturer of interior finish stated recently that
there are, many cases in his business when long stuff
desirable, but necessary.

"Of course," he explained, "we can use a lot of short lengths,
making heads and aprons and other short dimension stuff after we
have cut the full casing lengths out of boards of that size. But
\ihen we come to making long ceiling beams, baseboards, and other
stoels which will not splice readily, we just have to have long lumber.
The tendency nowadays to build bungalows and other similar types
of homes with exceptionally large rooms has called for a greater
percentage of long lumber in the interior finish trade, and that is

one reason why the purchase of much exclusively short-length lumber
would not appeal to me, unless the price were mighty low. In that
case I could buy enough special lengths to take care of my require-
ments. Personally, though, I prefer to buy the regular run of lumber,
with the proviso that if it doesn't run properly as to lengths it won't
be accepted.

"

And the consumer is, of course, in a position to enforce this pro-
vision, so that many lumbermen make a special point of giving their

customers among the planing-mUl and interior-finish trade better
lengths than the price really justifies, simply because they know that
this character of stock is needed, making it all the harder on the
man who solicits this trade with nothing but short stock to offer.

In the interior finish trade, as in many others, however, the dimen-
sions of the lumber form a secondary consideration to the intelli-

gence of the men at the saws. Some sawyers and cutters in a factory
of this kind can get all that is necessary out of what would ordinarily

be regarded as short stuff; while others will make kindling wood out

of long boards. But when the mill has a good, practical crew of men
at work, with a careful foreman, who sees that m working up each
job the long cuttings are made first, before the short are touched, in

order that there may be an opportunity to get the hard sizes out of

the stock before it is cut into for the easier dimensions, good results

can be secured with a minimum of long stock.

Lumbei-men with short lengths to dispose of have found that the

matter of separating as to width plays an important part. In lines

consuming poplar, for example, it has become well known that when
the lumber is piled for width it is much more desirable from the

standpoint of the user.

The big advantage of this plan is not only that a better price can

frequently be realized for each width, sold separately, than if random
dimensions were oft'ered, but that placing the emphasis on the width

helps to distract attention from the matter of length. In other

words, instead of allowing the shortness of the boards to make them
undesirable in the eyes of the customer, a negative quality is trans-

formed into a positive one by concentrating on width and leading

with this feature. This is not only a practical, useful plan which

saves effort on the part of both Imnberman and consumer, but also

has something of applied psychology back of it.

There is an occasional market for short stuff, offered merely that

way without the protection of special widths. One manufacturer

who formerly made up his short poplar into lath, netting only a fair

return, found a man who could use all of his short stuff without

its being worked, so that he is getting a little more than before,

without the trouble and investment required to convert it into lath.
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The Penetrability of Wood
The preservation of timber by impregnating it with various anti-

septics is now well established in this country. One of the important

problems connected with the treatment has to do with the differences

in the penetrability exhibited not only by woods of different species,

but also by individual specimens of the same kind. There is consider-

able divergence of opinion as to how far it is practicable to attempt

to group ties and other material for each charge of the retort. On

one point, however, operators are generally agreed, namely, that much

better results are obtained when the timber treated is well seasoned.

When wood becomes dry its penetrability by both gases and liquids

is increased to a decided extent. The same piece of white oak which

will, while green, effectually withstand an air pressure of 150 pounds

per square inch, will, when dry, allow the passage of air, not only

through the vessels but also the other elements, under a pressure of

five pounds or less. According to the theory of Mr. Tiemann and

other investigators of the Forest Service the explanation of this is

that the drying of the cells causes minute checks or slits to occur

in the cell walls, thus allowing free passage from one cell to an-

other. The drier the wood becomes the larger are the slits and

the more permeable the wood. These slits do not entirely close

when wood is soaked, so that wood once dried cannot be restored

to its original condition of impenetrability.

Since it is possible to observe these slits under a microscope,

and as their presence explains satisfactorily many of the phe-

nomena of drying, Tiemann 's theory has been generally accepted

as correct. In a recent issue of the Forestry Quarterly, however,

Mr. Bailey of the Harvard School of Forestry publishes the re-

sults of his investigations on the subject. While in some points

he verified the findings of the government experts, on the whole

he attempts to disprove their conclusions and offers a different

explanation for the increase in penetrability incident to drying.

He found, for instance, that spiral cracks in the -walls of tra-

cheids and fibers occur in only a small percentage of dry wood,

and that when present in softwoods are confined to the heavy,

thick-walled cells at the end of the year's growth. The most im-

portant finding, however, is that these cracks do not extend entirely

through the cell walls, but are confined to the thickened portion of

it, the original or primary cell wall remaining intact. It is this

wall which completely surrounds every cell and separates it from

its neighbors, preventing the passage of heavy oils and of undis-

solved gases. It is here that the two theories come in conflict,

since the government investigators held that the checks extended

through the primary wall as well as through the thickened portions.

It is also claimed in this paper that in some longleaf pine

paving blocks examined, when the penetration of the creosote was

confined largely to the dense bands of summerwood, the walls of

the cells composing the latter were in the majority of cases found

to be unruptured. It is further stated that air passes as easily

through dry cells whose walls are unruptured as through cells

whose secondary walls have been cracked in drying, while in many

cases air cannot be passed through dried cells whose secondary

walls possess well developed slits or cracks. From these tests the

writer of the paper concludes that Tiemann 's hypothesis regard-

ing the effect of the slits cannot account for the penetration of

gases and oils into seasoned wood.

How then is the known increase in penetrability to be explained?

It is very evident that some change must have been made in the

wood. It is well known that conifers or softwoods are composed

largely of minute fibrous cells with closed ends, and are devoid of

open vessels such as occur in hardwoods. Liquids in passing

through these closed cells travel primarily in the cavities of the

cells and pass from one to another by means of delicately con-

structed valves or bordered pits in the cell walls. It has always

been supposed that the membranes of these bordered pits were

entire. The pit membrane is merely a portion of the primary cell

wall which has not been thickened, thus leaving a thin place
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through which water could filter. The pit is the thin spot, and as

the thickened portion grows out over it to some extent it gives

the appearance of a border, hence the name bordered pit.

According to this article the membranes of the bordered pits are

not always entire, but possess numerous minute perforations whose

presence may be demonstrated by careful microscopic examination

and by experimental means such as passing through green sapwood

water containing very fine particles of carbon held in suspension.

The particles passed through without diflSculty.

The investigator concludes that when wood is thoroughly dried

no structural modification, such as the rupturing of the cell walls,

is essential in order to account for the penetration of gases and

preservatives into seasoned wood; but that whenever preservatives

are injected rapidly into green or seasoned wood, the penetration

takes place primarily through the cavities of the cells, and the

preservatives pass from one cell to another through the bordered

pits. In green wood the bordered pits and membranes are com-

paratively impermeable to undissolved gases and to oils > and other

heavy or viscous liquids. This is largely due to the fact that the

pit membrane is saturated with water, the surface tension of

which resists the gases and liquids, except in water solutions. Dry-

ing not only removes the water from the pit membranes but also

in some cases ruptures them, which accounts for the fact that

resoaked dry wood is less impervious to air than green material.

K. C. D.

Plain Oak in Furniture

There are indications that plain oak is to have quite a run in

high-grade furniture. It has been featured for some time in

office furniture. Very attractive samples of plain oak furniture

in natural finish have been displayed in show windows, and there

is some speculation in furniture circles as to how far this idea may
extend, and as to whether or not it will immediately become a

strong feature in the high-grade furniture trade.

Plain oak has suffered considerably from neglect for a good

many j'ears and it really has an inning due it in the furniture

trade, not merely in the cheaper and less pretentious furniture,

but also the high-grade furniture that is well finished. The plain

oak office furniture that has been shown exhibited a quality of

workmanship and finish that made it very attractive, and it fur-

nishes evidence, were evidence necessary, that plain oak is good

material for the finest kind of furniture, and will take on a finish

that makes it show off well in the best of company.

For the past four or five years, or perhaps longer, quartered

oak, mahogany, Circassian walnut and gum have vied with each

other so much in the furniture trade and have been objects of so

much concentrated attention that plain oak has been neglected

untU the plain oak product has practically disappeared from first-

class furniture stores. It is getting attention now and it is in

such condition in this relation to furniture manufacturers that the

present may well be regarded as a psychological moment for boost-

ing and pushing plain oak. The furniture trade itself is ripe for

it, and is in a more or less speculative mood as to how the public

will take to it if it is used in the better designs of furniture,

and properly finished. As the case now stands, it looks as though

all that is needed to create a boom in plain oak in the furniture

trade is a bit of judicious boosting and exploiting and due care

on the part of the furniture manufacturers in the uses to which

they put it that they may not kill off its rising popularity with

something freakish and unsightly in design.

Every man that has ever made oak lumber or has worked it into

furniture should know without being told that it is a great cabinet

wood, and has many elements of beauty not found in other woods.

It is a wood that belongs in the best classes of woodwork, whether

it be in the furniture or in interior trim.
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Checking of Wood in Seasoning
It is a matter of the most common observation that wood cheeks

or cracks upon drying. In some cases the extent of the checking

is much greater than in others; for instance one piece of wood may

split all to pieces while another will show only very small cracks.

It is noted that large timbers, particularlj' those in the round, are

more damaged than small pieces of the same material ; that hardwoods

usually check more than conifers; dense woods more than soft ones.

It is also observed that cheeking usually begins at the ends of a

stick, is more pronounced in some portions than in others, though the

largest cracks are mostly along a radius. Again, it will be found

that while some crevices open wider and wider as drying proceeds,

others tend to close up and be-

come imperceptible.

This tendency of wood to check

is a matter of great economic

concern, for vast quantities of

timber are annually rendered un-

fit for use or lowered in grade

on this account. It is estimated

that the waste due to checking is

ten per cent in hardwoods and

three per cent in conifers, making

the value of material wasted in

drying nearly $22,000,000 an-

nually. Wlien wood once splits

it never knits together again;

consequently the presence of

checks, no matter how impercep-

tible, always impairs the strength

and stiffness of wood. For a

great many purposes for which

wood is employed, strength and

stiffness are highly important

considerations, and these mechanical properties depend largely upon

the degree to which wood is seasoned. As seasoning progresses the

mechanical properties are improved so that by carefully drying a

stick of green wood it is possible to double or in exceptional cases

to quadruple its strength. In the ordinary processes of seasoning,

however, checking, which always occurs to some extent when wood

is dried, may partially or even entirely counterbalance the gain in

strength due to drying. Consequently with large timbers in commer-

cial use it is not safe to count upon any greater strength, even after

seasoning, than that of the green condition.

What causes wood to check? The answer is simple;—unequal or

CHECKING

irregular shrinkage. Why is shrinkage not uniform in all directions

or throughout the entire piece? To answer this requires consideration

of a number of different things. If wood were a homogeneous sub-

stance, as much so, for example, as concrete or metal, loss of water
would be accompanied only by a reduction in volume. But it is far
from being a homogeneous substance—in fact, it is a structure so

intricate in design that there is nothing of man's construction with
which to compare it. This is particularly true of the hardwoods
which are more Qomplex than the conifers.

Wood is composed of cells of various kinds. Some are fibrous and
strong, others blunt and weak; some have thick walls, some have

thin ; some extend up and down
the tree, others are disposed at

right angles to them; some have

continuous walls while others

have walls with many thin places

or pits in them to allow com-

munication with neighboring cells.

With a possible variation in

length, in direction, in arrange-

ment, and in the thickness and

character of the cell wall, it is

readUy understood why no two

pieces of wood or any two por-

tions of the same wood can be

exactly alike. With the differ-

ences in structure come differ-

ences in behavior which make it

next to impossible to formulate

rules which can be applied to

specific cases. One of the big-

gest problems today before the

wood preservers is to determine

in advance how timbers are going to act when placed in the retort,

but for the most part a tie has to be opened up before the extent

of penetration of the liquid can even be approximated. Much the

same is true in seasoning lumber, for no hard and fast rules can

be applied with success. One must have a knowledge of the funda-

meulal principles involved and vary the procedure in a given case to

fit the actual conditions as they arise.

In green wood the cells are all intimately joined together and are

their natural or normal size when saturated with water. As long

as this condition k maintained the wood is practically free from in-

ternal strains. Water occurs in living wood in three conditions.

.\ND SPLITTING CONTROLLED BY THE USE OF S-

UiO.NS.

SPLITTING OF POLE DUE TO GREATER SHRINKAGE OF THE
SAPWOOD THAN OF THE HEART.

CHARACTERISTIC CHECKING AND SPLITTING OF EUCALYPTUS
LOGS.
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namely, in the cell walls, in tlie protoijlasmie contents of the cells,

and as free water in the cell cavities and spaces. It is only the water

within the cell walls that counts, for as long as the amount there

remains undisturbed the size and shape of the cells will remain the

same. The cell walls may be considered as made up of little particles

with water between them. When wood is dried the films of water be-

tween the particles become thinner and thinner until almost entirely

gone. As a result the cell walls grow thinner with loss of moisture

—

in other wonls the cell shrinks.

It is at nnce evident that if drying does not take jilace uniformly

thi'oughout an entire piece of timber the shrinkage as a whole can-

not be uniform. The jirocess of diying is from the outside inward.

Now if it can be brought -about that the loss of moisture at the sur-

face is met by a steady capillary current of water from the inside,

the shrinkage, so far as the degree of moisture affected, would be

uniform. In the best type of dry kilns this condition is approxi-

mated by first heating the wood thoroughly in a moist atmosphere be-

fore allowing drying to begin. In air-seasoning and in ordinary dry

kilns this condition too often is not attained and the result is that

a dry shell is formed which incloses a moist interior. Subsequent

drying out of the inner portion is rendered more difficult by this

case-hardened condition. If the outer dries and shrinks and the

inner does not, the stretching effect produced is sure to cause cheek-

ing at the surface. Later when the inner part dries it tends to

shrink away from the outer shell, and numerous cracks open up,

often producing a "honeycombed" condition.

For a giveu surface area the loss of water from wood is always

greater from the ends than from the sides. This, of course, is due

to the fact that the vessels and other water carriers are cut across,

allowing ready entrance of drying air and outlet for the water vapor.
,

Water does not flow out of boards and timbers of its own accord,

but must be evaporated, though it may be forced out of very sappy

specimens by heat. In drying a log or polo with the bark on, most

of the water must be evaporated through the ends; but in the case

of peeled timbers and sawn boards, the loss is greatest from the

auiface because the area exposed is so much greater.

The more rapid drying of the ends causes a shrinkage and if the

material were sufficiently plastic the ends would become bluntly

tapering. The rigidity of the wood substance prevents this and the

wood pulls apart. Later, as the rest of the stick dries out, many
of the checks will come together. Some of the largest, however, will

remain and even increase in size as the drying ]iroceeds. These are

caused not by unequal drying, but by unequal shrinkage due to

structural peculiarities which will be explained shortly.

When cells composing wood dry out, their walls become thinner.

The thicker the cell wall the greater will be the shrinkage upon

drying. Since in all our woods cells with thick walls and cells with

thin walls are more or less intermixed, and especially as the wood

first formed in a season (springwood) nearly .always differs from

that formed in summer and fall (summerwood) in this respect,

strains occur with loss of water, because the summerwood, being of

thicker-walled cells, shrinks more than springwood. Heavier wood

in general shrinks more than light wood of the same kind. It will

not do, of course, to compare the shrinkage of one kind of wood

with that of a different kind on a basis of weight or density, since

extra weight in some cases maj- be due to infiltrated substances such

as resins, gums, and pigments which tend to reduce shrinkage. Sap-

wood as a rule shrinks more than heartwood of the same tree, due

to its greater moisture content and the lack of infiltrated substances;

on this account sapwood is more liable to check than heartwood. This

tendency, however, may be offset by differences in density, since light,

porous sapwood would probably shrink less than liard, heavy heart-

wood. Moreover, there are often present in the hearts of trees va-

rious forms of shake or splits, such as star shake, cup shake, etc.,

which will open up on subsequent drying. Such cracks can be dis-

tinguished from season checks by the slight discoloration of the sur-

faces, much as an old flaw in iron can be told from a fresh break.

Everjthing else being equal, the denser a wood is t%e more it

will shrink, and therefore the greater its tendency to check. In

ring porous woods, such as oak, ash, hickory, chestnut, black locust

and others, the more rapid the growth, within certain limits, the

denser the wood. Hence woods from second-growth trees of this

class are more difficult to season without injury than slowly grown

materia! from virgin forests. The oak best suited for ties, because

of its strength and wear-resistance, is hard and heavy, and on that

account is rendered the more diflScult to dry without splitting to

pieces. In the case of conifers and of diffuse-porous woods, such

as beech, birch, maple, poplar and others, the relation of density

and therefore of checking to rate of growth cannot be definitely

stated, but here also the denser the wood, as indicated by the

greater proportion of darker summerwood, the more it will shrink

and the greater its liability to check.

It is a curious fact that a cell shrinks very little lengthwise. A
dry wood cell is therefore practically of the same length as it was

in a green or saturated condition, but is smaller in cross section,

has thinner walls, and a larger cavity. It is at once apparent that

this fact makes shrinkage more irregular, for wherever cells cross each

other at a decided angle they will tend to pull apart upon drying.

This occurs where\er pith rays and wood fibers meet. A considerable

portion of every wood is made up of these rays which for the most

p;irt liave their cells lying in a radial direction instead of longitu-

dinally. In pine over 1,'5,000 of these occur on a square inch of a

tangential section, and even in oak the very large rays which are

readily visible to the eye as flakes on quarter-sawed material, repre-

sent scarcely one per cent of the number which the microscope re-

veals.

A ))ith ray shrinks in height and width, that is, vertically and tan-

geutially as applied to the position in a standing tree, but very

little in length or radially. The other elements of the wood shrink

radially and tangentially but almost none lengthwise or verticall.v,

as applied to the tree. Here then, we find the shrinkage of the

rays tending to shorten a stick of wood while the other cells resist

it, and the tendency of a stick to get smaller in circumference is

resisted by the endwise reaction or thrust of the rays. Only in a

tangential direction or around the stick in direction of the annual

rings of growth do the two forces coincide. Another factor to the

same end is that the denser bands of summerwood are continuous

in a tangential direction while radially they are separated by alter-

nate zones of less dense springwood. Consequently the shrinkage

along the rings (tangential) is fully twice as much as toward the

center (radial). This explains why some cracks open more and more

as drying advances.

Although actiml shrinkage in length is small, nevertheless the ten-

dency of the rays to shorten a stick produces strains which are re-

sponsible for some of the splitting open of tics, jiosts, and sawed

timbers with box heart. At the very center of a tree the wood is

light and weak, while farther out it becomes denser and stronger.

Longitudinal shrinkage is accordingly least at the center and greater

toward the outside, tending to become greatest in the sapwood for

the same reasons that shrinkage in other directions is greatest there.

When a round or a box heart timber dries fast it splits radially and

as drying continues, the cleft widens, partly on account of the greater

tangential shrinkage and also because the greater contraction of

the outer fibers warps the sections apart. If one will take a small

hardwood stem and while green split it for a short distance at the

end and place it where it can dry out rapidly he will find that the

sections have become bow-shaped with the concave sides out. These

various facts taken together explain why, for example, an oak tie,

pole or log may split open its entire length if drying proceeds rapidly

and far enough.

If wood were perfectly rigid it would be absolutely impossible

to dry it without having it break into minute fragments. As it is

slightly plastic the cells can adjust or mold themselves to new con-

ditions if the change is not too rapid. When drying is hastened

not only is the loss of moisture uneven but the wood substance is not

given a chance to reshape itself. Summer-felled timber usually

checks worse than winter-felled because it dies faster, due to the

warmer weather.

When one understands the causes underlying the checking of

wood he is. then in position to take the necessary precaution to
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prevent it or at least to reduce it materially. Since too rapid air-

seasoning is often to blame, the obvious thing to do is to retard

it by proper piling. The fact must not, bofl'ever, be overlooked that

there is danger of going to the other extreme and seasoning the

material so slowly that there is less from decay, sapstain and mold.

Logs, poles, posts and ties should not be allowed to lie on the ground

longer than absolutely necessary, especially in warm weather, but

should be elevated from several inches to a foot or more. The piles

of such material as well as of sawn products should be open enough

to allow ventilation, but not too open, the correct solution of the

problem depending on the material, the locality, the season of the

year and the exposure. Alternate wetting and drying lumber in-

creases very decidedly the liability to checking.

The use of S-shaped thin steel clamps to prevent large cheeks

and splits is now a common practice in this country with crossties

and poles, as it has been for a long time in European countries.

These devices are driven into the butts of the timbers so as to cross

incipient checks and prevent their widening. In place of the regular

Shook which costs from two to three cents according to size, another

of crimped iron has been devised. Thin straps of iron with one

tapered edge are run between intermeshing cogs and crimped, after

which they may be cut off any length desired. The cost of these

irons is from one-half to one cent each.

The time for driving S-irons of either form is when the cracks

first appear. The Germans have a clamp for placing over the end

of a pole to close a bad split before driving in the iron. The super-

intendent of timber preservation of an eastern railway company

that uses zinc chloride has a rule that where checks are not over a

quarter-inch in width, the S-irons shall be driven in before treat-

ment; in wider, they shall be driven in immediately after treat-

ment, since the injection of a water solution causes the checks to

close up.

In India, where boxwood is cut into round pieces for export, each

piece is sawed down to the center along a radius, and this prevents

any other cracks, the large opening widening or narrowing according

to the degree of moisture of the air. This is also a practice in

Japan.

The tendency of logs to split emphasizes the importance of con-

verting them into planks or timbers while in a green condition

;

otherwise the presence of large checks may render much lumber worth-

less which might have been cut out in good condition. The loss

would not be so great if logs were perfectly straight-grained but

this is seldom the case, most trees growing more or less spirally or

irregularly. Large pieces crack more than smaller ones, quartered

lumber less than that sawed through and through, thin pieces, es-

pecially veneers, less than thicker.

In order to prevent cracks at the ends of boards, small straps of

wood may be nailed on tliem ov they may be painted. This metliod

is usually considered too expensive except in the case of valuable

material. Squares used for shuttles, furniture, gunstocks and tool

handles should always be protected at the ends. One of the best

means is to dip tliem into melted paraflSne which seals the ends and

prevents loss of moisture there. Another method is to glue paper

on the ends. In some cases a broad paper is glued on to all the

surfaces of valuable exotic balks. Other substances sometimes em-

ployed for the purpose of sealing the wood are grease, carbolineum,

wax, clay, petroleum, linseed oil, tar, and soluble glass. The ten-

dency of solid porch columns to crack is largely ovei'come by boring

them out. AVoodworkers often have trouble with veneered spindles

where a solid core is used, since not only the core but also the

veneer checks. Some avoid this by not using any solid stock what-

ever, building up the core instead. In place of solid beams, built-up

material is often preferable as the disastrous results of season checks

are thereby largely overcome or minimized, and in some cases

greater strength is secured.

With increasing scarcity of the better woods the importance of

exercising greater care to prevent unnecessary checking is becoming

more fully realized and steps are being taken to lessen the waste

from that source.
'

S. J. R.
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A l^ew Wood Preserver

Dr. Allen F. Odell, assistant professor of chemistr}' in the

Louisiana State University, recently read a paper before the

American Chemical Society, in which he described "a new wood

preserver" which he thought might mean great things in hinder-

ing decay in different woods. The material which he proposes

using is called " cypressene, " and is an oil extracted from cypress

sawdust. From 275 gallons of crude sawdust he extracted 125

gallons of the oil, by baking or roasting in an iron retort. His

plan is to use this oil in treating timbers to prevent decay. It

is not very clear how he proposes to do this, but it is assumed

that the wood to be treated is immersed in the oil, either under

pressure or without it, and the oil will cover the surface and

enter the pores of the timber, somewhat as creosote does under

present methods of treatment.

Dr. Odell calls cypress the everlasting wood, and believes that

he has found and extracted the principle which makes it ever-

lasting, and by impregnating other woods with this principle, they

will be rendered immune to decay. It is to be hoped that the

claims made for this discovery will be sustained, but several ques-

tions arise. In the first place, cypress lacks much of lasting

indefinitely when exposed to conditions which favor decay. No

wood lasts indefinitely under such circumstances. It is not claimed

by the discoverer that tests have actually shown that the oil

extracted from cypress sawdust prevents decay when applied to

other woods; but only that it will probably do so. There must

be actual trials and successes before a claim of the kind can be

accepted as a fact. Many schemes look well in theory but fail

in practice, and experience only can be depended upon to discover

defects, if such exist.

Dr. Odell claims that the oil which he extracted from cypress is

what makes that wood durable, and he is probably right. It is

well known that the dark woods are generally more durable than

those of light color, and the greater durability is doubtless due

to the tannin they contain, mixed, of course, with other ingre-

dients deposited while the trees were growing. Decay is caused

by the activity of fungi which penetrate the wood, and the timber

is preserved by impregnating it with substances poisonous or ob-

noxious to the fungi. This is done artificially with creosote, and

many trees do it naturally with tannin and other substances while

growing. Some woods are darker than others because they store

up more of this matter. Dr. Odell 's method consists of extracting

this substance from a wood which has much of it and imparting

it to woods which have little. Theoretically, it looks feasible;

but in practice the first difficulty will be met when an attempt

is made to force the coloring matter into another wood. That is

the hardest thing which wood-treating engineers meet. It is next

to impossible to force the liquid into the pores of some woods.

The real invention that is awaited is not so much a new material

for treating wood, as a better method of forcing the material into

the pores.

California redwood is as durable as cypress, and of much deeper

color. If the coloring matter extracted from cypress can be used

in a practicable way to preserve other woods, there is no apparent

reason why much larger quantities might not be extracted from

redwood and applied in the same way. Other dark-colored woods

which might be employed are: Sequoia, black walnut, mesquite,

black locust, catalpa, Osage orange and many of the south Florida

species.
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Wanted—TSlew Operating System
Just lion- many nianufaetuiers and users of glued-up panels are

experiencing a coudition wliich constitutes the weakest point in the

sales proposition of tlie panel trade.

The condition applies at present to that section of the trade located

in the Ohio valley and affected by the recent floods of the Ohio and

tributary streams. Some of the panel plants were put out of com-

mission for a considerable period, losing in some eases two weeks'

running time plus an equal period devoted to getting straightened

out and moving along smoothly as before.

The weakness disclosed is not confined to a period of floods, but

develops whenever there is a sudden stoppage of manufacturing

facilities. It turns up whenever demand becomes imusually big and

the factories are crowded to such an extent that they are unable to

get goods out in the usual time.

It is then that consumers of panels rise up and say things that

wouid not look well in print. They call on tlie panel manufacturers

to do things that are utterly impossible; to get out panels in thirty

days when the manufacturer knows that it will take from sixty to

ninety. Sometimes rash promises regarding deliveries are made under

the stress of a demand of this kind, accentuated as at present by

interruption due to high waters and at other times by the deluge of

unexpected business. But the result is the same—delayed deliveries

and disappointed customers.

The case of tlie panel factory against the private gluingup plant

has been pretty tlinrouglily established. The furniture man knows,

for example, that to put in machinery which will do tlie work as well

as it is done in the panel factory would involve an investment that

he is not ready to make, arwl that his crew cannot possibly learn

the ins and outs of laying veneers as well as they are learned in an

up-to-date factory devoted exclusively to that line. So as far as

quality and price and convenience—as a rule—are concerned, the

consumer is perfectly willing to turn the job over to the exclusive

manufacturer of panels.

But if the consumer can't get his panels when he wants them:

if he is iield up in his own operations, and is unable to supply eus-

(omers with goods just when customers need them to take advantage

of current demand on the part of the retail trade; if, in other words,

the panel plant falls down at its most vital point—that of service^

what is the consumer going to say about the proposition?

Such fall-downs are not the rule, but even if they come only occa-

sionally, tliey are bound to lie remembered and to militate against

what sliould be continuous growth and development on the part of the

panel business. Even during normal times there is constant conflict

between the panel man and his customer regarding deliveries, the

consumer invari.ably urging more speed and hurry-up methods in

order to finish cases which he is holding in his factory, unable to

complete, because of the lack of panels, fronts, tops, drawer bottoftis

and other built-up goods which he has contracted for on the outside.

This situation, iu the opinion of the writer, who has talked to

leading men on both sides of tlie fence, constitutes the most serious

problem with which the built-up panel trade has to deal.

Is there any way in which it can be met?

The panel man says frankly that it takes, under normal cmidi

tions, thirty days to get out the average order, and under difiieulties

or abnormal conditions possibly two or three times as long. His solu-

tion is to have the consumer order his goods far enough in advance of

his requirements not to be forced to worry over non-delivery.

That, of course, is one way out. As a matter of fact, it is being

adopted by a good many consuming factories, although unquestionably

it is a rather heroic method. Some factories down in the Southeast,

which make medium-grade furniture with staple designs, as a rule

know pretty well what their requirements are going to be months in

advance; and they are accordingly able to place contracts for car-

load lots, which can be manufactured and delivered in plenty of time

for their gradual use during the season.

Where this can be done, the condition is ideal from the standpoint

of both parties, but, without considering the larger investment in
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material that is thus made necessary on the part of the consuming
manufactiu'er, it must be remembered that many factories are unable

to anticipate their needs in this way. If they are turning out a

large number of new designs each season, they are compelled to await

the verdict of the trade before knowing which to feature. They are

up against a hard proposition when it comes to "picking the winners"
far enough in advance to place orders for built-up tops.

And yet the furniture men are learning a lesson in this respect.

They have realized that it doesn't pay to have to delay deliveries to

good customers who want prompt service, and that it is worth while

to put a big stock in the warehouse to enable this trade to be taken

care of. Consequently it is noticeable that many of the manufac-

turers, especially if they make a medium-grade line, pile up a suffi-

cient surplus to enable them to take care of orders just as they are

received. This means, of course, anticipating their panel wants by a

good margin, and making it possible for the panel men to get out

the stock in plenty of time without rushing the work through too

hastily.

But, as indicated, this is something which can be done only in con-

nection with staple designs. Many manufacturers rely on the novelty

of their offerings each season to get business, and as a matter of

fact admit that the novelty must necessarily be overdone merely in

order to stimulate trade interest and give the salesmen something to

talk about. Maybe ultimately they will see the folly of bringing on a

multitude of new designs for which there is little or no necessity,

merely for the sake of having something ne^y to show the retailers at

the semi-annual exhibits.

As progress is made in the direction of fewer new numbers each sea-

son, more storage of staple designs, and more effort in the direction of

ordering as far ahead as possible, the furniture men will find their

problems decreasing. But can the p!<nel man do nothing to lielp the

cause of good service to the consuming trade? Is it not practicable

for him to anticipate the wants of his customers to the extent of

having some surplus stock on hand, so that emergencies can be taken

care of? Would it not be good business policy to invest some money
in goods of this kind, oven though they might not be needed imme-

diately, for the sake of tiding over periods when the factory is not

able to deliver the panels as rapidly as they are needed?

Most panel men answer these questions with an emphatic "No."
And yet there is a lingering suspicion that if they found it absolutely

necessary, in order to retain the trade and good will of the consuming

interests, they would make a point of doing so.

How many panel men, for instance, have a record showing the

exact number of panels of each thickness, size and kind furnished to

the consuming trade during the preceding year? Would not such a

record immediately suggest which panels would constitute safe items

on which to concentrate idle time in tlie factory? It is well-known

that most panel plants run from high to low and from low 'to high,

in the amount of operating time they put in. Obviously, it would

be an advantage to run at an even pace all the way along, though

this is impossible as long as no goods are made up except on order

from the consumer. Pilling in the low spots by manufacturing ]ianels

to put into stock would help a great deal as far as increasing oper-

ating efficieccy is concerned. Maybe the panel man would make up
some goods which would prove unsalable, and which nobody would

call for, no matter how long they were held. But, on the other hanO,

how much of a hit would be made with a customer who needed panels

right away, and who found a place where he could have them delivered

the next day

!

Some panel men admit fliat iu this way they have occasionally

tried to anticipate the wants of a given customer by making up

additional stock, along the lines of panels previously ordered. But

luck is against many of these attempts to "call the turn." and the

glued-up stock manufacturers have a good many stories to toll how

the customer decided to change the dimensions of his goods as

soon as the labor and expense of manufacture had been put into this

reserve supply of panels. But it is certain that careful and serious
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attention has not been paid to the plan heretofore, and it is within

the rauge of possibilities that study of the question might aid in

solving this big problem, which is one of the most important

-obstacles in the way of the complete success of the trade.

It might he worth while, too, for the panel men to make a point

of attenOins- tlie furniture shows, looking over the lines and noting

the changes, if any of consequence were made, in the character and

dimensions of the tops and fronts. By this plan he would he able

to check his figures on the consumption of various sizes the pre-

ceding season, and thus have a guide to future operations in the way

of laying up surplus stock for emergency calls.

At any rate, the plan seems to be worth considering,—0, D, C, Jr.
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The World's Timber Supply

The amount of timber in the world is a subject for estimate and

speculation. There is considerable difference of opinion as to the

quantity in the forests of the United tates, not to speak of various

other countries, Nevertheless, statisticians have attempted from

time to time to compile figures for the whole world. One such

effort is in the form of a bulletin (Xo. 83) by Eaphael Zon of the

United States Forest Service. He has condensed the best of the

world's statistics on the subject into a publication of ninety pages.

The figures for Europe are in detail and doubtless are nearly cor-

rect; but elsewhere the values are very general, and for large

regions of the earth's surface details are almost wholly lacking.

It is a matter of surprise that Europe has a larger forested area

than South America. The popular impression has been that Brazil

alone has a larger wooded area than the aggregate forests of all

Europe, It would appear, however, from Mr. Zon 's figures, that

such is not the case, and that the wooded area of Europe exceeds

that of the whole of South America by more than 200,000,000 acres.

That is. it is one-third greater.

The surprise at the wooded lands of Asia will not be much less.

It is well known that vast regions across that continent from Arabia

to China are practically treeless; but north of that region in Siberia,

and south of it in India and Siam, enormous tracts are more or

less wooded. Siberia itself is nearly as large as Europe, and its

forests have been supposed to be very extensive. In spite of this.

however, the figures show that Asia has 140,000,000 acres less forest

than Europe.

Figures for Africa also contain surprises, though the popular

notion concerning that continent is associated more with deserts

than with wooded regions. Much has been written in books of

travel concerning vast, pathless, and interminable forests of central

Africa. The impression gained from such reading is that the

jungles of the Dark Continent are extensive enough to form empires

and kingdoms. Modern travel and fuller explorations have lessened

very materially the former supposed boundaries of the forests of

Equatorial Africa; and now Mr. Zon sums up all the evidence and

gives to the whole continent of Africa only about one-third as

great forest area as Europe has.

North America is the only grand division of the earth that out-

classes Europe in forest area. The region included embraces all

the land between the Arctic ocean and Mexico, that is, it includes

Canada and the United States. The wooded area is nearly double

that of Europe. The different forest areas of the world follow:

Acres
-West Indies

itl'sfii'qqSAustralasia iss'o?,'??^
Africa 2o9,253.04(

South America:;:::::;::::.;::;;."
."'.

l????2'?5"
Asia 611,14y,l(U

Europe ......",............' 750,112.821

Norih America ,
1.476,360,000

Total lor the world 3.800,408,830

This figures a little more than two acres of woodland for every

inhabitant of earth. It is a little less than one-fourth of the land

area of the world. No figures are offered for the purpose of show-

ing what the world's total stand of timber may be. From the

nature of the case, this could be no better than a general estimate

based on so much per acre, and there is little information on which

to base such an estimate. The statistics compiled by the Bureau of

Corporations indicate that for the United States the average stand

of merchantable timber is about .5,000 feet, board measure, per

acre of forested area. If it is assumed that the average for the

world's entire forested area is half of that, a general estimate

can be made, basing it on the forested area of 3,800,408,830 acres.

The total is thus shown to be 9,501,022,075,000 feet, board meas-

ure. This will do as the roughest kind of an estimate, and it should

not be accepted in any other sense.

The statistics of annual output of forest products are based upon

information somewhat more accurate, because when lumber goes

to market it can be measured more carefully than when it exists as

standing timber in uncruised forests. Lumber statistics from all

parts of the world, where figures are obtainable, were collected

for the bulletin under review, and the total output of forest prod-

ucts, per year, for the entire world, is placed at 38,893,723,151 cubic

feet. This includes everything that comes from the forest—lumber,

crossties, poles, fuel, pulpwood, cooperage, and miscellaneous com-

modities. Theoretically, a cubic foot of timber contains twelve

board feet; but that reducing factor is too high in practice. Con-

sidering the miscellaneous character of the products, six board feet

to one cubic foot will give fairly accurate results. Using that

reducing factor, it is found that the world's yearly output of

forest products is equivalent to 233,362,338,906 board feet.

More than half of this is credited to the United States, and the

figures seem too high for this country. If correct, it means that

the lumber cut of the United States is not more than one-third of

the total annual yield of the forests of this country. The other

two-thirds must be made up of fuel, crossties, pulpwood, cooperage,

and various other forms of forest products that do not pass through

sawmills. Waste in the woods and the mill also accounts for a

considerable percentage of this two-thirds.

Wooden Handles in Italy

A consular report on tlie uses of wooden handles in Italy does not

offer much encouragement to the manufacturers of handles in this

country who are looting in that direction for trade opportunities,

although some American handles are sold there. Nearly all agricul-

tural handles are made by the peasants themselves, who make them as

they are needed. They, are chiefly of oak and ash. Pickax handles,

about three feet long, sell at from five to seven cents each. There is

a factory at Turin that has a capacity of 500,000 pickax and hammer

handles a year, but it has never been operated to its full capacity.

It is not believed that broom handles and long, straight agricultural

handles will find much market in Italy in the near future. Neither is

it believed that wheel spokes for automobUes, carriages, or wagons

can be successfuly imported, because such spokes are made in Italy

with American or English machinery. It is believed, however, that an

opportunity exists for the importation of American D shovel and

spade handles, for pickax handles, and for hammer and hatchet han-

dles of American type.

Shovels and spades with D handles are now imported in fair quan-

tities from Germany, but the handles do not give satisfaction on ac-

count of the quality of the wood. The raUways use large numbers

of these shovels and spades. Pickax handles, if imported, should be

of the hardest possible wood and very strong. They should be from

thirty-six to forty inches long with an oval section.

The best opportunity probably exists for hammer and hatchet

handles. Those now sold are usuaUy of three lengths—14, 18, and 22

inches. Such handles of American make have already been imported.
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
COMMEHCIAL HARDWOODS FROM TROPICAL AMERICA

Editor's Note

Two questions are commanding a great deal of attention among tbe producers and consumers of lumber in this

counti-T Probably the most important is the question of available supply of hardwood timber outside of the United

States" and the second is the possibility of importing hardwood from foreign countries with the removal of the tariff

on lumber This article is written by an authority on foreign trees and can be deemed absolutely authentic.

It is the first of a series which will cover the available hardwoods in foreign parts of the world, and is aimed to

give accurate information for the benefit of those interested in hardwood timber or lumber importations from for-

eign countries.

A very possible source of a good deal of our future timber

supply lies in the vast forests which line the banks of the rivers

in Mexico and Central America. From the torrid coast line, where

the tropical vegetation is rank, to the green slopes of the Cordilleras,

where the forests are dense with valuable woods, Mexico presents

a great variety of forest types.

Woods answering to every pos-

sible description may be found

there. From the coast to the

City of Mexico, nearly 8,000 feet

above the sea level, trees of vari-

ous zones and climates abound.

At an altitude of from 3,000 to

4,000 feet the trees begin to

change ami assume the charac-

teristics of those of the tem-

perate zone; still farther up oaks,

pines, cedars, and firs mark tbe

complete transition from the hot

to the cold climate, until at last

scrubby forms are lost in the

suow line nearly 11,000 feet above

sea level. The same conditions

prevail on the western slope, only

here the species of important

timber trees are almost entirely

different from those on the east-

ern slope.

On a whole, Mexico and Cen-

tral America are fairly well tim-

bered, especially in the southern

part of Mexico, and the same

general observation applies to the

West Indies. Practically all the

important timber trees in south-

ern Mexico are found throughout

tropical America. Mahogany,

cedar, logwood, fustic, lignum-

vita;. West Indian boxwood,

ebonj', etc., now constitute the

chief timbers exported from all

parts of tropical America north

of the Canal zone. The timbers

which come from countries south

of tlic Canal zone will be treated in a later issue.

In the early days of the tropical American republics the English

timber mercliants largely controlled the lumber industry and for

many years conducted an extremely lucrative business, especially

in mahogany and cedar. After the forests of West Africa became bet-

ter known these merchants turned their attention in that direction,

and from that time on (about 18S3), the American capitalists

became prominent in the exploitation of the more valuable timber

in tropical America. Large concessions have been procured by a

good many timber companies during the last two or three decades,

and during late years they have all been pushing their business

very actively and they now generally obtain a good market for

their product. Several large firms are now operating on the West

coast, while a number are logging on the Gulf coast as far south

as the Canal zone.
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Although timber consisting very largely of pine and fir may

be found on almost every mountain as far south as Guatemala, of

sufficient size and quantities for home consumption, and for export,

the demand has been largely for fancy woods. Fortunately these-

woods are found principally along the coast and along the navigable

rivers where they are more or

less easily accessible. The vast

forests of pine, cypress, and fir

are confined to the inaccessible

j.laces, and for this reason the

lumber resources of tropical

America have not yet been de-

veloped to any appreciable ex-

lent. An immense amount of

capital is required for the con-

struction of the necessary trans-

portation facilities. After these

vast forests, which will supply

the necessary construction timber

in the future, have heca opened'

up and railroads built to. them,

they will not only constitute one-

of the chief articles of export

to the United States, but wiU
supply the timber necessary for

home consumption. At the pres-

ent time the demand all through

tropical America for construction

timber far exceeds the supply.

The bulk of this material is ob-

tained from the United States.

It is supplied chiefly by Texas,

Mississippi, and Louisiana, and &.

large part of the lumber is the

long-leaf pine and white oak for

construction purposes.

It is more than likely that

many of the enterprises backed

by American and European capi-

tal throughout Mexico and Cen-

tral America, which were sus-

pended during the recent troub-

lous times, will soon resume very

active operation. There is every

indication of an increased demand for lumber of all kinds during

the next few years, and this may act as an incentive toward

the further development of some of Mexican and Central .•\merican

timber resources. This exploitation will necessarily be very slow, and

vast tracts will still remain untouched after the timber in the

United States is exliausted. This critical period has, however, already

arrived in respect to some species, for there are a number of

manufacturers in the United States who are seeking an alternative-

in the tropical American forests. The vast forests of Mexican

oaks are now being tapped, especially on the west coast, and every

attempt is made to introduce these into the markets here. The

total value of the wood exported by Mexico alone during 1911

was about $2,000,000. Others are seeking a wood to replace our

eastern white pine, whicli they will be able to find, though difficult

to profitably transport to market. The turpentine gatherers in the

RAILROAD rOR HAULlNa MAnOGAXY LOGS IX
SOITIIERN MEXICO
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South are inquiring as to suitable locations in tropical America

in which to operate.

The best grades of our eonimercial timbers from all sources do

not meet the present demands of manufacture, and manj- of the

most important articles of common use are steadily advancing in

price, due to increasing scarcity of some kinds of timber in this

•country. "Where is this deficiency to be supplied is a question

which is soon to be answered. Experts usually point to tropical

America where the lumberman can find a long list of good woods,

•capable of supplying all deficiencies for many years to come. The

importation of lumber from these forests has not been in a ratio

equal to the demand. This is due lagrely to the broken character

of the soil and the lack of up-to-date methods of lumbering. The

methods used by a good many small concerns are crude in the

•extreme. Gravity slides, oxen, and gangs of men are used in

getting the logs to the shipping points. Such methods are crude

slow, and expensive.

Practically all the really };ood woods in tropical America have

been tested in the

American markets,

•and many ox them

are known to large

timber merchants

•and to wood users in

this country. A list

of the principal

kinds that are likely

to become more im-

portant in the Amer-

ican markets in the

future are as fol-

lows :

ilahogany, caoba,

(Swietenia mahag-

oni) enjoys, the
greatest popularity

of all tropical Amer-

ican woods, and will

continue to be the

principal timber for

export. The bulk of

the mahogany that is

left is found in

southern il e x i c o,

where in the uplands

it is dispersed
throughout the gen-

<?ral forest in the

proportion of about 1 to 500 other trees, while on the lowlands it is

found in the proportion of about 1 to 300. Mahogany is not plenti-

ful in Central America and it is also very rare in Cuba. There are

•still a good many trees in the mountains of Cuba, but they are

almost inaccessible with present means of transportation.

ilahogany has been heavily worked along the navigable streams

and is now found only in the forests where its removal is becoming

more difiicult every year. This observation applies to all the regions

where mahogany grows. Still the numerous streams and rivers

which rise in southern Mexico afford splendid facOities for floating

the logs, even from their extreme sources, in the rainy seasons.

-Mahogany is of a light brown color tinged with light red when
fresh sawed, but soon turns darker if exposed to light and air.

It may be said to be hard, though there are grades of it in

the Mexican lowlands that are distinctly soft and light, both in

weight and color. Mahogany answering to this description is usually

graded separately and called "baywood.

"

The qualities and uses of all grades of true mahogany are well

known and it is useless to enumerate them here.

Spanish cedar, cedro Colorado, cedrel, or cedren (Cedrela odorata)

belongs to the same family (Meliacew) as the true mahogany.

.There are now more than sixteen species of this genus described
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from tropical America, and all of them attain commercial size

and importance. The Spanish cedar is the only one that haa a
pronounced aromatic odor and can be readily distinguished by this
character from the otiier cedar woods. It is found chiefly along the
rivers and attains a height of from sixty to ninety feet and a
diameter of from two to four or more feet. This species is fairly

abundant in the virgin forests, though at present almost inaccessible
in a good niany locations. The wood is moderately soft, light, and
floats in water when it is thoroughly seasoned. It is very durable
in contact with the soil and water, and is much used for boards and
locally for canoe-making. Spanish cedar wood is in great demand
in the United States for making cigar boxes and often sells for a
iiigher price than true mahogany.

Bullet-wood, balata, bully, or hoisefiesh {Mimusops globoso) is a
fairly abundant tree in Central America and is from eighty to
one hundred feet in height and from five to seven feet in diameter.
There are four varieties of the wood, known in the trade as the
red, black, white, and yellow bullet-wood. It grows principally on

low hiUs and along

the streams and riv-

ers. The wood is

very hard, heavy,

strong, tough, fine

and straight-grained,

and is easily worked.

It is very durable

and lasts indefinitely

in water and is used

for bridge and house

building. It is as

valuable as mahog-

any or oak for most

purposes, but it is

stronger and more
durable.

Blackwood, ma-

dera negro, or madre

de cacao (Gliricidia

maculata) is a tree

from forty to sixty

feet in height and

from o n e t o three

in diameter. It is

very abundant o n

the west side of the

watershed and is

rarely found on the

east. The wood is

very hard, heavy, and very fine-grained, and is used for house

framing and cabinet work, for railroad ties, posts, and

wherever great strength and durability are required. It is also used

occasionally for bridge building, but the majority of the logs are so

crooked that they are not fitted for this purpose. It is said that

blaekwood is known to last in the ground for one hundred years, and

is often used in place of the true lignum-vitK.

Sapodillo, naceberry, sapotillo, espanel, sapote, or limonero rojo

{Achras sapota) is a fairly abundant tree and varies from fifty to

one hundred feet in height and often from four to five feet in

diameter. It grows on the low hills on the Atlantic side and

is cultivated on the west side. The wood is very hard, heavy, strong,

tough, and splits with difficulty. It is proof against the teredo

and has been found in the ruins of Palenque, where it must have

been placed long before the Spanish conquest. While it is difiicult

to work, it makes handsome furniture, and is much used for house

framing. The tree yields a well-known fruit.

Fustic, Cuba wood, yellow-wood, mora, mora de cortez (Chloro-

phora tinctoria) attains a height of from twenty-five to fifty feet

and a diameter of two feet or more. It yields the valuable yellow,

brown, and green dyestuflfs. The nearly white sapwood is very

thin, and the greater portion of the tree therefore is heartwood.

PHILA-
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the only part put to commercial use. Freshly-cut heartwood is

light yellow, but after exposure to air and light becomes a yellow-

ish brown. It is very hard, hea\'y (about fifty pounds per cubic

foot), strong, tough, and is very durable in contact with the soil.

False mahogany, corotu, conocaste, toncolin, or timbouva

(Enterolobium cyclocarpum) is a 'large tree often from ninety to

one hundred and thirty feet in height and from six. to eight or

sometimes ten in diameter. The tree is nowhere very abundant,

but it attains its best development in the deep hollows of the east-

ern slopes. Tlie wood is dark brown, moderately hard and heavy

(about thirty-five pounds per cubic foot), fairly strong and tough,

coarse and straight-grained, works very easily, and takes a good

polish. It is durable in contact with the soil and water and is

used extensively for making canoes. It is also employed in house

building, cabinet and furniture making, and general carpentry

work.

White mahogany or prima vera (Tabebuia donnellsmithii) is

ehietly a Mexican tree, but it grows also in British Honduras. It

forms a fairly large-sized tret and often has a clear trunk from

thirty to forty feet and from two to three feet in diameter. This

tree is nowhere abundant on the eastern coast. It finds its best

development in southwestern Mexico. The wood is light yellow,

moderately hard, hea,vy (about thirty pounds per cubic foot), strong,

tough, and very durable in contact with the soil. Its most impor-

tant use at the present time is

for furniture and interior finisli.

It has a very fine and pleasiii}:

grain and takes and retains a

beautiful polish when properly

filled and finished.

Santa Maria, palo maria, or

galba {Calopliyllum calaba) is ;i

lofty tree, often attaining the

height of one hundred and fitty

feet and five feet or over in di

ameler. The trunk is usually

clear of branches and knots for

more than half the total height

of the tree and is as straight as"

a ship 's mast. The wood is of

a light brown color, tinged with

red or yellow, and after it is

exposed to the light and air, it

resembles mahogany. It i s-

slightly coarser-grained than

mahogan)-. The wood takes an

excellent polish and the alternat-

ing lines of lighter and darker shades on the radial surface add to

it considerable figure. It is hard, heavy (about forty-six pounds

per cubic foot), strong, tough, and bears exposure to moisture and

lasts well in water. It is used for construction work, shipbuilding,

and heavy machine work; for posts, furniture, felloes of wheel.s,

interior finish, and largely for shingles, especially in the West

Indies. The wood is highly esteemed for carpentry work and the

trunks of largo trees are used for making canoes.

Espave {Anacardium rhinocarpus) is a tree from eighty to one

hundred feet high and from three to five feet in diameter. The

wood is light brown at first with a shade of yellow, but turns darker

upon exposure to light and air. It is fine, but cross-grained,

assumes a fine polish, hard, moderately heavy, strong, tough, and

durable. Espave is now used locally and in this country for making

furniture and cabinet work. It has been introduced into the Amer-

ican markets as espave mahogany.

Logwood or campcche wood (Hwrnotoxylon campechianum) often

reaches fifty feet iu height and from twelve to eighteen inches in

diameter. The wood is very hard, heavy, strong, tough, very fine-

grained, and almost indestructible in contact with soil and air. It

is imported chiefly in short lengths, after which it is chipped or

ground, and packed in casks and bags ready for the dyers ', hatters ',

and calico printers' use. This wood is seldom used for structural

WKST I.VniAN CANDLEWOOD (D
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purposes or for furniture, because it is more valuable tor making

dyes, which it yields to water and alcohol. Yucatan is said to-

produce the best wood for this purpose.

Eymcnaa courbaril, the West Indian locust tree grows abun-

dantly and to a gi-eat size in the forests of South America, where

it frequently attains a Iieight of from sixty to eighty feet to the

first limb and has a diameter of six to nine feet. The wood is

light brown, with dark streaks, but sometimes it varies to a dark

mahogany color. It is exceedingly hard, compact, and close-

grained, taking a high polish, and is employed extensively for fur-

niture, engine work, and planking of vessels.

Lignum-vitie {Guayacan officinale) is a tree which usually attains

a height of from fifteen to twenty-five feet and a diameter of about

eighteen inches four feet from the ground. In Mexico and Central

America this tree attains its b?st development and often grows-

to a height of from forty to six-ty feet and nearly two feet iu

diameter. It is usually much smaller in the West Indies. The

wood is exceedingly close and cross-grained, hard, heavy (about

seventy-six pounds per cubic foot), of a rich greenish-brown color,

and often beautifully marked, looking very well when polished.

It is often used for making furniture, ship-blocks, pestles, mortars,

rulers, heads of croquet mallets, and string-boxes and machine bear-

ings. It is preferable to metal for the latter uses. The wood is

very durable and this quality c'lupled with its extreme strength and

hardness renders it one of the

most valuable of tropical Amer-

ica. Enormous quantities of this

wood are now being used annually

for bearings, etc., and the sup-

ply is becoming limited and con-

sequently very high.

White or red cedar (Idea

altissima) is a native of Central

America, where the tree grows

to a height of about one hun-

dred feet. The wood squares

from one to three feet, and is

of a dingy yellow color, rather

open-grained, but takes a good

polish. It is easily worked and

liable to split. A strong aro-

matic odor is contained iu the

wood, which effectually keeps

away insects, and adapts it for

cabinets and wardrobes. This

wood IS not from a cone-bearing

tree and, therefore, not related

to any of the so-called '

' cedars '

'

growing naturally in the v;iii()us sections of North America.

Quirii or roble (Platyinixcium polysiachium) is an important tree

found chiefly in Central America and plentifully in the forests of

Panama and Costa Bica. It produces a very hard, strong, and

tough wood which closely resembles the related wood which is now-

imported under the trade name of coccobola. The latter has not

been botaniially described. The wood of quira is said to be the

most important timber of Costa Eica and is used for all purposes

requiring strength and durability.

Spanlsli elm or cip wood (Cordia gerascanihus) is a native of all

parts of the West Indies and Central' America. It is occasionally

imported into lliis country and is likely to find a good market here.

The tree grows from sixty to eighty feet in height and produces a

moderately hard, close-grained timber of a dark brown color, with

occasional deep-colored markings. It is a good wood and takes a

fairly fine polish and is much used in Jamaica for cart bodies and

for various other purposes. L. L. D.

ICRYODES EXCELSA).
POUl'O UICO.

VERY

One reason why the wagon and implement people have their

troubles getting enough stock for their needs these days is that

they have not been offering enough for it. This stock has not

advanced much more in ten years than regular lumber stock has

in one year, so the millmen naturally turn to the regular stock.
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During the last few years considerable attention has been given

the subject of preventing sapstain or mildew in freshly sawn lum-

ber. It is well known that staining of freshly sawn sap timber is

due to attack by a fungus, which requires for development a certain

amount of moisture, warmth and food suppl}-. Green sapwood

lumber contains an abundance of food matter, and if present in the

lumber it is almost certain that fungi will attack the wood. Conse-

quently, the most certain and scientific method of preventing the

trouble is to annul or neutralize the underlying cause. After con-

siderable experimenting it was found that a high grade of bicar-

bonate of soda was best adapted to the purpose. Through chemical

neutralization bicarbonate of soda kills the sap acid, or, to speak

more scientifically, converts the sap acid into a chemical of in-

nocuous properties.

The process is easy enough, consisting simply in dipping the

freshly cut boards into a solution of bicarbonate of soda. It is

only necessary that the boards be momentarily submerged in the

solution, after which they are taken out and stacked on the yard to

dry. With reasonable care in preparing the solution and in stacking

the lumber afterward, the danger of sapstain is completely obviated.

Experience and experiments have taught that the strength of

the solution must vary with the character of the lumber, and

with the mill location. Under

certain conditions a solution pre-

pared from twenty-five pounds

of soda to fifty gallons of water

is found sufficiently strong. The

amount of soda varies from this

up to thirty-five pounds—accord-

ing to nature of the wood and

climatic conditions; the stronger

the solution the more rapidly

the boards dry out.

A thorough solution should al-

ways be secured before turning

it into the dipping vat. A sepa-

rate tank or barrel should be

used for preparing the solution.

This may be placed with spigot

near the bottom over one corner

of the dipping tank, and the solution transferred to the latter as

needed.

For pine, the temperature in the vat should be maintained at

approximately 140 degrees Fahrenheit; for gum and other hard-

wood lumber, it should be about 160 degrees. The temperature of

the solution is maintained by live or exhaust steam pipes coiled at

the bottom of the vat.

The dipping vat should be cleaned out not less than once a week,

and the solution should be kept free from sawdust and sap as far as

practicable.

The illustration shows working plans for erecting a suitable vat.

which may be made of concrete, wood or metal—all depending upon

the mill operator's taste and desire for economy. A wooden or con-

crete vat is made at the mill with local labor.

A feature upon which too much emphasis cannot be placed is the

necessity of keeping the solution at the proper strength. Five

pounds of Eagle-Thistle brand pure bicarbonate of soda added to

fifty gallons of water will give a one degree solution on a No. 1

Beaume Hydrometer, and for every five pounds of soda additional

added to fift}- gallons of water the Hydrometer will register one

additional degree. Consequently, a solution made from twentj'-five

pounds of soda to fifty gallons of water will register five degrees;

thirty pounds of soda to fifty gallons of water six degrees, etc.

Another feature which requires special attention is the proper

stacking of the stock on the yard to dry. It should be stacked so

as to allow the freest circulation of air possible. This is a matter

of the utmost importance to the mill that desires maximum results

in preventing Siipstain witli the soda-flip process.

The soda treatment is said to be especially desirable for export
stock. Where formerly considerable loss was entailed by damage
during ocean transit, many exporters have found that damage claims
have ceased since the adoption of the sodadip process. As con-
ditions in the hold of a ship are particularly favorable for mildew,
untreated stock is in great danger of sapstain. Under the soda-dip
process the risk is removed, because the chemical action of the
soda permanently neutralizes the sap acid in the lumber, thus re-

moving danger of fermentation, providing the stock has been al-

lowed to dry out thoroughly on the yard before shipping.

In the circular issued some time ago by the Forest Service, the
government gives its sanction to the soda treatment, proclaiming it

to be the most practicable preventative of sapstainiug. If operated
by machinery, it is estimated that the cost of soda treatment is

from about five to eight cents per thousand feet board measure. A
large mill operator in one of the southern states, who has for several

years kept a careful record on this point, finds the cost to average
about five cents per thousand feet.

The development of the soda-dip process has moved rapidly since

its inception several years ago. Particular attention has been given

and quickly handling the lumber

at the vat. Concerns selling soda

for lumber dipping have gone

fully into the subject and one

of these, the ilathieson Alkali

Works of Saltville, Va., is re-

sponsible for the design shown

in this connection. This arrange-

ment has evidently proven itself

of great practical benefit in the

soda-dipping process.

to the matter of economicallv

PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR SODA-DIPPING LUMBER

It is the man that uses the

saws v.ho ought to know some-

thing of their quality, so why
not consult him as well as the

price when it is time to buy new

ones?

One of the good things that comes with the higher value of

lumber is that the buyers will shed and care for it better, and
even the millmen should be stimulated to do better piling.

* * *

Not only is the fine face veneer business growing steadily in

volume each year, but the plain built-up lumber business is doing

some husky growing, too. Examine drawer bottoms, furniture

backs and big packing box panels for evidence.

# * »

Oak stave making and sawmilling ought to go together to make
a proper clean-up of stumpage, but there is so much rivalry

between them for the best oak timber that they will seldom stand

to be hitched in double harness.

* » #

It is very likely that the scarcity of timber is the only thing

that keeps the sawmill machinery men from having more business

than they can take care of about now, and even as it is they are

probably busier than they have been for a good many years.

* » #

The way some of the wood finishers abuse the neutral color of

some of our woods to get new effects is about as near to a sin as

the way our better halves abuse nature to be in style.

* » »

Whenever a crook gets into any kind of business he makes it

harder for the others in the business as weU as making a nuisance

of himself, and in this the lumber business is no exception.
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A The Ripsaw in the Lumber Yard r^
The wholesale lumber y;nil is uot generally looked ujiou as a

member of the woodworking trade, because its principal business

is the assortment and rehandling of the product of the sawmills.

It stands as a sort of stopping-place between the mill and the

factory, and its chief function is that of the jobbijr, who draws

supplies from many sources and thus is eonstautly in a position to

serve the consumer with the particular item best suited to his

needs.

But while the wholesaler of lumber is not primarily a wood-
worker, he is getting into that category more and more. In fact,

the number of yards in which manufacturing operations are being

indulged in is rapidly increasing, and it is by no means infrequent

to find concerns, -which originally did nothing but rehandle the

rough stock, now putting it through one or more manufacturing
processes iu order to make it better suited to the requirements of

the market or of some particular consumer.

The ripsaw plays an important part in this direction. Many
lumbermen m the hardwood field believe that they can make money
out of a ripsaw simply by using it to cut up stock which is

low-grade because of defects, but which can be remauufactured
into boards containing so much clear lumber that the grade is

raised materially. That is to say, a board might have a sufficient

number of standard defects to be a common; but by cutting it

up so as to get clear faces for the smaller pieces, the grade on
the latter is raised, allowing the defects to be concentrated on
the remaining conunou plank.

It is (rue tliat there is a sacrifice here of width, in order to

raise the grade; and consequently there might be said to be some-

thing of an economic loss. On the other hand, however, this

.service is performed for the sake of the consumer who needs clear

lumber, and who consequently buys upper grade stock. If the

ihange iu grade were not performed in the wholesaler's yard,

the board would not reach the factory of the consumer who
requires firsts and seconds; and by making a good board out of a

common one, the wholesaler-manufacturer has helped both himself

and the consumer.

It is of course true also tliat the sawmill num nowadays endeavors

to increase the value of his product by edging and trinuning. The
old days when a board was allowed to go out with the bark still

on the outer edge, or the grade lowered by a bad place in the

center of tlie plank, has passed, and the prominent defects are

cut out and better lumber assured rigiit at the mill. The sawmill

man not only makes it possible for his lumber to look better and
sell better, but he also relieves the trade of paying transportation

charges on material that is certain to be waste. The only question

is whether the waste will be cut out at the mill or the factory;

and there seems to be little doubt that the mill is the proper

place to do it.

This idea, therefore, is likewise responsible for the tendency
of the wholesaler to carry forward the work started at the sawmill.
As indicated, only the prominent defects are attended to there,

and the finer points, which are appreciated only in connection with
a close study of the rules for grading lumber, are left for the
yard man to work out. That they can be worked out profitablj-

is shown by the fact that a certain lumberman recently reported
that on a single car of walnut he had made $50 through remanufac-
turing in this way. In the case of this particular wood, it is true
that the difference in value between the common and upper grades
is so great that a bigger opportunity is offered for the man with
a ripsaw and a good eye for grading opportunities than in the
ease of most other woods. It is extremely doubtful, for instance,

whether much is to be gained through the remanufacture of plain

oak along this line; while poplar lends itself pretty well to the

operation.

Ordinarily wiiere lipping is done for the purpose of improving
the grade of lumber, the wholesaler operates his saw by means of a
motor. Naturally it would not pay to put in a steam plant for

the purjjose of generating po^^e^ merely for one or two machines,
and hence the motor fits into the scheme of things admirably.

Central station service is of course used, although the country
dealer, who desires to apply the principle of conservation in con-

nection with improving the character cf his stock, could of course

install a gasoline engine and cither drive his saw directly from
it, or interpose a dynamo and get electric current, which would also

do for lighting his shop.

The character of «ork referred to is really a part of the general
plan of dimension stock manufacture which has made such a deep
impression on the woodworking trade. The number of dimension
inanufaeturors has been increasing steadily, and while many of

them are millmen, who cut the lumber to size right after it has

come from the log, many others are wholesalers of the kind indi-

cated, who have put iu machinery at their yard and remanufacture
the lumber there according to the desires of their customers.

That the dimension idea is growing, both among the lumbermen
and the members of the woodworking industries, is indicated iu a

score of ways. The writer recently was in conversation with a

former superintendent of a large plant manufacturing musical

instruments. He had left this concern, however, to go into business

for himself, and was then equipping his plant. He made the

significant statement that instead of paying freight on random
widths and lengths in his hardwood lumber, much of which he

would lose in cutting up, he intended to buy all dimension stock,

as nearly as jmssible, and thus save much of his machine work
as well as waste and transportation charges. He is carrying out
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this plan, and reports that lie has scored a substantial saving bj-

means, of it. If the wholesale lumberman or sawmill man had
not equipped themselves with the proper machinery to provide this

kind of lumber, the user, the factory man, would have been com-
pelled to continue along lines which he realized were incorrect.

The owner of a ripsaw at a wholesale yard, like any other

dimension manufacturer, must shoulder a big charge for waste.

In other words, in order for his plan to be successful, his increased

values, secured through the improvement of the grade, must be
sulficient to absorb not only handling charges, in and out of the

shop, manutaeturing expense and overhead on liis plant and equip-

ment, but also the loss in waste. This runs anywhere from fifteen

to thirty per cent, and is consequently a big item. A sawyer
who cuts up stock without discrimination, or a lumberman whose
inspectors or yard foreman i\ere not sufficiently knowing in their

choice of boards to be ripped, would soon pile up such a big

expense account, with such a small corresponding increment in

lumber values, as to make the experiment a particularly disas-

trous one.

In this case, of course, the lumberman is not really cutting dimen-

sion stock, though he is improving the character of his lumber
in much the same manuer as that used by the concern which is

cutting lumber to the sizes required by specific consumers. Hence
offal that in the dimension mill might be worked up into stock

suitable for certain users would be a total loss at the wholesale

yard which was running its lumber through the saw with only

one object in ^iew—reducing the nimiber of defects to the

piece and thus raising the grade of the lumber.

All these possibilities have to he taken into account by the

yard man who enters the manufacturing class along the line's noted.

A good many who have considered the project believe that the plan

is not worth while, but so many others have put in equipment

Mnd added to it from time to time that it is at least a fair

assumption that under proper conditions and with skillful handling,

the wholesaler-woodworker can at least make his investment in

machinery earn its six per cent salt.

The yard man is also providing equipment in a good many
cases for surfacing work. It is really remarkable how many calls

there are for stock that is dressed on one side. Small factories

often ask for this character of lumber, and there are other consumers

who can use lumber finished on one side and consequently can

relieve themselves of the necessity of having to put in planers

on their own account. This is particularly true of small wood-

working concerns which do not handle a great volume of work,

and which consequently do not feel like investing in expensive

equipment which may be needed only semi-occasionally.

As suggested, the idea in the lumber and woodworking trades

seems to be at present to do all that can be done profitably before

the lumber gets to the factory. If, as the possibilities seem to

indicate, the lumberman finally reaches the point where he delivers
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lumber dried, cut to size and surfaced, all the factory man will
have to do will be to supply the cabinet-workers and the finishers.
He will, in fact, cease to be a woodworker in large measure, and come
to be a wood user onlv.

Imports and Exports
The imports of wood and the manufactures of wood into the United

States for March, 1913, showed a total value of $3,808,110. A total
value of similar imports for March, 1912, was $2,886,312. Of this
the value of mahogany imported was $369,907. The cedar import
was valued at $48,387. Pulpwood to the value of $443,027 was
brought in during the month, while wood pulp to the value of $1,268.-

567 was imported. Exports during the same month totaled in value

$8,730,658, as against $7,715,820 in March, 1912. Hewed and sawed
timber aggregating in value $667,284 was exported during the month.
Yellow pine led in total of export value with $2,136,800, oak being
second with a value of $820,239.

Michigan Hardwood Cut
Comparison of the estimated and the actual cut of members of

the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association is embodied in

a report recently coming from Secretary Knox. On Jan. 1, 1913,

fifty-eight members estimated that their winter's cut would total

402,526,000 feet of hardwoods. The actual cut reported by these

members April 1 >vas 391,019,000. Maple showed the largest indi-

vidual cut; beech, second; birch, third; then followed basswood,

soft elm, ash and rock elm.

Car Surpluses and Shortages
According to the report of the American Eailway Association,

dated May 7, the total surplus of freight cars on May 1, 1913, was

53,977. The total' surplus on 'April 15 was 70,715. It is interesting

to note that a year ago the total surplus on May 9 was 136,776.

The total shortage May 1, 1913, was 14,178, and on AprU 15 was

13,217. A year ago, specifically May 9, 1912, there was a shortage

of 6,078 cars. These figures offer an interesting commentary

on the condition of shipments throughout the country. It will be

seen that there was a noticeable decrease in the surplus of cars from

April 15 to the first of May, while the shortage increased materially

during the same period. This would certainly indicate increased

shipping activity tliroughout the country.

The most striking feature is seen in a comparison of figures for

May, 1912, and May, 1913. An excess of surplus is seen in Ma}- of

last year against a very moderate surplus in May of this year.

The shortage the ninth of May, 1912, was practically negligible,

while on May 1, 1913, it was fairly large. This should be a further

indication of the increased industrial activities as compared to this

time last vear.

rWO D.\YS AT THE YARDS OF C. C. SHAFER. A RECORD IN SINGLE SHIPMENTS OF HARDWOOD FROM THAT POINT. (See page 38.)
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the IVIall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 443—Has Oak Wagon Stock

Canton, Miss., May 2.—Editoi- IIabdwood Record : Will you kindly

give me the names of a few buyers of red and white oak wagon and

buggy stock, such as poles, bolsters, etc.

Thanking you. •.

This party has been supplied with a list of possible buyers of

the material he has to offer, and any others can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 444—Some Queries on Dryness

Pittsburgh, Pa., Apr. 30.—Editor Hardwood Record : We use hickory

and maple and find it necessary in some cases to withdraw as much
moisture as possible and are anxious to learn the experience of other

parties in handling such stock. We give below a list of questions, re-

garding which we would appreciate your advice

:

1. What percentage of moisture will kiln-dried maple plank, 10/4".

12/4". 14/4" and 16/4". stand so as to guarantee it .igainst warping?

Is there any reason to believe that material having less than 5% moisture

in it would warp after working?
2. Is there any possible chance of a 14" disc made from 8/4" maple

that has less than 2%% of moisture in it. warping after it has four

holes of approximately 2" diameter bored equal distance apart and mid-

way between centre and circumference : or if so. to what extent must

kiln-drying be carried to guarantee this? Also, what is the life of the

material after it has been reduced to 2',i!';o?

3. What is the life of 8/4" hickory cut into handles approximately

1%" diameter, anywhere from 8 to 24" long, that does not contain over

8% of moisture?

4. Does not hickory bcconii' brashy after being redut'ed to 8% ?

It is not possible to answer any one of the above four questions

with plain "yes" or "no." Much depends on circumstances. It

is difficult to see how any permanent advantage can result from

reducing the moisture contents of wood below about eight per cent

and then exposing the wood to atmospheric conditions. It will

absorb from the air enough moisture to raise tlic contents to eight

per cent or more. In fact, about twelve per cent is not far from

the average. After this preliminary statement, the questions may

be taken up seriatim.

1. There can be no guarantee against warping if the planks

are so situated that one side will absorb or part with moisture

faster than the other. It is not the degree of moisture in wood

that causes warping, but the fact that one part of the wood

contains more water than another part. The result, however, may
be somewhat modified by variations in structure of different parts

of the same piece. Wood with less than five per cent of moisture

is not proof against warping. It may warp while absorbing water

from the air, or while parting with some of it afterwards.

". The answer to the second question is practically the same

as the answer to the first. It refers to a specific piece of wood,

however, and the disc might be placed where temperature and

moisture conditions are equitable, and warping would not occur.

In an ordinary room the wood will, within the course of a few

months at most, contain from eight to sixteen per cent of moisture,

no matter how dry it is when it is placed in the room.

It is not possible to say what the life of the materi.al will be

after it has been reduced to 2% per cent of moisture. If it

could be kept that dry it would never decay, but it might wear

out, or insects might speedily destroy it. Since that degree of

dryness cannot be maintained in practice, the question is purely

theoretical.

3. An unconditional .answer to the third question is impossible.

The life of hickory, in this instance, evidently refers to the period of

service it will give. There is no limit except such as is imposed by

conditions exterior to the wood itself. It is simply a matter of

experience as to how long handles will last, supposing, of course,

that they are not attacked by decay or bored bj- bettles. In use-

the wood cannot be kept down to eight per cent of moisture.

4. Available reports of timber engiuiers do not warrant the-

statement that hickory becomes brashy after its moisture content

has been reduced to eight per cent, yet such may be the case.

It is pretty generally true of timber which has been reduced to a
high state of dryness that, if it subsequently becomes saturated

with moisture, it loses some of its original strength. That may
occur in the case of the hickory referred to in question 4.

Although thousands of tests of timber have been made by engineers

in laboratories, and almost every possible field has been covered,

there is ne\ertheless plenty of room for practical wood users to

throw light on many a difficult problem. "Without questioning in any

way the exhaustive research work that has been done in the laboratory,

the fact remains that it is often the practical man. face to face witb

real problems, who hits upon the valuable discovery.

B 445—Wants Wood Specimens for Experimental Purposes

Chicopee, Mass., M-.iy 1.— -Kditor HAitDWm.iD l:i:i'uKi> : W,- are desirous of

getting one or two pieces each, 3V2" or 4" square, of the following woods:
Black willow, coat willow, cotton gum or tupclo, and one or two pieces

2x2x12" long of Oregon maple, mountain laurel or spoouwood. We would-

be very much pleased if you could put us in touch with .sources of supply

for these as we wish to secure these samples for experimental purposes.

The above letter is from a leading manufacturer of sporting

goods. For all of these woods that grow in commercial quantities

wo have suggested sources of probable supply, and have further

advised that coat willow and water gum are of so meager and

scattering growth that they are not obtainable in commercial

quantities.

—

Editor.

B 446—Weight of Maple Logs
Merrill. Wis., May 5.—Editor IIakdwood Ri:cuu!> ; \\ill you Uiuilly in-

form us as to the average weight of hard maple logs per thousand feet?

We buy a great many maple logs and the shipping weights which the

railroad company has put on them vary so widely Ibat it seems to us
something must be wrong. These weights show differences varying fron»

12,700 to 1G,400 pounds on the same quantities of like logs.

Would also be glad to have you give ns a list of the maple flooring

manufacturers in Michigan and Wisconsin as we are seeking certain sized

waste that we might be able to use in our line of manufacture.

The foregoing letter is from a leading handle aud dowel manu-

facturing house which has been advised of the best source of informa-

tion to secure approximate weights of maple logs. The writer

has also been supplied with a list of tlic maple flooring manu-

facturers in the states named.

—

Editok.

B 447—The Meaning of "FAS"
Toronto, Can.. Ma.v 5.—Editor IIardwoud Record : Will you be good

enough to tell us Just what the term "FAS" means as applied to lumber,

and very much oblige? Manui'actubixg Co., Ltd.

The above writer has been advised that "FAS" is a term

signifying "firsts and seconds," which was coined by F. F. Fee,

the oak manufacturer of Little Rock, Ark., and was officially

adopted by the Hardwood Manufacturers ' Association a few years

ago to express the term in abbreviated form.

—

Editor.

B 448—An Analysis of Okiune Wood
Louisville. Ky., Apr. 21.

—

Kdilur IIardwdcii) 1!i:cipi!i>: Wc are sending

you under scpcrate cover a specimen of okoume wood from Cape Lopez,

l-'rench Congo, on the west coast of Africa. Will you kindly analyze this

and let us Isnow its properties as far as can be determined from the
sample ?

The above letter is from a leading foreign woods manufacturing

institution which has been advised that the usual nomenclature of this

wood is "okume. " It has been supplied with the following physical

analysis:

This wood belongs to the ISiirsera genus, but the exact species

is uncertain. It is frequently called African cedar in commerce,

and bears remarkable resemblance to Spanish cedar (cedrela odorata}

of which cigar boxes are made. It is soft, brittle and slightly

fragrant. Under the microscope it shows scrattering, large open

pores which run straight. When the wood is cut lengthwise, the

pores produce channels which are very similar to those of Spanish

cedar. The meduUarv ravs are numerous but too small to be
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seen with the naked eye. Wlieu quartei-saned wood is polished

smooth the rays impart a soft, silvery luster; but the figure is

very taine.

Compared with African mahogany, (Khaya senegaleusis) okume

is found to be lighter in weight, lighter in color, softer, with larger

pores, and with medullary rays much the same in size and number,

but lighter in color than the rays of mahogany. The wood is

weaker than mahogany.

No test was made of the staining and finishing properties but

from the open nature of the pores it seems probable that okume
would respond readily lo changes in color made by stains and

fillers. It is doubtful if it could be successfully substituted for

mahogany, but it might prove satisfactory for cigar boxes.

—

Editor.

B 449—Seeks Kraetzer-Cured Lumber
Lictroit, Mich.. May 7.—Editor Hakdwood Kecohd : Will you kindly

give U5 a list of manufacturers o£ sap gum who can furnish the same in

straight first and second grade, treated by the Kraetzer process?

Body Company.
The foregoing is from the leading automobile body manufacturing

concern of the United States, which has been supplied with a list

of the leading producers of Kraetzer-cured lumber as follows

:

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss.

Bennett Hardwood Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn.
Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.
Santee Kiver Cypress Lumber Company, Ferguson, S. C.

Norman Lumber Company, Holly Eidge, La.
Saline River Hardwood Company. Pine Bluff, Ark.
Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company, Morehouse, Mo.

Editor.

^ews Miscellany

Meeting of Michigan Hardwood Association

The spring meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, held at Detroit, Apr. 25, resulted in a great deal of actual accom-

plishment. The treasurer's report showed a balance on hand in the gen-

eral fund of $6,858.15, and in the forest lire protective fund .fl,031.71.

Henry Ballou, chairman of the committee on railroads, read an ex-

cellent report, discussion of which brought out many opinions regarding

locomotive screens, kinds of coal, inspection, etc.

Chairman Day of the grading rules committee called attention to pro-

posed changes in inspection rules of the National Hardwood Lumber As-

sociation and urged every member to attend the annual meeting in Chi-

cago on .tune 5 and 6. emphasizing the importance of their votes.

Chairman Bigelow of the forest fire protective committee stated that

an automobile had been purchased for the chief flre warden, making the

patrol service of greater value to the members.

Bruce Odell, chairman of the market conditions committee, read a re-

port which was well received. He made some remarks on the tie business

of Michigan and considered it of sufficient importance to warrant every

manufacturer making a trip to some mill where ties are manufactured,

Mr. Odell reported the demand excellent, in fact unprecedented, while

supply of dry stock is low.

After a talk by .7. E. Rhodes, secretary of the National Lumber Manu-

facturers' Association, it was voted that membership to that associa-

tion be continued. After talks by R. E. Orr, deputy insurance commis-

sioner of Michigan, Secretary R. S. Kellogg of the Northern Hemlock and

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, and E. H. Defebaugh, the meeting

adjourned.

Cincinnati Club Elects Ofacers

A most spirited but friendly election was held by the Cincinnati Lum-

bermen's Club May 5, an entirely new set of officers with one exception,

being elected to control the destinies of the club for the ensuing year.

The one exception is the re-election of J. A. Bolser of the Blackburn &

Bolser Company as secretary, this being his fourth consecutive term.

He was the only one on the regular ticket to win out. A feature of the

election was the close contests, except in the race for treasurer, Geo.

Hand of the Bayou Land & Lumber Company easily defeating Emil

Thoman, after Mr. Thoman stated that he had withdrawn but was not

permitted to do so and requested the members to vote for bis opponent.

The race for president between W. E. DeLaney of the Kentucky Lum-

ber Company and C. C. Hagemeyer of the Tennessee Lumber & Coal Com-

pany, resulted in a tie vote, as was also the case in the race for second

vice-president between H. A. Hollowell of H. A. HoUowell & Co. and J. C.

Rash of the Shawnee Lumber Company. The constitution of the club In

case of a tie calls for a selection by lot, and in the drawing that imme-

diately followed the announcement of results, the lot was cast by the

judges of election appointed by President Shiels. It was found that C. C.

Hagemeyer and J. C. Rash had been the lucky ones for president and

second vice-president, respectively. The other officers declared elected
were Ralph McCracken, sales manager of the Kentucky Lumber Company
for first vice-president, who defeated .T. S. Zoller of the Talbert-Zoller
Lumber and Veneer Company.

The evening opened with the regular dinner, followins which the
minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved. .V number of
communications were then read and disposed of. The anuuiil report of
Treasurer E. L. Gilbert showed a healthy balance on the right side of
the ledger. The "square deal" policy of the club was again in evidence
when the arbitration committee reported a decision in a case tetween two
of the members, which was readily accepted by both parties of the con-
troversy. Two other cases are in the hands of the committee, but have
not yet been decided.

At the last monthly meeting a committee was appointed to idistribute a
fund of .$775.00. of which $315.00 was sent to the club by the New York
Lumber Trade Association, the balance being a club donation aside from
the many individual donations from all Cincinnati lumbermen, for the
benefit of the flood sufferers in the many flooded sections in Ibis vicinity.

Replies were received and read from each of the places where money had
been sent.

The question of having the annual club outing in June was taken up,
and the entertainment committee was instructed to arrange for a ."stag

party" at some suitable place during the month of .Junr.

Trade Press Association Will Meet

The last issue of Hakdwood Record contained a reference to the com-
ing meeting of the Associated Advertising Clubs of America. A similar

organization, one which is probably more closely allied to the average in-

dustrial business, is the Federation of Trade Press Associations. This
organization will hold its eighth annual meeting in September at the Hotel

Astor, New York. It is a well-known fact that those engaged in indus-

trial occupations who are as a general thing most opposed to trad*' paper
work and trade paper advertising, are the ones who do not read their

papers or in the case of advertising, do not follow the suggestions of the

papers in which they carry publicity. The design of this meeting is the

promulgation of ideas for business promotion through trade press effi-

ciency, and unquestionably managers of industrial plants in every line

would get valuable as well as interesting information by attending.

Many of the leading editors, business managers, buyers and sellers of

advertising, and authorities on modern merchandising will take part.

There will also be addresses by representative business and professional

men in other lines. On the whole, it is hard to conceive of any other

industry whose members could more directly profit by attendance at this

meeting than the lumber business.

National Association of Manufacturers to Meet at Detroit

An interesting indication of the desire on the part of manufacturers

for a better knowledge of industrial conditions in other commodities than

their own is given in the action of the National Association of Jlanufac-

turers in holding its annual convention this year. May 19, 20 and 21. at

Detroit, Mich. This organization, composed of 4,000 of the largest lirms

in the country, has in recent years held its annual sessions at New York.

The proceedings of the meeting this year will be of exceedingly groat in-

terest to manufacturers and employers everywhere on account of the

change in the national administration, the application of a new tariff

schedule, the legislative enactments designed for the regulation of busi-

ness, the general economic unrest, and the ever sharpening aspects of the

labor situation. The notable features of the convention will be ad-

dresses and committee reports on such subjects as accident prevention,

compensation, industrial education, export trade, Interstate commerce,

federal incorporation, etc.

Two Coming Meetings of Interest

The official invitation of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion for its eleventh annual meeting to be held at the Hotel Baltimore,

Kansas City, Mo., on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 3 and 4, has been

issued. The association is planning an extensive program which will

present topics of distinct interest to all associated members and indi-

viduals. The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association now has eleven

affiliated organizations, namely, the Northern Pine Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,

the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, the Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association of the United States, the North Carolina Pine Asso-

ciation, the Georgia-Florida Sawmill Association, the Yellow Pine Manu-

facturers' Association, the .Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association,

the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association, the West Coast Lumber

Manufacturers' Association, and the Pacific Coast Sugar and While Pine

Manufacturers' Association.

Present officers are E. G. Griggs, president, K. H. Vansant. J. V. Conrad

and R. H. Dowman, vice-presidents, J, A. Freem.an. treasurer, J. E.

Rhodes, secretary. The office of the secretary is now at 1621 Otis build-

ing. Chicago.

The second meeting, which will be hold at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago,

on June 5 and 6. is that of the National Hardwood Lumbin' Association.

These meetings arc always widely attended, and in view of the fact that

since its annual meeting a year ago almost a hundred new members have

been taken in, it is believed that the attendance at the pending meeting
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will be record breaking. The program incliiiles a vast amount of dis-

oussion on various important topics. The discussions of the proposed

changes in grading rules will receive the greatest attention. Various

changes of fundamental importance will be suggested to the membership

for their consideration and vote. Among these will be changes proposed

by northern hardwood manufacturers, while it is reported also that a

southern manufacturer will recommend the consideration of a much more

radical change.

A Remarkable Shipment of Hardwood

On pages 34 and 35 of this issue is shown a reproduction of a photo-

graph of the largest shipment of hardwood lumber ever sent out of Cairo,

111., at one time. On Apr. 27 C.vrus C. Shafer of South Bend shipped this

trainload of 600,000 feet of from 2" to 6" plain oak lumber from his

Cairo yard in anticipation of flooded conditions. The train went out over

the Big Four and was composed of forty cars. It was carried as a solid

train to Chicago, where it was broken up and diverted to the respective

customers of that concern. All this material was loaded in two days,

and established a record for hardwood shipments from that place.

Smoker St. Louis liumbermen

The Lumbermen's Club held a smoker at the Washington hotel on the

evening of Apr. 30. which was an Irish affair. Dr. Herman Von Schrenck,

the guest of honor, gave a technical address. P. F. Cook also spoke to

the audience. The program was printed in green and the menu was made

up of Irish dishes.

Several new- members were elected to membership. A resolution, mak-

ing eligible to membership persons living in St. Louis county, was passed.

A resolution increasing the number of each committee to five was read

and will be voted on at the next meeting. O. A. Pier was elected sec-

retary to take the place of J. B. Kessler. who had resigned to go to the

Ozarks to farm. Resolutions favoring the continuance of the Commerce

Court and also one regretting deeply the resignation of former Secretary

Kessler were passed.

Philadelphia Exchange Meeting

The Lumbermen's Exchange of Philadelphia held its first monthly

meeting under its newly elected officers, preceded by the usual luncheon,

on May 1, President Benjamin Stoker in the chair. At this meeting

Stroud & Wllgus were elected to membership. J. Randall Williams, Jr.,

chairman of the Forestry Committee, moved that in connection with

exhibit to be made by the exchange at the Pennsylvania State Forestry

Exhibition at Horticultural Hall, from May 10 to 24. a booklet giving the

names of the wholesalers, retailers and affiliated concerns, which are

members of the exchange, bo printed and distributed during the exhibition.

It was also resolved at this meeting that as a trial the exchange hold

its next meeting in the evening, which change. It Is believed, will insure

a larger attendance, as the merchants say they can not well spare the

time which is devoted to the meeting during the day.

,\ communication from the Atlantic Deeper Waterways Association,

re(|uesting that delegates be sent to the sixth annual convention, to be

bold at Jacksonville, Fla., from Nov. 18 to 21. was received. It was

decided that the exchange send representatives as requested.

A vote expressing approval of the passage of the Auxiliary Forest

Reserve bills in the Pennsylvania legislature was passed In a resolution,

which Is to be forwarded to Charles A. Snyder, chairman Judiciary general

committee of the Senate.

A very elaborate and interesting report of the committee representing

the exchange at the seventeenth annual meeting of the American Academy

of Political and Social Science was read by W. II. Wyatt, chairman, after

which the meeting adjourned at 3 p. m.

The following committees have been appointed for 1013:

Legisi,.\tiox,—Thomas B. Hammer, chairman : Franklin A. Smith. Jr..

W. Henry Smedley, Howard Ketcham, J. Dickinson Este.

Railro.^ds and Tuansportatiox.—Horace A. Reeves, Jr.. chairm.-m :

Frederick S. rnderhill, Paul R. Weitzel, Charles H. Wisler, J. Elmer

Troth.

Office and E.NTEnrAiNMENT.—George .\. Howes, chairman ; George

Rodgmen. Paul P. Pearson. J. Edward Smith. W. H. Wyatt.

Membeiiship.—Herbert P. Robinson, chairman ; Charles L. Betts,

Fisher Dalrymple, Charles M. Chesnut, Richard C. Esenwein.

Credit Bureau.—Amos Y. Lesher, chairman; Joseph J. Arbelo, James

A. Richardson, Charles M. Strlckler, J. ZcU Tucker.

P.vLaws and Ri i,ks.—William C. MacBridc, chairman ; Joseph W.

Janney, John J. Little.

Finance.—J. Randall Williams, chairman ; Edwin B. Newcomer, Robert

B. Rayner.

Arbitration.—James A. Richardson, chairman ; Samuel Roberts,

Samuel H. Shearer.

Itinerary Arkansas Lumbermen's Trip

During the week beginning May 19 the Lumbermen's Club of Arkansas

will tour the state In a private train, visiting a number of .\rkansas' lead-

ing mills. The party on this trip will be composed of about 120 lumber

manufacturers, accompanied by some newspaper men and railroad traffic

•offlclals. The trip will be of great value to the lumbermen In that It will

provide them with the opportunity to visit the various lumber manufactur-

ing industries of the state where conditions may be studied and ideas of the

best and most progressive methods may be interchanged. This tour will

also afford opportunities for discussing and formulating plans whereby
the Arkansas cut-over timberlands may be disposed of to the best ad-

vantage.
,

At the regular monthly meeting of the club held in the Marion hotel

at Little Rock, on Mar. 8, J. F. Mclntyre, president of the club, appointed

a committee to make all arrangements for the trip. That committee has.

working in conjunction with the railroad traffic officials, perfected the

itinerary, and made all arrangements for the tour. The committee has

recently issued the following letter setting out the points to be visited

and the general plans for the trip :

Below is a general outline of the trip to be made by the Arkansas Lum-
bermen's Club :

May in—Leave Little Rock 7 :30 a. m. via St. L. I. M. & S. Ry. to
Walnut Ridge, returning to Hoxie. thence to Nettleton via l-'risco. thence
Paragould via the St. L. 1. M. & S., thence to Blytheville, via P. S. E..

thence Memphis via Frisco, arriving at latter point at S ;30 p. m.. making
stops at intermediate points.
May 20—Leave Memphis 5 :00 a. m. via Rock Island to Forrest City,

thence Clarendon via St. L. I. M. & S., thence Pine Bluff via Cotton Belt,
thence Dermott via St. L. I. M. & S., arriving at latter point at 7 :45 p. m.,
stopping at intermediate points.
May 21—Leave Dermott at S :00 a. ra. via St. L. 1. M. & S. to Crossett,

thence Bastrop via A. L. & G.. thence Eldorado via the St. L. I. M. & S..

thence Fordyce via Rock Island, arriving at latter at 8 :15 p. m., stopping
at intermediate points.
May 22—Leave Fordyce 7 :30 a. m. via Cotton Belt, stopping at inter-

mediate points, thence to I'exarkana. thence to Hope and Prescott, arriv-
ing at the Highlands Orchard at :00 p. m.
May 23—Leave Highlands via P. & N. W., thence to Murtreesboro via

M. D. & G., thence to Ashdown via M. D. & G., thence to Ft. Smith via
Kansas City Southern, arriving at latter point at 5 :30 p. m. remaining
until 11 :45 p. m., when we leave for Farrell via St. L. I, M, & S., making
intermediate stops.
May 24—Leave Farrell S :00 a. m. via St. L. I. M. & S.. to Walco, re-

turning to Malvern, thence Rock Island to Hot Springs, thence Rock Island
to Little Rock, making intermediate stops.

In addition to the above tbire will be several side trips, taking In the
lumlier towns not locatt'd on the direct route.
Many interesting features of the trip are being arranged by the com-

mittee, such ns an" evi-niiiL' ;it Memphis with the lumbermen of that city;
an evening at Dermott and Warren, visits to the largest peach orchards
in the world at Highlands and Horatio: seeing the woodworking plants at
I'ort Smith ; visit at Hot Springs, the diamond mines at Murfreesboro and
Bauxite mines at Hauxite. .\rkansas.

Cost of railroad fare for entire trip ; . .$40
Cost of lower berth for six days 15
Cost of upper berth for six days 10

In sending your application for reservation state numtH'r of lower or
upper Ix-rths you desire and make check payable to C. .\. Buchner, treas-

urer, mailing same with application blank filled out to R. R. Mclntyre,
Pine Bluff. Ark.

Dining car meals will bo served a la carte and paid for as taken.

Cari. J. Baer, Chairman. Little Rock. Ark.
R. R. McIntvre, Secretarj', Pine Bluff. Ark.
C. A. Buchner, Treasurer, Millville, Ark.

Memphis Lumbermen in Semi-Annual Meeting

At the meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis, held at the Hotel

Gnyoso, May 3, F, E. Stonebraker, Memphis representative of Amedee C.

Franck & Co., Antwerp, Belgium, was elected to serve as director from the

Lumbermen's Club in the Business Men's Club for the ensuing year. The
recent affiliation agreement of the Business Men's Club provides for such

a representative on the official board. The position was first tendered to

J. D. Allen of the I. JI. Darnell Sons' Company, who was candidate for

director in the open election held at the Business Men's Club the previous

week. Ho was defeated at that time but by a very small margin, and,

although the Lumbermen's Club offered him the position of director by In-

structing the secretary to cast a unanimous vote for him, he declined the

honor.

W. B. Morgan, secretary-treasurer of the Anderson-Tully Company, who
has recently been elected chairman of the National Classification Com-
mittee on lumber and wooden box interests, addressed the club. He out-

lined the strenuous fight being made before the Interstate Commerce Com-
ml.ssion at Chicago in the Pridham Box Case. He said that the manufac-

turei's of fiber cases have used a very large sum of mtuioy and were

making a strenuous effort to defeat the plans of the wooden box Interests

for equal rates on goods shipped in wooden and fiber cases. He said that

the decision in this case meant millions of dollars to representatives of

lumber and woodworking Interests and the purpose of his address before

the club was lo ask for funds to help along with the defense of the

latter. He said that the box people were probably more interested than

the lumber manufacturers but that all were vitally concerned for the rea-

son that an unfavorable decision wo\ild practically destroy the open

market for the lower grades of lumber. He said that the railroads would

not come out in the open and give testimony regarding breakage as be-

tween goods shipped in wooden and fiber cases, but that it was necessary

In every instance to subpoena such railroad men as appeared in behalf

of wooden box interests. He declared that this was very expensive and

that a great deal of money was needed right away. On the conclusion of

bis address the club appointed a committee of three to solicit funds, com-

posed of John W. McClure, S. M. Xickey and F. B. Robertson. Mr. Morgan
indicated that he was leaving for Chicago immediately and that he would
spend the remainder of the time between now and the closing of this

case in the Interest of the committee of which he Is the bead. He made
a strenuous effort to secure a longer time In which to prepare evidence

but said that the commission had refused to grant an extension be.vond two
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weeks. He believed that with proper financial backing it would be pos-

sible to present a very stronjj case.

.Tames E. Starke of the law and insurance committee, said that he had
been informed that two new bills had been introduced into the Tennessee
legislature, coTering the placing of lumber insurance with companies out-

side the state. He said that the new bills were more drastic than the old

but that he had been assured by Mayor Crump of llemphis that there

was no danger whatever that these bills would be passed at the present
session.

John W. McClure, special representative of the Lumbermen's Club of

^^emphis at the weight hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion at Washington, was ready to make his report but this was postponed
until the next meeting. It shows that the best railroads of the country

proved to the commission that it was possible to secure accurate weights
on lumber and other freight although the cost was quite high. He also

said that the methods of the Pennsylvania Company indicated that accu-

rate weights could he obtained if cars were weighed on properly regulated

scales at a speed of not exceeding three miles per hour. He pointed out
that the experience of the Pennsylvania system showed that weighing
cars uncoupled at both ends was out of the question, owing to the in-

tolerable congestion at terminals that would result. He also said that the

showing made by the Pennsylvania railroad forced most of the other
roads to admit that they had been rather careless in arriving at correct

weights. He said that these roads made an effort to impress the com-
mission with their intention of correcting present conditions if that body
would not adopt any rules or regulations that would hamper their con-

duct. Mr. McClure said that he had only about five minutes in which to

address the commission but that during this brief period he urged upon
that body the necessity for adopting rules and regulations because, judg-

ing from past experience, the railroads could not be depended upon to

carry out their plans independently. He thought that the correction of

present conditions would be very much accelerated by uniform rules and
"cgulations, enforced by the commission in justice alike to shippers and
carriers.

Otis A. Felger of the Memphis Band Mill Company was elected to active

membership at this meeting.

Hearing on Log Rates in Wisconsin

The hearing on the complaint made on Feb. 3. 1913, by the Northern
Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, regarding the change

in rates on sawlogs made by the Chicago & Northwestern Railway Com-
pany, was held before Commissioner Haltord Erickson of the Wisconsin
Railroad Commission in Milwaukee on Apr. 24. The complaint stated

"that the Chicago & Northwestern road proposed to demand and charge

on and after Feb. 11, 1913, unjust and unreasonable freight rates on
sawlogs in trainloads of twenty cars or more between points in Wisconsin,

.as published in the Chicago & Northwestern tariff, GFD, No. 1098A. and
that such higher rates will work an undue hardship and will result dis-

astrously to the lumber interests of Wisconsin."

The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood manufacturers' Association pre-

sented convincing testimony that even under the present favorable market
conditions, lumbermen cannot afford to bear the increased transporta-

tion charges on sawlogs destined to the mills, which the Chicago & North-

western is trying to enforce. Seven witnesses testified tor the associa-

tion, showing that since the expiration of the trainload tariff on Feb.

11, 1913, rates on sawlogs shipped on the carload basis had advanced

from seventy-five to one hundred per cent, and that the mills in most

cases have been operating at a loss ever since. Every witness testified

that he would be willing to accept the carload tariff, providing the rates

were placed on a fair basis.

M. P. McCullough, secretary-treasurer of the Brooks & Ross Lumber
Company of Schofield, Wis,, the first witness called, testified that since

the change in tariff had been made his company had experienced an ad-

vance in rates of eighty-six per cent on sawlogs shipped from Mercer

to Schofield, a distance of 142 miles, and that the cost of getting logs to

the mill had increased from $1.S0 to $1.90 per thousand.

W. A. Holt of the Holt Lumber Company of C»conto. Wis., said that

rates on logs shipped by his company from the Lakewood district to

Oconto, a distance of about fifty-four miles, had increased seventy-flve

per cent since Feb. 11, 1913. while the cost per thousand feet of logs had

increased materially.

H. B. Leavitt, Chicago, an official of the Oconto Company, having a

mill at Oconto, Wis., testified that his concern secured most of its logs

from the Lakewood district. He aroused much interest by his statement

that the directors of his company have been considering the question of

discontinuing its operations in Oconto, since the Chicago & Northwestern

announced its tariff change on sawlogs.

W. C. Landon of the Barker & Stewart Lumber Company. Wausau, Wis.,

said that his company secures its logs over both the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul and the Chicago & Northwestern roads. Ho called attention

to the fact that the Barker & Stewart Lumber Company is regarded as

one of the largest producers of hemlock in Wisconsin and that it saws

annually at least 40,000,000 feet, but he said that unless satisfactory

railroad rates can be secured his company would probably be forced to

discontinue its sawing operations in Wausau.
W. A. Holt of the Holt Lumber Company again took the stand to say

a few words about his company at times operating at a loss, showing

how this would occur when the company was forced to cut burned hem-

lock in order to save it, even it the market were at a low stage. H&
reiterated his statement that the success of the lumber business in Wis-
consin depends largely upon the rates offered by the railroads.
George A. Schroeder, who acted as council for the Northern Hemlock

and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, believes that a formal decisloa
may be expected from the Wisconsin Railroad Commission within the next
sixty days.

Building Operations for AprU

Oflicial reports of building operations from sixty-tour of the principal
cities of the country, compiled by the American Contractor, Chicago, show
for the month of April permits for the construction of buildings to the
value of $78,188,540, as compared with $83,042,205. While this is a
decrease of about six per cent, the showing is not as unfavorable as it

appears, for in April last year there was unusual activity in New York
City. Omitting the report from that city, there would be a gain. Thirty-
eight cities show gains and only twenty-six comparative losses. The most
notable gains are those of Baltimore. 112 per cent; Dallas. 140 per cent;
Evansville. 115 per cent ; Harrisburg, 218 per cent : Little Rock, 277 per-

cent : Nashville, 200 per cent : Shreveport, 127 per cent.

For the four months ending April, the showing is favorable, the build-

ing permits totaling .$226,S4o.947. as against $224,647,323 for the corre-

sponding period last year, a gain of 1 per cent. Details follow

:

April, April,
1913. 1912. Per Cent

City. Cost. Cost. Gain Loss
Akron $1,119,380 $ 704.635 59
Albany 480.100 904,635 47
Atlanta 427.185 1.135,396 62^

Baltimore 1,626.014 706,508 112
Birmingham 296,235 197,690 60
Buffalo 1.097.000 848,000 29
Cedar Rapids 168.000 133,000 20
Chattanooga 117.900 192,575 .. 39-

Chicago 12.329,900 9,345,400 32
Cincinnati 693.205 947.485 .. 21
Cleveland 1,880,065 1,806,859 4
Columbus 774,121 745,737 4
Dallas 1,209,835 502,970 140
Denver 242,300 651,850 .. 6S
Detroit 3,070,195 3.086.405
Duluth 280,345 172.728 62
Evansville 448,406 208,625 115
Fort Wayne ' 222,150 302,650 2T
Grand Rapids 355.776 285.353 25
Harrisburg 185,025 68,240 218
Hartford 378,520 873,520 ., 57
Indianapolis 1.531,060 1,332,230 15
Kansas City 1,265,745 1.304,760 .. 3-

Lincoln 623,085 165,240 277
Los .ingeles 5,047,065 2.650,461 90 :

Louisville 510,690 712,010 . . 28
Manchester 352,352 414,154 .. 14
Memphis 285.929 224.454 4

Milwaukee 1.702,340 1,576.666 8
Minneapolis 1,424.360 2.148,455 .. 34
Nashville 427,366 142,070 200
Newark 1,842,278 1,126,777 63 ..

New Haven 403,135 659,580 .. 39
New Orleans 251.734 324,827 . . 22
Manhattan 7.470.358 15,438,826 . . 52
Brooklyn 3,761.461 5.604.364 .. 33
Bronx 2.892,281 4,125.741 .. 30

New York 14.124,100 26,168,931 ., 44
Norfolk 478,256 246,612 86 ..

Oakland 652,490 742.788 .. IS'

Omaha 576.085 504,320 14 ..

Paterson 149,785 241,636 .. 38
Peoria 259.101 160.000 56
Philadelphia 3,689,615 4,503,385 . , 18
Pittsburgh 1,057,762 1.009,792 5

Portland 2,887.885 2,305,936 3

Richmond 496, 141 766,664 . . 35
St. Joseph 200,127 145,850 37

St. Paul 926,160 869,799 6

St. Louis 1,586,006 2,416,240 . . 34
Salt Lake City 277.151 192.350 44

San Antonio 156,165 152.477 2

San Francisco 3,162.020 1,916,659 64 ..

Scranton 113,390 153.717 .. 26
Seattle 840.595 1,236,230 . . 32
Shreveport 156.907 69,217 127

South Bend 195,727 175.905 H
Spokane 198.363 193.910 2

Springfield 113,775 112,605 1

Tacoma 160,759 124,607 29

Toledo 886,315 558,450 a9

Washington 1,162,656 1,049,714 11

Wilkes-Barre 132,369 97,389 36 ..

Worcester 493.059 1.279.52u -. ^
Total $78,188,540 $83,042,205 .. «

Memphis Territory Back in Normal Running Order

The Mississippi river is well within its banks at Memphis and con-

ditions affecting the output of hardwood lumber here have practically

returned to normal. All of the plants m New South Memphis which

were put out of commission by the high water are running on full time

except where there is interference through lack of log supply. All of

the plants in North Memphis which were closed down have likewise been

able to resume, with the exception of one or two which are located on

Henning island. The river is still falling at a rapid rate and switching

facilities have likewise become normal. This means that logs can be de-

livered to the mills without delay and that all interference from high

water has been eliminated in so far as the movement of lumber is con-

cerned.

Conditions are rapidly returning to normal in the overflow tei'ritory in
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the St. Francis basin. Some of the plants in the overflow area have not

yet been able to resume, but it is said by those in position to know, that

o[)erations can be begun by practically all of tbem by the middle of the

month.
Production has been very seriously interfered with during the past

month, not only at Memphis but throughout the Memphis territory. This

has resulted in quite a decrease in the amount of lumber available for

tlio late spring and early summer business. This fact, coupled with the

existence of a good demand, makes all of the owners and operators of

lumber plants here and elsewhere in this section quite anxious to run on

its large a scale as possible. As a result of this condition logging opera-

tions are being pushed with all possible speed and logs are being moved
as rapidly as they can be handled.

Weather conditions recently have been very favorable for work in the

woods and this has made exceedingly good progress, except in the limited

area which has been covered with water. It is suggested that the old

crop of timber has been pretty well moved and that receipts during the

remainder of the year must come from timber cut during 101.'!. As a

rule the mills have a larger stock of logs on hand or immediately availa-

ble than they had following the flood conditions last year, and from this

viewpoint the situation is much more satisfactory than at that time.

There are some exceptions to the adequate timber supply, but these only

serve to prove the general rule.

Ohio Veneer Company Incorporates

The l)hio Veneer Company has been well known in veneer -circles for

a long time as operating at Cincinnati, O. This concern produces a high-

grade line of domestic and foreign veneer and cabinet lumber, but until

recently has not incorporated. The incorporation does not change the

style nor the persons interested in the company, who are Ferdinand .7.

Boskeii. .liiseph P.osken. William Bosken, .1. W. I'lummer and Frank

Dorger. The ia|>liMl stock at which the company is incorporated is

$l.">O,00ii

Death of Daniel Simonds

Daniel Siuicmds of I'Mtdiburg, Mass., president of the Simonds Manu-

facturing Company of that place, died at his summer home at I.arch-

mont. Long Island, on Monday, May r,. The Simonds Manufacturing

Company is a well-known large manufacturer ot high-grade saws.

The cleath of Mr. Simonds takes away a man widely known in the

industrial world. The Simonds Manufacturing Company was originally

organized at West I'itchburg by the father of the recently deceased.

Daniel Simonds was born at Fitchburg, Sept. 18, 1847. He attended

public schools and business college, and on leaving the latter was em-

ployed by his father. In 18G8 the Simonds Manufacturing Company was

incorporated with a capital stock of $.".0.(100 and the plant removed from

West Filchlinrg to its present location. The new company took over the

business organized by Abel Simonds. and Daniel Simonds continued as

an employe of the firm, holding various offices from time 1o time as the

company grew. In the early eighties he was made superintendent and

vice-president of the company and in 1888 succeeded George F. Simonds

as president. In IDOO the company acquired four plants in Montreal and

consolidated them with the local plant. I'rom a modest beginning the

business of the Simonds JIanufacturing Company has grown to become

one cif the. l>lg industries of the country. During the year 1905 a mag-

niflcent new plant was constructed on the site of (he old one at a cost of

a quarter of a million dollars.

The development of the company in recent years Is directly due to the

ability and resource of Daniel Simonds. With him at its head the com-

pany branched out from Fitchburg. and plants were installed in Chicago

and at Montreal as noted. The company also has works at Lockport.

N. v., branch houses in New York City, New Orleans, Portland, Seattle.

San Francisco, London, and St. .lohns and Toronto in Canada.

In addilicm to his constructive work tending to build up the Simonds

organization, Daniel Simcuids was directly responsible for an immense

nraount of work tending to benefit employes of the association. lie in-

troduced numerous features such as dining rooms and recreation rooms,

which liav ' helped to increase the loyalty and efliciency of Simonds

workers.

Mr. Simonds was taken ill last .Tul.v and in October went to a sanitarium

In Dansvilh. X. Y. The diagnosis showed a complication of diseases. He
returned from the sanitarium and again entered business, but about two

months agci was again taken seriously ill at a New York hotel. He was
moved from the hotel to his summer home at Larchmont and has been

failing ever since. Tlie funeral was held on Wednesday, May 7, from the

Calvanlstlc Congregatbmal Church at Fitchburg.

Joins Hayden & Westcott Lumber Company Forces

f. A. .\lc-i;liealli. Iciruierly secrelaiy of the Mc-reaiitile I.nniber & Sup-

ply Company. Kansas City, Mo., and having his headquarters at Chicago.

joined the forces of the Ilayden & Wescott Lumber Company, Railway

Exchange building, Chicago, on May 1, in the capacity of manager of the

yellow pine and car lumber department. Mr. McElreath will have full

charge of this character of business tliroughout the East and middle

eastern territories. He has had a long experience in the yellow pine

business, his recent connection having been of four years' duration. His

advent in the lumljcr business dates back seventeen years. During this

period he has worked practically only for two concerns, namely, the

Seymour Lumber Company ot Cordele, Ga., and the Mercantile Lumber
& Supply Company.

Frank Tiffany Moves OfiSce

Frank TilTany of Leeds, England, and European representa'tive of the

National Lumber Exporters' Association, announces that in June he will

remove his office to Leamington, which is on the main line between Lon-

don and Liverpool. He states that this will enable him to deal more

expeditiously with the growing calls upon his services. Leamington is

only altout an hour and a half run from London, with frequent train

service.

Bossert Case Decided Favorably to Millmen

The Bossert case, which has been one of the foremost labor cases in the

courts of the state, ended last week in a verdict for the lumber firm.

Louis Bossert & Son, who conducted a non-union mill in Brooklyn, sued

for an injunction restraining the Carpenters' Union from calling strikes

on buildings in which Bossert trim was being installed. In 1010 a tem-

porary injunction was granted and the case just closed was to have this

injunction made permanent. The trial ran over several days and a deal of

testimony was olfered. It was shown at the trial that the Carpenters'

Union, by the same methods used against the Bossert firm, had practi-

cally closed Manhattan to all manufacturers of non-union trim. The firm

of Louis Bossert & Son and the Albro J. Newton Company, who had a

like case, are to be congratulated for the stand they took against the

Union. By the decision the great market of the Borough of Brooklyn is

kept open to all manufacturc-rs of trim, and the conspiracy ot certain

manufacturers and the Carpenters' Union is routed

THE LATH DA.MKI. SIMci.M FirclllUlii;. MASS.

Two Million DoUar Timber Deal

One of the most important timberland deals ever made on the Pacific

coast was announced on Apr. 20 by .Tames D. Lacey & Co., Chicago, who
acted as factors in the sale of Berth W on the Lllloet river. The Deering

Plow Company took over the timber at a total cost of .$2,100,000. It

was sold on the basis of .$.'5.00 a thousand feet, the estimated yield of the

tract being 700,000,000 feet. Less than a year ago the former owners

bought the tract from the Sbevlln estate of Minneapolis for $700,000.

Taylor & Crate Interests Expand

Taylor & Crate, hardwood wholesalers ot liutTabi. have acquired con-

siderable property for yarding purposes at ButTalo. Last fall the com-

pany bought twenty-seven acres fronting on Military road. Buftalo. 1.000

feet deep to the New York Central tracks and extending south from the

point where the Lackawanna railroad crosses Military road to a point

between Coulson and Winton streets. Hccenlly an additional seventeen
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iUi-Ps wns purchased, siving Taylor & Crate a frontage of cighloen liun-

<lre(l feet ou Military road. Thus they have acquired a tract of l.OOOx

l.SOO feet, which will be utilized for an extensive hardwood yard.

Jackson & Tindle Move Office

.Tackson & Tiudlo of liuffalo. X. Y.. announce the removal of their

oflices from the old location on Niagara street to the seventh floor of the

New York Telephone building. The change was effected May 1. This con-

<M'rn is one of the largest hardwood factors in the North.

Nichols & Schuppert, Chicago

Two of the '"old guard" of the Chicago hard\vood industry recently

Joined forces under the firm name of Nichols & Schuppert. Both of these

men have been for .vears actively engaged in the hardwood business in the

vmploy of two of the oldest companies in the city. George A. Nichols has

IxH-n connected with W. P.. Crane & Co. for thirty years, while William L.

Schuppert has for the last twenty years been employed by the Keith

T.uuiber Company. The new concern will maintain a wholesale hardwood
ynrt\ at 2420 South Loomis street.

High Point Furniture Company's Plant Burned

It is reported from High Point, N. C. that the plant of the Ilish

I'oint Furniture Company of that place was burned on Apr. 2-1. entailing

n loss of $40,000. Only the large finishing room was saved. Insurance

to the extent of ,$60,000 was carried on the entire plant. It is announced
that the plant will !)' rebuilt immediately.

Hardwood Manufacturers' New Rule Books
The revised and reprinted grading rules of the Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association of the United States have just come from the press

In book form. The rules were revised in accordance with the changes

jtuthorized at the recent annual meeting at Cincinnati. The new issue

has a different cover design than the old issues of the manufacturers'

rules, namely. It has a green cover, through which two red stripes run

longitudinall.v. The previous issue had pink covers through which longi-

tudinal lines were drawn. It is anticipated that the change of color

will m.'\ke it much easier to identify the new^ issue. The revised rules

iiecame effective on May 1. 1913.

Proceedings of the Wood Preservers' Association

Tlu' secretary of the American Wood I'roservers' Association announces

that the proceedings of the ninth annual meeting will be ready to mail

iin or about Jlay 15. He states that he has done everything possible to

get the proceedings out sooner, but on account of a printers' strike the

books were delayed in delivery. The books will contain 100 pages more
than last year's proceedings and will be profusely illustrated.

Kendall lumloer Company Buys Timber

It is reported that the Kendall Lumber Company of Pitlslnirgh and

v'onnellsville. Ta.. has purchased a tract of 4.000 acres of hardwood along

the Cheat river in West Virginia. The company is having the timber

<'ruised and surveyed for operations. The sawmilling will begin immediately

upon the completion of the railway.

Failure of Paducah Concern
The Lucas Land & Lumber Company of Paducah, Ky., is in the hands

r Ileceiver Barnett of that place, who has sold the lumber owned by
the company. The order specified minimum prices at which the receiver

^nuld dispose of his stock. Receiver Barnett is president of the Paducah
,

Veneer and Lumber Company of Paducah, which concern was responsible

lor the bankruptcy proceedings.

A Lumber Camp in New York City

There is a good sized lunil>er camp, as busy as any professional camp,

in operation in New York City. It is in Forest Park, in the Borough of

i^ueens. and here can he seen every phase of woods work from the chop-

ping of the "lead" and felling of the tree to final conversion of the

logs into luralx-r. The ravages of the chestnut blight are the cause of

the maintenance of this camp. Only chestnut trees are being cut and
converted into lumber, railroad ties, poles, posts, etc. The chestnut

blight, which in the last few years has wrought havoc among the trees

along the northern Atlantic seaboard, dealt very severely with the trees

in New York City and the adjacent country. In Forest Park it caused

the death of 20,000 trees that were scattered over the 700 acres that the

park contains. These dead trees spoiled the beauty of the park ; there-

fur,, there was nothing to do but to remove them. The work of removal

has been .going on only a short time. Upon the decision to cut this

dead timber bids for removal were advertised for, and it was found that,

instead of the dead trees being a source of expense, they were actually

worth considerable money. The contractor who is doing the cutting gives

the city a percentage of his profits in the transaction. Trees that are of

a certain size and length are sold for poles, and some of the smaller

ones are used for railroad ties. Even the sawdust is utilized, while

the slabs are cut into surveyors' sticks .and the residue into firewood.

* * »

It is the man tliat uses the saws vrho ought to know something

of their quality, so why not consult him as well as the price when

it is time to buv new ones?

V'.Hy.\73TOatiaim^aMJtm!)im!)imM!JtB^^

Hardwood 'News Notes

< MISCELLANEOUS >-=

The Batesville Furniture Company has commenced business at Bates-
ville, Ind.

The Chicago Veneered Door Company has moved from Chicago to La-
porte, Ind.

The Colonial Cabinet Company, St. Louis, Mo., has increased its capital
from $25,000 to $50,000.

The .Standard Woodenware Company, Skowhegan. Me., has incorporated
with a capital of .$25,000.

The Reliable Incubator & Brooder Company, Quincy, 111., has increased
its capital stock from .$20,000 to ,$50,000.

At Murfreesboro. Ark., the Pike County Lumber Company has been
incorporated, the capitalization being $10,000.

Fire damaged the lumber sheds of the Bowie Lumber Company at

Bowie. La., to the extent of $50,000 on April 17.

The Empire State Hardwood Lumber Company has lieen incorporated
at Buffalo. N. Y.. with a capitalization of $10,000.

The American Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of furniture, at

Grand Rapids, Mich., h.is incorporated with a capital stock of $40,000.

The South Bend Dowel Works has been incorporated at South Bend,
Ind., with an authorized capital of $50,000, by J. E. Kuntz, T. E. Kuntz
and R. SI. Kuntz.

The Westerfield Furniture Company has been incorporated by W. D.
Westerfield, Louis E. Y'ewell. W. L. Stephens and J. D. Pruitt at Owens-
boro, Ky., with a capital of $S,000.

The Thompson Lumber Company has Ijeen organized by W. D. Thomp-
son, G. H. Thompson and C. H. Thompson, the capital stock being $50.-

000. This company is located at Waterford, Wis.

J. M. Roper, ,1. H. Fulmer, Jr., of Mishawaka. Ind.. and H. G. Niles,

South Bend, Ind., have incorporated the Roper-Reese Lumber Company
w^ith a capital stock of $500,000, at West Liberty, Ky.

The Phillips Lumber & Manufacturing Company has been incorporated

at Charlestown, W. Va.. with a capital stock of $50,000. by R. H., Bessie.

O. K., Alma F. and Gertrude Phillips of Charleston. W. Va.
The Brown Lumber Company, Fordyce. Ark., has been organized with

a capital stock of $75,000, of which $60,000 has been subscribed. The
incorporators are .T. M. Brown, A. B. Banks, G. M. Hampton and others.

The Pine Grove Lumber Company of .lunction City, Ark., has filed

articles of incorporation with a capital stock of $10,000. Tlie incor-

porators are: J. T. Lewis, W. B. Workman, A. 11. Procter, ,1. B. Higman,
.Ir.. and C. D. Harris.

The plant of .Tames B. Tatem & Son. Putnam. Conn., was totally de-

stro.ved by fire on the night of Apr. 24. The company is making plans

for immediate rebuilding. It is engaged in the manufacture of handles,

picker sticks, leather capped chisels, lawn mower handles, golf shafts,

and dimension ash. hickory, dogwood and persimmon.

=< CHICAGO y
The Wisconsin Veneer & Panel Company was organized at Chicago

on May 1 to take over the Chicago business of the Wisconsin Seating
Company of New London, Wis. .1. H. Dunn has Iw^en the sales repre-

sent'ative of the Wisconsin Seating Company for several years and con-

tinues as manager of the Wisconsin Veneer & Panel Company, which is a

separate corporation. The new company is located at 165 N. Elizabeth

street, and will handle veneers as well as panels.

The Folding Furniture Company has been incorporated at Chicago. 111.,

with an authorized capital stock of $10,000.

W. D. Reeves of the W. D. Reeves Lumber Company of Helena. Ark.,

has been in this city for several days on a business trip.

B. F. Dulweber of the Dulweber Lumber Company, Cincinnati, 0., has

been in the cit.v for several days on business in connection with the erec-

tion of his new plant at Morehead, Miss., which mill is 70.000 feet

capacity band mill and lies between Greenville and Greenwood. It is

rapidly Hearing completion.

J. M. Wells of the American Hardwood Lumber Company. St. Louis,

Mo., spent several days of last week in the city.

Thomas W. Frye of the C. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company,
St. Louis, Mo., has been a prominent Chicago visitor this week. Mr.

Frye says that the hardwood trade is very favorable. He states that

while there is a slight easing of demand, it cannot affect hardwood busi-

ness as there is very little hardwood stock to be sold anyway.

W. B. Seaman of the Seaman-Kent Company. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.,

stopped off at Chicago for two days of this week to confer with his

local representative. Mr. Seaman is en route from Memphis to Toronto.

The Christiansen Lumber Company, formerly of the Rector building,

announces that on May 1 it moved its ofiBces to 1147-49 Peoples Gas
building, 122 South Michigan avenue.

The Konzen, Stumpf & Schafer Lumber Company of this city has

changed its name to the Konzen & Schafer Lumber Company.
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It is announced that the Chicago Mill and Lumber Company of Chicago

recently purchased the plant, docks and other property of the Sandusky
Lumber & Box Company of Sandusky, O. The consideration is said to
have been in the neighborhood of ,$1,000,000. The plant will continue
operations under the direction of the Chicago headquarters, with a resident
manager in charge.

The Oak Flooring Manufacturers' Association of the United States has
just issued, through its office at Detroit, a handsome pamphlet on oak
flooring which contains a summary of grading rules for oak flooring,

methods for arriving at the amount of flooring needed, standard weights,
methods for handling, laying, scraping, etc.

The Lumbermen's Club of Chicago has in the last few weeks pro-
vided various attractive features for its membership. One of these was
the second Ladies' Night which took place on Saturday, Apr. 26. At
noon May 1 the club membership was treated to a talk by Captain Healy
of the mounted police of Chicago on "TraflJc Conditions of Chicago and
Europe."

This office is in receipt of a handsome catalogue and handbook of saw
filing issued by Wm. B. Mershon & Co., Saginaw. Mich. In addition
to changing the complete index of products of Mershon shops, the book
is a highly efficient handbook on saw fitting and care of saws in general.

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago will hold its regular meeting
at the Hotel La Salle on May 20. The officers of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association will be In attendance.

H. Pringle, superintendent of the Wisconsin Lumber Company's plant
at Deering, Mo., has been in Chicago for some little time in conference
with the head office of the company in this city.

,Iames Okoneski, representative of the Arpin Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany of Grand Rapids. Wis., was in Chicago early in the week.

.T. C. Henderson, president of the Cross Lumber Company, Clarksbiu'g,
W. Va.. recently stopped at this city on an extended business trip.

.T. E. Rhcdes. secretary of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, moved his offices on the first of Jlay from the twelfth floor of

the Stock E.xehange building to the sixteenth floor of the new Otis build-

ing. La Salle and Madison streets. The new quarters offer much more
satisfactory facilities for taking care of the business of the association.

=-< NEW YORK >=
The Shepard & Morse Lumber Cuuipiuiv h;is iiiuwd iis headquarters from

Forty-second street to 200 Fifth avenue.

S. C. Strock, for many years identified with the -Ni'W York wholesali'

trade, has l)een engaged as manager for the Interstate Lumber Company,
wholesale hardwoods, with office at 11 Broadway and yards in ,lersey

City and Newark, N. ,T, Mr. Strock was formerly with Granger & Lewis,
yellow pine manufacturers. In addition to handling n full line of hard-
woods, the company will also trade in yellow pine.

F. R. Whiting, of the Whiting Luml)er Company, rbiladi-lphia. sailed

from New York during the fortnight for a brief trip to Europe. He is

expected back about May 15.

The annual tournament of the Lumber Trade Golf Association will

be held at the Salisbury links. Garden City, N, Y., on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, June 10 and 11.

Robert Sellav, lumber attorney of New Y'ork City, advises that since
May 1 his office has Ikiu located at No, 1 Liberty street, New York,
rooms IfiOl-lGO:;.

=-< BUFFALO y-
Buffalo is to have a new hardwood lumber concern to l>e known as the

Empire State Hardwood Lumber Company, capitalized at ,$10,000. The
office of the company will be at 1435 Marine Bank building. The di-

rectors are Louis A. Aekley, F. W, Marquard and Louis Hubner, all of

New Y^ork.

The unloading committee of the Buffalo Lumber Exchange, of which
Shirley G. Taylor is the hardwood member, has completed arrangements
for the unloading of lumlx^r vessels here this year, meeting the approval
of both the lumbermen and the union. The report of the committee
will be presented at the next meeting of the exchange.

Dr. L. H. Pennington, forest pathologist of the University of Michigan,
has lately been visiting the chestnut groves of Cooperstown, N. Y., and
surrounding sections to determine whether, as has been feared, the
chestnut blight Is spreading northward. He is very familiar with the
disease, having spent last summer working with the Department of Agri-

culture at Washington on this particular form of tree blight. The State
College of Forestry at Syracuse will conduct studies of diseases of forest

trees in this stale and endeavor to combat the various insects and fungi.

Hugh McLean left early this month for a trip to the southern mills

of the McLean Lumber Company, which is starting in at this time with
Its annual stock-taking.

The .Standard Hardwood Lumber Company has been getting in good
stocks of oak and chestnut. The company has lately added a new
department to Its business and Is now in position to furnish oak bill'

timber, car material, ties, etc.

B. E. Darling has been In Ohio and the South for the past few weeks,
making lumber purchases and looking over the mill stocks coming to the

yard of Blakeslce, Terrln & Darling.

Taylor & Crate have made another purchase of real estate In the

Black Rock section, in addition to that recently made, and will have-

forty-four acres there for yard purposes.

H. B. Gorsline has gone to Kentucky for a short business trip and
will visit several of the mills there in the interest of the National Lum-
ber Company. The compaiiy will soon receive lake hardwood stocks.

O. E. Y'eager states that April was a very good month at his hardwood
yard. He regards the outlook as favorable and Buffalo dealers as in

good position to supply the needs of the market.
T. Sullivan & Co. report that lumber Is moving well. Business is

mostly in elm. oak and maple.

•< PHILADELPHIA >-

The Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company reports business running
smoothly, the total sales so far in 1913 being far ahead of same period
of last year.

The S. B. Dill Company is complacent over trade conditions and, as it

commands a fair volume of trading right along, is optimistic as to out-

look.

The B. W. Cross Lumber Company of Pittsburgh, a subsidiary com-
pany of the Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company, this city, reports aff.iirs

eminently satisfactory. Mr. Dalrymple of the Philadelphia house is not
inclined to quarrel with incoming business. It is a little difficult at

times to get certain woods, but shipments are easier and the outlook i*^

encouraging.

It is manifest that John W. Coles is exempt from serious business

interruptions. His only complaint is that hardwoods are hard to get
at times, but so far he has been able to keep his customers supplied.

W. R. Taylor of the W. K. Taylor Lumber Company has Just returned
from a trip to North Carolina and Tennessee, where be closed a deal for

a good sized block of hardwood and white pine. He reports a well

sustained business activity.

William P. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer & Son recently returned from
.\tkinson, N. C, where he has been superintending the erection of a
planing mill, which will be ready to turn out stuff in about a fortnight.

He says trade has not been quite so brisk for the last two weeks, but hi'

regards the lull as only temporary.

On May 1 Augustus J. Cadwallader of George F. Craig & Co. gave a

planked-shad dinner for the famous Saw Dust Club, of which he is a

member. The dinner was given at a resort of his near Y'ardley, N, J., a

large contingent going down in automobiles, and a royal good time was
the hearty pronouncement upon their return to the city.

Ralph Soudcr of Ilallowell & Souder says they have no reason to com-
plain over trading, for they arc as busy as they can be. and prices give

satisfaction. Mr. Souder is on a three weeks' tour of the lumber camps
of North and South Carolina, getting in touch with the stock situation

there.

The Benson Furniture Company, Philadelphia, was chartered under
Pennsylvania laws, Apr. ,10, with a capital of .$l(i.OOO.

=< PITTSBURGH y.
The Hamilton Lumber Company reports an unusually good inquiry for

chestnut, oak and poplar. Its eastern trade is growing nicely.

The Germain Company is moving Its offices from the Keenan building

to the seventeenth floor of the Farmers Bank building, where it has a

splendid location. President Louis Germain, Jr., announces that all de-

partments are busy and the outlook for really good trade is first class

Frank R. and Eugene McKelvey of Somerset, Pa., have bought a tract

of timber six miles long on the west slope of Lock Mountain, containing
several thousand acres. They will start a big force of men at work
at once to cut the timber off for lumber crossties and mining purposes.

The Pittsburgh Wood Preserving Company is rushing operations at

its plant at Connellsville. Pa., and is also starting a new
plant at Orrville. O., on the main line of the Pittsburgh, Chicago &
Fort Wayne Railroad. The company is also arranging to build a third

plant in Michigan this summer. The recent floods have added much to

its business in the way of ties, poles and timbers to be furnished for

railroads and construction companies.

The Acorn Lumber Company reports inquiries good and orders for a

million feet of oak which it is Impossible to supply. Its general bard-

wood trade is first class. President H. F. Domboff spent a week recently

in North Carolina and Tennessee.

The Freehold Lumber Company has moved from the Keystone building

to the fourth floor of the People's Bank building. Robert Gannon of this

company reports general business conditions in lumber dealings better

than they have been for montlis.

The Western Lumber Company announces the organization of a new
hardwood departiuent that will be managed by Norman W. Itice. who is

very favorably known to the I'ittsburgh lumber trade. He brings to his

new field a splendid acquaintance and a remarkably Ihorougli knowledge
of the hardwood business. These are sure to make the new department

of the Western a good success.

The B. W. Cross Lumber Company has added another salesman, D. W.
Jones, to work its city and suburban trade. President Cross reports n

record-breaking call at present for white oak.

The. Williams vt McKlethen Lumber Company of Lynchburg. Va., has

established offices in the Business Men's Exchange on Diamond street and
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xvill work the Ohio. Pennsylvania and Western New York trade from
this office. Manager Richter reports an excellent demand for hardwood.

The West Penn Lumber Company, according to E. H. Stcuer, is get-

ting a line lot of railroad inquiries, and if all the business comes forward

that is offered this month will be a very satisfactory period in its history.

J. C. Forgie is .starting a new mill in Washington county. Penn-

sylvania. Mr. Forgie has been doing a fine business in white oak. ship-

ping chiefly to the eastern morkrt nnd the nnvy yards.

-< BOSTON >.=

The Skillings, Wliitneys & Barnes Lumber Company, Boston, has recently

moved to new quarters in the Postoffice Square building:.

n. C. Cummings, for several years New England representative of the

Louisiana Red Cypress Company of New Orleans, is now connected with

the R. B. Currier Company. Springfield, Mass.

The Knott-Sampson Lumber Company. Boston, has been petitioned into

involuntary bankruptcy by three creditors whose claims amount to $3,513.

Frederic A. Kemp, Inc.. Springfleld. Mass.. has been incorporated with

a capital stock of .$ijO,000. The incorporators are Frederic A. Kemp.
Waller S. French and Sarah E. Bliss.

The Leonard Lumber Company, Boston and Passadumkeag. Me., has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000. The organizers are

Homer L. Baker and Elmer- O. Lake.

The Fletcher Lumber Company, Springfiekl. Mass., has purchased about

seven acres of land in that city, on which there are two buildings, one a

three-story and the other a one-slory shed with offices. This company
purchased the Chas, H. Annoble Lumber Company on Feb. 1. The tract of

land purchased has been occupied by the E. A. Blodgctt Lumber Company,

and it is reported that the business of the latter company has been taken

over also. W. A. Fletcher, the active head of the new company, was first

connected with the Bakrr Lumber Company of Worcester, later with the

-old Springfleld Lumber Company, and still later as a partner of C. P.

Chase & Co.. Inc. He is also the head of the Thompsonville Lumber
Company. George W. Stone, president of the company, is of the Stone

Lumber Company, and F. A. Brainard, vice-president, is connected with

the Street Lumber Company of South Hadley Falls, Mass.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
.Joseph Thomas & Son. manufacturers of milhvork and other woodwork-

ing material, on South Sharp street, are about to make a number of im-

provements at the factory, including a new boiler and dry house. The

firm's business has increased in a gratifying manner, and an enlargement

also is under consideration.

Robert McLean, an exporter of hardwoods, whose affairs were placed

in the hands of a receiver some months ago. is endeavoring to establish

connection with some of the foreign firms as representative in this

country. He proposes to take care of the buying, the shipment and other

•details, and feels that his experience of twenty years or more in the

trade gives him especial facilities tor making his services valuable to

foreign buyers of hardwoods.

Fire, which is believed to have broken out in a pile of lumber in a

shed of the George Esselman Company, manufacturer of picture frames

and moldings, on Sharp street, between West and Ostend streets, on the

morning of Apr. 27, burned out this plant and also that of the Chesa-

peake Manufacturing Company, maker of furniture. The building oc-

cupied by the two concerns took up the bettor part of a block, and the

loss is estimated by them at not less than $100,000 each. It is supposed

that a spark from the dry-kiln fell among the dry lumber in the shed.

The loss is believed to be covered by insurance.

The plant, machinery, stock of lumber and other assets of the Charles

J. F. Steincr Mantel Company, Monument and Eleventh streets, Baltimore

county, just on the eastern city limits, which went into the hands of re-

ceivers about two months ago. are to be sold at public auction on May
22 by the receivers, Howard W. .lackson, Lee I. Hecht and George H.

Kuhst. The property will be offered both as an entirety and in detail,

the sale being made so as to produce the largest amount.

Augustus J. Cadwallader, a member of the well-known Philadelphia

lumber firm of George F. Craig & Co., is to be married to Mrs. Loula

Shafer Sands of Baltimore, who is the daughter of Mrs. .7. P. Shafer of

Terra Alta, W. Va. The marriage is to take place early in June at the

home of the bride's mother.

=-< COLUMBUS >-=

The report of the city building inspector for the month of April shows

a large increase in the number of permits issued and only a small increase

In the valuation of the buildings projected. For the month there were

1,046 permits issued as compared with 413 permits in April 1912. The

valuation of the buildings pi'ojected in April 1913 is $774,000 as compared

•with $745,000 in April 1912. Since the first of the year the valuation

of buildings projected is $1,515,000 as compared with $1,514,000 for the

corresponding period in 1912.

John R. Davis of the Davis-Eakin Lumber Company of Weston, W. Va.,

was a visitor among the Columbus wholesalers recently.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good

demand tor hardwoods from manufacturing establishments and from the

retail trade. Prices are holding up firmly and there is no indication of

weakness in any quarter. Mr. Pr.vor believes there will be a continuation
of the good trade during the summer. Shipments arc coming out more
promptly and the future outlook is bright.

L. B. Schneider, sales manager for John R. Gobey & Co.. reports a good
demand for hardwoods with prices ruling firm. Mr. Schneider looks for a
still better trade in the near future.

F. Everson Powell of the Powell Lumber Company says hardwoods are
selling well and prices show no .signs of weakness. He believes that
unless the tariff affects the market to a large degree there will be a good
demand for hardwoods during the summer.

A. C. Davis of the A. C. Davis Lumber Company reports a good demand
for all hardwoods with prices ruling strong.

Manager Maul of the Appalachia Lumber Company reports a good
demand for hardwoods, although the recent floods interfered with ship-
ments to a certain extent, lie says prices are holding up well under the
circumstances. ^

^-< INDIANAPOLIS >:
The hub factory of C. P. Ariens. near Connersville, was recently burned

with a loss of $13,000.
A final report as receiver for the Wabash Cabinet Company has been

tiled in the Fnited States court by the Central Trust Company, which
has paid $2,535.83 into the court.

George W. White. H. B. White and L. D. Ault have organized the
Indiana Wood Products Company, which will conduct a general wood-
working business at Spencer. The company is incorporated 'with an
authorized capitalization of $20,000.

Notice has been filed with the Indiana secretary of state that the
Dynes Lumber Company has changed its name to the Indianapolis Lumber
Company.
With an authorized capitalization of $30,000. the South Bend Dowel

Works have been organized and incorporated at South Bend to conduct
a woodworking business. Those interested in the company are J. E.
Kuntz. T. E. Kuntz and R. M. Kuntz.
For the four months ending Apr. 30 building permits issued by the

city amounted to $3,070,403. During the corresponding period of 1912
permits issued reached $2,110,005.

About 350 employes of local planing mills are on strike, demanding
recognition of the International Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
and demanding a miuimum wage of thirty-five cents an hour. Practically
all of the local planing mills and several furniture factories are affected.
The strikers are demanding a closed shop, and an effort is being made to
settle the trouble by arbitration. About 125 hardwood floor layers are
also on strike, demanding recognition of their union and a minimum wage
of thirty-five cents an hour and fifty hours a week.

=< MEMPHIS y-
Dispite the flood conditions in the Mississippi valley, bank clearings in

Memphis during April involved a total of nearly a million dollars more
than the corresponding month last year. It may also be noted that the
figures are the largest ever recorded for that particular month. Owing
1" the small sales of cotton and owing to the interruption to lumber
manufacture and distribution, the showing has occasioned no little sur-
prise. It is taken as indicating a very wholesome condition in business
and financial circles here.

J. W. Dickson, president of the Valley Log Loading Company, attended
the meeting of the executive board of the National Hardwood Lumber
Association, held at the Seelbach hotel, Louisville, Ky., May 0. Mr. Dick-
son is one of the directors of that organization.

W. B. Morgan, secretary-treasurer of the Andersou-Tully Company, has
gone to Chicago to attend the hearing in Ihe Pridham box case, which
involves the same rates on .goods shipped in wooden boxes as apply on
those shipped in fiber containers. Mr. Morgan was recently elected chair-
man of the National Classification Committee on lumber and wooden box
interests.

W. R. Barksdale reports that his mill at Cyclone, Miss., is operating on
full time and that the outlook is very good. The other mill owned by him
is not in operation at the present time, but will be started as soon as

the corn and cotton crops in that territory have been started, Mr. Barks-
dale has almost completely recovered from the very severe attack of
rheumatism from which he suffered a short time ago.

F. E. Gary of the Baker Lumber Company, Turrell, Ark., is authority
for the statement that the plant of the firm has already started operations.

He says that it has not been possible to do any logging work, but that

this will be undertaken as soon as the water recedes somewhat further.

The ofiices of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau will be removed
from the Kallaher building to the Exchange building. This step will be

taken in order tliat the offices may be more conveniently located from
the standpoint of the lumbermen who are on the advisor.v board and also

in order that the offices of the bureau may be closer to the offices of the

various railroads entering this city. Tlie bureau is finding a great deal

of work to do and the board of managers has been quite active. George D.

Burgess of Russe & Burgess. Inc.. is president, and J. H. Townshend is

general manager.
The Valley Log Loading Company prepared about 1,300 cars for deliv-

ery to Memphis and other points on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line

during April. It is still loading logs ever.v day on the upper end of that
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road, although through service has been rendered impossible by the break-

ing of the levee at Mayersville, Miss., but this has not interfered with

the work north of the break. The company is not able to do anything

on the Memphis-Marianna cut-off of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-

ern, but hopes to be able to resume in the near future. Traffic on that

road has been interrupted by the flood waters from the Mississippi and It

will probably be two or three weeks before the ground will be dry enough

to enable the company to proceed with the loading of logs.

The Desha Lumber Company, Arkansas City, Ark., is planning to con-

struct a big band mill at Lake Providence, La., where the company owns
several large tracts of timberland. This firm has a big mill at Arkansas

City and likewise has its headquarters at that point. It is suggested,

however, that the building of the new mill will result in the removal of

headquarters to Lake Providence. The plans of the company also con-

template the construction of a railroad from Lake Providence to connect

with the V. S. & P. at Delhi, La.

Copies of the briefs filed by the Illinois Central Railroad Company in

the Memphis-New Orleans rate case have been received by J. H. Townshend
of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, and John R. Walker, attorney

for the bureau, will prepare the briefs setting forth the contention of

the shippers. It is expected that an early decision will be handed down
by the commission after all the documents in the case have been sub-

mitted to that body. This is the fight which involves the advance of

two cents per hundred pounds on hardwood shipments from Memphis and

points in Mississippi to New Orleans. A number of hearings have already

been held in this case and much will depend upon the decision. Of all the

advances proposed by the railroads operating in this territory this is the

only one in which the railroads have not withdrawn the increased tariff.

As matters now stand the advance contemplated by the Illinois Central

Railroad Company is suspended until Sept. 30 by the commission. This

was done to give plenty of time for the settlement of the controversy.

May 22 is the date for the hearing in the case involving the issuance

of through bills of lading on export shipments from points west of the

Mississippi by way of New Orleans. This case will be handled by John
R. Walker, attorney for the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, but a

large number of lumbermen from Memphis and the other affected territory

will give evidence at that time and will pay close attention to the oral

argument to be made during the hearing.

It is reported that the entire holdings of the Western Tie & Timber
Company of St. Louis, located near Harrisburg, Ark., have been bought
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by the Tsehudy Lumber Company of Memphis, and the Ozark Cooperage

& Lumber Company of St. Louis. This transaction involves about 30,000

acres of hardwood timber. The Western Tie & Timber Company has

owned this land for a number of years. A few years ago it was offered

at ?6.50 per acre and more recently it was offered at $12.50 per acre.

It found no purchaser at either price, but it is understood that the

amount received was substantially in excess of the last named quotation.

The purchasing companies propose to cut the timber and convert it into

lumber and cooperage products as rapidly as possible and also to put

the land in cultivation as soon as the timber has been removed there-

from. Present plans contemplate the erection of a large cooperage plant

by the Ozark Cooperage Company and the establishment of a band mill

by the Tsehudy Lumber Company. The plans also contemplate the build-

ing of a tram road to facilitate the development of the timber.

Building operations in Memphis during April involved a slightly larger

total than during the corresponding month last year at $285,000. May
has begun with several large permits and there are a number of projects

just ahead which insure very heavy amounts devoted to building plans

during the next two or three months. As a result contractors and those

who handle building materials of all kinds are anticipating a very heavy

volume of business. There is a good demand for hardwood lumber as well

as yellow pine in the overflow sections in Arkansas and Mississippi, and
altogether the outlook for practically all kinds of building material is con-

sidered exceptionally good.

=< NASHVILLE ^.
The April and March Nashville building permits for 1913 show marked

increases over the same months for 1912. The totals this year were

.?427.366 and $186,654, respectively, and for 1912 the totals were ,$142,070

and $75,163, respectively.

An order for 15,000 vegetable crates for shipment to Florida is being

filled by the Nashville Hardwood Flooring Company, which is making
a specialty of this class of goods.

A large and modern factory for the making of shuttle blocks will be

located here by Jasper Hooper of the Star Block Mills at Franklin, Tenn.

Dogwood and persimmon lumber will be used.

John B. Ransom & Co. of this city have purchased and will develop

8,000 acres of fine timberland in Wayne county, Tennessee, which abounds
in oak and other hardwoods.
A $50,000 corporation to be known as the Harriman Hardwood Lumber

Company has been formed at Harriman. Tenn.. headed by Mayor T. H.

Enwrlght of Spring City, Hall Ilagamyer of Cincinnati and others. The
latter will be vice-president ; T. J. Brennan of Boston is secretary.

Fire of unknown origin destroyed the spoke factory at Hohenwald of

the Mitchell Wheel Company, the loss being $5,000. without insurance.

Fifty thousand spokes were burned, together with the mill building and
machinery. This company recently sustained heavy flood losses at

Miamisburg, 0.

The lumber of the Lucas Land & Lumber Company, at Paducah, Ky.,

has been ordered sold by the federal court and the proceeds held for dis-

tribution. It is directed that the best grades shall bring not less than

$50 per thousand feet and the lower grades not less than $12.50 per

thousand. The company was recently thrown into bankruptcy.

The Nashville Lumbermen's Club will co-operate with the National

Classification Committee of the lumber and box interests in supporting

the cause of the wooden box and the consumption of low-grade lumber

in the pending contention with the fiber board and composition box people

regarding freight classification which is pending before the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
W. J. Cude. president of the W. J. Cude Land and Lumber Company,

surprised his host of friends here and elsewhere by being quietly married
recently to Miss Mabel H. Grizzard. They left for an extended wedding
trip, and on their return will live at the groom's suburban home.

John W. Love of New York was a visitor here last week.

=•< BRISTOL y-
The H. P. Wyman Lumber Company, with a capital stock of .$24,000,

was organized in Bristol last week by H. P. Wyman of the Bristol Door
and Lumber Company ; H. A. Johnson, a well-known hardwood lumber-

man of Lee county, Virginia, and J. G. Wyman of this city. The com-
pany has purchased a good sized area of timber near Big Stone Gap, Va.,

and will develop the property as soon as mills can be installed. All are

experienced and successful hardwood lumbermen.
The Adams Lumber Company of this city has purchased a boundary of

timber near Blountville, Tenn., and has installed a mill to cut it.

W. O. Came of the Bristol Door and Lumber Company returned this

week from a two weeks' stay in the East. He reports that there is a

decided state of expectancy and uncertainty In business circles there, due
to the revision of the tariff and that con'ditions, while favorable, are

naturally somewhat unsettled.

Frank Shell of Johnson City, Tenn., has purchased a boundary of

timber near Roan Mountain. Carter county, Tenn., and is Installing por-

table mills to develop the property.

Three sales of timber and mountain lands near Bristol were effected

last week. These purchases were made by the government for the Ap-
palachian Forest reserve. The Douglas Robinson tract In Johnson and
Sullivan counties, consisting of 25,000 acres, was taken over. The

i
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Shaffer tract of 30.000 acres was taken together with tracts owned by
the Interstate Coal and Iron Company and the Unaka Springs Lumber
Company.

=-< ST. LOUIS >-=

There was a decrease in the volume of building operations in St. Louis
last month amounting to nearly a million dollars. The lateness of this

season and the filing of several large permits last year increased opera-
tions last year over the normal.

Receipts of lumber by rail at St. Louis during April this year as
reported by the Merchants' Exchange were 16,725 cars. During April
last year the receipts were 12.767 cars, showing a gain in receipts this

April of 3,958 cars. Shipments of lumber by rail last month were
14,301 cars. A year ago the shipments were 10,002. an increase this

April of 4,209 cars. There were no shipments or receipts by river during
either of the years.

Twenty-four new members joined the Lumbermen's Exchange at the
last meeting of the board of directors. The membership came from Mis-

souri, Arkansas, Louisiana and Ohio. The aggressive campaign recently

Inaugurated by President F. H. Smith is responsible for the big gain.

The inspection department of the Lumbermen's Exchange is busy. Not
only has the local work increased but that from the outside is growing
all the time.

H. Borcherding is now covering the South for the Thomas E. Powe
Lumber Company. Mr. Borcherding was formerly of Baton Rouge, La.

W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company says that
company is getting more orders than it can fill, their railroad business

being especially heavy. The recent heavy rains have bothered the com-
pany's mills, one or two of them working only part of the time and the

others working" whenever possible.

E. H. Blumer of the Lothman Cypress Company is in the northern
territory looking after his customers. He said before leaving that busi-

ness was good and that the company is well satisfied with both the

volume of business it is doing and the prices obtained.

Thomas E. Toungblood. secretary of the Payson-Smith Lumber Com-
pany, is in the South buying lumber for the company. While the head-

quarters of the company are located in Minneapolis, it has a branch in

St. Louis, of which Mr. Youngblood is the local manager. The company
handles principally oak. gum, ash and hickory.

Roland F. Krebs of the Krebs-Scheve Lumber Company, who was mar-
ried a couple of weeks ago, has returned from his wedding trip and has

located in his new home in the West End.

^-< LOUISVILLE y-
The Louisville Hardwood Club entertained President Charles H.

Barnaby and members of the official staff and directorate of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association May 6. Mr. Barnaby is a favorite of

Louisville lumbermen, and they had been planning to greet him and his

official family for a long time. The executive committee of the associa-

tion met Tuesday morning. A luncheon followed, the Louisville lumber-

men being hosts. The afternoon was taken up in various ways, many
of the lumbermen visiting the yards, which were in the flooded district.

In the evening the visitors were entertained at dinner. President Edward
L. Davis of the Hardwood Club presiding. Numerous informal talks

were made regarding the lumber business in general and the National

Hardwood Lumber Association in particular. The affair was most
enjoyable.

The Louisville Hardwood Club has joined with the Kentucky Retail

Lumber Dealers' Association in a protest to President Wilson against

the approval of the Sundry Civil Service Appropriation bill in its present

form, under which farmers' organizations and labor unions are exempted
from prosecution with funds appropriated for the use of the trust-

busters. The lumbermen felt that while there was no immediate pros-

pect of its becoming necessary to undertake prosecutions of the exempted
type, such a provision was decidedly tinged with the spirit of class leg-

islation, and was accordingly unwholesome. The bill now pending is

similar to that which was vetoed by President Taft just before his re-

tirement from office.

Louisville lumbermen report that a slight car shortage is about the

only visible effect of the recent floods, and that is accounted for on the

ground that much delayed freight is in transit, many cars which should
have been released still being held up awaiting delivery. However, the

difficulty regarding rolling stock is by no means serious, and it is ex-

pected that it will have completely disappeared within a few weeks.
Hardwood interests watched with considerable satisfaction the progress

of the suit of the Ohio Valley Tie Company of Louisville against the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, which culminated in a verdict for a
little more than $56,000 damages in favor of the tie company. The
charges in its suit were that the railway endeavored to ruin its business

by posting prohibitive rates on ties and in other ways interfering with
the legitimate operation of the business. The fact that the road pro-

vided an insufficient number of cars and required the tie concern to re-

handle them into other cars in Louisville was one of those regarded as

most damaging to the case of the railway, which put up a strenuous
fight. The Louisville & Nashville, it is also stated, has put into effect

all over Its line in Kentucky a tie rate no greater than the rate on rough

lumber of the same kind, thus carrying out the principle laid down by
the Interstate Commerce Commission on numerous occasions.
Friends of D. E. Kline, head of the Louisville Veneer Mills, are con-

gratulating him on the appearance and general make-up of a brochure
which has just come from the press, entitled "A Novelty That Has
Become a Staple: Figured Gum." The booklet exploits the advantages
and desirability of figured gum lumber, veneers and panels, and, besides
showing the splendid facilities of the Louisville Veneer Mills for pro-
ducing that kind of stock, presents some impressive arguments relative
to the development of the wood from a despised second-rater, used for
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all sorts of lowly and Imnihle purijosi's, to application in the Inghesl

grade cabinet woi-k l>i>ing produced. The booklet is handsomely printed

and carefully designed, and not only reflects credit on the institution

producing it. but likewise is of importance as a contribution to the

literature concerning an important commercial wood.

The Loui.sville baseball club is right up at the top of the heap in

the American association, and friends of T. M. Bromi, who has a season

lease on Box 2.3 at L^clipse I'ark, are assiduously cultivating the favor

of that lumberman, who is in a position to provide choice vantage points

from which to view the victories of the conquering Colonels.

EdwaVd S. Shippen of the Louisville Point Lumber Company has

been buying logs up the Big Sandy river, and has a supply on hand

suflieient to keep the Louisville mill operating for several months.

The company has some of the finest poplar logs ever brought out of the

Sandy valley, it is believed.

W A N T E D
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Sales Omce—South Side Station—C. H, & D. R, R,

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS ^^ FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 1
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II. Biggar of the lumber department of the Western Electric Company
was in Louisville recently.

State Forester .1. E. Barton is now putting in a nursery at Louis-

ville. It is to be located on the state fair grounds, and will contain

400.000 plants. Ten thousand seedlings will be ready for transplanting

in a S-ear, it is believed. Sturdy native varieties will be given first place

in the nursery.

=-< ARKANSAS >-=

A new hardwood lumber sawmill hjis recently been installed ou the Gus
Messiek place, just north of Mountain Home. Ark. This mill was trans-

ferred to Mountain Home from timbered district of southern Missouri,

just north of that place.

The Arkansas-Indiana Lumbir Company of Clarksvilb'. Ark., is now
installing a basket factory in connection with its planing mill at that

place. Thr' company will be prepared within a few days to make any
kind of jjackagf for the shipment of peaches, berries, etc. The services of

a thoroughly competent man from Indiana have been secured to take

charge of the plant,

Wcntwnrlh H. Hays, president of the Ozark Unrrel & Ilex Company of

Fayetteville. Ark., tiled a voluntary petition in ))ankruiptcy. giving his

assets at $7,000 and his liabilities at $7,809.

On Apr. 30 a deal was consummated by Dean Adams of Memphis for the

sale of 20.000 acres of timbrrland in Crittenden and Cross counties.

Arkansas, to a Cleveland lumber company. The consideration named by
Mr. Adams was $2ri0.000. The property was owned by Little Hock and
Memphis capitalists, whose names were not made public by Mr. Adams.
The property is well located, lying on two ridges of ground which will

become rich farm land when the timber has been removed.' The Cleveland

concern will spend more than $100,000 this year in btiilding tram roads

from the main line of the Il'on Mountain, Rock Island and Cotton Belt

railroads to the timber district. Six big sawmills will l)e located on the
property, and a large lumber camp will be established in the central

portion of the limher tract. It is the company's intention to divide the
property into small truck farms for the purpose of colonization as fast as

the timber is removed.

Mr. Fletcher of the Hardwood Lumber Company, Alton. 111., has been

in Arkansas for the past ten days buying stock for his concern.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
Ground has been broken for a five-story brick-veneer addition to thi'

plant of the I*hoenix Chair Company at Sheboygan. The new addition
wifl be located east of llie present buildings. The dimensions will be

50 by 150 feet. The present buildings of the company consist of the main
building, .5" by 330 feet, having three I.'s 30 by 100 feet, and a ware-
house measuring 30 by IflS feet. All of these structures are live stories

high and of brick construction. About a year ago the company erected a

new drying house and a modern power house with new boilers and
engines. The I'hocnix Chair Company, which was organized In 1S75 with
a capital stock of ,'$50,000, has grown to be one of the largest in the

world. In ISSS the capital was increased to .^.lOO.OOO. Several hundred
men an' employed at the plant and the new addition will require an addi-

tional hundred hands.

A bill which was introduced by Senator Tompkins of Ashland and has
been passed by the legislature has changed the system of tax assessment
on logs and other timl)er to be manufactured. The new law now provides
for the assessment of all logs not delivered by the first of May of each
year in the towns where they were cut. Heretofore the assessment was
made at the town where the mill was located which was to saw the logs,

no matter where the logs and timber were piled. Since the bill has
been passed officials and attorneys for cities which will be affected are
trying to kill the measnre, as it means thousands of dollars to them.
Marinette, Peshtigo. Oconto, VVansau and Tomahawk liad representatives
at Madison trying to obviate in some way the effect of the new law.

It has not yet been published, but that is all that Is required to give
it a place on the statute books. A new measure to repeal the law will

be introduced. If allowed to stand the law will mean a loss on the
tax rolls of the above mentioned cities amounting up to .$10,000.

A scarcity of men in the northern luml)er camps is felt this spring by
lumber companies. The Foster-Latimer Company and the Mellon Lumber
Company, at Mellen, are in need of about filteen hundred men for the

operations. The big plant at rhlllips that has been shut down for a

number of years is to operate again, and the extensive operations of
the Edward Hines Lumber Company at Tark Falls will also require a
large number of men. The Hines company will also run to capacity on
the recently acquired Atwood interests. The Oconto and the Holt lumber
companies are running their mills day and night on full crews. The
additional activities and increased output by the various lumber com-
panies this year is responsible for the great labor demand.

The Heineman Lumber Compan.v, at Merrill, is erecting its new plan-

ing mill to the new plant in that city. The framework is completed
and adds much to the appearance of the property. The planing mill Is

located north of the railway right-of-way and will be driven by electric

power geni'rnted at the main engine room.
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The new .$15U.0uO plant of tin- Fcsbtigo Lumber Company, at Pesh-

ti;;o. has been started up un the season's run. At present only the day
shift is running. The plant has a capacity of 125,000 feet daily.

The Shaw company, at Crandon. has now sufficient orders to start up
the hub mill at an early date. A fine stock of timber is on hand in the

lake and more is arriving by rail. Fred Poole will superintend the mill.

The M. II. Sprague Lumbi'r Company and the .7. S. Stearns Lumber
Company, at Washburn, have started up their sawmills for the season.

The Spraguo company has a large supply of logs on hand—enough to

keep a day shift running through the whole season. Logs for the Stearns

company arc being brought from the northern parts of the county and
Michigan and will also keep a day shift busy for many months.
The Republic Lumber Company, for a number of years a heavy

operator at the old Merryman mill at Marinette, has closed up its busi-

licss in JIarinette, due to exhaustion of the company's available timber

supply in this section. Every employe was presented with a splendid

recommendation and a substantial sum of money in addition to the

regular pay check. The offices will hereafter be at Chicago.

The Mohr-Stotzer Lumber Company of Holt and Portage, which has

decided to erect a large new sawmill at \yausau. as noted in the last

issue of H.\RDWOOD Record, is said to have made a deal with the F.

Schubring Lumber Company of Wausau, whereby the two concerns are to

consolidate and reorganize. It is stated that the now company will

operate the Schubring mill in the southern part of Wausau.
The Marathon Luml>er Company has been incorporatfd at Wausau.

The concern is capitalized for $650,000, and its incorporators are J. S.

Alexander, W. II. Bissell and C. C. Yawkey.

Enos Colburn and others of Green Bay have incorporated as the

Abrams Lumber Company with a capital stock of $10,000.
The Thompson Lumber Company of Waterford. which will operate

a large lumber yard in that place, has tiled articles of incorporation.

W. D.. Charles H. and George H. Thompson arc the incorporators, and
the capital is placed at $50,000.

Nels IHu'holm. fcr a nuniln-r of years sales manager for the Scott A;

Howe Lumber Company at Hurley, has resigned to accept a similar

position for the following concerns at Oshkosh : Scott & Howe. Mellen
Lumber Company, Foster-Latimer Lumber Company. Medford Lumber
Company and the J. S. Stearns Lumber Company. Mr. Dueholm will

make his headquarters at Oshkosh.

The Daniel Shaw Lumber Company's sawmill, which has been in

operation at Eau Claire for the past fifty years, has been acquired by
the John IL Kaiser Lumber Company of the same city, together with
the stock and real estate. The consideration has not been made public.

The dry condition in the northern part of the state has caused forest

tires, which are said to be the most serious in four years. The organized
state forest rangers and patrolmen in the northern woods are keeping the

tiames in check, and report that the tires are confined to surface material

and have not reached any tall timber. The state forest reserves have
not been endangered, and if rain comes within a short time it will

remove all danger.

Slow progress is being made with the last log drive on the St. Croix

river, which will contain about 50.000.000 feet. This being the last

drive accounts for the taking of a clear rear. It is estimated that

from 50.000.000 to 100.000.000 f^et of logs are at the bottom of the

river after about fifty years of logging, during which time no attention

was paid to deadheads. These logs will now be raised and fastened to

fioaters to be towed to a landing and left on the banks to dry. The
St. Croix Poom Company is doing the work.

is active because of the transit stock conditions noted and possibly sea-

>r liable reasons.

On the whole the situation is favorable in the Chicago market.

=-< NEW YORK y-

The li:!rd\vood m:irket is good and prices continue firm. Tlae yard
and manufacturing trades report a decline in activity but the aggregate

\ulume is well maintained and business is better than a year ago. There-

is still some complaint ot inability to get good stocks though many say

the stocks are available when the price is right. Birch and basswood
are very strong and stocks are scarce. Birch has advanced §2 on some
items. Basswood has advanced $1. Another change is noted in ash
which, next to plain oak, has been the strongi'st feature ot the market
for a long time. Inch l"s and 2's are up •?!. The balance of the list re-

mains firm, and inquiry is generally satisfactory in the wholesale market.

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.
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CINCINNATI
!
Hardwood Manufacturers andJobbers

I

WE SELL ''SERVICE"
in connection with a full line

OF

Oak, Gum, Poplar, and other Hardwoods

If you appreciate "service," in all

its details, write, wire or phone

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

\:;Mi;i;^-ii:jathait5;iiN^>iromauiTO^^

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >-^

The excessive shipments of transit stock from the various yards in the

South affected by high waters have commanded the bulk of the attention

of the local trade during the past two weeks. The effect of these transit

shipments, which aggregate a great many hundred of cars, have unques-

tionably been felt in the actual call for lumber, but the lumber trade is

standing firm on hardwood prices, being confident in the future of the

situation. A great many of the cars have already arrived and have been

disposed of, but some are still to come, which will tend to maintain this

condition for a short time longer. Unquestionably as soon as this excess

of stock has been disposed of. the condition which was manifest before

the high water will be resumed.

The relative position ot the various standard species and grades of

hardwoods is about maintained. The call tor all items is favorable, for

some of course stronger than for others, but none could really be called

weak. While reports from the South show there is quite a little gum
available, still this desirable wood does not show .iny tendency to become

panicky in price.

The building situation locally is very favorable to continued prosperity

on the part of those catering to the building trade. The factory trade

Richey, Halsted & Quick
HIGH GRADE SOUTHERN LUMBER

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINA HARDWOODS

GOEBK£ BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOUKTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING §
^gjaigjSMiaiaiaSMeMMMSiaaaSMMMSMMMaiMSMSMaMJSISISMaHSag)
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//
/ ''Everybody can sing whe

cure

=-< BUFFALO >.=

^

LUMBER
''Everybody can sing when they have
anything to sing about."—Barrie.

^ We have a right to sing about both

Kraetzer-cured Lumber and the Kraet-

zer Preparator, by means of which it is

produced, but—we know

"The bane of many a good idea has been the

intemperate zeal of its exploiters."

—

Cooley.

JL- -•
//

/ /

A KRAETZER PREPARATOR

Hence

—

^ While we assure you that Kraetzer-

cured Lumber is vastly superior in qual-

ity to that seasoned by any process

previously employed; and that it can be

produced at a saving in labor, time, in-

terest on investment, insurance, taxes,

less weight and shrinkage, and higher
quality of from S3.00 to S4.00 a thou-

sand feet. Yet

—

^ We don't ask you to believe us, but

do ask you to let us send you the names
and addresses of all owners of Kraetzer
Preparators, to every one of whom we
can confidently refer you for commen-
dation of both the process and the eco-

nomical and satisfactory working of the

apparatus.

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St.

w

CHICAGO, ILL,

cure
LUMBER

The past few weeks Lave been quite active in tlie hardwood trade and
dealers are satisfied at the volume of business and the prices prevailing.

A certain amount of disturbance to lumber conditions Is found in the

tariff agitation and the numerous strikes prevailing through this sectioii

of the country, but factories are running actively and taking a fair

amount of lumber, though less than they were a short time ago. Pros-

pects are for fair business during the present month. The buying Is likely

to be restricted somewhat by the uncertainties of the tariff.

Oak is selling readily, with the usual scarcity of dry stock. Prices

are high. Thick ash sells very well, but the supply of it is smalL
Maple Is quite active and shows much strength in price. Birch is selling

well at the yards, which make it a specialty, most of the business being

in car lots. Mixed-car buying is small in birch. An occasional car of

cherry Is selling. Poplar in most grades is in steady demand.

< PHILADELPHIA >
Although trading during the last fortnight has lacked some of the

sharp activity of the early part of April, the volume of business gives

satisfaction. The slight falling off in sales is attributed to the con-

servative attitude toward deals for future delivery, many of the buyers

still holding to the belief that a break In prices will come, although

there are now no apparent signs of weakening. The wholesale consuming
industries continue fairly busy. Building work is progressing with the

advancing spring weather. Yardmen are better stocked and activity in

sales is increasing. Dry stocks In standard woods are still scarce and
command stiff prices. Special fancy woods are in a market of their

own with values high.

No material change Is noticeable In the general hardwood situation

from a fortnight ago. Quartered oak is racing with plain oak for top

liner ; wide poplar continues to make new friends ; maple flooring is

strengthening : sound wormy chestnut gains ground ; high-grade chestnut

holds firm ; ash Is in good call, with strong prices ; the mahogany and
veneer business Is active ; low-grade stock in all hardwoods is short of

demand and prices are well maintained.

--<, PITTSBURGH >-
The furniture trade at present Is the most encouraging feature of the

hardwood business. All furniture factories In this section are ordering

good supplies. They are running full, and the big payrolls of this district

are encouraging them in the belief that trade will be good all summer
For this reason ash, hlckorj-, maple, poplar, walnut and cherry are In

especially active demand. Dry stocks are scarce and country mills whlcb
have lumber or timber of this kind are reaping a nice harvest this sum-
mer. White oak continues to be the strongest seller on the list. There
is no doubt but that this lumber is in better demand now than at any time

for years. Every mill in western Pennsylvania is rushed with orders

and is hurrying forward its shipments now that the roads are getting

passable. Railroads are buying all the white oak timbers they can get.

White oak for general construction purposes and also pole oak are badly

wanted and command a premium in many quarters. Prices on hardwoods
are firm with a little tendency to raise. There is good evidence that the

hardwood business will continue first class throughout the summer.

-< BOSTON y-
In the market for hardwood lumber there is a fair amount of activity

to the demand. Buyers as a whole are a little slow to anticipate their

wants. Some claim that business will not be so good this summer as it

was last, due to the generally unsettled condition of business throughont
the country ; others are optimistic and cannot see anything but good busi-

ness ahead. Manufacturers of veneers are doing a good business and are

reported to be getting firm prices. The piano trade is good and plants In

this vicinity are running full. Furniture manufacturers, especially those
catering to the office supply end of the business, are said to be busy.

There has been no letup in the strength of hardwood prices and in

some cases dealers are talking further advances. For plain oak the call

is very good. Dealers are finding it difficult to get supplies fast enough
in some cases. The manufacturers of plain oak are strong In their de-

mands for top prices and are upheld in their position by the fact that
their stocks are not large. Quartered oak is firm and in very good demand.
Maple is in fair call with prices steady. Whitewood is in moderate de-
mand in this market. The better grades are In the greatest demand at
the present time.

=•< BALTIMORE >
The hardwood movement keeps up as well as could possibly be ex-

pected under the circumstances. There may not be that snap to the
trade In various directions that characterized it In the early spring, but
consumers are demanding lumber in quantities that take up the output
of the mills, and according to information available here, there are no
extensive accumulations to be taken care of. Some of the mlllmen con-
tinue to report that they coulil do a larger business If stocks were to be
had, while the prices realized appear to be In the main very acceptable.
One of the peculiar features ..f the trade is that while the interest In
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supplies may have eased off somewhat, the quotations are holding their

own with marked firmness. The producers still contend that they have

no reason to make concessions and the buyers are apparently prepared

to take up all of the supplies that are offered at the prevailing prices.

Some hesitancy is being shown by the yardmen, perhaps for the reason

that not a few of them carry full assortments. When it seemed almost

impossible to get lumber, extensive commitments were entered into by

the yards, and the filling of these contracts has given them about all of

the stocks which they have room for. As a consequence they are slow

about placing further orders, being disposed to wait until actual need

develops for the particular kind of lumber. This tendency, however, has

not yet become sufficiently pronounced to cause accumulations at the

mills, and the latter are being operated to capacity. The upward move-

ment of prices seems to have been halted, and no further advances are

being reported. For the present, at least, the quotations are well sus-

tained and neither the mills nor the dealers are holding out special In-

ducements.
Chestnut of all grades is moved with dispatch. The Interest in sound

wormy seems to be unabated and mills are shipping out their product

as fast as it can be produced, while the other grades are also in very

good request. Chestnut, in fact, is among the most active of the hard-

woods at the present time, and is bringing very satisfactory returns.

The feeling with respect to oak in the export trade is easy. Stocks have

been going forward in such quantities that some of the ports on the

other side of the Atlantic have very liberal selections, and the brokers

-arc warning against forwarding on consignment. One of the woods

which is decidedly quiet and has not borne out earlier expectations is

cypress. The demand, for some reason, has not kept up, and at the

present time th- range of the quotations is very moderate, with stocks

not especiali.. heavy, but with buyers indifferent. Less c.vpress seems

to be used for interior finish than has been the case at other times, and

in spite of the many building permits taken out the inquiry for cypress

halts. It is to be said that the tendency with respect to ocean freight

rates is toward a lower level, so that the decline in the quotations on
the other side does not fall entirel.v upon the shippers.

W i S C O N S I

=< COLUMBUS y
The hardwood trade in Columbus and central Ohio has been rather

active during the past fortnight despite the flood which caused so much
damage to the lumber industry of the state. The demand from retailers

and from factories is good and prices have been ruling firm. There is

no indication of weakness in any direction, and every change is toward
higher levels.

Dry stocks are still generally scarce. There is no accumulation of any
variety and grade, and this shows a pretty uniform movement. Building

operations are very active in every locality and this means a continuation
of the good demand. Yard stocks are only fair, and with good buying
in the npar future stocks will have to be replenished.

The railroads are now able to move shipments more promptly. Some
of the railroads are troubled with congestion at the junction points.

Furniture, automobile and vehicle factories are good buyers of hardwoods.
Plain and quartered oak is in good demand. There is also a good

demand for poplar and the wide sizes are now moving better. Chestnut
is strong and the volume of business is satisfactory. There is a good
demand both for ash and basswood.

^-< CINCINNATI y
The good tone to the trade in general continues, particularly in the

hardwood.s. There has been a much needed gain in the accumulation of

hardwoods at the yards. Quite a little lumber has been received and
been put away since the high water, which was accumulated along the

railwa.v lines, and yards here are in good shape to supply the trade.

The wood consuming factories in all sections drawing supplies from this

market are k(-eping up nicely and there is every reason to expect a con-
tinuation of present good business. Many of the woods most in demand,
like plain oak. ash. etc., are still hard to obtain in quantities, and the

balance of the hardwoods are just a little better in quantity than a
lew weeks ago. From a dealer's standpoint this is encouraging and
does not show a tendency toward falling off of demand, but rather that

manufacturers both large and small are catching up a trifle. Possibly

the demand right uow is not quite up to a month ago which indicates

a between season rather than a slack period. A few dealers are fearful

of the tariff tinkering affecting business, but this opinion is not held

generally. Many dealers would prefer that the administration would let

the protective features alone on some items, but do not fear any general

let-down in business.

With prices ruling high on all items and the demand good, there is

little for hardwood men to complain of. Inquiries are numerous, indi-

cating continued strength. The price question seems to be fixed for the

time being at least. .\11 buyers know that hardwoods cannot be had
under present prices, with indications toward an upward trend. There is

more chance for the wholesaler to pick up lots of hardwoods than there

was a tew weeks ago but the price is right up top and the demand quite

up to supply. At this point the only change noted Is a little less dlffi-

cuit.v in obtaining supplies.

The demand for low-grade poplar is just as good now as it has been

for the past several months, with prices at top notch, and this will un-

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles aad Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and
White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

WE MANUFACTURE MICHIGAN
HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK.
MILLS ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN; STOCK

BAND SAWN

Have in Shipping
Condition

BIRCH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4

ASH: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4
ELM: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4 to 12/4

BASSWOOD: NO. 2 AND BETTER, 4/4
to 12/4

WE are well equipped for manufacturing

special sizes, wagon stock, skids, ties, etc.

THE C. A. GOODYEAR LUMBER COMPANY
OfiBce and Mill Logging Camp

TOMAH» WISCONSIN BLUE BILL, MICHIGAN

The Tegge Lumber Go.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Checking, Splitting,

Rotting

Prevented by

LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and Dimension
Stock against weather and time. A BOY CAN DO THE WORK.

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE IS FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE COMPANY
62 Beckman Street NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass.
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

COUNTER WEIGHTS
When one ascends the other descends in obe-

dience to the laws of gravity and trade. Price, one
of the weights, ascends when quantity, the other

weight, descends.

Southern pine production is decreasing and the

deficit in that section must be made good from
other sources, largely by an increase in the produc-

tion of lumber in the intermountain country and
on the Pacific slope.

That means an increased, a competitive demand
for western timber, and a gain in the value of the

stumpage and the manufactured product.

With these FACTS in mind can you
afford not to profit by them?

For particulars of some of the great

bargains now offered, address

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

(luubtedly conliDiie. No. 1 common ami lictlcr is boldiug' up woU and
the improvcmpnt orcr the light dprnand of a few months ago is marked^
with prict'S holding firm. Poplar manufacturers say they are well satis-

lied with market conditions and that they are well supplied with orders.

They claim the market will steadily improve.

•< INDIANAPOLIS >
Hardwood lumbermen report that business has been exceptionally brisk

during the last two weeks. There has been an especially heavy deman*
for all grades of oak and for mahogany veneers. Thus far there has been

no trouble in filling orders promptly. The transportation lines are now
in normal condition and are furnishing cars promptly.

The large trade has been due to the demands of furniture factories.

Kvery furniture factory in the state is having a phenomenal business-

because of the fact that furniture in hundreds of homes was ruined by
the recent flood. One Indianapolis furniture factory, reports its AprlJ

business four times as large as its business in April 1912.

Prices are steady, but there has been no change during the last two-

weeks.

=-< MEMPHIS >•-

Tlie df^maiul I'or hardwood lumber here is reported very good and the

volume of busini'irs is quite up to the average of the past few years at

this time. Tin- call is particularly insistent for all grades of both red

and white plain oak, and prices are well maintained. There is a pro-

nounced scarcity of cottonwood and gum in the lower grades and the

demand fur both is in excess of the supply. Oflforings are reported quite-

light in the open market and some of the box manufacturers and other
consumers are meeting with difficulty in securing their full requirements,

particularly in 5/4 and 6/4 gum. A slight improvement has peen re-

ported in the upper grades of red gum but some members of the trade

say that the situation is no better excejit with reference to thin stock

which is movin'j; pretty well into export channels. The demand for ash
is good and offerings are readily absorbed at current prices. Sap gum itt

ihi* upper grades is in good request and cypress continues to move freely

in selects and shops. The higher grades, however, are showing no change.

There is a good export demand for southern hardwoods, and shipments

to Europe are on a pretty full scale.

Some uneasiness has been occasioned by the announcement of the steam-

sliip companies that, after the expiration of sixty days from May 1, they

would abrogate their agreement to honor through bills of lading from the
west side lines and lo absorb the demurrage chargi's at New (Orleans.

Exporters here, however. believ4' that an amieabh' adjustment will be
reached in this matter before the date fnr the new ruling to hecdme
ofToctive.

=-< NASHVILLE >
Good conditions continue to prevail on the local hardwood market, witli

lilain oak still leading in demand 5ind quartered oak a good seller. There'

are good calls, too, for hickor.v an<l ash, a fair demand for chestnut and
poplar, and little change in cottonwood and gum. Dry, desirable stocks of
all hardwoods are low and are considered very good property just now.
Prices are steady. There arc active calls for factory stocks, also for

l.tths and shingles. Lower grades are in demand. .Mill stocks are con-

siderably broken. (Jood weather has given a decided impetus to the busi-

ness and spring building operations are very active, the retailers sharing'

in the activity. Business, including railroad traffic, has about adjusted
itself following the recent floods, and shipments are ' becoming regular
once more. Some dealers .say this is the first time in years that dry
stocks ba^'e not been equal to the demands. I..ocal box factories have their

hands full filling orders. The hardwood flooring factories are busy and
good exports are being made to Kngland. with rush orders from Austria.

=-< BRISTOL y--

Trade conditions in this territory continue favorable and the prospects
fur business are very encouraging. Activity continues to characterize
the hardwood industry and it is believed that business will continue-

l)risk during the remainder of the year. There is a decided tendency on
the part of the manufacturers to increase their operations, wherever new
timber can be secured, and several large concerns that have about ex-

hausted their present holdings are looking about for more, although there
is very little timber tor sale at what is considered a fair price. The
owners are continually advancing the price and many refuse to even
consider selling, especially wliere they have growing timber.

=< LOUISVILLE y.
Business conditions in the Louisville market are generally satisfactory.

Demand is remaining excellent, and both inquiries and orders are being
received freely. The agitation regarding the revision of the tariff does
not appear to have caused much unrest, few industries regarding the pro-

posed changes with anything like apprehension. The textile trade, in

tact, appears to be about the only one seriously wrought up over the
situation, and even its members are not greatly alarmed. Consequently
the lumbermen, who all along have contended that rapid disposition of
this question, without much regard for the details of the revision, was
the big desideratum, are ipbasod with the progress which Is being made.
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:iiid jii-p hopeful that tho c-hanm- will In- disposed of shortly so as to

;;ivo manufacturers in the affected lines chance to adjust themselves

promptly.

Meanwhile hardwoods of all kinds are in good demand. Quartered
oak is moving briskly. Plain o;ik continues strong, as heretofore. Ash
is a good seller. Chestnut is a live mover except in the upper grades.

Poplar is also showinj; more life, and even firsts and seconds are in bet-

tor call. Collections are reported to be considerably improved.

=-< ST. LOUIS y.
There has been a fair amount of activity manifest in the hardwood

market during the past ten days. More improvement is anticipated in

the near future. There is still a groat scarcity of red and white oak.

particularly red oak. and they are much in demand. Tho lower grades of

both items are also in fair request. There is a good call for ash, which
is very scarce. Prices arc firm with an upward tendency. Gum is rather

fpiiet at present. Poplar is in fair demand, especially the lower grades.

An improvement is shown in cottonwood and firm prices prevail. Other
hardwood items show hut little chaniie.

=< MILWAUKEE >=
One of the most hopeful si^ns in the local hardwood trade is the

fact that manufacturers, including sash and door and interior woodwork-
ing concerns, are placing much larger orders. This is significant, espe-

cially as most of tho buying is for the purpose of satisfying the im-

mediate wants of these concerns. Manufacturers are not inclined to buy
for stock at this time, iu view of tho high prices and because of the

fact that now stocks are beginning to arrive.

Building operations have taken on new life daily as a result of favora-

ble weather conditions. A total of nearly 500 permits was issued during

the month of April, representing an investment of nearly $1,500,000.

This was a substantial gain over the corresponding period in 1012. While
there is a record number of large buildings being erected in this city, it

Is said that an especially large number of permits are being taken out
for the erection of homes. Reports indicate that plenty of building has
been started all over the slate. Building operations among the farmers

are naturally being curtailed somewhat at the present time, owing to the

rush of spring work on the land.

Stocks of northern hardwoods are so light that most concerns seem tn

be busy putting winter-sawed lumber through the dry-kilns in order that

tho demands of the trade may be satisfied. Some new hasswood is arriv-

ing in the local market, while now find then shipments of birch are

repoi'ted. but the movement of new stocks is not general as yet. Birch,

maple, basswood and elm are wanted. Dry stocks of southern woods are

light, as usual, with shipments of oak far from being equal to require-

ments. The demand for cypress and poplar is much stronger as a result

of the increase in buildinii <tp''i'*'ti'^iis-

=-< GLASGOW y
• Juiet conditions have prevailed in the timber trade of the West of

Scotland during the past fortnight. The current high prices offer no
great inducement to buying ahead of immediate requirements, and the

transactions reported are consequently mostly limited to the covering of

immediate wants. The Montreal season will open very shortly now. and
liiiht imports may be looked for unless the demand improves very con-

siderably. Stocks of pine and spruce are certainly light, but consump-
tion meantime is very slow, so that stocks will be quite ample for a time.

The shipyards are responsible for quite a few inquiries resulting in sales

of pitch pine, birch logs, yellow pine sidings, etc. Packing-case makers
report business somewhat quieter, and this is reflected in the falling off

in tho demand for spruce deals, resulting in part of recent shipments
linding their way into store. The Riga season has not yet commenced,
but numerous cuutracts are reported for late April-early May shipment.

The import of birch logs shows no signs of abating, each succeeding

steamer bringing in several hundred logs. As a result of this a few
thousand logs are at present lying on the wharf awaiting their removal
into storage yards, which proves that the stock is more than ample.

The upward movement in prices appears t:o have ceased for the time

being, and indeed in some of the recent ex-quay sales they have not even

been so firm as they were. The course of prices generally will bo in-

fluenced by the extent of imports during the next month or two. and except

in the event of too liberal supplies coming forward they appear likely

to be maintained.

Recent imports of American hardwoods have been comprised chiefly of

deliveries against contracts.

Quite a quantity of quartered oak boards 1", 11/4" & IH" bas come
forward, hut buyers would not l>e induced to purchase at the high price,

with the result that rather than sell at a loss, they have gone into store.

The floods in the States arc reported to have wrought considerable dam-

tige, and deliveries against contracts for oak, etc., are likely to Ix? kept

back, but to what extent remains to be seen.

The decline in freight rates still continues, and the latest figure two

days ago was reported—Gulf timber port to Cardiff 102 ' Gd Juno. Ship-

pers of pitch pine arc quite prepared to consider 80 - c. i. f. for 30 c. ft.

average.

Mahogany
Lumber and

Veneers
In Ijuying Alaliog'any Lumber and Veneers

of C. L. Willey. the purchaser is assured of a

product cut from the finest figured wood that

money and a search <if the world's markets can

secure.

Beyond this he is assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product not usu-

ally obtainable.

Right now stored in the log- yard of the Willey

plant at Chicago is more than a quarter million

dollars" worth of the highest class figured mahog-
any ever imported to this country.

The accompanying illustration shows a cor-

ner of the assemblage of these mahogany logs.
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THIS IS OUR RECORD
In Business TA Years

Losses Paid $1,100,000

Savings Effected for Subscribers - - - 700,000

Quick Assets Belonging to Subscribers - 775,000

Is/lore Cash Assets to each $100 of Out-
standing Liability than the Largest Stock

Companies

Entire Interest Earn-
ings Paid to Suhscrihers

Experience has demonstrated that from one-third to one-half of the cost of

their insurance can be saved to the LUMBERMEN by carrying ALLIANCE
POLICIES. Give us the opportunity to make these substantial savings

for YOU.

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance
U. S. EPPERSON & COMPANY, ATTY. & MGR.

R. A. Long Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will he inserted in this sec-
tion at tbe following rates;

For one insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line

For three insertions 50c a line

For four insertions 60c a line

Eigbt words of ordinary length make one line.

Heading counts as two Iln^s.

No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies uf paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

LUMBER BUYER AND INSPECTOR
wanted. L;u-.l:<- fiirnitiiri- ninniifacturor in Wis-

consin using six million feet of hardwood lum-

ber per annum has a good position for man of

experience in Inlying and inspecting hardwood
lumber. Must have large experience and first-

class references, .\ddress

BOX 42." care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—REPRESENTATIVES
.\ mill cuttiut: plain oak. iiiuuterrd oali, pop-

lar and ash. desires local representatives in the

following cities or vicinities, to represent them,

selling lumber on commission—Chicago. Milwau-

kee. Minneapolis, Grand lEapids, Detroit, Cleve-

land, Tl^ledo. Address
"BOX 50," care Il.vuuwouu ItECORD.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED |

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman for New York

state territor.v. write us. We can supply you

with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland ltd.,

Rochester, X. Y.

TIMDER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and Ugglng
conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. MCDONALD,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

Enorrllle, Tenn,

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOE
76 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, ereners, and reaches : and hickory and
maple axles. Will Inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

BnlTalo, N. T,

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNTTT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZBLL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOOS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

TWO LARGE AND ONE SMALL
Tract timber in Chesapeake & iiliio and Xorl'olk

& Western Railways, in Virginia and West Vir-

ginia. (!. T. TII.\YER, Charleston. W. Va.

FOR SALE—SEVERAL TRACTS
of Southern timlierlaud aver.aging over 00.000

acres per tract, convi-niently located for rail

transportation. North. South, East and West,

and containing white pint', almost every known
(liiality of hardwood, as well as coal, hematite,

iron ore, oil and gas. I'arliculars only to prjn-

(ipals. Address
"BOX ."il." care ILvnuwooD Record.

800 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
in western North <'arolina. .Mnstl\ oak. some

poplar, hickory, cliestnut. pine. A cove 2 miles

long near railroad. .'jiS an acre.

W. M. rUATT. Marion. X. C.

I OWN 900 ACRES OF
hardwood timlicrlanil on Bear Island, one of the

Apostle <Iroup. in Chequamegon Bay. Lake Su-

perior. This is estimated to cut better than 10

.M to the acre. 00 per cent red and yellow^ birch.

This timber can be logged cheaply and landed on

three lines of railway at .Xshlaud. Wis. W'Ul

sell timber or lan<l and timber at a reasonable

price. .V small payment down to the right party

will snflice, A. W. MACl.IOuH, Washburn, Wis.

haSdwood timberlands
We have siveral tracts uf iiardwniid timber-

lands, all sizes, located in western N. C. and
East Tenn. We have the quantity, the quality

and our prices are right. Address
SorTIlEItX STATES REALTY CO.,

GIO Vandeventer Building, Knoxville. Tenn.

ARE TOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

1 own In fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracts of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make tbe buyer

good money either as an Inrestment or aa an
operating proposition.

Will deal wltb principals only. Address In

confidence, "BOX 22," care Hakdwood Rbcord.

TIMBER FOR SALE

TIMBER FOR SALE
1-1.3011,400 ft. Yellow I'oplar.

24,47'J,9O0 ft.

I '1,71 2,000 ft.

S,270, 1.^)0 ft.

1.."pOO.O(iO ft.

2il,0S;'..10ll fl.

12.142.;i.-)0 ft.

Oak, Ash and Cherry.

Chestnut.

Basswood and Buckeye.

White Tine.

Hemlock and Yilbnv I'ii

Birch, Maple, etc.

]01.1.">9,600 ft,

112.000 cords pulp and tanning extract wood.
12.001) cords cliestnut. oak and hemlock hark.

l."»,O00 acres land, store building and employes'

houses.
" double circular mills and one band mill.

20 miles 3-ft. gauge, 30-lb. steel railway.

2 Climax locomotives, 30 cars, 2 log lo.aders.

This is one of the finest bodies of original

growth hardwoods in tbe South, ami lies on the

slopes of the TJnaka and Snowbir<l Mountains,
and is easily worth half a millbui ilollars, but
must be sold to settle an estate, .\ddrcss

BOX !)7. .\ndrews. Cherokee County, X. C.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
200,000 It. No. 1 two-inch oak bridge or plat-

form plank, such as International Harvester Co.

uses. Also 100,000 ft. No. 2 two-inch oak bridge

plank. N. BUTLER IIAYNES TIMBER CO.,

Memphis. Tenn.

FOE SALE—THE ENTIRE CUT OF
my mill, just beginning in virgin forest of post

oak, red and white oak and pine. Will make
an attractive price to some one to take entire

cut. W, C. BYINGTON, Fountain Hill, Ark,

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED :
WANTED—RED AND WHITE OAK

bending strips. Ask for specitications. Also

plain and quartered white oak strips, lx3"x3Vj"
—G', 7', 12', 14'. Quote delivered prices.

J.\MES -MADISON. New ralestine. Ind.

WANTED—HARD MAPLE SQUARES
SVi-siVi". 4x5", 4V.%5Yi", 5x6" and 6x6".

Lengths 6", 7". 8, 12 and 14 ft. No. 1 common
and better grade. Highest cash price paid. Also
1" white basswood x 4" and up wide, S to IG

ft. long. Write us today. HALL BROS.,
174 Mutual St., Toronto, Ont,

WANTED

DIMENSION OAK

rialn and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

4S" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and
straight. If you have any to offer write us.

Will take them dry or green,

THE COLUMBIA MFG, CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

LUMBER WANTED
|

LUMBER WANTED
Quote delivered Philadelphia, Pa., on

2 cars 8/4 sound wormy & 2 Com, Chestnut,

1 car 4/4 sound wormy & 2 Com. Chestnut.

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Commou Poplar.

:; cars 4/4 Box White I'ine.

.Shipper to Invoice direct. Name prices on

any stock you desire to move.

CH.VRLES C. CROSS, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED—ONE MILLION FEET
4 '4 No. 1 and No. 2 couonou or log run ash.

Also all other thicknesses log run or straight

grades. Quote prices f. o. I), shipping point.

W. E. IIEYSER LBR. CO., Cincinnati. ().

WANTED
5/4 and 8/4" log run Cherry. Also other thick-

ness. Cherry logs. 4/4" No. 3 common hard-

woods, any kind. Also clear Hard Maple axles

4>.j"x5yj"x6' long.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.. Jamestown, N. Y.
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WANTED FOR CASH
less 2% discount, 20 cars 3" Hard Maple, all

grades, green or dry. Mill inspection if de-

sired. Can also use some 6/4".

CYRUS C. SH.\FER, South Bend. Ind.

SOFT ELM
7/Sx4%xlS
7/8x81,4x26%

ELM. ASH OR HICKORY
lHxl%x40
lV2Xl%x40

OAK
2x2x30—28—25
lHxli4x40—24. 20—18
1x4x20—17—12
114x4x19
1x1x19

.\ddress "'BOX 43,"' care Hardwood Record.

WANTED
5 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Brown Ash, Dry.
1 car 5/8" Ists & inds Brown .\sti. Dry.
1 car 8/4" Ists & 2nds Brown .\sh, Dry.
1 car 5/4" Ists & 2nds Brown Ash. Dry.
Quote prices delivered Boston, Mass.

PLACE BROTHERS, IXC,
131 State Street, Boston, Mass.

WANTED
500,000 feet 4/4" sound wormy Chestnut, dry.

Quote cash price Boston rate of freight. State
when you could commence and complete ship-
ment. Address, "BOX 37," care Hardwood
Record.

WANTED TO BUY
100.000 feet 4/4. 5/4 and 6/4 log run Butternut.

DCHLMEIER BROTHERS, Cincinnati, O.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOE SALE—FINE 15,000
capacity sawmill, with 1,0(10.000 ft. standing
timber. Steam and water power. Rigged for
cutting hardwood dimension stock. Address

FRANK MILLER, Florence, Wis.

FOE SALE—A WELL EQUIPPED
basket and veneer plant, well located for timber,
shipping facilities and the sale of its products
for which there is an unlimited demand. We
believe from our year's experience as manager
of this factory we are offering you a good busi-
ness proposition. .\ny information desired,
cheerfully given. Address J. E. LAWRENCE.
Receiver. THE LEXINGTON VENEER CO., Lex-
ington, Ohio.

FOE SALE—WHOLESALE AND EETAIL
lumber and building matvrial yard, located in

fast growing town in the heart of the eastern
Kentucky coal fields, on two trunk line railroads.

Distributing point for Ky., Tenn. and Va. Price
and terms right. For particulars address

BOX 578, Middlesborough, Ky.

EXCELLENT OPPOETUNITY
for man to go In manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion In town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Hardwood Record.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

LOCOMOTIVES FOE SALE
-' 18-ton Climax 3 ft. gauge locomotives;
One 6 ft. Smith, Myers & Schnier band mill :

One 75 ton H. P. Corliss engine.

J. H. NORTHROP, Louisa. Ky.

GANG EIP SAWS
One—30" American "Hoyt" Fij. 547 hardwood

power-feed gang edgcr and ripper, complete
with eight saws and countershaft, weight
4.100 lbs. Price f. o. b. Fort Wayne. .$275.00

One—30" Berlin Machine Works No. 2i>7 hard-

wood power-feed gang edger and ripper, com-
plete with eight saws and counter-shaft. Price

f. o. b. Fort Wayne .$225.00

Both machines like new—no patched, worn or

iiroken parts. Terms one-fourth with order, I>al-

nuce on delivery, subject to inspection.

ARCOLA STAVE CO.,

Areola, Ind.

VENEEE MACHINE FOE SALE
One Coe 76-inch heavy rotary veneer machine,

with knife grinder. Used less than 30 days.

W. C. P. & O. CO., Ottawa, III.

BARGAIN IN

BOILEES AND ENGINE

300 H. P. Locomotive. Fire box boiler. 123
lb. working pressure allowed by Hartford Ins.

& Insp. Co. 60 ft. 44" stock.

14x20 self-contained Automatic Brownell En-

gine.

GO" Horizontal tubular boilers.

Also
50" Shaving Exhaust Fan.

42 ft. 10" Steam Feed.

Full specifications furnished on application.

JOHN S. OWEN LUMBER COMPANY.
Owen, Wisconsin.

WE WANT TO BUY
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

FOR INTERIOR FINISH
No. 1 Oak AVagon Stock, Hickory and Maple
.4xles, Tongues. Reaches and liuUter;,, Hickory
and Oak Bending Stock, Etc.

.ADDRESS DEFT. "L"

0. ACKLAND i SON. LTD.. WINNIPEG. MAN.. CANADA

Special Inducements
TO

Wood Working Plants

We know of several very de-
sirable locations for Wood Work-
ing plants near to the country's
greatest source of hard woods
and where prices are the lowest
in America.

Ample labor, low priced power
and excellent transportation fa-

cilities go to make these open-
ings very desirable.

Extra inducements as free

sites, tax exemption or stock
subscriptions will be given man-
ufacturers of good faith and
ability.

Our free services are at your
command in aiding you to find

a favorable location.

M. V. Richards

Land and Industrial Agt.

SOiUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305 Washington, D. C.

CHICAGO
Osgood & Richardson

935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

E. B. NETTLETON
Southern

Hardwoods
Pacific Coast Woods and Box Shooks

FISHER BUILDING CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. MAR. 1187

AT«De«T Qaag* iBtb»ftnawertoaT«a««rDirr'i
cr»»iDBfory©ara, Tbii "W»lk«r Brand" Veo-
ecr Qkuse iB % steel Kaag« ih&t wilt iatisfy

joarw&nU for all time. Toa cftDtdoyour-
elf a better taro than to bay on* of
thMs gauges. It gaugei ACOURATKLT
•Tery tQicknesBfrom l-40iDchto !l| inch
INCLUSIVE. W»ke up tothis opportD-
Dity. Priceonly $1 98deliTgr«l by U- S
Mail. Order now, today. Address—64&6
ffoodlawB lT«. Phone Hyde Park SS.

Deyt. C ns7
CHICAGO

QQ% F>URE

SILICA
OR SILEX FOR WOOD FILLERS
TAMMS SILICA CO., 19 So. 5th Ave., Chicajo

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar« frequent
except where
•ur

Two Piece
Oeometrical
Barter Coin

%M la u^e, then
Imitation isn't
poflBible.
Sample If you
ask for It.

S. D. CHILDS
< CO.
chlca|o

We also make
Tline Ohvcks,
BtenollBand
LaflfHajsu&erB-

Gerlach Modern Machines
Produt* the Ct.*«p*H and BfSl

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SA.W ANO LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERLACH CO- Cleveland. 6lh City, U.S.A.

(|[ The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.
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BUTTING SAW
J-or

Flooring Fa.ctories

For cutting out defects and making square and
smooth ends for end=matching maciiines. Used by
the largest producers. Write for particulars and prices.

Manufactured by

Cdk.dillacc Machine Co.
CADILLAC. MICH.

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

LIDC ERWOO D.

uMm'W^it^-^T^^-^^^^^Mii^
"-^^..:r^.

"-.' - .1 r rXx. "..'..Branch'-Offices' , -.. .

—

-a-,-

LIDGERNA^OOD^MPG CO NE.WORLEANS-wd'oOWARD.WieMT&CO.LTa

96Liberr7s?reet. New York
"Nada-_al_uschalmers bullock trci

"7 * Agencies'
NS-WOOOWARD,
.LISCHALMER!

MONTREAL VANCOUVER

IF VniT W A NFT "^"^ ^^^'^ system of accurately tallying and
ir I V/U VYAlli RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,
and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Talli; Book Dept.s HardWood 'RjBcord, Chicago
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This New CLYDE Overhead Cableway

Skidder Saves $74.67 a Day

in Labor Alone!!

In an actual test recently conducted on

the Smoky Mountains, it cost, on an aver-

age taken over three consecutive weeks,

$14.75 for a day's labor with six men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with this new
CLYDE, while it cost $89.42 for three

and a third days' labor with ten men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with a big fifteen

thousand dollar machine working imder
exactly the same conditions.

The difterence is $74.67 a day in favor of

the new CLYDE OVERHEAD — that's

S23,37L71 a year, more than two and a

half times the cost of this new machine
for mountain logging.

Of course, the first cost of a CLYDE
OVERHEAD SKIDDER is low, we ad-

mit that—it's less than two-thirds that of

the machine it was tried out against.
Let us send you full details of this remarkable
showing and of the machine that accomplished it

!

CLYDE IRON WORKS
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

of

PROVENLY EFFICIENT LOGGING MACHINERY IN
THE WORLD

"A Machine for EVEUT Logging Operation"

Home Office and Factory:
Duluth, Minn., U. S. A.

SIMONDS
SAWS

This illustration suggests just four of the kinds

of Saws which may interest you. Our factories

manufacture every kind of a Saw used around

a wood-working plant or sawmill.

Our aim has always been to supply Saws and

Wood-working Machine Knives that will give

the maximum service and at the same time do

the finest kind of work with the least amount

of care. Obtaining these results is the work of

experience— and we have been doing it

eighty years.

Simonds Manufacturing Company
Fitchburg, Mass.
New York City-

Portland, Ore.
Vancouver, B. C.

Chicago, III.

New Orleans, La.
San Francisco, Cal.

Lockport, N. Y.

Montreal, Que.
Seattle, Wash.
London, Eng.
St. John, N. B.
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Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp

curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on requc:;

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

Branch Offices;
N«w York, N. v.. Hudson Terminal: St. Louis. Mo., Wright Building;

Chicago, ill.. Railway Exchange; Portland, Ore., Spalding Building;

Richmond, Va., Travelers Building.

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 eVz' trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt
shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS.
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR, MICH., U. S. A.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

ffWAttf/lLELtP^^

'Zl^J^'^
307 W. Randolph Street,

ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Kecommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRANE COMPINT - ALL BRANCHES

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE. ALA

ALBANV MILL SUPPLY CO., ALBANY. GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Warks)

CHICAGO
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THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe

service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-
sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the
operators w^ho will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder
and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-
struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the
operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.

Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable

Drive for Wood=Working Plants
AFTER Westinghouse motors are properly in-

stalled in a wood-working plant, the only
attention they require is an occasional cleaning,

inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.
They are ready to start any moment they are wanted and they

keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the

power is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for

repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse

motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result of long experience in design,

thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-

ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more

reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

require.

Of course, like any other machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care of

this detail by giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive full assurance of motor reliability, specify "Westinghouse Motors."

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg:. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Large Cities.
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si(i,nlfileiicteiil—"How are your ATKINS .siI,Vi:U S'ri;iCl.

HAND SAWS holding up?"

Filer—"They're fine. You can 'hit the bulls eye with them
^•very time.' They come out of the crate just the way we
order them. The.v swage easy and hold their corners fine.

The tension is 'out of sight.' Mighty little looliing over and
they're ready to go. We cut 75.000 feet yesterday on the
13-inch mill. My labor cost for refitting is less than ever
"lefore."

This is an actual conversation that took place in one of the largest mills in the country.

SAWS LIKE THESE ARE GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE MOST PARTICULAR

ATKINS SILVER
STEEL SAWS

are making good where quality and results are appreciated. You owe it to yourself to

give these Famous Saws an early trial. Let your next Saws be ATKINS. When you
order, specify ATKINS SILVER STEEL SAWS— that's all. Write to the nearest

address below.

ATKINS ALWAYS AHEAD!
Band Saws, Circular Saws, Gang Saws, Cross Cuts, Edger Saws

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE
.\TK1NS M.VCHINK KNIFE F.ACTOKV at Lancaster. N. Y.

E. C. ATKINS (^ CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind. Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.
BraiKlies carrving c-omplele stocks for Immediate delivery in Uie following cities—.^ildress K. <_'. ATKINS & CO.

ATLANTA MEMPHIS NEW ORLEANS PORTLAND SIOATTLE SYDNEV, N. S. W.
CHICAGO MINNEAPOLIS NEW YORK CITY SAN FRANCISCO VANCOUVER, B. C.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFnCE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

fwLTv^r. ^if." nr^H";'i"^;nH'j*of Zf .^Z^ «lf^}.fllV7n '^ J^" ^eek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

Xni^i/oiii^n^t ^o?iiv in'^M,hLfnvlnH n^firw ^L^H o^v ^esults accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

^:^fv^r.r.t'^it^^^^^^ of every detail^ combined with the use of the best stock andWe make no two-ply stock and do not emp oy sliced cut
up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
u^ " m i^

.
t' ^ yy yj

j.uu

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

E manufacture all kinds of panels from the various woods usually used for

that purpose. ;

We lock-joint all our lumber cores, and use every other means of making
our product as perfectly as it can be made.

We ask only that you send your inquiries—our stock will almost sell itself after

you have seen it.

^^I^^/Zc'^f'anT^I/rl
'^''''' THE WISCONSIIN SEATING CO., New London, Wis.

HOWARD HANSON, President THOMAS A. TURNER, Secy, and Treas.

THE HANSON-TURNER COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

ROTARY CUT VENEER AND THIN LUMBER
ELM OAK BIRCH specialties:
BEECH MAPLE BASSWOOD drawer bottoms back panels center STOCK

PIIRIYRIRPU RIRn%EYE yADIi:
«^°'^"**^ piano pin blocks birch door stock

liUKLT DinliH BIRD S-cTc MAPLc curly birch bird's-eye maple

OFFICE and FACTORY at WELLS, N. Y.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' v/ants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTV

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PUTINAM VEINBBR & LUMBBR Co,
H. I. CUTSIINGER, GenM IVfer.

ROACHDA.LE, IIND.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

y eneers and l^anels with a Ix^eputation
TT7"E manufacture Veneers in aW the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau^ Wis,

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

ESTABLISHED 1869

Adams & Raymond
Veneer Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIAN
/\ANUFACTURERS

OF
PLAIN 5 FIGURED

VENEER5
CIRCASSIAIS] WALNUWALNUT

QUARTERED OAK
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the Easl

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We uiint to ttuj f«»r cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All g:raUe8 and tliicUneHNes.

Will ret'eive and inspec-t sloek at shipping point.
Branrh yard. Slempliis. Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALI V:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPtCIALTIESi

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAGER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant,
Kitchen &S-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, Jokn L. Cockru
601 W. U5th Street, New York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company

YOU pay a little more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many others',

but it's worth much more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber

if we tried to, because the qimlky and size of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch,

yellow poplar, buckeye, maple, red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to

the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the best type of hardwood timber growth in the

United States, and shows a larger percentage of firsts.

If you are a discriminating buyer, let's get acquainted.

UHLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.
Sales Office: BUFFALO. N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES — BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER
All Kinds

OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MtNUFlCTUHERS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

AOucVftnIrr

of rtSqiLxrc Diwl

ml)()th(lM(lc.\i\(l

^ M(\\siircrni'i\l J

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S. A. LUMBER CO
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^ When we say every month that we are always

glad to be tested on rush orders, we mean just this,

exactly.

^ Never hesitate to call on us when you want the

goods in a hurry.

^ Prompt delivery is the "Mcllvain Way."

Look over this month's "Lumber News"—If it is not on

your desk, drop us a postal—it will be sent by return mail.

J. Gibson McIlvain & CO.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

J

OUOWAY
ARDWOODS

/

The following Stock is band-sawn

and runs
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Every Sale an Advertisement

It has been well and truly said that every time a transaction

is completed that is satisfactory in every way to the customer, a

living advertisement has been created that will do more to bring-

resuhs than any other kind.

It is equally true, of course, that the ad on the printed page,

even in so good a medium as this, can do but one thing: arouse

interest and get inquiries. If the sales following them do not turn

out satisfactorily, then the advertising ceases to have effect.

That emphasizes the necessity, as a matter of business and
as a condition of permanent advertising, of fair treatment of

customers and adherence to a high standard of business deal-

ings. Xo advertiser can long remain successful unless his goods

are right and unless he handles his customers right.

We desire to call the attention of the trade to the fact that

we have been advertising, as a club, for over four years : that we
believe in advertising more than ever before, and that our pub-

licity work is getting more results than ever before.

You can guess the answer.

The Louisville Hardwood Club
OHIO RIVER SAWMILL COMPANY
THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER COMPANY

NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY
Mills and Sales Office : Holly Hidge, La.

BOOKER-CECIL COMPANY
W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Typo of Poplar. Oak and Chestnut

LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR, WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND aULLS AT VESTAL,, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILL.B. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVTLLB RAILROAD

H. 8. UIZNEB,
Pre».

J. M. LOGAN,
Gen'l Manaser

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Pre«.

C. R. SWANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

J. M. UOOAIN
UUMBBR CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard;
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

[Nlaphct <St SheaLumber Co,

)Vlanufacturer9
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

"THE VERY BEST"

Red Birch
p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxyllle, Tenn

i
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE, SOOTH

WE WANT TO BUY
1", ly*", 1% " 1» & 2s AND NO. 1 COMMON SAP GUM
1", m" & 2" 1» & 2» AND NO. 1 COMMON RED GUM
1" NO. 1 COMMON TUPELO.

SUBMIT US YOUR STOCK SHEETS

WITH BEST CASH PRICES

DUHLMEIER BROS,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

The Maley, Thompson
& Moffett Co.

Veneers, Mahogany and
Hardw^ood Lumber

Largest Stocks Best Selections

CINCINNATI, OHIO

L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINCINNATI OHIO

89%
of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers a.re

owners of stea.n\ plants. Eighty-nine per

cent a.re. Iherefore, buyers of wood-work-
ing ma.chinery. There is little percenta-ge

of waLste circulation in HARDWOOD
RECORD for ma-chinery c dvertisers.

W. E. HEYSER, President WEAVER HASS. V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE, Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

Stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

BENNETT & WITTE
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak
5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Plain White Oak
5 cars 5/8 Ists and 2ds Sap Gum.

10 cars 3/4 Ists and 2ds Sap Gum
20 cars 4/4 Ists and 2ds Red Gum.
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Red Gum.
1 car 3" Plain White Oak, Ists and 2ds.

Main Office
CINCINNATI, OHIO

SOUTHERN OFnCE. MEMPHIS, TENN.
EXPORT OmCE, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Eventually Why Not Now?
Eventually you will buy a carload of our Plain Oak
and Quartered Oak or our Poplar—WHY NOT
BUY IT NOW?
If our salesman does not call on you, send us a list

of your requirements, and LET US quote yoii.

The Mowbray& Robinson Co.,' "oir"

Manufacturers Plain and Quartered Oak and Poplar
Band Sawed Stock

QUICKSAND, KY.
Ivlills WEST IRVINE, KY

SOFT
EASTERN KENTUCKY OAK
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NOTICE
Our entire plant, including saw mill, lumber yard, etc., is located in the

hills in Northern Mississippi, SEVENTY-FIVE FEET ABOVE THE
HIGHEST WATER OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER, therefore insuring-

to our customers shipment of ABSOLUTELY DRY, CLEAN LUMBER
AT ALL SEASONS OF THE YEAR.

We keep an assorted stock of over one million feet of high grades of all

thicknesses in our dry shed besides our regular yard stock of from twelve to

fifteen million, from which we can make prompt shipment.

We operate a Kraetzer Steam Preparator and battery of dry kilns with

capacity of two carloads per day, which gives us facilities for filling orders

promptly for special stock.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
CHARLESTON, MISSISSIPPI

U. S. A.

GOOD
GRADES LUDiNCrfoN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

We have reached the

height of perfection

in the process of

END DRYING
WHITE MAPLE
Our winter's cut is

now ready for ship-

ment. Send in your
requisitions early be-

fore the supply is ex-

hausted. End Drying High-Grade Stock, Showing Protecting Strips on Edges of
Boards

LIST OF DRY STOCK
5 cars

4/4 No. 1 and 2

3 Ceirs

5/4 No. 1 and 2

3 cars
6/4 No. 1 and 2

4 cars
8/4 No. 1 and 2

3 cars
4/4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

1 car
5/4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

1 car
6/4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

8/4 No. 1 and 2 Com.

CTAi
pN SALT G- LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON.MlCH.
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties;

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply^Red Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
10 cars 4 4

" x 9" to 12
' Cottonwood Box Boards.

5 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.
10 cars 4/4" X 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.
5 cars 4/4" x 18" to 21" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.
3 cars 5/4" x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.
1 car 6 4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

3 cars 5/8"x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
4 cars 4/4" x 13" to 15" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
6 cars 4/4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
2 cars 5,4"x 4" & Up No. 1 Com. Red Gum.
1 car 6/4" x 4" & Up No. 1 Com. Red Gum.
2 cars 8 4"x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Plain White Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS ann VENEERS Tenn.

] NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH, FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Cherokee Lumber Co.

For the next thirty days we want to

move Quartered White Oak and Chest-

nut and would appreciate your inquiries

for attractive prices.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the

following items:

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2g Poplar.
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

lli". 1%" and 2H" No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widths ot 12 to IT. 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 X 13 to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Basswood or Linn—very fine.

3/8, 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oofc.

4/4. 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. I Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is & 2s Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
6/4 and 10/4 Is & 23 Hickory.
4/4. 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 8/4. 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 Is & 28 Chestnut, also 5, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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POPLAR
JL 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE:
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY.

E. F. PEKKY
Manager

ESTABLISHED 189S

LOriS H. PAEKEH
Asst. Manager

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New York

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

HARDWOOD LUMBER

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

POPLAR LUMBER
4 cars Poplar Box Boards,

10" to 12" wide.
2 cars 4/4" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
12,000' 3/8" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up wide.
11,500' 1/2" Sap Poplar, 6"

and up vride.

5 cars 4/4 " Panel & Uo. 1

Poplar, 18/23" wide.
5 cars 4/4" Is and 2s Poplar,

7/17" wide.
5 cars 4/4" Sap Poplar,

6/12" wide.
2 cars 6/4" Sap Poplar,

6/12 " wide.
1 car 8/4" Sap Poplar,

6/12" wide.

RUSSE & BURGESS, Inc.

Memphis, Tennessee
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

ASLIGHT BUT UNMISTAKABLE EASING of demand has

marked the course of trade during the last week or so, not

that buyers are showing fear of business conditions, but as a gen-

eral thing they are exhibiting a considerable degree of caution.

Without doubt local influences have had a bearing on this condi-

tion to a degree, but it is unquestionably true that this sentiment

has been the result of the advice of bankers and other business

men with their fingers on the pulse of business which has cautioned

the business world against proceeding at a too rapid pace. Indi-

cation of this is seen in the almost universal tendency to observe a

strict policy as to credits. Very few chances are taken on ques-

tionable trade, most sellers o:^ forest products being better satis-

fied to lose a sale and feel safe rather than to market a block of

stock to a customer of whom they are not absolutely certain. A
peculiar financial situation has placed numerous concerns of un-

questioned stability in situations which are embarrassing to say

the least.

It is nowhere conceded that there is any indication of a panicky

state and, in fact, a rather remarkable feature of the situation is

the absolutely unbreaking conformity to the price levels for hard-

woods, which have prevailed for several weeks. In fact, there is still

noted a tendency in some items toward a further upward trend'

and there is reasonable assurance that there will be no falling off

in values.

Northern hardwood stocks are coming in in good quantities, but

owing to the great rush to fill orders, considerable quantities of it

are being shipped in a none too dry condition, resulting in immedi-

ate kiln-drying. Extremely favorable weather conditions in the

South have enabled southern manufacturers to make considerable

headway in lessening the gap between supply and demand. Some

lumber is accumulating at mill points, although very little of it is

unsold.

The export trade is in about the same condition it has been of

late weeks, with the exception that there is perhaps a slightly in-

creased tendency to shipments on consignment.

On the whole, the building situation is very favorable throughout

the country, although local conditions in some centers involving

strikes, etc., have somewhat retarded the progress of structural

work.

The factory trades in nearly all lines are seemingly active, although

their actual buying is more or less retarded by the desire to wait

for more favorable prices. Car shops are doing a steady business,

but are not rushed. The implement trade is one of the best features

of the whole consuming element.

Changes in Hardwood Grades
IT IS AN OPEN SECRET that a considerable element of the
i members of the National Hardwood Lumber Association has a

proposition before the grading rules committee of that organiza-

tion for a change in the rules on many varieties of lumber, which
will come before that body at its annual meeting to be held June
5 and 6.

There is another quite important element of the association

which is out with a protest against these proposed changes in

grading rules. The outcome of the matter is conjectural.

Past and Present

THE COVER PICTURE on the current number of Hardwood
Record is from a photograph taken by the editor about ten

years ago. It may not be familiar to most readers at first sight, but

the name will call up recollections and perhaps quicken the imagina-

tion. It represents a characteristic pose of "Devil Anse" Hat-

field, whose name was prominent some years ago in the famous
Hatfield-McCoy feud which was staged in the southwest corner of

West Virginia, and the adjacent region of Kentucky, which are

here separated by Tug fork of Big Sandy river.

The original feud as related by Mr. Hatfield started over '

' an

argument over a passel of hogs." Both clans were of large num-

bers and the killings that ensued over this trivial cause, a decade

or more ago, were numerous. For a long time there has been no

outbreak between the McCoys and Hatfields, and Anson Hatfield

declares he is through with all feuds so long as he lives.

Mr. Hatfield lives in an humble cabin "at the head of the

creek," fifteen miles from Devon, W. Va., on the line of the Nor-

folk and Western railroad, and nowadays indulges in hunting,

fishing and agricultural pursuits. Although well along in years,

Mr. Hatfield, in spite of a slight tinge of gray in hair and beard,

can pass for a man of forty-five years. He is highly regarded by

his neighbors in the entire West Virginia district; is of a kindly

disposition, and is a welcome guest throughout the entire region.

Strange to say, the sobriquet by which he is known was not

acquired in feudist enterprises, but was the name he gained by

his intrepidity while a boy in the service of the Confederate

army.

The Hatfields were pioneers in the Tug river region of West

Virginia, and they have seen the country develop from its wild and

almost barbarous state to one of civilization. "Devil Anse" has

lived to see his sons and nephews grow to manhood and become

substantial citizens, and today one of his nephews is governor of

West Virginia.

In the days of the feud the small river which separates the states
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was totally insufficient to keep the factions apart when wrongs,

real or imaginary, incited them to appeal to their "Winchester rifles

for redress or revenge.

That is all a matter of history now, and the unpleasant incidents

are closed; for it is plainly the wish of all concerned that the truce

will never be broken again. Economic conditions are changing

rapidly in that region. I'ntil a few years ago it was a border land,

where customs had known little change in a century. The people

were strong in their likes and dislikes, and the faults and good

qualities of the parents were handed down to the children and to

the children's children. Few ideas filtered in from the outside

world, and the people took little interest in what happened else-

where. They were satisfied with what they had, and felt fully

able to take care of themselves.

The state of society was not much different from that in Scot-

land and in many other regions of Europe hundreds of years ago

when the people were divided into clans, with comparatively little

intercourse between the difllersnt clans. Peace under such condi-'

tions was broken under very slight provocation, and hostilities

were bitter and of long standing. Clannish instincts bound families

together, and too often the clan moved as one man, particularly in

avenging an affront.

Those people were slow to 'make friends with a stranger, but

when their confidence had been won it could be depended upon.

They had faults, but they had good qualities which were admired

by all who became intimately acquainted with the people in their

homes. They came from the very best stock in the world—the

same that fought at Bunker Hill, annihilated Ferguson's army at

King's Mountain, cut to pieces the British regulars at the Cowpens,

routed Cornstalk's Indian hordes at Point Pleasant, and passed

through the horrors of Valley Forge.

The interesting point of view is that those clansmen among the

hills of the Kentucky-West Virginia border have changed little

since the Revolutionary war. Great transformations in customs

and ideas have occurred elsewhere; but the mountain fastnesses

shut changes out of the Big Sandy region where the Hatfields and

the McCoys lived; and there might be seen exactly the type of

people who recruited the armies of Morgan and Greene in the

darkest hours of the struggle for liberty. Defeat could not crush

them. As often as two or three of them could get together, they

would rally and renew the fight. At times their vengeance was
terrible, as when they hanged British officers for whipping a boy,

but they believed they were obeying the Scriptural law, "an eye

for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."

Old customs and ideas are now passing away in the feud dis-

trict. Railroads have penetrated the region, and sawmills, coal

mines, coke ovens, and other industries have broken down the

barriers between those people and the outside world; but a few
examples of former times remain, and one of them appears in the

accompanying illustration.

Discrediting a Great Wood
SOMEWHERE, SOMEHOW, SOMEBODY got the habit of call-

ing the printed imitation of quartered oak "American oak"
and "American quartered oak." This habit has spread until it

has become a more or less general one with retail furniture deal-

ers handling the cheaper lines, and the result is that today it is

having the effect of discrediting one of our greatest woods, the

real American oak.

Oak has been so well known as a great wood and has been so

highly respected for ages that the name oak itself requires no de-

fense, no special lauding as it is known the world over. But
that the American species of it is being discredited by the above

type of advertising on the part of the furniture dealers is a matter

of concern to every one interested in oak and oak products.

Some time ago with this subject in mind a representative of

Hardwood Record made protest to a furniture manufacturer, tell-

ing him that it looked like a shame alniost bordering on crime for

any one to make a printed imitation of quartered oak and then pass

it off as American oak, for to the ignorant it might give the im-

pression that no true oak grows in America and the Yankees

simply make printed imitations of it as some of them once made
wooden nutmegs.

"My dear sir," the furniture man replied, "life is too short to

spend wrangling over points of that kind." He went on to explaip

that somebody started the habit of calling maple and gum printed

in imitation of quartered oak "American oak," and it has now
become such a habit that it is rather useless and a waste of breath

to try to break it up.

Whether or not this is the attitude of the majority of furniture

manufacturers is not known, but it should not be the attitude of

anyone interested in the welfare of the real American oak. It is

too good a wood and has served too great a purpose to be discred-

ited in this way.

There are other good woods and the people working them have a

right to use them naturally and feature them under their own
name. Also thej' have a right to print them in imitation of some

other wood, but in so doing they should not seek to curry favor

for their own product by discrediting the original wood.

This thing of calling printed imitations American oak is a bad

habit that ought never to have been started, and somehow by some

means it ought to be stopped.

A Start in the Right Direction

THOSE MOST ACTIVELY' SPONSORING THE PROJECT to

establish a national exhibit of forest products may find some

satisfaction in the fact that such an exhibit, on a rather re-

stricted scale it is true, has just been made at Philadelphia.

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association was responsible for the

display which took place at Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia, May
20-24. This association has always sponsored the work of creating

interest in and providing information regarding logging, lumbering

and forestry methods in this country.

The exhibit did not conform exactly to the ideas of those ad-

vocating a national exhibition, but it did embody some features

suggested—namely, there were shown certain features of logging

and sawmilling. In addition, there were numerous exhibits of vari-

ous woods of the country and of work done in forestry.

The main point, however, was that the exhibit was decidedly a

success, which should augur well for a more elaborate display

covering an actual miniature demonstration of the many phases

of logging and lumbering which could not fail to be of intense

interest to the average citizen. The original sponsors of the idea

should be able to derive some encouragement from this fact.

Lumber Output
'T'HE GOVERNMENT REPORT of the production of lumber in

•^ the United States for 1911 has been published. It is similar

to reports which have been issued annually for several years and
are regarded as the most authentic statements to be had on the

subject. The figures for 1911 would have been fresher if they

could have been made public a year ago; but though somewhat
dela.yed, they are valuable and show several interesting things

relating to the lumber business. One is that no fewer than 20,000

sawmills cut less than a thousand feet each per week, averaged

for the year. Though the presence of these small mills was
recognized their output was ignored and the lumber which they

produced does not appear in the published report. The omission

was intentional, to save time and expense, and little was lost by it,

liecause the totals were very little affected. The statistics were
collected wholly by correspondence.

On the face of the returns there was a decline of 3,000,000,000

feet, compared with the output of 1910, and the apparent falling

off occurred with nearly all of the woods. It is probable that if

full returns had been received, there would have been no decline

in the totals, and not much change in the individual species. No
wood formerly important in the production of lumber has disap-

peared from the returns, th\is showing that no source of supply

has been exhausted. It appears, further, that new woods, com-
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monly classed as minor species, are coming into use. The outi)ut

of such is not large, but a tendency to closer utilization of the

forest resources of the country is indicated.

A general advance in values is apparent. That fact is clearly

brought out in a table reproduced in this issue of H.iKDWOOD
Eecobd but no figures are put forward to show whether this ad-

vance is sufficient to cover the increased cost of stumpage and the

higher wages now paid. It, therefore, remains uncertain whether
the sawmill operator is deriving any advantage from the slow and
general advance in lumber values, which average thirty-five per

cent higher than they were twelve years ago.

It is stated that o,ver half of the country's production of lumber
goes into building and rough construction, one-tenth into boxes,

one-twelfth into car construction, and rather more than a fourth

into other uses. Exports were larger and imports smaller in 1911

than in 1910. Estimates show that the country's forests contain

enough timber of all kinds to last about sixty years, at the pres-

ent rate of cutting and not counting on new growth.

The report is largely statistical and makes a bulletin of forty-

five pages. It is published by the Department of Commerce at

Washington, D. C.

New Orleans Desires Federal Levee Control

THE UNUSUAL SENTIMENT wherever there has been any
manifest interest in the inexcusable conditions leading to a

semi-annual recurrence of floods in the Mississippi basin has been

that the situation can best be controlled by the Federal govern-

ment. The i)lan has been advocated on numerous occasions that

the government should take over supervision of the entire work of

constructing and maintaining suitable reservoirs and levees to check

the flood waters as much as possible in the upper river and its

tributaries and to confine the Mississippi to its banks in its lower

courses. The trouble has been that no concerted action has been

taken with this end in view. Hence it is gratifying to note the

spirit of a mass meeting held at New Orleans with the idea of

creating public sentiment in favor of the passage of the Newlands
River Eegulation bill at Washington, D. C. E. H. Downman, a

prominent cj'press manufacturer of New Orleans, as chairman of

the general committee in charge of the movement for federal con-

trol establishes a direct connection between it and the lumber

business.

According to reports, the meeting was rather remarkable be-

cause of the personnel and determined spirit of those present. The
specific purpose was the passage of a resolution to the effect that

the Newlands bill be passed, which purpose was successfully car-

ried out.

While this meeting was highly satisfactory in its character, it is

necessarily but a forerunner of what must follow if the national

legislature is to feel sufficient pressure to force it to adopt a bill

placing in charge of Uncle Sam the proper regulation of the Father

of Waters. It is planned to carry the campaign to the valleys of

the Mississippi, Ohio and Missouri rivers and it is earnestly hoped

that the same enthusiastic reception will be given to the work in

those sections of the country as was accorded it at the meeting at

New Orleans.

An Opportunity

IT HAS BEEN MAINTAINED in these columns on numerous oc-

casions that the lumber interests have overlooked and still are

o/erlooking numerous opportunities for gaining favorable hearings

before the public in the never-ending controversy between the

products of the forest and the substitutes which are doing so much
to supplant them. Another suggestion along these lines seems

opportune and has to do with a medium which apparently would

be ot much more value than previous media used for the purpose of

establishing the truth regarding products of the forests of this

country in the minds of the general public.

The American Newspaper Publishers' Association of New York

City is an association of newspaper interests established with the

avowed purpose of preventing certain abuses in newspaper publica-

tion and of ridding newspapers of the misuse of their reading

columns. It would appear that it would be an exceedingly simple

matter to get truthful facts about the lumber business in its var-

ious ramifications in the hands of this organization, which is essen-

tially a central point for distribution of information of the right

kind. If it is sincere in its expression of intent—and it surely

must be—such a course could not but be of vast value to pro-

ducers and wholesalers of the various products of the forests of

America.

Forest Service Resumes Publication of

Price Lists
'-|-'HE UNITED STATES FOKEST SEEVICE has decided to re-

* sume the compilation of lumber prices. This work was discon-

tinued some months ago because it was thought that the records

maintained by the lumber associations were sufficient. The
necessity for some official record of current lumber prices being

maintained by some department of the government has been ap-

parent. Use of the price records kept by the Forest Service has

been made in law suits and in hearings before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Such an otficial record has a value in many
directions. J. E. Ehodes, secretary of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers ' Association, has just published a letter received from
Franklin H. Smith, statistician of forest products of the Forest

Service, whose ofiice is in the Federal building, Chicago. The
letter says:

Instructions have been issued by the forester, Mr. Graves, covering the

compilation of lumber prices and approaching closely the plan originally

instituted in 190S, which was carried out up until a recent date. I am
sure you will be interested in knowing that this record will again be

made available, since the matter was discussed by you with the forester

following the discontinuance of the work on the part of the service.

Briefly, the plan to be followed is to have a comparatively small num-
ber of representative mills in each of the principal producing regions

report prices at which actual sales have been made on selected grades,

which, though limited in number, will show the range of the entire list.

These reports are to be compiled for each quarter of the calendar year,

with such comments as are necessary to explain fluctuations in prices.

Much of the detail of this work will devolve upon the Chicago office of

the Forest Service, and I hope it may be possible for you to extend the

fullest official co-operation. At an early date I will lay before you the

detailed plans of the work.

Mr. Smith has authority to work out the method by which

these records will be obtained. It is proposed to record the f. o. b.

mill prices only and not delivered prices of various species at

jobbing centers. Mr. Smith" seeks the co-operation of the lumber

manufacturers necessary to make this work complete and valuable.

The resumption of this work by the Forest Service not only

means much of direct benefit to the lumber trade but, of still

greater importance, it indicates a continuance of the policy of

co-operation between the government and the lumber industry,

which will make the work of each more effective and without which

both factors will be material losers.

Chestnut in Door Work
WE AEE LED TO THINK, in this day of rapid transit and con-

tinual intermingling and intercommunicating, that provincial-

ism is largely a thing of the past and every part of the country

knows in every detail all the time what every other part of the coun-

try is doing. Moreover we intermingle our wood products in what

seems like a pretty thorough manner, shipping birch into the South

and oak from the South into the North, redwood and California

pine into the East, and hardwoods to the West, but just the same

there is more or less provincialism both in the manufacture and use

of doors. There is quite a section of the East, for example, in

which the solid chestnut is an important item, while in other sec-

tions of the country a chestnut door would be something of an

oddity. In other words, there are doors such as birch and oak

in the hardwood line that are familiar the country over, and even

the chestnut door may be met with now and then in every section

of the country; but there is an eastern territory in which the chest-

nut door is about as familiar an article as the birch door in the

North and the yellow pine door in the South. This territory takes
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in part of Pennsylvania and part of New York and Virginia, and

practically covers the section in which chestnut has long been an

important wood in furniture and other cabinet work.

In former years good chestnut was more plentiful than it is

now and consequently not so high in price. It was easy to get

higher grade material for door making and as a result the chestnut

was among the first of the hardwood doors to become popular. The

solid chestnut door is still holding a favorite place in quite a

section, but it is no longer so easy as it once was to get high-grade

material at low cost for making it. The result is that in the

making of solid chestnut doors today it is quite a practice to buy

sound wormy wood, using the best cutting from it to make solid

doors, and the balance—that which has too many worm holes for

face work—for cores in the making of veneered doors. Chestnut

is one of the admittedly best core woods going, and the worm holes

in it help rather than hinder its usefulness in this work. Therefore

sound wormy chestnut is a very desirable product for making up

the core bodies of veneered doors. The veneered door is a familiar

article everywhere and is used to quite an extent in every com-

munity in the country; consequently the combination works out well

for the door business and makes chestnut quite an important item

to the makers of doors in certain sections of the country.

Wood Stands the Test

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL NUMBER of the Journal of the Brit-

ish Fire Prevention Committee contains summaries of reports

issued at different times on fifty-eight fire tests carried out on

various types of shutters and doors. The particulars given relate

to the trade description of the door, the name of the firm who had

submitted it, the material and method of construction, its size, and

the temperatures withstood for certain periods, with a summary of

the observations made during the tests. Doors were required to

withstand intense heat for periods of from two to four hours. Of

course, when heat is very great, and continues during long periods,

no known substance is absolutely proof against it; but four doors

withstood the heat suflSciently to be classed as "temporary protec-

tion." One was a solid steel door, two were of heavy planks cov-

ered with metal sheets, and one was a composite door made of oak

and asbestos. Thirty-one doors in all were tried, and of the four

which stood the tests, three were largely of wood.

Practical Uses for the Motion Picture

THE MOTION PICTURE'S FIELD of usefulness grows. It was

once considered merely from the standpoint of amusement and

entertainment, but in recent years its scope has broadened and it has

now become an effective educational factor. It deals with matters

which are in no way sensational, and takes up the serious affairs of

life. This is seen in several new departures of the film industry.

One of the first departures of this kind was that undertaken more

than two years ago by H.^rdwood Record to illustrate logging opera-

tions among the mountains in the extreme western part of Virginia

on the headwaters of Big Sandy river. The whole operation was

shown, from the felling, cross-cutting and peeling of
,
logs in the

woods to the final delivery at the mill, including hauling, skidding,

splash-damming, rafting, and every other important phase of the

operation. That film has been exhibited thousands of times before

large business associations, and in ordinary moving picture theaters,

and the demand for it continues with no abatement of interest. As

a means of education, it has reached thousands of people who never

had an opportunity of seeing real lumber operations in the woods.

Similar ideas are now carried out in various directions. Trades

are illustrated; the technical and practical workings of machines and

factory operations are shown, with the requirements of various occu-

pations. Photographs of all operations are so arranged that the

audience is privileged to witness the actual workings of a factory.

This is instruction which could scarcely be had in any other way,

because few persons have an opportunity to see the inside of a factory

during the busy hours when all the processes of manufacture in a

particular line are under way.

It is not claimed, of course, that a series of motion pictures affords

the actual experience which is essential in learning a trade, and it is

not so intended; but it is a help, and it affords a fair insight into

ways and methods of work. Some of the manufacturers of motion

picture films are specializing along that line. Entertainment and

instruction go together, with encouraging success. The method pro-

motes industrial advancement in a way that reaches people who

appreciate it, broadens education, and lessens economic waste.

Banker Inspires Confidence

IT IS A PRETTY GENERALLY ACCEPTED PACT that half the

financial and business trouble in the world's markets is the result

of fancied unfavorable conditions rather than of actual economic

weakness. An instance of this is seen in the present easing off of

trade in almost all lines. There is in no case any indication of a

panicky state of mind, but nevertheless there is a disposition on the

part of business men to move cautiously. When it is a known fact

that crops give excellent promise, it is easily seen that the senti-

ment is entirely inspired by imagination.

The sensitiveness of the markets responds, however, just as

readily to favorable advice by the big men of business as it does

to the reverse. Therefore it is particularly pleasing to have such

a prominent man in the business world as Jacob Schiff, of New
York, make the statement that, immediately upon the conclusion of

tariff negotiations at Washington, we can look for the return of

entirely favorable conditions. Mr. Schiff has been in Europe for

some little time, making a close study of conditions in those mar-

kets, and finds that the situation presents a very favorable aspect.

Mr. Schiff 's version of the money situation in Europe is that it

shows every evidence of a disposition to resume its former satis-

factory condition. This favorable comment coming from one so

widely recognized as an authority should allay all fears that the

present rather unfavorable situation can develop into anything like

a condition of panic.

Widely Quoted
1 T IS A MATTER of no little congratulation to the editors to find

* that Hardwood Record is the most widely quoted lumber trade

paper in the United States. Such publications as the Literary-

Digest and the Outlook find frequent occasion to make liberal

extracts from this paper, and magazines like American Forestry

and Steam Machinery cite to its readers numerous articles of

permanent value.

The publication is getting a great many compliments right along

over its comparative innovation in cover pictures. This is reflected

in the large number of new subscriptions the publication is receiv-

ing, which indicates added appreciation of the efforts that are being

made to produce a hardwood magazine that shall have an essential

educational value to everyone engaged in the production, distribu-

tion or consumption of woods.

Car Surplus and Shortage
"pHE AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION compiles a vast
A amount of information of varying character having a direct

bearing on the various features of railroad work. Its figures on

the total surpluses and shortages of cars for various periods during

the year, which are issued every couple of weeks, offer particularly

valuable information for shippers and also give an interesting indi-

cation of the trend of shipping.

The total surplus on May 1.5 was 61,259 cars, as against surplus

of 53,977 cars on May 1. On May 23, 1912, the surplus was 123,683

cars.

The total shortage on May 15 was 10,975 cars, as against the

shortage on May 1 of 14,178 cars. On May 23, 1912, the shortage

was 7,482 cars. These figures would indicate a slight falling off in

shipments during the early part of May.

Somebody gets pretty good money for that twenty thousand
dollars' worth of hickory logs that go abroad each month, but
surely there would be a good chance to get more of it if the logs

were worked up here and the finished product sent to foreign

markets.
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Pertn Pertinent and Impertinent
The Anglo-Militaut

"O. womaD. in our hours of ease.

Uncertain, coy and bard to please.

When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou."

Thus sung the bard of Abbotsford

;

Had he beheld thee now— (O Lord!)
He would have changed his tune. I wot.
An angel thou?—uell, rather not I

To see thee stalking up the Strand,

A brickbat in that lily hand

—

To hear thy hardened voice that erst

In softer tone our pain dispersed

—

With mannish frock and frowning brow

—

"Non angeli sed Angli" thou ;

We have reversed the pun. you see,

Made famous by St. Gregory.

O. to behold those spirits rare

We entertained once—unaware I

O. C, in Life.

On the Wagon

It's a long and lonesome ride

On the wagon ;

And monotonous beside.

On the wagon.

But you don't see cows with wings

Or a green giraffe that sings

Or a rattlesnake that stings

Or a pink bobcat that springs

Or a grizzly bear that clings

Or a thousand other things, ^

On the wagon.

A Failure

"How can I induce a suffragette to believe that

she doesn't want to vote?"

"Marry her."

"I've been married to her ten years."

"Then divorce her and give some one else a

chance."

Business Head
"Open the window, waiter ; I am roasting." a

customer exclaimed who had just dined at a

iParis restaurant.

"Shut it up, waiter, I am frozen," protested

a man who had just sat down.
The waiter hesitated. The proprietor settled

the dispute at once.

"Obey the customer who has not yet dined,"

he said.

—

London Daily Mail.

A Timely Hint
Hens that will not lay may be put in cages and

taught to sing like canaries, although a song Is

less appreciated than an egg at breakfast time.

Darkness
A blockhead bit by fleas put out the light.

And, chuckling, cried : "Now you can't see to

bite
:"

THE LUMBERMAN CUBIST

As depicted in drawing and verse by J. V. Hamilton

'Tis told, a lumberman, there was,

Who cut, SO long, square woods with saws,

And strove to make, with all his might,

Boards, beams and blocks, with angles right.

Till he became cubistic mad.
So seized by this strange cubist fad.

That houses, people, children, dogs.

The trees, their limbs, their trunks and logs.

Their leaves, and e'en the clouds on high.

Showed corners in the very sky.

The distant hills, the rising sun.

In style, he has uniquely done.

The line of beauty doth depart

From this, the cubist's view of art.

All things he sees, no matter where.

Are shaped in forms of cube or square,

And graceful curves of brush or pen,

Have gone, we hope, to come again.
—17—
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•^ Profitable Lumber Advertising -^
POINTS ABOUT WRITING COPY

Editor's Note

This is the fourth of a series of nrticles on how to write lumber advertisements, the first being a general article
on the subject, the second on "Writing Cop.v." and the third on "Points about Writing Cop.v." The fifth ou the
subject, "Media, or Papers to Select," will appear in the next issue.

Hard

Maple

Whin the quality of being
hard is required in Maple.
A'ermont or Adirondack stock
should be specified. Maple
will not gi'ow harder for us
than other people, but it cer
tainl.v does grow harder in
this section of the country
than elsewhere.

ir;; (\i\ maki: prompt siiii'mi:\t.-,

GEORGE WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
21 Besse Place, Springfield. Ma

Kiglit here you'll begin to wonder how much copy you can get

in a certain space. Tliis is not verj- technical and a little explanation

will teach you how to do it.

All types are based on what is known as the "point" system.

There are 72 points to the inch—points refer to the height of the

body of the type and not the width. The face of the letter itself

on the body of the type doesn't go by any measurement whatsoever

—

although each letter belongs to a certain series, such as old style

Eoman, etc. The point is simply 1/72 of an inch. Eight-point

type is generally

used in all body

or reading mat-

ter.

jSTow for illus-

tration, we will

say you have an

eighth - page

space in the ad-

vertising section

of the Hardwood
Eecoed. Take
your rule and

measure the width

and length of the

space— you find

it measures 3%"
x2%". Eedueing

this to square

inches, you get

8% square inches.

Keep this in

mind. There are

many tables is-

sued by which

yoti can find the

approximate num-

ber of words to

the square inch,

but one of the

best, if not the

best, is the one

published on the

reverse side of

the I. C. S. type

gauge. It gives

the sizes used

principally. W e

will consider only

ordinarv sizes.

Hard

Maple

Hard
Maple

Fig. 1

Whrii the quality of beins liaiii

is ri'fiuired in Maple, Vermont
ur Atlirondack stock should lu-

specitied. Maple will not yrnw
harder tor us than other pe*^pl<'.

but it ecrtainly docs grow har-
der in this sf'ction of the coun-
try than rltfpwhere.

When the quality of being
hard is required in Maple, Ver-
mont or Adirondack stock
should be specilied. Maple will
not grow harder for us than
other people, but it certainly
xloes grow harder in this sec-
tion of the country than else-
where.

WE (AX MAKI-J PROMPT SIIIPMESTS

GEORGE WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
21 Besse Place, Springfield, Mass.

Fig. 2

ITc I'dii Mitir Pi u lit lit Sliipim iit.s

GEORGE WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
21 Besse Place, Springfield, Mass.

Fig. 3

tnard
Maple

When the q\iality of bein",'

li;ird is required in Maple.
A'ei-mont or .Adirondack stock
sliould be specilied. Maple
will not grow harder for us
than cither people, hut it

<-ertainly does grow harder
in this section of the coun-
try than elsewhere.

WE ri\ MAKi: I'ROMl'T f!HIPME\TS

GEORGE WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
21 Besse Place, Springfield, Mass. |

Fig. S

OF THE SI.X ARRANGEMENTS SHOWN ABOVE, FIGS. 3, 4 AND 5 ARE PREFERABLE FOR .\

SMALL CARD xVS THE BORDERS ARE IN BETTER BALANCE WITH THE REST OF THE ADS.

Wor.DS TO THE Square Inch

6 point, set solid 47 10 point, set solid 21
6 point, 2 pt. leads 34 10 point, 2 pt. leads 16
8 point, solid 32 12 point, set solid 14
8 point, 2 pt. leads 23 12 point, 2 pt. leads 11

(Two-point leads mean that a piece of lead. 2 points in thickness, is

Inserted between each line of type, thus making the reading more legible

and so that it will stand out.)

Going back to the illustration—the space is small and vre'll sup-

pose that there is no allowance made for the border, heading, or

signature. In this size of space (% page) 8-pt. body type will be
all right. You have 8% square inches and by referring to the table

^18—

you will find that 8-pt. type set solid (without leads between the

lines) requires 32 words to the square inch. Then 8% squares inches

X 32 words to the square inch = 205 words for our eighth-page

space. There .vou have the simplest way of figuring the number of

words. Simple, isn't it? Due allowance must be made, however,

for a lot of long words—ypu can't get as many in the space in that

case. The reverse applies for a lot of short words of one syllable.

A little practice will teach you very readily.

The subject of type faces is too deep a study to go into in detaU.

The writer would

suggest that you

get from your

printer what is

termed a '
' type

book.'' Your
regular printer

ifiU- get you^this

free. A good
type book will

give you many
ideas in arrang-

ing your adver-

tisements and

specifying the

types. And if

you would be

original and dif-

ferent from the

ordinary lumber

advert iser, it

would bo to 3'Our

advantage to get

a type book and
specify some par-

ticular style of

type different
from the other

ads on the page

on which your

advertisement is

to appear. This

means that your

advertise ments
will look differ-

ent, and that is

a good point in

commanding at-

tention. Just
keep in mind that

I

Hard

Maple

When the qualit.v of lieing hard
is re(piired in Maph'. \'ermont or
.\clirondack stock should he speci-
lied. Maple will not grow harder
for us than other people, hut It

certainly does grow liarder in this
section "of the country- than else-

where.

WE CAX MAKE PUOXtPT tHIlPMESTH

GEORGE WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
21 Besse Place, Springfield, Mass.

Fig. 4

Hard

Maple

When the quality of being
hard is required in Maple,
Vermont or .Adirondack
stock should he specified.
.Maple will not grow har-
der for us than other peo-
ple, but it certainly does
grow harder in this section
of the country than else-
where.

WE C.1.V MAKE PROMPT SHIPMENTS
GEORGE WEBSTER LUMBER CO.
21 Besse Place, Springfield, Mass.

Fig. 6

you want your advertisement to stand out from the others on the page
so that the buyers won't miss it. The writer is speaking more
now of display or heading types, as well as borders, sub-headings and
signatures; for in these several parts of display are the means of
attracting favorable attention. Body types should always be of tie

most legible kind—the very easiest to read. A very radical e.\ample

of illegible type is old English. An example of the most legible type
is old style Roman. Ronaldson old style is another good one. Both
are most legible and do not tire the eye.

Another good point in having a type book: Your space is 3%"
wide, we'll say—that is, an eighth page in Haedtvood Recobd.
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You have for your heading of the advertisement, "Drj- Plain Oak

—

Juimediate Shipment." Count the number of letters, counting also

one extra for each space between the words. You will find you have

32 letters. By taking your type book you can then pick out the

style of type you want to use. Xow take your rule and mark the

3%" on it. Then lay it over the several sizes of that particular style

of type until you find the size that will permit of 32 letters in the

width of space (3%"). By the way, never use all capitals in small

headings or small advertisements because they are not as legible as

"caps. & 1. e." (capitals and lower-case letters). And remember

also that all capitals take up more width than "caps, and 1. c." In

the case above we find that 14-point Cheltenham Bold will do nicely

for the space and leave some little room on each side of the head-

ing so as not to crowd it. Or we can use 24-point Cheltenham Bold

Condensed. In the latter the face of the type is condensed into a

smaller width, although the height is just the same as type of the

ordinary width.

Tse the same principles in laying-out the sub-headings or signature

for a gi\en space.

Where there is quite an amount of copy in a fair-sized space, it is

usually a good idea to break it up with sub-heads to relieve the

monotony and the strain on the eye. This, however, applies generally

in the case of solid description.

The use of borders: Borders are nearly always of the "rule" type.

There are, of course, other styles, such as the hand-drawn ones and

which, needless to say, must be drawn by an artist and then photo-

graphed. This is an expensive process, and as this series of articles

will deal with advertising in the simplest form, the expensive processes

uill be left out. Border rules are also on the "point'' system.

AVhen we speak of a (J-point border, we mean' a rule 6 points lu

width—not length. Take H.\ed\vood EecoRi/ and look through the

front advertising sections—nearly all the advertisements are enclosed

in the same square borders (or borders nearly all the same). Each

advertisement is almost identical with its neighbor. It is possible by

just changing the border of your advertisement to make it stand out

from the rest of the page. To illustrate this, the writer has taken

one advertisement, shown it in its original form and then shows the

same advertisement with different and distinctive borders taken from

a standard type book. This will show you how an advertisement

may be made to stand out from the rest on the page. There is one

great danger that the beginner of advertising should look out for,

and that is, do not make the border so heavy that it fore-shadows

the copy. Figure 2 shows a 12-point border and which is really too

heavy for such a small advertisement. It lias put in, however, to

bring out this point. Some borders and headings are so heavy that

they seem to make the body-matter dim and hard to read. It has

the same effect on you that a salesman who comes into your oflSce

with such giddy attire that your attention is entirely focused on his

clothes and you don't catch much of what he says because your

attention is directed elsewhere. It is all very well to catch the eye,

but don't give the reader too much "punch" in the matter of heavy

display.

When you want to emphasize a word you put it in bold-face type

or in italics.
'

' Bold-face '
' means the same size of type only that the

width of the strokes of the letters themselves are heavier. Italics

needs no explanation.

At this point the question of illustration presents itself. The

ordinary lumber advertiser thinks he has gone a long way in adver-

tising when he has placed a picture of his mill, his log-skidder or a

view of his yard, in his advertising space. As a matter of fact these

pictures count for nothing except in the reminding style of advertis-

ing, which is simply another form of the present-day "standing-

card" style. Reminding type of advertising is a dead issue as far

as the lumber business goes. It still works or plays its part in the

campaigns in lines of goods. In lumber you want to tell in detail

about some point of your goods. Take a picture to show this point.

Remember, illustration reinforces the copy. So be sure that the

illustration bears directly on the copy, otherwise it does not serve its

purpose. For instance, you are end-drying maple and your adver-

tisement tells all about your process. Suppose you put an illustra-

tion of the men cutting logs back in the woods. Does that reinforce

the copy ? Well, hardly. But in this case it would be well to place

a picture of the end-racks and show the maple drying. Then you
can call attention to specific points in the picture. Get the point?

Always have the picture you take the largest you can get, for when
you send it to go into a small space it must be reduced in size. The
larger the original picture the better it wUl show up in the suiall

halftone, because the detail will be much better. When planning

to use illustration, measure the space within the advertisement that

j-ou are going to allot to the picture and mark it off on the "lay-

out." (We are coming to an explanation of that.) You should bear

in mind that when you reduce a picture you reduce it in the same
proportion as the ^original. For instance, if the original is a 3M:"x
oij" picture, a half-reduction would bring it down to l%"x274".

So tar in this article matters have been quite technical, but it is

the only portion of advertising that is.

That brings us to '
' layouts.

'

' A layout is simply a rough sketch

of the complete advertisement to give you an idea of how it will

look when set up. It also gives the compositor an idea of what you

want as to border, styles and sizes of type. etc. Therefore, a layout

should always accompany the copy you send to the paper which is to

run your advertisement.

In making the layout get the size of the space you are to use in

the paper. Lay the exact size off on a plain piece of paper, drawing

in the lines lightly with pencil. Next decide on the style and size of

the heading. Count the letters as explained before in this article.

Then measuie the height of one capital and one lower-case letter,

marking these widths at the top of the layout where your ad starts.

Next put in the signature; then the border. Draw the letters in

roughly by hand and approximately the size and width of the type

you have decided to use. Then draw a light line away from the

letter of the heading and write in the size and style of type you have

chosen. This tells the printer or compositor just what to set up. Do
the same with your border, signature, etc. With the room you have

left, find out how many square inches of space you have for the body

matter by the method outlined in the first part of this article. Just

draw fairly heavy lines across where the lines of the body matter

will come, and about the same "heft" as the type will look when

set up. Specify what size and style of type you want for your body

matter. Kow you have a fairly good idea of what your advertisement

will look like when set up and run.

A word about "balance." Some advertisements you see seem

to be " lop-sided.
'

' This is termed '
' out of balance '

' and the prin-

ciple is the same as the law of balance or equilibrium. Care should

be taken not to get too heavj' type for the headings and placed to

one side; otherwise it will seem to have the tendency to "pull"

the whole advertisement over to one side unless an equally heavy

piece of type or other matter is used to counter-balance it.

Ireland's Last Forests
Some of the trade journals in the British Isles call attention

to the destructive timber cutting now taking place in Ireland.

Forests are few there and these few are rapidly disappearing.

Whole plantations have been swept away. Those who criticize the

methods followed say that when money is needed, the first thought

that occurs to the proprietor is to cut and sell his timber. Stands

three hundred years old are cut clean in many instances, and the

country's wooded area steadily grows smaller.

The largest novelty works jjlant in Michigan is located at

Saginaw. The common method of securing raw material is to buy

the output of small mills, paying so much per thousand after

sizing up the quality of the logs. Some of the larger mills of

the state, especially those at Cadillac, operate novelty works in

connection with their plants in order to utilize wood that would

otherwise be wasted. The concern makes spools, spindles, toys,

W'Ooden clubs, mallets, croquet balls, etc.

A sawmill without timber to cut is as lonesome looking as a niud

puddle without a duck, and just about as valuable.
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
SOUTH AMERICAN HARDWOODS

Editor's Note

Following is the second of the series of articles on foreign hardwoods available tor use in this country.

The first article covered hardwoods available in the Central American countries and the next article will cover
the various sv'ecies of merchantable hardwood timber trees of Africa.

It lias been estimated that the forests of South America occupy

more than 700,000,000 acres, which represent approximately one-half

the forest area covered in North America. Nearly one-half of the

South American forests may be classed as tropical which are wholly

different from our north woods. There are seldom solid stands of

single species or even of a few mixed species. lu.stead, hundreds

of kinds of trees grow thoroughly mixed and scattered through the

whole forest. In the Amazon valley it is estimated that over 200,-

000,000 acres are covered with original forests, movement through

which, owing to the richness of

the growth, is difficult if not im-

possible. Only the Congo forests

compare with the greater part of

this prodigious zone of forest

in extent and density of timber.

This is tlie largest body of troj)-

ieal timber in the world and

will become of special importance

to the lumber interests after a

great proportion of the forests

in the densely settled parts of

the temperate zones are cut away

to make room for agricultural

operations required to support

the rapidly increasing population.

The Amazon river is naviga

ble for 2,100 miles, and the bulk

of the valuable tropical hard-

wood timber in Brazil, Peru,

and Ecuador can thus be reached.

The navigable possibilities of

the Amazon and its tributary

streams are of the greatest -salue

to all tlio lumber and other com-

mercial interests of tlie world.

All the timber in Colombia,

Venezuela, and the Guianas can

be reached through the Orinoco,

Magdalena, and other minor

streams which flow north ami

east into the Carilioan sea. The
forests in the latter countries

are also largely tropical and have

for many j-ears supplied valuable

fancy and other hardwood to all the countries of Kurope and to the

United States. In fact a few species such as the greenheart, mahog-

any, cedar, and satinwood have become scarce through continued ex-

ploitation. Other species are now being cut to supply the demand
which is constantly increasing.

]lr. Sclilich ollce remarked that as tlie timber supply declined in the

northern hemisphere, another suitable source of suppl.y must be

looked for in the southern hemisphere. The demand for different

woods and the growing scarcity of the most useful kinds in this

country force us to go to the tropical countries of the southern

hemisphere for many millions of feet annually. The South American

woods now in general use in this country are much more numerous

than is generally supposed e\en by the large importers and wood
users. A number of different kinds are imported into this country

from South America under one name as in the case of rosewood,

mahogany, cedar, or satinwood.

In asking what the jiossibilities are for the introduction of woods

suitable for furniture, I'onstruction, and for general l)uildhig pur-

—'.'0— ,

poses, wo enter into a many-sided inquiry. There is, of course, an

enormous disproportion between the total number of woods that will

be offered to importers and the number actually suitable as sub-

stitutes for our more important native timbers which are becoming

scarce. It will be difficult to find a wood in South America that

will have the admirable qualities of our yellow- poplar and southern

yellow pine, but the maple, beech, oak, and birch can be duplicated

so far as appearance, working, and lasting qualities are concerned.

Brazil and the countries lying to the north of it have approximately

1,500 distinct timber species.

Argentina, Paraguay, and Ura-

guay are said to have about 900

species, of which about one-half

are important. Chili, Bolivia,

and Peru have equally as many
very useful kinds in the moun-

tain forests, which are as }'et

jiracticall.y inaccessible. The

transportation difficulties in the

mountainous countries are so

great that the cities of the west

coast depend almost wholly upon

imports chiefl.y from the United

States for their lumber, yet their

mountain forests are known to

be very extensive and valuable.

The population of Chili and Ar-

gentina is growing so rapidly

that a source of supply can

hardly be expected from these

countries. Brazil and Colombia

will perhaps form the chief

source of our future timber sup-

])ly. Transjiortation facilities

arc being speedily developed, and

ca|iital from the United Slates

is |Miuring ill. thus developing

natural re.><uurces with amazing

ia]iidity. Europe draws upon

the (iuianas and Venezuela for

large quantities annually. Peru,

Ecuador, and Bolivia will not

figure in the world's lumber

market to any great extent for

many years to come. Among the timbers which may be expected to

jilay a more or less important part in the American markets during

the next ten years will be the following:

Crapwood, carapa or andiroba (Carapa guianaisis) , is a tree from

sixty to one huhdred feet in height and from two to three feet in

diameter. It is very common in the Guianas and northern Brazil

and yields a reddish-brown wood resembling mahogany. It is

straight -grained, moderately heavy, hard, strong, and takes a very fine

polish. The wood is used for the cheaper and medium grades of

furniture, and has been imported for this purpose for a number of

years. It reaches the English and American markets under the name
of Demerara mahogany and is generally sold for much less than true

mahogany brings. A closely related species (Carapa prandifiora)

,

commonly known as cumussiu, is a very good wood and possesses

nearly similar properties. This tree is found principally in Brazil,

and the wood is likely to be introduced into this country for cabinet

making.

Vinliatico, or cabui {Inlcrolohium latcsccits), is a large tree often
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from eighty to one himdred feet high and from two to four feet

through. It produces wood that resembles the eonaoaste {Enterolo-

biuin cyclocarim7)i) of Central America and is used for the same pur-

poses. While it is rather coarse in grain, it is often used in place

of our diminishing supply of black walnut. The well-known timbouva

(Enierolobium limboura) is one of the most gigantic trees in Brazil,

often attaining one hundred and thirty feet in height and nearly ten

feet in diameter. The wood is light brown, rather soft and porous,

very durable, and remotely resembles true mahogany. It is used for

building, interior finish, furniture, and boat construction.

Brazilwood or Brazilletto (Caesalpina hrasiliensis) is a tree of

average size. Its wood is light red, very hard, heavy, and close-

grained. It contains bright red coloring matter which is often ex-

tracted for commercial purposes. Its chief use is for violin bows

and for small articles of furniture, turnery, and parquetry. The
available supply of this wood is almost exhausted and consequently

is very high-priced.

Brazil {Caesalpina echinala)

is a tree from forty to fifty feet

high and from one to two feet

in diameter. The wood is well

known for its use in making

dyes, and is also used for inlaid

work and for making small ar-

ticles of furniture. It is now
becoming very rare. Other dye

woods are being substituted and

the remaining trees are often

cut down for use as fence posts

and other purposes requiring

strength and durability. It is

also known as peachwood, Lima,

Xicaragua, and Pernambuco

wood. In French Guiana it is

called Brasil de St. Martha.

Fustic {Chlorophora tincioria)

is another dye-producing species.

It attains a height of from

twenty-five to fifty feet and a

diameter of two feet or more.

Freshly-cut heartwood is light

yellow, but after exposure to air

and light becomes a yellow-

brown. A cubic foot of seasoned

wood weighs about fifty pounds.

A good part of this wood used

in the United States comes from

Venezuela and Colombia.

Angelim, known also as cab-

bage tree (Andira inermis),

forms usually a dwarfed tree

from thirty to forty feet high, and sometimes six feet in diameter.

The wood is reddish-brown, hard, very durable, and takes a very

beautiful polish. It is found in the northern and central parts of

Brazil. Under the name angelina several other species are recognized

by reason of their firm and hard woods, and they are used for

building and for naval construction, as well as for furniture, par-

quetry, and turnery.

Cedro (Cedrela fissilis) is a beautiful tree of remarkable size;

the trunk is sometimes ten feet or more in diameter. It is found in all

the provinces north of the Eio de Janeiro and especially in the valley

of the Amazon, where it attains its greatest dimensions. Large, fine

planks are obtained from it. The wood, which resembles Spanish

cedar, is used also for making cigar boxes, turned articles, images,

and furniture. It is becoming so limited that it is used only for

boxes for the very best cigars.

Cumaru, known also as tongabean, gaiae, cumara, and tonquin

bean (Dipteryx odorata), is a tree from thirty to forty feet high

and about three feet in diameter. It produces dark brown wood,

which has a greenish-yellow coloring matter in the pores. It is very
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heavy, hard, rough, exceedingly cross-grained, very durable, and em-

ployed for purposes requiring strength and stiffness. It is now im-

ported and used for building purposes, fishing rods, and, in the

form of veneer, for cabinet work.

Jacaranda prcto {Machaerium legale) is a tree from seventy to

eighty feet high and from two to three feet in diameter. The wood
is usually of a dark reddish color and is one of the most compact

and hardest woods known and is much in denmnd for building,

cabinet work, and turned articles. This name is applied also to

{Dalbergia nigra), a tree belonging to the same section of legumin-

ous plants. Jacaranda is a general term applied also to the follow-

ing species: (Machaermm firmiim), (M. legale), and (M. incorrupii-

blc), which ara all large trees. On account of this confusion of

names, the wood of these trees is often palmed off on the mai'ket

for the true rosewood of Central America. One other species of this

genus from British Guiana is M. sc]iornbrn<ilii, which produces the

beautiful mottled wood called

locally itaka or tigerwood, used

so extensively for furniture.

Still another species (_M. brasi-

liense) is sometimes called rose-

wood. This wood is light red,

hard, heavy, and very fine and

even-grained, which renders it

verv desirable for ornamental

cabinet work, especially for

pianos, turnery, and inlaid work.

Pao d'arco, known also as

white cedar, cogwood, and roble

bianco (Tabebuia pentaphylla)

is a tree froni sixty to one hun-

dred feet high and from four

to six feet in diameter. The

wood is yellowish or sometimes

very light brown, hard, compact,

even-grained, and elastic. It is

used for building, naval construc-

tion, and cabinet work.

Greenheart (Nectandra ro-

dice) is a very valuable timber

from British Guiana and is re-

markable for its lasting quali-

ties. The wood is produced by a

tree from sixty to one hundred

feet high from two to four feet

through. It is very hard, heavy,

tough, strong, elastic, and fine-

grained. Greenheart is said to

be the strongest timber in use

and is now being imported into

tliis country for special uses. It

,is unsurpassed as a construction timber and finds its chief use for

marine works. Nansen's ship. The Farm, and tlie Antarctic ship. Dis-

covery, were built of greenheart, which is said to be jn-oof against

marine borers.

Quebracho {Qiieirachia lorentzii) is one of the few woods that is

at present shipped from Argentina and Paraguay into this country.

About 80,000 tons of this wood are shipped into the United States

for use in extracting tannin. Quebracho is one of the hardest,

heaviest and most durable woods known. This wood will continue to

be shipped into this country as long as the supply will hold out.

Colombian mahogany (Cariiiiana pyriforinis) comes chiefly from

Colombia and has been sold here as a mahogany substitute. The

wood is moderately hard, heavy (about forty-two pounds per cubic

foot), strong, and tough. In color it compares almost exactly Avith

genuine mahogany.

True mahogany (Swietenia mahagoni) is found in northeastern

Colombia and together with cedar is exploited and shipped into the

United States. Mahogany is nearly exhausted.

In addition to the above named woods nearly all of which have
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already been imported into this country, a great many others of

lesser importance come to our markets. The satinwoods, lancewoods,

zebrawoods, and purplehearts, all of which are produced by no less

than six different trees, form a part of our timber trade at the

present time, and the number of kinds and quantities will continue

to increase from year to year.

Practically no reference has been made to the timber on the Andes,

but while the whole chain is densely wooded these forests are at

present inaccessible. Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Chili have great

forest wealth, but the timber will be needed for home consumption

as soon as it can be made available.

L. L. D.
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Strength Affected by Moisture
The fact is well known that a piece of paper soaked with water

loses strength and becomes soft. If it is dried in a rather high

degree of heat it regains much of its former strength and stiffness,

and may in some cases become stronger than it was before the soak-

ing. Wood follows the same rule in many respects if not in all.

Wood and paper are composed of practically the same material, but

the former has more structure; that is, the particles which compose

a piece of wood are arranged somewhat differently from those which

make a sheet of paper. However, the behavior of the two pieces of

material is much the same when they are soaked and dried.

It is impossible to reason out the causes which produce these effects,

or to tell why certain effects follow certain causes, in soaking and
drying wood. It is a matter to be determined by actual tests. Some
traces of laws may be found, which seem to govern the matter, but

thus far the only known way of determining what effect moisture or

drying will have on wood is to try it, to make tests, and conduct

experiments. On this subject, Harry Donald Tiemann in his treatise,

"The Strength of Wood as Influenced by Moisture," says: "Since
wood is a very complex structure, composed of many substances, con-

cerning the exact chemical and physical nature of which very little

is known, it is impossible to theorize with any degree of certainty

as to the influence of moisture, heat, and other intrinsic factors. The
laws are extremely subtle, and can be determined only empirically

from a large number of actual tests."

No fact is better known than that dry wood is stronger than green.

The difference is very great with some woods, and spruce is one of

the best examples. A dry stick of spruce may be four times as

strong as a green piece of the same size. With the majority of

woods, however the difference is not so great. It has been estimated

that the strength of high-grade carriage stock is increased from 50

to 350 per cent by drying. It is not definitely known why seasoning

increases the strength of wood, but a good many interesting things

have been found out which may ultimately explain all about it.

Moisture exists in green wood in two conditions. Some is contained

in the hollow cells, in the same way that honey occupies honey comb,

or that liquid is contained in a bottle. Other water exists in the walls

of the' cells.

It is the water in the cell walls—not that in the hollow interior of

the cells—which influences the strength of wood. If the cell walls

are saturated, the wood is weakened; when these walls become dry,

the wood is strong. When the cell walls have become saturated they

will absorb no more water, though the cell cavities may continue to

take it in.

AVheu dry wood is exposed to the air it absorbs moisture to the

extent of from eight to sixteen per cent of its dry weight, and in

so doing it becomes weaker than it was in its dry condition.

When wood has once been dry and is brought back to the wet
condition by soaking, it is weaker than it was in its green state.

Wood which has been kiln-dried in moist heat of about 130 degrees

F., will lose from fifteen to eighteen per cent of its original green

strength, when it is resoaked.

"Experiments," says Tiemann, "indicate that drying wood at

high temperatures, either in steam or in dry air, produces the fol-

lowing results: (1) It permanently reduces its moisture content

below that of ordinary air-dried wood when again exposed to the air,

at the same time rendering it less hydroscopic, so that it is less sus-

ceptible to changes in the humidity of the air; (2) the moisture con-

dition of the fiber saturation point i* changed, being reduced by high

temperatures with dry air or superheated steam; (3) the strength

of the wood is increased, except in the resoaked condition. Whether
the increase in strength is due to the reduction in hygroseopieity or

to physical changes is of secondary importance, since in either case

the strength under like atmospheric conditions is increased."

The effect of moisture on the strength of wood presents an inter-

esting example of the acceptance of a fact before its cause is clearly

understood. The cause will doubtless be discovered sometime, for

numerous investigators are patiently working their way toward it,,

thus illustrating Tennyson's summary: "Science moves but slowly,

slowly creeping on from point to point. '

'

Trade-Marking Lumber
The Kraetzer Company of Chicago, manufacturer of the Kraet-

zer preparator, has registered in the United States patent ofiSce

as a trade-mark the term " Kraetzer-cured Lumber," as depicted
in the accompanying illustration. It is expected that manufac-
turers who emi)loy this system of treating lumber to insure its

quick and accurate seasoning will rubber stamp or brand their

lumber with this trade-mark:

GT/ —I TRADE

Kramer-cure
LUMBER

REC31STERED IN U S. PATENT OFFICE

This sj'stem of lumber treatment is resulting in no inconsiderable-

popularity of several woods whose refractory qualities did not

readily lend themselves to ordinary lumber drying practice, but
through this process are very much improved in quality, to say
nothing of the fact that thoy are devoid of stain, warp, twist and
other seasoning defects.

Recently a Chicago furniture manufacturer has put some Kraet-

zer-cured 2Y/' red and sap gum to a pretty severe test to ascer-

tain if it would stand up under rigorous treatment. He says when
the lumber arrived he found it was the prettiest looking stock he
ever saw, that the sap was absolutely free from stain, the lumber
dry and entirely unchecked. He cut several pieces about 4' long,

into rococo shape—something like the letter "S"—soaked them
in water over night and laid them on hot steam pipes for two days.

Two other pieces that he did not soak were also laid on steam pipes

for the same length of time. Under this severe' treatment, the-

lumber showed no blemish whatsoever, either in warp or check.

Recent drying tests on one-inch hard maple steamed in the
Kraetzer apparatus show, under normal drying conditions in the
open, a reduction in weight of 28% per cent without seasoning
defects, in two weeks' time, and one-inch birch, a reduction in

weight of 29% per cent in the same length of time. This weight
is less than normal shipping dry weight after months of air drying
without the use of the steaming apparatus.

At the present time The Kraetzer Company is shipping one of

these equipments every week, and is still quite a ways behind its

orders. The apparatus seems to be in growing favor everywhere,
but the larger number of installations at the present time are being
made in Arkansas, Louisiana and other southern states.
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Developing the Hardwood Habit
The incidental mention in a recent editorial in Hakdwood

Eecord on hardwood becoming more popular in home building r.hat

what is needed is a broad campaign of education, touches an idea that

is worth more elaboration. This matter of educating the building

public and of developing the hardwood habit means a lot more busi-

ness for the hardwood trade, and it means better houses and that

home builders will be better satisfied with their homes.

Xot only is there room for extensive boosting of hardwood prod-

ucts in doors, interior trim and floors, and finally extending to much
greater use of paneling, but there are many special points about it all

that can be taken care of and worked out in this process of educa-

tion and cultivation.

As pointed out in the editorial referred to, it is the carpenter,

contractor, and builder who holds the pivotal position in the building

world. He is the man to keep in touch with. Many times a pro-

<lucer of hardwood has found liimself depending directly on the

whims and habits of the builder. Por example, there is the builder

who first starts using hardwood flooring. His natural inclination at

first is to want to get the hardwood flooring in as long strips as

possible. He talks long strips to his customers, and then wrangles

over the matter with the hardwood flooring man, kicks about short

stock in his flooring supply, and insists on getting more long pieces.

One hardwood flooring man, speaking of this matter, said that he

had been annoyed so much by it that he had taken the matter up

actively with the builders and had been doing some demonstrating

with parquetry and with the short stock paved in with suitable

borders to show them how they could get a floor with more distinctive

<iualities about it out of the shortest stock, a floor really worth more

than that made of long strips without it costing them any more to

lay it. He has been persistently urging certain of the progressive

builders to get the habit of doing this and of featuring it in their

oft'erings. Of course that is selfish in a way, for it means giving him
a better opportunity to clean up his raw material and use his short

stock, but if it helps the builder at the same time without costing him

any more, it has served a good purpose and his selfishness is justified.

It is simply a species of the education for which there is room for

more in various branches of the hardwood business.

There is another instance of peisistent effort along this line,

directed toward the architect instead of the contractor, which is

bearing fruit. That is the effort to push the hardwood veneered

door with a crossbanding of asbestos under the face veneer. The

promoters of this idea have been working on it for a number of

years and it has been quite an up-hill fight because a door of this

kind costs considerably more than a plain door on the one hand, and

it has taken a long time to convince the architects and promoters of

big buildings that it was practically as fireproof as the metal and
composition doors. Persistent effort, however, is winning out and
today this veneered door with a fire-proofing sheet of asbestos under
the face veneer is not only being accepted by architects for office

and other public buildings, but it is carrying with it other woodwork
of the same class. Wood panels and trim treated in the same way
are now being used in some of the modern fireproof buildings, and a
steady and persistent campaign of education is putting wood back
in the place it belongs.

Many specific instances of this kind could be cited where enter-

prising manufacturers ot woodwork for houses and buildings have
succeeded, by advertising and educational campaigns, in introducing

more. good hardwood into home building. One of the first and most
conspicuous was that of the birch veneered door which has been made
known the country over, and is not only extensively used now but
has led to the use of many other veneered doors and to hardwood
taking a very conspicuous place in the door trade, which was formerly

practically controlled by pine.

Wliat has been done in the past is but a sample of what may be
doue in the future. Some may be going on the false assumption that

all the educating of this kind that is necessary has already been
done, and that there is not much more room to spread the doctrine of

hardwood in home building to the end of materially enlarging the

trade. There is really more room now than ever before and more
opportunity to obtain direct and immediate results from a campaign
of education. So far only a small amount of wood work has been

entering the average home as compared to what might be introduced

therein. The floor, doors, casing, base, picture moulding, when all

made of hardwood, constitute a good start, but it is only a start.

There are the stairways and then come wall paneling, overhead

beams and paneling, and often the building in of bookcases and other

articles formerly classed as furniture but now often included in the

home building itself and made a part thereof.

There are many different people to reach and work on in develop-

ing this hardwood habit. An important class is that of the car-

penters, contractors and builders. There is the architect, and there

are the real estate people and speculative builders who build to sell.

It is only a matter of convincing them tliat they can increase the

selling value of their houses more than the extra cost involved to

include hardwood and they will take it up instantly. And finally

there is the great general public to reach and train to a taste for

hardwood. Right now, too, all of these seem to be in just the right

mood to receive favorably the many arguments which can be offered

in behalf of hardwood for interior trim and to develop the hardwood

habit. T. C. J.
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^Wood-TJsing Industries of Vermont
Vermont is a small, rugged state, made up of green hills and nar-

row valleys. Its area is 9,13o square miles, its population 35.5,956.

It is among the smallest in size and lowest in population of all the

states. It is not growing much. Its population and wealth are nearly

stationary, and the habits and customs of its people are subject to

little change. The natural resources are moderate, but dependable.

Maple sugar and fine building stone are the best-known commodities

sent to market, and no alarm has been sounded that either is in

danger of exhaustion. The people appear to know how to take care

of what they have and to make the most of it.

The state's timber resources have not been widely advertised, and

many persons will learn with surprise that, in proportion to popula-

tion, Vermont is hardly surpassed by any state in the quantity of its

wood manufactures. It might be added, too, that in quality its

forest products are of a high order. The thrift and economy of its

jieople are proverbial, and the factories of little Vermont have worked

out ways to save waste which other regions might copy with profit.

Vermont in cooperation with the Forest Service has published a

report in the form of a pamphlet of IIS pages, giving the status of

the wood-using industries of the state. The period covered is one

year, ending December 31, 1911, and seventeen principal industries

and several in the minor class were investigated. Forty-two woods

were reported, all but three of which are native of the United States.

The highest priced wood was Circassian walnut, the second was

mahogany. No other wood cost an average of $100 or more, though

white oak came near it. Its average cost at the factory was $99.24

per thousand feet. The next highest in price was California redwood

at $75, and next to it was black walnut at $67.50. The manufac-

turers in Vermont pay more for the lumber they use than is paid by

similar industries in most of the southern states, but less than the
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average iii some otlier regions wliere much wood is used. In Vermont

the average cost of all wood delivered at the factories is $19.84

jier thousand. The averages in certain other states follow: Texas

$11.30, Arkansas $11.49, Louisiana $11.64, Mississippi $12.22, Ala-

bama $12.24, North Carolina $13.83. The cost of the raw material

in most of the New England states does not differ much from the

cost in Vermont. In New Hampshire it is $19.29, Maine $20.18,

Connecticut $25.82. In the great wood-manufacturing states of Illi-

nois and Michigan the cost is $28.7(5 for the former and $23.12 for

the latter.

In jiroportiou to area and jiupulation Vermont is a large manu-

facturer of woods commodities. It is likewise a large producer of

raw material. Its forests contain both hardwoods and softwoods in

abundance, and the mills cut enough of each kind to supply the

state's industries, with some to spare; but much wood is brought into

the state to be further manufactured. The total quantity used

during the year was 207,262,376 feet. More than one-third' of it

was red spruce, nearly one-fifth was white pine, while soutliern

yellow pine and hemlock were demanded in considerable quantities.

The most important hardwoods, named in the order of the quanti-

ties used, were sugar maple, yellow birch, beech, chestnut, red oak,

basswood, paper birch, black ash, aspen, white oak, white ash, yellow

poplar, and white or gray elm. One-eighth of all the wood used by

manufacturers in the state was sugar or hard maple. It is, therefore,

apparent that the Vermont people are not setting apart all their

maple for sugar making. Yellow birch is in nearly as great demand

as maple.

The amount of wood used by the several industries, the average and

the total cost, and the per cent grown in and out of the state are

sliown in the following table: «

SlMJIAIIV IIV IXDI'STIIIKS OF Ai.h WOOD USED IX VkKMOXT

Qu.intity Average Total Grown in

—used annually

—

cost per coPt f. o. b. Vermont
Industries

—

Feet B. M. I'er cent 1.000 ft. factory IVr cent

Planing mill products. S3,G20.730 41..",1 .$20.;i4 $l.T41.:!:i0.07 .li.^i;

Boxes 40,690,000 10.04 17.50 71LM7."i.N:i :;0.1.".

Miscellaneous 23,702,90C. 11.44 19.44 4«0.V1L'.01 OO.'.M)

Woodenwarc Il,.'i9n,000 5.50 16.47 187.7.S.-i..so i;.-..4s

Furniture 8,770,915 4.24 27.2S 2:«).572.79 57.]--'

Chairs 7,987,126 3.85 18,08 :40.2;;5.s:f 75. (;i

Sash, doors, blinds

and Kenl. millwork. 7.451.000 :!.59 26.17 194.9.SS.05 42.(i!i

Tanks anil silos 7,."i54,000 3.53 20.12 147,974.75 (!.0S

Shuttles, spools and
bobbins .•i.065,500 1,48 13.18 40,417.50 97.72

Refrigerators 2.001,774 1.25 19.80 51,517.01 51.84

Car construction 1,980,800 .96 26.11 51,724.50 21.91

riandles 1.527,300 .74 23.45 35,826.00 100.00

Toys 1,495,985 .72 16.64 24,894.63 83.29

Vehicles '. . . 1.112,500 .54 20.72 23,053.53 99.15

Laundry appliances.. 093,000 .33 ^2.30 13,456.38 100.00

Brushes 641,000 .31 1'4.5S 9,344.00 100.00

Agricultural imple-

ments 622,000 .30 19.14 11,904.00 100.00

Dairymen's, poulter-

ers' and apiarists'

supplies 522,300 .25 20.50 13.849.00 70.72

Totals 207,262,376 100.00 *19.84 $4,111,761,68 53.08

The manufacture of planing mill products is the largest industry.

The principal items are Hooriug, ceiling, and siding. Eed spruce

leads all the others in quantity, and yellow birch and hard maple are

the most important of the hardwoods. Beech is also used in large

quantity. The hardwoods employed in smaller amounts are basswood,

red oak, white oak, black ash, yellow poplar, white elm, and butter-

nut. The average cost of the material used in this industry is $20.34.

Thirty woods are listed, aggregating 85,626,750 feet.

Twenty-one woods are listed in the box industry, ranging from

spruce, which constitutes sixty per cent of the whole, to cherry, the

least in quantity. The softwoods lead by long odds, but the following

hardwoods are manufactured into boxes and crates: Basswood, aspen,

red oak, hard maple, white ash, yellow birch, white elm, black ash,

beech, paper birch, butternut, rock elm, red gum, and cherry.

Vermont stone quarries require more than 8,000,000 feet annually

of mineral crating. Tliis is heavy stuff used to crate blocks of cut

stone tor shipment by rail and water. Any strong wood will answer,

provided it does not contain sufficient tannin to stain the polished

stone when in direct contact. The bark is removed from mineral

crating to lessen the liability to stain the stone. Twelve woods are

reported, but spruce furnishes more than half.

The furniture manufacturers of the state use 8,780,000 feet, con-

sisting of sixteen woods, and white pine is the only softwood re-

ported, and only 40,000 feet of it are used. Probably in no other

region does the furniture business run so strongly to hardwoods as in

Vermont.

In the manufacture of sash, doors, blinds, and general millwork

loblolly Jiine, grown chiefly in Virginia and North Carolina, leads all

others in amount. This is worthy of note, since Vermont is in a

white pine region. Sugar maple, all of which grows in the state,

ranks second in quantity. Seventeen woods are reported, eleven of

which are hardwoods. White oak is most expensive at $80, yellow-

poplar second at $72. River birch at $15 is cheapest.

It is generally supposed that paper birch is the most important

wood in the spool and boljbin industry, but it is not so in Vei'mont.

This birch supplies less than ten )ier cent of the raw material, and is

exceeded four-fold by sugar majjle, two-fold by beech, and nearly

twofold by yellow birch. Other woods employed are red maple,

basswood, and red gum. The last is the most expensive, red maple

the cheapest. The average cost of all spool and bobbin woods is

$13.18.

The inferior position occupied by hickory in the handle industry in

A'ermont is worthy of note. It is generally a leading wood in the

manufacture of handles. ]t is at the bottom of the list in Vermont,

I'onstitutiug less than one per cent of all. White ash leads, followed

in the order named by iiard maple, paper birch, yellow birch, bass-

wood, black cherry, and beech.

The woods employed by manufacturers of vehicles in Vermont are

shown in the following table:

VKHK'I.KS
Average Total cost

(Juantity used annually cost per f. o. b.

Species Feet B. M. Percent 1,000ft. factory

Iteil oak- 5o:i,000 45.21 $19.85 $9,982.50
Velb.w bireb :!22,400 28,98 19,16 6,177.36

Wliiteasli 126..500 11.37 23.73 3.001.42

Itoek elm 4O.,S00 3.67 22.23 867.03

ISasswociil .•)5,000 3.14 21.77 761.93

Sugar maple 32,900 2.96 20.04 6.50.32

I!.(l spruce 20,000 1.80 25.00 500.00

White oak 18,200 1.64 26.90 489.87

lliekory 8,300 ,76 55.59 472.50

Beech
".

.i,200 .29 16.13 51.60

Balsam lir 1.000 .09 30.00 30.00

Tulip poplar 1,000 .00 60.00 60,00

Totals 1,112,500 100.00 $20.72 $23,053,53

As a general thing the Vermont manufacturers look carefully after

waste—they throw away little that can be turned to account. Two
classes of articles take most of the waste—chairs and boxes. The

boxes include crating material. There are so many sizes and kinds of

boxes that a piece of wood must be small and of odd shape if it can

not be worked into some sort of a box or shipping package. The

makers of various commodities have reported success in saving part

or all of their waste material by working it into boxes. Some in-

stances may bo cited as follows;

A factory which makes butter boxes of beech and birch veneer con-

verts all suitable left-overs into crating. Some sawmakcrs often have

ash, oak, and hickory pieces, particularly spokes, which, because of

some minor defect, are not fit for the purpose intended, but the de-

fect may be cut out and a first-class ladder round is the result.

The cooperage industry draws some of its material from the

waste heaps of other industries; but the saving thus made is of

relatively small importance, because, as a general thing, coopers must

have choice material, such as few waste piles supply. Instances are

cited in Vermont, however, which show that coopers are alert to

l)rocure material wherever it is to be had at a bargain. Heading

for some of the cheap grades of slack cooperage is made of hemlock

and spruce waste from the sawmills.
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The making of molding is a practicable means of turning loss into

profit at some planing mills and factories. Molding is of mimerous

sizes and shapes, and there are few woods which are not fit for

some kind. Edgings at sawmills, cut from wane-edged material or

from i)ieces wider at one end than the other, are sometimes run

through machines which convert them into salable commodities.

Toy makers and the manufacturers of games for children have

learned how to make a profit out of the scraps which others throw

away. Toy tenj^ins, mallet handles, and innumerable things which

constitute the toy industry, can be worked from small pieces.

Sawdust and shavings were tormerl}- absolutely worthless, except

as fuel under the boilers, and there is still large waste along that

line; but occasionally some of it is sold as fuel, or the baled shavings

go to filtration plants, or for stable bedding.

Bobbins are of man^' sizes, and in some instances furniture and
other factories can make bobbins at a profit by utilizing waste.

The manufacture of lath for plastering uses up large quantities

of slabs and defective logs at sawmills. This commodity is usually

made of softwoods because of the ease with which the lath may be

nailed.

^c;roigw8rowj^tw)it^iiti*iwiaiwiwimi;^^

Naturalized Trees

Although the United States has more than five hundred trees that

grow naturally here, and v,eve in the forests when white men first

visited these shores, a few have been brought to this country and

have felt so much at home that they have run wild and appear to be

fully able to take care of themselves. Some of these trees «ere im-

ported and planted with the expectation that they would become

useful, others were not intended to be other than ornamental. It

should be borne in mind that comparatively few foreign trees have

shown a disposition or developed an ability to run wild, no matter

what chance they have had. The number does not much exceed a

dozen, though hundreds of foreign species have been i)!anted in the

United States,, in yards, gardens, orchards, and parks. The few which

have escaped from cultivation and have been able to maintain them-

selves had had some peculiar advantage in possessing means of dis-

persing their seeds. In nearly all cases—perhaps in every case

—

where a foreign tree has become naturalized and has maintained its

foothold without direct and intentional help from man, it has been

fortunate in its ability to disperse its seeds widely and in abundance.

To this must, of course, be added an ability to endure climatic con-

ditions, and compete successfully with native species for room.

One important fact impresses the investigator who examines the

matter of naturalized trees. They are, without a single exception,

practically worthless for lumber. The wood of a few of them is

good for a number of things, but the trees have never amounted to

nmch in a practical way. They produce few sawlogs, and what they

do produce are nearly always of poor form and inferior quality. A
list of the most important naturalized trees will show this to be so.

Ailanthus (Ailanthus glandulosa) was introduced from China and

has become widely naturalized in the eastern part of the United

States, growing generally on the margins of cleared lands, particularly

on abandoned farms. Except a little inferior box lumber there is no

account that the wood has been used for anything.

White willow (Salix alba) came from Europe, and grows very

rapidly, but it sticks so carefully to open ground that trunks are too

short to be worth much for limiber, and if logs ever find their way

to sawmills, it is the exception and n'ot the rule. It is a common

park tree and is generally found where the climate is too cold for

the weejiing willow to grow. The weeping willow (Salix babyloiika)

is also foreign, and is very abundant in the warm parts of this

country, provided its roots receive all the water they need; but it has

no value except as an ornament.

White poplar (Populus alba) came from Europe. It grows rapidly,

and the wood is white, but the tree's form is usually poor, the trunk

is apt to be diseased, and the branches are so brittle and weak that

a brisk wind or a moderate sleet breaks them, and the way is opened

for speedy decay. The wood has no commercial value. The tree may

be known by the green, smooth bark on large trunks, and the small,

woolly leave? which are white on the under side, to which the tree's

name is due. The leaves collect and hold dirt to a shocking extent.

Black poplar (Fopulus nigra), represented in this country generally

by a variety known as Lombardy poplar (Fopulus nigra italica) is a

foreign tree, supposed to have come originally from Persia. It is

too well known to need description. It is exceedingly limby, and the

limls lie close against the trunk, rising at a sharp angle. The trunks

are so exceedingly knotty that lumber sawed from them resembles

a crazy quilt. The growing trees are often considered a nuisance

because of the multitude of sprouts which come up from roots, and

because the roots clog sewers?, wells, drains, and break through cellar

walls.

The eucalyptus is an example of a foreign tree which grows rapidly

but is of small value tor lumber. The eucalyptus was brought to

the Pacific coast from Australia. It is thoroughly naturalized in

California.

The China tree (Mclia a:eclarach) came from Persia and is well

known in the southern states and on the Pacific coast. A variety,

commonly called the umbrella China-tree, is well known on account

of its round crown and short trunk, which resemble an open umbrella.

The tree is running wild in the South and is becoming an inhabitant

of the forest; but practically no use is made of the wood.

A numbei of foreign fruit trees are running wild in this country;

but in their wild state they produce fruit of small value, and prac-

tically no lumber is made from the trunks. The peach is an example.

It came to this country very early, and in the South it quickly ran

wild. Some people have supposed that the peach was in America

before the coming of white men. Early travelers frequently men-

tioned "Indian peaches." The fruit referred to by them was really

the wild plum, and not the peach.

The mulberry is another foreign tree running wild in this country.

In fact, there are two mulberries, the white and the jjaper mulberry,

both from Asia. The fruit is poor and the wood of little value.

Neither is comparable with the native mulberry, either for fruit

or wood..

There has been little gained by naturalizing foreign trees in the

United States. They have added nothing to the country 's capacity to

produce timber. Not one is equal to any one of scores of native

trees. Even as ornaments little has been gained. Trees from the

forests of this country are as handsome as any of those introduced,

and possess most of the virtues and few of the faults of the foreign

trees. Take for example sugar maple, yellow poplar, white pine,

arbor-vitae, evergreen magnolia, red cedar, and many more of the

trees which are perfectly fitted to this country's soil and climate, and

compare them with Lombardy poplar, ginkgo, ailanthus, China-tree,

eucalyptus, Scotch pine, and the other common trees which have been

introduced, and every point is in favor of the home product. Of

course, if one is looking for freak trees, foreign specimens may score

a few points, but for beauty, utility, vigor, strength, and reliability,

evervthing is in favor of the native species of the United States.

One of the noticeably good things about the new President is

that he is not given to talking too much, nor to running his

business through the columns of the daily papers. He seems to be

bent on sawing wood, and here's hoping he makes a good job of it.

The railroads are getting a lot of good money for freight that

the lumbermen might just as well have a part of by making more

dimension stock and eliminating the shipment of unnecessary

waste.
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The Passing of the Refuse Burner

Formerly the esseutial part of the equipment of every large

sawmill was the refuse burner. Various types were developed

—

some simple and cheap, others elaborate and expensive—but all had

one object in view, namely, to get rid of the waste from lumber

production. Slabs, bark, edgings, sawdust, shavings and ends from

the equalizer were used to feed a fire which burned from one

year end to another. The refuse burner is something that no mill-

;nan can ever jjoLut to with pride. Its presence is a constant

reminder that his methods are wasteful.

It is encouraging to note that an increasing number of mills are

doing away with their refuse burners. This signifies that other

means have been found for the disposal of the odds and ends

resulting from the conversion of round logs into square products.

The extent to which a concern utilizes its waste may be taken as a

measure of its efficiency, just as the extent to which a country

reduces its waste may, in a sense, be taken as an indirator of its

development.

A distinction must be made be-

tween waste that is avoidable

and waste that is unavoid-

able. In the latter case an

jictual loss is not involved, for

the material unused coidd never

be copsidered a potential asset.

The distinction is by no means

easy to make. Waste that is un-

avoidable under certain condi-

tions may he an actual loss

under different conditions.
Lumbermen and wood users

shouhl not be blamed for

discarding stuff which they can-

not use except at an outright

expense. On the other hand,

everyone should lie criticized

who does not make his utiliza-

tion as complete as possible.

There are three principal fac-

tors which retard waste utiliza-

tion, namel}', (1) lack of de-

in,-uid for the products which

may be obtained, or unfavorable economic conditions which make
their jjroduetion too costly; (2) ignorance of the methods employed

in other countries in which similar problems have arisen and of

those employed in allied industries; (3) prejudice in favor of a

staple article which has long been used for a specific purpose even

though a new article may answer the purpose as well as or even

better than the old one, and lack of business organization to over-

come this jjrejudice.

In some respects these factors are out of the control of the mill-

man, but in others they are wholly or partially controlled. Much
depends on the operator himself. He may adjust his operations

to the conditions or he may attemjjt to adjust the conditions to

his operations. In one case he will be content with whatever

outlets for bis products are at hand; in the other he will find or

even create new markets and stimulate new demands if the old

are insufficient or unsatisfactory. No waste should be considered

unavoidable until every possible means for its prevention has been

considered. The healthy attitude for the lumberman is to con-

sider every waste avoidable until he is positive it is not, and this

cannot be settled once for all because times are changing and the

•wastes of today may hold the profits of tomorrow.

Many examples could be cited where a product has changed

places with a by-product in relative importance. For example,

until a few years ago chestnut extract plants had no other use

for the spent chips than for burning under the boilers. Later a

—2(1—

STAVES AND CHAIR STOCK ARE CUT FROM THESE SLABS.

practical' method of employing this material for wood pulp was

perfected and as a result some of the paper mills began to use

chestnut primarily for this purpose. In consequence the tannin

extract became the by-product and glutted the market.

When rattan was first placed on the market only the hard.

glossy, outer covering of the long stems was in demand, and the

core or pith which makes up a large proportion of every stem was

a by-product of little or no value. Conditions have changed and

the flinty cane is now the by-product. The core of the small stems

is smoothed down and those of the large ones cut into numerous

small reeds or into flat pieces and used extensively in the manu-

facture of furniture, baskets, baby carriages, whips, canes and

innumerable other articles of value. In present day methods

there is no waste in this industry, for the very shavings have a

value for mattresses, packing material and for pulp.

The following table compiled by the Forest Service in 1907 gives

what is believed to be a conservative estimate of the milling waste

of various hardwoods. They are

the result of extensive inquiry

and investigations covering
tlie whole field. The reports

from all the mills answering in-

quiries showed a total produc-

tion of 1,873,246 cords of slabs,

trimmings, edgings, etc., of

which 469,511 cords, or 25 per

cent, were burned for fuel at

the mills; 822,526 cords, or 44

per cent, were sold as fuel, and

the remainder, 581,209 cords, or

31 per cent, was burned in the

refuse burners. These figures

apply both to hardwoods and

softwoods. This 31 per cent

represents an absolute waste.

Tlie absolute waste in sawdust

is estimated at 10 per cent of

the total production, about 9ll

per cent being used for fuel.

The waste shown in the last

column is all absolute waste,

except possibly in a single case, although souu> of it is used as fuel

in the form of sawdust or attached to the slabs.

I'KI.M.inY W.\.STK IN MlLH.NO lI.MtmVOODS

Species

Oak . .

.

Maplo .

.

M Cubic

Feet

01)8.000

i:i3.000

I'opUir 140.000

Clicstuut 110.000

Beech 70.000
Birch (i:;,ooo

Basswood 62.000

Cottonwood 4o.OOO

Total . .

M Cubic
Feet

134,000
;i4.000

31,000

24.000

15,000

14,000

14.000

10.000

'T^

tr.

M Cubic M Cubic M Cubic M Cubic

Foet

42.000

10.000

10.000

8,000

5,000

4,000

4.000

3,000

Feet

S.'i.OOO

21.000

20,000
l.-.OOO

lo.OOO

0,000

0.000

0.000

Feet

0.000

2.000

2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1 ,000

1,000

Feet

70,000

20,000

18,000

14,000

0,000

8,0011

8.000

0,000

1,250,000 276,000 86,000 175,000 19,000 162,000

The time seems ripe for doing away with all refuse burners and

the methods they typify. The subject of closer utilization has

been discussed until it has become tiresome. All niillmen profess

to be willing to change their methods as soon as practical and

profitable processes have been devised, but too many of them leave

it to the other fellow to do ;ill the work. One lumber journal says
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tliat the attitude of maii_y operators in this regard is much like

their advertising: When prices are good they say, "What's the

use?" and when times are bad they exclaim, "My God, I can't

afiford it.'' In the meantime the opportunities are likel_v to get

away from them.

Suppose we take a look at some mills without refuse burners or

scrap piles and see what is happening. At Boyne City, Mich., three

mills are operated by one company, each cutting from 60,000 to

90,000 feet daily. Logs are cut down to a diameter of six inches

at the top. Everything is made into lumber that will give a board

6 feet long, 6 inches wide and 1 inch thick. The trimmings, slash-

ings and slabs are all thrown onto a conveyor and carried to a

"slab room," where they are sorted. The hemlock refuse is p.it

on a separate conveyor and dumped into a bin, the bark and wood
refuse being used in a local tannery for tanning purposes and for

fuel. Sometimes the hemlock wood refuse goes to pulp mills. The
hardwood refuse is separated in the slab room into "slabs" and
"hog material."

A slab is any piece 32 inches long cov-

ered with bark on one side and on the

other showing wood 1% inches thick on

one edge and a surface width of 4

inches for half the length of the piece.

These slabs are piled m the yard. Part

of them are sold to chemical plants and

part for firewood. The cheap rates by
water enable the operator to sell wood to

Chicago customers. In either case about

.$1.7.5 per cord is secured. The amount
of wood produced depends on the size of

the logs, in the case of small sizes reach-

ing as high as 1% cords per thousand

feet of lumber sawed.

The "hog material" is the smaller

refuse, edgings, etc., part of which is

used for fuel in the mill, the remainder,

about two box-car loads per 90,000 feet

of lumber produced, going to the chem-

ical plants for fuel.

Some of the large mills at Cadillac,

Mich., own their own acid or chemical

plants. Waste is also utilized by the

operation of novelty works in connection

with the plants, and spools, spindles, toys, wooden clubs, mallets,

balls, etc., are turned out.

Along portions of the eastern shore of Lake Michigan are impor-

tant saline deposits in the soil. The underground water is pumped
up and evaporated to obtain the salt. At Ludington and Manistee

the waste from the sawmills is used for fuel in evaporating the

water, and from the slabs are cut staves for making barrels to

contain the salt.

The smaller mills in Michigan have good markets for fuel wood.

Last year a manufacturing concern in Grand Rapids paid some of

the small concerns seventy cents a ton for sawdust delivered on

cars. To be sure, it went for fuel, but that was much better than

burning it in the open or in a burner to get rid of it.

At the government mill at Neopit, Wis., as the slabs, trimmings,

etc., come from the slasher, they are picked first for lath stock,

then for picket stock, and finally for crating and box ^material. All

species go into -lath and board material, but only pine and bass-

wood are used for picket stock. There was not much of a market
for this material when operations began, but a careful survey of the

situation revealed opportunities for a good profit on the by-prod-

ucts. Several markets have been developed in Chicago and even as

far away as the central prairie states and New York, proving that

transportation and market problems are not prohibitive.

In Connecticut, on the other hand, where excellent opportunities

exist for close utilization of all wood material, it is not an unusual

thing today to find small mills cutting out ties of S-foot chestnut

logs and making no effort whatever to save the enormous waste in

CI.E.VR 0.\K CHAIR STOCK, 2"
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the slabs. Ask the millman why, and he will tell you that there
is no market for such material. As a matter of fact tie boards are

a staple product and~are in constant demand.
This tendency of many people to follow the pMh of least resist-

ance is well illustrated by two tie makers, one in Connecticut and
the other in Pennsylvania. The former was engaged last winter in

cutting some good hickory timber into ties—timber that ^ould
make first-grade handles. His explanation was there was no market
for handle bolts, but that there was for ties.

The Pennsylvania man <;onverted a grove of black walnut into

twenty sets of switch ties which he sold to the Pennsylvania Com-
pany at the same price as white oak. When the inspector expressed

surprise that tlip owner would thus dispose of 50,000 feet of so

scarce a wood, the man replied that he didn't want to go to the
trouble of looking up another market since the railroad was so handy.

In many ways the acid plant is taking the place of the refuse

burner and affords profitable returns. The opportunities in

this line are just beginning to be appre-

ciated. As yet little success has been
had from the destructive distillation of

sawdust and the finer refuse, but the

prospects are promising. Although three

hardwoods, beech, birch and maple, com-

prise SO per cent of the material used

for destructive distillation, recent tests

l:y the Forest Service show that a com-

mercial yield of acetate of lime and wood
alcohol can be obtained from hickory,

oak, tupelo and red gum. In fact, mill

waste consisting of oak and red gum is

now being used by at least one plant.

Moreover, the commercial methods used

in hardwood distillation are generally

c-rude and onl}^ part of the possible prod-

ucts are obtained. Tests have shown that

it is possible to increase the yield of ace-

tate of lime .50 per cent over present

practice.

The foregoing are only a few sugges

tions regarding the great question of

closer utilization. We hear much of sci-

entific management and the great results

that can be obtained by the correct ap-

plication of the most efficient methods. Why should not the same
thought and care and application produce similar results in mak-
ing American milling methods as eflicient as they are now ex-

tensive. S. J. R.

-IS', -VLL

The sawmill slab fire looks more like a thing burning up gold

dollars now than it ever did before, and we are now beginning

to reduce this unclassed fire loss.

The wooden railway tie has stood, up to more competition than

any other item on the wood list, and it is still in the center of the

stage—with a creosote make-up on.

If those Mexicans would only get over the revolution habit and
settle down to business once more it would mean the restoring

of a big item to our furniture trade, and that in turn would help

swell the demand for hardwood lumber. We do not feel the need

of it much now, but some time we may.

Too much competition in timber buying when the demand is

lively can work just as much disaster as too much competition in

lumber selling when the demand is slow. Keep together and don't

get excited.

Salesmen are really just as useful when the demand exceeds

the supply as they are at other times, but it is a little harder to

see just why.
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Annual Lumber Cut and Values
Editor's Note

Preliminarv fleuips of the lumber output by states in 1911 were publisbed in Hardwood Record Jan. 10 1913.

The article which follows contains the same statistics with much additional information including the relative

rank of states in production, per cent of increase or decrease per cent of distribution and a table in which for

the first time, figures are brought together showing the values of lumber by species for the twelve years from 1899

to 1911. inclusive.

The Bureau of the Census, in co-operation witli the Forest Serv-

ice, has published statistics of the output of lumber, lath and

shingles in the United States for the year 1911. One of the first

things to attract attention in e.\amining the report is the fact that

the number of sawmills from which reports were received in 1911

was 20,000 less than the number reporting in 1909. The remark-

able decrease in number is explained by the method pursued in

collecting the slat iisl its for tlic two periods. In 1909—that being

the year of the decennial census—every mill in the country that

could be reached was included; but in 1911 it was decided that no

attempt would be made to include mills whose output was less than

50,000 feet a year. The decline of 20,000 in the number of mills

was not actual, but only apparent. If all of those small mills had

been included, the showing of the total lumber cut would not have

been increased 3 per cent, for it is the large mills that cut the

bulk of the lumber.

Apparently much of the fluctuation shown in statistics of lumber

output for the past dozen years has been due to the different

degrees of completeness of the returns, though there doubtless have

been considerable differences in the actual cut.

The following table summarizes a large amount of lumber statis-

tics for the whole country, covering three years.

Lumber, Lath and Shingles—Number op Active Mills Reporting

AND Quantity of Lumber Cut, With Per Cent op Increase

AND Per Cent Distribution, by States: 1011. 19in

AKD 1909

PRO.
DUC-
TION.

United 8latc«

Washington
LouislAnB
Uisslssippi
Oregon
Nortb Carolina.

Arkansas...
Wisconsin..
Texas
Hinnasota..
Uicbigan..

.

West Virginia..
Vireinia
Alabama
Calilomia...
Pennsylvania.

.

Florida
Tennessee
Maine
Georgia
Idaho

Kentucky
South Caroiisa.
New York
Ohio
Missouri. „ . . .

New Hampshire
Indiana
Massachusetta...
Vermont
Montana.

Maryland
Oklahoma....
Coimecticut,

.

llUnols
Colorado

New Mexico..
Artiona
Iowa
Wyoming
New Jersey...

Delaware
South Dakota.

.

Utah
Rhode Island.

.

Allotherstat68»

26 26

27 27

28 30 28
2g2e29
30 28 30

36 31)

38 38
"36

42
40{«3(l

31,934

777
502
eos
622

2,071

1,12:

771
430
467
796

994
2,006
1,112
222

1,630

2«S
1,636
817
962
aoo

t,4i2
641

1,520
1,009
1,112

218

ISO

48,112

951
497

1,061
574

2,368

1,260
872
466

1,060
2,286
1,358
252

1,847

346
1,774
856

1,285
229

1,660
663

1,468
1.I4R
1,325

474
i,tM4
459
642
140

431
234
266
462

186
81

156

37.003,207

1,143
668

1,796
696

3,307

2,060
1,241

719
745

1,323

1,,524

3,511
2, 188
305

3,054

491

2,643
1,243

2,083
304

2,372
1,048
2,308
1, 632
2,070

708

1,604
643
725
IKO

729
3»0
420
827

260

LUUBEB .<:aWED

Quantity (M feet b. m J

40,018,282 44,509,761

4,064,734
3,666,456
2,041,616
1,803,698
1,798,724

1,777,303
1,761,986
1,681,080
1,485,015
1,466,764

1.387,
1,359,790
1,226,-212

1.207,561
1,048,606

983,824
914,579
828,417
801,611
766, 670

632,415
684,872
526,283
427, 161

418,686

388,614
360, 613
273,317
239,254
238,416

144.078
143,869
124, oei
»6,«SI
96,908

83,728
73,139
.59,974

33,309
28,639

23,863
13,046
10,673
9,016
11,786

3,862,916 -0.8

Per renl of

inci«ase.i

I91l>

to
1911

-10 1

3,551,918
2,572,069
1,898,995
2,177,715

2,111,300
2,025,038
2,099,130
1,561,508
1, 889, 724

1,472,942
2,101,716
1.691,001
1. 143.507
1,462,771

1,201,734
1,223,849
1,111,565
1,342,249
046,800

860.712
897, 66<)

681,44tl

542,904
660,159

649,006
656,418
361,200
361,571
308,682

267,939
225,730
168,371
170, 181

141,710

01,!

62,

132,021
28,602

-4 5
-3 8

13.5

0.8
17.7
-16.3
-3.8
-15.5

-0.8
-10.0
-3.7
-23.0

2.6

-16.1

55,440
31,067
12,038
25,489
16,946

-12.5
-14

14 3
-16.0
-28.4

-5.8
-12.6!
-0.4|
-14.8
-21.0

2

law
to

1910

Per cent
distriljulion.

0.1
6 I

-17 S
0.8

-16.2

-12.6
-6.6
-10.21
-6.6
-11.0

-6.5
-21.4
-13.3

9
-15 1

-17.4
- 16,

9

-22,6
-22 4

15.6

61,620-21.6-40,7

-48.9
-20.2
-10.3
37.4
-6.4

-9.7
-24

-24.0
-33
-19

3 4

-42-3
-27.1
-24.9
-33.3
-14.3

-9.2
15.8

-42.9

-6.7
-43.5
21

3.6|

8.7
8

4.7
4.6
4.7
3.5
4.2

3.8
2.6
3.3

2.7
2.6
3.0

0.6
5

4

3

0.2
0.1

3

A minus sign ( - ) denotes derr«aae, > Less than one-tentli of I per cent,
* Includes Kansas, Nebraska, and Nevada,

The name yellow pine includes a number of species cut in nearly

thirty states. The largest cut oomes from the three southern pines,

longleaf, shortleaf and loblolly; but ether trees contribute, among
them being Cuban pine, scrub pine, pond pine, sand pine, spruce

pine and pitch pine. The combined yellow pine output exceeds

that of any other group of trees. Douglas fir, which is second in

quantity, is a single species, and white pine includes not only the

wood always known by that name but alstj Norway and jack pine.

The oaks are a group, and more than twent}' species contribute.

What is listed as western pine is principally the yellow pine which

grows west of the Rocky Mountains. In most instances the woods

listed in the tables are groups of tl'ees, not single species. This

is the case with cedar, hemlock, spruce, maple, birch, basswood,

hickory, elm, ash and Cottonwood. Not less than 150 species are

cut in the United States, but most of the lumber on the market

comes from fifteen or twenty. Among the minor woods sawed into

lumber are cherry, mahogany, buckeye, locust, magnolia, Japanese

oak, Osage orange, willow, African walnut, alder, apple, butternut,

Circassian walnut, cucumber, dogwood, eucalyptus, Honduras cork-

wooil, prima vera, mulberry, myrtle, persimmon, sassafras and sil-

verbell.

The cut of shingles in the United States is shown in the table

which follows: Shingles PKOnuCEn
1911 1910 1909—

—

Quantit.v Percent Quantity Percent Quantity Percent
Killll of Wnoil (tliou-

i4tin<is).

Cedar 9,033,91

1

Cypress
Yellow pine

Uethvood . .

White pine .

fhestnut ..

Hemlock .. .

Western pine

.Spruce . . . .

.Ml oili.'r

1,230,«4,-,

650,332

o9.3,78G

S3,S()9

40,840

•JtJ.ITl

1.-..SS2

12.3S1

24,107

distri-

bution

79. ."i

10.2

.-).4

3.3

0.7

0.3

0.2

l_l.l

(1.1

0.2

( thou-

sands)

10,108,643

1,180,217

803,149

437,701
140,,'i .-.,-.

52.091

42,447

27,277

68,745

49,537

distri-

liution

77.9

9.1

6.7

3.4

1.1

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.5

0.4

(thou-

sands)

10,903,817

1.380,722

1,203,505

500,051

283,213

91,700

76,029

08,934

147,132

89,542

distri-

bution

73.5

9.3

8.7

3.4

1.9

0.6

0.,'i

0,5

1.0

0.6

lot:il 12,113,867 100.0 12,976,302 100.0 14,907,371 100,0

The htth used by plasterers are largely a by-product at saw-

mills and are manufactured from slabs and crooked or defective

logs. Practically ever_y kind of wood which passes through saw-

mills may be made into lath, but it is impossible to segregate the

woods and determine how much is used of each of the various

kinils. The manufacture of this commodity is reported from every

state except Nebraska, North Dakota and Rhode Island. The prin-

cipal product is from ten states, as shown below:

Minnesota 402.962,000

Louisiana .355,516,000

Wiishington 338,578,000
WiMonsln 319,973,000

Miiiue 199,002,000

Michigan 178,404,000

West Virginia 129,001,000

Pennsylvania 118,923.000

Mississippi _ 103,594,000

..\rkansas

All other

100.046,00')

723,911,000

Total 2,971,110,000

A valuable feature in the report of 1911 was not found in former

reports of lumber production. It is a summary of values at the

mill, and includes the years 1899. 1904, ]90(i, 1907, 190S, 1909, 1910

and 1911. Thirty of the country's leading woods are shown, and

Iv conip:iring values in 1S99 with those twelve years later, it is

found that the average value increased thirty-five jier cent in that

time. Tlie table follows:

—28—
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Average Valc'e

OF
Kind of Wood

All kinds .

.

Softwoods
Yellow pine . . . .

Douglas flr . . .

.

"White pine . . . .

Hemlock
Western pine .

.

OF Li.MBEi! Per 3.000 Feet, Board JIeasike, by
Wood, foe Specified Years : 1890 to 1911
1911 1910 1909 1908 1907 1906 1904
$15.03 $15.30 $13.38 $15.37 $16.56 $16.54 $li.76

13.87

11.03

18.34

13.59

13.88

Spruce 16.14

C.vpress 20.54

Redwood 13.99

CcJar 13.86

larch 11.87

13.29

13.09

18.93

13.85

14.20

16.62

20.51

13.52

15.53

11.83

White fir 10.64 11.52

•Vamarack (•) 13.30

Sugar pine .... 17.52 18.68

lialsamflr 13.42 14.48

I.&dgepole pine . 12.41 14.8s

12.69

12.44

18.16

13.95

13.39

16.91

20.46

14.80

19.95

12.39

13.10

13.18

18.14

13.99

16.25

12.66

11.97

18.17

13.65

15.03

16.23

21.30

15.66

18.03

11.81

11.38

12.86

17.78

14.36

14.02

14.12

19.41

15.53

13.67

17.26

22.12

17.70

19.14

13.07

15.45

15.71

19.84

16.16

I
•

I

15.02

14.20

18.32

15.31

14.01

17.33

21.94

16.64

18.12

11.91

9.96

9.51

14.93

11.91

11.30

14.03

17.50

12.83

14.35

8.94

1899
$11.13

8.4*;

8.07

12.60

9.98

9.70

11.27

13.32

10.12

10.91

8.00

12.91 (•) C)
15.63 12.42 12.48

16.11 (•) 12. .30

(•) <*) (*)

(
* 1 1*1 ( *

I

Hardwoods
Oak 19.14 18.76
•Maple 15.49 16.16
Tulip poplar . . . 25.46 24.71
Red gum 12.11 12.26
Cl;estnut 16.63 16.23

Birch 16.61 17.37

Beech 14.09 14.34

Basswood 19.20 20.94

Hickorj- 22.47 26.55

20.50

1B.77

25.-39

13.20

16.12

21.23

16.30

23.30

13.08

16.27

21.23

16.84

24.91

14.10

17.04

21.76

13.33

24.21

13.46

17.49

17.24

14.03

16.95 10.42 17.37

13.25 13.50 14.30

19.50 20.50 20.03 18.66

30.80 29.66 29.50 30.42

17.31

14.94

18.99

10.87

13.78

15.44

(•)

16.86

23.94
Elm 17.13 18.67 17.52 18.40 18.45 18.08 14.45

21.21 22.47 24.44

13.78

11.83

14.03

9.63

13.37

12.50

(•)

12.84

18.78

11.47

5.31 25.01 24.35 18.77 15.84Ash
Cottonwood . . . 18.12 17.78 18.05 17.76 18.42 17.15 14.92 10.37
Tupelo .12.46 12.14 11.87 13.36 14.48 14.13 (*) (•)

S.veaniore 13.16 14.10 14.77 14.67 14.38 |») <») 11.04
Walnut 31.70 34.91 42.79 42.33 43.31 42.25 45.64 36.49

• Not reported separately.
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Stopping the Rainy Day Leaks
It is an interesting fact that the lumber trade is subjected to

greater loss from bad weather than any other line of business. Even
slight consideration of the fact will show the truth of the statement,

growing out of the fundamental condition that the work of lumber-

ing is necessarily done in the open. Rainy weather interrupts opera-

tions in the yard more than anywhere else, perhaps, for at the mill

it is possible to go on sawing, even though the lumber is not imme-

diately distributed, whether the rain falls or not.

A young hardwood man who has not been in the business so long

that everything appears common-place and uninteresting, got busy

with his lead pencil one rainy day in April, when operations in the

wholesale yard with which he was connected were discontinued to

await the pleasure of .Jupiter Pluvius. The inspectors, three in

number, were having a delightful game of craps in the bacls office;

a number of cars were standing on the siding, accumulating demur-

rage bills steadily and inexorably; while the truckmen, who were on

day wages, were sitting under the lee of a big pile and swapping
yarns of more or less questionable hue.

The inspectors were paid, all told, $10 a day; ear service was $1 a

car a day; and the truckmen got in the neighborhood of $8. As
the inspectors could load from four to five ears a day, that item

was pretty definitel.v fixed, so that there was at least a dead loss

of about $23 a day. Tliis was not all, of course, inasmuch as the in-

terruption came at a particularly busy time, when customers wanted

stock badly, and when loss of business might easily follow from
failure to ship promptly.

There is little question about unfavorable weather constituting a

big burden on every lumberman operating a yard. The only thing

that is not settled is how to dispose of the loss in the most satis-

factory way. The lumberman who did the figuring referred to above

found at least a half-wa.v solution that would take care of the un-

loading problem. Tliat was simply the erection of a shed over the

lumber dock.

He got figures on what it would cost to build a shed that would

t'over enough space to enable three cars to be imloaded, and learned

that the expense would be in the neighborhood of $750. As 6 per

cent interest on $750 is only $45 a year, it appeared that the loss

suffered on two rainy days would be sufficient, if recovered, ,to make
the shed a good investment. He put the question up to the boss,

and got favorable action on it, resulting in the shed being put up

and unloading being continued in wet weather.

The limiber was not distributed, of course, as this was impossible

on account of the fact that tlie truckers wouldn't visork and the

lumber would be damaged by being rained on. It was, however, laid

down in the shed, enabling the cars to be moved and additional

imloading work carried on. While all of the loss was not disptsed

of, and only part of the handling work completed, the advantagets

gained were sufficient to make everybody connected with the yard
feel that the erection of the shed was well worth while.

It was also of advantage during hot weather, since it was a good
deal more comfortable for the inspectors, as well as others employed
in handling lumber, to work under its shade than to swelter in the

sun without any protection whatever. This is a little point fre-

quently lost sight of, but it is a valuable consideration, nevertheless.

A southern sawmill man who studied the problem of reducing losses

through rainy day interruptions found out one way of doing it

that helped some. He was one of those who believe in remanufactur-

ing lumber which can be increased in value by ripping or cutting

off. Consequently his inspectors were instructed when loading out

to lay aside any boards which were worthy of this attention. These

were placed in a shed near the loading dock, and accumulated fast

enough to make a pretty fair da.y 's work occasionallj'.

When the rain fell and regular yard operations were stopped, the

chief inspector devoted his attention to having the lumber in the

shed ripped and cross-cut when necessary. He used his regular yard-

men in the work of running the machine, power for which was fur-

nished by a motor connected up with the light dynamo of the plant,

so that there was no trouble about getting current. The men who
were used in this work would ordinarily have done nothing all day,

and their labor could consequently be considered as costing very little.

'The big increase in value of the remanufactured lumber, therefore,

made a mighty good showing from the standpoint of the man who
originated the idea.

At the same mill experiments have been made with a permanent
covering for piles which would enable work to be carried on in the

rain, and lumber to be handled under all conditions of weatlier,

assuming that tlie truckers could be persuaded to work in the wet.

The idea is novel enough to warrant description, though some may
complain of a lack of practicability. The plan involved the erection

at each of the four cornets of the pile of an upright, surmounted with

an iron pipe or rod which was jointed and capable of being raised

and lowered. At the top of the pipe, and extending over the pile,

covering it completely, was a waterproof covering of some, descrip-

tion. Asbestos cloth was one of the materials suggested, though

ordinary tarpaulin, tarred to protect it better, would doubtless answer

the purpose.

W'ith this rig in position, a pile would be protected from the

time it was started. As it rose, the covering would be raised by

means of pulleys which controlled the position of the movable rods.

At no tinJe would the lumber be exposed to the elements, and at no

time would it be necessary to use boards for covering. As far as

liandling the lumber in bad weather is concerned, this would be taken
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care of in good shape, since the inspector could go ahead measuring

and tallying without getting a drop of rain on him, unless it were

a particularly hard storm. In ordinary rainy weather the men
would probably continue working, especially if they were paid a

small bonus.

Here again is the matter of protection from the sun, which in the

South is a point worth special consideration. Inspectors on top of a

lumber pile, protected from the torrid rays of Old Sol by a tarpaulin,

would certainly not have to stop so often as at present to wipe the

perspiration from their brows or cuss the fate that landed them in

a lumber-yard. Better working conditions are being striven for by

those in many other lines; why not in the lumber business?

A practical point in connection with this suggestion is that the

cost of boards used in covering piles is no inconsiderable item. A
few years ago cull lumber was so worthless *than nobody thought any-

thing of the use of the material for covering piles. But with prices

high and manufacturing costs also rising, it must hurt the prudent

man to see thousands of feet of lumber having a real, tangible,

market value being put to use in covering lumber piles. It takes

nearly 100 feet to cover a pile, and that means a cost of probably

$1 for material for everj' pile.

This does not take into account the labor involved in placing the

covers, nor the damage to lumber which is left uncovered for a con-

siderable period, as happens in nearly every yard, where piles are

seldom properly covered until they are completed. Inasmuch as

board covers have to be frequently renewed, while a cover such as that

suggested would last for ten years or longer, a yard with any perma-

nence of occupation would find this arrangement a good investment.

It sounds a little chimerical at present, because nobody does it; but

study of the proposition impresses one with the fact that there is an
opportunity here either in the direct application of the idea as out-

lined or in some adaptation of it.

Another way to make use of rainy-day time is in the manufacture

of stacking sticks. One sawmill man who was running a new opera-

tion confessed that he used up half a day's time in the mill every

month making sticks for the piles; but after finding out that he could

not afford to do this he installed a circular saw in an unused part of

the mill and put yardmen to work manufacturing this material on

days when rain interfered with their regular occupations. In this

way he made sure of having plenty of sticks at hand all the time,

and also manufactured them at a much smaller cost than when the

work of the big mill was interrupted for hours in the petty job of

making them.

In this connection it is worth noting that most successful yardmen

make a point of putting their stacking sticks under cover when not in

use, instead of allowing them to lie around alleys and be broken

and split, as they realize that the value of the material and the cost

of manufacture are now great enough to warrant attention to this

minor but yet important detail.

Those who are considering methods of eliminating waste may profit-

ably turn from material to labor in this instance, at least; and
general study of losses because of rainy weather, and method of ob-

viating them, would doubtless result in additional suggestions of im-

mediate i>ractical value. G. D. U., Jr.
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The Lumberman s Utopia

The end of the old time lumber manufacturer and wholesaler is in

sight. His days are numbered as sure as the flight of time. Yet
he is the cause of his own downfall. He has not kept step with the

times and with the newest methods. He has been content with

things as they were.

Competition was never keener than it is today. If a manufac
turer has the stock and it is good lumber, but his correspondence

department and his representatives are not up to the modern ideas

of merchandising, the lumber will remain where it is. A great

many readers will take exception to this statement, but the writer

has been a close student of and has followed the practical lines of

modern merchandising, and having been on the "firing line" for

the past six years, he knows whereof he speaks. He has seen con-

cerns with but small capital start in the wholesaling game—men
who had the capacity—who have fairly shot ahead and acquired

mills and cuts of other mills and gone ahead of the older and estab-

lished concerns simply because the latter had not kept pace with
the times.

Some of the older concerns do not realize the value of personality,

yet business in the future will be done more on this factor than on
any other. The second factor is service. Why is it that you, on
entering a store of any kind where you have been trading, select a
certain salesman to wait on you? Because that man has come to

know you and your requirements. He studies you (although in most
cases you do not realize it) and knows what will best please you.
He knows your tastes. You go to him because in your makeup
you have a slight touch of vanity (we all have) and because he
gives you service. We demand these two factors today, although
most of us do not realize it in that waj'. It is an unconscious
factor.

In olden times, lumbermen put out anyone to sell their lumber
and because business was done iu that way, they sold the stock.

Some concerns still think the same way. It is a well-known fact
that the lumber business even today, with but few exceptions, is

the most poorly conducted of any large business. Lumber ranks
fourth in the business of this country and it ought to be a science.

Can you think of any other business where the credit end is run
in the way it is in lumber? Anyone can buy lumber today—can
always get credit from some one. Lumbermen "guess" that this

man or that one can make good and offer him a line of credit.

True, they may get some of the agency reports but regardless of

that fact, the lumber is sold just the same. Or the reverse—lumber-

men refuse to sell some of the best concerns in the country just on
account of the reports. The whole trouble is lack of education.

There are no himber schools at present, but the future will see

many. There is no systematic training of lumber salesmen. There
is no training of inspectors according to the rules by a competent
and recognized authority. There is no attempt to study the condi-

tions at a customer's plant in conjunction with an agency report as

well as the results of personal observation by a representative who
is capable of judging conditions. And why? Because all the lum-

bermen (or most of them) go by the " rule-of-thumb" methods and
are content with things as they are. Lumbermen look on advertis-

ing as a necessary evil and place their "standing-cards" in the
trade papers, and kick every time their bills come in, saj'ing that

they wish they didn't have to support this editor or that one. What
a power they miss in not making that space work for them and
bring them business! Then the waste at the sawmill. Little at-

tempt was made by the manufacturers to study this problem. It

had to be done for them.

Take any other commodity, such as coal, steel or iron. Examine
their methods of distribution, of handling the manufacturing end,
of sales-methods and of organization. Every plant is trying to

"go one better" by elimination of waste, quicker handling, effi-

ciency in every department, scientific research by exiierts, .and is

striviug always to get the best men to better their organization.

Ever hear of anything like that in the lumber business?

Probably one of the worst evils in the lunibor business is the
matter of inspection. There should only be one set of rules. How-
ever, the future will bring that to a head—it should have been done
long ago. It is just as bad to sell a particularly high grade of
lumber as it is to sell a particularly low grade. And do you know,
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that that is just the reason for the failure of all co-operative selling

in the lumber business. Perhaps _you have never thought about it

in that wav. Take the case of a big pine organization. It operates

several mills in Xorth Carolina, one mill making practically the

same stock as another. Yet customers in dealing with this con-

cern specify the mill from which a certain grade is to come, be-

cause there is better value in that grade from that point. The
writer is given to understand that certain concerns in the South

formerly pooled their outputs and the stock was sold by % central

organization in a large southern city. The same thing happened

—

customers would specify from which mill the stock was to come

and as a consequence some of the mills were oversold all the time,

while others had to curtail their outputs. This ended iu dissatis-

faction and tinall\- broke up the organization. Why? Just from

the variance of grade and manufacture. An efficiency engineer or

an organizer from an entirely different line of business would have

gone in there and corrected the faults. But lumbermen aren't "up
to the times" in these matters. They "know their business too

well" and outside help or new methods are not wanted. There is

no attempt to see "why" these methods are wrong. Kach man
waits for the other to bring out some solution of the problem and

the consequence is, they are all waiting and will continue to wait.

. The lumber business of the future? The writer is not a prophet

l)ut necessity will soon convince lumbermen in general of the fact

that to stay in business they will have to change all their methods.

It is all very well to sit back with a smile and say '
' Well, I guess

we needn't worry; there will always be a demand for lumber."

Granted. But if the lumbermen hadn't been "asleep at the switch"

they never would have allowed the substitution of concrete, steel

and other commodities that have put the consumption of lumber

down each year. The other lines mentioned got their foothold on

the consumer by aggressive national advertising and it has already

been said that one cement manufacturer spends more in a year

for this class of advertising than the combined money spent b.y

«very lumber manufacturer in the United States. That speaks for

one modern method anyway, and if you want to see how concrete

has cut into the consumption of lumber you will find on looking up

the matter that the use of cement has increased twice as much as

lumber.

When the government conceived the idea of a lumber trust, it

pushed the matter to the fullest extent and finally discovered what
we all know—that simply because the lumber business is the most

backward and unorganized business of today, there couldn't be a

trust. You may not think that public opinion has anything to do

with the sale of lumber or the use of it, but good-will is such a

factor today that many concerns consider it the best part of their

assets and show it as such on their statements.

In the future, and it won't be so many years from now, there will

be one set of inspection rules. There will be a chief whose quali-

fications will be unimpeachable and he will be surrounded by

deputy inspectors for each wood. There will be a thorough training

school where each local inspector wOl get his training from the

deputies on each respective wood. The inspectors attached to the

consuming factories and lumber yards throughout the country will

be required to be trained in the school before their concerns will

be able to buy lumber. When changes of the rules are necessary

the consumers will be told of the proposed changes, allowed to

make suggestions and to discuss them with the members at their

meetings.

Manufacturers will realize that their logical duty is at the manu-

facturing end and will devote their time to getting the maximum
efficiency out of their plants and their logs, as well as improving

their methods of handling and elimination of waste motion, and so

reduce their costs.

Credit and the extension of credit will be judged from the "capi-

tal, capacity and character" standpoint with "capital" as the

least factor of the three "c's." Business will be done on personal

solicitation and personality with, of course, the stock to back up

the representation. Salesmen will be trained not only to know the

stock they are representing, but scientific .salesmanship as well. A

man will be e.xpccted to know not only lumber, but its use, proper
drying of each wood in the customer 's own kilns, finish, etc.

Lumbermen will learn to use advertising as it should be used

—

to bring business and as a means of education similar to what
other manufacturers in other lines of business are doing.

These things and others mean the dawn of a new era in the lum-

ber business, and then it will be the science it ought to be today.

H. E. S.

Production of Excelsior
The Bureau of the Census has oomiiiled the first fairly complete

statistics ever^ published, showing the annual production of excel-

sior in the United States. The figures are for 1911. Excelsior

consists of fine ribbons of wood, cut by special machinery, and of

various degrees of fineness. In Europe it is made of texture so

fine that the excelsior is used in hospitals in place of absorbent

cotton. The article in the United States is employed as packing

material for dishes, lamps, hardware and other articles liable to

be broken in transportation. Some of the better grades are used

in cheap upholstery. The first excelsior in this country was made
more than fifty years ago. but the demand was small and increased

slowly. By 1880 the wood demanded for its manufacture amounted

to about 60,000 cords yearly. In 1911 the demand had increased to

142,9-1-1 cords, equivalent to approximatel5' 85,000,000 feet, board

measure.

Excelsior is made of both hardwoods and softwoods, but the

former supply most. The best grades are of basswood, but cotton-

wood leads in quantity. Xew York and New Hampshire lead in

the Cottonwood product, but it is probable that aspen is listed as

Cottonwood in these states, since the common Cottonwood is not

particularly abundant there, but aspen is. Wisconsin leads in bass-

wood, and Virginia in pine. Twenty-seven states contribute to the

supply, and 122 plants manufacture the article. The total amount

weighs 139,830 tons. It is of interest to note that the quantity of

excelsior produced per cord of wood varies within rather wide

limits. In Virginia the average is 2,286 pounds, Wisconsin 1,757,

Xew York 2,092 and New Hampshire 2,132. The average for the

whole output of the country is 1,956 pounds per cord of wood
consumed.

The Wood Flour Business
There were imported into tliis country fur tlio fiscal year ending

•lune 30, 1912, according to the figures of the Bureau of Statistics,

6,365,375 pounds of wood flour. The import value attached to this

was $30,802, that paid an import duty of 35 per cent ad valorem,

making the duty paid for this item for the year $10,780.70. This

is not a big item when we compare it to many other items in our

import list, but when we look at these figures and consider the

fact that there are tons and tons of sawdust going to waste in

tliis country that could be made into this same wood flour and

tliat we have been enjoying a protective duty of 35 per cent to

encourage home manufacture, they are quite startling and suggest

that we have been rather backward about seizing opportunities to

develop and make money out of all of our resources.

This wood flour business is a growing industry and is beginning

to enter into several lines of consumption. One of the important

uses seems to be in the making of d^-namite, but from time to time

there develop various other uses. Investigation as to present and

possible uses is all that is necessary to profitable manufacture in

this country. The process consists merely of drying and regrind-

ing sawdust. Wood flour seems to be a hardwood sawdust

product rather than a pine product, which is well, because the

pine sawdust has other substances in it that can be extracted

and used otherwise, and the hardwood sawdust may prove to

be worth more in the form of wood flour than for chemical

reduction. With the figures given above before us, it would

surely seem that the wood flour business is worth going after and

developing as a means of utilizing part of our waste hardwood

sawdust.
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Eeeent announcement has been made by the U. S. Forest Service

of the use of the Boucherie process in the preservative treatment

of telephone poles for lines under construction in the Tahoe Na-
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•^ l^Jorthern Hardwoods in Florida -^
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The popular impression seems to be that Florida is a laud of

swamps, jungles and winter resorts; but there is a great fund of

forest wealth within the borders of the state, and hardwoods play

a much more important part than is generally considered even in

lumber and forestry circles. It has been conservatively estimated

that 47 per cent of all the tree species found in the United States

occur in Florida and that practically all of this per cent is repre-

sented by hardwoods. In fact, the only conifers found there are

lotgleaf, shortleaf, scrub and Cuban pines, the southern white and

the red cedars, and the cypress. Haedwood Eecoed published an

article last fall on the tropical hardwoods of

southern Florida. Above this region and

including the central part of the peninsula,

the Cuban and longleaf pines are almost the

only trees found.

But in northern Florida we tind a great

variety of common northern hardwoods find-

ing their southern limit here. The Forest

Service in Bulletin 83 (Forest Eesources of

the World) estimates that out of a total

land area of 3.5,000,000 acres, only 20,000,000

acres of 57 per cent is forested. Recent in-

vestigations, however, have shown that a

considerably larger per cent, probably 75

per cent, is now classed as being covered by

some kind of forest growth.

The principal lumber product of the state

is, of course, yellow pine (including long-

leaf, Cuban and shortleaf pines) and cypress.

These are being cut over so rapidly that in

recent years considerable attention has been

paid to the available hardwood supply.

This situation is largely induced by the fact

that this region is somewhat removed from

the large sources of the hardwood supply,

such as the southern .Appalachians, Ohio val-

le}' and the lower Mississippi

valley, and every advantage is

being taken of the local sup-

ply to meet the demands of

furniture, cooperage, veneer

and the local wood-using in-

dustries that demand hard-

woods in their products.

This demand is seen in the

Forest Service statistics of

average prices secured for the

different species of hardwoods

cut in Florida. It is a notable

and interesting fact that oak,

red gum, hickory, ash and

tupelo bring better average

wholesale prices at the mill in

Florida than in any of the important hardwood producing states.

For example, oak in 1910 brought an average of $27 per thousand at

the mill, red gum $18.50, hickory $39.47, ash $30.75 and tupelo

$16.92. Florida is not an important hardwood state from the view-

point of large production, but a very great variety of woods is cut

there and they are all in strong demand as is evidenced by the

above prices. As compared with these, the average prices se-

cured for the same hardwoods in one of our great hardwood states,

Kentucky, are as follows: Oak $17.93, red gum $12.37, hickory

$22.47, ash $21.65 and tupelo $12.50. Although there may be

some slight inaccuracies in these statistics, yet they could not

account for the uniformly wide discrepancies as indicated above.

To one accustomed to the typical northern hardwoods such as

hard maple, beech, black birch, elm, hickory, ash, etc., it is a sur-
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prise to find the same trees growing to good merchantable size and
height in such a southern climate. In fact, nearly all of the great
variety of important hardwoods that occur throughout the eastern
United States may be found in northern Florida.

The topography in part of this section is somewhat hilly for the

southern coastal plain, and elevations of around five hundred feet

above sea level are quite common. On these rolling slopes one
finds a great variety of oaks, such as the red, white, post, Spanish,
cow, lii-e and black oaks along with two of our common northern

hickories (Hicoria alba and glabra). But the greatest variety of

hardwoods is found along the stream bot-

toms and along the swampy places below

where the longleaf pine grows. In com-

pany with the cypress, the water hickory,

tupelo and water gums, water oak, willow

oak, sweet bay and magnolia are the com-

mon trees. On the less moist situations, one

finds a great variety of trees, the principal

ones being red gum, yellow poplar, hard

and soft maples, beech, Florida basswood,

black walnut, elm, hackberry, sycamore,

cucumber, honey locust, holly, persimmon,

white, red. green and water ashes, hack-

\\. ',
, f^F^H berrj', black and river birches, Cottonwood

Al^'^aW^^H ^^'^ sourwood.

All of the trees mentioned above are

logged and utilized for poles, jjosts, ties

and similar purposes. Besides the above

list there are a great number of species

which reach commercial size, such as the

willows, chinquapin, red mulberry, horn-

beam, sassafras and a great variety of oaks.

In fact, there are known to be at least

fifteen separate species of oak in this lim-

ited region.

The principal trees represented in the lum-

ber cut in order of quantity

are as follows: Yellow poplar,

hickory, oak, cottonwood, ash,

tupelo gum, red gum and maple.

This list shows that the prin-

cipal available trees are also

some of our most valuable

hardwoods. The heaviest
stands in Florida are found in

the swamps and along the

stream courses. The yellow

pine stands run from only

about 3,000 to 12,000 board

feet per acre with an average

of about 5,000, whereas stands

up to 50,000 board feet per acre

are common with the hard

woods and cypress. However, the average is around 15,000 feet

per acre. Yellow pine stnmpage runs around $4 per thousand,

c.vpress $4.50 to $6, and hardwoods from .$4 to $10, depending on

species and location.

In lumbering, advantage is frequently taken of the stream

courses in which to float the logs to the mill. As stated above,

most of the hardwoods lie along the streams or in association with

the cypress so that water transportation is the most feasible means

of getting the logs out. Railroad logging is the prevailing method

used with the yellow pine, and some of the hardwoods that grow

along the smaller streams on the pine barrens are transported on

the ears. Instead of the common loose driving, rafting is employed

to get out the cypress and hardwoods. A large raft such as is

shown in the accompanying illustration is the usual type. Owing
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to tlie fact that the cypress and hardwoods are apt to sink en route

to the mill, they are usually chained or spiked to prevent "dead

heading." Girdling is also practiced to some extent so that the

logs will float in transit to the mill, but rafting is found to be a

cheap as well as a safe method.

Yellow poplar grows to the largest size of the trees, and speci-

mens up to five and six feet in diameter are not uncommon. The

hickories, oaks, red gum and ash also grow to splendid size here,

jtnd the lumber produced is generally said to be entirely satisfac-

tory both as to quality and as to dimensions of the lumber.

Most of the hardwood lumber finds a ready local market. Owing

to the scarcity of hardwoods in this region, they are in constant

demand to supply the trade not only for furniture and general

hardwood purposes, but for veneers, slack cooperage, implement and

wagon manufacture, etc. Florida sends out enormous quantities of

fruits and vegetables as well as being the leading state in turpen-

tine and rosin products. For these purposes, a great amount of

crates, boxes, barrels, etc., are in constant demand. N. C. B.
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Knots, crooks, swelled butts and a few kindred cliaracteristics of

timber make up the list of general abominations to the average

sawyer in the hardwood mill. The sawyer finds it comparatii'ely

easy by the exercise of a little care to handle straight, smooth

logs with a minimum of waste and get a pleasing and satisfactory

product from them; he has only to study and watch his heart

cracks and general contour of the log in placing it on the carriage.

He can generally slab straight through and get a reasonable face

to start on, and he also gets straight-grained luinhcr that works

out to his notion without any great worry.

Along comes a swelled butt or a crooked log, though, and then

his troubles begin. He not only makes some cross-grained stocl;,

but it is diflicult to i , '

get a face and

square up without

a lot of waste of

material in slabs

with heavy ends

and big humps in

them.

Let us take the

typically crooked

log, for example,

one with a heavy

bow in it. This

rolls on to the car-

riage and is prac-

tically always placed with the bovi' at one of four points, either di-

rectly outward toward the saw, straight up, against the blocks, or

straight down. More commonly the bow is turned straight out or

straight up. It matters not which of these four positions it starts

in; the result of working the log down to a square is that on one

side there are edging boards that are wide in the middle and taper-

ing to a point at each end. Opposite this are boards which are wide

at each end running out to a point in the center, and from the other

two sides of the log come edging boards that are crooked, which,

though they may show a four or six-inch face all the way through,

are impossible for edging down to a four-inch or six-inch board

because this face crooks like a bow bent for action. Then the

resultant lumber in the log is a cross-grained product not much

for strength, difficult to dress to a smooth finish in cabinet work,

and more inclined to warp and twist than lumber from a straight

log.

One of the best things done with crooked timber is to reduce it

to short lengths. This is so well known that it is done without

argument to whatever extent seems practical, when people are cut-

ting logs in the woods. However, the log cutter in the woods is so

accustomed to working logs fen to twenty feet that he seldom

thinks of reducing logs to six feet for the sake of reducing crooks.

One good way, therefore, to reduce the trouble and loss from

crooks in logs is to do more cross-cutting of the logs at the mill

before they are sawed into lumber.

The matter specifically in mind, however, is that of sawing up

logs and making the most out of those that have crooks which are

rot easj' to eliminate by cross-cutting them into halves or what

would be termed short logs. Certain ideas along this line have

suggested themselves and with these and the general problem in

mind, the writer spent part of one forenoon watching a sawyer

handle logs in a mahogany mill.

Here, as with the hardwood nrill, tlu>re were many logs with

crooks, and even if they are cut comparatively short, they still

may frequently be crooked. These the sawyer handled in the

regulation hardwood way, usually with the bow out, and in reducing

them down to square-edged dimensions there naturally resulted

many short boards, some tapering out toward the center and some

toward the ends, while those from the sides were too crooked to

get through the edger and produce square-edged lumber. It was
noticed, too, that

after squaring up

the logs these
crooked ones were

cut into thick

planks or flitches,

and instead of go-

ing to the lumber-

A-ard they were
taken from the dis-

charge end of the

mill to the dimen-

sion stock plant
where they were

manufactured into

short squares and other dimension stock of standard sizes.

Here is a suggestion for the hardwood man and his crooked logs.

They do not make good plank or timbers. Sometimes they can be

worked into low-grade plank for railroad crossings or something,of

that kind, but it seems that some of this hardwood might be treated

like the mahogany; that is, taken to the dimension stock plant and
reduced to scpiares and dimensions of short lengths.

It was the edging boards, though, that have puzzled this par-

ticular concern, and in connection with which some ideas are

already brewing. One of these crooked side boards was laid off

with lead pencil in such a manner as to demonstrate that here, too,

it had been figuring over this problem and was trying to dem-
onstrate possibilities of cross-cutting before edging. This was a

side board from a crooked log that was larger at one end than the

other; consequently the face of the board not only curved, but i

was broader at the one end. The board was approximately twelve
feet long and the first six feet of the broad end had been marked
off into two four-inch strips, and the next six feet had been marked
to cut in two midway and to produce a four-inch strip in each sec-

tion. In other words, from this one crooked board, which in its

original state would hardly edge up and make a good four-inch

strip twelve feet long, were secured by this means two four-inch

strips six fe«t long and two strips three feet long. They were
not only better, too, as to square edge, and free from wane, but by
cutting the crooked board in the section this way it was practi-

cable to follow the grain so that the strips were not so cross-

grained, consequently were in much better shape to work.
This means that the ideal way—and the one that had been brew-
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ing in the mind of the writer—to handle side boards from the

crooked logs is to cross-cut them before edging. This involves a

departure from the regular order of business in the sawmill, but it

is a departure that can usually be" arranged for without seriously

disturbing the regular order of business. It is simply a matter of

arranging to pass these boards back to the cross-cut saw before

they go to the edger and of then returning them to the edger. In

the early days of lumbering when timber values were only nominal

it was perhaps not worth while to go to this extra trouble, but

today good hardwood timber is worth so much that one can well

afford to alter the regular routine a little and go to some trouble

to obtain either one of two results—get more material out of the

same log, or improve the grade of the material.

So far it has been the side boards from the crooked logs that

have been the center of attention—that is, the boards coming from

the sides of the crooks and being crooked like the logs. There are

two sets of boards of this kind from each crooked log, and then

there are two sets of edging boards of another kind—those made
from the hump of the crook on one side, that are wide in the center

and go to a point toward the end, and those from the concave of

the log which are wide at each end and go to a point in the center.

The latter are in a class with slabbings from a swelled butt log.

which start wide at the end and go to a point. To an extent they

can be worked into shorts and to dimension, but since they are

cross-grained they are not received so well in this as the_v might be.

There are instances, however, of people actually making money out

of this very cross-grained feature of these boards. Veneer men
have taken these and formed them together in panels of four pieces
so that they make a beautiful figure combination. It is a modifi-

cation of this that makes the much-desired figure of crotch mahog-
any, and often in mahogany and walnut it is from just such defects
as crooks and swelled butts that a veneer manufacturer obtains

those fantastic figures which when fitted together in panels bring
an enormous price.

In plain oak it is seldom possible to get any such fantastic figures

as are obtained from walnut and mahogany, but often there may be
obtained from trimming and watching these very short end boards
from crooked logs a beautiful figure combination which when made
up into panels'will actually be worth more than good lumber from
straight-grained logs. Things of this kind have been done with
veneer and they can also be done with solid boards. It was this

idea brewing in the mind of the writer which led to the visit to the

mahogany mill, and there some confirmation of it was received.

The idea it is desired to put forward here as a possible profit

making wrinkle in sawing hardwood, is that these short end and
center pieces from the concave and convex sides of crooked logs be
handled separately from the regular run 'of lumber, with the pur-

pose in view of making them up into panels and realizing a special

price for them. The slabbing from swelled butts go into the same
class, and often there are burls and knots which spoil a part of

the log for the regular lumber classification, the product of which
mav be turned to value through this same channel. .T. C. T.
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Fancy Hardwood Floors
Parquetry or wood mosaic is usually considered as representing

about the highest attainment in the way of fancy or expensive

hardwood floors. Many patterns of this work are both fancy and

expensive, but it quite often happens that the parquetry flooring

manufacturer has occasion to make other kinds of flooring that put

a new meaning to the word fancy and sometimes add a new figure

to the matter of expense.

While talking shop with a parquetry manufacturer recently, he

incidently displayed an order for some flooring, the price of

which was thirty cents per square foot. This sounded like a pretty

good figure to pay even for hardwood flooring, and it led to a dis-

cussion of the many special patterns that are called for, and brought

out a new definition to the word fancy. The new definition con-

strues fancy to mean the making of whatever particular pattern or

kind of floor some architect or builder may suggest. This still

leaves fancy in a way synonymous with expensive, because peoples

'

fancies often take a turn that calls for expensive work even though

it may not look so elaborate as some other work.

For example, there is a noticeable disposition among the people

of New York and Washington to copy after the woodwork of

luxuriant steamships and yachts. One man will want a heavy teak

flooring because teak is a favorite wood for steamship flooring.

One may fancy a straight flooring of teak which is comparatively

expensive in itself, partly because the material is costly, but also

partly because it is hard to work and this adds materially to the

cost. The flooring machine with the knives ground and put in order

so that they will run a half day on oak and then need whetting,

after running an hour on teak must be taken off and ground, not

merely whetted. This is because the teak, while it is of a somewhat

oily nature and has apparently no greater degree of hardness than

some of our oak, really contains a gritty substance in its make-up

that dulls planer knives and other cutting tools rapidly. So the

man who buys teak flooring has not only to pay the original price

of the wood but pays an extra price for difiiculties involved in

manufacturing it.

A method of copying after ship decking in patterns for floors

is the use of boards, six or eight inches wide, square jointed, put

down with counter sunk screws over the heads of which are put

alternating round plugs and dovetailed keys. This style seems to

be one of the leading favorites in Washington and New York City.

Sometimes stock may be fitted closely together at the end and at

times may be tongued and grooved, but the more elaborate floor of

this class is made by putting these wide boards down, leaving a

crack ^ or J/4 of an inch, and then filling in those cracks with an
inlay strip of mahogany, walnut or some other fancy wood to get

a striped effect. This stripe, the dovetail keys and the round plugs

make the ornamental features of the floor. The work may be

varied at times by using alternate wide and narrow strips, laid with

borders and various other features, but one of the characteristics of

this imitation of fancy ship decking in floors is the dovetail key
and the round plug with the open joint and the inserted strip of

darlc wood.

The parquetry manufacturer talked to has quite a trade in the

East, built up largely on the theory of catering to the desires of

those who want to do something unusual or unique in the flooring

line. He makes it his business to supply a buyer as nearly as

possible with what he wants, and to charge him accordingly. That

is the reason for those flooring prices that run up into such fancy

figures now and then. Of course the manufacturer in mind has

also parquetry patterns and flooring ideas of his own that he

pushes, but one of the most interesting features of his work is that

of supplying the material for fancy floors, which often involves

searching all over the country for the different kinds of wood
asked for. and always calls for a lot of mechanical ingenuity to

successfully carry out the various details of the work. It is an

interesting work and the resultant product is one of the best orna-

mental uses of hardwood.

It is not how much lumber you get through the mill, but how
much money you get for it that counts for most, and very often

you can get more money by putting less through and doing the

work better.

Because you carried on your business a certain way last year is

not much argument for carrying it on the same way next year,

for time brings changes and the wheels of progress move pretty

rapidly these days.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mail Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-

addressed stamped envelope.

B 450—Moonlight on Lake Michigan
North Tonawanda, X. Y.. May 10.—Editor Hardwood Record :

The cover picture on your issue o( May 10 has attracted my attention

quite considerably, as photography is quite a hobby of mine, and one

that takes a good deal of niy time outside of business hours.

I write to a&lc if in making this moonlight proof you did not use

what we might call "artistic license," and do what is generally done

In making pictures to obtain this effect, namely, taking a snapshot

of the sun. C. E. Eelsey.

The writer has been advised that as he assumes the picture in

question in reality is not a "moonlight" picture, but was taken at

sunset, and as the result showed a moonlight effect on the water,

the picture was inscribed "Moonlight on Lake Michigan." So

far as we know, no moonlight picture has ever been accomplished

by employing the moon as a lighting agent.

—

Editor.

B 451—Wants to Market Black Oak
London, E. C. May 9.—Editor U.iuDWjni. ItioroitD : The object of our

letter is to inquire whether you would be good enough to furnish us with

the addresses of firms who are in a position to act as agents for the

sale of black oak. The class oi" oak we are olTering on account of ship-

pers is in Europe very highly v.alued. and we should theri-fore be glad

to have an idea of the possible price to be obtained on your markets.

Our friends propose consigning a quantity of logs to your market, in

view of which we should l)e obliged if you could tell us the best port fur

this consignment and charges that may be incurred in handling a ship-

ment as suggested.

We are forwarding to you, this mail, a small sample of the oak for

the purpose of showing the color, and furnishing you with an idea as to

the class of oak our friends have for disposal.

We trust our queries have not encroached Ic)o mu<'h upon your courtesy,

and permit us to e.\press our thanks in advance.

The specimen of oak aeeom|)anying this letter is a quarter-sawed

piece very similar in character to Mississippi valley oak, which

has probably been injected with a dark coloring matter or jiartially

vulcanized to obtain the uearly black tone which pervades through-

out it.

The writer, who is a London timber agent, has been advised that

it is doubtful if this material would appeal to but very few furni-

ture and interior finish manufacturers in the United States, but

that possibly it would be desirable in the Jiroduction of parquetry

flooring. He has been referred to the leading ])arquetry manufac-

turing house in the United States, and one or two others who might

possibly be interested in this product.

—

Kditok.

B 452—Lumber Estimating Book
Shreveport. I.a.. May 17.—Editor Hakdwood Relouu : Is there such a

thing as a National Hardwood Estimating Book, or any publication

covering this line of work? If so. kindly advise where we can secure

same. — Lumbeu Compaxv.

The writer has been given a list of addresses of publishers of

sundry works on lumber estimating.

—

Editor.

B 453—Who Produces Mahogany Flooring? .

Washington, D. C, May 16.—Editor Haedwood Record : We would
appreciate very much if you could advise us what concerns manufacture
mahogany flooring. .

The lumber concern making this inquiry has been advised that

mahogany flooring is not a general article of manufacturing com-

merce save in the production of parquetry and mosaic flooring. It

has been supplied with the addresses of several concerns who man-

ufacture this product. Any others interested can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 454—Seeks Sundry Information

London, E. C, May 8.

—

E.liior llAitnwi.t.i) UEcoiin : We will be glad if

you can put us in touch with manufacturers of clothespins, pick and tool

handles, mangle rollers, dowels and knife cut veneers, which we can buy in

carload lots and pay for through our agents in the .States.

This London house has been given quite a comprehensive list of

manufacturers of the various items named. Anv- others interested

can have the address on request.

—

Editor.

B 455—No Interruption in Business

Boston, Mass., May 13.—l^ditor Hardwood Record: Thinking that

possibly our friends in the trade may have seen the newspaper reports of

a fire that we had May G, we wish you would insert in your news columns
a statement from us to ihe effect that while a considerable section of our

dry-houses and part of our yard were totally destroyed, we had a very

large, complete stock in other sections which was not damaged, and would
like to have the trade realize that we will not be crippled in any particu-

lar, being well covered with insurance and having as fine a stock of fancy

veneers and mahogany Iuml>er as it is possible to carry ; also a complete

line of air-dried and kiln-dried lumber. We can execute orders with our
usual prompluess and care.

Thanking you in advance, we remain.

rAI.MEl; & I'AIIKEI! CO.MPANY.

B 456—Rosewood Handles and Dimension Stock

Milwaukee, Wis.. May 13.—Editor H.iiaiwoiiD Kecord : Can you tell

us where rosewood handh s are made, and can you give us th' names of

manufacturers of rosewood dimension slock? The Handle Tu.u)e,

H. H. Apple. Manager.

The writer of the above letter has been advised that compara-

tively few rosewood handles are produced, the majority of the

fancy handles resembling rosewood in some particulars being made
of coeobola. He has also been advised that possibly he can secure

rosewood clippings and dimension stock from Ichabod T. Williams

& Sons. Xew York City, and C. 1.,. WiUey, Chicago, 111.

—

Editor.

B 457—Wants Export Connection with Manufacturers of Oak
Liverpool, May 6.—-Editor Hardwood Record : We will bo glad if yon

can put us in touch with good reliable shippers of oak planks and lumber
for export. This slock would have to be shipped from Baltimore or Nor-

folk to obtain satisfactory freights. .

Anyone interested in the foregoing inquiry, which is from a

leading Liverpool timber house, can have the address on request.

—Editor.
,

B 458—Seeks Dimension Stock

St. Louis, Mo., May 14.—Editor Uakdwood Record : We have been

referred to you by Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc., Cadillac, Mich., they advising

us that you could perhaps give us the names of some manufacturers who
arc prepared to furnish us with our requirements of dimension stock, a

list of which we herewith enclose.

Wooden Ware Company.
The attached list referred to involves a large series of dimen.sion

sizes to be made from hard maple, beech, birch and ash, specifying

that the stock is to be dear and free from defects that would in

any wise weaken the pieces. The writer has been referred to sev-

eral manufacturers of dimension stock of this character. Any
others interested in developing considerable business in this mate-

rial can have the address on request.

—

Editor.

B 459—Seeks Ironwood Bolts

Boston, Mass., May 13.—Editor Hardwood Kixord: We have a cus-

tomer who wants two or three cars a month of hornbeam rolls, and would
be very grateful if you would supply us with the names of manufacturers
of this material. Stock is wanted in the rough In logs 4' long and G"
and up in diameter inside the bark. .

The writer of the above letter is a leading Boston wholesale

lumber concern, and it has been suggested to it that jirobably

the best source of supply for hornbeam or ironwood bolts will be

in the northern portion of the southern peninsula of Michigan.

It has been given a list of several concerns who might be induced

to supply this material. Any others interested can have the

address on request.

—

Editor.

B 460—Wants to Market Oak and Ash Squares
Memphis, Tenn., May 13.—Editor Hardwood Record ; If not imposing

on your good nature wish you would inform us where we could market
small ash and oak squares, say from 1^4" square to about 3" square,
either green or dry. — Litmber Company.
The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a brief list

of buyers of oak and ash dimension. Any others interested can
have the address on request.

—

Editor.

B 461—Wants to Market Black Walnut Logs
New Bethlehem, Pa., May 10.—Editor Habdwood Record : We have a

friend who has over a hundred black walnut trees, a number of them at
least 2V,' In diameter, that he wishes to sell In logs. Will you kindly give
us the names and addresses of responsible houses who purchase walnut
logs and lumber? Lumber Company.
The writer of the above letter has been referred to several black
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walnut buyers. Auy others interested can h;i\c the address on
application.

—

Editor.

B 462—Seeks Basswood for Export
LiTcrpooI, May 19.—Editor H.uidwood Record : We have several large

buyers of basswood boards both in prime and No. 1 qualities. Can you
tell us of a source of suppl.T for this wood? Wo can secure several large
orders if prices are right. .

The writer of the above letter, which is a leading Liverpool

house of timber brokers, has been given a brief list of manufac-
turers of basswood. Any others interested in the inquiry can have
the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 463—Interested in "General Grant's Living Monument"
Broolslyu, N. Y., May 9.—Editor ILvrdwood Recokd : I am very much

interested in the cover picture of the April 25 number Hardwood Record,
being a member of the U. S. Grant Post, G. A. R. of the city of Brooklyn,
and know they would be very much interested in further data concerning
the tree which the general planted. Can you give me further facts
aliout this, and can I get a good photograph of the same?

Frank K. Fairchild.
The writer of the above letter has been advised that all the

information we have on the subject of the elm planted by General
Grant was published in the issue of Hardwood Eecord referred to.

He has been further advised that we can supply him with a

bromide of the photograph in question.

—

Editor.

B 464—Seeks American or Canadian Doors
Liverpool, May 2.—Editor IIaiujwuod Kecurd : We shall be glad it

you can put us in touch with manufacturers of American and Canadian
doors of a good tliird quality. We supply a very large proportion of the
Swedish limber used in this coimtry for building purposes, and if we can
get in touch with the door manufacturers we should be able to move
from IQ.OOO to 20,000 doors in the first year, with a very good prospect
of increasing it to 50,000 if wc can secure a good brand at a reasonable
price. '

; .

The above letter is from a large timber importing house and
has been supplied with a list of large manufacturers of American
doors. Any others interested can have the address on application.

—Editor.

B 465—Seeks Curly Maple
Syracuse, N. Y., May 0.—Editor Hahdwhod Record : We want to buy

some curly maple in 4/4, 6/4 and 8/4 thicknesses either firsts and seconds
or No. 1 common and better grades. We do not want any birds-eye and
the luml)er must be dry enough to put in the kiln at once.

The above inquiry is from a leading chair manufacturing house.

Anyone who can supply this lumber is invited to advise us, that

we can communicate the address to the writer,

—

Editor.

B 466—Seeks Ash Handle Bolts

New Y'ork. May 15.—Editor Hardw'OOD Record : Can you give us the

names of some reliable manufacturers of ash dimension stock for turning
into handles for hay forks, about 1',^" square, 4' to T long?

The writer of the above letter has been given a brief list of

jiroducers of ash dimension. Any others interested can have the

address on application.

—

Editok. '

^ews Miscellany

Meeting of Eastern Commissary Managers
The annual meeting of the members of the National Commissary Man-

agers' Association in the East was held at Lynchburg. Va., May 21 and 22.

This meeting embraced only the southeastern states, in which membership
to the association is maintained. The usual order of business was fol-

lowed and many interesting talks delivered. Some of the subjects' were
handling of correspondents, handling cash sales, figuring costs, eliminating

losses in leaks and increasing sales.

Keunion of Confederate Veterans at Chattanooga
While the prospective reunion of the LTnited Confederate Veterans,

which will take place at Chattanooga. Tenn., on May 27-29, has no direct

bearing upon the lumber business, still in an indirect way it brings to

mind a condition with which all those associated with the hardwood busi-

ness in the South are at least unconsciously familiar. The advance of

industry has swept away the traditional hatred of the Yankee, and of

late years his coming into the South has been welcomed by the more
progressive southerners. In fact, it is unquestionably true that the bulk

of development in most of the southern states is directly the result of

northern energy and capital,, or at least northern encrg.v plus southern
capital.

.̂ 7

^^! /'"', •''•^' **" '™"'''" ''^ *° ^^ "^ •>" iiUJortant lumber centermrght be of mterest to hardwood men who get to Chattanoogaoceasionay. This ,vear ,s the semi-centennial of the famous battles of Chickaman"^M.ss,onar.v Ridge, and the Battle Above the Clouds upon he "i lUso Lookout Mountain. This is the first time the reunion ha been hdon these old battlegrounds since 1890. and it is expected that theic w Ube an attendance of survivors and descendants from all over the coun rv

vfsUo.r'" " ™"'""' """"""' """"^ ^''"- "^'^ entertainment "r the

Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Association Annual on May 27The annual meeting of the .Jrand Rapids Lurabermeu-s Asso.-iation asarranged by the com.uittee composed of L. L. Skillman. Carl Schnede" and

n-ff fi n r^; ""' '^'"' "'"'' ™ ''"'' --' There will be two tTcl etsm the field the "stand-patters" offering for president W. R. Smith X-presidents, Gerald McCoy and Henry Schneider: secretary, A. M Mannln<^ •

vT'cros man f''""'^'"''"/-

'"''' "P™^----" ticket will consi" "of^
.

L Ciossman for president
; A. r. Newton and W. R. Smith vice-presidents

:
Zeno Nelson, secretary, and Carl Schneider, treasurer
Program of National Hardwood Meetin°-

The National Ilardwoo.i Lumber Association has just issued invitationsand programs for its forthcoming convention at the Hotel Sherman Chtcage June o and 6. In addition to the membership of over eight hundredand fifty, more than three thousand additional firms received invitationsThe as.soc.at,on invites every manufacturer and wholesale dealer con:

z^i::L:tz:r'''"''
'° ''''"'-""' "--'^^ *- «"-'• *>- -^^^

^-i^^^^^^r^^^^ Of members

12 :30 p. m.^—Intermission for lunch,
ijj P'. °V,

—'^I'fciai Committee on Overweight Claims Tnnina i? cto,.i.Address Harry A. Wheeler, president Chambei- of C^mmeree of ?he U s'

f. k Pri?cSard.*"'
Committee, Ed T. Miller. Inspection^Rules^Commmel;

D„ , r„, ,
PROriRAM OF ENTERTAINMENT

desk at entrance to convention hall.
•^'-cuic ricKeis at legistiation

T1„„.=,l, •
entertainment FOR LADIES

mi^;^ l^:^.^^^^^iri^;ll^'"^^ to -<>-• Report of Com-
12 :.!0 p. m.—Intermission for lunch,

=,>i
''^'^.l'- m.—Unfinished business. Election of officers to serve One vear •

d1?;?to'J"to"s';j?ve*"tro";ea?sr
^""•"'^

^
"""^ ''''''°' '° -^^-'^o^^ y^^^YZe

„ ., .
PUOGEAM OP ENTERTAINMENT

l-riday evening, .Tunc 6, at 1:30 o'clock—Smoker, vaudeville and buffetluncheon in banquet hall (convention room floor) ' No tickets necessary
.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR LADIES
Friday evening June 0, a theater party will be given for the ladiesSecure tickets at ladies' registration desk I conventioh b,™l flooriAfter theater—Luncheon, music and informal dancing in banquet hallHotel .Sherman (convention hall floor)

ujuquLt n.ui,

hall™''"''"°'~^''^"^''
register early, registration desk, entrance convention

Next Meeting of Conservation Congress Slated for November
It is aunuuiic.d liom the oitic of the president of the Nath.ual Con-

servation Congress that the fifth congress will meet at Washington,
D. C, toward the middle of next November. Among the important sub-
jects to be considered will be water power and forestry problems One
of the chief objects of the congress is to decide on conservation policies
which will be urged on the state and federal governments for practical
application.

^
Form.-il notice of the congivss will be issued later.

Postponement of Arkansas Lumbermen's Trip
The much discussed proposed trip of the Lumbermen's Club of Arkansas

to cover every important sawmill point in the state has been postponed
from May 10 to October 20. The chairman of the board of arrangements
who makes the announcement of the postponement, says th.at it is due to
the flooded conditions at the mill points in eastern and southeastern
Arkansas, and that it comes at the request of owners of these plants.
The action was taken by the special committee after having received
many comirninic.-itioiis fiom lumbeimeu in the flooded sections.

Memphis Lumbermen in Semi-Monthly Meeting
After transacting such business as came before it at the Hotel Gayoso.

Saturday, May 17, the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis adjourned for the
summer months.

One of the principal features of this meeting was the detailed report
of John W. McClure who went to Washington to attend the weight hearing
before the Interstate Commerce Commission. This was quite a lengthy
report. The gist of it has already been published in Hardwood Record.
The club voted to accept the report and to extend to Mr. McClure a
special vote of thanks for the very thorough manner in which he had
handled this subject.

The entertainment committee reported that the Arkansas Lumbermen's
Club had postponed the trip over the state and that, because of this
fact, it would be impossible for the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis to
carry out its plans for the entertainment of that body. The trip will not
be made until Oct. 20.
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The delegates from ISIempliis to the annual of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association at Chicago will, according to action taken at this

meeting, leave Memphis at 4 :20 on the evening of June 4 over the Illi-

nois Central. It is proposed to have as many delegates as possible from
points outside of Memphis join with the local delegation on this trip. The
entertainment committee will secure the names of those who will attend

and will also make the necessary reservations. The party will reach

Chicago early in the morning of the opening day.

The chairman of the statistics committee reported that the figures

covering the volume of business done at Memphis during 1912 would be

ready for distribution by the time the National Hardwood Lumber Asso-

ciation meets.

A communication from the St. Louis Lumbermen's Club, apprising the

Lumbermen's Club of Memphis of its action in adopting resolutions favor-

ing a continuance of the commerce court and seriously protesting against

the abolition thereof, was referred to the law and insurance committee.

All of the delegates from Memphis to the annual of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association have been invited to attend a reception at the

home of R. A. Long, Kansas City, on the evening of June 3. This invi-

tation came through Secretary Rhodes of this association and includes

Ihe wives and friends of the delegates as well as themselves.

The subject of more commodious quarters for the Lumbermen's Club

in the building of the Business Men's Club came up for discussion. It was
referred to the executive board which was empowered to take such action

as it saw fit.

Delegates Michigan Hardwood Association to National

Manufacturers' Convention

President 1'". L. Richardson of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association has announced through the office of the secretary, the names
of the delegates and alternates who will represent that association at

the forthcoming meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion to be held at the Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City. Mo., June 3 and 4.

Among the delegates and alternates are many men prominent among
association and lunibci- affairs in the slate of Michigan.

Bulletin of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association

The latest bulletin or report addressed to the board of governors of

the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association w'as recently issued.

The book reviews the fiber box case hearing at Chicago : recent track scales

and weighing hearing at Washington, D. C. : tells bi'iefly of recent meetings

of affiliated associations; gives the status of the lumber tariff discussion

lo date, and notice of the coming annual meeting and meetings of the

board of governors.

Coining Meeting 'Veneer and Panel Manufacturers

The National Veneer and Panel Manufacturers' Association will hold

its regular annual meeting at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, on Tuesday
and Wednesday, June 10 and 11. The regular session will he preceded

by meetings of the various affiliated clubs. Secretary Howard S. Young
announces that there will be presented questions and addresses of con-

siderable importance to the veneer and panel manufacturing trade.

National Wholesalers File Petition on Lumber Bates on Southern

Bailway
The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, through its trans-

portation bureau, has file<l a petition with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission requesting the suspension pending investigation of the proposed

advances on the rates on lumber and forest products at stations on the

Southern Railway in western North Carolina territory. These tariffs

which have been published by the Southern Railway to become effective

May JtO contain a large number of increases running from one-half cent

to six and a half cents per hundred pounds, the average increase being

about two cents.

The rates from the Ashevllle section to Norfolk. Va., on local and export

delivery are advanced four and a half cents per hundred pounds with

corresponding advances to other Virginia cities. Lumber shippers are

very much exercised over these proposed advances, which if permitted

will seriously affect every export and domestic interest.

The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association has taken up the

cause of the shippers and hopes to suspend these proposed advances until

such time as the shippers can be heard and a careful examination made.

The petition argues that if the advances published in the tariff supple-

ment, running as stated from one-half to six and a half cents a hundred

pounds, are permitted to go into effect they will increase present rates

from five to thirty-five per cent. As an example is given the rates on

the Asheville division from Buena Vista, N. C, to Saluda, N. C. Here,

with the exception of rales to Alexandria, Va., the advance is one and a

half cents per hundred pounds, and the rates to Norfolk and other Vir-

ginia cities as published in Supplement 13, ICCA-4800 show advances

of four and a half cents per hundred pounds. This represents an increase

of $2 a thousand feet on hardwood lumber for distances averaging from

450 to 483 miles. It means further an increase of twenty cents per ton

per mile. The petition argues that such an increase is exorbitant for

either local or export delivery. If states further that it Is in a great

many eases more than the shipper's margin of profit, especially on the

lower grades of hardwood.

A further argument is shown in connection with Supplement 6 to tariff

ICCA-5.j60, which takes Asheville. N. C, as a basis, and the advances

run from one-half to six and a half cents per hundred pounds, the av<'rage

being two cents. This represents an increase for stations in group 7 of

from tairty-one to thirty-seven and one-half cents per hundred pounds on
hemlock and spruce, and thirty-two to thirty-seven and one-half cents on

other kinds of wood, which means an Increase on freight charges of

approximately $1.75 a thousand on hemlock and spruce, and $2.50 a

thousand on hardwood.
The pelition further maintains that the proposed advances are discrimi-

natory against lumb.-r shippers, and states there is a large amount of

low-grade lumber shipped from this territory and sold at a low margin
of profit. This will be entirely wiped out if the advances become
effective.

It is pointed out that any exorbitant increase in freight charges which
prohibits shippers from manufacturing and marketing low-grade lumber
would shortly act upon the carriers and decrease tonnage and effect a

consequent loss of revenue. Furthermore, it is pointed out that many
mills have already made contracts based on present rates and should the

new tariffs go into effect these contracts would result in an actual loss.

It Is stated that business has already been retarded on account of the

proposed advanced rates as manufacturers in that section of North Caro-

lina cannot figure on a competitive basis with manufacturers in other

territories.

Biltmore Doings for April

The Biltmore Forest School has just published its record of work dur-

ing the month of April. The school assembled the first of the month at

Tupper Lake in the heart of the Adlrondacks, where it remained two
weeks studying questions of logging, regeneration, and protection of state

and private forests. A great deal of this work is going on in that sec-

tion of the country with a view of forest conservation. Tlie work has

been favored by unusually good second growth regeneration on cutover

lands. The students visited state nurseries and plantations as well as

fish hatcheries maintained by the state forestry service. They also spent

a day with pulp, fiber and paper mills of the International Paper Com-
pany and later studied the operations of the Brooklyn Cooperage Com-
pany. On Apr. 14 the students arrived at Washington, D. C, where
they spent a full week. They were favored with lectures by various men
prominent In the Forest Service, and were shown all there is to be shown
in connection with the forestry work and the allied studies at Washington.

On Apr, 21 the students arrived at Norfolk, Va., where they were the

guests of the J. L, Roper Lumber Company. After going over the oper-

ations of the Roper company at its juniper mill at tiilmerton, they had

a chance to see the sights of Ihe famotis harbor of Norfolk.

On Apr. 22, the school arrived at Newbern, N. C. From there the

students went into the woods operations of the J. L. Roper Lumber Com-
pany, which concern owns 800,000 acres of coastal pine land. They went
through the series of modern mills operated by that concern and also

made a close study of second growth and conservative forestry methods
in vogue in the woods. The flora of North Carolina, which, next to Cali-

fornia, is Ihe richest in the Union, was studied closely. As the wlndup
to the month's work, the students visited the mill of the Roper com-
pany at Newbern. They left that place the last day of .\pril. en route

for Biltmore, N. C.

Inspection Statement of National Hardwood Association

The statement of inspection for April of the National llardwnod Lumber
Association states that the total amount of hardwood Inspected under Ihe

bonded certificate during that month was 12.377.404 fed. an increase over

April. 1912. of 1,163,804 feet. This volume of inspectiim was accom-

plished with expenses $531.33 in excess of the amount earned. This was
due largely to flood conditions at many points, which rendered it impossible

for inspectors situated in those districts to do anything.

Since the letter of April 15, eighteen new applications for membership
have been received by the association, which brings the total number of

new members admitted during the year to 144.

The bulletin contains the notation that N. W. Rice, inspector for the

Pittsburgh district, has resigned and been succeeded by I. O. Burdette,

whose address is 044 Western avenue. North Side. Pittsburgh. -Vll appli-

cations for inspection in that district shotild he addressed to him.

A copy of the recommendations of the inspection rules committee for

changes In the inspection rules has been maili'd every member, but those

desiring additional copies can get them on application to the National

Hardwood Lumber Association office at Chicago.

New Committees of the National Wholesale Limiber Dealers'

Association

The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association has announced
through its office at New York the following committees for 1913-14 ;

Executive Committee: N. H. Walcott. Providence. R. I.: (i. C.

Edwards, Ottawa, Ont. ; W. W. Knight, Indianapolis, Ind. : F.E.Parker.
Saginaw, Mich. ; B. F. Betts. Philadelphia, Pa.
Board of MaN-^gers of Buiieac of Information: .\. L. Stone, chair-

man. Cleveland, O. : C. I. Millard. Norfolk, Va. : Alexander Wlllson, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. ; M. E. Preisch, North Tonawanda, N. Y. : W. A. Bennett, Cin-
cinnati, O. : C. F. Treadway, New Haven. Conn.
Hardwood Inspection Committee: Hugh McTjean, chairman, Buffalo,

N. Y. : J. L. Alcock, Baltimore, Md. : R. M. Carrier, Sardls, Miss. ; R. W.
Scofield. Philadelphia. Pa. : T. A. Washington, Nashville, Tenn. ; G. I.

Jones. Boston. Mass. ; J. W. McCIure. Memphis. Tenn.
Special Committee on Sinoi.e Standard ITniversai. IIardwodd In-

spection : Lewis Dill, chairman, Baltimore, Md. ; O. O. Agler. Chicago.
111. : E. V. Babcock. Pittsburgh. Pa. : R. M. Carrier, Sardls, Miss. : R. H.
Vansant. .\shland. Ky.
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CoMMii'TEE ON TERMS OP Sale a.nd TRADE ETHICS : F. S. UnderhiU,
chairman. Philadelphia. Pa. ; W. G Underwood. Hertford. N. C. : Ralph
May. Memphis, Tenn. : H. R. Doniwav. New Yorli, X. Y. : Ak-iander Will-
sun. Pittsburgh, Pa. : M. B. Nelson. Kansas City, Mo. ; S. M. Bless, Gary-
ville. La. ; Charles Hill, New York, N. Y.

Other committees reported are lire insurance, railroad and transporta-

tion, lake insurance, coastwise insurance, arbitration, forestry, audit and
finance, legislation, membership and trade relations.

LumTjermen's Underwriting Alliance Bulletin
Bulletin No. G2 of the Lumbermen's Underwriting .\lliance. Kansas

City, Mo., has just been issued. The bulletin contains the usual list of

tires reported since the preceding list. The bulletin further analyzes the
causes of numerous small fires which have been reported. Loss of press-

ure and nearness of valves and hydrants to mills again enter into the
causes contributing to the spread of incipient blazes. In one plant lack
of efBcient checking on watchman's rounds probably had a great deal to

do with the origin of the fire. In another fire, lack of steam available

tor pumps used for creating pressure had a great deal to do with the de-
struction caused, which illustrates the importance of testing the fire

pump daily and knowing at the close of each day that steam is being
provided from the proper source. The bulletin shows how various other
causes lead up to blazes at different points.

Death of S. P. C. Hostler
One of the widest known hardwood commission lumber salesmen in this

market, S. P. C. Hostler, died suddenly at his residence, 2104 Giddings
avenue, Kavenswood, Chicago, on May 13. Mr. Hostler had been in the
commission lumber business in this market for al>out twenty-five years,

representing a score or more of the leading manufacturers for whom he
developed a very handsome business, and no inconsiderable profit to

himself.

Mr. Hostler was highly reg.irded in the trade and his passing will be a

distinct grief to his many friends. He leaves a family consisting of his

wife, and two daughters, both of whom are married.

Mr. Hostler was a remarkably well-known figure in the local hardwood
lumber trade and was deservedly popular. Familiarly he was Ijnown as

"Old Hoss." He was an energetic worker and had an enviable reputation
among both manufacturers and wholesale consumers. He was born in

Seneca county, Ohio, August 29, 1855, hence was fifty-seven years old

at his death.

Moore & McFerrin Lumber Company Loses Warehouse by Fire

A large warehouse of the ^Moore & McFerrin Lumber Company of Mem-
phis, Tenn.. was destroyed by Are on May 9. The conflagration was caused
by a spark from a locomotive. It had gained such headway before the

firemen arrived that they were forced to confine their attention to saving

surrounding buildings and stock,

A New Virginia Operation

The Lyndhurst Lumber Corporation is the style of a new concern now
engaged in the construction of nine jniles of railroad from the Norfolk &
Western at Lipscomb, Va., to Pierce, Va., to open up 10,000 acres of

original stand of hardwood timber, much of which is white oak. Five

miles of the road, which will be standard gauge, have already been graded.

It will terminate in the Kennedy and Mount Tory timber tracts owned by

tbis corporation. This concern is backed by Harrison Ball of Mahanoy
City, Pa.

Billmeyer Lumber Company Acquires Timber
The Billmeyer Lumber Company of Cumberland, Md.. recently purchased

an extensive tract of high-grade stumpage. running well to white oak,

near Newburg, W. Va. This company has been recognized for years as

a leading manufacturer of white oak ship plank, and dock and car lumber

and timber. The tr.act will be opened up iminediately.

On May 15 the offices of the Billmeyer Lumber Company were moved
to the First National Bank building, corner of Baltimore and George

streets.

Hardwood Sales at Liverpool for April

Reporc from a London house states that at the .\pril hardwood sales in

the Liverpool market, there was a tremendous demand for stocks, and

considerable advances were noticed In many items. However, as the stocks

were not as good as usual, advances do not show to the full extent in

published averages. The report states that there is a general feeling that

prices are not yet as high as they will go, particularly as numerous com-

plaints are being circulated by buyers that they are unable to fill their

orders. This, in addition to reports of mahogany shortages in African,

Mexican and Honduras woods, makes the situation very favorable from

a price standpoint. The report includes the statement that mahogany is

unquestionably a paying investment even at present apparently high prices.

Death of John L. Sine

On Wednesday, May 14, John L. Sine of the Grcble-Sine Lumber Com-

pany, Memphis and Chicago, died at the Michael Reese hospital, Chicago,

after a prolonged attack of typhoid fever. Mr. Sine was only twenty-nine

years old at the time of his death. He contracted typhoid while in the

South as the floods were coming on and, while his case was at first light,

It proved very obstinate and sdbsequently developed a very critical condi-

tion. Mr. Sine was in a semi-conscious condition during the last week

or two of his illness.

The deccaspG started in the lumber business eight years ago. He was

born at Belleville. Ontario. His first lumber connection was with the

Mcnz Lumber Company. Minneapolis, which concern handled wholesale
coast products. Mr. Sine stayed with it for several years and then went
to Clarks, La., with the Louisiana Central Lumber Company, a yellow
pine concern connected with the Missouri Land and Lumber Exchange
of Kansas City. He served (or a year as cashier with this concern and
then went into the mill, where he remained a year. Severing this connec-
tion, he went with the Gilchrist-Fordney Lumber Company at Laurel,
Miss. Tbis also was a yellow pine concern. Mr. Sine traveled for it for
a while and later joined the forces of the Three States Lumber Company
of Memphis, an allied concern. He managed the Chicago otfice of this

company and spent a great deal of his time on the road, being in its

employ for three years. Last August he, with William Greble. formerly
sales mana.ser of the Three States Lumber Company, formed the Greblc-
Sine Lumber Company, with offices in Memphis, Tenn., and Chicago. Mr.
Sine was at the Chicago office.

The deceased was not married. He had four brothers, all of whom are
directly connected with the lumber business, handling Pacific coast stock.

His brother, A. J. Sine. Chicago representative of the Pacific Lumb?r
Agency and the Potlatch I,umber Company, was located in the same office

with him.

Baltimore Hub Plant Bums
The plant of the Baltimore Hub Wheel Company, on the Baltimore &

Ohio railroad, just east of Harford avenue, Baltimore, was completely
destro.ved by fire on May 11, nothing but ruins being left of the two-story
brick buildings. It is thought that the blaze was due to sparks from a
passing locomotive setting fire to the grass along the track, from which
the flames spread to the building. Owing to the difficulty of getting water
nearby, the fire department could make no headway in fighting the flames.

The second story of the building was occupied by the Cosmopolitan Broom
Company, which also lost everything. The damage is estimated at more
than $100,000. the greater part of the loss falling on the hub company.
It is believed that the direct loss is covered by insurance.

Proposed Advance of Kates in the East

Fifty-two i-ailroads in the East have tiled briefs asking for increases

in freight rates l^tween eastern points. The increases asked approximate
five per cent. The railroads are represented officially by Daniel Willard.

president of the Baltimore & Ohio railroijd and chairman of the committee
of the railroads in charge of the matter, which meets with the transpor-

tation committee of the New York Merchants' Association, which is taking

up the matter of the increase on behalf of the shippers. Every effort

is being made by the latter organization to protect the shippers' interests.

The first meeting of the transportation committee resulted in a decision

to request Mr. Willard to give certain information as to the basis on
which the railroads will solicit the desired increase. It is expected that

the Interstate Commerce Commission will grant the increase and will

then name a date on which to hear the protests of shippers. It is antici-

pated that the matter will be finally settled by early fall.

In a statement bearing on the case, President Willard says that the

increase is a matter of necessity because of the immense amount spent

by the various roads interested for improvements of various kinds, in

addition to increases in wages and taxes, awards to employes, and other

factors increasing operating expenses.

Purchases 'Wisconsin Timber and Operations

It was .announced in a recent issue of Hahuwood Record that the Ed-

ward Hines Lumber Company of Chicago had purchased the timber and

plant of the Atwood Lumber and Manufacturing Company at Park

Falls, Wis. This, it seems, is only one factor in a deal involving an

expenditure of .$2,000,000 and in which 600,000.000 feet of standing hem-

lock and hardwood timber changed hands. This deal has been consum-

mated by the Edward Hines Lumber Company and transfers to it the

timber of the Mississippi Log and Boom Company, the Chippewa Logging

Company, The Soo Line, Weyerhaeuser & Rutledge holdings in Price. Iron

and Ashland counties, Wisconsin, in addition to the Park Falls operations.

The deal was closed after a three days' conference between the officials of

the Edward Hines Lumber Company and the officials of the parties on the

other side. This is one of the largest deals that has ever been transacted

In Wisconsin lumber circles. It adds an enormous output to the already

extensive operations of the Edward Hines Lumber Company, the Park

Falls mill alone having a capacity of 50,000.000 feet of lumber annually.

The Spirit 'Which Minimizes Forest Fires Abroad

A communication from Dr. C. A. Sc'aenck. head of the Biltmore Forest

School, which has just returned from its winter quarters at Darmstadt,

Germany, contains an interesting clipping from a German publication.

The story, while humorous, is of particular interest in that it illustrates

the sentiment which prevails among European countries in connection

with forest growth, and illustrates further the real reason why the loss

from forest fires abroad is absolutely minimized.

The clipping says

:

"Rushing with the village fire brigade against the full moon to stop it

from burning.—that is the achievement of the inhabitants of Nussloeh. a

small hamlet near Heidelberg. When the full moon rose behind the

wooded hills, a farmer thought the woods to be afire, and ran post-haste

to the village chief with the tire report, whereupon his honor, the Burgo-

master, gave order for all church and all schoolbells to be rung and for

the policemen to alarm the citizens. A few minutes later, the fire brigade,

exhausted from sheer excitement before the battle began, with ladder and
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hose and water jjump wore sm-n rusbing to the woods, where the.\' learned

after a little while that the full moon had fooled them.

"Apparently the woods are safe where such is the spirit of the farmers

living near !"

Heavy Sentences for Officers of Philadelphia Company
Judge Vv'itmer of the United States District Court at Philadelphia re-

cently pronounced sentence on the convicted officials of the International

Lumber and Development Company of Philadelphia, who were found
guilty of fraudulent use of the mails and other offenses as given in detail

In previous issues of Hardwood Recokd. The motion of the attorneys

for the defense to secure new trial was refused by the judge.

John R. Markley and Isniah P.. Miller of Chicago were each fined ,'i;iO,000

and sentenced to fifteen months imi>risiniment. William II. Armstrong,

Jr., and Charles R. McMabon of Philadelphia were each given a fine of

$2,000 and a sentence of two years in prison. Colonel A. G. Stewart of

Mason City, la., was fined .$1,000 and sentenced to a year's imprisonment.

The disastrous results of the operations of this company, both for the

investors and the principals of the company, should serve as a striking

warning to anyone contemplating investing in lumber or other enterprises

of which they have not accurate and thoroughly reliable information.

New Shingle Specifications

The Massachusetts legislature has iiassed a new law governing the

manner in which shingles must be put up for sale in Massachusetts. The
bill which has been signed by the governor reads as follows :

Section 1—In this commonwealth all random width wooden shingles
shall 1)0 sold in bunches or bundles measuring not less than twenty inches
in width and containing not less than twenty-three courses or layi.-rs on
one end and not less than twenty-four courses or layers on the other end.
The shingles in each bunch or bundle when laid five inches exposed surface
to weather shall cover twenty-five square feet in area. Four such bundles
of shingles shall constitute a unit of measure termed a thousand.

Section 2—All violations of this act shall be punishable by a fine of
not less tlian five nor more than five hundred dollars for each offense.

Section 3—All acts or parts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
Section 4—This act shall take effect ninety days after its passage.

Crossties Purchased in 1911

The accompanying table shows the number of crossties purchased by

the steam and electric roads of the United States in 1011 and for four

preceding years, and the species of woods with the number of ties of

each kind ;

Crossties Purchased, by Kixd.s of Wood, 1007 to 1911

Kind of

wood 1011 1910 1909 1908 1907

135,0.13,000 148,231,000 123.7.51,000 112,406.000 153.703,000All kinds

Oak 59,508,000

Southern pine 24,265,000

Douglas fir, . 11,253,000

Cedar 8,015,000

Chestnut . .

.

Cypress ....

Tamarack . .

Hemlock . . .

Western pine

Redwood . . .

Cum 1,293,000

Maple 1,189,000

Beech 1,109,000

All other.,. 2,682,000

7,542.000

5,857,000

4,138,000

3,686,000

2,696,000

1,820,000

08,382,000 57,132,000 48,110,000 61,757,000

26,264,000 21,385,000 21,530,000 34,215,000

11,629,000 9,067,000 7,988,000 14,525,000

7,305,000 6,777,000 8,172,000 8,054,000

7,760,000 6,629,000 8,074,000 7.831,000

5,396,000 4,589.000 3,457,000 6,780.000

5,163,000 3,311,000 4,025,000 4,562,()t]ll

3,468,000 2,642,000 3,120,000 2,307,000

4,612,000 6,797,000 3,093,000 5,019,000

2,165.000 2,088,000 871,000 2,032,000

1,621.000 STS.tiOo 202,000 15,000

773,001) 1.18,000 151,000

798,000 195,000 102,000 52,000

2.895,000 2,603,000 3,421.000 5.574,000

The steam roads purchased 126.155,000 of the ties listed, and the elec-

tric roads 8,898.000. Of the total ties purchased. 31,141.000 were given

preservative treatment to hinder decay. There were 112 treating plants

in the United States, and during the year they used over 73,000,000

gallons of creosote oil, seventy per cent of which was imported from
Kngland and Germany. Creosote treatment was given 17,636.735 ties, zinc

chloride to 8,670,929, creo.sote and zinc chloride to 3,015,075, and miscel-

laneous treatment to l,818,4it2 others.

An Outline for a Field Study of a Lumber Operation

The above is the. title of a pamphlet, prepared by R. C. Bryant, pro-

fessor of lumbering of the Yale Forest School, that has been prepared for

the use of students in the senior class of that institution, and for others

who may wish a guide to aid them in the preparation of a field report

on a lumber operation. It covers the general logging problems of all

forest regions, in order that it may be of service to those who desire

to investigate operations in any section. Consequently, for local condi-

tions it will he necessary to eliminate certain subjects which do not per-

tain to the particular operation being studied.

Th)' outline has been made comprehensively and covers any subject

coming under woods or millwork In any lumber operation. Among the

subjects included are : The Region : Ownership and Management ; The
Forest ; The Logging Operation ; Lumber Manufacture : Lumber Ship-

ment and Transportation : Sale nf Lumber ; Lath Manufacture ; Shingle

Manufacture; Naval Stores Industry and Harvesting 'I'anbark.

Under these subjects are many subheads. The whole is designed as

suggested as merely an outline showing the different questions which must
he investigated in order to get at a comprehensive report of any operation.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company Increased Operations

Tbi- \V. I". Brown & Sons Lumber Company of Louisville, Ky.. has

purcha.sed two seven-foot band mills located at Fayette. Ala., which have

a combined daily Output of 70,000 feet. The mills are already in opera-

tion and are in charge of W. D. Frazier, who has been operating for

himself in the vicinity of Fayette for several years. The mills will be

supplied with logs by M. and L. Baskette from a tract of timber owned

by these men in the mills' vicinity. This timlwr is of sufficient extent

to supply the mills for several years and runs about equally to oak

and gum.

Maxwell Brothers Incorporate for Box Manufacture

Two sons of Henry li. Maxwell of Chicago, wi'll known in wooden box

circles, namel.v. August K. and Harry W. Maxwell, have just incorporated

as Maxwell Brothers for the purpose of manufacturing packing boxes.

Definite arrangements have not been completed as to the location and

arrangement of the plant.

E. Sondheimer Company Sells Cairo Yard

The E. Sondheimer Company of Memphis, Tenn., announces that it has

decided to dispose of its yard at Cairo, 111. C. C. Schaler of South Bend,

Ind., has taken over the yard, foundations, switch tracks, etc. The Sond-

heimer yard is located immediately adjacent to C. C. Schater's Cairo

yard and thus the acquisition of the new space Is of considerable value

to him. It is also planned by the Sondheimer company that it will open
a branch house at Detroit, Mich., with Herman Katz in charge.

A Few Stumps

Cadillac. Mich., has become justly famous lor its practical application

of the more scientific phases of the conservation of forest resources

through complete utilization. Here are found not only sawmills of the

most modern type, but veneer plants, furniture factories, dimension, han-

dle and last plants, flooring plants and in fact plants for the manufac-

ture of almost every conceivable article that can be made from the prod-

ucts and by-products of Michigan forests. Not the least important of

these is a plant for the extraction of turpentine from Norway pine stumps.

This plant has ueen in activ.- operation for several years and is now re-

Dorted to he on an excellent financial basis. It manufactures its turpen-

3,500 CORDS N(JU\VAY PI.NF STUMPS FOR TURPENTINK PRODUC-
TION, CADILLLAC TURPENTINE COMPANY, CADILLAC, MICH.

tine exclusively from Norway pine stumps brought in from the surround-

ing country l>y farmers and othi-rs clearing land. Just now it has the

biggest pile of stumps it has ever accuratil.'ited. The accompanying illus-

tration gives some idea ctf the size of this stump pile, but reall.v does
not do it justice. The pile shown in the photograph is lK>tween thirty

and forty feet high and covers a htrge portion of the company's ground.
It contains in all about thirty-five hundred cords. The Cadillac Turpen-
tine Company had its plant shut down for alterations for some time, but

began operations again on May 1.

Emil Guenther Buys Timber
The Guenther Lumber Company of I'hiladelphia, wholesaler of hard-

woods, cypress and white pine, announces that its jiresident. Emil (!uen-

ther of that city, has Just returned from an extended trip to North
Carolina, whei-e he acquired a tract of 4.000 acres running principally to

gum. The operations will begin immediately.

Cordwood and Real Wood
. The regulation cord of wood is a pile four feet wide, four feet high,

and eight feet long, the volume of which is 12S cubic feet. This volume
consists of wood and the air spaces between the sticks. There are never
128 cubic feet of real wood In a cord made up of pieces, because more
or less space exists between them. The quantity of air in a cord of

wood depi-nds upon the size and shape of the sticks. Their lengths as

well as their diameters must be taken Into account. It is found by

actual measurement that a rick two feet wide, four feet high, and sixteen

feet long contains a little more wood than a rick four feet wide, four
feet high and eight feet long, though the two ricks are of equal total

volume. There is still less wood In a rick eight feet wide, four feet high,

and four feet long. In other words, the longer the sticks, the loss real

wood there is In a cord. That Is because a long stick Is apt to be more
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Irregular in size and shape than a short one. permitting more vacant
space between the pieces.

Some cordwood cutters are experts in building the riclis in a way to

increase the air spaces. The tricl; is worked by laying crooked sticks

among the straight ones to hold them as far apart as possible. The
quantity ot real wood in a cord varies greatly. It has been figured out
that it the rick is of four-foot sticks it contains from sixt.v-tour to eighty-

nine cubic feet of real wood, depending on the size and shape of the

pieces : if the sticks are eight feet long, the rick contains from fifty-nine

to eighty-four cubic feet ; if twelve-foot sticks are used, there are from
fifty-four to seventy-eight cubic feet in a cord. If the sticks are only

two feet long a cord contains from sixty-five to ninety-one cubic feet.

It is thus apparent that the interests of the cutter and the buyer of

cordwood conflict. It the cutter reduces the wood to short lengths, he
not only expends more work on it, but it takes more wood to make a
cord. ITe may be compensated to some extent if he splits the wood in

small pieces, for a cord of large sticks makes considerably more than a

cord if split small ; or, a cord of small round poles contains less real

wood than a cord of the same shaped sticks of greater diameter. The
old saying that there are tricks in all trades holds as true of cordwood
cutting as of an.vthing else.

Tanbark buyers often purchase their commodity by weight, though the

bark is ricked in cords ; hut even then the bu.ver may be cheated because
ho cannot always determine how much of the last shower of rain is still

absorbed iu the bark, or how many buckets of water the teamster threw
on his load of bark as he forded the creek on his way to the scales to

have the bark weighed preparatory to selling it.

Timberland Purchase
The H. P. Wyman Lumber Company, a recently organized concern at

Bristol, Va.-Tenn., a short time ago purchased a considerable tract ot

hardwood timber near Bigstone Gap, Va. It is planned to erect mills

immediatel.v and to start operations as soon as they are completed. This
company was organized by H. P. Wyman of the Bristol Door & Lumber
Company. It is capitalized at .');24,000.

Important If True
It often happens that not only the lay press, but individuals unfamiliar

with lumber affairs, in discussing them fall into grievous errors, and
statements are often promulgated that are highly ridiculous.

In the last few divys a large timber bond house of Chicago has issued

magazine advertisements covering a bond issue that is selling on a west-

ern lumber enterprise. In this announcement is involved the statement
that the concern, in addition to its lumber output, produces five hundred
thousand "feet" of shingles, daily. The obvious intention of the an-

nouncement is that five hundred thousand pieces of shingles are daily

manufactured.
The Bloomington. 111.. Pantograph of March 14 carries an article on

veneer cutting, which while not intended as humorous might so be con-

sidered, as every veneer manufacturer and consumer will recognize the

ridiculous, not to mention the untruthful, character of the statements

involved.

The article is quoted in full :

In no form is modern machinery more wonderful than in that employed
to cut huge blocks of most valuable woods in thin sections or "slices."
to be used by cabinet makers and others as veneers. Deep cutting
blades, almost as thin throughout as paper—iu order to avoid waste

—

cut as ma,ny as thirty beautiful sections at one stroke, the hard wood,
often seasoned for ye'ars. bein^i severed just as though it were cheese,
and the sections being, if necessary, so thin that they resemble tissue
paper.

In some cases the wood has been buried in mud of a peculiar kind for
over twenty years and in others it represents the whole seasoned stock
of the particular wood existing either here or abroad, for "corners" in

valuable woods are quite common. A certain rare wood came into fashion
a year or two back aud one astute speculator bought up the whole avail-
able seasoned stock of the world. Cabinet makers who had entered into
contracts in regard to it had to pay famine prices and were compelled
to buy twenty times more than they actually required or liave none at all.

Crown Motor Car Company Organized at Louisville

The Crown Motor Car Company is the style of a new Incorporation

which will start business at Louisville for the manufacture of moderate-

priced automobiles. The company has an authorized capital stock of

$500,000. It is planned to manufacture a cheap two-passenger runabout

which will retail at .Itii.iii.

Eucalyptus Growers Organize

At a meeting held in Los Angeles, Cal., on .\pril 22, representative

eucalyptus growers, dealers and manufacturers of that city organized

into the Eucalyptus Hardwood Association of California. The object of

the association, as stated in the constitution, is to foster and encourage

the growing of eucalyptus timber, to stimulate the manufacture and use

of eucalyptus products and by-products, to furnish authentic information

regarding eucalyptus and to protect both its memlwrs and the public

from dishonest dealers in eucalyptus investments. As to the member-

ship, the constitution provides that any reputable person, firm or cor

poration owning laud planted or about to be planted in i^ucalyptus, or

engaged in the manufacture, buying or selling end of the eucalyptus busi-

ness, is r-ligible.

Those present elected as officers ; L. M. Pratt, president ; F. S. Church-

hill, first vici -president : C. F. Cook, second vice-president : C. A. McWil-

lianis, secretary : Theodore B. Comstock, treasurer.

A Half of New York State Better Adapted to Forestry Than to

Agriculture
The State College of Forestry at Syracuse has been conducting in

co-operation with the United States Forest Service a careful study of the
wood-working industries of New York. In connection with the study of
the woods used in our Industries, their sources and methods of more
complete utilization, the experts of the college have been reporting on
forest conditions in counties throughout the state.

Reports sent to the State College of Forestry by its field men show
that the figures given out by the last census of New York, while fairly
correct, are not commonly understood or appreciated. The census reports
show that out of the 34 millions of acres in the state but 22 millions are
enclosed within farms. This leaves an area of 12 million acres partly
in forests and partly as idle land. This vast area is equal to all of
Rhode Island, Connecticut and Massachusetts and forty miles north in
Vermont and New Hampshire or all of New York north of the New York
Central railroad.

The census reports show further that of the 22 millions of acres
enclosed within farms but 15 million are actually In .agricultural crops.
This means that there is an area the size of Massachusetts enclosed
within the farms of the state operated without profit. The farmers of the
state are losing a very large sum of money by not getting a reasonable
income from this great area. Lands in Germany and Austria not as
well adapted to the growth of forests as the idle lands within our farms
are producing as high as $2.50 to $5 per acre per year, or from two
and one-half to three per cent compound interest. This same income can
be gotten from idle lands in New York.

New York is a great agricultural state : it promises to be an even
greater forest state because conditions are very favorable to the growth
of foi-ests and there are few states in the Union with better market
facilities. It seems both unreasonable and unbusiness-like to allow from
12 to 16 millions of dollars to be sent out of the state each year for

wood to l)e used in our industries when our idle lands could be made
to produce easily and annually as high as $2 to .$3 per acre per year
under proper forest management.

"Mahogany" from the Fiji Islands

A recent shipment was received at Portland, Ore., of 130,000 feet of

alleged South Sea Island mahogany from the Fijis. The timber was
brought in on a schooner which completed the passage in sixty-four days.

The load was made up of 570 so-called mahogany logs and in addition

612 pieces ef oak timber. It is the first cargo of this sort ever landed, at

Portland, and is consigned to the Emerson Hardwood Company for con-

version Into cabinet work.

Some Valuable Suggestions on Bond Issues

F. A. Brewer & Co., bankers. Commercial National Bank building,

Chicago, have just issued an extraordinary pamphlet describing the method
employed by this concern in financing lumber and timber companies. The
pamphlet commands attention by virtue of its concise analysis of the

factors governing in bond issues. It maintains that successful operation

must have a proportionate balance betweeu the various factors entering

into the entire proposition. The pamphlet states that the ratio between
the cost of mill and other manufacturing facilities on the one hand and
timber on the other varies from one to five to one to twenty. The
pamphlet further maintains that if an adequate supply of timber is not
secured at the start of an operation, the way to a successful conclusion

has not been paved, .\fter these salient statements, the pamphlet goes

on to describe the Brewer method of financing timber operations, touch-

ing on the distriI)ution of financial load, the payment of timber as

utilized, the method for securing bond issues, which subject is divided

into the subheads "loan," "securit.v," "fire risk," "logging." "water
rights," "transportation," "market," "capital stock," "resources and lia-

bilities," "officers," and "references."

Suggestion for Tariff Regulators

The ability of American forest workers to compete with those of some
eastern countries ma.v well be questioned in view of a recent report by

U. S. Consul John II. Snodgrass, at Moscow, Russia, that the "seg"

laborers in that country work thirteen or fourteen hours a day for three

and one-half cents. Seg is a product made from the bark of the bass-

wood tree and is used for cordage. The peasants gather the bark in

season, and prepare it for market iu winter when there is little outdoor

work to lie done. F"ortunately. the mauufactured product does not come
in direct competition with anything manufactured in the United States

;

but the fact that forest products are put on the market by men who work
for three and one-half cents a day contains a suggestion worthy of con-

sideration by those who are willing to break down tariff walls without

knowing exactly what lies on the other side.

Reorganization of Bayou Land and Lumber Company
The IViyou Land and Lumber Company, with offices in the Ncave build-

ing. Cincinnati, ( ).. and mills at Mississippi and Louisiana points, has just

perfected its rearrangement made necessary by the death of its president.

Clifford S. Walker, which occurred several months ago. The concern will

be under the same management as before, with an increased capital stocit

from ,f25,000 to .|50,000, all paid in. Fred K. Conn is the new presi-

dent, George W. Hand, vice-president, and F. E. Linz, secretary and

treasurer. All of these gentlemen have been active in the conduction of
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the business since its stai't about five years ago. The company has been
prosperous, and with its increased capital and facilities it will reach out

further than ever before. The three men in control are hustling young
men, which reflects great credit on the judgment of the late Clifford S.

Walker who organized the business and put these men in active charge

from the start.

Wisconsin Lumbermen Object to More Frequent Pay Days

At the hearing held May 20, before the senate committee on education

and public welfare, at Madison, Wis., on bill No. 1,112 A, which provides

for more frequent pay days for workmen, employers In practically every

line of trade were present to voice their opposition to such a measure.

The measure was presented by the committee on labor as a substitute

to the Minkley weekl.v pay day measure. The lumber interests were strongly

represented at the hearing, as were the railroads. The lumbermen ob-

jected to the provision of the bill principally because it would compel

them to carry the cash into lumber camps far removed from cities, in

creasing not only the cost of paying off the men but increasing the danger
from hold-ups and the weather. Among those present were W. 1^.

McCuUough, secretary-treasurer of the Brooks & Ross Lumber Company,
Schofield ; W, A. Holt of the Holt Lumber Company, Oconto : representa-

tives of the D. Heinemann Lumljer Company, Wausau ; the Tigerton Lumber
Company, Tigerton; R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Northern Hemlock and
Hardwood Manufacturers' Association. Treasurer Jones of the Chicago &
Northwestern, Superintendent P. C. Eldridge and Paymaster Flack of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Superintendent Potter of the Soo line,

C. S. Thompson, representing The Bucyrus Company and A. F. Gallun &

Sons of Milwaukee, and E. D. Miller representing the Brotherhood of

Railway Conductors, also appearefl against the bill. Mr. Jones said that

his company's payroll included 60,000 men and amounted to $30,000,000

a year. At present it costs twenty cents per man per month to get the

money to the men promptly on pay day, and is a big task. Assemblyman
Minkley of Milwaukee, and A. S. .Merz, representing the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen, appeared for the bill, arguing that more pay days

make the workmen more provident and independent and charging larger

companies with objecting to more frequent distribution on account of

using the money for a longer time themselves. If It were better for the

men or they desired it, Mr. Jones said that his company would change

to two pay days a month, regardless of cost.

Hardwood for Tie Plates

There is published in the May 10 issue of the Railway and Engineering

Review of Chicago a detailed description of the construction, application

and purpose of a wooden tie plate which is being experimented with, ap-

parently successfully, in European countries, most notably in France.

The article contends that, while railway engineers in this country have

perfected to a marked degree the various appliances entering into modern
rajlway construction, they do not place anywhere near the stress upon

accurate installation of these appliances that European engineers do.

The tie-plate in question is an instance of this efBciency. It is designed

for the purpose of distributing the load uniformly over the surface of

the tie and, because of the manner of its construction, providing a cushion

which necessarily makes riding much more comfortable. In addition, it

strengthens the cross section of the tie and if the tie is properly im-

pregnated with preservative material, it eliminates the waste from

mechanical wear to a considerable degree, as only the plate and not the

whole tie is replaced after wearing.

A cut of the plate is shown herewith. It will be seen that It is really

only a hardwood disc and, as now planned, it is intended to manufac-

ture these discs or pads from oak, beech and hornbeam. The alignment

of the pads is very precise, the hole for the screw spikes being bored

with great accuracy and care. The seat of the pad is concave and it is

filled with a hot tarry mass, into which the pad is twisted, which mass
provides the cushion and also absolutely prevents decay in the joint.

Lumber and Forestry Exhibit at Philadelphia

The first public exhibition of the I'eunsylvauia Forestry Assoeiatiou

was held in Horticultural hall, Philadelphia, May 20 to 24, This as-

sociation was founded in June, 1SS6, its purpose being to disseminate in-

formation in regard to the necessity and methods of forest culture and

preservation, and to secure the enactment and enforcement of proper

forest protective laws, both state and national. The officers are : Presi-

dent, John Birkinbine ; vice-presidents, Robert S. Conklin, William S.

Harvey, James C. Haydon, Albert Lewis and Samuel L. Smedley : gen-

eral secretary. Dr. Joseph T. Rothrock ; recording sec-

retary, F. L. Bitler ; treasurer, Charles E. Pancoast.

The exhibition was free to the public, and the attend-

ance both in the afternoon and evening was large. Much
interest was manifested by the visitors in the displays,

which in many eases were elaborate, covering every

phase of forestry from the tiny seedling to the full

grown tree. The evening of May 19, the formal opening

of the exhibition was devoted to a private view of the

display, admission being only by special invitation.

Addresses and lectures by the leading professors of

the various forestry associations and colleges, with illus-

trations by lantern slides, moving pictures, etc., of forest

life and lumbering, were among the interesting features

during the week. The section which comprised the whole

front of the building was devoted to the Lumbermen's Exchange of Phila-

delphia, of whose exhibits the famous Flemish room was most interesting.

It was constructed entirely of yellow pine, finished to resemble the almost
black Flemish wood, and served to show the potentialities of yellow

pine in coustructiiral work, flooring, indoor finishing etc. It was con-

tributed by the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association of St. Louis.

It formed a part of the World's Fair Exhibit in St. Louis, also was shown
at Jamestown and Norfolk : has been on display over thirty times, and

is still in first class condition. Another exhibit of this association shows
cross sections of yellow pine trees, long and short leaf variety, the density

and strength of this timber for structural material, paving blocks, etc.

Invitations were sent by the association to all the architects, builders,

painters, etc., in Philadelphia, to examine this exhibit. A representative

in charge demonstrated the quality of the wood and answered various

questions as to texture, finishing, durability, etc. The Yellow" Pine Manu-
facturers' Association represents approximately 350 of the leading yellow

pine manufacturing plants in Arkansas and Texas, east through Georgia

and south to the gulf.

Exhibit B. Potlatch Lumber Company, through Owen M. Bruner Com-
pany, contributed twenty-five crates, consisting of Idaho white pine, rough:
clear larch flooring vertical grain ; larch mouldings, including 1.000
pieces Vz"^'>%" wide, 10" long, S-IS. Samples white pine were given
away as souvenirs.

Exhibit C of West Coast Manufacturers' Association, through Hall
Eros. & Wood, consisted of a collection of v'arious sizes of No. 1 fir step-
ping, sanded ; slash grain fir, S4S sanded, cross section fir veneer logs, etc.

Exhibit D. St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Company exhibited several pieces
of hemlock flooring and clear spruce. Owen M. Bruner Company, in its
exhibit, showed six sections of spruce, cedar and hemlock logs.

Exhibit E. II. II. Sheip Manufacturing Company exhibited some red
cedar, chestnut core, cherry bloi'king. plain oak flooring, quartered oak
tiooring, two miniature piles of luml>er. first showing how- lumber should
be properly piletl and. second, how it should not be piled ; also, two sam-
ples show'fng loss by saw knife kerf—one by band saw, other by circular
saw. This exhibit was in charge of .Mr. Trouth of the Sheip house.

Exhibit F. Charles M. Belts & Co., Philadelphia, had charge of Buffalo
exhibit, consisting of numerous boards of different varieties of California.
Michigan and Idaho white pine, gray fir bevel siding and Washington
spruce bevel siding.

Exhibit G. Showed finished and unfinished samples of Cuban, African.
Mexican and East India mahogany. African .mahogany veneers and teak-
wood of Samuel B. Vrooman & Co.. Ltd.. Philadelphia.

Exhibit II. John E. Llo.vd of the William M. Llovd Company, Philadel-
phia, had charge of an elaborate display of long and short leaf yellow pine,

edge grain yellow pine Uooring, flat face yellow pine flooring, maple floor-

ing, Pennsylvania hemlock. West Virginia spruce. North Carolina and
Tennessee white pine, bundles of loose Washington cedar and white cedar
shingles, spruce lath and samples of cypress.

Exhibit I. R. B. Rayner & Co. exhibited some No. 1 heart cypress
shingles.

Exhibit J. A panel made of over forty varieties of wood, which was
on exhibition in Paris and at other fairs, was exhibited by the Lumber-
men's Exchange of Philadelphia.

Exhibit K. Horace A. Rec'Vi'S, Jr., Philadelphia, exhibited a case of
twenty varieties of hardwood all cut at one mill in West Virginia, one
piece quartered white oak being %-inch thick, 30 inches wide, b feet long.

Exhibit L. J. Randall Williams & Co.. Philadelphia, had on display
thirty to forty samples 3-inch long .\ikansas short leaf pine, showing
flooring, ceiling, base moulding ami finish.

Exhibit M. Five doors showing special veneer finish exhibited by
Charles F. Felin & Co.. in charge of Amos \. Leslwr of this house.

Exhibit N. Photographs of Washington cedar, spruce and fir trees. Van-
couver Island. British l!olumbia, were shown by J. liaudall Williams & Co.

The committee in charge of the Lumbermen's Exchange section was com-

posed of J. Randall Williams, Jr., chairman ; Isaac N. Troth, Amos Y.

I,esher, B. Franklin Betts and John E, Lloyd.

In the main hall of the building, the <]isplay of tlie I'ennsylvania De-

partment o£ Forestry, Harrisburg, which was a most elaborate and in-

teresting one, consisted of a case of forestry instruments; twenty-eight

log specimens; 121 species of seeds; bud collection; leaf exhibits and leaf

charts ; seedlings taken from state reserves ; coniferous and hardwood

seedlings from one to four years old ; four cases of forest insects, ex-

hibit of Economic Zoologists of Pennsylvania ; eases of photographs show-

ing work and condition in state forestry; map of state reserve; publica-

tions, and a relief map of Pennsylvania 4x7 feet in size.

The exhibit of the Pennsylvania State College was interesting and in-

structive—coniferous and hardwood seeds ; views of forests ; a miniature

sawmill complete in every detail. In wood sections, rough and i)olishe<l

ends of commercial woods were slievvu : varieties of woods and logging

tools : saws of every description from the factories of E. C. Atkins ^:

Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.. and from those of Henry Disston & Son. Inc..

Philadelphia. As a comparison with modern invention, an old time up-

right saw was exhibited.

HARTlWOOD TIE PLATES AS USED IN IIIROI
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The Chestnut Tree Blight Commission of Pennsylvania had a fine ex-
hibit showing specimens of diseased parts of chestnut tfees in every
stage of progress

; specimens showing surgical work employed in the treat-
ment of diseased orchard and ornamental trees : cultures of the fungus
on agar plates, and microscopic slides ; photographs of trees and forests in
which the blight is working. Methods for controlling the disease, also
for what purpose the infected chestnut may be safely employed com-
mercially were explained. Several boards sawed from infected trees were
shown to show that the disease does not seriously interfere with the use
of the wood.

The e-xhibit of the United States Forest Service consisted of trans-
parencies showing the great work of this service ; maps, charts, etc.

The Pennsylvania State Museums, Harrisburg, under Boyd P. Roth-
rock, curator, exhibited thirty-nine specimens of birds knowu to the
forest ; an animal collection including the beaver, fox, cat. coon, minx,
weasel and porcupine ; also specimens of pine and hardwood trees up to

fifteen years old. The exhibit was arranged by W. P. Durbarow, of the
museums.

The American Forestry A.ssociation, in charge of J. A, P. Farnham,
assistant secretary, had an enclosed space lGxl2 feet in size next to the
stage of building, the background of which was covered with pictures
illustrating different lines of forestry work. Samples of woods were ex-

hibited and copies of the American Forestry Magazines were freely

distributed.

Forest Fire Losses in Wisconsin
The Sawyer-Goodman Compauy was the heaviest loser in the fon'St

fire that raged about Crystal Kalis the earlier part of this month. The
fire started in the big slash southwest of the Dunn, a slash which has
been accumulating for several years. Driven by an extraordinary high
wind, the fire rolled along to the big skidway where the cut of the late

winter and spring was piled awaiting shipment. For two days and two
nights Superintendent Cleary and his men fought the fire, but it gained
headway when the logs in the rollways started. In a short time the

entire cut, amounting to 400,000 feet of mixed timber, was destroyed.

<')wing to the fact that the logs were piled close to the slash and timber,

the company was unable to get insurance, and the loss is total. A fire

that got into the choppings of D. F. Boyle & Company, destroyed

about fifty cords of wood before it could be gotten under control. Other
losses were mainly to standing timber. The rain of May 10 and 11

<iuickly quenched the t3ames.

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company Moves to Yard
The Johps-Mowbray-Xeison Company, Cincinnati, O., recently leased

a large yard covering an area of 500x200 feet at the corner of Elghlh
and Horn streets, Cincinnati, It was originally planned, as announced
sometime ago in Hakdwood Record, to merely install a small yard and
in continue to maintain the offices of the company down town as there-

tofore. However, the present arrangements provide for much more
extensive quarters and, iu addition, the company has erected a commodiou.5
otfice building in connection with the yard aud is moving its entire

business to that location. The yard is provided with a private switch

having a capacity of twelve cars. There are on the yard now about
],.500,000 feet of hardwood lumber running mostly to oak.

Ford Motor Company Plans Enlargement
It is reported that the Ford Motor Company of Detroit, Mich., is

planning a tremendous increase in its capactity, with corresponding

changes in business policy. According to reports, this company has

let the contract for the erection of an addition to its present plant in

the form of a building of 110 x 1,800 feet, six stories high. It is an-

ticipated that with this addition the company will have an output of

1.000 cars a day. It is further reported that it is planning to reduce

the price of its various types of cars in order to dispose of this im-

mense outpout.

Purchases Flooring Warehouse of Thomas Forman Company
V\'. D. Magovern. flooring specialist of Ni.w York City, has bought the

hasehcild and warehouse of the Thomas Forman Company at Fifty-eighth

street and Eleventh avenue. This purchase comprehends no other change,

for Mr. Magovern will continue to represent the Forman interests in this

vicinity, and the business will be conducted along well established lines,

which have proved so successful. At the warehouse will be carried a full

stock of oak and maple flooring from the Forman plants at Detroit and

Ileidelburg, Ky., and also the famous yellow pine rift flooring from the

Jackson plant at Lockhart, Ala. Concurrently, Mr. Magovern announces
the appointment of Simon Herrnstadt to his selling force. Mr. Herrn-

stadt has long been identified wilh the local hardwood market aud needs

no introduction to buyers of hardwood lumber.

Slack Cooperage in 1911

The Bureau of the Census has published data for 1911 showing the

production of slack cooperage iu the United States, and comparing the

figures with those for 1910. Reports were received from 1,182 mills, and
the output amounted to 1,382,968.000 staves, 106,407,000 sets of head-

ings, and 353,215.000 hoops. Corresponding figures for 1910 showed an

output of 1,460,878,000 staves from 1,298 mills, 97,037,000 sets of head-

ing, and 295.712,000 hoops. These figures represent a decrease of 9 per

cent in production of staves, and an increase of 9.7 per cent and 19.4

per cent, respectively, in production of heading and hoops.

Slack cooperage includes barrels, kegs, and tubs for all purposes other
than as containers of liquids. Semi-tight cooperage, for butter, lard,
IJaste, paint, and for churns and firkins. Is Included In the statistics,

Nearly all woods are suitable for slack cooperage staves of some kind
In quantity red gum leads, as it did In 1910. Pine, including both
northern and southern species, is second, and beech is third. Elm seems
to be declining. It supplied 38,000,000 fewer staves in 1911 than in
1910. It declined also in quantity of heading. Chestnut shows a decline
in output of staves, but spruce is gaining. Other important woods in
this industry are ash, maple, birch, oak, tupelo, cottonwood. Elm is the
leading wood for hoops. Hickory, oak, and ash are considered superior
to elm as hoop material, but they are less used because of bighi^r stump-
age prices.

TOBS^-KS;

Hardwood News Notes

=< MISCELLANEOUS >=
The Fisher Body Company of Detroit, Mich,, has increased its capital

stock to $1,600,000.

The K. McMillen Company of Oshkosh. Wis., has increased its capital
from $120,000 to $200,000.

The Naples Lumber Company has moved jls main oflice from Naples,
La., to Baton Rouge, La.

The C. H. Krause Lumber Company of Autigo, Wis., has increased its
capital stock to $23,000.

The Rockford Novelty Works of Rockford, 111., has applied for a vohiu-
tary petition in bankruptcy.

The Cambridge Furniture Company has been incorporated at Cambridge,
0., with a capital stock of $50,000.

The American Handle Works of Parkersburg, W. Va., has sustained an
involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Pinless Curtain Pole Company is the style of a new concern at
Columbus, O., with $30,000 capital.

The Segerslrom Piano Manufacturing Company of Minneapolis, Miun.,
has filed an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

It is announced at Memphis, Tenn., that Lamar Ileiskell has been ap-
pointed receiver for the Rex Handle Company.
The I'hillips Lumber and Manufacturing Company has started busi-

ness at Charleston, W. Va., with $50,000 capital.

The Jefferson Lumber Company is the name of a new concern at Wells-
burg, W, Va. This company has $10,000 capital.

The H. M. Page Log & Lumber Company has been incorporated at
Lexington, Ky., with an authorized capital of $25,000.

The American-Grand Rapids Furniture Company has been incorporated
at Brid,geport, Conn,, with a capital stock of $50,000.

The George W. Davis Carriage Company of Richmond, Ind., has changed
its style to the George W. Davis Motor Car Company.

The Indiana Wood Products Company has been incorporated at Speucer,
Ind. The capital of this concern is reported to be $20,000.

The Eby Auto Parts Company of Detroit, Mich., announces that it has
changed its name to the Benham Manufacturing Company.

The Hoosier Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of kitchen cabinets,
at New Castle, Ind.. has Increased its capital stock to $750,000.

The W. A. Cairn Woodworking Company of East Hartford, Conn., is

now in the hands of the receivers, R. W. Ilotert and F. S. Flagg.
The Benson Furniture Company has started business at Philadelphia.

This concern is incorporated and has a capital stock of $10,000.
F. Lohman & Sons has been incorporated at New York City for the

manufacture of office fixtures. The company has $10,000 capital stock.

The Woolworth Land and Lumber Company of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
has been succeeded by the Chicago Mill and Lumber Company of Chicago

It Is announced that the Morgan & Beers Piano Company has started

business at Hartford. Conn. This concern is incorporated and has a

capital stock of $50,000.

The Louisville Chair Company has been incorporated at Louisville.

Ky., with a capital stock of $12,000. Amoug the incorporators are Daniel
Weiss and J. A. Greenwald.
The Given-Moore Company announces that it has removed its bead-

qiuirters from Columbus, Ind., to Spring 'N'alley, 111., where it is erecting

a plant for the manufacture of farm machinery.

The name of the Stierlin Piauo Company at St. Louis, Mo., has been

changed to the Wagner-Stierlin Piano Manufacturing Company, and in-

corporated with an authorized capital of $100,000.

The Richmond Lumber Company has been incorporated at Richmond,
Ind., with a capital stock of $10,000. the directors being Peter Kuntz,

Thomas Tarkleson, Peter Kuntz, Jr. and J. A. Payne.

The C. D. Burns Lumber Company has been incorporated at Martins-

burg, W. Va., by C. D. Burns. Henrietta C. Burns, C. F. Allen. Agnes
Allen and J. C. Allen, all of Martiusburg. The capital stock is $50,000.
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=-< CHICAGO >
E. A. Lang, mnnaKcr ot tlio lumber department of the raepcke-

Leiclit Lumber Company ot Chicago, has just returned from a hurru'd

trip to Detroit, Cincinnati and Cleveland.

IL W. Nordyke of the Ailauis & liaymond Veneer Company, Indian-

apolis, Ind., was in Chicago, Wednesday and Thursday of last week,

stopping off on his way to the East on a business trip.

F. S. Nichol ot the Shadbolt & Boyd Iron Company, Milwaukee, Wis
,

stopped off at Chicago on Wednesday of this week on his way to southern

hardwood dimension mills,

Xels Dueholm, for several years sales manager of the Scott & Howe

Lumber Company and located at Ironwood, Mich., was in the city for

several days the latter part of last week. Mr. Dueholm has just

recently moved to Oshkosb, Wis., where he still acts as sales manager for

the Scott & Howe Lumber Company, and in addition is sales manager for

the Medtord Lumber Company, Medford, Wis. The last issue of II.viiD-

wooD ItEcoiiD contained under Milwaukee News the statement that Jlr.

Dueholm also represents the Mellen Lumber Company. Foster-Lai inter

Lumber Company and the J. S, Stearns Lumber Company, which notation

was incorrect.

The most recent of the series ot noonday talks given before the

Luml)ermeirs Club of Chicago, by men prominent in civic life was that

liy John L. Whitman, superintendent ot the House of Correction of Clii-

ciigo, otherwise known as the "Bridewell.". Mr. Whitman based his talk

or^couditions and theory as applied to the handling of criminals and de-

linquents of various types. A new thought is exemplified in Mr. Whit-

man's treatment ot the boys in his institution, who represent the very

worst type of the population in the city. He stated that through kindly

and thoughtful treatment actual good is accomplished, whereas under Ww

old brutal methods many a man has been made an habitual enemy of

society. His talk was highly instructive and enjoyed by all those fortunate

enough to attend.

H. K. Schadt of the Hyde Lumber Company, South Bend, Ind., passed

through Chicago on Jlay 17 en route to southern mill points.

The name of the Chicago Refrigerator Car Company, Chicago, has

been changed to the International Car Company.

The Roos Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of fancy furniture,

cedar chests, curtain poles, etc., this city, has increased its capital .stock

to .flOO.OOO.

The Chicago House Wrecking Company, Chicago, has tjecn succeeded by

the Harris Brothers Company.

The Kimball-Sullivan Lumber Company of the Teoplcs Gas building.

Chicago, has been absorbed by the Timber Products Company. This does

not involve any change in the personnel or capital of the company, but

merely changes it from a partnership to a corporation. At the same tim.'

it has become a wholesale instead ot a strictly commission house.

F. U. Slimmer & Co. is the stylo ot a newly incorporated concern about

to do business in Chicago. This company has $10,000 capital.

.lohn IJerts. seeretaiy and treasurer ot the Bush & Gerts Piano Com-

pany, died at his home the latter part of last week.

W. E. .Johns of the .lohns-Mowbray-Xelson Company, Cincinnati, O..

was in the city several days the latter part of this week.

E. Bariboloniew of John B. Ransom & Co., Nashville, Tenn., spent most

of this week visiting the local trade.

E. E. Taenzer of E. E. Taenzer & Co., .Memphis, Tenn,, spent several

days in the city this week.

Saturday night. May 24, the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago held what

was designated as a "Campaign Stag," of which the special feature was

announced as the "Blues vs. the Reds." The "blues" represent one mem-

bership team as opposed to the "reds" representing the other. These

teams are headed respectively by A. II. Ruth and G. H. Holloway. In

the afternoon the club entertained the national delegates of lumber sash

and door salesmen.

=-< NEW YORK >•-

Eben J. Marsh, formerly of this city but now identifled with the

Flint River Cypress Company of Albany, Ga., was a New York visito.-

during the fortnight.

J, C, Rodahaffer, sales manager for George W, Ilartzell, black walnut

lumber exploiter of Daylcm and Piqua, O., was a visitor in New York last

week. Mr. Rodahaffer reports the plant running full time and the de.

mand for lumber heavy.

Nelson II. Walcott, president ; A. L. Stone of Cleveland : M. E. Preiscb,

Buffalo, and ex-Prcsident F. E. Parker of Saginaw met at the headquar-

ters ot the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association on May 9 to

discuss n:alters in connection with the bureau of information of that

organization. On May 22 and 23 the trustees of the association met to

consider matters from all departments in general.

=-< BUFFALO y
Tlir first outing of Uic r.uffalo Lumber Excbanso will bo held on June

17 at the clubhouse of the Buffalo Automobile Club at Clarence. Presl-

tlf-nt M. M. Wall of the exchange recently appointed his list of com

mitteos for the year, naming A. W. Kreinheder as chairman of the house

comnitttoc and I. N. Stewart of the entevtainraent committee. On the

vnrious committees are the names of many of the automobile enthusiasts

among the lumbormen.
May l'> was an unusual day in Buffalo, as it marked the risit of about

Iwcntylivi' foreign visitors to the city, as well as the coming of Governor

Sulzer and other speakers interested in the subject of direct primaries io

Xow York state. The foreign visitors were here in connection with the

arrangements for a celebration in honor of a himdred years" peace be-

tween English speaking nations. The committee in charge of transporta

tion of tbe guests was made up of I. N. Stewart, chairman, J. B. Wall.

A. W. Kreinheder and O. E. Yeager.

J. B. Wall has returned from a ten days' business trip to the South,

where he looked after tbe shipments of oak and other hardwoods coming
to the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company.
Hugh McLean has returned from a trip to the McLean mills in th«

South, which have been running actively for some time. Stocks at the

Birmingham and Chattanooga mills of the company are quite low.

W. L. Blakeslce states that trade with Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling has
been very satisfactory recently. The yard is receiving l<irge stocks ot

hardwoods, c^^pccially ash and oak.

The Empire Stale Hardwood Lumber Company is now located in the

MMrine Bank building, together with the Blue Grass Lumhei' Company,
I he two concerns Ix-iiig associated in management.

Milhn-. Sturm & Miller state that business in hardwoods is keeping up
pretty well this month. They are selling largely oak, ash and maple, all

of which are holding firm.

Anthony Miller's trade has been very fair during this mouth, having
covered a number of hardwoods, oak Ix'ing one of the main varieties. Mr,
Miller says trade could be ipiite a liHIe In'tler.

The yard of T. Sullivan & Co. is shipping out some good stocks of oak
and elm. May promising to be a good nionlh.

The Standard Ilardwiiod Lumber Company has been getting in a lot

of lumber recently, much of it having been delayed by the Ohio floods.

The yard switch has been tilled with cars this month.
I. X. Stewart & Bro. report a little increase in the demand for cherry,

but this wood is not selling as it used to. Oak and poplar arc now sell-

ing in fair quantity.

B. F. Bidley of Davenport & Ridley has been spending some time in

Pennsylvania, shipping maple and oak for the concern.

< PHILADELPHIA >
Frederick S. T'lKlerliiii of \\is(ar, rn(i4>rhill i.V: Mxcui says of business,

that the rush of a month ago has subsided somewhat, but on the whole
it is satisfactory. There is a little shading of prices in one or two lines,

but nothing to indicate a weakening of the market generally, R. W.
Wistar has just returned from Sumter, S, C, where the firm's sawmill
was destroyed by tire on Apr. 2.S. Fortunately the planing mill and lumber
were saved. I'reparatious are iK'ing hurried for an immediate rebuilding.

The Tunis-Cockey Lumber Company recently opened a branch otlice at

Fayetteville. N. I'., which will be looked after by W, T. Bowen, who is

buyer for the concern.

.1. W. Floyd of the Floyd olinslcad Company says hardwood trading
is brisk and prices flrni.

Howard B. France, secretary and treasurer of the Haddock-France Lum-
ber Company, Mt. Sterling, N, C, and of the Monarch Lumber Compauy,
this city, reports mill running full capacity to catch up with orders. In

some lines business is a little dull, but old orders are keeping things
moving,

,Tames Strong & Co. report a sliglit diminution in trading of late and
buying carried on on a conservative basis, but hardwood values are well
maintained.

The Victor Motor Car Company, Wilmington, Del., was chartered
under Delaware laws May 12.

.Tustin Peters, manager of the Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire
Insurance Company. saj'S that although it is not writing quite so large

a volume of new business as a year ago, the average is satisfactory au'l

the outlook for the year very promising.
William S. Birch, formerly Philadc'lphia representative of the Hilton-

Dodge Lvmiber Conipauy. Savannah, Ga., has become associated with the

McFarland Lumber Company. This company has just closed its first .year

in tbe wholesale lumber business with very gratifying results and is

making preparations for a broader field of activity.

,T. Randall Williams, ,lr., of .1. Randall Williams & Co., reports trading

a little slower than last month, due to tariff agitation, belated season, etc.

Jerome H. Sheip reports that his plant is being run day and night to

keep up with demand for cigar box lumber.
Forest tires in thi' hills near Ludlow, Pa., recently caused severe loss

to timber, etc. Huge piles ot logs and part of the big mill at Sheffield,

belonging to the Central Pennsylvania Lumber Company, were desti-oyed.

Four big lumber camps, two owned by David Frost, one by Eli Thorpe
and another by H. Ellison, were destroyed, T. D. "Collins lost about

$100,000 in the destruction of a timber tract and thousands of cords of

chemical wood.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
J. N. Woollett, president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company, says hU

May shipments will be fully double those ot any past month In the com-

pany's history. He Is bringing up three barges of eottonwood this month
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from Joppa, 111., for distribution. These will contain about 2^000,000 feet.

The Johnstown Folding Crate and Box Company will start operations
this week in the seventh ward of Johnstown, Pa., with the following
omcers

: C. W. Hurl, president : R. A. Long, secretary : J. H. Mos-
holder, treasurer

; Henry I. Blough, R. A. Long and J. S. Mosholder, di-

rectors.

The Allegheny Lumber Company reports that its trade to May 1 amounted
to more thtm tor the entire year of 1909. It is well satisfied with the
outlook in general.

The Kendall Lumber Company will start work June 1 on a new opera-
tion near Ohiopyle, Pa., where it has bouf;ht another large tract of
hardwood timber. Its trade with the coal mining companies and the
railroads is especially good.

The Adelman Lumber Company reports trade holdin',- up well and says
that hardwood stocks are getting so that there is considerable scrambling
for good lumber.

The Freehold Lumber Company is doing a nice business and reports
prices good. Piobert Gannon of this company will make a trip among the
North Carolina and Virginia mills shortly.

M. AV. Chapin and G. F. Wolcott of Jefferson, O.. will build a basket
factory there this summer to employ forty hands. It will have a pay roll

of about $300 per week.
B. V. Hull, Charles Xorton and J. W. Root of Garrettsville. O.. have

sold the Garrettsville pail factory to H. W. Fobes & Son of Itock Creek,
O. The plant will be remodeled and used as a basket factory.

Allegheny county and the city of Pittsburgb are having plans prepared
for an immense joint administration building on Grant street, for which
contracts will be let in the near future. The contract has already been
awarded for the Kaufmann-Baer Company's department store, twelve
stories high, and to cost $3,000,000. Contracts will be awarded within
a week or two for the Masonic Temple on Schenley farms to cost ?l,o00-
000. A syndicate of New Yorkers under the direction of M. B. Bates of

this city has secured options on an entire square of property at Fifth and
Wylie avenues and will build a twenty-story hotel there. Six or eight

school houses costing from S;i.">0.noo to $300,000 each are now in tli'^

hands of architects for early letting. Other public building projects are
coming forward. These will call for a large amount of fine hardwood
lumber in the late summer and fall.

-< BOSTON >=
The yard and holdings of the Export Lumber Company. Mystic Wharf.

Charlestown, Mass., were destroyed by fire recently. This company lost

eight sheds, which were well stocked with lumber ready for shipment.
The office building was damaged also. The Export Lumber Company
does a very extensive business with South America. The company had
between 5,000.000 and 6,000,000 feet of Canadian white pine and southeri
cypress ready for shipment, which was destroyed. W. A. Taft is presi-

dent of the company. The loss is estimated at about $'2riO,000 on the

lumber and at least §10.000 on the buildings.

The extensive lumber mill of the Berlin Mills Company, Berlin, N. II..

has been destroyed by fire, causing a loss estimated at .$.j00,000. A
thousand men have been thrown out of employment. The plant was cov-

ered by insur.ance and will be rebuilt.

The Rhode Island Lumber Dealers' Association will hold its annual mid-
summer outing on June 7 at the Pomham club, Narragansett Bay.

The Longwell-Holbrook Lumber Company. Springfield, Mass., has be:^u

incorporated with a capital stock of -$50,000. The incorporators are

Floyd E. Longwell, Fred A. Holbrook, Edith S. Holbrook and Jcannie L.

Holbrook.

The George J. Barker Lumber Company of Waltham, Mass., has pu;-

chased a tract of land adjoining its yard, which it will use for the future

development of its business.

=-< BALTIMORE >=

Robert McLean, a hardwood exporter, whose affairs were placed into

the bands of a receiver about six weeks ago. is in Scotland to attend tlie

funeral of his wife, Mrs. Rebecca Stewart McLean, who died there a

oouple of weeks ago. after a prolonged illness.

R. '\V. S. Trader, one of the oldest men in the lumber business here,

died May 14 at the age of seventy-eight years. He had for some yean
occupied offices at 740 Eastern avenue, dealing in hardwoods and yellow

pine.

The plant of the Clarksburg Lumber and Planing Mill Company a1

Clarksburg, \\'. Va., was completely wrecked by fire on May 12, with a

loss placed at $80,000. The cause of the blaze is unknown.

On May 13 the factory of the Delmar Lumber Company at Havre De
Grace, Md., on the Susquehanna river, was laid in ruins b.v flames, with

a loss of about ,$15,000. The company went into the hands of receivers

several months ago and negotiations were in progress to reopen the fac-

tory under a new management.
The steamer Templemore of the Johnston Line from Liverpool, which

arrived here May S. carried among other freight, 100 mahogany logs,

which had been shipped from Africa and transferred to the Baltimore

vessel at Liverpool. They were destined for Grand Rapids. Mich. Thi":

is one of the heaviest shipments of mahogany logs ever recorded in the

import trade at this port.

Representatives of practically all of the railroads east of the Missis-
sippi river and agents of steamship lines are in session at Hot Springs.
Va., 10 discuss, among other things, the question of liabilitv for de-
murrage on cars held after a certain length of time. Tlie railroads taks
the view that they should be paid tor cars not unloaded within a rea-
sonable period, while the steamship companies have steadily refused to
meet this charge, although the responsibility for the delay really rested
upon them. Various ofuer transportation problems are to be taken up
at the conference, but the demurrage problem will be one of the most
important. It affects the exporters of lumber and logs especially through
the Gulf ports, the insistence of the railroads on the payment of de-
murrage having resulted in the refusal of steamship companies to grant
through bills of lading. The exporters are further inconvenienced and
embarrassed by the action of the railroads in simply putting an embargo
upon the movement of freight when the congestion at ports becomes too
great. The exporters here are deeply interested in the outcome of the Hot
Springs conference, taking the view that the matter of through bills of
lading must necessarily come up for adjustment in the near future.

President R. E. Vi'ood of the R. E. Wood Lumber Company and H. J.
Bowman, sales manager of the same corporation, have been at the new
mill of the company at Fontana. Swain county. X. C.. which was put in
operation about a month ago and has since turned out upwards of
1,000,000 feet of hardwoods. Mr. Bowman states that practically every
stick of this lumber is sold and that more could be disposed of if it

were available. The plant is now running regularly and the output is
somewhere around the actual capacity of the mill. G. L. Wood, gen-
eral manager of the compan.v. has been paying a visit to the company's
mill in West Virginia to see that everything is in good shape.

=~< COLUMBUS >•-

The J. J. Newman Lumber Company has opened an office in the new
First National Bank building, with E. H. Hammond in charge of central
Ohio territory.

W. B. Sissons. sales manager of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Compan.v,
hps returned from a business trip in the South. He reports an improve-
ment in the hardwood trade. Prices are well maintained in every way.
Stocks at the mills are not very large.

The Sowers-Leach Lumber Company has employed Charles W. H.
Needbam to cover northeastern and southeastern Ohio, with headquarters
at Columbus.

Albert Franklinberg of the Brooke Lumber Company of Pataskala, O

,

was a visitor among Columbus wholesalers recently.
John R. Goliey of John R. Gobey & Co. says trade is improving. Prices

are steady and no weakness has appeared. Not much trouble with cars
is experienced at this time.

The W. M. Ritter Lumber Company has placed Frank Lehman, formerly
connected with the Jobson Lumber Company of this city in Buffalo ter-
ritory, to succeed W. L. Morely.

R. W. Ilorton, sales manager for the central division of the W. M.
Ritter Lumber Company, says the hardwood trade is very active and
prices arc strong in every particular. He says there is a good demand,
both from manufacturing establishments and retailers. Dry stocks ar"
still scarce. No especial trouble is nott- experienced from a lack of car.s.

Ray Lovell of the Reliance Lumber & Manufacturing Company has
returned from a business trip to Arkansas, Tennessee and other southern
states.

The Urbana Lumber and Land Company of Urbana, O., has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 to deal in lumber and to
acquire land in Arkansas. The incorporators are W. W. Wilson, J. P
Xcer. C. E. Russell, W. B. Marvin and J. C. Thackery.
The Sterling Lumber Company of Columbus, C, has been Incorporated

with a capital stock of $25,000 to deal in lumber and building materials.
The incorporators are M. C. Brandenburg. Harry T. Griffith. William
C. Critchell, M. C. Dillenbcrg and John H. Mahon.

< INDIANAPOLIS >•

The name of the Harry Heimberger Veneering ilills. New Albany, has
been changed 1o the H. E. Ileimburger Veneer and Lumber Company.

Notice has been tiled with the Indiana secretary of state that the
Capital Cooperage Company of Fort Wayne has increased its capitaliza

tion $25,000.

The New Albany Veneering Company of New Albany has increased iN
capital stock $200,000, according to notice filed with the secretary of
state.

A voluntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed in the federal court
here by Calvin H. Shaiday, a sawmill operator of Ripley county, whose
liabilities are $4.C7S and assets $1,500.

L'nder the United States government plan, the 2,500 lots in the new
Mars Hill industrial suburb have been distributed. Among those who
drew valuable corner lots were Thomas Madden .Son & Co., Dynes Lumber
Company and American Box Ball Compan.v.

The Co-Operative Building Company and the Forest Building Compan.v
have been organized here and each have bought tracts of ground whe?e
they will build twenty-five modern frame bungalows.

Manufacturers and shippers met here May 21 with representatives of
railway companies to discuss a petition filed by the railroads with the
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Interstate Commerce Commission asking a five per cent increase in Ireigbt

rates.

Hardwood floor layers liave settled their strilje with tlie employers.

About 125 had been on strike since Jlay 1. The men will receive a mini-

mum wage of fifty cents an hour, an eight hour day and Saturday half

holiday. The agreement is for three years, dating from Nov. 1, 1913.

About 700 carpenters have gone on a sympathetic strike, on account

of the strike of the planing mill employes who are asking recognition of

the union and a closed shop. The carpenters refuse to work on buildings

where planing mill products made by non-union labor are used.

=< TOLEDO >
A number of prominent lumber dealers joined the first trade exteu-

sion trip of the season, which left Toledo May 20 on a four days' trip

througii northwestern Ohio, southern Michigan and eastern Indiana.

These trade trips are being made annually by the wholesale and retail

board of the Toledo Chamber of Commerce and have been in progress for

the past couple of years. Thirty-eight towns will be visited by the Toledo

"boosters" on this trip.

The Booth Column Company reports business extremely good, with

orders coming in faster than they can be filled. Prices are holding up

well and prospects are for an even better season than last year, whicli

was a record breaker for this concern.

The Big Four Hardwood Company reports business in piano cases as

booming. This end of the business, which is practically new, has been

steadily growing and the concern has all the orders it can fill.

The Gotshall Manufacturing Company reports a good line of trade gen-

erally. The portion of this plant burned last season will be rebuilt this

year and work will be begun at an early date.

=-< MEMPHIS y
Practically perfect weather has prevailed throughout tlic Memphis

territory, and splendid progress has been made with logging operations

during the past fortnight. There has been some rainfall but it has not

been sufficient to interfere with either milling or logging work. As a

result there is a very satisfactory supply of timber in sight. Conditions

in this respect are in striking contrast with those following the flood of

the previous year. Some mills have had some difficulty in securing all the

timber they need, but they are the exceptions which prove the general

rule of plenty.

Every plant in Memphis which was forced to close down as a result of

the overflow at Memphis has resumed operations. Even the wood-

working plants on Henning island have been able to start up theip

machinery- again. This is only another way of saying the flood is entirely

a matter of history, so far as the lumber industry at this point is con-

corned. Trade conditions are considered good as a rule and owners and
operators of lumber and woodworking enterprises are not only able to

run but they are working their machinery at pretty full capacity.

Practically all of the mills in the St. Francis basin, which found it

neces.sary to close down, have been able to resume. There is one strikins

exception—that is in the case of the Crittenden Lumber Company at

Earl, Ark. This firm has been badly handicapped by the overflow of it'*

railroad and the consequent inability on its part to handle timber. The
road is still under water for a distance of seven or eight miles and no

definite time has been given for the resumption of operations.

C. K. I'almer, of the L. H. Gage Lumber Company, with headquarters

at Providence. R. I., has been spending considerable time at Memphis and

Earl during the past few weeks.

Traffic conditions have become normal with respect to every road enter-

ing Memphis with the exception of the Marianna cut-oEE of the St. Louis.

Iron Mountain & Southern. The Frisco has resumed through trains

direct to St. Louis over its own rails, while the Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley has made the necessary repairs on its line through to Xew
Orleans. It is estimated that it will require several weeks to complete

the necessary repairs on the Memphis-.Marianna cut-off. There is a

great deal of timber along this road and lumbermen are awaiting the

completion of the repairs with a groat deal of interest.

J. W. Dickson, president of the Valley Log Loading Company, has

just returned from a visit to French Lick Springs. Ind. He went there

from Louisville, where he attended the meeting of the executive com-

mittee of the National Hardwood Lumber Association.

While it is confirmed that the E. Sondheimer Company will discontinue

its yards at Cairo as soon as the lumber there has been disposed of. it is

denied by Mr. Sondheimer that the company has any idea whatever

of moving its headquarters from Memphis to Detroit. He said that

the company had not even contemplated such a move. It is impossible

to say how long it will require for the company to move the lumber which

it has stored at Cairo. This is the second Memphis firm to decide upon

the abandoning of its Cairo yards during the last year. The other was
the Gayoso Lumber Cotnpany.

O. O. Scholder, southern representative of the Standard Oil Company,

has been chosen president of the Business Men's Club for the ensuing

year. He was elected by the directors of that organization. The Lum-
bermen's Club of Memphis is affiliated with the Business Jlcn's Club

and the two are working band in hand for the interests of the vast

territory of which this city is the logical head.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down a decision in

the case of May Brothers vs. the Illinois Central and the Alabama it

Vicksburg railroads in which it held that the rates on log shipments from
Pearson, Miss., to Memphis were unreasonable. The decision not only

orders the rates reduced from thirteen cents to nine and a quarter cents,

but also awards to May Brothers reparation in the sum of $91, together

with interest from Sept. 14, 1910. This ease was handled by the Memphis
Freight Bureau and the victory is regarded as far-reaching, despite the

fact that the amount involved is comparatively small.

Dispatches from Brinkley, Ark., report the sale of 10.000 acres of

timberlaud near that point known as the Ilavenswa.v tract. It was pur-

chased by a party of Pittsburgh (Pa.) capitalists. The price is given as

.i;i35,000. The new owners, it is announced, propose to put in sawinills

and other woodworking plants for the purpose of developing the timber

on this property. As fast as the timber is moved it is planned to improve
and colonize the land.

It is definitely announced that work will begin on the new bridge across

the Mississippi river at Memphis some time in Julj*. This information

comes from the chief engineer of the Rock Island System, which is back-

ing the Memphis & Arkansas Railroad Bridge & Terminal Company, which
will construct the bridge. Bids have not been advertised for this work
for the reason that the Rock Island System is contemplating putting it

through.

The James Alexander Construction Company has been officially noti-

fied by the Illinois Central that it has been awarded the contract for

the erection of the new passenger terminal station of the Illinois Central

at this point. The pries named in the contract is .fuOO.OOO. The old

building on the site at Main street and Calhoun avenue will be torn down
at once and the work of excavating will begin June l.'i. The new station

will be used jointly by the Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Mississippi Val-

ley, the Keck Island and the Frisco System.

The Valley Log Loading Company states that it will have loaded about

800 cars of logs for Memphis and other -points on the Yazoo & Missis-

sippi Valley line of the Illinois Central during May. This is at a con-

siderably reduced rate as compared with recent operations of this firm.

However, it is at present confining its work to the Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley line because the Mcmphis-Marianna cut-off of the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern is out of commission and will remain so for some
time. W. A. Waddiugton, secretary of the company, says 'that timber is

being gotten out rapidly and that the outlook is for unusually heavy
loading a little later.

It is reported here that tlie Mark H. Brown Lumber Company has pur-

cliased the tract of 15,000 acres of timberlaud which was formerly owned
by Messrs. Zearing and Stonenian. Mr. Brown is out of the city and it

is understood that he is looking after matters connected witli the trans,

fer of the property in question. It is an exceptionally fine body of bard-

wood timber.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has been active in connection

with several rate cases in wliich Memphis lumbermen are interested. One
of these covers rates between Memphis and i)oints south of this city,

while another involves the proposed advance of two cents per hundred
pounds on shipments of gum lumber from Memphis to New Orleans fo'*

export. At the hearing of the arguments in these cases the Southern
Hardwood Traffic Bureau was represented by J. R. Walker, attorney fo"

that corporation, and T. K. Riddick, a prominent attorney in this city.

After hearing the arguments, the commission took the cases under advise-

ment and a decision is not expected until some time later. One of the

principal statements made boiore the commission by Mr. Riddick was to

the effect that the lumbermen are paying $75,000 a year more on lumbc
rates than the.v sliould be called upon to pay. He ha<l iiartlcular refer-

ence to the alleged discrimination as between Memphis and Cairo.

W. B. Morgan, secretary-treasurer of the Andersou-Tully Coinpany, has

recently returned to Memphis after attending the hearing of evidence in

the Pridham box case in Chicago. Mr. Morgan was made chairman of the

National Classification Committee on lumber and wooden box interests,

wbicli presented the testimony in favor of uniform rates as betweeo
goods shipped in wooden boxes and those shipped in fibre containers. lie

spent about five weeks in connection with this nialti-r.

=-< NASHVILLE >-=

Nashville still leads in building operations. This city ranked third

among the cities of the United States for the past four mouths, the local

gain during that time being 167 per cent. For April the gain shown
locally was 200 per cent.

Douglass Hanley has become associated with II. II. Tibbs In the

Tibbs Furniture Company here. The firm will soon move to larger and
more convenient quarters.

C. M. Morford, vice-regent for Hoo IIoo for the niiddle Tennessee
district, announces a big concatenation for an early date, when it is

expected there will be a record breaking attendance of old members and
available kittens. The date for the meeting has not been announced.

During a discussion before the Nashville Lumbermens' Club at the

last meeting of that organization, the fact was brought out that the

railroads have not yet issued tariffs in compliance with recent orders of

the Interstate Commerce Commission in connection with milling In-

Iransit. permitting tlie shipment out of hardwoods on waybills for hard-

y^'ood logs shipped in whether tlie lumber outbound is Identical with tlie
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lumber cut from the logs as shown iu the waybills. Re-shipping privi-

leges were fully considered by the members of the club together with
what action the club should take in the premises. It is claimed that

to date the railroads have not abandoned their system of keeping a record

of inbound logs and outbound lumber shipments in order that advantage
may be taken of through rates. In the first place, the local club will

try to get the railroads to issue these tariffs and what further action

will be taken will be decided later. " In the meantime, the transportation

committee of the club will continue to work on log rates.

H. H. Snell representing the Lathrop Lumber Company, Birmingham,
Ala., was a recent visitor to the local market.

=< BRISTOL y-

The H. P. Wjman Lumber Company of this city, is prcpanng to start

its new mill in Lee county, Virginia, where the company has purchased
a large area of hardwood timberland. A line of railroad, connecting

with the Virginia and Southwestern, is now being constructed.

Parties interested with J. A. Williiuson liave just closed a deal for one

of the best small tracts of timber in Sullivan county. Tennessee. It is

.situated on Eden's ridge, flfteen miles south of Bristol, and consists of

GOO acres. The consideration is said to have been in excess of $40,000.

The property will be developed at an early date.

Among the buyers on the Bristol market this week were George P.

Bartlctt, a wholesale lumberman of Philadelphia and J. W. Ilodlin, rep-

resenting the Virginia Lumber Company, of Columbus, Ohio.

T. G. Griffin of Price & Pierce. Ltd., London, arrived this week to flic

a claim of about .$50,000 againt the J. A. Wilkinson Lumber Company.
Inc. The first dividend is l>eing held pending the filing of the London
claim. Trustee Whaley has sold off most of the assets and has the cash

in bank ready to disburse as soon as the contest over the Price & Pierce

claimed is settled. Some of the creditors contend that it is in fact a

claim against J. A. Wilkinson individually and not the J. A. Wilkinson

Lumber Company, Inc.

The Tennessee Lumber ^lanufacturing Company, which has operated

a band mill at Sutherland. Tenn.. for many years, is closing out its

operation and shipping the stock on its yards. The company will with-

draw from this section.

The Peter-JIc(-"ain Company will shortly begin the development of a

tract of timber in Carter county. Tenn.. which it purchased at $50,000.

The company will soon exhaust its timber supply in the Holston moun-
tains on the Holston Valley railroad. The Carter county timber will be

hauled to the band mill in this city.

John C. Anderson, vice-president of the Bristol Door and Lumber Com-

p.Tuy. Inc., a prominent banker of Bristol, died last week at the asje

of sixty-three years.

The Paxton Lumber Company is doing an extensive business. The com-

pany is now operating in Bristol, in western North Carolina and near

Charleston, W. Va.

The Adams Lumber Company has purchased an additional tract of

timber south of Blountville and will continue cutting in that section for

some time.

^-< LOUISVILLE y.

The Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Company, which started business ia

Louisville about a year ago. has purchased the entire block on which

its yard is located, at Twent.v-third street and Standard avenue. The
company is making fair progress under the management of Herbert A.

Bauman.
Edward S. Shippen, president of the Louisville Point Lumber Compau.v,

was the host of the members of the Louisville Hardwood Club and their

ladies at a dinner given at his home last Tuesday evening. May 20.

Covers were laid for twenty-four. The dinner was informal and thor-

oughly enjoyable.

A. E. Norman, Jr., of the Norman Lumber Company read a paper

before the Louisville Hardwood Club recently, dealing with the manage-

ment of a wholesale yard, in which he discussed the proper layout and

equipment of the yard as well as the handling of men. Although Mr.

Norman has been out of college for only a year, having graduated from

Princeton in 1912, he has taken hold of the lumber business in fine

style, and coming from a family of lumbermen has made an auspicious

gentry into the bu.siness. His paper showed a fine grasp of the details

of running a wholesale hardwood yard.

D. E. Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills may be wearing the title

of president of the largest commercial organization in the country before

very long, as he recently became first vice-president of the Louisville

Commercial Club, which claims the distinction of having more members

than any other business body in the United States. Jlr. Kline has been

n director and active in the work of the club for a long while, and was

reappointed to the important post of chairman of the transportation

committee. Incidentally, it may be noted that Mr. Kline is serving his

second term as vice-president of the Louisville Hardwood Club.

The mill of the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company has been running

day and night of late, the demand for lumber having been such as to

v.-arrant overtime operations. The company has been getting in plenty of

logs and is in good condition to keep up its fast pace, as far as the

• double-shift manufacturing plans are concerned.

JIahogany logs are not parlicularly plentiful and the C. C. Mengel &
Pro. Company, which has been running steadily for months with a

good deal of night work in that period, in an endeavor to catch up with
the demand for lumber, may have to curtail its operations in the neav
future on account of a shortage of material. However, more logs will

arrive from Central .\mcrica in a short time, so that the interim will 1>6

sbori.

Some question has arisen as to when the Louisville & Nashville ex-

pects to adopt the suggestion of the Interstate Commerce Commission as

to milling-in-transit rules. The commission suggested, in an opinion

handed down several months ago, that it would be in line with its ideas

to have the lumbermen substitute hardwoods for hardwoods in shippir.;

out lumber corresponding with log tonnage affected by the milling-in

trinsit arrangement, but the Louisville & Nashville, the principal carrier

affected htre. has not seen fit to make the change. Hardwood men are

still making their reports to the Southern Weighing and Inspection Bu-

reau with oak tonnage canceling oak tonnage and ash, ash. This is

obviously a hardship and makes it ditlicult if not impossible to get the

refund on a large number of mixed cars, which probably predominate iu

this territory.

Active railway construction work aflfecting the lumber trade will b"

carried forward this summer, the Lexington & Eastern having decided

upon another extension up Rockhouse creek from Whitesburg, a dis

tauce of twenty miles. The Cincinnati. Licking Valley & Virginia, which

will build up the valley of the Licking river into eastern Kentucky,

announced from its headquarters at Winchester that plans had been com

p'eted for con^^truction work and that contracts would be let shortly.

Lcland G. Banning of Cincinnati, O.. has purchased the Sawmill of

the Eversole Lumber Company at Frankfort. Ky. W. S. Kossnn will

remain in charge of the plant as manager. The Eversole compauy has

its headquarters at London. Ky.. and has been prominent in the Kentucky

river trade for several years.

=-< ST. LOUIS >•

The Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis will hold its next monthly meeting

at the Glen Echo Country Club, in St. Louis county, on Tuesday evening.

June 10. The ladies have been invited to attend this meeting. The

speaker of the evening will be N. S. Darling of Oklahoma City. There
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will be llie usual liancjuet. Members o£ the club and their ladies will yo

out to the club either by automobile or special street cars. More definite

information will be given later as to the means of transportation, time

of meeting, etc.

Cards are out announcing the marriage of Miss Dorothy Wall of this

city to Frank J. I^iebke of the C. V. Liebko Hardwood Mill and Lumber
Company, which will be celebrated Wednesday evening. June 3.

The offices of the Wabash Hardwood Lumber Company, now located at

Memphis, Tenn.. will bo moved to this city on June 1. This company
is a suljsidiary compan.v of the Ilooton Hardwood Lumber Company,
which now has its offices in the Wright building, and whose headquarters

are at Terre Haute, Ind.

E. W. Blumer, sales manager of the Lothman Cypress Company, is in

Iowa on a selling trip. Business with the company is reported as being

quite satisfactory.

WANT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing Fifth Avenue Buildine.WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO., "^"^ »^,w VUni^
Cass, West Virginia. NEW YORK.
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CINCINNATI
I

Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers
[

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH N.4TION.*!, BANK BUILDING

POPLAR SPECIALISTS
We have always made a distinct specialty of Poplar,

Rough and Milled. Have 3,000,000 feet nice, dry

stock at Cincinnati now, and some at our mills.

CAN WE SERVE YOU?

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

Richey, Halsted & Quick
HIGH GRADE SOUTHERN LUMBER

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.

Tho C. F. Liebke Hardwood Mill and Lumber Company reports about

ail tbe business it can handle. The main shaft of its mill, which broUe
:i few days ago. is being rapidly repaired. Operations will be resumed
early next week. The company will be kept busy for some time as

3U0.000 feet of logs now on the way from the South are expected to

arrive within the next few days.

There will be a reception and house warming at the Lumbermen's Club
rooms, on Thursday. May 22. The rooms have recently been redecorated

and fixed up and I'resident T. C. Whitmarsh conceived the idea that a

reception to the members and their lumbermon friends, would arouse en-

thusiasm among the members as well as show those who have not visited

the rooms recently the many imprnvemimts which have been made. It

will also give the members a chance to meet socially the new secretary

of the club. O. A. Pier. The reception will be from 1 to 3 o'clock.

The C. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company reports a seasonable

demand for nearly every item on the hardwood list. There is an es-

jjecially good demand for high-grade oak and St. Francis Basin red gum,
the latter being one of the specialties of the company.

=-< ARKANSAS >-=

On May 13 tUc laige handle factory of Sallcc Brothei's at Pocahontas
was Uostroyod by tire. Although the ni^ht watchman was on duty at the

time, he was unable to give any information as to the origin of the

fnc The loss is estimated liy R. B. Sallee at $10,000, covered by onl.7

.^.'i.OOO insurance. The company expects to rebuild the plant within a

^hort time and proceed to luamifacture the supply of timbi'r w^hich it now
has on hand—a quantity sufticient to run several months.

The Ilicliory Hidge Stave Company ot Hickory Kidge, Arlc., on May
]! filed articles of incorporation with tlie secretar.v of state of Arliansas.

The capital stock of the new concern is $10,000,of which $0,000 has been

p:iid in.

The new spoltc factory at Waldo, owned by .T. W. Maxwell, has recently

lieen completed and will begin operations at once. Much timber lias i)een

pliced on the grounds and the factory will ruu at full lime from the

start.

The Grant Lumber and Timber Company of Leola, Ark., has recently

added some new machinery to its plant at that place. In the future the

<>'mpany will use Us waste material from the hardwood department for

chair stock.

.1. W. Wilson of the Hardwood Fiimension I,umber Company of Shreve
]">'[, La., has recently bought the sawmill located at Caledonia, Ark.,

and formerly owned by the Arkansas Wholesale rjrocer Company of

i;idorado. This mill, which Is located on the 10. & W. railway, four

miles west of lOkiorado. will he overhauled and new machinery installed,

increasing tlw capacity of the mill to 30,000 feet d;iily. The new mill

will emplo.v twent.v men.

I'rank Tec of the Kee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company, hardwood
eianufaeturcr. with ofBccs at Dermott, Ark., recently left for Canada,
\\'here he will attend to some business for a week or two before sailini!

for lOurope. Mr. Kee expects to visit the African markets before

ri'turning to his home in Little Itock.

.\ccordiug to statistics compiled by the Census IJureau at Washington,
11. C., Arkansas now ranks tlrst among the states ot the Union in the

production of barrel heads, and occupies third place in the production
of barrel staves. The production of barrel heads in .Vrkausas during
the year 1011 was three times llii' amount produceil during the preceding

y-ar. This remarkable gain, together with the losses in production of

barrel heads by Michigan, Missouri and Tennessee, places .\rkansas tirsr

in the production of this commodity. Tlie total output of barrel heads
in .\rkansas during the year 1011 was 1,"), 332,000 sets, and that of

hoops was 30,210.000.

Tlu* statistics relating to the production of slack cooperage stock dur-

ing the year 1011 also shows thai the bulk of the ash staves produced in

this country was furnished by Arkansas and Missouri.

Altliough the flooded conditions along the eastern border of .Xrkansas

are not nearly so bad as those following the floods of 1012, the losses

sustalnea by a number of lumber manufacturing concerns in that section

are much greater than was originally thought, and it will probably be

several weeks before all of the mills in that section will again be i;»

nperaiion Tlie Forrest City Manufacturing Coni]iany and other hard-

wood lumber plants, though not reached by the flood waters, have been
unable to run since the overflow by reason of the fact that the tlmlier

districts from which they draw their supplies lie in the bottomlands,
where it is impossible for wagcms and teams to do any hauling.

=< MILWAUKEE >=

MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER '^

1139 EASTERN AVENUE M

A new furniture factory is about to 1)C started at Wauke.sha, according
to an announcement of Walter U, Frame, president ot the Waukesha
I'.usiness Men's Club. Tlie T'niversal Furniture Company ot Chicago
will soon begin work on the erection of a factory measuring GO by 3."0

feet, which will give employment to sixty men.
A deal has been closed whereby the entire Clllctt interi'sts In the

Chetek Lumber and Supply Company at Chetek have lieen acquired by
A. E. Beckwith and Iv. liosholt. Mr. Beckwith has been iiresldont and
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manager ol' tbe oompany and now owns the controlling interest. Mr.Rosholt
is a new member of tbe Arm. More capital will be added and the busi-

ness will be enlarged if presont plans materialize.

The Midland Lumber Compan.v of Minneapolis has iilod articles of

incorporation with the secretary of state of Wisconsin, giving its capital

stock as .S200,000 of which .«ilOO,OOn is invested in property of this state.

The Abrams Lumber Company, which was noted as incorporated with

$10,000 capital in tbe last issue of Hardwood ItKrono. has leased a

yard on the Milwaukee road line at Abrams. Later it is proposed to

extend the business to other points. Tbe principals of the company
are Green Bay men. Enos Colburn, president, has been engaged in the

wholesale lumber business for many years and will be in charge of af-

fairs with headquarters in Green Bay. He will also continue bis jobbing

business in that city. John Kettenhoffen is .secretary and C. J. Smith
treasurer of tbe company.

A substantial four-story addition is being erected to the large manu-
facturing plant of the Sheboygan Couch Company.

The Wisconsin Central Lumber Company has taken over the interest

of Wolf Brothers in the Wolf-Yahr Lumber and Fuel Company of Neenah.

Mr. Wolf has not decided as to his future, but Mr. Yahr will remain in

the otiicos with the Wisconsin Central Lumber Company at Neenah.
The sawmill of .1. L. Hawn at Rock Elm was recently destroyed by

fire, but tile yards full of logs and lumber were saved from damage.
The Hawn sawmill was tlie oldest in the county.

yva;>ji;>;^;t;}!iN^|v(^;3;(vj^;;)^^^

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO y
Tlio lucnl trade soemes to havp recovered fully from the iinfortunato

influx of transit shipments of southern territory immediately prior to and
during recent floods. That is, these flood stocks are not actually coming
in competition with the usual sales, but they have had the effect in some
quarters of stocking tip certain consumers with the result that they

are not in the market for other Items. One prominent hardwood man
jitatcs that, while he disposed of his entire hardwood stock without any
particular difficulty and at very satisfactory prices, the result is that

he has to look elsewhere for a considerable percentage of his orders which
would have been more evenly distributed had not transit shipments been
necessary. The building trade in Chicago seems to be holding up very

nicely, and without any serious labor difficulties there is every assurance

that it will continue to l>e a satisfactory consumer of lumber for months
to come. The easing off tendency of the general market is exemplified

to a certain extent in Chicago, but no one seems to be seriously troubled

over the situation as it is generally conceded that such, an easing off in

demand cannot be permanent at any point. This optimism is further

strengthened by the rigid adherence to price conditions which have pro-

vailed for sume little time past.

=-< NEW YORK y-
The rule of supply and demand governs the hardwood market here at

this time, if ever it did. The local manufacturing and consuming trades

are buying only for actual needs. The wholesale trade is in the market
for stocks and it is no easy matter to get control of any appreciable

iiraount. Good lumber is quickly taken at high prices. The volume of

business done is less than was looked for some months ago, but the

I'onge of prices continues high and firm because of the low supplies

available at wholesale. The general conditions of trading are, on the

whole, quite satisfactory, and no general stocking up is anticipated under
current conditions. Oak. ash. maple, birch and basswood are in best

demand with the remainder of the list in good call. There is no imme-
diate prospect of lower values.

=-< BUFFALO y-
The hardwood trade holds up well at present and the strength of the

market is very satisfactory. Dealers say their orders have held up
hetter than they had expected. New England is not taking much stock

as compared with past records, but elsewhere the trade ha.s been at lea^t

up to the average. The local market has been fortunate in escaping the

flood troubles prevalent elsewhere, and dry stocks compare favorably with
those of ether centers.

Tbe largest trade is still being done in oak, and on account of the

lack of dry stock there is much sti-ength to prices. Quartered oak has

been doing a little better than formerly, though it is not yet very active.

Ash is one of the scarcest woods and quotations are showing much stiff-

ness. Birch and maple are in average demand and stocks of these wood^
are now beginning to come in to some extent by lake.

< PHILADELPHIA >
A somewhat relaxed buying- characterized the opening of the fortnight's

business, but with the advent of more seasonable weather inquiries havfi

inercDsed and orders are multiplying. It is admitted, however, that buy-
ing still continues on a conservative basis and that the purchaser is loath

to place large orders for future delivery. Although the tariff question

does not directly affect hardwood lumber, its protracted settlement is

bound to hamper kindred lines of trade, especially the boxmaker. and the

low-grade lumber manufacturers are kept in suspense. So far the box
manufncturing business has continued active and the box lumber pile is

cleaned to the ground, but what will be the word later on no one can

'-ay with strict accuracy.

The wiiolesale consuming factories continue fairly busy for this time

of the year and orders are still forthcoming. Prices in all standard

woods hold firm : dry stock is bought up on sight, but is scarce. The
absence of premium offers on cars of lumber in transit shows the actiial

situation of the buying market. Although some of the lists indicate a

slight increase of stocks in certain Hues at mill points, there are no

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Burnside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

jC I N C I N N ATI
iHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

[

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BCILDtNG

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

CHARLES F. SHIELS & CO.
SPECIALISTS IN WIDE STOCK

POPLAR, OAK, CHERRY, BIRCH

GEORGE LITTLEFORD
RED CEDAR, CHERRY

OFFICE: 1263 RICHMOND STREET

SWANN-DAY LUMBER CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

SALES OFFICE—SECOND NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO. I
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK I

^ Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. & D. R. R. S
@a@jaa3M2MaMSISlS13MM31MaiBIlM0MSISraMSM3IMaiSraiB13iai@Heffl^^
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3%M^"fes^3l
^ A wood steaming cylinder, the use of

Avhich insures the quick drying" of all

kinds of Lumber without seasoning de-

fects, stain or warp, to less than normal

weight and with a minimum shrinkage.

^ Operating cost much less than yard-

ing practice.

^ Can be employed with or without a

dry-kiln.

^ Lumber from the saw can be air-dried

in from ten to forty days; kiln-dried in

from one to six days.

C| A new Kraetzer Preparator is being

installed every week Ijy some of the

foremost and most astute lumbermen in

the country.

^ The demand for Kraetzer - Cured

Lumber, owing to its superior cjuality,

is in such excess of supply that it com-

mands a handsome premium.

^ While we know "new ideas hurt some

minds as new shoes hurt some feet,"

will you not investigate?

f|I Complete information for the asking.

The Kraetzer Company
537 South Dearborn Street

CHICAGO

1^^T^£^%

visible signs of a possible wealiening in values in the near future. The
business situation on the whole is very satisfactory and the trade feels

encouraged over prospects for summer trading.

The respective positions of the various woods remain practically the

s:\me as a fortnight ago. Plain oak and quartered oak are topliners

:

ash and maple strong : chestnut continues tirm. with sound wormy in-

creasing in popularity : birch and beech are in good call ; poplar !s

steady, wide poplar strengthening; cypress lacks snap and shows a slow-

ing up in tank sizes ; veneer and mahogany business is brisk.

=-< PITTSBURGH y.

In some spots there is a little easinj; off in buying. Wliole-salcrs are

not sure whether this has come to stay or whether it is merely a ripple

on the surface. In general the business situation here looks fine. Buy-

ing ahead in many lines is larger than it has been the past few months,

owing to the number of large buildings about to he started in this city.

The number and importance of the city buildings or contracting jobs

which are being awarded and which will use large amounts of oak and

beech is such as to warrant lumbermen in their prediction that business

in hardwoods will be a great deal better this fall than this spring. The
furniture business keeps up well and so does the demand from implement

concerns and vehicle people. Prices throughout the hardwood list are

firm, with oak and chestnut scarce and bringing premiums in some stocks.

.< BOSTON y-
There has been no abatement in the strength with which prices are

held in this market. The manufacturer who makes a concession in pri"e

today is either financially weak or he is not planning to deliver what the

buyer expects to receive. Practically all advices from manufacturers

show small stocks of dry lumber. While himlier buyers may be able to

pick up softwoods at lower prices than they could a few weeks ago, the

market for hardwoods has grown even firmer than it was. Dealers in

this market state plainly that it is difficult for them to locate all the

stock they need.

Manufacturing consumers of hardwood lumber are fairly bu.sy. Tlio

piano business has been very good, and reports from furniture manu-

facturers are encouraging for the most part. Manufacturers of interior

house finish are doing an excellent business and have plenty of work

ahead of them. There has been a very good call for veneers in this

market.

I^lain oak has never been so firm as it is at the present time. Offerings

are .small and demand is good. Dry stock is in very small offering.

Quartered oak is in larger call than usual, and prices are firmly main-

ir.ined. A little easier feeling is noted in the market for cypress. .Maple

flooring is in fair call. Whitewood is fairly linn wilh a moderat.' amount

of new business reported.

=-< BALTIMORE >.=

There is no reason as yet to modify materially the reports about the

state of the hardwood business, which remains good, with the demand
for most of the standard stocks active and tlie returns very satisfactory.

Many of the sellers are still unable to get lumber in sufficient <iuantities

to meet the requirements of their customers, and while the range of

quotations has not moved any higher, it is at least stationary, no de-

cided easing off having taken place. To be sure, there are somi' unsatis-

factory spots in the business, chiefly those relating to the exports. Oak
planks have gone into the Liverpool market in such quantities thai the

arleries of trade are fairly well congested and any further additions

avi' likely to cause real unsettlement. Thus far the matter has not gone

beyond nianagable proportions, but it appiars clear that the forwardings

c-innot be continued at the rate attained during the past few months

without actual and real Impairment of strength. It is reported that-

some foreign brokers are laying out planks of the desired length for

delivery and yarding the short lengths, whieli is considered by experi-

enced exporters as a practice productive of losses. The foreign requi'T'-

ments of poplar and other woods are also of fair proportions anil the

returns are reported to be fairly satisfactory, though .some of the lower

grades are hardly as strong as they have been.

The don^estic business in practically all woods appears to hold up very

well. Here and there some less favorable information crops out. but the

preponderance of sentinunt in the trade is that the movement has not

been appreciably impaired, while prices are about as high as they have

ever been. Whatever changes may have taken place are to be looked for

in a slightly more liberal offering or perhaps in a demand just a shade

less active, if such a lessening has actually taken iWace. In the opinion

of many hardwood men the siluation is exactly tin- same as it has been,

with the mills still able to dispose of their output as fast as it is made
ready for the market.

Chestnut of all kinds is in excellent request, with prices al tractive

and with the manufacturers out of stocks. The lower grades of poplar

are perhaps not so strong but basswood Is bringing the highest prices

realized, and the sellers are getting .$2 or more over the figures of last

year. Gum is also in fair shape, with only cypress draggy. This laller

wood seems to have lost in thc> favor of the builders, and the demand is

decidedly less active than ii was during the winli'r, while the quotations

heve eased off.
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=-< COLUMBUS >-

Activity prevails in tlie hardwood trade in Columbus and central Oliio.

Since the spring building season has opened up there has been a good

demand from the retail trade £or stocks of all kinds. Retail stocks, which

were fairly large earlier in the season, have been reduced, with the result

tl-.at dealers are in the market for immediate shipments. Prices are

ruling Hrm and there is no disposition to cut prices in order to force the

market. Buying of hardwoods Is pretty well distributed between factories

and the retail trade. The former are good buyers of all stocks. Furni-

ture, implement, automobile body and vehicle concerns are probably the

best buyers.

Some trouble is being experienced from a shortage of cars, but to date

the situation is not serious and railroads are now able to care for freight

shipments better than formerly.

Quartered oak is in good demand and prices are ruling strong. There

is also a good demand for plain oak. Poplar is selling better and prices

a'"e firm. Chestnut is also in good demand and the volume of business is

increasing. Ash and basswood are in good demand. Other hardwoods

are unchanged.

One of the best features of the trade is the good feeling shown in

business circles generally. While the flood was a serious blow to central

Ohio, it has not been so bad as was expected, and the flooded districts are

rapidly recovering from the effects of the high waters. People havt

cleaned up to a large degree and repair work has begun on the damaged
buildings. A great many now buildings will be erected to replace those

destroyed by the flood.

^-< CINCINNATI >
There is a steady demand for most all of the hardwoods, the better

grades of poplar being the only items that are not moving satisfac-

torily, although there is a very active market for No. 2 and No. 3 com-

mon. Plain oak is moving freely at top prices, as is also quartered oak.

Ash is in good demand and thick stock is short, many dealers being in

search of it most of the time. Chestnut is moving well at good prices,

sound wormy being particularly in demand right at this time. Cotton-

wood and gum in low grades are in a strong position and command stilT

prices. At producing points manufacturers claim that they are sold up

to the saw right alon^ and have no surplus stocks of any hardwood.

They are not booking orders very far ahead ; if they do, the top price is

asked for the product. The market is as firm now as at any time during

the last six months, the only change noted being a little more stock

than formerly, due to good logging and milling conditions during the

winter. The early summer business is expected' to be good and there is

not likely to be any summer dullness during July and August as the

demand is of a steady kind and comes from wood consuming plants that

are well supplied with business, sufficient to carry them along for some
months to come.

The best of weather continues in this district, which has been very

favorable to lumbering. At the big hardwood yards one hears nothing

but optimism as to the prospects for nice business this year.

=-< TOLEDO y
Local hardwood conditions are about as they have been for some time

past. Toledo yards are not very well filled and practically all offerings

of dry stocks find ready buyers. Owing to the floods in the South dr>

stocks are extremely scarce and shipments are slow. There is a brisk

demand for plain oak from the building trades. Automobile concerns are

also using a large amount of hardwoods. Boxing and crating materials

are extremely scarce and high. Prices are being well maintained all

along the line and there are no concessions being made.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >-

With prices steady, a good demand and shipments moving promptly,

hardwood interests express themselves as well satisfied with present

trade conditions. The amount of business is not phenomenal but it is

better than it was at this time last year.

There is some fear, however, that the strike among the building trades

in the city will affect to some extent the demand for hardwood interior

trira. in which there has been an excellent trade so far this year. The
furniture factories, however, are still having a heavy run and are buyinij

in large quantities.

Automobile factories are winding up their season and are preparing for

the new season. Most of them are expecting a continuation of good
business during the ensuing season.

All grades of oak are in special demand. There is also a big demand
for poplar and for mahogany veneers.

=-< MEMPHIS >.=

The demand for hardwood lumber here is not quite so active as it

was a short time ago. Several firms have complained of a falling off

in the number of inquiries received as well as in the number of orders

booked. Still there is a reasonable amount of business under way and
there is no particular change to record in prices. Stocks of shipping-dry

lumber, as a rule, are not large and members of the trade here believe

that there will be no weakness developing in the immediate future. There
is a particularly good demand for all grades of plain oak in both red

and white, and the situation is wholesome so far as quartered oak is

concerned. There is an excellent demand for the lower grades of gum
and Cottonwood, and box manufacturers make no effort to conceal the fact

that they are meeting with difficulty in securing all of this character of

lumber needed in their business. Prices are exceptionally well maintained.

Sap gum is seling readily and red gum is in good demand in thin stock,

which is being used for export. There is a good demand for the lower

CIRCASSIAN
We are slicing a large shipment of

genuine Circassian logs which are

developing some striking figure ; in

fact

—

We have secured some unusually

dark and beautifully figured veneer

for the finest cabinet work.

Your inspection is solicited

Fred W. Black Lumber Company
Chicago

Take Douglas Park "L" te 40th Ave. and walk one block south

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAYCOMPLETE PLANING nc<Mi.TO^r tt a xf^ IMILL FACILITIES PENNSYLVANIA

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Mahogany
Lumber and

Veneers
In buying Mahogany Lumber and Veiteers

of C. L. Willey, the purchaser is assured of a

product cut from the finest figured wood that

money and a search of the world's markets can

secure.

Beyond this he is assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quaHty of product not usu-

ally obtainable.

Right now stored in the log yard of the Willey
plant at Chicago is more than a quarter million

dollars' worth of the highest class figured mahog-
any ever imported to this country.

The accompanying illustration shows a cor-

ner of the assemblage of these mahogany logs.

The Willey warehouses are well stocked with
a superb collection of Mahogany, Vermillion,

Walnut and other fancy veneers.

An inspection is cordially invited. Take Blue
Island Ave. car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Mahogany Vcnccr and Lumber Producing Plant in

the World

grades of cypress, but the upper gr.ides are in only moderate request.

Tile demand for asli is iarge enough to take up practically everything that
is offered here and prices are well maintained. Export business is still good
and the volume of business in that direction is about the average for
this time of year.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
There is continued strength in the local hardwood market. Trade is

brisk, prices rule steady and the members of the trade seem satisfied

with existing conditions. There is an increasing activity in building
operations, and the retail trade is being benefited accordingly. The call

from flooring factories, box and crate and furniture manufacturers is.

active. There are increased stocks of hardwoods on hand compared with
a week or two ago. Vehicle and implement makers are strong in their

demands for stock. Prices are stronger. Plain and quartered oak is still

the leader in demand. Hickory shows an improvement. There are ready
sales for ash ;

gum, cottonwood and chestnut are each in good demand
;

poplar and basswood are steady ; cypress shows no change. Low grades
are showing more activity. Itailroads are placing good orders for imme-
diate use. There is no trouble in securing necessary cars for eastern

shipments and they are consequently heavier. Collections show improve-

ment. Yard trade will increase materially when farmers have time from
their crops for other work about their plantations.

=< BRISTOL y-
Bristol lumbermen report that business continues brisk. I'rospects for

summer trade arc said to be bright. It is not thought that the usual

vacation lull will be as pronounced this year as usual, on account of the

general briskness that now characterizes trade and the eagerness of

buyers to secure stocks. Prices continue satisfactory in the main and
the general belief here is that there will be a further stiffening during

the next few months. The lumbermen have the utmost faith in the

future of Bristol and many are showing it by purchasing new timber and
installing new operations.

=-< LOUISVILLE y.
Conditions in this market have been satisfactory for some time, and

while they have been generally featureless during the past two weeks, thit

is a time when no news is good news. The trade is continuing opti-

mistic as to the immediate future, not appearing to take seriously occa-

sional predictions as to the dire influences of tariff revision. While it i^-

agreed that the revisionists are doing their work so thoroughly that cer-

tain industries will be set back for a time at least, It is pointed out

that there are comparatively few of these, iind that the generally sound
condition of the country will more than offset possible damage. With
the tariff factor looming large during the summer, however, normal
quiet is expected to reign during the next three or four months, and
then, if the crops are all that they are expected to be, a brisk fall trade

should be enjoyed. Right now it is difllcult to find room for complaint.

Lumber of all kinds is in good dem.ind and plenty of stock seems to be

moving, so that dealers are in a better position to take care of their cus-

tomers than at any previous time this year. With prices firm and con-

sumers apparently enjoying sufficient demand to insure continued calls for

material, good business is assured for some time to come.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
There has not been so much activity shown in the hardwood market

during the past couple of weeks as there was during the latter part of

April and the first couple of weeks in May. This can be accounted for be-

cause a great quantity of lumber was shipped north from the producing

territory just previous to the high water. Tretty nearly every order

received by the producers was increased during that period. This re-

sulted in the yards and consumers being pretty well stocked up and it Is

decreasing the amount of lumber now being bought. It is the general

opinion that trade wil not be brisk until that lumber has been used up.

The reduction in sales is being felt not only by the mills but by the

yards as well. There still continues to be a good demand for plain oak.

All low grade stocks are also in good demand. Strong prices prevail and

it is not thought that prices will go any lower for some time as so many
of the mills were compelled to close down during the high water that

production was curtailed. These mills will probably not resume opera-

tions for some weeks. Meanwhile the lumber dealers are taking advantage

of the quiet interval by making an effort to get in stock in anticipation

of a big call during the summer months. Dry stocks are very scarce not

only with the dealers but at the mills as well. Cypress conditions are

excellent and a continuation of the present good demand is looked for.

Yards aud consumers are buying freely, most of the items commanding

good prices.

="< ARKANSAS y
The demand for hardwood in the Arkansas market continues strong,

and the supply is unusually short. By reason of the recent floods, which

have prevented a large number of mills from operating at all and

reduced the run of a number of others, the stocks are tadly broken and It

is hard to find a complete assortment. The building in the rural districts
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is somewbat ligbt. as is customary at tliis time of tlie year, but iu t';_»

cities and towns it bas been unusually active. Tbe indications arc thai
Arkansas will come forward tbis year witti lier usual good crops, 'n

spite of tbe setback from tbe floods, and it is expected tbat constructioo
in tbe country districts will begin with vigor a little later in the year.

=< MILWAUKEE >.
The first Wisconsin crop report of the present season has placed lum-

bermen in an optimistic frame of mind. Tbe report shows tbat condi-
tions are much more favorable than at this time a year ago and indi-

cates that tbe prospects are for a crop more bountiful than the bumjjer
crop of 1912, Tbis ought to assure plenty of building during tbe coming
summer and fall.

Tbe demand for hardwood seems to be increasing and bas recovered
from tbe temporary set back experienced recently. New hardwood stocks
from northern Wisconsin are arriving in tbe local market, but it is not
drying fast enough to offset tbe shortage in upper grade stuff, and fur-

ther advances in price are expected. Most of the new stock which is

arriving is being rushed into dry kilns in order that it may be ready
for use.

Birch, maple and basswood are especially scarce in the northern hard-
woods. Low-grade birch has been selling so well of late that it has
been next to impossible for anyone to accumulate any stocks in this line.

Shipments of red and white oak from the South are still light as the
delay in shipping has not been overcome to any extent.

The box manufacturers have been placing some good orders, which has
resulted in a shortage of most low-grade stuff. The sash and door and
interior woodworking concerns are buying a little more freely, evidently

as a result of tbe increased building activity.

=< LIVERPOOL >=
Market conditions have been more active during the past few days,

though values are barely maintained. Tbe freight charges show some
signs of being reduced so tbat in all probability tbe returns to shippers
will show up better on the lower values than they did a few months ago,

when all prices were very high. Ash planks show quite a firm tendency,
and values have advanced fully a penny during the current month. Firsts
and seconds grade is the most popular. Any shippers of good hard ash
will not find much dilBculty in selling from 11.2" to 4" stock. The besr

thickness is 3", which always finds a good market. Hickory values have
slightly recovered from their downward tendency, but prices have not yet
gained much. All the stock imported is going very rapidly into consump-
tion, and only the fact that all the wood came in at once sent the prices

down. Oak values keep good. There has been a very heavy import of

wagon oak, but the market has kept prices on a firm basis. The birch

market is anxiously awaiting the arrival of the new wood and prices

should show a firm tendency. Poplar stocks are light and should go up
in value. Shipments without definite orders, how^ever, are not advised.

Recent imports of walnut have sold well and at high prices. The recent
mahogany sales were well attended and high prices were realized in every
case, showing a distinct advance over previous sales. In fact, in view
of the increased demand for ail classes of African mahogany and the

unlikely event of any increase in supplies, there is every probability of

higher values being obtained. At any rate, there does not seem to be

even a remote possibility of any reduction in immediate future.

=-< GLASGOW y-
Though business continues quiet in the local timber trade, there is

tbe general feeling that very shortly things must come away. Tbe
liolicy of merchants buying to cover immediate requirements still con-
tinues, but it is hoped tbis will cease ere long. Shipbuilding inquiries

still continue to form the chief item, but even these have fallen off to a

great extent. Tbe packing case trade seems to be picking up and any
spruce arriving is eagerly sought after. Prices are being maintained on
a steady but none too profitable level, as freights are still maintaining
the firmness which has existed for some time. Riga stock, is also in good
request, although arrivals have been very sparse as yet. The import of

birch logs still continues, and the principal buyers of round logs—who,
it is said, use from SO to 100 logs per day—appear to be getting filled up.

Of birch plank, however, imports are and have been decidedly ligbt and
the occasional parcels which have arrived met with a ready sale.

The quays are now well cleared and deliveries of recent arrivals are

proceeding briskly. The more important arrivals include the "Parthenia"
from Baltimore and Newport News with oak logs, planks and boards,
walnut, hickory and ash logs and lumber. The "Parthenia's" cargo
includes principally oak on contract and the quality of tbe oak lumber is

well up to tbe average. Sales ex this steamer are reported to be

numerous, particularly of the oak planks. A cargo of Gaboon mahogany
comprising 1,300 logs, has just arrived, but sales as yet have been very

few, owing no doubt to the increased prices being demanded. Freight
rates are now certainly on the downward scale and the latest report is a

fixture Gulf to Greenock 100/— July.

Tbe "Eylemohr" from Mobile has arrived and discharged a quantity

of ash and hickory logs at Glasgow, after which she went down to

Greenock and there discharged 4,416 logs sawn pitch pine and 210 logs

hewn oak.

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special
Prices for Prompt Shipment:

82,000' 3" No. 3 Common Poplar.
10,000- 1%" No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Poplar.
30,000' 1x34' & up No. 1 and Panel

Poplar
40,000' 3 " No. 1 & 3 Poplar
15,000' 4 ' X 18 to 30 " No. 1 & Panel

Poplar
30,000' 4" .\ 7 to 35" No. 1 & 3

Poplar
35.000' 5/8 X- 18" & np No. 1 &

Panel Poplar
117,000' 6/4 S. W. & No. 3 Common

Chestnut
38,000' 1 X 12" & up No. 1 & 3

Chestnut
58,000' 1

" No. 1 Com. Chestnut
47,000' 5/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut

58,000' 6/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
36,000' 8/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
38,000' 4^4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

nut
41,000' 5/4 No. 1 & 3 Com. Chest-

nut
69,000' 6/4 No. 1 & 3 Com. Chest-

nut
12,000' 6/4 No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
19,000' 8/4 No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
86,000' 3" No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
6,000' 4" No. 1 & 3 Red Birch

31,000' 5/4 No. 1 & 3 Cherry
10,000' 8/4 No. 1 & 2 Cherry
88,000' 4/4 No. 1 Common Cherrv
19,000' 5/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
10,000' 8/4 No. 1 Common Cherry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

Checking, Splitting,

Rotting

Prevented by

LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and Dimension
Stock against weather and time. A BOY CAN DO THE WORK.

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE US FOR FULL P.4JSTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE COMPANY
62 Beckman Street NEW YORK

Ascending
Timber has its own place in nature's generous

scheme of economy, and that is about all the place
and all the value the timber of this country did
have until a human demand for its products was
created.

Since that demand set in it has regulated values.
Originally not to exceed 10 per cent of the timber
cut was marketable. With the broadened demand
there now is a call for portions of possibly 90
per cent of the trees.

The outlet will continue to broaden indefinitely
and timber will be handled with increasingly smaller
percentage of waste until waste shall have been
entirely eliminated.

If YOU BUY TIMBER THIS YEAR YOU
will profit by every increase in utilization. The
SOONER YOU BUY the GREATER PROFIT
YOU WILL MAKE.

Begin your investigation today.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, IIL, 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spaulding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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WHY?
TXT"HY DO more than 320 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-
*"

turers exchange nearly $26,000,000 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fourteenth year.

BECAUSE $728,910,41 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $756,787.21 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated,

BECAUSE $2,012,427.96 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative Harry Rankin ^ Co.
HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertlsements will bp inserted In this sec-

tion at the fulluwing rates:
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOK SALE—FINE 15,000

capacity sawmill, with 1,000,000 ft. standing
timber. Steam and water power. Rigged £or

cutting hardwood dimension stock. Address

FRANK MILLER, Florence, Wis.

FOR SALE—A WELL EQUIPPED
>basket and veneer plant, well located for timber,

shipping facilities and the sale of Its products
for which there is an unlimited demand. We
toelieve from our year's experience as manager
of this factory we are offering you a good busi-

ness proposition. Any information desired,

cheerfully given. Address J. E. LAWRENCE,
Receiver, THE LEXINGTON VENEER CO., Lex-
ington, Ohio.

FOR SALE—WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
lumber and building material yard, located in

fast growing town in the heart of the eastern

Kentucky coal fields, on two trunk line railroads.

Distributing point for Ky., Tenn. and Va. Price

and terms right. For particulars address

BOX 578. Middlesborough, Ky.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go In manufacturing business. Hare
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and Tehlcle stock. Healthy loca-

tion In town six thousand, on two rlrers and

two railroads. Address
"BOX 72," care Hakdwood Recoeu.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

WANTED
10 skeleton log cars, standard gauge 30,000 lb.

capacity. KENTUCKY LBR. CO., Sulligent, Ala.

I
MACHINERY FOR SALE

|

LOCOMOTIVES FOR SALE
i; IS-ton Climax 3 ft. gauge locomotives;

One 6 ft. Smith, Myers & Schnlcr band mill
;

due 75 ton H. P. Corliss engine.

J. H. NORTHRUP, Louisa, Ky.

VENEER PLANT FOR SALE
Will contract to furnish enough Oak Flitches at

low prices to keep two saws running steadily.

.TOIIN B. RANSOM & CO., Nasbvilli', Tenn.

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.

Do you want to get In touch wltb the beat

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a llgt.

showing the annual reqalrements In lumber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con-

sumers of those materials throughoot the United

States and Canada. The service is free to ad

ertlsers In the Ricoso. It will Interest yon

Write us tor further Information about our "Sell

•Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth BIdg.,

Chicago.

VENEER MACHINE FOR SALE
One Coe 76-inch heavy rotary veneer machine,

with knife grinder. Used less than 30 days.

W. C. P. & O. CO., Ottawa, 111.

BARGAIN IN

BOILERS AND ENGINE
1 300 H. P. Locomotive. Fire box boiler, 125

lb. working pressure allowed by Hartford Ins.

& Insp. Co. 60 ft. 44" stock.

1 14x20 self-contained Automatic Brownell En-
gine.

2 GO" Horizontal tubular boilers.

Also

1 50" Shaving Exhaust Fan,

42 ft. 10" Steam Feed.

Full specifications furnished on application.

JOHN S. OWEN LUMBER COMPANY.
Owen, Wisconsin.

GANG RIP SAWS
One—30" American "Hoyt" Fig. 547 hardwood

power-feed gang edger and ripper, complete
with eight saws and countershaft, weight
4,100 lbs. Price f. o. b. Fort Wayne. . $275.00

One—30" Berlin Machine Works No. 267 hard-
wood power-feed gang edger and ripper, com-
plete with eight saws and counter-shaft. Price
f. o. b. Fort Wayne $225.00
Both machines like new—no patched, worn or

broken parts. Terms one-fourth with order, bal-

ance on delivery, subject to inspection.

ARCOLA STAVE CO..

Areola, Ind.

Special Inducements
TO

Wood Working Plants

We know of several very de-
sirable locations for Wood Work-
ing plants near to the country's
greatest source of hard woods
and where prices are the lowest
in America.

Ample labor, low priced power
and excellent transportation fa-

cilities go to make these open-
ings very desirable.

Extra inducements as free
sites, tax exemption or stock
subscriptions will be given man-
ufacturers of good faith and
ability.

Our free services are at your
command in aiding you to find

a favorable location.

M. V. Richards

Land and Industrial Agt.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305 Washington, D. C.

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. H87

Osgood & Richardson
935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

E. B. NETTLETON
Sovithern

Hardwoods
Pacific Coast Woods and Box Shooks

FISHER BUILDING CHICAGO

A VeDe«r Osag* it the ftnB'wer to a Teneer Us«r'a
crftTiDctor re&re. Thii " Walker BraiMl"VflD-
«er 0»uce IB % Bteel {&{« that will Bntisfy
joarwantafor all time. Tou can'tdo your-

self a bettor tarn iban to baj ooa of
thefle (;aaees. It gaugea ACOURATELT
lerery tbicknessfrom MO inch to ^ inch
INCLUSIVE, Wak« ap to this opporta-
nity. Priceonly$1.98deliTere<l t^U. S.

Hail. Order DOW, today. Addrese—64Eifi

fToodlawo Are. Phone Ujde Park 8S.

De»t. 12/
CHICAGO

QQ% PURE

SILIC/=\
OR SILEX FOR WOOD FILLERS
TAMMS SILICA CO,, 19 So, 5th Kit., Chicago

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar« freqaent
except wbere
oar

Two Piece
Oeometrical
BwUr Coin

Sa la use, then
ImltatlOQ Isn't
poflsible.
Sample If you
ask for it.

S. D. CHILDS
< CO.
Chicago

We alao make
TimaOhvcks,
8t»noll8 and
Loc HaatKera.

Qerlach Modern Machines
Produit ih« Che«pf*t nnd DfSl

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular, Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOL8

TOE PETER CERIACH CO, Cleveland, 6lh City, U.S.A.

fn The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.
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500 Copies Sold Within a Week After Prospectus Was Issued

Hardwood Record announces the issue on June 1,

1913, of an Authoritative Commercial and Scientific Book

American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson, Editor Hardwood Record

Edited by Hu Maxwell, Wood Utilization Expert

The Work Involves .

First: A botanical description of the

more than 300 species of American for-

est tree growth.

Second: A physical description of the

wood of these species.

Third: A recital of the chief uses of

all important American woods, together

with suggestions of advantageously
broadening their uses.

Poiirth: Complete information concern-

ing the range of growth of all varieties.

Fifth: Related trees are logically

grouped according to families and spe-

C The book will contain between 650 a

quality of enameled paper, and handso

roan back and corners, with basket clo

on the back, and gilt top.

C The work will be illustrated with mo
paper in sepia, outlined in orange, from
mercial varieties of virgin forest timber

with numerous engravings, from drawi

flower forms, etc.

cies; important species covered in sub-

stantial detail, and brief mention of the

woods of minor importance.

Sixth: Scientific name of each tree is

recited, as well as the various common
names by which it is recognized in dif-

ferent parts of its range of growth.

Seventh: The properties of the various
woods are carefully analyzed, particu-

larly weight, hardness, stiffness,

strength, elasticity, toughness, color,

figure, and seasoning and lasting prop-

erties.

nd 750 pages, will be printed on the best

mely bound in half leather, dark green
th sides, silk head-bands, gold stamping

re than 100 full-page pictures on plate

photographs, covering all the chief corn-

growing in the United States; and also

ngs and photographs, showing leaf and

C The price of the work is $6.00, delivered by express or mail, and is sold only

on subscription.

C An order blank, and a prospectus, showing the character of the paper, size of

page and style of printing will be forwarded on application.

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

ORDERS SHOULD BE PLACED AT ONCE
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Phoenix
ft. Pony

Band Mill

cut 30,000

f 1" lumber

hours' and

good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION, ISN'T IT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN

Recommended

New Standard 60-inch Band Resaw

Kansas City,
Kansas,

March 29th, 1913.

Wm. B. Mershon &
Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Gentlemen:

Referring to the
Marshon NEW
Standard 60" Band
Resaw we recently
purchased, we are de-
lighted to say that
this is the second of
these machines we
have purchased, and
we are finding it

entirely satisfactory
in every way. The
machine requires
very little attention
further than lubri-

cation. We heartily
recommend it.

Yours very truly,

KANSAS CITY
PACKING BOS CO.

Wm. B. IVIershon <Sc Co.
SA.GIINANV MIOM.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard servioe
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRANE COMPINV - • ALL BRANCHES

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO., MiBILE. ALA

ALBANY MILL SUPPLY CO.. ALBANY, GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W»rk»)

307 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO
ESTABLISHED 1882

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 4.5,000 handles in ten

hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-

tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VE^fEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for

twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

"SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 2Ist and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KV. Mills, MajrnGlia, Standard and 21st Sts.

B. C. JARRELL 6i CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let Qi Send You Our stock Li.t FORT WAYNE, IND.

Both Ends and the Middle

HARDwooD Record reaches most
eveiybody who produces mar-
kets and consumes Hardwoods.

Nothing But Hardwoods
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Vbinebr & Lumber Co.
H. I. CUTSirNGER, Qeri'l Mgn.

ROACHDAUE, IIND.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

y eneers and l^anels with a Jti^eputadon
"ll/"E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

AM Thicknesses oi Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

ESTABLISHED 186S

Adams & Raymond
Veneer Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIAN
/\ANUFACTURERS

OF
PLAIN 5 FIGURED

VENEERS
CIRCASSIAN] WALNIJAnERICAIS /

^^^'^^WALNUT
aUAnTEHED OAK
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BUFFALO
||i The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK. ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO
We want to buy for oasli

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and thicknesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at shipping point
Branch yard, Memphis. Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO
I

Hugh McLean Lumber Go.
OUR SPECIALTY;

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPFXIALTIES

Oak, Ash and Poplar

932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant,
Kitchen &5-8 and 4-4

lo Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochnn
601 W. llSth Street, New York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company

YOU pay a little more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many others',

but it's worth much more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber

if we tried to, because the qiutlity and size of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch,

yellow poplar, buckeye, maple, red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to

the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the best type of hardwood timber growth in the

United States, and shows a larger percentage of firsts.

If you are a discriminating buyer, let's get acquainted.

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY — STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFACTURERS OF SAND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

ii\l)oth(ira(lciM\il

MPAsiircinc'iM
.

^

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

^/ Coal Grove, Ohio, U. S. A. LUMBER CO.
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€| When we say every month that we are always

glad to be tested on rush orders, we mean just this,

exactly.

^ Never hesitate to call on us when you want the

goods in a hurry.

^ Prompt delivery is the "Mcllvain Way."

Look over this month's "Lumber News"—If it is not on

your desk, drop us a postal—it will be sent by return mail.

J. Gibson McIlvain & CO.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

J

[OllOWAY
ARDWCDDS

The following Stock is band-sawn

and runs

60% 14' and 16'

1 car 5/4" X 11" & wider Is & 2s Plain

Red Oak

10 cars 4/4" x 6" to 12" Is & 2s Cotton-

wood

5 cars 4/4" x 13" and wider Is & 2s

Cottonwood

6 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Cottonwood

Holloway Hardwood Lumber Co.

20 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago

frf CartierJIoUanb /C^
y3( number Companp yj(

TAKE NOTICE!
In llie last three issues, we dlTered high

yiaili! End Dried White Maple. We now
have left uiily 50,000' cif 1", tlu' l.alainH- ,,l' the
stoek lia\-in,n all been sold. I'.fller take llie

matter iiji with us at onee.

We also li;i\'e the follovvini;" items for ship-

ment in July.

50,000' 5/4 High Grade Common & Better
Birch.

50,000' 4 '4 High Grade Common & Better
Birch.

31,000' 8 4 No. 1 Common & Better Cross
Piled Sap Maple.

YOUR INQUIRIES WILL BE APPRECIATED

H HI t r h i 11 a n ®
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a
VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

8. BIIZNEK.
Pres.

J. H. LOOAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Prea.

C. B. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE

M POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Tard;
Bank and McLean Are.. Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

|g RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

"THE VERY BEST"

Red Birch
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn.

JVIaphct& Shea Lumber Co,

)VIanuf acturers
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
t car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCILAR MrLLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VnjGIN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
We ProduceBand MiW and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand June 1st, 1913

(ujaeteer-curcM

.i » 12
FAS. <irt<l. Mliite Oak 25,000
FAIS. ((rtd. «hit>. Oak 10" up
No. 1 Cam. (Jrtd. « hile Oak
No. i Com. ((rid. \Miile Oak
FAS. Plain White Oak
No. 1 C. riBin « liite Oak
F.AS. Plain While Oak, 10" iip

F.\S. I'lain Ked Oak
No. 1 C. I'lain Red Oak
r. & B. <(rtd. Red <inm
FAS. Cir<-asMian Red Gum 25,000 25,

F.\S. I'lain Red fuim 500.000 400,

No. 1 C. I'lain Red Oum
F.AS. Sap <;um, l:i"-16"

F.\S. Sap tinm, l«" up
FAS. Sail <;iim. «" up 30,000
No. 1 Com. Sap Oinn. 4" up
No. 2 Com. .Sap Gum, X" up 80,000 50

S. & B. C.vpress

C. & B. Tur'elo

,000

,000

35,000

12,0IN)

40,000

80

400

000

0(10

U(MI

,00(1

,000

4 4

13,000

l.->0.flOO

1 3.00(1

50,000

200,000

100,000

130,000

25,000

30,000

000,000

300,000

60,000

15,000

250,000

10(1,000

100.00(1

12,000

3,000

100,000

00,000

li 4

0,000

20,000

30,000

4,000

75,000

30,000

1,000

(nOOO

(«0,000

10,000

,000

2,000

OUR LUMBER CONTAINS ALL WIDE STOCK PRODUCED IN MANUFACTURING AND WILL RUN OVER 50', 14' AND 16

LENGTHS. WE ALSO MANUFACTURE OAK TIMBERS AND BRIDGE PLANKS. FACILITIES FOR KILN DRYING. DRESSING
AND KRAETZER CURING.

GOOD
GRADES

LJ A l_ I T Y I ^y

LUDINGTON
MARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

The care we give our lumber

plays an important part in

sustaining the

STEARNS QUALITY

The problem of drying thick

lumber thoroughly without

checking excessively has

given manufacturers consid-

erable trouble, but we have
solved the problem.

We have a fine assortm«nt

of perfectly dried

LOWER PENINSULA
STOCK

SOFT GRAY ELM
In Full or Mixed Carloads:

60 M ft. 4 4 Is & 2s.

40 M ft. 6 '4 Is & 2s.

20 M ft. 8/4 Is & 2s.

15 M ft. 10/4 Is & 2s.

35 M ft, 12/4 Is & 2s,

10 M ft, 16/4 Is & 2s.

80 M ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common.
65 M ft. 6 4 No. 1 Common.
25 M ft. 8/4 No. 1 Common.
12 M ft, 10/4 No. 1 Common.
16 M ft. 12/4 No. 1 Common.
7 M ft. 16/4 No. 1 Common.

l'ROTE(TIOX .V(i,\INST CHECKINCi

(TTh, SXEARN S
SALT £r LUMBER CO. LUDINGTON,MlCH.
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
10 cars .4, 4"x 9" to 12'

5 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17'

10 cars 4/4" X 13" to 17'

5 cars 4/4" x 18" to 21'

3 cars 5/4" x 13" to 17'

1 car 6 4

Cottonwood Box Boards.
Cottonwood Box Boards.
Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.
Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.
Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

x 6
" & Up Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

WRITE US

3 cars 5/8" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
4 cars 4/4" x 13" to 15" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
6 cars 4/4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4" x 4" & Un No. 1 Com. Red Gum.
1 car 6/4" x 4" & Up No. 1 Com. Red Gum.
2 cars 8 4"x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Plain White Oak.

FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS ann VENEERS Tenn.

NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH, FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Cherokee Lumber Co.
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JAMES F. McSWEYX
Pres. and Mgr.

OTIS A. FELGER
Secy, and Treas.

GEORGE McSWETN
Vice Pres.

LET US GET BETTER ACQUAINTED FOR

MUTUAL PLEASURE AND PROFIT

MEMPHIS BAND MILL COMPANY
MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE LUMBER

MEMPHIS, TENN.

We have purchased the plant of the Memphis Saw Mill Company
and hereby announce the organization of the Memphis Band Mill

Company. We will continue the manufacture of southern hardwoods

and Cypress. We have a capacity of twelve million feet per year. O
equipment is the best, we will give particular attention to QUALITY,
especially to developing the figure in quartered Oak and Gum. We
invite you to come and see.
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Ask us for a Delivered Price

On account of the unique geographical position of Louisville,

and the excellent line of railroad rates which are enjoyed by

lumber manufacturers and dealers here, the members of this

org'anization are able to cjuote delivered prices that are exceed-

ingly satisfactory to the buyer, whether wholesaler or consumer.

It will save time and labor on your part, and will be no trouble

to us, to cjuote guaranteed delivered prices on any item of hard-

wood stock for which you happen to l)e in the market. This will

enable you to figure yom- expense for material, laid down in your

yard or factory, or that of your customer, without difficulty.

Compare our quotations with those you receive from other

sources, and you will find that in most cases we will be able to save

you money. In addition to direct shipments from Louisville,

hardwood headquarters, our members have mills located advan-

tageously with reference to various consuming centers, so that

shipments can be arranged from points best suited to your

requirements.

You know what Hardwood Club service is. If not, ask us

to send you that car you are short on—right now.

The Louisville Hardwood Club

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS
NORMAN LUMBER CO.
>[ills aud Sides Office: Holly Eldge. La

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

BOOKER-CECIL CO.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL CO.

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

Mm
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We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE:
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY.

E. F, PEEHY LOUIS H. PARKER
Manager Asst. Manager
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Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
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66 Broadway New York

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-
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Polished

MAROWOOP LUMBER <y\

Hollow

'^ Backed
•nd

Bundled

Motto
"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

Read our ad on page 53,

this issue Hardwood Record

WE SELL-
SO", 40" AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
.(. H. Willi SON U. 1.. WHITSON 11. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. - ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

THE GENERAL CONDITIOX of the lumber business was pretty

clearly pointed out at the recent meeting of the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Association at Kansas City, where oue ses-

sion was devoted to the reports of the various affiliated associa-

tions representing the lumber trade of the entire country and

making up the membership of that organization. Considerable

satisfaction can be derived from reports of the representatives of

the various associations, no one of which was in any way pessi-

mistic. It is true that representatives of southern pine manu-

facturers did not hesitate in stating that yellow pine prices are

not holding uniformly—in fact that yellow pine values are more

or less uncertain. But this condition has been noted so fre-

quently the last few years that it should cause no anxiety. The

yellow pine business, made up as it is of large operators, a great

many of whom are heavily bonded, does not offer a criterion from

which to judge of conditions in other branches of the lumber

business. The necessity for meeting current obligations in the

form of interest on bonds makes it imperative that yellow pine

stocks be moved quickly at all times.

There was, however, an easily noticeable undercurrent indi-

cating that business is not active in any part of the countr}',

although this inactivity was in practically every case attributed

to temporary causes in addition to the fact that this slump is

usually noted at this season of the year. It is not at all im

probable that, as regards the hardwood situation, demand has been

somewhat held up pending the adjustment of the grading question

which has commanded the attention of producing and consuming

elements of the hardwood business for a couple of months back.

The conclusion of this question should undoubtedly result in some

little stimulation of business. The biggest factor in the hardwood

business as well as in all other branches of the lumber business

and various other industries of the country which tends to a laxity

of trade is, as has been the case for some months, the proceedings

of Congress at Washington. In addition, there is an unques-

tioned tightness of money, although this feature is not so serious

as it has been. On the whole, business in general could hardly

expect any general resumption of activity until the various na-

tional questions of importance have been satisfactorily adjusted.

Speaking intimately of hardwood conditions, the various con-

suming elements are about on a par as far as activity of inquiry

is concerned. Railroads are in many cases planning extensive

improvements and additions to rolling stock. Building opera-

tions are in satisfactory shape in most of the large centers of

the country. The automobile trade is exhibiting quite a little

activity, but inasmuch as a number of the large auto manufac-

turers ha\c ailoptcil tlie metal bodies, tliis factor is not of so much
importance as it was several years ago.

The same relative condition is manifest regarding the various

species and grades of wood offered by hardwood producers.

Logging with Motor Truck
"THE PICTURE ON THE FRONT COVER of this issue of Hard-
* WOOD Record represents the latest evolution in log haul-

ing. The truck made its appearance in the hardwood region of

northern Ohio about a year ago and has made good. It is built
^

by the White Company' of Cleveland. No claim is made for it

that it will or can take the place of the logging locomotive and
railroad, but its particular field of usefulness lies in the woodlot

regions where there is not enough timber in any one locality to

justify the building of a railroad. It is equipped to do more than

simply carry loads. It is a skidder, and can take the place of

a donkey engine in dragging logs, by means of a drum, out of

ravines and swamps. It loads and unloads by its own power, and

does the work quickly. It transfers its load to the steam cars

when it reaches the railroad station. The rear wheels have a

twenty-two inch tread and are equipped with corrugated surfaces

like the wheels of a traction engine. The speed is irhui seven

to ten miles an hour, and the normal load is fivis tons, or about

-,000 feet of logs; but it occasionally carries six tons. It keeps

the road at all seasons of the year, and is not put out of commission

by an ordinary depth of snow or a moderate amount of mud.

While it may be taken over rough roads, it is not designed to

displace logging wheels among stumps, ruts, and logs. The most

efficient work is obtained where roads are fairly good; but it can

successfully drag logs out of ravines several hundred feet deep.

The Conventions

THE TWO GREAT CONVENTIONS which occurred last week,

that of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association at

Kansas City, on June 3 and 4, and of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association at- Chicago, on June 5 and 6, marked a new

era in association benefit as realized from the convention floor.

While an association might be highly efficient in the administra-

tion of its duties from the secretary's office, it is essential to ulti-

mate success that a program of sufficient interest be developed

at each annual convention to command the close attention of the

membership meeting at this time. The two conventions referred

to come very well within these specifications.

The convention at Kansas City was a veritable whirlwind of

interest. These meetings are always characterized by the high-

est type of addresses, and under the able leadership of Secretary
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J. E. Ehodes an aggregation of speakers, such as has never lieen

equaled by the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, was
gotten together. As a result the delegates unquestionably left

Kansas City feeling the inspiration caused by the many words of

wisdom delivered at the sessions at that place. The addresses

included talks by experts on workmen's compensation, Mississippi

river regulations, forestry and conservation, timberland sales, na-

tion-wide economic questions, and various other absorbing topics.

The resolutions presented and adopted proved that the association

was willing to make every effort within its power to secure

changes and reforms for the direct good of the whole of the

lumber manufacturing contingent of the United States, as well

as business in general.

The meeting of the National Hardwood Lumber Association at

Chicago developed the fact that the membership of that organi-

zation is held together by a distinct spirit of harmony and broad-

mindedness. The much-talked of proposal of radically changing

the grading rules was worked out to a successful conclusion with-

out friction, by compromises on the part of the various factions

interested. Here also the attendants were permitted to listen to

addresses by men who know, on many subjects of vital interest.

Most notable among these was an address by Harry A. Wheeler,

president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,

whose remarks were listened to with an absorption which was a

just tribute to the man delivering them. Altogether the two con-

ventions will go down in history as of imposing interest and

benefit to the lumber trade of the country.

A Remarkable Manifestation
'T'HAT THE BUSINESS INTERESTS of the country are in

* imperative need of a closer association with the politics of the

city, state and nation has been the contention of various men in a

position to closely observe the economic transition that has been

going on in this country for several years. These contentions

have been in the past largely theoretical in that they merely

pointed out the condition and did not in many cases suggest a

remedy. The two big lumber conTentions in the past week, how-

ever, brought out a world of suggestions along these lines, which

indicates that the business element of the country is awakening

to a realization of the conditions which it must face in order to

make secure the prosperity with which our nation has been

blessed for so long, and wliioli has made it the great nation whicli

it now is.

The speakers at these conventions demonstrated the fact tliat

some of the best minds in the country have concentrated on this

question, and have actually worked out ways and means of ap-

proaching the condition on a businesslike basis.

The address of A. B. Cruikshank, a prominent attorney of New
York City, as delivered at Kansas City before the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Association, was remarkable for its forceful-

ness and the clearness with which it laid the condition before the

listeners. According to that speaker the great drawback of our

government is the fact that it is not run, as a rule, by business

men, and that the legislators are not fully competent to pass and

administer legislation to fully take care of the requirements of

modern business. The suggestion was a nation-wide organization

of the business element of the country with the idea of keeping

closely in touch with national legislation in order to effect meas-

ures that are absolutely necessary for the successful continuation

of business in this country.

The tenor of the talks of other speakers before that convention

was very similar, and on the whole pointed out the necessity for

business men changing present condition from, as Mr. Cruikshank

suggested, "the government of business" to "the business of

government." «

The same thought was followed out at the meeting at Chicago

of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, which thought

was exemplified in a talk delivered by Harry A. Wheeler. Mr.

Wheeler said that there are nine problems which must be faced

by the nation, and must be faced soon and squarely and em-

phatically. These problems are divided under three heads: Social,

economic, and industrial, and really typify the work of the asso-

ciation of which Mr. Wheeler is president, namely, the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States of America.

The object of this editorial is to call the attention of the lum-

ber business, as the third largest industry of the country, to the

enormous importance of the work suggested by the speakers above

noted, and generally suggest that the lumber element as a unit

render its earnest and hearty support to the solution of these

problems through a sincere co-operation in any method proposed

for this purpose, one of which is the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States. The proceedings of this organization should be

closely followed and its purpose heartily endorsed.

The organization of business men, as suggested by Mr. Cruik-

shank, might, it appears, be very easily consummated through the

National Chamber of Commerce if that body has sufficient moral

support to successfully carry on this work.

Mahogany Prices Not All Velvet

THE RAPID INCREASE in the selHng price of mahogany in

various markets of the country might be considered by those

not conversant with the various conditions which affect manu-

facturers of mahogany as being merely an attempt on the part

of those manufacturers to increase their profits from operation

at a bound. The opinions of prominent manufacturers, however,

indicate that such advances as have been noted have been abso-

lutely necessary and have been effected entirely by two factors

operating in the opposite direction,—namely, increased cost of

logs and increased transportation charges across the ocean. The
first condition is the result of various causes operating in differ-

ent mahogany producing sections of the world, but is an actual,

concrete condition which apparently has no immediate remedy.

The second condition probably is the result of a natural in-

crease in export business to various large countries of the world

and the fact that ocean transportation companies have not been

able to keep pace with this increased volume of business in the

matter of providing sufficient steamers to acommodate that trade.

The most active factor which has had its effect in the last year

or so has been the increasing interest in the possible trade to be

derived from the opening of the Panama canal. The interest in

the canal has greatly increased the demand for shipping bottoms

and has resulted in a remarkable incre^ise in ocean freight rates.

One large mahogany lumber manufacturer in the South makes the

stavement that recent freight rate advances, as announced by
steamship companies, directly increase the expense of the manu-
facture of mahogany lumber by about $5.00 a thousand feet. This,

according to the manager of the company referred to, had to be

met by an increase in the price of mahogany.

It is not probable "that, aside from any temporary fluctuations

in the mahogany market, anything will arise that will retard the

advance or reduce the selling price of mahogany in the near future.

It is quite likely that a large number of new steamers will be

constructed to take care of the Panama trade, but this increase

in shipping accommodations will not have any effect in the imme-

diate future. The statement on the part of various large steam-

ship lines crossing the Atlantic that they have made practically no

profit in the past year and must necessarily increase rates during

the next year would not indicate that there will be any relief for

gome time at least.

A Blow at the Commerce Court
ALMOST SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE PASSAGE of a

resolution by the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion assembled in convention at Kansas City last week, endorsing

the Federal Commerce Court, comes the news that Representative

Sims of Tennessee has introduced his bill in Congress at Wash-
ington, D. C, providing for the abolition of that body. The bill

was referred to the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce. Inasmuch as the committee has not been re-organized

and possibly will not be re-organized during the extra session of

Congress, the Commerce court is placed in a peculiar situation.

The appropriation for the court continues only until July 1 of
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this year. Hence, uuless special provision is made, there jvill be

no provision for paying the salaries of the clerks and for meeting

the rent for the quarters of the court. Nevertheless, the court

will still be in existence technically at least as no direct act has

been passed by Congress returning to the district courts the juris-

diction of the Commerce court. This will effectively block all

legislation of railroad disputes, and no court will have author-

ity to review the law involved in any opinion of the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Possibly the hesitancy on the part of President Wilson about

committing himself on the question is due to the fact that he

recognizes that his endorsement of the Commerce court would

make it extremely probable that the advocates of similar special-

ized courts would immediatelj' endeavor to secure the inauguration

•of such tribunals. It is a fact that certain Democratic members
of the Senate are in favor of reducing the membership of the

court to three judges who will have the power to review the law

involved in both negative and aflSrmative orders of the Inter-

fitate Commerce Commission. It is believed that such a rftOfgam-

zation bill would pass the House because of the change of senti-

ment toward the court.

Car Statistics

THE REGULAR BULLETIN of the American Railway Asso-

ciation, showing car surpluses and shortages on May 31, gives

a comparison with the statistics for previous dates.

According to the bulletin the total surpluses on May 31, 1913,

aggregated (i0,291 cars as against surpluses on May 15 of 61,269

cars, and surpluses on .lune 6, 1912, of 89,208 cars. The total

shortage on May 31, 1913, was 9,3S3 cars, and on May 15 was 10,-

975 cars as compared with figures for June 6, 1912, when the

shortage was 2,822 ears. The natural deduction from these figures

is that freight shipments, and hence business, is more active at

this period than it was a year ago.

Although these figures do not indicate any striking shortage of

•cars, there are grounds for believing that as far as the lumber

business goes certain sections of the country are experiencing

some inconvenience from their inability to secure suflBcient num-

ber of cars for shipments. This is particularly true of certain

parts pf the South, but has not been noted at northern points.

An Indication of Interest

HARDWOOD RECORD HAS MADE EVERY EFFORT to build

up a publication which would serve not merely as a chronicle

•of minor news events, and a record of association meetings, but

would provide a valuable and authentic source of information on

every topic connected with the hardwood lumber and veneer

trade both from the viewpoint of the manufacturer and the con-

sumer. It has spared no expense or effort in this direction, and

judging from the comments which it receives at no infrequent in-

tervals, its efforts have been rewarded with at least partial suc-

cess.

The idea of this editorial is not to work ourselves up into a

high state of inflation of the cranium, but is merely for the pur-

pose of pointing out a feature of Hakdwood Record which is in-

teresting from at least two viewpoints. The feature in mind is

"The Mail Bag" section. In the first place the development of

this section is of particular interest to the publishers of Hard-

wood Record because it is really the only means of ascertaining as

to whether or not the policy carried out is meeting with approval.

In other words, if no comment is received on articles appearing

in Hardwood Record, the indication is that those articles are not

meeting with approval. Hence, inasmuch as "The Mail Bag"
section is growing rather remarkably, it gives to the publishers of

Hardwood Record a feeling of considerable satisfaction.

The second consideration is that readers of Hardwood Record

should utilize this "Mail Bag" section as a means of obtaining

information on various subjects pertaining to the hardwood trade

in its many ramifications, and should also be able to buy or sell

various unusual commodities of interest to the consuming trade.

Hardly an issue passes that does not contain at least a full page
of "Mail Bag," and usually this section runs from one-and-a-half

to two pages. It is made up entirely of live interesting inquiries

and information, and its perusal each issue should be of value to

every uptodate manufacturer and consumer of hardwood lumber
and the products of the hardwood forests.

Transportation Questions Analyzed
I N AN EARLY ISSUE of Hardwood Record will begin the publi-

* cation of a series of articles anah-zing the broad question of

transportation, covering every phase of this question, including

the means of transportation, shipping items, rate and permanency
of such means. The average shipper, aside from knowledge of

freight rates from one point to another as may be possessed

by his traflie department, is entirely ignorant of many questions

affecting transportation from different directions.

The articles referred to are written after a careful and expert

analysis of the question, and should command the earnest atten-

tion of the sincerely up-to-date element of the lumber trade. The
first of this series will appear in the issue of June 25.

What the Underwood Tariff Law Means
THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME CONCRETE FIGURES pub-

lished by the St. Paul Dispatch of St. Paul, Minn., showing

exactly what would result theoretically in dollars and cents from
the passage of the Underwood Tariff Bill:

UNDEE THE PAVNE LAW, 1912
Imports. Revenue,

$759,209,91.5 .- $304,597,035

Under the Underwood law tor a period of twelve months
(estimated) :

$1,000,999,000 266,701.000

Loss in revenue under new law (estimated) $ 37,896,035

Government revenue from all sources, 1912 938,522,482

Expenditures, 1912 901,297,979

Surplus $ 37,224,503

Estimated expenditures, first year, under Underwood law. . . . 994,790,000

Estimated revenue, first year, under Underwood law 926,000,000

Deficit $68,790,000

Earning power of income tax, first year 70,125,000

Estimated surplus, first year, under new law 1,335,000

Exports and Imports

I
'HE April exports and imports of forest products, as compUed

^ by the Department of Commerce, are shown as follows : Ex-

ports, round timbers, 18,401,000 feet; hewed and sawed timber,

49,546,000 feet; lumber, 195,763,000 feet; shingles, ll,ki95,000;

box and other shocks, 1,218,234; staves, .5,596,476; heading,

$25,191; doors, sash, and blinds, $107,066; furniture, $550,945;

empty barrels, $25,111; house finishings, $85,355; woodenware,

$59,160; wood pulp, $36,821; all other manufactures of wood,

$603,026. Following are imports: Briar and ivy root, $24,090;

cabinet woods, $417,412; round timber, 13,523,000; pulpwood,

49,100 cords; rattans and reeds, $61,549; lumber, 59,962,000 feet;

lath, 29,056,000; shingles, 36,134,000; pulp, 69,582,775 pounds.

Reparation on Hardwood Shipments

THE Interstate Commerce Commission recently decided the claim

made by the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

against the Transcontinental Freight Bureau, for refund of freight

paid on lumber shipped to Pacific coast points from the southern

peninsula of Michigan, in excess of a rate of seventy-five cents

a hundred. Up to January 1, 1905, that was the rate. On that

date it was advanced to eighty-five cents, which was equivalent

to an advance of about four dollars a thousand feet. The com-

mission ruled that eighty cents is a reasonable rate and ordered

reparation of all in excess of that; but, this does not apply to

shipments prior to August 1, 1908, because the statute of limita-

tion bars all earlier claims.



Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

=>

A DIFFERENCE OF OPINION

Jobber: The right way to inspect hardwoods is from the poorer face or reverse side.

Manufacturer: The only just way to inspect hardwoods is from the face or best side of the board, the side that is exposed in use.

Consumer: Fight it out! All 1 want is when I invest a dollar in hardwood to get a dollar's worth of cutting value.

Certainly Not
"I saw a Cubist painting of a man on horse-

back yesterday."

"How did you l;nc>w It was a man on liorse-

baclt?"

'•Wliy, anybody could see that."

"Then It was not a Cubist painting."

—

Hous-

ton Poet.

—18—

Knew His Ground
"You say this man is no chicisen stealer?" in-

quired tho judge. ,

"Yassuh," replied Rastus.

"What do you know about the facts in this

case V
"1 isn* s'posed to isnow nuflin' 'bout de facks

in de case. I is expert witness foh de defense."

— Watthiiifjton Star.

Letting Well Enough Alone
"I am going t" make that boy stop whistling?"

said the nervous man.

"Dont. If you knew the words of that song

you'd be thankful to let him whistle It Instead

of sinj^ing it."

—

Washington Star.

.Sever strike a man when he's down—for •

loan.
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Improving Product of the Small MillM
It is pretty generally charged, and is too often true, that the

small sawmill does not do its work well; that lumber manufactured
by it will not pass muster alongside lumber manufactured by
the larger mills, and especially the modern band sawmills. So
strong is this impression and so often do the small mills give
excuse for it that it is a pretty hard proposition for a man to

start out marketing the product of a small mill or a series of
small mills with the idea of getting the same price for it that

is paid for the lumber product of the larger mills. Moreover,
it is held that it is impractical for the small mill, moving about from
place to place, to be maintained in such condition as to do the

best class of manufacturing.

Who is there, though, who can point out specifically the reasons

why a small mill cannot manufacture just as good lumber as the

larger mill? It is easy enough to explain how the small mill

may have more difficulty in handling logs of larger size than
the average circular saw of the mill will reach, but that is aside

from the question of quality in manufacturing. The writer has
in mind several instances where small mills have actually made
records of superiority in manufacturing that might well be envied

by some of the larger ones.

One case specifically in mind was that of a water mill having
a capacity ranging from 1,00(1 to 5,000 feet a day. This mill

made quite a feature of wagon material, including axles, tongues,

bolsters and poles. The work of sawing was so carefully done
and the stock was so well cared for that it found favor every-

where, and some of the larger mills in the same community
Tjought stock from the smaller mill for their own use.

Another instance was that of a small mill of the serai-portable

class having a 9x12 self-contained steam engine and a ten-foot

tubular boiler. The entire mill could be taken up and moved
from place to place in from one to two weeks' time, and it

seemingly did not differ materially from hundreds of other small

mills. The man owning and operating it, however, took pride

in his ability as a sawyer and he was such a crank on smooth,

clean-cutting saws that he would stop and go over his saw
instantly when any prominent saw marks showed on the product.

This man made lumber on which one could hardly find the saw
marks and which, insofar as manufacturing was concerned, would
grade with the best product of the best band mills.

These instances are cited to show that there is really nothing

impossible or impractical about doing good work with a small

sawmill. There is reall\ but little excuse for poor manufacturing
even in a small mill, and the faults that do show up are more
those of neglect and carelessness than anything else.

What is there about a small mill that should prevent it from
making just as perfect lumber as a large one? There is nothing

"that differs mechanically from the equipment of the larger mills.

It consists of a carriage track with a carriage mounted on it, on

which are head blocks to carry the logs, and of a saw to do the

cutting, with the necessary feeding gear to run the carriage back

and forth. These are essentials just the same in the large mill

as in the small mill, and also in each case it is essential to have
thorn leveled, plumbed and in true alignment. This is no more
impossible with the small mill than with the large one.

One difference sometimes is that the small mill may only have

two head blocks on the carriage, whereas the large mill has three

or four. Sometimes, too, the larger mill has a better equipment

of dogs, so that the logs are held more firmly and the extra

knees on the blocks prevent springing. These extra blocks can

be had on the small mill, though, just as well as on the large

one and the additional cost is only a nominal one; indeed, some

of the better small mills already have them, and also have

splendid dogs with which to hold their logs in place.

Perhaps the most important difference found in a comparative

analysis of the work of small mills and large ones is to be found

in the fact that on the larger mills, whether they are band mills
or circular mills, the saws are taken off when they are dull and
taken to a filing room, where an expert filer does the filing. In
the small mill, when the noon whistle blows the sawyer eats a
hasty bite and then jumps astraddle of the back of his saw with
a swage and file and makes a rush job of putting it in order for
the afternoon run, repeating this performance again at the end
of the day's work. One of the results of this method is that
the saws are too often poorly fitted; they have long corners and
short corners, thus marking up the lumber so that it takes too
much to dress jt down to a smooth face. The poor work in
swaging makes the saw run warm and go snaking in and out
of the logs so that it produces poorly manufactured lumber.

This is perhaps the crux of the whole matter, in the diflcerence
between the work of the small mill and the larger one. There
is not enpugh time and money spent to keep the saws in proper
order. If the man operating the small mill will equip a filing
room, carry a stock of three or four saws, keep them properly
hammered to stand up under their work, and take pains in filing
them as they should be, instead of doing a hasty job astraddle
of one on the mandrel, the saws will stand up and do just as
good work as can be done in a larger mill.

While this matter of keeping the saws in proper order is

perhaps the most important point in theVatter of improving the
product of the small mill, it is by no means the only one. The
carriage track must be kept level, the mandrel in proper align-
ment to the carriage track, and everything in the same first-class

order that prevails in the larger plants. There is nothing impos-
sible about it all; nothing very difficult. Moreover, there is

really no lack of skill responsible—it is simply a lack of care
and thoughtfulness. The man who knows enough to file a saw
knows when that saw is running right, and what shape the
mandrel and carriage should be kept 'in. So it is not lack of
knowledge—it is really lack of care—and the man with the small
mill who cares enough and will take tlie trouble can, by close
attention to all of the details, make just as good lumber "as the
mill with the big band saw. j_ q_ t

Proceedings of American Wood Preservers
The American Wood Preservers' Association has recently pub-

lished a book of five hundred pages, containing the proceed-
ings of the annual meeting held in Chicago last January.
The wood preservers are doing a particular work. They are sav-
ing timber that has already been grown, rather than exerting
their energies to grow more, though they are not insensible to the
needs of practical forestry. They are not making two sticks grow where
one grew before, but they are making the one stick go twice as

far as it used to go. The.v are stopping one of the most wasteful
leaks in the wood industry—decay. The field in which they may
carry on their work is wide. The annual cut of crossties in the
United states is equivalent to about five billion feet of lumber;
and if, by preservative treatment, the period of serpice of these ties

can be doubled, it means a saving of between two and three bil-

lion feet of wood a year in that one item alone. Half as much
timber goes into fence posts every year, and preservation will

save a billion feet annually in that commodity. Similar savings

are practicable in poles, paving blocks, piling, and' mine timbers.

Great saving is possible with nearly all out-door timbers and
those used in damp situations where decay is prompt to attack

and quick in destroying. The fact is often lost sight of that the

annual enormous bill of forest products which the people must
pay for is largely to take the place of material which rotted out

instead of wearing out. A large part of this decay is preventable

by preservative treatment. There is no line of work more prom-

ising for the advocates of conservation. It is not the whole field,

but it is a very respectable part of it.
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l^ational Manufacturers^ Meet
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The eleventh annual convention of the National Lumber Manu-

facturers' Association was held at the Hotel Baltimore, Kansas

City, Mo., on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 3 and 4. In spite

of the rather torrid weather which prevailed, the meeting brought

out a satisfactory representation of lumbermen from all parts of

the country as delegates from the various affiliated associations.

The meeting was opened with an invocation by the Rev. George

H. Combs, of Kansas City, Mo.

Following the invocation, Capt. J. B. White, of the Missouri

Lumber & Land Exchange, Kansas City, was introduced by

President E. G. Griggs. Mr. White delivered an address of wel-

come, speaking humorously. He introduced his talk with a story

of his acquisition of the title of "captain." He said that when

he came to Missouri, thirty-five years ago, he built a house in the

woods and equipped it with two chimneys. At the same time a

Kentuckian, bearing the title usually carried by the sons of the

"Blue Grass" state (colonel), built a house in the same section

and erected three chimneys. With this visible evidence of superi-

ority the "colonel" patronizingly adopted Mr. White and favored

him by calling him "captain," the next lowest ranking title,

which has clung to him tenaciously ever since.

Speaking seriously, the speaker gave the visiting lumbermen

every reason to feel sure of their welcome to Kansas City.

In his response on behalf of the association, William Irvine,

of Chippewa Falls, Wis., said that Kansas City, as a great yellow

pine center, seemed a logical meeting place for the association.

He said that while forty per cent of the membership of the asso-

ciation is made up of yellow pine manufacturers, he had never

seen any tendency on the part of that element to dominate the

association in its meetings or administration.

President Edward G. Griggs, of the St. Paul and Taeoma Lum-

ber Company, Taeoma, Wash., delivered a highly interesting and

valuable address as follows:

Address of President

Aa your retiring president. I wish to congratulate the associations

iimiiated with the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association in kcepmg

this organization intact and very much alive for an even dozen years.

The greatest shock to me since my incumbency was the apparent ease

with which this or that affiliated association, through Its board or officers,

would t.nder its resignation without regard to Hnauclal burdens assumed
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or obligations incurred, closing, if you please, its chapter with some asser-

tion of fancied wrongs or future Improbabilities, and then, after due apolo-

gies, withdraw it.

No association board can accomplish results commensurate with re-

sponsibility assumed if it is not backed by a supporting membership that

will stick through at least high water : nor can any management be secured

that will be permanent unless this great industry, as represented in this

one big united association, will permanently endow it.

We have existed long enough not to be required to apologize for our ex-

istence, and the small financial burden necessary to keep the organization

keenly active is inconsiderable when taken as a whole.

Tbe industry needs It. will always demand it, and can have it most eflS-

cient by financially endorsing it.

Presidents and secretaries will come and go. but let me impress this

fact upon you : The very best efforts of the highest talent you can secure

will accomplish but little if there is not a feeling of permanency and the

virility of strong business men to support.

Tbe acceptance of elective positions of honor is to the conscientious

man an assumption of responsibilities that mean work and worry.

To the end that we might have a strong centralizing feature, your board

during the past year has greatly strengthened our credit rating depart-

ment, and coupled this supervision with our secretary's duties. It has

always been a valuable feature, and the National is responsible for it and
should profit by it.

The efforts that business men must make to protect themselves from

financial loss due to poor credits and bad accounts may seem futile, con-

sidering all the devices we can and do suri'ound ourselves with : but it is

very gratifying to know from a fellow lumberman that John Jones does

or does not pay his bills promptly or otherwise.

It is desirable that we have an organization competent to cooperate

and work with the government in its various departments that vitally

concern the industry.

It does not seemingly affect the individual tax payer that the govern-

ment, through its various departments, spends vast sums to investigate the

will-of-the-wisp lumber trust, but it is highly important to the people nt

large to know tbe national expenditures and the plain, unvarnished truth

about an industry that concerns more labor than any other.

This organization must have men who ai-e competent to dig up these

national costs, clarify the industrial atmosphere, acting as a bureau of

information to the government, which after all is the people.

One of our chief aims is to secure among the manufacturers of hmiber

of these United States uniformity of manufacture. I lielievc in some of

our local associations a great deal has been done along this line. In dis-

cussing this matter with the chairman of the committee I conclude the

report will be instructive and interesting.

The closer application we have on these lines, the less waste, the better

utilization of by-products, and the wider our markets. Our producing

centers are being drawn closer together by the linking ot our two coasts
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througb the canal, and the probable permanent improvement of (he
great Mississippi river and its tributaries.

I hope to see the time when a national standard size will mean tbo
same linished size wherever it is manufactured in the United States. If

this size is deviated from, the consumer must pay the cost. Strong com-
petitive conditions will of course modify this in a measure, but economy,
conservation and profits demand it.

We can only bring about a better understanding in these matters by
conference and continued effort. The elevation ojf the bu.siness to a
higher plane of commercial enterprise and the elimination of trade .leal-

ousies which belittle the efforts of a competitor.
The co-operation we give our secretary in his efforts to secure statistical

information will determine the value of these statistics. I nr.iintain that
the collective data this association can assemble will do more toward gov-
ernment co-operation and an enlightened public opinion than any literature
we can spread.

Facts and figures will show the vast army that is being fed and the
paucity of lumber barons.

This association has co-operated with the Department of Forestry and
should so continue. The very cordial support our membership gave to

the establishment of forest schools must always stand out as a shining
example of liberality.

The proper care and protection of this great asset affects the ,
entire

present and future population, and it is only through these larger national

associated efforts that we can be effective.

The many questions of the tarilF. taxation and conservation which
affect not only the life of the trees but the perpetuity of water supply,

the vast irrigation problems and the very habitation of man.—all these

must be watched and legislated for.

The matter of freight rates, railroad claims, car equipment, both for

lumber and logs, are matters that have national significance, and can only

be so approached with the commissions organized and government r-^uu-

lations now in force.

One section will profit by the experience of another, and the benefits

are mutual.

I linow of no more effective conservation argument than a permanent
flat car stake, both for logs and lumber, and it will have to come.
We can always find' more work to do than we have money to spend, and.

conversely, the work we do is determined by the money we collect.

For some time we have been actively at work on an advertising cam-
paign, but its very inception and magnitude appalled its ardent supporters.

The possibilities are apparent, but no steps involving the .issociation in

financial disaster could l>e inaugurated by a sane board, and no steps

to carry on any worlv of this kind could be undertaken without the money
in hand.

The very conception of the work, however, had its beneficent results

and the renewed Individual effort and the work of local associations have
proved the wisdom of the undertaking.

I do not feel that any board of directors should be placed in the

embarrassing position of re,gistering the vote of their represented asso-

ciations, and then have the integrity of that vote questioned.

If we are to expend money, it must be for the collective benefit of all.

We arc busy as an association in advertising and talking wood and its uses.

Our fight is against substitutes, and we have, by the establishment of

creosote plants, so prolonged the life of our product that the argument of

cement or rock is of no avail.

We are true conservationists because, by prolonging the life of our

timber by the use of creosote we perpetuate our lumber. At all events,

we greatly prolong its life and thereby decrease the waste by rot and decay.

We are educating the people to believe in a creosoted paving block, Ihc

best and most permanent paving ever laid.

Business conditions greatly temper the views of individuals as to adver-
tising and the necessities of showing the consumer what can be accom-
plished with wood.
The association can have no better evidence of the loss to the industry

in the uses of common lumber than in following the arguments in the
Pridham" case.—paper boxes against wooden retainers.
The trouble is, we self-satisfied lumbermen go to sleep regarding the

possibilities of our product, and livelier, keener and more vigorous pushers
of other commodities take our business away from us. Then we get busy
and go after it,—all at how much cost?

The business sentiment of the country has finally crystallized into an
organization of which this association is a member, in the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States of America. Our own people seem to
have been slow in adopting this progressive plan, so satisfactory in for-
eign countries, of providing this form for full and open discussion of the
needs of the business interests of the country. Heretofore, it has been
every industry for itself, regardless of the other fellow. I believe this
broader view of our national business problems is the highest mark of
patriotic American citizenship. Our government officials must in this
way secure some indications of the business needs of the country.

If we falter in this effort and neglect our opportunities, the advocates
of industrial war and political turmoil will ladle out to the American
people anything they elect from the political soup-tureen.

Labor and capital are vitally concernerl in the prosperity of our indus-
tries. Neither will support for long a bankrupt concern and both must
share alike in results.

Stockholders and employes are of one mind and perfectly human in
looking for these results, measured arithmetically in dollars and cents.

There is no question more momentous than the problem which concerns
the rank and file of all industry, and those of us who must continually
figure to meet the pay-roll and the dividend are more concerned in the
enactment of sane legislation than the political demagogue or the most
ardent labor unionists.

The vast army of American industry requires such men as are leading
and have led the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Harry A.
Wheeler, and the National Association of Manufacturers, .John Kirby, Jr..

to withstand the dynamite of a misguided minorit.v. What w"e need is

industrial peace and a fair distribution of the comforts of life.

We have a great industry to foster and protect, a calling worthy of

the most strenuous efforts, and a business that affects the lives of more
cmplo.ves than any other in the I'nited States.

Lumber manufacturing takes the raw product and continually adds
labor to it. which finally represents by far the greatest percentage of its

value.

We should rrmccrn ourselves as much nationally about the welfare of

our employes as of the stumpage itself.

Efficient labor and proper equipment means as much in the final cost to

Ihe consumer as the log itself.

I bespeak for this great Industry, and llircuigh this association, your
continued effort on Ihese lines.

It is gratifying indeed to find in our annual gatherings that wonderful
spirit of good fellowship w-hich binds us together in friendly relationship.

Let us continue to strive in supporting and uplifting an industr.v to

which we are giving our best efforts, and which in turn is providing us

with toil and trouble, peace and comfoit, lifi', and whatever of quiet

luxury we en.ioy.

Supplementing his address, Mr. Griggs said, in regard to the

employers' lialiility act of Washington, that during the eighteen
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months that it has been in operation he has observed that be-

cause of the "compulsory'' provision in the law, the liability in-

surance taken out under it has assumed large proportions, and

hence the cost of working of the law has been reduced to the

minimum. He said further that the law has resulted in keeping

within the state a large amount of money formerly going to in-

surance companies outside.

Following the roll call the president appointed the credentials

committee.

After reading various communications, Secretary J. E. Rhodes

read his annual report as follows:

Report of Secretary

Having l)ocn nmploycd in .lanuary. I am al)lo to roporl upon tlio worl;

o£ the association for live months only. Durinj; the previous months of

the year the association was principally cngaised in an eflfort to raise money

witli which to conduct the proposed advertising campaign.

The following are the more important mailers that have occupied our

attention up to this time.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation has made a

material gain, and is now in the best linancial condition of its existence.

Arrangements for cooperation with the bureau of information of the

National Wholesale Dealers' Association are being considered, and it is

hoped that definite plans will be worked out which will bo of decided ad

vantage to both organizations in this work in the near future. Superin-

tendent Biederman will report briefly some of the details of the work of

the corporation.

Pursuant to instr\ictions of the board of governors yonr secretary ap-

peared before^ the ways and means committee of the House of Kepresenla-

tives at Washington, D. C, .Tan. 13. and entered a protest against the re-

moval of the dut.v on lumber. Wp have been in touch with developments

since, and at no time has it seemed advisable to initiate a vigerous cam-

paign to secure the retention of the tariff on lumber. While il is probable

that the tariff bill as Anally adopted will provide no dup- on lumber, it

would seem advisable for this convention to set forth the in.iustlce of such

action until Canada shall have removed certain disoriminalions against o\ir

forest products.

A conference was called in Chicago April 4 in conjunction with the

National Association of Box Manufacturers as a result of whi<-h the Na-

tional Classification Committee of Lumber, Boxes and Allied Interests, rep

resenting all organizations interested in the wi-lfare of the wooden box

indnstr.y, intervened in the now famous Pridham case. The effective work

of this committee in presenting the evidence of the lumber and box interc'sts

to the examiner of tlie luterstate Ccmuueree Commissicui will ln' i-xi)lained

brielly by W. Ft. Miu-gan. chairman of the committee. Your seiretary was

made secretary and treasurer of the National Classification Commitne. and

is in touch with this work.

\Vc were instrumental in securing the retention of a large portion of

the appropriation for the maintenance of the timber testing and lalinratory

work of the Federal Forest Service, after the entire appropriation bad been

stricken out of the Agricultural Appropriation bill by the House of Uep-

resentatives.

The monthly statistics of cut and shipments inaugurated two years ago

have been continued up to this time with the cooperation of over 700

sawmills, but they are not satisfactory because the hardwoods and soft-

woods are not separated in the totals. This work costs about .$200 per

month, and it will be advisable to either increase its scope slightly, or

arrange so that each of the affiliated as.sociations shall simultaneously issue

the totals of production and shipments as reported by the mills within

their own territories, the Naticmal association combining the results and

publishing the summary. As most of the associations already issue these

statistics monthly, this plan would obviate the necessity of the National

association, requesting returns direct from the individual mills and prevent

the duplication of much of the work done by the member associations.

Your si'cretary is a member of the boaril of directors of tho American

Forestry Association, and together with 3. B. White, chairman of our

conservation committee, who is also a member of the board of directors

of the Amevii'an Forestry Association, had the pleasure of representing

the lumber manufacturers at a meeting of the Ixiard held at Asheville,

.\. ('.. JIareh 24. The secretary is also a member of the board of editors

of the American Forestry Magazine, anil is also a member of a sub-com-

mitlee of the forestry committee of the National Conservation Congress.

These facts are mentioned to show that we are closely in touch with the

fori'stry movement. Men prominent in this movement in the United States

appreciate the active cooperation of the lumbermen, and realize the de-

velopment of economic conditions that is necessary before wo can apply

sclent Iflc forestry methods to our business. It behooves us to keep closely

in touch with the forestry movement.
The National association was represented at the hearing upon track

scales and track scale weights before the Interstate Commerce Commission

at Washington. I). C. April IG by George K. Smith of St. Louis, who
will report upon the same. Briefs have been filed by the West Coast Lum-

ber Manufacturers' Association and by the Southern Cypress Manufacturers'

Association. Tt Is a matter In which our ccimbiued membership Is very

nuich interested.

Believing that our members would be interested in being advised of

those matters before Qongress which in any way affect the lumber industry,

we liave issued occasional circulars covering very briefly information con-

cerning proposed legislation and the activities of various government de-

partments. These circulars will be issued while Congress is in session, and
sent to tltose members desiring them.

Certain interests are seeking to discredit the wooden shingle, and the

agitation against it has been carried into various cities where ordinances

to prevent the use of shingles for new construction are being con-

siderid. The principal point of attack just now is Birmingham, Ala.,

where the Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association and the West
Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association, through the otfice of the Na-
tional association, are co-operating with the local lumbermen in an effort

to counteract the efforts of the substitute interests.

The foregoing refers briefly to the more important accomplishments of

the National association during the past five months. It is proposed
that the association should undertake various lines of work for the benefit

of the lumber industry, among which the following are suggested :

The standardization of patterns and sizes of dressed lumber in soft-

woods, a suggestion not difficult of accomplishment if taken up seriousl.v.

Also to work out with the box manufacturers a standard of box lumber in

order that a standard of strength tests and sizes for boxes may be uni-

versally adopted, as is so much desired by the various classification com-
mittees of the railroads.

An exhaustive investigation of the progress made to date in the

utilization of waste material both in the woods and sawmills, to he made
by an expert working under the direction of a committee, who will be

competent to recommend siich further experiments as may be necessary

to carry present processes of utilization to the highest commercial etBciency.

The establishment of a traflic department for the purpose of investigating

comparative railroad rates on lumber and other commodities, and to

handle transportation questions of common interest coming before the

Interstate Commerce Commission.
To promote the proposed forests products exhibition, organizing a stock

company to finance the same for the purpose of advertising lumber
products in that manner without any direct financial returns other than the

reimbursement of costs.

The establishment of an Insurance Department for the management of

a uuitual iuter-insurance feature, which it is believed would produce a

revenue snificient to pay all expenses of the organization : and to keep in

touch with insurance legislation. Including workingmen's compensation, in

the various states, as well as to report to the manufacturers the affairs

and standing of the board fire insurance companies.

The employment of a professional forester of national reputation, who
will consult with and advise private owners of timbcrlands as to (he

best methods by which scientific forestry can 1>e applied to practical log-

ging operations In order that the timber supply may be perpetuated. It is

contended that conditions exist in various sections of the country which
make sui-h work feasible at this time. or. which at least justify experiment,

and that if the lumbermen do not themselves take the Initiative In adopting
such methods, they may some day be compelled to do so.

Obviousl.v. not all of these suggestions can be adopted now. although

it will 111' seen that there is much which the association i-an do for the

rood of the Industry, which cannot he done by the territorial associations.

We are very sure that the National T.,imiber Manufacturers" Association has
justified its existence tip to this time. It will be able to accomplish
results in the future only in proportion as It is supported by those in

whose Interest it Is conducted.

Report of Treasurer .T. A. Freeman, of Pasadena, Cal., was then

read by Secretary Rhodes. ,

Secretary Rhodes then read the rejiort of the meeting of the

board of governors., They held a meeting at the hotel on Monday
preceding the convention. The conclusions of the governors are

embodied in the report of the resolutions committee appearing at

the end of this story.

W. K. Biederman, manager of the National Lumber Manufac-

turers' Credit Corporation, publishers of the Blue Book, with

offices in St. Louis, Mo., reporting on the work of that department

of the National Lumber Jranufacturers' Association, said that

the Credit Corporation is in excellent shape in every way, and its

usefulness is growing. He said that it is planned to open up a

branch office in Chicago in the near future.

President Griggs then introduced Alfred G. Cruickshank, of New
York, who spoke on the subject "The Business of Government

and the Government of Business." This talk appears as a spe-

cial article in this issue of n.\RDW00D Record.

Col. L. C. Boyle, of Kansas City, an attorney prominently con-

nected with lumber affairs, spoke convincingly on the subject of

"Workmen's Compensation Legislation." This address will apnear as

a special article in the .Tune 2.') issue of ITardwood Record. In com-

menting on the provision in the Ohio law which provides that an ein-

jiloye can, if he wishes, have a jury trial, Mr. Boyle said that this was
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a weakeuhig provision as the law sliould be specifically a com-
pulsory bill as to both employers anil employes.

The following committees were then appointed:
COMMITTEE ON NOMINATION'S

U. R. Foster. Malrern. Ark., Yellow Fine Manufacturers' Association.
William Irvine, Chippewa i'alls. Wis., Northern Pine Manufacturers'

Association.
A. T. Gerrans. Houma, La., Southern Cvpress Manufacturers' Association.
Edward Hamaf. Chassell, Mich., Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association.
William E. DeLaney, Cincinnati, O.. Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion.
F. L. Richardson, Alpena, Mich., Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' As-

sociation.
F. E. Waymer. .Tacksonville, Fla., Georgia-Florida Saw Mill Association.
W. B. Roper, Norfolk, Va., North Carolina Pine Manufacturers' Associa-

tion.
Thorpe Babcock, Tacoma, Wash., West Coast Lumber Manufacturers' As-

socir.tion.
A. W. Cooper, Spokane. Wash., Western Pine Manufacturers' Associa-

tion.

COMMITTEE ON EESOLUTIONS
Charles Keith, Chairman, Kansas City, Mo., Yellow Pine Manufacturers'

Association.
Edward Hines, Chicago, 111., Northern Pine Manufacturers' Associa-

tion.
George B. Watson, New Orleans, La.. Southern Cypress Manufacturers'

Association.
W. C. Landon. Wausau. Wis., Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association.
Bruce Odell, Cadillac, Mich., Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' As-

sociation.
W. B. Roper, Norfolk, Va., North Carolina Pine Manufacturers' Associa-

tion.
Thorpe Babcock, Tacoma, Wash., West Coast Lumber Manufacturers'

Association.
K. G. Keiger, Spokane, \^'ash.. Western Pine ^lanufacturers' Association. '

F. E. Waymer. Jacksonville, Fla., Georgia-Florida Saw Mill Association.
John H. Himmelberger. Cape Girardeau, Mo., Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association.
AUDITING C0M5IITTEE

O. L. Benway, Hammond, La.
Huntington Taylor. Cloquett, Minn.
R. G. Keiger. Spokane. Wash.

C0.M51ITTEE O.X CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
Charles A. Goodman. Marinette, Wis:, Northern Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association,
O. O. Axley, Warren. Ark.. Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association.
R. G. Chisholm, Minneapolis, Minn.. Northern Pine .Manufacturers' As-

sociation.

After announcements by the secretary, the meeting adjourned

until 2:30.

TUESDAY AFTEENOON SESSION
The afternoon session was opened by reports from the various

affiliated associations. Of all the reports those given by dele-

gates of the Northeru Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association and the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, E. S. Kellogg and Bruce Odell, respectively, were the most

specific and interesting. Mr. Odell talked on "Association Effi-

ciency," emphasizing the necessity for efficient secretaries.

On the whole the reports indicated that the lumber business

is in a very fair shape with prices holding well in all lines, with

the exception of yellow pine. Confidence in the future of busi-

ness in general was expressed. The reports demonstrated that

the affiliated associations have done a great deal of valuable work
in the past year.

E. F. Perry, secretary of the National Wholesale Lumber Deal-

ers' Association, was asked to address the meeting. He said that

his association has members in all but one of the affiliated asso-

ciations, and that he felt that he really was a member of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association. Mr. Perry sug-

gested the advisability of greater co-operation between the Na-

tional Lumber Manufacturers' and his association, saying that

a great deal of time and money is wasted in the duplication of

effort to effect certain required things. One of these is the mat-

ter of credits. He said that a great deal of the work of the two

associations is parallel. Other instances are those of railroad

overweights, increased freight rates, shingle count, etc. In all

these matters, according to Mr. Perry, the two associations have

been pulling singly rather than together, and the result has not

been as satisfactory as it would have been if they had co-operated

closely.

Speaking of business conditions he said that while he had heard

of over-production and consequent lowering of prices, conditions

in the eastern territory show that the present easing of prices is

but temporary and he thinks there is no just occasion for worry.

He said that the demand has fallen off somewhat, but that it

should not result in forcing markets as it is but seasonable. He
suggested that there should be some means of holding lumber

during dull periods so that the market would not be flooded.

Speaking further of co-operation, Mr. Perry said that such work-
ing together should effect a mental attitude that would work
to the great benefit of the trade at large. He added that as far

as he can see manufacture is not going on any faster than con-

sumption.

The speaker concluded by pleading for more detailed and sin-

cere reports on credits.

After a few words of announcement from Secretary Rhodes,

Edward A. Hamar, of Chassell, Mich., delivered an address on

"A Forest Products Exposition," which appears as a special

article in this issue.

Speaking along the lines outlined by Mr. Hamar, Dr. Von
Schrenck, of St.v Louis, said that he has observed in the last two
years a change in the attitude of the public toward lumber, which

is instanced in the opposition to lumber shingles. It is mostly the

result of erroneous information published in the newspapers, he

stated, such as derogatory comments on wooden cars, poles, etc.

He said that because of lack of knowledge of the different prop-

erties of wood, architects are in many cases coming to feel a dis-

tinct animosity towards wooden construction. They have per-

mitted builders to erect certain structures with entirely un-

suited classes and sizes of timber and lumber, which have not

stood the test because unsuited to the conditions imposed. He
said that there is a distinct feeling in the public mind that the

quality of lumber and timber available is not anywhere near

what it used to be, and said that the time is here when this

opposition must be met squarely by telling the public the actual

facts in the case. He said there should be a centralized bureau

for publicity of the matter.

Dr. Von Schrenck said that he had talked with a railroad en-

gineer regarding bridge construction and that this engineer said

specifically that a properly constructed wooden bridge of medium

size is cheaper to erect and to maintain than a similar steel struc-

ture.

Secretary Rhodes then read the report of the committee on

standard sizes, which is shown in part as follows:

Report of Committee on Standard Sizes

Naturally the different lumber producing territories bad constructed

patterns such as were required by the trade for the different uses, which

in time developed into well established standards, and gradually extended

into larger consuming territories calling for various kinds of lumber. As
these different territories commenced to overlap the difficulties relative to

different standards of manufacture In the same class of lumber became

noticeable. Through the necessity of dealers having to keep- separately

the various sizes of like patterned stock, there at once developed a demand,

on the part of the dealer especially, that future shipments should be of

stock which would conform to that which he most largely carried on

hand. This resulted in requiring the manufacturers to produce such

standard sizes of manufactured lumber for the different territories

into which he shipped his lumber in competition with other kinds

of lumber. As most of this lumber was used for the same purposes,

there existed no sound reason for a continuance of different finishing

sizes or styles of working. Naturally, many efforts have been made
toward establishing a single standard of manufacture for the same cla.ss

of lumber, though it be produced from several species of timber. The

main difficulty in this effort became evident in trying to decide which of

the standards in use was the most practical. The determination was also

made difficult on account of the large amount of worked stock in the

hands of both the dealer and the manufacturer, and therefore the de-

sired progress has not been made in this direction—such as should be in

keeping with the increased use of one wood over another—as, for instance,

that which has occurred in the extended use of yellow pine lumber grad-

ually entering comparatively all parts of the United States. We. how-

ever, have this result, that the standard sizes of dressed lumber used

by the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association are best known and most

generally used. Notwithstanding that those standards are most widely

used and known, there today exist differences in standards used by mem-

bers, of other manufacturers' associations producing the same kind of

lumber—the differences, however, are comparatively few. Owing to the

general use of yellow pine, its production being about fifty per cent of

all the principal woods produced in the United States, the manufacturers

of Pacific coast forest products were influenced to adopt, in the main, the

same dressing rules which now in practical effect apply to about sixty

per cent of the total amount of commonly used lumber manufactured.

Most of the variations now exist in sizes. Consequently there should not

be much difficulty in having the different associations consider modifica-

lions which wmild obviously show for economy in production.
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George K. Smith, reporting for the credentials committee, said

that there were seventy-nine delegates present having one hun-

dred and forty-four votes iir the convention.

Capt. J. B. White, of Kansas City, reporting for the conserva-

tion committee, read a paper on conservation which appears else-

where in this issiie.

Following a talk on the prejudice which exists in the public

mind against forest products. President Griggs introduced W. B.

Greeley, assistant forester of the United States. Mr. Greeley

talked interestingly on the sale of national forests and said in

part as follows:

It is not generally realized that the United States is engaged in the

business of growing and soiling timber. Under the policy of creating

tiational forests. Iiowever, the people of the United States collectively

have become, with exception of t!io Government of Russia, the largest

single timber owner iu the world. Their holding contain some 600,000.-

OOO.OOO feet of stumpage. a little over ono-fifth of the total stand which
the Bureau of Coporations credits to the United States.

The largest part of this publicly-owned stiimpage, including upwards
of 150.000.000,000 feet, is in the fir belt of the northern Pacific coast.

Nearly 100.000.000.000 feet more stands in the spruce and hemlock for-

ests of Alaska. Ninety-two billion feet is estimated for the national

forests of the sugar pine belt through the California Sierras and Coast
Ganges. The national forests of the northern yellow pine region in Montana.
Idaha and eastern Oregon and Washington are credited with 110.000. 000.-

000 f''f't of merchantable timber: and those of the southwestern yellow

y. pine region in Colorado, Utah. Arizona and New Mexico, with .o5.000,000,-

000 feet. The white pine belt of northern Idaho furnishes over 17.(tO0.-

000.000 feet of national forest stumpage and the western larch belt of

northern Montana over lO.OOO.OOO.OOO feet. The lodgepole pine and
spruce forests up and down the Uocky Mountains contribute 50.000.0u0.-

000 feet to tlie national woodiot. The rest is made up of small quantities

of yellow pine in the Black Hills of South Dakota, shortleaf pine and
hardwoods in the two national forests of Arkansas and southern yellow

pine in Florida.

Members of the Forest Service are fond of .saying that this timber is

in national forests, publicly administered, tor three things. It is to be

put to use now in our own day and generation. It is to furnish a future

supply of timber, larger and better than the present if we can make it so.

Forestry, wh?ch is not yet profitable for many private owners, becomes
possible under joint, or public, ownership. Lastly, it will in the long run

help tbe people of the United States maintain competitive conditions in

the production of forest products, .wherever such help becomes necessary.

And when w;' are talking to Uunl>ermeu we are prone to say most about
the immediate use of the timber in the national forests.

All told, some forty large and medium-sized operations are cutting na-

tional forest timber for the general markets of the country. The greater

part are mills with a capacity of from 10.000.000 to 20.000.000 feet an-

nually, which purchase from three to five years' supply of government
stumpage which is relatively accessible to existing railroads or drivable

streams and can be exploited at no great cost for new improvements: or

plants which log small bodies of public timber mixed with their own and
logically handled by the same erpiipnu-nt. The remainder are large opera-

tions usually fed by the extensive railroad layouts built for the exploitation

of inaccessible tracts or l>y corresponding investments in stream improve-

ments to open up some body of national forest stumpage lying back from
transportation.

In disposing of the timber on tlie national forests it is the aim of the

service to provide first for the needs of local industries and communities.

Sales for outside markets are made only when it is clear that the for-

ests are growing mor' timber annually than the localities surrounding

them require. In parts of the west having but limited supplies of tim-

ber and well developed l()cal mining and other industries, like much of

Colorado, the entire product of the national forests is required for local

use and no timber is available for the operator who manufactures for

the general markets of the country. In the vast timber belts of the

Pacific coast and the northwest, however, local needs take but a small

fraction of the yield. The local markets for the billions of feet pro-

duced annually on these public forests by growth are the main consuming
regions of the United States : and it is the aggressive policy of the Forest

Service to find buyers for Ibis annual crop who will sell their product in

the competitive markets of the country.

Small loggers and millmen are sought by the Forest Service to cut

government stumpage wherever they are able and equipped to do the

work. Accessible bodies of timber which can be logged practicably under

the local conditions of the industry In amount of 5.000.000 or 10.000.000

feet or h^ss are reserved for operations of this size. Where the timber

Is near a railroad or drivable river and the purchaser has a going manu-
factiu'ing plant relatively smaU amounts need be purchased at one time. It

Ss tbe poliey (»f the government, wherever practicable, to encourage several

small opi-rations rather than a single large one. In the less accessible

<listricts. however, much of the national forest stumpage can not he

utilized without extensive investments for mills, railroads and other im-

lirovements.

Aside from the amount ot stumpage contracted and the period specified

for its removal the most important business requirements of the Forest

Service relate to prices, terms of payment, prevention of speculation and
monopoly, an availability of railroads for other purposes from the govern-

ment. The law requires national forest timber to be sold at not less

than its appraised market value. This is based upon a close estimate of

tbe cost of logging and manufacture and tbe market price of the product,

made by experienced lumbermen. Ciur stumpage prices represent what, to

the best of our knowledge, is left after deducting from the current market
price of lumber the producing cost, investment depreciation, and a fair

return to the operator on the capital required in the enterprise. In all

but the smaller sales the appraised stumpage rates are advertised for

periods of from one to six months and every effort made to secure com-
petitive I)ids. In the larger transactions printed i-eports and maps giving

the detailed terms of sale, tbe location and character of the timber, the

estimated costs of logging and manufacture, and such market data bear-

ing upon its utilization as we are able to obtain are prepared and dis-

tributed.

The stumpage rates paid for timber purchased under long-term contracts

are readjusted by the chief of the Forest Service every three or five years.

An equitable basis for readjustment, which will secure to the United
States such greater returns for its timber as may be justified liy normal
and reasonal)ly stable increases in the value of the products manufac-
tured from it and at the same time give the operator a sufficiently definite-

basis on which to organize and finance his business, has been tbe knot-

tiest problem encountered in the development of the timl>er sale policy

on the national forests. The method which has been used in our larger

sales is, I believe, somewhat unique in transactions involving the transfer

of stumpage. It is based upon an agreed stumpage price and an agreed

lumber price at the beginning of the sale. The stumpage price may be

advanced only in the event of increases 'in the price of lumber obtaining

for periods of two years. An agreed percentage of such increases, as

compared with the base price at the outset, may be added by the gov-

ernment to the stumpage rates, period by period, at the intervals when
n-adjustments are made. It is not probable that all the present details

of this method are in final form, but the principle apparently furnishes a

working b.isis on which operators are willing to purchase national forest

timber and make large investments for its exploitation. And it has made
possible the adoption of a policy of long-term sales covering large bodies

of stumpage without departing from what we believe to be a fundamental
reiiuireraeut. viz., securing for the people of the United States the specula-

tive increase or unearned increment in the value of this public property.

I'ayments on the purchase price under the national forest ctmtracts are

requiri'd only in small Insiallments. covering not more than the normal
cut of one or two months, in advance of the actual cutting of the stump-
ago. This system, relieving tlie operator from large investments in stump-
age and '-arrying charges for interest, taxes and protection, compensates
in part for the loss of tbe speculative value of the timber.

Speculation in national forest stumpage is prevented by the periodic

adjustments of stumpage prices. Furthermore, sales are restricted to

actual operators, excluding buyers who desire to hold stumpage for higher

future values. This is enforced by a time limit which is sufficient only

for continuous operation, and by the further requirement that specified

minimum amounts must be manufactured during each year or other
slated p:'riod of the contract. Other checks against spe<-ulation are

alTorded by investigation of the financial responsibility of purchasers be-

fore contracts are approved and by the act of Congress which forbids the

assignment of contracts.

One of the distinct results sought by the Forest Service through its

policy of contracting large bodies of timber in inaccessible locations is the
opening up of the national forests by the construction of new railroads.

An essential feature of this policj* is that the railroad built by one
(tperator must be available to handle the logs or lumber of the next
buyer. Ilem-e tlie requirement in sale contracts that all main railroads

he made common carriers or that they shall be availabU* to transport

timber bought by other purchasers at rates in which the government
shall have a reasonable voice. Other preventives of monopoly exist in the

prohibition upon the assignment of contracts, in the advertisement and
|)ubli<'ity given to the sale before the timber is awarded, and in the exer-

cise of discri'tion in the acceptance of bids. Awards will not be made
which would result in the control of large quantities of stumpage by
affiliated operators. Sales to lumber companies owning large quantities

of timber on their own lands are decline*!, if there are other applicants,

and companies cutting under government sales are refused further pur-

<-hases during the life of their contracts if there is any other demand for

I lie stumpage involved.

It would have been impo.ssible for the Forest Service to sell largo tracts

of public timber to single operators without incurring the ready criticism

of favoring monopoly. As a matter of fact, the largest sale yet made or

contemplated includes less than two-tenths of one per cent of the raer

chantable stumpage on tlu? national forests; and almost without excep-

tion the construction of railroads or other transportation facilities In con-

nection with large sales has made additional timber which formerly was
out of reach available to any competitor.
The technical requirements of national forest sale contracts are lim-

ited to half a dozen clauses imposing simple restrictions upon cutting.

These are designed to leave the ground In the best practicable condition

for restocking and future production They provide t'or the reservalion of
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•the smaller and younger timber in stands where Toung and old trees
occur together, or of a small portion of the mature timber for reseeding.
as the conditions in each case may require. In forests of the latter type,
like the heavy Douglas fir stands of the west coast, the requirements of
forestry are satisfied by the reservation of but five or ten per cent of the
merchantable timber for reseeding purposes. In the forests of mixed
ages, like the yellow and sugar pine stands of California, the government
reserves from twenty-five to thirty-three per cent of the merchantable
stand. The aim in such forests is to leave a good stocking of smaller
timber which will justify another cutting in fifty or sixty years. The
second chief requirement in the interest of forestry is the disposal of
slashings either by piling and burning or by constructing firebreaks and
burning the brush as it lies.

In disposing of ripe stumpage, the government has been handicapped
•by the inaccessibility of three-fourths of the timber on the national
forests and by the presence of larger quantities of privately owned stump-
age much closer to the markets and forced upon them in many cases by
bonded indebtedness, mill investments, and other carrying charges. The
tendency to overproduction in the manufacture of lumber from private
holdings and the broken markets in many parts of the west during 190!),

1910 and 1011 have been further factors limiting the capacity of the
government to sell the mature timber on its holdings which is in need
-of cutting. Since February 1. 1905. when the Forest Service assumed
charge of the national forests, the annual cut of stumpage has risen from
practically nothing to 431,000,000 feet, board measure, in the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1012. During the last fiscal year nearly 800.000.000 feet

of timber was sold, and up to May 1 in the present fiscal year over
1.800.000,000 feet has been placed under contract. Our sales business is

now increasing rapidly with the expansion of the lumbering industry in

the western states and the extension of transportation facilities in the

vicinity of the national forests. It is probable that within three years
the annual cut will reach 2.000.000.000 or 2,.')00.000.000 feet.

It is roughly estimated that the annual growth on the national forests

aggregates 6,000,000.000 feet. This figure represents approximately the

interest returned on this public investment, the yield which can be cut

every .year without diminishing the supply. It is the policy of the Forest

"Service to increase the sales of national forest timber as rapidly as this

can be done at adequate prices and under stable contracts until the an-

nual cut approaches or equals the annual growth. Thereafter, -.except as

heavier cutting ma.v be advisable in certain localities for the time being to

remove deteriorating material, the annual cut will be restricted to the

.vield from the forests, a cut which can be maintained for all future time.

At First Glaxce
At first glance it might appear that a more profitable business policy

would be to reserve the public timber largely or entirely from sale for

the time being. This course has been urged in many instances : First,

by conservationists who look ahead to the timber shortage and maintain
that the chief function of the national forests should be cold storage of a

large reserve supply ; second, by business men who point out that the

United States is in a position financially to curtail its present sales and
that much greater returns will be realized from marketing this timber

two or three decades hence when the shortage is beginning to make itself

felt : and third, by lumber manufacturers who raise the point that any
iiale of national forest timber tends to stimulate overproduction in the

industry and knock the bottom out of their markets.

.\ strong private corporation whose main purpose was the greatest ulti-

mate financial return might unhesitatingly follow such a polic.v. The
aggregate capacity of the sawmills in the country now exceeds the normal
demand for lumber, which must be stimulated to absorb the cut by adver-

tisement and keen selling organizations. The many large operations which
are heavily bonded and can meet carrying charges only by manufacturing
and selling lumber and the large outstanding investments in manufactur

ing plants promise a sustained output almost regardless of the market

fluctuations. In other words, an industry organized along such highly

competitive lines must continue to deplete the available raw material at

a rate which is now generally put at three times the annual growth of

all of the forested lands of the United States. Under such conditions it

would seem unquestionably to be the better commercial policy for a strong

owner, like the United States government, to hold its stumpage : and

there is reasonable ground for the manufacturer of private stumpage

carrying heavy investments to feel that the government should keep out of

the market.
An old piece of timber, in which net production is practically nil, can

by judicious cutting and protection be turned into a real forest in the

economic sense which is producing from 200 to as high as 800 board feet

of timber annually on every acre. This work of remaking old forests by

conservative cutting can not be pushed by the government blindly, or in

disregard of the limits fixed by business prudence and proper recognition

of the commercial value of the material which is marketed in the process.

Furthermore, limitations placed on the amount of timber cut from na-

tional forests by their inaccessibility and the competition with private

timber to which I have referred necessarily will prevent the complete

working over of the forests for many years. It is doubtless fortunate

that a considerable portion of the surplus stock of virgin stumpage on

the public holding should by these very limitations be kept out of the

market for the next fifteen or twenty years.

In many instances, furthermore, the cutting of national forest stumpage

Is vitally related to local industries. It may be a local need for timber

which can not be supplied so cheaply or effectively from any other source,
or the general economic development of an isolated region which awaits
transportation and a dominate local industry. Under such circumstances
a restrictive sales policy would impose wholly unjustified checks upon the
development of regions which properly regard their claims upon national
forests as entitled to preference.

Other practical considerations prevent the adoption of the most advan-
tageous commercial policy in the administration of national forest timber.

Critics of the Forest Service who occupy the opposite fence urge that
much greater amounts of timber be forced on the market immediately and
that stumpage prices be reduced to bring this about. It is claimed that
it enough national forest timber is sold the country as a whole will get
cheaper lumber ; and that the government should sell, at any necessary
reduction in price, enough timber now to force down the market in the
principal consuming regions.

Such a course^ is held by the Forest Service to he contrary in the first

place, to the interests of the public as the owners of the national forest

timber. The first series of sales working over the virgin stands should
yield under the present basis of appraisal not far from $2,000,000,000.
We do not believe that this should be reduced by the adoption of bargain-

da.v rates to one billion or three-fourths of a billion, a reduction tapping
the road and school funds of every national forest county as well as the
Federal Treasury.

The service believes, in the second place, that such a policy would be

against the interests of the people as consumers of forest products. To our
thinking, two very definite things would happen. First established mills

would stop cutting their own timber wherever possible in order to cut

cheap public stumpage. This would not help the consumer. Little more
lumber would be produced and prices would not be affected. A far more
probable result would be the absorption of the difference in stumpage
prices in the profits of the operator. Secondly, the public reserve would
be rapidly dissipated at a tline when it is not needed and would do
neither the consumer nor the country at large any good. On the contrary,

whatever effort may be made to concentrate the control of standing timber

with a view to ultimate control of lumber production would be enor-

mously strengthened by such a rapid dissipation of the public supply

which ought in the long run to give the public its best check upon
monopoly.

Under the present competitive conditions in the manufacture of lumber
and the constant tendency to overproduction no conceivable quantity of

public stumpage which could be sold would affect the general market. If

production is ultimately more closely controlled, and the concentration of

standing timber seems to point .in that direction, a large public supply

will be of inestimable value to the country at large in maintaining com-

petitive conditions in the industry. Wholly aside from the imprudence

of disposing of public property for less than it is actually worth, it would
be the height of folly for the people to throw away this future control

of the acute situation which the exhaustion of the virgin forests is bound
to bring about by attempting to force their stumpage upon the market
now at cut rates.

We need the cooperation of your association, and particularly of its

affiliated organizations, in the compilation of lumber prices.

A. S. Caldwell, president of the Mississippi Eiver Levee Asso-

ciation, spoke in opposition to the Newlands river bill now before

Congress. Mr. Caldwell represents a faction which favors the

control of the floods by means of adequate levees only. He said

that in all streams levees are essential and that the object of his

association is to create public sentiment to influence Congress to

follow the lines suggested by his organization.

In commenting upon the Newlands bill Mr. Caldwell criticized

the idea of providing reservoirs, which he said are efficient on

small streams, but deficient on such large bodies of water as the

Mississippi river, as they must be close to the region benefited,

and as the areas required for the reservoirs and the cost of con-

structing them would be so enormous as to be prohibitory. He
said that a reservoir to have taken care of the excess water in

the recent flood would have had to be 700 square miles in sur-

face, an area almost as big as New Jersey. He said that the ex-

cess water that fell above Louisville alone in the recent flood on

the Ohio river, could have been held only by an excess reservoir

1,740 miles long, one mile wide, and twenty-five feet deep.

The speaker quoted the Scientific American regarding the feasi-

bility of reforestation as a means of checking floods. He said

that the floods in many forested areas were much less in 1913

than in 1857, at which time the forests were practically untouched.

He said that in 1837 the water at Pittsburgh was five feet higher

that in 1913, and that in 1844 the Mississippi river at St. Louis

reached the highest level it has ever reached.

The speaker said that, according to the Scientific American,

the flood of 1913 was caused by unusual rains and was not in any
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way affected by the presence or absence of forests. He said that

one objection to the reforestation plan is that for such an
immense stream as the Mississippi river, in order to be feasible,

too large an area would have to be taken from farmlands to per-

mit of the plan being carried out. The speaker advocated the

passage of the Humphreys' bill, which he said is purely national

and asks for money for concrete purposes as affecting the lower
Mississippi river only.

George H. Maxwell, of New Orleans, then delivered an address

on the control of the floods, in which he took the opposite stand
from Mr. Caldwell, advocating in a very convincing manner the

passage of the Newlands' bill. Mr. Maxwell maintained that

other sections are just as much entitled to consideration and pro-

tection as is the lower Mississippi valley. He showed conclusively

that in order to work the matter out to a satisfactory conclusion

it must be done right when it is done, and that the Newlands'
bill provides for sufficient money and supervision to work the

matter out successfully, without involving it in politics. Mr.
Maxwell's address is published as a special article in this issue.

W. B. Morgan, of the Anderson-Tully Company, Memphis, Tenn.,

read a paper reviewing the recent fiber box hearings at Chicago
and Los Angeles. Mr. Morgan is chairman of the National Classi-

fication Committee of the lumber, wooden box, and allied interests.

His paper showed that the case of the wooden box and allied in-

dustries seems to be in a favorable position as far as a possible

favorable culmination is concerned. The proceedings of the case

have been reviewed in previous issues of Hardwood Record.

Mr. ,Morgan particularly complimented Charles E. Brower, who
for three years has been actively engaged in the work and is now
withdrawing.

Charles E. Brower then acknowledged the compliment paid to

him by Mr. Morgan, and commenting on the Chicago hearing of

the fiber and wooden box case said that a question of motive

was behind rule 14B. He said that large shippers arranged to

effect a lower rate, and that the misrepresentation by the fiber

box people was a direct embargo on lower grades. He said further

that the present classification on goods shipped in wooden boxes

was the original classification, and that the fiber container has

come in without the consideration of the merits of the package

or the advisability of applying different rulings as to classifica-

tion. Mr. Brower said that he is confident that the case will go

to a successful issue.

He said that under the western classification, shippers origi-

nally claimed that the high cost of lumber was driving them to

the fiber box. He said further that because they could not load

the full minimum weight car with goods packed in fiber con-

tainers they had effected a reduction of the minimum weight to

12,000 pounds in the case of lamp chimneys. He said that this

one-third reduction in weight was a direct profit to them in the

matter of saving freight rates, and hence their claims that wooden
boxes are more expensive are not founded on fact. He said that

the railroads are not entitled to advances until they recoup losses

from shipments in fiber containers.

J. B. White of Kansas City then recommended that all un-

settled features of the wooden and fiber box controversy be

referred to the new board of governors with power to act.

The meeting then adjourned until the afternoon.

WEDNESDAY AFTEENOON SESSION
The afternoon session was opened with the paper by George K.

Smith, reviewing the track scales hearing before the Interstate

Commerce Commission at Washington. This hearing has been

covered fully in previous issues of Hardwood Eecord.

John R. Morehead of the National Federation of Retail Mer-

chants delivered an interesting and forceful address on . the

subject, "Where the Interests of the Manufacturers and Re-

tailers Meet." He appealed for co-operative action in behalf of

business, saying that basic principles are at stake in the contro-

versy between labor and politicians on one hand and legitimate

business on the other. He said that politicians are not cognizant

of changing conditions in the business world, not being business

men and up in business methods and conditions. He said that the

forces operating against business success should be met and that

in order to meet these forces business must go into politics and
see that the right legislation is put upon the books, and that

such legislation and acts be enforced, and that business be not

oppressed.

He said that primarily any action must be for all business as a

unit, and that for any one industry to appeal alone would be
folly. He said that the power represented by business in this

country in the aggregate is enormous, but it must be used as a

unit to effect any good.

The speaker commented rather sarcastically on the hue and
cry for cheapness. He maintained that cheapness is not desired.

He said that the cheapest available thing is the reputation of

business men in the hands of politicians and newspapers.

As an instance of legislation inimical to business the speaker

cited the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill, which has been fuUy
discussed previous to this issue. He closed with an analysis of

changes of distribution of population throughout the country,

showing that 6,616 towns in eight states lost population between
1900 and 1910. He said that instead of "back to the farm,"
the slogan should be "back to the small town," maintaining

that because of concentration of population in large cities the

market for almost all commodities is lessened.

J. A. Freeman of Pasadena, Cal., gave an illuminating talk,

entitled "What the Lumbermen Should Do for Their Own."
Mr. Freeman said that the question is broad and embraces the

whole range of human responsibility. He said that there are

two questions which every well-to-do man must answer. The
first question asked him is, how he got his money, whether he

used fraud or oppression in gathering it. He said that there

has been considerable effort made to evade the question, and that

it is still asked and must eventually be answered.

The second question which the speaker said is asked is the

query as to what rich men are doing with their wealth. He said

that the opposition in this instance is vain, and that while a man
may do with his own money what he wishes, he risks public

friendship by so doing. He said that the man who cannot prove

he has gotten his wealth entirely honestly is a failure. In com-

menting on the attitude of the average lumberman in this direc-

tion, Mr. Freeman said that most lumbermen are recognizing

their responsibility in a good many ways. This attitude is shown
in the erection of club houses, churches, cottages, etc., in connec-

tion with logging and sawmilling operations, and also in provi-

sions for saving of wages. He said that this attitude will be

the factor which will effect the elimination of the mythical g^lf

between the employer and employe.

In commenting on the recent suggestion of John C. Spry of

Chicago that the lumber fraternity maintain a house for decrepit

employes, he stated that the idea is splendid but that he could

not personally determine in his mind a suitable way to work
the plan out practically, but hoped that it would eventually be

put into practical operation. He requested that a committee be
appointed to work the scheme out.

In commenting further on the National association, Mr. Free-

man said that he is realizing more and more the worth of its

purpose. He said that, considering the strength of the southern

pine and Pacific coast factors, they should get more closely

together and should forget the differences which come up in

connection with competition of the two classes of wood. He
said that the questions suggesting themselves with the pending
opening of the Panama canal emphasize the necessity of getting

together.

A motion was adopted instructing the next president of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association to appoint a com-

mittee to look carefully into the question, carrying out Mr. Spry's

suggestion.

The addresses of Prof. R. C. Bryant of Yale Forest School, on

what the Yale Forest School is doing, and H. S. Sackett of

New Orleans, on the utilization of wood and mill waste, were
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omitted because of lack of time. Mr. Bryant's paper simply
revieived the work of the Yale Forest School since its inception.

Mr. Sackett's paper told of the new method of extracting valu-

able by-products from yellow pine waste in the South.

Capt. J. B. White very emphatically denied the statement
appearing in certain publications, that the National Conservation
Congress is dominated by big interests and is purely a scheme
to effect certain things in its behalf. He denounced the state-

ment as an absolute fraud and as malicious in the extreme.

The auditing committee then reported that the accounts of the

treasurer were correct.

The nominating committee reported, recommending the election

of the following officers for the ensuing year:

Pkesidext—R. H. Downman, New Orleans.
ViCE-Pr.ESiDEXT—W. B. McKay, Spokane. Wash.
Vice-Pbesidext—J. B. Conrad. Glenwood, Fla.

VicE-PuESiDEXT—W. B. McKay. Spokane. Wash.
Vice-President—S. J. Carpenter, Winnfleld, La.
Vice-President—W. C. Landon, Wausau, Wis.
Treasl'rer—J. A. Freeman, Pasadena, Cal.

The report was accepted and on motion the secretary was
instructed to cast the ballot.

Retiring President Griggs then appointed William Irvine and
Edward A. Hamar as the committee to escort the newly-elected

president to the chair.

President Downman gave a short talk of acknowledgment and
appreciation of the honor bestowed upon him. He expressed his

intention of using his best effort to carry on the work of the

association in a satisfactory manner.

The new board of governors was then elected after nomination

from the floor, as follows:

Edward Hines. Northern Pine Manufacturers' Association.

Edward A. Hamar, Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers'
Association.

F. L. Richardson. Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers* Association.

.Tohn M. Gibbs. North Carolina Pine Association, Inc.

F. E. Waymer. Georgia-Florida Sawmill Association. Inc.

J. B, White. Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association.

A. T. Gerrans, Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association.

George Stoddard. Western Pine Manufacturers' Association.

E. G. Ames. West Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association.

K. M. Carrier, Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United
States.

The nominees were elected by a unit vote.

The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United States

and the Pacific Coast Sugar and White Pine Association were
not represented by delegates on the convention floor.

The .committee on resolutions then reported. Charles Keith,

chairman, moved that the proceedings of the convention be

printed as usual and distributed among the members. The motion

was carried.

Mr. Keith presented a resolution to the effect that no resolu-

tions except those coming through the committee be considered.

Regarding the resolution on the removal of tariff on lumber,

J. B. White submitted an amendment to be inserted, suggesting

that the removal of the lumber duty is inimical to conservation

and would result in an increase of waste, as southern manufac-

turers cannot pay twenty-four cents freight to northern markets

on low grades in competition with duty free Canadian low grades.

The amendment was accepted.

A resolution was presented to the effect that certain gateway
points have been eliminated through the effect of freight tariffs.

The resolution condemned this policy on the part of carriers.

A resolution was presented protesting against the removal of

the duty on lumber, referring particularly to the prohibition on

the part of Canada to the exportation of logs to the United

States and the imposition of an ad valorem duty on dressed

lumber into Canada from the United States. The resolution also

pointed out that Canadian mills in the Northwest have an advan-

tage over American mills because of the fact that the naviga-

tion laws of the United States give foreign steamship companies

a decided advantage. J. B. White presented an amendment to

the effect that the removal of the tariff would seriously militate

against conservation.

The motion to abolish the Commerce court of the United States
was earnestly condemned in a resolution which qualified its objec-
tion with the statement that the court should be continued if it

could be given the power of reviewing the negative rulings of the
Interstate Commerce Commission in order to protect the shipper as
well as the railroad.

A resolution authorized the appointment of a committee of
five to be appointed from a territory all points of which were
within one night's ride of Chicago, which committee should be
for the purpose of securing space in the daily press and other
publications setting forth proper information regarding the lumber
industry.

The Newlands river bill was heartily endorsed and a resolution
made on that subject. This resolution was similar to that already
adopted by other organizations.

The assessment levied on affiliated associations was increased,
this increase being for the purpose of enlarging the work of the
association, which enlargement has already been planned by the
board of governors.

A forest products exposition in the control of the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Association was indorsed in a resolution,

and a committee of five authorized to formulate a definite plan.

A resolution put the association on record as favoring a refer-

endum submitted by the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States on the question of a non-partisan tariff commission.

Emphatic opposition to the passage of the Sundry Civil Appro-
priation bill, which question was submitted to the association by
referendum from the Association of Commerce of the United
States, was registered in a further resolution.

A -resolution recommended that an inter-insurance department
for liability insurance be organized. The importance of this

action was recognized in the resolution and the belief that a
revenue could be derived that would not only make this body
self-supporting but should result in the accumulation of suffi-

cient excess funds to apply on other work.

The administration of the interests of the lumber and wooden
box people i^ the Pridham case by the National Classification

Committee was heartily endorsed and a pledge was registered to

the effect that wooden boxes for general uses be standardized

according to weight and dimensions for certain articles to be
shipped certain ways.

A resolution was proposed petitioning Congress to be as expedi-

tious as might be consistent with efficiency in its attempt to

revise the tariff satisfactorily. The proposal of this resolution

was to culminate the agiation as quickly as possible, so that

business would not be held in suspense any longer than was
absolutely necessary.

The various attacks on wooden shingles as used in dwellings

was heartily condemned with a resolution on that subject, and all

affiliated associations were pledged to assist lumbermen in various

localities where the question of the abolution of the wooden
shingle has arisen.

The passage of improved currency legislation was advocated

in a resolution acting in the capacity of a vote upon a referen-

dum submitted by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

The resolution further suggested that this measure be endorsed

by all the affiliated associations.

The American Forestry Association and its work were heartily

endorsed in a resolution on that subject.

Resolutions of thanks were tendered to the retiring president,

E. G. Griggs, to the various speakers on the program, to the

Kansas City contingent for its entertainment, and to E. A. Long
of Kansas City for the reception tendered the visiting delegates

at his residence.

Resolutions of regret at the death of William Deary of Pot-

latch, Idaho, and F. W. GUehrist of Alpena, Mich., were passed by
a rising vote.

In conclusion, R. A. Long of Kansas City spoke briefly, telling

in a reminiscent way of happenings at the early meetings of the

association.

The meeting then adjourned.
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gives all tlie iuformation that a man needs and without having
to refer to the letter files to get out the original contract with
the paper to set or get points about dates for copy to be in iDy, etc.

It serves as a check on all the advertisements.
There are a few general points in regard to mediums that will

assist the advertiser in making this low-sales-cost-per-thousand-in-

merchandising-lumber most efficient. Here is another thing to

consider and one that is apt to be forgotten. When you are
planning to advertise stock that goes only to furniture manufac-
turers, you should write the copy for your advertisement to suit

that class of trade. In other words, just imagine that you are
going to address some particular man who is a manufacturer of
furniture. Then bring out the points about your stock that you
know will interest and help you sell him. Although but a small
matter, but few men realize the importance of writing the copy
to suit the readers.

The location of your advertisements in the paper (position) is

another matter of importance, although but few of you realize it.

Advertisers in general have found that an advertisement that is

placed on a right-hand page pulls better results than one placed
on a left-hand one. None of the class mentioned gives any reason
for this statement, but the writer has found by studying the

methods of people looking through a paper that they lay the

right-hand side of the paper or magazine flat, and roll the left-

hand side. This conceals that side somewhat, and as a conse-

quence, unless the advertisement is a half-page one, it is not

always seen. Again, your advertisement placed on the outside

column commands more attention than one placed inside and next
to the binding. Therefore, if you have a quarter-page space, specify,

"Outside column, right-hand page"—then you are assured of

having your advertisement in view, and it is then up to you to

hold the reader's attention with interest-compelling copy.

The character of the reading matter that a paper publishes

should have the prospective advertiser's attention. Does the
paper cater to its readers in that it publishes articles and reading
matter written by "men who are authorities" and who are
qualified to give their opinions? Does the paper pay these con-
tributors well?—if it does not, it cannot hope to keep them a»
writers. There is too great a demand for good writers, and
unless good rates are paid the paper cannot hold its staff of
contributors. Are there evidences of interest in the shape of
letters, testimonials, etc., that come unsolicited? Is the editor
or his assistants biased in any way on any subject? Is the paper
full of personal "puffs" that make the reader feel as though he
had been" tricked when he reads them? Is the paper one where
an exchange of views is looked for on all sides; where questions
can be threshed out and where the editor will publish all—not
only one side, because he happens to be prejudiced in favor of
one side?

The writer does not believe in placing advertisements in large
and voluminous trade papers and those that are published too
often. It is too much to expect of the readers to try to wade
through all of them. The papers that are small, concise, deal with
points bearing only on one phase of the business instead of it

all in general, and that come out once or twice a month, are most
desirable to advertise in. Again, class circulation enters into the
matter. It is not so much the total circulation of the paper—

a

point that some trade papers make a special boast of—but the

number of possible buyers, of the particular goods to be adver-

tised. Always keep this in mind, and when the representative of
a newspaper comes into your office to sell you advertising space,

ask him, "How many trim mills in Pennsylvania, New York and
Massachusetts do you reach?" or, "How many hardwood con-

sumers do you reach?" By bearing these suggestions in mind
and treating the question from a business viewpoint, you can soon
tell whether the paper will serve your purpose or not.

Troa^wi^iima^wiWiW^'^myiM^^

The Business of Government
Editor's Note

The following address was delivered b.v Alfred B. Cruikshank of New York City, before the National Lumber
Manufacturers' .A-Ssociation in session at Kansas City, Mo., .June 3 and 4.

T have come from New York City to address you today by invita-

tion of your officers upon a subject selected by them with a title

proposed, I think, by your secretary, namely, '
' The Business of

Government and the Government of Business." No general subject

more worthy of the attention of American business men at this time

could possibly have been selected than this; for government in this

country of our is, or ought to be, principally a business affair and

conducted in a business way; but unfortunately, instead of directing

themselves to the business of government, the politicians in charge

of governmental affairs are misapplying their energies to the gov-

ernment of business. Not merely to the government of business

men, not merely to make them behave properly, to refrain from

violence and cheating and to render every one his due—that is the

legitimate function of go\ernment—but government here is now

more and more endeavoring, as other governments have endeavored

over and over agam in days gone by, and always without success,

to rule business itself; to replace the ancient maxims and usages

of trade by political sayings of the hour; to enact arbitrary laws

to govern its operations instead of the natural laws which business

itself evolves in those operations. Now, there are many men in this

country who believe that the only laws which government should apply

and enforce in business transactions are the laws which business itself

has produced and recognizes as binding; there may be others who are

willing to have these business laws artificially modified or restricted

by the lawmaking power; but I am sure you all feel, and that

every reflecting business man feels, that legislation and government

administration affecting business methods, whatever it may be,

should be planned and carried out by those who have a thorough,

practical knowledge of the subject and not as at present by students
of theories, amateurs, political quacks and time-serving place hunters.

I heard President Wilson say during his canvass that business was
meddling loo much in politics. He was mistaken; the opposite is

the ease. Business has had too little, not too much, to do vdtb

government. Certain special interests have meddled too much in

politics. They have been tempted to take advantage of this very

interference by government with the laws of business in order to

obtain political favors for themselves, whether tariff legislation or

whatever it might be. This was politics, not business; for in true

business there is no favoritism, whereas politics is all favoritisnri

•and nothing else.

Now, the best way to keep special interests and crooked business

out of poUtics, and the only way, is for legitimate business to step

openly in and expel crooked business from legislative halls. The
subject is not a new one to the thoughts of any of us. For many
years I have discussed privately with my friends, as no doubt some
of you have done with yours, the sad conditions in which government

in this country is being carried on. And now I believe the time

has come when business should take hold of politics, not only to

secure its own rights, but to reform politics in the interest of the

whole nation. It must be clear enough to every practical man
familiar with the subject that one of the principal causes of the

present political degradation is the absence of representative busi-

ness men from the councils of the nation, and the want of the

application of business principles and business methods in the con-

duct of government. And I have come today to present to you, as

representative business men, an argument in favor of the immediate
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inauguration of a movement for the political salvation of the com-

monwealth by the only method which appears to be practical today,

and that is by the enrollment of the business men of the country

intd a political organization whose purpose shail be to exert a

•controlling influence over legislation and administration within the

domain of the federal government, and, as far as possible or neces-

:3ary, of every statCj county, town and community, so as to shape its

policy and practical operations in accordance with natural law, and

so far as relates to business matters to see to it that the same are

conducted in the interest and at times seems hopeless of remedy.

The nation has been endowed with wonderful natural resources and

a beneficent climate; it has au industrious and intelligent popula-

tion and every blessing imaginable except a good political system.

Our political system is anything but a blessing; it is notoriously

wasteful End corrupt, and the administration of our cities is said

to be the worst of business and of business men and to the increas-

ing and strengthening of commerce, manufacture, and industries

throughout the United States, and not, as is now too often the

«^ase, in a way to discourage and injure those enterprises.

You all know the deplorable political condition of this country

-and how that condition has lasted for years in the civilized world.

How business is practically affected by this state of things you

are also well aware. The American people is a business people.

In art and in science this does not take the front place among the

nations, but yet its civilization is, taken on the whole, probably

the highest in the world, and this is due entirely to its business

life, and its business men, who are the creators of the truest and

most far-reaching civilization; namely, that which reaches the great-

est number of individuals and the Ir.rgest number of homes. The

business men of our country are its life and glory; through them

its people obtain food, sustenance and clothing; the dwellings in

which live and are sheltered the children, women, politicians, grafters,

demagogues, blatherskites and all other non-producers, whether or

not they recognize their obligations, are built and largely paid for

by them; all the institutions of learning, benevolence and religious,

are of their providing; without them the country could scarcely

«xist, iind through them it lives and is prosperous.

And yet American business men arc not free from hour to hour

from the fear of assaults upon them, and upon the system they

have built up and the work they are carrying on, by ignorant,

corrupt and stupid politicians and the legislatures and administra-

tions under their control. By means of ill-advised and wasteful

expenditures, foolish and oppressive taxation, quack and ignorant

legislation, stupid administration of government and judicial niachin-

ery, improper appointments to office, frequent and unnecessary

•changes in laws, rules, ordinances and procedure, and general careless

and incompetent management, supplemented by occasional rascality,

the whole extending over a long period of years, our government

system has been brought into just contempt, and not only have

business and its votaries been harassed and plundered, but capital

has been so alarmed and annoyed that its employment has been

seriously hampered and the business hopes and future of the country

have been interfered with. Our government is absolutely grotesque

in its inefficiency. Pretended lawyers who are really inferior political*

adventurers or the favorites of politicians are placed in offices which

they are utterly incompetent to fill. The cabinet officials are nearly

always political lawyers without previous training or experience in

the departments over which they are placed. It is related of one

secretary of the navy that when he went on his first official visit

to a warship he burst out into astonishment, saying, "By golly,

the darn thing is hollow." Next year the same man might be

made secretary of the treasury. Dozens, scores—aye, hundreds

—

of new laws are passed yearly by legislatures the majority of whose

members are ignorant of their intent or meaning. During the Civil

war Congress passed a law abolishing sales of gold on the exchange;

a panic was produced and they repealed it next week, in absolute

ignorance of what they were doing either time. When political

mismanagement results in a great scandal, reforms are loudly prom-

ised and, the rumpus over, everything goes on as before. Day by

day capital is threatened and scared away, and when business seeks

redress it must actually purchase fair treatment or stand hat in

hand in Ihe anterooms of legislation while politicians decide its

fate. The legislation of the country' has of late years become almost

entirely business legislation and the old parties are incompetent to

deal with it. All the remedies designed to make the party system

decent and efficient have failed and will all fail.

Neither the masses, through referendum or otherwise, nor their

party representatives, are fit to legislate on business proposals. What
is needed is that the business men of the country cease to divide

their vote between the old parlies, cut loose from them altogether

and organize, not a new political party, but a business men's union

or federation, which, extending through all the United States, shall

dictate to all the political parties and change this government from

a corrupt political machine into .a clean business institution. You
have often admired the fathers of 1861 or the great-grandfathers

of 1776; you can do as much as they did to redeem your country

for your children. Aren't you tired of hearing of the corruption

of American politics? Aren't you ashamed of reading of officials

being sent to the penitentiary, of seeing your representatives in

stripes, of reflecting that you elected them, of being told and feeling

in your hearts that they are no worse than others who escape, and

that they are merely the product of a wretched system? Doesn't

it nauseate you to be compelled to read in the newspapers day

after day appeals to this or that prominent man behind the bars;

that your city is under the control of a greedy, criminal boss; that

your aldermen are thieves; that 3"0ur police officials are blackguards

and ruffians; that everywhere is graft, graft, graft, and that the

whole political mess smell foully to heaven? Aren't we all ashamed

as Americans to see incompetents in high places, to have this or

that state represented in the United States Senate or the governor's

chair by a worthless politician; to read now and again in the daily

papers the report of a public utterance by a high official which all

intelligent men and even the newspapers repudiate as utter nonsense?

And if so, aren't you willing to turn in and help clean it all u|)

and be the helpers in making this country what it ought to be

among the nations of the earth? If you are willing, you can do it.

I say you, because j'ou are representative men, you are strong men,

you are moneyed men, you are! business men, and what you believe

in and undertake other similar men will believe in and follow.

Here I might well stop and leave to some of you to work out

if you care to the details of a remedial movement appropriate to the

situation, for 1 am only a practicing lawyer, and though not entirely

without means or practical experience, I can not compare in either

with any of you gentlemen here present, and you are all supposed

to know better how to proceed in such a matter than a professional

man like myself. But I may, perhaps, go as far as to sketch roughly

the outlines of the project I have in mind, and to answer some

possible objections to it. For, after all, the whole plan and scope

of such a movement can not be foreseen ; it wUl take shape and

develop as time goes on.

What is needed and all that is needed is a j-atriotic business

organization founded on the principles I have outlined and com-

mitted to the object dear to us all; namely, redemption of the whole

American political system from the twin vices of corruption and

inefficiency. To have any influence in polities you must be organ-

ized. First, for the eflfect on yourselves, so that you may be led to

think in harmony; to select the objects for united action and to

act together in an enlightened way; and, second, for the effect on

the politicians who respect nothing that is not organized, or at

least concentrated so as to be made effectual. We have all hoard

of the legislative influence of the Grand Army vote, the labor vote,

the church vote, which are more or less organized, and of the Irish

and German votes, which are somewhat concentrated in various ways.

Now let us have the vote which will really count for something of

value—the business vote.

Its primary organization in villages might consist of business

clubs, including all the business men in the locality. In cities the

different branches of business might be organized, each after its

own fashion. It should include in every town, city and county sub-

stantially all the merchants, bankers, brokers, manufacturers, insur-
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ance men aud their clerks and subordinates; all employers of labor;

all capitalists, large :iud small, ali professional men in sympathy
with those; clerical employes of public utility corporations, and
all others with vision enough to see -n-here their real interests are.

These various clubs and societies might be federated in a state

organization with a basis of numerical representation by delegates.

The local organizations would find ample scope for their efforts in

local affairs, where their activities would tend to keep alive their

interest in the movement. General public questions could also be

debated and discussed, and papers read, published and distributed.

and other means of local instruction adopted. To be a delegate

from one of these trade or local clubs tp the central state assembly
would be considered a distinction; and to be president or other

officer of the state organization, or even to be chairman of the

state committees, would soon come to be considered a high honor.

These delegates and committeemen would, of course, be glad to

serve without salary and even pay their own expenses in attending

the conventions. But this would only be the beginning; the organ-

ization once achieved, means would have to be taken to investigate

and report on economic or business facts in a scientific way and
.so to instruct and enlighten business public opinion that it would

be able tc give to itself authoritative and clear expression. One
reason why the busine.ss community has not obtained the hearing

of the nation is that it has not furnished itself with a proper voice.

The voice must speak before the ear can hear. Each of these state

bodies, working through its committees aud by correspondeuee with

the various business clubs, etc., would be able to collect an immense
airtount of valuable statistics and information. When legislation

was proposed touching business interests, such as transportation,

employers' liability, income tax, inherit.^nce tax, corporate super-

vision, etc., the business community would be able to speak wiili

united authority and its voice would be listened to with respect.

Sueb legislation as might be proposed by a state business federation

would be seriously considered and in most eases would undoubtedly

be enacted. On the other band, self-seekers and corruptiouists pre-

tending to represent business at the capitol would be quickly exposed

and would get but scant audieuce; while prominent business men
of the eommuuity might be especially honored for good work done

in the cause or in the public service by public dinners or receptions

given by the organization and thus your leaders be rewarded while

public interest in the cause was stimulated.

In proposing a state business organization or federation one is

naturally led to think of the labor organizations and the influence

they have exerted in legislation as illustrative of what can be done in

that way. Where the demands of organized labor come in conflict

with those of enlightened business requirements it will be well that

business interests be officially represented in the legislature. But

such collisions would be unlikely, because every enlightened repre-

sentative of labor can be made to see that the interests of laboring

men and their employers are identical except in the one matter of

wages, with which legislation has no more to do than with any other

form of exchange. And labor ought to be and is interested in in

creasing the opportunities of business, for that is to increase the

demand for labor.

A necessary development of the idea would be a national congress

of business and a national headquarters at Chicago, St. Louis or

elsewhere, with a staff which could be employed collecting informa-

tion and digesting it for the general benefit. All these details would

be well worked out, because it is the nature of business to organize

andT:o organize effectively and intelligently, and it is never at a loss

for means to accomplish what it desires.

The association should also carry on its propaganda by means of

newspapers, magazines, pamphlets and other publications and public

discussions and would ascertain, collate and display facts so as to

educate its own members aud influence public opinion. It might in

time have a paid staff of experts. It should be the eneaiy of cor-

rupt and ignorant office seekers everywhere, and its efforts should not

cease until that class had been eliminated and excluded from public

service. It might or might not itself make nominations to office,

but its approval of such nominations would be eagerly sought, and

by means thereof it would elevate the standard of official capacity
to a high degree. Another result would be that the business com-
munity would not only get the hearing which is now refused it or
given but grudgingly, but it would in all matters within its domain
dictate the public policy both in legislative halls and in administra-

tive offices. Even the individual business man who found himself
oppressed by any of the government agencies would have a place to

go where his complaint would be properly heard and investigated,

and if well founded a remedy would be demanded in a voice powerful
enough to command attention.

Let no one fear that such an organization is not practicable. See
what Parnell accomplished in Ireland, where, without prestige and
almost without means, he created a league which obtained comjilete

control of the island and forced the British government to change
entirely its policy toward the Irish people. Look at what women
have done, who without the vote and without any real grievance or

substantial object, by mere force of organization and persisteiice,

have obtained the suffrage in a number of states, though having noth-

ing but Ignorance to contribute to the situation, and though to them
it IS a matter of mere sentiment, and sham sentiment at that, while

the matter we are discussing is to the business man one of vital and
practical hnportauce.

It may be objected that our system of universal suft'rage au<l the

old haoit of party voting will defeat this project, but it does not

seem so to me. The ordinary voter is not opposed to business in-

terests; he is merely ignorant of what they are and what they rep-

resent. He is tired of the rule of ignorant and selfish bosses and
would be glad to see them replaced by leaders of principle and pro-

gressive ideas. But the majority of voters are incapable of organized

movement. They will neither help nor oppose us. They are in fact

indifferent on all public questions, and can scarcely be induced to

vote except for or against some individual in whom they are inter-

ested. It is not true that the ballot or universal suffrage makes us

all politically equal. By manj- the ballot is seldom used and by most

the primarifs and other preliminaries are entirely neglected. So it

is with the right to petition the legislature or appear before its

committees. The ordinary citizen never avails himself of that right.

Political equality exists among those only who are equally energetic

and influential in political life. It is absurd to say, for example,

that the ordinary voter has the same political power as such a man
as Theodore Boosevelt. It. is equally absurd to say that the members

of a business organization, such as I propose, would be overcome

by the inert opposition of many times their number of indifferent

citizens. The fact is that the mere organization of such an institu-

tion would have such an effect that its demands would receive speedy

recognition in all departments of the government and be treated with

the highest respect from the beginning in all political circles.

We need not even fear the machines. Why should the machines

defy the business men when arrayed for political battle.' Where
will they get the money? It is with your money they run their

caaipaigns. Where the vote? The labor unions care nothing for the

iild machines and the farmers very little. See what happened to

the bold Republican party the other day when attacked by a live

man. And there are better and abler men in the ranks of business

today than Theodore Roosevelt. I believe that the vote represented

liy such a business federation would be enormous. Thousands and

tens of thousands of intelligent men have adopted the sad alternative

of not voting at all or of voting but seldom, and taking no j]art

in the rotten primaries to which they receive a hypocritical invita-

tion, but where they know they would never be welcome. •

Those of them who actually vote for one party or the other do

so because they find there is no other choice. How gladly would they

flock to the standard of decency and intelligence in politics should one

be raised to which they could repair!

There need be no fear of deficiency in funds necessary to support

such an enterprise. By far the larger part of the wealth of the

country is engaged in some form of business enterprise and con-

trolled by business men, aud all, from the richest banker down to

the smallest retail merchant, ought to feel and would feel interesled

in so valuable aud important a work. Surely the business men cau
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do better than the Socialists, who ou a contribution of twenty-tive

cents per month each carry on a constant jjropaganda. Nor need

there be any fear but that able and disinterested men would be found

to give their services as far as would be necessai-y. Such a man as

J. Pierpont Morgan, were he living, would feel honored by the presi-

dency of a national association of business men, and would take

pride in guiding its policies and in contributing his valuable advice

and moral support. And although he is no more there are in the

business world of the United States thousands of capable and dis-

interested men who would gladly give their services to the business

public if required, though their dignity and modesty are such that

they will never be found among the ranks of office seekers or pub

licity hunters.

It may be said that there is no need of such an organization as I

propose; that the intelligent vote of the nation is sufficient for the

protection of business. But what is the intelligent vote? The news-

papers, of course, say it is the reading vote, the vote of those who

read books and newspapers. As far as newspapers go that would be

true if it were a matter of retailing gossip about crimes, elopements

and other scandals; or, were it a question of passing examination for

a teacher, college preparation or book study would be the thing. But

the vote in a business community, such as that where most of us live,

requijes some actual knowledge of business affairs. The proposal

to be voted on may relate to a tax upon a special industry, or a

public loan or system of banking, the building of a state canal, or

encouraging railroads or other public works, or the chartering of

.great corjiorations. The intelligent vote is that of the man who

understands such questions as these and has experience to guide him;

who has something at stake to quicken his judgment and is accus-

tomed to think on the line proposed. In a word, a business man or

one of the class of such sensible jieople as take counsel of their

business friends, for every \vell informed man knows that when

business is prosperous the farmer, doctor, laborer and all are pros-

perous and that the main object of government is to promote the

public welfare, as our constitution says, and not to promote the

distribution of offices among humbugs, nor to amuse fools with the

ballot.

This is no trilling nuittei'. It is not as serious here as it was in

France in 1793, when the government was handed over to theorists,

petty politicians, demagogues and adventurers. It was by such men

that the guillotine was created. Robespierre was a country lawyer;

the rest of that gang were without business training; and so in that

ghastly time the laws of business were ruthlessly swept aside; govern-

ment undertook to make prices, and to fix wages with a minimum'

and maximum; summary proceedings in the courts took the place of

trials, and the horrors that resulted have never been adequately de-

scribed. The situation here is not as serious as it is today in

Mexico, which I visited a few months ago, and whore the miseries

that are being daily suffered and the hopeless condition of the whole

couutry are to be ascribed to a system of universal suffrage whicli

jiractically deprives business men of all share in the government

of the country. This is tlie true cause of the deplorable

Mexican situation, though you would never learn so from the news-

papers, that are enjoying their usual dense ignorance upon the sub-

ject. But though Uncle Sam is not so ill now as Joiinny Crapaud

was or our Mexican brother is today he has a light attack of the same

disease and needs treatment.

It may be suggested that tlic majority of our legislators and office

holders are lawyers, and that lawyers are better adapted to the mak-

ing of laws than business men. But those alleged lawyers are usually

not real lawyers, but politicians who have been admitted to prac-

tice as lawyers at the early age of, say, twenty-one, and shortly

thereafter have turned their attention to small local politics. Thence-

forth they are neither good lawyers nor good politicians. By those

wlio fill the high offices of the nation no doubt law should be studied,

and so should political economy and other topics connected with

government. For legislative purposes there should be a board of hired

legal counsel to examine every proposed statute and compare it with

prcvi6us enactments and see that it js in good legal shape. Cood

legal assistance can always be obtained if necessary. But the founda-

tion should be a good practical business training; nothing can take

its place.

The business man brings to every problem the human element

which nothing but actual experience in dealing with men and the

troubles of men can provide. Bismarck once said,
'

' Put Germany in

the saddle and you will see that she can ride"; I say put business

in the saddle and you will see that it can ride. See what it has done

already for this country. Is it not true that the growth of this

country and its jirosperity are due almost entirely to the work of

business men in jiractically applying inventions and discoveries to

everyday life, and the enterprises in railroad building, manufactures

and commerce, which they have inaugurated and carried on? Bank-

ers and other business men furnished the money which paid and fed

the soldiers in the war for the Union. Business men have brought

the stone from the quarry, the wood from the forest, and worked them

into dwellings, churches, theaters, halls, hospitals, libraries and col-

leges, that are the centers of our daily life, and into the furniture

and equipment tnal make them habitable, in the great cities they

pay our teachers, jirof^sors, clergy and scientists. They bring

from all parts of the earth varieties of food that go to nourish and

create the body, blood and brain of man. and develop him from bar-

barism to civilization; they enable us to travel in comfort and luxury

all over the world, and clothe us so that we can live in any climate;

they light our abodes and warm our hearths. Business has endowed

our great institutions of learning and benevolence, and finally has

given us all that makes life enjoyable, it does this all by an organ-

ization, financial and commercial, which is the growth of centuries;

which by a study and adai)tation of nature, human and otherwise,

has created its own customes and laws, :iud the financial system,

whereby the work of each is advantageous to all, whereby the benefit

of the toil of the laborer or a lawyer in Calcutta is made available

in America; whereby a debt due in San Francisco can be paid in

London ; whereby the savings of one man can be used by another,

and those of a thousand men can be pooled and made available for

any useful project or work of bene\olence; whereby the beat of a

sym]>athetic heart in Kansas City can be made to relieve a sufferer iu

Poithind, Me., and the whole nation is bound together in ties of

mutual aid and general prosperity. Our era of civilization is the

child of business enterprise. It has created the commercial machine

which converts the raw and cheap products of remote nations into the

refined and precious food or adornment of millions who never saw or

imagined the scene of its production. And all this by means of a

system of banks and banking, clearing houses, exchanges, credits, dis-

counts, iiremiums, advances, de|iosits, drafts, syndicates, underwrit-

ings and other financial machinery so vast, intricate and complicated

that the ordinary handshaking statesman of the Bowery, the capital

or the prairies has no more conception of it than a Hhukfoot liniiaii

has of a power house electrical equipment.

L.\BOR'S REAL RELATION TO BUSINESS

The labor leaders and socialists tell us that manual labor pro-

duces the wealth of this country. That is a mistake. Labor is the

hand; business the head. Labor alone may jiroduce the cheap raw-

product, enough merely to sustain the existence of the primitive man,

but only as the servant of business, and under its direction is it able

to turn that cheap product into mercliantile wealth. It is the direct-

ing mind and oversight of business enterprise which finally multiplies

it a thousand fold, distributes it all over the world, places it in every

house, and even changes it from a destroyer into a benefactor, as when
it takes the destructive ice masses from the frozen North and breaks

them into fragments to cool the drink of the fevered patient in the

tropics. In a word, business enterprise creates and maintains the civ-

ilization of the world. Labor alone can not support itself according

to the civilized standards of today; it lives off the offerings of the

business world. For every cup of coffee the laborer swallows and for

every ]iiece of meat he eats in this city, or in any city of the United

States today, he is indebted to business enterprise and business or

ganization. And what do we not all owe to movable capital, that

wonderful and indis[)ensable instrument of civilization and progress,

which scarcely existed a few- centuries ago, which has been created,

nurtured and conserved by business men, and whereby all the accu-
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Ululated surplus earuiugs of the past are turned into au enormous
movable fund, available to the present use of the whole population of
the earth?

The business men of the world have accomplished all this modestly
and quietly year by year, generation by generation, in the face of

the obstacles of iudividual rascality, wars, pestilence and casualty,

governmental tyranny and general stupidity; by a careful daily and
hourly study of facts and of the laws of nature; by conformity
thereto, and by practicing those virtues of honesty, industry, fru-

gality, econniony, prudence and self-denial which are the foundation
of all the material good in this world, added to a courage and
enterprise which has never received its due meed of praise, and
nexer will. Xor is this all that business men have given the world.

For as I count as business men the practical inventors of all ages,

all those who have applied inventions to the practical benefit of

mankind. Therefore, 1 claim for the business world credit for the

great inventions of the printing press, spinning jenny, sewing
machine, steam carriages, Bessemer steel, harvesting machines, elec-

tric telegraphs, telephones, motor cars, and all the countless minor
inventions which have made our present civilization possible.

The spirit which has brought about these glorious results is the

spirit ivhich 1 long to see m control of our governmental aff.iirs.

BUSINESS SPIRIT' vs. POLITICAL SPIRIT

It will not be enough to give us business men in office as the

result of political bargains and by nomination of political parties.

Such are often as bad ns pure politicians, or worse, because they

are apt to be business degenerates—men who, to get office, adopt

political methods and are filled with the political spirit. Xo. The
whole tone of public affairs should be changed and the political

spirit which now pervades public life should be replaced by the

business spirit.

What is the business spirit, and wherein docs it differ essentisUy

from the political spirit? In many respects, but notably these:

The business spiiit is scientific and exact; it seeks to aseertair the

actual law, whatever it may be, and to follow it. It seeks justice,

it understands the principles of exchanges, wherein both sides alwa3's

benefit, and which is the foundation of civilization; whereas the

political spirit is one that seeks to satisfy the ignorant demand of

the hour and foolishly tries to force nature, human and otherwise,

by arbitrary laws.

What this spirit of business enterprise can accomplish v.ticn

infused into government service we have already seen partly illus-

trated in the digging of the Panama canal, and to some extent

in the postoffiee service. The business idea is to abolish arbitrary

statutes and restrictions on human endeavor and to replace them

by its own mild and beneficial rules and maxims, which are merely

the natural creation of human activity. Such are those establishing

the mutual relation of supply and demand and enacting that labor,

thrift, enterprise and invention are beneficial to the community, and

that if you want them you must encourage and reward them, not

tax them and penalize them or the fruits of them; that authority

is to the competent and experienced, and that therefore neither a

factory, bank, ship or other enterprise can be properly managed
by the votes of the workmen, clerks or passengers. In a word, the

business method is to ascertain the natural law, and to follow ii.

The business man will not make the mistake of saying that the

Tight of inheritance or disposal of property is created by a stature

and can be taken away by law; and he knows what to think of the

man who says so. He knows that the desires for marriage, for the

family, to acquire and accumulate property and to protect and

nourish one's children in life and after death, all spring from natural

law; that soeietj' can not exist without such desires and instincts.

You might as well say that the child is the result of a statute as

that its parents ' right to care for it is created by statute.

Lastly, it will be objected that my scheme involves class legisla-

tion; that it gives too much power to the trading class. Theie is

nothing in this objection. The wealth, the property of the country

is mostly in the hands of American business men, and nine-tenths

of the legislation and administration affects their interests directly

and other interests only indirectly. Nations no longer exist for

war purposes; at any rate, this nation does not. It exists for
business purposes, and should be administered accordingly. The
object of interior government is only to keep order while the com-
munity transacts business, and the principal purpose of the depart-
ments of foreign affairs, the army and the navy is the protection
and extension of foreign commerce. The Postoffiee, Interior and
Treasury departments are business institutions. As to labor, that

has its own problems and its own battles, and so far as it is in

the right it has all our sympathy; but it is learning, and must
learn, that it is only an inferior department of business and that
its prosperity depends entirely on that of the business man.

You will be met by a deal of absurd chatter about the ru^c of
the people. The cry of the demagogue is, "Let the people rule.'"

In fact, the people never rule, do not know how to rule, and don't
want to rule. The only American rule is a rule of law; what is

called personal rule is merely the administration of public affairs,

and that is always in the bands of a class. It is now in the hands
of a class of small politicians and newspaper men, largely au
incompetent and unscrupulous class. It ought to be in the hands
of the business class for the same reason that the navigation of a
ship should be in the hands of experienced mariners. I am not

afraid, therefore, to say frankly that I would like to see this nation
opeidy and avowedly a business nation and its government a business

government shaping its policy on business principles. If that day
comes it will be because business men have seen the light and have
gone forward and boldly seized the helm of state.

The time is ripe for action in this direction. A blow has been

struck already, and I am glad to be able to say it was by a lumber-

man. I understand that within a few weeks Governor Hodges of

Kansas sent a message to fhe state legislature advocating the sub-

stitution of a state government by a single body of nine to seventeen

members, 1o hold office for four or six years, to sit as often as

public business requires, and to be paid salaries large enough to

enable them to devote their entire time to public affairs.

We hear a lot of talk about social unrest; and timid, excitable

or sensational people, among whom I regret to see the vice president

of the United States, are running about hinting dark hints that

the country is in danger of some fool revolution or other. They
pick up this talk from labor leaders and out of yellow journals.

It is all rubbish. There is dissatisfaction, of course, and always

will be, but there is no more unrest than there always was. We
are dissatisfied ourselves, but we only want to improve matters,

and so do the other agitators. The great majority of families in

the United States have some property, and every member of a
family with property wants property rights protected. What the

people see is that the present governmental system is behind the

times, and they want it to catch up. To fetch it up to the time

is a business man's job; it is your job. And you must arouse

yourselves to take hold of it or suffer the consequences.

You must develop and foster a class conscientiousness; a feeling

that the iuterests of business men are one in all matters affecting

business in general, and business men as a class; a realization

that business men of all varieties, bankers, manufacturers, wholesale

and retail merchants, insurance men, etc., and all their clerks and

subordinates, and all the large number who are connected with

business in various ways, such as commercial lawyers, surveyors,

civil engineers, etc., constitute one body and one set of interests

and' activities. This will take time, but it can be done, and it is

well worth while. That feeling once created, the rest will follow.

We once claimed to have the best government on the face of the

earth. We no longer make that boast. But we can have it yet.

We can have the best government that exists, or that ever did

exist on the planet, but we must earn it as our fathers earned what

they got. As they earned their freedom from the domination of

the mother country, we must earn our enfranchisement from the

control of ignorance and corruption; they went to the root of the

matter once and twice by abolishing old institutions which had

become offensive. Then, as now, common sense said do it ; custom

and laziness alone forbade. No doubt they hated to make a start

as much as you do, but you should make it as they did.
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Editor's Note

The following is an address delivered bv Capt. T. B. White of Kansas City. Mo., before the annual convention
of the National Lumber Jlanufacturers' Association held in that city, June .3 and 4. Capt. White has a nation-
wide reputation as a sponsor of conservation.

The conservation of all natural resources ^^^^^^^^^^ heads of the streams in the mountains, thus

means much for the present and for all .^^^^^^Vl^^^^^^ preventing disastrous floods in the country

future generations. To protect and save ^^^fr^ ^^^^^^^k. lielow.

from waste, to plan and establish a policy ^^^M .^^^^^^ It is safe to say that in all questions

which shall insure a sufficiency for those ^^^^M ^^^^^k relating to the forests and to the timber

now living, and at the same time provide ^^^^Kk ^^^[^^^ industry—whether it be tree cutting, tariff

for those who shall succeed us, is both a ^^^^^H ^^^^^ or taxes—they should be judged and set-

public and a private duty. It is that un- ^^^^^^K »'^' ^^^1^ ^'^"^ ^^' ^""-^ *" ^'^^ ^®^* interests of con-

selfish principle of right and wholesome ^^^^^^^^B ^^ servation. If the settlement of the ques-

economics which insures prosperity to the ^^^^^^^^^jl '''"^0' ^^ t'°n retards conservation, then the judg-

nation and peace and plenty to the indi- ^^^^^^^^^Hr ' ^^ ''

J^| nieut is wrong; if the settlement of the

vidua!. No system of government is right ^^^^^^^^^^^ j^| question advances conservation, then the

which produces waste by providing extrav- ^^^^^^^^^^K-c ititi^ ^1 juilgment is right. It is ruinous to con-

agant excess of luxuries for the few and ^^^^^^^^^^m '
' Jjjr .

jH servation to make its principles and policies

makes it impossible for the many to get ^^^^^^^^^^^^^_i^^^dK' ,^H politijcal party issues, for they should be

the needed comforts of life. And no sys- ^^^^^^^H^T ^^^^^tm'- ^V accepted as necessary public principles for

tem of government is right which does not ^^^^^^V^^^^^^^^H Wt^m ''" P'^'^^'*^^^ parties for the benefit of the

render it easily possible for our children and ^^KK^K^^^^JjK^^Ki: i^^m ^vhole country.

our children's children to obtain the use and ^^H^^^^^^ -

'^
' v^ %<'^ ^ 3* '^''^ conservation and development of the

benefits of a sufficiency of all these God- ^^^^^^^m ' ^^'^ JV natural resources of human life, of soils, of

given natural resources. The old questions ^^^^^Hf' j^T forests, of metals and minerals and of water

of "Am I my brother's keeper?" and ^^BP^Titf''^ j^^^^^r I'ower and waterways, is a function as

"AVho is my brother?" which were taught ^^.^tr ^f^^^^r properly belonging to the government for

two thousand years ago, must be answered ^^^^^^^^^^^^^r this and future generations in a large way
in enactments of law which will automat- ^^^^^^^^^^ as for the individual citizen in a smaller

ically enforce these humane principles .1. v.. wnil'K, K.v.xs.^s cri'V. MO. way. Its principles are as sound and
when we forget. axiomatic n> is the principle that is laid

There are natural resources that can be acquired and repro- down in the Uolden Kulo.

duced, some by annual crop growth and some by much longer periods But who shall plant lumber trees? Who shall practice forestryt

of crop growth. There are other natural resources that, though The planting of fruit trees is a commercial business, as they

abundant for this generation, are limited and cannot be repro- mature and bear fruit in from four to twelve years. Capital

duced. All food, clothing and wood products can be regrown. invests, choosing favorable soil and climate, and the harvest

The mineral and metal products cannot be reproduced. Air and comes two score or more times during the lifetime of him who
water are inexhaustible. Wood products have many substitutes plants, and he sees and enjoys the fruit of his labor. But with

for the construction of dwellings and other buildings and for lumber trees there is only one crop in a generation. As an invest-

various mechanical purposes. Steel and concrete are the prevail- ment it is not as attractive, with laws of taxation as they are

ing substitutes. Coal, oil and gas have electricity as a substitute now, as other opportunities which long experience has proven less

for heat, light and power. Electricity is most economically pro- hazardous. One must figure compound interest—at, say, six per

duced by tlie water power of the country, and is made the agent cent, to make it safely attractive—cost of cut-over lands, cost

of extending and transmitting the energy of this great natural of setting out trees and caring for them for fifty years, annual

resource to great distances by electric wires running in every taxes for fifty years before the crop is harvested, and taking

required direction. There is going to waste, on its way to the sea, chances as to the value of the stumpage at the end of that time,

enough water power in this country, if harnessed and converted Ti,g following is a statement handed me by the Hon. Mr. Hardt-
into electricity, to light and heat the homes and turn the wheels ^^^ pf the Forest Commission of Louisiana, showing the calcula-

of the factories and run every street car and railroad train in ^j^^^ ^^ ^^^ commission, figuring the value of cut-over lands at

the United States. These water power sites on the public domain .^g qq ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^:^^ ^^ ^ thirty-year period.
should be held for the people and leased for their benefit to power

, j ,.,»,,. . ^ , ,, ,*^ ' ^. .\ssessed value for thirty years at one dollar per acre and corn-

Companies at a fair rental. The state can condemn private pound interest at 6 per cent $ 1.67

property for public uses under the right of eminent domain, and Cost of land 3.00

sites not on state waters and not now utilized sho.uUl be acquired Cost of planting trees ."J.OO

, ., . . ^ ., n J.-1. 1 mi 1 t *i Compound interest for thirty years at 6 per cent 37.94
bv the state for the use of the people. This water power of the .^ , .. , ^ . j .• .= »t « i- .,.._.•jj i,uo o.,<m, iv^i ^ V,

.=
V, i- t r C;,,.e of timber at two cents per acre per .year, and compound interest

rivers and streams can be used over and over again, being multi- .,£ g p^f ^ent 1.67

plied as many times as the water can be raised by a succession —

-

of dams. Thus, while the wheels do not turn from the water Total .$49.28

that is passed, other wheels all along the stream below do turn. It is estimated there will be .5,000 feet per acre in thirty years'

and then the sun pumps the water back again to its source, and time at a cost of about $10.00 per thousand feet. In order to

the same process is endlessly repeated. induce people to practice forestry the state has enacted a law that

The practice of forestry and the conservation of our timber the assessed valuation for thirty years shall be only at the rate of

resources are of immense importance, not only for the intrinsic $1.00 per acre. To obtain the best results by intensive forestry

value of the wood and the lumber, but also in many parts of the one cannot properly trim and care for trees at two cents per acre

country for holding back the snows and storing the waters at the per annum. That is, it will pay to spend more on this work,
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possibly for the entire thirty-year period a total of $10.00 per

acre, thereby easily obtaining in forty years a yield of from 10,000

to 15,000 feet per acre. Figuring that money doubles every ten

years, if interest and expenses are compounded at six per cent,

this would make the timber cost at the end of a forty-year period,

with a yield of 10,000 feet per acre, $11.50 per thousand. I

believe that land in Louisiana can be bought that will in fifty

years produce an average of 20,000 feet per acre, and with favor-

able taxation for the entire period at a cost of $10.00 to $12.00

stumpage, according to the quality of soil and the cost of land

as to its value for other crop purposes. The tax should follow

the saw at the harvesting of each crop.

In European countries it has been found most economical that

the government or state shall grow the forests. The state pays
no tajfes, can get money at a lower rate of interest, and can
establish and maintain a uniform system of forestry under the

charge of educated and trained experts. When the crop has

matured to a point where cost has met value of product, so that

it would be a sacrifice of profit and a waste for even the state to

maintain carrying charges, then the trees should be harvested,

the land grubbed of its stumps, and the process repeated for

another crop. It is surprising how much can be grown on an
acre by intensified forestry, where trees of the same age are

planted in rows or at proper distances from each other, according

to contour and nature of the ground, and are intelligently pruned
and tended.

On the Pacific coast it has been ascertained that 1,000 feet

per acre per annum can be grown, or 40,000 feet per acre in

forty years. In the Vanderbilt forest near Asheville, N. C, I saw
stands of white pine ten inches to one foot in diameter which had
been grown from the seed in eighteen years. In the different

states such soil should be selected for forestry which is not so

well adapted for annual crops of agriculture, yet well adapted for

tree growth. And the work should be done by the state.

A lumberman may be a good mechanic and a man of excellent

judgment as to how to cut and saw the tree into lumber so as to
secure the greatest commercial value, yet he would not necessarily
make a good forester. They are two distinct occupations. It is

most naturally the province of one to furnish the capital and
skilled knowledge to grow and care for the forests and to then
dispose of the raw material to the other, the skilled manufacturer,
to prepare for the market. AVe can never make it profitable to

grow trees to an age of the present old-growth forests of one
hundred and fifty years or more. But these old trees have ob-
tained their growth; they have long been ripe for the harvest,
and a rapidly increasing population and the demands of other
countries are calling for the marketing. Most of this acreage is

not improving. In most instances, at the best, it is only holding
its own. Growth of mature trees has stopped, and trees are dying
to fully offset the gain of new growth; and when fires come both
the old and the new growth are swallowed up in flames. The
Forest Service is doing most valuable and valiant work in pro-

tecting and saving the forests from disastrous fires. The govern-
ment appropriations for this work should be most liberal and
should be supplemented and aided by appropriations and appoint-
ment of sufficient forces of forest field men and fire wardens from
each state.

We are far behind the older nations in the practice of conserva-
tion, but we have awakened in time. It is not now too late to

care for the present and insure for the future. We have had too
great an abundance. In the early history of our country we had
to cut down the forests and clear the ground for farm crops;

now we have arrived at the point where we must conserve and
improve the soil and plant and care for the forests. We are going
to become great through thrift and saving, and our people shall

not want. Not any one class, but each and all should bear their

just share of the public burden of conservation, restoration and
protection, and every class of property should be taxed fairly for
the public cost in this great work of the present in providing for
the future.
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y Trend of Hickory Manufacture
Some peculiar features about the manufacture and marketing

of hickory ha\c developed lately—some drifts and tendencies that

seem at variance with the logical order of things.

One of these is the more general practice of cutting up hickory

logs into flitches and planks, and marketing them in this form
instead of reducing them to wagon axles and to specific dimension

for agricultural stock. For two years or more this drift has

been noticeable among sawmill men who get a certain percentage

of hickory in their hardwood logs. Some who a decade ago were

making a strong feature of axles and other dimension stock in

hickory, and bolsters and kindred products in oak, now do but

very little of this. Instead of reducing stock to specific dimension

as formerly, they cut it into planks and flitches and let the customers

reduce it to specific dimensions. This tendency is very noticeable in

regard to hickory, and to some extent oalc is following along

the same line.

About the only explanation the millraen talked to on this

subject have given for this is that they find it more satisfactory.

Now and then one may find a more detailed explanation to the

effect that at one time the price of hickory axles was higher

compared to the price of lumber and flitches than at present.

The price of axles and hickory dimension stock has increased

some in the last ten years, but not in proportion to the price

of hickory logs and hickory lumber. This is, perhaps, the main

reason why many hardwood millmen are now cutting their hickory

into planks and flitches in preference to reducing it to dimension

stock. Another reason, perhaps, is that they do not get as large

a percentage of hickory now as formerly and do not consider

it enough to justify going into the detailed process of converting

into various duneusiou so as to use it up advantageously. They
are simply flitching it and letting the consuming trade reduce
it to dimensions, and take care of the scrap and trimmings as

the}' may see best.

What may be another factor is that a few years ago the larger
consumers of hickory effected an organization, and in this work
advocated the idea that manufacturers of small articles in hickory
buy the raw material from the users of the larger articles. If
this had developed, as it was hoped it would, it would have meant
that the users of hickory axles could buy flitches, work them up
and dispose of their trimmings to others—that is, such of them
as they were not able to use themselves.

The whole proposition seems illogical and a drift away from
what would be the natural thing of the day in connection with
hickory. There is a greater tendency than ever before to produce
more dimension in the woods, to the end not only of saving freight

on waste material, but also that the raw material may be more
closely utilized. Manv examples of this kind of conservation have
been shown during the past few years, some of them recently in

the columns of Hardwood Record. Moreover, it is perhaps safe

to say that some manufacturers specializing in hickory prod-

ucts are today working along this line and accomplishing good
results thereby. Meantime, no matter what the logic of the case

or what arguments may be put up, pro and con, there seems no
getting around the fact that the present drift among the sawmills

merely cutting a small amount of hickory incidental to manufac-
turing a general line of hardwoods is toward marketing it in

the form of planks and flitches rather than to reduce it to axles

and smaller diinension stock.
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Forest Products Exposition
Editor's Note

The following Is au address delivered by Edward A. Hamar of Cbassell. Mich

tional Lumber Manufacturers' Association at Kansas City, Mo., June 3 and 4.

When your secretary extended an invita-

before the convention of the Na-

tion to me to address you on a forest prod-

ucts exposition, I accepted, not witli a feel-

ing that I could in any manner do the

subject justice, but with a firm conviction

of the wisdom and advisability of holding

that much discussed and long delayed expo-

sition. During these years of business

aggressiveness, the lumberman, engaged in

one of the oldest and largest industries of

the country, has remained singularly passive

to this means of advertising, while the

manufacturer of other lines of building

material, ever alert, has adopted and used

it with marked success. Now that our

business opponent has so ably demonstrated

what can be done, it remains for us only

to fall in line.

There is no other material that can be

used in so many and varied ways as wood.

It is capable of variety and individuality,

and buildings constructed of it can be made
attractive and artistic. Buildings of cement

and brick are damp, cold and gloomy, and

in order to compete with wood from an

artistic standpoint, must be mellowed by
time or artificially softened with running vines, or by some oilier

means. Long before tliese other building materials were used to

any great extent in this country, wood, being the most available

and convertible, was a standard. The lumber industry in this

country had its inception, at the time the pioneer settler first

landed upon the bleak and uninviting New England shores, where

he immediately proceeded to cut timber with which to build his

home. As the pioneer pressed on westward toward the Mississippi

river in quest of new fields, he found himself surrounded by

great forests to which there seemed no end. From a largo part

of that territory the timber has been removed and it is now
covered witli rolling acres of fertile farms. Our timber resources

were vast and apparently inexhaustible. The government reports

show that more than one-half of the original stand, in what is

now the United States, is still standing. This large area is esti-

mated at 550,000,000 acres. A large proportion of this area is

now either under public domain or is held by timber holding

corporations. The government and, to a certain extent, these

corporations are doing all in their power to develop methods of

judicious cutting and, by reforesting, to perpetuate our forests.

With these conservative methods any possibility of a timber

famine is very remote.

Our industry, including its numerous branches, ranks third in

the United States, according to the census of 1910, being exceeded

only by the meat packing and foundry and machine shop products

industries. The industry has 095,000 wage earners, a larger

number than any other industry, and with a value of its products

estimated at more than $1,000,000,000, this amount being exceeded

only by the meat and foundry industries, as aforestated. In a

country with a population of 90,000,000, which is increasing at

the rate of 4,000 per day, you have a consumption of housing

material which is based on the same vital needs as the consump-

tion of food products—a need which may be postponed for a

short period more easily perhaps than the need of food products,

but which merely accumulates in energy during such period.

Lumber has been and still is one of our cheapest commodities,

the price being regulated largely by supply and demand, the price

seldom covering the cost of the raw material and operating. So
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cheap lias it been in the past that its cost

has been looked upon as a very small item

entering into the construction of a build-

ing. As the timber became more remote

from the streams and railroads, and as

more thinly forested areas were opened to

the lumberman, the cost of the raw ma-

terial naturally increased, and until the con-

sumer pays what it costs to grow it, as well

as what it costs to manufacture, the price

will continue to advance. The lumberman 's

duty under these conditions is to educate

tlie consumer to use lumber and to demon-

strate to him that it is still the cheapest

and most available building material. It is

not the high cost of lumber alone that

makes a building cost more now than ten

or twenty years ago, but the high cost of

other materials as well, including the high

cost of labor. With the idea before him

that lumber is dear, the consumer has very

naturally turned to substitutes. The manu-

facturer of other building materials, quick

to see the point gained, has pushed his ad-

vantage by judicious advertising through

the press and by holding expositions. What
lias tin' iiiaiiufacturor of lumber done to counteract this? Nothing

but a small amount of advertising. What has he done to counter-

act the feeling that now exists against the using of wood? Practi-

cally nothing. There is only one way to change the view of the

consumer—a campaign of education; the best method—the press

and a forest products exposition. When I say a forest products

exposition I do not mean merely an assembling of different kinds

of lumber, etc, but one that will display all products of the

forest in the raw material and in the finished, together with the

machinery used in );he manufacture. An exposition of this kind

could be made very attractive and would be much discussed. The
attendance would be large and the exposition self-supporting,

I am reliably informed that an exposition company could be

launched for $25,000 or $30,000, It would seem au easy matter to

find 200 or 300 lumbermen sufiiciently interested to furnish the

capital. During the past year there have been held a number of

expositions, among them the clay products and cement products.

These expositions were made attractive and interesting and were

well attended by people from all parts of the country. Is it at all

strange that a man, after visiting one of these expositions and

seeing the model of a house attractively built of cement or brick,

should decide upon his return home to build his new house of one

of these materials, even though he live in a community where

lumber is manufactured and notwithstanding the fact that a

wooden house is more attractive and artistic?

A forest products exposition, to be held under the jurisdiction

of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, has already

been endorsed by the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association,

the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,

the Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, the North Caro-

lina Pine Association and the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, The members of these associations arc awakening to the

necessity of doing something to counteract the inroads made on

their products by the manufacturers of other building material,

and have heartily endorsed the plan, and a number have signified

their willingness to back up that endorsement with a stock

subscription.

The present campaigns that arc being carried on by the different
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associations for their special products should be continued. This
work, together with a forest products exposition, should so
strengthen the market, by creating a steady use of lumber, that in
the future we should not have the several usual lean years with
one of fatness. Mineral building material, including the cement
and clay products, until a few years ago, was so much more
expensive than lumber that it was out of reach of ordinary
builders, but owing to the improved methods of manufacture,
coupleil with the fact that lumber has advanced, it is becom-

ing more commonly used. Now that the prices of all building
materials have become somewhat equalized, it behooves the manu-
facturers of lumber to demonstrate the cheapness and superiority
of wood as a building material.

When it comes to the matter of financing an organization for
holding an exposition, there are a number of ways in which this

may be done. For instance, it could be made an auxiliary of this
association, or a distinct organization. Whichever method is

adopted, the association will have to stand back of.
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'•^ National Hardwood Convention
The National Hardwood Lumber Association met at its sixteenth

annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Thursday and
Friday, June 5 and 6. In addition to the natural increase in attend-

ance due to the increase of over one-hundred sixty in member-
ship during the past year, the proposed changes in rules, in addi-

tion to the interesting program promised, resulted in a record at-

tendance. The attendance set a new record, there being 743 present.

The notable events of the meeting were a striking address delivered

by Harry A. Wheeler of Chicago, president of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the L'nited States of America, and a discussion of the grad-

ing rules.

Murdock MacLeod, president of the Lumbermen's Association of
Chicago, delivered an address of welcome, in which he fully impressed
the visiting hardwood men with the sincerity of the welcome extended
by the members of the trade in the Chicago market.

John M. Woods of East Cambridge, Mass., responded in a char-

acteristically pleasing manner.

President Charles H. Barnaby of Greeneastle, Ind., then delivered

his annual address as follows:

President's Address

Gentlemen of the National Hardwood Lumber Association : In accord-
ance with an established custom it is my privilege to submit a bric>£

review of the accomplishments of the association during the past year.

One year ago you honored me by election to the office of president.

Those of you who were present will perhaps recall that I made no
promises other than to put forth my best efforts to carry out the policies

of my worthy predecessor, which resulted in such- substantial growth
during his administration.

The National Hardwood Lumber Association was organized sixteeu

years ago to meet an urgent demand for inspection rules that would be

tmiversally recognized by buyers and sellers in all sections. During my
brief talk one year ago when you so generously elected me chairman.
I stated that we then had accomplished the objects for which we were
f»rganized. Possibly few doubted that fact then, but the great increase in

membership as well as the very important gain in the quantity of lumber
officially inspected during the past year prove be.vond doubt the truth of

the statement that in so far as hardwood inspection rules are concerned
there is but one association today.

I trust you will pardon me if I dwell briefly on the past. Bein,g a

charter member of this association, having attended every convention but

one, and having served as a director and member of the executive com-

mittee for six years, gives license perhaps to reminisce. This associa-

tion was born in this city in 1S97 and its first meeting was attended by

loss than thirty lumbermen. That there was great need of such an
organization, no honest man questioned. Prior to that time every market
had its own rules of inspection and both buyers and sellers interpreted

such rules as they saw fit. In those days the question of securing fair

treatment on the inspection and measurement was of equal importance

with the financial standing of the customer. Not so today, because after

our investigation of credit has been made and results show a solvent

condition, the old problem of inspection and measurement is fully and

tinally solved by stipulating the official rules of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association. As a direct result of the work of this organization

the hardwood lumber industry has been placed on a high plane and today

ranks second to none in the entire commercial field.

While I do not propose to weary you with statistics, I cannot refrain

from calling your attention to the rapid growth of our inspection depart-

ment. In 1905 we had four salaried inspectors, whose earnings in inspec-

tion fees were not sufficient to cover the salary and expense the asso-

ciation was put to in maintaining them. Today we have thirty-five

salaried inspectors, who for the fiscal year ending May 1, 191.3, together

with the fee inspectors, measured and inspected a total of nearly 180.000,-

iiOU feet, with practically no expense to the association. This is an
increase of 47,000,000 feet over 1912. or about thirty per cent. During
the year re-inspections have been called on l,D94,69o feet, which is less
than one per cent of the total amount. The result of these re-inspections
shows a difference of four per cent, or more in money value on only
261,469 feet, resulting in claims paid by the association of $345.30. I

submit these figures as positive evidence that great progress has been
made toward securing a more uniform application of the rules by the
inspection force. It is my belief that much credit is due our chief
inspector for this improved showing, and I do not believe it would be
possible to engage a more competent corps of inspectors than our present
force.

The increase in membership is also gratifying. One hundred and sixty
new members have been admitted "during the year, bringing the total to
859. I wish to call your attention to the fact that gains have been
made in territory new to the National Hardwood Lumber Association. I

refer to our neighbors in Canada, and if you will consult the present list

you will find we now have twenty-one members in Canada, as against
three one year ago. The inspector stationed in Toronto has made a
creditable showing and I believe even greater progress will be shown in
that territory during the coming year.

There is no longer opposition to the rules and official inspection of the
National association in Greater New York. We now enjoy the support
of forty-six firms in that market, so that this year marks an increase of
nearly one hundred per cent in our numerical strength in that important
center.

In a large mjijority of the distributing markets and producing centers
our support today is practically unanimous, and this fact is surely corrobo-
rative of the claim that there exists today but one recognized set of
inspection rules for hardwood.

In the revised b.v-laws adopted at our last annual meeting, article nine,
section one, roads as follows :

"The inspection rules of this association can be changed only at an
annual meeting by two-thirds majority vote of the members voting
thereon."

Section two :

"No change in the inspection rules shall bo considered or voted upon by
the membership unless such proposed change shall have been submitted in
writing to the chairman of the inspection rules committee not less than
ninety days prior to said meeting. The inspection rules committee shall
submit to the membership through the secretary's office its recommenda-
tions regarding such changes not less than thirty days prior to the annual
meeting."

Article ten :

"These by-laws may be altered or amended by the usual two-thirds vote
of the members present at any annual convention, except article nini',
which may only be amended, altered or changed bv giving notice of the
proposed changes to the so.cretar.v-treasurer thirty daVs prior to the annuiil
meeting, such notice to be signed by not less than' ten members. The
proposed changes to be submitted to the convention and voted on in the
regular way."

In conformity with article nine, section two, the inspection rules com-
mittee, in its annual report, will submit at this meeting to the member-
ship its recommendations for changes in inspection rules as have ijeen

proposed by members of the association. In further conformity with
article nine, section two, these recommendations have been printed and
were mailed to each member from the secretary's office on Apr. 5, 1913.
As to the advisability of the proposed changes being adopted, your chair-
man ofl'ers no comment. It is much more vital to every member that the
association be maintained in its present condition of efficient usefulness
than can be the particular wording of any inspection rule. Our corps of
inspector,?, however, is amply able to carry on inspection work for the
membership at large, whether changes are made or not.

I have received, during the past sixty days, many letters from all

branches of the trade in every section of the countr.v, some favoring slight

changes and others opposing any change. I have invariably replied that,

inasmuch as it takes a two-thirds vote to change the rules of inspection.

I was perfectly satisfied that no change detrimental to the association
or trade at large would be made. The only criticism that has reached
me during the year regarding our official inspection is to the effect that

some of the inspectors are at times rather technical in the application of

the rules. This criticism has by no means been general, but, in fact, has
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been confined to a very small percentage of members regularly employing

the service. In the recommendations submitted to you by the Inspection

rules committee they have advised some modifications that will, in their

opinion, remove this criticism. You, no douht, have given due con-

sideration to the recommendations and I have no fear that other than

wise counser will prevail. This I will say; there is no niemljer of the

association who would not be wor.ie off with every rule in the book written

to suit his taste exactly and with no association to enforce such rules

than he is today with some rubs which may not suit his fancy, but with

many other rules which are to his interest, all of which are rendered

effective by the prestige which the association possesses at this time.

I can not emphasize too strongly the quality of this membership aud it

is a source of much pride to me that the best firms in all branches of

the trade are now on the membership roll. I am proud to be on this list

and consider it a great honor indeed to have served as your president.

It is with pleasure that I call your attention to the reporting system

which hits been installed during this year. In our first call for reports

from the consuming trade we requested a financial ri'porl, as well as

statement of amount aud kind of lumber consumed annually. Over fifty

per cent responded to our first letter and at the present time we have

over five hundred reports on file, which can be obtained on request. This

department has great possibilities and those who have used it are enthusi-

astic in their praise of its value. It has already passed the experimental

stage and we are satisfied will prove of great value to our members.

Up to the present time no charge has been made to the members for these

reports, but to perfect the department and render it more elfieient means

an additional expense aud possibly a slight charge for these reports will

be found necessary.

We are closing the year in sound condition financially, as the secretary-

treasurer's report will show. It has been suggested that an increase in

annual dues or inspection fees should be considered at this time, to the

end that the association be enabled to establish a reserve fund and be

placed on a strong financial basis. The field for new members is

rapidly narrowing and less revenue will accordingly be forthcoming from

initiation fees. As mentioned above. 100 new members have been enrolled

this year, which has brought us a revenue of ?4,<l()0. but we cannot

expect to continuously derive this amount from that source, and I recom-

mend that the subject of an increase in annual dues be considered at

this meeting. No association of any kind does so much for its member-

ship on such small annual dues.

Very few of the officers and directors have charged their expenses in

attending Iroard meetings. We have now reached a point where we

should assume these expenses. When the association was struggling for a

foothold and funds were scarce these men gave their time and expenses

freely and are still doing so.

You will later hear the reports of the inspection rules committee, spe-

cial committee on overweight claims, transportation committee, forestry

committee and waterways committee. The members of these several com-

mittees have given much time and thought to their subjects, always bear-

ing the good of the a.ssociation in mind.

The year's work as your chairman has been most pleasant. I wish to

lake this opportunity to thank the members, officers, directors and mem-

bers of committees for their kind and loyal support and to assure them of

my grateful appreciation. I also desire to thank the lumber press for

its assistance and support of the association.

We must not overlook the fact that the success of our association is

largely due to the wise and intelligent management of Secretary Fish and

his able assistants, the chief inspector and his efficient deputies.

The addi-e.ss of the secretary-treasurer, Frank F. Fisli, was then

read as follows:
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Beport of Secretary-Treasurer

The National Hardwood Lumber Association, during the fiscal year
which closes with this convention has made greater progress in every

department than in any previous year in its history. There is no market
or section in the United States or Canada in which its rules do not govern,

nor is there any section in which buyers are unwilling to recognize its

official inspection. The figures which are presented in this, my eighth

annual report, show in detail the exact amount of lumber Inspected in

the various markets, the increase in membership, and the resources as

indicated by our books at this time.

In drafting tills report and statement it is impossible to list the asset

of greatest value and importance, which consists of the confidence and
good will of practically <'very important buyer of hardwoods throughout
the United States and Canada, who has become convinced, thnmgh many
tests, that the present rules and their ofllcial application, through the

inspection bureau, furnish protection and provide fairly for his interests.

.\ large number, probably a majority of the new members who have
joined our ranks during the year, have done so in recognition of the

valuable services rendered to all branches of the hardwood industry, hut

there are a nimiber who have become identified with tills association

because they found it dilHcult in some cases, and absolutely impossible in

many instances, to obtain recognition from rt^presentative buyers unless

they placed themselves in a position to furnish the biuided certificate in

case of a dispute or dilTerence after the arrival of their stocks. It is

therefore evident that this association has established a service that has
become an absolute necessity in many instances to the successful conduct

of business.

The figures iiresented in this report show that the lnspe<'tion depart-

ment has olficially inspected a larger amount of lumlier eiuring the past

twelve months than in any similar period in the record of the department.

While this increase In volume is gratifying, far greater satisfaction is

offered in the indisputable evidence to follow, of greater efficiency. This
is evidenced by the fact that fewer re-inspections and complaints have
been registered on a volume of 170,000,000 feet than were received during
.years when the inspection bureau totals were less than 80,000,000. No
one can successfully contradict the statement that a greater degree of

uniformity exists today in the application of National rules by the force

of licensed inspectors than ever before.

It is my belief that the force of inspeclors now in the employ of this

association Is the most competent .'tnd reliable that can be secured. Our
confidence in the judgment and ability of the force is best illustrated by a

brief statement of a general offer that is being made whenever serious

complaint or criticism is offered. Occasionally a letter is received charging
that the inspector representing the association in some market has dis-

criminated unfairly against the shipper and in a few Instances the

charge has l>een made that such inspector is influenced to the detriment
of the shipper by local buyers. In all cases we ri-jily to the writers t^f

these letters urging that they meet the chief inspector of the association

at the point where the lumber is located and go over it with him, and
the association guarantees to pay railroad fare and all other expense of

the shipper if, after the investigation, he is not convinced that the

original inspector's work was absolutely fair to his interests and that he
received the protection to which he was entitled under the National rules

of inspection. During the year this proposition has been accepted by a

number of firms and without exception the charges of unfairness or incom-

petency have l>een withdrawn and the association files now contain
numerous letters testifying that the charges brought were without founda-
tion and that the error was that of some inspector other than the National
Hardwood Ltmiber Association's dejuity.

The figures in detail of the Inspection department for Ihe year ending
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May ], liilS. showing tin- qunntUy inspci-tod in each mai-kct, wiih thi-

amount ••arnod and exact expense o£ maintenance, follows:

Feet inspected. Earnings. Expenses.
St. Louis. Mo , . .

.

]0.:;l'ii.'.i:5(; .$."i.:i7^.is .$."1. 147. 41
<'hicag(i. Ill '.i.:i-_'7. 1 Tii ."i..">!l().0:! ."p.."):il:.i.!(!

Memphis. Tenn ii.iMii;.171 H.HH7.(i7 :!.";i>>.."iii

Xew Orleans. La (),8."i3..j28 3.875.3S ;!.447 I'.n

•Cincinnati. Ohio 5.773.130 3.708.82 4.!)7i;.ii4

I'hilartelptiia. I'a r..314.ri2-J 2,088.0.". 2. .->.-..-.. us
Hoston. .Mass 4.42s.7il'.i 2.31!l.n.'> l.;)iis.'.l:;

Detroit. .Mich 4. ::_'.'.. 27ii 2.4S7.01) 2.17s.,s7
Jlinneapolis. .Minn 4.IiiK.l;;4 2,2(iS.3r> 2.3."i:4.."ii'.

-Xew York City. X. Y 3.i184.254 2,330.8."! 2.2L'."..:'.2

Huffalo. X. Y 3,410.eS0 1,901.18 2.1(11.38
Hunlinffton, \V. Va 3.529.204 1,834.20 1.9.".2.17

Chattanooga. Tenn 3.407.988 1,709.29 1.30(1.02
Lonisyille, Ivy 3.312.817 1.773.3.". 1.0.-.7.3O

<'airo. Ill 3.303.710 1.902.82 l..">0ii.2:!

-Milwaukee. Wis 3.127.700 1.820.40 1.82.s..i()

Xashviile. Tenn 2.330.19", 1.241.3ll 1.0.".3.00

Haltim..re, .Mrt 2.208,031 1.3.".4.9K 1..1(14.92
Toronto. Ontario 2.oiiO.S."i.") 1.117..'i9 1.42711s
I'ittsliurL-h. I'a 1.SS."..309 1.182.82 1 .0'.i9.7(i

Bristol. Tenn l.S7."i,102 907.07 1.2(ii]ii(i

Arkansas 1,232,401 683.3."> 02.".. 7.".

Indiana 819,181 717.59 1. (100.20
Michigan .Mills 352.050 176.83 1 59.25
Chief Inspi-clor 1.520.975 1.958.33 0,705.75
Miehiijan and Wisconsin .Mills ( fi'ei . 74.589.208 3.729.33
<;rand liapids. Mich ( feel 8.773.939 438.09
llohile. Ala (fee 1 718.404 35.03

As shown aboye. the work of thi- salaried inspectors shows a total of

00,851,090 feet, which is a gain for them of 17,882,171 feet over last

year, while the work of the fee inspectors at mill points totals 84.-

081,701 feet, a gain of 20.206,964 feet over the year previous. The
total net gain over 1912 is 47.089.135 feet, and a comparison of this

amount with that of the year which closed May 1, 1911, shows an
increase of 07.898,215 feet.

In April. 1912. an inspector was stationed at Huntington. W. Va.. and
the demand for the service necessitated placing a second inspector in

that district, which was done in January of this year. In September
last a ma.iority of the leading hardwood manufacturers and wholesale

dealers of Toronto joined the association, and a salaried inspector was
located there. We have recently placed Sault Ste. Marie on the list

and increasing demand has resulted in the appointment of assistant in-

spectors in Philadelphia and Xew York City.

The fl,i;ures covering otli.ial reinspection indicate that substantial and
permanent progress have been made toward getting a more uniform ap-

plication of the rules by the inspectors and that national inspei-tion is

finally and firmly established in all markets. There is no doubt that

the recent disastrous floods in many sections materially reduced the

volume of inspection work, hut notwithstanding these disasters, our in-

spection department shows a net Increase of 25 per cent over last

year.

Additional evidence of our progress is afforded by the increase in

the membership. Since the meeting held here in Chicago ,1ust one year

ago (.lune and 7, 1912) 170 new applications for membership have

been received, of which ten were rejected either on account of beiug

undesirable or ineligible. Failures and withdrawals from business num-

ber 81 ; 10 have been dropped on account of being delinquent in the

payment of dues, and 10 have resigned. The total number of new

members admitted during the year is 160, being a net gain for the

year of 59 members, bringing the present membership to 859. When
the fact is considered that we started the year with 800. it is believed

that this gain will compare favorably with that of all other lumber

and trade organizations. A brief analysis of this membership by states

is as follows :

Michigan 92 Arkansas 34
I'enn.sylvania 89 Indiana 32
Illinois 81 West Virginia 31
Xew Y'ork 79 Kentucky 28
Tennessee 68 Massachusetts 25
Wisconsin 61 'Canada 21
Ohio •.

.

46 Minnesota 18
I ouisiana 42 Virginia 15
Mi.ssouri 38

Above we account for ,800. The remaining 59 are located as follows :

Mississippi, 12 : Maryland, 9 : Alabama, 7 : Xorth Carolina. 7 : Texas, 6 :

Oeorgla. 4: New .lerse.v, 3: Connecticut, 2; Florida, 2: Rhode Island, 2;
I»wa, 2; South Carolina, 2 ; California, 1.

During the year five meetings of the executive committee and board of
managers have been held, as follows :

Hoard of Isirectors. .lune 7. 1912.
Executive Committee. October 24. 1912.
Board of Directors. .Tanuary 15. 1913.
Executive Committee. ilav'O. 1913.
Board of Directors. .lune 4. 1913.
-All of these meetings excepting one were held at the executive offices

in Chicago, the exception being the meeting of Jlay 0, 1013. which was
held in Louisville; Ky..- on which occasion the committee was the guest
of the Louisville Hardwood Club. All the meetings have been well at-

tended. Every suggestion and complaint has been carefully reviewed and
if thi're is a just claim outstanding at this time it is due to the fact
that it has not been presented in proper form to the association through the
office of the secretary.

In previous annual reports the attention of members has been called
to the fact that failure to inform themselves was responsible for a
majority of the complaints registered and this same statement applies
to the year just closing. In your own interests as well as those of the
association. I wish to impress upon you the importance of a thorough
understanding of the rules which govern the inspection department.
These rules are printed on pages 0, 7 and 8 of the official book of
inspection rules.

Jly report submitted last year contained the recommendation that the
association add a department for securing information from consumers
and acting under the orders of the committee on officer's reports, this work
w.ns started in Xovember, 1912. Blank forms providing space for state-

ment of resources and liabilities, and also for listing their annual re-

ijuirements in hardwood lumber, were sent out to a number of consumers in

all sections of the United States and Canada. Nearly 50 per cent of
the consumers receiving these blanks responded almost by return mail
and by following up those who had not been heard from, we were suc-
cessful in getting the desired information from a majority of them.
Our experience to date proves conclusivelj- that the co-operation of

fully 75 per cent of the important buyers of hardwoods in car lots can be
secured. In order to acquaint the membership with the plan, the first lot

of reports (about 225) showing annual hardwood requirements, were
printed in pamphlet form and sent out under the title of "Consumers'
Uegisl^r'' in March last. Tickets of inquiry have been sent ever.v

member and as now operated we undertake to secure a signed financial

statement and register of requirements on any consumer in the T'nited

States or Canada members inquire upon. Although these inquiry tickets

did not reach the membership until about .\pril 1. our records show that

we have answered over five hundred inquiries since that date, and it

affords me pleasure to be able to report numerous letters commending the

reports furnished. Some objection was entered against the plan of pub-

lishing and sending out this information in the form of a pamphlet, and
your Secretar.v suggests that the plan 1» adopted of a printed bulletin

each month to include the names and addresses of consumers who have
filed statements during the previous month, so that members finding

names of interest can secure the complete report on application at the

—38-a—
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general office. This monthly bulletin co\ild also inclniic tlie informal icm

now covered by the monthly letter to members and show the names of

Arms applying for memhi-rship. and also those of members dropped for

any cause, thus furnishing a list of members revised monthly, .\long

the same lines, the bulletin, as the official organ of the association,

would report all changes in the list of inspectors and each issue carry

an up-to-date list of names and addresses of the licensed inspectors. I

desire to recommend to the memliership a trial of the plan lo Issue a

monthly liuUetin to include the information above outlined.

The finances of the association during the past year show some im-

provement and sufficient funds have been available to enable the association

to promptly meet bills and obligations of every nature. On June 1 there

was no indebti'dness of any nature. The following is a detailed statement

of receipts and disbursemi'nls. the correctness of which is ccrtitied to in the

attached report of Marwick. Mitchell. I'eat & Co.. ];ublic accountanls and

auditors :

KKCKIPTS

Balance reported at convention. .Tune l», litl2
_

.$ l.tj:i.S.24

From membership dues .i;:i2.9."il.0(>

From inspection fees .">n.G84.21

From inspection rules 432.04
na.oiio.i 1

$04,707.3.".

lUSBfllSKMKXTS

Salaries and expenses—secretary-treasurer, assist-

ant secretary, chief inspector, inspectors and
office heln ,<f7.-.,031.4H

Postage and printing - 4,952.00
.Convention, e.vecutive committee, standing com'

mittees and mist ellaneous expense 3.120.41
General offici' expen.ses. telephone, telegraph, light,

exchange. siiiJitlies. etc 1 .0-i.'i.2."i

Re-inspection settlem<'nts and claims 1.2B."i.40

U,.nt 2,880.00
Refunds 08.1

1

Office furniture 743. lo
90,044.7.".

Leaving a balance on deposit at the Kort Dear-
born National Hank. .lune 2. 1013, of $ 2.01.-..42

In the llilMTuian Hank. .Iiine 2. lOi:!, of 1.000.00
And cash on h.ind. .lum^ 2, 1013 747.18

Total in gineral fund .f
:'..7i;2.0il

In addition tlie books show outstanding accounts
for inspection fivs I'arned, $(;.ii(;o.i;2 : for mem-
bership dui's pavabb-. .$4.7."i.'i. and advances to

employes. $72."), a total of 11..".41) r,-J

Bringing resources in cash :nid good railslanding
accounts to ,?1 0.31 2.22

CASH PKI'OSIT FI'M).

Balance on hand as reported at convention on .7une 0. 1012. .«r,."ii.0ii.

Today this memliership is an organized force of 8,")0 firms. To the

active and loyal interest of the officers and members the present condltiiui

of the association is due, and as secretary 1 di'slre to acknowb'dge tlu'

support given my i>ffice and to uxpress my apprecialiim.

The standing of any associatiim depends upon the active intenst of its

membership. Your help, as individuals, to maintain the present standard

is necessary, and a continuation of your co-operation and support is ear-

nestly requested.

The report of the forestry eoininittee was road liy .ioliii ^1. Woods

of Kast Cambridge, Mass., as follows:

Report of rorestry Committee

"Whom art thou likr in lliy gnalnessV Iteholil, the Assyrian was a

I'c'dar in l.clpanon with fair branclns anil with a shadowing shroud, and of

high stature, and his top was among the thick boughs. The watiM-s mado

him great, the deep set him tip on high with her rivers running round aUnit

his plants, and sent out her little rivers unto all the trees of the lield.

Therefore his height was exalted above all the trees of the field, and his

boughs were multiplied, and his branches became long because of the multi-

tude of waters, when be shot forth. -Ml' the fowls of hi'av<'n madi' their

nests in his boughs, and under his branches did all the beasts of the field

bring forth their young, and under his shadow dwelt all great nations.

"Tims was he fair in his greatness, in the length of his liranches. for

his root was by the great waters. The cedars in the garden of God could

not hide him; the fir trees were not like his boughs, and the chestnut

trees were not like his branches: nor any tree in the garden of God was

like unto him in beauty. T have made him fair by the multitude of his

branches, so that all the trees of Kden that were in the Garden of God

envied him,"

Can human mind express in language the beauty, sublimity and value

of the forests better than these words of the old Hebrew prophet, written

more than twenty-five c<-nttiries ago? Verily, "the trees of the held is

man's life" and "the leaves of these are for the healing of nations." "I

wlU plant in the wilderness the cedar, the shittah tree, and the myrtle and

the oil tree. I will set in the desert the fir tree, and the pine, and the box

tree together, that they may sec and know and consider and underslauil

together that the hand of the Lord hath done this, and the Holy Onc> of

Israel hath created it. " • • Instead of the thorn shall come up the

fir Iree, and instead of the briar shall come up the myrtle tree, and it

shall l>e to the Lcu-d for a name for an evi'riasting sign that shall not be

cut off. • • • The glory of I.i-Imuiou shall come upon thee, the fir tree.

thr ijiue tree and the box togi-llier. to beautify tin- jilacf of ni^ sanctuary,,

and I will make the place of my feet glorious."

Your committee tull.y realizes the Herculean task of properly jireseuting

this sub.iect for your consideration. With all that has been said and
written and all our experi< nee we have not and cannot master even the-

alphabet of forestry, its tremendous value to the human raci'. its necessity,

for the purity of the air. and lu-oti'ction of the water s\ippl,\-. not only for

donu'sti<- uses, navigation and motive power, but for a home for the fish to

sufiply food foi- mankind. The forest is the natural home for the bird

and animal. Figures are feeble to express th,' financhil value to the na-

ticm, capital employed, wages paid, value of ontput. the necessities and
luxuries of home, business, transportation, reading and communication,
hundreds of thousands of our people depending upon the forests to earn

their living. Is it not worth our while to do all we can. by precept and
•xampli'. to wisely use. carefully const-rve this invalualde luTitage so that

it nuiy serve the coming generatiims as it iuis tlu' past and presi'iit. leaving

oul every noble sentiment, all the pleas\u*e humanity enjoys, all its benefi-

cent influences in sh;iping and moulding charactei'V Financial consider-

ations alone are sufficient to justify legislature in state and nation in

making investigations, voting appropriations, formulating plans for the
c;ire and management of the natUnal forests and in every way possible en-

cinn-aging, assisting and educating the whole pc'oplc to a judiciovis use of
what we now have, and by afforestation lay the foundation foi- a permanent
fori'st supply. So far the history of the forests is the same as the history

of the Indian, buffalo, and deer, cimstantly receding before civilization,

without prompt :ind intelligent actiim on the part of the nation, state and
individuals. The prophecy put into the mouth of the ln<lian by the poet

Hr.\ani will be fullHbd. "But I behold a fearful sign to which the while-

man's eyi's are blinil.

"Before these fields were*shorn and tilled

I-'vill to the brim our rivers flowed

The melody of waters filled the woods.
These pleasant sounds are heard no more
The streams are silent as thi' sun

The rivi-rs by the blackem-d sluu-es

With lessening curnnts run.

The realms (uir tribes were t-ruslii-d to get

.May be a barren di-sert yet."

No criticism c-an be nnidi- against this association or its membi-i-s of

lack of zeal or interest in forestry. By ]>,'itii'nt conlintmni-e in wi-ll doing
we shall reap, if wi* faint not. Your i-hairman prepai-ed and h;ol inli-oduced

in till- Massachusetts legislature a resolvi" protesting against turning over
the natifuuil forests to the states in which they are located. This resolve

passed tinanimously both branches of the legislature, was signed by the

governor and a copy sent to the senators and representatives in Congress
from our state, eighteen in all. .-Mso. as chairuian of this conuniltee. pro-

tested f((r this asscK-ialion against any (-urtailuieui <if the apfii-oprialioit

fiu- the care :ind management of the nalitmal forests. I.egishition in state-

and nation has been closely watched in all nuitters i-eiating to forestry :

Chief Forester tirave's advice and t-ounsel have been asked and ,*ill that

your committee has done or trii'd to do has met his hearty apjii-oval. .-Vs

every member of the ass(»ei,*ttlon is aw:ti-e, in the rndervvo<id Tariff Bill

lumlH-r in about all its forms is put on the free list. What elTect this will

have (in the forest and its jiroducts there are jirohabl.v widely divergent

vii'ws among our lui-mbership. Your (-(uumitte)' does not fi-fl it wise it>

make any ret-oniniendations. fi-eliug that I'aeh nn-iubei- will give liis views

jjro or con to tin- conimiltee (ui ways aiul means of Congress, or lo his-

ripri>si>nlative in Senate ami House. Whili> not exiu-esslng an opinion as

a (-ommittee, your cli:iirman*s individual opinion is expressed in the short-

est, and what he believes the best speeeli ever made on tlu' tai-iff by the

great iiresident, Abraham Lincoln. When asked what he Ihouglit about

the tariff, he said. "I don't ' pretend to know nmch about the tariff, but

1 think this: If we buy our goods abroad, they get the money and we
get the goods; if- we make tlie goods at h<imt- we have got both the

goods and the money." Nearly everything in this w<H-Id thai is rilivo

goes in pairs: tlie same ajiplies to business and economic i-onditiiuis. Low
prices and low wages generally go together, and high firices and high

wages likewise. For one humble lumbi-rman I feel that there is compe-
iition inough amongst ourselves to warrant the belief that not more thaiT

an honest, legitimate profit can be made, or the great iiublie wronged or

injurt'd. and further that it is not necessary to send an elalwirate engraved
invitation to all the world to come In and help themselves to ouv markets
witboul money and without price, and that the divine injunctiiui thai Iw
\>-|io u'-glects to provide for his own has denied the faith ,-ind is iieo-e Iluin

an inlidel, ajiidies witli eipial force to nations as to individuals. I king

into the faces of this body of men. of long exiicrience, high (-liaraeter and
demonstrated business abillt.v. I cannot but feel that our great president,

fttr wliom I have greatest respect believing him an hiuiest, sincere, abb*

man, hut hardly competent b.v experience and training lo instruct you
giMitlemen in the art of transforming the standing tree in the fon-sts Into

uii'i-(-hantable lumber : some of us I am sure would, as he saj-s. like to

sbarijen our wits so thai the many, sometimes insurmounlable iihysical

obsla(-les miglit be remoi-i-d. But no rriucidiui university. i-(u-respoiideiice,

or othi-r school will tea(-h one to run a sawmill uniler water, or leat-b alli-

gators lo haul saw logs in a fl(>odr{l dislrb-t. Books do uol li-aeb evel'V-
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tliiiiK "III' lias to know to successfully cnrry on the lumbei- business.
Most of us have been brought up in the business and kept abreast of the
ago, and this association is an illustration of modern thought, putting the
combined knowled.ge and experience in concrete form for the benefit of all.

Could forestry, business and the tariff \h< completely divorced from parti-
san politics and put into the hands of men like those at the head of this
and other great business organizations, it would result in stable business.
increased ifliciency and greatly hssened la.\atlon. As individuals we
should Ik- willing to accept public office. Let the men who represent you
in the law-making bodies know your views : they are human and suscep-
tible of public opinion. If they are honest they want all the facts. We
need first of all high-minded men of dc-monstrated business ability to

legislate on business matter. "Righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin
is a reproach to any people." Labor and capital, business, banking, manu-
facturing, agriculture, forestry are all interlocked and neither can be
hurt without all the others are. directly or indirectly. Thi- same rule

applies to all sections : "If one member suffers 'all the members suffer

with it. Friday. Hay 30. a united country reposed from its labors and
stood with uncovered head, with song, prayer and gifted, inspired speech
paid a loving tribute to the men who saved the nation in the dark days
of 18()1 to '65. Above every soldier's grave. Nature's choicest fiowers,

and the emblem of the nation. I believe we can all say :

Your flag and my flag.

There it fles today :

Over your land and my land.

Half a world away.

Blood red, rose red.

Its stripes forever gleam ;

Pure w'hite, soul white.

Our good forefathers' dream.

Sky blue, true blue.

'The stars that shine aright—

.

A glorious guidon of the day,

A shelter through the night.

Your flag and my flag.

And oh, how much it holds

—

Y'our land and my land

Safe within its folds.

Y'our lieart and my heart

Beats quicker at the sight

:

Sun kissed and wind tossed.

The red, tlii' blue, the white.

The one flag, the great flag.

The Flag for me and you ;

Glorified, all else beside.

The red, the white, the lilue.

As long as political lawyers and unprincipled lalior agitators make our

laws and control our financial and business interests, just so long will

agitation, instability, loss, higli taxation, and reckless, needless expendi-

tures continue. The business interests of tliis nation ought to rise up

in all their might and say to President Wilson. Congress and state legis-

latures that class legislation like the rider tacked onto the sundry civil

service bill relating to labor unions and farmer's organizations shall stojj

now and forever. Both have legitimate fields, and when properly con-

ducted are callable of doing much good, but both should be compelled to

incorporate under the law. and if they violate it, be ami-nable to it. It

means troulile and anarchy when organized bodies can do what the indi-

vidual, firm or corporation cannot lawfully do.

In conclusion I ask each one of you to take an aitivr' interest in

political affairs: keep a vigilant watch on all slate and national legisla-

tion.

Emil Guenther of Philailelpliia reported as follows for the

transportatioft committee:

Report of Transportation Committee

The past year has seen considerable readjustment of traffic problems

w-hich have been pending for some time. The Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has held numerous hearings and many new important rulings and

decisions have been made. These matters, however, have been reported in

detail by the various lumber journals, and the committee believes that the

meml)ers are well informed. There arc several rulings, however, to which

the committee desires to direct the attention of the members, and cites

the following :

RULING NO. 379 ; INTEREST UPON OVERCH.\RGE CL.UMS

Upon inquiry, held, that on all unsettled claims for overcharges, car-

riers must pay interest from the time the charges were improperly col-

lected. From this it will be seen that the shippers at last have an

effective right which, if exercised, will do much to correct the delay in

adjusting claims. This one matter alone has been the cause of numerous

bills being introduced to Congress to facilitate prompt handling of claims

by railroads. It is tlii' opinion of the committee that tin' railroads arc> now
giving more prompt and better attention to claims for ovc-rcharge. etc..
due. no doubt, to the pressure which has been brought to bear, and th.'
criticism of their methods.

There is another mattiu' which seems to be commonly misunderstood
with regard to the rights of the consignee accepting delivery of goods from
points other than noted on routing in.structions. In several Instances, it
appears that shipments, made with instructions for delivery on the tracks
of one carrier, were misroufed. and arrived at destination on tracks of
another carrier

: however, they could have been switched to the proper
delivery tracks without unri-asouable delay at the expense of the carrier
at fault. Instead of instructing file railroad to do thi.s. the consignee
drayed the shipment to his plant expecting to collect charges for drayage
from the railroad on account of their error in making delivery on the
wrong track. The railroad refused to consider tlie charges, and the matter
was taken before the Interstate Commerce Commission, which ruled that
reparation for t,he cost of the drayage could not l)e allowed, inasmuch as
the consignee liad the right to compel the railroad to make delivery on
tracks as specified by routing instructions, but. failing to exercise this
right, waived all claims for additional expenses incurred. This is accord-
ing to rulings No. 2:U. 2.S3 and 2.S(J—"D." overruling Xo. 25.

In regard to the question of rates, this matter is the source of growing
agitation and disciLssion. There is no doubt that the railroads will soon
make a concentrated effort towards a general advance, and whether or not
the business of the country can stand advances, is a question that must
sooner or later be definitely decided. It is a well known tad that the
volume of traffic has greatly exceeded the growth of the facilities of the
railroads and extensive additions and improvements will have to be made
promptly in order to give any effective relief. The railroads claim that
the present rati-s do not give sufficient returns to enable them to maki'
such improvements, due to the fact that expenses have gone up rapidly
during the last few years. Increased wages, legislation, both federal and
state, has had an important influence upon expenses, and the railroads
claim that a general increase of rates is imperative. The recent bulletin.
Lssued by the Bureau of Railway Economics at 'n'ashington, 1). ('.. shows
by statistics compiled, that the capital value of railway properties is in-
creasing less than half as fast as the capital values of cither the agricul-
tural or manufacturing industries, and also that the percentage of the net
return on capital in manufactures is over twice as high as on railways.
The shippers will liave to be well prepared to present their side of the
case strongly, in order that a standard of fairness for all concerned may
l>e maintained. In regard to this matter, the committee desires to adhere
to Its former policy, that nothing is to be gained by antagonizing the rail-
roads, and that it will be best for all Interests to discuss the matter
thoroughly, and test it out fairly in a friendly manner, rather than
assume an aggressive, belligerent attitude. That the majority of carriers
have made an effort to gain the good will and favor of the pulilic is I'vi-

dent. and to accomplish this they have devised several plans which have
really done much towards the improvement of general conditions. 'I'ho

railroads have recently i>ndcavored to show that they are at the service
of the public, and in some instances officials of authority have accom-
panied special trains in order that any grievances in the community visited
could be immediately brought to the attention of the proper offici.ils and
adjusted at once. The committee feels that this attitude expresses a will-
ingness to cooperate with the public, and a desire for a reasonabli' hear-
ing to acquaint the public with their needs which should be reciprocated
by the shippers. It is to he remembered, however, tliat the shippers have
rights which must not be waived or overlooked, and that tiny .ire pre-
pared to protect their interests.

The railroads have already attempted to raise rates in several instances,
but protests were filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, and sus-
pension of the tariffs providing such advances were ordered until full in-

vestigation could be made. In connection with this matter a communi-
cation was received from one of our members in regard to the proposed
advance of rates in file southern territory, which the committee referred
to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and believe that thi- matter will

be settled shortly.

In conclusion, the committee is very much gratified with the support
and manner in which the mi'mbers have received the various ri'commenda-
tions that have been made, especially so with regard to placing com-
plaints directly before the Interstate Commerce Commission, which, no
doubt, is the cause for a considerable decrease in the volume of corre-

spondence formerly received relative to these matters. The free and more
extensive use of the privilege granted by the Act To Regulate Commerce
has probabi.v been the greatest factor in eliminating friction anti restoring

harmony, and the efforts of the committee to keep the members informed

have been well rewarded and considerable benefit derived.

It has always been the aim of the committee to maintain a conservative

and friendly attitude with the railroads and avoid the aggressive and
critical arguments which were rife so short a period as four years ago.

Xothing of lasting benefit has ever been accomplished in the heat of angr.v

discussion, and the change to more friendl.v relations which have latel.v

been evidenced points to a new era of understanding which argues well

for the accomplishment of more permanent good to all parties concerned

than ever before,

Follo'wing Mr. Guciitlier's report, the meeting adjourned until 2:30.
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

President Barnaby opened the afternoon session by calling ujmn
Secretary Fish to read certain communications which had been re-

ceived. Among these was a wire from Fred A. Diggins of Cadillac,

Mich., ex-president of the association. The esteem in which Mr.

Diggins is held by everyone in connection with the hardwood trade

was thoroughly attested by the welcome response the communication

received.

The committee on overweight claims, of which .James E. Stark

is chairman, reported substantial progress in establishing a basis

for the weighing of carload shipments, which it is believed will

1 e entirely satisfactory both to railroads and shippers. Attention

was called to the movement to this end originating at the Memphis
meeting in 1911. and the action taken by the Grand Kapids

Lumhermen 's Association in filing a petition with the Interstate

Commerce Commission for a general investigation of the weighing

of carload shipments.

Investigation showed that the weighiag of cars hail been grossly

and irregularly handled, the scales were not inspected regularly,

and in many cases the railroads had no record or knowledge

of the accuracy of scales. It also developed that cars were

weighed in motion without being uncoupled.

The committee is firm in the belief that the evidence presented

in bocialf of shippers will result in a decision that will be just to the

shipper. Attention was called to a final conference on this

subject which was held at "Washington on April 26. The railroads

were largely represented, as well as large shipping interests.

Specific rocontmendations for accurate weighing of cars were

recited.

Harry A. Wheeler, president of the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States of America, talked on the object of that association,

emphasizing the necessity for the work which his organization is

carrying on. His talk made a serious impression on the minds of all

those in attendance, and was listened to with the greatest concen-

tration. The appreciation of the address was manifested by the

applause with which it was received. This address will appear in full

in a subsequent issue of H.\BD\vooD Rkcord.

Edward T. Miller then reported as follows for the waterways com-

mittee :

Report of Waterways Committee
Your committee on waterways hcgs to ii'iioit that tlio (|Vinstion of water-

ft-ays resolves itself into two distinct y<'l chiscly related phases, tlie nuiinte.

nance and prnniotion of navigation and llie protection of lands from over-

How. The past year has shown no diminution of energy or determination

on the part of the friends and advocates of the deveiopmeul and improve-

ment of our national waterways, several enthusiastic meetings having been

held, notably in Little Kocli, Memphis and Washington, hut in spite of the

fact that enough money has Ijeen spent on waterway convention in the

last few years to equip and operate a first class line of steamlx>ats and
enough on levee congresses to construct u very respectable line of defence

there yet seems to have been very little accomplished for the good or the

ultimate settlement of a policy fur navigation or protection.

For various reasons the last decade has witnessed a decided decline in

the business of our inland waterways, perhaps the most important reason

l)eing the competition of railroads, and it is doubtful if this will ever

be materially overcome so far as freights are concerned. The railroads

deliver freights either at the consignee's warehouse or at an accessible

point for drayage. while from the very nature of things the vessels must
deliver at unhandy points, sometimes almost inaccessible, and it has been

demonstrated that most people would rather pay the higher rates to the

railroads to secure this better delivery.

Most of us can remember when there were through lines of steamboats

on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers between St. Louis, Cincinnati and New
Orleans ; but today the voyage involves a chiingo of boats at Memphis and

Vicksburgh, a through packet being a rarity as against former regular

service. All the old lower river lines have gone out of business and have

had no successors ; the only exception being the Lee Line of Memphis,

which has been growing and expanding steadily for the last ton years. The

apparent success of this line furnishes much food for thought with refer-

ence to the decadence of other lines.

At the time of our last meeting in this city the lower Mississippi was

in the grasp of the most disastrous flood in lis history, the crest havin'g

passed out of the Ohio ; and now we arc just able to begin to figure up the

damage of what was the most serious flood in the valley of the Ohio and

what threatened to l)e a repetition of the disaster of 1912 in the lower

Mississippi valley, the never-to-be-forgotleu flood of 1913. Owing to

breaches In the levees In 1012, 1,700,000 acres were flooded in the state

nf Louisiana alone, and a property damage conservatively estimated at
$25,000,000,00 was inflicted. In .Arkansas and Mississippi the damage and
loss amounted to fully as much more, and it is doubtful if .|100.000.000,00
is too high an estimate to place on the total loss of this great flood in the
states of Ohio. Indiana, Illinois. Kentuclcy, Missouri. Tennessee, Arltansas,
Mississippi and Louisiana, In fact, it is impossible to successfully estimate
the injury of such floods, as it is botli 'cumulative and continuous. One
man's loss is not coutined to the value of the goods destroyed at one time
but is augmented by the fact that it may be several years before he again
leaches his former standard of production, When we consider that the
flooded area in Louisiana alone was 30 per cent greater than the area of
the state of Delaware it is possible to form a more concrete idea of (he
territory covered, and of this at least one-third was in cultivation, much of

it iu a very high state of cultivation.

With resard to the moneys invested in the protection of lands from over-

fluW', Louisiana alone has since 1882 expended of state and Itoard funds,
ti'gether with national appropriations over Ii;.''t0,000,000,(t0, to which may
lie safely added $2,j,000,000.00 more expended by private individuals and
corporations. This state alone has LCJO miles of levees. As to the value
of the investment, it is only necessary to state that in 1SS2 the total

assessed valuation of Louisiana was $197,417,000,00. while in 1012. the
latter assessment being made after the recession of the flood, it was $5.'>0,-

,"il7,000,00. The other states of the lower Mississippi valley will show cor-

responding figures.

The drainage and reclamation of vast bodies of land iu the entire Missis-

sippi basin, which includes nearly one-half the area of the I'nited States.

has materially increased the total vnlume of the stream annually and it

does turn into the river in a much shorter time than formerly a greater

<!iiantity of water: and to this fact alone is owing the ever increasing

height of the floods, the natiiral conformation of tlie land making this one
river tlu' only outlet for this vast territory. Should it ever occiu* that
,such floods as this year came out of the Ohio should at the same time
come from the Missouri, Arkan.sas, and I!ed, as well as from the upper
Mississippi, the terrible destruction is beyond thought limit,

your ccuumittee submits that there is no other class of produiers that

is more concerned with the stippnrt and imi>rovement of navigation than
are (he lumbermen, by reason of the nature of their product adapting it to

water transportation
;

That by reason of the interstate nature of most of the large streams
their satisfactory and uniform care and improvement must rest with the

national government

:

That in r)rder to make navigable stri'nms of value there uuisl be a suc-

cessfully cultivated territory immediately trib\itary to these s(reams and
(hat this cultivation may be made bo(h possible and remuneraiivi* i( is

necessary thai (his lerrKory be as fully protected frotn disastrous overflow

as is humanly possible :

That the interstate nature of onr streams Is such as to make It impern-

(ive that the national government shall take direct and complete control

ftf all measures for flood prevention, their efforts to l)e seconded by the

continuance of appropriations by the individual s(a(es affected, more par-

ticularly as refers to the Mississippi river, which by furnishing drain.age

to a large territory to which it is in no wise a menace (bus l>ecomes a

source of great clangor to a people who occupied this <'oun(ry and estab-

lished for themselves homes and enterprises long prior (o (ho existence of

present conditions ;

That this is (he most iinpoi-(an( quesdon before the American people

today, and that should (he nadonal (.'luigress fail (o give (he ina(ter as

speedy attention as is possible and arrive at a solution of the problem and
arrange for an immediate application of the remedy it is guilty of criminal

carelessness in tlio superlative degree.

Finally, your committee recommends that each and every member of this

association use his uitermost influence with the Congressman from his dis-

trict to secure action along (he lines above indicHled, firs( for elflciout

flood control of our river,s, and after that has l«>cn accomplished for the

improvement of navigation and the rehabilitation of our river commerce.
We also recommend that till members protest earnestly against appro-

priations of the public moneys for tlie purpose of public buildings and other

uses of which the country does no( stand in urgent need, and that tliese

sums be rather used for rendering safe a large portion of ovu- coimiry that

is already inhabited, (bus enabling these people to care for themselvi's and
add to the wealth and greatness of our nation and relieve the country of

the burden of caring for those who are rendered homeless and poverty

stricken by these recurring and prevcnlablc dangers.

Following Mr. Miller's report, John M. Pritehard of Memjihis.

Teun., submitted the report of the grading rules committee, tnerely

reading it, and afterward requesting that the members make no

coniment in the meeting until the session of Friday morning.

Adjournment followed.

FRIDAY MORNING SESSION
The convention was called to order Frid.-iy morning at eleven

o'clock. After n great deal of discussion on various features of the

report submitted tiy Chairman Pritehard of the grading rules com-

mittee, it was finally carried. The report as it was carried attests

to the broadtnindedness of the members of the lumber trade situ-

ated in various sections of the country, and operating in the different
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liivisiuns wliieh make up the aesociatiou. The report was a distiucl

compromise, and well illustrated the spirit of harmony which is mani-
fest in the association "s success. Through the new rules all factions

were pleased in so far as it was possible to settle the questions favor-

ably.

In connection with the pamphlet of proposed changes in present

grading rules, Chairman Pritchard suggested the elimination of

the following paragraphs:

On page 3 of tbe pamphlet, under capiion Paragraph 5, page 'J. elim-
inate :

With tbe exception that in sradcs of Ists and 2nds, 5 per cent in
measurement may be scant of the standard thicknesses according to the
follnwing table :

•V4", %", %". %" 1/32" scant :

•%". 1", IVi", IVi". 2" 1/16" scant :

'2 i/j" and thicker 1/8" scant."
On page 3 of the pamphlet, under captiou I'aragraph 1. page 10. elim-

inate :

"One knot 1%" in diameter."
On page 3. caption Paragraph 2. eliminate:
"Two Vi" knots."
On page 3, caption Paragraph 3. eliminate:
"Ordinary season checks or such as occur in drying lumlier when properly

pili'd and covered in yard, are not to be consideied season detects."
Pamphlet page 3. Paragraph 4. eliminate :

"Stain that will be removed or leave only a slight discoloration after
dressing to the standard thickness fur dressed lumber, must not be con-
sidiTed a defect."

Pamphlet page 4, under caption "Step Plank." eliminate :

"Grades: Firsts and seconds and common; Widths: 10" to ITi" : Thick-
ness: 1", IVi", li,.>" and 2": Length. .S' to IG'.

"Firsts and seconds must be clear one face and one edge, excepting that
three scattered pin worm holes may be admitted in any piece. The re-
verse face and edge must be sound."

P.tmphlet page 9, under caption "Xo. 2A common and No. 2B common."
rliininate :

"Note : There is no restriction to the heart in the grade of No. 2B com-
mon. This rule is also to be applied to all grades of No. 2 common where
the cuttings are described as sound."

After making corrections where typographical errors occur,

Chairman Pritchard refered to pamphlet, page 6, under caption

"Firsts," stating that the wording of this paragraph should be

changed to read:

"Pieces 4 to 9' surface measure must be clear

:

"Pieces 10 to 15' surface measure may have one standard defect or its
equivalent :

"Pieces 16' and over surface measure may have two standard defects
or their equivalent."

After again referring to typographical errors. Chairman
Pritchard said that on page 10, under "No. 1 common," the fol-

lowing should be inserted between paragraphs 3 and 4:

"Pieces 4" wide. 6 and 7' long must be clear."

This ended the discussion of the proposed changes as reviewed

by Chairman Pritchard and the meeting was then turned over by

the chair to the membership for further discussion, with the result

as above noted.

On motion, the convention then adjourned until two o'clock.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

The meeting was called to order by the president at three p. m.

The first item of business was the report of the committee on offi-

cers' reports, which was presented by Chairman O. O. Agler, in

which the president and secretary-treasurer were complimented on

their efficient work during the past year.

The chair called the members ' attention to the fact that the

report involved the recommendation raising the dues from $35 to

$50 annually, taking effect September 1 next.

The report was then adopted.

Earl Palmer, chairman of the committee on resolutions, pre-

sented the report of that committee, which resolutions were

adopted per the following:

Resolution urging upon Congress the immediate adoption of

legislation for flood protection and reclamation of the flooded

sections of the country;

Resolution complimenting the management of the Hotel Sher-

man for its able handling of the convention;

Resolution thanking L. E. Rollo and the Mendelsohn Club for

their entertainment at the banquet;

Resolution to the effect that the National Hardwood Lumber

Association protests against turning over to states national for-

ests and other property, the administration of which rightly be-

longs to the national government;

A resolution of thanks to E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc., Indianapolis,

for the badges supplied to the members.

On motion of Thos. E. Powe of St. Louis, the convention went
on record thanking J. M. Pritchard and his associates of the
grading rules committee, for their eflScient and thorough work.

R. S. Huddlestou of New Orleans, La., stated that he desired to

place in nomination the city of New Orleans as the next meeting
place of the association. He read various telegrams from New*
Orlean.i;' associations urging that New Orleans be selected, and
finished with an earnest recommendation of the advantages of that
city.

Buffalo, Asheville, N. C, and Philadelphia also made strong
pleas for the next meeting.

Under the head of "new business," the discussion as to the
time of change effecting the new rules was brought up and after

a discussion ft, was tlecided that they would go into effect the
first of next September. The discussion involved the question as
to contracts made under present grading rules, and it seemed to be
the consensus of the meeting that that was an individual propo-
sition outside of the jurisdiction of the association, and that no-

body could rightly apply any other rule in effect at the time such
contracts were made.

The election of officers was the next business before the meet-
ing, the officers to be elected being president, three vice-presi-

dents and directors. A nominating committee of five was ap-

pointed by the chair to nominate directors succeeding those whose
terms are expiring.

The chair then selected O. 0. Agler to assume temporary chair-

manship.

On assuming the chair Mr. Agler opened nominations for presi-

dent for the ensuing year.

W. W. Knight of Indianapolis nominated Charles H. Barnaby
of Greencastle, Ind., to succeed himself.

The nomination was heartily seconded, nominations closed and
Mr. Barnaby was re-elected unanimously, the secretary casting
the ballot.

President Barnaby was escorted to the chair by O. E. Yeager,
James Buckley and T>. H. Day.
After acknowledging the honor bestowed upon him. President

Barnaby opened the nominations for vice-presidents.

J. B. Wall named Orson E. Yeager of Buffalo, N. Y., first vice-

president, after which the nominations for that office closed, and
Mr. Yeager was elected unanimously.

J. M. Pritchard nominated J. V. Stimson of Huntingburg, Ind.,

for second vice-president. Mr. Stimson was unanimously elected.

Earl Palmer in a pleasing manner submitted the name of E. V.
Babcock of Pittsburgh, Pa., as third vice-president, and Mr. Bab-
cock was also elected by unanimous vote.

The newly-elected vice-presidents then responded with a short

talk of acknowledgment.

E. Y. Babcock, chairman of the nominating committee for di-

rectors, then submitted his report as follows:

DIItECTORS FOR THREE YEAR TERM.

T. M. Brown. Louisville. Ky. : Chas. B. Dudley, llemphis. Tenn. : Oliver
O. .\gler. Chicago. 111. : C. A. Goodman, Mariiiette. Wis. : G. E. P.reece.
Charlestou. W. Va. ; .T. W. Dickson, Memphis, Tenn. : W. W. Knight,
Indianapolis, Ind.

DIRECTORS FOR ONE YEAR TERM.

As successor to E. M. Stark, resigned : W. J. Hetherington, Toronto,
Ontario.

DIRECTORS FOR TWO YEAR TERM.

To succeed W. H. Hill, resigned : B. C. Currie, Jr.. Philadelphia. Pa.
E. V. Babcock. chairman. J. T. Trainer. John M. Wood, C. J. Landeck,
F. S. Underhill.

Mr. Babcock stated that the report of the committee was
unanimous, and moved its adoption, and that the secretary cast

the vote for the members. The vote was seconded and unani-

mously carried, and th^ secretary accordingly cast the ballot.

A resolution was then proposed by Emil Guenther of Phila-

delphia, on the death of E. E. Goodlander of Memphis, Tenn.,

which was adopted by a rising vote.

The surprise of the convention was then sprung by F. S. Under-

hill representing the Philadelphia delegation to the convention.

Mr. Underhill paid a glowing tribute to somebody whose identity

he kept secret until the last moment, when he, much to the sur-
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jjrise of the convention, revealed a silver loving

cup, which he presented to J. M. Pritchard, who
for six years has been chairman and for eleven

years a member of the grading rules committee.

Mr. Pritchard in acknowledging pleaded his

inability to make a suitable address of thanks and
assured the Philadelphia delegation of his hearty

appreciation of its token.

The question of legal effect on all contracts

by the adoption of the new rules was then again

opened up, and after a discussion Horace C. Mills

moved that the motion adopting the rules be

amended with the provision that they take effect

on September 1 as to new business. This motion

was seconded and O. O. Agler then moved that as

an amendment to that motion the matter be re-

ferred to the board of managers. This motion was
also seconded.

Mr. Agler 's amendment was carried unanimously.

The meeting then adjourned sine die.

ENTERTAINMENT
The entertainment features provided included

the banquet for the membership held at the ban-

quet hall of the Hotel Sherman on Thursday eve-

ning, a dinner for the ladies given in the Italian

room of the Hotel Sherman on the same evening;

smoker, vaudeville and buffet lunch tendered the

men visitors on Friday' evening, and a theater

part}- followed by luncheon, music and informal

dancing in the banquet hall for the ladies on Fri-

day. The various affairs were not, as last year,

given entirely by the Chicago trade. They were
subscribed to by most of the members of the Na-
tional Hardwood Lumber Association and carried

out to a successful and enjoyable conclusion in

every instance.

E. C. Atkins & Co. of Indianapolis, Ind., manu-
facturers of the famous silver steel saws, provided

the unusualh- attractive badges, cut of which is

shown on this page.

^Hyroii!:OT5!a'.g'.K;c>iK.'KiiakAj;i<gito^^

Control of Floods

Editor's Note

The following is ;in aililress di-livored li.v (

belore tile National Lumber Manufacturers'

It my memory serves me right I had the pleasure of addressing the

convention of this association which met at the Kew Willard Jiotel

in Washington some years ago in advocacy of the National Appala-

chian Forest bill, which was passed not very long afterward, in the

face of the same opposition we are now meeting in opposition to the

Newlands bill. If any one had suggested the substitution of forest

preservation and reforestation, or of reservoir construction, for the

levee system, much of the argument of the gentleman who has pre-

ceded nie would be sound, but such is absolutely not the case. Our

ohjectiou to the levee—only system with revetments—is that the best

matured judgment of the people behind the levees in the lower Missis-

sippi valley is that the system can be made absolutely secure against

the average floods of the average years, but that when you come to

the extraordinary floods of the unusual, occasional years a levee

system which is supplemented by nothing else never has been secure

and never will be; and I refer as authority for that point, gentlemen,

to one of the authors of the Ransdell-Humphreys bill who in a letter

sent to iVew Orleans for publication within the last two or three weeks

stated, "If everything were done that the bill provides for and this

magnificent system of levees built, in some greater flood the levees

might be again overtojiped.
"

Xow then, the position we stand for is this: Speaking from the

point of view of the lower Mississippi valley, that country is entitled

to be safeguarded against, not only the average floods, but against

the greatest floods of the most exceptional years and it is not safe

to develop that country under any other system. I do believe that

character of protection for man}' years to come could be had in the

delta of the lower river by supiilemeuting levees with a system of

controlled outlets and spillways and I know that the most practical,

common sense men of that country agree with me. I do not hesitate

to say it is my personal belief and judgment after studying this a

year and a half on the ground, after watching these two great floods

pass by, after studying every possible question involved with the

water in front of me, that all the losses that have occurred in the last

two great floods, probably over $.500,000,000, have resulted primarily

from the stubborn opposition of the engineers to a system of con-

trolled outlets. Nothing more, and they took care of the excess

waters. If those outlets had been controlled outlets and the channels

which the waters made across towns and villages had been controlled

Ki- II. .Miixwell. or .New
uciation at Kansas City,

i)rl.-.-ins. La.,
lane a and 4.

auxiliary channels, the lower Mississippi valley would not have
suffered one dollar from flood damage in the last two years. I am
willing to state as far as the lifetime of the men now here are con-

cerned, you can protect the delta with the levee system supplemented
by an outlet system as provided by the Newlands bill, but you can

not by a system of levees only with revetments.

When we come to look at it from a broad national point of view-,

I juit the question up to you ; how just is the plan to people of all

sections? 1 ask you whether you do not think you should give protec-

tion to the citizen farmers of the San .Joaquin, or the lower Colorado,

or the rivers of the west, including the Big Muddy, and the great Ohio
valley where it is estimated the annual flood damage is more than

$50,000,000 a year and $100,000,000 in the single year before this

last one when it was more than $250,000,000. Why should not the

interests and rights of these very sections be considered as much as

the rights of the lower Mississippi valley? Will you go to Congress

and explain this matter before the law-making body of the nation ?

Are they going to single out one section and say: "We will appro-

priate $()0,000,00i» for that section and nothing for the rest." Can
you do this when it is absolutely beyond question that you can demon-
strate to any fair-minded man that the $60,000,000 is absolutely in-

adequate to accomplish ;ts purpose? Why, gentlemen, the testimony

before the committees in Washington a year ago showed that after

the great flood of 1912 the Mii=sissippi River Commission, having in

creased its estimate for levees from $16,000,000 to $38,000,000 and its

estimate for revetments from $80,000,000 to more than $150,000,000.

the testimony pointed out beyond all question that if you built a

levee system without first building a revetment system, your levee

system is in danger at any time of caving into the river. This has

happened in the lower valley within the. last few months. You re-

member very well the Kemy cave and the Poydras cave. It is true

these people by the exhibition of nerve and quickness succeeded in

stopping these two breaks before they became crevasses, but if you
will get the testimony of Capt. C. H. West last year and read it,

you will want no further arguments. It shows that the amount of

money appropriated by the Humphrey bill is hopelessly inadequate.

If the country is going to take hold of this flood problem and settle

it, why not recognize in advance what it is going to cost to do it*

What would you think of a business man's proposition to liuild a
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sawmill who would estimate the cost at fifty or seveuty-five per cent
of what it actually will cost?

Let us do what the Xewlands bill does, gentlemen. It realizes the
vision of Captain While and puts at least that much of the govern-
ment activities upon business principles; it recognizes that the Missis-

sippi river does not come up out of a hole in the ground at Cairo;
that the same floods which occurred in the Ohio river overran them in

the Mississippi. They have never had a flood which did not come
from the upper streams.

One of the things which we object to and protest against with
reference to this reservoir system is the persistence with which the

wrong conception of the matter is given to the people. Nobody pro-

poses to store one-half, or one-fourtli, or any large amount of the

total volume of water running past a certain point. I spent nearly

two years in Pittsburgh as executive director while they raised the

money and did the engineering and prepared that wonderful report

of 175 pages, and as a result of that investigation they ascertained

that with a system of seventeen reservoirs they could lower the crest

of the highest flood at I^ittsburgh ten feet. If you can lower it ten

feet on the Allegheny, if you can lower it ten feet on the Monon-
gahela, if you can do it on every' tributary of the Ohio river, if you
can lower the floods on the streams coming in from the south, then
you have got the channel space to carry every flood that ever will

come up from the north, with the levees below Cairo at their present

height. You can overcome the danger from the peak of the flood, if

you can skim off the crest above the flood line and you have saved the

desolation and destruction which that peak w'ill cause. That is all

of the reservoir proposition as apjjlied to floods.

In the American Review of Eeviews in the articles by Mr. Eansdell

and another writer, j'ou will find the extreme point of view of the

lower Mississippi valley. In the article of James J. Hill you will

find the extreme point of view of the western United States. He
knows that rivers can be dried up by the use of reservoirs and irri-

gation. The Missouri river floods can be controlled by reservoirs

and the danger removed by a combination of waters from the

Missouri and Ohio tributaries. If you can absolutely prevent the

floods of the Missouri river you will not in any year have a flood

of water coming from that river to make a combined flood with

the Ohio, which will make it possible to protect the lower valley

by levees.

If you take two acres of water and set it over 10,000,000 acres of

land which is about one-fifth of the available land, you have a volume

of water enough to make a flood continuous 3 miles wide, 10 feet

deep and 1,125 miles long, and the people of the western country

are begging Congress to take that water and put it on that land.

Thereby you will increase the productiveness of that country $10 to

$100 an acre, or at the minimum increase, over $100,000,000 a year,

and make a market for your lumber in that dry western country.

Take the question of soil porosity. This recent flood on the Ohio

river came from a rainfall of considerably less than twelve inches

upon a comparatively small area of the territory. The total annual

rainfall is very close to forty inches. If you take twelve inches of

rainfall over that territory and put it into the form of a flood on

the Ohio you will have about 100 miles from Pittsburgh to Cairo.

You would have a flood 1,000 miles long, 1 mile wide and 200 feet

deep, if that twelve inches ran oft' all at once. Why don't you have

it? Because the great reservoir Nature provided in mother earth

absorbs the water and regulates the flood.

I have not any more time to take up with these details. The New-

lands bill does for the lower Mississippi valley what it needs. There

is nothing; that can be thought of that the national Government can

do in the Ohio valley that is not provided for. The keynote of the

Newlands bill is cooperation, unification and construction. In other

words, cooperation between the nation and the states and municipali-

ties and districts and individuals. It is true that the Newlands bill

does not make it a condition precedent that the state or lesser dis-

tricts shall cooperate, and therein lies one of the most fatal defects

of the Humphreys bill. It says the nation can do nothing unless the

local district has previously provided one-third of the necessary ex-

pense, or given satisfactory evidence of its intention to provide. If

the lower levee district in Arkansas is broke, or discouraged, or dis-

honest then you leave absolutely at the mercy of the local levee board
all the lower end of the state of Arkansas that might be and has
been flooded by breaks in the section of the river which it controls.
The Newlands bill gives the national government a free hand without
being held up by any local levee board for any reason whatsoever.
Under unification.it considers the entire river system as a whole.

In point of construction this bill provides first an appropriation, then
machinery for its expenditure and the proper making of all plans.
It gives the President of the United States the same position of over-
sight that must be occupied by the executive of any successful cor-

poration. It provides for immediate construction and we will come to
an eu.l of this intolerable period of perpetual political investigation
and pass to a period of actual development, if this bill becomes a
law.

There are three engineers appointed by the President and in addi-
tion the chief of engineers of the United States Engineer Corps, the
chief of the United States Eeclamation Service, the chief forester
and the chief of the Topographical Survey. You want to get these
men all on the board and you want the head of the Eeclamation
Service there who has spent $80,000,000 in building reservoirs. You
want the chief of the Topographical Survey, the chief of the Forest
Service, who has in hand the preservation of timber at the headwater.
You can not disconnect these men from the proposition any more
than you could disconnect the pole of the wagon from the v.lieels and
expect it to run. When you have got these men together, what does
the bill provide for? I will quote briefly from the index of its

divisions.

First, the appropriation of $60,000,000 annually for ten years.

If you are going to appropriate $60,000,000 for the lower Mississippi,

how much more for the Ohio? the Missouri? for the whole West?
for the upper Mississippi? Whenever you get to a point where you
have provided for the entire country by any system of specific local

appropriations you will have appropriated more than $60,000,000 an-

nually. You nmst recognize the rights of the people of the other

sections to protect themselves through their members and they will

never vote for $60,000,000 for the lower Mississippi unless recog-
nition is given to the needs of their own constituents.

The bill further provides for the cooperation of states; the coordi-

nation an cooperation of government bureaus; reference to and in-

structions from the President; provisions for information and edu-

cation of the people, which in my judgment is the only opening from
the political evils so eloquently presented by one of the gentlemen
who addressed you yesterday. If these different departments of the

Government are at present entitled to existence then they are entitled

to have their work made specific and effective in protecting the

country from such disasters. The Newlands bill does that, and that

is all it does.

Alabama's Timber Resources
'pHE University of Alabama, at Montgomery, has just published

••• a book of 230 pages on the forest resources of that state. The
work was written by Dr. Roland M. Harper, a well-known botan-

ist and geologist, who has compiled a number of excellent reports

on southern resources, particularly in relation to Georgia, Ala-

bama, and Florida. The present work shows the result of care

and thoroughness on every page. Those who may be interested

in Alabama's timber will find Dr. Harper's report of great value,

as it covers the state, region by region, and lists the various

woods and gives the best available information in regard to quan-

tity and quality. The total number of tree species in Alabama
is placed at 121. Some of these, of course, are of little com-

mercial importance, while others possess great value. It may be

noted that the writer expresses a refreshing hopefulness in the

future. He believes that Alabama will have a good deal of good
timber for a long time. The prospectus announces that it will

be sent to any interested party who remits seven cents for post-
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 467—Wants Cocobola and Ebony Logs
Toledo, O.. May 21,—Editor IlAnDWOOU Rfxord : Wp are in the markft

for cocobola and ebony in the log. Can you give us the names and ad-

dresses of reliable brokers in the tTnited States and abroad?
Manufactcbixg Company.

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with information

covering sources of supply for these logs. Any others intereftetl in

the inquiry can have the address of the writer on application.

—

Editor.

B 468—Seeks Preventive for Log Checking and Splitting

North Wales. Pa., May 21,—Editor Hahdwood Recokd : Kindly advise

what you have to offer in the way of a solution for the prevention of

checking, splitting and rotting of lumber. We I)elieve it would be ad-

visable to cover the ends of 10-4. 12-4 and 16-4 planks and squares with

some substance that would prevent same from cracking up.

O. M. Weber Company, Inc.

To the above writer lorac, manufactured by The George Henke

Company, 68 Beekmau street, Xew York, has been recommended as

the material believed to be the best known for the purpose named.

—

Editor.

B 469—Seeks Market for Sawdust

Montgomery. Ala.. May 21,—Editor Hardwood Record : Kindly ad-

vise it you know of any market for band sawn poplar sawdust or band

sawn oak sawdust in car lots, Lumber Company.

The writer -of the above letter has been advised that while we

know of no specific market for sawdust, a large quantity is employed

for horse bedding, packing and in the form of wood flour for the

manufacture of dynamite, powder, and for other purposes. Anyone

interested in a source of supply can have the address of the above

concern on application.

—

F.ditor,

B 470—Seeks Market for Canadian Birch Timber Limits

Montreal. Que,, May 27.—Editor Hardwood Record : The writer is

Interested in options in birch timber limits which can be bought for

from one dollar to two dollars per thousand on the stump. It is pos-

sible to buy large areas of such timber, much of it from four to eight

miles from railroad. It will require quite a large capital to turn this

into lumber, but there will bo a large profit when this is done. If you

know of any one with capital looking for a birch timber proposition to

work up. I wish you would kindly put them in touch with the writer,

who is a practical lumberman and timl>erman, but lacks the necessary

capital to develop a proposition of this size in the proper manner.

The writer has a ready market for all basswood and birch lumber that

can be produced in this section. •

Anyone interested in securing native hardwood stumpage can have

the address of the writer on application.

—

EdithR.

B 471—Prevent Checking and SpUtting of Loblolly Pine Columns

Bryson City, N. C, May 27.—Editor Hardwood Record : We manu-

facture solid bored colonial columns. For some time we have been ex-

perimenting with our native loblolly pine for this purpose. On ac-

count of the resin, turpentine and pine oil in them we lioil them in

water to get them in condition to take paint. Our customers say Ihey

check and split badly. Can you suggest any remedy or refer us to any one

whom vou think might help us out in this?

Bryson City Pump Works Company,

It has been suggested to this concern that it is likely that the

employment of steam under pressure in treating its columns, as prac-

ticed by the Kraetzer prcparator system, an apparatus manufactured

in Chicago, might constitute a panacea for its trouble,—Editor.

B 472—Current Hardwood Prices

Columbus, O., May 26,—Editor Hardwood Record: I submit below a

record of a' few recent actual sales of various items of hardwoods that

may constitute a guide of current values. These sales were as follows.

F, O, B, cars Toledo, O.

;

Z cars 4-4 No. 1 common ash *;;.;

4 cars 8-4 log run snuthi^rn beech 17 -,n

4 cars 3 4 log run black gum ^ '
•
"

4 cars 4-4 sound wormy oak -„

Tt cars 4-4 No. 2 common oak 5^
."> cars ."i-4 No. 2 common A poplar ;;•

2 cars 4 4 log run buckeye ;;,

1 car 4-4 log run sycamore -

2 cars 9-4 good bending cak .".1

2 cars 6-4 log run elm 28.50
2 cars 4-4 firsts and seconds plain red oak 60

B 473—Seeks Cherry and Poplar
Camden. N. J., May 21.—Editor H.irdwood Record : We are in the

market for 4-4 No, 2 common cherry, 4-4, 5-4, 6-4 No. 1 common cherry ;

16-4 white ash ; 6-4 and 8-4 clear sap poplar. Can you give us the
names of any manufacturers who produce high-class lumber of these
kinds and grades? Lumber Company.

The writer of the above letter has been furnished several possible

sources of supply for the stock sought. Any others interested in the

inquiry can have the address of the writer on application.

—

Editor.

B 474—Seeks Copy 1905 National Hardwood Kules
Sturgis, Mich., May 24.—Editor Hardwood Record ; Please favor us

with a copy of the old National rules of inspection as adopted in 1005.

In case you have no copy, can you advise where we could obtain one ?

We should greatly appreciate the favor at this time,

Furniture Company.
The writers of the above letter have been advised that so far as

we know the 190.5 National rules are out of print, and certainly are

out of use, and that we cannot supply them with the edition in ques-

tion.

—

Editor.

B 475—Seeks Oak Flooring and List of Veneer and Panel Manu-
facturers

San Francisco, Cal., May 22.—Editor Hardwood Record : I am a stu-

dent of your valuable paper, and should like to have you supply me
with a list of manufacturers of square-edged and T, & G, oak flooring.

Also a complete list of manufacturers of elm veneer and elm panels as

well as of gum veneers and gum panels. .

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a list of oak

flooring maiuifacturers, and a small list of manufacturers of veneers

and panels named. Any others interested in developing a Pacific

coast trade in these items can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 476—Seeks 4-4 Sap Gum Panels

New York. N, Y,, May 22,—Editor Hardwood Record : Would be

obliged if you could furnish us with the names of some responsible

shippers who can make glued-up stock in 1 inch sap gum, .

The writer of the above letter has been furnished with a brief

list of producers of sap gum panels. Any other manufacturers

interested in the inquiry can have the address of the writer on appli-

cation.

—

Editor.

B 477—Want Information About Wood Plour
Muskegon, Mich.. May 27.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are in-

terested in an article appearing In tile May 25 issue of Hardwood
Record. The article referred to is on page 31 and entitled "The Wood
Flour Business." We manufacture school furniture and in the course of

manufactiH'e we have a good deal of hard maple sawdust, which might
be reduced to wood flour if there were sufficient inducement to justify the

additional expense of installing the necessary equipment. We produce a

matter of two or three barrets of very fine sawdust per day. which we
believe might pass for wood flour, providing it was diverted from our wood
blower system and separated from the coarser dust. We note that the

article states that in addition to the dynamite industry there arc quite

a number of other uses.

We would appreciate any information that you might be able to give

us which would enable us to get in touch with the possible consumer of

wood flour and the equipment required for reducing ordinary sawdust to

wood flour. ,

Montreal. Que., May 27,—Editor Hardwood Record: The writer is

interested in a birch flooring plant near Montreal which cuts six million

or more feet of birch lumber a year. We naturally have lots of kiln-

dried sawdust, and I noticed in your last issue there was quite a demand
for this product in different grades. Now, where can we get a market

for it. what will it cost to regrind it If necessary, where are the markets,

and what is it worth?
It you know anything about the question, kindly let me hear from yoa

The writers of the above letters have been advised that the wood

flour of commerce is largely manufactured in Norway and Sweden

from sawdust which is first ground in old-f.jshioned mills such as

were used in the United States to grind corn and rye. The sawdust

is made very dry before grinding, and precaution is necessary to keep

it from igniting while passing through the mill. Germany and Eng-

land are large buyers of the flour and considerable of it is shipped

to the United States. It is worth about $10.00 a ton at the mill.

There seems to be no report of its manufacture in this country.

Wood flour is used in the manufacture of djTiamite, linoleum and

artificial flooring resembling tilo. It is a substitute for cork in

linoleum, but is not considered the equal of cork for this purpose.
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Some of the German warships use it in composition form for decks
because it does not splinter lilse wood.
The flour is ground very fine and is bolted befope becoming

salable.

It, is safe to say that even the finest sawdust, even that coming
from the sander belts, would not be fine enough for wood flour pur-

poses without additional grinding. The writer recalls during a
talk with the manufacturer of the composition floor referred to at a

recent cement show at Chicago that this manufacturer said he had
considerable difliculty in getting wood flour and that he was unable
to secure anything of anywhere near the required fineness in this

country. It may be that American manufacturers would not have
the patience to grind it long enough, or it might be also that the

grinding would take such a long time that, with the more expensive
labor in this country, it would not make a paying proposition. We
do not know of any machines manufactured for the purpose of grind-

ing sawdust. However, a home-made contrivance might be rigged up
for tlie purpose.

—

Editor.

B 478—Opportunity in Handle and Spoke Making
The owners of a foremost spoke and handle making operation in

California, which employ eucalyptus as a raw material, and which
have a larger volume of business than they can handle on present

capital, seek to sell an important interest in their business, and secure

the services of a first-class practical manufacturer in connection

wtih the enterprise. An unlimited quantity of raw material is obtain-

able at low price. They have a fine manufacturing plant, and a
large market at good profit available.

Anyone interested in this proposition can have the address on
application.

—

Editor.

B 479—Seeks Oak Squares
Rutfalo. N. Y., May 29.—Editor H.\edwood Record : We are in the

market for two or three carloads 2x2—46 inch oak squares. Can use
either white or red, or mixed oak.

Furniture Compaxy.
Anyone interested in this inquiry can have the address of the

^^Titer on application.

—

Editor.

B 480—Seeks White Cedar Fence Bails
rhiladelphia, Pa.. May 29.—Editor Hardwood Record: We are in the

market for a carload of 11 feet white cedar fence rails. Please put us
ill communication with some one who produces this stock.

Lumber Compant.
Anyone interested in the above inquiry can have the address of

the writer on application.

—

Editor.

B 481—Wants Glued-up Panel Stock
riiiladclphia. Pa., May 27.—Editor Hardwood Record : We want to

purchase % inch three-ply glued-up panel stock, one and two good sides

in plain oak, quartered oak. birch and poplar. We use this stock in

30x60 inch and 24x66 inch ; could also use it in smaller sizes.

r'ould you put us in touch with some one who makes this stock? We
would appreciate it very much if you would let us know to whom
we could write for price on same. .

The above party has been supplied with a few sources of supply

for this material. Any others desiring the address of the writer can

have same on application.

—

Editor.

'News Miscellany

Annual Grand Rapids Lumbermen
The annual meeting of the Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Association took

place on the evening of May 2" at the Hotel Pantlind. Grand Rapids.

Following the dinner, the meeting opened with the report of Retiring

President W. E. Cox. Mr. Cox said that he was well satisfied with the

record of the association during the past year. He said that, while few
problems presented themselves, what questions did come up were met in a

united manner by the association. He spoke favorably of the spirit of asso-

ciation which has permeated all discussion, whether the opinions on certain

questions were unanimous or not.

President Cox said that the most important work of the association

during the year was its efforts to retain for its members a reasonable recon-

signment privilege from the railroads. He said that the seeming hostility

of the Interstate Commerce Commission toward such privileges threatened

their withdrawal and said that had they been withdrawn Grand Rapids

lumbermen would have received a serious blow.

The speaker commented on the work of the transportation committee

and of the traffic expert of the association, E. L. Ewing. He said that

they did splendid work in connection with the reconsignmcnt arrangement
and that this achievement alone justified the existence of the organization.
The speaker called the members' attention to the fact that many Michi-

gan roads will soon issue new lumber tariffs, and stated further that E. C.
Leavenworth, chairman of the committee of Michigan railroads, has
invited the members to make suggestions that will enable his committee
to make their tariffs more practical. He said that Mr. Ewing and Mr.
Foote have already conferred with the railroads and the probable out-
come will be that the lumbermen will secure favorable tariffs.

Treasurer G. W. Perkins. Jr., reported that the association had a
balance on band of $480.61.

The annual election resulted in the selection of the following officers
for the coming year ;

President—Earle Grossman.
First Vice-President—H. F. Newton.
Second Vice-President—Henry Schneider.
Secretary—A. M. Manning.
Trea.surer—W. "e. Vogelsang.
The new president made a short talk, in which he signified his intention

of adhering to the policy of his predecessor. Secretary Manning and
Treasurer Vogelsang also acknowledged the honor.
One of the most interesting talks following the regular business meeting

was that delivered by M. C. Huggett, secretary of the Grand Rapids Asso-
ciation of Commerce. He talked on the "City Beautiful."

Other features were a talk by Frank Welton on "Boyhood Days," and
musical numbers by the Misses Schneider.

Following the dinner and speeches the floors were cleared and dancing
was enjoyed.

Semi-Annual Baltimore Exchange
The Baltimore Lumber Exchange at its semi-annual meeting held last

Monday evening, June 3. 1913, at the Merchants' Club on German
street, took action of considerable importance to hardwood men, a resolu-
tion being adopted which provides that all lumber condemned by inspectors
of the exchange shall be put into a separate talley and that no charge
for such lumber shall be made. The resolution which was offered by
William M. liurgan and amended so as to include the entire range of
woods, soft as well as hard, and of every size and dimension, reads as
follows :

•'That all inspectors be instructed to keep in separate column all

absolutely worthless lumber, and that no charge be made for this lumber,
except the charges for inspection, this rule to apply to lumber of every
kind."

The subject was brought up by some of the buyers of low-grade yellow
pine, who contended that it was an in.justice upon them to require payment
for condemned lumber at one half the price agreed upon for the parcel,

under the standing rule of the exchange. Considerable discussion was
provoked with the result stated. The action taken abrogates a regula-

tion of the exchange which has been in force for years.

-\notber matter that came up at the monthly meeting of the managing
committee of the exchange held in the afternoon was a communication
from some of the hardwood members, who expressed much concern over

the proposed substitutes .which have been recommended by the inspection

rules committee of the National Hardwood Lumber .Association.

The business meeting of the exchange, at which the b;ilf-yearly ri'ports

were read, showing the organization to be in excellent condition, was
followed by an excellent hincht'on.

Arkansas Dealers to Meet
The .\rkansas .Association of Lumber Dealers will hold its ninth annual

convention in the Marion hotel at Little Rock on Monday and Tuesday,
June 9 and 10. A program which promises to be both interesting and
profitable has' been arranged for the convention, and everything indicated

that this will be the best meeting in the history of the association.

The opening session of the convention will convene at ten o'clock on
Monday, and the lumbermen will be welcomed by the Honorable J. M.
Futrell. acting governor of Arkansas. L. R. Putman of the Northwest
.Arkansas Lnmber Company, Fayetteville, Ark., will make the response to

the welcome address on behalf of the association. .According to the

program these addresses will be followed in rapid fire order by addresses,

talks and discussions on subjects of vital interest to the lumbi-ring inter-

ests of -Arkansas and the Southwest.

The sessions of this convention will be attended by practically ail of

the retail lumbermen in Arkansas, and by man.v prominent retail lumber-

men from various parts of the Southwest. A large number of manufac-

turers and wholesale dealers in lumber and allied products are also ex-

pected to be represented at this convention.

The association has arranged to entertain all its members, together with

visiting lumbermen. Hoo-Hoo and ladies at luncheon on Monday,
The lumbermen's convention, wliich will adjourn at noon on Tuesday,

June 10, will be followed immediately by the annual festivities of the

Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo, A concatenation will be held in the

afternoon at two o'clock, T. J. Gay, vicegerent of the central district of

.Arkansas, has authorized the statement that a large number of kittens

will be on hand for the occasion, and he promises a royal time to all

members of the order who attend these festivities. An enjoyable time is

also promised for the evening's entertainment which will consist of an

excursion up the Arkansas river on the Steamer Grand. Music with

dancing and refreshments liave been provided for the entertainment of the

guests while on this ride.
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National Salesmen's Annual

The Xatioual Association of Traveling Lumber and Sasii and Door
Salesmen met at the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago on May '2-i in its

annual meeting. Salesmen <if various states of the country acted as

delegates for their respective associations. Various problems were dis-

cussed and interesting talks given. Among the speakers were E. H.
Defebaugh. E. E. Skeele. D. .J. Daniels, A. B. Simonson, L. E. Fuller and
President Ransom Griffen.

A resolutiou was adopted urging the discontinuance of transit ship-

ments as it was contended that a transit car must necessarily be sold by
several salesmen, while only one can get the commission going with
the sale.

The following officers w'ere elected for the coming year :

PiiESiDEXT—A. C. Quixley, Chicago.

EiRST Vice-Pkesidext—A. B. Simonson. Springfield. 111.

Second \'ici-;-1*kesident—(_loorge L. Maas. Indianapolis. Ind.

Si:i-RET.\nv-TnEASURER—T. H. Nelson. Indianapolis, Ind.

Eighth Annual Tournament Lumber Trade Golf Association

The program of the eighth annual tournament of the Lumber Trade
Golf Association, an eastern organization, to be held at Garden Citj', Long
Island. June 10 and 11. indicates that this will be interesting throughout.
The annual cluli dinner will be held Tuesday evening, June 10, at G :3li

at the Salisbury Golf Club. The dinner will be followed by the annual
meeting. The Hotel McAIpin, Broadway and Thirty-third, New York,
has been selected as headquarters during the tournament. The partici-

pants and gallery can catch trains at frequent intervals from the Pennsyl-
vania station, taking them direct to Garden City.

The touruanient will consist of eight events, which will give the partici-

pants ami)li' ol1p^rlunit.^ for demonstrating their ability under varying
conditions.

Ftailadelphia Lumbermen Play Golf

The second game of the Philadelphia Lumbermen's Golf Club came off

on the famous While Marsh Valley Country Club's golf course, through
the courtesy of J. \V. TurnhuM of the .}. W. Turnbull Lumber Company,
on May 110. Thirty-two players divided into seven foursomes, oni- twosome
and two singles entered the game, which resulted in the first prize, a

silk umbrella, going to Ben C. Currie. secretary of the club, with a net

score of 81 ; the second prize, a handsome cane, fell to Horace A. Reeves.

Jr., for si:, and the consolation prize, a golf cap, descended upon the head
of Benjamin Stoker for 122.

After a sumptuous dinmr served in llie clubhouse, the regular meeting
was cnlli'd lo order by President I'rank Buck. f)nly routine business was
transacted. Mr. Buck, who has .inst relumed from an exliuided tour of

Europe, entertaine<l the manibers with some humorous e.vperiences while
abroad. Tlie irrepressible Ben C. Currie read an address purporting lo

have been made at the previous meeting of the club by the proverbially
reticent Winfleld Allen, who, whalever other distinguishing thing he
may do, recoils at the mention of a speecli. It was followed by roars of

laughter and it was regretted that Mr. Allen was called aw;iy, as he
would have enjoyed the joke, although the victim.

June Meeting of St, Louis Club

The Julie Tueetiug nlul dinner of the I.uniberniens Club of SI. Louis is

being held this evening, Tuesday, June U), at the Glen Echo Country Club,

one of the most exclusive and handsome country clubs iu the country. The
ladies parlicipnled in the dinner and meeting. .\ reception at the dnb
liouse was held between ."i :.1(» and II o'clock, and was followed by an inspec-

tion of the club house jind the grounds. Dinner was servi'd between G :4."i

and S:l."i. a special menu having been arranged. During the dinner there

was instrumental and vocal music, and short stories and anecdotes were
told by the members. Then followed an address by X. D. Darling, of Okla-
homa Cit.v, Okla. When this was finished, the Schnitzel Bank was sung.
The song made a big hit at the German night meeting of the club, which
was held at Faust's Restaurant in April. A special request had been made
to have the song repealed so the ladies could hear it. Music and dancing
followed until 10 /M.

Northern Cut and Shipments for April

Considerabl.- satisfaction will be fell i.n llie part of the wholesale
trade in a recent stalement emanating from the office of the Northern
Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association. According to this

statement, the lumber production among the members of that organi-

zation was twenty jier cent greater in .^pril than in March. This was.
due in a nu-asui-e to the resumption tpf hemlock sawing by many mills.

In addillun. shipments of hemlock for April were fifteen per cent greater
than in .March, while hardwood shipments were sixteen per cent less.

This laller condition Is attributable lo the shortage of dry stocks.

Summary of ri'ports during the last twelve months shows that during
the period up to the first of May hemlock shipments exceeded cut by thirty

per cent and hardwood shipments exceeded cut by nine per cent.

Executive Committee of National 'Wholesalers Meets
The exi'culive conuuiMei' aud the iruslees of the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' Association met at headquarters of the association in

New York City on May 22 and 2.'f respectivel.v. The affairs of the organi-

zalion wire fully discussed at the meetings and other matters of interest

to the membership were gone over, su<'h as the wood vs. fibre box case.

the proposed general advance in freight rates over eastern railroads and
the revised ruling of the railroads in the car stake equipment case, which
was said to work a hardship on lumber shippers. This matter will be

given special attention by the committee having the general subject in

hand.

Organization of the Subcommittees Representing the Forestry

Committee of the National Conservation Congress

Realizing the great need of constructive work in matters of forest con-

servation, the foresters and lumbermen in attendance at the fourth National

Conservation Congress in Indianapolis last year held several informal meet-

ings out of which' grew a new plan for awakening public sentiment, and
for collecting, compiling and disseminating reliable data on forestry and
lumbering. President Charles Lathrop Pack promptly offered the en-

dorsement and facilities of the National Conservation Congress and con-

stituted the forestry committee of the Congress a body to direct the work
of sub-committees. The standing sub-committees are broadly representa-

tive and to them has been delegated the collecting of complete and reliable

information on the assigned subjects, and its compilation into reports

which will be practical and authoritative to the last degree.

The financial end of the work has been liberally provided for by a spe-

cial fund donated by the American Forestry Association, and the same
association will use its magazine and other facilities in giving publicity to

the Forestry Committee's findings.

The forestry committee of the Congress as appointed by Presi-

dent I'ack, consists of Henry S. Graves, chairman, J. B. White, E. T. Allen.

W. R. Brown and E. A. Sterling, secretary.

The standing sub-committees are made up of men representing tlie best

knowledge on each subject assigned. Their work has been outlined defi-

nitely to avoid repetition of endeavor under the direction of the forestry

committee. The sub-committee subjects are ; Publicity, Federal Forest

Pollc.v, State Forest Polic.v, Forest Taxation, Forest Fires, Lumbering,

Forest Planting, Forest I'tllizatitm. Forest School Education, Forest In-

vestigations.

Carolina Rate Advances Suspended

On May 20 the Interstate Commerce Coinnilssion suspended southern

tariffs showing advanced rates from Tennessee. Georgia and North and
South Carolina to cities in Virginia, the eastern seaboard and interior

eastern points. The advances proposed ranged from one-half to five

cents a hundred pounds. The new tariffs are suspended until Septem-
ber JT.

New Treating Plant of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

The Baltimore & Ohio railroad has just put inio operation its new
timber treating plant at Green Spring. W. Va. The new plant is one of

the most complete and modern timber treating plants in America. It

covers sixty acres and is situated clost; to large areas of timberland

along the valley of the south branch of tin' Potomac river. The require-

ments of the Ballimore & Ohio system approximate 2,.">00,000 tics annu-
ally for renewals and. with a new jilant In operation, a large percentage
of these ties will be treated by the company. Other timber for railroad

purposes will also be treated.

The new plant is ecpiipped with two treating cylinders or retorts 7

feet in diameter by 132 feet long, made of %inch steel, and built for a

working pressure of ITo pounds to the square inch. Each of the retorts

rests on nine-foot concrete piers. Tile pressure tanks are 8 feet in

diameter and 14 feet high. They are really a combination of pressure

measuring and drain tanks and are located In such a way thai they are

readily filled while the treating cylinders are Iwlng filled preparatory to

treating a charge of timber. Compressed air is then apitlied through the

tops of these pressure tanks and the preservative is forced through a

pipe in the bottom connected with the cylinder. The pressure Is main-
tained until entire absorption is obtained in the timber, after which the

valve is closed and any preservative remaining in the tank can be returned
to the working tank by means of the compressed air already In the

pressure tank.

The plant contains many other novel features making il not only

unique but entirely modern in every particular.

Conditions at Hamburg
A report from a prominent lumber house at Hamburg, Germany, stales

I hat business activity during April showed but little change from the

previous month. The demand was somewhat better, although the political

situation made buyers very cautious of making purchases ahead. The
report staled, however, that improved conditions were anticipated during
May.
The demand for black walnut continued satisfactory, especially for the

upper grades. Quotations were advanced during the month. The demand
for white oak was fair during April. A few lots were offered, probably
shipped from old contracts,—at figures below the ruling market prices.

There was a good inquir.v for Cottonwood, prices remaining firm. These
stocks met with a ready sale. A few sales at steady prices were nmde on
lupelo gum.

Forest Service Contemplates Purchasing Biltmore Estate

The National l-'orest Ileservallon Commission is now engaged in in-

specting the Plsgah forests of the Biltmore forest estate of George
W. Vanderbllt In .North Carolina. The commission accompanied by Chief
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Forester Graves. \V. L. Hall, chief of tbe Appalachian division of the

Forest Service, and C.corBe Otis Smith, director of the Geological Survey.

left Washington for Asheville on May 29. The proposed purchase in-

volves 8G.000 acres of hardwood stumpage. and is made subject to a

twent.v-.vear cuttin? time contract taken over recently by a logging

company.

Death of Harry A. Eankin

Harry A. Ifankin nf Harry Rankin & Co.. attorney-in-fact for the

ilauufacturiui; Lumbermen's T'uderwriters of Kansas City, died at his

liome in <TOShon, X. Y.. on June *2. Mr. liankin has been failing in healtli

for some time and his death, while a shock to his associates, was not

entirely unexpected.

Harry Itnnkin was born in Lawrence, Kan., iu 1.S63. He was a srad-

ur.te of the Kansas State University and later attended T. S. Naval

Academy at Annapolis in the class of 1SS3.

He first entered the lire insurance business as a local agent at Law-
I'ence. Kan., moving to Kansas Cit.v in 1SS8. where he soon became a

member of the firm of Kinney. Medes. Crittenden & Rankin. This firm

was distinct from tbe fire insurance firm of Kinney. Medes & Crittenden.

;ind wrote only steam Iioiler. casualty and employers liabilit.v insuranct'.

Later, on the retirement of Messrs. Kinne.v and Crittenden, the tire

insurance and liability business was combined and conducted under the

firm name of Medes, Kankin & Medes. In 1894 Mr. Rankin retired from
this firm and. establishing the Harry Rankin agency, built up in a short

time a very large insurance business, making a specialty of grain and

lumber lines.

Owing to diflkultics which he experienced in placing lumber lines

under rates and forms fair to the assured he. after a thorough investi-

The rcaiarkable success of mutual insurance among lumbermen is a
direct evidence of the feasibility of the plant. At the time the idea was
first .started rates, policy forms and adjustments in most sections of the

country were very unsatisfactory and often very unfair. Through the

success of the association ?»Ir. Rankin represented and other similar asso-

ciations, lumbermen have been greatly benefited in insurance matters.

From a very small beginning in 1S08. the Manufacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters has gone to a membership of 3S0. and has nearly .$."0,000.(100

of insurance in force.

C. C. Hagemeyer, New President Lumbermen's Club of Cincinnati.

The members of the Cincinnati Lumbermen's Club are to be congratu-
lated on I heir selection of C. C. -riagemeyer as president of the club.

Mi\ Hagemeyer. middle-aged and in the prime of his life, with the benefit

of his long experience in the hardwood as well as the yellow pine lumber
business, is well fitted to take up the many problems that confront such
an organization^ as the Lumbermen's Club. Aside from being a very
successful business man. he possesses a certain calm reasoning power
that is hard to explain but has been very effective in solving difiicult

business and club problems, and his advice has been frequently sought
and eheerfull.v given. His business career dates back to about 1867. when
he started the Licking River Lumber & Mining Company at Bosttm Sta-

tion. Ky.. which continued until 1880. In 1881 he started a mill at

Butler. Ky.. and this was continued until all of the large amount of

timber owned by the company had been cut out : this operation closing up
three or four .years ago. In lS9o be started the Covington Lumber Com-
liany of C^'ovington. Ky., a retail yard handling yellow pine and all kinds

of yard stock, and carried on this business together with a number of line

yards until 1911. at which time he sold out to the Veith & Sweighert

Tin: I.ATK HARRY A. RANKIN. HARRY R-\N

KIN & CO.. KANSAS CITY. MO.

WARWICK BENEDICT. RANKIN-BENEDICT
UNDERWRITING CO.MPANY. KANSAS

CITY. MO.

C. C. HAGEMEYER. NEW PRESIDENT OF THE
CINCINNATI LUMBERMEN'S CLUB,

CINCINNATI, O.

gation of lumber insurance conditions throughout the South, conceived

the idea of applying the principles of inter-insurance to manufacturing
lumber plants. As a result he organized the Manufacturing Lumber-
men's Underwriters and in November 1898, with only eleven members,
tbe.v began issuing small policies. As the plan promised such decided

benefits to lumbermen, its growth was rapid and Mr. Rankin soon asso-

ciated with him Guy II. Mallani. who at that time was connected with

the Texas Tram & Lumber <'<impany. at Beaumont. Tex., and well and
favorably known throughout the South. As Mr. Rankin at that time

still retained his local agency business, tbe management was conducted

In the name of Guy H. Mallam & Co.. until the dissolution of their part-

nership in Noveinber lOOo, since which date the attorneyship, until very

recently, has been in the name of Harry Rankin & Co., with Warwick
Benedict as manager during tbe jjast seven years.

Foreseeing the inevitable, the attorneyship was last month transferred

to Rankin-Iienedict Uuderwritiug Company, the business now being con-

ducted in that name.
Mr. Benedict was also born in Lawrence. Kan., in 1873, and. going to

Kansas City a few years after Mr. Rankin, was employed by the firm of

ICinney, Medes & Crittenden as office boy. later becoming their Kansas

City. Kan., representative. When Mr. Rankin went into business for

himself. Mr. Benedict went with him and soon after the organization of

the Manufacturing Lumberman's Underwriters became special agent and

adjuster. He was of material assistance in increasing the membership

of the organization and upon Mr. Rankin's removal to New York, tool;

np the active management.

Lumber Company, the present owners. In 1901 with II. L. Mickle he

started the II. L. Mickle Lumber Company, wholesale dealers in yellow

pine, and this business has grown to large proportions, Mr. Hagemeyer

still taking a very active part, and last January purchased Mr. Mickle's

interest. Mr. Hagemeyer also started the Tennessee Lumber & Coal

Company at Glen Mary. Tenn.. in 1908. having purchased a large supply

of timber and erected a modern mill at that point. This plant was in

charge of his son. Hall Hagemeyer. with the general oflices at Cincinnati.

Mr. Hagemeyer is very enthusiastic in club aSfairs and his ability and

business experience insures a successful year for the club.

Pennsylvania Company Plans Improvements

The I'ennsylvania Company contemplates extensive improvements in

Baltimore, the nature of which was outlined by I'resideut Rea May 29 at

a conference with Mayor Preston and other city officials. The plans pro-

posed include the erection of a great freight terminal station, extending

along Calvert street from Bath to Madison streets, a distance of four or

five blocks. The station, together with improvements under consideration

at Bayview and Canton, wouhl call for an outlay of about .flO,000,000.

Under the plan, as proposed, the present Calvert station would be closed

for passenger traffic, or at the most, the company would provide for a

second story station to serve the needs of local traffic only. The pro-

jected closing of the station is likely to call forth the most determined

opposition. When the railroad company planned the abandonment of Cal-

vert station three .years ago the residents along the line of the Northern

Central Railway who traveled on the accommodation trains sent out
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from Calvert station, went to tin- legislature and secured tbe enactment
of a law compelling the Pennsylvania to continue the service and put on a
number of trains that had been taken oCC. Mayor Preston says he will
insist upon the elertriflcation of the entire Pennsylvania system in Balti-
more as a means of getting rid of the smoke nuisance. The creation of a
biff down town central station is also being agitated. It is altogether
likely that th(> municipality will employ expert advice with a view to de-

vising plans that will not only serve the present needs of the railroads,

but furnish a basis for the permanent solution of the railroad problem
along the lines of proper development.

New Nashville Consolidation

On May 19 the Tennessee Hardwood Lumber Company and the Althauser-
Webster-Weaver Lumber Company. Inc.. of Nashville, Tenn., consolidated
under the name of the former company, making the combined capital
.itock $.jO.OOO. All the former stockholders of the Tennessee Hardwood
Lumber Company retained their interest in the new concern, and in' addi-
tion D. Weaver and W. E. Althauser of the last named- company secure
additional stock in payment for the property of their concern. These two
gentlemen have purchased the interest of Charles Webster.
The office and yard of the new company will be continued at the site

of the present business of the Tennessee Hardwood Lumber Company in

West Nashville. T. B. Johnson will Ije president of the new company and
D. Weaver secretary and treasurer.

The consolidation will give to the newly organized Tennessee Hard-
wood Lumber Company the output of the band mill of the Althauser-
R'ebster-Weaver company operating at I'armersville in Wayne county,
Kentucky. In conjunction with this tbe new company will acquire a
considerable area of hardwood timber, consisting mostly of white oak
adjacent to this mill and further about half a million feet of hardwood
lumber now on sticks at the mill yard. The Tennessee Hardwood Lumber
Company has been marketing the output of the Forked Deer Lumber
Company, a concern located at Jackson, Tenn., but affiliated with it, and
in addition has smaller mills at different points in Tennessee, The aggre-
gate will give it a daily output of about 45,000 feet of hardwoods running
principally to oak and red gum. The plan is to ship the bulk of the
lumber direct from the mills, but the big wholesale yard will continue at
West Nashville.

Mowbray & Robinson Interests Expand
The Burgess Brothers Lumber Company was organized recently by

prominent Cincinnati lumbermen. The new company is backed by The Mow-
bray & Robinson company, Cincinnati, and will have its headquarters in

Brooklyn, N. Y., operating as an eastern branch of tbe Cincinnati firm,

handling all the hardwood lines turned out by the company's three mills
in Kentucky. In addition it will look after the export end of the
business. The company is established nt its large yards at White and
Delevan streets, Brooklyn, where preparations have been completed.

Edgar Burgess and his brother, J. C. Burgess, are actively in charge
of the new company. J. C. Burgess has been for years connected with
the Mowbray & Robinson Company, while both he and his brother liavc

excellent reputations as lumbermen and business men.
The incorporators are: Edgar Burgess, E. O. Robinson. F. W. Mowbray,

C. W. Bennett and D. R, Rebbuk. F. W. ilowbray is president : B. O.

Robinson, vice-president: Ed.gar Burge.ss, treasurer, and J. C. Bennett,
secretary. Capital slock is .'JoO.OOO.

New Building for New York State College of Forestry

On May 24, Governor Sulzer of New York state signed a bill providing
for the construction and maintenance of new buildings for tbe State
College of Forestry at Syracuse. N. Y. The bill provides an appropriation
of ,$250,000. and was passed without opposition.

Cornell University made a determined fight to prevent the signing of
the bill for the buildings for the college at Syracuse, but was unsuccessful.
The State College of Forestry as now organized is tbe state institution
designated and supported by the state for the training of men for tlie

profession of forestry, and to give practical training in forestry in the
State Rangers' School in the Adirondaeks.

The Hardwood Crating Business

Leaving aside entirely tbe matter of boxes and the material eulcring
into boxes and box shooks proper, there is an enormous business in hard-
wood lumber used for crating purposes. It is a big enough business that
a veteran dealer of considerable prominence in the trade remarked
recently that he had about made up his mind not to handle as a dealer
anything above No. 1 common in hardwood, and confine his business in
the upper grades to the high-grade stock manufactured by his own
mills. This dealer went on to explain that he had quite a big business in

low-grade stock, especially in crating material, which he supplied on
contracts year in and year out to regular customers who use considerable
quantities.

There is hardly anything in the hardwood line but what it is used
more or less in crating. This includes birch, maple, beech, oak and the
harder woods, as well as poplar, gum. Cottonwood and linn. There are
many prominent users of crate stock and a great multitude of other users
not taking such a large quantity but in the aggregate making up an enor-
mous trade. The manufacturers of bath tubs and sanitary ware use hard-
wood by the million feet for crating and shipping their product. The
manufacturers of stoves and heavy hardware also use enormous quantities

of crating, and on all sides there is crating, not only more of it in the-

original channels than formerly, but railw-ays now require the crating of
lots of articles which were formerly shipped without crates and all this
has served to add wonderfully to the volume of crating stoclv required.

There was a time when the bulk of this crating stock was of the soft-

woods, including wliite pine, basswood. spruce and a few other species.

Pine and spruce is still used in the work, but notwithstanding this there is

an enormous volume in Iiardwood crating stock—that is. stock used for

making up individual crates at the time of shipping—that is bought in the^

form of lumber aside from boxes and box shooks and material entering into

their manufacture. In this work some of the harder woods that were
formerly found objectionable because of their hardness now find favor
because of their strength. So this trade not only includes a heavy volume
of the softer hardwoods, such as low-grade poplar, gum and cottonwood,
but it also includes a much larger share than many imagine of the

harder woods, such as oak, beech, maple and birch.

Death of W. H. Greble

Lumber interests have lieeu much sbocknl Mt the demise within less than
three weeks of each other of J. L. .Sine and W. H. Greble, two of the prin-

ciiial stockholders of the Greble-Sine Lumber Company of Memphis and
Chicago. Readers of II.^ROWOon Recoup are familiar with the deatii of the

former. The latter was in Detroit looking after matters connected with

the winding up of the affairs of tln' lirni when lu^ was stricken with heart

disease and died suddi-nly.

Both of these men were well known to the entire hardwood trade. Both
were identified for a number of years with the Three States Lumber
Company. About a year ago they organized the Greble-Sine Lumber Com-
pan.v, Mr. Sine having his lieadquartcrs in Chicago, while Mr. Greble

looked after the southern end of the business. The company had securetJ

the output of several mills in the Memphis territory and was rapidly build-

ing up a profitable business. No definite announcement has .vet been made-

as to tile plans which the reniaining stockholders have in connection with

the company.

St. Louis Basket and Box Company Expands

The St. Louis Basket and Box t;'»unp:iny. .'Uuai;ed in the manufacture-

of veneered panels and fruit iiackages, has again increased its capacity

because of growing business. At the mill at .South St. Louis this com-

pany is erecting a new powiu' plant of modern and powerful equipment.

.\n entirely new type of furnace to hauflle tbi- variety of fuel used, con-

sisting of coal, dry or wet wood, shavings and sawdust, was planned by
the engineers in charge. The furnace has a fiat combustion arch sus-

pended from cast iron beams and projects halt its length in front of the

boilers. The lower tubes of^ tlie boilers are covered witli tile and a de-

flecting arch is joined to the rear of the bridge wall. This prevents the

heated gases from coming in contact with any cold surface until after com-

bustion has been completed and instires tlie uiaximum of heat and makes
the furnace practically smokeless. Tbe stack, which is outside of the

building, is 5 feet G inches in diameter and 125 feet high. The second
building contains a modern high-power Corliss engine.

At the mill at North St. Louis, the company has erected three new
buildings made necessary by its increased operations and its expansion
in the manufacture of the heavier lines of veneered stock such as dresser,

desk and tabcl tops and all material where a sawed core is used. At this

plant a 48 foot Grand Rapids dry-kiln has been installed with seven kiln

trucks. In adition. a sawmill house for a new sawmill used in cutting

logs and a swing saw used in cutting and equalizing core stock has been
installed.

.\nother new feature is a firejiroof building containing the latest type
of Lindernian glue joiner for dovetailing, glueing and joining lumber for

cores. In this building there is also a 42 foot Whitney planer with a

capacity of about 35 lineal feet per minute. As the core stock comes
from the Lindernian machine it immediately passes through the planer and
is dressed, and from there passes tlinuigh the various processes of

veneci'ing.

All the new structures of the St. Louis Basket and Box Company are fire-

proof and modern in every detail. This company has operated for the
past thirty years, starting with one small factoi-y, and it has grown to
its present dimensions because of the merit of its goods. The new
buildings give the company ."iOO.OOO square feet of space and the entire
plant enables it to produce about 45,000,000 feet of veneer annually.

Annual Meeting of Mutual Liability Company
The ICmployers* Mutual Liability Insurance t^ompany of Wisconsin, the

leading mutual opirating under the Wisconsin workmen's compensation
law and the organization with which most of the leading lumber and
paper manufacturers of the state are affiliated, held its second annual
meeting at Wausau recently, with oflicers. directors and nearly 200
policyholders present.

Reports presented showed that during the twenty and one half months
tbe company has been transacting business it has paid $Sn,lG2,2i'i under the
compensation law and that it now has on band a balance of $104,1!1G..'^n.

The company now covers the lives of 27. "Oil employes and has an an-
nual premium income of .$1,'{7,1 31.42. A total of 4,060 accidents has been
reported, of which twenty tr-rminated in death.
The following olficers and directors, made up for the most part from

the lists of lumbermen and paper mnnufaetuivrs have been elected ;

President. G. V. Steele ; vice-presidents, William A. Fricke. W. E. Brown.
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W. W. Vincent. W". ('. Liindoii ; seci-etary, H. J. Hagge ; treasurer.. B. F.

Wilson : general adjuster and inspector, Hoyt A. Winslow : superintendent

inspection department. .1. C. Youmans : medical director, A. W. Trevitt

:

general counsel, Neal Brown : general manager. William A. Fricke : execu-

tive committee, G. F. Steele. W. C. Landon. M. P. McCullougli. Karl

Mathie, L. M. Alexander, B. F. Wilson, Neal Brown. William A. Fricke :

directors, G. F. Steele. Cornell : Walter Alexander, Wausau ; W. W. Vin-

cent, Kenosha ; William Fricke, Wausau ; W. E. Brown. Rliinelander ; L. K.

Baker, Odanali ; C. C. Yawke.v. Wausau : A. Hirschheimer. La Crosse

:

-George E. Foster. Mellen : W. C. Landon, Wausau : L. M. Alexander. Mil-

waukee ; 'H. J. Hagge. Wausau ; JL A. Wertheimer. Kaukauna ; M. P.

MeCuUougb. Schofield ; G. D. .Tones, Wausau : Karl Mathie. Mosinee

:

B. F. Wilson. Wausau : Keal Brown. Wausau.

"Lorac" to Prevent Degrading of Logs

There is a considerable loss sustained b.v ever.v sawmill or vrneer plant

•utilizing logs because of checking, rotting and splitting of logs while

they remain in the woods or in piles previous to utilization. In addition.

piled lumber depreciates in value 'considerably through checking and rot

if not properly treated. Hence every millraan should be i)articularly

interested in any proposition which tends to preserve his saw logs and
sawed lumber without its showing any tendency towards splitting, check-

ing or rotting.

cuECKi;i> iah; u.m'ai.nted

The most effective remedy of this kind is a preparation known as

-Lorac" manufactured bv George Henke Company. 62 Beekman street.

New York Cilv The actual experience of the hundreds of sawmills and

rXCHECKED LOG PAINTED WITH •LCmAC"

veneer men using this product absolutely yerifles the contention that the
use of this preparation will entirely eliminate checking of either logs

or lumber for several months after its application to the exposed ends.

Lorac" is furnished ready for u.se and may be applied by the most
unskilled labor. The process of .application merely consisting of painting
the ends of logs or lumber as soon after cutting as is practicable. In

addition to its preservative feature, "Lorac" is neither inflammable nor

corrosive. Furthermore, its low cost, less than one cent per square foot

of surface covered, justifies a trial on the part of anyone experiencing

checking or degrading of logs or lumljor through exposure to the elements

In ihis connection are shown illustrations of two logs each of which
was left exposed to the same weather conditions for several months. The
log which shows no splits or check was painted with "Lorac" immediately

after l>eing felled, while the checked log was untreated.

The Battle Against the Destructive Moths

Interesting facts wore brought out at a conference in February calleil

by the state forester of Massachusetts at Boston for the purpose of arriv

ing at some practical and efficient way of combating the spreading ravages

of the brown-tail and gips.v moths. It is certain that New York ami
other states about Massachusetts will soon be reached by these destructiv.'

insects and that unless more effective means are taken they will destroy

not only forest trees but shade an^ ornahiental trees over large sections

of the state. As shade tree pests these insects can be controlled by

spraying and destroying egg clusters ; but these methods are used only

at considerable expense and must be continued indefinitely. It seems
probable that as soon as the parasites and diseases introduced from
abroad which work upon and destroy these insects, have become fairly

•established, they will aid man greatly against future plagues. The gipsy

imoth problem of the future in the state of New York is a forestry

problem, as the insect cannot be fought in the forest by spraying, but
must be controlled and eventually eliminated by proper methods of forest

management. Certain trees such as oak, willow and birch are apparently
more favorable and often seem necessary for the development of the cater-

pillars of the moths. Methods of forest management can be used such
as removing these trees from the forest and thus destroying the favorite

food of the pests. With this method of proper forest management must
go strict quarantine against lumber, cordwood and nursery stock shipped
in from infested territories. Some effort has been made to establish a

dead line to prevent further spread of the insect. A stand of timber
consisting largely of white pine and other evergreens is selected and all

liardwoods or broadleal" growth removed.

A Book on Economic Woods
The publishing house of John Wiley & Sons, New York, has issued a

valuable book from the pen of Samuel J. Record of Yale University,
under the title ^"Identification of the Economic Woods of the United
States." It includes a discussion of the structural and physical prop-
erties of wood. Readers of H.vrdwood Record are well acquainted with
Mr. Record's excellent work. The book is not large, but a remarkable
quantity of information is crowded into its 120 pages. It deals exclu-

sively with the structure and other properties of wood, and does not
take up tree growing. The busy, practical man will find in it the

answers to many questions which come up from time to time. Some of

the matters treated are the taste, odor, luster, and color of wood, and
the reasons why one wood differs from another in this respect. Shrinkage,

warping, and cheeking are discussed and the causes which produce them
are pointed out. Other properties considered are resonance or the sound-
ing qualities of woods when struck ; the abilitj* of woods to absorb water ;

their penetrability l>y preservative mixtures; the amount of moisture in

woods at various stages of seasoning ; the weight, density, grain, and
growth rings ; and the origin, qualities, and properties of heartwood and
sapwood.

The descriptions of wood structure are particularly precise. This is a

technical subject and must of necessity be treated in scientific language ;

but expl.Tnations are clear, and the text is illustrated by pictures -both

entertaining and instructive.

The book contains a key to the identification of the important eco-

nomic woods of the United States. This key is valuable to the wood
user because it enables him to identify nearly any sample of timber that

comes to his notice. Misunderstanding and uncertainties constantly arise

as to what species or genus a certain wood is. and even men who have
had long experience in handling woods are often in doubt.

Galax Gatherers' Efficient Forest Fire Patrol

An interesting example is found among the mountains of North Carolina

of the effect of local sentiment in keeping down forest fires. It is also

an example of how local sentiment may be influenced by a very small

thing.

The government recently purchased a tract of 11,150 acres of timber

and cut-over land on the east slope of Mt. Mitchell, on the head of

South Toe river, which is one of the fountain streams of the Tennessee

river. A certain part of the tract was found to have suffered very little

from forest fires, and it was there that the good results of local senti-

ment and effort were discovered. It was evident that some influence

had been active in keeping fires out of that part of the tract.

It was discovered that for some years a local industr.v had been

carried on in the mountain fastnesses by the people who live in the

vicinity. A beautiful and rare plant, known as galax {galaj: apliylla).

grows there. Its round, shining leaves, and its raceme of white flowers

^n.i'i i.\ si:.\s(iM.\i .\(i i'i;i:r<KK^ .\ii\ !: i si-;i)

on a central stalk, are daint.v and attractive. Onl.v one species of this

beautiful evergreen plant is known to exist in America, and it grows
along the mountains from' Vlriginia to Georgia.

The settlers about Mt. Mitchell discovered that florists in northern

cities would pay good prices for the galax plants, and a local business

of gathering and shipping them developed. The gathering was done

chiefly by women and children, and local merchants shipped the plants
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and coUecti'd the moni'.v. It is only :i saiall business, but it is interesting.

The summer outings of the gatherers in the high mountain forests are

pleasant and healthful, and the profits are satisfactory.

Naturally those who are interested in gathering galax are likewise

interested in seeing that no fires break out in that locality, because fire

ruins the gnlax beds. The result is that the tiny plant has been instru-

meutal in protecting the forests by creating a sentiment opposed to fires.

It shows how a very small thing may work for good. It would have taken

a great deal of preaching on the benefits of forestry to convince the

North Carolina mountaineers that there is anything in it for them ; but

a concrete example converted them.

Synthetic Tannin

Synthetic camphor, made principally of turpentine, has been on the

market for some years, and now synthetic tannin has appeared. It is an

English discovery, made by Dr. Edmund Stiasny, assistant professor in

the leather laboratories of Leeds, England. The new tannin has been

named neradol, and is made of tar and certain other ingredients. The
tar is passed through distillation processes and some of the products

are employed in making the tannin, but what the exact process is has

not been stated, except that "the synthesis is carried out by sulphonating

cresylie acid and combining it then with formaldehyde." The price of

neradol is $97 a long ton. It is said to be thirty per cent pure tannin.

Leather makers do not anticipate that it will immediately revolutionize

the tanning business, though it gives good results with certain kinds of

leather. It is not wholly satisfactory with other kinds. There is little

doubt that a long time will elapse before hemlock tanbark and tanning

extract made of chestnut will disappear irom rue markets.

Fire as a Tool

Civilized man occasionally goes back to the savage for lessons In

economy and efficiency. Tire has always been one of the most useful

tools that the savage could use. The American Indian hollowed tree

trunks by burning them, and made boats and canoes for navigating rivers

and lakes. He had no edged tools better than stone, bone or shell, and

they were practically useless in working wood. Necessity compelled him

to make use of fire where it would serve his purpose. For hundreds of

years the white man in this country has felt pity rather than contempt

for the poor Indian who was once forced to resort to the slow process

of fire in hollowing tree trunks.

Probably, after all, the red man was not a subject for pity. At any

rate, a recent report made by James T. .Tardine, a grazing inspector in

the Department of Agriculture, places the Indian's work in a new light.

without so much as mentioning the Indian or giving him any credit for

ideas or methods.

One of Mr. Jardine's duties is to look after the government's vast land

holdings in the West, particularly such lands as are leased to stockmen

for pasturage. He recently discussed the subject of watering places for

stock, and described the troughs provided, where thousands of sheep

repair daily to drink. Troughs used at the watering places are hollo\Yed

from the trunks of trees. The cost is a considerable item where large

numbers of such troughs have to be made, particularly when labor is

scarce and expensive, as it is in some of the remote Western mountain
regions.

Mr. Jardine experimented with trough making, with ax and adz, and
also with the old fire method as practiced by Indians from time im-

memorial. The remarkable thing is that the Indian method has been

found the fastest and most economical, except when conditions for burn-

ing are unfavorable.

The method is simple. Long logs arc selected for troughs, and along

their upper sides, nearly from end to end, small fires are kindled. They
are kept going on several logs at once, and one man can attend to them.

He sees to it that the fire does not blaze up and consume the logs, but

that it is confined to the channel along the top, gradually deepening it

until It becomes of the desired width and depth. The trough is then

done, although some finishing touches may be added with an ax or adz.

That was the identical method pursued hundreds of years ago by

Indians in making their dugout canoes.

Norwegian Wood Flour and Sawdust

Wood fiour, an important raw material in the manufacture of linoleum

and dynamite and which also has many other uses, has never been manu-
factured in the L'nited States on a large scale. For some reason its

production in this country never has met with much success, the prin-

cipal reason probably being that those who have engaged In this line have
not succeeded in getting the proper grinding stones and turning out a

flour sufficiently fine and at a price to meet Norwegian competition.

And the fact that this competition cannot be met is in the lace of a

stiff ocean freight rate, Insurance and a certification of the shipment in

accordance with the custom requirements.

Norwegian wood flour is sold by the native or short ton weighing
1,000 kilos, equivalent to 2,204.6 pounds and by the English or long ton

weighing l,01fi kilos, or 2.239.9 pounds. The price per English or long

ton in November at Christianla was from 40 to 50 crowns, or $10.72 to

$13.40. The price to the consumer at which this flour is laid down in

New York is considerably higher. The freight rate is approximately

$5 15 per ton, with an additional $1 a ton for insurance. Added to this

is the $2.50 paid by the seller and charged to the buyer for the certifica-

tion of the shipment. Assuming a price of $12.06 a ton, the average be-

tween the quoted price of $10.72 and the higher price of $13.40, and
adding the freight, insurance and certification charge, a ton of Nor-

wegian wood flour in New York costs $20.71. Since practically all of

the material is utilized outside of New York an additional freight charge-

is applicable, so that the material substantially costs the buyer $22
a ton. It might be supposed that American producers could come near
meeting these figures, but they have not so far.

The Norwegians also get a good price for their sawdust, considerable-

of which finds its way into the United States for use in linoleum plants

in the course of a .vear. For instance in Christianla, Norway, sawdust
is sold by measure at a pi'ice of 30 ore (8.04 cents) per hectolier (2.84

bushels), a hectolier weighing from 13 to 15 kilos (2S.66 to 33.OT
pounds) depending of course upon the kind of lumber from which the
sawdust is the by-product.

African Mahogany Popular

The sales of African mahogany in the Liverpool market for 1912 were
highly satisfactory. The receipts were larger than for any preceding year,^

except 1908. yet so strong and active was the demand that shipments
met with prompt sale as they arrived.

There was an excellent attendance of buyers at the auction sales, who
keenly competed for all grades. As a result a high level of prices was
established, the late sales of the year seeing prices at their highest, which
is worthy of note, as It was during the last few months that the import

was at its heaviest. These enhanced values applied not only to logs of

the best quality, but also for lower grades, the minimum wood, which
was composed chiefly of logs in very defective and faulty condition, realiz-

ing from six to seven cents per foot, while figured logs ranged up to
S2.55 per foot.

I'resent indications point to a continuance of the active inquiry that

now exists in the Liverpool market for Africali mahogany, and also that
current rates will be well maintained.

Planting Norway Poplar for Pulp

The Delaware and lliidson Railroad Company has recently purchased
.too.000 Norway poplar cuttings for planting on burnt-over lands with
the idea of growing pulp-wood. The cuttings used will be fourteen
inches long and will be spaced 0x6 feet on various kinds of land. While
the work is largely experimental, the company believes it can harvest

I»ulp material every fifteen years.

The Norway poplar is much like the Carolina poplar and is considered

a horticultural variety of the common eottonwood. Attention was first

called to it by Professor Green of the Minneapolis .-Vgricultural College,

and a number of plantations of It have been made in different parts of
the country. It is claimed that the tree is hardier, grows more rapidly,

and has less taper than the Carolina poplar. On one plantation in

Nebraska it is said that fence posts were cut from four-year-old trees

that measured fifteen Inches in circumference three feet from the ground.

Tie Plugs

Whenever a spike Is pulled out of a crosstie the hole that is left

alTords excellent opportunity for the entrance of water carrying spore
and disease germs to the interior. To overcome this the holes are now
commonly filled with wooden plugs. These plugs are used by the mil-

lion and are for the most part sawed by special machines from slabs

and scraps from the mills and shops. Some railroads make some of their

own plugs in the shops or employ the spare time of the section men in

splitting them out of old ties. The common size is about four and a
half inches long, five-eighths ,of an inch square in cross section and with
one end wedge-shaped like a spike. For untreated ties white oak or
other durable wood is preferred for plugs. Any wood can be used
where the ties are treated since the plugs are placed in gunny sacks
and impregnated with the preservative along with the ties.

Fuel Values of Different Woods
Occasionally theory runs counter to practice and suffers in consequence.

.V good example of this is furnished by certain tests of the fuel value of
woods, recently made by H. S. Belts, an engineer in the government's
forest products laboratory at Madison, Wis.
The theory has long been held and has seldom been questioned that

the fuel values of dry woods are in direct proportion to the weights of
the woods, after certain allowances have been made for ashes and resins.

That was the theory on which Sargent worked nearly thirty years ago
in computing his tables of the fuel values of 300 American woods. He
reduced the sample to an oven-dry condition, weighed it accurately, then
burned it and weighed the ashes. Using these weights as factors he
calculated the value of the wood as fuel. His tables are the most com-
plete that have ever been made of the fuel values of American woods,
and they have generally been accepted since they were first published by
the government In volume 9 of the tenth census, in 1884.

Mr. Betts does not repudiate the theory followed by Sargent, but
accepts it for what it is worth. He qualifies his acceptance, however,
by saying that "thoroughly liquefied tissue has the same heating value
for all species of trees, but the varying forms of tissue found In the
different species, the addition of resin and otiior materials, and the
water present in varying amounts, cause dilTercnt heating values. All

these factors should be taken into consideration."
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The tests were made by a process entirely different from that used in
compiling Sargent's tables. Instead of weighing the wood and the ashes
remaining when the wood was burned, and completing the work with a
lead pencil. Betts burned the samples used in his tests in such a way
that the actual heat given off could be accurately measured. The result-
ing figures do not show how much heat ought to be developed according
to theory, but how much was developed, used, and measured. The differ-

ence in the two methods is a good example of the difference between
theory and practice. The old theory is not altogether discredited, but
the practical tests show that theory sometimes needs a good deal of doc-
toring before it fits actual conditions.

The result of Betts' experiments appears to give a pretty severe jolt

to the theory that the heat values of woods are approximately propor-
tioned to their weights. An actual divergence, in one case as great as
eighty per cent, was found between Sargent's theoretical figures and the
figures from the actual tests made. The relative fuel value of certain
of the species tested was completely and vc-ry decidedly reversed as
compared to Sargent's estimates.

Accident Preventing Hints

The success of the United States Steel Corporation has been depend-
ent not altogether on its vast backing, but also on the high degree of
efficiency and modernBcss of its methods and equipment.
As an instance of the up-to-date methods followed by this vast cor-

poration it has just compiled a list of hints for the prevention of ac-

cidents in industrial plants. They are as follows :

Do not go into dangerous places until you are absolutely sure they
are safeguarded.

Remember, it is better to cause a delay than an accident.

Small neglects are apt to cause serious accidents.

The failure to obey safety rules endangers the life of yourself or fel-

low-workman.
Lookout for the other man, you might hurt him.

Do not work with unsafe tools. Tell your foreman.
EVery injury, no matter how slight, should receive proper medical at-

tention.

Safety devices are of little value unless maintained and used as they
are intended.

Careful men are usually efficient : careless men are not.

Replace all guards and safety devices when through making repairs,

and before machinery is started.

Don't fool with electricity. It is dangerou-S.

A guard is placed on a machine solel.v for your protection. Don't
operate a machine without a guard in place.

Stop machine before oiling, wiping, or repairing it, and don't try to

operate a machine you do not understand.

Every employe whose duty requires him to work .with appliances of

any kind, must carefully examine same and report any defects.

The exercise of care to prevent accidents is a duty which you owe
to yourself and your fellow-workmen.
Beware of blood poisoning. A wire scratch will cause it sometimes.

Always bend nails down before throwing boards aside. Many serious

injuries result in stepping on protruding nails.

Skis Made in Summer

The user of skis to skim over deep snows usually does not give the

subject much thought in summer : but his thoughts become very active

when winter snow in the North woods begins to accumulate. The
maker of skis, however, is thinking of the matter in the summer. That

is the season when he is busiest.

Many of the skis used in this country are made in Norway. The
product of that country is sold from Maine to Oregon. The ski is not

made in factories, as a rule, but the Norwegians make them in their

homes. A company in that country makes a business of buying the

skis from individual makers, and exporting them to the various countries

that buy them.

The best skis are made of green ash. with oak next popular, while

the cheap grades are made of flr and pine. They vary in length, the

standard rule calling for skis as long as the distance from the ground to

the height the wearer can reach with extended arm and finger tips. Skis

of oak or ash, for women's use. usually cost $3.22 to $4.82 : for men's

use, $3.75 to $6.97. Cheap skis, made of flr and pine, cost $1.34 to

$2.14. These prices are those asked by the carpenters and are exclusive

of the "bindings," which cost $1.34 to $1.61 per pair. The bindings now
in use are patented, and are made by local harness makers and sporting

goods factories. Pigskin of good quality is used, as the straps must be

very strong and withstand alternate wetting and drying.

The ski must be made of carefully selected wood, free from all knots

and with the grain running the long way. They are 3^4 to 4 inches in

width and about % of an inch thick, with a keel or ridge running the

lull length on the under surface to prevent side slipping. The front curve

is obtained in a very simple manner, by soaking the end of the ski In

hot water, until soft, and then, by putting a block of wood under it, it is

turned up and held in a natural curve until dry. The skis are varnished

'but never painted. The lumber is bought in Norway and selected with

great care.

For skiing poles, ash, oak and bamboo are used, the latter being im-

ported. The poles sell for 67 cents to $1.47. Near the point a ring of

wood encircles the pole, to which it is attached by numerous strings of
leather. This is to keep the pole from sinking into the snow more than
six or eight inches. The poles are made by the carpenters that make skis.

Lately Germany has commenced to manufacture skis by machinery and
Norwegian exports to that country have therefore slightly decreased. On
the other hand, exports to the United States have increased during the
past year or so, although some skis are now made at St. Paul, Duluth and
Minneapolis.

=-< MISCELLANEOUS >-=

The Dixie Spoke Company, Newton, Miss., has gone out of business.
The Henry Motor Car Company of Muskegon, Mich., is out of business.
L. J. Tripp of the Sidnaw Handle Company, Sidnaw, Mich., recently

died.

The Newark Gear Wood Company of Newark. O., has gone out of busi-
ness.

Clyde K. Klumph of Cleveland. O.. has been succeeded by Klumph &
Enoch Compan.y.

The Choctowatchee Hardwood Lumber Company has discontinued busi-
ness at Bellwood, Ala.

The Harlan Hardwood Lumber Company at Mlddletown, O.. has re-
moved to Hamilton, O.

A veneering mill is to be added to the plant of the Paris Box Manufac-
turing Company. Paris. Tex.
The Standard Handle Company has been incorporated at Sandusky, O.

with a capital stock of $30,000.

The Meteor Alotor Car Company has been incorporated at Indianapolis
with a capital stock of $1.50,000.

H. Rosenwach & Son has been incorporated for $5,000 to manufacture
wooden tanks at New York City.

The Ann Arbor Organ Company of Ann .Vj-bor. Mich., has been suc-
ceeded by the Ann Arbor Piano Company.

C. A. Miller •& Co., Marietta. 0.. have gone out of business because of
severe losses sustained during the recent flood.

The City Desk Compan.v, Grand Rapids, Mich., has filed articles of in-
corporation, increasing its capitalization from $110,000 to $120,000.
The Louisville Chair Company is the style of a new corporation at

Louisville Ky. This concern has $12,000 capital.

N. Passman & Son is the ^yle of a new woodworking incorporation at
New York City. This company has a capital stock of $5,000.

C. L. Goodwin & Co. has been organized at Worcester, Mass., to engage
In a woodworking business. This company has $3,000 capital.

The Phoenix Chair Company of Sheboygan, Wis., will shortly begin
the erection of a flve-story addition to its factory to be 50x100 feet.

The Labaugh & Armstrong Wood Turning Company is the _style of a
new organization at New York City with a capital stock of $10,000.
The Carroll Lumber Company has been formed at Boston, Mass., by

Archie E. Noble, Carl H. Carroll, Harriet S. Brigham. The capital stock
is $10,000.

Fred J. Rocttger, Tnomas J. Moore and Everitt G. Roettger have in-

corporated the Roettger-Moore Lumber Company at Lexington, Ky,, the
capital stock being $10,000.

The Malvern Land Company has been organized at Kansas City, Mo.,
with an authorized capital of $10,000. The incorporators are : John
Kelley, ,T. M. Kelley and A. B. Kelley.

It is stated that Harris & Cole Brothers have sold their mill at SuUi-
gent. .\la., to the Kentucky Lumber Company of Cincinnati, O., and that
the mill is being enlarged to cut 100.000 feet a day.

Tile Pacific Hardwood Manufacturing Company has been incorporated at

Los Angeles, Cal., with a capital stock of $10,000. The directors are

:

Hurry I. Thompson, N. H. Cedarquist, Harry P. McKay.
The Pearl City Veneer Company of Jamestown, N. Y., recently pur-

chased the plant of the old Falconer Veneer Company of that place, and
in addition is making extensive improvements on its old plant.

It is announced that the R. E. Wood Lumber Company of Baltimore,

Md.. has begun the erection of a six-foot band mill on a tracr of timber
recently purchased by the company, five miles below Bristol, Tenn.

The Southern California Hardwood & Manufacturing Company has been
formed at Los Angeles, Cal., with a capital stock of $1,500,000, the

directors being: R. H. Raphael. E. M. Champion, Dave Woodhead, Louis
.Ma-hol, Sheldon .Morris. William Hilker, Lonls N. Trappe. H. C. Treff,

E. M. Burubam and Mark G. Turnbull.

The New Albany Veneer Company of New Albany, Ind., has completed

extensive improvements at its plant, giving it 20,000 feet additional floor

space. A Sherwin-Williams varnish dryer has been installed 42x30 feet

in dimensions. In addition a complete glue laboratory has been added to

the plant. Additional warehouse space will be provided in the near

future by the construction of another warehouse 150x60 feet. An addi-

tional Linderman glue jointer and a Merritt balance plate dryer will

shortly be installed. The capital stock of the company has been in-

creased to $-20,000.
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=-< CHICAGO y
.lames U. Wall o£ tbe liuft'alo Hardwood Lumber Company is making

quite a record as commissioner of police o£ Buffalo, N. Y., according to

the annual report of that body. Hardwood Recokd acknowledges re-

ceipt of a very handsomely bound volume of the report sent with the com-

pliments of Mr. Wall.

On Thursday, May i;9. George \V. Hotchkiss. widely-known as secretary

emeritus of the old Lumbermen's Association of Chicago, gave a noon-day

talk on •The Early Diiys of the Lumber Trade in Chicago." This is the

third of a series of noonday talks, which have proved very popular with

the club members.
H.1RUWOOD Recobd acknowledges receipt of a bound volume of the re-

port of the proceedings of the twenty-tirst annual meeting of the Na-

tional Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association held at Atlantic City, X. .T..

Mar. G and 7.

The Argo-Summit Lumber Company has been incorporated at Chicago

with a capital stock of .$15,000.

Arthur .7, King, president of the King Piano Company. Chicago, died

recently.

The Mueller & Haines Piano Player Company has been incorporated at

Chicago, 111., with an authorized capit.al of $25,000.

The Wicks Pipe Organ Company. Highland, 111., has increased its cap-

ital stock to $00,000.

Among the prominent visitors attending the convention of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association at Chicago last week, who called at H.iBU-

wooD Kkl-oku offices were : Walter Bass, manager of the Memphis Veneer

and Lumber Company. Memphis, Tenn. ; George Henke of New York City,

manufacturer of lorac ; J. C. Turner, prominent cypress manufacturer of

N(w Vork City; and Nels Dueholm of Oshkosh, Wis., sales manager of

the Scott & Ilowe Lumber Company and the Medford Lumber Company.

Four floors of Marshall Field & Co.'s new skyscraper annex, now being

erected in Chicago, are .to he finished in American black walnut. The

cost of the lumber and veneers employed for this purpose approximates

$40,000. The contract for this material has been placed with C. L. Willey

of I'hicago. This is the first time in years that such an important piece

of finishing work has been executed in this wood. The black walnut

paneling lo Ix- c^niployed in veneers is from remarkably handsome S|iecimens

of this wood, being highly figured from end to end. and is one of the

most beautiful examples of black walnut that has been found in j-ears.

This timber grew in Oklahoma. The other floors of the building are to

be finished in mahogany.

=-< NEW YORK >-=

Much to the surprise of the many timber and other interests of (he

state Governor Sulzer has vetoed the conservation bill passed by the

last session of the legislature. The bill was considered the best of lis

kind thus far drawn and those interested chiefly in it were confident that

the governor would sign it.

The Perth Amboy Lumber Company is a new concern in the trade of

this district. The company has bought the yard formerly conducted at

Perth Amboy by Messrs. Hazard, Hillman & Harris. H. S. Chitlick.

for many years with James D. Leary of .Brooklyn, is the active head of

the new concern.

The local branch of Hoo-Hoo is in line for some activity of the real

sort this coming season. Under the leadership of E. H. Lewis, popular

lumberman who is vicegerent for the district, the "cats" are being

canvassed in the interest of a concatenation which is scheduled to be

held June 27. The plan was launched at a meeting of the active ones in

the organization in the district at a conference on May 23. The cere-

monies will be held at Rlesenweber's popular Coney Island restaurant in

the afternoon and on the roof in the evening. Mr. Lewis has assurances

that Supreme Scrivenoter W. M. Stevenson of St. Louis, will be present

at this Kincal which is the first to be held in New York in several

years.

George M. Stevens, Jr. of Stevens-Eaton Company, has returned from

a trip to the Pacific coast in the interest of business. The results of

his trip were gratifying.

E. H. Barton, hardwood lumber importer of Liverpool, sailed for home
after an extended trip among the mills of the southern states.

W. n. Young, prominent hardwood manufacturer of Bay City, was a

visitor in New York during the past fortnight.

Desmond N. Meighen, formerly local representative of W. C. Edwards

& Co.. of Ottawa. Ont., has gone to take up the enlarged duties of as-

sistant sales manager at headquarters. He has been succeeded in the

Metropolitan district by W. G. Barron who had been with the company in

a selling capacity for a number of years. Mr. Meighen came to New
York a number of years ago and has many good friends among the

trade here.

-<, BUFFALO y
The main event of interest in lumber exchange and hardwood circles

this month Is the first outing for 1013. which will be held on June 17.

weather permitting, at the country clubhouse of the Aulomobile Club at

Clarence. The meeting place for those who go is the junction of Swan.

Erie and Pearl streets and the time is 1 :15 P. M. sharp. In case oif

rain the outing will be held on the day following. It is expected to "go

some." in the words of the committee, and the chief attraction will be a

baseball game, in which the hardwood members will be counted on to

Khow their usual skill and knowledge of the sport by defeating the

white pine representatives. The committee has worked hard to get up a

good program this year and hopes to see a large turnout. W. P. Betts

is chairman of the committee and other members are E. J. Sturm, J. B.

Wall. E. T. Sullivan. Hugh Stewart, Peter McNeil and John F. Knox.

Secretary John S. Tyler's report to the Buffalo I,umber Exchange
shows that hardwood stocks in yards of Buffalo dealers on Dec. 31 last

were 64.038,900 feet, an increase of 3,771,500 feet for the year. The
hardwood receipts by rail for the year were 70,008,000 feet, showing an in-

crease of 29,748,000 feet. Shipments by rail were 79.494,600 feet, an in-

crease of 34,596,000 feet. Hardwood business here is showing a very

good increase.

B. E. Darling has been away much of the time for the past two
months and has secured quite a stock of southern hardwoods, especially

oak, for Blakeslee. Perrin & Darling.

George B. Miller of Miller. Sturm & Miller has been spending a short

time in the Adirondacks, getting a little respite from the cares of the

hardwood business.

0. E. Yeager recently spent a short time at his old home in Pennsyl-

vania. He was also in Canada for a few days last month, where he

did some fishing and reports good success.

1. N. Stewart is back from a business and recreation trip to Canada,
lie states that his firm is getting quite a number of orders for oak and
ash and also a few for cherry.

F. M. Sullivan is planning to take a western trip early this month
to look over hardwood stocks. His yard will receive a good deal of

brown ash by lake later in the season.

William L. Sykes, president of the Emporium Lumber Company, re-

cently accompanied his daughter to New York before the latter sailed for

Europe. Mr. Sykes expects eventually to reside in Utica, now the com-
pany's headquarters,

James A. White, president of the National Lumber Company, kas been

in Michigan a good deal lately looking after the railroad operations of

the W. H. White Company, which are being carried on extensively.

Anthonj- Miller reports a fair trade in hardwoods during the past month,

with quite a good deal of strength developing in plain oak, of which the

yard is carrying a fair supply.

A. W. Kreinheder was chairman of the house committee at the recent

opening of the automobile clubhouse. He slates that the crowd was fair

considering the weather and a good many lumbermen were In the number
present.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
Daniel B. Curll says his mills are rushed to full capacity getting out

stuff. Orders are coming in liberally and prices are holding firm.

James II. Campbell of Currie & Campbell says hardwood trading is

strengthening and prices are well sustained. Their mill at Jacksonville.

N. C, is pushed to the limit filling orders and the general condition is

satisfactory.

Horace A. Reeves Jr. stales that although there is ample room for

improvement the lumber situation continues satisfactory. A fair amount
of business is coming In, considering the very much prolonged tariff

legislation and other obstacles to contend with at this time.

Emil Guentber of the Guenlher Lumber Company reports a little slowing

tip in a few lines and some avowed concessions, but he has no reason to

complain of the volume of trading during the month. Mr. Guenther re-

cently purchased a tract of 4,000 acres of timber In North Carolina,

running principally in gum. He has secured cruisers and surveyors and
the manufacturing will be got under way as rapidly as possible.

The Jamaica Hardwood Company. Philadelphia, was incorporated under
Delaware laws. May 29, with a capital of $30,000.

William P. Shearer of Samuel II. Shearer & Son says trading Is some-
what spasmodic in cliaracter. but there are no signs visible of a weaken-
ing in the near future. Their planing mill at Atkinson, N. C, is nearly

ready to get out goods. '

Norman A. Perry, manager Bobert C. Lippincott. reports a diminished

zest in business at this time, hut predicts a brightening when the per-

plexing tariff question is settled.

William II. Fritz of William H. Fritz & Co. says business is running
evenly, with no disturbing threat of an imminent weakening.

J. Gibson Mcllvaiii, Jr. of J. Gibson Mrllvain & Co.. has returned from
an extended honeymoon trip to the north of Africa, and is busy again at

his desk. He says there is considerable business coming in and prices

hold stiff. He says so far he can not see any substantial grounds for

the prognostications of a break in values, especially in the present scarcity

of standard stock.

Charles Iv. Parry of Charles K. Parry & Co. sole sales agents of the

Carolina Spruce Company. Pensacola. N. C, says orders are coming in

so fast their mill has all it can do to fill them and the outlook is

favorable.

=< PITTSBURGH y
The Willson Brothers Lumber Company of Pittsburgh has bought tlie

well known KIngwood tract of lumber consisting of about 2.000 acres
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near Preston, W. Va. It is estimated tliat tlie tract will cut 15,000.000

feet and it is understood that an operation will be started in the near
future. President .T. L. Kendall made a trip of inspection latel.v over the

company's property near Ice's Ferry, Pa. The company will start work at

once cutting out a large amount of big timber for railroad concerns.

Charles E, Ruhl. Ernest Watson and other.s of Wilmont. Pa., have bought
the Geyer tract of about 1,300 acres of timber near Franklin county,

Pennsylvania. A big sawmill will be built near Shippensburg. Pa., and it

is expected that the lumber, some eight million feet in all, will bo shipped

from that place.

The Germain Company reports things slowing down a little, especially in

the coastwise trade. Demand there has been very light the past two
weeks. C. W. Cantrell, manager of the Philadelphia office, was a recent

visitor in Pittsburgh.

The Aberdeen Lumber Company has been very busy the past month
getting out and unloading at Joppa, 111., three barges of gum and cotton-

wood. President J. N. Woolett is going after business harder than ever

this month and has added J. F. Dtley, a well-known machinery man of

this city, to bis force of salesmen.

The Acorn Lumber Company is doing a fine business in hardwood this

year and President H. F. Durahoff is not losing any sleep worrying over

the situation. His trade with the manufacturing and industrial con-

cerns has been strictly first-class. ,

The Duquesne Lumber Company is now having cut for it by the Pitts-

burgh Lumber Company 100,000 feet a day at the big operation at Brae-

mar, Tenn. A large part of this is hardwood. On a recent trip through

the eastern markets. Sales Manager G. C. Adams disposed of a big lot of

hardwood at a nice figure.

The Pittsburgh 'O'holesale Lumber Dealers' Association is now holding

its weekly luncheons on Tuesdays at the Duquesne Club. This associa-

tion, with the Pittsburgh retailers, will enjoy the regular annual picnic

at Elwyn Park on the Charleroi car line on June 21.

=-< BOSTON y
The Westerly Lumber Company, Westerly, R. I., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $50,000. The incorporators are Charles P. Ec-

cleston, Frank Hill and Joseph Lenihan.

George H. Snow, a well known lumber salesman connected with the

Ely Lumber Company, died at his home in Holyoke, Mass., late in May,
at the age of seventy years. He has been a salesman for this company
for the past twenty years.

C. L. Goodwin & Co., Inc., Worcester, Mass., has been organized with a

capital stock of $3,000 for the purpose of carrying on a wood-working
business. The incorporators are Alfred S. Goodwin, Elizabeth Goodwin
and Elliot C. Goodwin.
The preliminary certificate of dissolution of the Stiles Lumber Company

of New Haven, Conn., has been filed with the secretary of state of

Connecticut.

The Rockland Planing Mill Company, Rockland, Ale., has recently been

organized by Everett Spear, Edwin H. Maxcy and Fred K. Clark, all of

Rockland. The new company has a capital stock of $10,000.

The woodworking mill of H. E. Burill, Contoocook, N. H., has been

damaged by fire. The loss to building, machinery and stock is estimated

at about $7,000.

A large tract of hardwood timberland in Bennington County, Vermont,

has been sold by the owner, Livingston Cushjng, of Boston, to the New
England Hardwood Company, whose headquarters are in Wilmington,

Vt. The sale provides that the new owner shall have twenty-flve years

in which to cut off the lumber. A year or so ago this company purchased

another large hardwood timber acreage from the Deerfleld Lumber Com-
pany and the Somerset Land Company. The latter properties are close by

the company's latest purchase.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

The plant of the Charles J. F. Steiner Mantel Company at Monument
and Eleventh streets, Highlandtown, in the eastern suburbs, was sold

at public auction on May 22 to Joseph B. Dunn & Son for $25,000.

The company went into the hands of receivers some months ago. The
purchasers have been in the business of manufacturing marble and slate

mantels for years and will add the manufacture of wooden mantels to

their activities.

Hugh L. Leary of C. Leary & Co., the well-known London lumber and

timber firm, stopped in Baltimore two weeks ago for three days on his

way to New York to take the steamer for home and was entertained

here by Richard P. Baer & Co., and John L. Alcock & Co. Mr. Leary

has been in the United States since last December, looking after various

business matters for his firm. He also undertook to interest American

dealers in a species of white pine manufactured in Siberia. Mr. Leary

showed a sample of the wood, which looks somewhat like California

white pine and has a fine grain. He conferred among others with George

F. M. Hauck of Thos. J. Shryock & Co., on the subject of the Siberian

wood.

L. A. Poehlman & Sons. 942 Frederick avenue, yardmen, have installed

a most interesting exhibit of doors and other millwork at their place.

Doors are shown in many styles and of all prices, while different kinds

of hardwood finish in construction work are also to be seen, the collection

making a most instructive display.

Mrs. Rosella Berger and Miss Bertie Berger, wife and daughter of

William S. Berger, a retired lumber operator of West Virginia, who now
lives in Cumberland, Md., were killed recently when their auto skidded at
the Narrows, just west of Cumberland, and ran into a telegraph pole.

Mr. Berger and another daughter were thrown out of the vehicle and
injured.

The Baltimore lumber trade has lost another old member by the death of

George N. C. Sack, founder of the firm of George Sack & Sons, lumber
dealers at Lauraville, in the northeastern suburbs, who passed away on
May 24. Mr. Sack was seventy-nine years old and came to the United
States in 1854, working for a time as a cabinet maker and then drifting

into the lumber trade, in which he was very successful. For some years
he had not been active.

=< COLUMBUS >•

The Whitacre Lumber Company, which formerly had offices at 451 West
Broad street, has moved its offices to rooms 521 and 522 Columbus
Savings and Trust building. The cpmpany's wholesale yard on Mc-
Dowell street is also being closed out. The former offices of the company
are now occupied by the Doddington Company, lumber dealer and mill

worker.

The Mittenford Box Company of Ironton, O., has closed a deal for the

purchase of the buildings and grounds formerly occupied by the Disk

Plow Company on South Third street. The company will remodel the

plant and install new machinery for the manufacture of boxes.

W. B. Sissons. sales manager of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company,
reports a fair demand for all hardwoods with prices well maintained in

every particular.

F. Everson Powell of the Powell Lumber Company says trade is a

little quiet, although no great weakness in hardwoods has appeared as

yet.

At McConnellsville and other towns in the Muskingum valley, "building

bees" have become the rule. This is done to replace the dwellings

destroyed by the recent flood. The Red Cross furnishes the lumber, and
neighbors for miles around come in and erect the dwelling.

Mrs. Mary A. Bachtel, aged seventy-eight, mother of O. H. Bachtel

and L. M. Bachtel of the Bachtel Lumber Company, Canton, O., died

recentl.v at her late residence, 304 Blaine street, from a complication of

diseases.

The business men of Springfield, O. have raised a fund of $100,000 to

be used in attracting manufacturing establishments to that city. The
money will be expended under the auspices of the Industrial Bureau which
was instrumental in raising tlie amount.

Committees have been formed by the Columbus Builders' and Traders'

Exchange and the Columbus Society of Architects for the preparation of

forms of specifications and methods of awarding contracts In the future.

A number of other questions of interest to both organizations will be

taken up.

The N. A. Curtis Manufacturing Company of Columbus has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $15,000 for the purpose of erecting a

plant for the manufacture of show cases, carpet sweepers and like articles.

The incorporators are N. A. Curtis, M. E. Swanson, C. R. Millikcn. E. W.
Martendale and L. M. Seiller.

Reports from the offices of architects and contractors of this city show
that residence building in Columbus has entered upon a season of

record activity. Contracts have been awarded for a large number of

residences of all kinds, but there is yet much work to award, .\partment

houses and flat buildings are becoming more popular than ever.

John R. Gobey of John R. Gobey & Co.. says there is a good demand
for hardwoods all along the line. Prices have not shown any weakness

and firmness is the rule.

W. W. Reilley of the firm of W. W. Reilley & Bro.. Buffalo. N. Y., was a

visitor among Columbus wholesalers recently.

D. L. Webb of Portsmouth, O., is considering the question of erecting

a modern planing mill. His concern recently sold its plant to the

Excelsior Shoe Company and in turn took over the plant of the Williams

Lumber Company which has proven inadequate to the needs of the Webb
Company. A site of five acres has been optioned and the deal will

probably be closed soon.

The Celina Furniture Company of Celina, O.. has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $10,000 by Alfred Querinjean and others.

The Schweickart Lumber Company at Ironton, O.. has been incorporated

with a capital of $15,000 to deal in lumber. The incorporators are

L. W. Ault, W. L. Schweickart, Edward Kuriz, Millard -Adams, John

Hortel, J. L. Brothers and C. W. Disterdick.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good

steady demand for all grades and varieties of hardwoods. Prices are

ruling firm and there is no inclination to weaken in any quarter. Dry

stocks are not very large. Shipments are coming out fairly promptly.

Mr. Pryor has Just returned from a business trip to Toronto and other

Canadian points.

=-< TOLEDO y
Manager Roberts of the Big Four Hardwood Company is spending a

few da.vs in New York City. This concern reports business good especially

in its piano case industry.
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The Toledo Bending lompany reports all tbe business it can attend to.

Its plant is running full time and full capacity. The outlook is very

«ood.

The Booth Column Company is working fifty-nine hours a week trying

to keep up with the orders which have practically swamped the concern

recently. There is a good local demand and a more than normal call

from all sections of the country.

Business is good with the J. M. Skinner Bending Company which has

all the orders it can take care of. I^rices are good and the concern is

well titted out with stocks.

The Toledo Carriage Woodwork Company reports a good line of orders

iind prospects for a busy season. The factory is operating at filU

capacity.

The Keasey Pulley Company has been reorganized and the plant is

operating with a full force of men. This concern was shut down for a

year and a half. The new company purchased the patterns, castings,

machinery and tools of the old concern, .\bout 100 men are employed.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Montgomery Hardwood Lumber lompany of Crawtordsville has

been dissolved.

Lightning caused about $40,000 loss by fire at the mill and yard of the

-New Union Lumber Company at Jasonvillo on May 22.

With $25,000 capilal the Union Lumber Company has been organized

and incoTporated here to conduct a general lumber business. Those in-

terested- in the company are Franklin Greenwood, G. H. Howenstein and

M. B. Wunder.
The Indiana secretary of state has received notice of the dissolution

of the Ilcnry Brothers Lumber Company of Veedersburg.

Pianos and piano players will be manufactured at Laporte by the

Orpheola Ci>mpany. which has been organized by E. O. Best, E. .1. Wergard
and B. B. Vedder. The company has been incorporated with $50,000

capital.

The E. C. Atkins Memorial Association, consisting of employes of E. C.

Atkins & Co., decorated the graves of 122 former employes of the company
on Memorial Day.

A veneer mill is to be leased in this city and a veneer mill plant built

at EdinbiUL'li by the newly organized W. T, Thompson Veneer Company,

PHIS
Mainilacturcrs SoStHcrrf^ardWoods

Quart* a Spt^Cialty

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT
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plan of maintnining separate bureaus for tbe different industries. Readers
of Hardwood Rlcokd are familiar with the efforts wbich were made
here during the past year to establish a consolidated traffic bureau that
would represent the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis, the Memphis Manu-
facturers' Association and the various other interests represented by the
Memphis Freight Bureau. The plans along this line failed, however, and
the lumbermen organized the Southern Hardwood Traffic Sureau, which
is handling matters pertaining to lumber tariffs.

The tow boat. Dolphin Xo. 3. owned by tbe Patton-TuUy Transportation
Company, is laid up near Walnut Bend. Whitehall, Ark., with a cracked
shaft. Tbe .Toy Patton has been sent to the relief of the injured boat
and will bring the latter to Memphis where it will be placed in repair.

The Patton-Tully Transportation Company is an adjunct of the Ander-
son-TuUy Company and has been used for a number of years in bringing
logs and lumber from the Mississippi and its tributaries to Memphis.
The Ferguson & Palmer Company, Paducah. Ky., has already begun tbe

erection of its sawmill at Houlka, Miss. The company owns extensive
timberlands in that section amountin.g to about 10,000 acres and tbe

mill is being erected for the development of the timber thereon. The
sawmill will be 40 b.v»200 feet and will be equipped with a band saw.
The plans of the company also contemplate the construction of a rail-

road about ten miles in length to facilitate the handling of the timber.

It is estimated that the improvements planned by the company and al-

ready in progress will cost about ,$50,000. Homes are being constructed
at Houlka for the men who will be identified with the management of the

mill. Donald Palmer will be in general charge. The headquarters of the

i?ompau.v will be kept at Paducab. Earl Palmer, a member of the firm,

passed through Memphis sometime ago to make preliminary arrangements
for the work which is now under wa.v.

The Bellgrade Lumber Company will soon be ready to proceed with the

removal of its mill from Belzoni to Isola, The compan.v has almost com-
pleted cutting its timber at tbe former point and will remove its mill

and logging equipment to Isola where it has extensive timberland hold-

ings. It is proposed to construct the necessary buildings for the sawmill
machinery before tbe removal is made so that this can be accomplished
with the minimum of delay. T. L. Catbey and J. W. McClure are the

principal owners of the Bellgrade Lumber Company and tbe headquarters

of the firm are maintained at Memphis.
,7, W. Thompson, who has been prominently identified with the hardwood

lumber trade of the country for a number of years, has accepted service

wilh Howard Cole & Co, Inc. at St. Louis. Mr. Thompson has already

left Jlemphis to assume his new duties. Mr. Thompson was for years at

the head of the J. W. Thompson Lumber Company, which liquidated its

affairs here several years ago. Since that time he has been in business

on his own account under the name of the J. W. Thompson Hardwood
Company. Howard t'ole & Co. Inc. deal in timberlands on an extended

scale. Mr. Thompson is very familiar with the timber supply of the valley

states.

The Arkansas-Indiana Lumber Company completed a large plant at

Clarksville, Ark., for the manufacture of veneer baskets. The company
at present is makin.g baskets for the handling of the Arkansas peach

crop, but the plant is equipped with machinery for the manufacture of

baskets of almost every kind and the company proposes, after the fruit

crop has been marketed, to branch out into tbe manufacture of baskets

for distribution throughout tbe country.

The most important sawmill transact ion in Memphis for a number of

months is represented I>.v tbe transfer of the sawmill and veneer plant of

C. L. Willey in \orfh Memphis to tbe .1. V. Stimson Hardwood Company.
This was effected here a few days ago. The new owner has already

placed the plant in operation and proposes to run it on full time. The
combined capacity of the mill and veneer plant is about 90,000 feet per

day. Mr. Stimson came to Memphis several years ago from Huntingburg.

Ind., and has been at the bead of the J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company.
He still has extensive interesis at his old home.

=-< NASHVILLE >=

A small blaze at the plant of tbe Cumberland Heading Company re-

cently destroyed the shaving house. The plant was saved with difli-

culty.

Building in Nashville is not so active as at this time one year ago.

This is particularly true in the matter of building dwellings. A number
of large building enterprises are under way, involving many hundreds of

t thousands of dollars. The building permits issued in Nashville for the

month of May were for improvements costing a total of $117,275.50.

Several members of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club were in attendance

at the annual convention of the Tennessee Miinufacturers' Association held

at Memphis June 4 and 5. There has been much activity on the part

of Tennessee manufacturers the past year or two in efforts to secure

progressive legislation for the encouragement of new industries and a

square deal for old ones. Capt. C. D. Mitchell of Chattanooga is

president.

There is a movement on foot by tbe Nashville Manufacturers' Association

to establish a permanent exhibit of Nashville-made products. Nashville is

one of the most important manufacturing centers in the South. Plans

have about been perfected to lease a building on Second avenue, which

will be converted into an exposition building. The building has a floor

space of 30,000 square feet. There are about 400 local manufacturers.
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J. W. Hastings & Son will open liids June 25 for rebuilding a saw-

mill at Big Sandy, Tenn., machinery to cost about $1,000 ; daily capacity
10,000 feet.

W. A. Rockwell and B. V. Hamilton are having erected at Ilarriman.
Tenn., a modern band sawmill, with a daily capacity of about 30,000
feet. The firm will erect all necessary dry houses and buildings for
handling the output, and hopes to have the plant in operation Ijy

July 1.

The River.side Lumber Company of Knoxville, Tenn., has been granted
a charter by the secretary of state. Authorized capital stock is

$50,000.

=•< LOUISVILLE y-
The W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company is now permanently repre-

sented in Chicago, an office having been opened in the McCormick building.

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE
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Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

|C I N C I N N ATI
IHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

I

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
~

HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. & D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

CHARLES F. SHIELS & CO.
SPECIALISTS IN WIDE STOCK

POPLAR, OAK, CHERRY, BIRCH

GEORGE LITTLEFORD
REDCEDAR, CHERRY

OFFICE: 1203 RICHMOND STREET

SWANN-DAY LUMBER CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

SALES OFFICE—SECOND N.\TIONAL BANK BUILDING

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
^OAK, POPLAR, C H E S T N U T ii

^ SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS M

It is in charge o£ Ben Stoll, who has had much experience in the hard-

wood trade of that market. The Brown company has pursued a policy-

of steady expansion, having enlarged both its producing and sales facili-

ties of late.

Edward S. Shippen, president of the Louisville Point Lumber Company,
has returned from Catlettsburg, Ky., where he went to look over the log

market. He picked up a nice bunch of walnut logs. The logs are

excellent both as to size and quality.

H. E. McCowen, president of the Ohio River Sawmill Company, whose
home is in Salem, Ind., has been spending more time in Louisville than
heretofore, the increasing business of the local company demanding much
of his attention.

,

The Norman Lumber Company and the Richland Parish Lumber Com-
pany, local concerns with mills in Louisiana, have fully recovered from'

the slight interruption caused by late Jioods in the lower Mississippi

valley. There was not at any time enough waller in their yards to cause-

any damage, and the only result was a short cessation of manufacturing-
operations.

.Tames L. Berry, a pioneer sawmill man of Louisville, died at his home-

in this city recently at the age of fift,v-four. -M* Berr.v started manu-
facturing lumber at Fisherville, Ky., later coming to Louisville, where he

formed a partnership with Edward L. Davis. The latter bought out the in-

terest of his partner after several years and established the Edward
L. Davis Lumber Company. Mr. Berry had not been active in business

for some time before his death, which was due to heart trouble.

The Louisville Hardwood Club has enjoyed some admirable papers from
its members lately, the program of business talks arranged several months
ago having been carried out to the advantage of the club and individuaV

members. Recent addresses have been by D. E. Kline of the I.ouisville

Veneer Mills : T. M. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Com-
pany, and Stuart R. Cecil of the Booker-Cecil Company, Mr. Kliue

discussed the necessity of figuring costs in the sawmill business: -Mr.

Brown went into the changes which have taken place in the hardwood'

trade in recent years, and Mr. Cecil handled the buying end of a whole-

sale lumber business. All of the addresses were full of wit and wisdom,

and were followed by discussions in which most of those present par-

ticipated.

The Louisville Veneer Mills has the champion pie-baker of .Teffersnu

county in its employ. She prepares the lunches which are served for tht^

office force and department heads of the plant, and not only puts on
the regular menu in fine style, but likewise adds an artistic finishing

touch by tvirning out, on occasion, such pies as are looked back upon
with the fondest of recollections. Those having business dealings with-

the concern are advised to reach there In the neighborhood of the noon
hour, and to secure In advance, if possible, a schedule of the pie days
of the Kline maitre de cuisine.

The Hardwood Club of Louisville has decided to ci>-operate with Maley
& Wertz and other hardwood manufacturing concerns of EvansviUe as.

well as other cities which are interested, in taking up \vth the Inter-

state Commerce Commission the question of having the Louisville &
,\ashville Railroad change its tariff so as to make it possible, in vising

the transit privilege, to ship out hardwood lumber for hardwood logs.

Instead oi offsetting tonnage in the form of individual woods. Tho-

probabilities ar<', however, that before the case is finally disposed of. it

will take the form of a request for the institution of flat rates, which
would, of course, eliminate all of the red tape and dilhculties incident

to the effort to secure the doulHful advantages of transit.

The Interstate Commerce Commission will soon pass upon the case

put before it by local hardwood concerns, which asked that the matter
of the bridge toll figuring in rates in and out of this city he properl.v

adjusted. At present the rates in from tho South include a bridge toll,

though Louisville is on the south bank of the river; while shipments out
likewise contain a charge to cover crossing the bridge. The local shippers

take the logical ground that they, ought to pay only for service that they

actually get.

The Mengel Box Company is putting up some additional sheds at

Twelfth and Dumesnil street.s. where its box factory is located. The-

concern does some lumber rehandling here, though its mills are at

Hickman, Ky., and Mengelwood, Tenn.
.T. V. Stimson, tho well-known hardwood manufacturer, was in Louis-

ville recent l.v, and confirmed the report of his acquisition of an ad-

ditional mill in Memphis. He said that after this year the mill at Owens-
boro. Ky.. which has been running for twelve years, will probably be
closed down and dismantled, as most of the available timber has been
cut out.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has recently raised its rates oi»

lumber from points in Tennessee and Alabama to Louisville, the In-

crease being from one to two cents. It is said that other roads servine
this territory arc contemplating similar action.

W. A. McLean, president of the Wood-Mosaic Company of New .VIbany.

Ind,. reports that the recent fire which deslroyed the lompany's mill at

Highland Park, a suburb of Louisville, woiihl lause no serious Interrup-

tion to business. The wants of customers will be supplied from the large

stocks of lumber carried at the yard, which was not damaged, while the
veneer and flooring operations, all being conflned to the New Albany
and Roihesfer plants, will go on Just as before. The company will Im-
mediately rebuild on the site of the burned mill.
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=< ST. LOUIS >
During last month. 913 building permits wmv issued tor new buildings,

alternations and repairs b.v the St. Louis building commissioner, at au
estimated cost o£ .$1,392.655. This is a decrease of about thirty percent
compared with the building operations fJuring May, 1912.

Receipts of lumber by rail at St. Louis during May this year as reported
by the Merchants Exchange were 20,320 cars. May last year the re-

ceipts were 1S,195 cars, showing a gain in receipts this May of 2,131
cars. Shipments of lumber by rail last month were 14,970 cars. A year
ago the shipments were 12,717. an increase this May of 2,253 cars.

There were no receipts or shipments by river either this year or last.

F. J. Watsek, formerly connected with the traffic department of the
American Hardwood Lumber Company, has become associated with the
Chas. D. Borrowman Lumber Company, as office manager.

The offices of the Wabash Hardwood Lumber Company at Memphis
have been closed and the company lias beer\ consolidated with the Hooton
Hardwood Lumber Company. The Memphis concern was owned by the
Hooton company and hereafter the two will do business under the name
of the Hooton Hardwood Lumber Company. /

The Chas. F. Luebrmann Hardwood Lumber Company reiwrts a satis-

factory volume of business being done, although orders are not coming
in quite as freely as the.v did a few weeks ago. It is satisfied, however,
with their trade and also with conditions.

A reception was given by the Lumbermen's Club in its rooms to the
members and their friends, on Tuesday. May 27, from 12 to 2 o'clock.

The object of the reception was to show the recently redecorated and
rearranged rooms of the club gnd to give the members an opportunity to

meet the new secretary of the club. O. A. Pier. A colored orchestra in

the directors' room rendered music aild a general get-together time
was had.

Frank J. Liebke. vice-president of the C. F. Liebke Hardwood Mill &
laimber Company, was married to Miss Dorothy Wall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Nicholas K. Wall of Westminster place, Tuesday evening. .Tune

o, at 8 o'clock, at the residence of the bride's parents. Mr. Inebke and
liis bride will be home after September 1 at 5418 Cabanne avenue.

=-< ARKANSAS y
The Arkansas & Indiana Lumber Company of Clarksville, Ark., has

recently installed and is now operating the largest veneer basket factory

in the state. H. L. Mowrey has been employed by the company as manager
of the new plant, and he asserts that the company will soon be in

position to fill orders in large quantities for crates, boxes and baskets.

Clarksville is located in the heart of the peach district, and there is now
a large demand for peach baskets in that section. The company will

devote its attention for the present to manufacturing these baskets, but
after the peach season is over the plant will add other machinery and
make baskets of all kinds in large quantities. The company recently

bought the retail yard at Ozark. Ark., formerly owned by the Acme
Lumber Company. It has been rumored that this company will also

buy in the near future other yards along the Iron Mountain railroad

between Little Rock and Fort Smith.

The Talley-Wasson Lumber Company of Bates ville. Ark., one of the

largest lumber companies in North Arkansas, has recently been dis-

solved. Charles Wasson has bought the interest of W. S. Talley, and will

continue to run the business under the name of the Charles Wasson
Lumber Company. Mr. Talley expects to leave during the next few weeks
for Florida where he and his family will reside.

.T. B. Robinson, who has for many years been connected with the

Whitcomb-Robinson Lumber Company of Little Rock, has recently dis-

posed of his interest in the company to R. L. Wilder. Mr. Wilder has
assumed active connection with the company, and will look after the

operation of some sawmills which the company has in this section. The
n<'w concern owns several million feet of standing timber near Little

Rock, and the sawmills will be used in cutting this for the company.
The name of the lumber concern has been changed to WhitcomlHWikl.T
Lumber Company, and the local plant will be under the supervision of

Mr. L. M, Whitcomb.
There is considerable doubt among the whiskey men of the state that thp

prohibition measure passed by the last legislature will stand, but every
one concedes that Arkansas will continue to supply her share of the

bfMM- kegs used in the United States as long as that beverage is brewed
in this country.

11. Devecke of Hamburg, Germany, representative of J. F. Mueller &
Son. has spent considerable time during the past month in Arkadelphia
conferring with the Arkadelphia Milling Company in the interest of his

company. The citizens of that town attach considerable importance to his

visit and are expecting some activity in the local stave market on that

account.

The work on the -construction of a large sawmill near the Iron Mountain
Railroad and adjoining Arkadelphia has been begun, and the owner. R.

< >. James Company, expects to have the mill in full operation within a

short time. This plant will employ a number of men and also add
greatly to Arkadelphia's lumbering- industry.

The Forest Products Manufacturin- Company having exhausted the

timber near its mill on Kings river has closed down that plant and is

moving the machinery to Berryville, where a new plant will be erected.

The company has been buying stave bolts pretty heavily for several weeks
and has a large supply on hand for use as soon as the new plant is ready
for operation. This plant will have a payroll of about $1,500 per week,
and will give employment to about 100 men.
The Chicago Mill & Lumber Company at Blytheville, Ark., has recently

completed a large building 200 by 200 feet, in connection with its mill,
which will be fitted out with up-to-date machinery for the manufacture of
boxes. The company has plans under way for the erection of a large
log clip on the north side of its mill.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
Lumber companies in the northern part of the state are experiencing

difficulty in securing sufficient help with the opening of the lumbering
operations. Another difficulty is in holding men at the camps, as it is
claimed that they get little recreation and return to the cities after a
month or two fsr a more varied life. The local branch of the state free
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C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1139 EASTERN AVENUE

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

POPLAR SPECIALISTS
We have always made a distinct specialty of Poplar,

Rough and Milled. Have 3,000,000 feet nice, dry

-;tock at Cincinnati now, and some at our mills.

CAN WE SERVE YOU?

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

Richey, Halsted & Quick
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HARDWOODS A SPECIALTY

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
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employment bureau bas been sending seveial bundled men to tbe northern

woods during the past few weeks. Representatives of lumber companies

have been stationed at the employment office, lining up workmen to

send north. The employing company pays the fare but holds the baggage

as security until the employe reports for work.

The Berlin Machine Works, at Beloit. is about to erect a woodworking

machinery manufacturing plant. The structure will be partly one and

partly two stories high, of brick and stone construction and with dimen-

sions of 294 by 275 feet.

The last log drive on the Peshtigo river, down which billions of feet

of timber has floated in tbe fifty years that logging has been carried on,

is that being received by the Peshtigo Lumber Company. The Peshtigo

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
mancfacti:rers

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIACOMPLETE PLANING

MILL FACILITIES

AT HALF PRICE

STEAM SKIDDER
AND LOADER COMBINED

Clyde Modern Equipment. Used
about sixty days. Operations dis-

continued. No further use for it

For Particulars Write

GOGEBIC LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,

Cedar Shingles aad Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and

White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Lumber Company only recently completed its $150,000 sawmill which re-

places the one destroyed by fire last fall. It has a daily capacity of

125,000 feet. With the present drive no more logs will be received;

at this mill by water but all tbe timber will be sent by rail.

S. B. Sanderson, manager of the Republic Lumber Company, which re-

cently closed out its business at Marinette and G. M. Sanderson have

formed the firm of S. B. Sanderson & Co. They will engage In the lumber

brokerage business at Slenominee, having headquarters in the Stephenson

estate block.

J. F. Conant & Co. have organized at Two Rivers for tbe purpose

of manufacturing baskets, hampers and fruit packages. Mr. Conant la

the head of the concern and is also manager of the Wisconsin Woodworking
Company at that place. The woodworking company will supply the new-

concern with veneer.

The remaining lot of lumber of the North Wisconsin Lumber & Manu-
facturing Company and the Diamond Match Company's warehouse at Hay-
ward has been taken over by the Hayward Lumber Company, organized

by D. S. Peck. Clay Smith and Wayne Peck.

The Eureka Cooperage Company is preparing to operate its plant on
Racine street, at Menasha. Machinery is being installed as soon as It

arrives and the plant will be started as soon as possible.

W. D. Morgan of Ladysmith Is In charge of a crew of men at Mc-
intosh, Ont.. building a sawmill for the Morgan Lumber Company. The
machinery of the Morgan company's mill at Hawkins has been shipped to

Mcintosh and will be used in the mill. The company has a cutting con-

tract for three years. The Morgans will continue the wholesale lumber
business and make their headquarters for their Canadian operations in

Wisconsin.

The assembly at Madison has passed to engrossment hill 588A, cor-

recting and amending the workmen's compensation act as desired by
the industrial commission. The substitute amendment, which takes place

of the original bill, fixes a flat rate for injuries and makes other changes.

Among these are cutting out the defense of contributory negligence. It

also provides that on and after September 1, 1913. every employer of

four or more employes shall be deemed to have elected to come under
the operation of the act unless prior to that date he notifies the com-
mission that he does not so elect.

A law which has Just been passed by the legislature and signed by the

governor is of interest to the lumber Industry. It provides that any per-

son, who shall do or piTform any labor or services in cutting, hauling,

running, felling, piling, driving, rafting, booming, cribbing, towing, saw-

ing, peeling or manufacturing into lumber or timber any logs, timber,

stave bolts, heading, staves, pulp wood, coidwood, firewood, railroad ties,

piling, telegraph poles, telephone poles, fence posts, paving timber, tan

or other barks or in preparing wood for or manufacturing charcoal shall

have a lien upon such material for the amount due or to become due for

an.v such labor or services, which lien sh:ill take precedence over all oth<'r

claims, liens or incumbrances thereon or sales thereof, whether such
claims, liens or incumbrances or sales arc made, created or accrue before

or after the time of doing such \\'t)rk. labor or services.

.Toseph Kerwer, for twenty-five years vice president of the Wilbur
L\iniber Company of Milwaukee, died recently at his home, 2310 Cold-

spring avenue. Mr. Kerwer entered the lumber business when sixteen

years of age and was connected with the Wilbur concern for thirty years.

He was a native of Milwaukee, having been born In this city in .lanuary.

1858. He had been an invalid for the past seven years. The widow and
four daughters, all of this city, survive him.
Herman Kreyberg. vice-president of the C. B. Treyberg Lumber Com-

pany. Sheboygan, passed away recently nt a private sanitarium after an
illness of several weeks. Death was due to heart trouble. Mr. Frey-
herg was sixty-three .years old, having been born in Germany in 1850.

He conducted a sawmill and lumber yard in Sheboygan with his brothers
for many years, later operating a sawmill at Washington Island for

seventeen .years. For the past sixteen years he had been engaged in the

Inmbi'r business here. Five children survive him, his wife having died

five vt-ars :igo.

=-< DETROIT >•-

The Hartwick Lumber Company's yards located at Clay avenue and the

Grand Trunk Railway were destroyed by fire on the evening of May
31, $20,000 damage resulting. The fire started In a pile of shingles

and was caused by a spark from a passing locomotive. The fire spread
rapidly and owing to the fact that the fire department was busy with
another fire in the same locallt.v, the flames had gained considerable
headway before the apparatus arrived. A large stock of hardwoods was
destroyed. The stock was fully covered by Insurance. The work of

cleaning up the debris was started the morning following the fire.

Business was not seriously affected owing to the fact that the company
has two other well stocked yards in the city.

Secri't;uy .lohn Lo(li;e of the Uwight Luralier Company reports that busi-

ness has been excellent the past fortnight. The hardwood flooring mill

lias been exceptionally busy and orders and inquiries have been plentiful.

Mr. Lodge also reports that the demand for hardwoods for building opera-

lions is opening up briskly and that a busy season Is in prospect in Ibis

line.

Tbe building industry in Detroit is at Its height and dealers say that

it will go down into history as the greatest the cltv over saw. The
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great building boom has created a big demand for liardwoods and a member
of a local firm recently said : "The hardwood business is not a market

;

it is a riot."

The Brownlee Lumljer Company, recently incorporated, took over the

business of the Brownlee-Kelly Company, Mr. Kelly retiring from active

business temporarily. The president, general manager and practically

sole owner of the concern is William E. Brownlee. whose father founded

the business forty-three years ago. Horace A. Ross, a well known and
popular lumberman, has joined the Brownlee forces as secretary, treasurer

and sales manager. The company operates large yards in the River Rouge
(South Detroit) district and is an extensive handler of hardwoods in cargo

lots from lake shipping points, llr. Brownlee made a business trip

through the lumbering districts of northern Michigan last week and de-

clares that the cuts made last winter were entirely satisfactory and that

the mills are doing their utmost to get their stock on the market.

The new plant of the Birdsoye Veneer Company at Escanaba is one of

the largest in that section of Xlichigan. The company has logs enough
in its yards to allow the plant to run three months and others already

contracted for are on the way.

Edw. W. Leech will hereafter deal exclusively in hardwoods at whole-

sale and will not handle lumber at retail. The company will maintain its

present ofiices and yards at Seventeenth street and Warren avenue.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >•

The Chicago trade gave itself over pretty fully last week to plans for

the entertainment of visitors during the convention of the National Hard-
wood Lumber Association held on Thursday and Friday, and to carrying

out these plans after the delegates had arrived. For this reason trade

during the latter part of the week, at least, was more or less demoralized.

It is evident, however, that very little change has been noted during the

last two weeks locally. It is perhaps true that the laxity in demand
apparent two weeks ago was slightly accentuated since that time. In yel-

low pine there is noted a slight tendency to transit shipments, although it

had been hoped by the yellow pine contingent that the transit shipments
immediately following the floods had taken care of that feature. So far

this condition has not spread to the hardwood trade. The apparent dull-

ness of the market is unquestionably for the most part merely a season-

able proposition, and has not so far resulted in any panic of price cutting.

In fact, the consistent holding of prices continues to be the remarkable
feature of the hardwood trade in spite of apparent falling off in de-

mand. No great amount of dry stocks are yet coming in from northern

points, nor is there likely to be any flooding of the local market with

stocks from Michigan and Wisconsin. Probably the present laxity will

continue during the early part of the summer and until the local con-

suming trade feels itself in position where it can buy for fall purposes.

=-< NEW YORK y-

In a comparative sense the New York hardwood market may be said to

be favorable. Taken up in Its various phases it is noted that demand in

some stocks has fallen off ; prices continue high and firm, and stocks in

general at mill points are scarce and well held. The opinion prevails

that mill conditions are such as to preclude any bad breaks in values,

and in the wholesale trade there is no reason for making forced sales at

price concessions. Most of the buying is for immediate needs but this

is not unsatisfactory under present conditions of supply. That the de-

mand will increase is unquestioned and it is better to be prepared when
that time comes then make concessions now simply to increase sales.

Oak. ash and maple continue in best call with ash possibly in the lead.

Some complaint of a scarcity of thick stock is heard. The list in general

is well held on high values and improvement is looked for shortly in the

market as a whole.

=-< BUFFALO y
The hardwood dealers are getting a fair amount of business, but buy-

ing is more or less of a hand-to-mouth character and in the opinion of

many is likely to be so for the remainder of the month. Labor troubles

and the taritE are assigned as the reasons for slowing up in ordering.

Yet business is not much under the average at any .yard, while some deal-

ers say they are doing about as much today as they were a year ago.

Certain industries are curtailing, but others are ordering about as usual

Plain oak continues to be in the lead in activity as well as in price

strength. There seems to be a continued heavy demand right along as-

compared with the amount of stock available. Mills have not been able

to ship as much dry stock as desired. Brown ash is another wood much

wanted and maple is also in good demand. While most mill prices are

very stiff on these woods, some dealers are reporting that they have been

getting more offers of stock than usual and that the lumber is obtain

able at less money. Lake hardwoods have not begun to arrive in much

volume as vet.

^ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^ No guy wires.

f[ Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

Branch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the derrick.

^ Also ask for list of users.
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^ A wood steaming cylinder, the use of

which insures the quick drying of all

kinds of Lumber without seasoning de-

fects, stain or war]i, to less than normal

weight and with a minimum shrinkage.

^ Operating cost much less than yard-

ing practice.

CJ Can be employed with or without a

dry-kiln.

•I Lumber from the saw can be air-dried

in from ten to forty days: kiln-dried in

from one to six days.

^ A new Kraelzer Preparator is being

installed every week b}- some of the

foremost and most astute lumbermen in

the country.

^ The demand for Kraetzer - Cured

Lumber, owing to its superior quality,

is in such. excess of supply that it com-

mands a handsome premium.

^ While we know "new ideas hurt some

minds as new shoes hurt some feet,"

will you not investigate?

^ Complete information for the asking.

The Kraetzer Company
537 South Dearborn Street

CHICAGO

< PHILADELPHIA >
AltlioHKli tlip liuyins murkrt has lieen less prominently active during

the last fortnight, the hardwood situation is without a weak spot any-
where. A menaeins apathy in one or two lines of high grade woods is

reported, but only in isolated cases : in low grades everything is sold to
the bare ground, with prices firm. The wholesale consuming industries
continue fairly busy, with outlook encouraging, but the increasing fear
of a break in values in the near future, although without tangible sup-
port, evidently deters the buyer from placing orders beyond actual re-

quirements. Dry stocks are scarce, and where there has been any accumu-
lation in the pile at mill points there seems to be no inclination on the
part of tUe manufacturer to sacrifice it. Box makers are still busy, but
continued activity will depend largely on the effect the protracted tariff

adjustment will eventually have on the box employing industries. Owing
to a cautious financing of operation work by financial institutions, the
local building work has not advanced with the advent of spring.

nardwood values on the whole are firm, with an upward trend in one or
two of the most desirable lines, and altogether the situation is satisfac-

tory and the outlook promising. I'lain and iiuartered oak keep the lead;
ash is in good demand, with firm prices : high grade chestnut lacks snap :

sound wormy chestnut improving : poplar, except low grades, remains a
little quiet: birc'i is in good repute; beech, cherry and basswuod Hud new
friinds. No weakening in mahogany and veneer trading.

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

The baidwooci lunrkot is behaving remarkably well considoriug tbe fact

ihat tbore is quite a slump in demand in price of yellow piue and hem-
lock. In 2rood hardwoods there is not only a trood demand but prices

;ire being well maintained. No falling off at all is noticed in demand for

nr price of white oak. Tbero is a little weakening in spruce. Chestnut
is about holding its own, especially on good stock which may sell this

month at a tritlc less than in May. Furniture hardwoods are good sellers

at good prices. Manufacturing and industrial concerns are using a large

amount of lumber for repair and construction work. Trade with tbe

mining companies in pit posts, etc., is good and prices bid fair to be

higher before fall if tho present mining activity continues. June is start-

ing off a little backward and wholesalers are not making any prediction

iibout what this month wil do in business. May broki' alJ records for

the past 'ive years. Kv-ry linr of buying except from tln' retail yards was
pretty satisfactory.

-< BOSTON y-
No one in the Itoston mark'-i handling hardwoods even hints at con-

cessions in price. Tbe demand has been of very fair size since the spring

trade opened up and prices have been held in a very steady way. There
have been years when demand for hardwooils has been more active than

it is at the present time, but it is seldom that the undertone of the

market has ruled so firm as It has for many months. Other years thi'

offerings have been larger than they are at present. .\ feature of the

market today is tbe small olTerlngs that those firms doing n strictly

commission business are receiving. This Is due to the fact that mills

have small stocks of dry lumber and also that more manufacturers of

hardwood lumber arc selling direct to consumers.

Dealers here have trouble in locating Uitnber of the thickm-ss desired

by buyers. This is particularly trui' of idain oak. The offerings of the

latter arc much below itormal and buyers are willing to place larger orders

in some cases than dealers can take care of. Stock well nianufacttired in

all thicknesses is in good call. For (juartiri'd oak thi'ie is a very good

demand at firm prices. Hardwood flooring of about all kinds Is in fair

demand. The volume of business reported in the market for cypress has

been moderate, Manv linvers have felt that prices might go lower and
for Ihfs r' ason t' <'v have lieen operating in a rather limited way.

=< BALTIMORE >-=

Reports as to the condition of the hardwood trade in this market are

more or less conflicting. On the one hand statements are made that

business has fallen off and no longer reflects the activity that prevailed

during the first part of the year and throughout the winter, while other

reports are to the effect that In the post few weeks a sort of revival has

taken place and that the movement at this time compares favorably with

the demand for any previous period. There seems to he no doulit that

temporarily at least a marked cessation in the inquiry was to be noted,

but it is evidently also true that buyers have begun to show Interest in

stocks again, the distribution now being represented as approximately

equal to what has gone bi.fore. It looks as though the yards which

stopped buying to a considerable extent in .\pril and part of May, have

found their requirements larger than they had suposcd and have ascer-

tained by experience that they would have to place orders with greater

freedom. Certain it is that for tbe present the movement of hardwoods

of all kinds compares favorably with the earlier months of the current

year, and reports are hy no means infrequent thai hardwood firms an<l

corporations are once more making progress in so far as the volumi' of

their business in concerned.

1
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As to prices, so far tlieiv has been uu let up. The quotations have been
well sustained all along the line, with some advances here and there.

This is particularly the case with respect to certain grades of chestnut,
which have held their own in a remarkable way in point of inquiry and
have developed such limitation of selection that the buyers are disposed
to hold out inducements in the way of prices. Sound wormy has been
drawn upon to a degree which leaves the mills with very scant assort-

ments, no headway toward the accumulation of liberal supplies having
been made thus far. It is much the same with ash and still more so

with oak. of which latter wood the mills have moved their output about
as fast .i.s it was produced. Poplar also is in fair request, with no
troublesome accumulations, and with the price list well sustained. The
gain made by extra wide lumber holds and the offerings of such stocks

are taken up in quantities that leave no ground for apprehendinj: undue
competition. Gum is in excellent demand, with something of a shortage
in the supply. The floods in the Mississippi valley last spring put the
mills there out of the running so long and caused such direct damage in

the way of injury to the lumber manufactured that supplies are now in

\irgent request, with the quotations relatively high. Basswood is also

moving freely, at very acceptable figures, f

With the foreign market it is different. Stocks of oak planks have
gone forward in such volume that the markets abroad, but more par-

ticularly the Liverpool trade, are very decidedly congested and the range
of prices has gone off to such an extent that profits disappear entirely.

In many instances it is to be feared that actual losses are made. More
than eve.* the advice not to ship on consignment is in order. Other
divisions of the export trade, with the exception of poplar are in fair

condition, poplar being in inordinately plentiful supply, and the quota-

tions also having eased off. Taken altogether, however, the hardwood
business is in better shape than might be supposed, although a feeling

of uncertainty prevails because of the political development and more or

less hesitancy on the part of investors.

^-< COLUMBUS >•

-\lthough the weather during the past fortnight has not been the most
favorable for an active hardwood trade, still the movement of all grades
and varieties has been good. Generally speaking, prices have been well

maintained and the outlook for the future is promising. With better

weather, trade along all lines is expected to improve to a large degree.

One of the best features of the trade is the prospect for active building

operations in all the cities and towns in the central part of Ohio. Plans
have been prepared and in many cases contracts have been awarded for

an unusual amount of construction work. When this is under headway
it is expected that the demand for all kinds of lumber will be increased.

Sales of hardwoods are pretty evenly divided between factories and
yards. The former are good business since manufacturing circles have
been active. Plants engaged in making vehicles, implements, automo-
biles and furniture are good buyers. Car stocks are also in good demand.
Yard stocks are fairly large and buying from that source will not be in-

creased until after yards are able to move stocks.

Dealers who were damaged by the flood have recovered almost entirely

and have their inventories completed. Thus the trade is now on a good

basis and little is noted to hinder an improvement. Collections are im-

proving in every quarter. Some trouble is experienced from a car shortage

but this is not yet serious. Congestion is reported on some of the rail-

roads, due to the recent flood.

Quartered and plain oak are both strong and the volume of business

is satisfactory. Prices are firm. There is a good demand for poplar and
all grades are moving well. There is an increasing demand for the wide

sizes. Chestnut is another strong point in the market and prices are rul-

ing firm. An advance of §1 'per M is reported in sound wormy chestnut.

Ash and basswood are also strong. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >-=

A Steady inquiry for most all of the hardwoods continues in a satisfac-

tory manner, indicating that present good business will continue for a

time at least. There is not quite so much shipping as a week or so ago.

Indicating that some accumulation is occuring in the yards of the large

wood consuming factories, but returning salesmen say no one is over-

loaded- and that the lull in the market Is only temporary. Many large

concerns took advantage of inducements offered from some of the flood

territory to lay in heavy stocks at a little off present high prices and

quite a little flooded stock has since been shipped on the same basis but

it is safe to say that this affects the shipping only temporarily and unless

present tariff tinkering affects business generally, which is not expected,

there will likely be a steady demand all of this year for all hardwoods.

Cincinnati yardmen are carrying good-sized stocks but are not letting any

opportunity pass to buy more. The feeling as to market conditions in

this vicinity is decidedly optimistic, no one expecting anything like a

slump in either price or demand. Slight depressions are reported from

eastern territory and while this seems hard to explain, no apprehension is

felt on this account. The trade in the Middle West is better than normal

and will likely continue so.

The activity of low grades of poplar is just as pronounced as at any

time during the past six months and many wholesalers usually well sup-

plied with this class of stock are short. Top prices are asked and readily

obtained, with good indications of a continuation of this condition. It is

A few words to the users of this ex-

cellent wood and those who contemplate

using it.

Many years' experience in the manu-
facture and marketing of this item of

stock have satisfied us that in this wood,
more than in any other hardwood, the

successful consuming manufacturers in-

sist upon having only high quality stock

—not only as to grade, but manufacture

and careful handling while in pile for

seasoning.

Choice logs do not always produce

good lumber—it depends largely upon
how much care is exercised in the

process of manufacture: nor does the

production of high ciuality stock end

here—it must be carefully put into piles

and sufficient piling" sticks used to insure

its drying out flat.

When you are about to place an order

for Gum, some of the essentials that

suggest themselves to you are:

Full and uniform thickness.

Very dry stock that in process of

drying has remained flat and straight.

Good range of widths and lengths to

assure you of a good yield of clear cut-

tings of various sizes you require.

Last, but not least, after placing or-

ders you want them executed promptly

and on time— also honest grading"

and measurement.

We are equipped with six band mills,

backed by our own timber lands, to give

you that kind of stock and unexcelled

service.

Write, Phone or Wire for Prices

PAEPCKE-LEICHT LUMBER CO.

GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, IllINOIS
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Checking, Splitting,

Rotting

Prevented by

LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and Dimension
Stock against weather and time. A BOY CAN DO THE WORK.

TRY LORAC NOW
WHITE US FOR FDI.L PARTICULAKS

THE GEORGE HENKE COMPANY
62 Beckman Street NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass,
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

Merely Instances

Many years ago the great public domain of the
lake states was offered by the federal government
at $1.25 an acre. Vast tracts of pine lands in the
North have been sold since that time at $150 to

$300 an acre.

Southern Pine Lands have increased in value from
$1.25 to $100 an acre.

In ten years the hardwood lands of the North
have increased in value from $2.50 to $5 an acre to

$20 to $90 an acre.

Like gains will be disclosed by an examination of

the history of timber values of any section.

We shall be pleased today to give you the his-

tory of timber land values of the section in which
you may be interested.

1914 will usher in new influences. Make your in-

vestments this year and profit by the work of the
new influences—make them work for you.

James D. Lacey & Co.

Timber Land Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spaulding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

the good grades No. 1 common and better that are backward, the market
being unusually quiet. Poplar producers are now well supplied with stock
in the better grades but are holding prices firm, very few concessions being
reported. Some wholesalers are turning their attention to other woods
and pass up poplar for the time being. There are good reports from
producing fields, showing that millmen are not worried over the situation,

but look for a spurty market in this wood during the remainder of the
summer with demand growing better towards fall.

=-< TOLEDO >=
Hardwood is strong on thu Toledo market. Dealers continue to buy

practically all dry stocks offered and prices are holding extremely firm.

There is a good local demand for retailers from the building trades,

which are very active at present. Inside finish and flooring are strong
as many residences are being constructed and hardwoods are largely

used in most of the residences being erected here. Furniture and vehicle

factories are also good hardwood customers.

Plain oak continues to lead the market. Quartered oak does not gain
much strength in this market. P^lm is in good demand and the same Is

true of ash. Hickory is a little off just at present and poplar is scarcely

as strong as it was. Generally speaking, however, the hardwood market
is extremely strong here with excellent prospects for a splendid summer's
run. Railroad lumber is holding firm. Cooperage stocks are in splendid

demand and are ruling high. Boxing and crating materials are scarce

and high.

-< INDIANAPOLIS>—
There has been a good hardwood trade during the last fortnight and

conditions generally are better than they were this time a year ago.

Prices are steady and the demand is sufficient to keep all of the hardwood
concerns fairly active getting out orders. The trade was afCected slightly

by the strike of planing mill employes and the lock-out of carpenters, be-

cause the demand for interior trim was affected.

Now that planing mills are running again and the carpenters have re-

turned to work, the hardwood people find themselves with a lot of busi-

ness all at once. However, they expect to be able to handle the situation

with little delay.

Oak, poplar and mahogany veneers are in special demand. These lines

are exceptionally active and the prices are stiff.

=•< NASHVILLE >=
There has been some slowing up in the demand for hardwoods in the

Nashville market the past week or ten days, according to shippers and
manufacturers. This is not displeasing to manufacturers, however, as

they have had such a long run of prosperous business that they are will-

ing to have a breathing spell and a little time to accumulate some mate-

rial. There continues a good demand. Oak is selling at a high mark,

and getting scarcer all the time. A fair movement is mentioned of

chestnut, poplar, ash and other lines. The prices generally rule steady.

=< LOUISVILLE )>--

May was one of the l>est months ever experienced by local hardwood
concerns, and June is starting out in good shape, though hardly with
the snap that characterized last month. This was not to have been ex-

pected, however, as June is naturally inclined to be a slower month
than its predecessor, and the entrance upon the summer season usually

has a somewhat retarding effect. However, there are plenty of inquiries

for lumber going the rounds, and sales are in large volume. Some buyers

are now inclined to bold off for various reasons ; the furniture factories

to await the outcome of the semi-annual exhibits, and other consumers to

watch which way the tariff cat will jump, in the last analysis. It Is

believed that if the tariff is disposed of in sliort order it will help condi-

tions materially. Oak prices are continuing strong, plain oak having
advanced tK>yond previous quotations. Thick oak is a little quiet. Heavy
oak timbers are In good demand, many sawmills doing little but trim up
logs to enable the railroads to use the material in construction work.
Implement concerns are buying hardwood lumber freely, good crops In-

suring active buying by the farmers. Ash is In good demand. Qood
poplar is quiet, but low-grades are selling well. Ked gum Is not so active

as it has been.

=-< ST. LOUIS y-
Business is a little quiet in hardwood circles. It Is seasonable, how-

ever. There still continues to be a good demand for the majority of

Items on the list, especially those which are scarce. Plain sawed white
oak has the call and prices obtained for this item are strong. There Is

also a seasonable demand for ash and wide poplar boards. Red gum and
high-grade cottonwood are also in fair request. Local distributors are

not worrying a "^ great deal over the situation as those having a good
stock of the most salable items can afford to wait for a time in dispos-

ing of their stocks, as they feel pretty certain that prices will advance
before a great while on these items. The cypress situation is improving
slightly with a fair demand coming from the yards and factories. This
is practically true as to the orders from the North and Northwest. Not
only are prices being kept up but in many Instances they are improving.
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=< ARKANSAS >--

Weather conditious in Arkansas have been unfavorable for the past few
-weeks. The woods and timbered lands are soft from unusually heavy
rains in the late spring, and logging operations have been seriously handi-

capped. Most of the larger mills are running, some only on partial time,

but many of the smaller ones have been closed down by reason of the

fact that the logs cannot be hauled. In the cities and larger towns of the

state much construction work is going on. and the reports on proposed

building in all parts indicate that such activity will continue. In the

rural districts, as is to be expected at this time of the year, the building

is light, but much is being planned to be done a little later.

The lumbermen generally are expecting a heavy late summer and fall

trade. Crop conditions are favorable for the farmers, and much building

Is expected among them as soon as the farming interests will permit their

giving attention to it. Prices are firm, with a good strong export market.

Slight advances are expected with the coming of the fall trade.

Unusual activity In the hardwood market has been noted along the

eastern border of the state since the flooded conditions have recovered

sufficiently to allow the lumbermen to operate. The market on ,,all

varieties of hardwoods has been strong and active, while the output of

manufactured products in certain localities has been unusually large, espe-

clally in exports. Generally speaking the lumber market continues steady,

with slight advance in some of the better grades. The demand for low
grades and short lengths is also good at this time.

=< MILWAUKEE >•=

While the local hardwood business is holding up well, it is evident that

the sash and door, interior woodworking and other manufacturing con-

•cerns are inclined to buy only to satisfy their immediate wants. There
seems to be a feeling in the trade that lower prices may be expected in a

few weeks after the present shortage is relieved. Just at the present

time, the new lumber which Is arriving in the local market is green and
out of condition and has to be put through the dry-kiln before it is ready

for use. Shipments of new stock are confined largely to basswood, maple
and a few grades of birch. The immediate wants of buyers, however, are

taking all the hardwood on the market. There is plenty of activity in

the building field and the consumption of hardwood is naturally large.

Stocks in consumers' hands are so light that wholesalers say a continua-

tion of the brisk business may be expected for some time to come.

Birch in both upper and lower-grade stuff is wanted, and stocks in this

line are exceptionally low. Basswood. maple and poplar are other north-

-ern hardwoods which are in demand. Basswood is stronger and maple
flooring is holding firm. Manufacturers and wholesalers say that there

has not been a time when stocks in lower grade stuff have been so light

as they are at the present time. Hardwood shipments from the South

seem to be as light as ever, while the demand for both plain and quar-

ter-sawed oak is brisk. It was expected that as soon as flood conditions

In the South were improved, larger lumber arrivals might be expected.

=-< DETROIT y
Conditions in the Detroit hardwood market have been favorable the

past two weeks and there has been an excellent demand, with prices re-

maining high and firm. The building boom has resulted in a strong de-

mand for hardwoods of all kinds and all dealers have been busy. The
demand for hemlock has been exceptionally brisk and many dealers have

had difficulty in securing stocks enough to fill orders. The demand for

ciak and maple has also been exceptionally good. The flooring mills have

been busy and report orders and inquiries plentiful. Brisk conditions

also prevail in the bos aud veneer trades.

=-< GLASGOW y-
Little alteration is to be reported in this district at this time, things

remaining remarkably quiet. The first of the Montreal liners arrived

last week, and the only thing in the shape of timber or boards was a

small parcel of birch plank. This, however, is only what can yet be

expected, because the demand for Canadian spruce and pine is nil, at

least at present prices, and everything points to imports from Montreal

being remakably light. Of birch logs it is reported that quite a quantity

is still to come forward, on contract of course, and it is safe to say these

will have to be stored, owing to the glutted condition in which the

market finds itself. Riga spruce continues to come in, and this is why
Canadian spruce is so much In the background. Small merchants can

import Rigas in lots of say 10 '30 standards on a separate bill of lading,

and this being the case, they do not require to load themselves up with

stock. As regards Quebec goods, the stock of waney timber does not

warrant consignment, as quite a quantity of last year's Import is still

«n hand, while the same remarks also apply to elm. Any consignment

parcels of birch plank come to a very salable market.

The S. S. "Cassandra" arrived from Baltimore and >sewport News
with the usual assorted cargo of oak logs, planks and boards, walnut

logs and lumber, while ash and hickory logs and lumber were also a

conspicuous feature. The wagon oak trade is in a somewhat stagnant

condition, there being no inquiries In the market, and shippers are ad-

vised to hold off for a little. .\ny over import will only tend to wealsen

prices.

Mahogany
Lumber and

Veneers
In buying Mahogany Lumber and Veneers

of C. L. Willey, the purchaser is assured of a

product cut from the finest figured wood that

money and a search of the world's markets can

secure.

Beyond this he is assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quaHty of product not usu-

ally obtainable.

Right now stored in the log yard of the Willey

plant at Chicago is more than a quarter million

dollars' worth of the highest class figured mahog-
any ever imported to this country.

The accompanying illustration shows a cor-

ner of the assemblage of these mahogany logs.

The Willey warehouses are well stocked with

a superb collection of Mahogany, Vermillion,

Walnut and other fancy veneers.

An inspection is cordially invited. Take Blue

Island Ave. car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C.L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Mahogany Veneer and Lumber Producing Plant in

the World

)
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Results Eighth Fiscal Year
OF THE

LUMBERMEN'S UNDERWRITING ALLIANCE

Operating Expenses 20%
Fire Losses 22%
Saved to Subscribers 58%

READY RESOURCES

Cash in Banks $514,721.36

Gilt-edged Bonds 256,361.75

Premium Deposits in course of collection 100,169.32

Total $871,252.43

It is now fairly well understood that the dominant purpose of the

ALLIANCE is to PREVENT FIRES. It is through fire preven-

tion that we have been able to return Subscribers substantial CASH
DIVIDENDS on insurance premiums. The owners of eligible plants

not carrying our policies are missing the safeguarding influence of

our Inspection and Fire Bulletin Service, and are undoubtedly pay-

ing more than is necessary for less adequate protection.

Write for our requirements. Possibly if your plant is not eligible it can be made so at

a reasonable expenditure which the decrease in insurance rates will

partially or wholly reimburse.

U. S. EPPERSON & COMPANY
ATTORNEY AND MANAGER

1101 to 1105 R. A. LONG BUILDING KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will bf> inserted in this sec- 1

tion at the following rates: 1
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MISCELLANEOUS :
FOR SALE

Would like to hi-ni-

flooring and mouldin;;

flooiuxg;

from pnrtii's wantin.i; onk

Addross
care Hardwood Recoud.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

for man to go in maQufacturlng business. Qare
wel-equIpped hardwood factory suitable for

making Bpokes and Tehicle stock. Healthy loca

tlon in town six thousand, on two rlTers and

two railroads. Address
"BOX 7:;." care Hardwood Record.

MACHINERY FOR SALE 3
LOCOMOTIVES FOR SALE

2 ]S-ton Climax 3 ft. gauge locomotives;

One 6 ft. Smith, Myers & Schnier band mill ;

One 75 ton H. P. Corliss engine.

J. H. NORTHRUP. Louisa, Ky.

BUTEBS OF HARDWOODS.

Do jon want to get In touch with the Deal

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

•bowing the annual requirements In lumber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con

sumers of those materials throughout the Unlteo

States and Canada. The service Is free to ad

rertlsers In the Ricobd. It will Interest you

Write us for further Information about our "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago

VENEER MACHINE FOR SALE

One Coe 76-iDch heavy rotar.v veneer machine,
with knife grinder. Used less than 30 days.

W. C. P. & O. CO., Ottawa, 111.

GANG RIP SAWS
One—30" American "Hoyt" Fig. 547 hardwood

power-feed gang edger and ripper, complete
with eight saws and countershaft, weight
4,100 lbs. Price f. o. b. Fort Wayne. .?275.00

One—30" Berlin Machine Works No. 267 hard-

wood power-feed gang edger and ripper, com-
plete with eight saws and counter-shaft. Price

f. o. b. Fort Wayne $225.00

Both machines like new—no patched, worn or

broken parts. Terms one-fourth with order, bal-

ance on delivery, subject to inspection.

ARCOLA STAVE CO.,

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Special Inducements
TO

Wood Working Plants

We know of several very de-
sirable locations for Wood Work-
ing plants near to the country's
greatest source of hard woods
and where prices are the lowest
in America.

.\mple labor, low priced power
and excellent transportation fa-

cilities go to make these open-
ings very desirable.

Extra inducements as free

sites, ta.x exemption or stock
subscriptions will be given man-
ufacturers of good faith and
ability.

Our free services are at your
command in aiding you to find

a favorable location.

M. V. Richards

Land and Industrial kgt.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305 Washington, D. C.

For sale by HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, lU.

60 CENTS EACH.

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

E. B. NETTLETON
Southern

Hardwoods
Pacific Coast Woods and Box Shocks

FISHER BUILDING CHICAGO

Osgood & Richardson
935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

& YeoMr Gsags ii the SDBwer to * VeD««r Uver'a
crftTiagfor7«&rfl. Thii "WftIk»rBr«Qd"TeB-
ecr QKOfe is a aUe\ t^uf that will stttiBf;

yo^^vats for all time. You can'tdoyour-
Belf a better tnrD than to buj oda of

these gaoeea. It gauges ACOURATKLT
•TerytbickQesafroni l-40iDOhto \-incb
IRCLUSIVE. Wdke up tothis opporta-
Dity. Priceonly$l SSdeliTwed byir. S.

iHail Ordernow, triday, Addrew—S46fl

ffoodlaiTD At*. Phone Hjds Park 88.

De»t. C

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ftr* freqaeDt
except where
eur

Two Piece
Oeomelricat
Barter Coin

I0 In a3e, then
Imlt&tloa isn't
poflsible.
S&mple If you 1

aek for It.

S. 0. CHILDS
^ CO.

We also make
Time Checks,
StanollB aod
Loc HiuKa>«r«.

WE WANT TO BUY
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

FOR INTERIOR FINISH
No. 1 Oak Wagon Stock, Hickory and Maple
Axles, Tongues. Reaches and Bolsters, Hickory
and Oak Bending Stock, Etc.

ADDRESS DEPT. "L"

D. ICKLAND & SON. LTD., WINNIPEG. MIN.. CANADA

Gerlach Modern Machines
Producf the Cheapen ood (!«si

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERIACH CO, Cleveland. 6lh City, USA.

J| The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.
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ARE THE BEST TOOLS
TOO GOOD FOR YOU?

In these days of High Tension, when everything about the mill gives way to output—the

filer usually has his troubles. You know what he gets if his Saws are not in proper shape

and ready on time.

y^// Cant Do The Best Work
Without The Best Tools

Atkins Ideal Swage

solves the problem. We have here a Swage which makes a perfect
tooth, ready for shaping, and does it with less adjustment. It matters
not what swage yon are using or have used—you owe it to yourself to
try ATKIXS IDE.\L. They are made for all purposes.

What do you think of a Sw.ige that can be adjusted to swage any shape
lit tooth by merely moviiig the body of the swage without changing the
relation of the position of the block to the position of the die and
anvil?

Xo. 9 is our masterpiece. It is a light, strong, well constructed tool
I'lr swaging heavy bands, requiring extra deep gullet. This is evidently
the Swage for which you have been looking so long.

Xn. O for Band Saws, 5/16 die for shallow leeth. 19 gauge jiiid thinner. . , .List ?37.50

.\o. OO for Band or Shingle Saws, 3/8 die, ? '8 depth. 10 to 1!) gauge - List 37.60

No. 1 for Hand and Ciangs, U/IC. die, !l Ki .leplh. 13 tu 1(! gauge Li.--t 37.50

No. - for Circular Saws, 5/S die, ii, 8 depth, 8 to \'Z gauge List 45.00

No. 3 for Circular Saws, 3/4 die, 3/4 depth, (i to 10 gauge List 52.50

No. 4 for Edger, Lath and Shingle Saws, V/l(t die, 7/16 depth, 14 to 19 Ga. ,Llst 37.50

No. 5 for Band and Gang Saws. .''1/8 die. 5/8 depth, 12 to 14 gauge List 45.00

.No. G for Heavy Duty Band Saws. 3/4 die, 3/4 depth. 11 to 14 gauge, List .')2.50

Xo. 7 for Circular Saws, 9/16 die, 9/lC depth. 11 to 14 gauge List 37.50

No. 8 for Cylinder Saws, 9/lC die, 9/16 depth, 11 to 10 gauge .List 37.50

Nil. !( for Band Saws, 11/16 die. 11 16 depth. 12 to 15 gauge List 45,00

The [)rincii)al ailvantaL,a's lie in auttimatic features that are imt fmitul in ulhers. It will co.st you nothing
to investigate, and—take our word for it—you will never regret doing so. Here is .something different,
and more improved than you could have possililv used.

SEXD FOR OUR BOOK—"PERFECT S.-llF TFETFir

The Old Reliable Pribnow Shaper

Combine the .\tkins Ideal .Swage with the I'rihnuw Shaper
and you may he sure that ynu have the very best tools in

the world.

ATKINS f^Ill SAWS /'

Remember that we are makers of a Perfect Saw for

Every Purpose. Our Machine Knife Factory at '^

Lancaster, N. Y., is the largest in the world.

E. C. ATKINS CEk CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind. Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.

ATLANTA
CHICAGO

Branches carrying complete stocks in the following cities—
,Mr;MPHlS NICW ORLEANS fciKTLAXD
minni:ai'Olis new york city .'^.^N fkaxcisco

.\itclros.s !•;. C. .\TKINS & CO.
.^LATTLE
VANCOUVER. B C

;>! tiNi:Y, N. s, w.
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RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

70,000 LBS. CAPACITY SKELETON TTPE RUSSEI- CAR, EQUIPPED WITH LOADER RAILS AND RUSSEL PATENT DROP STAKES. THIS
CAR COMPLIES WITH M. C. B. RULES AND SAFETY APPLIANCE ACTS.

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-
rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR, MICH., U. S. A.

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 6^/4' trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt

shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana
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This New CLYDE Overhead Cableway

Skidder Saves $7167 a Day

in Labor Alone!!

In an actual test recently conducted on

the Smoky Mountains, it cost, on an aver-

age taken over three consecutive weeks,
$14.75 for a day's labor with six men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with this new
CLYDE, while it cost $89.42 for three

and a third days' labor with ten men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with a big fifteen

thousand dollar machine working under
exactly the same conditions.

The difiference is $74.67 a day in favor of

the new CLYDE OVERHEAD — that's

$23,371.71 a year, more than two and a

half times the cost of this new machine
for mountain logging.

Of course, the first cost of a CLYDE
OVERHEAD SKIDDER is low, we ad-
mit that—it's less than two-thirds that of

the machine it was tried out against.
Let us send you full details of this remarkable
showing and of the machine that accomplished it!

CLYDE IRON WORKS
LAr<GEST MANUFACTURERS

of

PROVENLY EFFICIENT LOGGING MACHINERY IN
THE WORLD

"A ilachine for EVERY Logiiinf) Operation"

Home Office and Factory:
Duluth, Minn., U. S. A.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard serric*
and guaranteed to do the work

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

SELLING AGENTS
CRiNE COMPINV • • >LL BRANCHES

STINDARD EQUIPMENT CO.. MiBILE, ILt

ilUHl MILL SUPPLY CO.. iLBlHT. Ct.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Warkt)

CHICAGO

Broom Handle Machinery
Lei us lell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of ttraight

handles turned out.

Sttst Tumbler for

Drying ana Polish-

ing Brourti Mandles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.
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Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp

curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on requc:;

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

Branch Offices:

N«w Vork, N. Y., Hudson Terminal: St. Louis, Mo.. Wright Building:

Chicago, III., Railway Exchange; Portland, Ore., Spalding Building;

Richmond. Va., Travelers Building.

<e^^...£yJ^"

"A satisfied customer is a good advertisement" is an old

saying that is always new because it is always true.

There are so manW satisfied users of

Simonds Inserted Tooth Saws
Do you want to be next? Write the nearest Simonds
office for a quQtation on that Saw you expect to buy.

Simonds Manufacturing Company
FITCHBURG. M.ASS. CHICAGO. ILL. MONTRE.\L. QUE.

NEW ORLE.\NS, L.A.. PORTL.\ND, ORE.

Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable

Drive for Wood=Working Plants
AFTER Westinghouse motors are properly in-

stalled in a wood-working plant, the only-

attention they require is an occasional cleaning,
inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.

They are ready to start any moment they are wanted and they
keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the

power is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for

repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse
motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result of long experience in design,

thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-
ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more
reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

require.

Of course, like any other machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care of

this detail by giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive full assurance of motor reliability, specify "Westinghouse Motors."

Westinghouse Electric & Mfgf. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Large Cities.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed liide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, „.„. „ „ „„„,„. j , „» .,„* -, .u« u«..» u„,.,j
twenty years, we produce pinels of all sizes, flat or bent to i^f°"

'"''
^i"'. h 1''/°^"'' !w* " ,?%*?"'• ^f'f

°°

shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quirter-Sawed Oak. ^f
""^ accomplished by mospa.nstakmg attention and study

• We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut "' '"''/ ^^'*"'- «'"'""^d ""'^ the use o the best stock and

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed '" up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

iiSOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

y eneers and l^anels with a ly^eputation
'll/'E manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau, Wis.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Vbinebr & Lumber Co.
ROACHDALE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINGER, Gen'l Mstt-.

B. C. JARRELL ^ CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mahogany Veneer
1-8, 3-16 and 1-4-in. door stock.

1-20 and 1-16-in. sawed mahogany.

Sawed Veneer in the following

Quartered White Oak,
Quartered Red Oak,
'^

Plain Red Oak,
Yellow Poplar,

White Ash and
Quartered Red Gum

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company
Memphis, Tennessee

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let ni Send Yon Our stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.
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im

BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East I

I. N. Stewart & Bro.
Specialties

Cherry and Oak
892 Elk Street

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We want to buy for ca§h

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and tbicknesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at sliipping; point.
Brancli yard, Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY;

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES;

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant,
Kitchen &5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cockrma
601 W. llStli Street, New York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company

YOU pay a little more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many others',

but it's worth much more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber

if we tried to, because the quulity and size of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch,

yellow poplar, buckeye, maple, red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to

the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the best type of hardwood timber growth in the

United States, and shows a larger percentage of frrsts.

If you are a discriminating buyer, let's get acquainted.

UHLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY — STANDARD GRADES — BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFICTUREIIS OF BIND SAWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

A Ouiu-anlrr

jf (iraSqiuwUwl

A inholhOradcLMwl

MciViurrmciM

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U. S. A. LUMBER CO
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^ When we say every month that we are always

glad to be tested on rush orders, we mean just this,

exactly.

^ Never hesitate to call on us when you want the

goods in a hurry.

^ Prompt delivery is the "Mcllvain Way."

Look over this month's "Lumber News"—If it is not on

your desk, drop us a postal—it will be sent by return mail.

J. Gibson McIlvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

®
CartierftoUanb ^
lumber Company yj^

TAKE NOTICE!
[n llic last three issues, we offered high

L^rade End Dried White Maple. We now
have left oiilv 50,UU0' of 1", tlic l)ahince of tl)e

stock having all been sold. I'.etter take the

niattrr up with us at once.

We also have the fMlluwing items fnr ship-

nuMit in July.

50,000' 5/4 High Grade Common & Better

Birch.

50,000' 4/4 High Grade Common & Better

Birch.

31,000' 8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Cross

Piled Sap Maple.

YOUR INQUIRIES WILL BE APPRECIATED

u IC u b t n g t a tt

iH i r b i g a n

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

'mm ELtP^!!^

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Kecoin mended for bard servic«
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPINV ' ALL BRANCHES

STlNDtRD EQUirMENI CO., MIBILE. «L1

ilUHl MILL SUPPLY CO.. ALBINV. 01.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W*rks)

CHICAGO
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOK HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

BASSWOOD
VVe Offer for Prompt Shipment

150,000 Feet

Dry 1x7 and wider Basswood Firsts and Sec-
onds. Run about 75% clear, the defects are
small and the stock is very bright and nice.

ESTIMATED WIDTHS
7 and 8 inch 34%
9 and 10 inch 35%
II and 12 inch 27%
Wider than 12 inch 4%

ESTIMATED LENGTHS
6 and 8 feet 8%

10 and 12 feet 20%
14 feet . . . , 20%
16 feet 49%
Odd lengths 3%

June 25, 1913

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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Ready for Shipment About
June 1st

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Common S. Elm

Five cars
4 '4 No. 2 Com. & Better Basswood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.

15,000,000 FEET ALWAYS ON HAND

1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, 111.

THE PRICE-BUYER'S EAR
is readied liy nnly one line of ar,e:umctit, hut Quality
sa\'es waste and swells his dividends.

WE SPECIALIZE ON QUALITY
From our regular stock of Southern Hardwoods we
make a special offer of the followiuL;-

"WISLUMBCO STANDARDS"
50,000 ft. 4 4x18" and wider No. 1 and Panel Cottonwood.
60.000 ft. 4 4 Shop Cypress.
60,000 ft. 4 4 No. 1 Common Cypress.
76,000 ft. 4 4x13 to 17" Box Board Tupelo.
90,000 ft. 4 4 Ist and 2nd Tupelo.
60.000 ft. 4 4 1st and 2nd Rod Gum,
80,000 ft. 4 4 No. 1 Common Red Gum.
75,0C0 ft, 4 4x13" and wider 1st and 2nd Sap Gum.

SEXD r.s YOUR I.NQIHRIES
FOR .SOI'THERN HARDWOODS

WISCONSIN LIMBER CO.
CHICAGO

Band Mills
HUTTIG, ARK.
DEERING, MO.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

P pP) nOOf^ Published Semi-annually
1\LLiLJ DvyvyJX. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers of lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their hnancial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as
the authority on the lines it covers.
A well orEanizcfi Collection Department is also operated and the same Is open to

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
«08 8*. Deurliura 8t

Mentlsn This Parer.

ESTABLISHED
1871

116 Nassau Street
NEW YORK CITY

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardivoods :: Soitvyoods

823 Railway Exchange] Building. Chicago, III.

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous io

write our advertisers. Get in touch I
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When in Chicago take a few min-
utes' time to look over the line ofVENEER BUYERS

CIRCASSIAN
AND

n

MAHOGANY
OFFERED BY

R. S. Bacon Veneer Company
TEN TO FIFTEEN MINUTES' KIDE FROM ANY DOWNTOWN HOTEL OR RAILROAD

STATION. TAKE OAK PARK ELEVATED TO ANN STREET STATION

A\'e can offer

selection from

nearly two million

i
feet of choice Cir-

cassian—one of the

largest lines in the

United States.

Going up—Hardwood Timber
We have the following hardwood and pine timber !or sale at prlcai
that have not as yet been advanced with the »*loe In value on
timber lands. For a short time we offer

—

150,000,000 FEET HARDWOOD IN SOUTHEAST
ARKANSAS— A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY.

7,600,000 FEET OF HARDWOOD IN SOUTH-
WEST ARKANSAS

We also have timber In British Columbia and on the Pacific Coast
and Oregon.

For further particulars, address

John C. Spry
Room 1003 Harris Trust BIdg., Chicago, Illinois

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th«
best evidence that its manufactiorer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, witk
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and poli3biii(.

Our Bookltt lellt cll about Hardwooi Floorinc
mnd how to ear* for it—also prUiet—and it fe*-

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

iiiiiiiiiiiiliil

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwoed
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, • - CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 198.4

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK

Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally

Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tedlies—a score

of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-

dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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KNOXVILUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cheatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED GEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

8. UIZNEB.
Pres.

J. M. LOOAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Pre«.

C. B. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Trea«.

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER QO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Tard:
Bank and McLean Ave.. Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

jyiapbct <St SheaLumber Co,

)Vlanuf acturers
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

K^foxv^LLe. ceNN.
WE WANT TO MOVE

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. l Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

B.\ND A.VD CIRCl'LAR Mn,LS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

"THE VERY BEST"

Red Birch
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn.
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CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE, SOOTH

Lest You Forget
and

You probably don't know that we are now
Manufacturing in White and /^ A \7-
Red Plain and Quarter-Sawed W/\.x\.

3 8, 1 2, 5 8, 3/4, 4 4, 5 4— 100,000 Feet per Day
EXPORT AND DOMESTIC

BEININETT & WITTE
IVIEMPMIS, TEININ.

NEW ORLEANS, LA. CINCINNATI, O.
CABLE ADDRESS, ALL OFFICES. •BEXXETT"

Eventually— Why Not Now ?
Eventually vou will buy a carload of our Plain Oak
and Quartered Oak or our Poplar—WHY NOT
BUY IT NOW?
If our salesman does not call on you, send us a list

of your requirements, and LET US quote you.

The Mowbray& Robinson Co.,*^'

Manujacturers Plain and Quartered Oak and Poplar

Band Sawed Stock

ncinnati

Ohio

Mills
QUICKSAND. KY.
WEST IRVINE, KY

SOFT
EASTERN KENTUCKY OAK

The Maley, Thompson
& Moffett Co.

Veneers, Mahogany and
Hardwood Lumber

Largest Stocks Best Selections

CINCINNATL OHIO

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS. V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE. Secy & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINi:iNNATI OHIO

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will- do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask anv HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.
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GOOD
GRADES LUDINGTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

The care we give our lumber

plays an important part in

sustaining the

STEARNS QUALITY

The problem of drying thick

lumber thoroughly without

checking excessively has

given manufacturers consid-

erable trouble, but we have

solved the problem.

We have a fine assortment

of perfectly dried

LOWER PENINSULA
STOCK

SOFT GRAY [ELM
In Full or Mixed Carloads:

60 M ft. 4/4 Is & 2s.

40 M ft. 6/4 Is & 2s.

20 M ft. 8/4 Is & 2s.

15 M ft. 10/4 Is & 2s.

35 M ft. 12/4 Is & 2s.

10 M ft. 16/4 Is & 2s.

80 M ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common.
65 M ft. 6/4 No. 1 Common.
25 M ft. 8/4 No. 1 Common.
12 M ft. 10/4 No. 1 Common.
16 M ft. 12/4 No. 1 Common.
7 M ft. 16/4 No. 1 Common.

rROTECTION AGAINST CHECKINT.

CTpLi STs.SALT & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCtL

LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
/^^^^

a\ in both Grade and

Mcasuremcnl

^and Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand June 1st, 1913

We Produce

wr<ietfzer'cure [

)

3/8 1/2

25,000

5/8

25,000

400,000

50,000

25,

20

000

,000

000

,000

FAS. Qrtil. White Oak
FAS. Qrtd. White Oak 10" up
No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak
No. 2 Com. Qrtd. White Oak
FAS. Plain White Oak
No. 1 C. Plain White Oak
FAS. Plain White Oak, 10" up
FAS. Plain Red Oak
No. 1 C. Plain Red Oak
C. & B. Qrtd. Red Gum
F.\S. Cireassian Red (ium 25,000

FAS. Plain Red Gum 500,000

No. 1 C. Plain Red (Jum
F.\S. Sap Gum. 13"-1G"

FAS. Sap Gum, 18" up
FAS. Sap Gum, 6" np 30,000

No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" up
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum, 3" up 80,000

S. & B. Cvpress
C. & B. Tupelo

OUR LUMBER CONTAINS ALL WIDE STOCK PRODUCED IN

LENGTHS. WE ALSO MANUFACTURE OAK TIMBERS AND BRI

AND KRAETZER CURING.

20,000

20,000

4,000

15.000

30.000

400,000

75,000

4 4

12,000

l.iO.OOO

12.000

.50,0110

200,000

100,000

130,000

25,000

30,000

(iOOOOO

300,000

00,000

15,000

250,000

100,000

100,000

6/4
s.ooo

8/4 16,/4

,000

,000

3.000

100,000

00,000

,000

000

200,000

20,000

1,000

6,000

60,000

10,000

3,000

MANUFACTURING AND WILL RU
DGE PLANKS. FACILITIES FOR

N OVER 50

KILN DRYI
To 14' AND 16'

NG, DRESSING
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items Wc Want To Move
5

5

10

5

2

4

1

1

2

Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Cars
Car
Car
Cars

/4"

4"
4"
8"
4"
4"
'4"

4"
8"

X 18" to 22" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
X 13" to 17" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum, 13" to 15" wide
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Red Gum

1 Car 3 4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum
10 Cars 4 4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum

5 4" No. 1 Common Red Gum
5 8" 1st & 2nds Plain Red Oak

Cars 3/4" 1st & 2nds Plain Red Oak
Cars 4 4" 1st & 2nds Plain Red Oak

5 8" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak
3 4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak

2 Cars

1 Car

3

4

4

1

Cars

Car

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS ann VENEERS Tenn.

3 NASHVILLE I

CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TVPE TIMBER GROWTH, FAULTLESS JV1ANUFACTU9E AND GOOD GRADES

Cherokee Lumber Co,

Manufacturers of

Band Sawn Lumber

INashville^ Tenn,

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the
following items:

4/4. 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2s Popiar.
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.
IM', Hi" and 214" No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widths of 12 to 17", 18- to 23"

and 24" and up.
4/4 X 13 to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Basswood or Linn—very fine.

3/8, 4/4, 5/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oot.
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is St 2s Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
6/4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 8/4. 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 Is Sc 2s Chestnut, also 5. 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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READY FOR DELIVERY

American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson, Editor Hardwood Record
Edited by Hu Maxwell, Wood Utilization Expert

The Work Involves

:

First: A botanical description of the
more than 300 species of American
forest tree growth.

Second: A physical description of the

wood of these speces.

Third: A recital of the chief uses of

all important American woods, to-

gether with suggestions of advan-
tageously broadening their uses.

Fourth: Complete information con-
cerning the range of growth of all

varieties.

Fifth: Related trees are logically

grouped according to families and

species; important species covered in

substantial detail, and brief mention
of the woods of mirror importance.

Sixth: Scientific name of each tree is

recited, as well as the various com-
mon names by which it is recognized
in different parts of its range of
growth.

Seventh: The properties of the vari-

ous woods are carefully analyzed,
particularly weight, hardness, stiff-

ness, strength, elasticity, toughness,
color, figure, and seasoning and last-

ing properties.

^ This work, originally sole! on subscription, contains u]nvards of 700 pages.

The text is printed on the best quality of laid paper, while the illustrations, in

sejMa, ornamented with orange borders, are printed on the finest quality of

enameled paper.

^ The book is handsomely bound in half leather, dark green roan Imck and

corners, with basket cloth sides, silk head-bands, gold stamping on the back, and
gilt top.

^ The work is illustrated with more than 100 full page halftones from photo-

graphs covering all the chief commercial varieties of virgin forest timber growing
in the United States, and also with numerous engravings from drawings showing
leaf and flower forms, etc.

tl The price of the work is $6.00, delivered by express or mail.

^ A limited number of copies are unsold, and will be promptly delivered, pre-

paid, itn receipt of check, express or postal order for $6.00.

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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Ask us for a Delivered Price

On account of the unique" geographical position of Louisville,

and the excellent line of railroad rates which are enjoyed by

lumber manufacturers and dealers here, the members of this

organization are able to quote delivered prices that are exceed-

ingly satisfactory to the buyer, whether wholesaler or consumer.

It will save time and labor on your part, and will be no trouble

to us, to quote guaranteed delivered prices on any item of hard-

wood stock for which you happen to be in the market. This will

enable you to figure your expense for material, laid down in your

yard or factory, or that of your customer, without difficulty.

Compare our quotations with those you receive from other

sources, and you will find that in most cases we will be able to save

you money. In addition to direct shipments from Louisville,

hardwood headquarters, our members have mills located advan-

tageously with reference to various consuming centers, so that

shipments can be arranged from points best suited to your

requirements.

You know what Hardwood Club service is. If not, ask us

to send you that car you are short on—right now.

The Louisville Hardwood Club

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

NORMAN LUMBER CO.
Mills and Sales Office; Holly Ridge. La.

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

BOOKER-CECIL CO.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL CO.

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.
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"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

WE SELL-
SO", 40" AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
J. H. WHITSOj; W. L. WHITSON H. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. - ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY

E. F. PEHKT
llanager

ESTABLISHED 1893

LOUIS H. PARKER
Asst. Manager

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New York

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried v^^

Polished

MAPOWOOD LUMBER

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

POPLAR
A 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE:
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY.

'>
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

WHILE THE MOST KOTABLE FEATURE of the general

trade during the past few weeks has been the apparent falling

off in demand, there is no serious marked uneasiness as to the ulti-

mate outcome inasmuch as the stock situation in hardwoods through-

out the country continues to show the smallest accumulation of

hardwoods in the history of the hardwood business. "While there

is naturally some easing in prices on certain stocks, this situation is

not the direct result of a natural laxity in demand alone, but the

effects of conditions noted before in this report are still being

felt.

The heavy transit shipments, immediately before and during

the recent floods, the main effect of which was felt in the Chicago

and surrounding markets most noticeably, are still having some

bearing on trade in general, inasmuch as some very good "buys"
were made at that time by large consumers. In addition quite a

number of the consuming trade with a%'ailable resources sufficient

to enable them to purchase stock ahead of requirements, anticipated

a shortage of hardwoods at mill points sometime ago and placed

orders at that time for future delivery. As a result these people

are at the present time practically out of the market. This con-

dition, however, is limited to a comparatively small number of

concerns.

In addition some of the large consuming factories are now busy

with mid-season inventories, which naturally takes them out of

the purchasing field for a short time, at least. These factors, in

addition to the to-be-expected effect of present season on business,

are responsible for the easing off in demand.

There is, of course, to be considered the disposition of buyers

to continue to hold out for lower prices, but it is still safe to pre-

dict that they will for the most part be disappointed. The general

caution which business men are showing in all lines at present on

account of the old tariff bugaboo, and furthermore the tightness of

money which has not enabled big concerns to borrow sufficient

capital at reasonable rates, also had some bearing on the general

situation.

In the building end of the consuming trade as well as in cer-

fain other industrial lines of the consuming element, serious strike

disturbances have had considerable bearing on business conditions.

These disturbances have in the most part been settled in the east-

ern territory, but just now the wholesale lockout in Chicago is

having a decided effect on demand in the Chicago market. In-

asmuch as the outcome of this controversy is very far from being

•certain, there is considerable hesitancy shown on the part of those

handling woods to the builders. They are loath to stock up with

an undue amount of lumber until the situation has been definitely

decided.

As stated above mill stocks are exceedingly low; in fact the
only producing section which can be said to be shipping any
amount of lumber is the manufacturing belt in the northern states.

Considerable shipments of hardwood and hemlock have come in

from northern manufacturers, mostly by water, and these ship-

ments have had some effect on the local Chicago market. Gener-
ally speaking, however, the actual stock situation is a strong factor
tending to hold the market at present firm values.

The general slump in yellow pine, which is probably most in

effect on a limited amount of transit stock, of course, has had
some effect on hemlock, and has actually put hemlock values off

noticeably, inasmuch as the difference in prices in the two woods
was not commensurate with their relative values. In hardwoods,
however, while some local prices are made which have not been
entirely satisfactory, as a general thing the price feature is strong.

It is helped by the excellent export business, which is continuing
both from southern and eastern ports.

Definite statements of representative buyers make it certain

that the middle of summer will see trade accelerate to a remark-
able extent.

Undisturbed Forest

THE COVEB PICTUEE which illustrates this issue of Hardwood
Record shows a forest scene which has never been disturbed

by the hand of man. No one single feature strikes the attention.

The river in the center flows rapidly, but the water is unbroken;

the stream's banks are lined with dense forest, but so solid are

the walls of foliage that scarcely one tree can be distinguished from
another. The scene is situated in Oconee county, South Carolina,

and the name of the stream could almost be guessed—Whitewater
river. The water could scarcely be any color but white flowing as

it does through a region where the soil is so completely covered

by vegetation that little sediment ever finds its way into the

stream. The forest which covers such a landscape is at rest. It

grows just as fast as it decays, and if left to nature little change

will occur from century to century. A river situated as that one is

not subject to sudden or extreme fluctuations. It is seldom very

high or very low. The thousands of springs that feed it are always

nearly the same because the foliage and roots of trees form a

storehouse for water and pay it out as the streams need it. Most

of the forested parts of America were once like the scene pre-

sented in the picture, but such scenes are rare now. Ax and fire

have been nearly everywhere, and when they got in the work

which is supposed to acompany civilization, a good deal of nature's
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beauty was lost. The time has now come when a bit of creation

as nature made it is a somewhat rare sight, and such will become
a rarer sight from year to year.

Supreme Court Decisions Give Promise of Even
Greater Turmoil in Rate Controversies

ON MOXDAY, JUNE 9, THE SUPEEME COURT of the United

States, the final tribunal in all litigation, handed down a

decision which is momentous in its significance, and which further

promises to open up in the incessant controversy between shippers

and transportation companies a vastly greater opportunity for mis-

understanding. The decision was rendered in the so-called Minne-

sota rate case and the opinion was. prepared by Justice Hughes. It

promises to very considerably complicate the equitable adjustment

of freight rates all over the country.

The gist of the decision is that in the absence of explicit action

by Congress, the various states in the Union are empowered to fix

rates on intra-state traffic regardless of what the interstate rates

through each particular state may be, or the effect of the intra-state

rates on the interstate rates. Of course the opinion provides that

no intra-state rates may be confiscatory, but under this provision

the railroad commissioners of the various states or the state legis-

latures are given authority to make all rates on commerce within

the boundaries of their states.

The railroads' contention regarding the Minnesota rate case has

been that the Interstate Commerce Commission should logically

control the various local and intrastate rates as well as the rates

on long hauls between states. While on the face of it, this con-

tention seems entirely just and really the only logical way of arriv-

ing at any satisfactory arrangement, still from a legal point of

view, the controversy is ultimately on the status laid down in the

Supreme Court's opinion or that opinion would not have been re-

turned. At the same time it is appalling to think of the probable

confusion and the verj' maelstrom of controversy in which it may
result.

As suggested directly in the opinion, the only remedy is that

Congress immediately pass legislation which shall give the Inter-

state Commerce Commission direct supervision over all rates

throughout the states and nation. Favorable action on this vastly

important (juestion will remove a very probable cause of still

further inconvenience to business.

Following the Minnesota rate decision, the Supreme Court on

June 16 returned a decision upholding state railroad legislation in

Missouri, Arkansas, Oregon and West Virginia. This legislation

included two-cent passenger laws in Missouri, Arkansas and West
Virginia; maximum freight rate laws in Missouri and Arkansas, and

freight rates out of Portland in the Oregon case.

Justice Hughes, who announced this decision, as he did in the

Minnesota case, cited frequently the precedents established by that

case rather than reviewing in full the arguments on the new de-

cision, which were analogous to those on which the Minnesota rate

decision was based.

The New Currency Bill

THE ADMINISTRATION CURRENCY BILL as a substitute for

the Aldrich currency reform measure, which has been given

considerable advance publicity, is now before the House and Senate

at Washington, following its reading on Monday before the two

branches of Congress assembled in general session, by President

Wilson. The proposed measure is similar to that advocated in the

National Monetary Commission bill, known generally as the '

' Aid-

rich bill," but in the actual application the measures vary widely.

As an instance, the Aldrich bill proposed that there should be a

central bank with forty-five directors. These should be elected by

the various banks in each district and these directors in turn would

elect one governor.

As compared with this the administration measure proposes to

give the government absolute control of the situation; to create a

national reserve lioard consisting of nine members, three elected by

the banks' electorate, three ajipointed by the President and three

as ex-officio members of the board. The latter three would be the

secretaries of the treasury, agriculture and commerce.

The administration measure does not create a central reserve

bank, but rather provides for reserve districts to be organized by
a committee consisting of the treasurer, comptroller of currency

and attorney-general. There will be at least twelve of these reserve

districts, and each will have a central reserve bank incorporated

under federal laws. All national banks in each district must sub-

scribe to the capital stock of the reserve bank in its district. This

provision is not compulsory with trust companies, state banks and
other banking institutions. Each bank must subscribe to the ex-

tent of twenty per cent of its unimpaired capital stock.

The only deposits in the reserve bank are those of the individual

banks holding this stock and of the federal government. A credit

balance in the reserve bank must be maintained at all times by
home banks, equal to three per cent of their current demand lia-

bilities. The government funds deposited in such banks may draw
interest, but the deposits from affiliated banks will not, but the de-

positors may reeei%'e five per cent dividends on stocks. Above five

per cent, all profits will be turned over to the accumulation of a

reserve surplus, up to twenty per cent of the capital stock of the

reserve bank, and beyond this such funds shall be turned over to

the federal treasury.

Each reserve bank must have a capital stock of at least

.+5,000,000. It is given the privilege of operating branches, but in

no case can any bank have more than one branch for each $500,000

of its capital stock.

As to the actual operation, it is notable that the reserve banks

are prohibited from loaning for speculative purposes. It is not

anticipated that there will be any competition between the reserve

banks and their home banks in the matter of purchasing commercial

paper and the like.

The national treasurer is also authorized to issue notes to the

extent of $500,000 for the purpose of reducing the amount of

national bank notes outstanding. These notes are to be issued to

reserve banks on application approved by proper officials. The
reserve bank may at any time, by turning over national treasury

circulating notes, reduce its account and withdraw its collateral

in proportion. The collateral to be deposited with the treasury is

to be equivalent to the circulating notes which it secures, and each

reserve bank is required to keep in its reserve banks thirty-three-

and-a-half per cent of the amount of such notes deposited through

it. This reserve will be decreased as the notes are returned, which

provides the so-called "clastic" feature of the bili.

As to intercourse between the various district reserve banks, each

is given the privilege of rcdiscounting for any other, upon obtaining

permission of the national reserve board. In addition the national

reserve board will maintain a national clearing house for the

reserve banks. Each reserve bank will be required to clear for its

district. Various other minor features also are provided.

Will Standardize Railroad Scales

'T'HE BUREAU OF STANDARDS of the Public Service at

* Washington, that has been in existence for a good many year.^

without doing anj'thing to attract particular attention, is now be-

ing brought into the limelight of government activity. Secretary

Redfield of the Department of Commerce can be said to have dis-

covered this bureau. The idea which he follows out is that the

Bureau of Standards is in a proper position to co-operate with

various other bureaus and departments of the federal government.

The latest task jdanned for the bureau is an inspection of the rail-

road scales used on the railroads of the country that are doing an

interstate business. In making this inspection, the bureau will

supplement or lead an investigation that is now being made by the

Interstate Commerce Commission in freight weighing by railroads.

This work, as recorded in the lumber press for some time, has

been carried on unostentatiously by the commerce commission,

being undertaken in response to complaints from a large number
of shippers, which have been coming in for years.

The Department of Commerce has taken the matter up for the
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specific purpose of inspecting all railroad scales throughout the
country. The matter was brought to the attention of the Depart-
ment through the Interstate Commerce Commission investigation,

that commission having called attention to the fact that the rail-

roads annually collected about $2,200,000,000 from shippers all over
the country on scales which belong to and are operated entirely by
the railroads.

Inasmuch as Congress at the last session gave the Bureau of

Standards $25,000 for the purchase of a test weight car equipment,
it seems highly probable that the matter wUl be worked out to the

entire satisfaction of the shipping element. It is anticipated that

this car will be delivered by July 1. The equipment is different

from any heretofore used, being designed to give greater accuracy
in results. The tests will begin on the eastern railroads and the

car will gradually work its way west, probafcly arriving in the

Illinois territory in the early fall. It is anticipated that the an-

nouncement of these proposed tests by the government will result

in a great many of the railroads examining their own scales without
delay. Hence the moral effect of the government's decision seems
likely to be wholesome.

It has never been claimed that railroads intentionally maintained
incorrect scales, but it is a well-known fact that scales are incorrect

and it is pretty generally conceded that it is merely due to careless-

ness. The new bureau, equipped as it is with facilities and author-

ity, puts the question of freight weighing on an entirely satis-

factory basis.

Estimate of Lumber Consumed Annually by
Railroads.

VV/IIILE THE FOEEST SERVICE and other government depart-
•' ments have collected some mighty valuable information

showing consumption of various raw materials in different indus-

tries, so far they have not compiled statistics in any way indicating

the total consumption of all lumber in the United States by the

various railroad systems. Kor are there statistics compiled by any
organization or individual showing specifically the vast consumption

of forest products by this important branch of the consuming trade.

This question was recently put to H.wdwood Record. Being

totally impossible to locate specific statistics, it became necessary

to make an estimate based on reasonably accurate figures of the

various railroads in conjunction with the per cent of mileage

represented by those roads. Representative lines in all parts of the

country were taken, each line being fairly typical of some section of

the United States.

The total mileage of these eight roads was 51,567 miles, and

showed an approximate average consumption of 7,600 feet per

mile for all purposes exclusive of ties, poles and piling. On that

basis the total of the United States would be 1,854,400,000 feet. •

The estimates of woods used in car building by railroads and

other companies building cars for railroads, based on statistics for

thirteen states, indicate a total for the United States of

1,800,000,000 feet.

The annual board feet consumption of ties, based on thirty-two

board feet for each tie, was 4,404,680,000 feet, while poles used b.y

steam roads annually are estimated to contain 70,000,000 feet board

measure. Thus the total consumption of all kinds of woods would
be 8,139,080,000 feet, which does not include piling.

There may be considerable duplication in the figures showing

"lumber" and "ear building," but it is not known ho%v much
duplication there is. As a rule railroads buy their cars from car

building companies, in which case there is little or no duplication.

It might be interesting to note that the total number of cars in

use in the United States on steam roads is 2,408,580, and that the

total mileage in 1911 was 244,089 miles.

Car Statistics

•yHE REGULAR STATEMENT OF CAR SURPLUSES and short-

' ages as compiled by the American Railway Association shows a

considerable increase in surplus from May 31 to June 14, without a

correspondingly increased shortage betweeji those two dates.

The figures show that on May 31 the total surplus was 60,291 cars,

as against 71,126 cars on June 14. The shortage, on the other hand,
was 7,199 cars on June 14, as against 9,383 cars on May 31. This
would indicate that the reported laxity in trade in various lines
during the past couple of weeks has been concrete rather than
mythical.

In addition figures for June 20 a year ago show very much the same
as figures for this year.

The Need of Forestry in Tropical America
I T IS VERY MUCH TO BE HOPED that a scientific investigation

of the tropical American forests will be made under the direction
of technical foresters who have a good knowledge of forest con-
ditions and the timber. It is certain that much valuable informa-
tion would be obtained from a study of this nature. A great deal of
American capital is now used in various parts of Mexico and Central
America in exploiting the timber and in supplying a want in thi&
country. The best timber is now being cut, and this material,
although apparently inexhaustible, is speedily diminishing. It is
very important that the cutting be carried out upon some regular
system, which will permit the young trees to grow up and replace-
those cut down, which is the first principle in rational forestry andl
conservation.

The exploitation of timber in tropical America is even more waste-
ful than it was in this country in the past, for the reason that the
concessionist has absolutely no interest in the future growth of
timber on the cut-over areas. It is almost as vital to the people of
the United States to have the timber preserved in the territory lying
just south of her as within her own limits, for she has been drawing:
timber from these virgin forests for more than two hundred years
and will be obliged to depend upon them for all time to come. The
population is constantly increasing and the native forest resources
are rapidly diminishing. We depend on tropical America for kinds-

of timber we cannot grow in this country. Mahogany, cedar, lignum-
vit^, ebony, fustic, logwood and rosewood are a few of the woods
which are essential to American wood users, and it is important that

a constant supply is made available. These are a few of the standard

kinds that have been exploited for many years and brought to this

country. While the United States cannot take steps to practice for-

estry in regions outside of its own domain, it does seem proper to

offer technical aid or advice to the respective countries from which it

now draws forest products, and to superintend the felling and log-

ging in order that these two operations may be carried out in the

least wasteful manner.

The logging season is short in many parts and men are required to-

cut the largest amount of wood in the shortest possible time. The-

men have no idea of the value of the trees they are cutting or of their

associated species. The forests which are nearest to the water

courses and easiest to cut are repeatedly culled, taking out the best

timber and allowing the inferior species to occupy their places.

Should this practice be continued, it is certain that in the next two

decades the forests will greatly diminish in value. Very little is

known now about the tropical American timbers. A number of tim-

ber cruisers have passed through the best timbered areas in Mexico

and Central America, but they are ignorant as to the vast majority of

trees, because they are usually in quest of only one or two kinds.

Among the 500 or 600 species of valuable trees found in tropical

America there are a good many kinds, besides the few standard

kinds, that can be profitably exploited and used in place of our

rapidly diminishing supply. Many good and serviceable timber trees

can be discovered which may be cut together with the other kinds

having an established value. In this way the forest will be opened

suflSciently for the better kinds to gain a footing and have an equal

chance to compete with the less valuable.

In many parts of tropical America the only means of transporting

the logs now cut is by floating them down the rivers. Many woods

will sink in water, and, therefore, cannot be floated, as is the case

with mahogany and cedar. By installing the proper means of trans-

porting logs and lumber and by cutting all merchantable trees yield-

ing useful woods, a large source of revenue will result and an unpor-

tant timber trade will arise.
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A Consumer on Dimension Lumber
'T'HE SECEETAEY OF ONE of the largest hardwood consuming
^ institutions in the country made the observation recently that to

further conserve our lumber, and to protect the future supply, the

elimination of waste is of the utmost importance. He suggested that

the use of dimension lumber is a move in this direction, providing that

it can be furnished in accordance with specifications. He further

avers that his experience in this respect has been quite varied and

not altogether satisfactory. He has found, according to his claim,

many mills cutting dimension lumber, which vfill not follow specifi-

cations. Sorting, out defective stock is expensive to the user of it

and to the producer and has the effect of discouraging both. He
states that if the mills from which one is buying ship stock falling

below specifications, it is better to cease doing business with them.

These observations are unquestionably true as far as they go. No-

body wants to do business with a man who will not live up to the

terms of his contract, if it can be proven that he has broken such

terms. On the other hand, it is only fair that the consuming trade co-

operate with the manufacturers in this particular effort at conserva-

tion to the extent of investigating the dimension question with the

view to ascertaining the relative value of clear dimension stock cut

to the size required, as compared to the value of the ordinary lumber

which they should have to purchase in order to cut out a sufficient

quantity of clear stock.

It has been suggested in these columns many times that the atti-

tude of the consumer is responsible for the fact that a great deal

of small slabs and cuttings are wasted at the mill simply because

the railhnan cannot secure a suitable price to return a profit to him.

The attitude on the part of the consumers generally indicates that

they believe that because dimension lumber is in many cases manu-

factured from what would otherwise be wasted, it should be sold at

a ridiculously low figure. They in many cases do not figure from a

fair basis.

Dimension values should unquestionably be figured on the basis of

the actual value to the buyer, in that securing clear stock in sizes

ready to finish saves a great deal of waste at the factory in addition

to storage room, handling freight, drying unseen stock, etc.

If the real aim of the speaker in question is to conserve our

timber and to protect the future supply, he should do his part by

considering this phase of the dimension business.

Lumber the Goat as Usual

ONE HEARS NOWADAYS from time to time very emphatic

statements tending to show that the poor "peepul" cannot

build homes anymore because the wicked lumbermen have raised

the price so high that nobody but the Standard Oil magnates and

Andrew Carnegie and his associates can scratch together enough

cash to put up even a chicken coop. Those giving forth these utter-

ances never have the facts and figures at their command to prove

that the lumber factor in house construction is the factor which

has resulted in the present high cost of building construction. If

these people would take the trouble to look into the situation and

ascertain the actual facts, they would immediately cease to vilify

the "lumber barons," and would pick their way as daintily, noise-

lessly and inconspicuously as possible back to the "tall timbers."

A sales manager of a large hardwood concern, who is a pretty

close student of general affairs, recently stated that he became

very much incensed a short time ago at a statement of this charac-

ter made by a man who merely guessed at the situation. This man

said that lumber values have increased to such an extent that the

average man found it beyond his financial ability to build a home.

He practically blamed lumber prices entirely for this situation.

The controversy led a delving into actual figures as to current

lumber values compared to values ten years ago. The result showed

that the actual advance has been very nominal. It showed further

that a wooden house costing some $2,500 ten years ago, would

today cost one-half again as much as that, or ,$3,750. However, an

actual comparison of the values of lumber and other forest products

going into a home at that time and this shows that the total

difference in value in those ten years, as far as all wood entering

into construction is concerned, would amount to only $150. These

are actual figures based on records which are absolutely beyond

question as to their authenticity.

It used to be that a contractor could figure about one-fourth of

the total cost of construction for his lumber bill, but the ratio has

been very decidedly changed. It would surely be but a fair thing

for those inclined to put the blame of increased cost of home build-

ing in lumber to look into the corresponding cost of wages; to

consider the materially shorter hours with much more pay on the

part of the laboring element, and also to consider the greatly

increased cost of various other materials and articles going into

house construction. Or it might be well for the lumber trade

itself to investigate these conditions and to compile the results

in concrete form, and give them broadcast circulation. Such figures

would go a long way toward eradicating the present sentiment

against lumber.

The Buyer Sometimes to Blame

A MAN PEOMINENT in the hardwood consuming trade, one who
is connected with one of the biggest institutions of that char-

acter in the world, is responsible for an article appearing in the

current issue of a certain furniture journal. In his article he says:

"The buyer is sometimes to blame for mixed grades. When one

endeavors to secure lumber that is actually worth $30 a thousand

feet for $25, he usually gets what is worth $23, for which he pays

$25. A consumer of lumber should know the grades and insist on

getting them."

While as a general thing the main body of hardwood buyers are

intelligent men who are up on all details of their business, there is

a considerable element of the trade whose knowledge of actual

grades and cutting values of different grades, sizes and kinds of

lumber, is very much open to criticism. It is just this class of man
whose egotism makes him think he is a good enough buyer to pur-

chase $30 lumber for $25, whereas if he is so little conversant with

actual markets and intrinsic values of different woods as to believe

this, he invariably is ignorant enough to accept even poorer value

than he actually pays for.

These observations have come entirely from millmen and whole-

salers in the past, and it is encouraging to note this expression from

one who is in position to express an honest and unbiased opinion as

to the hardwood buyer 's knowledge of his business.

The personnel of the modern selling force has unquestionably been

raised very materially of late years. The very character of competi-

tion has made it absolutely essential that intelligent, resourceful

men be employed who are capable of earning good salaries. It is to

be hoped that the observation above quoted is an indication that

there is an apparent corresponding improvement in the personnel of

the buying trade.

This is not intended in any way to insinuate that hardwood buyers

as a rule are not up to their duties, but as in any line, some men are

better than others. Again, with increasing lumber values and neces-

sarily decreasing cutting values in different grades, it certainly be-

hooves any large buyer to post himself as fully as possible as to the

actual, practical and workable knowledge of grades, and all other

facts pertaining to the woods he buys.

Progress

PROGRESS IS ALWAYS GRADUAL, but progress in perfecting

* sawmill and woodworking meclianism and new appliances has

probably been as rapid as actual development in an}- otlier industrial

line. Two questions have demanded the serious attention of the con-

suming trade for a good many years. They are, namely, more rapid

and more thorough seasoning of lumber as to the raw material,

and quicker drying of varnish, giving quicker finishing and shipment

of completed articles.

Two inventions have taken care of these points and are very mate-

rial factors in reducing manufacturing costs. In neither case is the

effectiveness offset to any extent by a lessening in quality of the

product. In fact, the claim is backed by proof that the processes

lead to an accession of quality.
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Pert^ Pertinent and Impertinent

A littlo more tired at close of day:
A little less anxious to have our way ;

A little less ready to scold and blame,

A little more care for a brother's name

;

And so we are nearing the journey's end
Where time and eternity meet and blend.

A little less care for bonds and gold.

A little more zest in the days of old,

A broader view and saner mind,
And a little more love for all mankind

;

The Border Lights

And so wG are faring a-down the way
That leads to the gates of a better day.

A little more love for the friends of youth.

A little less zeal for established truth,

A little more charity in our views.

A little less thirst for the daily news;
And so we are folding our tents away
And passing in silence at close of day.

A little more leisure to sit and dream.

A little more real the things unseen.

A little nearer to those ahead.

With visions of those long-loved and dead

:

And so we are going where all must go,

To the place the living may never know.—RoUin J. Wells.

It Pays to Advertise
It is a well known fact that the reason hens'

eggs are more generally consumed than duck eggs
is because of the fact that a duck lays an egg and
hides it away while a hen lays an egg and never
gets through telling about it.

SPECIOUS NON-ADVERTISING ARGUMENT

Smith: What in the mischief are you doing?
Jones: Well, you see it is this way. Sometimes business is so good that the sign doesn't help any, and at other times business is

so poor that a sign will do no good—so I am taking it down.

He Took Chances
A jndcc in .1 western town had declared that

he would stop the carrying of firearms on the

street. Before him appeared for trial a tough

youth charged with getting drunk and firing his

revolver in a crowded street.

"Twenty dollars and costs," said the magis-

trate.

"But, your honor." interposed counsel for

the prisoner, "my client did not hit anybody."

"Why you admit that he fired the gun?"
"Yes. but he fired it into the .lir," explained

the lawyer.

"Twenty dollars and costs," repeated the

judge. "He might have shot an angel."

Puzzle—Where Was He?

It happened the otlier evening, and now a

certain clubman is trying to figure out how he

will square things with his wife the next time

he is "detained" downtown. He was not going

home for dinner, and when his wife answered

the telephone he said : "Don't wait for me at

dinner this evening, dear. I shall be detained

on business."

"Very well," she replied. "I'm sorry you

can't come home; but business is business, I

suppose. Where are you now?"
"Where am I ? In my office of course. I have

had a very busy day."

"It's too bad you have to work so hard,

George. But tell me something."

"Yes, dear. What is it?"

"How can you keep your mind on business

with the orchestra playing 'Every Little

Movement?"

—

Ladies' Borne Journal.

There's a lot of difference between being blind

to the faults of your friends and winking at

their vices.
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The National Veneer and Panel Manufacturers ' Association held

its semi-annual meeting at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on June 10

and 11, there being an attendance of over fifty. Four new members

were enrolled.

After the roll call by the secretary, President Jarrell delivered his

address, which follows, in part

:

President's Address

We come here twice each year to help each other, and I want to say

frankly that if you do not derive some benefit from your attendance at

these meetings, it certainly is your own fault, and the same can be said

o£ all of our meetings in the past.

We have discussed costs until some of you may think the subject has

been exhausted and perhaps you are a little threadbare on it, but what

subject is, or could be more vital to your industry than the knowledge of

what your goods" cost to be manufactured? If this is not vital to you,

what are you in the business for anyway? I dare say that a very large

per cent of those present today had no cost system in vogue, but manu-

factured their goods in a haphazard way without any special method of

figuring cost or arriving at a fair selling price for their goods, based on

actual cost, until after they became members of this association and heard,

on this floor, various discussions of cost methods and plans suggested for

carrying out those methods. Your committee did not think our members

were all ready for diplomas, and, therefore, has

arranged for an address on the subject, "The

Cost Problem—From a Different Angle," which

I trust will cause some manufactui-ers to see

there are Items of cost which have not in the

past been given proper consideration.

I am glad to note so many of our members

are carrying advertising in the various trade

papers. This is as it should be, not only from

a standpoint of publicity, but because of the

helping hand that is always extended to veneer

and panel manufacturers, both collectively and

individually, by our good friends, the publishers,

editors and reporters of the trade periodicals. I

do not mean to intimate, however, that this is

philanthropy in any sense of the word, as I

dare say each of you receive ample returns for

every advertisement you run in these papers.

Tliere is too much waste in the. majority of

veneer plants and this is caused, to a large ex-

tent, by the lack of standard sizes. While it is

true, it probably would be a hard matter to cause

furniture manutaeturei-s to agree that it would

be feasible for standard sizes to be made, yet

I am sure this could bo worked out to the sat-

isfaction of all parties and w^ould enable veneer

and panel manufacturers to work up their stock

to a better advantage and would really reduce,

to a considerable extent, the cogt of manufac-
ture. Special odd sizes would be required tor

certain purposes, and W'hen required, should be

furnished, but at a price relatively higher than
if standard sizes were taken.

You doubtless have noticed considerable agitation among the box manu-

facturers recently relative lo a standardization of sizes, and the thing that

seemed to be impossible a short time ago will certainly be put in etfect

soon. What would you think of door and sash manufacturers if they did

not have standai'd sizes for their goods? How much extra waste would

he theirs if each manufacturer maintained sizes and specifications evolved

from his own brain and without respect to the ideas of his competitors?

I will iully agree that tbe time has not been ripe before for standardization

of sizes, as there were cheap woods in abundance, but conditions have

now changed and there are no cheap woods. If you doubt the trutliful-

ness of this statement, compare the prices of stumpage of some of the

so-called cheap woods of today with those that were effective a few years

ago.

General business conditions during tlie past six months have been

eicellent, the demand for goods in all lines has been above normal, con-

sequently, when demanded, fair prices for veneers and panels have been

secured. Factories, as a rule, have been kept busy and there is no special

indication that the same general conditions should not continue. Crops

have progressed far enough to practically assure another bumper yield,

'80, while there has been a perceptible tightening in the money market,

which under less favorable crop conditions might prove to be serious, will

probably not Interfere with trade conditions.

Since our last meeting many of our plants were compelled to cease

operations tor a considerable time, on account of floods. This caused a

heavy shortage of output during that time because of the enforced shut-
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downs, and a greater activity in the industry has been noted than would
have been experienced under normal conditions.

I wish to call your especial attention to the good work that has been

done by the clubs and to ask you to continue giving the club work your
support. Every member of the association sbould also be a member of

one of the clubs and every club member should support the association.

Each is vital to the success of the other and to the industry as a whole.

There is a great temptation with all of us to combine pleasure with
business when we come to Chicago and at times we feel like stealing away
from our meetings, thinkijig our absence will not be noticed or will not

affect the meeting in any way. If any of you think that way, I wish to

disabuse your mind of that fallacy and to ask you to attend all of our
sessions. Be here when the roll is called and remain until adjournment.

If that shopping must be done, stay over another day. We ask you to

give only two days in each six months to the work of the association.

Secretary E. H. Defebaugh urged activity among the members with

a view to increasing the membership, stating that by co-operative

action better methods of manufacture and a more satisfactory profit

would be assured.

The speaker commented on the advisability of joining the southern

traific bureau with headquarters at St. Louis. He said that the effi-

ciency of that bureau has been demonstrated, and inasmuch as the

annual cost is only twenty-five dollars, it

appears to be good policy for the association

to become a member. This bureau would also

be able to handle and collect freight claims,

and the possibilities are that it vpould be able

to easily collect enough to cover the amount
of the dues. The speaker then commented on

the status of the case of the fiber versus the

wooden box.

The secretary's report was followed by
that of the treasurer, which showed that the

financial affairs of the association are in good

shape.

Harmon W. Marsh of ludianapolis, Ind.,

then read an interesting paper entitled "The
Publicity Side of Veneer and Panel Manufac-

ture. " He divided merchandising ideas into

three divisions, namely, personal solicitation,,

mail solicitation and trade paper publicity.

He granted that personal solicitation is, of

course, the strongest, and then analyzed the

problem of profitable solicitation through the

mails in the form of personal letters, circular

letters and booklets. His contention was
that the personal letter is the only etficient

medium in most cases. He then analyzed the

psychology of letter-writing and methods of display on form cards,

particularly emphasizing the necessity for brevity and the bringing

out of the strong points distinctly

The speaker confined the rest of his paper to an analysis of the pos-

sibilities of profitable trade paper advertising, going into details as to

the prol^able character of copy, and the way of making up the ads.

He particularly deplored the tendency to merely run a standing card

without change, comparing this style of advertising as contrasted to

larger advertising enabling good displaj' with depositing money in a

trust company at three per cent and investing it in a profitable enter-

prise at a great many times three per cent. He alleged that the main

irlea in advertising is not to attempt to make the customer consider

the advertiser personally, but rather to consider his product. Hence,

that product should be played up strong in copy. In concluding he

treated with the difficulty of securing live copy in trade papers and

analyzed the relation of the reputable trade paper and the trade it

represents.

T). E. Kline of the Louisville Veneer Jlills, Louisville, Ky., then

read a paper entitled "The Cost Problem from Another Angle," which

is here reproduced in part:
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• The Cost Problem from Another Angle
Perhaps nothing has occupied the attention of the manufacturer more

continuously for the past several years than the problem of cost. We have
heard constantly of costs. Cost systems, cost accountants, cost experts,
efficiency engineers and business economists. Much good has been done,
but the surprising feature is, how little good has been done compared to
the amount of effort and money expended. Many, I fear, do not follow
out what may be a perfectly good system of figuring costs on account of
the necessary and constant labor involved.

Individual conditions determine the whole question. Each concern must
work out its own commercial salvation to the extent of knowing exactly
what it costs to perform a certain operation : not, mind you, what it

ought to cost, or what it costs other people, or what it probably costs, but
what it does actually cost every day the thing is done. He says

:

"mental laziness" (and I think he might also have added physical lazi-
ness) "Is responsible for failure to go underneath the surface and get at
the facts, in a good many cases. Veneer producers, like other people,
would much rather let the other man go to the trouble of figuring the
thing for them, even though it is quite likely that his answer is not cor-
rect, than to worry about getting the solution of the problem themselves."

The man who is running only rotary machines has an ea.sy proposition
compared with the concern which is not only putting out rotary stock, but
also slice cut and sawed veneers : and there are concerns which do all

these things and then glue up oak, gum, mahogany and Circassian walnut
veneers in addition ; and it must be admitted that figuring out cnsts in
each department on each kind of wood in a proposition of that sort is not
an easy task. But that only emphasizes the comparative simplicity of the
problem of the rotary man, and suggests that

there need be no excuse for the mill cutting plain

stuff not knowing what the manufacturing opera-

tions cost.

Some veneer men take the attitude that it

doesn't really matter whether or not they know
exactly what stock is costing them ; that the

market price is established, and they must take

it or leave it. But this is a fallacy, if one went
no farther than to point out the desirability, if

not the necessity, of knowing how great a mar-
gin of profit—or loss—were being recorded.

I want to emphasize the statement that some
veneer men take the attitude that it doesn't

really matter whether or not they know exactly

what stock is costing them : that the market
price is established and they must take it or

leave it. I wonder how much veneer is manu-
factured and sold upon just that plan, which is

one of the other angles of the cost problem.
A few years ago a veneer manufacturer who

cuts considerable quantities of gum, bought in

the summer a large number of logs at an ad-

vantageous price, delivered at a railroad point in

the South. Shipments of logs to the cutting
mill had hardly started when the business world
was struck by one of those so-called panics.

Cutting practically stopped for lack of orders

:

mill yard full of logs and no place to put more.
Fortunately, it could be arranged to have the
logs lie at the shipping point indefinitely, and
they did lie there (or most of them did) during

the summer, the autumn and winter succeeding, and until the following

spring. When they did come in to the cutting mill they were badly split

on the ends and sap rotten. The rotten sap not only cost the loss of the

best part of the log, but in addition it was necessary to adze or cut it off

before good wood could be reached, and while the cutting was being done,

fresh logs could have been Ixiught at as low price as the original cost of

the defective ones. Had Mr. Veneer Cutter figured this possibility into his

«ost? Hardly; and there appears another angle.

Some mills have been located on rivers for a series of years, one that I

know of for nearly a quarter of a century. In that length of time, to be

exact, 24 years, this mill has been flooded by freshets in the river three

times. Well, once in eight years is not so bad, you say. Just so, but the

three floods have occurred inside of the past six years and two of the

three happened within a space of less than three months. We must all

admit that this a little too much water in the system. Did Mr. Veneer

Man figure floods into his cost? Hardly; this is another angle, and one

that can be guarded against surely only by moving. Fires, cyclones,

liability of all sorts, credits, etc., can be insured, but floods, no.

A few years ago this association seemed to realize the necessity for a

table of relative values for dimension rotary cut stock. A com-

mittee was appointed to prepare a table. This committee labored

with the idea uppermost that as lengths increased, value increased,

and that the same principle applied to increasing widths, and that the

ratio of increase as sizes increased was greater as applied to large sizes

than to smaller ones. After spending much time in the preparation of a

table or card, their report was presented to the Rotary Club with the

statement that it was not a price list, but a table of relative values from

which suitable discounts should be deducted to arrive at recommended
tninimums of sales prices. I think the committee expected some opposi-

tion and was prepared to argue the question. But the club moved to
adopt and print, which was done without remark or question ; the associa-
tion afterward confirmed the action in the same indifferent way. In con-
sequence the whole proposition is a dead letter and manufacturers of the
larger sizes of dimension stock fall to obtain their value and each has
quantities of so-called cut-downs to sell at any old price.

But some one says, what has that to do with cost? You are talking
about sales values. It has everything to do with cost if one is brought
to the realizing sense that one piece of rotary cut anything in any thick-
ness 24x72 inches, costs more than two pieces of the same material 12x72
inches.

A sales agent wrote recently to a panel manufacturer, who is inci-
dentally also a cutter, offering to sell at a low delivered price a car of
%-inch rotary cut stock in widths of 12, 14, 16 and 18 inches by 22 and
23 inches long. He stated that there was at least 40 per cent of face
stock in the lot. The stock was cut-downs from larger sized dimension
sheets. He said : "We have shipped several cars this year." I suppose
several cars would mean at least three, and this one would be four cars in
less than five months.
Why should a veneer cutter have an accumulation of several cars of cut-

downs in such sizes as these within the short space of time named, or in
any space of time whatever? Is he in cutting paying attention to the
possibilities of the case to have such accumulations? Does he know what
his large dimension sizes are costing? Does he know what these cut-
downs are costing? Is he, in selling, getting cost for his large dimension
.sizes, or does he expect the proceeds of the cut-downs to represent his
profit or does he figure the cut-downs as all velvet?

Henry H. Gibson, editor of Hakdwood
Eecokd, Chicago, read an interesting paper

on "Rational Conservation," in which he

maintained that there is a good deal of hys-

teria in connection with the movement to eon-

serve the country's natural resources. He
maintained further that the honest workers

proceed in an orderly manner to plan what
they are proposing doing and go quietly about

their work; that the sensationalist merely

"comes along," demanding things that are

impractical, insisting on following theory and

having no patience with deliberation, although

it is entirely necessary that a deliberate course

be followed in order to insure efficient results.

He loudly declaims on the conditions of for-

estry as applied abroad, not taking into con-

sideration the vast difference in basic condi-

tions here.

According to the speaker, the main point for

consideration in conservation is the matter of

profit. He raised the contention that unless

a profit is insured it is idle to talk conserva-

tion to the practical man. He stated further

that if the men interested in conservation want
to perfect a greater saving in wood and mill operations they should

show the manufacturer how to get some profit out of that waste, and
that if the advice is sound it wUl be acted upon. He further stated

that methods of conservation must vary with varying conditions in

different parts of the country, and said that as much as could be con-

sistently asked of any man who works timber in the woods or lumber

in the factory, is that he make the best possible use of the material

consistent with proper profit. There is no economy in saving material

if it costs more to save it than to waste it.

One of the strongest points in the paper was the suggestion that

diversified industries working hand in hand could solve the conserva-

tion problem as far as forest resources are concerned, and that the

problem will not be solved in any other way. The one thing to be

considered in this situation is that no single industry can make use

of the whole tree, but that it is necessary to have various industries

using different parts in order to utilize the tree in its entirety.

Alvin T. Coate of the Insurance Audit & Inspection Company of

Indianapolis, Ind., gave an interesting and instructive talk on '

' Insur-

ance Efficiency. " This talk follows:

Insurance Efficiency

I am sufficiently acquainted with the temper and purpose of trade con-

ventions such as this to know that you do not wish any historic or

academic treatise on the broad subject of insurance. IS this portion of

E. KI.IXE, LOUISVILLE, KY
ACTIVE IN THE WORK OF

THE ASSOCIATION.
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your program is to be truly helpful and worth wbile, it must deal with

those facts and phases of insurance peculiar to the woodworker and even

more especially to the veneer and panel manufacturer.

This 'discussion being then entirely informal. I shall take it in good

part and as an evidence of your interest if I am interrupted at any point

in my remarks by any question or suggestion.

Fire insurance by its vital importance demands first place in such a

discussion. What is Are insurance in real essence? Since the Supreme
court has declared that it is not commerce, a positive statement would
seem to be in order. The accepted textbook answer is that it is indemnity

against loss b.v fire ; but you who, alx)ve almost all other trades, pay so

heavily for insurance policies, know ftiat collectively it is not indemnity

because every one of you loses by tire every year the total sum of your
premiums and against this loss you are not indemnified. Those of you who
have suffered fire losses know that, after you calculated the cost of your

new plant, the loss of business, the scatterin.sr of hard-won customers and
the tedious delays incident to your re-establishment in business, you were
not indemnified nor saved harmless.

Your immediate money loss was (decreased by the amount of your recov-

ery from the insurance companies, but you were not indemnified. Even
the money paid you who had fires was warm from the pockets of those

of you who did not : and thus the eternal process of robbing Peter to pay
Paul goes on. The onl.v real indemnity against loss by fire is not to have
the fire. Fire insurance in its best estate is only the distribution of the

loss over a wide number of losers, plus the administrative cost of the

distributing process. I'ire insurance in essence is a transaction in integ-

rity ; it is the tempering the w ind of adversity to the shorn lamb. If the

lamb has by negligence or intent caused himself to be shorn, the transac-

tion at once becomes fraudulent. How then may you be least shorn by
your own or your neighbor's fire loss? Remember you escape shearing only

as there is no fire. Those of you who have been long in business have
already contributed to the losses of others more than your own total

insurance.

The cost of your very partial protection against money loss by fire

insurance is. at least in theory, determined by the physical condition of

your own plant. Your business is founded on highly combustible material

in its most infiammable form. In most cases your buildings do not protect

this inflammable material, but often add to its hazard. As a trade you
do not have elaborate or expensively built plants. For these reasons it is

often not practicable for you to go to the extent in protective apparatus
indulged b.v manufacturers in other lines. Y'our plants operate most
efficiently when they are near the supply of raw material. Your raw
material grows in forests : as a rule then you are located in villages and
small cities where the public protection from fire loss is imperfect and
insufficient. You must, in the main, devise your own protection ; how
far can you profitably go in this direction? The most nearly ideal protec-

tion against flre In the individual plant is, of course, the automatic
sprinkler eiiuipraent. Can you on sane business principles justlf.v such

an expense in your plant? From the money cost perspective, the answer
to this question is the relation between the cost of api)aratus, and Its

maintenance, and the saving in premium. The cost of installation is more
easily determined than the cost of maintenance. The latter varies rad-

ically under differing conditions. In woodworking plants the physical

deterioration of such equipment is small ; the maintenance cost lies mainly
In preventing freezing in tanks and wet systems and maintaining air

pressure in dry systems.

In your trade .you may probably rely on a deterioration ratio less than
5 per cent annuall.v on a combined deterioration and Interest rates of, say
10 per cent annually. Your premium cost after the plant is equipped
varies in different states from ."lOc per hundred dollars of insurance to

$l.riO for veneer and panel plants in frame structures. The cost of pre-

venting water in elevated tanks from freezing in cold climates is prob-

ably the greatest single item of maintenance and is usually underesti-

mated. For the small plant not under steam at all hours, an electrically

driven pump is usually more economical and if the current is dependable
and the water supply sufficient and unfailing, the same degree of efficiency

ma.v be produced.

In a general and approximate wa.v, the cost of sprinkler equipment may
be determined at from $3.00 to .$3..'i0 per head, allowing one head for each

64 square feet of ceiling or roof surface. Next in considering this matter
comes the question of what your business is worth to you. By this I do
not mean your property or plant, but your business. How long would you
be suspended by a serious fire and how long thereafter would it require

to get your trade well in hand again? Figure this on the basis of last

years 300 working days and add this per diem loss to your premium
saving as the credit side of your protection account. Automatic sprinklers

properly installed with plenty of water under pressure will extinguish

90 per cent of the factory fires. And do not forget as a part of this

calculation that you have no moral right to throw onto the bending
shoulders of the public the insurance loss of your plant.

If you cannot justify in your plant the cost of sprinkler equipment, do
not for that reason neglect the simpler and less expensive means. The
primitive water pall and cask is still entitled to the hero medal. Liquid

chemical extinguishers for ceiling and roof fires and a Pyrene extinguisher

for your dyn.'tmo or motor room are an urgent necessity and cost little.

Last and greatest of all is cleanliness and care. Even veneers are not
chargeable with spontaneous combustion— they must be set on fire by

somebody directly or indirectly. Dirty dry rooms, unprotected by steam
jets, belching smoke stacks, stoves, bad wiring, combustible roofs—these

are your accessories before the fact. Every one can see them—no one
has the moral right to tolerate them.

i-'inally the commonly accepted, though partial and unsatisfactory "first

aid to the injured"—fire insurance. How much should you carry, what
should it cost, how should it be written and in what kind of companies?
It is one of the unexplainable things of our business system that a man
who buys a suburban lot for $400 will, before paying over his money,
demand ibat the seller warrant and defend the title he gives: he will

demand an abstract record of every transaction the poor little lot has ever
known and finally he will hire an attorne.v to examine the abstract. He
stops short only at examining the attorney. I am not defending even this

omission, but the same man will buy insurance policies, which represent

in many cases every dollar of his net worth, without even looking into

the joint contracts into which he has entered or questioning the financial

responsibility of the insurance companies issuing them. And this same
man will tell you gravely that there W'ould not be such an alarming grist

of insurance litigation if insvirance companies were not tricky and eager
to grasp technicalities.

The standard fire insurance policy is among our most complex civil

contracts and necessaril.v so t>ecause it must perforce cover a multitude

of widely varying conditions. It is not only complicated, but it is joint

—you are with the company, equally its maker and party. It is not
an ex-parte proposal to do something for you or even to you.

At this late hour enters the titular subject of my remarks, "Insur-

ance Efficiency." If you pay too much for your insurance, you do not
get efliciency in expenditure. It you carry too much on one portion of

your plant and too little on another, yon do not get efliciency in re-

sults. If you permit too many items in your policy form, if you permit
conflicting and non-concurrent forms, .vou sacrifice efficiency. If you
do not fulfil your obligations under the polic.v. you imperil your financial

salvation. I do not believe it is an exaggeration to say that twenty-
five per cent of the insurance premiums paid out buy nothing. How
shall you determine the efficiency and even the enforceability of your
policies? In this policy contract Into which you entered, with full pre-

sumptive knowledge, the insurance company insures you against direct

loss by flre except as hereinafter provided.

The body of the contract begins with the cheerful statement that "this

company shall not be liable" and follows with the comforting declaration

tliat "this entire policy shall be void." These sinister challenges struggle

for pre-emincnc tbroughout the policy which closes b.v reminding you
that "this policy is made and accepted subject to all the foregoing

stipulations and conditions."

This is very like the man who claimed to have observed that when-
ever he fell into a period of bad luck it persisted steadily for seven

months and then grew gradually worse. But It will pay you well to

take the printed policy and read carefully beginning with "this entire

policy shall bi' void if
—

" and ask yourself whether any of these con-

ditions exist fn your plant and as .you find that they do, see that

an explicit T>ermission is embodied into the rider.

Keep your insurance in as few items as possible—make these items
cover as broadly as possible. When you have agreed on the rider with
all its permissions and agreements have that identical rider and no other

attached to all policies. Do not allow separate or additional endorse-

ments.

Then perhaps you wonder why .your premium rate Is just what it Is.

You ask what you can do to be saved and after each improvement In

your plant some new deficienc.v Is found by the next inspector. First of

all ask for your itemized rate make-up or schedule, showing every item of

charge from the basis or key rate on. This will throw much light on
the subject and may disclose many needless charges in .vour rate which
little or no expense will remove. When you have eliminated all the deficiency

charges practicable and find the rate still burdensome, the question of

competing insurance arises. With few exceptions, this is a snare and
delusion. Woodworkers are to be congratulated upon the few but splen-

did mutual and inter-insurance companies they have built up. Several

such have preserved a spotless record for many years and been tmlformly
profitable to their members, paying back annually as much as 40 per

cent of the premium. Small companies operating through distant brokers

are fore-doomed to failure and should be avoided as a plague on legiti-

mate insurance.

Always remember that you cannot collect from your insurance policies

more than you can prove. Keep better inventory records—they will save

you time and money when the loss comes. Don't enter excessive and
arbitrary depreciation charges in your ledgers. If yon wish to reduce the

asset value of your plant as a convertible or liquid item, do so by opening
a reserve or sinking fund account. Do not attack the physical or replace-

ment value : that is what depreciation means and there is often no rela-

tion between the two. I'inally. be clean and careful In the plant, watch
every policy religiously, know what your plant values are; carry enough
Insurance to preserve you from bankruptcy and trust In a kind Providence.

E. H. Defebaugh of The Barrel & Box, Chicago, read a paper on

"Price Maintenance," which was followed closely. He showed that

in cutting a price the seller eventually cuts his own figure, as his

competitor will immediately follow suit. The paper further said that

J
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there may be a temporary stimulation in certain woods, but that as a

general thing the demand for an article, particularly if it is a staple

article, is not much increased by breaking a fair and honest price.

The paper pointed out two avenues open to the manufacturer facing

a price-cutting condition; one 'is to persistently refuse to join any
such movement and the other is to join the general scramble and fight

it out in the best possible shape. He said that whUe in the former
case, nine times out of ten, the manufacturer will eventually come out

on top, the price cutter not only demoralizes the marliet and injures

himself, but he upsets business conditions, making it hard for the

rest of the trade as well as for himself. He said that the general

sentiment of buyers is that they will pay a fair price for any com-

modity which they have to buy unless some producer offers it for less.

The paper, getting down to the subject suggested by the title, said

that the proper way to arrive at a price is by keeping an accurately

computed account of cost. Cost maintenance, according to the paper,

means more than holding to the same price and refusing to lower it.

It means rather tha-t a living price should be maintained and no man
should hesitate to raise his selling price when cost of production war-

rants so doing.

In speaking of the accumulation of slow-moving items, the paper

suggested that it is more up to a man's business judgment than to

anything else as to whether he should cut his price in order to move
his stock, or should hold the stock in anticipation of possible better

prices.

The membership committee then reported, submitting applications

for membership from the following: Stolle Lumber Company. Tripoli,

Wis.; Breece Manufacturing Company, Portsmouth, 0., Anderson

Venetr & Sawmill Company, Inc., Louisville, Ky., and the

W. T. Thompson Veneer Company, Edinburg, Ind. These concerns
were duly elected to membership.

George H. Shepard of the Emerson Company, McCormick building,
Chicago, talked on "Efficiency of Production." The theme of his
talk was that the best method of creating efficiency of production
and low cost of operation is to plan carefully ahead on all operations
rather than merely working in a haphazard manner. He said that a
responsible man should do the planning for each department of the
business rather than leave the important details to subordinates, who
would not only lose time in their planning, but whose plans themselves
would probably result in-^ loss of considerable time and money in

operation. He maintained that anything inefficient at a plant tends
to increase unit cost production. He said that by eliminating ineffi-

cient methods wherever possible, and planning in their place efficient

methods of operation, it is possible to greatly improve the efficiency in

most plants.

The resolutions committee submitted a resolution heartily endorsing

the Newlands River Eegulation bill now before Congress at Wash-
ington. A further resolution was passed thanking the various speakers.

The meeting then adjourned to convene at Chicago in December for

the regular annual meeting.

ENTERTAINMENT
On Tuesday evening. June 10, all those in attendance made a trip

to the South Shore Country Club, where they enjoyed a most excellent

dinner, which was accompanied by entertainment of a pleasing nature.

Because of the excellent entertainment features offered and because

of Secretary Defebaugh's deftness in mixing punch, everyone in

attendance pronounced the evening to have been thoroughly enjoyable

in every respect.

"
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E ag 1 e Wo od
Aqnilaria agallocha is the agar or eaglewood of commerce. It

is produced by a large tree inhabiting Silhet, in India, and fur-

nishes an odoriferous wood, called aloes-wood, which is supposed

to be the aloes-wood of Scripture. The ancients knew this valuable

wood under the name of agallochum, and they frequently confused

it with the woods botanically known as Exc<Ecaria agallocho and

Alirxiilim agallocho. The wood contains an abundance of resin,

and an essential oil, which is separated, and highly esteemed as a

perfume. The Orientals burn it in their temples for the sake of

its pleasant fragrance. The wood that comes occasionally into

the American market as eaglewood is used as incense and also for

carving, often commanding a high price. The heartwoou of the

stems and larger branches constitutes the only available portion

of the tree. One writer states that in the interior of old trees are

sometimes found, irregular masses of harder and darker-colored

wood, with a honey-like scent, which constitutes the eaglewood

of commerce. The wood of this species is, according to reliable

authority, naturally white or light yellow, and only diseased por-

tions of the trunk and larger branches turn dark and become

scented. Gamble, in his book on Indian timbers, states that eagle-

wood or agar is found in fragments of various shapes and sizes in

the center of the tree, and usually, if not always, where some

former injury has been received.

In collecting this wood the trees are felled and allowed to rot

for about three years in the forest, after which the logs are

divided up into smaller pieces and the odoriferous wood cut out.

The uses of eaglewood are not generally known. It is employed

largely in medicine, but the wood is also used for carving and

small objects of ornament. In India the wood is recommended

for tea boxes, in spite of its lightness, as it is durable and not

liable to damage from white ants. The wood is also used by the

Karens for bows. The bark of this tree is often removed by the

natives and used for writing paper, as it is thin, tough and very

even in surface and texture. The tree does not suffer by being

barked, and the natives often cut the bark and peel it off for mat-

tresses, and even counterpanes are made of it.

True eaglewood has small and moderate-sized pores which are

arranged in short radial rows. The pith rays are fine and very

numerous; the distance between two consecutive pith rays is less

than the tangential diameter of the pores. Other but inferior

kinds of so-called eaglewood are said to be furnished by Exasca-

ria agallocho and Alwii/lim agallocho', but the true eaglewood may
be distinguished from that of Excacaria by its pores being smaller

and less numerous and by its pith rays, which are more numerous
and finer. Alaxylim comes from Cochin-China, and belongs to an

entirely different family of plants. L. L. D.

A Victory for Wood
An anonymous correspondent has made certain statements

in a letter adilressed to Hardwood Eecord under date June

2, regarding the use of rolled steel frames and sash for

buildings. The correspondent alleges that while rolled steel

sash and frames have been specified in a great many buildings,

they have not proven satisfactory for various reasons, one very

prominent reason being the fact that it is impossible to main-

tain a normal temperature inside of a building so equipped in

cold weather. In support of this statement is instanced the case

of a great publishing house in Philadelphia, which has spent sev-

eral millions of dollars in the last few years for buildings. This

concern demanded steel frames and sash in all its windows. It

is gratifying to the lumber trade and its exponents to know that

this company has now been obliged to tear out every last one of

the rolled-steel frames and sash, and to install wooden ones in

their places.

This is merely another one of the many instances constantly

coming to light to go to prove that while man}' substitutes for

wood are logical in certain places, the wholesale substitution can-

not be carried to a successful issue for the simple reason that the

so-called "substitutes" are not substitutes at all.
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An Enemy of the Hickory
Editor's Note

The samples of hickory referred to in the aocomi.aD.vjns; article were cut in Marvland and were sent to Hahd-WOOD Recobd with a request for information as to the cause of the injury and the best means of treatment.

The abnormal growths on the branches of the samples of pignut

hickory are caused by the attacks of a very small fly which seems to

be a cynipidean insect of the order hymenoptera. As far as could

be discovered by a somewhat minute examination under the glass,

not a single insect, dead or alive, remaips in the sphaeroblasts, or

hard galls, on the branches, and it was not easy to determine the

exact species that did the injury. The old saying, "by their fruits

ye shall know them," has to apply in this ease, in the absence of

the creatures themselves. There is little doubt that a gall fly was
responsible for the work. This insect belongs

to the same order as wasps and ants. It has

four bright, thin wings. There are about

7,500 species of hymenoptera in this country,

from which fact it is not to be wondered at

that, in this case, the exact species is hard to

determine, particularly since the guilty little

fellow was out and gone probably two years

ago, at least, and only his dry, fungus-eaten

house remains to give a hint of his identity.

A good many interesting facts, or supposed

facts, may be given regarding the cynips re-

sponsible for the excrescences in question. In

the first place, the enormous disproportion

between the size of the insect and its house is

astonishing. Though the creature itself was

not seen, the hole in the sphacroblast through

which it erterged was carefully measured un-

der the microscope, and it was found that the

fly must have been of such smallness that

more than 200,000 could occupy a single cuVjic

inch. That was a small thing to raise such a

wart on a hickory limb, and it is an inter-

estiug story how it does it. The little wasp-

like creature thrusts its sting tlirougli the

outer bark of the twig and penetrates the

cambium layer, or inner bark, and there de-

posits an egg. In a few weeks it hatches and

becomes a minute grub. Up to that time

nothing in particular happens to the twig, and

it would be next to impossible to detect any

wound or injury, because the hole made by

the sting is so small that a microscope is

needed to reveal it.

When the egg hatches, it is not long before

something begins to happen to the hickory.

The larva, or grub, begins to absorb the juice

from the cambium layer. It has a ravenous

appetite, but it has no mouth, consequently it

cannot rat common food. It must have thin

juice, and it absorbs it through its skin. It

must have a perpetual and bounteous juice

bath all the time, and it is the grub's business to take measures to get

it. It does it by irritating the tissues of the inner bark. It may
do this in two ways; one by exuding from the pores of its skin a
poisonous substance, or it may irritate by simply wriggling and
flouncing about in its juice bath. The so-called "jumping bean of

Mexico" is a well-known example of the activities of larva while

going about its ordinary business. It can be readily understood that

a grub with sufficient strength and activity to cause a "bean" to

liop all over a table top would set up considerable irritation if con-

fined in the soft tissues under a tree's bark—particularly if supple-

mented by a blistering poison.

The vital forces of the tree rally to throw off or isolate the irri-

tating influence. The grub will not he thrown off and the tree

isolates it by forming the excrescence. ,.
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By that time the grub has its growth and has no further need of a
juice bath.

The larva may lie, apparently asleep, for months before it hatches

and decides to bore its way out to try the realities of the wide world.

It is believed that some remain two years before they try to escape.

They seem to know something about the world which they have never

seen, for it is said they will not emerge at any time of year except

in spring while plants and leaves are tender and juicy, and are just

right for sucking and stinging. How they can tell when to come out,

no man knows. Perhaps it is the same kind

of knowledge which prompts the groundhog to

come out of his hole on "groundhog day."

So much for the growth and flight of cynips.

The vacant house left behind is an interesting

object. One of the hickory excrescences was

broken open and examined both with and with-

out a microscope. When no glass is used it is

found to be a hard mass of bark and wood

—

mostly bark. Detached nodules of wood are

scattered through the mass. Irregular cavi-

ties, some about the size of a small bean, are

found here and there, arid a tunnel about as

large as a cambric needle leads from the cham-

ber to the outer world. This is evidently the

passageway bored by the insect when it wants

to escape. The outer opening of this passage-

way, if everything is favorable, may barely

be discerned by the naked eye, but under a

magnifying glass it is seen to be as round as

a gun barrel. In fact it suggests a miniature

crater leading from a subterranean volcano.

In the bottom of each chamber lies a small,

white mass, twice as large as a pinhcad. It

looks like mold, but wlieu highly magnified it

is found to be a web, woven in sheets resem-

bling tennis nets, and probably used by the

larva as blankets in which to wrap its body

when it takes its long sleep. Some of the web
is not made into sheets, but lies in long

strands, resembling flax tow, or frazzled silk.

The question may naturally be asked

whether injury to the tree is likely to result

from attack by cynips of that kind. The tree

from which the sjiecimens were taken was un-

doubtedly injured. The excrescences killed

the branches beyond the points of attack,

though they do not do so if the excrescences

remain small. The cambium layer is destroyed

— it seems to dry up—beneath the growth.

Probably all its juice goes into the excres-

cence and is there drunk by the larva or dis-

sipated through the abnormal tissue. A cross section through one of

the sphaeroblasts—which seemed to be a typical one—revealed the

branch's struggle to overcome the injury. For two years, and prob-

ably longer, growth continued on one side of the twig after the other

side was dead, but the whole circumference finally yielded and the

branch died. In every one of the specimens examined, the outer end

of the limb was dead. If the tree is attacked in numerous places,

death to the whole trunk will doubtless follow.

Such an attack might be successfully combatted, but it is doubtful.

In the case of the hickory from which the samples were cut, the attack

was evidently made by a swarm of insects. Ordinarily, such attack

would not be discovered until the excrescences begin to enlarge. The

larvae are by that time hatched and are entirely concealed beneath

the bark and it is difficult to see how aHV kind of spraying could
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reach tbem. When the growths first begin to show, the twigs bearing

them could be cut off and destroyed, and in most cases that would

save the tree but it is evidently useless to do anything with a tree

on which the growths are as old as the samples sent, because th«

insects have long ago taken their flight, and it will avail nothing to

destroy their deserted houses.

A remarkable fact may be mentioned in this connection, regarding

gall flies which cause excrescences of this kind, and it will serve to

show how very difficult it would be to successfully combat them, if

they should become numerous and destructive. Some of them repro-

duce by what biologists call
'

' alternation of generations. '
' That

means, in this particular instance, that the wasp which issues from

the pignut hickory gall seeks some other tree or plant on which to

deposit its eggs. The gall thus produced may be very different from

that on the hickory, and the insect may not resemble its parent in

scarcely any particular. Thus a brood of the second-generation in-

sects might be coming on in the vicinity of hickory timber, while

persons on the lookout for signs of the pest would not suspect that

it was the old hickory fly in another form and hatching from a totally

different sort of excrescence. Nevertheless, the second generation, by

some kind of instinct or knowledge, goes back to the hickory to make

its attack, and the next generation is like its grandparents.

Not infrequently insects of other kinds take possession of galls and

excrescences which they had no part in producing. It is thus neces-

sary to exercise care in examining abnormal growths, or an intruder,

happening to be found there, may be mistaken for the builder. In
examining the hickory excrescences, in the present instance, fungus
was discovered in all parts of the growth, and it might have been
inferred that fungus' was the original cause but it appeared that the

fungus was wholly saprophytic—that is, growing in dead wood only

—

and the probability is that it did not appear in the mass until the

wood was dead, and therefore could have had nothing to do with

causing the growth.

The best guarantee against dangerous multiplication of gall-pro-

ducing insects, as well as wood borers, is the warfare which certain

other insects wage upon them. Some of these are large and powerfiU

wasp-like insects- that go about hunting for larvae, which they locate

with unerring precision though wholly out of sight in the centers of

large galls or deep in burrows in wood. The strong stinger is thrust

into the wood, like a nail is driven into a post, and pierces the ^arva,

though it may be an inch or more below the surface. If borers or

gall flies become too numerous in a locality their enemies with the

formidable stings are almost sure to appear and thin them down to

normal numbers. That is what is liable to happen if the cynips

become too numerous on the pignut hickory, and their very numbers
will bring destruction on them.

'

<croi;;^aBa>:^M^MMS^ts^ii:Mii^^

V^orlcmens Compensation
Editor

The following is an address I'ead by Clarence L. Boyle
Association in session in that city June 3 and 4.

The subject given me for discussion, "Workmen's Compensation,"

presents many grave difficulties. In the first place, the matter for

consideration is highly scientific and, consequently, must be handled

with careful regard to available data.

The thought to be developed will not permit of oratorical attempts

or rhetorical flourishes. We will have to hold close to the willows and

examine the situation with care and caution. Fortunately, I am ad-

dressing a body of business men. As I understand it, you are no'

here to be entertained but rather to consider seriously and take

counsel among yourselves touching important business matters that

hold close relation to the success of your present as well as your

future business activities.

Before taking up my subject proper, permit me to say a word in

passing upon the propriety and very great wisdom of men engaged

in great business undertakings such as you men are engaged in

getting together and discussing conditions that prevail in your busi-

ness; if such conditions are harmful, then to adopt such measures as

will correct the evil. For, indeed, it must be conceded that if bad

economic conditions prevail in any business, and especially in the

great lumber industry, not alone will that particular enterprise suffer

but the whole body politic will suffer also. In fact, there never

has been a period in the history of the lumber business when close,

militant organization was needed more than at this very hour.

In the last few years there has been an hysteria of the public

mind relative to the operations of men engaged in large undertak-

ings. The individual or organization that achieves success is at

once placed under the ban of suspicion. Achievement is a badge

of fraud. Property accumulation is evidence of sinister conspiracy

against the common weal. Courage, talent, enterprise, sacrifice, un-

ceasing devotion to an undertaking, if crowned with success, spell

nothing but dishonor, in the estimate of a very large class—a class

that is most a.^tive in moulding public sentiment. Of course there

are now End always have been business men who would take an unfair

advantage of the public. But why condemn all for the dereliction

of the few ? In every walk of life you will find the unworthy. It is

also true that in every walk of life the great majority is honest,

patriotic, fair dealing and earnestly seeking the right road to suc-

cess; otherwise, this fine old world of ours could not have traveled

as far up the steep im-line of progress as she has. Error may suc-

's Note
of K.insas City before the National Lumber Manufacturers'

ceed for a space, but in the final equation it must and will fail. We
as a people have not gone forward and upward by the aid of error.

The composite purpose of all is right and true. This holds good with

those engaged in the lumber industry as in any other calling. When
the history of many of the southern and western states is finally

written it will be recorded that the men composing this organization

have wrought mightily for that which was enduring and most worthy.

There has been a concerted attempt to discredit the lumber in-

dustry-, and this not only with the large manufacturing interests but
down to the small retailer, struggling for an existence. Just why
the lumber interests should be selected as a vicarious sacrifice is as

incomprehensible as Spencer's definition of evolution. There is a

story to this effect: An itinerant clergyman sat one morning in the

railroad station of a small western town reading Spencer's "First
Principles. '

' A cowboy chanced in.
'

' What you be readin ', mister?
'

'

he inquired. "I am reading about evolution," the clergyman replied.

"What's evolution?" The clergyman read to the cowboy Spencer's

definition :

'

' Evolution is an integration of matter and concomitant

of motion ; during which the matter passes from a relatively in-

definite, incoherent homogeneity to a relatively definite, coherent hete-

reogeneity; and during which tbo retained motion undergoes a paral-

lel transformation." The poor eowboy wandered for days in a dazed,

semi-conscious condition.

The lay mind can grasp the meaning of this uncalled for and vicious

attack on the lumber industry with about the same ability as the cow-

boy assimilated Spencer's definition of evolution.

The fight is on and it is up to you gentlemen to defend yourselves.

You can not protect ,he interests you represent single handed. You
must stand together. Through this splendid organization you can

reach the public conscience. The trouble is the public mind has

been poisoned through the activity of those who have been actuated

either through malice or ignorance. You can, if you will, counteract

this poison. You can do this, however, solely through organization

and publicity.

The business interests of the great state of Missouri at this very

moment are seriously jeopardized by reason of the indifference and

apathy of her business men. The legislature that has just adjourned

has passed a law relative to the important subject of insurance. This

law is so worded that it is seriously questioned as to whether in-
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surance companies can do business under it. We are all very much
concerned about the matter now, but the horse has gone. No interest

of the state can benefit by the law, but all may suffer. The trouble

with the business man is that te will not interest himself sufficiently

in the politics of state or nation. He leaves the all important sub-

ject of law-making to those who in the very nature of things, are

bound to blunder.

The line of thought here suggested brings us logically to the sub-

ject assigned for discussion, to-wit, workmen's compensation. In

sending men to the legislature has any care been taken to select

those who by education and experience were fitted to deal with this

all important question?

Let us try to develop this subject, and from a frank discussion

seek to draw some helpful conclusions—conclusions that may aid in

moulding the S[)lendid concept of workmen 's compensation to a most

useful instrviment for the well being of the laborer, and also assist

in giving a correct solution of this phase of our industrial activity.

In studying a law, or a proposed law, the first thing to be con-

sidered is the evil sought to be corrected.

The influence back of this movement for workmen's compensation

laws grows out of certain inherent inequalities in the laws govern-

ing employer's liability. Prominent among these inequalities are the

following: Assumption of risk; fellow servant doctrine; contribu-

tory negligence.

Of these in their order, assumption of risk: This doctrine, broadly

speaking, grew uj) in the law on the theory that the laborer, jn'e-

sumed to be a rational being and voluntarily entering into a given

employment, naturally assumed the risks that were incident to the

work. It can be readily seen that this doctrine in the very nature

of things works a great hardship on the laborer, and this especially

in the light of the varied and complicated machinery that enters into

modern industrial activity. For several years it has been urged

that the worker should be relieved of this burden,' and this urgency

has been based on the very evident theory that the industry itself

should carry, as an element of the cost of |iroductiou the essential

risks incident to its activity.

This principle became engrafted on the law as far back as 1S37,

and was first definitely announced in the case of Priestly v. Fowler,

decided in Englanjd. This doctrine is grounded on the tlwory that the

servant is in a far better position to observe the movements of his

fellow-servant than is the master, and that as a result of this su-

perior opportunity for observation the servant is in a better position

to protect himself from the negligence of his co-worker. Therefore,

if a servant is injured through the fault of a fellow servant the law

will excuse the master, that is, if the master has used due care in

employing the servant in the first instance.

This doctrine may have been justifieil in tlie primitive activities

of industry. Before the introduction of modern machinery the

employer was a worker with the men in shop and factory. And

but few men were employed. In the nature of things the employer

was in just as good a position as employe to protect himself from

the blunder of his companion, and hence the doctrine.

The conditions surrounding the worker have changed mightily.

In place of two or three men working side by side there now may

be hundreds under the same roof. Steam and electricity have

complicated the problem. To hold an enijiloyer responsible for the

carelessness of some man whom he possibly does not know, and

whom he has no chance of observing, is not only unfair, but not

in harmony with the broader and better view of society today.

This doctrine is founded on the theory that if the employe's

own carelessness is responsible for or contributed to his injury the

master is not liable. The same general reasoning is applied to

assumption of risk and the fellow servant doctrine can be used

with equal force to the doctrine of contributory negligence. The

})rinciple took root when modern machinery had no place in industrial

activity.

Now, one of the cardinal points in workmen's compensation is

the elimination of assumption of risk, the fellow servant doctrine

and contributory negligence as defenses. Tn other words, the prin-

ciple of workmen's compensation is correctly stated when I say

that the law in effect acts as an accident insurance policy in favor

of the employe, with the employer as the insurer.

No matter under what circumstances the employe is injured (save

and except through drunkenness and intentionally inflicted injury)

he is entitled to compensation.

The whole doctrine is founded on the theory that the industry

and not society should bear the burden of those made ineflScient

through injury, the thought being that there is no legal or moral

blame on the employer, but that the industry should carry the load.

The cost of the accident should be added to the article with all

other items of cost, such as taxes, deterioration, etc.

A most important factor that has aided in the crystallization of

public opinion touching this whole subject has been the utterly

inadequate results to the employe, the tremendous drain on the

employer, and the heavy cost to the public of our judicial system.

As has been very aptly stated by a careful student of the question,

"Employers' liability laws appeal to cupidity, encourage specula-

tion, breed perjury, excite the meaner passions, cause corruption

of the morals of the industrial community, and are inimical to

industrial peace. '

'

The waste that is attendant on this class of litigation is enormous.

No one profits but the lawyer. The worker gets but a per cent of

the recovery; the employer frequently is compelled to pay far in

excess of a just sum; society at large must carrj' the burden of

the legal machine.

It is agreed on every hand that the old conditions are intolerable

and must pass. The employer has been victimized by present con-

ditions as well as employe, and is anxious for more definite and

equitable conditions to prevail. The employer asks that compen-

sation laws be made just to employe and employer.

We must also always keep before us that, after all, society at

large must carry the ultimate burden of this cost, and therefore

indi'-stry should not be overloaded with the cost involved by work-

men's compensation laws.

The limit given to discuss this subject will not permit me to go

into an analysis of the various laws that have been formulated,

nor will I be able to take up all of the important elements that

of necessity should enter into the law. I can not touch on consti-

tutional questions. My purpose is to call attention to the certain

general features and more especially discuss the insurance phase

of the question.

From the standpoint of the workman there are three general

points that should be kept to the front

:

1. The ritrht tn compensation and the umount of it for particular in-

juries, nr dentil. Ill' so clcflnitc as to leave as little as possible for con-
troversy or dllTerciiee of opinion as to the Injured workman's right to
and the anioiuit of compensation.

:.'. The workman or his famil.v must be so protected In making set-
tlements that no advantage can be taken, and that settlements be
prompt.

M. That the workman and his dependents be secured against insol-
vency of the employer so that the payment of liis compensation be cer-
tain.

From my connection with the subject I am quite certain that a

great majority of the employers have no objection to these sugges-

tions. Naturally, the employer insists that the amount allowed be

arrived at from a careful and adequate knowledge of conditions,

and with due regard to the vital economic questions involved. Many
of the laws thus far passed clearly indicate hasty conclusions on

the question of cost to the industry. In tliis connection it is well

to bear in mind that imder our form of state go\ernnients great

harm may flow to an industry in one state where a greater burden

is placed upon it than is carried by a similar industry in a neigh-

boring state. This fact should be urged constantly, to the end that

as far as it is practicable the burdens be just and uniform. In

this connection permit the suggestion that there is a great need

of some central committee, composed of employers, who can co-

operate along lines here outlined. In this I do not jiurpose indi-

cating that these laws should be framed to the employer's advan-

tage, but rather to the end that industry be not crippled and
thereby protect labor as well as capital.

Workmen's compensation laws should be evolutionary and helpful

to all concerned, not revoluiionary and destructive.

Again, the employer is concerned in the suggestion that tl)e
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method of adjustment should be simple, direct and expeditious.

In this connection the New Jersey plan is, in the opinion of careful

students, the most feasible. There can he little trouble in adjusting

claims where the law is definite. Expense and time will be saved

by permitting employer and employe to settle direct with each other.

If this can not be accomplished, a simple method of arbitration

should be the method resortt'' 'o.-

Coming to the question of the solvency of the employer, and in

this connection the question of insurance, we approach a phase of

the problem laden with much controversy.

As has been stated, workmen's compensation laws are in their

ultimate analysis insurance acts running in favor of the employe,

the charge to be borne by the industry. In the very nature of

things, a most important consideration on behalf of the workman,
as well as for society in general, is this: How can this charge

be best guaranteed? It is contended by many that the funds con-

tributed by the industry should be managed byi the state. On this

theory the so-called state insurance plan is builded. I want to

pay my respects to this phase of the whole question, and in doing

so will call attention to the Washington act, for in that state the

principle of this so-called state insurance plan has been adopted.

Before taking up a discussion of state insurance, let as first give

attention to the idea back of all the controversy.

The compensation act fixes the amount to be allowed for a given

injury. How can it be made certain that the employe will get the

money? All the laborer or his dependents are interested in is that

the award will be paid, and paid without delay. The employer is

concerned with the amount to be paid and the cost incitient to

underwriting the risk, if he desires to carry insurance. Now, if

we were to talk for hours, could more be said? The employe, on the

one hand, wants to know that he wiU get his money and does not

desire a bureaucratic lot of red tape to intervene in the getting

of it. The employer, on the other hand, is anxious to deal with
his men direct and not through the medium of an utterly useless

and very mischievous political machine.

Generally, employers and employes are in favor pf replacing the

. unjust, wasteful and unsatisfactory employers ' liability system with

a compensation plan. Probably no compensation act wUl be entirely

effective unless compulsory and exclusive. But whether compensa-

tion be optional or compulsory, it is paramount that there should

be no further invasion of private relations and individual rights

than is necessary to accomplish the desired result. The injured

employe should be protected against the insolvency of his employer.

To that end employers in occupations embraced by the law, having

less than a certain surplus or financial ratijg as a going concern,

should, as a condition precedent to engaging in such an occupation,

be required to carry casualty insurance either in a properly organ-

ized interinsurance organization or in a state regulated company.

No employer financially strong enough to discharge his per-

sonal obligations should be required to pay premiums to a state

or private insurance organization. Why should the state undertake

this service when it can be done so much more effectively through

the medium of private channels? The business of insurance is in

its very essence highly scientific; why take this business out of the

hands of experienced, financially sound and thoroughly organized

concerns and turn it over to the uncertain fortunes of a political

machine? Mark you, we are not dealing with premium rates or

any other phase of the insurance question in which the public is

interested. The only way in which the body politic is at all con-

cerned in this subject matter is that the employe gets paid his

reward. This can be accomplished with absolute certainty through

the medium of properly organized interinsurance concerns, liceuted

casualty companies, or mutual organizations—all under state super- .

vision and inspection. The employer should have the widest possible

latitude of choice consistent with positively guaranteeing the injured

employes and their dependents the benefits which the law provides.

By turning collective funds over to the state, what is accomplished

of benefit to either party in interest? Positively no benefit, but,

on the contrary, a mass of bureaucratic red tape and the creation

of a political machine that will always seek to perpetuate itself in

office at the expense of the industry, and to the great detriment
of public welfare. The delicate problems of classifying risks,

creating proper reserves, providing scientific inspection, suggesting
wise, prudent and adequate safety appliances, are all to be taken
out of the hands of skilled experts and turned over to a political

organization. The politician, ever on guard for the interest of self
or party, realizes that labor is organized and can vote as a unit;
business is unorganized and, unfortunately, apathetic on election
day.

As a result of this inevitable situation the law will be adminis-
tered in such fashion as to gain favor from the class that can cast
the greater vote—and this at the expense of industry, and of
course at the ultimate expense of society at large.

Go with me for a moment and examine the methods suggested by
those who advocate this so-caUed state insurance plan.

As a matter of fact, the scheme proposed is not state insurance
at all. This jjhrase is a misnomer. Masquerading as state insur-

ance, the plan does not provide for tlie pa3-ment of compensation
generally by the state from general revenues, but the state merely
accumulates a fund by taxing certain industries which it disburses

to employes injured in the taxed industries. Let us take a classical

example, the state of Washington act.

This act provides compulsory compensation. Every employer en-

gaged in any occupation classed as hazardous is taxed on the basis

of his annual pay roll a percentage fixed for the class to which his

occupation is assigned. The premiums obtained from the tax on em-
ployers of the various classes are not lumped in a general fund and
used in the payment of all claims for compensation arising from all

the risks, but the tax paid by the industries in each of the classes

is segregated and used in paying claims arising from the industries

embraced in that class. If at the end of the year there is a deficiency

in any fund the employers contributing to that fund are to be called

upon to make the deficiency good.

It is to be noted that the law creates a mutual liability. The
employer who uses the highest degree of care in guarding against

accidents is forced to stand for the losses of poorly equipped plants

and reckless management. Each industry of a particular group must
pay the same rate, and this without regard to the hazard of the

several plants. No opportunity is offered to induce the employer to

reduce the rate of insurance by improving his plant and adding

provisions for the safety of his employes. The inevitable effect of

such a law will be to discourage the adoption of safeguards and so

actually increase the risks under which the employe must work. As
I recall it, there are forty-seven groups or classifications of industries.

This means forty-seven involuntary state mutual insurance organiza-

tions managed by state oflScials far removed from the operating

plants. In the event of injury the employe submits his claim to the

political adjuster having charge of that particular group. The end-

less red tape of bureaucracy is set in motion and after weeks of delay

the matter may or may not result in adjustment.

The Washington law is now pending in the Supreme Court of the

United States. The matter went to the Supreme Court growing out

of an accident in a powder mill in the state of Washington. There

were five mills in the classified group. These mills were mutually

obligated to each other as against accidents: In all there were 196

employes in all the mOls combined. Of this number the Dupont mills

had 160. The Dupont mills- were well equipped and carefully man-

aged. No minors were employed in the dangerous phases of the work.

In the mill where the accident occurred minors were employed and

the plant was not properly equipped with safety devices. An acci-

dent occurred and several children were killed. The amount due

under the act was $8,259.35, of which amount the Dupont plants were

obligated to pay, under the law, $7,598.50, or 82 per cent of the total.

In the hands of the political treasurer of this insurance group there

was exactly $463.27 with which to pay this loss. Under the law the

Dupont plants were assessed to make up the deficiency. Hence the

test of the law in the courts. In the meantime the unfortunate

parents of the dead children wait empty handed.

The above is a classical example of the folly of this law.

If the powder plants operating in Washington had been under a
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compensation law of the New Jersey type, each being eonipelled to

carry insuran^ie in regularly licensed concerns operating over the

entire country, and thereby having sufficient risks to establish a

scientific average, the situation that confronts the Dupont people

foiild not exist.

This law treats the relation of the employer and employe not as

wholly public in character but as wholly subject to domination by,

the state. The employer can make no contract with his employe as

to compensation to be paid in case of injury; the state makes that

for him. In case of injury the employer can not make settlement

with and payment to his employe; the state takes that right to itself.

The whole administration of compensation has been taken into the

control of the state. However, the state assumes no financial respon-

sibility. The plan is uu-American—paternalistic and calculated to

discourage real progress along lines of correct, just and equitable

workmen 's compensation laws.

A commission of the federal government which for months con-

sidered the subject and compared the acts of our several states and

the laws of European countries, and heard exhaustive arguments

made by those advocating a system of insurance administered by the

slate, unanimously reported against such a plan. In its report that

commission has said in substance that it was influenced to this view

for the reason that if the individual employer was made responsible

simply to his own employes (either directly or through insurance

with competing companies where there is a chance of securing prefer-

ential rates for safe and humane management and equipment) the

effect would be to influence him to exercise more care in the conduct

of his business, in providing safe machinery and careful fellow work-

men, which incentive would be lacking if he were merely taxed or

assessed for a common fund.

Further, that compelling the owner of the modern, well equipped

plant to contribute to pay for the injuries and death inflicted by

inadequate and carelessly managed plants could work an injustice

and would amount to a premium on carelessness and a penalty on

good management.

In considering the matter under discussion we should not confuse

the matter with social insurance schemes now being agitated, such

as old age pensions and unemployment insurance. These are purely

social movements in which society at large is interested.

We all agree that in principle workmen's compensation is right

and should be adopted, but it is peculiarly a subject that should be

removed as far as possible from politics.

"The trail of state insurance is uncharted. Its course runs

perilously close between the Scylla of Socialism and the Charyb-

dis of organized graft."

The employer should not, be forced into the insurance business and

then be compelled to accept a political management.

Why is it that iuterinsurauce has proved such a success? Is it not

due to the fact that the risks are selected and the management in

experienced and skilled hands? How long would one of these organi-

zations last if turned over to a lot of politicians to handle?

The whole doctrine in reference to workmen's compensation is new

to this country.

Industry in a large sense is still more or less in its infancy in the

western, northwestern and southern states.

Now if we are to accept this new industrial principle of compen-

sation why should we go further and superimpose on this new de-

parture the experiment of state insurance >

Exclusive state insurance has never been tested up to this very hour

save and except in Norway, and in that country a constant deficit

stares the people in the face, a deficit that nuist be made up from the

general revenues of the nation.

It is also important when we are discussing these economic and

social laws that we keep in mind the fact that our civilization and

business environment are vastly different from similar situations in

foreign countries. Anyone at all familiar with the important subject

of insurance knows that it takes many years to acquire that kind of

experience that will demonstrate that a given insurance plan is well

grounded. How long will it take a state to prove to itself that this

political insurance plan is a success? And if it should prove a failure

the handicap business would be under and the disaster accruing to

the whole people would be very great.

Consider this thought for a moment. In adjusting claims the

political adjuster would have on the one hand the business interests

of the state to consider and on the other hand labor unions to deal

with; that is, if in a given sense the laborer felt that he should get

more liberal treatlnent than was. accorded him the politician would

be running the risk of the disfavor of the union to which that special

laborer belonged. We know from experience that m politics much
goes by favor. This condition would be intole'rable from a strict busi-

ness standpoint. Then why run the risk of it when there i,'^ no need,

and especially in view of the fact that the great principle of work-

men's compensation is not at all dependent upon state insurance? If

we are to test state insurance then it should be elective, as in Massa-

chusetts and Michigan. That is, the employer has the privilege of

coming under a state insurance plan, or carrying his own insurance,

or carrying his insurance in inter-insurance or licensed companies.

Under this theory if state insurance is the most effective it will prove

itself and will gradually push aside all other methods. If it is not

effective then no very great harm could have been done.

'"In all matters of social reform and betterment it is difficult to

find the golden mean between doing too much and doing too little,

but this mean must be found, or, in the end, what was a blessing will

become a curse. '

'

I regret that time limitation will not permit me to discuss this mat-

ter at great length. I should have been pleased to go into the char-

acter of a law which in my judgment would best meet the needs of

the industry. This I can not do. However, permit me to urge upon

you seriously to have a committee appointed and that the business of

this committee be to make a careful examination of the laws that

have been spread upon the statute books, and from such study and

investigation draft a model bill. In this connection I seriously

recommend your consideration of the New Jersey law and the Mich-

igan act, because I feel that these two measures, in a general way,

comprehend the best thought thus far conceived touching this im-

portant subject.

If you appoint a committee such as I here suggest this committee

should evolve some plan whereby the representatives of labor organi-

zations could bo met and conferred with, because I know that you are

just as much concerned for the interest of the employe as you are

for your own interest.

These acts should be so balanced as to safeguard business as well

as labor. This can be done, my friends, if business men will but

bestir themselves.

I wish that every word of Mr. Cruikshank's speech could be em-

blazoned upon the hearts of the business men of this nation. I was

indeed gratified to have the privilege of listening to him. He has

pointed out to you the great and crying need of the hour.

The important problems of business should be adjusted by business

men and not by politicians. Compensation laws should be moulded by

the needs of business and not by the vagaries of self-serving poli-

ticians.

Attack on the Wooden Car
On June 17 a bill was introduced in Congress by Representative

Roberts requiring railroads to substitute steel for wooden passenger

ears. The purj)ose of the bill is to insure greater safety; but if the

bill becomes a law its effect will likely be the opposite. Steel cars

are not as safe as those of w-ood in case of wreck, except that they

are less likely to burn. The metal crushes and buckles under im-

pact where wood 's elasticity may save it from crushing. Passengers

have a better chance to escape from a crushed wooden car than from
one of metal in the same condition. Aside from the element of

greater safety, the wooden passenger car is preferable in other ways.

It is more elastic and yielding, consequently it rides more smoothly.

It is cooler in summer and warmer in winter, and it weighs loss,

making the train easier to handle. If Congress undertakes to legislate

wooden passenger cars out of existence, many good points in their

favor will be brought out which have not been given due consideration.
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
THIRD ARTICLE

AFRICAN HARDWOODS
Editor's Note

is the tbird of a series of articles on foreigu liardwoods available tor use in this country. The first
the second covered hardwoods "available In

Followin.,
article covered hardwoods available in the Central American countries

.

South American countries and the fourth will cover hardwoods o£ Ceylon

A great part of Africa's wealth is derived from its timber re-

sources. This natural production has, for a number of years, con-

tributed to the wants and necessities of European countries in

which the forest resources are insufScient to supply the demand

for fuel and industrial purposes. This is true particularly with

respect to the hardwoods used for furniture and interior finish.

While millions of feet of structural timbers from the United

states and northern Europe are shipped into Africa annually, a

still greater bulk of fancy woods are extracted from the tropical

forests of east and west Africa and shipped to England, France,

and Germany, where these timbers are re-distributed and shipped

to other points in Europe and the United States. The poet,

Cowper, once said that "each climate needs what other climes

produce." Though the forest products of the United States are

vast and extensive in themselves, Africa as well as other tropical

and sub-tropical countries fur-

nish us directly with many of

our most valuable and indis-

pensable timbers of commerce.

In this age of research and

enterprise much has been said

upon utilizing and economiz-

ing forest products which have

hitherto been considered as

waste. This study has been

thoroughly made by a number

of men and has been brought

prominently before the notice

of those who have capital to

test their worth. The closer

the utilization of our own for-

est resources the less we will

have to depend upon the re-

sources of foreign countries.

The industrial application of

wood of all kinds is rapidly

increasing, however, and the

demand for foreign woods is

very likely to increase very

materially during the next few years. A number of large im-

porters have already turned their attention to West Africa for

certain classes of timbers, principally mahogany and ebony-like

woods, with which the forests abound. Much has been done in

the line of geographical exploration, the results of which have

been very advantageous, for they are the only means whereby

a knowledge of the forest resources of these more or less obscure

West African colonies can be obtained, and the extent and kinds of

timber trees suitable for exploitation be determined. But even

now much lies hidden from our knowledge, which is more or less

the case in all tropical countries. Germany was one of the first

of the countries to recognize the importance of investigating the

forest resources of both East and West Africa. The forest con-

ditions of Togo and Kamerun have been carefully investigated,

and it has been found that much of the surface is covered by

dense forests in which there is a great variety of different woods.

About 600 species are found here, but there are no extensive

forests in which any one kind of timber predominates. Lumber-

ing operations with the aim of gathering any one variety cannot

be carried on with any degree of economy. The same can be said

of the French, English, and Portuguese provinces in West Africa.

Little is known of the interior of the Belgian and French Congo.

A number of adventurous travelers have crossed these dense in-

TYI'ICAL GROWTH OF INCENSE TREES OX A DRY ROCKY RIDGE
OF WEST AFRICA.

terior forests, and about all that is known now is that forests exist

and that it is almost impossible to traverse them. The forests

of German East and German Southeast Africa have been mapped,
and while the composition is not well known the density of these

forests is much less than those in West Africa.

The English have attempted to make a survey of the forests in

the African colonies, and some of the best timbers are now ex-

ploited and shipped from the ports of West Africa. There is

very little available timber in South Africa and in British East

Africa. While there are forests in the Soudan they are prac-

tically inaccessible. Northern Africa can be neglected from the

discussion, for the reason that there is very little available timber

and large quantities are imported from northern Europe. The

cork oak is, perhaps, the most important tree in northern Africa,

but its value does not lie so much in the timber it produces as in the

cork it yields.

In looking over the long list

of really good woods from West

Africa, one is led to believe

that many of them will become

of great commercial importance;

indeed, many of them are al-

ready known. The west coast

of Africa will be the only

producing region for many
years to come, because of the

diflSculty of opening a free com-

munication with the interior

of Africa. The difaculty of

obtaining suitable labor, which

is so great a drawback in

many countries, as well as the

great expense of transportation,

all militate strongly against

the prospect of the interior of

Africa being opened at pres-

ent for its timber resources.

The bulk of the forested land

in many parts of West Africa

belongs to the native chiefs, but term grants, or leases, are fre-

quently taken out by white men with the consent of these chiefs.

The leases cover anywhere from 10 to 400 square miles and allow

the cutting of any timber the lessee may desire, with the excep-

tion of ebony and of mahogany under twelve feet in circumfer-

ence. Both of these names are comprehensive terms and there are

no less than ten or fifteen different species of trees now cut as

mahogany and about six are said to produce ebony. There are

only from one to two merchantable trees to the acre in many lo-

calities, which makes the building of a tram road uneconomical.

In addition to allowing no small mahogany to be cut, the law

in some colonies provides that twenty seedlings shall be planted

for every tree felled. _ This is a provision which is seldom ad-

hered to.

The hardwoods of West Africa form the great bulk of the forests

and among these the heavier sorts are most common. About one-

half of the available timber is regarded as of distinct industrial

value. The exact value of many apparently good timbers cannot

be definitely determined until the timber has been tested more

fully. In order to make lumbering operations profitable the

timber should be sawed into lumber in the forest and shipped to

market in this shape, because this will save a good deal of labor

and expense in transportation.
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THE COTTON THEE YIELDING THE CORKWOOD OF
WEST AFRICA.

EAST AND

Gambia, or African mahogany (Khaya senegalensis), is perhaps

the most important tree in Africa from a commercial standpoiut,

aod has a very extensive range of growth. It has been exploited

for more than twenty-five years and its timber has been one of

the chief sources for Sierra Leone, Lagos, Kamerun, Angola, and

parts of Congo. The tree is found also in the upper Nile region,

especially in the sections known as Djur and Nyssaland, but it is

rare at this distance from the coast. According to authentic

references in botanical literature, this tree is very common in the

neighborhood of Cape A'erde and along the Gambia river, where

it is called Gambia mahogany by the English colonists. In the

French provinces the tree is known as cail, or cail-cedro. The
negroes of West Africa have named it "hie," "jallow, " " du-

bina, '
' and '

' oganwo. '

'

Gambia mahogany is among the largest and most beautiful

trees along the coast of Gambia and on elevated parts of Cape

Verde peninsula. It is very abundant in the district of Bargny,

where it forms the principal stand of the forests. In Senegal

this tree is now being planted on a commercial scale by the

French, because it produces a very valuable wood, which has at-

tained considerable importance in the trade. Upon the whole

there is scarcely a tree in West Africa which deserves more at-

tention; for, when the beauty and usefulness of its wood are

taken into account there is no other tree that can compare with it.

African mahogany is a name given to a good many other woods
that are now being cut and sold, but the name "Gambia" ma-

hogany is applied only to the wood of Khaya senegalensis, which

is prized beyond all others as a substitute for the genuine mahog-

any (Swietenia mahagoni). Gambia mahogany is a large and very

beautiful tree and yields one of the most abundant and useful

timbers. It frequently attains a height of over 100 feet and an
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average trunk diameter above the enormous buttresses of over

three feet. The tree is usually perfectly straight, so that splen-

did and most valuable boards may be cut from the logs. The
wood is best suited for carpentrj- and cabinet work, and is used

extensively for making handsome and expensive furniture. In

color and figure it often resembles the true mahogany of tropical

America, but it is somewhat softer, paler, slightly coarser, and is

more liable to check in seasoning. The natives make boats of

great strength and durability out of single logs of this tree. The
tree yields a gum which was formerly collected and exported as

a substitute for gum arable.

The West African mahogany trade began in 1S86, and the in-

dustry has attained such proportions that the output of tropical

American mahogany has not increased in spite of the fact that

there has been an enormous enlargement in the use of so-called

mahogany. African kinds are shipped into the United States in

large quantities, and the best grades are cheaper than similar

grades of the true mahogany from Cuba or Mexico. The wood is

somewhat paler red and works with greater difficulty than the

tropical American mahogany, and is less valuable on this account.

Since the tree is so widely distributed and the wood procurable

in such large quantities and at so many ports along the west coast

of Africa, it has come into extensive use both in Europe and in

America. Some of the logs are beautifully figured and the wood
is highly esteemed for the best grades of furniture.

It is difiicult to predict what the prospects for the Gambia
mahogany will be in West Africa ten years from now. The sup-

ply seems almost inexhaustible, but it is more than likely that

the easily accessible trees will soon be cut and inferior substi-

tutes will take its place. No less than twenty other species, most

of them entirely unrelated, are now being exploited and shipped
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to the large markets under the name of African mahogany. Many
of them are very good woods, but all of these imitations now-

sold under the comprehensive trade name of African mahogany
are deficient in some of the estimable qualities which characterize

the original African or Gambia mahogany.
It is practically impossible to secure accurate statistics of the

kinds and amounts exported from the various shipping points.

That the industry, as a whole, is increasing is chiefly noticeable

from the figures of imports of so-called African mahogany into

this country. Out of the total quantity of true and substitute

mahoganies imported during 1910, which was 44,524,000 board

feet, about 19,000,000 feet were African substitutes.

QUAXTITT AXD VALUE OF TRUE AND SCBSTITITE MAHOGANIES (TjNSAWED.)
Imported from 1901-1910.

Year. Quantitr—M. feet. Value.
1901 3i,;;81 $1,752,612
1902 44.795 2.361.4S3
1903 48,387 2.783,679
1904 50.370 2,690,382
1905 31,844 1,977,894
1906 36.619 2.470.072
1907 51,899 3,263,718
1908 41.678 2,566,954
1909 39.S2.S 2.479,976
1910 44.524 3,224.152

A number of other entirely different woods are shipped from various

parts of West Africa to the timber markets in Hamburg, Liver-

pool, and London, and sold as African mahogany. These woods
have attained considerable importance in Europe and are also

gaining in popularity in this country. There is still a good deal

of doubt as to the particular region in Africa the majority of

these woods come from or what species produce them. In the

northern regions of West Africa—Senegambia and Sierra Leone—

•

it is doubtless Khaya senegalensis, but in the southern provinces

of Kamerun, Gaboon, as well as parts of Togo, the supply of ma-

hogany comes from a tree botanically called Chlorophora excelsa.

This tree belongs to the mulberry family (Moraceae), and the bulk

of this wood which comes to the European market is from Kam-
erun.

It is still doubtful as to whether the African form of Carapa

guianensis supplies any of the so-called mahogany. The wood of

this species is commonly called crab-wood in British Guiana in

South America, where it grows also more or less abundantly, and
is now being exploited and sold in the American and English

markets as Demerara mahogany. Although related to the true

mahogany it is much infer?©? and does not command a very

good price.

Chlorophora tenuifolia is a very important tree and the wood
is generally known as amoreira (mulberry tree) by the inhab-

itants of West Africa, where it is used extensively for lumber.

The trees attain a height of from 100 to 125 feet and a diameter

sometimes of ten feet or more at the base. This wood is regarded

as one of the best of the West African timbers and is used for

making all kinds of furniture and construction work. All the

logs of the tree are sold as mahogany.

Chlorophora excelsa is another species of this genus that enters

into the commercial supply of mahogany in Africa. It is known
among the natives as odum or muambacamba. The wood is ex-

cellent for furniture and interior finish and its supply is almost

unlimited.

Entandophragma angolensis grows very abundantly in Angola,

West Africa, and particularly on the slopes of the Sierra de

Queta mountains. This tree, which is popularly known as qui-

baba da queta, grows very tall, often 125 feet high, and yields the

most desirable wood in Africa.

Khaya anthoiheca also grows in Angola, in the forest of Mus-

sengue, Golungo, Alto, and in the region of Hungo, West Africa.

This tree is very large and yields a very good wood, called qui-

baba do mussengue.

Detarium senegalense is not a very common tree, but it yields

a wood which has been exported from southern Nigeria and sold

on the Liverpool market as dita mahogany. The natives of

Nigeria call it dita or dupwi. It grows to a large size, with a

bole of thirty feet in height to the first branches and about four

feet in diameter at the base. The grain is not of so close a tex-

ture as is usual in true mahogany, but it has a very good color.

Afzelia africana of the Gold coast, yields a timber that is very
hard, durable, and of first-class quality; it has been frequently
exported to Europe from the Niger under the general trade name
of "African mahogany," or opapao, and is largely used on the
Niger for making furniture. Altogether this species appears
to have a great future before it, not so much, perhaps, for pur-
poses of export, as for local requirements in the arid regions of
the hinterland.

Trichilia emetica from Portuguese East Africa, is pinkish-gray
and very light in weight (40 lbs. per cubic foot), rather open
texture, working to a fine surface. The pores are unusually large
and long (almost as in teak) and contain a woolly pith. It is a
useful light timber, obtainable throughout the province, especially

southward.

Okoume (Boswellia Meinei) next to Gambia mahogany, is

the most important timber tree in West Africa. It has a wide
distribution extending from Togo to Portuguese West Africa,

The tree attains enormous proportions and is said to reach mer-
chantable sizes in forty years. Its trunk, which is provided with
large buttresses, produces a very regular column measuring from
twenty-five to fifty feet to the first branches. Its diameter
is often from four to six feet. The weight of the wood varies

from twenty-eight to thirty-two pounds per cubic foot, and from
an industrial point of view is a rather coarse wood, which is

used for all purposes of mahogany. It is often called cedar in

the trade and possesses some of the qualities of the Spanish cedar
of the West Indies. Okoume is now often used for making cigar

boxes and for all the purposes of fine joinery, cabinet work and
fancy turnery work in which a nice appearance and light weight
is required. Okoume has been imported into this country for

nearly fifteen years, and Germany is using large quantities an-

nually. It is said that between 60,000 and 70,000 tons are used
in Germany and again as much in France and England.

The moabi, oloun, or noungou (Baillonella toxisperma), has an
enormous trunk often from seven to ten feet in diameter and
from 100 to 125 feet in height. This tree is equally as abundant
as okoume, attains larger proportions, and yields a wood with

superior working qualities. The wood is hard, moderately heavy,

reddish-brown in color, and is eminently suited for all grades of

furniture and cabinet making. This timber grows along the water
courses and is, therefore, readily accessible. Logs can be brought

with little difliculty to the coast where they may be loaded on

steamers. In the southern part of French Congo this timber is

found in great abundance.

A slightly taller tree, from three to six feet in diameter, dis-

tributed in irregular groups, is the cynometra (Cynometra flori-

hunda). This tree is confined principally to the courses of large

and deep rivers or lagoons, which serve in bringing this forest

region in communication with the coast. The wood is hard,

heavy, and has a dark-red heartwood, which is occasionally sub-

stituted in France for the Brazilian rosewood (Dalbergia nigra),

which it resembles very closely.

The tree commonly called coula, ignoumon, or koumongou (Coula

edulis), is next in importance. It is relatively abundant in the

forests bordering the water courses, where this wood attains a

height of from eighty to one hundred feet, and an average diam-

eter of three feet. The wood is hard, heavy, close and even

grained, and is reddish-brown in color. Although the wood is

relatively hard, it works well and is used for furniture and

cabinet making. Coula has not been exploited to any great

extent, but it will soon find its way to the English and French

markets, where all little-known woods are critically investigated

before they become a factor in the timber trade.

Bimo (Mimusops sp.) is tolerably good finishing wood and is

occasionally found in the French markets. It is sold for ma-

hogany, but like most other so-called mahogany woods it has

little resemblance and no relation to the true mahogany {Swietenia

mahagoni) of tropical America. Bimo is very hard, heavy, and
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dark-red or brown in color. It takes a very good polish and is

employed in turnery, and is valuable for purposes of construction.

Santalwood of commerce (Pterocarpus erinaceps) is occasionally

cut for lumber, but it is chiefly remarkable for the valuable

dye substance which it contains in its heartwood. The wood is

hard, moderately heavy, and bright red. It is so closely related

and resembles the other chief dyewoods of Africa that it is

often difficult to distinguish it except by means of the com-

pound microscope. The wood, which is used also as a substitute

for rosewood, is called Senegal rosewood in the English posses-

sions of West Africa. This species is confined chiefly to the open

forests back of the dense timber belt fringing the rivers and la-

goons. It attains its best proportions in French Congo.

Another red wood quite common in this part of Africa is odwen

of the natives or the cam wood of commerce (Baphia nitida). Cam
wood has gross characters that are nearly similar to santalwood,

and is used also for dyeing or coloring. It is very plentiful in

some of the tropical evergreen belts of vegetation along the water

courses, but it scarcely attains the dimensions of a valuable com-

mercial tree.

The mandji, or eloun {Oldficldia africana), which is known in

the trade as African oak, is a gigantic tree with a colossal trunk,

often attaining sixty feet to the first limb, and from three to

five feet in diameter. The wood is very durable and easy to work.

It resembles very closely the wood of fine black walnut, and is

often shipped to the English markets as African walnut or Afri-

can teak. It is somewhat heavier and harder than black walnut

and can be readily distinguished by its denser structure.

Another tree which attains noble proportions is the oba, or

andok (Irvinflia gahoncni,is). The wood of this tree has not been

exploited, but its light yellow color, fine grain, and beautiful

polish which it takes, render it a very desirable wood for cabinet

and furniture work.

A substitute for mahogany, known by the natives of Sierra

Leone as kino, boi, or okwen, and in the French Congo as issan-

guila, or engassang (Eicinodendron heudelotii) , is a large tree,

plentiful especially in the mixed evergreen and deciduous forests

which occupy the well-drained areas. This wood has been ex-

ported from southern Nigeria and sold as African mahogany. The

wood is moderately hard, of medium weight, fairly close-grained,

light yellow, and very easy to work.

Brounzi (Pentadesma iutyracea) is another important species of

timber trees found in the wetter portions, especially of French

Congo. It is a lofty tree scattered among those of more moderate

dimensions. The crown of this giant of the forest is usually

small and irregular; the trunks are almost cylindrical and often

from fifty to sixty feet to the first limb. The wood is hard,

heavy, and light-brown in color. The wood is of extraordinary

good quality and is used extensively in buildings for beams,

rafters, and also for piling. It is also used in the form of boards,

only it must be carefully seasoned or they will warp and twist

somewhat similar to the black gum of the south Atlantic states.

It is a very valuable wood for hydraulic works, because it is very

durable under water, but in contact with lime it is very perish-

able. The specific weight of the wood thoroughly air-dried is

O.S.'iO. This wood is highly esteemed in West Africa on account of

its durability and comparative ease with which it ma}- be worked.

The price of the wood on St. Thomas Island, West Africa, is

about $50 per cubic meter, except in the form of timbers thirty

or more feet in length, when it sells for $90 per cubic meter. Oba is

not affected by the termites. The tree is also noted for its fruit

which yields vegetables, oils, and fats. L. L. D.
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National ProblemsWe Must Face
Editor's Note

The following address was dcllverpd bv Harry A. Wheeler, president of the Chamber of Commerce of the

Tnitcd States, before the sixteenth annual convention of the National Hardwood Lumber Association held at Chi-

cago, June 5 and G.

You have been a member of the national chamber or, as we call

it, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, for

about a year. I doubt whether you know much concerning it, and

while I am not going to recite in a stereotyped way the things which

we are trying to do, I am going to concentrate the time 1 have at

ray disposal, through your courtesy, in giving you what seems to me

the important relationship of the commercial interests of this country

to the general problems of our day, tlirough this national organization

of which you are a member.

Now, your organization, great as it is, and standing for so mucli, is

not a preacher of a day. Organization is the evidence of jirogress

and prosperity in any nation. A savage nation needs no organization

save only that defensive organization of their personal property and

their homes against the invasion of an enemy. Nations that are

sparsely settled or developed only in a small way commercially and

industrially need no organization save the defensive, because they

have not reached the refinement of civilization which demands the

class and character of co-upoiatiou which your organization exem-

plifies.

It is only as nations gather together the great productive value

of their fields and farms and mines and forests and the productive

or converted value of their mills and factories, finding themselves

building a complex civilization, that organization becomes necessary

as a refinement of the progress and the prosperity and the industry

of a nation. So it is that in the history of this country, from the

earliest days, when a few men in a given line of trade, or a lew men

in a locality, came together and united for a common purpose, they

found benefit in this gathering together of the few and the develop-

ment of sub.iects for study and consideration that demanded the ex-

pansion of that character of organization and so you have step by

step the refinement of commercial organization, from the small group

into the state group, into the national trade group, and from the

small community into the state federation, and so on into the national

federation. There is a perfectly logical chain that carries itself

through the entire history of our commercial development, which led,

up to the present time, in the organization and maintenance of such

great organization as yours and such great community organizations

as exist in the larger cities of this country.

All of that effort was most beneficial. It came about as an absolute

necessity that the interests of a line of business be protected by the

co-operation of those engaged in that line of business, against organ-

ized effort, which is always against your line of business by those who
take the other side, whether they be competitive in the sense of a com-

mercial antagonist, or whether it be that great popular opinion which,

unfortunately in the last few years, has come to be against business

of all classes; it is nevertheless the incentive that has occasioned the

organization of tra<le bodies and community bodies and their refine-

ment, finally, into tlie Chamber of Commerce of tlie United States of

America.

Now, why? Your organization may speak with all authority with

respect to the problems tliat arc yours, problems that affect your daily

life, that affect every day of your business lives, that affect your

prosperity, but when your voice is expressed in behalf of those prob-

lems in a state legislature or the National congress, it is taken as the

voice of an interest in its own behalf, and its advice is certainly set

aside or diminished as a result of the conclusion on the part of those

to whom you address your requests that you are for the interest which

is yours and for your profit in that interest, and therefore a selfish

appeal has been made. Remember this is not my conclusion. I say

that trade organizations over the country have been given more
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nnselfish advice than perhaps any other class of organizations, and
more intelligent counsel, but it has ahvays been considered by the

other fellow to whom the advice has been given that it arises from a
seltish interest, for selfish purpose and to gain or achieve a certain

selfish end.

The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce may appeal to Congress

for that legislation, national in character, which will benefit the state

of California, or the city of San Francisco, but that appeal from San
Francisco will be taken with the same grain of salt and will be

tainted with the same claim of selfishness. Your association and all

trade associations alike in the claims which they make for considera-

tion have that one common enemy of all organizations, the public

opinion, created unjustly and unfairly in the main, which has for its

basis of argument the selfishness of the request made. And there

is no possibility of gathering together these respective units that rep-

resent the commerce of the country, unless you form a national organi-

zation as the ultimate refinement of the community and the trade

organizations representing all business interests and permitting the

American business men to speak as a unit upon the questions which

are not local, which are not devoted to a single trade, but which

absolute!}' are national, and yet in their national character as inti-

mately relate themselves to your business and mine, as though they

were a part and parcel of our daily life.

That is the reason, gentlemen, that in the national conference that

was called in April, 1912, orders were given to create the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States, in order that the business men of

this nation should have one organization through which they might

speak on the broad questions of our day, concerning which I wish to

invite your attention for a moment.

I am not a pessimist, but rather my contact with men over this

entire country leads me to believe that pessimism has no place in the

business world and no place in the business mind ; but I believe that

today this country faces a definite crisis, very different from the crises

of the past, in that it has nothing to do with the acquisition of ter-

ritory or the laying of foundations of the government, or of the

building of a constitution, or the freeing of the enslaved portion of

our people, but just as definite a crisis as any crisis that has con-

fronted the American people in the past. It is economic. Therefore

it is your problem. It confronts the nation today so strongly and

strikes so sturdily! at the foundations of business that unless the

problems are solved, progress and prosperity and a continuation of

the splendid history which this country has made will stand absolutely

still and tben begin to retrograde; for you cannot neglect further

these problems which strike so intimately at the commercial develop-

ment of our country and which, in the last analysis, if allowed to go

unchallenged, will set up ilefinitely two camps, one against the other,

that of the employer and that of employe, out of sympathy with each

other, out of harmony, out of touch and out of contact, believing

that unfair methods prevail, and will therefore invite revolution that

would be very detrimental to all of our commercial interests, and to

our government as well.

The test of the permanency of a democracy such as we have estab-

lished on these shores lies in a right solution of these economic ques-

tions that during the last ten or twenty years have multiplied and

pyramided without a solution, until today we have them by the dozen,

and it is absolutely necessary that we should consider them and

endeavor to solve them. To my mind they group themselves in

three sections: There are the economic problems purely; there are the

trade problems purely, and there are the social problems.

I want to speak to you in a very brief ' way of three, under each

head. Of the economic problems the three are these: The regulation

of our domestic commerce and the control of our domestic corpora-

tions; the revision of our banking and currency laws, to provide for

flexibility of currency and of credit, and a method for the revision of

our tariff from this time forward that shall be scientific, based upon

the experience of other nations older than we in this particular thing

and calculated to do away with the unrest, the uncertainty and the

loss which result from the constant and repeated threats of radical

revision such as we are undergoing at the present time. Those are

the three general economic problems that are business and yet they

are political in that every single one must be solved by legislation,
and who is going to write the bill?

Our Congress is made up very largely of men in professional life.

Are they competent to determine your problems? Are they competent
to judge without your counsel and advice how far they may go in
safeguarding the interests of the people as against the commercial
interests without undermining the very business which you are doing
and which you own? No. Neither is it right that we, as business
men, should expect the Supreme court of the United States, chosen
not for the purpose of sitting as judges over common, ordinary busi-
ness disputes, to be compelled to interpret the Sherman law and its

actual operation or application to every industry to which it is applied.
It should be its business to construe much higher and weightier
problems relating to government, our nation and our relation to the
other nations of the world. We must have a revision either of opinion
or a writing of a brief that business men may run and read, or an
amendment of the law which regulates our domestic corporations to

a point that they shall not be jeopardized, either in the conduct of
their domestic business or in competition with great foreign corpo-
rations in the markets of the world. And that law will

be written in December or during the winter of 1913 and 1914, in the
regular session of Congress, and it is your problem as to whether
that law shall be wisely written, under your counsel and judgment
and advice, or whether you will allow, as we have so often done in

the past, our professional friends in Congress to make the law and
then suffer under it until it becomes unbearable.

The banking and currency question is your question. I am a banker
by profession, and while business men uniformly over this country say
that is a banker's question and the banker should settle it, I say to

you it is not a banker 's question. That it is your question and
it must be settled in your interests or it will be settled

in a nmnner that will be inimical to your interests. The
banks can get along. We will operate under the law; we will build

up our reserves, anticipating times of trouble; we will hold our

funds available for the use of our depositors and for their demand,
when that demand comes. If we have a circulating medium that is

sufficient to answer all purposes, well and good, but if that circu-

lating medium falls below the safety point, the bank is not going to

be hurt. You are going to pay a price for your money or you are

not going to get it at all, and your business will be curtailed because

of the absolute inflexibility of our present banking system. Has it

answered our purposes for fifty years! Yes, but fifty years ago this

nation was not the nation that it is today. Fifty years ago it

answered a purpose because we had government bonds in plenty, owing
to the rapid changes that have come about, and to the expenditures

that have been made to settle our national conditions, and today you
are faced with an absolute shortage of currency because the medium
upon whic-h additional circulation is based is so limited as to be abso-

lutely unobtaiuable.

What are you going to do about it? What is the asset upon which a

flexible currency and a flexible credit may be founded? It is abso-

lutely and only the commercial asset, the movement of goods in

transit, the movement of goods in the warehouse, the storage of

goods upon your shelves and on the road. That is the thing that is

the basis of national wealth, flexible in character, converting itself

quickly into money, and in good times and bad times infinitely more
rapidly into bonds and stocks, infinitely more certainly, upou which

circulation may be based.

The bill which is in Congress today, or will be there, I hope, in the

month of June, will provide for that flexibility in that commercial

paper and bills of exchange of certain classes and having a certain

length of time to run may be discounted through the source created

b.y law, and the bank having greater demands upon part of its cus-

tomers than can be supplied out of its own resources, may be able to

take its paper of the class stipulated in the law, rediscount it and

supply the wherewithal to carry on the business of the community.

Do you say that will work an expansion that will be dangerous?

No, it will not, for the only discounts that should be taken are short-

time discounts, and they must be retired at maturity and they must be

paid in the same character of notes that are issued, as the result of
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their deposit, and there is a perfectly natural expansion and contrac-

tion of your currency that would prove a safeguard to your commer-

cial interests and would make much easier, although possibly a little

less profitable, the business of the banker.

Is that the business of the banker? No, that is your job. If out

of this special session of Congress, in accordance with the plans of the

president, there is brought forth a banking and currency bill for the

study of the people, in order that we mayi test its provisions in their

actual operation and as applicable to the commerce of this country,

then we will find an easier condition this fall; but if there is no

legislation to come out of the present session of Congress, not to be

passed but to be presented for consideration, then you will find that

the difference in interest rates that is natural and normal as between

September and March will rule again this year, and the fact that we

have not enough to go around will cause you to pay interest rates

that will be very detrimental to your business. There is clearly as

between the month of March and the month of September a normal

difference of interest rate of one and three-quarters per cent. Ordi-

narily, in the spring of the year, money can be had in the open market

at anywhere from three and one-half to five per cent. In the spring

of 1913 there was no money from March on at a rate short of six

per cent, and six per cent was the ruling of rates. If you will apply-

the normal increase in rate of interest for accommodations granted

as between spring and fall you will find where the commercial in-

terests of the country will get off as a result of the interests that

they will be compelled to pay, owing to a shortage of money with

which to transact business. That, I say again, is your problem, and

it should be, if you will permit the suggestion, the business of this

great organization to send your appeal to President Wilson, that his

program for bringing out a currency measure in the special session

of Congress shall not be deviated from. It is not a party question;

it is not a political question; it is absolutely economic and one of

vital interest to our business and your business, and we must have it

or we will suffer the consequences in the late fall.

A short time ago j'our organization received from the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States a referendum for the appoinlnient of

a permanent tariff commission. Tariff, gentlemen, has, to my mind,

been the most abused subject that has ever been presented to the

American people and most consistently misrepresented to the American

people for many years past.

There is not today, in spite of the representations that are made

in this country by our political friends, a possible chance that the

cost of living will be materially reduced as a result of any revision

that can be made, even the present logical downward revision. In

thirty years in this country of ours we have advanced our circulating

medium from fifty-two cents per capita to $S..52 per capita, yet every

year the cost of living has increased, not declined. Last year more

than fifty per cent of all the imports brought into the United States

were brought in free of duty, yet we have no decrease in the cost

of living. The cost of living does not depend upon revision of the

tariff; it depends absolutely upon the economic condition of this

country, upon the wreckless waste, the ruthless waste that goes on

because of prosperous conditions where the man who at one time lived

comfortably on half what he thinks he can live on today and saved

more money than he can save today now believes that it would be a

backward step for him to do the things that were common in the

time of his early childhood or in the time when his mother and father

were children.

I tell you that is the condition that brings about high cost of living,

and we will not see a reduction until such time as the American

people become conservative with respect to their expenditures, become

economical in the use of their money and in their method of living

and find a way back to the old time when we lived just as well, just

as happily, just as healthfully on very much less than we think it

absolutely necessary to have today.

Mark this: This organization that arises as a result of the threat

of tariff revision has for twenty years cost the laboring man and the

laboring woman more money annually than all the saving that has

ever come as the result of lower prices due to tariff reduction. The

loss of a week's wage of a workman tliat has a family is a greater

sum than the entire saving that he will make by tariff' reduction upon

the articles that will enter into the cost of living, even though that'

may be as great as the present bill provides.

Now, that is a question which is before this American people, that

has been always held up as the one thing that our people should pay

attention to
— '

' Vote for downward revision in order that we may
have lower cost of living," and yet if the figures that I have given

you are correct—and you have a right to verify them—they show

that in spite of downward revision, in spite of the entrance of our

commodities free of duty in the amount that I have stated, more

than fifty per cent of our imports, it does not accomplish the thing

that has been claimed for it.

Those are the three economic problems. Briefly, the three other

problems are these: Our industrial life has increased in point of

productive capacity to the practical point of supplying the maximum
demand in domestic markets. In a highly prosperous year the

manufacturer finds himself unable to fill the orders that come to

his hands. He is compelled to call in his salesmen from the road

because of the activity of business and the limited capacity of his

mills. It hurts his feeling to think that he has lost the profit of a

few dollars on sales and he proceeds to take all of the money that

he has made during the year and all that he can borrow to increase

the size of his plant in order that he may have the capacity equal

to the maximum demand that can arise. That has been going on

and on through the period of our industrial development until today,

unless we have a domestic market that is supreme and up to the

high-water mark, we are absolutely unable to run our mills except

at half or two-thirds time.

What are you going to do about it? The only answer is that

you roust find a foreign outlet for the manufactures of this country.

We are doing it—you say we are, but not fast enough. What we

need as business men is that we shall insist that, in Washington,

in the Department of Commerce, there shall be made by Congress

an appropriation sufficient to intelligently carry on that work and

to aid business, in finding foreign markets and obtain that information

which will enable you to gain an intelligent comprehension of what

the foreign markets need.

Our Department of Agriculture stands with tremendous appro-

priations that are absolutely right. For one I would not begrudge

it a dollar or deny it a single dollar that it asks, for every dollar

that is given to the Department of Agriculture makes possible the

commerce of this country, and there can be no objection to the use

of a paltry few hundred thousand dollars annually for the support

of that department which represents the great commercial interests

of this country, with the many millions of dollars incidental to

the work of that department representing the agricultural interests

of this country. If we expand our trade we are going to find it

necessary to avail ourselves of the aid of the federal government

in securing knowledge of trade conditions abroad so as to make
it possible for our manufacturers to find those markets and to

cultivate them and to retain them.

Another factor in this matter of trade development is reciprocity.

You are not going to be able to sell the products of the United

States in the markets of the world unless you buy something from

the markets of the world in return, and there is much necessity

that we should establish reciprocal relations between the nations

of the earth to whom we expect to sell, and that is the only basis

upon which we can expect to expand our trade to any considerable

degree.

The third trade problem is that of the means of carrying our

commodities to the markets of the world. We are carrying them

today in foreign bottoms. We pride ourselves that we have a

great balance of trade in our favor today. Last year the Department

of Statistics told us that the balance of trade with us was $500,000,000,

and we pride ourselves on the fact that there is a greater amount of

gold coming into this country, in payment of the products which

we ship out, than there is in payment for the products which we
have to import. It is a fallacy. There are $500,000,000 in the

balance of trade upon the value of commodities as recorded, exported

and imported, with the Bureau of Statistics. There is no account
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taken either of the cost of financing or the cost of transportation. in Germany, at the present the most advanced nation on the globe
There is no account talsen of the enormous sums of money that go in that respect, and this is what he said:
out to foreign countries as the result of investments in our securities, .<care should be taken in the passing'of social legislation lest byand I give you this as a fact: If you will add the cost of transporting the creation of a paternalism on the part of a government the
commodities mo this country and out again, paid to foreign shipping. workman, who is the backbone of a nation, becomes a spineless
If you will add the cost of exchange and of interest paid to foreign tbing, without initiative, without aggressiveness, and rests back upon
bankers to finance your foreign shipments, and if you will add to hjs government for protection in all things that relate to his
that the interest charges against the funds invested in this country ^gn ijeino-.

and add to that the monev spent by our tourists in the countries ,,™. -.,.,. ,, , , .

,,f v^-rr.n^ o„^ „,-„, +>,„"(.• II u 1 f i 1
Ihere is the thing that we, as business men, should guard. That01 Europe and over the entire world, your balance of trade m vour , , ^ ^- , , -, ,

, « u guaiu.

f„ , , „^ „„, „ 1 , , , u I. v i , i.
1- A- social legislation should not be opposed, because it will impose afavor has not only shrunk to zero, but bv actual computation, there . . . , ^ ,, , . , , .

>-«'"'>= miijuse a

is a deficit of hundreds of millions which must be paid in gold out
*"^

T'' °\' '""'''
1

legislation should be encouraged,

of our own coffers as the result of that program. T. 7 ^7'°'''^
T" . f

*'"' ''"''^' '""'''" '°°''°" *° "
^ ^ ttat no legislation be passed calculated to take awav the manhoodWe have nothing to be proud of in that connection. Those are of the man who makes the back bone, the fiber and the sinew of

cold business facts that we, as business men, have to face, and we our country, and our task is the protection of his interest The
have to find the solution, and the solution is going to be the greater workman will go as far as the radical legislature will permit It
development of foreign markets, with the ability to lay down our ig for us, as sane, common sense business men to try to find a
products, not under the courtesy of a foreign shipping trust, but fair ground, and when we have found that ground of equality and
under the rules and regulations imposed upon an American merchant fairness and justice to ourselves and to our workmen, to endeavor to
marine that will be operated in the interests of the American impress upon his mind that viewpoint, in order that harmony and
industry and that will fly our flag in every harbor the world around good will may be restored.
and carry our products likewise. ,,t , • t ^ ^ ,, , , .'

•^ "In conclusion I want to thank this organization for the support
The third group that I call your attention to is the social group. lyhich it has given the Chamber of Commerce of the United

I think you will agree with me that the wave of social legislation States. I want to tell you that that organization is not our
that is sweeping our country is one of the most threatening that organization, Mr. Caldwell's or mine; that it is not some intangible
confronts the business interests today—minimum wage, maximum thing that has a name but not an existence. It is made up of you;
honrs, employers

'
liability, workingmen 's insurance. Go down through it is doing your work, it is studying your problems ; it is trying

all the realm of subjects upon which legislation is being thrust upon to find a solution of those difficult questions which today are con-
the business community, into state legislatures and into the national founding many lines of business. Give it further support, and as
Congress, and we are face to face with the real problem. Now, you are requested from time to time to record yourselves with
because of our state sovereignty it is a physical impossibility that a respect to referendums that are presented by that organization,
uniform federal law shall govern those things that must be governed believe this: Every referendum will be a pro and a con. The argument
only by the operation of a state law. We may apply hours and that is made against a question will be just as jealously couched,
wages and insurance and liability, insofar as tlie government's just as carefully drawn as the argument for it. Educationally you
employers are concerned regarding federal legislation, but we cannot will be able to find both sides of every question in any referendum
legislate as to what shall be done in the state of Ohio or the state that may be submitted, but the value of it all is this: When the
of Illinois, because that is state sovereignty and state sovereignty business men of this country, now affiliated with the CHiamber,
must rule; but if we are to have a solution of this serious problem, representing more than 350 of the greatest organizations which this
it lies with the business men, such as we have in our organization. country has produced, representing an individual membership of
representative of every state in this Union, to see to it that, by some more than 200,000 business firms or business men, when we present
form of co-operation, through your national organization and ours, to the President or to the Congress at Washington a decision that
an effort shall be made to unify the state laws upon these subjects, has been made upon any question as the deliberate vote of the
that there shall be protection given to the workers to the highest business interests of this country, after a referendum, it is bound to
possible degree that business will stand, but not that the laws of have weight; it is bound to have influence and it will bring about
Illinois should be so different from the laws of Ohio or Indiana

^^
that which we have all failed heretofore to get, a hearing, on the

or New York as to put Illinois manufacturers at a serious dis- ground that we are now, for the first time in the history of our
advantage, from a competitive point of view, since they have not country, representing the union of business America.
to contend with the charges that would go against us in this par-

ticular state.

There is where uniformity is an absolute essential, and I appeal Remarkable Growth in Cement Manufacture
to you as business men to take it into consideration and, insofar A warning to lumber manufacturers is seen in the remark-

as you may, co-operate with us in an endeavor to unify the laws able growth in the Portland cement industry in the United
of the several states with respect to these social problems, so that States which has been so rapid recently that its relative standing
from the viewpoint of competition, justice and fairness may be among our great industries is realized by few even of those

done to all of our commercial interests. directl.v interested.

These are your problems, three problems that are economic, three Its importance, both commercially and financially, is perhaps

that are trade problems, three that are social. How are they to be best brought out by comparison with the American iron industry,

Bolved? They are to be solved only by the advice and counsel of whose standing is everywhere fully understood. The following

the business men of this country, in conjunction with the legislative table, compiled by E. C. Eckel of the United States Geological

skill of those whom we send to our legislatures and Congress to Survey, gives the output of pig iron and Portland cement in long

make our laws; and if we withhold that counsel and advice we will tons during every fifth year from 1880 to 1910, inclusive:

suffer the result of legislation that is inimical to our states and

that will be distinctly of a character to undermine our national Pig iron,

prosperity. "^"f""'- '^s to°s.

1880 7.749,233
We stand in this country as holding advanced views. We believe 188.5 7,415,469

that we are going to set the pace in social legislation for the thing 1890 9.202,703

that will guide other nations. A few davs ago there came into mv ^^^^ 9.446,308

. *,,..,_ '. ® . , -^ \ 1900 13.789.242
possession a publication by a very prominent social economist and

ic,q^, 2'> 99'' 380
scientist of Germany relative to the operation of social legislation 1910 20,674,123

Portland
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•^ Profitable Lumber Advertising
GENERAL POINTS FOR ADVERTISERS

Editors' Note

This is the sixth and last of a series of articles on how to write lumber advertisements, the first being a gen-
eral article on the subject, the second on "Writing Copy," the third on "Points About Writing Copy," the fourth on
"Borders, Headings and Layouts," and the fifth on "Mediums."

In the foregoing articles, the first principles of advertising have

been given, and from them can be built up a thorough knowledge

of the game. Bemember, you can get no new ideas of merchandising

in the lumber business—you must get your ideas from other lines

of trade and make them applicable. The reading of such magazines

as Printer's Ink or Advertising & Selling (they are virtually the

trade-papers of the advertising world) will materially assist you,

for they contain the latest sales-schemes of every kind of business.

You will see that nearly every one tells the other about his plans

and schemes. They also tell of the results the scheme brings.

Lumbermen would condemn that policy immediately; but men in

the advertising world know the plans and when a scheme fails, it is

easy to see why it failed. They analyze the scheme and are careful

not to make any mistakes in a like proposition. Thus the trade

in general is benefited and it tends to ever increase the efficiency

of advertising. There are less and less campaign failures. By reading

the two papers mentioned above, you can get more ideas of Hhe

advertising game in six months than you could get in other ways
in a life-study, except by taking a course in the subject.

The sales manager or his assistant should be the one to take

up the advertising end of the business. Salesmen should have reprints

of all advertisements, a number of each, for distribution to interested

parties. They can be used at times instead of cards. Eeprints

should be attached to every sales-letter that goes out of the office.

A notation, however, should always be in the corner, such as '
' Ee-

printed from Hardwood Eecord, Mar. 10th, 1913." That calls

attention to the fact that you are a constant advertiser in that paper,

and the buyer will look for your new advertisements. Give the paper

instructions, when you send in your final O.K. 'd proof, to send you

an electrotype of the advertisement after it has been run. The
re-prints can be had at little cost.

Advertising and salesmanship go hand in hand—one helps the

other, but advertising helps at every turn. Therefore, the salesmen,

the scouts of business, should make suggestions direct to the manager
of advertising. For instance, if one salesman finds that the oak

his firm has been shipping from its special oak mill takes a bettor

and more even "fume" than any other oak the customer has ever

bought, it makes a fine selling point. The manager of advertising

can work it in to advantage. The question of fuming lumber is a

vital one to the manufacturer of furniture and when that class of

people can get oak that takes the ammonia easily, it is interested

immediately. A saving in time is also evident—efficiency can be

brought in. Yet, if a lumberman sat in his office and tried to think

up these points he could never get any new ones. It 's the boys on

the job that see and hear these things and they are the ones to

turn them in to the advertising man. Of course, the general selling

points as to width, lengths, dryness, etc., can and must be found

out at the mill end so that shipments will come along as represented.

Points such as plump thickness, unusually old stock, special widths,

fine figure, hard texture (in some woods like ash) and so on, are

points that, for some lines of business, are telling ones for securing

business, or at least, in creating inquiries that will eventually result

in orders.

The power of suggestion cannot be over-estimated in this connection

or, in fact, with advertising in general. If a man suggests a thing

to us and puts it in such a way that it seems the only natural thing

to do, we unconsciously do it. Suggestion has moved ub to do it.

Suggestion, however, must be made to do it naturally. For instance,

a man is buying a certain grade for a specific purpose. Perhaps

the car of the next lower grade on hand, on account of its high

percentage of cutting, will meet the same requirements or will cut to

nearly the same percentage, and yet it can be put in at the lower

grade price. Here is a good sales or advertising argument. A like
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argument, on the other hand, would be a grade with a particularly

high percentage of cutting (say ninety per cent) ; a proportionately

high price can be had for it. The point is—deal in facts, not

generalities.

Service is probably one of the best selling points, especially so

today, where stock is badly broken at the mill end. Competition

on the selling end is growing keener everj' day—it is much more

so than on the buying end. One good thing that competition does,

where price is the same all around, is that it calls for the best there

is in salesmen to sell against each other, and it soon shows up the

man who is on his job. The same thing applies in advertising. Take

any two men handling the same product at the same price. Watch
them dig up new selling points and hammer away at it in their

advertising. Service will be one of the distinguishing factors. In

lumber advertising, some good points that can be brought up are:

Care in loading, facts about the character and texture of the stock,

points about finishing, etc. Service should always be made the strong-

est point. One lumber manufacturer on the Ohio river used to put in

one of his advertisements "We can ship on one day's notice." That

is one of the best selling points that could be had and yet that

manufacturer never made any point of it at all. He bad the

facilities for carrying it out, but he didn 't
'

' hanmier it home '

' to

the buyers enough. He could build up a large business and a

reputation on that point alone, liut like many other lumbermen

he was not alive to opportunity.

Co-operation between the sales and advertising departments of a

business means successful campaigns. Few in other liues of business

are successful as far as the office of the concern is concerned. Most

of the advertising men are at war with the sales managers—each

claims that his part of the work has brought the business and

therefore should be individually credited. There is too little co-

operation here and that is why some of the campaigns are not as

successful as the}- might be. W'hen a salesman feels that someone

else is "hogging" the credit in the office, he cannot put his best

energies into his work, and as a conseiiuence he does not feel like

doing something that is not appreciated. In the smaller concerns this is

eliminated, for the two jobs are combined in one—the sales manager

also has charge of the advertising. This man has endless oppor-

tunities at his command but his work should be done under the

most perfect conditions so that he can give the best that is in

him. And, he should be let alone.

Yes, and while we are on that subject,—when a man is employed

who has studied the game and knows his job—both the advertising

and sales part of it—he is in better position to write and plan his

work than any other member of the concern. Some things he writes

may not look or seem right to you, but remember: the writing of

advertisements is a peculiar proposition and you have put that man
in charge because you believe he can make good. Let him alone,

except to make suggestions. If you keep commanding him to do

this or that, he is held down and can't get good results. If he 'a

working for you and you 're paying him a decent salary, he has your

interests at heart, hasn't he? Well then, let him write his copy

as he thinks best. Too many really good advertisements have been

weakened, and in most cases spoiled as far as their "pulling qualities"

were concerned, by the heads of concerns iwho knew absolutely

nothing about this science, who just "wanted to have something

to say to show their authority." This is a grave mistake.

Study of conditions in the several lines of business to which one

caters reveals many points which can be made useful in both the

advertising and sales departments. A furniture manufacturer can

tell you something to advantage about your stock for his business

that you would never know of otherwise. That is why the salesmen

should be taken into confidence with both the sales and advertising
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managers. A mighty good plan and one that is used by a great

many concerns in other lines, is to have all the salesmen (or as many
as expense will permit) convene at the main office with both of

the managers. Put them all on an equal footing and exchange

sales ideas, criticize methods that are now in use, suggest newer

ideas, shorter cuts in the way of doing things, tell of experiences,

repeat what customers say about the goods and so on. Besides

bringing out new points, this sort o£ gathering increases the interest

of the salesmen in their concern for they see that they have something

to say and are not merely '
' hirelings. '

' You will get the best

there is in them and you will be surprised at the results at the sales

end. You know too, that the "boys" are out on the road and they

see and hear things that you, in the office, never would. They should

be alert for suggestions, criticisms, etc., as they are the ones that

have to sell the stock. What you in the office want to do is to help

them all vou can.

Follow-up letters play their part in any campaign. They are just

as essential as the advertisement. In fact, in some lines of business

they play the most important part. In this case, the advertisement

is simply placed there in order to secure the prospective customer's

name and address and then the follow-up starts to get in its work.

This consists of carefully thought out letters, booklets, catalogs,

etc. In the case of lumber, sales letters, stock lists, printed descrip-

tions, etc., are absolutely necessary. They have to be thought out

as carefully as the advertisement; they must be sent in logical

order, and the arguments must be in logical order.

After advertising brings j-ou the inquiries, it is then up to you

to give special attention to the proper handling of sales letters,

inquiries, salesmen and in fact, priming up your whole selling

organization.

Advertising jdays the part outlined in the first article. It gives

you the start. It sets the pace. You must do the rest.

'Wi>5ta4W5ws^v;\>^c:^tok>iv;ij;>ifaWM;i;^^

§ Production of Veneers in 1911
Statistics of- the veneer industry in the United States for 1911

are given in a bulletin soon to be issued by the Bureau of the

census. The total quantity of wood used in the manufacture of

veneers in the United States in 1911 amounted to 444,886,000 feet,

log scale. This represents a decrease of 6.8 per cent from 1910, but

an increase of two per cent over 1909. The number of mills reporting

in 1911 was 18 per cent less than in 1909, but the average output

per factory in 1911 was greater than in any other year.

Veneer is very thin lumber. The raw material is usually purchased

in logs of random lengths. Some are cut into flitches and in turn

sawed into thin sections called sawed veneer. In other cases the

logs, after being steamed, are shaved by sharp knives. This method

produces sliced veneer. !Xeither of these processes is as extensively

used as the third, the rotary cut, although for certain purposes they

are of importance. The structure of the wood, the size of the logs,

and the use for which the veneer is designed largely determine the

process employed. Where the product is for fine exterior finish and

has to be selected and matched according to the figure or grain, sawing

is the favorite method. Together these two processes were employed

to make approximately two-thirds of the white-oak product and about

one-half of that from mahogany and other foreign woods, but only

about one-eighth of the output from domestic woods. The remainder

was manufactured by the rotary cut process. This method is similar

in principle to the slicing process. The log after being steamed is

revolved against a fixed knife the length of the log, and wide sheets

are shaved ofi'. Though the domestic and cheap veneers are generally

made by this method, the fact must not be lost sight of that, except

in the ease of oak veneer, the rotary-cut process was used equally

with the other two methods for cutting ornamental veneer from both

foreign and domestic woods.

Veneers are cut into a number of thicknesses. The domestic woods,

rotary cut, range from 5/16 to 1/.50 of an inch, and the imported

woods from 3/16 to 1/34. The 3/16 is the most popular size, followed

by 1/8, 1/4, 1/16, 5/16, and 1/20. In the sawed and sliced products

the thickest veneer is 5/16 and the thinnest usually 1/110 of an inch.

The thicknesses most used were 1/20, 1/16, 5/16, 1/4 and 1/30, in

the order named. AVith such a wide range of thicknesses it would be

impracticable to gather the figures in surface measure and undertake

to reduce them to board measure, while if production were shown

by superficial contents, as in commerce, the figures would not be

comparable with the reports on other forest products.

The future promises an extensive growth of this industry. Sheets

of veneer and the gluepot are likely to play an even more considerable

part in forest utilization. Built-up lumber, consisting of several

layers of veneer glued together, is becoming a more important factor

each year in the manufacture of a number of staple commodities.

Furniture tops, panels, and backs; drawer fronts and bottoms; chairs,

including auditorium seats; trunks; store and office fixtures; packing

boxes; vehicle bodies; finish of passenger cars, etc., are examples.

This product has the requisite strength, is lighter than lumber, is

less likely to warp or check, and probably is less expensive, inasmuch

as the cheaper woods are utilized for the larger portion of its

manufacture. Some of the favorite woods used are species that

have not proven as serviceable for lumber as for veneer. The growing

tendency to market commodities, including fruits and vegetables, in

light-weight packages, such as berry cups, fruit baskets, tills, and

veneer boxes and barrels, has opened a wide field for shaved lumber.

This use is now thoroughly established, and its rapid increase seem a

certainty.

Eed gum was the principal veneer wood cut and it constitutes more

than 30 per cent of the total of the domestic woods. In 1910 it'

reached its highest mark, a little over 34 per cent, which was more

than the combined amounts of any other four woods reported. The

use of this wood probably has been the prime factor in bringing the

veneer industry to the degree of importance it has attained. The

largest increase in quantity used of any wood in 1911 was shown by

white oak, which for the first time exceeded the consumption of yellow

pine, Cottonwood and maple.

Ten of the woods used for veneer showed an increase and only nine

a decrease, notwithstanding the fact that the total was less than

the year before. The largest reductions were for yellow pine and

maple, amounting to over one-half of the total decrease. Of all woods,

Cottonwood, ranging from 30,000,000 to 34,000,000 feet during the

five years, has remained most constant.

The greatest percentage 6f increase in use was shown for two

kinds of veneer wood but little used prior to 1911, namely, hemlock

and Douglas fir. With the exception of Spanish cedar, which is

employed principally for cigar boxes, the foreign woods are mostly

used for the best grade of cabinet work, and bring high prices.

Relatively considered, the foreign species showed a much greater

falling off from the preceding year than did the domestic woods. The

decline of the former amounted to nearly 30 per cent, as against a

little over 6 per cent in the case of the latter. The decrease in the

quantity of mahogany was over 45 per cent—the largest reduction

shown by any of the veneer woods. All of the foreign woods generally

fell off in slight amounts, excepting Circassian walnut, which showed

a marked increase.

The veneer industry is fairly widely distributed, being reported

from thirty-three states. The greatest production is in the central

hardwood region. In the order of their importance, the seven

principal veneer- producing states are Arkansas, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana, and Missouri. Each of these states

reported over 2.5,000,000 feet, and each of the first three reported

more than 30,000,000 feet. The greatest losses occurred among the

southern states—Alabama. 43 per cent; Florida, 20 per cent; and

Texas, 46.7 per cent—while the largest gains occurred in Mississippi,
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Arkansas, and Ohio. New York state maintains its lead in the

eastern 3tates, though the loss there in 1911 was nearly 6,500,000 feet.

Maryland, among the eastern states, showed the largest gain as com-

pared with the preceding year. As a group, the Pacifie coast states

have been steadilj' increasing their consumption of veneer wood, the

quantity used in 1909 being 10,426,000 feet, as compared with

11,578,000 in 1910, and 17,494,000 in 1911, which figures represent

liardwood veneers from the East and veneers of western softwoods.

^sygC)&:«^5g>^:;:>aiO^>::;ic;M:i;icat:;tiv^^

Useless and Useful Exhibitions

Lumbermen and users of wood have had their attention called

to the Panama Exposition at San Francisco which opens its doors

eighteen months hence. This show will probably surpass in size,

and should exceed in usefulness, any other world 's fair ever held.

Lumbermen can make it the greatest advertisement of their industry

on earth, or they can neglect it and derive little benefit therefrom.

The exposition will be, primarily, an advertising medium, a trade

promoter, a business getter, a means of spreading practical and

useful information and of placing it before the public. The iudividual,

company, or association that neglects this opportunity to get before

the people in the best possible way, may wait a long time for another

chance like it. The acme of the world's competition for business

will be seen at San Francisco in 1915.

Lumbermen may think they can remain passive without being

hurt. Possibly they can, but it is doubtful. One reason for the

doubt is that an array of wood substitutes, such as were never seen

before, will be there. Some of the brainiest inventor's of this or

of any other country will exhibit numerous makeshifts designed to

take the place of wood, and the genuine article will lose out if its

friends neglect it. The best showing possible should be made for

wood, but the best showing does not mean the most voluminous

aggregation, or the largest collection, but an exhibit selected with

judgment and displayed with common sense.

In order to accomplish this, there are some things that should not

be done as well as some that should be. Those which ought not to

be done may bo named first. Former general plans of wood displays

at world's fairs should not be followed, but should be relegated to

the dead past and left there. A radical change in method is necessary.

The old plan might have answered some purposes in its day, but it

has had its day.

Beginning with the Centennial and ending with Jamestown, the

overmastering idea in getting together every forest exhibit was to

saw ofE a few hundred logs—the more the merrier and the larger the

better—champer one face to show the grain, set the logs on end in

long, monotonous colonnades, tack on cards containing the trees'

names in Latin (which not one visitor in a thousand read or

understood), and that was the wood exhibit. Sometimes a few

freak growths were thrown in for good measure.

Tree exhibits of that class have become almighty "stale, flat, and

unprofitable" in this country; but the worst of it is, the same

things will turn up again at San Francisco unless lumbermen provide

something better. Not only will something similar be on deck again,

but in many instances the identical things will be there. Wood
exhibits which have seen service in various great and small fairs

have not been destroyed, as a rule. They have been divided and

parceled out among states and communities and are only waiting

to be assembled for the next world 's fair. No one knows where all

the parts are, but they will be forthcoming. One bunch is known

to be in Chicago; another reposes in an attic of a Texas L^niversity

building; a third occupies part of an upper floor of Georgia's state

capitol; a ramshackle school house in the outskirts of Tampa, Fla.,

holds a fourth; and thus others are dispersed far and near.

Presently the call for exhibits will come from San Francisco, and

the old logs and blocks will be brought out for another parade. Dust

will be swept off, and the heterogenous crops of longhorn, shorthorn,

and horntail beetles will be shaken out, and the logs will once more

be set on end for millions of peo|de to look at.

That must not happen. Can't we have something new? Must

we go on following the same old plan forever? The great wood-using

industries need a new deal. They want something that will represent

the spirit of progress, not a collection of uninteresting stuff as dead

as Egyptian coflins.

The wood exhibits at San Francisco should be finished products

rather than raw material. Actual uses should be shown—things

ready to sell and ready to use. The jeweler does not exhibit a

wheelbarrow load of ore; the china merchant a pile of clay; the

seller of silk, a worm and a mulberry leaf; but the jeweler shows,

his watches, rings, pins, and bracelets; the crockery merchant exhibits

dishes, bowls, and vases; the dealer in silk displays his cloths,

braids, and trimmings. They appeal directly to buyers.

Should not dealers in wood commodities do the same? Cannot an

appeal to the users of wood be made by means similar to those

which the jeweler finds effective?

It has been proved that it can be done, and one instance will

illustrate. Take the blockwood furniture of China. It is faultlessly

made, finely carved, and wherever it appears in an exhibit, it

attracts attention. Those who become interested, examine it carefully,

its beauty grows on them, and if their pocket books warrant an

indulgence of their tastes, they are liable to buy. The Chinaman

shows what he has to sell; he shows it to the best possible advantage,

and he gets prompt returns for his advertising. How much carved

furniture would he sell if he simply stood a sawed-off log on end

and tagged it Amerimnon latifolium'i

Those who exhibit the products of wood (or any other products)

should do it as a business proposition, as a means to an end, and

that end should be to increase sales and make more money. An
exposition is not a museum. Some of the visitors attend for the

amusement they find, but the business man does not put an exhibit

there for the purpose of amusing anybody. He wants more sub-

stantial returns than that.

The manufacturers of wood commodities have an opportunity to

appeal to the public in a manner that will bring results. They must
show what they have to sell—the articles themselves, not merely the

raw material. The richness of American woods in color, grain, figure,

luster, strength, hardness, and in many other properties and qualities,

should be displayed in the finished articles. Every manufacturer who
makes an exhibit ought to put forward the very finest articles that

he produces—a piece of furniture, panels, boats, vehicles, shuttles,

shingles, cooperage, paving blocks, handles, flooring, boxes, caskets,

canes, musical instruments. No matter what particular commoditj- it

may be, it should represent the best in its class. The idea should not

be to fill a certain allotted space in the easiest manner possible, but

to fill it with the best exhibit possible for the purpose of bringing

to the exhibitors the largest profit possible.

The man who can produce something excellent can increase or even

create a demand for it. Millions of people hurry through an exposi-

tion and see little; but some study with care such things as interest

them, and it is the eye of these people that the exhibitor wants to

catch. When he has attracted their attention he is in a fair way to

get their business.

Wood substitutes are in the field and fighting for the market.

Lumbermen and woodworkers must face the fight squarely. Lectures

and literature are all right in their place; but the best argument
in favor of wood is the wood itself—not raw, but ready for use,

every good point brought out where it can be seen, examined, and
appreciated. The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association has

appointed a special committee to look into the matter of a permanent
exposition, but the trade should co-operate to the greatest possible

extent along the lines suggested. This opportunity should not be

overlooked.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of tlie inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mail Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 482—Wants Information About Hickory Borers
Moreauville, La., June 12, 1913.—Editor Hardwood IIecord : Will vou

pltase advise us iiow the pin-worm originates? This worm has caused
great damage to our lumber, and for this reason we would like to know
if they como into existence by the fly. If you know of any method used
to prevent them, we would appreciate your giving us the formula. Thank-
ing you in advance for this information, we are

Tbe writers of the above letter have been advised that the pin-worm

of which thev speak as injuring their lumber is probably what is

<?alled the powder post beetle. If such is the case, it is particularly

destructive to seasoned hickorj-, though it works in other dry woods.

There are several kinds of these insects, but they work in much the

same way. Their presence is usually first detected by white dust fall-

ing from the wood. Some of the insects are very small. While work-

ing in the wood they look like worms, but they are the larval stage

of beetles and they finallv grow wings and legs and take flight. They
develop from eggs deposited in very small holes in the surface of the

wood, and soon after hatching the larvae begin to bore. In the case

of hickory stock, a liberal sprinkling with oil has done much to keep

the egg-laying beetles away. When the larvse hatch inside the wood
and begin boring very little can be done as far as infested pieces are

concerned, but such pieces should be removed and, if useless, should

he destroyed with their broods of larvs.

—

Editor.

B 483—Seeks Cottonwood Dimension
Hardtvood Record is in receipt of a list of sizes of 4/4 cottonwood

•dimension from an important St. Louis re-manufacturing house. The
requisition calls for three cars per month, and the lengths range up

to 72" long, and widths from 8" up. The stock must be thor-

•oughly kiln- dried, and worked up to proper widths on Linderman
•dovetail glue jointer, and it is, to be surfaced two sides to 13/16".

Anyone interested in the list of sizes can have them on application,

"by referring to B 483.

—

Editor.

B 484—Seeks Birch, Chestnut, Basswood and Oak
Hardwood Kecord is in receipt of a purchaser's requisition from an

important Pennsylvania rcmanufacturer calling for a considerable

quantity of red birch, chestnut, basswood, plain red oak and poplar of

firsts and seconds and Xo. 1 common grades, ranging from 4/4 to 16/4

in thickness. Anyone interested in the inquiry can have the list on

application, by referring to B 484.

—

Editor.

B 485—Log Scale for Small Logs
Morehouse, Mo., June .">.—Editor Hjkdwood Kecoiih : Recently there

has come up with us a little question in regard to the measurement of

very small timber with the L>oyle-Scribner rule. Of course, it means
Doyle for the smaller sizes. What we wish you to advise us, if you can,

is the basis of Doyle rule for logs smaller than 9 inches.

The writer of the above letter has been advised that the Doyle rule

•does not contemplate scaling logs less than 9" in diameter, and that

small logs in bolt form supplied to handle and spoke factories are

usually sold on the basis of cord measure.

If anyone is familiar with a scale which wiU accurately measure
6" to 9" timber, Hardwood Eecord will be very glad to receive it.

—

Editor.

B 486—Wants Prices for Dimension
Easton, Pa., June 12.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you tell us

the market price paid for standard dimension ash and oak : prices of

walnut gunstocks .md for wagon tongues? If you cannot furnish this

information, w'e will be pleased to receive information as to where we
can procure it.

facturers who probably will supply the information asked for.

—

Editor.

B 487—Seeks Beech Lumber
Cincinnati, 0., June 12.—Editor Hardwood Record: We are desirous

of securing a quantity of 4/4 and S/4 beech. Will you be kind enough to
give us the addresses of any mills where this lumber can be secured?

Lumber Compaxt.
To the writer of the above inquiry a list of mills manufacturing

beech in the North has been supplied. Any others interested in the
inquiry can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 488—Seeks Sources of Supply for Handles and Hickory and
Persimmon Dimension

nirminghnm. England. June 4,—Editor H.ardwood Record: We are
buyers of all kinds of ash. hickory and basswood handles, sawn hickory,
persimmon, etc. ^Will you kindly put us in touch with concerns producing
these lines of goods?

The above inquirer has been supplied with a list of manufacturers
of all varieties of handles, and a short list of hickory dimension and
persimmon producers. Any others interested can have the address on
application.

—

Editor.

B 489—Seeks Dimension Stock
Eastwood, X. T., June 1.3.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have spent

some time in trying to learn the different sources of supply for dimension
stock, and up to the present time we have been unsuccessful. We have
been informed that if we would address you on the subject, you could no
doubt be of considerable assistance in giving us the names of manufac-
turers of this material.

JLiNUFACTUBIXG COMPAST.
The above inquiry is from a leading wholesale manufacturing con-

sumer and has been supplied with a brief list of dimension material
manufacturers. Any others interested can have the address on appli-

cation.

—

Editor.

B 490—Seeks Machine for Grinding Sawdust
Philadelphia. Pa., June 14.—Editor Hardwood Record : Beg leave to

ask if you can give us the addresses of manufacturers of machines for
regrinding sawd.jst such as is used in the manufacture of floor sweeping
compounds.

Hardwood Eecord is unable to supply the information asked for in

the foregoing letter. Anyone knowing the name and address of a
manufacturer of the machine referred to will kindly communicate it.

—

Editor.

B 491—Seeks Thin Panel and Table Top Stock
Binghamton, X. Y.. June 4.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are in the

market for some thin panels and table top stock. 'JVill you kindly send
us the addresses of some manufacturers in this line of business?

Company.
The above inquiry is from a high-class furniture manufacturing

house. Anyone interested in the inquiry can have the address on

application.

—

Editor.

B 492—Further Information About Imported Black Oak
In the issue of May 25 Hardwood Record the following letter ap-

peared in the Mail Bag section

:

London, E. C, May 9.—Editor Hardwood Record: The object of our
letter is to inquire whether you would be good enough to furnish us with
the addresses of firms who are in a position to act as agents for the
sale of black oak. The class of oak we are offering on account of ship-

pers is in Europe very highly valued, and we should therefore be glad to

have an idea of the possible price to be obtained on your markets.

Our friends propose consigning a quantity of logs to your market, in

ciew of which we should be obliged if you could tell us the best port for
this consignment and charges that may be incurred in handling a shipment
as suggested.

We are forwarding to you. this mail, a small sample of the oak for

the purpose of showing the color, and furnishing you with an idea as to

the class of oak our friends have for dispasal.

We trust our queries have not encroached too much upon your courtesy,

and permit us to express our thanks in advance.

The above inquirer has been advised that it is impossible to make

quotations on dimension stock owing to the great variation in prices

".being obtained for it. He has been given the names of sundrv manu-

The opinion was expressed by Hardwood Eecord that the wood had

oeen artificially filled with some dark substance. Further information

from the exporter, however, clears up the matter. The wood is oak,

apparently Austrian oak (Quercus roJitir) and comes from Russia,

where it is procured from the bottom of a river. Entire trees were

submerged, probably many centuries ago, and have lain out of reach

of air and of course immune to decay. The dark color is due to nat-

ural causes. Doubtless the river water and the iron in solution acted
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on the tannin in the oak to produce the result. The texture of the

wood has not been changed, and no signs of petrifaction are visible.

The pores, however, are plugged with a darb substance that looks like

rubber. This may be the tyloses (growths) which plugged the pores

of the wood while the tree was alive, the same as may be seen in

nearly any white oak.

It is said that a theater in Moscow, Russia, has been finished with

this oak. Gold leaf was rubbed into the pores of the quartered wood

with effect that is said to be very beautiful. The mirrors brought out

by quarter-sawing are clear and distinct, and are much darker than

the rest of the wood, in fact, nearly as black as ebony. This oak is a

unique example of what an exquisite wood-finisher nature is when it

has a long period of years and a perfect laboratory in which to bring

the work to perfection.

B 493—A Iiumbermau in Borne

Hardwood Record is in receipt of the following communication

from a well known member of the hardwood trade, namely, F. J.

Kuny of the Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company, Mound City,

111., who has been spending the last month or two on an extended visit

to Euope:
Rome, Italy, May 29.—Editor Hardwood Record : If you have not

seen Rome, forget lumber for six months and feast your interest in the

history of a colossal past here in Rome. I jiuarantee you will not tire.

I'. .1. Klxv.

B 494—Profit in Special Furniture Manufacture

Colesborne, Kngland, Jiine 3, ItU.''..—Editor Hardw.h.d Rkcoud ; Your

article on fancy hardwood Hoors in Hardwood Record of May io interests

me because I have tried in vain to tind a manufacturer of paniuetry in

England who has realized the quantity of material in beautiful hard-

woods of many native and foreign kinds, which goes to waste in the

forest and at the lumber yard. This material is admirably adapted to

small cabinet work and parquetry, or what may bo called wood mosaic.

In the course of my work on the trees of Great Britain. I have come

across burls, crotches, ciirls and waves of other pieces of wood with

beautiful figure, which would have been wasted or given away or sold at

low prices because there is no regular marki'l for such stuff when they

are not large enough lo cut into boards or veneer of standard measure

and known quality. Some of the most beautiful pieces of furniture in

my home are made from such neglected wood and have not cost me as

many shillings as they would be worth pounds if they were old. The

price paid by art collectors of Europe and .\merica for old furniture, only

because it i.s old, seems ridiculous when compared with what it costs to

make as handsome pieces as I have in view. If someone were to make

a specialty of this work. 1 am sure he would reap a ricli harvest. Japan

is the only country I know of where good taste and gri'at skill in wood-

working by hand and house decoration is well understood.

As the tine Hgure in woiid seems to be more appreeiated in the I'niled

States (ban in England. 1 should be glad to hear from any amatiur <ir

firm wlio appreciates the idea.

B 495—Wants Maps Showing Timber Sections of United States

South Rend. Ind., .Iiine lio.— Edilur Hardwumd Recoud :
W'c are under

the impression that we receivc^d a few months ago from yo\u- office a map
or chart showing the location of the different timber sections of the

United States. It was our intention to have this chart framed for

reference, but in some way it has been misplaced.

If you are in position to furnish us with another one of these eharts.

we shall be very glad to receive it at your early convenience.

CoJtPAXV.

The above company has been advised that we did not supply it

with a map showing the location of the different timber sections

of the United States, but sent it a copy of H.\rd\vood Recokd con-

taining a graphic map and text showing lumber cut of the various

kinds of wood for the calendar year IfllO, issued bv the Forest

Service, I'nited States Department of .Agriculture; further, that

we think perhaps a duplicate of this colored map can be olitained

on application to the Forest Service.

In connection with the census of 1S90 a set of very beautiful

graphic maps was issued, showing the distribution of various

woods which covered everything except red gum, whieh was then

not regarded as a commercial wood. These maps are now out of

print and are unobtainable save through collectors of old books,

it is ,iust possible that the set could be obtained through some

first-class second-hand book estalilishnicnt, liut these maps arc ratccl

at a value of $150, as we understand it.

The inquirer has been further ailvised that the best thing he

can get showinp standing timlur is a document issued by the

Bureau of Corporations of the Deiiartuicnt of Commerce and

Labor, Luther Conneaut, Jr., Commissioner, entitled "The Lumber
Industry, Part I, Standing Timber," dated January, 1913. It is

understood that this document can be obtained by application to

the Bureau of Publications at Washington, D. C. It contains sev-

eral maps and a good deal of information on the subject from the

viewpoint of the government.

—

Editor.

B 496—Application of Guarantee Percentage of Special Widths
. Ark.. June 10.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have sold

a customer a carload of 10" and up wide lumber, guaranteed 30 to So

per cent of 12" and wider. In what manner should the amount of 12" and
wider be determined? In other words, should the number of pieces ii>

the car be considered or the board measurement of the car?

To the above inquiry we have replied as follows:

While we know of no definite precedent in this matter, there

is no reason for believing that "guaranteed 30 to 35 per cent of

12" and wider" can mean anything but that that percentage should

be of tijp total losrd feet rather than of pieces. The only way that

the guarantee could specifically provide for 30 to 35 per cent of

12" and up boards in the total number of boards, would be to

specifically mention that it should appl.v to the number rather

than the total board feet, because if all boards 12" and up wide

were removed from a carload of say, 15,000 feet, and piled by them-

selves, it is very apparent that the total board feet in that pile,

if in number the boards represented 30 to 35 per cent, would be

considerably more than that percentage.

Of course, if the specification were that the board should be

exactly 12" and not wider, the specification would hold good in

either case, but since "and wider" is added, it stands to reason

that the jjercentage must be based on board feet rather than

based on numerical percentage. Further, if .vou were to consider

the 30 to 35 per cent of 12" and up as applied to the number of

that class of boards, in a car of 10" and up, it would be a simple

matter for the millman to have as many boards as possible out of

the remaining 65 to 70 per cent as near to 10" as possible. This

would be making the shipment within the specifications, but would

give a larger total number of boards, and hence the numerical per-

centage of 12" and up would be greater. Vice versa: If the mill-

man should put in a larger number of boards more nearly 12" than

10", the numerical percentage of 12" and wider would be correspond-

ingly decreased; that is, any shipment varies in number of boards

in a total order according to the width of each board. Therefore,

the smaller the average v\idth, the larger the total number of boards

anil the larger actual number of 12" and up, and the smaller the

total number, the smaller the actual number.

We see no reason whv there could be any other construction

placed on this division other than that it shall represent 30 to 35

per cent of the total boiir<l feet in the shipment.

—

Kditoi;.

Clubs and Associations

National Commissary Managers to Meet

Tracy P.. l.ucrovk. tlio livr secretary of the National Commissary Man-
agers' Association, lias just issufd a bnlletin devoted to an exposition

of tlie many good things to be presented Dt the meeting of that associa-

tion at St. Louis on August 19, 20 and 21. According to the program
presented, there will be mighty valuable business sessions and in addi-

tion ample entertainment features will bo offered. The convention head-

qnarters will be at the Planters hotel.

** Windy City" Picnic on July 15

The Lnmbernien'y Ass(Mi:it iciu df Chicauo and the Lumbermen's Dub
of Chicago, will give a joint picnic at Northwestern Park. I>e.s Plaines.

111., on 'I'nesdny. July lit. William A. Kager. whose genius is always
called upon when there is anything in the line of entertainment to be

planned, is "boss" of the arrangements, and says that a program of

unusual interest is about prepared. It will include the regular ball game
between the hardwood element and the pine section of the Chicago trade,

as well ab various field events for men and those who spend what little

umney the men might happen to make In the lumber business. Hy reading
ln-tween the lines one can see that this means wives, sweethearts, daugh-
ters and other near relatives.

In addition, the location of Northwestern Park, situated as 11 is on the
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beautiful Des Plaines river, wil! offer other features not available at

previous piCDics. Boating, and. we understand, even fishing and bathing,
may be indulged in. so those attending will not be limited to field events
and the ball game for their amusement.
The park is a grove of thirt.v-flve acres of attractive woodland, and

in itself is a pleasing place to visit. An attractive dancing pavilion will

give those with sufficient backbone an opportunity of trying nut the
tango. Boston and other latest fancy feats.

Mr. Eager has arranged with the Northwestern for special train
service. The train will leave Chicago in the morning at about ten o'clock
—the exact time not yet having been set. The journey will consume only
about thirty minutes, so it can be seen that it is no slow, "lumbering"
train.

More complete details as to the program will be given in a subsequent
issue.

Outing of the Cincinnati Lumbermen's Cluli

The annual Juno outing of the Cincinnati Lumbermen's Club was held
Saturday. June 14 at Eyland. Ky. For many years it has been the
custom of this organization to set aside some afternoon or evening in

June for an outing which, until this year, included wives, sisters and
sweethearts. At the last meeting of the club in May it was suggested
that this year the picnic to be held in June be a stag affair, and conse-
quently the entertainment committee was instructed to make arrange-
ments accordingly. A special train was secured and at 1 :30 p. m. the
party left for the private grounds of the Kentucky Shooting and Fish-
ing Club where upon arrival of the party and the several automobile
parties that had preceded, a light noon day luncheon was served. The
afternoon was devoted to baseball and other field games, bathing and
boating. There were just sixty-nine members of the club present.

At 6 :00 p. m. the party repaired to the private club house, where
a fine chicken dinner was served. After dinner the party indulged in

various card games until train time. The outing was declared one of
the most enjoyable ever held.

Philadelphians Successful Golfers

Those who in their purblind jud.i;ment have dubbed the city of Fhila-

delphia slow, what have they to say of its prodigious athletic activity

and prowess displayed at the eighth annual tournament of the Lumber
Trade Golf Association, which was held in Garden City. L. I., on June 10
and 11? Its baseball teams are the champion players. The winning of the

great polo match has added its laurels, and the Philadelphia lum-
bermen golfers ba\'e set the sporting pace for their rapid sister cities

in the East at this much contested tournament. Out of about thirty prizes

the Philadelphians won twelve, including the Sawdust Club trophy,
which was carried off by the Quaker City team, with a score of 369,
Boston standing 381 and New York 3S9. Three Philadelphians were elected

officers for 1913. Frank Buck, vice-president ; \V. H. Smedley, treas-

urer : Horace A. Reeves, .Tr., secretary.

Outing of Buffalo Lumber Exchange
The Lumber Exchange went on its first outing of the season on June 17.

best known in American history as Bunker Hill day, but no sort of war-
fare was carried on except that several baseballs were severely punished
on the diamond attached to the Buffalo Automobile Club, where the

lumbermen met in Ibis capacit.v for the second time since the clubhouse
was opened. The conflict between the "white-pines" and the "hardwoods"
in the national game was some time ago laid aside, and the nines are

now made up without reference to branches of the business.

The first, or hard-ball, game was headed by I. N. Stewart and O. E.

Yeager. and Mr. .Stewart rested on former laurels in order to become a

pitcher in the second game. Tbe first game was pla.ved chiefly by the
younger lumbermen and resulted in the score of 12 to 9 in favor of the

St*^wart team. The real sport was nearl.v all developed in the second

game, which was headed by F. M. .Sullivan and H. A. Stewart. Nearly
all of the older members took pari, though it was observed that Anthony
Miller was not given a place iu the game, probahl.v on account of his not

being on the anxious list when the choosing was done. Tbe score of the

game was practically a tie. and was so declared officially, although the

sport was of such a free and easy sort that nobody knew when the game
was finished. The supper and the speeches were all that were required

for the occasion, the latter being of a semi-political character.

EvansvUle Lvunbemien in Outing
The annual outing of the Evansvilb- LumlH-rmen's Club which was

held on the Ohio river Monday evening, June 16, was one of the most
delightful affairs the lumbermen have ever projected. The steamer John
S. Hopkins was chartered for the occasion, leaving Evansville at 2 :30

in the afternoon and making a trip up Green river to within a short

distance of Spottsville. On returning, it went up the Oliio river as far

as Newburg. In all there were about one hundred lumbei-men in attend-

ance with tlieir families and friends, and there was an unanimous expres-

sion of entire satisfaction with the arrangements made by the entertain-

ment committee. There was the usual music, singing, dancing, etc.

The unique feature of the dinner was the menu cards which were de-

signed b.v George Worland, secretary of the club. The covers were

made from cedar grown on the island of Cuba, and cut to a thickness

of 1/1000 of an inch. On the inside of the covers were found samples

of the various woods handled by the various hardwood mills in Evans-

ville. such a.> Indiana white oak. figured oak. red gum, African mahogany.

Circassian walnut and Tinnessi e cedar.

Sub-Committees of Conservation Congress Have Useful Work
The forestry committee of the National Conservation Congress has

appointed subcommittees through its chairman. Henry S. Graves. These
subcommittees will report to the congress at its meeting in 'W'ashington
next November. The first sub-committee is the committee on publicity.
This will give publicity to the forestry work of the National Conservation
Congress, tending to instruct the people to a realization of the methods
and purposes of forestry and conservation in general.
The second committee is the federal forest policy committee, which will

treat of the needs of the federal government in the matters of forestry
legislation : national versus state control of the national forests ; economics
of timber supply in relation to production and consumption, and details
of national forest administration.

The state forest policy committee has been established for the purpose
of framing, passing and enforcing state forest laws : acquiring and manag-
ing state forest reserves, with special reference to cut-over lands

;

co-operation between states, between the states and the federal government,
and between states and private agencies.

The forest taxation committee is one of the most important of all, and
will have to do with the consideration of existing tax laws, and their
influence on forest management. It will get at basic principles of wise
forest taxation, with definite suggestions for legislation.

The forest fires committee will investigate fire prevention by states,
federal government and private interests. It will study forest fire asso-
ciation work with special reference to the possibility of co-operation. It

will also take up the matter of forest fire insurance.
The lumbering committee has to do with investigation as to the lumber

business, its economic importance, and the principles governing methods,
markets and prices. It will sponsor the application of scientific manage-
ment to lumbering operations, and the submittal of reports on log and
lumber measures, with recommendations for standard scales.

The members of the forest planting committee have to do with condi-
tions under which commercial planting is desirable, also nursery methods,
field planting methods and natural versus artificial regeneration.

Tbe main duty of the forest utilization committee is a study of closer

utilization in logging, in manufacturing and in marketing and conserva-
tive treatment of timber.

The forest school education committee will investigate the strength and
weakness of forest school education, and will make recommendations as to
courses or methods of teaching needed to better fit men for practical work
in lumbering. It will investigate the need for ranger schools and short
courses for woodsmen and farmers.

The forest investigation committee will select sub.iects demanding
investigation, and will place responsibility for investigation.

Seventh Annual Lumbermen's Golf Association of Chicago
The Lumbermen's Golf Association of Chicago held its seventh an-

nual tournament at tbe Beverly Country Club links on June 24. Clear
weather brotight out a large number of players and a good galler.v. The
prizes combined beauty and utility. The following is a record of the
events with the donators. winners and description of prizes :

The American Lumberman cup and gold medal to winner and silver

medal to runner-up for the longest score of the day : \V. J. Fo.ve, Omaha,
Neb., winner : F. M. Baker. Chicago, runner-up.

The Herman H. Heftier cup to become the property of the player
winning it three times, it being tbe trophy of handicap match against
bogey : Percy F. Stone. Rockford. 111., winner.

The Lumbermen's Club cup, a handsome open silver pitcher, for player
making best score on all odd holes, C. T. Bailey and James Miksak, both
of Chicago, tied.

The W. L. Sharp cup. for player making best choice score on eighteen
holes. B. F, Mashek, Chicago, winner.

Tbe Hopkins prize, a beautiful sterling silver and glass flower-holder,

for best score of afternoon play open event with handicap, J. F. Mingea,

Chicago, winner.

The C. H. 'Worcester trophy, a beautifully engraved silver tray. Frank

B. Stone, Chicago, winner.

The first flight prize, a silver sugar bowl and creamer donated by E.

A. Thornton, Robert W. Fullerton, St. Louis. Mo., winner.

The second flight prize, a silver ice-water pitcher donated by E. S.

Gamble. William L. Sharp, Chicago, winner.

The third flight prize, a silver serving plate donated by the golf asso-

ciation, F. J. Burns. Chicago, winner.

The fourth flight prize, a silver encased casserole also presented by the

golf association. J. E. Burns, Chicago, winner.

Special prize, a handsome punch bowl, L. E. Rollo. Chicago, winner.

The following officers were elected for the coming .year : E. A. Thorn-

ton, Chicago, president ; E. A. Lang. Chicago, secretary ; S. O. Knudsen,

Chicago, treasurer ; directors. W. L. Sharp, C. M. Smalley, E. C. Mueller.

R. W. Fullerton, L. J. Hopkins. L. E. Rollo.

Lumbermen Lose Shingle Fight in Birmingham

The city council of I;irmini:bam. Ala., has pass.'d its anti-shingle

ordinance in the face of strenuous and concerted effort covering the past

year on the past of the lumber trade. In addition to forbidding the use of

wooden shingles within the city limits, the ordinance specifies that where

more than 20 per cent of a shingle roof is burned in any fire, the entire

roof shall be replaced with so-called "fireproof" roofing. It is understood

that the fight will Ix" continued by the lumbermen with a view to prevent-

ing the ordinance going into effect Oct. 1, as is provided.
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With the Trade
Doing Big Business in Circassian

The R. S. Bacon Vi'netT Company. Xorth Ann sinn-t. Chicago, reports

that it has nearly 2.000.000 feet of Circassian walnut veneer on hand,

having been specializing on this highly popular wood for some little time.

Mr. Bacon is an expert in picking logs, devoting considerable time each

year to trips abroad for the purpose of selecting desirable wood. The

company receives monthly shipments of logs direct from the Caucasus.

The Bacon-Underwood Veneer Company, of Stockton, Ala., an affiliated

organization, is constantly increasing its timber holdings whenever a good

opportunity offers. The company's veneer mill is now protected by its

own holdings of timber for thirty years' cut. So far during 1913 the

principals of the Bacon-I'nderwood Veneer Company have acciuired l.'JOO

acres of tupelo timber, and are now working on a proposition to take over

considerable more.

Thebes Hardwood Lumber Company Organized in Chicago
The Thebes Hardwood Lumber Company is the style of a new organiza-

tion recently organized at Chicago, with a capital stock of $10,000. The

company will engage in wholesaling and retailing hardwood lumber in the

city. The incorporators are : Jacob F. Haske. Joseph Kuberski and

John Szopinski.

Wolf Mountain Lumber Company Buys Timber

The Wolf Mountain Lumber Company, a North Carolina corporation

with headquarters at Asheville. N. C. and headed by S. F. Chapman, of

Asheville. and backed by Henry L. Dougherty & Co., of New York, has

purchased from George H. Smathers timberlands along the headwaters of

the Tuckaseigee river, lying mostly in Jackson county. The consideration

was .$144,000. A survey of the property showed that It had more than

twenty miles of waterway providing a continuous water power amounting

to 13.000 horse power.

The scheme is essentially a water power scheme, the timber being pur-

chased merely for investment with the idea of insuring the conservation of

rainfall for the purpose of providing uninterrupted water power. The

water power will be utilized in hydro-electric development. The timber

will be handled with the idea of conserving the water power. It is

probable that a hunting and fishing club will be organized in the near

future to take over the fishing rights n( the preserve.

Important Arkansas Hardwood Deals

The Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company, of Dermott, Ark., recently

purchased 4,000 acres of high-grade hardwood timlxT, lying in Arkansas,

from the Morganie Land Company, of New Orleans, La. This tract is in

Chicot county, near the Louisiana line. The entire stand is virgin growth,

never having been touched by axe or saw. It is considered as fine a bunch

of hardwood timber as can be found in the southern part of the state.

The operations will be connected with the Iron Mountain Railroad by

means of a line running four miles Into the timber. The land was orig-

inally purchased in IS.Sfi by the Citizens Bank of New Orleans at a ridicu-

lously low price. It being inundated most of the time. Drainage facilities,

however, have resulted in its ready accessibility, and it is said that the

price paid by the Fec-Crayton Hardwood Luml)er Company is close to the

record mark.

This concern will immediately begin the erection of mills on this prop-

erty. It is stated that after the removal of the timber the land will

be worth considerably more than the purchase price, as it is of high

character for corn and cotton.

Another important deal recently consummated is the sale of a tract

known as the Van Ravansway tract in the neighborhood of Brinkley, Ark.

This timber was purchased several years ago by Dr. Van Ravansway at a

nominal figure. It includes 10.000 acres and during the past two years

a small portion of it has been used each year for colonization. The timber

has been bought by Pittsburgh capitalists tor $135,000, and will be

exploited immediately, being cut clear for cultivation.

Famous Bietz Logs Sold

A crew of men has been placed on the Dietz farm at Cameron Dam
by the T. A. Bruett Lumber Company, wholesale lumber, of Milwaukee, for

the purpose of transferring the logs from the Thornapple dam territory to

Winter, Wis., for shipment. The Bruett company purchased the logs

from attorneys for Dietz and has a large motor truck on the grounds

to aid in shipment. These logs were the source of much trouble sev-

eral years, ago. Most everyone remembers the notorious Dietz case

which resulted in the conviction for life of John Dietz for the alleged

murder of a deputy sheriff. Oscar Harp, who was killed during a battle

between the Dietz family and officers. The Weyerhaueser Lumber Com-

pany was the original owner of the logs which were left on the Dietz

farm by backwater when the Weyerhaueser company was driving logs on

the Tliornapple river about ten years ago. Dietz refused to allow the

lumber company to remove the logs from his farm. Legal fights and

actual battles with arms resulted, and after Dietz was captured and

convicted the logs were sold to the Milwaukee company, which is about

to remove them. The timber has deteriorated from insects and weather,

hut representatives of the Bruett company claim that It is in good con-

dition and will yield from 300,000 to 500,000 feet of lumber.

Buskirk-Eutledge Lumber Company Buys Out J. W. Johnson
Company

The Buskirk-Rutledge Lumber Company. Inc., Lexington, Ky., has suc-

ceeded the J. W. Johnson Company of that place, having bought out all

interests of the Johnson company in the lumber business. The new
company has a band mill at Quicksand. Ky., a band mill and three

circular mills at Straight Creek, Ky., and two circular mills at Oneida,

Tenn.
The Buskirk-Rutledge Lumber Company has recently moved its yard

from Lexington. Ky., to Cincinnati, O., and is now located on the Queen

and Crescent route at Brighton station in Cincinnati. The company
also has a yard at Somerset, Ky.. which it maintains for the purpose

of assembling lumber. The main office will be retained at Lexington.

U. B. Buskirk is president and V. A. Rutledge is secretary and treas-

urer.

Perrine-Armstrong Company to Install Electric Drive

The first of the month the Perrine-Armstrong Company, the big hard-

wood operating concern of Fort Wayne, Ind., suspended operations long

enough to enable it to install electric drive throughout the mill. The
machines will be connected up in such a way that it will be possible to

run any machine in the shop without operating any other machine.

Three boilers and two engines were necessary under the old arrange-

ment to provide sufficient power for the plant. One boiler will be

retained tor heating purposes and all the other similar machinery removed.

It is anticipated that the work will be completed by July 1.

Ferguson-Palmer Lumber Company to Build MiU in Mississippi

The Ferguson-Palmer Lumber Company of Paducah, Ky., announces

that it has preparations pretty well completed for the erection of a saw-

mill at Houlka, Miss. George Ingram of Paducah. who will construct

the plant, is already at the seat of operations. In addition to the mill

building, which will be 40 x 200 feet, various other buildings making
up the plant will be constructed and In addition Mr. Ingram wiM build

a home for Donald Palmer, who will have charge of the mill. In addi-

tion to the mill sctructure. the company will install some ten miles of

railroad to tap its large timber holdings in that section. An investment

of $50,000 will I>e involved.

HiU & Mount
Hill & Mount Is the style of a new organization with offices In the

Essex building, Newark, N, J., which concern has been incorporated to

do a wlioiesale business in box lumber and box sliooks. The incorporators

are F. J. Hill, for years prominent in the box manufacturing trade of

Newark, and J. T. and R. I. Mount. The two latter men are identified

with the Glilett-Mount Company, also of Newark. All three men reside

in East Orange, N. J.

New Furniture Factory in Texas
Reese & Carreker, who are building a new sawmill at Diana, Tex., five

miles east of Beaumont, are also planning to establish a furniture factory

in that connection. These people have a large supply of hardwood which
they will work up, and also have extensive holdings of pine timber. An
artesian well has been sunk to supply tlie plant with water and 1,500

feet of spur track have been laid by the Southern Pacific railroad. The
foundation for the mill has been completed.

Fire in Yards of the J, A. McEntee Lumber Company
A fire which it is thought was of incen<liary origin was discovered

in a tool house of the J. A. McEntee Lumlier Company in the west end
of Cincinnati and located right on the Southern railway tracks, on the

night of June 10. The Are had gained much headway when the Are

department arrived and a general alarm was sent in on account of the

tbriatening blaze and the close proximity of the yards adjoining of the

Queen City Box Company. The theory on incendiary nature of the fire

Is supported by the fact that one Monday afternoon a small fire was dis-

covered in one of the sheds, being caused by a large pile of oil waste such

as is used in packing axles of freight cars, and a can of oil was later

found under a nearby lumber pile. The small fire was quickly ex-

tinguished, but the one on June IC was of such proportions as to entail

a loss of about $5,000 before the firemen succeeded in getting it under
control.

Long Legal Battle Settled

A long legal fight, which had been pending in Wisconsin, Michigan
and Illinois for twenty-three years, has finally been settled with the

payment of $20,000 to Attorney M. M. Riley, for the Union Trust Com-
pany of Chicago. When Hoxie & Mellor of Antlgo went out of busi-

ness, an assignment was made. This concern had taken over a con-

tract from W. W. Hutchinson of Antigo which provided that the title

of the (iml>er on a tract in CJogebic county. Michigan, which Hutchinson
purchased from Wilson H. Stubbings of Chicago in 18Sf>. should remain
with Stubbings until the purcba.se price was paid. Hoxie & Mellor sold

the lumber to the Antigo Luml>er Compan.v. After the assignment was
made the Antigo Lumber Company started replevin action after the

Hoxie & Mellor property had been attached. It then gave a bond of

$45,000 and shipped the lumber to Chicago. The National Bank of

Oshkosh then instituted suit for foreclosure of the chattel mortgage,
naming the Antigo Lumber Company. Stubbings and other attaching
creditors as defendants. This suit was appealed to the Supreme court

of Michigan, and Stubbings was awarded .$17,000. Stul)blngs meanwhile
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bad assigned his interest to the t'nion Trust Company of Chicago. His
claim was compromised for $12,000. The replevin suit resulted in a

verdict of $76,000 for the Union Trust Company. A verdict of $43,860

was granted in a second trial and this verdict was affirmed by the Mich-

igan Supreme court in 1907. Suit was then instituted against the Wis-

consin replevin bondsmen, each being ordered to pay one-third. On April

19, last, the Shoemaker heirs were ordered to pay the Union Trust Com-
pany the balance. This was done Thursday. June 12. Of the original

parties of the ease only two, il. M. Kiley, Milwaukee, and M. A. Hur-

ley, Wausau, are living.

New Plant Montvale Lumber Company

The Montvale Lumber Company, of Fontana, Swain county, N. C, an

allied house of the R. E. Wood Lumber Company, of Baltimore. Md., which

is the sales headquarters of that concern, has recently rebuilt its band

mill and made sundry improvements in its operations at this point. The
Montvale Lumber Company is the owner of the splendid timbered Eagle

Creek Valley, which opens up to a branch of the Murphy division of the

Southern Railroad at Fontana. This timber largely consists of oak. pop-

lar and chestnut, and is one of the finest, if not the finest, stands of

timber in the entire eastern mountain region.

The expert manufacturing genius of the Montvale Lumber Company
is G. Leidy Wood, and the company is indebted to him for the splendid

economical and high-class operations that are being carried out. Mr.

Wood personally superintended the rebuilding of the company's mill which
now ranks second to none in that entire country.

The pictures accompanying this article are self-explanatory. This is

only one of the several lumber operations that is controlled by the Wood

Interests. Altogether Che various timber holdings and sawmill operations

of this company are one of the most important in the country. The
products of the several plants are all handled through the office of the

E. E. Wood Lumber Company. Continental building. Baltimore, Md.

Change in Baird-Coale Liunber Company
George W. Coale. partner with Dan W. Baird in the recently incor-

porated Baird-Coale Lumber Company, with offices in the Fisher building,

Chicago, withdrew from that concern on Saturday. Juni' 14. and has

returned to Houston, Tex. Mr. Coale was associated with Mr. Baird to

look after the yellow pine end of the wholesale and commission business

of the Baird-Coale Lumber Company, but hit withdrawal from the concern

will take that company out of the yellow pine field entirely. Mr. Baird

is continuing and will continue at the same offices, doing as heretofore a

wholesale and commission business in southern hardwoods. He has not

yet definitely decided as to future plans relative to the name and incor-

poration of the present company, but for the time being will continue to

operate as the Baird-Coale Lumber Company. He will probably resume

the old style—.!. W. Baird Lumber Company—some time in the future.

Developments in Bossert Case in New York
An interesting development, the result of the recent suit brotight by

the firm of Louis Bossert & Son. trim manufacturers of Brooklyn, against

the Carpenters' Union and others, came to light with the bringing of a

suit for damages against the union and certain trim manufacturers.

The suit is brought for damages to the Bossert firm sustained, it is

alleged, through the spies of opposition manufacturers of trim who fol-

lowed the Bossert trim to buildings where union carpenters were employed,

and then called strikes on the jobs.

VIFWS AT THE OPKUVi-KlXS OF THE MONTVALE LUMBER COMPANY, FONTANA, SWAIN COUNTY, N.C.

-Rough and TumWe' LnL™''2-Loading Big Poplar and uak^Log^ :^3-^TrainIoad of Logs Crossing Trestle Over Eagle Creek; 4_The Log Pond
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Attorneys for Louis Eosscrt & Son state that formerly the Bossert

Arm sold $500,000 worth of trim annually in Manhattan and the Bronx,

but much of this business has been lost because builders feared to use

the material lest strikes would be called. Amona; manufacturers of trim

named as defendants in the suit are the Empire City-Gerard Company, the

Murray & Hill Company, the Harlem River Wood Working Company,
the Jamestown Mantel Company, the Meisel-Danowitz Company, the

Niagara Woodworking Company, Levin. Kronenberg & Co.. the Batavia

& New York Woodworking Company. Several individuals connected with

these firms are also named.
It is alleged that through a compact between the carpenters' union

and the union trim plants Ihe manufacturers agreed to operate union

shops on condition that the union protect them against the competition

of the non-union shops, and prevent the use of the latters' materials

by calling strikes. The result of this has been to close Manhattan to

the open trim shop and debars the public from the benefit of competition

in this material.

This is another chapter to the history of the so-called trim suits and

the final outcome is awaited with interest by manufacturers of trim,

not only in New York but throughout the entire country.

Old Zeb Evans
In this connection is shown a photograph of

Zeb Evans, probably one of the oldest active par-

ticipants in the manufacture of forest products.

While he has now retired to Los Angeles, where

he is enjoying the pleasures of a well spent life,

he is still, though eighty-four years old, capable

of taking an active part in woods operations and

spends his days trimming off the tops of butchers'

blocks.

Zeb says that he can take a cross-cut saw and
make a cut a sixteenth of an inch clear across

the top of the biggest butcher block. His pref-

erence runs to Atkins silver steel saws, which
he has used for nearly sixty years. The old man
says that he has cut timber in the wilds of

Indiana and then, when the center of the hard-

wood industry moved southward, down through

the southern states. He enjoyed all kinds of

pleasure, he says, in his day, but none has
equalled the satisfaction he has derived from
pulling the high-class saw turned out by the

Atkins people.

Zeb Evans is a second cousin of the famous
"Fighting Bob" Evans.

Biltmore Doings for May
"Biltmore Doings," recording the \vork of the

students of Biltmore Forest School, says that

the school arrived on May 1 at Biltmore, N. C,
where it made a close study of the famous
Biltmore estate, observing the results of the

work of Dr. Schenck during his years as for-

ester for that estate. The students were very
much surprised to find that the white pine

plantations made seventeen years ago are even
now yielding timber of merchantable size. Stands
twenty-one years old will yield over 10.000
feet lioard measure of box lumber to the acre.

The students also observed other plantations of

the various species and mixtures of species, and
looked into the fuel wood and tannic acid in-

dustry developed by the doctor.

The students, on leaving Biltmore. went 1m

Sunburst, N. C, the seat of the operations of the

Champion Lumber Company, where they are in

the heart of an immense operation yielding 150,-

000 feet per ten-hour day. The students were
given the freedom of the woods and mill and given

every assistance by those in charge. They were given an opportunity of

studying highly etBcient methods of logging and lumbering in rough coun-

try, noting the operation of both the Clyde and Lidgerwood systems of

aerial skidding. There Is considerable competition between the crews of

the two types of skiddcrs as to which can do its logging in the most

inexpensive manner, which condition presents the work to the students

in the most favorable manner.

Regular surveying trips were taken during May, notable among these

being a preliminary survey on a mountain stream where the students

laid out preliminary lines for skidding operations. Interesting trips were

also made to the splash dam. pole chutes, narrow gauge railroads and

other contrivances used for conveying logs and pulpwood.

The whole stay at Sunburst will cover about six weeks, during which
time the students will 1m thrown in close contact with every form of

practical work.

Lumberman's Son Wins Honors

Birchiill Hammer, sou of Thomas B. Hammer, head of the Hammer
Lumber Company, Philadelphia, was awarded the William West Frazer

prize of ."JilOti for the highest scholarship of the athletes composing the

track, baseball, crew and football teams. He is a member of the class

which graduated at the University of Pennsylvania, June 17, is prominent
in athletics and a leader in college affairs. He is a lineal descendant of

Dirk Keyser, and also, through his mother, a descendant of Weigert
Levering, two of the original settlers of Germantown, in 1683.

Minnesota Bate Decision Important to Arkansas Lumbermen
The state's victory in the Supreme court of the United States in the

railroad rate cases is the principal topic of discussion in Arkansas busi-

nes circles at this time. The people are rejoicing over this, the tirst

victory in the state's tight against the railroads in the matter of the

two-cent passenger and the maximum freight rate as fixed by the

Arkansas Railroad Commission under the act of the Arkansas Legisla-

ture of 1907.

The act over which this contention has been raised between the rail-

roads and the Arkansas Railroad Commission was passed by the General
Assembly of 190S, and provides that all railroads of fifteen miles in

length or less are limited to a charge of five cents per mile for passen-

gers ; those lines of more than fifteen miles and not over eighty-five

miles in length are limited to three cents per
mile, while those of more than eighty-flve miles

in length are limited to two cents.

In the early part of 1908 the Arkansas Rail-

road Commission, under the authority of the act

of the legislature, prescribed certain maximum
freight rates for the various lines, as well as

the maximum passenger rate as provided in the

act. Shortly after this new tariff had been pub-

lished hy the Arkansas Railroad Commission
eighteen railroad companies brought suit in the

United States circuit court at this place, seek-

ing to enjoin the commission from enforcing

the revised tariff rates. Upon application being

made. Judg(* Jacob Triel>er, United States dis-

trict judge for the eastern district of Arkansas,

granted a temporary restraining order against

the commission which, after testimony had been

taken during the years of 1909 and 1910 in the

federal courts at St. Louis and Chicago and In

the federal court at Little Rock in 1911, was
made permanent by Judge Trieber, upon the

theory that the rates as fixed by the Arkansas

Railroad Commission under the new schedule

were confiscatory.

Shortly after the restraining order was Is-

sued in 190S the Arkansas legislature made an

appropriation of $.'iO,000 to be used In employ-

ing counsel and in paying the necessary court

costs in an effort to prevent the enforcement

of the temporary injunction, and again in 1911 ;

after Judge 'I'rieber had made the Injunction

permanent against the railroad commission the

legislature appropriated an additional .$12,000

to be used in appealing the ease to the United

Slates Supreme court. The transcript was
lodged In the Supreme court in the fall of

1911. and argument was heard by that court

in the spring of 1912. However, final decision

was not given in the case until this week.

Under the decision of the Supreme court, as

handed down hy Justice Hughes, the Injunction

was dissolved, and the rates as fixed hy the

Arkansas Railroad Commission were upheld. It

will be necessary for the railroads in Arkansas

to prove more convincingly that these rates

are confiscatory before a permanent injunction

will li<".

This is one of the first developments following the now famous Minne-

sota rate case decision of the United States Supreme Court.

Southern Roads Advance Rates to Ohio Crossings

The Louisville & Nashville railroad announces changes in various rates

from local points in Tennessee to Ohio river crossings. It is anticipated

that other roads will follow suit, following the institution of increases at

competitive points.

The actual increase is on the average not large, there Iving some two-

cent advances, while the bulk are but one cent. The objection to be raised,

however, is that , there being such a large number of advances in the new
tariffs submitted, the aggregate will result in a very material additional

burden.

Afraid of Agitation

Lumber operations in the Philippines appear to respond qtiickly to agi-

tation affecting political affairs. A London trade paper reports that

"the largest lumber mill in the Philippine islands has suspended oper-

ations because of agitation over the Jones hill now pending in Washing-

ton which grants independence to the Philippines."

•OLD ZEB" EVANS
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R. J. Darnell, Inc., Has Big Fire

Tbe double band mill and veneer plant of R. J. Darnell, Inc., Memphis,
Tenn., was destroyed b.v fire on June ID. It has been Impossible to

obtain any idea as to tlie cause of the Are. which raged the greater por-

tion of Sunday. With the exception of the boilers all of the machinery
was ruined. The tire also destroyed more than 2,000,000 feet of lumber
and veneers. It is estimated that the loss was from $100,000 to $125,000.

fully covered by insurance. R. ,1. Darnell, bead of the firm, has refused

to give any statement of the loss, but this is regarded as conservative.

A number of cars on the siding of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley road

were also burned : in fact, the iire was the most disastrous which has

occurred in lumber circles here for years.

A full statement concerning the plans of the company with reference

to rebuilding and with regard to taking care of its l)usiness while the

plant is being rebuilt will be found in the regular Memphis corre-

spondence.

Ruth-Trier

On Wednesday evening. June 11, Adolph H. Ruth. Chicago manager of

the G. W. Jones Lumber Company, of Appleton. Wis., was married to

Miss Marie Trier, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip G. Trier. 423 North
Elmwood avenue, Oali Park, III. At the same time Miss Trier's sister.

Clara, became the bride of C. I. Carter, of Boston. Mass. Tbe ceremony
took place at the Second Congregational Church in Oak I'ark. and was
performed by the Reverend Carl C. Morrison, of the Sacramento Boulevard
Christian Church of Chicago. He was assisted by tbe Rev. Edwin D.

Gaylord, pastor of the church in which the cere-

mony took place. Twin sisters, Beulah and
Lulu, acted as bridesmaids, and Miss Edna, an-

other sister, was maid of honor. Paul G. Trier.

.Tr., a brother, was master of ceremonies. Fol-

lowing the ceremony there was a reception at

the home of the brides.

Tbe lumber trade of Chicago, both in the mat-

ter of presents and presence, demonstrated the

regard with whieli Mr. Ruth is held in the local

trade.

On Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. Ruth left

on their wedding trip to the West. After Aug. 1

they will be at home at 6248 Wayne avenue,
Chicago.

Little River Lumtier Company Employes

Enjoy Outing

The third annual pirnie of the employes and
their families of the Little River Lumber Com-
pany and the Little River Railroad Company of

Townsend, Blount county, Tenn.. was held at Elk-

mont, Sevier county, Tenn.. on Saturday. June 14.

This annual outing as a method of entertaining

their employes was started by these companies
three years ago and has been a remarkable success.

The picnickers started on a special train leav-

ing Townsend early in the morning and car-

rying them through the winding gorges and the

magnificent mountain scenery along the beauti-

ful Little river to Elkmont. where a park spe-

cially provided for the purpose was in readiness
to receive the crowd.

All were well furnished with provisions for the occasion and Mrs.
W. B. Townsend. wife of the president of the Little River Lumber Com-
pany, presided over the necessary culinary arrangements.

While preparations were going on for the spread, short speeches were
indulged in and there was music during the meal.

Following the luncheon, a baseball game was played between the

"Rexalls," of Maryville. Tenn., and the Little River Lumber Company
team, known as the "Townsends." The Townsends, although this was
their first game, won by a score of 18 to 3. After the game the various
members of the party spent the afternoon in exploring the woods,
climbing the mountains, etc. They left on the same special train about

five in the afternoon.

Horn-Williams

Stanley F. Horn, popular member of (he staff of the Southern Lumber-
man of Nashville. Tenn.. was married on Thursday. June 12, to Miss
Beryl Williams of Nashville. The ceremony was performed by the Rev.
Mercer P. Logan, of St. Ann's Church. Nashville. The bride and groom
left on a tour through the East, going via Savannah by boat to New York.

To Improve Levees Around Helena
It is announced that the levees around Helena, Ark., will be improved

in a very material way, by raising and straightening, in the near future.

Several hundred thousand dollars have been appropriated for this purpose,

and the work will involve the levees in the various districts in and around

the city of Helena, and also the levees south from this city to the mouth

of the White river, fifty miles away. The levees will be brought up to the

standard height and strength prescribed by governmental engineers.

Death of T. H. CuUey
T. H. Culley, who has been connected with the Walker Veneer Works.

of Alpena. Mich., for over live years as a traveling salesman, passed
away on June 1 at Jamestown. N. Y. Mr. Culley was held in high
esteem by his firm, which regards his death as a distinct loss. His work
was mostly among the veneer consuming trade in the eastern territory

where he sold the high-grade bird's-eye maple veneer turned out by this

company. The deceased will be succeeded by his brother, W. J. Culley.

Consolidation of Hardwood Interests

The Ilooton Hardwood Company is the style of a newly incorporated

organization with offlces at 508 Wright building, St. Louis, Mo. This
concern is made up of the consolidation of the former Hooton Hardwood
Company. St. Louis, the R. A. Hooton Lumber Company of Terre Haute,
Ind., and the Wabash Hardwood Company of Memphis, Tenn. The
consolidation took effect on June 10. the company to do a general whole-

sale hardwood business.

R. A. Hooton of Terre Haute is president ; R. U. Fletcher, vice-presi-

dent : W. J. Stuebe, secretary, and J. T. McRoberts. treasurer. Mr.

Fletcher and Mr. McRoberts will be the active 'factors in the business,

tbe former doing the buying, and the latter attending to the oflice and
sales.

Late Glasgow Market Report
The timber trade in Glasgow and the west of Scotland since last

report has displayed a continued tendency to dullness. In some cases

prices are inclined to be easier than they were, but taken as a whole
are well maintained. Though the movement in box-making material

is slow, the high import cost does not admit of

any easing of prices, cargo quotations being as

firm as ever. Pitch pine is hardly so firm as

it was. in sympathy with cheaper freights, but

there is no pronounced weakness. Imports which
continue on a moderate scale are largely made
up of deliveries against contracts. Ex quay sales

and also from yarded stocks are few, buyers

evincing no desire to cover other than against

immediate wants.

American ash logs have come forward in

quantities much in excess of this market's re-

quirements, and it has been necessary to store

in several instances. ' Logs against contracts

have not been up to standard quality, with the

result that numerous logs have been rejected.

Not much Canadian spruce has come in so far.

.\ cargo arrived two days ago from Miramichi.

but is against contract with the largest buyers

of spruce, who import thousands of standards

yearly. Birch logs still come in by each suc-

ceeding boat, and this explains the small import

of birch planks.

The quiet conditions prevailing are no doubt

due to some extent to the fear of further labor

troubles in shipbuilding, which are again assum-

ing an acute phase. So far as can be learned,

inquiry has dwindled away to nothing, due to

owners being daunted by high prices, coupled

with the extreme uncertainty regarding delivery,

tor both of which factors the works are responsi-

ble. This means that unless matters in this re-

spect improve there will be a sudden dearth of

employment about September or October, for there is nothing like the

amount of new tonnage to go on as tbe present orders are worked off.

Cornell University Receives Gift

The Department of Forestry at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., has

benefited by a gift of 200 acres of land. This generosity has en-

dowed the forest school with a larger working field as former gifts

have been made to the Forest School comprising eight woodlots and a

farm of thirty-eight acres growing up to hardwoods and white pine and

hemlock. The lands so given present a wide variety of silvical condi-

tions and will afford a broad experimental field for the students to work

in. None of the lands so far lie more than three miles from the

campus of the university. Those of the Harvard and Yale Forest schools

lie at some distance and do not present a much more silvicultural dif-

ference by their remoteness. Cornell Is fortunate in possessing a work-

ing field close by the campus where the student can devote more time

to varied studies. The new forestry building has already had the ground

broken and it is expected that construction will go forward rapidly.

Move Mill

The Roper-Reese Lumber Company of Klkport, Ky..

business and plant of the Yale Lumber Company of

those operations are run by Mishawaka, Ind., consuming interests, and

the new company is merely another Incorporation of those interests, for

the purpose of taking over the Yale Lumber Company's operations and

moving the plant to a new timber supply. It is expected the plant will

lie ready for operation inside of three months. The mill will manu-

facture mainly oak and poplar, the company having some 11,000 acres of

hardwood timber. In addition to the regular sawmill machinery, all of

which will be new. the company will install veneer saws.

H. RUTH, CHICAGO MANAGER G. W
JONES LUMBER COMPANY, APPLE-

TON, WIS.

is absorbing the

Yale. Ky. Both
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Hamburg Market for May

Report from a large firm of wood brokers at Hamburg, Germany, states

that general business conditions during the month of May were fair and
all that could be expected. Prices in forest products were steady. The
report states, however, that though the political situation is more settled

than formerly, business conditions have not yet reached their normal
state. The prospects for the coming months, however, do not look

unfavorable.

The demand for white oak in the Hamburg market continued active,

and returns for the better grades were very satisfactory. The report

states that the volume of business done would be larger if buyers were
not hesitating a little in consenting to pay higher prices.

There was the usual good call for black walnut, especially for the

better grades. It shippers were not so reluctant in making offers, larger

transactions could be made. Common grades and culls were but

moderately asked for.

During May there was a fairly good inquiry for sap and tnpelo gum
with firm prices prevailing. Trade was somewhat quiet in cottonwood,

although prices held.

Illustrating an Excellent Gravity Lumber Carrier

In the May 10 issue of Hardwood Record, on page 21, there was
described in detail a comprehensive and highly efficient method of han-

dling lumber on cars and in the yards by means of a ball-bearing conveyor,

requiring merely an incline to transport lumber and various other forest

products from one point to another. Since the publication of this story

the Mathews Gravity Carrier Company, of Elwood City, Pa., mentioned
in the article, has sent in an illustration wbicli appears on this page,

showing the construction and operation of the carrier njanufactured by

it and the efficiency and facility with which the conve,vor -transports

lumber from freight cars.

The Mathews Gravity Carrier Company recognizes that such a con-

trivance must be absolutely accurate in order to be efficient. Hence,
the greatest care has been exercised in the design and construction of

this product, in order that it may be perfectly aligned and .stay in per-

fect condition. The carriers are of all-steel construction fitted with im-
proved ball-bearings. The supports are instantly adjusted for any level,

hence the conveyor can be arranged so as to transport lumber from any
point to any other point desired in a very economical and expeditious
manner. >

New Cableway Skidder

From Sunburst, in the Little Smoky mounlains of North Carolina,
comes the account of a new overhead cableway skidder particularly de-

signed for use in mountain logging. This machine is a radical departure
from all former types of cableway skidders, and Judging from Its reported
capacity developed over a considerable period of time is a very decided
improvement In machines for this difficult work. It was designed and
built by the Clyde Iron Works of Duluth, Minn., after long and careful

experiment.

A great saving in time and cost is secured by the fact that this new
machine carries its trolley line on a special power-driven drum, and is

equipped with outhaul and setting lines, which carry the heavy trolley

line out under power. Thus the necessity for carrying this long, heavy
cable up the steep mountain-side by hand or animal power is done away
with. When it is lime to make a new set. all that is necessary with
the new machine is to cast off the trolley line from its anchorage, throw
in the clutch on the trolley line drum and wind the line up under steam
power at high speed. The ease and rapidity of the operation obviates the
necessity for a second trolley cable to be set while the first is being used.

All linos on the new machine lead from different points on an inclined
boom, doing away with the thrashing and tangling of lines, which is a

constant cause of breakage and wasted time on the older machines. This
boom is of steel and is secured by a trussed steel back-brace.

The new skidder is self-propelling, having sufficient tractive power to

propel twice its own weight up a ten per cent grade. It requires a

crew of only six men, as against ten or twelve required with other cable-

way skidders of much smaller capacity.

Under average mountain conditions the new machine developed a

capacity in excess of 2S,000 feet of logs daily, as afiaiost less than 8,000

feet for a big tower machine working under the same conditions.

Two of these machines are in dally use at Sunburst, and on the strength

of the showing made by them another of the same type has been ordered

for the Little River Lumber Company of Townsend, Tenn., whose logging

conditions are similar to those at Sunburst.

Married—Joseph P. Murphy

H,\RDwooD Record acknowledges the receipt of an announcement from

Mr. and Mrs. .\lva Curtis Cochran, of Knoxville, Tenn., of the marriage

of their daughter. Iva Pearl Cochran, to Joseph P. Murphy, which occurred

at Knoxville on Tuesday. June 17.

Mr. Murphy is superintendent of the Little River Lumber Company and
of the Little River Railroad, Townsend, Tenn., and is one of the most

competent, all-around railroad men in the country. His bride is one of

the charming and handsome belles of Knoxville.

Hardwood Record wishes to heartily congratulate both the bride and
the groom.

Want Further Hearing on Through Bills on Export Shipments

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Hureau is making a strenuous effort

through John It. Walker, attorney, to secure another hearing before the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the case of the Anderson-Tuliy Com-
pany which involves the issuance of through bills of lading on export

shipments of Kimlx-r over the v>-est side lines by way of New Orleans. It

is understood deflnitely that the railroads and steamship companies have

been unable to reach an agreement regarding the issuance of through

bills and the absorption of demurrage charges at New Orh'ans by the

steamship companies at that point. June 23 was the date which was
fixed for the expiration of the agrcment as between the ste;imship com-

panies and the west side lines covering through bills and the absorption

of demurrage charges and, with the expiration of this agreement, matters

are in a highly unsatisfactory state for exports of lumber, cotton or

other commodities. The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau is taking

this sub.iect up with unusual vigor at the moment. Conferences are

scheduled for the immediate future and heavy pressure will be brought

to hear upon the Interstate Commerce Commission to secure a ruling

similar to that handed down in the case of cotton shippers in Texas to

the effect that, if the steamship companies were willing to accept through

bills, the commission would force the Texas roads to issue such docu-

ments. There is not an exporter In this city nor a member of the South-

ern Hardwood Traffic Bureau who does not fully appreciate the value

and utility of through bills of lading as an aid In the handling of export

business and it is because of this fact and because of the apparent dis-

position of the roads to discriminate as between cotton and lumber that

the lumber exporters here are so determined to go after this matter and

bring the sul..iect to an issue. The matter has been allowed to remain in

abeyanci' for the past few weeks in the hope that the steamship cora-

panii's of .\ew Orleans on the one hand, and the east and west side lines

on the other, would be able to reach an agreement that would make it

unnecessary to abrogate the expiring terms.

.MOUKUN METHOD OF UNLOAUING H'.MBER. CABLEWAY SKIDDER BllLT BY Cl.Vmo lUON WORKS, niLlTH.
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Pertinent Information

Boosting Birch
Secretary R. S. Kell&gg. in conjuuction with tlie advertising committee

of the Nortliern Hemlock nnd Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,

has made quite a name for himself as an advertising man. Working in

^•onjunction with Chairman M. C. McCuUough of the advertising com-
mittee, he has gotten out some mighty live literature in the form of let-

ters, booklets, etc.. which has very materially increased the sale of

hirch and hemlock of the members of that association.

One of the latest ideas in connection with the birch campaign is a

series of ten birch panels of eighth-inch stuff with various finishes

which can be successfully used on that most excellent wood. The panels
are arranged on two tapes and can be hung up conveniently on a small

space. The linishing material is all of the highest grade obtainable

and shows up the beauty of the wood to the best advantage. A large

numl>er of these samples will be sent out to architects and builders in

various parts of the country and will unquestionably result in increas-

ing the already active demand for birch.

Bulletin of Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance

According to bulletin nuuiber GV>. issued by the Luml)ermen"s Under-
writing Alliance at Kansas City, the number of fires at lumber manu-
facturing plants this spring is in excess of the number of fires last

spring. The causes of fires at saw and planing mills are few and.

aside from fires caused by the exposition of one building to a confla-

gration at finolher building and, in addition, from lightning, it is proba-

ble that ninet.v-eight per cent of all fires listed were caused by the

spark hazard, the friction hazard, and the electric hazard. Under the

first heading are included sparks from locomotives, boiler stacks and
slab fires and the various hazards created by smokers. The friction

hazard is created by any friction of two surfaces, including hot bear-

ings. The electric hazard includes all dangerous features developed b.v

electric equipment, such as short-circuiting, the formation of the electric

arc, over-fusing, and overloading.

The fire danger from any of these causes should be eliminated in any
well-watched mill that is kept clean. Combustion at the start is fre-

<iuently retarded if the only fuel and vehicle for fire is a clean floor

planking and clean, well white-washed timbers and lumber comprising
the structure itself. The usual fire-fighting equipment and facilities

promptly brought into action will, in most cases, speedily put such fires

under control. There is. however, no known means which can be relied

upon to save the mill if flames feed on dry sawdust and debris. In other
words, continuous cleanliness in mills is absolutely essential to the entire

prevention of destruction by fire. Without cleanliness all other safe-

guards and helps become ineffective.

Indiana Forestry Report
The State Forestry Board of Indiana has issued its twelfth annual

report in the form of a book of l.SO pages. The compilation is by Charles
C. Dean, secretar.v. Indiana was once a great timber state and it yet
stands high in production. The process of gradually working round from
natui-al forests to cultivated timber lots is slowly taking place. The
forest, in the old sense of the w.jrd. is largely a thing of the past there,

but much logging is carried on liy cutting timber on farmers' lots. Little

headway has yet been made in tret* planting for commercial purposes, but
the movement is under way. The present report devotes considerable

space to that subject, and a very important feature is a list of trees
which ought not be planted. It is poor business to waste time and money
planting a scrub tree when a good one is as easily planted. If some
such advice on the subject had been given the western people thirty or

forty years ago. some millions of box elders, soft maples, catalpas and
green ashes would not have been planted, but better trees would have
occupied timber claims, roadsides and door yards instead.

Prospective tree planters in Indiana are furnished with lists of suit-

able trees for planting, and information is supplied as to the rate of

growth that may be expected of the various kinds.

A valuable feature of the Indiana report consists of an outline course
in forestry study for the public schools. The instruction is. of course,

very simple, but it is practical and if carried out it will doubtless accom-
plish much good. This study is not designed to turn out tichuical

foresters, hut it will open the way to a better understanding of the

planting, care and value of trees.

An Instrument for Locating Forest Fires

Step by step we are moving on to Iwtter methods of fire-tlghtlng. One of

the latest innovations in fire-fighting equipment is what is known as the

'Eric Outlook Table." which was invented by F, B. Knapp, an engineer and
forester.

It is used in systems of fire protection which use the lookout station.

The lookout watchman is stationed where he can watch a wide expanse of

country. He is equipped with telephone connection, field glasses and the

"Eric outlook table." The latter is the key to the situation. When a Are

is discovered, it is sighted to by an alidade lying horizontally over the

"Erie outlook table " This table is no more than a topographical map of

the region which falls within the watchman's eye, showing all of the moun-
tains, hills, valleys, railroads, huts, streams, roads, trails, oriented with
divided circle and alidade, pivoted at the center.

This alidade measures off the exact compass direction of the fire—just
like a pilot compass. The watchman telephones his compass direction of
the fire to another away off on some other lookout station, who immedi-
ately gets his reading. Where the two readings intersect the fire is
located. It is now only a matter of men, tools and food to put it out.

In the past, in some cases out West, some of America's biggest forest
fires were unavoidable because they could not be located within several
days.

The New Hampshire State Forestry Department has adopted this new
invention and is finding it of the greatest value in locating forest fires
and in putting a fire fighting force into the field quickly.

Building Operations for May
Sixty-five cities issued huildins,' permits during the month of May to

the total valu(^ of $80,609,773, compared with a total value of $78,209,-
529 for May last year, an increase of 3 per cent, as shown by reports
received by the American Contractor, Chicago. This is a gratifying
showing, in view of the fact that for the month of April the building
operations showed a decrease of about 6 per cent, as compared with
the corresponding month in 1912. and also in view of the fact that both
New York and Chicago reveal during May a somewhat lessened activity
than a year ago. Of the 63 cities gains were made in 28 and losses in

37. The most notable increases, together with percentages, were made
by the following : Birmingham, l.il ; Bridgeport, 114 ; Dallas. 256

:

Pittsburgh, 117 : South Bend, 99 ; Spokane, 99 ; Worcester. 95 ; Detroit.

87 : Cedar Rapids, 83.

For the five months ending May 31. building permit reports from 65
cities show total costs of $289,148,595, compared with $298,543,903
for the first five months of 1912. a decrease of 3 per cent.

May, 1913. May. 1912. —Per Cent

—

Clty^ Cost. Cost. Gain. Loss.
Akron $ 584,380 $ 454.S00 29
Albany 399.665 453.540 .. 11
Atlanta 771.657 778,08!) .. 1
Baltimore 835.147 .s:i(i,,-,(i2 1
Birmingham 969.227 :iS.-.,34o 151
Boston 2.538.900 1,188,(]75 114
Bridgeport 249.672
Buffalo 1.568,000 1.8S0.00O .. 17
Cedar Rapids 293.000 llio.oou 83
Chattanooga 70.390 90.640 .. 22
Chicago 8.925.500 10.373,200 , . 14
Cincinnati 790.572 785,777 1
Cleveland 1.958.025 2.014.207 .. 3
Columbus 613.338 507.122 3
Dallas 1.107.405 310.923 256
Denver 244.430 586.000 .. 62
Detroit 3.900.645 2,088.075 87
Evansville 183.859 136.457 35
Ft. 'Wavne 237.2.50 304,815 .. 22
Grand Rapids 320.957 287.044 12
Harrisburg 124.0.50 239.025 .

.
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Hartford 674,530 731,580 . , 8
Indianapolis 1,088,479 841,895 29
Kansas City 1.129,660 1,446,705 .. 22
Lincoln 113.485 131.095 .. 13
Lns Angeles 3.735.410 2.277.410 64
Manchester 206.917 201.6.58 3
.Memphis 417.412 684,435 .. 39
Milwaukee 1.391.591 1,244,849 12
Minneapolis 1.260,645 955,260 32
Xashville 117.275 1.56.444 .. 25
Newark 1.683.705 1.290.469 30
Xew Haven 351.936 463,021 .. 24
Xew Orleans 417.086 342,617 22
Manhattan 5.926.544 13.7.50,748 .. 57
Brooklyn 3.091.270 4.722.274 .. 34
Bronx 3.247.934 4,303.289 24

Xew York 12,265,748 20,776,291 41
Oakland 1,357.077 1.203,137 13
Omaha 477.000 .590,020 .. 19
Paterson 148,360 228.597 . . 35
Philadelphia 4.170.095 3.996,785 4
Pittsburgh 2.541.716 1,171.709 117
Portland 848.530 1.528,496 . . 44
Richmond 292.651 507.030 .. 42
R'.chesler 1.078.387 1.'J56,.504 .. 14
St. Joseph 90.525 161.615 .. 44
St. Paul 1.072.903 930.063 15
St. Louis 1.392,655 1,9.83,853 . . 30
Salt Lake City 240.775 399.025 40
San Antonl.i 275.156 573,604 .. 52
Scranton 140.537 144.355 .. 3
Seattle 683.380 738.110 .. 7
Shreveport 1.58.070 123.1.53 28
Sioux City 159.135 183,172 13
South Bend 223.030 112,090 99
Spokane 1,776,066 892.660 99
Springfield 120.040 120.292
Tacoma 231,902 137,l'.i5 69
Toledo 479,930 l,392,o54 .. 65
Topeka -. 109.804 lOU.O.'.o 9
Trov 102.066 112. .560 .. 9
Washington 976.3.32 1.599.330 . . 39
Wilkes Barre .53.2.5li 1.58.808 .. 60
Worcester 883,747 452.002 95

Total J80.600.773 178,209.529 3

A Valuable Idea of the Forest Service

The Forest Service has undertaken to assist students and others in

forestry along research lines by the publication of something entirely new

in bulletins. The first volume has already come from the public printer's

hands, which was of an introductory nature. Hereafter, however, the

prime object of the series will be followed and will keep all foresters

engaged upon investigative work in touch with each other and the results

of each study as it develops. The publication will go beyond the doings
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of Forest Service men and include material furnished by state foresters

and the worU of forest school men.
The topics which will be of especial interest to lumbermen will come

under products and silviculture and will fill a need felt for some time by
men who are investigating studies of practical interest to lumbermen.

Tennessee Summer Resort Country
Superintendent .7. P. Murphy, of the Little River Railroad, which is

owned by the Little River Lumber Company, in connection with the

Knoxville & Augusta Railroad, has Just put out a handsome illustrated

folder showing the beauties of the Elkmont country, which is the seat of

the logging operations of the Little River Lumber Company. This region

is one of the most picturesque and beautiful in the United States, and
the climate is not excelled in salubrity by any other part of the country.

In picturesque features it is very alluring to the camper and sportsman.

The scores of branches of the Little river down to the gorge, in which

the railroad runs, abound in mountain brook trout, while the lower reaches

of the main river are well stocked with rainbows. The region is fast

being built up with club houses and modest hotels, where the resorters can

be well housed and fed.

The Elkmont region is about seventy-five miles southeast of Knoxville.

and is reached b.v the Knoxville & Augusta and Little River railroads. It

lies immediately below the great tops of the highest ridges of the Great

Smokies—Clingman'e Dome. Siler's Bald and Thunderhead—in the center

of the government's new Appalachian timber property, and promises to

become one of the best known resort regions of the entire United States.

Anyone interested in this region can secure a copy of the illustrated

folder on application to Superintendent J. P. Murphy, at Townsenfl, Tenn.

Wisconsin Legislature Enacts Standard Log Scale

Lumbermen arc interested in a hill which has l>C'.'n made a law by

the present legislature establishing a standard scale of log measurements.

It is known as the log scaling bill and reads as follows :

An Act to repeal section 1737 of the statutes, and to create a new sec-

tion to be numbered 1737, relating to the standard scale of log measure-
ment.

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in Senate and Assem-
bly, do enact as follows :

Section 1. Section 1737 of the statutes is repealed.
Section 2. There is added to the statutes a new section to read : Sec-

tion 1737. The standard rule for scaling or measuring logs in the said
districts shall be in accordance with the following table, showing in the
first column the diameter of log at the small end in inches, at the head
of each other column the length of log in feet, and in the body of such
other colunius the resultant contents of each log in board measure feet

of lumber, to-wit

:

»BT4NDiRD SC.ILE OF LOG MEASUREMENT
Diameter of

log at small end Length of log and board measurement in feet,

in inches. 12. 14. 10. IS. 20. 22. 24.
10 10 20 20 20 30 30

7 20 20 .30 30 30 40 40
8 20 20 30 30 30 40 40
f) 30 30 40 40 40 50 60

10 30 40 00 60 70 S(t no
11 40 no 70 80 SO 00 100
12 00 70 80 90 100 110 120

•The table covers logs up to forty inches in diameter but was cut down
as shown for convenience.

Other rules may be used at the request of the owner of logs : but in all

such cases the bill of the inspector shall state by what rule the logs were
scaled or measured.

Section 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its

passage and publication.

Poles Purchased in 1911

Statistics of the number of wooden poles purchased in the United

States in 1911, by steam and electric railroads, electric light and power

companies, and telephone and telegraph companies, are presented in a

bulletin soon to be issued by the liureau of the Census. In 1011 the total

purchases of poles in the United Slates amounted to 3.418,020 sticks

of timber. Of these, 2,402,724 were purchased by the telephone and tele-

graph companies : 787,649 by the electric railroad and electric light

and power companies : and 227,047 by the steam railroads. The total

number of poles purchased represents a decrease of 452,674 as com-

pared with 1910, and of 320,720 as compared with 1909: but it exceeds

the totals for 1908 and 1907 by 168.866 and 134.732, respectively.

The decrease in the purchases of 1911 as compared with 1910 was con-

fined to telephone and telegraph companies and steam railroads, while

substantial increases in purchases were reported by the electric railroad

and electric light and power companies.

The woods used for poles in the United States are chiefly those which

are naturally very durable in contact with the soil. The life of timber

under this condition varies considerably according to the species, to dif-

ferences in the wood of the same species, to the character of the' soil,

and to climatic conditions. Cedar, chestnut, cypress, juniper, and red-

wood usually last from ten to fifteen years, while white oak has an
average life of somewhat less than ten years.

The resistance of the poles to decay can be considerably increased by

the use of preservatives. Wood preser\ation is now on a firm footing

In the United States, but the advantages which this practice affords are

by no means fully utilized by pole consumers. Preservatives not only

add from three to fifteen or more .vears to the service of the woods now
commonly used for poles, but also make it possible to use cheaper woods
which in their natural condition lack durability in the soil, although

possessing all the other qualitiis necessary in pole timber. The dura-

bility of woods which ordinarily last but a few years can thus be increased

to more than double the normal life of cedar.

The principal preservatives used for treating poles are those classified

as refined coal-tar oils. Under this heading are included creosote oil

and various proprietar.v preservatives. Creosote oil was used in treating

159.321 poles, of which 50.021 were cedar and 83,035 yellow pine.

The cost of treating poles varies according to the wood treated, the

kind of preservative and quantity used, and the process employed, but
it is only in rare instances that the adoption of a pole-treating policy

is not economical. The United States Forest Service has a large number
of poles treated by different methods under record and subject to annual

inspection in order to determine the relative values of the different

methods and preservatives.

The following table shows the total numbers and principal kinds of

poles purchased by the several classes of consumers from 1909 to 1911,

inclusive :

Kind of wood. 1911. 1910. 1909.
Total 3,418.020 3,870,694 3,738,740

Cedar 2,100,144 2.431.567 2.439,825
Chestnut 693.4,89 G77.317 608.066
Oak 199..".no 26.1.290 236.842
Pine 161.69(1 1S4.67T 179,586
Cvpress 72,99.1 75.4."i9 77,677
All other 190.112 230.1S4 196,744

Experimental Tie Treating

Much has been published upon the durability of railway ties treated

by various preservative processes, but there is little available informa-

tion concerning ties treated I)y different processes and laid in one track,

where the treatments could be compared. In order to gather data for

such a comparison the Forest Service has completed the first stage of

an extensive experiment the purpose and scope of which are given in

bulletin 126. The ties used in the experiment were ordinary stock,

and 100 of each of the two species, red oak and bard maple, were treated

by each of six processes, selected so as to include at least one from

each general type of pressure processes in common use. Thus, there

were treated for the experiment 600 red oak and 600 hard maple tics.

and 100 untreated ties of each species were laid. The history of each

tie up to the time of laying is recorded, the preservative processes de-

scribed, the methods of handling and laying given in detail, and every-

thing needful for comparison of results of future inspection carefully

worked out.

In selecting a location for the test track the effort was to secure

normal conditions of site and traffic. The location is on a single track

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, which carries a fairly

heavy traffic in both directions. The track at the point where the ties

are laid is gravel ballasted, well drained, straight and practically level.

Nearly all the treated ties are placed on a fill, but a few included in

the test were laid in a cut.

Screw spikes with flat tie-plates were used on fifty per cent of the

ties and the remaining fifty per cent, unprotected by tie-plates, were

fastened by ordinary cut spikes. An extension to the original experi-

ment included red oak and chestnut ties treated by a commercial plant,

and a few spruce ties were used. In order to avoid disturbing the track

in the future, new rails were laid at the time the ties were placed, and
new fastenings were used throughout.

It is thought that a series of observations and inspections covering

several years will yield valuable information relative to the preservation

of timber and its behavior in actual use. The bulletin is illustrated with
reproduction of drawings Muii pholn;;r:ipbs of apparatus and material.

Who Named Sassafras?
The makers of dictionaries as well as writers of books alx)ut trees

seem unable to agree as to the origin of the name sassafras, which Is

applied, with certain variations, to a well-known tree with a range cover-

ing nearly half of the United States. It was formerly taken for granted

that the name came from two Latin words meaning "rock-breaking."

The supposed reason for the name was the well-known fact that sassafras

roots grow in crevices of rocks which they pry apart. All trees do that

to some extent, and sassafras is not peculiar in that respect.

The latest opinion of lexicographers is that the name is not of Latin
origin and that the similarity between "saxifragus'' and sassafras is

purely accidental. That is the ground taken in Murray's new forty-five

volume dictionary, where a large part of a page is given to the history

of the word, as far as it is known. Murray believes that it is an Indian
word, but is unable to educe positive proof of it. The earliest known
use of the word by a European, in extant writings, was in 1571 by
Monardes, a Spaniard. lie thought the word was French, but it seems
that the French first used it in Florida, and they must' have adopted
It from the Indians : but the Indian word which Monardes gave for sassa-

fras was entirely dilferent. Six years after Monardes wrote his book
the word was used by an English writer named Frampton, who applied

it to the sassafras tree in Florida. A strange coincident is found In

the use of a very similar word for the same tree by the Narragansett
Indians of Rhode Island. From New England to Florida the name for
sassafras was practically the same when used by English, French, and
Spanish, indicating that all must have gotten It from a common source;
but the mystery is why Indians in Florida and In New England should
have used the same word for the tree when their languages were totally

different, and there was absolutely no communication between them.
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Hardwood 'News Notes

< MISCELLANEOUS >-

The Saginaw Wood Product Company will discontinue business at

Saginaw. Mich.
The Joseph Peters Furniture Company, St. Louis, Mo., suffered a small

loss by fire on June 14.

W. B. Jordan & Co. have been incorporated at Brooklyn. The company
has $220,000 capital stock.

R. J. Colby has been appointed receiver for the Fox & Mason Furniture
Company at Corunna, Mich.

The Hudson River Saw Mill Company has been incorporated with an

authorized capital of .$10,000.

The National Box & Barrel Company has been incorporated at Canton.

O.. with a capital stock of $25,000.

The Manchester Lumber Compan.v was recently incorporated at Rich-

mond, Va.. with a capital of $100,000.

The Dana Guthrie Lumber Company has been organized at Charleston.

W. Va., with a capital stock of $30,000.

The Riverside Lumber Company, Knoxville, Tenn., has been Incor-

porated with a capital stock of $50,000.

The W. H. McGee Lumber Company started business at Elizabeth City,

N. C. This company has $225,000 capital.

The Northern Michigan Lumber Company has been incorporated at

Toledo. O.. with a capital stock of $10,000.

Daniel B. Curll of Philadelphia. Pa., has changed the style of his

concern to the D. B. Curll Lumber Company.
The A. E. Darling Lumber Company. Grand Rapids, Mich., has moved

from Grand Rapids. Mich., to Big Rapids, Mich.

The Louisville Store Fixture Company and the H. Wolke & Bro.

Furniture Company, both of Louisville, have been consolidated.

The Forked Deer Manufacturing Company. Trenton. Tenn., has sold its

planing mill and lumber yard to the W. T. Ingram Lumber Company.
The Hale Lumber Company is the style of a new corporation starting

business at Plirkman. Ky. The company has a capital stock of $10,000.

The A. L. Ivcrsher Furniture Company is the style of a newly incor-

porated company at Lonisville. Ky. The company has a $1,500 capital.

The N. A. Curtis Manufacturing Company has started business at

Columbus, O. This concern is capitalized at $15,000 and will manufac-

ture show cases and similar articles.

The Doernljacher Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of furniture

at Portland. Ore., will soon erect an additional factory building, office

and sample structure at a cost of $20,000.

The Sterling Lumber Company of Clio. Ark., has increased its capital

stock from $10,000 to $100,000. The principal stockholders are : B. J.

Altheimer. J. H. Allen and W. J. Lockwood.
The Sterchi-Tlllery-Rich Company is the style of a newly Incorporated

furniture manufacturing company which will operate at Wilmington.

N. C. This company is capitalized at $25,000.

The Castle Hayne Stave Company has been incorporated under the

laws of North Carolina to do a stave manufacturing business at Castle

Hayne. The company has $100,000 capital stock.

H. A. Llghtner. A. S. Guthrie, R. K. Ford, J. S. Dana and W. E. K.

Byrne, all of Charleston. W. Va.. have incorporated the Dana-Gutbrie

Lumber Company of that city, the capital stock being $50,000.

The Southern Pine Lumber Company at Dlboll. Tex., has just completed

the addition of a modern hardwood sawmill and hardwood flooring plant

at that point. It is expected that this company will make a specialty of

end-matched oak flooring.

The C. D. Burns Lumber Company of Martinsburg. W. Va.. was recently

incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000. C. D. Burns is president

;

C. E. Allen, vice-president and general manager, and J. C. Allen, chief

accountant. The company is planning the erection of a fine new offlce at

its yard and is also planning extensive improvements at the yard itself.

=< CHICAGO >-

C. E. Davis, sales manager of the Richland Parish Lumber Company.

and the C. C. Mengel & Brother Company of Louisville, was in the city

last week.

A. L. Arpin. of the Arpin Hardwood Lumber Company, Grand Rapids,

Wis., spent several days last week calling on the trade.

H. F. Below, of the Vollmar & Below Compan.v, Marshfleld, Wis., made

one of his frequent trips to the Chicago market a few days ago.

H. F. Arnemann. manager of the veneer department of the Hardwood

Mills Lumber Company of Chicago, has Just returned from an extended

trip to Ohio, West Virginia and Virginia mill points. Mr. Arnemann

spent the time looking over the plants of the various veneer concerns

supplying him with stock.

C. B. Allen, manager of the veneer department of the Anderson-Tully

Company of Memphis, Tenn., spent a week with the local trade a short

time ago.

A. P. Steele, secretary and treasurer of the Carrier Lumber and Manu-

facturing Company. Sardis, Miss., stopped off af Chicago for a few days

a short time ago.

J. H. Dion of Maisey & Dion. Chicago, gave an interesting talk before
the Chicago Association of Commerce at its weekly meeting at the Hotel
LaSalle on June 11. The meeting was given up to a review of the
growth of various industries in Chicago, and Mr. Dion spoke for the
lumbermen, reviewing the growth of this vast business since its beginning
in 18.34. when Captain Carver started a yard on the Chicago river.

C. E. Swanson of Chicago has entered an involuntary petition in
bankruptcy.

G. C. Robson. sales manager of the Heinemann Lumber Company,
Merrill, Wis., spent the greater part of last week calling on Chicago and
surrounding trade.

J. T. McKoberts, secretary-treasurer of the Hooton Hardwood Com-
pany of St. Louis, spent last week with the local trade.

John A. Nourse of John A. Nourse & Co., prominent in the pine trade
of Chicago, died at his home in Wilmette, 111., last week.

C. W. Kendle, secretary of the Nicholson-Kendle Furniture Company
of Huntington, W. Va., spent several days of last weSk in the Chicago
market.

G. W. Sims of Proctor. Ark., a prominent hardwood manufacturer of
that place, was in Chicago last week.

Haines Egbert, president of the Sanders & Egl)ert Company, Goshen,
Ind., spent the latter part of last week with the local trade.

Major Edward C. Griggs of the St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Company,
Tacoma. Wash., was in the city for a tow days the early part of last

week, stopping en route from New York to the Pacific coast.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation, whose head-
quarters are at St. Louis. Mo., publisher of the Blue Book, has opened a
branch offlce of that publication in the Otis building, Chicago. A. C. Fish,
who has had an extensive experience in credit work, has charge of the
Chicago office.

=-< NEW YORK y-
Secretary Perry has prepared for distribution to the members the

usual handsome booklet covering the proceedings of the annual meeting
of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, held at Atlantic
City last March.

L. Isaacsen who represents the Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, oak
and poplar specialist of Coal Grove, O., is spending the summer at Belle

Harbor, Long Island, and will conduct his business for the summer from
that place.

The Hudson River Saw Mill Company is a new firm in the lumber
trade of the Metropolitan district. The firm will conduct a retail and
wholesale lumber and milling business and has leased a site at Edgewater
on the Jersey shore opposite upper New York. Charles K. Buckley, C. K.
Buckley Jr.. and B. L. Stafford Jr. are principals in the new company.

Vicegerent Lewis is making a strenuous effort to round up the local

cats for the concatenation at Coney Island, June 26. Indications are

that there will be a good number of the members present to welcome the
new kittens.

The hardwood and cabinet business of E. B^ Jordan of Brooklyn has
been incorpnr.ited as Edward B. Jordan & Co., capital $230,000. The
incorporators are: Edward B. Jordan, Edward B. Jordan Jr. and A. B.

Wilson.

The New York Lumber Trade Association held a regular meeting on

June 11, at which time only routine matters were brought up.

=-< BUFFALO y
George B. Miller of Miller. Sturm & Miller has been spending several

weeks in the Adirondacks recuperating after attending closely to busi-

ness for a number of months with the new firm.

JIanager H. L. Abbott of the Atlantic Lumber Company has taken a

part of the Scatcherd & Son yard, where he will have much needed

space for the carrying of lumber stocks.

H. A. Stewart was in Pennsylvania the early part of this month and
while there shipped out a quantity of hardwoods, principally cherry, in

which trade is reported to be fair.

Angus McLean, formerly a Buffalo lumberman, spent part of the month
in the city and called on some of the members of the hardwood trade

while here.

James M. Briggs & Co. will soon start sawing hardwoods as well as

hemlock at Protection, N. Y., where they recently purcha.sed a timber

tract and a sawmill.

President George A. Corson of the A. A. Engle Lumber Company has

been spending several weeks at the company's tracts at Harriman and

New River. Tenn. He reports the weather there as rather unfavorable

for lumbering.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company reports a fair demand for

lumber this month, but expects to see larger sales in the furniture trade

after the summer conventions are over.

Blakeslee. I'errin & Darling are receiving hardwood stocks in a num-
ber of lines this month, principally in oak. Local trade is reported to

have been quiet on account of the teamsters' strike.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
The Lumbermen's Exchange held its regular monthly meeting on June

5, with William H. Fritz, vice-president, in the chair. Only routine

business was transacted and the meeting adjourned until September 6.

A large body of retail and wholesale lumbermen met at Griffith Hall.
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June It), to protest against a bill to repeal the Mecbanics' Lien Law.

which recently passed the senate at Harrisl^urg.

The Floyd Lumber Company was incorporated under Pennsylvania laws

June 12, succeeding the Floyd-Olmstead Company. The capitalization

Is $25,000. The officers are Raymond L. Peck, president ; John W.
Floyd, treasurer, and Charles A. McClure. secretary. Mr. Floyd has

just returned from the Carolinas. where he has made some desirable

connections.

The carriage factory of Edward Edgerly, Lancaster, Pa., was destroyed

by Arc June 12, with a loss estimated at $.50,000.

F. X. Diebold. president of the Forest Lumber Company, has been

spending much of his tim" at the mill at Konnarock, Va. He says mills

art.' kept busy getting out orders, but confesses to a lack of snap in

trading of late. Notwithstanding this he is optimistic as to the outlook.

James Strong & Co. greatly surprised their many friends recently by

quietly going out of business. Charles F. Fry, manager, has associated
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himself with tin- Ouenilier I.umber Company, and Mr. Strong bas gone
Willi the I'cunsylvauia company.

As Beecher & Barr have decided to give up their Philadelphia oiBces,

all communications will hereafter be carried on with the main office at

Pottsville, Pa. George (i. Barr will continue to look after his New
York, Boston. Baltimore and Washington trade, and H. S. Bond will

handle the Pbiladolphiji business from his residence, 527 East Tulpe-

hocken street. The Philadelphia office will continue open until July 1.

John J. Eumbargcr of John J. Rumbarger Lumber Company admits a

lack of what he spicily terms "ginger" in trading at this time, but the

totality of sales so far this year, he says, has been very satisfactory.

R. W.vatt Wistar of Wistar. Underbill & Xixon, says business continues

steady and there are no visible signs anywhere of a disturbing business

shrinkage in the future. The rebuilding of the mills at Sumter, S. C,
which were destroyed by fire recently, is being rushed. The small mill

is already up aud the large one under way.

Howes & Russell have moved temporarily to OOS Crozer building but

will transfer office later to the mill of the Birch River Lumber Com-
pany of Birch River. Va.. which is owned by this firm. Henry T. Rus-

sell is at the plant superinteiidin-r the work.

.< BOSTON y-
Till' Lumber Dealers' Association of Hhocle Island held its regular

summer outing on .Tune 7 at the Ponham Club, which is located on the

Providence river. It was largelj' attended. Luncheon was served from
ll;."!!) to 1, wbi.:-h was fallowed by a ball game. In the evening the an-

nual dinner was served, and after a short address by Porrest J. Per-

kins, president of the association, a gold match safe was presented to

Nelson H. Wobott. president of the National Wholesale Lumber Deal-

ers" Association.

The Massachusetts Forestry Association held a field day early in the

month at the Harvard Forestry School, Petersham, Mass,

The Vniilding (-(infracts awarded in New England since January 1

amounted to .i;7.'i.."ili).00(l. as compared with .$88.30.'!.000 for the cor-

responding period of inr_' and .*7,'i..S44.000. for the corresponding period

of I'.iil.

Isam Mitchell & Co.. Inc.. has been incorporated at Brockton. Mass..

with n capital stock of .ItliHi.OOO. The Incorporators arc Isam Mitchell,

(iracc K. i:!iker and George M. Ilart.

The Chapin. Morse c"t Buffum Company. Springfield, Mass., has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000, for the purpose of carry-

ing on a lumber business. The incorporators are : George D. Chapin.

William C. Morse and Frederick 11. Buffum.

=•< BALTIMORE y
I'ntUi" a ruline: i^iMird ri-c'utl.v by tlu- IntrrsTnto roinmiTco Commis-

sion at Wasliington. thr rates on lumber from mills in Florida, (U'orjria

and Ahihania to Itnltimorc and WashinRton may Ix' incroascd from ono

to four oMits. Tlir in<Ti'iis»* was ri'ally docided npim in An^ust. 11>TJ.

At lliat tlnn' the shippers protested and prevailed upon tlie Interstate

Commerce Commission lo issue an order suspending; the advance until

an investieation could he niiide. This has now l>een done, and as a result

the commission announces that the increase desired hy the railroads is

not "unjust, unrensonahh' or discriminatory,*' as was contended by the

shippers.

The suburban liome of Kohert McLean, a hardwood exporter whose
affairs were placed into Die hands of receivers some three months ago,

was sold at auction Juue HI. Mr. McLean is now in Scotbind.

The band mill owned by the United States Coal and Oil Company at

Holden. W. Va.. was destroyed by fire on Juno 11. the loss l)eing put at

not less than .$ao.(»00.

Among the visitins lumbermen here during the last woeic or ten days

was (;. C Burkholder. representing the .1. NY. TurnbuU Lumber Com-
pany of rhiladelpiiia. Mr. Burkholder stated that business kept up
fairly well and ihat prices had sliown no weakening thus far.

Water ICngineer Whitman and City Koresler Maxwell plan to plant

not less than ."io.doii imrdwfiod trees on the hind surroundint: tbc new
rt servoir on the (lunpowdi-r river valley as a nn-ans nf protecting the

watershed from contamination. The whole watershed along the (Jun-

powder is to he reforested, and It Is also the intention of the city to

establish a nursery along the watershed, from which trees will be sold

to all per.sons who desire lo park their sidewalks in the city.

=< COLUMBUS y
C. W. Needham. formerly head of the Needhani rubllcity Bureau here,

has joined the sales force nf the Sowers-Leach LumlK'r Company. The
l»usiness of this company has experienced large gains during the last

year, and additional territory is being covered by the wholesale depart-

ment of thi' luisiness.

A meetina: of the stockholders of the Waterford Panel & Veneer Com-
pany has l>een called for .June 28 at Waterford. <).. for the purpose of dis-

solving the company and surrendi-ring the charter.

Columbus is experiencing a boom in real estate building, nceordinc lo

the reports of material men. and it is said that the present activity ts

greater than at any time during the last ten years. Industrial prosperity

here is given as the cause of this large construttion business., which is

of big proportions in all sections of the city. Labor demand has resulted
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in an imiiiiry for lenlal property considerably in excess of that available,
and builders are striving to meet the requirements.
The firm of H. H. Geisy & Eros., which suffered severely by the recent

flood, has repaired about all the damage and is doing business at the
same location.

W. B. Sissons. sales manager for the Snwers-Leach Lumber Company,
says there is a good demand for hardwoods,' with prices holding up well.

He looks for a better market in the future. The company recently
employed C. S. Lucas, formerly connected with the Adclman Company
of Pittsburgh, as traveling representative in northwestern Ohio.
W. M. Ritter of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company has retunicil from

an inspection trip among the mills In the South.
Curliss Ritter, salesman for the W. II. Ritter Lumber Company in

western Pennsylvania, has returned to his territory after several weeks
illness.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >-

A $3,000 loss by tiro was suffered a few days ago by the Hoosier.Hoop
Company, Marion, Ind.

Swings will be manufactured at Huntington by the newly organized
Skidoo Swing Company which has been incorporated with an authorized
capitalization of .$25,000.

The Eaglesfield-Stewart Company, manufacturer of parquetry and
hardwood flooring, which recently occupied a new plant, has sold its

old plant to Dr. ,Tohu F. Barnhill for $24,000.
A large timber tract near Danville, 111., known as the Mnkesom

Woods, has been bought by the Sanders & Egbert Company, which has
veneer mills at Goshen and South Bend. There are about 1.000 walnut
trees and about 2.000 oak and hickory trees in the tract. The purchase
price was about .$85,000.

C. C. Stewart, H. T. Jordon and A. T. Stewart have organized and
incorporated the Laporte Molding and Cabinet Company at Laporte to

manufacture moldings and do cabinet work. The company is capitalized

at $20,000.

William W. Waltman of the Indiana State Board of Forestry died at

his home in Brown County. June 15. after a short illness. A few days
before Mr. Waltman's death Governor Ralston reorganized the forestry

board, reappointing Mr. Waltman and Prof. Stanley A. Coulter of Pur-

due L'niversity and appointing Will A. Guthrie, nominated b.v the

Indiana Hardwood Association and C. D. Meeker, president of the In-

diana Retail Lumbermen's Association. Elijah H. Gladden of Lexington
will succeed Charles C. Deam of Bluffton, state forester, on .luly 1. The
vacancy caused by Mr. Waltman's death has not been filled.

=-< MEMPHIS >-=

The weather throughout this territory recently has been very favorable

for logging operations and these have made good progress. There has
been [fractically no rainfall and the woods are unusually dry even for this

time of the year. There is a good demand for logs, owing to the splendid

trade conditions obtaining with respect to hardw-ood lumber and this

is proving a further incentive to active logging work. Most manufac-
turers here believe that there is a good business ahead and there is a

decided disposition on their part to get out sufiicient timber to take care

of their needs. The fact that stocks are broken in some directions is

also something of a stimulus.

The Valley Log Loading Company is loading logs on a liberal scale

for Memphis and other points on the Yazoo & ^Mississippi Valley line

of the Illinois Central. It has also just resumed loading on the Mem-
phis-Marianu.'i cut-off of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern which
has been reopened for traffic during the past few da.vs. This road taps

a section which is unusually rich in timber resources.. A number of

firms at Memphis own timberland holdings in that territory. The Valley

Log Loading Company loads on the Yazoo & Mississippi A'alley line and
this road exclusively. Operations have been suspended on the latter for

more than two months. Timber is being gotten out rapidl}-, however,

and the officials of the company say that they are expecting a large

movement of timber over that line in the near future.

While it is not known on what site the band mill and veneer plant

of R. ,T. Darnell. Inc.. will be located, it is definitely understood that

plans will be launched at once for the rebuilding of both. Details will

be found elsewhere in this issue regarding the burning of the double

band mill and the veneer machines of this firm on June 15. R. J. Darnell.

Inc., owns two other mills at Leland, Miss., and orders received at Mem-
phis will be filled as far as possible from the other plants, pending the

rebuilding of the mill at Memphis. This firm also owns the Bates-

ville & Southwestern, which is nearly completed between Batesville.

Miss., and Charleston, Miss., and has a considerable amount of timber-

land in tliat section to be developed through the aid of this road. A
large amount of logs had already been prepared for delivery to the mills

at Memphis but the timber will be diverted to the mills at Leland. The
latter will be operated on fuller schedules as a result of the burning of

the plant at Memphis in order that the business of the firm may be

taken care of with greater promptness.

The Illinois Central has announced plans here for the building of the

largest roundhouse in the South and for the double tracking of the

Tazoo & Mississippi Valley from Memphis to Lake Cormorant. It has

also announced that there will be a very decided increase in the facilities

of the Nonconnah yards south of this city. These improvements will
involve a total of approximately $700,000. The enlargement of the
terminal facilities of the Illinois Central and the building of the round-
house, together with the double tracking of the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley, will greatly facilitate the handling of traffic over the Illinois
Central system. This is a "matter of vital importance to lumber inter-
ests here, particularly to those manufacturers who have their timber
on either line of this system and to the exporters who send the greater
portion of their shipments to Europe over either the main line or the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley. There has been more or less serious con-
gestion during the fall and winter for several years and lumbermen
believe that the improvements now under way will result in a much
more satisfactory service than has been experienced heretofore.

The Sullivan Wood Treatment Company, capitalized at $50,000, has
made application for a charter. Headquarters will be maintained at

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K} ,

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

CINCINNATI
iHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

\

Iriemeier lumber CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. & D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2G24-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

CHARLES F. SHIELS & CO.
SPECIALISTS IN WIDE STOCK

POPLAR, OAK, CHERRY, BIRCH

GEORGE LITTLEFORD
RED CEDAR, CHERRY

OrnCE: 1263 RICHMOND STREET

SWANN-DAY LUMBER CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK \

^ SALES OFFICE—SECOND NATIONAL BANK BUILDING B
B0ISi@I@MiEM3IMSMSIS131S10MSIMSEISMaMMai2IMSMSlSEEJSMSf^
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Mempbis, J. P. Sullivan and J. 0. Sims are among tbe principal incor-

porators. The firm will use a chemical and electrical process for removing
sap-stains from lumber and for treating newly sawn lumber in such a
way as to prevent it from sap-staining. The process has been demon-
strated to a number of prominent members of the hardwood trade here
to their entire satisfaction and the outlook is regarded as favorable for

tbe new enterprise.

The J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company, Inc., has been authorized
to do business under the laws of Arkansas. It states in its application

that it will have about $10,000 of its capital stock invested in that
state. Headquarters will be maintained at \Yabasb and A. M. Ilorton

is named as agent for service. This firm has recently greatly enlarged
the scope of its operations, having purchased the band mill and veneer
plant of C. L. Willey in north Memphis some time ago.

J. T. Willingham, president of the Memphis Coflin Company, was
elected president of the Tennessee Manufacturers' Association at the
recent annual in this city. Two other prominent Memphis lumbermen
were honored at the same time. S. B. Anderson, head of the Anderson-
TuUy Company, was chosen first vice-president and T. R. Winfleld, pres-

ident of the Cole Manufacturing Company, was elected treasurer. Mr.
Anderson is president ot the Memphis Manufacturers' Association, which
is allied with the Tennessee Manufacturers* Association. T. F. Bonner
of Nashville was elected second vice-president and G. L. Hardwick,
Cleveland, third vice-president. The meeting was an unusually success-
ful one. The principal topics of discussion were more favorable laws
regarding taxation, with particular reference to back taxes, and legis-

lation looking to fairer compensation tor workmen employed by members
of the association.

Wright H. Smith, vice-president and general manager of the Jones-
boro. Lake City & Eastern railroad has recently tendered his resignation,
and will go into business on his own account. He has l>eon succeeded
by .7.' Burns of St. Louis. The controlling interest in the Jonesboro,
Lake City & Eastern is owned by Lee Wilson, of Lee Wilson & Co.,

lumber manufacturers, and, prior to his acceptance of the position of

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTIIRERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Saned Slock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

MTT.I^ FACILITIES
COMPLETE PLANING

AT HALF PRICE

STEAM SKIDDER
AND LOADER COMBINED

. Clyde Modern Equipment. Used
about sixty days. Operations dis-
continued. No further use lor it

For Particulars Write

GOGEBIC LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Ticc-presitlent and genoral manager of this road, Mr. Smith was in direcf

charge of the lumber operations of this firm.

liuildinir operations &ince the first of June have been on a pretty

liberal scale. One permit has been taken out calling for .$! 50,000. or

considerably more than the total involved in building operations during
May. This is for the Illinois Central passenger station. A number of

building operations have been launched during this month and indications

are that there will be an unusually good showing. In the meantime the

demand for building materials of all kinds is on the increase. Operators

of sawmills, planing mills and other plants for the manufacture ot build-

ing material are having their hands quite full taking care of the busi-

ness now offering.

The Kelley Lumber Company of Searcy, Ark., has secured a lease on
a mill site at Wheatlcy, Ark., the junction point ot the Rock Island

and the Missouri & North Arkansas railroads. In addition to securing

this site on which a mill will be erected at once, the company has also

secured control of several million feet of timber in that section.

The Big Bayou Lumber Company, Pine Bluff, Ark., has filed articles

ot incorporation and will establish a mill at Eeydel, Jefferson county.

The capital stock is $10,000 and Henry Kruse is one ot the principal

stockholders. He has already been elected to the presidency of the com-

pany.

The Searcy Spoke & Felloe Company has filed articles of Incorporation

under the laws ot Arkansas. S. H. Wright. E. A. Ford and others are

the incorporators. The capital stock is .$10,000.

=< NASHVILLE >-=

The Nashville Hardwood J^looring r.»miiaiiy lias established a new
record in the manufacture of hardwood flooring, turning out 514,261

feet last week. Officers ot the company promised about .300 employes a

big banquet if they would make a record of half a million feet of floor-

ing In one week, and they went after the mark and passed it. The
banquet was given at the Commercial Club Tuesday night, and was a

most enjoyable affair. A. B. Ransom, president of the company, presided

as toastmaster, giving all present a warm word of welcome and praise

for the new record established by the company. The Nashville Hard-
wood Flooring Company claims to be the biggest concern of the kind in

the world, and its record last week Is probably a world record for one
company. The flooring trade has been very active of late, and the rush

of business caused the company to make this offer to the employes.

Local manuta<'turors are at work making plans to have a permanent
''.xhiliit of Nashville manuf.Tctures. An option has been secured on a

large Iiuilding on Second avenue, in the central part of tlie city. Enough
nianufacturers have contracted for space to practically assure the suc-

cess of the movement. The Nashville Lumbermen's Club has agreed to

lake space for a general lumber exhibit.

The Tennessee Realty Company of Chattanooga, with an authorized

capital stock of |150,000, has been granted a charter by the secretary ot

state. The purpo.se is to develop timber and mineral lands. C. C. Moore,

O. P. Darwin, J. H. McCallum, R. Frank and G. Loefller are incor-

porators.

The Tennessee Oak Flooring Company has recently Installed a thlrty-

lon ice plant at its establishment for the purpose of utilizing power. If

the undertaking proves successful it 'is probable that the output will be

increased to sl.\ty tons daily.

The Nashville TratTic Bureau has filed a petition with the Tennessee

Railroad Commission asking for a rednetlon of rates on crosstles shipped

from Tennessee, and that rates be granted conforming to rates on lum-

ber. The Louisville & Nashville railroad is the principal line concerned.

Oreat discrimination is claimed on cross ties.

=•< BRISTOL >.=

It is reported that the R. E. Wood Lumber Company of Baltimore has

purchased a large tract of timlnM- south <tf Bristol and will at once

install a mill at Earhart's. seven miles .south of this city on tbe line of

tlu' Virginia & Southwestern. The companj' has purchased one ot the

iM^st small tracts of timber in this section and will put in a band mill.

Superintendent Bledsoe is already on the ground getting ready to start

work. The company is also operating in North Carolina.

The H. P. Wyman Lumber Comp.tny of this city has just started its

new mill at Johnson's Mill, Lee co\inty. Virginia. The company Is oper-

ating on a large scale in that section.

Fred K. Paxton ot the Paxton Lumber Company, and T. «. Lewis of

this city have organized the Lewis I.,umber Company, with a capital

stock of ?25.0on. The company will operate a mill at Allbright, W. Va.,

with a dail.v capacity ot '25,000 feet. It has a good sized area of timber

in that section.

J. W. Bonham is cutting a large amount of export oak near Bristol,

which he is hauling to nils city on gigantic motor driven trucks. Sev-

rral olher manufaciurers are also hauling their lumber to Bristol on
these cars and find it not only a much more rapid way to handle it, but

considerably cheaper llinu with leanis.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
The Lanbam Hardwood Flooring Company, which has a modern fac-

tory at Twelfth and Magnolia streets, is now erecting a flooring ware-

house that will be a model ot its kind. Moisture-proof brick Is belns

used, the walls being provided with an air chamber, while the concrete
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floor will cover a substratum of cinders, in addition to which a special

drain will be provided. The building will be heated in cold weather with
a hot blast air system. It will be large enough to hold about 500,000
feet of flooring. P. B. Lanham, president of the company, is a hustler

and has made his concern one of the leaders in that line in this part of

the country.

The Mengel Box Company has acquired an entire city block south
of its factory at Twelfth and Ormsby streets, and is constructing a mod-
ern yard there. It will handle lumber used in the factory, and also

will be used as a yard for the surplus stocks of the sawmills at Hick-
man, Ky.. and Mengelwood, Tenn. This will be especially useful In

reducing the damage from floods, as it is the plan to ship lumber from
those points to the Louisville yard when there is any danger from high
water.

The Louisville Hardwood Club has decided to file a complaint with
the Interstate Commerce Commission against the tariff recently filed by
the Louisville & Nashville railroad, effective June 7, in which rates on
lumber from Alabama and Tennessee points to Louisville are increased.

The tarift" was understood to be simply a revision to accord with a

recent ruling of tlie commission, and no attention was given it when
It was filed in May. It is believed that It can be canceled and repara-

tion secured on overcharges. The W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Com-
pany has been leading the fight against the increased rates. The Lum-
bermen's Bureau at Washington will handle the case.

R. F. Smith of the Ohio River Sawmill Company read a paper at a

recent meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club, dealing with the out-

look for business. He analyzed present trade and industrial conditions,

referred to the relative sizes of stocks now and a few months ago, and
drew some interesting conclusions as to the future of l^e trade. Mr.
Smith's paper was one of a series of addresses on business topics

arranged by the club some time ago.

A real old-fashioned summer has hit Louisville, and the lumbermen
are seeking cooler spots. The Hardwood Club held Its meeting June 24
at Eight-Mile House, a tavern near Louisville, which is famed for its

chicken dinners. Most of the meetings in the next month or two will

probably be held at outdoor resorts, which are particularly attractive at

this time of the year.

Considerable disappointment was felt when the Interstate Commerce
Commission decided to postpone for several months a hearing of the

complaint of the board of trade of Louisville against, the Louisville &
Xa.^hvillo railroad, in which the regulations of the road regarding switch-

ing are involved. The commission set the date as June 20, but before it

was held it announced that other cases had precedence, and that the
switching matter would come up in the fall.

Much intevesty was felt in Kentucky in the recent decision of the

Supreme court on the right of state railroad commissions to fix rates

which ma.v affect interstate rates, inasmuch as the constitutionality of

the ilcChord act. giving the Kentucky commission that power, is now
before the same tribunal. It is expected, in view of the precedent that

has been set, that the court will decide that the state commission can
regulate rates without regard to the result on interstate charges. The
commission has been greatly handicapped in relieving the difficulties of

shippers because of a question as to this point.

The Elkborn Fuel Company. W'hlch is starting mining development in

eastern Kentucky on a large scale, has announced that it will build two
large band mills, the purpose of which will be to manufacture material

for use in construction work. Meanwhile it has been buying a large

amount of lumber.

The Lucas Land & Lumber Company of Paducah, Ky., which Is in the

hands of Receiver Muscoe Burnett, is making a fine showing under this

official, who has applied for permission to borrow .$100,000 to enable

operations to be continued. The total liabilities of the company are

placed at $224,174, with assets aggregating $.530,680, so that it seems
that it can easily be put back on a prosperous basis.

Day Brothers of Wiuchester have announced the sale of their holdings

in eastern Kentuck.v to a New York syndicate at a figure reported to be

in excess of $1,000,000. The sale involved their timber and coal lands,

sawmills, stores, etc.. besides a narrow gauge railroad running from
Campion to Campton .Junction. They retain an interest in the new com-

pany and will have the active management of the propert.v.

The Rim Club, composed of vehicle stock manufacturers of the coun-

try, which met recently in Louisville, has announced that another

session will be held in Chicago in July. The club has been having quar-

terly meetings, but will meet more frequently hereafter.

The American Creosoting Company, which has Its general oflices in

Louisville, is now constructing a new plant at Indianapolis for the

treatment of ties and other timbers. The plant was put up as the result

of the award of a big contract by the Big Four railroad to the com-

pany. The cost will be about $150,000. It has just completed a plant in

Canada.

=-< ARKANSAS >
The Arkansas Association or Lumber Dealers held its ninth annual con-

vention in the Marion hotel at Little Rock on June 9 and 10. with the

largest attendance of retailers the organization has ever had at a con-

vention. There were also present at the meeting many manufacturers

of lumber and allied lines.

The Gap Lumber & Stave Company of Caddo Gap has recently in-

creased its capital stock from $20,000 to $30,000.
The Murtreesboro Lumber Company of Murfreesboro, Ark., has recently

sold its planing mill and box factory to Joe Kirby of Wichita Falls,
Tex., and E. J. Bickley of Texarkana. Ark. A stock company is being
organized aud the new owners are preparing to enlarge the plant.
The .Vroher Lumber Company of Helena, Ark., is erecting a new hard-

wood sawmill plant. The company has recently purchased a large tract
of timber, consisting principally of hardwood, in the vicinity of Mell-
wood, Phillips county, Arkansas.

-C MILWAUKEE y-
At the meeting of the Western Cigar Box ^lanufacturers' Association

in the Blatz hotel last week no action was taken hy the convention outside
of the election of oflScers and the regular business. C. F. Koklauner,
Cedarburg, was elected president : A. G. Wledmann, Kansas City, first

vice-president ; I. P. Van Tick, Duluth, second vice-president : S. G. J.

Kingston, London, Ontfario, third vice-president : E. H. Defebaugh,
Chicago, secretary-treasurer ; F. H. Parker, Milwaukee, member of execu-

tive board ; J. Schwartzburg. Milwaukee, member of board of directors.

Earl I'ence of Biuiington, who has been connected with the Badger
Basket & Veneer Company of that city for the past two years, has applied

for a patent on a new collapsible wash stool. Negotiations with Racine
capi^talists for the purpose of securing the manufacturing rights are
under way.

The Wood County Cooperage Company at Grand Rapids, Wis., has been
incorporated to manufacture cranberry barrels and butter tubs for the

local trade. The old Graither plant on High street has been leased. Next
year it Is planned to install up-to-date machinery and increase the line

of goods. The capital of the company has been placed at $20,000, and the

oflicers are Jacob Searls, president, and George W. Paulus. secretary-

treasurer. The other incorporators are J. Bissig, A. E. Bonnet and
E. P. Arpin.

The Mohr Lumber Company has been Incorporated at Wausau with a
capital stock of $200,000. It will operate the former Fred Sehubring
sawmill. C. F. Mohr, Fred Sehubring, George S. Griffith and D. Danielson
are the incorporators.

Henry L. Meyer; Elmer E. Meyer, Joseph P. Klassen and George F.

PHIS

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith "''p'^t« BundSI'"' Memphis, Tenn.
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1^^3^s^l
^ A wood steaming cylinder, the use of

which insures the quick drying of all

kinds of Lumber without seasoning de-

fects, stain or warp, to less than normal

weight and with a minimum shrinkage.

^ operating cost much less than yard-

ing practice.

^ Can be employed with or without a

dry-kiln.

^ Lumber from the saw can be air-dried

in from ten to forty days; kiln-dried in

from one to six days.

^ A new Kraetzer Preparator is being

installed every week by some of the

foremost and most astute lumbermen in

the country.

^ The demand for Kraetzer - Cured

Lumber, owing to its superior quality,

is in such excess of supply that it com-

mands a handsome premium.

C| While we know "new ideas hurt some

minds as new shoes hurt some feet,"

will you not investigate?

^ Complete information for the asking.

The Kraetzer Company
537 South Dearborn Street i

' CHICAGO

!feM«Ba^3l

Kasper. Sherwood, have incorporated as the Sherwood Lumber Company
with a capital stock o£ $10,000.

The Taylor County Lumber Company has been incorporated at Rib Lake

by r. E. Marcus, Charles Miller and Leo Miller with a capital stock of

.$10,000.

The .T. I'^ountain Lumber Company of Appleton has increased its capital

stock from $20,000 to $50,000.

Machinery for manufacturing several kinds of baskets will be installed

in Ibe plant of the Wisconsin Wood Working Company at Two Rivers.

The veneer for the baskets will be cut on the lower floor of the plant and

the two upper floors devoted to the basket-making department. Manager

Conant has had considerable experience in this line.

The Northwood I-"urniture Company of Chippewa Falls has installed new
Mnd improved machinery in its plant, which will increase its output

materially. A varnish machine of the latest type, using compressed air,

will enable one operator to do the work of several men and save on the

vainish. The double-end tender in the machine room is another improve-

ment. M. Jay rozanski is manager.

The Moore and Galloway Lumber Company of Fond du Lac has begun

an important addition to its plant on West McWilliams street. The new
liuilding is to he a two-story building. oG feet wide and about 250 feet

long. A portion. 3G by 42 feet, will he used as a glazing room and the

reniainder as a warehouse. The first portion will be brick and concrete

and the remainder of mill construction.

A bill has been passed by the legislature and signed by Governor

McGovern which authorizes the city of Milwaukee to designate certain

sections of the city as factory or business districts. The twin hills, intro-

duced by Assemblyman Estabrook. also provide for authorizing the city to

set apart certain sections to he known as residence districts.

J. L. Davis of rhilipps, who has been associated with the Gillette-

(('I.eary Lumber Company of Ladysmith for the past year, has sold his

interest in that firm to 1". E. Gillette. Mr. Havis has fitted up offices in

the Ivneelaud-Mc I.urg Lumber Company's building in Philipps and has

^'one into the wholesale and commission lumber business. Mr. Davis

was formerly salesman for the John R. Davis Company of Phillips.

Louis Foster, aged forty-nine, son of the late George H. I'ostir. founder

of the Foster Lumber Company, died at his home. 764 Mineral street,

June in. after a prolonged illness. Mr. Foster was connected with the

I'oster Lumber Company and lor a number of years had been in charge

of the south side branch. Hesides his widow, he is survived by his

mother and two sisters.

William Ilohues, aged eighty-three, a millionaire lumberman of Menomi-

nee, died recently. He was born in Miramlchl iirovince. N. B., in 18S0. In

IR.j.S he came to the upper peninsula, where for thirty-eight years he
engaged in logging with the late Samuel Stephenson. He was superin-

tendent of the IClrby-Carpenter logging operations. In 1897 he built a

logging railroad seventy-live miles long. He was prominent in various

business enterprises in Menominee. His wife, four sons and one daughter

survive him.

Senator Lsaac Stephenson, the well-known Marinette lumberman, cele-

brated I he annlvi'rsary of his eighty-fourth birthday on June 18. Mr.

Stephenson came from Washington, D. C, to spend the day with his

family at .Marinette.
*

Donald W. Connor, in charge of the hardwood sales department of the

R. Connor Company of Marshflcid and assistant in the management of

that business, was killed at Fremont. Wis., when the automobile he was
driving skidded and turned over, pinning hlni beneath and causing his

death forty-five minutes later. lie was the siui nf former Lieut.-Gov.

Connor.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >
The most conspicuous feature of the Ciiicago trade right now is the

labor controversy between the local labor unions and the Hullding Con-

struction Employers' Association. This controversy started, it is claimed,

because in a certain large building in Chicago the electricians' union

insisted upon Ihe contractors employing high-priced emergenc.v men
who were paid big wages for merely silting around and waiting for some
i-mergency to turn up which would require their senMces. It was main-

tained by the builders that the regular electricians could take care of

these emergencies just as well and tbe.v discharged the extra help. This

resulted in a strike on the part of the unionists in that building, whicb
spread to other buildings and as a retaliatory meastire the employers

tmanimously declared for a lockotit in all buildings in Cook county. As a

result all big work is tightly tied up and there is no immediate prospect

of a settlement. It has been predicted that the matter of adjustment
would either come speedily or the matter would be strung out for an
indefinite period. At present there does not seem to be very much dispo-

sition on the part of the builders to take back their men, and tbe situ-

ation is really serious as far as building, and, consequently, as far as the

luniln'r trade is concerned.

In addition, the tisual hot weather dullness is very apparent locally,

and there is some little talk of sales below market both on building lum-
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bcr and on hardwoods. This has been apparent for some little time, but

has not assumed any serious proportions. It is the result of the advent
of the usual laxity in demand at this time, together with the still apparent
effect of recent big transit shipments on account of the flood menace, and
receipt of considerable shipments of northern stoclc by water. No great

uneasiness, however, is felt locally and it is confidently predicted that the

present situation, while it will probably continue for some little time,

will be definitely righted towards the end of July, at which time a

resumption of rery active business is anticipated.

=< NEW YORK y-
The hardwood market in general is showing less than normal activity

and with but few exceptions prices are firm. Wide No. 1 panel poplar

has been very slow of late. A number of mills have been cutting four-

Inch, with the result that the price for this stock has eased off quite a

Utile. On the other hand, it is noted that Jvo. 1 common red and sap
birch has been advanced $2 and $1, respectively, and the remainder of

the list shows no reduction in prices. Oak is still in very good call and
it will probably continue so for a long time to come. Ash, basswood,
chestnut and maple In the better grades are in fair call. The fancy
woods continue strong in demand and the supply short. The yard and
manufacturing trades are not carrying any great amount of stock but it

Is not expected that buyers will come into the market for large supplies

until after the warm weather. In the meantime It is expected that

the demand for current needs will absorb the ready supplies.

The hardwood flooring market is fairly active. Competition has been

pretty keen in this market but the large handlers are all holding firm on

prices and show no disposition to break the market simply to make
sales.

=-< BUFFALO y-
The hardwood yards have been doing a fair amount of business lately,

but their local sales have been much interfered with by a strike amon,?

teamsters. June business, therefore, will not show up so well as It

otherwise would. Buyers generally have been taking hardwoods only

for immediate use. Yard prices have been holding up well. The demand
for common oak has not been quite so strong at some yards as It was
a short time ago. Flooring in various hardwoods continues strong and in

relatively good demand. Brown ash has been one of the most active

woods. Lake supplies have begun to come in to some extent, a number
of large hardwood cargoes being reported.

< PHILADELPHIA >
The hardwood situation remains practically unchanged from a fort-

night ago. Market reports vary according to the capaclt-y of the handlers

of these woods, for naturally the man who can supply the desired stock

is the one who gets the orders. The slight decline from a sharp activity

is to be expected as the warm weather approaches, but a dependable

undercurrent of strength in the situation augurs a continued firmness of

the market. The prolonged tariff agitation naturally affects the box
employing Industries to some extent, but it is the opinion of the close

observer that it is not responsible for halt of the ills laid at its door.

The consuming industries continue fairly busy, and the railroad com-

panies are planning for increased extension work and equipment. Stocks

at the mill end are none too heavy, and the first rush for goods will

clean up the bulk of desirable woods, consequently prices hold firm. On
the whole the present state of the hardwood market is far from causing

uneasiness of any kind.

The position of the woods Is but little changed. Plain and quartered

oak is the leader ; ash Is In good demand ; birch Is active ; cherry, bass-

wood and beech hold good place ; high-grade chestnut is steady, and

sound wormy firm. There Is no weakening in mahogany and veneer

;

'low grades of all hardwoods are scarce and prices well sustained.

-< BOSTON y-
Taking the demand for hardwood lumber as a whole In Boston and

vicinity during the past two or three weeks, it cannot be termed active

but, on the other hand, quite attractive features have developed in the

market. The call for some grades of lumber is much more active than

for others, but prices throughout the list are firmly maintained and

practically all reports from manufacturers of hardwood lumber indicate

the tendency upon their part to hold for full asking prices rather than

to try to force sales and in that way sacrifice profits. There has been

a very good demand for veneers, and manufacturers making such stock

have been able to keep their plants running practically full. Furniture

manufacturers are busy and piano makers in this section have had a

good season.

The demand for plain oak in one inch, one's and two's, is perhaps the

strongest feature in this market. Offerings are small and prices are well

held. There is also a strong demand for quartered oak in thicknesses

of %, % and % inches. Ash is also in good demand and dealers here

state that they have a call for all grades, including culls. Ash is in

small offering, due in part to the strong demand reported in the West.

=-< BALTIMORE y
There is little change in the movement of hardwoods in this market.

Every now and then indications of an casing off in the inquiry is

reported, but this has been so far always succeeded by a restoration

Quartered Oak=
Veneer

^ Our stock is sawed or sliced from
genuine Forked-leaf White Oak.

^ If you call you won't leave without

buying as we have the right figure for

the most exacting requirements,

C[ (3ur perfect machinery and super-

vision make perfect manufacture.

Call or write now and
have a good choice

Fred W. Black Lumber Company
Chicago

Take Douglas Park "L" to 40th Ave. and walk one block south

Timber Grows
In Value

Steadily, persistently, consistently.

Here are the reasons:

DEMAND increases with the increase in population
and in time becomes competitive in character.

SUPPLY becomes less each year almost to the
extent of the annual cut,

INTENSIVE USE. Kinds and qualities of timber
now regarded as valueless will be marketable
in a few years. Estimates now regarded as

fairly exact will be made valueless in a few
years within which time more of the timber will

enter the "merchantable" class.

These are not ARGUMENTS; they are FACTS.
Take them into account before deciding on your
next investment.

James D. Lacey & Co.

Timber Land Factors

Chicago, 111., 1750 McCormick BuiMing

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spaulding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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Mahogany
Lumber and

Veneers
In buying Mahogany Lumber and Veneers

of C. L. Willey, the purchaser is assured of a

product cut from the finest figured wood that

money and a search of the world's markets can

secure.

Beyond this he is assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quaHty of product not usu-

ally obtainable.

Right now stored in the log yard of the Willey

plant at Chicago is more than a quarter million

dollars' worth of the highest class figured mahog-

any ever imported to this country.

The accompanying illustration shows a cor-

ner of the assemblage of these mahogany logs.

-
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Iwen, shippers and manufacturers report a fairly good demand, with

prices continuing firm. Members of the local trade do not predict any
easing up in values, but are optimistic as to the future of the marliet.

Oak continues most active, and ash is a good seller in limited supply.

Chestnut and poplar are in fair demand.

=•< MEMPHIS >--

The hardwood market here continues in a very healthy position. There

has been a good demand recently from both consuming and distributing

centers, particularly the North and East. Business with the West has

not been quite so good as usual at this time. The northwestern mar-

kets, too, have been a little slow. It is noteworthy, however, that there

is a large foreign demand and that export business is on a big scale,

not only from Memphis proper but from other points in this territory.

Manufacturing operations have been on a pretty full scale during the

past few weeks and a large amount of lumber has been produced. How-
ever, stocks are still broken in some directions and there is no pressure

on the part of holders to sell.

Plain oak occupies a particularly strong position in all gra:des while

there is a very good demand for quartered oak. The market is firm on

both Cottonwood and gum in the lower grades. The supply is rather

below requirements and prices are in favor of the seller. The upper

grades of gum and cottonwood are neither so firm nor so active as the

lower but there is a fair volume of business offering in these. Ash is

selling without difficulty. There is a fairly active call for the lower

grades of cypress but uppers are relatively slow. Sap gum is moving
more freely than red, though the latter is reported a little more active

than a short time ago. particularly in stock thinner than 1 inch. This is

the direct result of the export demand which includes thin red gum.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
As far as new business is concerned, local hardwood concerns report

that trade is seasonably quiet. All conditions conspire to prevent much new
business from being placed, and the result is that buyers are ordering

only as they need to. The railroads, which begin a new fiscal year Jul.y

1, are buying as little as possible in order to enable the closing year

to make a good showing on operating expenses, and the furniture manu-
facturers, another branch of large consumers, are doing little in antici-

pation of getting a fresh line on business at the semi-annual shows.

Hence inquiries and orders are not as numerous as they were last

month ; but this does not mean that trade is dull, for as a matter of fact

the business already booked by local concerns is sufficient to enable ship-

ping to be continued in large volume. June, 1913, is making a much
better showing than the corresponding month of last year, and compares

favorably with last month, which set a new record in volume for some
local houses. Not giving account to business already contracted for. and

considering the market as it relates to orders now being placed, it may
be said that quartered oak is the leader in strength, that plain oak is

probably less active than it has been, and that chestnut and poplar are

fairly slow movers. Ash is going well, and hickory is in fairly ^ood

demand, the wagon makers having had a big season.

=< MILWAUKEE >-=

The outlook in the lumber trade seems to be especially bright at this

time, and lumbermen believe that a big business may be expected later

in the summer and in the fall. One of the most favorable signs is the

cxeelleut crop outlook, which ought to assure a satisfactory business in

most linos of industry.

Euildin; operations in Milwaukee up to this time have established

a new high record, while the prospects are bright for the remainder

of the season. The building record for the first five months of the year

is more than $1,000,000 ahead of the same period in 1912. This is

interesting in view of the fact that an unusually high record was estab-

lished a year ago. June shows consideraldy more activity than the

corresponding month a year ago and more than $600,000 will be spent

in erecting various buildings under permits to be issued during the

remainder of the present month.

Hardwood buyers are still holding off as much as possible, evidently in

the belief that prices will go lower when new hardwood is in better

shipping condition. The market is still strong, however, as the supply

of northern woods is light. Firsts and seconds birch and basswood are

scarce and are higher in some instances. Demand for maple is strong.

Plain and quarter-sawed oak is in brisk demand and prices are being

well maintained.

Several of the larger hardwood consuming concerns are taking their

mid-year inventories and this naturally curtails buying to a certain

extent. Demand from the furniture plants is expected to take on new
life some time next month, as most of these concerns are meeting with

a good business.

-<, BRISTOL >.=

Lumbermen of Bristol report that the hardwood lumber trade con-

tinues brisk. They do not expect the usual period of summer dullness

this year, on account of the brisk state of trade and the demand for

stocks. All mills are running and are pretty well sold up. Shipments

of late have beeu heavy and conditions have been very favorable to the

mill men.

Checking, Splitting,

Rotting

Prevented by

LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and Dimension
Stock against weather and time. A BOY CAN DO THE WORK.

TRY LORAC NOW
WKITE CS FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE COMPANY
62 Beekman Street NEW YORK

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special
Prices for Prompt Shipment:

83.000' 2" No. 2 Common Poplar. 58,000'
10,000' 114" No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Poplar. 36,000'
20,000' 1x24" & up No. 1 and Panel 28,000'

Poplar nut
40,000' 3" No. 1 & 2 Poplar 41,000'
15,000' 4 " \ 18 to 30 " No. 1 & Panel nut

Poplar 69,000'
30,000' 4" X 7 to 25" No. 1 & 2 nut

Poplar 12,000'
35,000' 5/8 X 18" & up No. 1 & 19,000'

Panel Poplar 86,000'
117,000' 6/4 S. W. & No. 2 Common 6,000'

Chestnut 21,000'
38,000' 1 X 13" & up No. 1 & 2 10,000'

Chestnut 88,000'
68.000' 1" No. 1 Com, Chestnut 19,000'
4'!,000' 5/4 No. 1 Cora. Chestnut 10,000'

6/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
8/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
4/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

5/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No.
8/4 No.
3" No.
4" No.
5/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No,
5/4 No.
8/4 No.

. 1 & 2 Red Birch
1 & 2 Red Birch

1 & 2 Red Birch
1 & 2 Red Birch
. 1 & 2 Cherry
1 & 2 Cherry
1 Common Cherry
1 Common Cherry
1 Common Cherry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

fl Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^ No guy wires.

^ Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

Branch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the derrick.

CJ Also ask for list of users.
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year.

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis,

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOB. FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative RankmBciicdict UndCFwrifing Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland. Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Advertisers* Directory [

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Ackland. D., & Son
American Lumber A Mfg. Co

Beecher & Barr
Brown Brothers Lumber Co
Buffalo Hardwood Lum ber Co

Cartier-HoUand Lumber Company..
Coale. Tho6. E.. Lumber Company..
Cobbs 4 Mitchell. Inc
Cr»ig, W. P.. Lumber Oo
Curll, Daniel B

East Jordan Lumber Company
Elias. G., A Bro
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co

Flinner-Steger Land <t Lumber Co.
Forman.Thos.. Company

Goodyear, C. A., Lumber Co

Haydon & Westcott Lumber Co..
Heyser. W. E.. Lumber Co
Holyoke. Chas

Jones Hardwood Company

Kent. J. S.. Company
Klann. E. H.. Lumber Co
KneeUnd-Bigelow Company. The....

LitchSeld. William E

Mcllvain. J. Gibson. & Co
McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co
Mears-Slayton Lumber Company.
Miller. Anthony
Mitchell Bros. Company
Mowbray A Robinson Company ....

Osgood A Richardson

Palmer A Parker Co
Parry. Chas. K.. A Co

Sawrer-Goodman Company
Scott & Howe Lumber Co
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co
Stearns Salt A Lumber Company...
Stephenson. L. Cotnna»T, The
Stewart, 1. N., A Bro
Struthers Cooperage Company
Sullivan, T. A Co

Taylor. W. R.. Lumber Company
Tegge Lumber Co

VonPlaten Lumber Oo

Webster, George, Lumber Company.
White. Wm. H., Co
Wiggin, H. D
Williams. IchabodT.,A Sons
Willson Bros. Lumber Company
Wistar, Underhill A Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company

Yeager, Orson E
Toung, W, D.,A Co

POPLAR.

Anderson-TuUy Company
Atlantic Lumber Company
Farrin. M. B., Lumber Company
Faust Bros. Lumber Company
Kentucky Lumber Company
Logan, J, M., Lumber Co
Maphet A Shea Lumber Company...
Radina L.W,, ACo
Swann-Day Lumber Company

Vansant, Kitchen A Co 68

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Wood, R, E,, Lumber Company 13

13 Yellow Poplar Lumber Company.... 68

12

61 SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
66

American Lumber A Mfg. Oo 13

2 Anderson-Tully Company 9

12 Atlantic Lumber Company 53

3

13
Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 65

12 Bennett A Witte 7

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 51

64 Bluestone Land A Lumber Co 48

66 Boice Lumber Company 65

5 Booker-Cecil Company 11

Bradley. E, C. Lumber Company.. .. 46

Brown. W. P., A Sons Lumber Co... 11

6i Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co 66

61 Carrier Lumber A Mfg. Co 14

Cherokee Lumber Co 9

^ Coale, Thos. E., Lumber Company... 12

Conasauga Lumber Company 46
'- Crane,C.,ACo 46

12 Curll, Daniel B 12

12 Davis, Edward L,, Lumber Company 11

5j Demii3ey,W.W 13

^ Elias. G., A Bro 66

12
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co 5

2 Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Company 46

gj FaustBros, Lumber Co 14

^ Flanner-Steger Land A Lumber Co.

. Garetson-Greason Lumber Co 65

^ Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co. .

.

4

g„ Heyser. W. E.. Lumber Company... 7

Himmelkerger-Harrison Lumber Co. 65

13 Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co

Jones Hardwood Company 12

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company .

.

46

„„ Kennedy. James, A Co 47

n Kent, J. S.. Company 12

SI Kentucky Lumber Company 47

gg Kimball A Kopcke 6

Klann. E. H., Lumber Co 57

gg Kosse, Shoe A Schleyer Company... 47

13 Lamb-Fish Lumber Co 8

^g Litchfield. William E 12

Littleford. George 47

64 Little River Lumber Company 68

Logan. J. M.. Lumber Co 6

13 Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co.... 65

68 Louisville Point Lumber Company.. 11

13

14 Maley. Thompson A Moffett Co 7

12 Maphet A Shea Lumber Company... 6

12 Mcllvain. J. Gibson. A Co 2

13 McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co 66

Miller, Anthony.. 66

66 Mossman Lumber Company 49

3 Mowbray A Robiuson Company 7

Nettleton. E. B,. & Co 57

Norman Lumber Company U

Ohio River Saw Mill Company 11

., Osgood A Richardson 57
DO

46 Paepcke-Leicht Lumber Co
14 Parry, Chas. K., A Co 65

47

6 Radina. L. W., A Co 7

6 Ransom. J. B.. A Co 9

7 Riemeier Lumber Company 47

47 Richey. Halsted A Quick 46

Salt Lick Lumber Company fi5

Shawnee Lumber Company 47

Shiels. Chas.F., A Co 47

Slaymaker, S. E.. A Co 46

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 66

Stewart. L N., A Bro 66

Sullivan, T.. A Co 66

Swann-Day Lumber Company 47

VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber Co. 49

Vansant. Kitchen ACo 68

Vestal Lumber A Manufacturing Co. 6

VonPlaten Lumber Co 64

Webster. George. Lumber Company. 13

Whitmer. Wm.. A Sons 12

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Wiggin. H.D 13

Williams, IchabodT,.A Sons 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Wisconsin Lumber Company 4

Wistar, Underhill A Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Wood, R, E.. Lumber Company 13

Yeager, Orson E 66

VENEERS AND PANELS,

Adams ARaymond Veneer Co 63

Ahnapee Veneer A Seating Co 62

Astoria Veneer Mills A Dock Co 62

Bacon, li. S,. Veneer Co 5

Black. Fred W. Lumber Co 51

Central Veneer Company 63

Hoffman Bros. Company 63

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co
Jarrell. B. C, ACo 63

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 11

Maley. Thompson A Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer A Lumber Co
Mengel, C. C. A Bro. Company 11

Ohio Veneer Company 47

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 63

Rayner. J 5

Rice Veneer A Lumber Company. ... 63

Southern Veneer Manufacturing
Company 62

Dnderwood Veneer Company 62

Veneer Manufacturers' Company
Walker Veneer A Panel Co 57

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Willear. C. L 52

Williams. Ichabod T.. A Sons 14

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills A Dock Co..... 62

Bacon. It. S., Veneer Company... 5

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 51

Huddleston-Mafsh Lumber Oo
Littleford. George 47

Maley, Thompson A Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer A Lumber Co
Mengel, C. C. A Bro. Company 11

Palmer A Parker Oo 13

Purcell. Frank 65

Rayner. J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company
Willey. C. L 52

Williams. Ichabod T., A Sons 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Beecher A Barr 12

Carrier Lumber A Mfg. Co 14

Cobbs A Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman. S. L., Flooring Oo 64

Farrin. M, B.. Lumber Company 46

Formaa, Thos.. Company 64

Kerry A Hanson Flooring Co 64

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co.... 65

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Salt Lick Lumber Company 65

Stearns Salt A Lumber Company... 8

Stephenson. I.. Company. The 64

Webster Lumber Co.. George 13

White. Wm. H..Co 68

Wilce. T.. Company. TJhe 5

Young. W. D.. ACo 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac MachineCo 60

Gerlach, The Peter Co 57

Linderman Machine Co.. The 67

Mershon. W. B.. A Co 59

Phoenix Manufacturing Oo 59

Saranac Machine Company 60

Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co ..

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Clyde Ironworks 59

Fitzffibbons & Krebs 53

Gogebic Lumber Company 48

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 60

Russel Wheel A Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 64

Kraetzer Company, The 50

National Dry Kiln Company 60

Phila. Textile Mchy, Co 12

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES,

Atkins, E, C„ A Co
Simonds Mfg. Co

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Oo>

Epperson. U. S

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co..

Lumoer Mutual Fire Insurance Co..

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance

Lumber Underwriters U
Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-

derwriters 54

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual

Fire Ins. Co
Ra'nkin-Benedict Underwriting Co. 54

TIMBER LANDS.

Laoey. James D.. ACo 51

Southern Railway 57

Spit. John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Griffith. Clarence W 49

McDonald. Thos. J 56

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills 4 Dock Co 62

Childs. S. B. . A Co 57

Gerlach. The Peter. Company 57

Henke. Geo. Co 63

Kraetzer Company, The 50

Lnmbermen's Credit ABSOCiation 4

MechaniciU Rabber Companr
Westingbooae Electric A Mfg. Oo...
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will bo inserted in tbls sec-
tion at tbe following rates;

For one Insertion 20c a line
Fop two insertions 35c a Jine
For three Insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

Elgbt words of ordinary length make one Una.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WOODS AND MILL CREW
A double band mill~in the Upper Peninsula of

Michigan whjoli has not been running for several

years will be started this summer, cutting bard-

wood. Only part of mill and woods crew en-

gaged. Permanent work all the year for the
right men. State age, experience and wages.
Address "BOX 60," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—TWO HIGH-CLASS
Veneer saw lilers. l^osition with high salary

open for competent men ; no other need apply.

Correspondence solicited.

PUTNAM VENEEn & LUMBEU CO..

Koachdale, Ind.

ONE HARDWOOD SALESMAN
Wanted for York state, one for Pennsylvania.
State age, experience and salary expected.

Address "BOX 62," care Hardwood Record.

SALESMAN WANTED BY SAWMILL.
If you arr loi-ated in :nt\- town in Illinois,

Indiana, Wichigan and Ohio, where you can
sell hardwood lumber, we can make you a .good

proposition. Write us. Address, "Hnx Oi;.'

care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

NOW OPEN FOR GOOD POSITION
A strictly sober, ambitious, honest, energetic

man with 22 years' experience as hardwood
lumber buyer, inspector, dry kiln operator, and
general yard supt., can come at ouee and fur-

nish best ot references. Advancement appn-
clatcd. Address, "BOX 65," care Hardwood
Record.

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman tor New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec"y, 06 Klrkland Rd.,

Rochester, N. Y.

I
TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality aid lagging

conditions. Have a few high-class prcperties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank BIdg.,

KnoxTllle. Tens.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARE^ET FOR

75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, samd

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory aad

maple axles. Will inspect at skipping palat, aad

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Baya* St.,

BoSalo. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WAiNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" aad up

In diameter, S ft. aad up loag. Will laspect at

shipping point aad pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOOS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and ap Cherry logi.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robej St.. Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own In fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracts of high-class gum and rod oak

stumpage. Will sell at price t» make the buyer

good money either as aa Inrestment vr as aa
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address la

confidence, "BOX 22." care HAaowooD Rscoao.

WE OFFER AT A BARGAIN.
Our 14G acre farm near Coshocton, O. There
ai'Q more than 500,000 feet of good hardwood
trees and the property is underlaid with a G

ft. vein of coal. Call or address

CLYDE A. PRATT. 707 Ohio Bldg., Toledo. ().

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.

Do you want to get In touch with the best

buyers of hardwood lumber? W* have ^ a Hat,

•bowing tb« a*Bual requlreneats la lumber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con

turners of those materials throughout the Uaited

States and Canada. Tbt eerric* Is free to ad-

vertisers In the Rbcosi>. It will Interest you.

Write us for further Informatioa aboat oar "Sell-

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANT FOLLOWING CARS OF
c lak. Asb, or Hickory Squares

IVixlHxSO
lVixiy2x40
IMtXl 1/4x40

THE WISCONSIN CHAIR CO.,

Port Washington, Wis.

WANTED

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" 1 1". Must be clear and
straight. If you have any to offer write us.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE—FINE 15,000

capacity sawmill, with 1,000.000 ft. standing

timber. Steam and water power. Rigged for

cutting hardwood dimension stock. Address

FRANK MILLER, Florence, Wis.

HARDWOOD FINISH WANTED.
Reliable man wants to (orresp()U<l with an

eastern lianlwood lumber mill that manufactures
hardwood finish, mouldings and doors, regard-

ing an agency in California or to act as sales-

man in the same territory. For further cor-

respondence address, "BOX 67," care Hardwood
IiliCOKD.

FOR SALE
Large, fully equipped, well stocked plant,

manufacturing store and saloon woodwork, bars,

bar fixtures, coolers, workbonrds and brass goods
used in this line. Old established business.

Plant in steady operation. Owner has died.

Estate wishes to sell. If intoM^sted. write
K -1' PKITCH, .'•.4 Wade lildg., Cleveland, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
Would like to hear from parties waoting oak

tlooi'ing and moulding. Address,

"FLOOHI.NG," care Hardwood Record.
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EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for maD to go la manufacturing busimess. Sare
well-equipped bardwood factory suitable f»r

making ipokes aid Teblcle itock. Mealtky Uca-

tion In town six tbousand, on two rlrers aad
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care HiEDwnoD Recoed.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOE SALE.

Lane Mfg. Co.'s saw mill.

Berlin swing cut-oEE saw.

Defiance bolter 10'.

Bentel Margedant gang rip.

self-feed rip saw.

American Sawmill ilachine Co.'s cross-cut saw.

American Sawmill Machine Co.'s wood splitter.

Edwards log turner.

24" Defiance turning lathe.

HOISTS AND DERRICK IRONS.
for handling logs at mill.

THE NEW ALBANY MFG. CO.. New Albany, Ind

FOE SALE.
A first-class one band sawmill complete, with
planing mill and l.Trger burner in connection.

All in good condition.—boilers, engines, etc.

Will sell machinery on reasonable terms. For
further particulars address,

BATCHELOR TIMBER CO., Saginaw, Mich.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber

the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms »t tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Special Inducements
TO

Wood Working Plants

We know of several very de-
sirable locations for Wood Work-
ing plants near to the country's
greatest source of hard woods
and where prices are the lowest
in America.

Ample labor, low priced power
and excellent transportation fa-

cilities go to make these open-
ings very desirable.

Extra inducements as free

sites, tax exemption or stock
subscriptions will be given man-
ufacturers of good faith and
ability.

Our free services are at your
command in aiding you to find

a favorable location.

M. V. Richardt

Land and Industrial kgt.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305 Washington, D. C.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x8j- inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
original and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizine the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyrighted, 1910.
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

$ 1.00

10,00
Aluminum Tally Covers, each
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1,000 10.00
Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1.000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-

tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Recor^d
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
Osgood & Richardson

935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agent,: LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton "°^^'f^'AGo"'

A 7eoe«r Q«ag9 il the aovwer to a Veneer Uter'i
LTftving for year*. Thii"Walk«r Brand" Ven-
eer Gauge is a Bteel gangs that will eatisfy

your w ante for all time. Toa can'tdoyout-
eelf a better tnra tlmn to bay one of

thesA gauges. It gauges ACOURATELT
.arery tbicknessfrom l-40iDChto ^ inch
INCLUSIVE. Wake op tothis opporto-
Dity. Priceonly$l 98 delivered by U- S.

Mail, Ordernow, today. Address—64&6
ffoodlswD At*. Phone Hrde Park 8S.

Deft. C

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS |
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This is Form D
UPHAM 8c AGLER

Order No.

Car No
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EFFICIENCY
a ^ S'!}A^j^

ou!ne^
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The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

^ ^ LIDCERWOOD

Z::' --.m.i^ytr- :^^-.-Jil':% ^ n ,.•,•, Agencies- — -5.-,--^

so Li berry Mreet, New York Montreal Vancouver
LTa

BUTTING SAW
Flooring Feretories

For cutting out defects and making square and
smooth ends for end=matching machines. Used by
the largest producers. Write for particulars and prices.

Marwjfactvirod by

CdwdilldrC Machine Co.
CADILLAC, MICH.

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS.
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. \.

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 eVz' trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt
shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

fu^Jn^v^v^r. ^'^,°'!^?J";'.°7; ^u'nf Zf .w« fl^f nt' h!nf ^fn 'f V^^ "ek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

[ut^JJ!u 'r.Z. n^^?iiv in'^M^hL^ v nH o irw ^/„^H o.l ^"ults accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
shape, in all woods, notably m Mahogany andpuarter-Sawed Oak

j ^^y^ ,o„bined with the use of the best stock andWe make no two-ply stock and do not emp oy sliced cut
^.p.t^.date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed ^ m k
.

k kk j

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

"SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills. Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

y eneers and l^anels with a Jti^eputation
VV/"E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, W^is,
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIA.UTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veineer & Lumber Co,
ROACHDALE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINQER, Gen'l IVIgr.

B. C. JARRELL 64 CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried^right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICEVENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

89%
of HARDWOOD RECORD subscribers a-re

owners of steaLin plants. Eighty-nine per

cent a.re, therefore, buyers of wo_od-work-

ing maLchinery. There is little ^rcenta.ge
of wa-ste circulation in HARDWOOD
RECORD for maLchinery advertisers.

CIRCASSIAN
A MARKED INCREASE IN THE USE IN U. S. FOR
1911 SHOWN BY GOVERNMENT FIGURES.

AN EVEN GREATER INCREASE IS INDICATED FOR
THIS YEAR.

BUY WHERE YOU CAN HAVE PICK OF LARGE AS-
SORTMENT OF HIGH-GRADE WOOD—WHICH WE
ARE FEATURING.

'Adams & Raymond Veneer Company
Indianapolis—

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Qusurtered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let n. Send You Onr stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

G. ELIAS <Sc BRO.
HARDWOODS
White Pine, Yellow Pine, Spruce,
Hemlock. Fir. Lumber, Timber. Mill-
work, Boxes. Maple and Oak Floorine

Q55=ioi5 elk: street

I. N. Stewart & Bro.
Specialties

Cherry and Oak
892 Elk Street

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
We want to buy for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and thicknesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at shipping point.
Branch yard. Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPliCIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar

932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY
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A Method
That effects the Cost and
Quality of Manufacturing

The automatic method of jointing lumber on
one machine has gone through the incuba-
tion period and its value and guarantee to

you is the successful operation of over
one hundred machines making the perfect

and permanent

TAPER WEDGE
DOVETAIL JOINT

Quality at a minimum cost is the object of every manufacturer and every detail for

the saving of lumber, glue and labor operations has been carried out in the new

LINDERMAN AUTOMATIC DOVETAIL
RIPPER. JOINTER, GLUER, CLAMPER AND SIZER

With the newest attachment, the visible dial feeding fence, rough edge, waney
lumber can be taken direct from the cut-off saw, built up into panels without edge

and sizing waste and without ripping.

A thirty-two page catalog in three colors has just been issued, illustrating and giving in detail

the advantages of automatic jointing with other information that is of value to every manufac-

turer. Upon request, it will be sent prepaid to your address.

LINDERMAN MACHINE CO.
New York City

MUSKEGON, MICH.

Knoxville, Tenn. Woodstock, Ont. St. Louis,''Mo.



Manufacturers Old-FetshionedVansant,
Kitchen &5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashlsuid, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cockraa
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company

YOU pay a little more for our hardwood lumber than you do for many others',

but it's worth much more.

With our modern and first-class equipment and expert operatives, we couldn't make bad lumber
if we tried to, because the qtuility and size of our virgin tough mountain white ash, red birch,

yellow poplar, buckeye, maple, red oak, cherry and basswood, averaging less than three logs to

the thousand, and 95 per cent sixteen feet, is the best type of hardwood timber growth in the

United States, and shows a larger percentage of firsts.

If you are a discriminating buyer, let's get acquainted.

UHLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.
Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER
All Kinds

OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPUR
MiNUFlCTURERS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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^ When we say every month that we are always

glad to be tested on rush orders, we mean just this,

exactly.

^ Never hesitate to call on us when you want the

goods in a hurry.

^ Prompt delivery is the "Mcllvain Way."

Look over this month's "Lumber News"—If it is not on

your desk, drop us a postal—it will be sent by return mail.

J. Gibson McIlvain & CO.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

® sCartier = J|oUanb
i^umber Companp

TAKE NOTICE!
In llic last three issues, we oft'ered high

grade End Dried White Maple. We now
have left only 50,000' of 1", the balance of the

stock having all been sold. Better take the

matter up with us at once.

We also have the following items for ship-

ment in July.

50,000' 5/4 High Grade Common & Better

Birch.

50,000' 4/4 High Grade Common & Better

Birch.

31,000' 8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Cross

Piled Sap Maple.

YOUR INQUIRIES WILL BE APPRECIATED

n S u & t n g t n n

il t r b t g a n S

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

«nmm. EL^P^*^

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRIME COMPtNy - - ILL BRANCHES

STiNDtRD EOUIPMENT CO.. MIBILE. ALl

tLUNV MILL SUPPLy CO.. ILBINV. Ok.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Wcrks)

CHICAGO
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M I C H I a A N
FAMOUS FOR. HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

150,000 Feet

Dry I X 7 and wider Basswood Firsts and Sec-
onds. Run about 75% clear, the defects are
small and the stock is very bright and nice.

ESTIMATED WIDTHS
7 and 8 inch 34%
9 and 10 inch 35%

II and 12 inch 27%
Wider than 12 inch ^Jo

ESTIMATED LENGTHS
6 and 8 feet 8%

ID and 12 feet 20%
14 feet 20%
16 feet 49%
Odd lengths 3%

July 10, 1913

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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Ready for Shipment

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4 /4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Common S. Elm

Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Com. & Better BassXvood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.
1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, III.

15,000,000 Feet Always On Hand

Our Double Band Mill
Huttig, Ark.

With two mills like this we manufacture 40,000,000 feet of
band sawn southern hardwoods annually. We guarantee
our lumber to be of excellent widths, full thickness, and to
contain 50'. to 75'. of 14' and 16' lengths. We make high
grades and all of the "CREAM" is in each grade. Send us
your inquiries.

««Wislumbco Standards*'
.VI.IIIUI II. I I I.I ti •lui Kill (.iiiii

411.1)011
"

I I Nil. I ( iimnion Keil (^iim
'IS.IIIIII

" 4 4 \ l:l (o 17" Box Itiiiinl Tiipelii
:f«.llll(l

•

4 4 v f.r & Wider l»l & in.l Tupelo
«3.0(I0 ••

4 4 \ n to if Ist * 2nil Tupelo
.50.000 • 4 I V 13 to I-" Kox Koarfl Sap <iuiii
.-.O.OOO

••
4 4 \ 13' & Wider Ist & '^nd Sap (iuni

r.i.OOO ••
4 4 X B to li" Ist & 2nd .Sap tiiiiii

7i».000 "44 No. 1 Common Sap <;uni
00.000 *' 4/4 No. '.; Common Sap tJiim
.10,000 " n 4 I.oe Run Soft Maple
7.>.00ll I I Shop C> press
liO.IKKI 4 I No. I Common ('Miress
>.->,000 K » l.oc Ken IlieUori

nil). 00(1 I'es. M,\l>/, III Oak Siiuan-s

A good stock of Oak, Gum, Cypress,
Cottonwood, Elm and Maple

Wisconsin Lumber Co.
CHICAGO

MII.I.S
Huttie. .Vrk.
Deerine. Mo.

PLANNER.STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

MILLS:
BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN

GENERAL SALES OFFICE
1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL. A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN A>fD LOUISV11.UE & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

H. B. WZNEB,
PreL

J. M. LOOAM,
Gen'l Manarer

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Pre».

C. B. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Tre&s.

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Ofnc« and Tard:
Bank and Mcl.ran Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHBR. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

IVIapbct <St SheaLumber Co.

jNIanuf acturers
and Qdholeealers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

K^foxY^LLe, ceNN.
WE WANT TO MOVE

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select- Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCULAB MTLLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STUMPAGE

"THE VERY BEST"

Red Birch
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager. Knoxville, Tenn.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

1
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
We Produce

ai mbothGrade and

> Measurement '•

Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand July 1st, 1913

lmiet7gr>cure i]

FAS (Jrfd. AVhite Oak
FAS <irtd. White Oak lO' & up.
No. 1 Com. (Irtd. White Oak ...

No. 2 Com. <(rtd. White Oak. . . .

FAS Plain White Oak
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak. . . .

F.-VS Plain « liite Oak 10" & nl>. .

FAS Plain Red Oak
No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak
Com. & Btr. <>rtd. Red Gum
FAS l^Iain Red Oum
No. 1 Com. Plain Red Gum
FAS Sap (ium l:{'-16'

FAS Sap Gum 18" & up
FAS Sap Gum 6" & up
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum 4" & up. . . .

No. 3 Com. Sap Gum 3" & up. . . .

Shop & Better Cvpress.
Com. & Better Tujielo

S/8
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items Wc Want To Move
5 Cars
5 Cars

10 Cars
5 Cars
2 Cars
4 Cars
1 Car
1 Car
2 Cars

4"
4'.'

4"

4"
4"

5 '4"

6 4"

5, 8"

X 18" to 22" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
X 13" to 17" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum, 13" to 15" wide
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Red Gum

1 Car 3 4" 1st

10 Cars 4 4" 1st

2 Cars 5 4" No.
1 Car 5 8" 1st

3 Cars 3 4" 1st

4 Cars 4 4" 1st

4 Cars 5 8" No.
1 Car 3 4" No.

& 2nds Red Gum
& 2nds Red Gum
1 Common Red Gum
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
1 Com. Plain Red Oak
1 Com. Plain Red Oak

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS ann VENEERS Tenn.

] NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH. FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Cherokee Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of

Band Sawn Lumber

l^ashville^ Tenn,

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the

following items:

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2« Poplar.
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

IVt', 1%" and 214" No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widths of 12 to 17", 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 I IS to 17" Poplar Box Boarde.
4/4 Is & 2s Basswood or Linn—very fine.

8/8, 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 la & 28 Qtd. W. Oot.
4/4. 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is tc 28 Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
«'4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.
4/4. 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 is & 2a Chestnut, also 5, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and

is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column ; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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The Louisville Hardwood Club

is offering- a number of specialties which will repay the attention of

l)uyers. The stock referred to below is in excellent condition, con-

tains a good percentage of extra widths and lengths, and will be sold

at a price which will make the business profitable to the purchaser.

The usual combination of quality lumber and high-grade service

characteristic of the Hardwood Club of course applies on these oft'er-

ings, which the members of the club announce as follows:

Ohio River Sawmill Company: 1 car 1" firsts and
seconds quartorud wliite oak; 1 car 5-4, 6-4 and
8-4 firsts and seconds quartered white oak; 1

car 1" No. 1 common quartered red oak; 1 car
3-4 firsts and seconds plain red oak; 1 car 3-4

No. 1 common plain red oak; 3 cars I" firsts

and seconds plain red oak; 2 cars I" firsts and
seconds plain white oak; 2 cars 1" firsts and
seconds poplar; 4 cars 1" sap poplar; 2 cars 1"

sap-stained poplar; 2 cars 9' to 12' poplar box-
boards: 1 car 5-4 No. 1 common poplar; 2 cars
1" firsts and seconds chestnut; 2 cars 1" No. 1

common chestnut; 1 car 6-4 firsts and seconds
chestnut: 1 car 1" firsts and seconds basswood.

W. P. Bro^vn & Sons Lumber Company: 2 cars
f|uartered white oak flitches; 1 car 4-4x3''2"
clear face white oak strips; 2 cars 8-4 No. 1

common hickory: 2 cars 5-4.xl0' and up plain
red oak step plank; 2 cars 6-4x10' and up plain
red oak step plank.

The Booker-Cecil Company: 50,000 feet 4-4 firsts

.md seconds plain red oak; 100.000 feet 4-4 No.
1 common pilain red oak; 30.000 feet 4-4 No. 2
common plain red oak; 40,000 feet 4-4 firsts and
seconds ooplar: 40.000 feet 4-4 sap poplar; 30,-
000 feet 6-4 firsts and seconds poplar.

Louisville Point Lumber Company: No. 1 common
and better poplar, from 5-8 to 4" thick, as well
as several cars of firsts and seconds and No. 1

common plain red oak, 5-4, 6-4 and 8-4" thick.

This company specializes in soft yellow poplar,
band-sawed and well manufactured, and can
satisfy the most particular.

Edward L. Davis Lumber Company: 1 car 4-4 firsts

and seconds chestnut; 2 cars 4-4 No. 1 common
chestnut; 5 cars 8-4 No. 1 common hickory; 5

cars 8-4 No. 2 common hickory; 7 cars 4-4 No.
1 common plain oak; 5 cars 8-4 firsts and
seconds plain red oak; 5 cars 8-4 No. 1 common
plain red oak; 2 cars 12-4 No. 2 common plain"

oak. bone dry, excellent widths.

Norman Lumber Company: (mill at Holly Ridge.

La.) 1 car 6-4 firsts and seconds poplar: 20,000

feet 3-4 No. 1 common poplar; 80,000 feet 6-4

and 8-4 No. 1 common poplar; 1 car 4-4 com-
mon and better chestnut; 1 car each of 4" and
5" No. 1 common poplar bevel siding; 100.000

feet 1" firsts and seconds sap gum; 70,000 feet

1" firsts and seconds red gum; 50,000 feet 1"

No. 1 common red gum; 1 car No. 1 common
and better sycamore.

The Louisville A^eneer ^^lills oft'er an unusually at-

tractive proposition to users of figured gum veneers,

panels and thin lumber. The company's facili-

ties for obtaining the unique and highly desirable

figure in gum makes its service especially valuable

Offers Some Seasonable Specialties

Write for Prices
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POPLAR
I 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE:
CHICAGO. ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY.

E. F. PEEEY
lianaser

ESTABUSHED 1892

LOUIS H. PAKKEE
Asst. Manager

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New Yerk

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

PDWOOO LUMBER (jS

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

Motto
"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

WE SELL-
SO", 40 " AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
J. H. WHITSON W. L. WHITSON H. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. - ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY
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Review and Outlook

T
General Market Conditions

nv: TWO DAY.S' HOLIDAY occurring last week undoubtedly

had a bearing on general business conditions in local markets

throughout the country, as the decision to close down for Friday

and Saturday, particularly in the cities, was pretty general. With

liuying jn-ogressing on a norniaL basis, no particular effect would have

iieen felt, but purchases have undoubtedly been more or less of a

[larcel nature, for immediate use, and for that reason the taking of

two days from a business week contributed to the general effect.

The country 's business on the whole shows very little change during

the last two weeks, the consideration uppermost in the minds of

liusiness men being, as for several weeks past, the proceedings at

Washington. AVith the announcement that the Kepubliean contingent

in the Senate is organizing to oppose certain provisions in the tariff

and income tax measures now being acted upon, there is further

reason for apprehension as the consideration of the measures will

undoubtedly continue for a longer period than had been anticipated.

Inasmuch as the principal plea of business has been for a speedy

settlement of the much-hashed-over tariff argtmients, business men

generally cannot view with complaisance any movement which will

prolong the turmoil, if it can be termed such.

As applied to the lumber business, these national questions have the

same bearing which they have on any other branch of business in

general, not probably as directly as in some lines, but through in-

direct means the result is felt distinctly. In addition, the continued

unsatisfactory condition of the money market has a distinct bearing

on the consumption of forest products inasmuch as they are utilized

entirely in constructive work, which, because of its nature, neces-

sarily involves larger expenditures than does the purchase of almost

any other raw material. Thus the railroads, because of their inability

to secure adequate funds at reasonable rates in many cases, are

hesitant in making their usual and in some cases necessary pur-

chases. This is true to a lesser extent in other lines of building, and

getting down to the individual, high rates of interest rather retard

home building in some instances where it is necessary to borrow

money in order to erect new homes.

These conditions, however, in the opinion of those in a position

to judge accurately, are not to be prolonged indefintely. It is highly

probable that the tariff and currency measures will be acted upon

definitely within the course of a montji and a half, or maybe a slightly

longer period, which, in connection with the unquestionably remark-

able prospects for crops, will make a combination which will bring

liusiness back to a thoroughly satisfactory state.

As to the lumber business, specifically, the pronounced shortage in

hardwoods which was manifest up to a short 'time ago is easing off

somewhat in certain items, although it continues to be apparent in

other lines. There is one condition, however, which will have a

favorable effect upon production with a tendency to holding it down
to normal, and that is the effect of the present season on the working

class generally. As a general thing mill and woods-workers in the

South are rather disposed at this season of the year to take life

rather easily, seeking easier employment in other directions, or laying

off altogether for more or less prolonged vacations. The effect of

this condition has been felt somewhat in certain sections of the

South alread}', and will undoulitedly have a greater effect as the

summer goes on.

The domestic consumption of hardwoods is not only affected by

the national conditions suggested above, but in addition by the inven-

tory season which still continues and which certainly has done its

share toward retarding the wholesale consumption of hardwood

products. There is no marked inactivity in the purchase of furni-

ture, pianos and i^imilar lines; hence with the closing of the mid-

season inventories and the finish of the furniture exhibits, furniture

manufacturers will have a better idea of "where they are at," and

will probably resume their normal purchases. In fact, the general

opinion prevalent throughout the trade is that the closing of the

summer months will see a satisfactorily increased activity in all pur-

chasing lines. This is unquestionably true of building operations

also, although they have for the most part held their own very nicely.

The renewal of hostilities in the Balkan states of Europe has seri-

ously affected export business. In addition to this condition the

shipment of export planks has been very heavy up-to-date with the

result that there is considerable accumulation on the other side. A
great deal of short stock went with the general cargoes, which stock

will probabl}' be held up for a long time or sold at a very distinct

loss as only during the tunes when all stock is scarce is the market

for short material active. This condition in shorts will also have

a marked effect upon the market for the better class of export

Wlumber, and where it arrives in cargoes mixed with the more called-

for lengths there will luujuestionably be a considerable amount of

rejects.

The early indications at the various furniture exhibits in this

country are that the buyers are showing a keen interest in the new

styles offered, which augurS well for the future.

Summarizing, the situation doesn 't offer any features which should

cause undue worry, nor does it offer any very satisfactory aspect.

The waiting policy seems to have been adopted generally, and, while

there has been some little recession of values noted in various mar-

kets, it is proving itself to be the safest policy, fTnd is being carried

out by the majority of the trade in the hope that the near future

will bring conditions back to a normal state.
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Clingman's Dome
THE C'OVKK PICTUKE of this isMic of Hardwood Kecord

represents an imposing mountain scene in eastern Tennessee,

near the North Carolina border. It is known as Clingman's Dome
and is one of the splendid summits which crown the heights of

the Great Smoky range. Its summit is bare of trees, and having

a good soil, it affords fine pasturage for cattle and other stock.

The open area is surrounded bj' a stunted growth of beech, birch,

buckeye, and other hardwoods. The scenery among the lofty

mountains compares favorably with the finest in this country.

Distant valleys and ranges of mountains lie in view at all points

of the compass, while the cloud effects are frequently unsurpassed.

Good Business Versus Good Morals

IT IS AN OPEN SECRET that at a recent conference of leading

manufacturers of both building woods and hardwoods, there came

up the discussion of the policy of the lumber trade press in its de-

voting both editorial and advertising space to the exploitation of

wood substitutes. It is the consensus of opinion that while it might

be good business on the part of the lumber newspapers to advertise

wood 'substitutes, it was far from good morals on their part to do

so inasmuch as the lumber trade furnished the "sinews of war" for

the publication of these papers, and lumbermen should not be asked

to support mediums that assisted in exploiting lines detrimental to

their interest.

Hardwood Eecord for the past ten years has maintained the

opinion expressed at this conference on this subject, and has invari-

ably refused to sell advertising space or give editorial exploitation

to steel, concrete, composition, or other materials that entered into

competition with lumber. This position it will maintain until such

time as manufacturers of substitute materials produce a substitute

that shall be better than wood for any given purpose. When this is

accomplished it is possible that Hardwood Kecord may consider the

exploitation of these substitutes.

The Box Controversy in New Light

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION will shortly

be iu receipt of a complaint filed by the National Classification

Committee of Lumber, Wooden Box and Allied Interests, whicii

committee, as is well known, represents the leading manufacturers

of box lumber and wooden boxes in the United States and carried

the recent Pridham hearings at Los Angeles and Chicago to the

satisfactory state at which they arrived recently. The object

in filing the new. complaint is the belief on the part of the

wooden box interests that to allow the Pridham hearing to come-

to a definite settlement after the submittal of argument in the

fall would be to localize the question which is essentially a nation

wide problem and must not be solved with any one section of the

country as a basis. The Pridham case, as will be remembered,

has a bearing merely on east-bound shipments from western

territory and if settled on this basis would not affect shipments

in other parts of the country and in fact the various other classi-

fication territories woffld then necessarily have to open up the

question again, covering the same field of argument. The object

is now to incorporate with the arguments in favor of the wooden

box interests iu the Pridham case specifically the general argu-

ments which would put the railroads all over the country oil

the defensive where they haul goods packed in fibre container,"

on the same rates as they do goods packed in wooden containers.

The result of the successful decision of such a complaint would

be the establishment of a distinct differential in favor of the

wooden bo.x and against the substitute container generally through-

out the country. The importance of this cannot be overestimated.

The report is current as coming from the Interstate Commerce

Commission that that body will probably accept the evidence

submitted in the Pridham ease in favor of the wooden package

as opposed to the fibre package in deciding whether or not it will

pass on the general complaint about to be filed. Those in charge

of the wooden box side of the Pridham controversy did their

work so thoroughly and covered the field throughout the country

so well that the arguments submitted do not bear aloue on east-

bound shipments from western territory, but cover the whole of

the country and tend to prove on a general basis rather than on

a local basis the superiority of the wooden container. It is to

be hoped, and with a reasonable expectation of having the hope

realized, that the lumber and wooden box interests will be

successful in this, their largest fight.

Forest Products Exposition on Definite Footing

THE NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIA-
TION is preparing to offer within a few days a prospectus of

the definite plans which have been worked out by that association

in conformity with the resolution passed at its last annual meeting

having to do with the establishment of a permanent forest prod-

ucts exposition. Secretary J. E. Rhodes announces that such an

exposition will take place in several cities throughout the country

iu the early part of 1914. The enterprise is backed entirely by
the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association and will be an

incorporation with capital stock of $23,000, fully paid in. The

more intricate details of the plan are still in process of evolution

and it will probably be some little time before they are worked

out definitely.

It is planned to hold the exposition at the Coliseum in Chicago

some time in Januarj-, and under the direction of the same cor-

poration various other large cities will have the same exhibit

shortly after that.

The main arguments in favor of a forest products exposition

have been too fully covered in the lumber trade press during recent

years to need reiteration. It can be said, however, that the actual

working out of the long-talked-of plan will have an all-important

bearing on the lumber business, particularly as a medium between

that much misunderstood branch of American industry and the

people who buy products of the forest. A vast amount of mis-

information has been given out by manufacturers and advocates

of wood substitutes, which is all designed to prove to the public

that timber is getting scarce anyway and it can not long count

on lumber for lu.me and furniture building, and further, that it is

dangerous in many places and also offers a very expensive item in

home construction. Lumbermen have proved to and among them-

selves that these insinuations are absolutely false and the exposi-

tion will now offer an opportunity of proving it to the people who
buy lumber.

In addition to the general exhibit there will be exhibition of all

kinds of machinery entering into lumber manufacture. The Forest

Service will also have a generous exhibit which will show the

various phases of conservation of the forests as applied to per-

petuation of supply and the more practical working of forestry

methods in connection with actual lumbering operations.

It is announced by the National association that a certain amount
of stock will be available for those wishing to subscribe ami, aside

from the fact that this exposition will ultimately be a mighty good

business proposition fr<)n\ a showman 's standlioint, it surely seems
that it should liave evei y atom of moral and financial su]iport that

the lumber trade can give it.

The Steel Car Craze
1'N THE MINDS OF Till-; UXI.XFOHMEU tlicro is :i l)elief that the

use of steel passenger and sleeping cars constitutes added safety

in the transportation of passengers. This form of construction,

originally fostered by the steel trust when it became owner of the

majority of the stock of the Pullman Company, and became largely

interested in the Pennsylvania Company's affairs, is hard to down.
On its face it would look as though a solid steel car presented

advantages of safety over a steel underframe with wooden upper
works and wood interioi- finish, but the history of railroad wrecks
during the last few years presents i)rima facie evidence that the steel

underframe and wooden car is much the safer vehicle.

Again, the steel passenger car is a veritable hot-box in hot weather
and cannot be kept cool, and it is almost impossible to keep it warm
in cold weather. In both extremes of weather it has contributed to

serious illness and much discomfort.
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Again, the cost of steel car construction is much in excess of the

former type. The cost of haulage is immensely increased, and be-

yond that the very weight requires a track of largely increased

strength in order to carry the immense load with even an approxi-

mation of safety. It has been demonstrated that in collision steel

cars are just as prone to telescope and collapse as the steel under-

frame type.

The average newspaper with a little knowledge of car construc-

tion has been over-zealous in its belief that steel cars insure

greater safety to the traveling public. However, high-class technical

railroad journals have rarely fallen into this error. Very few of

them have ever presented any arguments favorable to the steel ears.

It is doubtful if there is a first-class car construction engineer in

the country wlio holds that the steel ear in point of safety has any

merit over the older type of construction.

The Wall Street Journal of New York^ of recent date, seems to be

an exception to the general class of newspapers, for it says:
'

' Now there is a demand for steel cars, but the steel cars will not

make for human confidence if we have such passenger wrecks in the

East as they have had in the West with steel cars. They bum just

as quickly on the inside, and the moment a steel car is struck on a

corner, every door and window is wedged, while with a wooden car

they can be pried open. In a wooden car you can cut yourself out

with the axes and saws that the law compels passenger coaches to

carry."

It is high time that the lumber trade, if it has any interest in the

furtherance of its own interests, collect full information on the sub-

ject of the relative merits of steel car construction and wooden car

construction on a steel underframe; put it in logical shape, and

present it to every member of Congress.

Today there are a half dozen steel car bills pending at Washing-

ton, and while they will not come up for action at this session, un-

deniably they will at the next regular session of Congress. There

will be strong lobby at work to make it obligatory upon railroads to

equip their lines with steel cars, and this wood substitute game can

easUy be headed off by simply presenting the actual facts in the

case to every member of the House and Senate. The presentation

alone to this body of the evidence of the fraility of steel cars that

has been presented in Habdwood Eecord during the last year should

be sufficient to kill steel car legislation. In this effort the lumber

trade can have the support of practically every railroad in the coun-

try, save the Pennsylvania line, which is obsessed in the belief that

owing to its New York tunnels it is wise to employ steel cars.

First Indications of Car Shortage

THE USUAL CONDITION of rolling stock on the various rail-

road systems of the country contingent upon the movement of

farm produce is just beginning to be apparent in the various agri-

cultural sections of the country. Reports are current that there

is some little difficulty already in getting a sufficient number of

freight ears to take care of shipments. This rumor is not at all

general, but it is not at all unlikely that, with the ripening of

the enormous crops in prospect railroads will have their hands

full in taking care of their agricultural patrons.

The conditions prevalent in the money market for some time

past and the generally hesitant tone of business have rather re-

tarded orders for new railroad equipment and hence motive power

and rolling stock are not what they should be in quantity and

condition. This will be another factor tending to reduce the

number of available freight cars. The usual foresight should be

exercised by large purchasers and shippers of commodities to get

as much of their inbound and outbound shipment moved prior to

the great rush of grain shipments as is consistent with good

business policy.

Will Gum Succeed Circassian?

ONE OF THE MOST NOTICEABLE DEVELOPMENTS in the

manufacture of high-grade wood goods of late years has been

the increasing interest in Circassian walnut products. This beauti-

ful and remarkable wood has come into very wide demand and in a

recent report from the government showing consumption of veneers

in the United States for 1911 was noted the very material increase in
the use of Circassian for that year over the preceding year. This
increase has undoubtedly continued up to the present. Considering
these facts, the question very naturally arises as to how much Cir-
cassian there is left and how long the supply will be adequate to
meet the demand. It can be safely stated that the total supply of
Circassian walnut is not by any means inexhaustible and in fact it

is possible for those conversant with the supply of this wood to see
its exhaustion ahead. Furthermore, it is a wood which it is impos-
sible to reproduce as the very character of its figure is the result of
a long, slow, difficult growth.

The popularity of the Circassian walnut figure when it began to
become so marked attracted the attention of the red gum producers
of the country who, where they had marketed red gum locally, had
merely sold it as an ordinary domestic wood. The possibility of
selecting the highly figured red gum for use in such high-grade
articles as were made of Circassian not only became a possibility but
a concrete fact. Today we see any amount of high-class furniture
and interior finish of all kinds made from red gum of particularly

good figure, some of it finished in the natural condition and some
finished to imitate Circassian walnut. The results are entirely satis-

factory in each case; in fact some interior finish has been produced
for notable structures in imitation of Circassian walnut, which actu-

ally defies the inspection of experts to detect the imitation.

The possibilities for profit offered by this evolution have been
analyzed particularly by producers of red gum veneer. They are

paying particular attention to flitching with the idea of producing the

most beautiful figure possible from their logs. Slicing is the most
common method of manufacture in this instance not only because of

the superior physical qualities resulting but because the finest figure

is obtained by that process with less contingent waste. It is not

at all improbable that the very stumps of red gum cut several years

ago can be utilized in this class of manufacture with a distinct profit.

Apparently red gum will be the logical successor of Circassian walnut
when the supply of that beiutiful wood renders its price prohibitive

for all but those willing to pay the fancy prices that will unquestion-

ably be demanded.

Who Is Responsible?
A EECENT BULLETIN of the Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

'»• ance of Kansas City contains some interesting observations and
figures covering recent sawmill fires. The startling assertion is made
that of thirty-five sawmill fires occurring during the last eight years,

among Alliance members, twenty-nine occurred when sawmills were

not operating either at night or on Sundays, and only six occurred

when mills were actually in operation. Those fires occurring wheu
only the w'atehmen were on duty constituted from 82 to 86 per cent

of the total number. Further, of the total loss of $1,359,398.34 re-

sulting from total number of sawmill fires, $1,120,793.49 was lost

during the time when the mills were down. Fires on Sundays aggre-

gated 29 per cent of the total, whereas one-seventh of the total, the

pro rated percentage for one day, would be only 14 per cent.

Also, the loss on Saturday nights was 28 per cent of the total night

fires, and should be only 14 per cent if proportionate.

While it is suggested that one of the factors leading to this con-

dition is that owners of the mills postpone the general clean-up until

the week-end, and the accumulation of debris of all kinds is then

at a maximum, it is probable that because of the greater feeling of

freedom which is manifest in all laboring and business circles on

Saturday afternoons and Saturday nights, because of the day of rest

to follow, there is greater laxity at that time on the part of the

watchman, who cannot help but feel the contagion of the feelings

which affect other employes. This, of course, is purely a psycho-

logical suggestion, but it may be that it has some bearing upon the

condition.

As a remedy it might be suggested that more rigid vigilance be

insisted upon at night, and in fact, it might be wise to increase the

watch service. Additional care should be taken in selecting watch-

men to secure those who give evidence that they will be conscientious

under all conditions. A man might be a faithful watchman during
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the monotojiT of every-night work during tlio week, but at the end

of the week he naturally also feels the '
' knoi-k-ofif

, '

' relaxed spirit

and probably is not as vigilant as be is during the other six nights.

A Big Idea

IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED by one of the biggest of the country's

lumbermen that the universal working day for woods and sawmill

workers be established at eight hours. The suggestion has not

apparently met with much support, although it is probable that the

lack of support is due to the radical nature of the proposition and

to the fact that it comes rather suddenly so that naturally the argu-

ments against it present themselves more forcibly than tlie altruistic

and humanitarian arguments in favor of it.

It is unquestionablj' a fact that the institution of an eight-hour

day throughout the wliole of the luniber business of the country would

mean a very materially reduced output in the aggregate for the

same expense. Taken individually, however, it is doubtful if the

added expense to the individual firm would be too great a burden to

shoulder. The chief arguments against the proposal have to do with

the increased cost of production and, while they apparently offer a

very practical side of the proposition, it is certainly true that against

them should be weighed judicially the benefits to be derived by saw-

mill and woods operators. It has further been argued that the life

of such workmen is of such a nature that they do not feel the strain

of a long day's work in the sawmill and in the woods as do factory

operators. This is undoubtedly true, but nevertheless there is prob-

ably no other industry which can offer the same monotony of operation

which is seen in sawmill work. The very speed with which lumber is

produced in itself renders the task ultimately extremely monotonous

as close concentration is required throughout the long day's work

and when a man lias applied himself for ten hours to this kind of

labor he is both physically and mentally in need of recreation. To

offset the arguments against tlie proposal as an economic mistake,

is advanced tlie suggestion that tlie eight-hour working day is some-

thing with which the lumber business throughout the country will

ultimately be confronted, and that it may just as well voluntarily

put into effect such a condition rather than to be forced to adopt

it by labor agitators, and further of even greater importance is the

greater feeling of co-operation between tlie employer and employes,

which will result from the voluntary adoption of such a regulation.

The suggestion conies from a man who is not recognized as a pure

theorist, but who has rather made a distinct success because of his

practical business ability and foresight. It should not be talked

down merely as a scheme, hut sliould at least be given the earnest

consideration from all viewpoints tliat any big idea warrants.

A Trip of Great Importance

FOURTEEN OF THE DIRECTOKS of tlie Chamber of Commerce
of the United States of America have left on a trip which will

i-onsumc the interval between July (i and July 27, and will embrace

visits to Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado, Utali, Nevada, Arizona, Cali-

fornia, Washington, Montana and North Dakota.

The trip results from the determination of the directors and officers

of the Cliamber of Commerce to bring the business forces of the

Pacific coast in actual toucli with the work tliat has been accomplished

by the Chamber of Commerce since its organization in 1912. The

rapidity with which the organizations east of tlie Mississippi liave

added to their membei ships and given their support to the Chamber
of Commerce, proves beyond doubt that the business forces of the

nation have come to recognize the importance of bringing to a

focus the sentiment that has been expressed in local commercial

organizations, and having such sentiment brought to bear upon

national problems and legislation of governmental improvement, and

of higher standards of local work.

Cordial invitations have already been received ami iiulicate that

every possible effort will be made along the route to place the

directors and officers in close touch with activity and ideas in the

difl'erent sections. The business interests in general throughout the

country should feel a large measure of gratitude to the men handling

the actual operations of the nataonal Chamber of Commerce, and

can surely feel that a new era is dawning in American business, which

is proven by the fact that business men are so realizing the critical

nature of present conditions that they are willing to sacrifice time,

money and a great deal ol individual effort for the purpose of working

out the problems of the national Chamber of Commerce successfully.

If these men are willing to do this much, the vast business interests

covering the whole country should certainly be willing to lend at least

their moral and financial support to the movement.

Equitable Classification of Forest Products
Possible

ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE of H.\rd\vood Relokd appears a

report of a recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Coni-

iiiission which suggests the possibilities of the development of a

condition which, if it became a fact, would be of immense importance

to producers and consumers of the products of the American forests.

The decision is the result of a complaint on the part of a spoke

manufacturing association as against a certain railroad, and speci-

fically provides that while formerly this road has been hauling finished

spokes castbound at a greater rate than it has hauled similar finished

articles, many of w'hica have taken the same rate as the rough lumber

from which they were made, the spoke manufacturers will henceforth

enjoy the same privileges as the manufacturers of analogous lines

of finished wood goods.

This decision records a notable victory for tlic spoke manufacturers

involved but, in addition, has a much broader significance. It makes

suggestions—which are merely in the form of suggestions—that would

cover classification throughout the country. Specifically, it states

that tliere is altogether too much diversity in that class of

schedules and it recommends that a more commonsense basis of

classification be used in connection with all finished products as com-

pared to the rough lumber from which they are originally manufac-

tured.

The method wliich tlie commission suggests slunihl lie pursued in

working out this proposition would lie to divide the \arious kinds of

forest products shipped through the country into three or more classes.

These classes should be comprised first of rough lumber and then in as

many classes as is deemed necessary with different finished articles.

according to the degree of finish when they are shipped. The pure

common sense and the sound logic of this proposal should certainly

appeal to all shippers of forest products. If it went into effect it

would, while discommoding shippers and carriers considerably for a

short time, ultimately result to the vast benefit of both of those

interests. It is to be hoped that the suggestion of the Interstate

Commerce Commission will ultimately bear fruit.

A Good Indication

THE OPENING DAYS of the Chicago luriiiture exhibits wliic-li

formally started the midille of last week but which in reality

opened up only Monday of this week would indicate that the furni-

ture buyers are showing rather nnusual interest in the new styles

of the various kinds of furniture offered. The registration on

Monday, July 7, was the largest registration on record for a mid-

summer exhibit, the bulk of those in attendance of course being

buyers. The semi-annual furniture exhibits in various parts of

the country always have a deterring influence en the lumber busi-

ness, at least as far as various kinds of hardwoods entering into

furniture construction arc concerned. This is in no wise less true

this year than in any preceding year, the reason at all times being

that furniture manufacturers do not feel themselves in a position

to go ahead very fast with manufacture until they have ascer

tained definitely just which styles will take. It is impossible at

so early a date to analyze even approximately the popularity of the

various styles of designs offered, but, from the exhibits already on
the floors, there seems to be quite a leaning toward Circassian

walnut and mahogany. The Colonial period furniture still is rather

prominent in the various exhibits, while the Adam style is also seen

rather conspicuously in the higher grade lines. Judging from early

suggestions, the present exhibits on the Chicago markets offer a
rather favorable indication as to the prospect for furniture pur-

chases for the summer months.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

Tlic summer winds is snifRu" round tlie bloomiu'

locus* trees

;

And the clover in the pasture is a big day fer

the bees,

And thej- been a-swiggin' honey, above board and
on the sly,

Tel they stutter in theyr buzzin' and stagger as

they fly.

The flicker on the fence-rail 'pears to jest spit

on Ills wings
And roll up his feathers, by the sassy way he

sings

:

And the hoss-fly is a-whettin'-up his forelegs fer

liiz.

Ami the nft-mare is a-switchin' all of her tale

they is.

Thoughts for the Discouraged

Vi)U can hear the blackbirds jawin' as they foller

up the plow

—

Oh, theyr bound to git theyr brekfast. and
theyr not a-carin' how :

So they quarrel in the furri.es, and they quarrel

on the wing

—

Iiut theyr peaceabler in pot-pies than any other

thing

:

And it"s when I git my shotgun drawed up in

stiddy rest.

She's as full of tribbelation as a yeller-jackefs

nest

:

And a few shots before dinner, when the sun's

a-shinin' right,

Sceras to kindo'-sorto' sharpen up .1 feller's

appetite 1

They's been a heap 0' rain. but. the sun's out

to-day,

And the clouds o£ the wet spell is all cleared

away.
And the woods is all the greener, and the grass

is greener still

:

It may rain again to-morry, but I don't think it

will.

Some says the crops is ruined, and the corn's

drownded out.

And propha-sy the w'neat will be a failure, with-

out doubt

:

But the kind Providence that has never failed us

yet.

Will lie nn hand one't more at the 'leventh hour,

I bet I
—h-iiirs ^yllit(nuth RUi^tj.

THE PRESENT SITUATION

^^rS^

The Tourist with the Dog: How is

The Lumberman Fisherman: I don't

He Learned How It 'Was Done

Elihu Root tells a story about himself and his

efforts to correct the manners of his oflBce boy.

One morning the young autocrat came into the

office, and. tossing his cap at a hook. excLiimed

:

"Say, Mr. Root, there's a ball game down at

the park to-day, and I want to go down.'

Now the great lawyer was willing that the boy

should go, but thought he would teach him a

little lesson in good manners.

"James," he said, "that isn't the way to ask

a favor. Now you sit down in my chair and I'll

the lumber business nowadays?
know a thing about the lumber business nowadays, .ind I don t give a rap.

show you how to do it properly."

The boy took the office chair, and bis employer

picked up his cap and stepped outside. He then

opened the door softly, and. holding the cap in

his hand, said quietly to the small boy in the

big chair :

"Please, sir. there is a ball game at the park

to-day : if you can spare me I would like to get

away for the afternoon."

In a flash the boy responded :

"Why, certainly, Jimmie : and here is fifty

cents to pay your way in."

—

Lnilies' Home
Journal.

Once Enough

A farmir took out a policy of fire insurance

on his barn. After a loss and due proofs, the

company came to settle or adjust the loss, but

look advantage of Its option under the contract

III build a new barn.

Subsequently a life insurance company sought

to have liim insure his life in favor of his wife.

"Oh, no." he said, "you don't catch me a

second tinn'. If Id die, you would come around

here and offi-r ti get a new husband for her.

—

Cllinl'l'i Miicririlii.

—19—
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
FcirRTII ARTICLE

COMMERCIAL HARDWOODS OF CEYLON
Editor's Note

Following is the fourtli o£ a series of articles on foreign hardwoods available for use in this country. The
first article covered hardwoods available in the Central American countries ; the second covered hardwoods available

in South American countries: the third covered hardwoods of Africa and the Hfth will cover hardwoods of Burma
and India.

Ceylon is an island of the Indian ocean separated from the penin-

sula of India by a strait known as the Gulf of Manaar. It has an

area of about 24,000 square miles, or a little larger than one-half the

size of the state of Pennsylvania. It is generally mountainous except

in the north, where the country is a wide plain. The population is

approximately 3,000,000, being dense only in the western portion,

and in the immediate vicinity of the forests themselves there is very

little demand for timber. The government has enormous quantities

of timber for which it can find no market locally. In most parts the

timber is ready for the axe, and repeated efforts have been made in

recent years to ascertain as to whether a trade in timber and fire-

wood could be opened with the ports on the Coromandel coast of

India, where the forests are not so extensive as on the Malabar

coast.

The government of Ceylon has done a great deal of cruising or

stock-taking of its forest resources, and with this information in its

possession it is in a

position to inform

the prospective pur-

chaser what it has

to offer. The ques-

tion that has to be

answered is whether

the dealers in for-

eign woods in this

country can obtain

Ceylon timbers suffi-

ciently cheap to

handle them. It is

true that certain

classes of timber,

such as ebony and

satinwood, have been

introduced a num-

ber of years ago in-

to the American

markets from Cey-

lon and a well-es-

tabUshed trade has •

now been developed

for these woods. As

the consumption of

woods is constantly increasing in this country, it is only natural to

suppose that these woods will continue to be shipped here and others

added to the list. There are a great nuiny other excellent woods in

Ceylon which possess special qualities, and a number of these will

eventually be introduced into our markets. Of course, the introduc-

tion of new timbers becomes harder as the available kinds iucrease,

and often very good woods stand little chance so long as the better

known kinds can be procured in quantities sufficiently large to sup-

ply the demand. Beyond the favorite woods which will have an

e3rtensive use, there are many varieties which may be introduced for

special purposes with a restricted sale. Even inferior woods may,

with the aid of assiduous advertisement, slowly take their place in

the list of commercial timbers.

Among the woods which are most abundant in Ceylon and possess

the requisite properties to be classed with other staple timbers of

commerce are the following:

Satinwood (CMoroxylon sioietenia) is one of the most abundant

and best known woods of Ceylon. It is found in the northern and

southern, but chiefly in the eastern districts, where it attains a fairly

large size and is highly esteemed, being next to cal.nmandor wood in

—mo-

vable. It is well known iu India also, and some of the finest satinwood

logs to be found anywhere are obtained iu the hills of southern Ind:a.

The wood is very close-grained, hard, heavy, (about fifty-six pounds

per "cubic foot), strong, tough, and very durable, but it is said to be

liable to contract and expand with the weather. It is light yellow,

resembling the West Indian satinwood, takes a very good polish, and

is suited for all kinds of ornamental purposes, but is somewhat apt

to split. Some of the logs are flowered or feathered, and when

polished the wood is very beautiful. While the wood is excellent

for pieces of agricultural implements, it is too expensive, and is now

imported chiefly from England in small quantities for special articles

of ornamental work. It makes very beautiful walking sticks.

Chittagong wood (Chiclrassia tal)ularis) is a tall tiee often from

sixty to eighty feet to the first branches and sometimes nearly three

feet in diameter. The wood has been imported into England for

some years, where it is used in making furniture. The wood is ex-

ploited in parts of

India, where it

passes currently un-

der the general name

of cedar and bastard

cedar. It is so-

called because the

wood has a cedar-

like odor. The wood

is light colored,

close-grained, and

elegantly veined, but

is apt to warp dur-

ing the season of

hot land winds in

the tropics. It is

moderately hard,
rather light in

weight (about twen-

ty-eight pounds per

cubic foot), strong,

tough, very durable,

and takes a very

good polish, having

a satiny lustre. This

wood was used in the

))alace of one of the Kandyau kings, and is said to have lasted for

several hundred years.

Trincomalee {Bcrrya ammonUla) is considered one of the most

important timber trees in the island, and the wood is exported in

large quantities to India, where this species is not found. The wood

resembles the ash in color and is highly esteemed for its lightness,

strengtli, and toughness, and is, therefore, the most useful wood in

Ceylon for naval purposes. The tree grows straight from twenty to

forty feet and from one to three feet in diameter, and can be

obtained in sufficient size for all purposes. It is considered superior

to any other wood for capstan bars, cross and trussel trees, cask

staves, battens for yards, fishes for masts, and for boat-building; it

is also employed for carts, wagons, and housebuilding, and is the

best wood for oil casks.

Tulip tree {Thcspcsio popuhtca) is the best known tree of the

island. It grows naturally along the seashore, where the trees attain

a height of from fifty to sixty feet. It is planted very extensively

for avenues and shade generally. It yields, when mature, very strong,

hard, heavy, durable timber, with a color like mahogany. This ex-

cellent wood is used for chairs, gunstocks, felloes, naves, panels of

LOGGING IN CEYLON
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carriages, and in some parts of the East is used in house-buUding.

This tree is also found in the West Indies, and the wood is imported

into this country for special uses. It is becoming scarce in tropical

America, and the future source of supply may come principally from

the East.

Blue wood or niahoe (Paritium iiliaceum) is a tree that grows in

all tropical countries and produces the mahoe of commerce in the

West Indies; in the trade in this country it is often called blue wood,

for it is one of the few blue woods of the world. In Ceylon, where

timber is abundant, this wood is used chiefly for fences, but in the

West Indies it is highly esteemed, and usually brings a fancy price

where it can be brought to the market. In Cuba the best mahoe in

the accessible regions has been cut. The wood is hard, heavy, and

very strong. It is used chietly for making fancy furniture, as it

-takes a fine polish, which it retains. The inner bark yields a very

valuable fiber.

Bastard cedar {Guazuma tomentosa) is a tree which is also native

of the tropical America, where it is called West Indian elm. The

wood is rather coarse-grained, but is much used in making furniture

in Ceylon and India. In the West Indies this wood is used in house-

building and for making farm implements, because the wood is very

durable.

Wild orange wood (Mitrraya exotica) is a small tree, but produces

the toughest wood of Ceylon. The sapwood is thick and nearly orange

colored, and the heartwood is dark brown, often turning nearly black.

The sapwood is the portion which will perhaps claim the attention of

the timber trade in a small way, as a substitute for the true orange

wood for making tooth picks, manicuring sticks, walking sticks, and

backs of brushes, etc. The wood is abundant also in the Philippine

Islands and may soon find its way into the American markets.

Poon (Calophyllum inophyllum) is abundant in other parts of the

East. It is mentioned here because it is one of the woods which

occasionally enter our markets, as a mahogany substitute. A closely

allied species (C. tomentosum) , found chiefly in the interior forests,

produces a gigantic tree and very beautiful wood that is highly

esteemed by the cabinet maker. The wood is hard, reddish, tough,

strong, and is much used for the arms of outriggers and ship 's

blocks.

Loonvomidella is the Cingalese name applied to a tree (Melia com-

posita) closely related to our chinaberry tree. It is a quick-growing

tree, yielding a reddish-brown or orange-eolored wood. It is close

and even-grained, light (about forty-five pounds per cubic foot),

somewhat soft, but takes a very good polish, and is very durable. It

is used extensively for tea boxes, house-building and furniture making.

The CaralUa integerrima is the botanical name of a tree closely

related to our mangrove and is one of the most common trees of

Ceylon, especially on the West coast, where it is planted in the cin-

namon gardens. The wood is of a i-eddish color, very ornamental,

being prettily marked with lighter wavy lines; it is tough, but is said

not to be durable. It is, however, much used for furniture, fittings,

etc. The wood is of such a distinct character in its light-colored

wavy lines, that it would no doubt make a suitable substitute for a

good many of the cabinet woods now in use in this country.

Siris (Accacia Jehbelc) is a large tree widely distributed through-

out the tropics. It is found in the West Indies and its wood is occa-

sionally shipped into this country. The heartwood is very hard, of a

dark-brown color, mottled, with deeper colored longitudinal streaks.

It is very durable, seasons and works well, and takes a good polish,

and is used for furniture, picture frames, building purposes, naves of

wheels, pestles, mortars, sugar-cane crushers and boats.

The ebony forms the bulk of the timber trade of Ceylon. There

are a great many species, all of which are more or less important.

In the trade practically aU of the species of Biospyros are known as

ebony. The principal ones are following:

Diospyros embryopteris. In Ceylon this tree is converted into masts

and the native considers it the best sort of aU jungle wood for that

purpose. It is also used for house building.

P. eordifolia yields a hard, hea^-y wood with a dark-brown color,

very strong, but dilEcult to work.

D. sylvatica has a whitish wood used for fancy work.

D. toposia is a middle-sized tree chiefly in the damp forests. The

wood is used for fancy cabinet work.

D. quesita produces the most valuable of the timber known as

calamander wood, so much esteemed for ornamental cabinet work.

D. eieniim is the tree which produces the wood originally shipped to

England as ebony. There are many other species of this extensive

genus which yield a hard, black wood, known under comprehensive

trade name, ebony.

From sifting the subject of sawdust and wood flour it looks like we

are going to develop some trade in various lines for this waste

product.

If there were no ups and downs in the lumber trade, the business

would be too dull and uninteresting to long engage a man of brains.

Sometimes there may be more good material in a crooked log than

in a crooked man—and easier to realize upon.

The good listener gains more knowledge as he goes along than the

glib talker, and more friends, too.

The right kind of compensation laws are good things for the

employer as well as the employe, and they are cheaper to follow and

work by than this matter of fighting with lawyers.

"By-products" is getting to be a sort of by-word that means a

whole lot more than it used to to the lumbering fraternity.

The smooth-running tongue has its uses, but it is not an universal

substitute for a well-ordered brain.

At times consistency looks more like a fickle jade than a rare jeweL

For instance, while lumbermen are naturally fighting for the shingle

and opposing the extension of city fire limits, there are not only

many of them who live under other roofs than shingles from prefer-

ence, and many mills covered with other roofing, but some millmen

are using steel and concrete instead of lumber for their own construc-

tion.
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Improving the Small Mill Product

SECOND PAPER

In the first article on this subject the matter of manufacturing

in the small mill -nas discussed. Now assuming that due care has

been taken to put the saws and the mills in such shape that the work

of manufacture will be properly done, let us take up the matter

of working the logs and sorting and caring for the stock so as to

improve the product and make it worth more to the raillman, as we'il

as easier to market.

The greater part of the work of the a\erage small hardwood mill

is done on bill stuff, orders for timber, car material and other dimen-

sions for which the order and specifications are in hand before the

cutting is done. Indeed quite commonlv the orders are in hand

before the logs are cut, the timber selecting in the woods and the

log cutting being in conformity with the requirements of the order.

The sawyer in the small mill cutting bill stuff has his eye mainly

on the bills or orders before him to be gotten out. These are the

main source of revenue and the cutting and shipping out is done in

rapid succession. There are trimmings in squaring up logs, some

cull pieces now and then, and occasionally a log that will not make
what it was intended for and must be converted into something

else. All these things are given but passing or incidental attention

and are what might be termed unsought and unwelcome products of

the small mill.

It is these very products, which arc often sadly neglected and

badly abused after cutting in the small mill, that may be made into

a valuable source of revenue. The common side products of the smajl

mill cutting oak bill stuff is made up of one inch and two inch

boards of varying lengtlis and widths. There may occasionally be

some thicker boards or flitches and cull pieces of timber or car stock

that accumulate on the yard. The hca\-icst accumulation, however,

is in one inch and two inch boards of almost every conceivable

length—from seven feet up to twenty-four feet and occasionally

longer.

Because these are side products and are not expected to bring in

immediate returns they are too often carelessly dumped on one side

of the lumber track and left to warp, twist and crack, and become

sap-stained until they have but very little market value no matter

what may have been their value in the first place.

The trouble here is that the small millman has always operated

too much on a hand-to-mouth basis. He has never properly embraced

the idea of accumulating and yarding a stock of lumber to dry thor-

oughly and to be properly sorted and graded before shipping. His

mind and energies have been centered on -cutting special bill stock,

shipping it out immediately and getting prompt returns. He can

do this with a limited capital and he looks so persistently toward this

part of the business for his living that he has continued to overlook

many opportunities for the profit by improving and caring for the

lumber pi-oduced incident to the making of bill stuff. The first great

need of the average small mill in this connection is to carefully

assort for length and thickness and pile boards and planks while they

are fresh from the saw. What is meant by this is not merely to pile

them up any old way with sticks between to let through some air.

They should be carefully piled on well prepared foundations so that

they will dry out in seasoning bright and clear and comparatively

free from checks and warping.

Caring for this product is perhai)s the one thing of greatest im-

portance and it may be properly classed as improving the product.

There is another improvement which is deserving of a little attention

here. To properly comprehend this idea the small millman should

carefully study grading rules and specifications and also the sizes

and specifications of agricultural implement wood and other high-

grade dimension stock which brings special prices. With all these

properly in mind there are before the small millman many oppor-

tunities to improve the value of his side product by proper ripping

and trimming to fit it for specific sizes as well as to improve the

general grade.
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Take, for example, the two inch plauk, a common side product of

bill stuff. Generally this is considered a common product and it

is either sold locally at a low price or shipped out in a conglomerate

mass with no expectation of realizing any more than a low-grade

lumber price from it.

A fair percentage of this side stock is low grade, too, liut while

this is a fact, it is also true that there is a fair percentage of clear

stock obtainable. Some of the boards are clear or practically clear

as they are made in the regular way; others can he reduced to clear

stock by a little special trimming and edging, and still others that

are of not much value because of one or two bad defects may be

reduced to clear dimension of smaller size.

The theory of getting clear dimension stock out of these siding

planks is one that the writer has seen put into practice by taking

an item of 2x4x8 to 12 feet to be used for wagon poles and agricul-

tural implements. The sawyer was instructed to get as many of

these as he could from his trimmings, and they were sorted out and

piled with the result that more was realized from this one item than

from all the rest of the two-inch siding accumulated in cutting such

bill stuff.

That experiment was tried and worked out successfully at a time

when there was very little demand for clear dimension stock aside

from the requirements of wagon manufacturers. Today there is a

steadily enlarging demand for dimension stock in many sizes, and the

small millman manufacturing oak should be able to find a market for

enough sizes to make a splendid working basis for refining lots of

liis trinunings in making bill stock. This would simply utilize 5.

certain percentage of his side product. The balance of it should

be sorted and carefully piled for drying so that when enough has

accumulated to market and ship, it may not have deteriorated in

value.

It is not only the trinunings which may be worked into special

dimension and refined and sorted for specific grade but the cull

timlier of pieces and bill stuff may be handled in the same way. To do

this right the inspection should be so thorough in the mill where the

stock is produced that but very few culls will accumulate in the

yards. It is the accumulation of culls out on the yards that is a

nuisance and waste. They make a sort of junk pile and are seldom

of any material value and it is too much trouble and expense to take

them back into the mill for reworking. Most of this accumulation

of cull pieces on the yard can be avoided by a rigid inspection in the

mill. The sawyer and block setter, by being provided with specifica-

tions for the bill stuff and required to do it. should be able to in-

spect the stuff as it is manufactured and do the work so well that

there will be but few culls out on the yard. If they are not able to

do this it would be better to put an inspector just back of the saw

in the mill and have the inspection made rigid there instead of at

the shipping point. The advantage of this method is that the cull

pieces are then convenient for reworking and can be converted into

plank or special dimension stock while they are fresh and green and
the full measure of their value gotten out of them.

In this matter of improving the product of the small mill, in

judging timber and sorting and refining stock, it is pretty much the

same as improving the product by looking after the mechanical

equipment of the mill itself. It is a matter of careful attention to

detail rather than a matter requiring any special skill other than

that which is available at all times among practical operators. It is

simply a matter of care, of diligence, of vigilance, of keeping ever-

lastingly at it with the idea all the time of getting the best product

and selling it for the best possible price. T. C. J.

Lots of the trouble with poorly manufactured linuber really has

its origin in the office from which the purchases of machines and

supplies are made instead of in the filing room or mill.
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Transportation of Lumber
FIRST ARTICLE

CHANGING CONDITIONS
Editor's Note

This is tbe first of a series of four articles on the transportation of liimlwr
the shipping items, costs, and possible permanency.

Succeeding articles will cover some of

The traji.sportation of lumber in the United States has been

different from the transportation of nearly all other important

< ommodities. The conditions have changed oftener and to a

greater extent. From the standpoint of the carriers the business

has been more unstable and has required more frequent read,just-

ment of transportation facilities than is the case of any other

large business. This has had much to do in keeping freight rates

in an unsatisfactory condition, because carriers have never been

able to figure on long-time business in a particular district. As

the forests of one region have been cut out, the lumberman has

moved on to another. This has not been particularly difficult for

the lumberman to do, for he was not necessitated to leave much
equipment behind, but it was a more serious matter with trans-

portation companies, particularly those engaged in land carriage.

Eailroads cannot move from one region to another, as sawmills

can. The road which was built to carry the lumber of a certain

region to market is left with no lumber to carry when the mills

cut out and move on.

The whole history of the lumber business in the United States

is a series of rejjotition of changes and exhaustion of old supply

and removals to new regions. The railroads have always been

obliged to face that condition. As far as carrying lumber is

concerned, they have never been able to calculate on anj'thing else.

This has not been the case with most other commodities which

furnish large amounts of freight. A brief survey of the field will

emphasize that fact.

The railroad tonnage of this country may be grouped in seven

classes. The lines separating the classes cannot be sharply drawn,

for there are frequent overlappings; but the groups are fairly well

defined in a general way, and embrace all the freight carried by

railroads. The classification holds equally true for water trans-

portation, but unfortunately that kind of transportation does not

amount to a great deal in the country's inland commerce, though

it is large in some restricted localities. Freight commodities may
be grouped as agricultural, animal, mineral, forest products, manu-

factured products, merchandise, and miscellaneous. Some persons

may take exceptions to this classification, btit it is the one pre-

ferred by writers on economics, and it would be more difficult

to improve upon it than might be supposed at first glance. It

was the classification used by the United States census in 1890.

The total freight carried by all the railroads in the United

States in 1009 amounted to 1,.5.56,.5.59,7-tl tons. The following list

shows the proportionate amount of each one of the seven groups,

for three decades:

1909
Pet. of Whole. Pet.

Mineral products 5r>.60

Mnniifaotured products 13.1.">

ror-'st pi-nducts ll.lo
.Vsi'iriiltural products S.92
Miiehnndise 4.11
Miscellaneous .3.98

Animal products 2.49

The foregoing table shows the proportionate amount carried of

eacli group, not the regions where the freight originated. It is a

well-known fact that the source of lumber tonnage has changed

from region to region more than any other group of commodities.

This holds true of the period prior to 1890 as well as later; it

goes back, in fact, to the beginning of railroad traffic in this

country. Where coal and iron mines are developed, they remain

—

not a few years or a few decades, as with logging operations and

sawmills, but for generations and centuries. The railroad that is

built to carry the product of mines can depend on that business

as far into the future as any man can see. The road constructed

to carry lumber out of a region sees the end of that great business

at no .distant date. New mines may open in other regions, though

1900
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formerly shipped out. It is well known that Michigan once sup-

plied most other parts of the country with white pine, which was

then in greater use. thaii- any other softwood of this country, and

probably more at certain periods than all others combined. Michi-

gan sold and shipped its pine, and now soft woods from near

and far—chiefly from far—are being back-tracked into Michigan

to meet home needs. The former largest seller is now a large

buyer. The imports of lumber into that state in 1911 amounted

to 487,000,000 feet, and some of it was shipped 2,000 miles, and

most of it more than 1,000. Some of the largest items of lumber

on the back-track into Michigan in 1911, all of which were soft-

woods and chiefly to take the place of white pine, are shown as

follows:

Species. Region of Growth. Feet. Ave. Cost.
Longleaf Pine South 35.000,000 $25.2*)

Sbortleaf Pine South 22.000.000 27.20
Cypress South 12.000,000 35.10
Douglas Fir West 5,000,000 37.60
Sugar Pine West 2,500,000 42.91
Sitka Spruce West 2,500,000 33.79
Redwood West 1,500.000 47,81
Western Hemlock West 1,500,000 25.00
Western Yellow Pine West 1,500,000 32.00
Idaho White Pine West 1,400,000 39.08

The history of lumber shipments to and from the lake region

is a remarkable story of changes in conditions. It is a repetition

of the history of earlier lumber operations and transactions in

other regions; but the changes in the Lake States are more

easily studied and the effects are more clearly seen.

Exact statistics of shipments from the Lake States are meager

for the early years. In fact, they were incomplete until about

1901; but some instructive figures for earlier years are obtainable.

Eeccipts of lumber at all lake ports in 1889, as far as records

show, amounted to fi,857, 27.5 tons. These shipments were by water

and included no lumber moved by rail. This tonnage was equiva-

lent to 3,o34,639,350 feet. The exact average weight was 514

feet of lumber to one ton. Twenty years later, 1909, the water

transportation of lumber in the same region had fallen to 1,155,-

765,000 feet. Figures seem to be unavailable in published reports

for all intervening j'ears, but for certain years the transportation

of lumber on the lakes was as follows:

Feet.

1880 3,534.(53:1.350

1S05 i..s.''.4,s7."..niin

1906 l.SdT.r.lii.iinii

1907 .
l.Ssn.usl.iMio

1909 1.155.765.00(1
1910 1.207,792,000

The decline in water shipments from the Lake States was due,

in part, to falling off in general lumber supply in that region;

but it was more directly due to the cutting away of forests near

navigable waters. The mills moved farther toward the interior,

boats could no longer get cargoes, and the lumber went to market

by all-rail routes instead all-water or part rail and part water,

as formerly. In IUKI the rut of lumber iti tlie three Lake States

was as follows:
Feet.

Michigan 1.681,081,000
Minnesota 1,457,734.000
Wisconsin .1.891,291,000

Total 5.0.30.106.000

Less than one-fourth of the 1910 lumber cut in those states was

shipped by water in 1910. It was about one-third of that shippecl

twenty-two years before.

This change is typical of all interior water transportation of

lumber in the United States. Forests are depleted year by year

back from the banks of navigable streams, and boats which for-

merly had lumber trade fail to get it now; but boats which loaded

at certain points with coal, iron, farm products, or merchandise

ten or twenty years ago are still loading at the same places, and

in most cases the tonnage of these products increases year after

year.

It is thus apparent that water transportation of lumber is no

more certain than rail transportation; that constant shifting

of sources of supply makes it impossible for carrying companies

to count on tonnage very far in the future from -any particular

forest region; and that profitable business in transporting this

commodity during one decade is no guarantee that similar business

will be had the next decade. A road which is built to carry forest

products from a certain region to a certain market will at leng^th

find the lumber depleted, and the road will then be fortunate

if it finds itself in position to take advantage of the back-track

trade—hauling lumber into the region whence it was formerly

hauled out. Some of the roads leading south and west from the

Lake States are now doing this. Eoads which once carried billions

of feet of white pine west toward the Rocky Mountains are

now carrying millions of feet of Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, and

sugar pine from the Pacific coast, eastward into the Lake States.

Eoads which carried white pine to regions south of the Ohio

river are now carrj-ing longleaf and shortleaf pine in the oppo-

site direction and into the former white pine territory. Rail-

roads which had enormous traffic in Lake States lumber going

eastward, from twenty to forty years ago, have little lumber to

carry the other way now, because no new timber resources

remained in the east to be opened.

Lumbering in the Philippines

The lumber industry in the Philippines is still in its infancy,

although now the old primitive methods of logging and milling are

giving way to the American occupation, and at present about sixty

or more sawmills are in operation on the island. There are not many
band mills cutting over 100,000 feet per day. Native labor is cheap

and under a high-grade supervision, lumbermen there are able to get

cheaper labor cost with the same results than in the United States.

A competent American woods boss, put in charge of logging opera-

tions, is eliminating the old Filipino boss who could not seem to work

in harmony with his own kind of labor. Now, under American

supervision, the Filipinos are anxious to make good and are studying

the problems of logging and consetjuently developing vi'ry efficient

logging crews. The same is true of mill labor.

The transportation of lumber still remains an item of large expense

in marketing lumber, but in this there is room for reduction by

building one's own fleet of freight steamers.

There is great room for modern efjuipment. Among the logging

]iroblems are steep slopes, heavily timbered to the water line. The
timber next to the salt water can be handled by the pull boat system

used in the cypress swamps of the South. This method can also

handle the logging proposition in the mangrove swamps for piling

and timber, while the steep slopes of the interior can be handled

by cableways, such as the product of the Lidgerwood Manufacturing

Company, New York. Timlier slides are not used as yet. but offer

a field.

Every lumber enterprise in the Philippines that is being done along

good business lines is today making large profits, and the profits so

derived are being used to their utmost limit in extending and

enlarging equipment and operations. Prospective investors are finding

a safe investment when they go in and study the methods of men of

past experience in Philippine lumbering before attempting to log

and manufacture.

The Philippine Bureau of Forestry has long forscen that com-

petition coming in will lower profits and so it is paving the way for a

future export trade with China especially. So far the local manu-

facturers are unable to satisfy a growing demand from customers

in the United States, and the next few years should be marked by

a rapid advance li>ading to the exclusion of all foreign tiinher from

the Philippine market.

The day of the small operator is passing, and the largo operator

will be the more prominent of the two in the islands. It will be a

matter for the lumbermen to adjust themselves to a decrease of profits

as new lumbermen come in. The United States is already familiar

with the most important species of Philippine lumber and thus the

newcomers can take advantage of a permanent export trade at once.

The market today for Philippine mahogany, hardwoods and salt-

water piling (resisting the teredo) is practically in the hands of the

lumbermen themselves, for they can nowhere at the jircsent time

keep pace with the demand.

Exploitation is now just beginning. The future of the lumber

industry in the Philippines is very promising.
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^ Wood'-Usmg Industries of Virginia III!

A valuable and interesting report of Virginia's wood-using indus-

tries has been published by the American Forestry Association. The
report was written by Roger E. Simmons, statistician in the United

States Forest Service. He has compiled several similar reports, among
them being those for North Carolina, Kentucky, Maine, and New
Hampshire.

The figures for Virginia contain much of interest. The state pro-

duces a large amount of lumber yearly, though it has been settled

longer than anj' other state in the Union, except Florida, and for

nearly 300 years it; has been a leading agricultural region. It might

be iupposed that its forests would have been exhausted long ago.

Such is far from the case. It supplies more than 2,000,000,000

feet of lumber yearly, besides other forest products amounting to

1,000,000,000 more. A large part of this is converted into manu-

factured products. Only five states exceed Virginia in the quantity

of wood annually >ised in factories. Those ranking above it are

Illinois, Arkansas, Louisiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin. It is doubtful

if any state equals Virginia in number of sawmUls. Many of these

mills are at work on second-growth timber that has taken possession

of abandoned plantations. In this state may be studied to better

advantage than nearly anywhere else the recuperative power of forests

when they have a chance. Few forested regior.s aie as free from

fire injury as Virginia, and young trees have a chance to reach

commercial size.

The table which follows shows the quantity of wood further

manufactured in Virginia after it leaves the sawmills.

WOODS USED IX VIRGINIA
Qu.antity usotl annually. Average Total

rer cost per cost t. o. b.

Kind of wood

—

Teot B. M. cent. 1,000 ft. t.ictory.

Lob'olly pine 3S0.2,-)7,0SS 43.50 .$12.77 .>i;4.!)61.017.9(;

Shortleaf pine 182,369,615 20.40 13.26 2.417,080.10

Longleat pine 74,762,206 8.40 20.26 1..515.553.23

Scrub pine 44,243.500 4.90 10.99 486,526.86
White oal< 35,467.028 4.00 22.05 782,144.11
Red gum 31.594,200 3.50 13.31 420,462.58
Yellow poplar 27.848,547 3.10 18.58 517,294.25
Red oal» 19,934.300 2.20 20.75 413.284.50
Cotton gum (tupelo) 14.951,000 1.70 9.65 144,927.50
White pine 13,954,529 1.60 27.00 376.403.04
Cypress S.9S5.51S 1.10 26.07 234.275.24
White cedar 8.290,113 .90 18.68 154,916.15
Hicl<ory 7.666.245 .90 31.38 240,612.80

Chestnut 7,115,896 .80 13.43 95,576.95

Blaclj gum 6,444,190 .70 11.47 81,277.75

.is'j 4,182.403 .50 24.30 101,628.93
Locust 2,279,000 .20 22.90 52,200.00

Sui;ar maple 2.236,350 .30 20.62 46,107.25

Beoch 1,946.000 .20 17.98 34,995.50

Sycamore 1,769,000 .20 24.83 50,580.00

Basswood 1,591,900 .20 IS.SO 29,934.50

Blaclj oal5 1,065,000 .10 19.18 20,430.00

Swoot birch 986,000 .10 32.28 31,826.00

Spruce 952,025 .10 24.07 22.922.65

Cottonwood 754.026 * 22.62 17,161.04

Hemlock 734.000 * 11.63 8.535.00

Dogwood 733,400 » 14.18 10,392.40

Douglas fir 609.730 • 58,08 35,427.87

Mahogany 426.358 • 146.86 62,364.00

Slippery (rock) elm 292,581 * 33.23 9,704.28

Black walnut 277,300 • 35.85 9,930.00

Cucumber 162.000 * 17.40 2,820.00

White (soft) elm 140.000 • 10.14 1,420.00

Cherry 100,326 • 97.40 9.740.86

Buckeye ,80,000 » 13.15 1.050.00

Sugar pine 68,000 * 68.38 4,660.00

Red cedar 46.000 * 36.48 1,678.00

Teakwood 44.039 • 109.09 8,771.80

Butternut 17,923 • 31.07 914.30

Persimmon 15,000 » 14.00 210.00

Osage orange 13.000 * 48.00 624.00

Sassafras 12.000 * 32.C0 384.00

Silver maple 10,000 • 30.00 300.00

Spanish cedar 5,000 * 120.00 600.00

Western red cedar 5,000 * 50,00 250.00

Rosewood 1.400 * 531.00 708.00

African cedar 1.100 * 138.00 151.80

Silver ava
Circassian walnut .

Jarra
White mahogany .

.

Philadelphia walnut

1,000

350
200
100
100

100.00

190.60

200.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

66.75

40.00

20.00

20.00

100.00 $15.00 $13,420,921.95
Total 894,441,902

•Less than one-tenth of one p* cent.
All of this wood is not grown in the state, but that is because

Virginia is surrounded by forested regions, and factories near the
borders draw from over the lines; but Virginia sends more to other
regions than it takes from them.

Virginia has the distinction of using more wood in the manufacture
of boxes than any other state. That is due to abundance of good,
cheap material, and the region's proximity to markets of many
kinds. Truck gardeners are in easy reach of Baltimore, Philadelphia,
and New York, and supply early vegetables and fruits. Manu-
facturers of and dealers in dry goods, hardware and groceries in
several of the large eastern cities are furnished with boxes and
shipping containers by the Virginia forests.

Though the manufacture of boxes is the largest, it is only one
of more than twenty industries in the state. Planing mill products,
consisting principally of flooring, ceiling, and siding, are second
in importance, and car building is third. The lowest average price
for raw material is paid by makers of excelsior, the highest by
!>attern makers. The table which follows lists the various industries
and gives much information concerning material and cost:
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Average
cost per

1,000 feet

f. o. b.

factory.

$11.96

14.71

17.96

24.27

17.56

22.15

2.20 13.01

Total Per
Industries

—

feet B. M. cent.
Boxes 413,371.667 46.22
Plamng-mill products. 223,337.762 24.97
Cars and locomotives. 51,293,031 5.73
Sash, doors and gen-

eral mill work 44,295.940 4.03
Paving wood block.s

and conduits 27,352,000 3.08
Furniture 20,207,800 2.26
Baskets and fruit and

vegetable pkgs 19,657,330
Vehicles and vehicle

parts 17,487.150 1.90 27.30
Trunks 15,364,661 1.72 14.34
Ship and boat bidg.. 11,138,497 1.25 40.46
Woodenware, novelties,

matches 10,545,000 1.18 16.93
Excelsior 0.032,000 .67 8.48
Fencing and gates... 6,925,000 .77 12.72
Insulator pins, etc. . . 5,875,218 .66 21.06
Fixtures 3,068,650 .34 37.30
Handles 2,993,000 .33 21.75
Agricultural imple-

ments 2,404,000 .27 22.18
Caskets and coffins.. 1,366,346 .18 17.08
Poulterers' supplies. . 647,400 .07 18.34
Chairs 770.000 .09 17.44
Shuttles 631.400 .07 13.71
Tobacco boxes 454,350 .03 21.03
Patterns 130,800 .01 82.74
Miscellaneous 8,692,700 .97 19.36

Totals 894,441,902

Total

cost

f. 0. b.

factory.

$4,944,630.33

3,232,026.75

921,168.25

1.075,293.32

486,585.00

447,244.90

Grown
in Va..

per

cent.

60.50

49.70

16.29

53.06

22 20

70.50

255,713.97 47.93

477,340.63

220,232.21

449,691.78

71.37

90.03

10.26

178.575.00 39.06

51,159.50 100.00
75,492.50 91.84

123,730.36
114.352.75

63,093.30

51.42

34.12

96.66

89.06

9.22

45.94

33,414.50

26,534.64

14.120.00

11,282.75

8.647.40 lOO.OO

9,992.55 66.00
10,840.00 16.S2

167,753.40 51.02

54.14^""..o „.„,,,i,u,^^ 100.00 $15.00 $13,420,921.99 ui.n
White oak is used for more purposes than any other wood listed.

It enters into 131 different articles; while the following woods
appear in only one article each: Beech in flooring; African and
Spanish cedar in cigar boxes; prima vera in Venetian blinds; Osage
orange in wagons; persimmon in shuttle blocks; sassafras in furni-

ture, and silver ava and Philijipine walnut in porch blinds. Two
woods, sugar pine and Douglas fir, come from the Pacific co.'ist.

Almost any millman can make good lumber. The question is really

one of whether he will or not—whether he will take the pains to win

the prize that labor gains.
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Differentiating Between Maples
The maple is wideh' and abundantly distributed over tlie )uud-

wood forest areas of the northern hemisphere. It extends south

of the equator in the high mountains of Java. Its center of dis-

tribution is Asia and .Japan. There are at least seventy species

of maples in the worhl and thirteen occur in the United States.

The most important species are the sycamore majile {Acer

pseudoplatanus) of Europe, the sugf* maple (Acer saccharum) of

-America, and the Indian maple, or daom, {Acer campbelU) of India.

The sycamore m-iple, which is seen frequently along our streets, is at

its home used extensively in turnery and '.voodenware, such as trays,

rollers, spoons and plates. The Indian maple is a large tree, the

wood of which is extensively employed in India for planking aiiii

for ordinary tea boxes. The Asiatic and .Japanese species are abund-

ant in cultivation for decorative purposes, but are usually small

trees of minor importance for their wood. The whole group of

maples is largely used for decorative idanting and the brilliant

foliage of many of the species adds materially to their value for

this purpose. This is particularly true of tlie oriental species iind

our native red maple.

Of the thirteen American species the following are of more or

less importance in the lumber industry: Sugar, hard or rock nuiple;

black maple, red maple, silver maple, Oregon or broadleaf maple,

and box elder or ash-leaf maple. There are four kinds on the

Pacific slope, but only the Oregon maple readies large size or possesses

wood of merit.

The wood of all maples is diflfuse-jiovous, that is, the pores are

scattered throughout the wood instead of collected in rings. The

pores are very small to minute, and not distinct without a hand

lens. The texture is fine aud uniform'; there is little contrast

between the wood formed early in the season and that produced in

the summer. The rays are quite distinct, and iu sugar maple par-

ticularly some of them are conspicuous on quarter-sawed material.

There is considerable variation in the weight and density of the

woods of the various species, so that it is customary to divide them

into two gToups—hard and soft. The first group includes the sugar

and tlu" black maple, the other all the remainder, except the Oregon

mai)le, which is rather intermediate.

Tlie natural durability of maple wood when exposed to decay-

is poor. Wheu properly treated with antiseptics it becomes valuable

for ties and is now coming into common use. Prior to 1908 the

number of maple ties manufactured was negligible, but in that

year 151,000 were reported by tlie railroads. In 1909 the number

was a little larger—158,000; in 1910 it was 793,000, and in 1911

a total of 1,189,000 maple ties were purchased. This rapid increase

is (hie mainly to the fact that uitli an cfiective preservative treat-

ment ties cut from this class of timber will last as long as, or even

longer than, untreated ties made from the more expensive standard

lie woods, such as white oak and longleaf pine. Maple wood lends

itself quite readily to imjircgnatiou, wliicli is an important factor

in reducii'g the expense of treatment. Sugar maple in particular

is liighly resistant to abrasion aud wear of all kinds.

In 1910 a total of over a billion feet of maple lumber ^as manu-

factured in thirty-six states, including Oregon, Washington, and

<very state east of Colorado, except North Dakota, South Dakota

and Nebraska, , The annual ]iroductiiin is remarkably uniform,

.mikI though less than in 1909 the ijuantity reported in 1910 was

greater than in any earlier year. Michigan has, for many years,

ranketl first in maple lumber production, about four-fifths of the

quantity reported being cut in tlir Icwii peninsula. Wisciinsin,

Pennsylvania, West Virginia ami .\i>\v Vink, in the order iinmed.

followed Michigan in 1910, niid ti)g<'Hier prcidiir>>il almost thlvty-

tHo jier cent of the total outpur.

Maple is little used in tight cooperage. In slack cooperage, how-

ever, it ranked sixth in 1910 in number of staves (79,113,000) and

I'liurth in the number of sets of heading produced (12,628,000).

The number of staves reported for 1910 was 54.140,000 less than

lor 1909, about 45,600,(1110 less than for 1908, and 18,200.000 lesstli:in
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for 1907. Maple staves were manufactured principally iu Michigan

and Pennsylvania. The amount of heading manufactured annually

has remained fairly constant during the same years. In Canada

maple supplies about one-twentieth of the slack staves manufac-

tured.

In the production of \eneer maple ranked third iu 1910 with a

total of .39,471,000 feet, log scale, being a close second to yellow

jiine but entirely outclassed by red gum with its cut of 158,157,000.

feet. The importance of maple in this business is growing quite

rapidly, judging from the returns for the three years previous.

Consitierable sugar maple veneer is used for exterior finish for

furniture.

staple is one of the three principal hardwoods used in destruc-

tive distillation. Charcoal, wood alcohol and gray acetate of lime

;ire the leading products. L'sually a cord of wood furnishes from

forty-five to fifty-two bushels of charcoal and distillates yielding

from seven to ten gallons of wood alcohol and from 130 to 2'00

pounds of acetate of lime. The total amount of beech, birch and

maple used for this purpose was, in 1910, 1,258,000 cords, but the

proportion of maple is not known. Wood distillation is a growing

industry.

The wood of the hiird maples is extensively used for other pur-

poses than those mentioned above. In house construction it pro-

vides flooring, ceiling, paneling and stair work. In car and boat

building it is much used for finish, particularly in street cars, and

very frequently in the form of veneer; also the keels of boats and

ships. It is extensively employed in the manufacture of implements

and machinery. In turnery it is one of the most common woods for

shoe lasts, shoe trees, shoe pegs, wood type, tool handles, broom

handles, mallets, saddle trees, pulleys, carvir.g, school apparatus,

wood strains and tooth picks. Furniture made of it includes bed

room suites, chairs, tables, stands, cabinets, school desks and benches.

The bird's-eye forms .are highly valued for furniture and cabinet

work. It fills a valuable place in the manufacture of athletic and

sporting goods, such as ten pins, bowling alleys, billiard cues, hockey

sticks, croquet mallets and balls; also in musical instruments. As
a fuel wood hard maple has few equals, ranking close to hickory

in this respect.

Soft maple wood lacks much of the figure and strength of the

liard kinds, but is employed for some of the same purposes. Its

jirincipal uses are for boxes, crates, baskets, fixtures, furniture,

flooring, interior finish, wooiieuware, broom h.andles, shelving, cores

for veneers, excelsior and pulp.

The sap of the hard maples is the source of the very important

by-product, maple sugar and syrup, vforth over $5,000,000 in 1909.

The sugar maple {Acer saccharum) is the most important tree of

ilic group, though trees of the other species contribute something.

The industry is almost entirely confined to the northeastern part of

the United States and southeastern Canada, the three most im-

]iortaut states being New York, Ohio and Vermont.

Sugar maple {Acer f:avc)iarum) , also commonly known as hard

maple, rock maple and sugar tree, is widely and generally dis-

tributed throughout the eastern half of the United States, but is

most important in the North. When mature it is a large tree, reach-

ing in the forest a height of 100 to 120 feet, a diameter of 3 to 4

leet, and not infrequently a clear length of 60 to 70 feet. The
wood is hard and heav\-, weighing about 43 pounds jier cubic foot,

with a specific gravity of .69. It is very strong, stiff, tough,

fine and uniform textured, usually straight-grained, readily split,

though curly grained and bird's-eye forms are frequently met with.

The wood shrinks considerably in seasoning, dries slowly, but does

not twist cr warp when properly handled. The wood is distinguished

from that of other maples (except black) by its greater density,

hardness and weight. Part of the rays are comparatively large,

being broader in cross section than the pores; on quarter-sawed ma-
terial they are high, reddish-colored and quite conspicuous. The
lays betv.cen the largr one-; are \ery narrow, mostly only a single
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cell wide. Pith flecks, due to the tunneling of certain small larvae,

are unusual. The annual rings of growth are quite distinct.

Black maple {Acer nigrum) is usually of smaller size than the

sugar maple though attaining a height of eighty feet and a diameter

of three feet. While rather widely distributed throughout the north-

eastern part of the country it is more abundant in the western

jiart of its range, almost entirely replacing sugar maple in Iowa,

and being the only hard maple of South Dakota. The tree, can

be distinguished in summer by its heavy drooping leaves, and at

all seasons of the year by the orange color of its twigs. The bark

I'n old trunks becomes thick, deeply furrowed, and sometimes al-

most black, hence the name black maple. The wood is apparently

identieal with that of the Bug&r maple in character and uses. The
tree is by some authorities considered only a variety of Acer sac-

charum.

Red maple (Acer ruhrvm) is one of the most common and
generally distributed trees of eastern North America. It is most

abundant in the South, especially in the valley of the Mississippi

river, and reaches its largest dimensions in the river swamps of

the lower Ohio and its large tributaries. It is a large tree when
mature. Its wood is harder end stronger than that of the other

soft maples, having a specific gravity of .62. The growth rings are

ciften inilistinet and very frequently are dotted with pith flecks.

The color of the wood is pale and the rays show less variation than

in the hard maples, the large ones being narrower than the pores,

low and inconspicuous. When viewed under a, compound microscope

it is noted that there are very few rays composed of a single row
of cells.

Silver maple (Acer saccharinniu) reaches its largest size on

the banks of the lower Ohio and its tributaries. Its botanical

range is not very different from that of sugar maple but commer-

lially there is a difference. Most of the sugar maple is cut in

northern regions, but not much in the South. The reverse is true

of silver maple. The silver maple is a large tree, often divided,

and with thin, scaly bark. The wood closely resembles that of red

maple except that it is lighter and softer, having a specific gravity

of only .53. The texture is fine and the high luster of fiber gives

a silky appearance to the wood. The wood is easily worked and
is moderately strong but brittle.

Oregon maple (Acer macropliyllum) n'.akcs its best growth aioug
Oregon and AVashington coast regions; especially in alluvial bot-

toms. It varies greatly in form and height in different soils and
situations from a short-stemmed crooked tree from twenty-five to

thirty feet high and less than twelve inches in diameter to one
from sixty to eighty feet liigh with a straight long, clear trunk
from fourteen to^ thirty inches through. It is a timber tree of

importance in the Pacific region, where commercial hardwoods are

scarce. The wood is in structure more like tlie soft thau the

hard maples but is fairly heavy, hard and strong, being inter-

mediate of the two groups. The color is deeper and richer as a
rule than in the other maples. The wood turns readily, takes a
good polish, ami wavy grained forms, which are eon<mo!i, are es-

pecially desirable for furniture.

Box elder (Acer negundo) has the characteristic fruit of a maple
but unlike the other species has a compound leaf like the ash.

Its botanical range extends over most of the United States, though
it is most common in the Mississippi basin, and of its largest

size in the lower Ohio valley. It is mostly a rather low, divided

tree, often with a thick trunk. The wood is light, soft, not strong.

The color is a creamy or yellowish white, without reddish tinge.

The pores are very small and numerous, often in radial groups

of two to six. The rays are without color, finer and more numerous
than in the hard maples. The wood possesses very little economic

value.
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•^|- Rate of Natural Reforestation ^
The problem of reclothing with timber vast tracts in this country

from which forests have been removed by ax and fire has been attract-

ing a good deal of attention, and no very definite solution has been

offered. All admit that it will be very expensive to plant trees by
hand, and most people are disposed to let nature do the work.

It cannot be definitely stated how long nature requires to bring back
the forests to a denuded region. Everything depends on circum-

stances. If a few trees are scattered here and there to bear and
scatter seeds, a new forest may be under way pretty soon ; but it is

another matter if large areas are totally destitute of trees, as many
are, and timber must work its way in from the outside. In such

eases it is important to have some idea of the rate certain trees may
be expected to work their way across bare tracts, having started from
the edge. It is a problem which is not hopeless of solution, for there

ought to be a good many facts on which to base calculations.

A French forester named Pliche has done a good deal of work along

that line, and has published some figures which are backed by data

satisfactory to himself. His studies were made in France. Condi-

tions there do not necessarily apply in this country, but he has an-

nounced the general law that trees with winged seeds like pine move

forward more slowly than heavy-seeded trees like beach and chestnut.

That is contrary to the general opinion of people acquainted with

trees. Wind scatters winged seeds; but birds and quadrupeds carry

nuts and pulpy fruits. It might be supposed, however, that wind

would far outstrip animals in scattering seeds.

Mr. Fliche estimates that the service tree, which bears a pulpy fruit

well liked by birds, moves forward across new country at the average

rate of 530 feet a year. It bears fruit when very young. Chestnut is

able to make headway into new territory at the average speed of

sixty-six feet a year. Chestnuts are carried by birds and small

rodents and are accidentally dropped or purposely buried. The

average rate of beech is a little less—it advances forty-five feet a year.

Pine bears winged seeds which fly with the wind, yet its average rate

of advance is given at only seventeen feet a year. At that rate 300

would be required for the front of a pine forest to move forward

cue mile into new territory.

These figures were doubtless worked out according to some mathe-

matical formula, but every man acquainted with American forests

will have his own opinion as to how far the figures fit conditions in

this country. For instance, pine would require 50,000 or 60,000 years

to work its way across Michigan, supposing it started at one edge.

Beech would get across in about 23,000 years with the help of birds

and squirrels ; chestnut in 16,000, and service in 2.000 years.

If the rate of advance of trees into new territory were a fixed

quantity, and the rate were known, it could be turned to account in

a number of ways in determining prehistoric periods. For instance,

it is admitted that all tree growth was destroyed in the northern part

of the United States and in Canada by the advance of ice during

the glacial age. The ice pushed down to the Ohio and Missouri

rivers, and when it retreated, it left the whole region absolutely tree-

less. Forests have come up from the South and have covered the

region since. If Fliche 's rate of advance holds good it is possible

to calculate the minimum period which has elapsed since the ice

disappeared. For instance, chestnut forests would require from 15,000

to 20,000 years to move from the Ohio river to Lake Erie; beech

would spend 25,000 years on the way, while pine would not make the

journey in less than 60,000 years. This would seem to indicate that

ice ceased to cover Ohio at least 60,000 years ago. But pine and

numerous other trees have traveled much farther north than Lake

Erie. From the Ohio river to Minnesota is 500 miles, and forests

have had time to make their way into that region. At pine "s slow rate

it would consume 150,000 years in doing it ; but piue is found at
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least 2,000 milss from the southern boundary of the ancient ice sheet.

To work up north 2,000 miles would require 600,000 years, according

to Fliche.

Such a period of time seems out of the question. It is the opinion

of most geologists that the ice was still in the Lake states at least

as late as 20,000 years ago, and probably 10,000 years. If that is

true, the glaciated region has been timbered within that time, and

the French forester's estimated rate of advance of trees is not one-

tenth rapid enough.

There may not be much profit in theorizing on the subject, but it

is wholly worth while to ascertain how rapidly trees will advance into

new areas. The practicability of reforestation depends upon that

in many instances. If the rate is as slow as Fliehe claims, it is useless

to i\ait for nature to plant trees in barren regions. Fifty thousand

years, or the fiftieth part of it, is too long to wait for pines to come

back in Michigan. Fortun.itely, it is known that nature works more

speedily in many parts of this country. Pines in Virginia and North

Carolina, for instance, have overrun large tracts of land at a rate

nearer a mile a year than seventeen feet a year. Trees of various

species have advanced considerable distances into open plains from

Minnesota to Oklahoma since the region was settled and grass

fires ceased to burn. In portions of Texas mesquite has advanced into

the opefl plain thirty or forty miles in half a century. It is not im-

probable that some tree seeds are carried by wind, water, birds, or

quadrupeds five, fifty, and five hundred miles from the parent tree.

Trees thus springing up and forming outposts far ahead of the slow

advancing forest line would become new centers from which the

species would spread in all directions.
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In view of the well recognized necessity of figuring costs in every

department of the hardwood lumber business, it is interesting to note

how far apart members of the trade frequently are regarding points

that ought to be matters of common practice.

The feature of overhead expense is one which seems to give more

trouble than anything else. There seems to be little agreement as to

what factors ought to be included in it, and also as to what it should

be applied to. The result is that when lumbermen come together for

the purpose of comparing notes on wlaat is it costing them to conduct

various departments of their business, they are amazed at the apparent

discrepancies, which are. as a matter of fact, merely the indications

cf varying methods used in arriving at the result.

In determining what should be considered as part of the overhead

expense, the general principle should be followed of using it only

for expenses which are so "general in their nature that they cannot

be charged against a specific department of the business. Thus it

would be folly to consider the cost of teams as overhead, because they

are used directly in handling lumber in the yard, and should be con-

sidered as part of the handling expenses. On the other hand, some
houses consider sales expenses, including the traveling men's salaries

and expenses, as well as advertising, part of the overhead. Logically,

selling should be considered apart from general administrative ex-

penses, and set aside as a separate department. That is the only way
in which the efficiency of th.at department can be determined. Unless

the advertising is used with the definite idea of getting results, it may
be considered as overhead: but the lumberman who makes proper use

of his publicity can regard it as a direct sales agent and charge the

item accordingly.

There is general agreement about including under the overhead divi-

sion such items as rents, insurance, taxes, oflSee and administrative

expenses, telephones, telegraph, postage, stationery, etc. All super-

visory work applied in handling the lumber should be considered in the

yard account, so tliat every bit of expense which may be considered

p>roductive will not lie tacked on to overhead. In other words, don 't

use the term merely to conceal items which ought to be brought out

into the light of day and assigned to some specific department.

Two important charges, which are prominent in the accounts of

most largo corporations, and rightly so, are strangely missing from
the statements of many able lumbermen. They are interest on in-

vestment and depreciation. It is difficult to understand why lumber-

men should not desire to include every legitimate charge in figuring

out the results of their business, because to do otherwise is to deceive

one's self; and to omit to make a charge for either of the items

noted is to overlook an important factor.

Interest on investment is sometimes disputed on the ground that

the earnings of the business are supposed to take the place of it, and
that if such a charge is to be made, the business is forced to carry

:i double burden. On the other hand, it must be remembered that

business involves a large element of speculation; the man who in-

vrs's his money in a commercial enterprise is undertaking a gamble,

in which myriad factors and conditions are to play a part in

determining the result. His own energy, ability and integrity have

a lot to do with it, of course, and he is not at the mercy of the turn

of a card or the roll of the dice; but nevertheless chance has a great

deal to do with the result.

That being so, why should the business be compared on an even

basis with one in which the returns are fixed, and about which there

is no question? It is possible to buy absolutely gilt-edged securities

at present at prices that will yield better than six per cent. There

is not .the slightest question about the interest on these bonds or

preferred stocks being paid because the intrinsic values back of

them are ample security of the principal, no matter how poor busi-

ness might become. An investor with money to put out could buy
these bonds and sit at his leisure, earning his six per cent without

any fears for his principal. The same could not be said of the

lumberman who invested an equal amount in hardwoods. He would

do a lot of perspiring and lose a good deal of sleep figuring out

ways to keep his capital unimpaired and his money turning over

profitably.

This condition is one which is ample justification for the use of an

interest on investment charge. It is simply taking note of the fact

that the money could have earned interest without risk; what other

earnings are made are developed by the business as a business, and
apart from the \alue of the use of the money.

If a business produced but six per cent net, without having figured

an interest on investment charge, then it would be in efl"ect a failure,

because the money would have produced that much return without

any risk; and those in charge of it might reasonably be accused of

being like the servant who wrapped his talent in a napkin and buried

it; but six per cent over and above the interest on investment charge

IS a fair, though far from an extravagant return, and has justified

the existence of the enterprise.

There may be some question about the interest account, but there

should be none whatever about using a depreciation charge. In a

concern which has a large investment in machinery, which is obviously

subject to rapid depreciation and must be replaced at intervals, there

is scarcely an opportunity to avoid using the charge; but eveii here

enough is not made of it. In the business where the depreciation

charge is taken note of along the right lines, the charge is a charge
actually, and not merely for bookkeeping purposes; and a correct

percentage of the business done, figiired as part of the overhead, is

set aside as a sinking fund to be u.sed for the purpose for which it

is logically suited, the replacement of equipment as it wears out.

To do otherwise is to admit that the depreciation charge was not

needed, or to pay dividends out of money which was not part of the

net earnings. If the value of the plant has really gone down—as it

assuredly has—the company has a smaller value in its holdings than
before; and it should be kept to the former amount by the use of
the sinking fund; if it becomes larger than is needed for replace-

ments, then the charge can be reduced or part of the money placed in
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the general fund; but the mistake should not be made of using a

depreciation charge on the books and then failing to apply it prop-

erly. The common practice among lumbermen who operate only

rehandling yards, in which there is little or no equipment of a

mechanical nature, is to use no depreciation charge whatever. They

have a large investment in buildings, horses and mules, wagons and

trucks, pile foundations, etc., and all of this property is certain to

decrease in efficiency and value. The horses wear out or die and must

be replaced; the trucks serve their term and are east aside, and the

pile foundations must be renewed from time to time, unless they were

made of concrete at the beginning and prepared for indefinite use.

It is true that most of these expenses occur in such a way that it

is possible to take care of them out of current earnings, and thus

make them chargeable to maintenance rather than depreciation;

though if a couple of mules die in the same month, as happened to

a lumberman not long ago, it makes a pretty big hole in the mainte-

nance account. The use of a depreciation charge, with the proceeds

turned into a fund from which money could be drawn as needed to

take care of replacements due to depreciation, would possibly be too

much like transferring money from one pocket to another to suit the

average lumberman; but it is a plan that has many advantages,

and is approved, as indicated above, by leading houses which have

studied, the cost accovmting proposition from every angle.

A feature which is worth noting, especially for the sake of the

head of the business which is not incorporated, and which is owned

personally by the proprietor or partners, is that it is extremely desir-

able to charge a definite amount for the services of those engaged

in executive positions. To assume that this is unnecessary because

the earnings of the business will go personally to the owners of it is

bad logic, since that feature does not affect the proper disposition

of the income and expenses. If no salaries are charged for execu-

tive work, then the earnings of the business are made to appear

larger than they really are, a condition which is undesirable, to say

the least.

There is a large and successful lumber concern in the South which

is headed by two aggressive young men, who handle all of the admin-

istrative work. They have drawing accounts, and get enough money

for their expenses, both business and personal out of the business.

But they are paid no salaries, and simply take what is made during

the year and regard it as their salaries for the preceding period. This

is a fairly comfortable, easy-going way to run the business, but it

certainly obscures a very important feature, as to what the net earn-

ings of the business/reaUy are. They cannot be determined unless a

salary in proportion to the value of his services is paid each man.

The fact that most lumber concerns are closing up their fiscal year,

July 1 usually marking the beginning of a new trade period, may
make these observations of some interest and practical application,

as now is the time when anntial statements are being made up and

scanned for suggestions as to methods to be used in all departments

during the succeeding year.

Waste from Edgings and Trimmings
Editor's Note

The following article is written by an eastern lumberman who has made a particular study of crate manufacture
as it applies to the utilization of small waste of the mill. Inasmuch as the manufacture of tomato crates provides

a use for waste of all kinds of woods and all sizes, and further, inasmuch as it has been demonstrated that they

can be marketed at a profit, it would seem that the suggestion is pertinent. Those wishing to get in touch with
dealers handling tbese crates can secure this information by writing Hardwood Recobd.

In the April twenty-fifth issue

of Hakdwood Eecord an interest-

ing and commendable article

appeared under the heading,
'

' Practical Figures on Hardwood

Utilization," showing the as-

tounding figures, from the For-

est Service, to the effect that

the actual percentage of lumber

produced from a tree is only 3S

per cent, while 12 per cent is saw

kerf, 8 per cent edgings and

trimmings, slabs 8 per cent, tops

IS per cent, stumps left in woods

2 per cent, 10 per cent bark,

dressing 4 per cent.

The present article purposes to

treat with the item of waste in

edgings and trimmings, with a

suggestion for utilizing this 8 per

cent and turning a waste product

into an article which will not

only be a source of profit to the

saw and planing mill operator,

but keep a waste product out of

the burner.

In those sections where the soil

is adapted and permits of truck

gardening in abundance and

where it is followed with much

success, particularly in eastern

and southern New Jersey, almost

unlimited quantities of tomato crates are used, the crates being

used but once and never returned, thus providing a large market

for this class of material. The crates are bought generally by

PIECES USED IN TOMATO CR.\TE MANUFACTURE

dealers in that section, who keep

them in stock, selling to the truck

gardener in small lots, the dealer

realizing a nominal profit for

his efforts in buying, handling,

carrying, nailing up and rehan-

dling charge. A dealer doing an

ordinary business of this kind

oftentimes handles 500,000 to-

mato crates during a good sea-

son—which is usually short,

covering a period of only about

four or five weeks during July

and August. The dealers, how-

ever, take in the crates through-

out the year, storing them in

warehouses.

The dimensions and pieces to

make up a complete crate are:

2 heads 13/16"xl9"xll" SIS

(for stenciling).

•2 clubs l"xl"—20" rough.

11 slats 5/16"x3"x20" rough.

The heads have a slot hand

hold 1%" from the top.

As indicated, the crates are

shipped "knock down," most

dealers taking in, either full

carlots of heads, full cars of

slats and clubs, or both, mixed

in the ear, the preference of the

manufacturer governing.

A full crate contains four and one-third feet, board measure; a

set of heads one and one-third; a set of clubs—one-half foot and

a set of slats two and one-half; a "knock down" crate weighs
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from fourteen to fifteen pounds, depending upon the kind of wood
or woods used in the manufacture, and the crate may be made of

chestnut, oak, poplar. North Carolina pine, cypress, or any kind of

wood whatever, either mixed in the crate or mixed in the ear.

The heads may be made of one piece or of two or three pieces,

battened together and fastened with a corrugated cleat, thus

enabling the utilization of small trimming. The clubs are made
ordinarily from small edging strips.

Six thousand full crates may be shipped in a carload, twelve

thousand five hundred sets of heads, when heads only are shipped,

and 8,000 sets slats and clubs, when slats and clubs alone are

shipped.

An 8 per cent waste in edgings and trimming, as set forth by the

Forest Service experiments in the Adirondacks, means to the oper-

ator who pays $.5 per thousand for his stumpage, on an estimate, a

waste of 40 cents per thousand log measure. A waste of 8 per cent

to the millman cutting 40,0^0 feet per day would mean a waste of

3,200 feet board measure, or $16 per day.

Is there any operator who would not like to save 40 cents per

thousand on his stumpage, or $16 per day on the run of his mill?

No special machinery is necessary for the manufacture of the

crates mentioned. A rip-saw and guide, found at any mill, does

the work, boys oftentimes operating the saw.

The price paid for these crates has been found such as will yield

a fair margin of profit to the manufacturer (the work being done

on an efficient basis), and upou comparison of the cost item and the

value of the product, by those operators who have tried out a

sample carload to convince themselves, it has been found conclu-

sive that the manufacture of this product from edgings and trim-

mings and other waste material will turn a waste product into a

profit, with no mention of that 8 per cent item in the cost of

stumpage, or that 3,200 feet per day item in the run of the mill.

O. C. C.

•
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Sawing the SwelUButted Log
An interesting debate was recently staged between two prac-

tical sawmill men regarding the advantages and disadvantages

of various methods of sawing certain kinds of logs, particularly

those larger at one end than the other, or what is usually known

as the swell-butted variety. The debate was the more interest-

ing because it illustrated again the fact that in spite of a great

deal of experience with logs of this character, there is still some

difference of opinion as to the best way of handling them.

The plan which seems to be generally used consists of straight-

ening up the log by sawing off short boards along the outside, so

as to enable the remainder of the log to be cut into boards run-

ning the entire length of the log. This is the obvious way, and

also the easiest, because of the fact that no time is lost in block-

ing, as the back of the log rests against the carriage all along

the line.

The objection to the plan, which was put forward by one of

the millmen referred to, is that cull lumber is made out of the

timber on the outside of the log, which is usually the best,

while all of the heartwood, which is likely to contain defects

anyway, goes into the full length boards. In this way, it is

argued, the sawmill operator gets just about the same number

of feet out of his log, but gets poorer lumber.

The plan which is suggested in place of this is to saw the

log parallel to the outside of the piece. The full length boards

thus come off the outer portions of the log. This part, as

suggested above, is likely to be less defective than any other

and hence it is desirable to get as many standard length boards

out of that section of the log as possible.

The result of this plan will be that a pointed piece of timber,

containing the heart, will finally be left, and this can then be

turned around and the sawing done from the opposite direction,

the short pieces thus resulting all being out of the heart. Of

course, some good lumber may thus be made into culls by reason

of their shortness, inasmuch as the acute angle formed at the

narrow end of the log by the plan of sawing parallel with the

sides takes in a considerable amount of good material adjoining

the heart at the butt end; but it is urged that the amount that

is thus lost is not anywhere near as great as in the operation of the

other plan, which involves making culls out of the outer sections,

which might have gone into firsts and seconds.

Those who oppose this plan and favor tlic usual method insist

that the time taken to get the log shaped up properly, because

of the necessity of an unusual amount of blocking, if the sides are

permitted to remain divergent, is so great that whatever benefit

there is through saving good timber is quickly lost. This is

purely an opinion, however, and is contradicted by those who

use the other system. A record of the actual time taken to do

the work under the differing conditions would have- to bo secured

in order to dispose of this feature of the question.

"In sawing a swell-butted log," said one of the leading

sawmill men in the Central South, "it is certain that a part of

the lumber manufactured will be cull stock, because all of it

cannot be full length. Under the plan generally used, the cull

stock is taken off the outer part of the log, which is almost

certain to be the best part of it. Under the method followed

in my mill, the cull stock is made out of heartwood, which

is the poorer part of the log anyhow, and if defective will lower the

grade of the lumber. The transfer of the cull stock from the

outside to the inside means increasing the value of the resulting

lumber materially. I have used both plans, and I kuow that

my mill can turn out as much lumber handling the swell-butted

logs in the manner indicated as if the simple, easy plan of

sawing slabs off the butt and lining up right off the reel were

followed. And in these days of high-priced logs, I would rather

take a little more time and get better lumber than to save time

at the expense of the grade I am producing."

One disadvantage of the plan of sawing parallel to the sides,

which has been referred to by some millmen, is that frequently

the saw dodges a trifle in going through the timber, making a

defect which has to be cut out. This is a little hard to under-

stand, especially as the log is being cut parallel with the grain.

Irregularities in the growth of the tree may cause the saw to

miss, and it is possible tliat this is the explanation of the

defect, which is said by those who follow the plan to be the

only drawback of consequence.

One of the principal advantages secured through the use of

the method is that in the case of many swell-butted logs, espe-

cially those which are more than 30 inches in diameter—oak

timber is being principally considered—and are accordingly from

old trees, which have had a chance to begin to deteriorate, there

are serious defects. These, as a rule, are found at the butt end

of the log, near the heart. This is an important consideration

in sawing logs of this character, for it is plain that if the sawing

is done parallel to the sides of the log, the defects at the butt

will be missed in many more boards than if the log were straight-

ened up by sawing a slab off the butt and cutting right through

after that.

In a good many cases a skillful sawyer can take a defective

log of this kind, and in spite of the imperfections, which are

concentrated at the butt end near the heart, can get nearly all

good stock out of the timber by keeping away from the rotten

or shaky section as long as possible. If he had run his saw

parallel with the heart of the tree he would have soon reached

these defects, and much of his lumber would have been low-
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grade stock. Considering this in addition to the loss of good
material suffered through the other method, it seems as though
the burden of evidence is in favor of the plan just outlined.

A well-known sawmill man who is always on the lookout for

good ideas admitted that he decided to change his methods in

this regard in a rather odd manner.
"One day a chap came into my mill and asked for a job as

filer," he said. "He didn't look particularly attractive, and
as the man I had was doing satisfactory work I told him that

his services couldn't be utilized.

"He took the rebxiff kindly enough and stood there a few
minutes watching the sawyer running the mill. He noticed the

way we handled our swell-butted logs, two or three of which hap-

pened to be brought in while he was there. We were then

using the generally adopted plan of taking enough off the outside

in short boards to straighten the log and make the sides jiarallel,

in order to enable it to be handled most quickly and easily.

"The newcomer laughed to himself when he saw this, and
finally came over to me and said he'd like to make a suggestion.

I told him to go ahead.

"'If I can .show you how to save several hundred dollars a

year,' he said, 'would you be willing to paj- me $50?'

"I answered that I'd have to be shown mighty conclusively,

but that if he could really make such a demonstration I'd pay
him for the information.

"AVe went back to the office and he demonstrated the thing

on a sheet of paper, showing me how much good lumber I was

losing through slabbing and how much poor stock I was cutting
long. He proved how much better it would be to saw the logs

of the swell-butted type the other way. I studied the thing over
for some time, and finally admitted that the suggestion was
correct. I wrote out a check for fifty dollars then and there,

and immediately proceeded to put the plan in eseeution. The
sawyer objected at first on the ground that it would take longer,

but after a little experimenting with the blocks we found that

the log could be put in proper position on the carriage without
much loss of time, and that the results, as far as the quality of

the lumber was concerned, were so much better that the fifty

dollars payment to the peripatetic filer was a good investment
after all."

It is possible, of course, that the matter of time is of greater

importance in a big mill than in a small one, and that in the
latter, where the grade of the lumber must be kept high in

order to make a showing, on account of the high cost of timber,

it would be much better to risk a little loss of time in order

to get all the good possible out of the log. But considering the

problem as a whole, and remembering that the sawyer who is

given an idea of the relative value of grades and the necessity

for cutting good lumber as much as possible, instead of just

lumber, is usually anxious to do the thing in the best possible

way, it looks as if the better plan would be to follow the method
suggested, and throw the cull lumber into the center of the

log, where the heartwood and the natural defects are to be
found anyway. 6. D. C, Jr.
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^ Veneers and Hardwoods in Fixtures
Fixtures are midway between furniture on the one hand and in-

terior finish on the other. Furniture is intended to be moved from

place to place, as occasion requires, and with certain exceptions it

will fit one room as well as another. Interior finish is not intended

to be moved. It is built where it is meant to stay, and it becomes a

permanent part of the room in which it is placed. Fixtures are not

exactly furniture nor can they be properly considered as finish, but

partake of the character of both. They may be buOt in place, or

they may be moved in and out; but unlike most furniture, they are

intended to occupy a certain position, and would be out of place any-

where else.

There are other differences. Interior finish is often largely orna-

mental, and is made with that idea in view, though, of course, useful-

ness is always borne in mind by the builder. Fixtures are more

directly associated with business. They may be highly ornamental,

but that is not the principal matter held in view. The man who buys

fixtures does so with the idea that they wiU improve his business

chances and make money for him. The buyer of furniture may not

regard it as a money-making matter; Ijut the buyer of fixtures always

thinks of that phase of the situation. It is the main thing with

him. He wants his fixtures to look nice, and designs them with the

object of improving the appearance of his place of business; but

that is only the means to an end, and the end is money-making. The

makers of fixtures and the buyers of them study every point that will

increase business. The purchaser expects them to serve as profitable

advertising, and he expects also that they will assist him in carrying

on his business.

Fixtures are of several kinds, classified according to the business

which they are designed to assist. Tht^e intended for one business

are useless for another. Specializing is, therefore, necessary on the

part of the manufacturer. He must know the wants of the buyer before

he makes th# article. Five general classes of fixtures are made, ac-

cording to use intended. These classes belong to banks, stores, offices,

barber shops, and saloons. There are, of course, many special kinds

and modifications which do not fall in any particular class, but kinds

include the majority of the fixtures manufactured, and most manu-

facturers specialize on one or the other of the classes.

The making of fixtures is an important industry in this country.

The total quantity of wood demanded annually is not known, but it

runs into hundreds of millions of feet, and some of it consists of the

finest woods on the market. A few figures selected from statistics

collected in the three contiguous states, Michigan, Illinois, and Mis-

souri, show the extent of the industry in that region, and it is doubt-

less typical of the iixture industry in the whole country.

In Michigan twenty-two woods are reported in use by fixture man-
ufacturers, and the yearly demand exceeds 24,000,000 feet at an
average cost at the factory of $38.51 per thousand. There are five

wood-using industries in Michigan which pay a higher average price

for their lumber and twenty-seven which pay less. The total annual

use of wood by the industry in Illinois exceeds 21,000,000 feet, made
up of thirty-one woods, at an average cost at the factory of $41.44.

Of the fifty-one wood-using industries listed in Illinois, ten pay
more than fixture makers for lumber, and forty pay less. In Mis-

souri the manufacturers of fixtures use twenty-eight woods, aggre-

gating 10,000,000 feet a year, at an average cost of $37.24 per

thousand feet. Of the twenty-three listed industries in Missouri

which use wood as raw material, four pay more and eighteen pay
less than fixture makers.

It is thus apparent that material niucli above the average is used

by fixture manufacturers. Those located in the three states named
buy twenty-eight per cent of their lumber in Michigan, Wisconsin

and Illinois; fifty per cent in the Ohio and lower Mississippi valleys;

three per cent on the Pacific coast ; and the remainder in various

parts of this country, and the world at large. It is interesting to

note the exact amounts of different woods used yearly by fixture

manufacturers in the three states of Michigan, Illinois and Missouri.

The woods and the annual quantity of each are shown in the follow-

ing table:

Woods Used Ye-^rly By Fixture Maxufactukers in Michigan,

Illinois and Missouri

Wood Feet used annually
White oak 11,181,000
Maple 8,800,000
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Red oak 6.075.00(1

Birch 5.470,000

Yellow piue 4,098,000

Elm 3,385,000

Yellow popl.ir 3.382.000

Basswood 1,928,000

Red gum 1,835,000

Chestnut . .
.* 1,452,000

Cypress 1.393,000

Mahogany 1.320,000

White pine 1,260,000

Beech 778,000

Cottonwood 688,000

Sycamore 630,000

Ash 525,000

Hemlock 250.000

Douglas Hi- 240,000

Spruce 221,000

Redwood 200,000

Black willow 150,000

Black walnut 76,000

Cherry 72,000

Butternut 26,000

Tupelo ., 10,000

Norway pine 10,000

Sassafras 10,000

Hackbury 6.000

Hickory S.OOO

Circassian walnut 5,000

Red cedar 2,000

Padouk 1.000

Satinwonr! 1,000

Locust 1,000

Total 55.495,000

The total cost of the above material delivered at the factories

was $2,187,023, of which $381,618 were paid by Missouri factories,

$872,995 by those in Illinois, and $932,410 in Michigan. Much of

the material is high class. White oak leads in quantity, followed

by maple, with red oak third, and birch fourth. Eighty-six per cent

of all is hardwood, and the rest is pine, hemlock, cedar, fir and

spruce. Material is drawn from all parts of the country, but most of

it comes from the South. The three states for which statistics are

shown are centrally situated, and doubtless represent average condi-

tions in the fixture industry for the whole country.

Only about two and a half per cent of the wood comes from for-

eign countries. This information will surprise most persons; for the

belief is quite general that fixtures are made largely of mahogany,

rosewood, ebony, satinwood, Circassian walnut and other foreign

woods. Some of these woods are used, but on an average only about

one foot for forty feet of homegrown material.

The reason that expensive foreign woods make such a prominent

showing in fixtures is that they are generally employed in the form

of veneers, cut very thin, and glued on cheaper woods. One board

foot of lumber is good for twenty or thirty surface feet of veneer. A
mahogany log, for instance, that scales 500 board feet may be sliced

to make from 10,000 to 30,000 feet of veneer; the veneer is applied

so faultlessly that it looks like solid wood. Veneers for fixtures are

made of other woods than mahogany. White oak supplies more than

mahogany and red oak probably more. When veneers are used as sur-

face finish the wood is nearly always selected on account of figure.

If it is oak, it is quarter-sawed. If birch, the figure is due either

to the bird's-eye effect, or to the curly or wavy grain. If mahogany,

the figure is formed by interlocking or divergent fibers which produce

the surface effects so much admired in this wood. Black walnut

and cherry have little figure, properly speaking, and when they are

worked into veneer, artistic color is the chief effect sought. The figure

which characterizes Circassian walnut is due to peculiarities of growth,

and is largely independent of the colors in the annual rings or in the

medullary rays. Bed gum (including both sap and red, for it all

comes from the same tree) has a figure which closely resembles that of

Circassian walnut, but the best figure can be had only by careful selec-

tion of material. Good judges of woodwork are well aware that gum
veneer often passes as Circassian walnut, and is not a bit less hand-

some and artistic.

The best class of fixtures show the highest use of fine veneers.

The broad panels and large surfaces display artistic woods to the

best advantage. If a fixture manufacturer comes into possession of a

choice lot of veneer, he does not need to wait long for a chance to

work them into commodities and sell them. His customers are usually

men who want the best and aire willing to pay reasonable prices to

procure it. For that reason the fixture manufacturer can go into the

market and stock up with choice material and rest assured that his

product will sell when it is made up.

It should not be assumed, however, that no common and medium-

priced woods enter into the construction of fixtures. There is some-

thing back of the beautiful surfaces. Veneers are glued upon cheaper

woods, but they are often cheaper by comparison only, for those woods

are selected with care, and must possess special properties. The

woods on which fine veneers are glued are known as cores or backing.

They must possess the property of "standing." That is a term which

means that the wood shrinks, swells, and warps but little. It is

essential that corewood possess this property ; otherwise the veneer

glued upon it will split or buckle, and become damaged.

A number of woods make good backing or cores. White pine is

usually considered to be one of the best, provided it is clear stock and

well seasoned; but such stock is now too expensive for general use.

Chestnut is second choice. In fact, some consider it equal to white

pine; but it must be thoroughly seasoned, and chestnut is a somewhat

difiicult wood to season except by the slow process of air-drying. It

is therefore necessary to keep it on hand for a considerable time

before using in wide panels and other work; but when it is in just

the right condition it is excellent core wood and it may be depended

upon to hold its shape, and to protect the veneer glued upon it.

The grade of chestnut known as "sound wormy" is by some manu-

facturers considered better than unperforated wood for backing. The
thousands of wormholes cause the glue to adhere better, and the

strength of the perforated wood is ample. It is also a little lighter

than sound chestnut. The holes, the size of a large needle, are made
while the tree is standing, but the insects continue to work for a time

after the logs are cut, and in some instances, after the lumber is piled

in the yard. The insects penetrate to the hearts of large chestnut

trees, and there is reason to believe that a single tree may harbor

successive broods dilring 200 or 300 years. Chestnut timber in the

South averages older than that in the North, and more of it is wormy,

and for that reason more valuable as backing for veneer. The spread

of the chestnut blight makes it probable that more chestnut lumber

than usual will reach the markets during the next few years, for

owners will try to sell their timber through fear that they wiU lose

it if they let it stand.

Various woods find place in fixtures as frames, shelves, drawers,

braces, partitions, cubbyholes and slides. Some of these may be very

cheap, because they need not possess beauty or much strength. They
are as useful, however, for the purposes intended as any of the other

woods entering into the construction of fixtures. ICot infrequently

veneers are employed that are never seen after the articles are finished.

Cores and backing are often of three or five ply veneers instead of

solid pieces. This is not unusual where panels or other pieces are

very wide. The thin sheets of veneer are glued together until the

requisite thickness is obtained, and on the outer surface of this the

finishing sheet is placed. Backing of that kind is more reliable than

when of one solid piece, because the different sheets are laid with

grain at right angles, and any tendency of one sheet to warp is

counteracted by the sheet next to it. A built-up core of that kind

is stronger than one of equal thickness of solid wood, and in large

pieces, such as bar and countertops. considerable weight may be

saved without sacrificing strength. Built-up cores are generally of

rotary-cut veneers—that is, the sheets are peeled round and round the

log, and not sliced or sawed thin as most of the expensive cabinet-

wood veneers are.

The manufacture of fixtures calls for a good deal of carved and

inlaid work; the carved requiring solid pieces, the inlay thin cuttings

of very fine wood. The carving is generally seen on posts, pilasters,

capitals, pedestals, beams, columns, and ornaments; the inlay in

borders, mirror frames, mullions, friezes, soffets, and spandrels.

Those who manufacture fixtures buy their lumber through the usual

channels, though, of course, special material must be sought outside
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the ordiuary avenues of trade. Those who look for finely figured

woods cannot afford to wait for such material to be offered, but must

seek it where it is likely to be found. It is not unusual for large

manufacturers of fixtures to keep buyers in the field, whose business

it is to watch for bargains in choice material, and to anticipate wants

as far in the future as possible. Figured stock of extra widths is

nearly always in demand in the fixture factory, because there are so

many places where it can be used to advantage.

As already stated, fixtures are generally divided into several classes,

depending on the use intended, such as stores, banks, offices, saloons,

and barber shops. Each class consists of several articles of

numerous sizes and shapes. This may be illustrated by a list of

articles and pieces which make up the saloon fixture class. It is

often difficult to draw the line between fixtures and furniture, for one

gi-adually merges into the other.

The two most prominent articles in the fixture equipment of a

saloon are the counter and the back bar. The back bar is behind the

counter, and is usually the most highly finished piece of woodwork

in the place. It is nearly always equipped with mirrors set in frames

which display more or less artistic workmanship. Styles are as various

as the tastes of the proprietor who buys what he thinks will suit his

purpose and purse best. The real designing, however, devolves on the

manufacturer. Xew designs originate with him oftener than with the

man who will purchase the article. The maker studies his field and

produces the best articles that will sell, and the purchaser selects the

best that he can afford to buy. Back bars are often works of real

art, equalling the finest cabinets founc| anywhere, and displaying the

best inlay and carved work. The manufacturer who studies the

conditions of his trade, frequently impresses upon his prospective pur-

chasers the advantage of attractive equipment, because it excites less

unfavorable criticism of the saloon than when Unattractive fittings

are used.

Back bars are made in any length desired by the purchaser, but

the usual range is from twelve to thirty feet. The counter is the

front part, or the bar proper, and though entirely separate in con-

struction from the back bar, the two are matched in length, material,

and workmanship, and constitute a single piece of equipment. The

case of a piano presents no higher order of workmanship and displays

no finer woods than some of the bar equipments.

Other saloon fixtures are office or wine room equipments, usually

consisting of wood panels, frames, and glass, and not reaching to

the ceiling; front cross partitions, made in the same styles as the

foregoing; window screens, made of glass and panel work; display

back bars where bottles are shovm in racks and on shelves. Some of

the display bars are equipped with iceboxes and serve as refrigerators.

Other articles of equipment are coil boxes which are small refrigera-

tors; workboards or tanks for bar counters, which sometimes combine

appliances for washing glasses and arrangements for packing bottled

goods in ice ; coolers of large size fitted with various appliances to

answer special purposes; sideboards containing cooling box arrange-

ments; buffets constructed with cooling boxes; lunch counters; display

tobacco and cigar show cases; tobacco wall cases; bottle cases; bar

screens; summer doors; office railings; and numerous styles and kinds

of settees, benches, and wall seats.

About this point the line between fixtures and furniture in saloon

equipment may be drawn, so far as woodwork is concerned. Chairs,

stands, and tables are furniture unless made specially to fit certain

places, in which case they may be classed as fixtures.

The artistic effect is improved if all the fixtures in a room harmonize

in style and color. Contrasts are not generally desired. Mahogany

matches mahogany, oak goes with oak. Patchwork may be in good

taste for crazy quilts, but not in fine wood combinations.

The problem of seasoning wood must be closely studied in the

fixture factory because many of the articles manufactured are large,

consisting of broad pieces and heavy posts, and any shrinking, swell-

ing, warping and checking after the work is done would be very

injurious. The dift'erent kinds of wood employed cannot be given the

same treatment, and the manufacturer is obliged to use constant care,

and to study the seasoning question systematically. Some woods pass

through the long, slow air-drying process; some are finished in the

kiln ; and others are subjected to the action of steam. Every successful

manufacturer accumulates experiences of his own which are of great

value to him and are regarded as the secrets on which he buOt much

of his success.
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Tree Records of Climatic Changes

Few facts are better known than that the growth of trees responds

to surrounding conditions; is at times rapid, and again is slow; and

that the annual rings, by varying between wide and narrow, present a

record of changes in conditions from year to year or from period to

period. To a certain extent, a tree 's history is preserved in its rings

of growth.

That much can be safely asserted, but in going beyond that, as

Ellsworth Huntington has done in his claim that trees supply records,

not only of their own history, but of human history over widely

separate regions of the earth, there is danger of following a theory

much further than facts warrant. His theory is built on a strange

mixture of fact and fiction, and unfortunately, fiction seems to hold

the most prominent place. He starts with the admitted claim that

most trees which have reached considerable age have had periods

of rapid and of slow growth, and he attempts to show that climatic

conditions of regions geographically distinct are recorded in the

growth rings of trees; in other words, that a tree on one side of the

world will record changes in climate of a country on the other side

of the world. The particular point which he selects as a beginning

for his argument is that the three-years drought in Palestine, in the

reign of Ahab, 870 B. C, is recorded in the rings near the hearts of

the oldest bigtrees of California. He enlarges from that point, and

attempts to show—rather to assert, for he does not show—that the

same bigtrees contain records as old as the Trojan war and that

they prove that some of the historic (and traditional) events connected

with ancient peoples were really due to climatic changes in Asia,

Africa, and Europe, and that the venerable trees of California have

preserved the records.

This might be dismissed as a clever piece of romancing if it were

not indorsed and fathered by no less authority than the United States

government. The Department of the Interior has printed it and offers

the pamphlet—"The Secret of the Bigtrees"—for sale at five cents

; copy. It thus becomes a government publication though the author

is not in the government employ, but is a professor at Yale, and

the expense of his investigations in California was paid by Andrew

Carnegie. Professor Huntington had previously published works on

climatic changes in Palestine and other Asiatic countries. He is thus

entitled to serious consideration, and to the presumption that he

speaks with authority. The pamphlet is beautifully illustrated and is

much more finely printed than the average government bulletin.

Two summers were spent by Professor Huntington in Fresno and

Tulare counties, California, where lumbermen have been cutting the

bigtrees for some years. He counted the growth rings in 450 stumps,

one of which was 3,150 years old, three exceeded 3,000 years, and 79

^vere over 2,000 years. A study of the rings of these stumps devel-

oped the data on which he worked out his conclusion that climatic

changes in western Asia for 3,000 years have been directly connected

with California. While the evidence appears to have convinced him,

it must be confessed that it will fall considerably short of convincing

some other people.

He begins very properly with a personal account of the work in the

woods. This part of the story is replete with interest and is enlivened
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by a chase after a bird which proved to be a bat; an occasional frog

was poked with a stick to encourage it to hop out of the way so the

stump 's rings could be counted ; and some peculiar ants, furry like

mice and partly as large, had to be thrown oflf repeatedly and as

often returned to the attack.

Then begins the mathematic part of the investigation. Professor

Huntington lays emphasis repeatedly on the mathematical nature of

his work ; asserting that much of the proof of his claims depend on

processes that are "purely mathematical," and depend "in no respect

upon the individual ideas of the computer." This is reason enough

for dwelling a moment on a paragraph of his story which is interest-

ing but not directly connected with the theory that Asiatic climatic

changes are recorded in the bigtree rings. In other words, he has

appealed unto mathematics and unto mathematics he shall go—in a

good natured way, of course. A certain bigtree, he says, made 30,000

fence posts, 650,000 shingles, several hundred cords of wood, and

one-third remained unmeasured in the forest. By the ordinary

reducing factors, these products figure up not less than 450,000 feet,

board measure. There never was a tree on the face of the earth

that would make half of it. "\¥hen the Forest Service was negotiating

for the purchase of the Calaveras bigtrees—some of them the largest

in the world—Fred G. Plummer, a thoroughly competent timber en-

gineer, was sent to measure the quantity of wood in the trees. He
measured 862 trees, the largest to be found, and the average size

was 27,738 board feet each. Only two trees exceeded 100,000 feet,

and the largest of these two fell short of 120,000. Mr. Plummer

indulged in no guesswork. He even bored the bark to make sure of

its thickness in order to eliminate all known sources of error.

It may be argued that these errors are quibbles and do not affect

the author's serious argument. How do we know that? He starts out

to prove a very unusual thing—that Palestine climate has been con-

nected with trees 9,000 miles away—and the accuracy of the whole is

properly judged by the accuracy of tlic parts.

Professor Huntington's serious argiunent is worthy of serious con-

sideration. He takes historical dates and facts in the eastern hemis-

phere, such as great migrations, ami remarkable changes in political

and physical geography, and attributes them to climatic changes in

those countries. In some cases he is doubtless right in his conclusions,

and in others he is doubtless wrong ; but right 'or wrong in his treat-

ment of the questions in the eastern countries, he must reasonably ex-

]iect his conclusions to be questioned when he claims to have found

evidence that the causes which led to the aliandonment of a earavan

route in Arabia, for instance, t«o thousand years ago, produced a

series of narrow rings in the trunks of trees growing on the Sierra

Nevada mountains 10,000 miles away. He seems to claim too much,

and the evidence which ho educes is insufficient. He truthfully says,

"It is a far cry" from Palestine to California. It is, indeed, a far

cry—too far. He assumes that a series of rainless years sufficient to

dry up rivers in Syria would stunt the growth of trees in California

and cause narrow rings of growth. He says he has found evidence

if it, but unfortunately, he has not presented the evidence in a way

to convince.

Some of the weak points in his data are these: The growth rings

in the bigtrees of California, as he measured them, show nothing

tliat cannot be accounted for by purely local conditions. The Califor-

nia climate, as far as the tree growth indicates, was the same 3,000

}ears ago as it is now. The author assumes that ancient migrations

were due to climatic changes, but proof is not offered. The drying up

of water along caravan routes may have been due, and probably was

due, to deforestation in those regions, and there was no connection in

that respect between Asia and California. An acquaintance with the

history of Egypt, which he cites, makes it plain that the irruptions of

barbarians from the East and the West into that county were due to

the weakening of the Eg3-ptian government—its inability to hold the

hordes in check—and was in no way due to climatic changes (not-

withstanding the bigtrees of California are .supposed to bear withness

to such climatic changes). The outpouring of Mohammedans from

Arabia is cited as another result of climatic change recorded by nar-

row rings in the California trees. There is no more reason for be-

lieving that the Arab movements were due to climatic changes than

that tlie Roman conquest of Gaul was due to such a change, or that

the migrations of the Helvetians, as recorded by Caesar, were due

to such, or the overrunning of England by the Normans, or the

conquests of Tamerlane, or the present day migrations of millions of

Chinese into Mhlaysia, or of Italians to the United States, or of

.\merican farmers to Canada, or the treks of the South African Boers

iu the last century or two.

The author is as unfortunate in his reference to botany as in his

application of arithmetic. He insists that, in order to correctly in-

terpret his grow'th data, we must take '
' account of the fact that all

trees grow faster in youth than in old age." Since when was that

"fact" discovered! and by whom? Somehow, dendrologists seem to

have overlooked it. A suppressed tree in the shade of others (which

is the common lot of most young trees) grows slowly until it gets

its crown up to light, and then makes up for lost time. It may grow

less in its first fifty years than in ten or even five years later. Age

has very little to do with a tree's rate of growth. It is a matter of

environment. What the author lays down as an universal fact, is a

fact only about half of the time; and this must profoundly modify

the value of the charts and curves which he puts forward as proof

cf his theory.

The author is iu agreement with dendrologists in one important

matter, namely, that the growth rings of a tree are a record of

conditions under which it has grown; but he goes too far away in his

search for those conditions. In the case of the California trees, the

.arrow rings which he concludes are records of the famine in the

time of Elijah, or those which show trouble along caravan routes from

India, or those which coincide with the Lybian invasion of Egypt,

the incursions of barbarians into southern Europe, and other events

of the Dark Ages, might very well be credited to local causes, and not

to mysterious influences acting from a distance of 10,000 miles. In

most cases it should not be necessary to go a mile from the trees to

find the causes of slow or rapid growth, and surely not beyond the

confines of California. Some of the influences adequate to produce all

tlie variations in growth noted are, more shade at one time than an-

other; a forest fire; frost out of season; scarcity or superabundance of

jirecipitation; defoliation by caterpillars. As long as known causes

;ne ample to produce the effects, it is unnecessary to claim miracles.

There are many things relating to climate that are little imderstood.

The sun's heat, of course, produces all climate; but winds, ocean

currents and even the works of men, modify results. We do not know

v.hat effect, if any, is due to the shifting of the magnetic pole, the

jirecession of the equinoxes, or other astronomical phenomena; but

we do know that any change in climate due to such causes comes about

with such exceeding slowness that the whole life of the oldest tree

in California would not amount to one pendulum swing of the clock

of time; and it would be impossible for yearly growth rings to record

changes so long in coming and going.

When it comes to realizing on cut-over land for agricultural pur-

poses it is well to remember that the place where good hardwoods

grow is where the farmer will have the best show.

A laborer out in the hardwood yard can cut off the defective ends

of boards with a, buck saw, but there is a suspicion that maybe some

of the portable power sawing rigs would be better.

A real estate agent selling a new house with hardwood floors and

trim can give even a lumberman new ideas on the points of value

and merit in the class of iuterior woodwork. It wouldn 't be a bad

idea for the hardwood folks to listen to some of these songs of the

house selling agent to get boosting material.

It is really cheaper to keep a lumber yard clean and the piles in

good shape than to let it go sloppy—and then think how much better

the owner can rest nights when the weather is hot and dry and a
spark would make a wipe-out.

There are perhaps several things needed to make secure an unin-

terrupted industrial prosperity, not the least among which is some
method for settling or preventing strikes.
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The Evolution of the Band Saw
The remarkable ilevelopment iu industrial operations in this

country is due to various factors. While we have always had an
excellent local demand, and an unsurpassed supply of raw material,
probably the chief factor bearing on th« ultimate result has been
the ingenuity of the manufacturers of various

kinds of machinery used in industrial enter-

prises. This is true in ail lines, including

the manufacture of lumber. When one con-

siders the tremendous amount of timber which
has been turned into lumber of various sorts

in the last fifty years in this country, it is

.^lard to conjecture as to how much could have
been done had not the modern band mill been
developed. The original band sa%™iill was in-

deed a crude aflEair, and while it offered a

marked improvement over the type of mill

used prior to its invention, it was iu itself,

as compared to the modern machine, a mere
plaything.

The evolution of the sawmill in lumber
manufacture has been talked about quite con-

siderably, and Hardwood Secokd takes this

occasion to offer three illustrations showing
the types of sawmills as manufactured by one
standard sawmill concern, showing the de-

velopment from one period to another.

Between 1875 and 18S0 several attempts
were made by different concerns in the United
States to build a mill on which logs could

be sawed with a band or ribbon saw in place

of the circular saw in use up to that date. One ™- ''^^^"^S".^^^^^^^ "'""

of the first successful band mills made is sho^Yn iu the second picture
in this connection, and it can be seen that this mill was very crude,
it being constructed almost entirely of wood, including the wheels!
which ivere all wood, except the cast iron centerflange hub. In spite

of its crudity this mill clearly demonstrated
the practicability of band-sawing timber.
The Sinker-Davis Company of Indianapolis

is responsible fo^' the design and construction
of this mill, and immediately upon completing
the first one orders were received for quite
a number more, which were used in different

jiarts of the country, but particularly in

ludiana and Tennessee.

Realizing the impossibility of keeping the
.'jaws in good alignment because of the ex-

])ansion and contraction of the wooden frame,
and the inability to make it absolutely rigid

with wood, this company then designed a more
suitable mill with cast iron base plate and
cast iron columns, and also made the wheels
of cast iron with wooden rims. The popu-
larity of this style of mill was immediately
apparent, but it had not been in operation
\ery long when it was proven that because
of its lightness it offered the same faults as

did the old wooden mill.

The third t.ype of mill shown is what used
to be known years ago as the Gold Dust band
mill made by the same company. This is the
type of mill which was patented in the fall of
1'884, and while it was of iron construction

THE ORIGINAL, TYPE OF BAND MILL, SHOWING CRUDK L'HAK-
ACTER OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

nJ.L' l.' A iUUMlSE\r KIKM THlKTi; YEAKS AGO.
SEVERAL OF THIS TYPE ARE STILL IN USE
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throughout the framework aud heavier parts, the iron wheels were

built with wooden rims, or i]on wlieels with copper covering, as up to

this time it was thought impossible to run a steel band saw on steel

wheels, and all band sawmill makers built their mills either with iron

centers and wooden rims, or built a east iron wheel with rim of soft

metal such as copper.

About this time the Sinker-Davis Company shipped several Gold

Dust band mills to Pennsylvania in the Williamsport section. These

mills were equipped with iron wheels with a copper covering riv-

eted to the rims. It so happened that on starting up one of

these mills at Williamsport the millwright who had charge of

erection was unable to keep the copper covering on the wheel on

account of the tremendous speed with which it revolved. The

copper sheeting was simply lifted by the centrifugal force. He
wired to the head office for instructions, and those in charge were

in a quandary for a while as the successful operation of several

equipments was in question, and the success or failure meant a

very material sum of money. Finally the millwright was wired to

run his saws directly on the steel rims of the wheels, and in a

short time the reply came back, also by wire, that he had made

tlie experiment suggested and the saws were working splendidly.

This was the first time on record that a steel saw was run

directly on the steel or iron face wheel, and it was the beginning

of the manufacture of complete iron or steel wheels for band saws.

The idea was not patented at the time, and was immediately taken

up by other sawmill manufacturers, and has been the standard

type of band saw construction ever since. In spite of the com-

parative crudity of the second type of mUl, there are a great many
of them still operating throughout the country. There is one of

the old Gold Dust patterns still in operation at Memphis, Tenn.,

which is sawing 50,000 feet of first-class lumber every day.

The first style of mill shown is the last word in sawmill construc-

tion and represents the modern standard of band saw equipment now

employed by the leading lumber manufacturers in the country. This

is the Hoosier mill made by the Sinker-Davis Company.

Thus the process of evolution originating with the wooden con-

struction and wooden wheels has changed so as to embody steel

and cast iron construction throughout with quick action, unbreak-

able parts, various devices for quick adjustment, and the quick

handling of lumber from the saw as it comes from the log.

Wood Finish for Automohiles

There is an unmistakable tendency on the part of manufacturers of

automobiles in the higher grade l^ncs of domestic and foreign manu-

facture to use natural wood finish for car interiors. According to a

writer in the Carriage Monthly many of the foreign cars show rich

inlaid designs with mahogany prevailing.

All natural wood finishing must be based primarily for the highest

degree of excellence upon a very expert and discriminating selection

of wood. There is a sharp contrast between the various varieties of

mahogany so that while it apparently is an easy matter to make

the proper choice of the variety that would look best in the auto-

mobile, it is in reality rather difficult. The various species of

mahogany sold on the general market vary in color from a deep

cherry red tone to a pale yellowish tone. Some of the latter in

automobile works would prove disappointing when finished if arti-

ficial coloring were not used. Although the grain of mahogany as

a rule is only moderately coarse, a stain filler will be necessary to

develop and bring out the finest quality of the wood unless a very

light mahogany is desired. In automobile panel work, what carriage

makers call feathered mahogany seems to be popular. In the absence

of this physical characteristic in the wood itself, an imitation may be

resorted to. This imitation is accompbshed with stains applied with

a camel's hair brush, going over the surface to bring out the

'
' feather '

' of the real wood.

Mahogany is a wood that requires a very thorough filling, and the

filler, of course, should be stained to meet the requirements of the

individual. The wood finishes up in a splendid fashion, is susceptible

of a high polish, and in the refinement of automobile interiors, it

imparts an unusual elegance.

American oak is finding a very important place in automobile

interior work. Quartered oak particularly enjoys a mde popularity

in this class of manufacture. Oak is used in automobile work a great

deal in comparison with plainer woods, the result being highly satis-

factory. On account of its grain, it should be filled with a paste

filler, after which it may be brought up and finished in a number of

ways by polishing, or with a duU finish. There are various styles of

finishes, such as autique, weathered, golden oak, English finish, etc.

The use of black walnut in some of the cars exhibited at foreign

shows this year calls attention to the aristocratic and luxurious char-

acter of this excellent wood. Burl walnut and plain lumber and

veneer are used and both are proving very attractive for the highest

type of automobile interior work.

Hard maple and bird's-eye maple occupy a prominent position

among the American woods in interior decoration for automobiles. As

a general thing white shellac and pale varnishes should be used iu

bringing out the best color in this work.

Eosewood, while rather obsolete, offers an attractive looking wood
with an alluring color and, while imitations are plentiful through

over-graining stains applied to cheaper woods, the genuine cannot

ije mistaken.

Black birch is a comparatively recently popularized wood used by

automobile manufacturers on account of its ornamental possibilities.

It is fine grained and takes an excellent polish and easily adapts

itself to aU kinds of stain. In its natural color it compares to

cherry and it can also be effectively stained in imitation of black

walnut or mahogany. By a manipulation of stains, a close imitation

of feathered mahoganj- is obtained, and for this purpose the wood

is prized. Cherry and qu'arter-sawed beech are also commanding
attention for modern automobile construction.

It is plain that the inlay work of interiors must have some sure

protection during the staining and filling process unless, as in the

case of Pullman car construction, satinwood is used exclusively for

the inlay and marquetry. Satinwood, as is well known, has no grain

for the stain and filler to take effect in .and after these mediums

have been applied the work of cleaning the inlay consists simply of

using p. very fine sandpaper and a little benzine. When woods other

than satinwood are employed for inlay or marquetry, the ornamental

parts are protected with a glue coating applied with a striping pencil.

When this process is used, inlaid surfaces may be stained and finished

quite up to Hie standard of the best finished productions.

Tlie most pleasing echo from that Japanese incident comes in the

form of a government r<'port showing that last year was a record

breaker in our trade witli Japan, the total commerce going above

the half billion mark, witli the balance decidedly iu favor of Japan.

Now lets stop talking war.

Puzzle question—did the railroads really expect to get that increase

in freight rates, or was it a farsighted policy of preventing successful

pleas for further reductions?

And the government tried to bust a lumber trust but struck a knot.

Students of transportation believe that if our railroads would

work in harmony with instead of against waterway transportation,

the results would be much better for the public. That 's good logic,

but it IS a whole lot easier to believe in it than it is to bring it about.

Dry lumber costs less for freight and is better liked by the con-

sumer than green stock, but when the market is good there is a temp-

tation to hustle stock to the market instead of waiting for it to air-

dry. Why not more drv-kilns for hardwood?
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
witii any of the inquirers listed in thiis section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the iVIaii Bag Department, iHARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-

addressed stamped envelope.

B 497

—

Seeks Oak and Gmn Dimension
Benton Harbor, Micb., June 30.—Editor Habdwood Record : We have

a special contract which will take small piece stock in oal£ and gum.
We shall be pleased to have you advise us as soon as possible of any
lumber company that will be able to furnish us shorts in these woods.

Company.

The above inquirer is a leading furniture house which has been

supplied with a brief list of oak and gum dimension manufacturers.

Any others interested can have the inquiry on application.

—

Editor.

B 498

—

Seeks List of Canadian Consumers and Exporters

Algood, Tenn.. June 1!S.—Elditor Hardwood Record : Can you supply

us with a list of wholesale hardwood consumers in the Dominion of

Canada ? We would also like to have a dozen names of good export con-

cerns that are thoroughly reliable tinancially and that you can recom-

mend to be good men to handle our foreign trade.

Lumber Company.

The above inquirer lias been supplied with a complete list of whole-

sale hardwood consumers in Canada, and a brief list of reliable

American exporters. Any others interested in the inquiry can have

the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 499—Seeks Curly Maple Logs
Brooklyn. N. Y., June 24.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have a

customer in Austria, Europe, who is in the market for curly maple
logs. Will you kindly put us in touch with such people as may be able

to supply the above stocks,

This inquirer has been supplied with a list of possible sources of

supply of curly maple logs. Any others interested can have the

address on application.

—

Editor.

B 500

—

Wants to Sell Boxwood
New York, June 23.—Editor Hardwood Recokd : We expect in a few

days a visit from W. G. M. Edwards of the firm of Edwards & Sons.

Constantinople, Turkey, who is coming to this country to extend the

connections of his firm with American concerns. He is particularly

interested in the marketing of boxwood, and would like to be put in

touch with American buyers.

The above correspondent has been supplied with a brief list of

American buyers of boxwood. Any others interested can have the

address on application.

—

Editor.

B 501

—

Concerning Hardwood Rules

Columbus, O., June 30.—Editor Hardwood Record ; In your recent

editorial on the subject of inspection rules, you are wrong in the assump-

tion that "1905" National hardwood inspection rules are obsolete. I

have secured several copies published by the New York City Lumber
Exchange as "Northern Hardwood Rules." I believe that more hard-

woods are loaded out in West Virginia under these rules than all others.

B 502

—

A Business Opportunity-

Cleveland, O., June 23. 1913.—Editor Hardwood Record : The writer

is interested in a prosperous concern manufacturing store and saloon

woodwork, bars and bar fixtures, coolers, work-boards, and brass goods

used in this line. This is an old established business, having been

started many years ago and having been built up from nothing to a most

satisfactory condition. The owner died recently and, in the absence of

anyone directly connected with him competent to run it. it has been

decided to dispose of it as a going concern. This offers a mighty good

opportunity for some strong concern or individual to come to this city

and get a line on a favorable basis. It is already so well established

that it undoubtedly could be built up to large proportions. We would

be pleased to hear from anyone interested in the proposition.

B 503

—

Seeks Connection with Exporters of Gitm Logs

Macon, Ga.. June 10.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have a party

who is interested in getting in touch with exporters of gum logs. Will

you kindly give us a list of exporters of this class of material?

Company.

The above inquirer has been supplied with the names of a few

exporters of gum. Anyone interested in communicating with this

correspondent direct, can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 504

—

Wants Information Kegarding Veneer Operations
Wells, N. Y.. July 3.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you give us

the name of any published work in book form which covers the different
operations in the manufacture of veneers'- We do not refer to govern-
ment reports or statistics.
We have advised our correspondent that as far as we know there

is no published work in book form covering the different operations

in the manufacture of veneers.

—

Editor.

<y.Hy.v/.>aa:;.W^Xvk';;tm.iWi;';5l'';iU*mi;i^^

Clubs and Associations

St. Louis Exchange in Monthly Meeting

The meeting -of the Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis, held on
.rune 18 at a popular summer garden in the West End, was a success in
every way. It was shown by the report of Secretary George McBlair,
which was read and which was really the only matter of business that
came up, that there had been about 700.000 feet of lumber inspected in
May. in comparison with a very small amount inspected during the months
of January and February. The report also showed that the Exchange at
the present time was in a better condition in every way than ever before.

It showed quite an increase in membership also.

Meeting of Quartered Oak Veneer Manufacturers

A meeting of the Quartered Oak Veneer Association of the United States
was held at the Denison jHotel, Indianapolis. Ind.. on June 24, D. E.

Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills presiding in the absence of the presi-

dent and vice-president. Meetings are held three times a year. A dinner
preceded the meeting. Representatives of thirteen veneer plants were
present. They reported the total amount of 1/20-inch quarter oak veneer
in their warehouses is 4.23,^5.000 feet, as against 2,255.000 at the January
meeting. Business was reported excellent during the last six months, but
slackening up at the present time. There was some discussion of employ-

ing Mr. Roche, now employed by the Rotary Veneer Club, to visit manu-
facturers in an effort to get them together in the way of prices and main-
taining prices. The matter was left to the executive committee, which
will report later. The matter of revising the constitution and by-laws
was left to a committee consisting of Mr. Kline, R. E. Cutsinger of the

William T. Thompson Veneer Company and Plerman J. Barnard of the

Central Veneer Company.
Those present were : D. E. Kline of the Louisville A'eneer Mills, Louis-

ville : U. M. McCracken of the Kentucky Veneer Works. Louisville ; H. C.

.

Hossefous of Dayton, O. : C. C. Boyd of C. C. Boyd & Co., Cincinnati. O.

;

O. JL Pruitt of the American Timber Products Co.. Indianapolis : C. H.
Earnaby of Greencastle, Ind. ; O. il. Mitchell of the Indiana Veneer &
Lumber Company, Indianapolis ; Fred Ashby of the Wabash Veneer Com-
pany, Indianapolis : Herman J. Barnard of the Central Veneer Comp.any,

Indianapolis : R. E. Cutsinger of the William T. Thompson Veneer Com-
pan.v, Indianapolis ; N. F. Owings of the Capitol Veneer Company. Indian-

apolis, and J. D. Maris of the Indianapolis Sawed Veneer Company,
Indianapolis.

New Chamber of Commerce Quarters for Cincinnati

On Wednesday, June 25, began the dedication of the new Chamber of

Commerce quarters of Cincinnati, which lasted for three days. The
quarters are located in the famous Union Central Life Insurance building,

which, not considering New York, is the tallest office building in the world.

It measures 535 feet from the basement to the top of the tower. The
Chamber of Commerce occupies the second and third floors.

The Chamber of Commerce of Cincinnati is an historical institution.

It was organized October 22. 1839, when Cincinnati had a population of

about 40.000. It was continued successfully for seven years and in 1846

took over the Merchants' Exchange, which organization, like the Chamber
of Commerce, was organized by the Young Men's Mercantile Library Asso-

ciation, which was composed of the live wires of the town at that time.

Since the amalgamation of these two organizations as the Chamber of

Commerce, that organization has grown into a powerful and useful insti-

tution in the city from a business standpoint. It has effected numerous

important improvements of various kinds having direct bearing on the

development of Cincinnati.

In 1882 the Chamber of Commerce purchased the plot at the corner of

Fourth and Walnut streets and erected a magnificent granite building, the

total cost of the building and lot being $850,000. This building was totally

destroyed by fire in 1911 and the Chamber of Commerce immediately took

up temporary quarters in the Burnett house. It recently moved into

larger quarters at Sixth and Vine streets, pending the acquisition of its

quarters in the Union Central Life building, which has Just been completed.

New York Hoo-Hoo Holds Concatenation at Coney Island

.\bout thirty full-grown cats made the trip to Reisenweber's Casino,

Coney Island, on June 26, when about twenty kittens were made regular

cats in accordance with the rules of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo.

The concatenation was the first held in New York for several years and

was conducted by Vicegerent E. H. Lewis, who was roundly applauded
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for the general excellence :ind success of the affair. The Supreme Nine

was represented by Supreme Gurdon George J. Michelsen of Rochester.

The ceremonies- were conducted by the following: Snark, E. H. Lewis;

Senior Hoo-Hoo, W. K. Fisher ; Junior IIoo-IIoo, C. W. Jennings ; Bojum,
J. A. Lacy ; Scrivenotcr. A. R. Carr ; Custocatian, W. L. Zimpone

;

Gurdon. >I. M. Ansly : Arcanoper, C. F. Fischer, and Jabberwock,

G. J. McDonald.

Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers to Meet July 22

The annual meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation will be held at the Pontchartrain hotel, Detroit, Tuesday, July 22.

At this meeting various matters outside of the regular subjects will be dis-

cussed, such as new conditions, readjustment of products, election of

officers and directors. The re.^ular subjects will be stocks of hardwoods,

hemlock and lath, report of market conditions committee, reporting of

various standing committees and report of the forest lire protective

department.

Box Makers Planning Convention

Tlie National Association of Box Manufacturers, through its manager.

Henry B. Maxwell of Chicago, has mailed to all its members prospectuses

of two proposed triiis contingent upon the next annual meeting of the

association, to be held in August. The membership will vote on two

programs, one of which w-iU include a trip to Niagara Falls, the conven-

tion to be held at that place, with headquarters at the International hotel.

The alternative is a boat trip on the steamship North American, which

has just made its maiden voyage on the Great Lakes. This trip will cover

a week and is 2.200 miles long. The boat leaves Chicago and stops at

various points on Lakes Michigan. Superior and Huron, and also Georgian

Bay. Definite plans are held up pending the vote of the membership.

Hemlock and Hardwood for May
The Nonhf-rn Ilemlnrk & Hardwood Manufaclurfrs' Association's report

and summary for May. 1013. issued by I!. S. Kellogg, secretary, shows that

production for that month was ten per cent greater than in April, due to

tile continued cutting of the winter's supply of hardwoods and the sawing

of a full run of hemlock by many firms. An active demand for lumber,

however, caused an increase of forty-four per cent in shipments of hemlock

and of thirty-six per cent in shipments of hardwood in May compared

with the preceding month, and necessitated the movement of much partially

dry stock.

The summary of reports for the last twelve months shows that during

thif- period hi-mlock shipments have exceeded the ent hy twenty-seven per

cent and that hardwood shipments have gone heynnd pro<luction by six

per cent. Shipments of hemlock and hardwoods combined have exceeded

production liy eighteen per cent since June 1, 1912. Reports from seventy

firms give these totals for May :

Sawed. Shipped.
Firms. M ft. Firms. M ft.

Hemlock 51 43..'i.'is (;2 47.0:!i;

Ash *,! 74.S l.s lUC.

Basswood 43 4.RS0 .)(; a,.-,S4

Beech n 12!> 1

Birch 40 S.312 42 7..".oi!

Klra 40 .'i.i:!! :f2 2.:!<;:!

Maple 30 7.S.3K 32 7,1 7.i

Oak 22 n4<; 12 32(1

Mixed 19 11,430 12 2.5G0

All hardwoods 37,123 23.02S

Total hemlock and hardwoods 80,481 70,064

New Committees National Hardwood Lumber Association

rresidint Charles 11. Ilarna!)y of the .National Hardwood Lumber .\sso-

ciation announces the following committees for the ensuing year :

lOXErrTiVF Committee—Charles H. Barnaby. Greencastle. Ind., chair-

man ; E. V. Babcock. rittsburgb. Pa. : C. A. Goodman. Jlarinette. Wis.

;

Earl Palmer. Paducah. Ky. ; Oliver n. Agler. Chicago. 111.
.

iN.srECTiox RfLEs CoM.MiTTEE—J. M. I'ritchard, .Memphis. Tenn.. cnaii-

"teiois Expire ix 1014—P. Moore. New York City. N. Y. : J. M. Card.

Chattanooga, Tenn, : Hugh McLean, Buffalo. N. Y. : AV. E. Chamberlin.

''tirms' Expire in 1015—J. W, McChire, Memphis. Tenn. : C. R. Mengel.

I.<Miisville Kv. : A. R. Owen. Owen. Wis. : D. H. Day. Glen Haven, Mich.

tAms Expire ix lOlfi—J. M. Pritchard. ilemphis. Tenn.: J. L. Benas.

St. Louis. Mo.; Robert Vestal. T"roiito. (int.: E. I.. Edwards. Dayton. U.

The newly appointed members of this committee are Robert Vestal,

Toronto, Ont.. and Patrick Moore, New York City, N. Y.

Si'Ec-m CiiUMiTTEE ox OVERWEIGHT CLAIMS—James E. Stark, iteinphis,

Tenn., chairman ; L. L. Skillman, Grand Rapids, Mich. ; D. V. Clark.

Miiine.apolis. Minn. „..,,,. « i. •

•I'KvxspoRTVTiox COMMITTEE- -Emil Guenthcr. Philadelphia. Pa., chair-

man '
J. C. West. Parkersburg, W. Va.. Ed. L. Davis. Louisville. K.v.

FORESTUV Committee—John M. W'oods. Boston. Mass.. chairman
: S. 1..

Anderson. Memphis. Tenn. : Sam Burkbolder, Crawfordsville. ln( .

WATERWAYS Co>tM.TTEE—Ed. T. Miller. Macland. a., chairman;

Thomas JleFarland. Cairo, III.; W. H. Russe. Memphis. I .nn. : .1 l.rtw

Crusel. New Orleans. La.

Carriage Builders to Meet in October

The Carriage Builders' National Association aniiuunccs that it 'will

hold its forty-first annual meeting at St. Louis. Mo., during the week

corameiicing Oct. 12, 1913. At the same time and place the annual

exhibition of parts of vehicles, automobiles, models, materials, etc.,

pertaining to carriage, wagon, automobile and accessory industries

will be held. The coliseum at St. Louis, an excellent building for

such purposes, will contain the exhibitions. This building is large

enough to aernmiuodale all those who wish to exhibit their products.

•

>t:Mait<ima51iTOJt:>!gtim3KgtaWMgiMt^

Wkh the Trade

Big New Mill for Michigan
The first log was sawed on the fine new mill of the Marshall Butters

Lumber Company at L'Anse, Mich., the latter part of last month. The
.Marshall Butters mill is located in the upper peninsula of Michigan, and

is said to be the finest and largest of the many fine mills in that famous

lumber producing section. The entire plant, which will htive a daily

capacity of about 200,000 feet, is equipped with the^ usual sawmill equip-

ment and in addition with a shingle and lath mill equipment. The saw-

mill consists of two eight-foot band saws, an eight-foot vertical band

resaw, two double edgers and an automatic trimmer. The design and
construction of the mill are modern and well thought out in every par-

ticular and include a complete sprinkling outfit.

The new mill is located on L'Anse bay, near the mouth of I-'ail river.

This location gives it unusual facilities for the handling of lumber.

The company already has in operation some six miles of railroad into

the timber, and several locomotives and a large number of logging cars

are ready for service. The construction of the new Marshall Butters mill

means a great deal for the town of L'Anse.

Change in Name
The Swann-Day Lumber Company. Clay City. Ky., has been reorganized

as the Day Lumber & Coal Company, with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

Among other properties that the company takes over in the eastern Ken-

tucky territory arc the holdings of the Swann-Day Lumber Company and

Floyd-Day & Co., Including its sawmills, planing mill.s. stave plants,

numerous mercantile establishments, railroads, timber and coal lands.

The oflicers and directors of the new company are : Floyd Day, J. C. M.
Day, C. M. Clark, L. I.X)ving and A. H. Davis.

Both the general and sales offices will be located at Clay City, Ky.

This is one of the most important reorganizations in hardwood lumber

affairs that has occurred for some time, and it puts the entire Day and
allied interests In one comprehensive, well-organized institution.

New Hardwood Mill in Texas
A. von Ree is constnicling a large new hardwood mill in Palestine, Tex.

The work has not yet been completed as unforeseen delays were experi-

enced. It is announced, however, that the plant will be ready for opera-

tion within three or four weeks. It will be one of the finest hardwood
plants in the South when completed.

New Veneer Concern in Memphis
.i new $100,000 veneer plant will shortly be constructed at Memphis.

It is planned to start work on the new structure within a few days. The
style of the concern operating it is Nickey Brothers & Bass. It is hoped
that active operations will be in progress by the first of November,

/

Log Salvage Company Formed
Cincinnati and Kentucky interests ar./ liie organizers of a new concern,

the principal object of which will be to salvage logs for Kentucky River
mill owners. The style of the new concern is the Kentucky Ix)g Company,
It was organized at Cincinnati with a capital stock of .$30,000. It will

catch drifting logs on the Kentucky and Ohio rivers during the spring
freshets, and in addition will put Into operation new ideas of economy In

logging and sawmllling In the hardwood business of that territory. It

is planned to erect a series of booms along the river for the purpose of

checking logs which come out with the spring freshets. In addition

cheaper and safer facilities for bringing in logs from the timber will be

employed.

The Mowbray & Robinson Company and Lcland G. Banning of Cin-

cinnati, and the Bellpoint Lumber Company of Bellpoint. Ky,, have sub-

scribed to the entire stock, although the two former concerns own the

large majority of it.

The headquarters will he maintained at Cincinnati, and the officers will

he: A. E. Hart of T.eland'G. Banning, president ami treasurer, and
E. O. Robinson, socret.-ivy.

Seventy-One Years in the 'Wagon Business

Monday. July 1, was the seventy-first anniversary of George Yule as an
employe of the Bain Wagon Company. Kenosha, Wis. Jlr. Yale first secured
work with Henry Mitchell, pioneer wagon maker, at Soutbport, scvent.v-

one years ago. When the Mitchell & Quarles Company was taken over
by the late Edward Bain in 1852 young Yule became superintendent of

the plant. In those days wagons were built entirely liy hand and the
factory output was very small. After thirty years as superintendent, in

1.SS2, the company was incorporated as the Bain Wagon Company. Mr.
Yule was elected vice-president and continued in the capacity of general
superintendent. In 1890, with a record of fifty years of continued suicess,

Mr. Yule was elected ^jresidcnt of tlie company. Later on the heirs of

the late Edward Bain retired from the firm and Mr. Ynle became not only
president but principal owner. 1'oday, although nearly eighty-nine years
of age, Mr. Y'ule has no Intention of retiring from active work at the
head of the company. He has probably the most unique record of any
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man in a responsible position with any big manufacturing concern in tlie

country. The plant is one of the great wagon making concerns In the

country and has an annual capacity of thousands of wagons as compared

with a few wagons of sixty years ago.

R. J. Darnell, Inc., to Build at Batesville, Tenn.

Much regret has been occasioned in lumber circles in Memphis by the

announcement of the decision on the part of R. J. Darnell. Inc.. to rebuild

its double band mill at Batesville, Miss., instead of at Memphis. This mill

was burned about a fortnight ago, together with the veneer machines
operated by the firm. It is proposed to re-establish the veneer machines

at Memphis and to operate about a dozen of these. There is also a

strong probability that a single band mill may be built at Memphis by
this firm. The main plant, however, will be established at Batesville,

where the company has its most extensive timberland holdings. It is

regarded as cheaper to build the mill at Batesville, near the base of timber

supply, than to rebuild at Memphis and transport the timber to this point.

Batesville is the northern terminus of the Batesville & Southwestern rail-

road, which is owned by R. J. Darnell. Inc.. and which is now nearing

completion. This road will be used to facilitate the development of timber

on the land owned by the firm in that section. Mr. Darnell said recently

that he was making arrangements for the rebuilding of the mill at Bates-

ville and that work would begin as soon as possible. R. J. Darnell, Inc.,

also operates two mills at Leland, Miss., and these are being used to fill

the orders of the firm as far as possible while the burned plants are being

rebuilt.

New Mills in West Virginia

Sawmill construction is being quite natively prosecuted in sections of

West Virginia. According to information received the Spice Run
Lumber Company, at Spice Run. on the Greenbrier branch of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio railroad, is completing the construction of a nine-foot band
saw of a capacity of about 50,000 feet a day, and will have a plant in

operation within about thirty days. The company owns 9.000 acres of

timberland, most of it hardwoods, with about twenty per cent hemlock.

Another mill is being erected by the Modoc Lumber Company, of which
Mr. Wise is practically the sole owner. The plant is located at Clover

Lick, in Pocahontas county, and will consist of a six-foot band, with the

necessary appurtenances. Operations will bo commenced in about a month.
Still another plant is going up on a tract of about 1.700 acres of hard-

wood timber purchased from the Eerwyn-White Company and located

along the Meadow river. The plant is being erected at the town of

Spriugdale by the Hutchinson Lumber Company of Huntington, W. Va.,

alongside the railroad built by the Meadow River Lumber Company. This

plant will consist of a seven-foot band saw. and work on it is progressing

rapidly, though hardly more than the foundation; is up so far.

Givens-Wells
James M. Wells, now with the American Hardwood Lumber Company.

St. Louis, Mo., was married on Monday afternoon, June 30. to iliss

Elizabeth Kathr.vn Givens of Nashville. Tenn. The ceremony took place

at Miss Givens' home in Xashville. and was witnessed only by intimate

friends and relatives of the bride and groom. Rev. S. E. Tull, pastor of

the First Baptist Church, officiated.

The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Givens of Nashville,

and she and her family have lived in that city for several years.

Jlr. Wells was originally connected with the Tallahatchie Lumber Com-
pany of Philipps. Miss., and later with the Lucas Land & Lumber Com-
pany of Paducah, Ky. He severed his connection with the last named
concern some time ago and has since been with the American Hardwood
Lumber Company.

The bride and groom are now on a wedding trip to western points, and
will be at home at H.jS.j Etzell avenue. St. Louis, after July 10.

Pertinent Information

Bough and Finished Lumber Under Different Classifications

The Interstate Commerce Commission recently decided in favor of

the Eastern Wheel Manufacturers' Association as against the Ala-
bama & Vicksburg Railway m a suit involving classiflcation." In its

decision the commission suggested that the classifications of forest

products by the railroads could very justly be changed to insure

greater uniformity and, in order further, to establish the relative

rates on various classifications of forest products to each other. The
opinion stated that the rating of rough and finished products of the

forest under the present methods does not offer an eciuitable basis

and should be changed for a more logical classiflcation.

In the case noted, the railroads have charged higher rates on ship-

ments of club-turned spokes than they did on lumber from the same
territory. It was established at the hearing that there is a great
variety of forest products similar to club-turned spokes which are

carried at the lumber rates, and that spoke manufacturers compete
with manufacturers of lumber and of other products carried at the

same rate in the purchase of stumpage. It was further brought out

in the testimony that lower rates are prevalent in certain southern
territory in which spokes are manufactured on shipments to the

East than are enjoyed by competing manufacturers on the same

lines and in the same territory. It was also shown that east-bound
rates on these products are higher in most cases than are lumber
rates, while on shipments to the W'est they are practically the same.
The spoke manufacturers maintain that because of saving in freight
to the consumers and loss of tonnage to the carrier because of the
reduced weight of club-turned spokes as compared to spokes in.

billet form, increasing the rate on the spokes would not be justified.

The decision of the commission charged that it is unjust and a direct
discrimination to charge a higher rate on club-turned spokes than on
various other wooden articles more or less finished in character,
which now move at the same rate as lumber. The commission's
decision also suggested that there is too great a lack of uniformity
in the publication of rates on spokes and that this condition should
be remedied.

Specifically, the decision provides that after and including Sept.
15, 1913, all club-turned spokes shall not take a higher rate than
oak and hickory lumber. Tbe decision is qualified, however, with
the suggestion that the carriers have the privilege of submitting re-
classification of ^ood products in conformity to the commission's
suggestion and that in case such a re-classiflcation is submitted, the
commission will reconsider the original petition.

The commission makes specific suggestions relative to a re-
classification of forest products which, if they went into effect, would
have a tremendously important bearing on lumber shipments through-
out the country. The suggestions state that rough lumber and fin-

ished products should not be given the same rating but that the
differentiation must be based on correct principles of classification.
To arrive at this proper classiflcation. it is suggested that publicity
be given by the three classification committees of a uniform lumber
list to be divided into three or more classes. The first should include
rough lumber and the succeeding classes to include wood articles
in their various stages of manufacture. The opinion further suggests
that a fixed and proper rate relationship should be established between
the manufactured articles and the rough lumber from which they
are made. Also, publication of lumber rates in commodity tariffs

should under this arrangement automatically fix the rates on lumber
products at the proper differentials.

Imports and Exports of 'Wood for May
The figures which follow represent the imports and exports of wood and

the manufactures thereof for May, 1913, and arc supplied by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce :

Imports : Briar root or briarwood, and ivy or laurel roots. .$10,437 ;

cedar, 1,076,000 feet: mahogany, 7,861,000 feet: other cabinet woods,
$180,935 : logs and round timbers, 23,776,000 : pulpwood, 90,867 cords

;

rattan and reeds, $84,608 : sawed lumber, 110,060.000 feet : laths 53.029,-

000 : shingles. 9S.135.000 : all other, $66,605 : thair cane or reed, $57,147 ;

furniture, $52.910 : woodpulp, 83,853.465 pounds.
Exports of UinJlKT: Cypress. 1.973.000 feet: fir. 71.983.000: gum,

8,869.000: oak. 2S. 7.59.000 : white pine, 6,337,000: yellow pine. 94.393.000;
all other pine. 23,000,000; yellow poplar, 3,697,000; redwood 1.253.000:
spruce. 4.413.000 : all other, 18,091,000. Total lumber. 263.014.000 feet

;

joist and scantling. 2.239.000 feet ; railroad ties. 671.200 ; shingles;

6,835.000 : box shooks, 1.327,384 : other shooks, 228.093 : staves. 8.799.513 :

heading. $28,965 ; all other, $303,733 ; doors, sash and blinds. $164,392 ;

furniture, $614,763 : empty barrels, $33,558 : Incubatoi's and brooders,

$14,328 ; house trimnnngs, $77,811 : woodenware, $64,132 ; woodpulp,
$71,992; all other manufactures of wood. $718,423. Total wood manu-
factures, $11,902,580.

Government 'Will Not Purchase Pisgah Forest

The Forest Service at Washington, acting under the Weeks' Law.
recently mad'? a thorough examination of Pisgah Forest. North Carolina,

owned by Cieorge W. Vanderbilt of Biltmore. N. C. with the idea of

purchasing it if available for the Appalachian National Forest. The
service announces as a result of the examination that it does not deem
Pisgah Forest a desirable purchase and hence the negotiations are off.

While no specific reason was given in the report, it is believed that Mr.

\'anderbilt asked too high a price to make the purchase feasible. It is

probable also that a contract recently entered into by 5Ir. Vanderl)ilt with

a certain lumber company, providing that it may cut certain timber within

a certain period, was another factor which influenced the minds of ihe

government experts.

Wisconsin's Free Employment Offices

A bulletin recently issued by the Wisconsin Free Employment Offices

gives an account of the progress made in that state in bringing employers

and laborers together. During nine years the officers have assisted

142.400 persons to find employment. It is not claimed that this success

is very great, but it is fairly satisfactory when difficulties and drawbacks

are considered. Private employment bureaus, which charge for their

services, are very active, and many laborers, particularly of the better

sort, patronize them because the public oflices look like charitable insti-

tutions and there is prejudice against them. The free bureaus promise no

jobs. Their purpose is to bring prospective employers and employes

together and leave them to make their own bargains. In other words,

they are simply information bureaus run in the interest of those who
want work and those who want workers. The free bureau is tbe means

of finding employment for 3.000 farm laborers a year.
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The Gould Southwestern Adjudged a Common Carrier

The Gould Southwestern Railroad, an incorporation owning about thirty
miles of main and spur line, the main lining running from the Iron
Mountain at Gould, Ark., to Star City, Ark., has been awarded a favor-
able decision by the Interstate Commerce Commission, which again places
it in the ranks of common carriers. In the early part of 1910 the com-
mission handed down its first opinion, which specified that this road could
not be operated as a common carrier but must be considered as a tap line.

The result of this has been the loss of a very material amount of busi-
ness in freight hauling and as well has entirely retarded development along
Its right of way. The case has strung along for the last four years with-
out any satisfactory conclusion until the recent decision, which was for-

mally submitted to the railroad the latter part of June. As stated, the
company can now operate as a common carrier, and hence the opportu-
nities for development of various kinds along its right of way will be fully
exploited.

New System of Assemljling Logs in Wisconsin

Representatives of cities in northern Wisconsin and lumber companies
of those cities have succeeded iu their fight against the Tomkins bill,

which provided for the assessment of logs wherever they were on May 1

of each .vear. The new bill, which has now become a law, provides that
logs in transit are to be considered already at the mill for the purpose of
taxation. The original method was to tax the logs cut, in the cities

where they were to be manufactured into lumber. The Tomkins bill

provided to tax the logs wherever located on May 1. The new bill pro-
vides for taxing cut logs at places where they are cut. provided they are
not ready for shipment, after n-hich time they are considered at the mills
and are taxed in the town of their destination. If the Tomkins hill had
remained in force many cities such as Marinette, Peshtigo, Oconto, etc.,

would have lost thousands of dollars yearly from their taxes. The substi-
tute, while not providing for the bringing of the entire tax. as heretofore,
to the city of destination of the logs, is a great improvement and will not
make such a severe loss for these cities.

Proposes to Pool Cars

The American Railway Association, through its car service bureau,
recently made a proposition that, if it goes into effect, should go a long
way toward protecting car owners and preventing car shortages. The
plan is to pool the box cars of the various railroad systems of the country.
It would be organized by the railroads, and the plan would be subject to
regulations aiming toward the highest efficiency of service obtainable.

The plan proposes that instead of the smaller roads grafting on the large
car owners, all the roads of the country will pool together and own the
box cars in common. A further advantage will be that the various rolling
stock will become standardized.

Changes in Wisconsin Compensation Law
The bill providing for new anundimnis to the Wisconsin risk law,

better known as the workmen's compensation act, has been passed and
signed by Governor McGovern. It will go into full effect on September 1.

191.'?, at which time every employer of four or more persons will be
subject to the provisions of the act unless he specifically elects before
that time not to be so subjected. The principle of the act remains the
same, but several important changes in the detail have been made upon
recommendation of the industrial commissiou. The benefits to injured
employes or their dependents remain almost unchanged, the chief excep-
tion being that permanently disabled employes are to he compensated for
a period of six years from the date of injury. The new act abrogates
the defense of contributory negligence. The 1911 act abolished only the
two defenses of assumption of risk and negligence of a fellow servant.
The abrogation of the third defense places Wisconsin upon an economic
equality with several stales whose industries are similar to Wisconsin's.
All three defenses are restored only to those employers whose employes
refuse to accept the act. Provisions of consideralile importance to con-
tractors w-ho are made liable for injuries to employes of sub-contractors
are provided. Special provision is made, however, for the contractor to
protect himself .against losses. Specific provisions for compensation are
made in cases of specific injury, such as the loss of fingers, or parts
thereof, arms, legs, etc. The table of specific compensation is the result
of sciiMitiHe deductions drawn from the wide experience of the industrial
commission in administrating the law since 1911, and will aid in making
ispeedy adjustments under the law. An entirely new section requires all

emplo.vers to carry insurance unless exempted by the industrial commis-
sion. These exemptions may be secured from the commission by filing
satisfactory evidence that the employer is flnancially able to carry his
own risk. This applies, after September 1. to those under the act not
carrying insurance on .Tunc ."JO. Before September 1, when every em-
plo.ver comes \inder the act unless notifying to the contrary, evidence must
be filed so that when the law goes into effect the commission can have
issued or declined permission to employers to carry their own risks.

Other new provisions include one under which employes may secure com-
pensation on account of time lost through infection not due to the neglect
of workmen. Another original provision provides compensation in cases
of serious disfigurement. Still another reduces compensation on account
of old age. on the assumption that employes over sixty years old have
fewer persons dependent upon them. This provision also is designed to

prevent discrimination against aged workmen. Another provision reduces

compensation on account of intoxication of employes and increases it in

eases where the emplo.ver has neglected providing proper safeguards

against accidents.

The provision under which employers automatically will come under the

law unless they elect to the contrary will affect approximately 2,000

employers in the state, 1,500 employers having already come under the

law. Practically every lumber manufacturing and woodworking company
in the state has come under the act. Among the more recent firms to

file their acceptance are the Buckstaff Company, Oshkosh, employing from
200 to 230 persons : the Conway Veneered Door & Mantel Company,
Milwaukee, 12.5 employes, and the Marinette-Green Bay Manufacturing
Company, Green Ba.v. 20 employes.

Chairman C. H. Crownhart, of the state industrial commission, reports

that during the twent.v-one months that the law has been in operation

claims numbering 3,491 have been settled at $197,472.50. There were
3.418 claims filed by individuals against private persons, firms and corpora-

tions, and the total allowed them was $170,529.27. Claims against the

state and municipalities were 73, for $17,880.26.

The Automobile Industry in Switzerland
The automobile industry is developing rapidly in Switzerland, the

demand for medium-priced touring cars and motor trucks is constantly

increasing, and during 1912 the demand could only be supplied by Swiss
factories after long delay. No important changes in the construction of

the cars were announced, prices remained good, and the factories producing
a certain type of car in large numl>ers report a profitable business.

Exports of high-grade cars, motor trucks, and motorcycles in 1912
amounted to $2,762,915.

The Swiss factories were all busy during the year, especially those pro-

ducing commercial cars and motor trucks, most of which find a market
in the country. This particular branch of the industry is increasing rap-

idly, and many of the factories that formerly produced onl.v touring cars

are now engaged exclusively in the manufacture of heavy trucks and deliv-

ery wagons and hotel motor buses. The Swiss government is also a good
patron of the motor industry, as large orders are being placed for motor
vars for transporting the mails. There is also a demand for military

motor transports in Switzerland and in other European countries.

The invasion of Europe by the American-made automobile, which until

a few years ago was denounced by the continental manufacturers as cheap
and worthless, continues. The demand for American cars in the Swiss
market is confined generally to those of medium or low price, as the

European manufacturers have given little attention to the production of

that class of machines.

The American automobile has taken its place beside the best makes of

other countries, its efficiency and durability having been demonstrated by
the severest competitive tests of speed and endurance. A feature of th'e

American car of medium price is the style and finish, which are superior

to the cheaper grades of the European makes. They are also stronger and
more durable than the cheap continental cars, being built for roads that

are more trying, and which require the greatest strength and elasticit.v in

spring and movement to withstand severe strains, a circumstance which
guarantees to the car a much longer life and more satisfactory service

when utilized upon the excellent roads in most of the European countries.

Through Bills for Export Continued to August 15

Exporters of lumber iu Mituphis are vi'ry much concerned with the

through bill of lading problem which confronts them. Following the expira-

lion of the recent agreement between the west side lines and the steamship
companies at New Orleans, whereby through bills of lading were to be

issued and demurrage charges were to be absorbed at that port, it was
feared that through bills would be entirely discontinued by the lines in

question. In fact, the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau and the National

Lumber Exporters' Association both took this view of the matter, and the

former made arrangements to send a committee to Washington to take

the subject up with the Interstate Commerce Commission. I'our of the

steamship lines—the Harrison, the Lcyland, the French and the Lam-
port & Holt—came to the rescue by announcing tliat they would continue

to honor through bills of lading and absorb demurrage charges, with the

result thfit the west side lines declared that they would issue through bills

until August 15. This is the status of the matter at present, but lumber
exporters are discussing the subject and are contemplating the best steps

to take to bring a definite solution of this matter.

It was decided at one time that the Southern Hardwood Traffic Burea\i

should send a committee to Washington to confer with the Interstate

Commerce Commission, but this plan was changed when the four steamship
companies announced tlieir concessions. This subject of through bills

comes l)efore the commission at New Orleans .Inly 30 and the Issues

involved will be fought out before that body at that time. This case,

known as the Anderson-Tully Company vs. the Morgan's Texas & Louisiana

Line, is on the suspended < alendar, with the result thai the subject conies

before that body in regular order. Every effort will he made by the

lumbermen to secure an order from the Interstate Commerce Commission
compelling the roads to issue Ihrough bills.

George D. Burgess, chairman of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau,
is authority for the statement that there is no possibility of settling this

controversy satisfactorily until the Interstate Commerce Commission act

has been so amended as 1o give the Interstate Commerce Commission
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Jiirisdictiou over the sleamsbip companies. He says that tbis is necessary

in order to prevent tlie latter from acting arbitrarily and witbout due
regard for the interests of shippers. There is a suggestion that the

Illinois Central Railroad Company and other east side lines will in the

near future refuse through bills of lading on all commodities with the

exception of cotton, while the announcement of the withdrawal of through
bills on all commodities, including cotton, has been announced by the

west side lines. eCfectivc some time in the future. The cotton and lumber
men have not been working together on tills through bill of lading contro-

versy heretofore for the reason that the carriers have favored cotton as

against lumber. If both interests are put on the same basis, however, it

is regarded as virtually certain that they will join hands in the flght made
to secure proper transportation accommodations. It Is the consensus of

opinion among both cotton and lumber men that it is impossible to con-

duct a profitable export business in either cotton or lumber without the

use of through bills of lading through which reimbursement is obtainable.

There is so much money involved that no firm is strong enough to finance

its business without such reimbursement.
The question of annual. contracts for export shipments of lumber during

the ensuing year is also agitating lumber exporters to some extent. They
ha^-e never had difliculty in making their contracts heretofore, but it would
seem that the steamship companies do not care to renew present contracts

except at a considerably higher rate. Most of the contracts expire the first

of August or the last of that month. The time is running rather short

for the renewal of these contracts, and this subject will engage the atten-

tion of the individual lumbermen as well as the Southern Hardwood
Traffic Bureau and the National Lumber Exporters' Association during the

next few weeks.

Timber Cruising Manual
A handy, compact, well planned and clearly written timber cruising

manual, by E. A. Chase, has just been published bj' the American Lumber-
man, Chicago, in pocket edition size. The author has evolved some new
ideas in the method of keeping record of timber cruises. In addition to

this, the book presents in condensed form much useful information for the

cruiser in ths woods. Doyle's and Scribner's rules are given in abridged

form, but all that is needed tinder ordinary circumstances. The price

of this useful book is ~o cents a copy or $7.50 a dozen.

ProlJlems of Industrial Education
.John H. Leete, dean of School of Applied Science, Carnegie Institute of

Technology, Pittsburgh. Pa., said in an address before the National
Association of JIanufacturers that shortly after the opening of the nine-

teenth century the industrial life of the country underwent a change.
Home industries gave way to factories. Commerce became secondary to

manufacture. Large cities developed and with them an extensive non-
taxpaying population. Labor organizations were born. From the working
people as a whole, but chiefly from the cities and labor organizations, arose

the demand ior free education.

As a result of tbis agitation and notwithstanding opposition from cer-

tain classes, free schools were established during the first half of the

century throughout the eastern states, by state legislation. The training

was at first limited to the same three R's of the earlier system, and it

was not until the middle of the century that geography, history and
grammar found a place in the public schools. The arguments of the

advocates of public education in this period have been summarized as

follows :

(1) Education increases production.
(2) It diminishes crime.
(3) It prevents poverty.
141 Education is a natural right of all men.
(5) Universal education is necessary to preserve free republican

ii'.Mitutions.
i(il Free sehools prevent class differentiation.

In this period it is to be noted that the conception of the function of

education has considerably broadened : it now includes the natural rights

and temporal welfare of the individual and the political and economic
interests of the state. The economic value of education, however, was
still regarded as a by-product which resulted purely from the increased

intellectual capacity developed in the individual. There was still no
effort made to train directly for industrial etficiency.

There arc some respects in which our education of today demands
radical reform :

1.—The opiiorf unities offered for training iu the different fields should
be more closely proportioned to the demand for trained men in those fields.

2.—Greater effort should be made to direct the individual toward the
W( Ik to which he is best adapted.

3.—The elementary and secondary training of the scheme of public
education sl'ould be better adapted to the needs of the boy w'ho must leave
school at an early age to take his place in the occupations requiring
comparatively little training.

4.—Greater opportunity should be offered the workman to obtain the
additional school training" necessary for advancement in his calling.

Just how inadequately our educational system is supplying the present

need of industrial training in the United States may be shown conclusively

by a few statistics. Of the 35,000,000 persons in gainful occupation in

the United States, 10,000,000, 30 per cent of the total, are employed in

manufacture and mechanic arts. What is our system of education accom-

plishing for the training of the children and youth who are to take

places in this industrial army?
Our grammar schools h,'xve made but a bare beginning of manual and

vocational training—a beginning even in its conceptions pitifully inade-

quate. In our secondary schools only C per cent of the total number of

students are enrolled in technical or manual training courses. In our
higher institutions the proportion is more favorable since about 18 per
cent of the total enrollment are pursuing courses in general science or

engineering.

When it is remembered, however, that the majority of our 18,000,000
school children leave school before completing the grammar grades,
having practically no industrial training—when it is remembered that in

one great industrial city 72 per cent of the children leave school by the
end of the sixth grade—the meagerness of the contribution of our educa-
tional system to the manufacturing activities of the nation is startling.

By the report of the n.ational commissioner of education it is shown that
there are 178,000 students in professional courses as against 123.000 in

engineering and the manual arts.

When we reflect that only 4 per cent of our wage earners are to be

found in professional service, while 30 per cent are engaged in manu-
facturing and mechanical pursuits, the disparity of training material

available in the two fields is further emphasized. There is a growing
appreciation of^ the existence of a chasm between our schools and modern
industrial life, a chasm which industrial education should bridge.

No formula can be prescribed which will prevent misfits—but more can

be done in this regard than has been done. Among other ways I would
suggest these three in which recruits for the army of industry might be

helped toward their proper place in the ranks.

(a) The elementary school years should contain instruction in subjects
which would enable the pupil to determine whether his interests and
abilities lie in the making of things mechanical.

(b) Vocational instructors should be provided, who should in informal
class talks acquaint the pupils with the labor conditions and with oppor-
tunities in the different fields, and by observation of the individual pupil
at his different tasks be enabled to advise him wisely as to his future
work.

(c) The manufacturer has exceptional opportunity to form an estimate
of the kind and degree of ability possessed by the young men in his
employ.
The pressing needs of industrial education today are :

1. The provision of vocational training for the different fields of
activity approximately commensurate to the demand for trained men in
those fields.

2. More effleient direction of the student toward the work to which
he is best adapted.

3. Adaptation of the training of an adequate period of compulsory
education to the needs of the future skilled workman.

4. Facilities for supplementary education for the workman and co-oper-
ation on the part of the industries to make such continuation schools
efficient.

Woods Used for Making Shoes

In Holland, Belgium, and many parts of France, especially in the

mountainous districts, the peasants wear in summer and winter wooden

shoes, or sabots, stuffed with straw and covered with the corduroy

gaiters. The manufacture of sabots is carried on chiefly by those who
are employed a part of the year in agriculture, and during the rest of

the year work at their trade. The Scotch pine (Pinus si/lvestris), so

extensively distributed over parts of northern Europe, has long fur-

nished the wood for making the shoes. Many thousands of peasants in

their leisure hours during the long winters work up pine wood into

shoes for their own use. Besides these peasants there are many who are

by profession sabotiers or shoemakers. A sabotier will make, on an av-

erage, six pairs of sabots per day, assorted sizes, for men, women and

children : this is the labor of an ordinary country workman. In the

towns and cities, where the labor saving machines and division of labor

have been introduced, greater efficiency has been attained. One work-

man will do the shaping of the wood, another attaches the leather, a

third finishes the work for sale, or bands the shoes over to others to

ornament, blacken or varnish.

It is difficult to ascertain with any precision the number of persons

engaged in the manufacture of wooden shoes and the quantity and kinds

of wood used annually. The woods most commonly employed in this

industry are pine, birch, beech, walnut and alder. The wood of white

willow, which is light, tough, and resists a great deaf of wear and

tear, is highly esteemed for making wooden shoes. Ash, maple, cherry

and mulberry are used chiefly for making fancy and more expensive

grades of shoes. The European elm woods are used only to a limited

extent.

French-Polishing in England

A writer in the Illustrated Carpenter :iud Builder says that French-

polishing is the means whereby the greater portion of the household

furniture is given that bright, smooth, finished appearance, which re-

flects and shows up the figure of the woods used in its construction.

It is especially noticeable on the better-class goods that are faced with

choice veneers.

One of the chief advantages of this method lies, not only in the ap-

parent ease of its application, hut in the fact that it is equally applicable

to the cheaper class of goods that are stained to represent the color of

a more expensive wood as for the finish of really costly woods. Hence

it comes about that even very cheap furniture as well as the most costly,

is generally described as French-polished.

There are, of course, some exceptions to this general rule, such as

cak furniture, which we know has been wax-polished, but it does not

follow that an equal amount of labor in its application is bestowed on

cheap and costly furniture alike. Far from it.
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On tho latter class the lac solution—commonly called French polish

—

may have been laid with friction from start to finish : whereas on

the cheaper class of goods the greater portion of the solution would
be put with a camel's-hair brush ; but in neither case are the possessors

of such finished goods willing to describe it as Tarnished.

Despite the many changes that hare talseu place in the method of

its application and finish, shellac still holds its own as the principal

ingredient ot the polish solution.

In the earlier days other gums and resins were added in varying pro-

portions to the shellac, no doubt because it was not so pure as it can
be had today. Experience teaches that good worlj can be accomplished

by the solution of shellac and spirits only—raw linseed oil being used
in minute quantities with it to enable it to be more easily distributed

when it is applied with friction ; when applied by means of a brush no
oil is necessary.

The polish is applied to the wood by saturating wadding with it, and
inclosing this in a piec'3 of fine, soft rag ; the latter acts as a filter

to the polish and prevents any loose portions of the wadding adhering to

the work. If the polish is thus applied in a straight direction it would
soon show up in ridges ; consequently it is applied with a circular motion.

The wadding inclosed in rag is called a polish rubber. When ap-

plying the polish from it to the wood it requires only slight pressure

to cause the polish solution to ooze out of it through the rag ; and in

order to enable it to worli freely, without sticl^iness or a dragging feeling,

a spot or two of linseed oil is applied to the face of the polish rubber

each time it is charged with the lac solution. The circular motion
by which it is applied creates friction, and this constant friction, with
oil as a lubricant, imparts a gloss. The more tlie lac solution is ap-

plied the thicker a surface is built up, and the more the friction im-

parted the sooner the gloss becomes a shine.

The inexi)erienced worker would find it an apparently never-ending

job thus to build up a perfectly level surface on woods of a coarse, open
grain, such as oak, ash, elm, rosewood, walnut, and some varieties of

mahogany : consequently it is a common practice for amateurs and
professionals to use a wood grain-filler first, the object of this being not

only to (ill up the open grain and thereby form a more solid foundation,

but to save an unnecessary quantity of liquid polish and tlie labor of

its application.

There are several patented preparations on tlie market for this pur-

pose. A mixture of finely crushed whiting—made into a stiff paste,

like thick paint, and coloring pigments added to remove Its whitenes'!,

and more closely resemble the wood it is to be used upon—is also very

much u.sed.

The liquid polish is generally about from four to six ounces of orange

shellac dissolved in one pint methylated spirit—n preparation which
answers well for the general run of furniture goods. On light woods
or work that contains inlaid designs—or for any other reason is desired

to be flnislied with a transparency free from the slightly orange tint

given by llu: Tise of orange shellac—a bleached shellac, commonly called

"white shellac," is used instead.

Timber in Persia

The extensive forest lands of Persia have for some time attracted

the attention of Russian timber handlers, a number of whom have formed

themselves into a company for their exploitation, says the Financier.

Persian timber extends from Astara to Barfush. The forest lands cover

a slope running parallel with the mountain range in the direction of the

Caspian sea, and the zone of the forest is about 10 to CO versts (verst=

0.66;i mile) wide. The principal trees that grow on that slope are oak,

walnut, palm, etc. The first Russian timber enterprise in Persia took

form in 1880, although not much has been done with It since. Russians

are paying particular attention to the number of palm trees there, and

a parcel sent into I2urnpe fetched very good prices. The company named
is negotiating with the Persian government for a 25-year monopoly in

the exportation of this wood. At the same time other timber handlers

are exporting tfc Russia and Europe generally walnut and oak staves,

but the opening of this business did not prove particularly profitable.

The oak timber and staves sent to Europe had to compete with Hungarian.

Roumanian, Turkish, and other relatively cheaper woods. The demand
was not strung and the freight was high.

In the year 1006 a group of timber dealers, who had leased a con-

siderable quantity of good forest land in Persia, handed their business

over to a Vicuna syndicate called the Franco-Persian Syndicate. This

concern, however, did not succeed. In 1909 a scientific investigation of

the Persian forest lands took place, and the trees found there were

described and their qualities and quantities defined. One thing appears

to have been established by this investigation, namely, that the Persian

oak is interior only to the Siberian oak.

A supply of oak is a question of particular interest, for the demand
has rapidly increased of late, resulting in the rapid diminution of the

growing supplies, so that further reserves, such as those disclosed in

Persia, awaken a widespread Interest. The cubic foot of oak wood,

which once sold at 13 or ir> cents, now sells readily at 30 or 36 cents,

and a thousand oak staves at .$9T.33 to .$99.76. I'ersian timber may be

divided into two categories, from the exploiter's point of view. The first

lies In a zone of from 20 to 25 versts on the Caspian sea, and the second

from 20 to 26 versts farther Inland. This latter must wait the laying

of railways before It can be turned to profitable account.

The "Price" Fallacy

A concern that buys machinery on price alone, invariably regrets the

bargain. Machinery manufacturers cannot do business at a loss. They
must get a price that will allow them a fair profit. A man that buys!

on price generally gets just what he pays for.

It is the experience of the most successful buyers that the high-priced

articles are the biggest values, according to Berlin Quality. Many things

are to be considered in buying a machine besides its first cost. There
is the quality of work, the speed at which it can be produced, the daily

upkeep expense, the ability of the machine to stand up to a daily strain

covering a period of .years.

Many machines are now sold on a 30-day trial basis. This applies to

the cheapest as well as the higher priced article. Here's where the buyer

often makes a mistake. He installs a cheap machine on account of tlie

30-day trial agreement. The reliability and durability of a machine can

only be determined at the end of the life service of any tool. That is a

matter of history that every buyer sliould take into consideration—the

reputation on which a quality machine stands.

Some months ago a woodworking concern was In the market for a

moulder. Inquiries brought a number of salesmen to their office. After

the buyer had listened to each man, he finally placed his order for the

lowest priced machine. His reason for doing this was that tlie manu-
facturer agreed to a 30-day trial, guaranteeing the too) to do as good

work as any other on the market.

In due time the moulder was installed and for thirty days it worked
satisfactorily. But after ninety days the machine showed its true worth.

The strain caused by forcing it to produce as much and as good work as

higher grade machines, resulted in a weakening of the different parts.

In a short time the machine was full of vibration—and required the con-

stant attention of the operator to keep it in alignment. Six months after

the bu.ver had placed his order for this low-priced tool he gave an order

to another manufacturer for a high-grade moulder. This time he did not

let price warp his judgment.

Xo manufacturer of machinery will deliberately place a prohibitive

price on his product. When a firm refuses to sell you a machine at a

price as low as some will, you may depend upon It that there is some-

thing in that machine Ihat the other has cot.

Manufacturers ot high-grade machinery are equipped to mauufacture

at less cost than those who make a specialty of building tools to seli on

price alone. Therefore, every dollar Invested In a high-grade machine

returns a dollar's worth of quality.

Hardwood 'News Notes

:-< MISCELLANEOUS y
The Long-Bell Lumber Company, Kansas City. Mo., has iiled statement

showing an Increase In capital slock from .$10,000,000 to $15,000,000.

The Jasper Purnilure Compauy, Jasper, Ind., Is enacting an addition to

its factory.

The Ray H. Iltnnett Lumber Company, Inc., has been organized at

North Tonawanda, N. Y., the capital stock being $200,000, The imor-

porators are; R. H. Bennett, II. F. Schad, North Tonawanda, and

H. E. Webster of Buffalo, N. Y.

The Rocky Creek Lumber Company will rebuild the burned plant at

Pansy, Ala., at a cost of $.50,000.

The Porterwood Lumber Company, Porterwood. W. Va.. was incorporated

with a capital stock ot $100,000 to develop 5,000 acres of hardwood
timber, and will erect a sawmill ot about 35,000 feet daily capacity.

The Kentucky Log Company, Cincinnati, O., lias been formed by Edward
O. Robinson, Frederick W. Mowbray, James A. Walsh. Arthur Earl Hart
and Harry N. Welling. Capital stock is $30,000.

The Howell-Gilmore Manufacturing Company has been organized at

Lomax, III., with a capital stock of $50,000. The company will manu-

facture .agricultural Implements.

The Fidel Ganahl Lumber Company of St. Louis. Mo., has changid its

name to the Ganahl Lumber Company.
The Bishop-Whaley Lumber Company has been organized at St. Louis.

Mo., to do a wholesale haidwiiud lumber business. The company is cap-

italized at $0,000 and will have offices In the Benoist building.

The John Theurer Wagon Works have been incorporated at New York

City with a capital stock of $20,000.

The Appalachian Lumber Company has been organized at Asheville.

N. C, with $12,000 capital.

The Kanawha Lumber & Woodworking Company has been iueorporiiti'd

at New York City with a capital stock of $6,000.

The Eli P. Miller Company, niamil'acturer of folding beds, located at

Evansville. Ind., filed a petition lu bankruptcy, the assets being $34,000

and the liabililles $47,000. It is expected the company will pay fifty cents

on the dollar.

The Clark-Moreley Compauy has been incorporated at Grand Rapids,

:\Iicli.. with a capital stock of $75,000.

The Cape Baker Hardwood Lumber Company is the style of a newl.v

organized concern at Ava, Mo.
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The Germania llanufucturinj; Coiiipauy has started business at Wil-
mington. Del., for tile purpose ol' manufacturing furniture. This company
has a capital stock of .$200,000.

The National Mill Work & Supply Company has started in business at
Cleveland. O., with $10,000 capital.

The Findlay Table Manufacturing Company of Toledo, O., has been put
in hands of E. L. Groves as receiver.

The Unique Furniture Manufacturing Company of Zanesville. O..

recently bankrupt, is now in the hands of Frank A. Hunter as receiver.

The Morgan Kuu Land & Lumber Company has Iwen organized at

Clarksburg, W. Va.

=-< CHICAGO y
C. L. Willey, the well known manufacturer of fancy wood veneers and

lumber, whose mills are located at Chicago, sailed from New York on
July 1, accompanied by his wife, for a three months' trip to England.
France and Germany. Mr. Willey will motor through these three coun-

tries, having shipped his machine ahead. In addition to the business side

of the trip, which involves his regular purchases of high-grade fancy wood
of various kinds. Mr. and Mrs. Willey will devote considerable time to

sight seeing and other pleasure seeking.

Definite plans have been made for the joint annual picnic of the

Lumberman's Association of Chicago and the Lumbermen's Ciub of Chicago,

as announced in the last issue of n.\.EDWOOD Record. The picnic will take

place at Northwestern Park. Des Plainos. 111., on July !.">. this park being-

thirty minutes ride from Chicago on the Chicago & Northwestern Kailroad.

A special train will leave the Northwestern depot at :4.") a. m.. slopping

at Clybourn Junction, and returning at :30 p. m. There will also be a

special car for the use of the memljers on the 1 :30 p. m. train returning.

Meals can be bought at the park.

The tirst number of the lirst volume of the OfH<ial Bulletin of the

National Hardwood Lumber Association, covering the month of June, has

.iust bei-u issued. The bulletin covers the recent sixteenth annual con-

vention of the association and various other pertinent information.

H.iRDWoOD KECOitD had the pleasure of a call a few days ago from
J. M. Maris of the Claris & DeWitt Lumber Company. Philadelphia, who
is visting his daughter in Chicago.

J. A. Levings, president of the Moorhead Manufacturing Company.
Moorhead. Miss., is spendiii.g this week with the loca! trade.

The National A\'holesale Lumber Dealers' Association has .just issued a

pamphlet, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, giving a list of

members, oflicers and various committees, and the board of trustees of

the association.

The Lawndale Sash & Door Company has been incorporated at Chicago
with a $15,000 capital stock.

Wiederhold Lumber & Manufaeturiug Company is the style of a new
incorporation at Park Ridge, 111. The company has a $2,000 capital.

C II. Worcester, head of C. H. Worcester & Co.. Association building.

Chicago, sailed for Europe on July S for a two-months' tour. Mr. Wor-
cester was accompanied by his wife, and together they will make an
aut<)mobile trip through England and Scotland.

M. L. Pease of the Gallowa.v-I'ease Lumber Company. Poplar Bluff. Mo.,

spent several days of last week with the Chicago trade and seemed to be

in rather a favorable fi-ame of mind as far as the prospects for the

lumber business are concerned.

II. W. Nordyke of the Adams & Raymond '^'encer Company of Indian-

apolis spent July 7 with the local trade, having spent the three-days'

holiday in this city.

A. H. Vaughan. secretar.v of Lew-is Thompson & Co., Philadelphia, spent

last week with tlie local trade.

The annual summer dinner of the Chicago Furniture Manufacturers'

.Association was held on Thursday evening, June 26, at the Blackstone

hotel. Chicago. Various notable speakers were present and many matters

of interest to the trade were brought up.

Chief Forester Henry S. Graves. Capt. J. B. Adams, in charge of

operations; W. D. Greeley, chief of silviculture; Earl H, Clapp. assistant

chief of silviculture, and O. T. Swan, head of the office of industrial

research, all of the Forest Service. Washington, D. C, have been in the

city for the past few days. Mr. Graves. Captain Adams and Mr. Clapp are

headed for the national forest in the west, while Mr. Greeley and Mr. Swan
ire going East.

=-< NEW YORK y-
'I'll*' w-ar of the non-union trim manufacturers against the Carpenters'

T'nion goes merrily on. and last week saw a new case filed similar to the

P.ussert and Newton cases. The Tisdale Lumber Company of Astoria was
granted a temporary injunction against the unions, restraining them in

their chief activities, which, it is alleged, were persuading union carpenters

not to work on material furnished by the Tisdale company. The Tisdale

shop has always been an open one. some of the men being members of the

union and some unafliliated.

It was announced from the offices of the Atlantic Coast Lumber Cor-

IMiration in this city that the board of directors has authorized the building

committee to proceed with the rebuilding of the plant recently destroyed

by fire at Georgetown, S. C. The announcement was made following the

directors' meeting.

The French Broad Lumber Company has opened an office in this city

at 1389 Broadway under the management of Gouverneur E. Smith, who has
been identified with the wholesale trade of the Metropolitan district.

Walter E. Johns of the Johns-Mowbra.v-Xelson Company, hardwood
wholesaler of Cincinnati, was a visitor in New York during the fortnight.

E. C. Mershon of w. B. Mershon & Co.. resaw manufacturers of Sagi-
naw, sailed from New York on the French line steamer "France" for his
usual vacation abroad. He was accompanied by his sister. Miss Elsie
Mershon.

R. H. Downman. prominent New Orleans lumberman, and the new presi-
dent of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, was in New
York recently in the interest of business.
Raymond W. Storm, brother of George H. Storm, and Frank D. Roy-

lance were recently admitted to partnership in George H. Storm & Co.,
promment hardwood flooring distributors of this cit.v. Both the new
partners have been identified with the business for many years, and Mr.
Roylance has been associated with Mr. Storm practically from the latter's
start in the business at Bridgeport. Ala., over twenty years ago. While
George H. Storm has not retired from business, the new partners will
relieve him of a vast amount of business detail and he will devote much
of the future to travel and his favorite pastimes. It is just fifteen years
since Mr. Storm began on his own account in this city, and he has built
up a business in hardwood flooring that gives his firm a high place in
that line of activity. Tlie success of the business has been due to his
energy and iudustr.i. and now with some of the responsibility on other
shoulders he can take his vacations without worry.

=-< BUFFALO y-
The receipts of lumber at this port ran over .j.000.000 feet ahead of

last year on July 1. the figures being respectively 32.806,028 feet and
27,466.289 feet.

Jackson & Tindle are setting up their double band mill on the big pur-
chase made in northern Ontario last year and expect to have it running
early in July. The tract is operated under the corporate name of the
New Ontario Colonization Company and is largely timbered with spruce.
Quite an amount of lumber has already been sawed and shipped from there.

11. L. Abbott, manager of the Atlantic Lumber Company, who lately
took a lease of part of the Seatcherd yard, now has over 1.000,000 feet of
various hardwoods piled up there.

James A, White has given up his office in the White building and will

now manage the eastern sales department of the W. H. White Company as
before, retaining his Buffalo residence.

F. M. Sullivan has returned from an eastern business trip, finding busi-

ness rather quiet, although the yard is getting in quite a stock of hard-
woods, especially oak, and shipping out an amount of brown ash.

Anthony Miller states that the hardwood trade is rather dull and that
not much lumber is being received on this account. Buyers, he states, are
holding off just now in the hope of securing stock at lower prices.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company calls business a little quiet

this month : through the East and in Canada there is a holding up of

orders on account of a money market stringency.

O. E. Yeager's yard has been laying in stocks of wide poplar and maple
at favorable prices. The receipts in these woods have been quite large

lately.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
At a recent meeting of the creditors of the Floyd-Olmstead Company a

committee composed of Joseph H. Sykes, representing W. A. Wilson &
Sons. Wheeling, W. Va., chairman ; J. S. Williams, an attorney, and
.Arthur W. Kent of the J. S. Kent Company, was appointed to close up
the affairs of the company.
George E. Bartlett. formerly sales manager of James Strong & Co.. has

set up in the wholesale lumber business for himself at 522 North American
building. He will also act as special agent for the Buck & Snodgrass
Lumber Company. Johnson City. Tenn.

Sheldon G. Magargal, son of Samuel H. Magargal, 319 Montrose street,

died June 27. aged twenty-five years. He was associated with his father

in the lumber business.

The W. R. Taylor Lumber Company reports sales equal to usual trading

at this time of the year.. It confesses to a want of vim in the buying

market, but is optimistic as to outlook.

Robert W, Schofleld of Schofleld Brothers, who recently returned from a

trip to the Saltkeatchie Lumber Company, Schofleld, S. C, which is con-

trolled by his firm, says the plant has been shut down for two weeks for

semi-annual repairs. The company has a good .stock of desirable lumber

on hand and is making no effort to get rid of it. Business is more quiet

just now. but this is tile generally accepted quiet season.

Frank E. Schofleld is spending some time at the Honaker Lumber Com-
pany's plant in Honaker, Va. J. B. Lahr, the popular New England sales-

man of this house, was recently operated upon for appendicitis. He is

rapidly improving and hopes soon to be in the field again.

The Philadelphia Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association will hold its

annual summer meeting and outing at the White Marsh Valley Country

Club house, through the courtesy of J. W. Turnbull of the J. W. Turnbull

Lumber Company, on July 10. A golf game, which will be arrapged for

those inclined to this sport, will start at 1 :30 p. m. A dinner will be

served at <i :Mii, afler which the regular meeting will be held.

W. II. \\'y.iH. of the Jackson-W.vatt Lumber Company, is more opti-
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Timber Values
Are not and never have been affected

by a two weeks' or two months'

Slump in Lumber Prices

Men of broad vision, men who have changed a
vocation into the greatest industry in the land, have
not permitted temporary conditions to warp their

judgment.

Their timber selections have been made carefully.

They sought and secured the best information re-

garding values that could be obtained and, acting on
this information and their own initiative, their tim-

ber investments have brought them manifold returns.

Why not investigate Western Opportunities this

year? The co-operation of our great organization
is at your command.

James D. Lacey & Co.

Timber Land Factors

Chicago, 111., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spaulding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

VAITON BOOM=STIMSON LUMBER COttPANY

Manufacturers Sontbern Hardwoods

Quartered Oak a Specialty

Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith °Xr\?r BundT/"' Memphis, Tenn.

mistically inclined as to outlook than a fortnight ago. Things are

brightening and orders are coming in more liberally.

W. .7. Mingus of Mingus & Kutter admits a slacking up in business of

late, attributable mainly, he thinks, to the persistent conservatism in

buying. Judging from the stock pile at mills, he is confident the tall

will show an advance trading and firm prices.

The Philadelphia Lumhormen's Golf Club has decided on July 16 for the

next game. Through the courtesy of William H. Fritz of W. H. Fritz &
Co., it will be played on the links of the St. David's golf grounds.

L. H. Phippin of Owenton, Va., was a recent visitor to the local trade.

Ralph Souder of Hallowell & Souder says the total of June shipments

was the biggest his Jirm ever had. and orders are still coming in. A good

fall business is looked for. Mr. Souder has established his family for the

summer at Bay Head. X. J., where he will spend the week-ends.

J. E. Troth, president of the J. S. Kent Company, says business so far

this year is not behind that of last year, but trading has fallen off of late.

Arthur W. Kent, secretary and treasurer, is rusticating for a tew weeks iu

the Catskill mountains,

W. S. W. Kirby of the Kirby & Hawkins Company reports increased busi-

ness in railroad supplies but a slowing up in the general lumber line.

Tariff tinkering once over, he thinks things will come around all right.

The Jlonarch Lumber Company has removed its main office to the mill

of the Haddock-France Lumber Company. Mt. Sterling, N. C. A branch

office, which will be maintained in the Harrison building, will be visited

weekly by the secretary and treasurer, Howard B. France.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
'fill' Mutual Lumber Comiiany reports liardw.njd business in general very

satisfactory, although It is somewhat spotted. Buyers have to be hunteil

up, but when they are found they seem ready to pay pretty good prices

for lumber.

The t'Cendall Lumber Company is doing a splendid business with the

mining concerns. Its railroad trade lias also been remarkably good the

past year.

The Duquesnc Lumber Company finds Its eastern trade improving stead-

ily. There were breaks in the ranks of buyers, according to Sales Man.ager

C. C. .\dams. but there is very much to be thankful for notwithstanding.

The .\eorn Lumber Company has long ago broken last year's records and

has contracted for the best stock of hardwoods that it has ever had to

sell. President Domhoff is very well pleased with the year's business.

The Allegheny Lumber Company made the first six months of this year

break over all preceding records. Treasurer Itodgers says that factory

trade in hardwoods has been good.

C. E. Breitwieser & Co. are pushing their hardwood business very suc-

cessfully. They are getting right to the front as hardwood distributors,

due largely to the fact that they know how to secure and handle splendid

stocks of hardwoods to good advantage for the buyers.

The West I'liin Lumber Company, according to R. H. Stoner. finds busi-

ness keeping up well and general demand very good. Its records show a

nice increase for the year, with a very responsible lot of buyers.

J'lie W. P. Craig Lumber Company finds business in general sati.;factory

and has been having a very nice trade in hardwoods all summer. Mr.

Craig anticipates a very strong buying movement in the fall.

The .Vmerlcan Lumlier & Manufacturing Company notes a scarcity of

hardwoods and the tendency to pay pretty good prices for good stock.

.Manager Brown of the hardwood department of this company has been

out making several scouting trips lately.

.< BOSTON y
The Quiney Lumlier romii.niy lia.s been organized with a capital

stock of $l00.n0'1. The incorporators are Benjamin Pope. Kdgar W,
Cottle. Cheater E. Tenney and Ralph J, Evans. Benjamin Pope and
Kdgar W. Cottle are of the old firm of Curtis & Pope Lumber Com-
pany and are interested in this company at the present time.

Ainong the lumber companies to file their corporation returns at the

state house during the past few weeks have been the ^skillings, Whit-
neys & Barnes Lumber Company. Boston: the Perkins Woodworking:
Compan.v. Boston, and the Sliepard & Morse Lumber Compan,v, Bos-
ton,

One of the most important transactions in the lumber business in

New England for many years has Just been consummated. The firms

of Hornblower & Weeks. Boston bankers, and Stone & Webster, also

'if Boston, have purchased all of the stock of the Connectictit Valley
Lumber Company. This company has an authorized issue of $S,000,-

iiOO in bonds, of which ?2,SSO.rion is outstanding and $2.SOO,n0O in capital

stock. The Connecticut V.alley Lumber Company was organized se\'-

eral years ago by the late George Van Dyke, Mr, Van Dyke was
killed in an automobile accident in Turners Falls in 1S09, Shortly
after his death Hornblnwer i*t Weeks became interested in the com-
pany and a member of their firm. James J, Phclan. was elected presi-

dent of the Connecticut Valley Lumber Company. It is understood
that the new owners will continue operations and will also increase
their holdings of timberlunds in New England. The company is one
of the largest handlers of spruce in this country.
The Lansing Lumber Company, Providence. R, I,, has recently

moved into its new office building. Connected with this building is a
large storage building of modern construction.
D. T. Pepin has opened a lumber yard in Easthampton. Mass. Mr.
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Pepin has been a contractor and builder in Eastliampton for several

years.

The Berlin Mills, which were destroyed by fire a few weeks ago at

Berlin, N. H., will be rebuilt. The company plans to erect five mill

buildings, all of reinforced construction.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

Martin C. Hughes of the Cummer Lumber Company, which has sales

offices in Kew York and large mills at Jacksonville and Sumner, Fla..

canvassed the trade in Baltimore last week. He stated that he had met

with very satisfactory results in the course of his travels during the past

few weeks, the demand having held up very well.

O'Keefe Brothers, manufacturers of parlor frames and couches, who
have been operating a factory at 1008 South Fremont avenue for a number

of years, have moved to their new plant on Frederick road and Gwynn's

Falls. The firm has added the manufacture of dowels to its products.

having discovered that a good demand exists here for them. The supply

has heretofore come from Michigan and other distant points, but the

factories there have been unable to meet the local requirements, long

waits in the filling of orders having been the e.\perience of buyers. The
firm says it already has enougs orders to keep the dowel machinery

running for some time.

J. Ross Hopkins, a former Baltimorean, but now located in the Hood
river district in Oregon in the lumber business, is here on a visit to

relatives. Mr. Hopkins was formerly connected with Thomas Hughes
and left Baltimore about a year ago for the Far West. He expresses

himself as highly pleased with his experience in the new home.

Stephen S. Mann of Mann & Parker, Inc., Continental building, has

been on a southern trip for the last three weeks, having visited mills in

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida. He
reports that be has taken up large quantities of lumber, some of which is

being shipped direct from the point of origin, and that his trip generally

has been very successful.

The factory of the Xansemond Truck Package Company at Suffolk, Va..

was completely destroyed by fire early on the morning of June 30. The
blaze was discovered in the drying room and spread rapidly through the

large plant which was filled with dry veneering. The loss is estimated

at not less than $300,000.

George P. Franklin, representing Richard P. Baer & Co. of Baltimore at

Hinton, W. Va., was in Baltimore this week to confer with members of

the firm relative to various business matters. Mr. Franklin was quite

enthusiastic about trade conditions in his territory and reported much
activity in the way of mill construction and the movement in hardwoods.

Ralph E. Sumner of the Sumner Lumber Company, New York City,

visited hardwood men in Baltimore last week. He stated that he had in

the past three months covered practically every state east of the Missis-

sippi river and some of the states west thereof, visiting ever.v section and
getting closely in touch with the mill men and the trade generally. He
expressed the opinion that the lumljer trade was on the eve of a reces-

sion in prices, and reported that the mills of the Memphis section had
begun to cut down the production in an effort to curtail the offerings and
in this way prevent any decline in the quotations. Notwithstanding this

action, he felt that values might ease off in the near future, though he

was not able to state that a recession had actually taken place up to

this time.

=< COLUMBUS >•

At TJrbana, O., Barton O'Neil. aged seventy-eight years, died at his

home recently from heart failure. He was engaged in the lumber busi-

ness during the greater part of his life. He is survived by his widow and
five children.

The sawmill and planing mill of the Crook, Son iSb Co. at Hicksville, 0..

was recently destroyed by fire causing a loss of more than ,$5,000. .\

large handle factory belonging to the company, which stood only a short

distance away, was saved.

The American Box Company of Cleveland, O., is negotiating with the

village of Geneva, O.. relative to locating a plant at that place. It is

stated that the business of the company requires larger facilities.

Building operations in Columbus and in the smaller cities and towns
in Ohio are quite active. Many of the buildings in process of construc-

tion and in projection are of the dwelling or apartment type. On the

other hand, quite a number of larger buildings are being constructed.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central division of the W, M. Ritter

Lumber Company, says trade in all lines
i
of hardwoods is holding up

extremely well and that the month of June was one of the best in the

history of the company. AH hardwoods are in good demand and all

grades are moving uniformly. Mill stocks are not very large. Yard
stocks are only fair and steady buying is anticipated from this time on.

W. M. Ritter. head of the concern bearing his name, has returned
recently from an inspection trip of many of the company's mills in the
Sonth. He is arranging for his annual trip to England and the conti-

nent later in the summer.
John R. Gobey of John R. Gobey & Co. says trade in hardwoods is

holding up well under the circumstances and practically no weakness hai5

developed as yet. He looks for a steady demand for the remainder of

the building season at least.

C. G. McLaughlin of the Imperial Lumber Company says trade is hold-

ing up well and is as good as could be expected under the circumstances.

fQuartered Oak
Veneer
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Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for
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Also ask for list of users.
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He believes that the volume of business will show an improvement after

the inventory period is over.

The Whitaere Lumber Company, which recently moved its offices from

451 West Broad street to the Columbus Savings & Trust building, is

having a nice run of business. The wholesale yard on McDowell street is

being closed out.

The Doddington Company has taken the office building at 431 West
Broad street, formerly occupied by the Whitaere company.

The A. C. Davis Lumber Company, located on South Higli street,

reports a fair run of business in hardwoods with quotations well main-

tained iu cvi'tv parliciiUu.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Grabill Lumber Company. (Jrabill. Ind.. has increased its capital

stocl< .$4,000.

Articles of incorporation have been granted by the secretary of state

for the Buddenbaum Lumber Company of this city, for many years con-

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing Fifth Avenue BuildinK,
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE I.CMBEK CO., MPU/ VnDif

Cass, West Virginia. NtW lUKN.

CINCINNATI
JHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers I

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINA HARDWOODS

UOERKE BUILDING

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE ^

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

iJohns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

ARE YOU ALIVE
to the "Service" (in all its details) you

can secure from us on Oak, Gum, Pop-

lar and other Hardwoods?
BETTER GET IN TOUCH WITH US |

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO. |

Richey, Halsted & Quick
HIGH GRADES IN SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS A SPECIALTY

ducted as a partnership. The capitalization is $00,000. There is no
change iu the m.-inagement.

Uuilding operations for the six months ending Jane 30 in the city

aggregated $5,110,907, as compared with $3,996,050 for the same period

of last year. In June building operations were $952,025, as against

$1,038,150 for .Tune, 1912.

The Beech Grove Lunil)€r Company. Beech Grove, Ind., has recently

increased its capital stock from $10,000 to $25,000.

An extensive line of handles will he manufactured by the Richmond
Handle Company, just organized at Richmond and incorporated with an
authorized capitalization of $10,000. Those Interested in the company
are li. C. Wolfe. H. G. Brentlinger and C. H. Brentlinger.

,\fter having Ijeen conducted for twenty-one years as a partnership, the

Interior Hardwood Company of this city has been incorporated with an

authorized capitalization of $100,000. There is no change in manage-

ment and the stockholders are Charles Latham. Henry Latham and C. H.

Comstock. The company manufactures hardwood flooring.

Following a short illness. Nicholas Hoffman, manager of the e.xport

department of E. C. Atkins & Co., died at his home in this city on
.Tune 20. He was thirty-six years old and came to Indianapolis from
Germany in 1900. A widow in this city and a mother and brother in

Germany survive. Mr. Hoffman was Indiana representative for the

Automobile Touring Club of France.

=-< MEMPHIS >•-

There- is unusual aotivily in Imildini; uii.Tations here and on this

account there is a good demand for building material of practically all

kinds. There are several new huildings which have been projected during

the past few weeks for which permits will bo taken out in the immediate
future. Indications are that there will ho unusual activity iu buildinj^r

circles throughout the summer and this is regarded as a very favorable

condition by those engaged in the supplying of building materials. A
nurabrr of these buildings will be linished in hardwoods.

The sixty-mile extension of the Uock Island system from Camden to

Malvern, Ark., has lM'i>n completed and the tirst train run over the road.

This line taps a section which is very rich in timber resources and will

prove an important factor in the development thereof. There are a

number of woodworking entei;prlses at both Camden and Malvern, as well

as at intermediate points.

Bank clearings at Memphis for the first six months of 1913 were the

si'cond largest *m record, being exceeded only by those for the correspond-

ing period in 1012. The decrease, compared with that time, was only

SI.'JOO.OOO. A feature of the general business for the period in question

was the decided gain in transactions on tlie part of lumber interests,

which enjoyed larger and more proUtable business than for several years.

If all interests had fared as well as the lumbermen there would have
lieen a large increase instead of a decrease in bank clearings.

The Cate-I.anive Company, capitalized at I'lO.OOO, has been incorpor-

ated under the laws of Arkansas, with headquarters at Jonesboro. It will

engaee in the general cooperage business. II. L. I.anive is president.

W. W. Cate is vice-presi<Ient and J. T. Slagle is secretary. The lirm has

mills at Corning and Illyt Iteville and the men connected with the company
are practical cooperage men.

Actual preparation lor the building of the new bridge of the Rock
Island system across the Mississippi river at Memphis has already begun.

This new bridge will prove a very important addition to the traflic facili-

ties of Memphis and is regarded very favorably on this account by lumber
interests which have suffered more or less from trafhc conizestiou during

the past few years. The management has already advertised for bids for

a very large quantity of lumber to be used in the construction of a fleet

of barges necessary to the foundation work for the new structure. The
bridge itself will also re^jnire a considerabie amount of lumber and this

will be supplied by sawmill interests in Memphis or the Memphis territory.

The A'alley Log Loading Company is loading timber freely on the

Yazoo w^ Mississippi Valley line of the Illinois Central and it is likewise

loading considerable timber on the Memphis-Marianna cut-oflf of the

St. Louis. Iron ^Mountain & Southern. Much of this timber is coming to

Memphis over both lines, though some of it is for mills at intermediate

jioints. The amount of limber being loaded by the Valley Log Loading
Company is considerably in excess of that loaded at the same time last

year.

The weather in the Memphis territory during the past fortnight has
been exceptionally favorable for work in the woods, which has made very
satisfactory progress. Practically all the mills in Memphis and the

immediate Memphis territory are well supplied with logs and the outlook

for an adequate timber supply is con'^idered exceptionally good.

^-< NASHVILLE y.

^^^^!^!^!^!^!^!M^'m!&MMB!^M^M&S^SMM^^^!^&S&S^M^MM&M&M^^!Si

The Tennessee Hanhvu. i| Lumber Company, which recently absorbed
the Althauser-\Vebster-\Vi ;i\,T Company, has efTccIed permanent organization

by the election of the fcillnwing officers : Thonuis B. .Johnson, president :

D. Weaver, vice-president and Ireasurer. and William .Mlhauser. secretary.

The main office will com inn.- in West Nashville. The company has recently

started a mill at Barnnsvill,
. Tenn., with dally output of about S.OOO feet

of Uimljcr. The company lias incorp<u'ali'd wllh aulliorizcd capital of

$.-iO.OOO.

Xo selllcnii'ul has yi't bren effected of the strike iif 300 carpenters
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employed by the Edgffiekl & Nasliville Manufacturing Company. The
strikers demand a "closed shop" and eight-hour work days.

The Nashville liuilders' Exchange had a successful outing at Priestly

Springs, on the Cumberland river, with about 500 in attendance. The
exchange is gaining rapidly in strength under the administration of

President R. T. Creighton.

The North Kork Lumber & Timber Company of Jackson, Ky.. has started

a mill at Yerkes, Ky., and is turning out oak and poplar. S. J. Young
is at the head of the company.
The New River Lumber Company has filed a bill against the Tennessee

Railroad Company, having the latter placed in the hands of a receiver.

Byrd M. Roliinsou of New York is receiver. The liabilities are about

.$31,000.

Local building operations during .Tune showed a material increase over

last year, the city building inspector issuing permits for improvements to

cost $272,859, against .f92.027 for the corresponding month of 1912.

A. B. Ransom and family have gone to Europe for a stay of several

months.

"With bis family. S. I^ieberman of Lieberman. Lovemaii & O'Brien, has

gone to Babylon, L. I., for an extended stay.

W. J. Loveless, .Jr.. secretary of the Southwestern Veneer Company.
Cotton Plant, Ark., which is developing about 5.000 acres of timherland

near Cotton Plant, was in Nashville recently and reported that his com-

pany is in prosperous condition.

The Nashville Lumberman's Club Is having its annual outing, the

members being the guests of Charles M. Morford. president of the club,

at his country place near McMinnville. The lumbermen left on .Inly ".

for that place, and will remain about ten days. Mr. Morford's place

I Camp Lively, is located on Collins river. About twelve or fifteen member*
of the eliib will enjoy the outin?.

< LOUISVILLE y-
Memphis lumbernion bavo oomplaiiiorl to hardwomi men in Louisville

that the Louisville & Nashville is not living: up to some of the reqiiiro-

ments of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Tennessee city wilh

regard to miUin^-in-transit. The matter is beina; investigated witli a

view to co-operation.

The Interstate Commerce Commission will have a hearing in Louisville

July IS for the purpose of taking evidence in the case of local hardwood
concerns asainst railroads running into Louisville from the South and out

of Louisville to the North. The question involved is chiefly the application

of a bridge toll on inbound lumber.
The Magnolia fJarden. a handsome resort on Third avenue, has been

used for a recent outing of the Louisville Hardwood Club, which has a

decided leaning for the chicken dinners of the Eight-Mile House, appar-

ently, as it has mot there twice cf late.

P. G. P.ooker of the Booker-Cecil Company is ill with typhoid fever at

his home at Harrod's Creek. His physician does not regard his condi-

tion as serious, however.
Colgan Norman, son of Barry Norman, vice-president of the Norman

Lumber Company, has been in New York, where he submitted to an
operation to relieve a muscular defect of the eye. The operation was a

success.

Edward S. ?ihippen. president of the Louisville Point Lumber Company,
recently returned from a short vacation at French Lick Springs, .Ind.

He was accompanied by Mrs. Shippen and his daughter. Olive.

While the vacation season and thr- heat always interpose to prevent

business from b.^ing as good in midsummer as it is at other seasons of

the year, local lumbermen insist that they have no complaint to make,

and that business is well up to standard ; in fact, better than it usually

is at this season of the year. Quartered oak has been especially good.

The complaint of local hardwood concerns against the increase in rates

by the Louisville & Nashville, recently put into effect from points north

of Decatur. Ala., to Louisville, will be filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission shortly, arrangements to that effect having been completed-

From the number of letters received by lumbermen north of the river liy

local hardwood men. the raise will be opposed by nearly every lumber
interest.

Horatio Fullenlove, who had been connected with various lumber con-

cerns in this section, died recently at his home in Louisville at the age of

forty-eight. He is survived by his widow and three children.

Plans are being discussed by Louisville lumbermen for an investiga-

tion of the cost-of-doing-business problem. The Louisville Hardwood Club

has taken the matter up at recent meetings, and plans to have a set of

questions drafted upon which to concentrate investigation. Members of

the club will submit reports, taken from their books, and in this way it is

hoped that some general conclusions may he reached which will be of

considerable value. Loroy Olcott of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber
Company, who is an expert accountant, is given credit for having

suggested the idea.

The local mill of the C. C. Meugrl & Brother Company has been run-

ning at night recently, indicating that the demand for mahogany is hold-

ing up in spite of the midsummer lethargy. The company has recently

received a good many logs from its Central American producing stations,

and is in good shape for a long siege of manufacturing.

The 'W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company is now shipping gum, as

well as other woods, from its new mill at Fayette, Ala. The company is

makintr its first venture in gum. and is much pleased with flie results it

has been able to get thus far. the qu'iliiy of the wood cut up at Fayette
being exceptionally high.

Will McLean, president of thr Wo<«l-Mosaic Company, announced
recently the purchase of new sawmill equipment for the plant which is to

replace that recently d.'stroyed at Highland I'ark. Ky.. from the Filer &
Stowell Company of Milwaukee. The new plant will be largely fireproof.

and will be double the capacity of the old. It will be ready for use by
September.

=-< ST. LOUIS >.=

Building operations during tlit- moiiib uf .luno were- satisfactory and
SOT building permits were issued for new buildings and repairs to cost

$2,206,415, which indicates a gain of about 14 per cent over the building

operations of Juue, 1912. In the corresponding month last year 855 per-

mits were issued for buildings costing §1,931,076.

The Garetson-Greasou Lumber Company reports a fair volume of busi-

ness, with a pa^rtieularly good demand for oak. The company's mills are

working full time.

The Liebke Company reports a good seasonable demand for every item

on the list. Its mill, which was out of commission for some time owing
to the breakdown of some of the machinery, is now working full time and
is cutting up the logs which accumulated during the rnfiircpd idleness. It

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN" AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales' Office

Cincinnati, O.

iC I N C I N N ATI
iHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers!

I DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

(;knkrai. oi'FKK—ci.ay city. k\ .

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SCMMERS AND GEST STREETS

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. & D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

I CHARLES F. SHIELS & CO.
g SPECIALISTS IN WIDE STOCK

iPOPLAR, OAK, CHERRY. BIRCH ^
g0ja0iajSjaj3J^MSiaEia0I2Iil0MSMMMMai3JaSI^HMSISE13IS13EM'E!fS3^
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is receiving barges of logs all the time, the latest shipment being one of

about 700,000 feet of ash.

A good seasonable trade is reported by E. H. Luehrmann of the

C. V. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company. Nearly everything in the

hardwood line is being called for and the company is able to take care of

all orders.

, E. W. Blumer. sales manager of the Lothman Cypress Company, has

just returned from an extended eastern trip. He states that prospects are

fine for a big business through that territory this fall. He got several

good sized orders during bis trip. He also states that the Oshkosh fac-

tory is doing an excellent business.

The executive board of the Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis, at a meeting

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANlir.*CTi;KERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIAMII,r. FACILITIES

COMPLETE PLANING

Band Sawed Stock

AT HALF PRICE

STEAM SKIDDER
AND LOADER COMBINED

Clyde Modern Equipment. Used
about sixty days. Operations dis-
continued. No further use for it

For Particuiars Write

GOGEBIC LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, IMiCH.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE, WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,

a.id PostsCedar Shingles

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and
White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

bold June 27, put itself on record as recommending tlie continuance of

the Commerce Court and the board voted to send telegrams to the

Hon. Champ Clark, the United States senators from Missouri and also to

the representatives from this state, asking them to vote to that effect when
the matter came up.

-^ ARKANSAS >
The Archer Lumber Company of Helena, Ark., is erecting a large hard-

wood sawmill at that place. The company purposes to have the plant in

operation by Aug. 1. The new mill will give employment to about 100

men. Tbe company has recently bought a large tract of timber In the

southern part of Phillips county.

Tbe Kentark Land & Timber Company of Pine BlufC, Ark., has recently

been incorporated with a capital stock of $250,000. This concern is backed

by Louisville and St. Louis capital and has for the chief stockholder

\V. C. Hudson of Pine Bluff. The company will do a general manufac-

turing business.

The Henry Wrape Company, manufacturer of cooperage supplies at

St. Louis, Mo., has recently bought 2.000 acres of timber near Barber

Lake. Ark. This tract was purchased from A. C. McComb of Assand,

Wis. Mr. McComb has also recently sold 1.200 acres of timberland in

White county. Ark., to J. J. Tally of St. Louis, Mo., the consideration

being .$24,000.

E. M. Arnold, formerly of Cherry Valley. Ark., recently purchased

machinery for a new handle mill at Imboden. Mr. Arnold is an extensive

timber worker and is favorably impressed with the growth of hickory

in tbe Imboden vicinity. This now mill will probably be in operation

for several years, as there is a large supply of material in that county.

The Gap Lumber & Stave Company of Caddo Gap. .\rk.. has recently

filed its certificate of incorporation increasing its capital stock to $25,000.

=•< MILWAUKEE >-=

The John S. Owen Lumber Company of I^au Claire. Wis., one of the

largest lumber companies in the slate, has filed an amendment with the

secretary of state increasing its capital stock from $500,000 to $1,000,000.

E. H. Gilkey. Edward Schofield and H. R. Miller of Shawano have incor-

Iiorated the Gilkey Luml>er Company of Shawano, The capital stock is

.$.50,000.

The H. M. .lohnston Lumber Company of Reedsbnrg has sold its busi-

ness in that city to a newly organized company incorporated as the Reeds-

burg Supply Company. H. M. .Johnston is president ; C. E. Phillips, vice-

president : .T. S. Alexander of Wausau. secretary-treasurer. The capital

stock of tbe new company is $75,000.

The Monasha Wooden Ware Company has resumed operations at its saw-
mill near Ladysmith. The largo stock of logs Is expected to keep the
mill busy until near the end of the year.

Forest fires destroyed camp No. 5 of the Oconto Company recently,

causing a loss of several thousand dollars.

Capt. .T. D. Sarles of the gas boat Avis has been engaged for the past
several weeks in picking up logs for the Wells Lumber Company of

Menominee. The logs are those washed up on the beach on the east shore
of Green Bay. They are rolled into the water, made into rafts and towed
across the bay. Five men are employed in the work.

Albert II. Murphy, one of (he well-known lumbermen and capitalists of

Green Ba.v. b:is left with bis wife and two sons for California, where the

family will make lis future home. Jlr. Murphy. Ix'sides being interested

in many business enterprises, was connected with the Jlurphy Lumber
Company here since 1894 as manager, until the sawmill was sold to the
Northland Lumber Company seven years ago.

Emil Durr. one of Milwaukee's pioneer lumbermen and a widely known
business man of this city, died recently at his home. ^45 Hanover street,

;iged seventy-three years. :Mr. Durr was born in Milwaukee in 1840. His
first business venture was with T. H. .Tudd & Co.. lumber merchants.
Later he formed a partneisbip with .lohn Rupgee, establishing the first

lumber yard on the Burnham canal. He was prominent in fraternal

circles and held several public offices. Mr. Durr is survived by three
cbildren, two brothers and one sister,

William H. .T. Kieekhefcr. vice-president of the ICieckhefer Box Company
;ind connected with a number of business enterprises, died at his home,
jn04 riigbland boulevard. .Tune .30. Mr. Kieekhefer recently underwent
.in operalion for cancer, lie was fift.v-six years old. He was a prominent
Lutheran of this state, holding various offices in church organizations,
and was well known in social circles. Mr. Kieekhefer is survived by bis
vvife and eight children.

Louis F. Patrick, for more than forty years secretary and confidential

man of Senator Isaac Stephenson, the Marinette lumberman, was over-
I ome by heat in the street at Washington on .luly 2 and died soon after.

Senator Stephenson returned home recently to spend his eighty-fourth
lilrthday nnniversar.v. but Mr. Patrick remained in Washington with Ms
wife. Mr. Patrick passed bis seventieth birthday on .lune 5 last. He
leaves .a wife.

Isaac Lang. New York representative of the Onrney Refrigerator Com-
liany of Fond du Lac, died in Xew York recently, Mr. Lang had been
identified wifh tlie Fond du Lac company for the past twenty years and
was well known in that city. His son. Maurice Lang, who had been
associated with him. will take charge of the New York branch as successor
lo bis father.

The pl.int of the Bayfield Box & Lumber Compnny at Bayfield was
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<3estroyed by fire with a loss of $50,000. The plant will probably be p=.

rebuilt.

A damage of ?5.000 was done to the plant of the H. A. Schwartzburg
Box Factory, 520 North avenue, last week. A large stock of cigar boxes

was destroyed.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >-

The furniture exhibits which are opening up this week in the Chicago

market are having a very material effect, as they usually do, on demand
on the part of furniture manufacturers for hardwoods. It is of course

true that consi.derable'sales are effected by handlers of veneers and hard-

wood lumber in atlendance at the exhibits, but, nevertholeps, as a general

thing, the disposition of buyers is to withhold orders until it has become
apparent ,iust which style they are offering will take. Another feature of

the local trade is the recent strike of the cabinet makers, which, however,

has not assumed serious proportions. It was anticipated some time ago

by the employers, who made plans which are effectively taking care of the

-situation. Trade locally is unquestionably dull, this condition being the

result, as it is in other large markets, both of the seasonable condition

and of the general letting up of business of all kinds throughout the

country. Nothing startling has yet developed regarding price quotations

on hardwoods. In fact, one of the largest saw'miU concerns with sales

olfices in the local market stated that it only last week raised prices on

all stocks $1 a thousand. This company has an immense output to market

and apparently is disposing of its entire product satisfactorily.

The factory trade offers the best field for sales locally as the yard con-

cerns are not buying satisfactorily. The latter condition is due no doubt

to the slump in yellow pine prices.

In conformity to the opinion expressed at most of the large markets,

the Chicago trade is predicting- continued dullness for the next month or

two by a normal opening up in trade for the fall months.

=< NEW YORK y-
Despite the summer soa.son and its usual dullness, the New York hard-

wood market is bearing up well and there is no weakening in prices.

There is still some difficulty in getting stocks and good lumber Is quickly

taken. The condition of supplies is perhaps more responsible for the

continued firm prices than an.vthing else, for it is noted that the volume

of business going is nothing above normal. The manufacturing trade is

buying in fair quantities, but only for current needs and it will probably

be some weeks before bu.\ing for general purposes will be noticeable. The
flooring market continues strong and fairly active, and a good volume of

business is looked for in this line after the warm weather. Oak, ash.

maple and birch head the list in demand, poplar being in less call than

the others.

=-< BUFFALO >-

The hardwood trade is generally reported to be a little quiet, although

it is about the average for this season. Some yards have considerable

stock coming in. particulorl.v from the South, most of the lake lumber

receipts being delayed until later in the season. For the first five months
of the year business was very good, but during May and .Tunc strikes in

various centers began to check building operations somewhat. The labor

outlook is better at present and most of the differences have been

settled for the year. The tariff uncertainty is now the main thing in the

way of business. Prices are holding firm.

The demand for plain oak continues relatively good, with brown ash

also in fair demand. A good inquiry exists for flooring in different woods,

especially oak and maple, and prices are holding firm. Other hardwoods

are generally bringing a fair price, the quotations showing little change

from those of a month ago.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
Xotwiihstandiug hot weather, the arrival of the vacation season and the

semi-annual stock-taking b.v some of the firms, the volume of hardwood

trading has been remarkably well sustained during the last fortnight. As
there is considerable stuff in transit, buyers are still holding off for possi-

ble bargains, which naturally interferes somewhat with a more vigorous

activity. Building work has made a leap with the coming of settled

weather. The total amount of work undertaken during June shows an

increase of S18,705 over May and the totality for the first six months

of 1913 exceeds the same period of last year by $1,717,280. Yards which

have carried a full stock in anticip.ation of a boom in building lumber

are now in a position to handle all rush orders. Consuming industries

continue fairly active and box makers, although not rushed, manage to

secure enough business to keep the machinery going. Veneer and mahog-

any sales continue active, the season having been the best in years for

these woods.

With one or two exceptions the hardwood market remains firm. Stocks

do not increase and the pile would soon be cleaned up with the first rush

of orders. Oak remains leader, with prices stiff and stocks scarce ; ash is

makins new friends : high-grade chestnut is in strong demand : birch is

Dry Stock
Partial List Ready for Shipment

COTTONWOOD
4/4" Box Boards 13"-17" 200,000'
4/4" Ists & 2nds 6"-12" 250,000'
4/4' Ists & 2nds 13' & up 100,000'
4/4" Ists & 2nds AH 6" 50,000'
5 4 " Ists & 2nds 6" & up 20,000'
4 '4 " No. 1 Common. . .

.4' & up 150,000'
4 4" No. 1 Common. . .11 " & up 50,000'

SAP GUM
4/4' No. 1 Common. ... 4 " & up 50,000'
4/4" Ists & 2nds 6 "-12" 14,000"
4/4"' Ists & 2nds 13 " & up 13,000'

RED GUM
4/4

"

Ists & 2nds 250,000'

5/4
"

Ists & 2nds 95,000'
6/4

'

Ists & 2nds 105,000'

8/4
"

Ists & 2nds 30,000'
4/4" No. 1 Common 300,000'

5 4" No. 1 Common 350,000'

6 4" No. 1 Common 175,000'

8 4" No. 1 Common 5,000'

PLAIN WHITE OAK
4/4" 1 sis & 2nds 7,000'
4/4" No. 1 Common 290,000"
4/4" No. 2 Common 95,000'

PLAIN RED OAK
4/4 " Ists & 2nds 90,000'

4/4 " No. 1 Common 110,000'

4/4 " No. 2 Common 60,000'

RED & WHITE OAK
4, 4" No. 3 Common

.

.150,000'

RED OAK PLANKING
2 " X 6 " & up 15,000'

3 " X 6" & up 30,000'

WHITE OAK PLANKING
3" X 6" & up. 40,000"

CYPRESS
4/4" Ists & 2nds 26,000"

4/4" Selects 35,000"
4/4 " No. 1 Shop 34,000'

4/4 " No. 1 Shop & Better 3,000'

5 4" Ists & 2nds 1,000'

5/4 " No. 1 Shop 3,000"

5/4" No. 1 Shop & Better 15,000"

6/4" Ists & 2nds 7,000'

6/4" Selects 32,000'
8/4" Ists & 2nds 4,000'

8 4" Selects 4,000'

8 4" No. 1 Shop & Better 18,000"

Write, Phone or Wire for Prices

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company
GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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cure
LUMBER

PATENT OFFICE

Kraetzer-Cured kimber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-
steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping (ir buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on (|uarter-sawcd stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured luml)cr will neither
shrink nor swell, and the grain will not
raise when water stains arc emjiloved in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or qualit}- by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint tnaibles and "will siav where
it is init."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kractrjcr-Curcd Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetccr f'reparator.

uiaiiufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK KKGI.STERED IX I'. S. l'.\TEXT OFFICE

0\D cOluk
cure

LUMBER

moving up ; basswood in good request : flooring of all liinds is active ; gum
is moving along evenly : wide poplar a little slow ; cypress made a jump
and low grades of all kinds are fairly active.

-<, PITTSBURGH >.=

Iliirilwoods arc showing a very good front considering the season, for

it cannot be denied that the retail midsummer dullness is here. Manu-
facturing orders, however, are lieeping up well. There is evidence that

demand along this line will be very good all summer. This is due partly

to the fact that recently purchasing agents have been following the hand-

to-mouth policy in buying which makes it necessar.v to replenish stocks

at very frequent intervals, Tlieir buying for next year's requirements has

not yet started. It is a little early to determine the probable status of

this business, for, until the course of all business is shaped up a little

more accurately than now, wholesalers arc guessing. The first six months
of this year have shown a very, substantial gain in sales of hardwood over

last year. It is evident that business in most lines is going to be good

and wholesalers in general believe tbnt in the fall there will be a strong

resumption of lumber buying.

-< BOSTON y-
The hardwood luniiter market has sliown ^ery little change during

the past two weeks. Some dealers report considerable activity to

demand, while others state that the call is not so large as they antici-

pated it would be at this season of the year. The high prices that

are being asked by practically all manufacturers of hardwood lumber
tend to keep the demand down to actual wants. Few buyers_ are
willing to anticipate tlieii- needs, believing tliat the present liigh prices

cannot be fully maintained unless the demand for lumber becomes
mucli more active than it is at present. All reports received in this

market from mill points indicate that manufacturers arf' for the most
part very firm in their ideas for the future. During the two mid-
summer months demand is seldom really active, but late in August
business generally iniproves and it is expected tliat tills j'ear will be
no exception. Manufacturers of furniture for botli home and office

use are reported to be moderately busy and small chair manufac-
turers in New England are said to have a good volume of orders on
hand. The piano trade is fairly busy. ManufacUirers of interior

house finish are for the most part running their plants full and have a
good volume of business in sight. Tlie strongest feature of the hard-
wood market in the East is plain oak. This is scarce and very firmly

held at high prices. Quartered oak is also firm with a good demand
for stock one inch and under. Ash has attracted a fair amount of

new business. Veneers in this market have lieen in good demand and
manufacturers are busy.

=< BALTIMORE y
Wlule no important modifications have taken place in the hardwood

iMisiness a feeling has l)egun to manifest itself that prices will .20 lower;
according to some reports a beginning has already been made. No. 1

common oak has cased off, it is asserted. Some members of the trade

profess to believe Ihat an easier feeling actually prevails, though the
moviuienl .still apjicars to be active enough, slocks being taken i:p with
marked freedom and the movement being large. The lime has arrived

vvlien tlic production is also cut down in consequence of mill hands taking
a vacation. Any curtailment in the demand, therefore, is likely to be

offset by a curtailment in the offerings, and there is apparently no
reason to become alarmed and mark down the quotations.

It is true that stagnation or even demoralization prevails in the export
plank trade, liut this is due to the flooding of the foreign markets.
Attractive returns last winter encouraged tin* forwardin.gs, and conges-

tion has resulted, 'flie mills will have to turn tlieir attention to the manu-
facture of other kinds of lumber, in which tliere is no surplus. The
foreign situation is complieati'd by reason of the fact that much short

length stuff has gone forward. In times of a scarcity of stocks these

short lengths arc taken up with the rest, but wlien tlie offerings of

planks are as lilieral' as is the case at the present time, rejections are

certain and the accumulation of these short lengths is used to depress the

whole list. Some of the exporters, interpreting the signs accurately, gave
orders at an early stage of the recession to sell the short lengths for

anythino: they might bring, and to yard the full length stocks until a fair

price could be obtained, tlius escaping getting in deep, even though profits

were sacrificed. Other di\'isions of the export trade appear to be in fair

shape, with the inqtiiries rather slower than they have been, and with
the disturbances in southeastern Europe affecting the situation more or
liss. Low-grade poplar Is in such plentiful supply on the other side

Ihat the bu.vers are disposed to insist upon concessions, but the rest, of

the list is fairly steady.

The home business continn.s good in point of quantity, while the returns

are holding up quite well. I'Mrms report that they :irc doing a larger

volume of business than ever iwfore, with basswood, gum and other stocks
in active request, and with the outlook sufficiently encouraging to Infltice

.I continuance of operations at an undiminished rate.

=-< COLUMBUS y
Tlie hardwood trade in Columbus and all parts of central Ohio has

been very active during the past fortnight. While tliis is usually the quiet

period of the .year, due to tlie beainnins of the vacation perled and the
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time of the mid-yoar inytntorifs, tbc domancl from both yards aud fac-

tories is liolding up extremely well.. It is about a staud-off between

retailers aud manufacturers in purchasing.

All grades and varieties cf iiardwoods are moving fairly uniformly.

There is no especial accumulation of stocks in any grade, and as a result

no price-cutting is necessary to keep the trade in a healthy condlliou.

Yard stocks are fair. Factory stocks are not very large and the policy

of purchasing agents is to buy only what is wanted for immediate cou-

sumptioq. Factories engaged in making vehicles and implements arc good

buyers. Automobile factories are also in the market. Furniture fac-

tories will not buy until after the summer show period is over.

Mill stocks are only fair and this is ta^en as an indication that weak-

ness in price will not come about. Only a slight influence on hardwoods is

felt by the extreme weakness in yellow pine. Itailrnads are able to make
deliveries fairly promptly and there is not much trouble as yet from a

car shortage. The principal trouble appears to be in the lack of motive

power on railroads. Collections are good.

Quartered and plain oak Is strong and the luovement is good. I'rices

on all grades are higii. There is a good demand for chestnut at good

prices. Poplar is gaining in strength and all grades are moving well.

Basswood and ash are in good demand, other hardwoods are unchangi'd.

=-< CINCINNATI >.=

Owing to the weather many factories have lieen running short time and

this has affected the lumber trade to same extent. The outlook for busi-

ness is none ton promising for anything like a big year, although the

chances for a normal trade are very bright. Right at this time there is

a dullness that is decidedly noticeable, but there are many inquiries that

are encouraging. Wholesalers are of the opinion that there will I>e a

good general demand for small shipments as needed, with very little buy-

ing in a general way until at least the early part of September. In the

meantime prices on all bardwoods ari- well maintained and dealers are

satisfied with the large stocks that they are carrying. .Tust about the same
optimistic feeling prevails among the millmen as is held by the wholesaler.

They. too. are accumulating some stocks and all are well satisfied that with

a fair demand at this time of the year a strong tendency is toward good

business in the fall and all concerned are now in good shape to take care

of business when it comes. The market continues dull in the upper grades

of poplar, but low-grade stock is moving freely at good lu-ices. The pros-

pects for better business in the poplar field are not at all tiright and the

chances are that the market will remain spotty the balance of thi'^ yeai-.

but should show much better during the early fall.

•< INDIANAPOLIS >
The hardwood trade has not been especially active during the last fort

night. Conditions, however, have been a trifle Ijetter than they were at

this time last year. Prices are still steady with no signs of a break.

Shijunents are moving promptly. Labor troubles, which are tying up
building to some extent, and inactivity among the veneer mills is attrib-

uted largely to the cause of the slackening up of the bardwood trade.

Logs are easy, with an upward tendency in prices.

-•<, MEMPHIS >.=

The hardwood market hero is nurhaps a little quioter than a short time

ago, but business is pretty well maintained and prices are showing' no
particular sign of easiness. Weather conditions have been exceptionally

favorable during the past three or four months for losgiug operations,

and these have made excellent progress. In fact, the mills are well sup-

plied with timber and this is accepted as inuicating ratlier fuller stocks

for fall and winter requirements. There is, however, no evidence of

accumulation of lumber at the moment and the market therefore presents

a very steady front. Buyers are taking lumber only as they have to do so.

This finds reflection in the fact that orders are for small rather than for

large quantities. The aggregate of these orders, however, is quite satis-

factory and there is very little disposition on the part of members cf the

trade to complain regarding the situation. There is always some slack-

ness at this time of the year and it is rather less than more pronounced
now than usual. Flain oak is a good seller in all grades, firmness con-

tinues to characterize the lower grades of cotlonwood aud gum. although
the suprtly is a little more adequate for both than heretofore. Red gum is

being pushed by all members of the trade hero who manufacture this

lumber, and very satisfartrry results are following the campaign of

education in its behalf. Therp is a particularly good forr^ien demand for

thin stock. There is no surplus ash offering here and (here is a good

enough demand to take care of practically all of the quartered red and
white oak. Exporters are confronted with f'e question of securing through

bills of lading after Aue. 2?. and also with the renewal of annual con-

tracts between Aug. 1 and Sept. t. Poth of these problems promise to be

somewhat ditfi^'ult to handle and the export trade depends largelv upon
the pnli'tinn thereof. At the present tiiT-e there is a irood foreign demand
for southern hardwoods and quite a satisfactory business is in progress.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
The hardwood lumber trade has been quiet in the Nashville market,

tbou'7h of seasonable volume. While shippers and manufaitorers are not

incMred to make concessions, there seems to be an easier tone to the

market. Oak continues in good demand, and there is a fair amount of

Mahogany
Lumber and

Veneers
In buying Mahogany Lumber and Veneers

of C. L. Willey, the purchaser is assureil of a

product cut from the finest figured wood that

money and a search of the world's markets can

secure.

Beyond this he is assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a cjuahty of product not usu-

ally obtainable.

Right now stored in the log yard of the Willey

plant at Chicago is more than a quarter million

dollars' worth of the highest class figured mahog-

any ever imported to this country.

The accompanying illustration shows a cor-

ner of the assemblage of these mahogany logs.

The Willey warehouses are well stocked with

a superb collection of Mahogany, Vermillion,

Walnut and other fancy veneers.

An inspection is cordially invited. Take Blue

Island Ave. car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Mahogany Veneer and Lumber Producing Plant in

the World
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Checking, Splitting,

Rotting

Prevented by

LORAC
which at trifling cost protects Logs, Lumber and Dimension
Stock against weather and time. A BOY CAN DO THE WORK.

TRY LORAC NOW
WRITE CS FOR FULL PARTICULARS

THE GEORGE HENKE COMPANY
62 Beekman Street NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass.
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS 1^^ ">"e,i

This "\' e a r to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

activity in poplar, chestnut and other lines. The hardwood flooring trade

has had a season of prosperity and some fine orders have been tilled. Ship-

ments have been made to the Efist and also to foreign countries. Satis-

factory business is also reported at the box factories.

=•< LOUISVILLE >=
The gt-neral agreement is that the condition ol' business is much better

than it was this time a year ago. The demand is holding up well and,

with the furniture exhibits soon to be over, the call for lumber from that

i|uarter will likely be renewed in increased volume, as all reports have
it that retailers in most sections of the country, with the possible excep-

tion of the East, are well satisfied with the present outlook. Oak lumber

is moving well, quartered oak seeming to have the call. Plain oak is still

in good demand, however, and prices have not suffered from the temporary

lull. Poplar is pretty quiet, the demand for all grades having tapered off

somewhat. Ash is a good seller, but gum is less active than it has been.

Mahogany is selling well and prices are firm.

^-< ST. LOUIS y
Business is quiet at tlii.5 point and the usual summer inactivity is on.

The local distributors, however, are not idle. Tliey are busy replenishing

their stocks and getting ready for the fall trade. There is a diversity

of opinion among them as to the volume of fall business they will do.

Some state that consumers still have a good quantity of lumber on hand,

resulting from deliveries being made to them on old contracts, so they

will not come into the market and buy as liberally as they would do other-

wise. Other distributors think that business will be excellent, basing

their belief on the fact that what the consumers now have on band will be

used and they will have to come into the market to buy.

Prices remain excellent on nearly every item on the hardwood list.

This is particularly true as to iilain oak. TJiis item is in good demand and
is comparatively scarce. Manufacturers are getting out timber as fast as

they can and have a pretty good accumulation of stocks on hand, but are

not over stocked. The cypress trade has been fairly good. The larger

yards have been receiving lumber for some time and are now in pretty

good shape to take care of a big business.

=< MILWAUKEE y
While the usual summer dullness is making ilself felt in the Milwaukee

hardwood trade, conditions are better than at this time a year ago, and
the prospc' Is for a late sinumor and fall trade are exceptionally good,

r.usiness in general seems to Ix* adjusting itself satisfactoril.v, as the

talk regarding tariff and currency reform Is becoming more rational, and
people at most points around the state arc inclined to go ahead with

their building operations. Best of all, the crop outlook is unusually

bright and when this state of affairs exists in this section of the North-
west it is pretty certain that general business will be good.

The high level of prices which is being maintained in most lines of

liardwood is tending to prevent consumers from buying more than enough
to meet (heir present wants. Manufacturers si'em to be confident that the

future demand will be strong, and there are no evidences of price cutting.

Stocks are light in practically every line, buyers finding it necessary to

jilace fair orders. Maple, birch and low-grade basswood are still in leading

demand.

=< LIVERPOOL y-
The volume of arrivals has been exceptionally heavy during the past

month. At present the quays here have a very animated appearance,
stocks being moved promptly away into consumption. T'nder the circum-

stances values have kept up wonderfully well and in many instances

advances have been noted. I'rime ash planks are the firmest spot in the

market, and shippers of the right stock should have no difHculty in

iihtaining orders at advanced prices. The best thicknesses are 3-inch

and 4-inch, but I'/j-inch and 2-lnch stock is also easily sold. Walnut is

also exceedingly firm, but that Is an old story. This wood is firm simply

because the supply is not equal to the demand.
There are one or two items, however, which are far from being firm.

Round hickory logs is one of them. Tarcels now on the quay are selling

for from 2s 4d to lis t'.d. The stock now on the qiuty is rapidl.v dis-

appearing into consumption and will not hold over until new wood arrives.

It is stated that shippers have been exceedingly foolish in handling their

shipments to this port during this season. They have dumped stocks in

the most impossible fashion, without any regard to the market require-

ments. .Tust when the market was at its firmest point they flooded the

market with four or five thousand logs. This port can swallow about as

much hickory as any other port in the world, but it doesn't like it all

coming at once, and the recent attitude has really been too absurd tor

words. The same folly seems now to be in full operation in the exten-

sive wagon oak plank market, and it is to be hoped that the present
tendency to ship on consignment will not be continued. This market can
stand shipments on consignment only in the days of bare markets, and
shippers should take the advice of responsible brokers before adopting
such suicidal tactics as they have recently adopted with wagon oak and
hickory.

The mahogany position was much strengthened by the sales held re-

cently. The stocks offered were not extensive and prices advanced
slightly in the face of a keen demand. There seems no Immediate prospect

of prices being reduced in the near future.
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MACHINERY FOR S4LE 1
HOISTS AND DERRICK IRONS.

for handling logs at mill.

THE NEW ALBANY MFG. CO., New Albany, Ind.

FOR SALE.
A first-class one band sawmill complete, witb
planing mill and larger burner in connection.

.\11 in good condition,—boilers, engines, etc.

Will sell macliinery on reasonable terms. For
further particulars address,

BATCHELOR TIMBER CO., Saginaw, Mich.

FOR SALE
1 Lane Mfg. Co.'s Saw .Mill.

1 Defiance Llrag Saw.
1 Defiance Double Belt rolishing Maihin;-.

1 Defiance 10' Bolter.

1 Defiance 24" Lathe.

1 Berlin Swing Cutoff Saw.
I Bentel & Margedant (jang Hip.

1 .American Cross-cut Saw.
1 .American Wood Splitter.

1 Edwards Log Turner.

S. N. BROWN & CO.. Da.vton. (i.

MACHINERY WANTED

WANTED
Veneer lathe' about CO inches; also 10 foot

veneer saw. Must be in good condition.

ROBERTS & CONNER C(l., New All.iin.v, lud.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms »t tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Special Inducements
TO

Wood Working Plants

We know of several very de-
sirable locations for Wood Work-
ing plants near to the country's
greatest source of hard wroods
and where prices are the lowest
in America.

Ample labor, low priced power
and excellent transportation fa-

cilities go to make these open-
ings very desirable.

Extra inducements as free

sites, tax exemption or stock
subscriptions will be given man-
ufacturers of good faith and
ability.

Our free services are at your
command in aiding you to find

a favorable location.

M. V. Richards

Land and Industrial Aft.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305 Washington, D. C.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—41x8^ inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
original and duplicate. Duplicate designed lo be
attached to invoice.

These tally books arc perfection for durability-
covenience, accuracy, and for .*;ystematizinE the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyriehled, 1910.
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

$ 1.00

10.00

Aluminum Tally Covers, each
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1.000 10.00
Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 s Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Osgood & Richardson
935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agent>: LAMB-I ISH LUMBER CO.

Factory Lumb<^r
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton ""iS-c-A^r'

A Vane«r GaQge ii ibe answer to K Yeoeer Uflfr'i

iTftTing for years. Thi» "W»lker Brand" Veo-

eer 0»uge is s flteel gauge that will Balisfy

»oor«aats for Bll time. You cant do your-

self a better luru than to buy one of
thess gauges. It gauges ACCURATELY
e*erv taichnescfrom 1-40 in oh to % iacb
INCLUSIVE. W^ke up to this opporto-
nity. Priceonly$1.98 delivered by U. S

>Hail Ordernow, today. Address—645ft
fToodlann Ave. Phone Hyde Park 88.

De»t.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frequent
eicep* wtere
our

Two Piece
Oeometricil
Barter Coin

Ib In use, then
imitation isn't

poaaible.
Sample If you

,

ask for It. |

S. D. CBILDS
t CO.
Chicago

We also make
Tim* Chacks,
Stenailsand
Loff Hamaera.

Gerlach Modern Machines
Produce the Chcapeit nnd CrsI .

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOOKS

Circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERIACH CO- Cleveland. 60i City, U.S.A.

WE WANT TO BUY
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

FOR INTEKIOB FINISH
No. 1 Oak Wagon Stock, Hickory and Maple
Axles, Tongues, Beaches and Bolsters, Hickory
and Oak Bending Stock, Etc.

ADDRESS DEPT. "L,"

D. ACKLAND & SON, LTD., WINNIPEG, MAN.. CANADA
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, illustrated by more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumbar literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-
paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

AcacKl
African mahogany
Ailantiius
Alaska Cyprus
Alaska pine
Alder
Algaroba
AUef^liony sloe
Alligator .iuDiper
Alligator-wood
Almontlleaf willow
Aloe-leaf yucca
Alpine fir

Alpine larch
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
Alpine whitebark pine..
Alternate-leaved dog-
wood

Alvord oak
Auiabilis fir

American apjiie
American arhorvitae. . .

.

American ash
Atnericau crab
.\nicrloan fringe
,\morican holly
American larch
American linden
vVmcrican planertree. . ..

.American smoke-treo. .

.

.Vndronicda
AnccUca-tree
Ant's wood
Afiple haw
Artrorvitffi
.Vrizcma cork fir

A rizoua cypress
Arizona luadrona
Arizona palm
Arizona pine
Arizona spruce
.Mizona sycamore
Arizona white oak
Arrow-wood
Ash-leaved maple
Aspen Gti7.

Aspen-leaf
.August plum
plairi cypress
Kalm of fillead.145. 007,
Balm of Uilead iir

Balsam
IS.I. 130, 1.51. 106,

Balsam fir 145.151,
Balsam poplar
Baltimore oak
Banana
Baretta
Barren oak
Barren scrub oak
Bartram oak
Basket elm
Basket oak 20S,
Basket willow
Basswood
Bat tree
Bayberr.v
Bay poplar
Bay-tree
Beaded locust
Bearberry 040,
Bear oak
Bearwood -.

.

Beaver-tree
B.ehb willow
Beech
Beetree
Bell-tree .-

Bclhvond
Berlandier ash
Biir tiuckeve
Bit- bud
Big-bud hickory
I'.Igcone pine
B.lgcone spruce
Big Cottonwood
Big. low wIMnw
Big hickory nut

53.-,

403
070
121
193
o.Sfl

550
022
111
325
471
093
100
ss
195
100
37

.520

220
ion
553
07
409
453
700
643
80

037
397
097
520
676
one
459
07

154
142
003
093
705
1.35

010
21.S

507
445
075
675
621
139
673
145

073
lliO

073
205
040
009
310
283
322
393
229
472
037
494
ens
.337

529
5.W
09S
315
098
495
471
025
037
001
602
41.S

649
303
363
OS
172
667
472
:!63

Big laurel
Uigleaf laurel
Eigleaf maple
Big pine
Big shellbark
Blgtree
Big white birch
Biitmore ash
Birch
Bird cherry
Bishop's pine
Bitter cherry
Bi tter hickory
Bitternut
Bitteruut hickory
Bitter pecan 301,
Bitter walnut
Bitter waternut
Bitterwood
Black ash. 415. 410. 423,
Blaekbark pine
Black hilch 505, 577,
Black calabash
lilack cherry
Black Cottonwood

607, 009,
Black gum 159,
Black liaw
Black hickory

304, 307. 000,
Black ironwood
Black jack
Black Jack oak
Black larch
Black limetree
Black locust 535,
Black mangrove
Black maple
Black mulberry
Black oak. 250, 200, 271,
Black ollvetree
Black pine... 63. 67, 70,
Black poplar
Black slash pine
Black sloe
Black spruce
Black thorn
Biacktree
Black walnut
Black willow
Black wood
Blccding-lieart tree
Blister pine 145,
Blue ash 417,
Blue beech
Blue birch 565, 577,
Blue blossoms
Blue dogwood
Blue elder
Blue jack oak
Blue nivrtle
Blue oak 205, 213.
Blue spruce
Bluet
niuewood
Bndark
Bodock
iiog spruce
Bois d'arc
Bois inconnu
Bottom shellbark
Bow wood
Box elder 445.
Box oak
Box white oak
Boxwood
Brncted fir

I^rash oak
Brewer oak
Bristlecone flr

Bristlecone pine 10.
Broadfrult yucca
Broadleaf maple
Broadleaf willow
Broom hicktir.v

I'rown ash
Brown Idckory
Brown pine
Buckeye

404
507
430
31

369
175
5S3
424
565
619
69

616
361
367
361
375
361
374
070
445
75
580
475
613

679
331
460

009
700
2S3
201
80

637
541
088
447
513
277
088
75
681
55

021
129
459
688
343
409
6.SS

500
151
422
627
586
608
528
700
285
698
220
130
508
700
511
511
130
511
405
309
511
001
223
223
523
1.57

22.3

220
171
38

093
439
472
307
423
307
43

640

Buckthorn bumelia
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arel leaved magnolia,
arel oak ....
il-el-tiee

I oak
itherleaf ash .

atberwood
ucrena
vei'wood
;num-vitse
ac
nbev pine
nbei-twig pine

.295.

luiclamber
tie sbagliavk
tie sugar pine
tie walnut _—
re oak 253,

bloUy pine
cust

494
319
531
292
41S

400. 502
5(i2

595
69S

.... 69S
.19. 703

703
fi37

325
346
25

351
313

535

dgepote pine 73
700awoofl

mbardy poplar 68^
ngcone pine G8
ngleaf pine 43
ngleaf service 45-
ngleaf willow 496
ngleaved pine 63
ugcbat 63
ngsliueks pine 5o
ngstalk willow 471
ngstiaw pine 55
.vely fir 165
vely I'ed fir 165
iwland spruce pine. . . 51

iw maple 435
all willow 496
•nn 637

aekenzie willow,
acnab cypress .

.

adroua
agnificent fir - - -

aguolia
abogany
abogany birch

.463,

472
17S
661
164
494
547
565

Nettle-tree 403
New England boxwood. 523
Newcastle thorn 459
New Mexican locust 537
New Mexican pinon 28
Noble fir 157
Nootka cypress 121
North American red

spruce 127
North Carolina pine 49
North Carolina shagbark
hickory 37('

Northern cork elm 3S5
Northern spruce pine... 19
Northern white cedar. . 97
Norway pine 61
Nutmeg hickory 374
Nutpine 2S. 33. 68. 704
Nuttall willow 472

Oak-barked cedar Ill
Obispo pine 69
Ohio buckeye ......649. 651
Oldfield birch 585
OUlfield pine 49
Old man's beard 700
Olivetree 337
One-berry 403
One-seed juniper 99
Opossum wood 601
Opuntias 694
Oregon ash 421
Oregon balsam 166
Oregon crabapple 454
Oregon fir 163
Oregon maple 439
Oregon oak 235
Oregon pine 169
Oregon white oak 235
Oreodaphne 529
Overcup oak 217. 223
Osage appletree 511
Osage orange 511
Osier willow 496

Pricklecoue pine...
Prickly ash
Prickly pine
Prickly spruce
Prince's pine
Puget Sound pine.
Pumpkin ash
Pumpkin pine . .

.

Pumpkin-tree . . .

.

Punk oak
Purple buckeye . .

.

Piu'ple dogwood . -

Purple haw

anchineel 701^

angrove 6S5
auzanita 663
aple 4.^9

arlberry '01

astic 696
aul oak 30S

ay cherry 451
ay haw . .. ^ 459
eadow pine .

.^ 45, 55
enzies' spruce 133
esquite 559. 562
exicau cottonwood.66(. 669
exicau elder 700
[exican madrona 663
iexican mulberry .... 514
(exican palmetto ..... 692
[exican persimmon .... 517
(exican pinon... 19, 33. 704
iexican walnut 351
(exican white pine. ... 19
[ichaux basswood 639
(imosa 562
[inor species 695
[issouri willow 473
locker nut 356, 363
tocker nut hickory 363

[ock olive 620
lock orange 511. 620
robave yucca 693
lonterey cypress 141
lonterey pine 69
loose elm 391
loose maple 435
lorehus onk 297
lountain alder 592
louutain ash.. 411. 454, 675
louutain balsam. . .151. 166
fountain birch 5S0
•louutain cedar Ill

.lountain elm 399
•lountain hemlock 195
.lountain holly 645
•lountain ivy 505
ilountain iuniper 99
dountain lanrel 5nn. 529
liountain mahoirany.199. 465
viountain machineel. . 697
iloutitain maple. .. .435, 441
fountain pine 25
vfouutain spruce 135
^lountain white oak 213
vrulhprry 513
vlyrtU'berry sns
Mvitie tree 529
Myrtle oak 297

N'akedwood 698
Xarrowberry 699
Navrowcone pine 704
Nairowleaf cottonwood

.

667. 669

Narrowleaf crab 453
Narrowleaf willow 496
Native plum 621
Necklace poplar 66i

Netleaf oak 219

Pacific coast oak 235
Pacific yew 199
Pale-leaf hickory 345
Palmer oak 310
Palms 691
Palmetto 691
Palo bianco 400
Palo verde 556
Paper birch 565, i^S3

Paper mulberry 514,
Paradise tree 676
Parry nut pine 19, 704
Parry pinion 703
Parry's spruce 136
Patton's spruce 196
Peach oak 313
Pea-flower locust 535
Peawood 602
Pear haw 459
Pear thorn 459
Pecan 357. 373
Pecan nut 373
Pecan tree 373
Persimmon 517
Pessimin 51

7

Pigeonberry 452, 526
Pigeon cherrv 619
Pignut 356, 361. 367
Pignut hickory 367
Pig walnut 361
Pin cherry 619
Pine 19
Pink locust 555
Pin oak 208. 247. 361

Pinon 19. 2S
Pinon pine 28, 33
Pin thorn 459
Pitch pine... 43, 45. 49. 63
Planertree 397
Plane-tree "07
Plum 621. 622
Poison dogwood 69

1

Poison elder 697
Poison ivy 50n

Poison laurel 505
Poison oak 697
Poison sumach 697
Poisontree 6^'7

Poisonwood 697. 701

Pond apple 640
Pond cypress 141

Pond pine 37
Poorfield pine 49
Poor pine 51
Poplar 4S7. 67.3

Poplar-leaved birch nSo
Popple 4S7. 675
Poppy ash 424
Possum haw 646
Possum oak 320
Possumwood 517
Port Orford cedar 123

Post cedar 103, 109

Post locust ^'-^S

Post oak 223
Poverty birch 5Sn
Powcohiscora 355
Price oak 315

704
699
52
136
70

169
423
19

166
, 320
, 652
,
526

, 70O
Pyramidal magnolia.4S1, 496

Quaking asp 675
Quinine-tree bay

Rattlebox 601
Red alder ^°^
Red asli f23
Redbarfc fir lo'i

Redbark pine '^

Red bay ^fj-
Red-berried elder ^OU

Red birch • a'

J

Red-bract dogwood oJb

Redbud • o4S

Red cedar 9i'

Red elm 3^3,

Red fir i5(. 164,

Red gum
Red haw 457
Redheart hickory.,
Red hickory
Red ironwood
Red larch
Red locust
Red maple
Red mulberry ....

Red oak
259. 265,

Red pine
Red plum
Red silver fir

Red spruce
Red thorn
Red titi ..r
Red willow
Redwood
Retama
Rhododendron . ..

,

River ash
River birch
River cottonwood

.

. Rock chestnut oak
Rock elm
Rock maple
Rock oak

109
399
169
325
460
357
363
700
SO

535
433
513

289
169
621
165
127
45S
502
496
181
549
507
423

. .565. 577
667
241

. .380, 385
427
241

4.59.

277. 2Sil.

61.

Rocky Mountain juniper
124

Rocky Mountain oak
..;. 219. 221

Rocky Mountain white
pine 70;

Rose bay 50
Rosemary pine 49, 5;

Royal palm 69:

Rum cherry 60:

Rusty nannyberry 70

Sadler oak 220
Saffron plum 696
Salad-tree
Sandbar willow
Sand jack
Sand pine
Sapwood pine .

.

Sargent palm .

Sarvice
Sassafac
Sassafas
Sassafrac

' Sassafras

548
496
286
46
75
692
451
655
655
655
655

Satinleaf 696
Satin walnut
Satinwood
Savice 451.
Savin
Saxifrax
Scalybark hickory
Scarlet haw . ,

Scarlet maple
Scarlet oak
Schott cactus
Schott yucca
Screwbean
Screw-pod ^ . . .

.

Scrub oak 220 .\ 247.
Scrub pine 37. 57.
Seaside alder
Second growth
Serviceberry
Service-tree
Shadberry
Shagbark hickory
Shasta red fir. .

.

Shawneewood . .

.

She balsam
Sheepljerry
Sbeepbush
Shef'p laurel ....
Sbellbark
Shellbark hickory

699
4.52

91
6.">5

357
457
433

694
693
562
562
2.«3

70
592
357
451
451
451
357
165
476
151
700

505
356. 3.57

. ... 369

Shingle cedar 115
Shingle oak ::01. 319
Shin oak 20S. 2S6
Shoepeg maple 433
Short-flower mahogany.. 466
Shortleaf pine 49
Shortleaved pine .57

Shortshat 49
Shrub willow 496
Sierra brownbark pine.. 67
Silktop palmetto 692
Silkv willow 472
Silverbell tree 601,604
Silver fir 159. 163. 165
Silverleaf willow 471
SilVer-leaved maple 429
Silver maple 429
Silver pine 14;

Silver spruce 136. 145
Silvertop palmetto 692
Single-leaf pinon ....19. 701
Single spruce 130
Sir Joseph Bank's pine. 70
Slash pine 45. 49. 55
Sitka alder 592
Sitka spruce 133
Skunk spruce 130
Slipperv elm... 380. 391. 400
Sloe 699
Small buckeye 649. 652
Small fruit mountain ash 454
Small-leaf elm 399
Small-leaf horsebean. . . 549
Small laurel 505
Small pignut 346
Small pignut hickory... 346
Small white birch 585
Smooth cypress 142
Smooth-leaf willow .... 471
Snowdi-op- tree 601. 603
Soapberry 465
Soap-tree 465
Soft maple 429
Soft pine 19. 25
Softwoods 4
Soledad pine 64
Srnora ironwood 56S
Sophora 555
Sorrel-tree 507
Soulard crab 454
Sour gum 337, 339, 507
Sour gum bush 507
Sour tupelo 339
Sourwood 507
Southern basswood 639
Southern mountain pine. 52
Southern red juniper... 94
Southern red oak 265
Southern white cedar. . . 103

!

Southern yellow pine... 43
Spanish bayonet 093
Spanish dagger 693
Spanish moss 256
Spanish oak... 260, 277. 289
Spanish red oak 289
Sparkleberry .508

Spice-tree 529
Spoon-hutch 507
Spoonwood 505
Springwood 7
Spotted oak... 266. 271. 320
Spruce 127. 169
Spruce pine

45, 49. 51. 57. 187
Spruce-tree 1S7
Stackpole pine 151
Stagbush 699
Staghorn sumach 697
~ -

325
205
13

699

445
651

.201. 202
202
11

447

Swamp oak ...225, 249. 301
jSwamp poplar 669

Swamp sassafras 495
Swamp Spanish oak.... 301
Swamp tupelo 337
Swamp white oak.. 217, 229
Swampy chestnut oak.. 241
Sweet bay
Sweet birch
Sweet crab .

Sweet gum
Sweet locust
Sweet magnolia. . . . 481
Sweet scented crab
Switch-bud hickory
Sycamore

.565

.39'

531
58lJ

453
325
541
495

: 453
367
607

Table mountain pme... o2
Tacamahac 673
Tamarack 79. 86
Tanbark oak 241. 271
Tassajo 694
Tear-blanket 699
Texan obony 538
Texan red oak 265
Texas ash 411
Texas buckeye 649
Texas cottonwood ..607. 669
Texas flowering willow. 477
Texas redbud 549
Texas umbrella-tree . . . 465
Thick shellbark 369
Thomas elm 385
Thorn apple 459
Thorn bush 459
Thorn locust - - 541
Thorn plum
Thorn-tree
Thorny acacia
Thoruv locust
Three-leaved maple.

.

Three-thorned acacia.
Tbunderwood
Tburber cactus
Tideland spruce
Tisswood
Titi
Toothache-tree ..

Torch pine
Torchwood
Tornillo
Torrey pine
Tough bumelia .

Tourney oak . . .

,

Trask mahogany
Tree huckleberry
Tree myrtle ....
Tree palmetto .

.

Tree yucca
1 rident oak ....
Tuck-tuck
Tulip poplar . .

.

Tulip-tree
Tupelo
Turkey oak

459
541
541
541
445
541
697
694
133
0412

, 526
, 699

'. 699
, 562
, 64
. 696
. 315
. 466
. 508
. 698
. 691

..355.

.403, 405,

.V.".'.V.19.

547
445
406
427
31

Star-leaved
Stave oak
Stiffness of wood.
Sting-tongue ....

Stinking ash ....
S'tinking buckeye
Stinking cedar. .

.

Stinkius savin . .

.

Strength of wood.
Striped maole - -

.

Stone-seed Mexican pinon 33
Stump tree .

Sugar ash .

.

Sugarberry
Sugar maple ...

Sugar pine
Sugar-tree
Sumach
Summer haw . .

.

Snmmerwood . .

.

Sunflower-tree . .

Sun-loving pine .

Sunny-slope pine
Swamp ash ....
Swamp bay . .

.

Swamp cedar .

Swamp chestnut
Swamp cottonwood
Swamp hickory
Swamp holly . .

.

Swamp laurel .

.

Swamp magnolia
Swamp maple .

...283,

487
487
337
2Sti

Western larch 85
Western plum 621
AVestern red cedar

115. 118. 706
Western serviceberry . . 452
Western shellbark 369
Western spruce 133
Western sumach 698
Western walnut 351
Western white fix 1C3
Western white oak 235
Western white pine. . .

.

19. 25, 703
Western yellow pine... 67
W estern yew 199
West Indian birch 676
West Indian cherry.... 620
Weymouth pine 19
Whiskey cherry 613
Whistlewood 637
White alder 591
White Alaska birch.. ._.

White"ash ".".'.".409," 422*. 700
White balsam 159, 166
White bark 37
Whitebark maple 436
Whitebark pine 19, 37
White basswood 6.39

White bay 495
White birch... 565. 579. 5S5
W'hite buttonwood 688
White cedar ...97, 103. 109
White cottonwood
White elm 37!

Wbiteheart hickory
White hickory. 357.
White fir 159. 163. 166
White ironwood 700
White lanrel 495
Whiteleaf oak 273
White locust 535
White mangrove 68S
White maple 433, 439
White mulberry 514
White oak

. .205, 208, 213. 223. 235
White pine 19. 51, 703
White poplar 675. 682
White spruce.. 130, 135, 136
White stem pine 37

459
502
357
472
701
637
454
613

613, 619
465
01

670
385, 397

.. 363
361, 367

.oOO.

.487. 66

T'mbrella tree. 481. 484. 526
T'pland hickory .

.

Upland willow .

.

Ptah juniper

Valley mahogany
Valley oak
Valparaiso oak .

.

Vauquelinia
Vine maple
Virgilia
\'irginia pine
Virginia thorn 460

6*»6

458
7

700
704
704

416. 422
.^^31

103

oak ... 229
(TS7. 6119

361. 375
046
495
495

429. 433

Wadsworth oak 225
Wafer ash 689
Wahoo

..385, 399. 492. 499. 699
Wahoo elm 399
Walnut 343
Walnut-tree 343
Washington haw 460
Wa-shlngton palm 693
WasliinKton pine 193
Washington thorn 460
Water ash 422. 424. 445
Water beech 607
Water birch 577. 5S0
Water bitternut 375
Water elm 3S0

Water hickory 375
Water maple ..429. 433. 435
Water oak . . .295. 319, .320

Water Spanish oak 301
Water white oak 217
Weeping dogwood 526
Weeping oak 249
Weeping spruce ...136. 195
Weeping willow 472
Western birch 565, 579
Western black willow.. 496
Western catalpa 476
Western cedar ...115. US
Western choke cherry.. 616
Western dogwood 525
Western hemlock 193
AVestern hemlock fir 103
Western hemlock spruce 193
Western juniper US

White thorn
White titi .

.

\\hite walnut
White willow

I Whitowood .

.

I
Wickup

"^i
1
Wild apple

"
29''

I

'^'''*^ black cherry

157 ^ll"! cherry
Wild china
W^ild cinnamon . .

.

Wild crab 453
Wild date 693
Wild lilac 698
Wild lime 699
Wild olive-tree 337, 601
Wild orange 620
Wild peach 620
Wild plum 621
Wild red cherry 619
Wild rose bay 507
Wild sapodilla 696
Wild tamarind 568
Wild thorn 459
Williamson's spruce. . . . 195
Willow 469
Willow-leaf cherry 620
Willow oak 279. 295

.357
'>85

706

466
249
308
460
441
547
55

Wing elm
Witch elm . . .

.

Witch hazel . .

.

Wood laurel . .

.

Woolly oak . .

.

399
399
328
.505

315

Yaupon 645
Yaupon holly 645
Yellow ash 553
Yellow bark oak 271
Yellow basswood 637
Yellow birch 565. 571
Yellow buckeye 649
Yellow buckthorn 69?
Yellow-butt oak 271
Yellow cedar 118. 121
Yellow chestnut oak. . . 247
Y'ellow cottonwood .... 667
Yellow cypress 121
Y'ellow fir 163. 169
Yellow-leaf willow 471
Yellow-flowered cucum

ber-tree.
Yellow locust
Yellow oak . .

,

Yellow pine .

Yellow plum .

Yellow poplar
Yellow spruce
Yellow-wood .

511.
Yew
Yucca

.. 484
...535. 553
...247. 271

43,

.481.

63
G2I
487
127

553. 698. 099
199. 201

693

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois
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Here's a recent shipment made to one of the biggest mills in the country. Every
saw as like as "peas in the pod." No variation. All made with that tough,

hard temper that stands up to its work.

ATKINS ^^ SAWS
are already in most every large mill in the country. This is not because we
are good fellows—l)ut because the saws are giving satisfaction. They have
l)een bought on their merits. They have been carefully tried out and found to

1)e the cheapest in the long run.

Do You Use Them?
That's the important question. If not, don't you think that this is the best

time to begin? Let your next saws be ATKINS SILVER STEEL. Swallow
your prejudice right now, and give us an opportunity to make good.

Atkins Always Ahead!

E. C. ATKINS ^ CO., Inc.
The Stiver Steel Saw People

PORTLAND SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE
Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind. Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.

Branches carrying complete stocks in the following cities— Address K. C. ATKINS & CO.
ATLANTA MEMPHIS NEW ORLEANS VANCOUVKR. B C.
CHICAGO MINNEAPOLIS NEW YORK CITT SYDNEY. N. S. W.
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THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe

service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-
sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the
operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder
and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-
struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the

operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

IManiifacturt'd by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.

Kiln Truck
ne///im//Ai i/fiy^u/^co .-

//^V/^A'/IfiOi/S, ///£l

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 6^^' trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt

shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana
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This New CLYDE Overhead Cableway

Skidder Saves $74.67 a Day

in Labor Alone!!

In an actual test recently conducted on

the Smoky Mountains, it cost, on an aver-

age taken over three consecutive weeks,

$14.75 for a day's labor with six men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with this new
CLYDE, while it cost $89.42 for three

and a third days' labor with ten men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with a big fifteen

thousand dollar machine working imder
exactly the same conditions.

The difference is $74.67 a day in favor of

the new CLYDE OVERHEAD — that's

$23,37L71 a year, more than two and a

half times the cost of this new machine
for mountain logging.

Of course, the first cost of a CLYDE
OVERHEAD SKIDDER is low, we ad-

mit that—it's less than two-thirds that of

the machine it was tried out against.
Let us send you full details of this remarkable
showing and of the machine that accomplished it!

CLYDE IRON WORKS
lajc<gest manufacturers

of

PROVENLY EFFICIENT LOGGING MACHINERY IN
THE WORLD

"A Machine for EVERY Loyging Operation"

Home Office and Factory:
Duluth, Minn., U. S. A.

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
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Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp

curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on requc:t

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

Branch Offices:

New York, N. Y.. Hudson Terminal: St. Louis, Mo.. Wright Building:

Chicago, III., Railway Exchange: Portland, Ore., Spalding Building:

Richmond, Va., Travelers Building.

"A satisfied customer is a good advertisement" is an old

saying that is always new because it is always true.

There are so many satisfied users of

Simonds Inserted Tooth Saws
Do you want to be next? Write the nearest Simonds

office for a quotation on that Saw you expect to buy.

Simonds Manufacturing Company
FITCHBURG, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. MONTREAL QUE.

NEW ORLEANS, LA. PORTLAND, ORE.

Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable

Drive for Wood=Working Plants
AFTER Westinghouse motors are properly in-

stalled in a wood-working plant, the only

attention they require is an occasional cleaning,

inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.

They are ready to start any moment they are wanted and they

keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the

pov/er is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for

repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse

motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result of long experience in design,

thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-

ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more

I

reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

require.

Of course, like any other machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care of

this detail by giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive full assurance of motor reliability, specify "Westinghouse Motors."

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa. /^
Sales Offices in all Large Cities. ' -SS-
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VENBERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, ^^„. , „ .,„„t^^j „,„j „* ,u„j ;^ n.. u«c* w„^.a
f,„z.„f., „.o,o „f- „,„w..^- „i„.i- „f ,11 ,;,.,. <i™* u.„t t„ If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

we make no t^o-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut °^ ^""^ f ''"'• <:om'''"f *'"> the use o the best stock and

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed ^" "P-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

y eneers and l^anels with a jt\.eputation
'ITT'E manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

"SOVEMANCO."
Wc can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE. KY. MiHs. Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTV

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Vbinber & Lumber Co.
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

M. I. CUTSItNGER, Oen'l Mgr.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

L.tu. Send You Our stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

B. C. JARRELL Sl CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready lor Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER GO
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mahogany Veneer
1-8, 3-16 and 1-4-in. door stock.

1-20 and 1-16-in. sawed mahogany.

Sawed Veneer in the following

Quartered White Oak,
Quartered Red Oak,
"^

Plain Red Oak,
Yellow Poplar,

White Ash and
Quartered Red Gum

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company
Memphis, Tennessee
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOR HARD MAPLE, AND GREY ELM

"Ideal
99 Steel

Burn-
ished Rock Maple Flooring

it the Qooring that ii manufactured expreiilj to supply the demand for the beat. It ii

made by modern machinery from carefully-aelected stock and every precaution is taken
throughout our entire system to make it fulfill in every particular its name—"IDEAL."

ROUGH OR FINISHED LUMBER—ALL KINDS

Send n$ Your Inquiries

The I. Stephenson Company WELLS, MICHIGAN

For the Better Kind of Hardwoods
write

EAST JORDAN LUMBER CO.
East Jordan, Mich.

ALL THE MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

Makers of

lATH Imperial Brand pine and
SHXNGI.es maple flooring HEMIOCK

Von Platen Lumber Co.
Iron Mountain, Michigan
MANUFACTURERS OF

BIRCH BASSWOOD ELM MAPLE
100 M Ft. 4/4 No. 1 and 2 Common Birch.
50 M Ft. 5/4 No. 1 Common Birch.
50 M Ft. 5/4 No. 2 Common Birch.

100 M Ft. 5/4 No. 1 and 2 Common Maple.
100 M Ft. 6/4 No. 1 and 2 Common Maple.

We Solicit Your Inquiries
SHIPMENTS VIA C. St. N. W.—C, M. & ST. P.—W. & M.

For Prompt Shipment
BasBWootl—100,000 ft. 5 4 No. 2 CommnD « Better.
bott Maplf—26,000 ft. 4 4 & 8/4 Log Run M. C. O.
Willie & Red Oak—12.000 ft. Log Run M. C. O.
Black Walnut—3,000 ft. Log Run M. C. O.

STRUTHERS COOPERAGE CO., Romeo, Michigan

FORMAN'S
FAMOUS
OAK
FLOORING

Is made in faultless

fashion from the most
u n i f o r m-colored and
even-textured oak pro-

duced ; worked from
Kraetzer-Cured lumber
manufactured at our

Heidelberg, Ky., sawmills.

Thomas Forman Company
Detroit Michigan

"Chief Brand"
Maple and Beech Flooring

in i, f and 13-16 and 1 1-16 inch Maple
in all standard widths and grades, will

commend itself to you and your trade
on its merits alone

WRITE US, WE CAN INTEREST VOU

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.
CR ay LING. MICHIGAN

S. L. EASTMAN FLOORING CO.
SAGINAW BRAND

MAPLE FLOORING
SAGINAW, MICH.

Lumber Dried As Never Before
SEE THE DIFFERENCE

GRAND RAPIDS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VCNEER WKS., SOLE MFRS., MICHIGAN
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

'i

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FaehionedVansaiit, soft

KiteSen & ^Xiar
Company

5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. C
601 W. llSth Street, New York Cif,

UR specialty in Poplar, /.

widths. Our facilities an
your entire satisfaction.

High grade Car Sign Boards ir

4 4 16" and wider, high grar

OUR specialty in Poplar, /. .^x Maple is cutting to order special thicknesses and
widths. Our facilities an '. quality of our timber enable us to do this to
..^,,^ ^^t-;^^ c^^4-;^(^^i-;^^

i specialties we can make to your advantage,

—

..iar we give special attention to,

—

'^'Taple No. 1 Common & Better usually in stock,—
Three cars ready for shipment nov/,—And also always have on hand a nice stock of

Hemlock Boards in all grades,

—

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINiiSS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY — STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFICTUKEIIS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT.
BASSWOOD

' A(jii.VA!\lrr •

(ifixSqiuvc ])i\\\

ml)()ll\(lM(li'.\ml

McAsiircinciM

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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C| When we say every month that we are always

glad to be tested on rush orders, we mean just this,

exactly.

^ Never hesitate to call on us when you want the

goods in a hurry.

^ Prompt delivery is the "Mcllvain Way."

Look over this month's "Lumber News"—If it is not on

your desk, drop us a postal—it will be sent by return mail.

J. Gibson McIlvain & CO.
1420 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

WE MANUFACT URE
High-grade Hardwoods

You can Secure Immediate Shipment on

4/4 Sap Gum in 1st & 2nd and Com.
4 '4 Sap Gum Boxboards, 13"-17", in 1st & 2nd.

.5/4 Sap Gum in 1st & 2nd and Com.
3 '4 Sap Gum in 1st and 2nd.

4/4 Red Gum in 1st & 2nd and Com.
4 4 Mottled Gum in 1st & 2nd and Com.
5 4 Quartered Red Gum in 1st & 2nd and Com.
4 4 Quartered Red Gum in 1st & 2nd and Com.
5 4 Plain Red Oak, 10' & up, in 1st & 2nd.

4 4 Plain Red Oak in 1st & 2nd and Com.
3 4 Plain Red Oak in 1st & 2nd and Com.
4 4 Plain White Oak in 1st & 2nd and Com.

We Produce

Plain and quartered Red and White Oak,
plain and quartered Red Gum. Cypress,

Cottonwood, Ash, Elm and Poplar.

MEMPHIS BAND MILL COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENN.

OIK .\. r.-lKcr. :

.1. I , McSwr.vn. T m.l ri,.„. .\r:;.

Aj^ CartierHollanb ^Cf
yj( Hmnbtv Companp y3(

DON'T OVERLOOK THIS BET!
\\'(j wish to call your alU-nliou lo ilu-

followino- lijoh oradf hiiiibcr. Same i--

in nice shi|)])in,iL;' condilioii, and es])c-

i-iall_\- ada])ted for hi^h .^rade furniture

or inlerim- I'misli work.
30.000' 4 4 End Dried Winter Cut White

Maple
40,000' 4 4 High Grade No. 1 Common and

Better Birch
40,000' 5 4 High Grade No. 1 Common and

Better Birch
100.000' 4 4 Ists and 2nds Soft Elm
150.000' 1x4" Pine Crating Strips S2S
50,000' 1x4 & Wdr. Pine Crating (85', 6" &

Wider)

WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR INQUIRIES

S IG u ft t n g t n u

m i r It t u a 11 ®
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BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1x4 Clear Strips 150 M.

1x6 Clear Strips 200 M.

1x7 & 8-inch Is & 2s 25 M.

1x3 No. 1 Common 48 M.

1x5 No. 1 Common 35 M.

1x6 No. 1 Common 162 M.

1x7 & up No. 1 Common 18 M.

4 4 No. 1 Common 34 M.

July 21, 1913

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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15,000,000 Feet Always On Hand

Ready for Shipment

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8 4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4 4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Common S. Elm

Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Com. & Better Basswood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.
1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, III.

Our Double Band Mill
Hultifl, Ark.

With two mills like this we manufacture 40,000,000 feet of
band sawn southern hardwoods annually. We guarantee
our lumber to be of excellent widths, full thickness, and to
contain 50' r to 75'; of 14' and 16' lengths. We make high
grades and all of the "CREAM" is in each grade. Send us
your inquiries.

((Wislumbco Standards*'
1st & '^lul Ki-il (•uin
No. 1 (uninion ]{«•(! (•nni
\ ]:t lo 17" B4i\ Hoard Tupelo
A 13" & Wider Iwt * -iiuJ Tupelo
X fi lo 12 " iNt & ind Tupelo
X 13 to 17" Box Kourd Sap tJum
X 13" &, Wider l8t A 2nd Sap <iiini

X 6 to It" iHt & 2nd Sap (*nm
No. I Common Sap iiuni
No. 2 Common Sai» Oum
I.OR Knn Soft Maple
Shop < .vprehs
No. I Common Cypress
I^oK Kun Hiekory
\1V4 1!'" Oak Squares

A good stock of Oak, Gum, Cypress,
Cottonwood, Elm and Maple

.'iO.OOO fl.
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KNOXVIUUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cheatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED GEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILL^ AT VESTAU A SUBUKB OK lCNOXVTLi.E. SOUTHEaiN AND L,OUlSVlL.L.a & NASHVIU.^ RAILJIOAD

H. 8. MIZNEB,
Prei.

J. M. LOOAM,
Gen'l Manacer

C. C. CANNON.
Vlc«-Pres.

C. B. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgrr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

JVlapbct& SheaLumber Co.

jVlanufacturers
and ^bole9aler9

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

K^foxv^LLe, cgnn.
WE WANT TO MOVE

3 cars 4/4 No. i Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, lO" & up
t car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCII-AR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STUMPAGE

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK. PINE.

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn.

'i^^ga^ira^yii^iaMHJiia^isi^
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GOOD
GRADES LUDiNcrrbN

HARDWOOD SPECIAUISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

A special feature of the

Stearns Service

IS OUR MODERN AND FULLY
EQUIPPED PLANING MILL.

We specialize in

Dimension

Crating

Flooring

and

General Millwork

A Few Bargain Items

l-I. \M\<i MII.I, AND LOADING DOCK

60 M 5 4 No. 1 Com. Ba
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items Wc Want To Move
5 Cars
5 Cars

10 Cars
5 Cars
2 Cars
4 Cars
1 Car
1 Car
2 Cars

4 4"xl8" to 22" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
4 4" X 13" to 17" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
4 4"x 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards
5 8" 1st & 2nds Sap Gum

1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum,
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum

3,4"

4/4'

5/4'

6/4'

13" to 15" wide

5 '8" 1st & 2nds Red Gum

1 Car 3 4" 1st

10 Cars 4/4" 1st

2 Cars 5 4" No.
1 Car 5/8" 1st

3 Cars 3/4" 1st

4 Cars 4 4" 1st

4 Cars 5 8" No.
1 Car 3 4" No.

& 2nds Red Gum
& 2nds Red Gum
1 Common Red Gum
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
1 Com. Plain Red Oak
1 Com. Plain Red Oak

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS ann VENEERS Tenn.

] NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER QReWTH, FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co.

Successors to

Cherokee Lumber Company

Manufacturers NASHVILLE
Hardwood Lumber TENNESSEE

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the
following items:

4/4, 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2« Poplar
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.
1%". 1%" and 2V4" No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In width* ot 12 to 17', 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 X IS to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Basswood or Linn—very fine.

3/8. 4/4. 5/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2s Qtd. W. Oet.
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is & 2s Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
6/4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.
4/4. 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
t/4, 6/4. 8/4. 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory,
4/4 Is & 28 Chestnut, also 6. 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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Here'sGood Lumber at the Right Price

The items offered below are worth the attention of lumber

buyers who want prompt shipment of dry stock which is up

to requirements in every respect. Louisville quality is decid-

edly in evidence regarding it, and the prices which will be

quoted to those interested will be sufficiently attractive to

warrant purchasing. Send your inquiries to the houses noted.

Ohio River Sawmill Co.—3 cars l" first and

second poplar; 4 cars l" clear saps; 1 car

l" select; 2 cars l" first and second

chestnut; 2 cars l" No. 1 common chest-

nut; 1 car lyi" No. 1 common and better

chestnut; 1 car l" No. 1 common quar-

tered red oak; 2 cars l" plain first and

second plain white oak; 1 car 1^" first

and second plain red oak; i car 3" first

and second plain red oak; 1 car 5/4 No. 1

common plain red oak; 1 car first and

second basswood; 2 cars l" first and sec-

ond quartered white oak.

Edward L. Davis Lumber Company—2 cars

l" first and second chestnut; 2 cars l"

No. 1 common chestnut; 5 cars S/4 first

and second plain red oak; 5 cars 8/4 No.

1 common plain red oak; 2 cars 8/4 No. 1

common plain white oak; 2 cars l" first

and second poplar; 1 car 3" No. 2 com-

mon poplar.

Louisville Point Lumber Company—Com-

plete stock of No. 1 common and better

soft yellow band-sawed poplar, H" to 4"

thick; several cars S/4, 6/4 and S/4 com-

mon and better dry plain red oak; several

cars S/4, 6/4 and 8/4 common and better

plain white oak; 1 car 8/4 No. 2 common
plain red oak; 1 car 8/4 No. 2 common
plain white oak; several cars 6/4 and 8/4

common and better hickory; 100,000 feet

4/4 No. 1 common quartered white oak.

Norman Lumber Company (mill at Holly

Ridge, La.)— 1 car 6/4 firsts and seconds

poplar; 20,000 feet 3/4 No. 1 common

poplar; 80,000 feet 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1

common poplar; 1 car 4/4 common and

better chestnut; 1 car each of 4" and 5"

No. 1 common poplar bevel siding; 100,-

000 feet 1" firsts and seconds sap gum;

70,000 feet 1" firsts and seconds red

gum; SO, 000 feet l" No. 1 common red

gum; 1 car No. 1 common and better

sycamore.

The Booker-Cecil Company: 50,000 feet 4/4

firsts and seconds plain red oak; 100,000

feet 4/4 No. 1 common plain red oak;

30,000 feet 4/4 No. 2 common plain red

oak; 40,000 feet 4/4 sap poplar; 30,000

feet 6/4 firsts and seconds poplar.

The Louisville Hardwood Club
"Hardwood Headquarters"
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POPLAR
A 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE:
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH. KY.

E. F. PEEEY
Manager

ESTABUSHED 1892

LOUIS H. PAHKEK
Aast. Manager

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New Y»rk

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

MAROWOOO LUMBER

Hollow

'*^ Backed
and

Bundled

Motto '•i
"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

WE SELL-
SO", 40" AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
J. H. WHITSON W. L. WHITSON H. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. — ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY

VTO^soii«aisixj«:^'L'mg!iaii^'gi-Jtwatii^^

COVER PICTURE:—Cascade, Little River. Tennessee.
REVIEW AND OUTLOOK:

General Market Conditions 14
Pessimism Not Entirely Warranted 16
Ncrtlnern Stocks in Good Shape 16
Terms of Sale Part of the Contract 16
Baltimore Exports Foreign Barometer 17
Is Hemlock Disappearing? 17
Association Value Proven 17
Loss and Damage of Freight 18
Favor Higher Rates 18
A Business Administration 18
A Midsummer Day Dream 18

CARTOON: Two Versions 1»
SPECIAL ARTICLES:

Available Foreign Hardwoods 20-21
Tannin Content of Southern Oak Barks 2Z
Transportation of Lumber 25-26
The Steel Car Campaign on Again 27-31
Conditions in Michigan Excellent 31-32
Baltimore Exports Favorable 34
Parlor Furnitur'e Frames 35-36
Slow Burning Woods 36

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS:
Michigan Manufacturers' Annual 22-23
Chicago Trade in Annual Picnic 24-25
Wisconsin Manufacturers Meet 32-34
Miscellaneous 38-39
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

IT IS DIFFICULT TO SEE ANY CHANGE of consequence in

the general market conditions as pertaining to the hardwood
lumber business throughout the country. Eeports on the situation

embody a remarkable combination of optimism and pessimism,

but it is safe to say that most of the pessimistic expressions come
from those who are too prone to consider only immediate con-

ditions, and will not take into consideration the unusually sound

fundamental conditions that it is absolutely certain prevail all

over the country.

For instance, while the government crop reports are at least

not discouraging, another source of information on the same sub-

ject, which can be relied upon to be absolutely authentic, gives

every assurance that the general crop of the country this year

will be the largest on record. Observations of those men who
have analyzed the crop situation in different sections surely indi-

cate a most excellent condition, and their opinions are backed up

in every way and the situation seems even more emphatically

favorable, judging from the statements emanating from the source

referred to. iV certain manufacturing company of tremendous

proportions, which markets its product to every farming section

in the United States, makes the unqualified statement that its

business this year will be the largest that it has experienced for

six or seven years past.

It does not take a financial giant to know why favorable crop

conditions are always considered as the most favorable indications

as to the general business prosperity which we have, and judging

from the opinions noted above we could not even hope for more

favorable conditions in the farming sections.

In addition to this the iron producing sections in the North are

reported as being in most excellent shape, and this combination

should surely serve as a counterbalance against any artificial

depression resulting from possible efforts of the financial and

speculative element of the country to play business for its own

profit.

As a matter of fact, the only element that seems to be holding

back trade is the lack of money. This question has been talked

about a great deal, sometimes wisely and sometimes merely at

random, but it is an actual fact that the present stringency in

the money market is certainly contributing vastly more than its

share to the laxity of general business.

For this very reason business as a whole should not take the

present situation too seriously as the money shortage is a factor

which is mechanical in itself, and it is easily within the power

of man to remedy. Its bearing on the lumber business is felt in

different ways, it probably having a very strong influence on
the demand for hardwoods for factory work, and the demand for

building lumber for home building.

As to the latter effect, it is reported in the East that banks
are declining loans for building purposes, which in itself offers a
satisfactory explanation of the laxity of demand for building
woods. As to the factory demand for hardwood, the basis of
the present situation is readily seen from the fact that collec-

tions are reported as being unusually slow. This points to only
one condition and that is that the factory trade generally is

pretty short of ready funds. Naturally not being over-burdened
with cash, these concerns are unwilling to sink any more than
is absolutely necessary in large purchases of material for which
they have no immediate use—that is they are buying for im-

mediate consumption only, figuring that they are not losing any-
thing by holding off in the hope that there may be a break in

prices, while if they buy in large quantities in the present mar-
ket, which does not offer any particular indication of going
higher, they are not pursuing good business policy.

As to the actual conditions at the mills, the southern manu-
facturers are beginning to admit that stocks are not moving as

readily as they would like to have them, and in some cases they

are accumulating. This is probably more true of the lower Mis-

sissippi hardwood region than of any other hardwood section of

the country, and some slight recessions in value are noted on

woods coming from that territory, although these recessions have

not assumed any alarming proportions.

From the North the general tone of the report is altogether

optimistic, stocks continuing to be exremely low, and it is stated

on authority that with a healthy condition of trade the shortage

of northern hardwoods during the next few months will be the

greatest ever experienced. Even under present conditions it is

anticipated that there will be absolutely no accumulation of any

kind or grade of northern stocks.

With the exception of shipments to England, the export trade

is reported as not being in very good shape, which, in view of

the fact that the peculiar business situation is apparent all over

Europe as well as in this country, and in view of the further fact

that the political situation in the various countries of Europe is

at a rather acute stage, is not surprising.

The immediate cause of the present export conditions probably

is the tnct that with the comparatively satisfactory prices pre-

vailing during the winter, a great many concerns got into the

export game and shipped large quantities of export stock, with

the result that foreign markets are overloaded and exporters are
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now feeling the eileet of resulting laxity of demand and easing

off of prices.

It may be that the present world-wide situation is but a sign

of the times—an indication that the consumers of all kinds of

products throughout the civilized nations. of the world are put-

ting the curb on the runaway extravagance in which they have
been indulging, and which has been exploited so extensively in

the press of all countries. The high cost of living has been
talked about so widely and the theories on this subject have
been hammered into the populations of various countries so per-

sistently, that it is possible they are beginning to take heed
and entering upon a period of world-wide economy. If this is

true it would possibly have the immediate effect of checking
trade in general, but the ultimate effect could not help but be
extremely favorable as it would mean the accumulation of a tre-

mendous amount of money for legitimate investment, the result

of which would be the placing of the world's business in a health-

ier state than it has enjoyed for quite a number of years.

As far as the lumber business is concerned, however, this is

not the time to exhaust one 's energy in worry over the situation

or in endeavoring to puzzle out a legitimate explanation of the

present rather perplexing conditions. On the contrary, it is

rather a time to stick to the guns pretty closely, making the best

of present conditions and stand pat until present indications of

an entirely healthy state of trade in the fall prove themselves to be

correct.

Pessimism Not Entirely Warranted
IF THOSE PESSIMISTS whose minds have become so befuddled
* by the present unsettled condition of trade throughout the country,

and in fact throughout the world, would take the trouble to look beyond

their own immediate surroundings they could find considerable reason

for optimism in the various reports and statistics on industries and

business. One of these reports of peculiar significance is that recently

published by the Interior Eevenue Bureau on the assessments made
under the corporation tax law. It covers the calendar year of 1912.

The report shows that corporations of the United States earned

during that year $3,304,000,000 above all expenses. This went to mil-

lions of stockholders as dividends.. The report also states that the

increased prosperity of the corporation is expected to earn the federal

government more than $36,000,000, including $3,000,000 of omitted

taxes for the previous year. This is more than the corporation tax

ever amounted to, exceeding the year 1911 by $7,000,000.

Further the total number of corporations reporting during 1912 was

310,000, an increase of 7 per cent over 1911, as compared to an increase

of 6 per cent for the preceding year, and less than 4 per cent the year

before that, specifically, 1909 and 1910. In every state the corpora-

tions showed an increase in assets and in properties and in dividends

paid with the three exceptions of Colorado, Oregon and Wisconsin,

where a merely nominal decrease was noted.

Taking these figures, which are absolutely bona fide, in connection

with the promise of tremendous crops in every line in the country,

including the southern cotton and cane production, and also consider-

ing the fact that the administration at Washington has demonstrated

pretty closely that it has its wits well about it, we are more convinced'

than ever that the present peculiar condition is one entirely artificial in

its nature, and not based on any fundamental weakness in the indus-

trial or business structure of the country.

There is a little quotation somewhere from somebody which states

that if everybody would smUe just a little, the smile would soon reach

great aggregate proportions, and in fact the result would be that the

universe would soon be in a pretty fair state of mind. This is the

state of affairs at present, except that instead of "smiling a while,"

everybody is "scowling a while," and if everybody scowls together,

the aggregate scowl will be one of tremendous proportions.

It is just about full moon time now, and why wouldn't it be a

good idea for the population of '
' terra firma '

' to absorb a little of the

tremendous brilliancy of the moon and reflect back to it a bright,

happy countenance rather than a perpetual frown of worry over some-

thing that nobody seems to be able to fathom, and which the best of

them say is but a condition resulting from that very worry. It is a

sort of an endless circle, or a case of being afraid of one's own shadow.

Undue optimism is unquestionably just as poor a business plan as is

undue pessimism, but why not get out of the rut of thinking about the

things we don't know anything about anyway, and can't find out

about, and let our minds dwell on the concrete facts such as are above

stated, and try to work up a little enthusiasm over the situation in

general.

Northern Stocks in Good Shape

REPORTS FROM THE MICHIGAN HARDWOOD MANUFAC-
TURERS' ASSOCIATION and the Northern Hemlock and

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association are analagous, insofar as

they reveal stock conditions that in some quarters will probably

be rather surprising. The records of the two associations prove

beyond doubt that there is absolutely no accumulation of any

northern stocks in hardwood or hemlock and that on the other

hand some items are sold right up to cut. In Michigan the stock

of hardwoods at the mill is less than it has been since 1909 and

only about eighty-eight per cent of what it was a year ago. At

no time during the past four years has there been a surplus stock

in the hands of Michigan producers. It is expected in Michigan

that under favorable trade conditions during the next year the

greatest shortage of northern hardwood lumber that has ever been

seen will become a fact and even under very unfavorable trade

conditions it is not expected that any material surplus will

develop. The total stock of maple lumber is but eighty-nine per

cent of the stock of a year ago and the stock remaining unsold is

less than twenty-five per cent of what it was July 1, 1912.

In Wisconsin and upper Michigan the average of seventy

monthly reports during the last twelve months showed twenty

per cent more hemlock shipped than sawed and forty per cent

more hardwoods shipped than produced, making an excess of

shipments over cut of fifteen per cent since the first of July,

1912. For the first six months of 1913 compared with the first

six months of 1912 there was a decrease in hemlock cut of five

per cent and in hemlock shipments of seventeen per cent and an

increase in hardwood cut of twelve per cent and a decrease of

hardwood shipments of seven per cent. This makes an increase

of total cut of three per cent and a decrease of total shipments

of thirteen per cent, the latter being affected, however, mainly

by the fact that this year was begun with thirty-five per cent

less stock on hand than last year.

More detailed statistics covering the cut and shipments and

present conditions of stock of the members of these two associa-

tions, which make up the bulk of northern hemlock and hardwood

manufacturers, will be found on other pages of this issue of

Hardwood Record. They are well worthy of careful consideration.

They merely go to show that the present dullness of trade as far

as lumber is concerned is merely a combination of usual summer

dullness and hysteria.

Terms of Sale Part of the Contract

AT ITS LAST ANNUAL CONVENTION, held at Atlantic City,

the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association appointed

a strong committee on terms of sale. This committee is made up of

men who are recognized throughout the lumber world as '
' thinkers.

'

'

The report of the terms of sale committee at the time of the con-

vention developed what was probably the most interesting and most

important session of the meeting. It is recognized pretty generally

throughout the trade that there is considerable variation in terms as

used by even the membership of the same association in various parts

of the country. There has been considerable discussion during the

past year all over the country concerning the application of terms.

It has been recognized that the most satisfactory results could come

only from uniformity. Hence, the convention reaftirmed its approval

of the terms adopted in 1902, and approved of the form of order

blanks and acknowledgments bearing these terms, recommending their

use by the members.
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The committee referred to lias just issued a communication to the

members of the association calling particular attention to the form
approved and urging that in all their transactions the membership co-

operate with each other in insisting that the terms of sale are as much
a part of the contract as is the price at which the lumber is sold.

Terms of sale were never intended as a mere matter of business red

tape. They were designed originally to serve a specific purpose, that

purpose being to inform the purchaser under just what conditions he

bought the stock purchased, or more specifically, they were cited as

the conditions under which any contract for purchase was let. For this

reason they were certainly to be considered as terms of the contract.

Therefore it is inconceivable that the purchaser of any commodity
has any more right to lengthen the time in violation of the terms than

the seller has to raise the price after it has once been fixed by contract.

It is as simple as the most fundamental problem in arithmetic that

ignoring time of settlement in terms of sale has the effect of lowering

the selling price, and there is no conceivable reason why the purchaser

of any commodity would be allowed to continually lower the price of

the goods he purchases in good faith any more than the seller has

an equal right to raise the price on a rising market.

It is unquestionably true that by working together in a business-

like manner the lumber trade can impress upon. the buying trade the

justice of these contentions, and that with the uniform adoption and

adherence to the terms of sale suggested, a much more satisfactory

condition will be brought about throughout the trade than now exists.

Baltimore Exports Foreign Barometer
APECUIAR SITUATION is shown in the figures compiled cover-

ing exports of logs and manufactured lumber from the port of

Baltimore to European ports and points in the United Kingdom. The
report covers the first six months of 1913, and with very few excep-

tions, up to the first of June, the entire list for every month showed an

increase of decided proportion.

Figures for June, however, developed a different condition of trade

for that month, and in themselves would indicate that the export busi-

ness was even then beginning to show a slump. However, it is never

safe to count too strongly on the significance of such figures, as in the

export trade a fat month will very often be followed by an extremely

lean month, and vice versa, so that figures from month to month gen-

erally do not develop the importance that they apparently should.

However, the indications at present for Baltimore export trade are

that a very unsatisfactory condition in the foreign market is being

reflected in the export trade. The high prices during the winter

months had an astonishing eii'ect upon the volume of export shipments,

as, with the vast profits to be derived, everybody having lumber suit-

able for foreign trade naturally wanted to get his share of them.

This has unquestionably led to shipments in excess of the probable

market with the result that in the course of a few months after

the beginning of the year some little accumulation of stocks was

felt abroad.

This condition might not have manifested itself had it not been

for the fact that for several months Europe has been very much stirred

up because of the difficulties in the Balkan states, both during the

Turkish war and in the hostilities following the settlement of that

conflict. It may be and may not be true that the Balkan situation

was the primary factor in affecting the present unsettled and unsatis-

factory state of the condition of trade throughout the larger European

countries. It probably is not, but nevertheless this condition exists

and the evidences indicate that the export business during the next

few months will not be satisfactory.

It is difficult even for those directly connected with foreign trade

conditions and daUy in touch with foreign markets to forecast the

probable trend of trade conditions during the next four or five months.

However, it is safe to assume that developments in this country regard-

ing the purchase of wood supplies will be analogous to those of

England and the European countries on the Continent. The fact that

June figures showed a falling off from June, 1912, and from May,

1913, while apparently disconcerting in themselves, should not be

looked upon as absolute proof that a big slump is imminent. The

various peculiar factors are unquestionably making themselves felt.

and it is probable that with the settlement of the Balkan difficulties

a much more favorable condition will appear in European circles

and this condition will be reflected in the export markets of this

country.

Is Hemlock Disappearing?

THE STATEMENT has recently been made by a manufacturer
of hemlock and hardwoods in the North, a man who is well

qualified by ability and opportunity to accurately and closely

analyze conditions in the northern woods, that the days of hem-
lock are numbered. According to the statement of this man,
which is corroborated by statements of many other large manu-
facturers in the same section of the country, there has been for
several years a marked decrease in the cut of live, hardy hem-
lock timber and the total cut for the past few years has been
maintained only by utilizing closely the dead, down and mature
stock which would otherwise have been an utter loss. It is

further predicted by this same man that the next five years will

see hemlock production reduced to a point where it will not com-
mand as serious consideration as a factor in northern production

as it does today. In fact, one of the biggest Michigan hemlock pro-

ducers states that next year his hemlock cut will be thirty-three and
a third per cent less than it is this year.

The reason for this remarkable change is the fact that hem-
lock in the woods is extremely susceptible to outside influences.

It has been noted time and time again that the least suggestion

of a forest fire around the roots and trunk of hemlock timber
will surely result in its death in the course of a year or two.

Furthermore, the mere fact of cutting away hardwood timber
around it and disturbing its natural environment seems to have
an immediate effect upon it. Nor can hemlock timber stand up
as steadily against wind-storms as do many of the other northern
species.

This statement, which is surely correct as applied to Michigan
and presumably is partly correct as applied to Wisconsin, makes

it apparent that northern manufacturers cutting any amount of

hemlock stumpage should use every effort to utilize as speedily as

possible such hemlock timber as is becoming mature or as is

felled by wind-storms or deadened by forest fires or other causes.

To leave it in the woods for any length of time invites destruc-

tion by decay and infection of insects while to utilize it soon
after death insures the production of just as good quality of

stock as will be produced from the finest young trees in existence.

The suggestion of the man referred to brings a new thought to

mind and one which probably has not occurred to very many of

the large owners of stumpage in the states where hemlock is

found in such abundance.

Association Value Proven

IT IS A PRETTY WELL RECOGNIZED FACT that i;i no part

of the country is there a closer harmony among lumber manu-
facturers than exists among the members of the two northern

hardwood associations, namely, the Northern Hemlock and Hard-

wood Manufacturers' Association of Wisconsin and upper Michi-

gan and the Michigan Hardwood Manufactureis' Association.

This close working together is seen in a groat many ways. It is

noted in the freedom with which the members discuss conditions,

sales, prices and credits in their meetings; it is seen in the cordial

way in which they greet each other when getting together; it is

seen in the very effective work being done by both these associa-

tions for the benefit of their members. The proof, however,

does not come so much from mere observation of the members
themselves as individuals, but rather is shown in the results of

this working together, one of the most striking of which is the

present condition of stocks and prices among northern manufac-

turers who are members of either of the associations referred to.

These conditions are told in detail in other parts of Haedwood
Recoed of this issue but they surely prove to the country that

northern hardwood manufacturers are in much better shape than
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are hardwood manufacturers in any other part of the country,

both as to total stocks on hand, stocks on hand unsold, and pre-

vailing prices realized from sales. The northern manufacturer 's

lumber is probably no better than is the lumber of the southern

manufacturer, nor is the product of the northern mills any better

suited to the purpose for which it is used than is the product of

the southern mills for its particular purposes. It is simply a con-

dition which has been brought about and maintained by the close

working together of the members, their absolute sincerity in their

dealings with each other, and their absolute lack of fear of the

trustworthiness of their competitors.

As stated by the manager of one of Michigan's biggest opera-

tions, there is less warring among the manufacturers than formerly.

They may have grievances but they hesitate a long while before

laying tliemselves liable to the inevitable loss resulting from enter-

ing a commercial battle with a competitor on an unnatural basis.

Furthermore, with a better understanding of each other, the feel-

ing of the various members as regards their competitors seems

to be broader and bigger than in former years. This is more or

less of an ideal condition but it is one which, if general through-

out the lumber producing states of the country, would unques-

tionably result to the vast benefit of the lumber industry as a

whole.

Loss and Damage of Freight
ACCOEDING TO A EECENT EEPORT the per cent of loss and

damage of freight to total revenue on the various railroads of

the country increased more than 33^ per cent from 1902 to 1912.

The total payment on damage claims was more than twice in 1912 what

it was ten years before. The latter condition is due as much to

increased total revenue indicating increased shipment, as it is to

increases in the actual damage, but nevertheless the percentage itself

is a strong indication in that it shows that there has been a marked

acceleration in loss with the increased use of the fiber container.

The percentage of damage to freight revenue in 1902 was .915 and

in 1912 was 1.288. In 1911 it was 1.277 and in 1910, 1.140. The

figures for these three years note an increase in loss to the railroads

simultaneous with the increase in shipments in containers other than

those made of wood. This is merely another proof of the fact that the

wood container is in most cases superior to all others.

Favor Higher Rates

IN AN INTERVIEW published in a manufacturers' publication one

of the largest shippers in the country, J. Ogden Armour, is quoted

as saying that he favors the granting to the railroads of a general

increase in rates. Mr. Armour is quoted further as saying that all

rates should be increased and at once; that they are far too low to

enable investors to get fair returns from their investments, and an

increase in rates should result in immediate improvements in all trades

and commerce.

Mr. Armour contends that everybody should be willing to have the

rates raised, when everybody would find improvements which would

benefit them. There is too much interference in this country, accord-

ing to the prominent citizen in question, by the government with the

manner in which the railroads conduct their business.

The same articles quotes various other shippers of enormous quan-

tities of freight, all of whom hold the same opinion as expressed

by Mr. Armour.

Theoretically, the contention of these men is undoubtedly based

on logical deductions. It is unquestionably a fact that if the railroads

secured greater revenues and if the railroads immediately sank this

added income in improvements of service and extension of lines,

developing new territory, the country in general would prosper.

It is equally true that if the railroads were given added earning

power their stocks would immediately attain a much more favorable

condition. This condition would certainly be reflected on stocks in

general. Furthermore, with the railroads feeling that they were earn-

ing all they could possibly be expected to, they would certainly feel

more inclined to get into the purchasing market themselves.

On the other hand, it is argued that while the railroads would, of

course, earn more if they were allowed the proposed advances in

rates, the increased revenue derived would not be turned into develop-

ment of new territory, but would be diverted into other channels, and

that is the point on which the matter hinges. There apparently is no

way of proving the justice of either side of the controversy and insofar

as the public concerns itself with such questions it is pretty much

up in the air as to whether or not it would feel any favorable effects

from the advances sought by the railroad companies in the East.

On the face of it it seems that it would be a difficult matter to

convince the average consumer that he would be benefited by raising

the cost of the commodity he buys to the extent that the cost of

shipping it is increased. It is a safe bet that ninety-nine per cent

of the population of the country would prefer "a bird in the hand,"

as exemplified by the present level of rates, to the "two birds in

the bush, '
' as exemplified by more or less emphemeral dreams on the

part of the railroad officials regarding the possible development of

new territory, the opening up of new lines of consumption, and hence

increasing the general prosperity of the country.

An effort has been made to graphically show the situation in a car-

toon appearing on page 19 of this issue of Hardwood Eecosd.

A Business Administration

THE ABOVE DESIGNATION is occasionally applied to the admin-

istration of an incumbent of the White House at Washington. It

is more frequently applied to the administrations of various officers

holding office in the different trade associations of the country. It is

nowhere more strikingly apparent than in an association directly con-

nected with the lumber business ; an association which stands as the

father of lumber associations, specifically the National Lumber Manu-

facturers' Association, headed by E. H. Downman, of New Orleans,

La., with J. E. Ehodes, Chicago, as secretary and manager.

Mr. Rhodes, of cjurse, has to do with the active administration of

the affairs of the association, and it is probably due to his efforts more

than to anything else that the National Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation has attained the vastly important position it now occupies.

Instances are constantly comiiig to light tending to prove the absolute

capability of Mr. Rhodes for the position he now holds. One of the

latest of these is the decision governing the handling of news matter

pertaining to the association, to the lumber trade press. A rule has

been adopted that all news matter will be mailed to all trade publica-

tions simultaneously, thus insuring all the papers getting the same

advantage of news notices. At the same time the association announces

that it will do everything possible to get the information to the papers

while it is still fresh.

It is this very spirit of cooperation which makes Mr. Ehodes popular

with the lumber trade publications of the country. Hardwood
Eecord heartily endorses his decision and believes that it is merely

another instance proving that the present policy of the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association is one which will render it one of

the most powerful trade organizations in the couatry.

A Midsummer Day Dream
THERE IS ABUNDANT EVIDENCE of summer but none of

oppressive heat and humidity in the picture appearing on the

front cover of this issue of Hardwood Record. It may properly be

called a midsunmier day dream ; and though there is no Shakespeare

available to put it in the form of dramatic comedy, every man can do

that for himself as he sits in his office or toils in his workshop, and

yearns for the eternal hills, the pathless forests, and the brook that

goes on forever.

The picture represents a cascade in Little river, Tennessee. The

photographer caught it at an opportune moment. The shadows are

exactly right from the viewpoint of the artist. The apparent abun-

dance of sunshine above is filtered down through the roof of leaves

and branches, and just enough reaches the rocks, water, and tree

trunks to give the proper flash and glint of highlights. The velvety

softness of the dark areas are rare effects which nature often shows

but the camera is seldom able to reproduce as faithfully as it has

been done in this picture.

As to what lies below the foaming surface of the pool, each one's

imagination must decide independently of any outside suggestions.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

When the train pulls in and you grab your grip.

And- the hackman's there with his frayod-out
whip,

I'ou call on your man and try to be gay,

And all you get is "nothing doing today,"

Then you"re a Peddler,

By gad, you're a Peddler.

When you get into town and call on your man,

"Can you see me Hill V" "Why sure I can."

A Lumber Salesman

You size up his stock, make a rough count, and
Bill presently

Says. "Send the usual amount."
Then you're an order Taker.

By gad, you're an order Taker.

When you travel along and everything's flnr.

And you don't get up till half past nine.

When you see each concern and talk conditions.

And write it all homi- with many additions.

TWO VERSIONS

Then you're a Traveling Man,
By gad, you're a Traveling Man.

When you call on your trade and they talk

"hard times,''

"Lower prices" and decided declines,

But you talk and smile, make the world look

bright,

And send in .1 nice fat order each night,

Then you're a Salesman.

By gad, you're a Salesman.

It Is a Wise Man Who Really Knows From Which Standpoint Proposed Freight Rate Advances Are Justified

Nine Points in Her Favor
The lovely girl, having lingered a minute in

her room to adjust her transformation, change

the angle of her Grecian band and make sure

that her skirt fitted like the peeling of a plum,

descended to the parlor to find the family pet

ensconced upon the knee of the young-man

caller, her curly head nestled comfortably

against his shoulder.

Why, Mabel '." the young lady exclaimed

;

"aren't you ashamed of yourself'.' Get right

down."

"Sha'n't do it," retorted the child. "I got

here first."

A "Dickens" of a Salary

While an Irishman was gazing in the window
of a Toronto book ."itore, the following sign

caught his eye : "Uickens' Works all This Week
for only $4.00."

"The divvle he does''* exclaimed Pat in disgu'-'f.

"The dirty sci^b !"
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
FIFTH ARTICLE

COMMERCIAL HARDWOODS FROM BURMA AND INDIA

Editor's Note
Following is the fifth o£ a series of articles on foreign haiawoods available for use in this country. Tlie first coTcrod

hardwoods available In the Central American countries: the second covered hardwoods available In South American
countries ; the third covered hardwoods of Africa ; the fourth covered hardwoods of Ceylon, and the sixth will cover
hardwoods of Hawaii.

India is generally considered as a country having a vast area covered

•with extensive tropical forests. It is true there are hardwood forests

along the coast which are practically impenetrable, and large areas

of the finest timber trees in the world are found in many parts of

India. For centuries the timber trees of India have suffered destruc-

tion by axe and fire, and there was danger at one time that the whole

country would become barren, because a country without forests is

likely to be afSicted with alternate floods and droughts. The work

of protecting the forests was therefore begun in India in about 1814,

L.NLOAUINC LOUS BY HAND

which has been gradually extended and is now placed on a thoroughly

scientific basis.

The area of government forest land now under protection amounts

to about 240,000 square miles, or about one-fourth of entire British

India. Practically all of Burma is state land and a more or less

continuous belt of government forests occurs along the Himalayas.

In India proper there are extensive stretches of forests scattered

through the central provinces, as well as along the Coroinandel and

Malabar coasts. These forests are now guarded against fire, and

trained foresters see to it that there is no waste in cutting and that

smaller trees are not destroyed. They provide for the maintenance

of seed-bearwig trees and the reforestation of regions denuded of

trees. Forest revenue is raised by the sale of timber or other produce

and by the issue at specified fees of permits to graze cattle, or to cut

timber, make charcoal, gather firewood, bamboos, canes, and other

minor forest products.

This valuable asset of 240,000 square miles of forest land which

may hereafter be furtlier extended in Burma and India proper is now

being systematically preserved. This means that there are in India

practically for all time public forests which would completely cover

an area twice as large as England, Scotland, and Ireland. Outside

of these reserves are immense tracts in private hands, the timber of

which is mane available. The mountain slopes of the western ghauts

are still covered with the splendid vegetation of virgin forests of the

tropics, and include among the many woods used largely for domestic

purposes such important timbers exported to Europe and America

as teak, ebony, ironwood, Indian maliogany (padouk) and sandalwood.

Burma, including the Andaman Islands, has a large tract of its

timberland reserved, and enormous bodies of virgin forests occur

here. The bulk of the timber which comes to the English and Ameri-

can markets from the East Indies is derived from the extensive for-
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ests which grow along the banks of the Irrawaddy river, and on the

Andaman Islands. Here the rainfall is 120 inches annually, but the

sawmills run all year round. There are a great many mills now

operating and they all cut teak {Tectona grandis) wherever it can

be obtained. Elephants and caribous haul the logs to the landing

places. The elephants are indispensable in any logging operation,

beqause they roll the logs into the water and bring them out o.f the

water and place them on the carriages and later deliver the sawed

material on the docks where they are loaded for shipment. Teak

wood has a steady market in all parts of the world and is usually

sold by the weight. It weighs about 47 pounds per cubic foot and

is sometimes sold for 2 cents per pound, or about $1.00 per cubic foot.

One writer on Indian timbers states that the teak is probably the

best known of all tropical woods. It has a wider range of usefulness

than any other and has become the standard for estimating the value

of other woods from the rest of the world. Other woods surpass it

for special purposes, but for general utility there is none to equal

it. Moreover, the way in which it adapts itself to cultivation on

comparatively poor soil makes it certain that it can maintain a place

in the world's market indefinitely.

The timber in Burma is owned entirely by the government and

the forest land is leased to the millmen at a certain rate per log,

which is imposed by government agents as the timber floats down

the rivers. A diameter limit is followed in cutting teak, which is

the most valuable timber now cut on an extensive scale. But even

with this restriction, teak is growing scarcer and more valuable each

year. With all of its desirable qualities, which make it so useful

for a great many purposes, it is almost a wonder that the species has

not been entirely obliterated during the long period of years it has

been exploited. The fact remains, however, that it reproduces itself

ELEniAXTS UNLOADING LOGS

very rapidly, and the new trees become valuable within two hundred

years from the seedling. Although the trees do not grow in groups,

l)ut seldom more than from one to four merchantable trees to the

acre in a virgin tropical forest, there are many young trees coming

up which grow rapidly. Even in Burma, where teak attains its best

development, it forms onlj' a very small proportion of the forest trees,

tlie greater part of which consists of various trees, mostly growing

much faster than teak and much more able to propagate themselves

by natural means, but almost all of which are, in comparison with

teak, at present of very little or no value.
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Next to teak the ebonies of India and Burma are perhaps the most

important woods commercially. There are more than forty species

of the genus Diospyros, which are found in the East Indies and the

heartwood of a number of these trees forms the ebonies of commerce

used for ornamental purposes and for engraving and turnery. The
Coromandel wood or ebony (Diospyros melanoxylon) is to India what

the original ebony of commerce {Diospyros ebenum) is to Ceylon.

Coromandel ebony is found very plentiful throughout the southern

forests, seldom, however, of greater diameter than one foot. The

wood of a closely allied species (D. tomentosa) is also cut. and sold

as Coromandel wood, because the two timbers are very difficult to be

distinguished one from another, and for commercial purposes may be>

W^
LARGE TE.\K LOG IN" BAMBOO FOREST

considered as the same. The outturn of Coromandel wood is far

greater than that of the true or original ebony of Ceylon, and it can

be procured in large quantities throughout southern India. The

prices vary, according to the size of the heartwood.

Andaman marble-wood or zebra-wood (Diospyros Tcureu) is another

species which is exploited more particularly in the Andaman Islands

and in Burma, where the tree attains a moderate size. The wood is

hard, heavy, strong, close and straight-grained, takes a very good

polish, but seasons with difficulty, and is liable to split. It weighs

about sixty pounds per cubic foot. The wood is used for making

fancy furniture, and a good deal of it is shipped to China and Japan

for ears-ing, picture frames, and walking sticks. It is rarely im-

ported directly into this country from the Andaman Islands, but

somes here as reshipments from the London and Liverpool markets.

East India satinwood (Chloroxylon sicietenia) has already been re-

ferred to in the discussion of the available hardwoods of Ceylon in

the issue of June 2.5. The wood is exported to Europe chiefly from

Ceylon. The outturn of the Indian forests is very small. This wood
is quoted in the London markets at from sixteen to thirty cents per

board foot.

Blackwood or rosewood (Daliergia latifolia) grows in the penin-

sula and northern parts of India in greater or less abundance. It

attains to an immense size, the trunk sometimes measuring five feet

in diameter, exclusive of the bark. It is one of the largest mountain

trees in India. The wood is 'very hard, heavy (about fifty pounds

per cubic foot), strong, and exceedingly tough. It takes a very good

polish and is used extensively for cabinet work, boat and ship-building,

agricultural implements, and for construction purposes. It is the

most valuable wood in southern India, and large quantities of it are

cut annually for export to England. ' Small shipments of this wood
come to this country through the London and Liverpool markets.

The shisham rosewood {Dalhergia sissoo) is a closely related species

growing chiefly in the western Himalayas. Its timber is hard, strong

and heavy, a cubic foot weighing about forty-eight pounds. In ap-

pearance, when polished, it is little inferior to the blackwood, and is

used generally for the same purposes. It is exported less extensively

because there is a demand for it in India for use as cross-ties and

for various other economical purposes.

Wuma tree or poon (Calophyllvm inophyllum) is a beautiful tree,

which grows on the west coast of the peninsula. It yields a hard,

red, tough, moderately heavy (about forty pounds per cubic foot),

close-grained, and handsomely-veined wood, which resembles mahogany
in appearance and working. It is used extensively in India for

making furniture and it has recently been introduced into the Eng-
lish markets. This tree is closely allied to the Santa Maria (Calo-

phyllum calaba) of tropical America. The latter is now being intro-

duced into the American markets as a substitute for true mahogany!
Several other species of this genus are natives of India, but theii*

woods are not likely to reach the American markets for some time.

Toon or red cedar (Cedrela toona) is not a coniferous wood, as

the name '
' red cedar '

' would indicate. It is a tree closely related

to the Spanish cedar (Cedrela odorata) of tropical America. This

tree is widely distributed throughout the East from western Jndia to

the Philippine Islands. It is one of the largest and most valuable

timber trees in the East Indies. The wood is of a dull rose-red color,

moderately hard, light (about twenty-eight pounds per cubic foot),

strong, tough, and takes a very good polish. The timber seasons

quickly, and is very durable in contact with the soil. It does not

warp or split, but is apt to expand and contract with the changes in

the temperature and moisture. The wood is used for making furni-

ture, interior finish of houses, boat building, tea chests and cigar

boxes. Like the cedar and mahogany in the West Indies, toon is

used for making the dugouts in the East Indies. It is said that

boats constructed out of this wood will last almost indefinitely. It

is quite probable that toon will be introduced into the American mar-

kets sooner or later to take the place of the rapidly-diminishing

supply of the Spanish cedar.

Sandal wood (Santalum album) is a small tree from twenty to

twenty-five feet high, and is found chiefly in southern India. The
exports of sandal wood from Madras to Bombay, Bengal, Pegu and

the Persian Gulf are considerable. The wood is hard and fine-

gi'ained, and the best grades of it are used for some descriptions of

cabinet work and various carved ornamental articles, such as fans,

writing desks, work boxes, album covers, and many other articles.

But the chief characteristic of this wood is the remarkable odor.

FLOATING LOGS DOWN STREAM

which is due to the presence of a peculiar oil much used by the

natives of India as a perfume. The wood is used extensively for

burning the dead bodies of the rich in India. In its powdered state

it is employed by the Brahmins as pigments used in their distinguish-

ing marks. The oil forms the basis of many scents, and is sometimes

used for impregnating articles from common wood, and passed off

in the market as if manufactured from true sandal wood.

For the first time in the history of the United States this country

stands first in exports. England long held that place among the

nations, but has finally reached the parting of the ways and surrenders

that leadership to America. For 1912 England's exports were worth

$2,435,000,000. those of the United States $2,460,000,000. Next after

England in amount of exports is Germany, while France is third, and

the Netherlands fourth.
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Michigan IManufacturers Annual
The seventh annual meetiuj; of the Michigan llanlwuoil Manu-

facturers' Association was held at the Pontchartrain hotel, De-
troit, Mich., on Tuesday, July 22.

The meeting was called to onler at 10:1)11 a. m. by President
F. L. Richardson, who stated that reports to be read were so ex-

haustive that discussion by him was unnecessary.

Following the roll call and the reading of the minutes of the
previous meeting, Secretary J. C. Knox read his report as fol-

lows:

Secretary's Report
As this a.ssociation n<is <irL'iinlzi-fl ill (lltnwa Beach .Tuly I.l and 1-1.

1000. \vp arc tlwrefoi-c iKiklinK tmlay mir s.-vcntli .nnnunl inoctinK.
In coniparinK the lisi of iiU'mhi is pns.-nt al \\\o oi-iuinul moctinj; with

otir prp.spnt inonil«'i-slii|i. I liiid il.at almost one-half of the firms or Inter-
ests reprL'senti'd at that time have t-ut out and discontinued the lumber
business.

Our membership has been slrenKHien.d by the addition of a number of
good substantial manufacturers" during the past year which has just
about offset tbuso manufacturers cuttinR out and quittins this year.
Among tlie most recent ae(|iiisitions are the Loud Lnmlier Company with
mills at Charles. Maokinae county, and the Marshall Butters ' Lumber
Company witli mill at L'Anse.

I wish to eon^-nitulale (be associaiion oii the eharaeter and stability of

its organizers, ils oflieers. directors, eomniilteenien and members and to

repeat that the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association has
obtained a reputation for eompleti'Uess of reports, results of its committee
work and Kpneral efficiency second to none in the United States.
Our financial affairs haye always been in good shape from the fact that

wo levy only one assessment per year and have our funds in hand for
regular and emergency needs. Our treasurer reports on hand July 15 a
sum sufficient to carry us through the year.

Our Forest Fhc rrofective Department is on ils second year of existence
and has already established a well-earned title of "on the job all the
lime" during the fire season of patrol. Chief Warden Hickok's report for
the past two months will give you an idea of what has been accomplished
and ho solicits vour further hearty co-operation with him and his wardens.
The aniomobile purchased at the beginning of the season has made it

possible 1o rea( h many localities not touched last season and will

undoubtedly prove a wise investment.

Assessment Xo. 3 for account that department, levied May 3, lOl,"?, has
produced $7,l,'?7.f."i, and there will be due in addition to this ,$2,024.44,

thus realizing .1i!>.7(!2..'!!) on Iwisis of ;i2."i.41.'? acres at three cents per
acre. This amount will wllhout doubt carry the department through the
entire season and at a reduction in the assessment of one cent per acre.

We are pleased to state that after a nnmber of years of hard work and
at some HI lie expense we have liually won out in our I'aeific coast rate

case, oblaining lor members an eigbty-eent rale and reparation on eighty-

cent basis reaching as far back as Augtist 1, 1008, to all parties in original

complaint.

The norlhern lumlx'r induslry as a whole is on a very satisfactory
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basis and our slock rep.irts on bolh hardwi.Mi(ls ami heiiihxk fur July 1.

1013. as again.-il reports rendered July 1, 1012, and back to the beginning

of our organizatiuu, show an extraordinary condition as to unrthern hard-

woods and hemlock so far as Michigan is concerned. <.»ur market condi-

tions committee report today will verify this statement.

Our grading rules committee, together with that of the Xorthern Uem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association and the many manufac-
turers and friends who ai<led us in oI>taining the changes in the grading:

rules for hardwood lumber at Clii<*ago, June 5 and G. are to be congratu-

lated on the results obtained, which change was in realit.v more a question

of recognition of the northern hardwood manufacturers than an actual

result in changes in grades.

Your secretary has made several business triiis during the (juarter

ending July 1. called on a nnmlxT of members and has been instrumental
in adding a nuuilxT of additional members to the association during that

time. Wo shall bo pleased to have suggested to us additional names of

manufacturers for membership.

The reiiort of the treasurer showed a balance on January IG of

.$7,181.15. Kecpived since then, $7aS.98, Total expenses up to

July 15, $2,286.92, making the balance on hand July 1"), ,$5,G53.15,

The financial statement of the Forest Fire Protective Department
of the association showed that that body is also in excellent

shape financially.

The reports were adojited.

The reports of the various stan<ling conuuitteos tlicn followed.

Henry Ballon reported for the railroad committee, speaking mainly
of efforts to induce railroads running through tlie state to equip

their locomotives with fire screens. Tliey have been successful in

this work.

F. A. Diggins, chairman of the legislative committee was not

present.

D. H. Day, chairman of tlic grading rules committee reported

for that committee, merely reviewing the work on changes in

grading rules prior to the recent meeting of the National Haril-

wood Lumber Association. He also read various changes in the

rules as adopted by that association.

C. A. Bigelow, chairman of the forest fire committee referred

the association to Chief Warden Charles F. Hickok of the Forest
Fire Protective Department. Mr. Hickok reported that the month
beginning June 1 was the opening of a severe dry period accom-
panied by fierce winds. These conditions i)revailed up to June
20 and inasmuch as there was no rainfall during these weeks,
the fire days were continuous and the task of fighting them
arduous.

Farmers of every locality took advantage of the dry weather
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to burn their slash. According to the report ninety per cent of

tliis was done with care, and eaiition was taken to confine the

burning 'to the owners' property. However, there are stUl some
L-areless ones who allow fires to escape, and serious fires would

have resulted had the department not taken prompt measures to

confine them to areas apart from the timberlands. It is believed

that most of the settlers in the timbered area having land to

clear are in favor of careful use of fire. Fear of the law in

cases where carelessness has been noted has acted as a decided

stimulus and has had a favorable result in keeping down fires.

Eeports stated that the average resident in the vicinity of

forests is realizing the necessity of preventing forest fires, but

that the task is by no means complete.

Since the early days of lumbering in Michigan the forest fire

question has been entirely neglected, due perhaps to the prodi-

gality of timber in Michigan. Careless use of fire became the

custom and the /terrible loss resulting came to be looked upon as

a natural and unpreventable occurrence. However, the restricted

timbered area and consequent higher value prevailing today
makes the forest fire problem one to be carefully considered.

The report stated that comparison of recent fires and those of

the past indicate that a serious and dangerous period has been
weathered. Statistics show that the loss during the dry season

of 1913 when the forests are under close supervision, was much
less than any other year. According to the report, the wardens
are loyal and haril workers in every case.

The report stated that 2.5,260 acres, mostly of slash lamls, were

burned over during the month of June. Not one-half of one per

cent of this area was covered by standing timber.

The report states that the railroad companies are showing a

much more satisfactory attitude in the matter of guarding against

fires by using screens in their locomotive stacks and keeping clear

the right of way. He said that there are yet railroads who have

not taken care of these questions but that it is expected they

will fall in line within a short time.

The report showed that on the 25,260 acres of laud burned the

total actual loss in wood, posts, ties, logs, camps, standing timber,

bark, cordwood, etc.. was only $3,986.20, which offers a remarkable

showing in view of the losses in past years.

Mr. Hickok then outlined a plan for the general regulation of

slash burning.

The wardens are instructed while visiting townships in their

districts to call on town supervisors and present to them a plan

whereby slash existing in an}- township, which in dry periods is a

menace to the residents and property owners, may be burned on a

day selected by the supervisors and that the settlers be requested

to assist in the burning of this material. Lumber companies hav-

ing camps in the vicinity will also be asked to assist ou that par-

ticular day with as many men as are needed. The burning is to

be done under the direction of the supervisor and the association

warden at a time when the fires can be controlled. The arguments

set forth are that by burning in this way the townships will be

saved a great deal of money that they would probably lose if the

brush were left to be burned with the possibility of spreading

fire to the surrounding property. The report states that present

indications are that the plan will be generally adopted.

The report said that several operators have taken advantage of

the service made last year to have notaries appointed in their

camps and by the sworn voucher system to collect from the town-

ship and state the money expended in fighting fires.

Warden Hickok stated that he is greatly pleased with the auto-

mobile l^urchased by the association for his use in fighting fires.

He said that it increases the efficiency of himself and his men
many times over, stating that he has already covered all eleven dis-

tricts and will probably go over several districts a second time

while with the old service of train and livery he reached only

five of the districts last year.

President Richardson stated that the report on fire losses was

particularly gratifying inasmuch as false reports had been cir-

culated as to the enormous losses supposed to have been sustained

in Michigan at various times and that in some instances insur-
ance was immediately canceled in those sections.

Bruce Odell, chairman of the market conditions committee, sub-
mitted a report that was mighty gratifying to the membership.
The report in full appears on another page of this issue of Hard-
wood Eecord. Mr. Odell supplemented his written report with
the statement that the days of hemlock are numbered whether
the tree be cut or not. He said that for the la.st few years Michi-
gan operators have been aware of this condition and that within
five years from now hemlock will be a comparatively small factor
in northern production. He said that the cut of hemlock has been
kept up during the past few years by the utilization of dead,
down and mature timber but that his concern is cutting four times
as much hemlock ^this year as it would have cut if only live timber
were taken. He said this condition is due to the fact that hemlock
will not stand civilization or forest fires and that, with any change
in its surroundings or with the visitation of even the most harmless
of forest fires, death will follow surely within two or three years.

The president then appointed a committee on nominations which,

after a short recess, returned its report, recommending the re-elec-

tion of all the ofiicers for the past year, namely:

President—F. L. Richardson.

First Vice-Presidekt—C. A. Bigelow.

Secoxd Vice-President—D. H. Day.

Treasurer—C. T. Mitchell..

Secret.ary—J. C. Knox.

The meeting then adjourned.

Tannin Content of Southern Oak Barks
The decrease in available supply of chestnut oak and tanbark oak

for tanning purposes has led to the introduction of a great many
other tanning materials. It has also caused operators in oak timber

to wonder if the vast amount of oak bark of various kinds now wasted

could not be employed for this purpose. In order to test the character

of such barks samples were recently collected and aualyze(], giving

the following results:

S~. £- 1^ P= .5- |S
KC? -rZf KC? ffc fcc? ;:i!y

Total solids 18.00 14.52 26.4G 17 53 20.27 19.41
Soluhle solids 17.23 13.37 22.S1 1(5.37 18.68 18.43
Insoluble solids 77 1.15 1.65 1.16 1.59 .98
Non-tannins 6.51 7.44 9.36 7.0H 7.62 8.05
Tannin 10.73 5.93 13.45 . 9.28 11.06 10.38

The tannin contents of any of these species is high enough to war-

rant the use of the bark, provided it can be obtained in sufficient

quantities and will produce good leather. Tannin is not an uniform

substance, but varies widely in different plants so that in practice

it is necessary to use various blends to secure good results, depending

on the kind of leather wanted. Tannin from any of the black oak

group will produce harsh and stiff leather if used alone, but in mixture

with chestnut oak tannin and hemlock tannin good results could be

secured.

Another difficulty is in getting the bark peeled. It is necessary

fhat this work be done at a season of the year when the cambium
layer is Soft—or as more commonly expressed '

' when the sap is up. '

'

This would mean that logging could proceed only during a couple

of months in late spring and early summer or that the trees would

have to be felled and peeled in advance of logging operations. These

are objections which will not be worth overcoming until the present

supply of the standard barks is more seriously depleted.

It is reported that those behind the proposed forest products expo-

sition, which has just been put on a definite footing by the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association, will meet at Chicago on August 5,

for the purpose of completing the incorporation of the exjiosition and

the yajious details of financing and organizing.
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Chicago Trade in Annual Picnic
Tuesday, July 15, was the date of the regular annual picnic of

the Chicago lumber trade, the affair this year being the combined
outing of the Lumbermen's Association and the Lumbermen's Club,

the two organizations representing the local trade. The picnic grounds
were located at Northwestern park, Des Plaines, 111., on the Chicago &
Northwestern railroad. In spite of threatening weather the evening
preceding the picnic the skies cleared off beautifully for the picnic

day and the grounds dried off very satisfactorily. The attendance

exceeded the hun-

dred mark, the vis-

itors going out by

train and auto.

A great deal of

interest in the out-

ing was stirred up

this year by the live

entertainment com-

mittee, composed of

WilUam Eager, F.

B. McMuUen, J. H.

Dion, H. D. Welsh,

r. L. Johnson, E.

W. Thompson, Eob-

ert Sullivan and H.
B. Darlington. The
committee is entitled

to a considerable amount of praise because of the excellent arrange-

ments made for the transportation and accommodation of the visitors

and also for the unusual expedition with which the various field events

were handled. The taste displayed in selecting prizes is rather sur-

prising. The variety and character of the prizes could not but please

those fortunate enough to receive them. They consisted of various

useful articles for the men and women, including umbrellas and

EGG RACE FOR LADIES

various articles of personal wear and for household use. Each mem-
ber of the winning ball team was presented with a suitable trophy.

The morning was given over to a ball game between the yellow pine

and hardwood contingent of the local trade. Owing to the failure

of the battery of the piners to make an appearance their places were
filled by members of the hardwood team, which change did not detract

from the interest of the game, which was exciting from start to finish,

the yellow piners finally winning by a score of 4 to 2. The piners

made seven hits off

of Margraf, while

the hardwood men
made six hits off of

Kimball, the yellow

pine pitcher.

At the conclusion

of the ball game a

very satisfactory

chicken dinner was
served in the pa-

vilion. Although it

was announced that

those in attendance

could either bring

lunch baskets or buy
their dinners, com-

paratively few
brought picnic baskets, most of them taking advantage of the ready-

served dinner. As quite a number did not report that they would
want to purchase their midday meal, the management of the park
had not provided suflScient help or chickens for the occasion and as

a result there was considerable scurrying around to secure a sufii-

cient number of broilers to appease the appetities of the visitors.

As it was, those who were tipped off to the possible shortage were

THE WINNING PINERS
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fortunate in securing places at tlie first table. In order to expedite

service, several of the more diguified members of the trade offered

their assistance and appeared with aprons and trays, carrying orders,

serving ice cream, washing dishes and performing various other more

or less menial tasks.

The first event of the afternoon was a peanut race for girls under

seven. They finished in the following order—Elsie Dion, Margery
Hansen, Dorothy Trainer.

The hundred yard dash for men brought out the fact that the local

trade has among its members some mighty good athletes. A. O. Eat-

eliff, the winner, ran away from the field, and it was learned after-

ward that he is a sprinter of considerably renown, having '
' done the

hundred in ten flat." G. E. Attley and J. H. Dion finished second

and third respectively.

The fifty yard race for single ladies was won by Nettie Buchser,

with Laura Miller second. This and the race for married ladies,

while rather good from an athletic point of view, was particularly

striking in its demonstration of the practicability of the modern

skirt, especially inasmuch as it amply demonstrated its ability to

adjust itself automatically, without particular effort on the part of

the. wearer, to the necessary position in an event of this kind.

The race for married ladies was won by Mrs. Fletcher Marsh, Mrs.

B. J. Atley being second and Mrs. Cone third.

The race for boys under seven did not show a very extensive field.

This race was won by Tom Darlington, with Jack Hansen second and

Tom Cross third.

Mrs. Fletcher Marsh also won the ladies' ball throwing contest, prov-

ing herself the star performer of the day in the ladies' class. Miss
Miller was second.

The last two events proved to be the most interesting of all, being
called the tie race and the derby race. The provisions of the tie

j-ace were that the men should choose tlieir partners of the opposite
sex, presumably their wives if they had any. The race consisted of

a run from the line to the ladies who tied the men's ties, the men then
running back to the goal line. Mr. and Mrs. Kemper were first and
Mr. and Mrs. Trainer second. Considerable consternation was noted
in the faces of the winning men when the prizes were presented to
their partners.

The derby race, the last feature of the events, was a strenuous

affair, in which each man carried his partner to the changing point,

at which place they reversed and the man doing the riding during the

first lap of the course had to do the heavy work for the last. The
Ratcliff-Jennings team ran away from the field in this event.

After the athletic events on the grass the spectators were treated

to a similar series of events occurring in the so-called ball room of

the park, the events this time being accompanied by music and the

actors performing various Stunts going under different popular names,

such as "tango" and its numerous variations, the "Boston" and
similar events of athletic though humorous aspect. There were usually

more watchers than performers, but it can be safely said that if the

performers derived as much real enjoyment from the occasion as did

the watchers, they were fairly bubbling over with this sensation after

each event.

The program of the indoor events was concluded at G:30, at which

time the special train to Chicago departed from Northwestern park.

W'.'>a^H:g'yjgg<a^KgTOWTO^tt:<s;i;iW^

Transportation of Lumber
SECOND ARTICLE

SOME OF THE SHIPPING ITEMS

The transportation of forest products is one of the largest it^ms

in the business of railroads and other public carriers in this country.

The tonnage is enormous, is widely distributed, and the average length

of the haul is long.

Those who are accustomed to think of forest products as consisting

almost wholly of sawed lumber are a long way from an understanding

of the real situation. It is true that lumber is the most important

item in money value and as a revenue producer for the transportation

companies ; but, surprising though the statement may be, lumber is

not the largest item in this country's list of commodities commonly

classed as forest prpducts. It never has been the largest and it

probably never will be.

As the term is usually understood, lumber is the product of the

sawmill, and consists of planks, boards, beams, and other dimension

stock of that kind. There &Te a number of other products, some of

which never see a sawmill. The government, acting chiefly through

the Census Bureau and the Forest Service, collects statistics from

time to time, for the purpose of keeping tally on the output of the

forests and to assist in its proper utilization. Some of the statistics

are collected yearly, others every ten years, and still others a,t no

stated time, but whenever it is thought desirable to do it. The figures

become more complete every year, because the work is more thoroughly

done. Up to 1S20 no one seems to have thought of collecting data

on lumber or anything else relating to the forests, and it was not

until 18S0 that anything approaching a satisfactory report was made;
and it was twenty years later when a system was evolved for doing

the work. Forest product statistics are quite fragmentary before

1899, and it was some years after that period before the present

standard of collection and compilation was attained.

It is now possible to state with fairly close approximation what
the annual drain is upon the forests of the country, to supply the

people with the various commodities of wood which enter into their

daily lives. This can be done without going outside of figures con-

tained in government reports; and with the assurance that the figures

are in the main correct, though absolute correctness is not claimed

in any particular.

The accepted measurement of some forest products is in board feet,

but all are not so measured in ordinary business transactions. Below
is a list of forest products, taken from the latest available government
reports, reduced to board feet by using the customary processes. The
statement that all are from government reports should be modified

in the case of fence posts, which will be more fully explained in a

succeeding paragraph. The annual output of all forest products in

the United States, as far as available reports show, is presented as

follows

:

CoMMODiTr Board Feet
Firewood 51,600,000,000
Lumber 40,000,000,000
Hewed crossties .-

. , . 3,532,000,000
Pulpwood 2,456.000,000
Fence posts 2,000,000,000
Shingles 1,622,000,000
Distillation 870,000,000
Tanbark 647,000,000
Tight cooperage 600,000,000
Slack cooperage 535,000,000
Veneers 478,000,000
Lath 436,000,000
Poles 227,000,000

Unsawed exports •. 165,000,000

Excelsior 85,000,000

Total 105,293,000,000

This is an enormous quantity of material to be taken from the

forests of the country, yet it is less than some eminent statisticians

have estimated. Eaphael Zon in his
'

' Forest Resources of the World '

'

places the annual consumption of wood in the United States at

23,000,000,000 cubic feet, which, according to the usual reducing

factor, is equivalent to 138,000,000,000 board feet. It is preferable,

however, to use the more conservative figures contained in the above

itemized list of commodities which total 105,293,000,000 feet, board
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measure. The fact that the quantity is itemized is important, because

if errors are suspected it is easier to test the figures than -n-hen a

single total is given without any items.

Transportation companies are interested in tonnage, and forest

products supply a great deal of it. The weight of wood varies

according to species and according to state of dryness. Many kinds

of green wood weigh 5,000 pounds or more per thousand feet, while

some dry woods weigh little more than half of that. Averages

figured out for many kinds, and in different degrees of greenness

and dryness, including lumber, ties, cordwood, poles, and other com-

modities, sliow that an average weight is about 4,000 pounds to the

equivalent of 1.000 feet board measure. The average of lumber

alone is not so much, but lumber does not constitute half of the wood

cut annually. On the basis of 4,000 pounds per 1,000 feet, the total

output of the country's forest products amounts to 210,000,000 tons.

It is not all carried by transportation companies, but a surprisingly

large part of it is. In 1909 the railroads of the United States carried

1,.556,.5.59,741 tons of freight of all kinds, and the Interstate Commerce

Commission's figures show that 11.75 per cent of it was forest

products, or a total of 182,000,000 tons. On the 4,000 pounds per

1,000 feet basis, this represents 91,000,000,000 feet of such products,

leaving only about 14,000,000,000 feet not carried by public carriers.

In numerous instances the same material is carried two or three times

after it leaves the stump and before it reaches the final consumer.

That means that the actual material carried is somewhat less than

91,000,000,000 feet, and the quantity which is never handled by public

carriers is more than 14,000,000,000 feet.

Firewood is usually not shipped far. It is heavy, and it supplies

a great deal of tonnage, but the average short haul places it far

below lumber as a revenue producer for carriers. It may be shown

by statistics, which need not be reproduced here, that the average

haul of all kinds of forest products in the United States is near 299

miles. Firewood probably has a shorter average haul than any other

important forest commodity, and does much to reduce the general

average to 299 miles.

Lumber is without doubt the largest revenue producer of all forest

products. From the fact that statistics of lumber shipments are not

generally kept separate from tliose of other products of a similar

kind it is impossible to say what is the average length of lumber haul.

Shipments go long distances, some entirely across the continent, others

halfway across, and others from the Gulf region to the East, North,

and West. The softwoods of the I^ke states, and to some extent the

hardwoods also, are shipped hundreds of miles, sometimes thousands.

While Pacific coast sugar pine and Douglas fir are entering the Lake

states' factories, hardwood flooring is on its way from the Lake states

to the Pacific coast. Shorter hauls—though r\inning into hundreds

of miles—carry lumber into every corner of the country.

Bailroads carry large numbers of crossties, not only for the use of

the line on which this freight originates, but for connecting and

distant lines. Ties are heavy and are not often thoroughly seasoned.

Hewed ties only are listed in the foregoing table, because sawed ties

are included in lumber.

Pulpwood is not usually carried far, and it belongs with the short-

haul commodities. It is cheaper to erect the mill convenient to supply

than to transport the wood long distances to the mill. It is not

always practicable to do this, because some of the mills are driven

by water power, and raw material nuist be brought to them, whether

the haul is long or short.

Fence posts are an important connnoctty, demanded in all parts

of the country and supplied by not less than one hundred kinds of

wood. The total annual output is not definitely known, since govern-

ment statistics and other figures on the subject are fragmentary. The

total of 2,000,000.000 feet given in the table was reached by calcula-

tion based on the best available information. Many communities

supply their own posts, and transportation companies are not called

. upon to haul thein far, if at all; yet some posts arc carried hundreds

of miles. A single order of 100,000 Osage orange posts was recently

shipped from Oklahoma to Illinois, and another of equal size went

from tlie same region to Kansas and Nebraska. Western cedar posts

are sent lumdreds of miles eastward, and posts of northern and

southern cedar furnish fencing material far away from the regions

where the timber grows.

Shingles probably are carried farther than any other important

forest product of this country. Nearly three-fourths of the whole

output are made in the state of Washington and are distributed over

the United States. They are made of western red cedar. Most of the

others are of northern and southern white cedar, sawed in the Lake

states and near the Atlantic coast, and the markets are hundreds

of miles away. A few shingles are produced in all timbered regions

of this country.

Most of the wood cut for distillation jairposes Ijelongs to the hard-

wood species; but the softwoods, particularly the southern yellow

pines, are rapidly growing in importance. The hardwoods are con-

verted into charcoal, alcohol, oils, and other articles; the pine into

turpentine and rosin. The material is usually in the form of cord-

w'ood. Shipments are generally short. The most valuable hardwoods

for distilling are birch, beech, and maple.

Tanbark is bought by the ton or cord, but statistics are in cords.

Nearly all of the bark is hemlock and chestnut oak, and it is calculated

that one cord is equivalent to 600 board feet. Tanbark is not a long-

haul commodity, because it is customary to build tanneries contiguous

to bark supply rather than haul the bark long distances to tlie tan-

neries.

Cooperage stock consists of staves, heading, and hoops. Tight

cooperage is made into barrels meant to contain liquids; slack cooper-

age is for dry commodities. The cooper shop, where barrels are made,

is the market for the staves, hoops and heading; and shipments of

hundreds of miles are not unusual. Cooperage material is important

as a revenue producer for the transportation companies.

Veneers follow much the same course as lumber in transportation

channels, but tlic quantity is very small compared with tlie output

of sawmills.

The manufacture of lath is as universal as the manufacture of

lumber, for lath is a by-product of the sawmill. The supply being

widel.v distributed, long hauls are not generally necessary. Any wood

that makes hunber will make lath, but statistics do not show the

various woods entering into the product.

Poles are (.dasscd with long distance shipments. They are jiroduced

in three principal regions of the United States—the western cedar

country, the northern cedar country, and the chestnut range in the

Kast. More than three-fourths are cedar. The prevailing species is

the northern white cedar of the Lake states, but the western red

cedar is rajiidly coming to the front as a source of poles. Pacific

coast poles occasionally reach the Atlantic states; but such shipments

usually consist of poles of large sizes only.

Unsawed exports are so listed because exports of sawed stuff are

included in the lumber cut. Some logs are hewed and others are

exported in the round. Tlicy are generally carried by rail to the

shipping ports.

Excelsior is of no great importance from the viewpoint of the

transportation companies, because the quantity is rather small and
it is not shipped far. The principal regions of manufacture are

Wisconsin, Virginia, New York, and New Hampshire; but it is made
in twenty-seven states, ranging from Maine to Washington, and 122

plnnts are engaged in turning out the product.

Simply Explained
Boston seems to have nuulo desperate L'llorts to understand tlie

esoteric significance of cubist and futurist art. A city that boasts

so many thousands who can understand a Browning stanza when
given backward on a phonograpli, who can discourse learnedly on the

most obscure passages in George Meredith, and can even tell pre-

cisely what Henry James intended to say, is not going to bo puzzled

easily by a mere cubist or futurist. The Transcript says that stout

old gentlemen ran the risk of apoplexy by bending painfully double

to view the paintings upside down; while aesthetic women would
amble past the canvases to see whether the vibrations of motion
would help them to grasp the secret meaning. And all the time the

simple explanation was written legibly on a tag in the corner of each

picture. It was the legend, "Sold."
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The Steel Car Campaign on Again
\ f)

Editor's Note

As notod in the text of lliis article it consists of a resume of various articles which l.ave appeared In previous
issues of Hardwood Record, the photographs all having been used with those articles.

The matter is here reproduced because of two tacts. The first is that the steel car agitation is approaching a
stage where it threatens to become a political issue at Washington, as there is even now a bill before Congress to
prohibit the manufacture of wooden passenger, baggage and mail cars.

The second reason is that the matter has commanded the earnest attention of a small percentage of the more
progressive element of the trade, and it is hoped that the repetition of previous stories appearing in Hardwood
Record will have the effect of stirring up the trade to the realization of the dire consequences to the lumber busi-
ness that would result from the passage of the legislation referred to. •

It is stated on good authority that a determined effort will be

made to have bills passed by Congress to compel all railroads in this

country to employ steel passenger and mail cars in interstate business,

and to abolish the use of those made of wood. It is quite generally

believed that the movement is baclied and engineered by steel mami-

facturers, whose purpose is to sell more steel. Nearly li.500,000 cars

of all kinds are in use on the railroads of this country and the quan-

tity of wood demanded yearly for the construction of new cars and

the repair of old ones does not fall much below two billion feet.

This will not be the first time the measure has been before Congress.

Bills having the same object in view have been introduced before,

and these will serve as entering wedges for legislation which, it is

said, will soon be undertaken at the national capital.

Former mea.sures were taken as follows: Congressman Esch, April

15, 1911, introduced house bill 5291, which was referred to the com-

mittee on interstate and foreign commerce, and was ordered printed.

The purpose of this bill was to

prohibit the "putting in use for

the first time" of any wooden

passenger cars after January 1,

1912. That bill proposed to give

the railroads less than nine

months to quit making wooden

cars ; but cars already in use

might be continued. Nine months

was very short notice to give car-

shops to change their equipments

from wood working to steel

working.

Two months and two days

later Congressman Talcott of

New York introduced house bill

11,822, which was referred to

the same committee as the former

bill. This measure was substan-

tially the same as the first, but

it extended the time in which

A LUMBERMAN'S OPINION

acftatJoD C. COilliams anD «^on0

New York. July 12th, 1913.
Henry H. Gibson.

HARDWOOD RECORD, Chicago, III.

Dear Mr. Gibson:
Your article on the steel car craze, in the July 10th

Issue of the HARDWOOD RECORD, is a very important
contribution to the question of passenger car construc-

tion. We hope that it will call the attention of the

lumber trade to this subject and that possibly through
the various associations action will be taken that will

result in the presentation of the matter to congressmen,
as we quite agree with you that at the next regular ses-

sion of Congress a great effort will be made to force the

railroads to equip their lines with steel cars. We are

quite sure that the practical operating officers of the

railroads are not in favor of the steel car.

Very trLily yours,

I. T. WILLIAMS & SONS.

of adverse criticism. The people of this country, irrespective of what

business they may be engaged in, want the best railroad service that

can be had. They want the safest, most comfortable and most eco-

nomical; but safety and comfort must not be subordinated to

economy. If wooden cars fill these requirements best, let the cars be

wood. If steel is better, let the cars be steel. If a combination of

wood and steel is found to be superior, let the ears be of the com-

bination pattern. Lumbermen with products to sell will not oppose

a steel car merely to sell their lumber.

The wooden car has been in service a long time. Its good points

and its bad are pretty well understood. It is not claimed that all

of the good points are known, for improvements in construction are

still being made; but enough is known to warrant a pretty strong

stand for the wooden car. Its enemies on one occasion sneered at

wooden cars in a train wreck because they -were
'

' twenty-five years

old.
"

' That was one of the strongest points ever put forth in favor

of the wooden car—and it was

put forth by an hostile critic.

Cars that had stood the wear,

tear, weather, abuse, accidents

and hard usage of railroad trafiBe

for a quarter of a century must

have been made of pretty good

stuff. The fact that they ended

their long career of usefulness

in a wreck at last is no more an

argument against their sterling

qualities than it would be good

argument to say that Napoleon

was a poor general because he

finally lost at Waterloo.

In the opinion of some pretty

good judges, it will be a long

time before a train of steel cars

twenty-five years old will figure

in a wreck; because, long before

they reach that age (unless they

change from wood to steel must

be made to January 1, 1915, an addition of one year.

Three weeks later the same congressman introduced house bill

12,416. The bill, if passed, was to take effect the first of the fol-

lowing January—six months in the future. The bill prohibited the

running of any wooden passenger or mail cars in a train between

steel cars or between the engine and steel cars. That practically

meant that wooden cars must be run only in all-wooden trains, or not

at all. The bill was ordered printed.

Two weeks later Congressman Talcott introduced his third bill on

the subject. It was No. 13,038, and followed the same route as the

others—went through the committee and was ordered printed. It

was a combination of former bills, with new features added. One was

that after January 1, 1916, steel cars only should be used for carry-

ing mails; and after January 1, 1918, all express, baggage and

passenger cars should be of steel construction.

The import of bills introduced in Congress in the past indicates

the lines of probable future legislation on the subject. The indi-

cations are that attempts will be made to legislate wooden cars out

of existence on the railroads of this country, and there is danger

that the attempt may be successful.

This brings up a broad question of policy. It involves the question

of the comparative merits of wood and steel cars. If the question

is to be decided on its merits, no progressive man will have a word

do better in the future than in

the past) they will have jumped so many curves, bounced from the

rails at so many crossings, and rattled so many bolts out and plates

loose that they will have found their way to the scrap pile.

The relative efficiency of the two types of cars should be the

deciding factor. That point cannot be decided dogmatically. Time

and tests must tell. The steel car has not been in- use long enough for

thorough tests. Thus far some of the tests have been unfavorable,

and the car has not yet won its way into the favor of a majority of

experienced travelers.

The wooden car is more comfortable in warm weather because it

is cooler and in cold weather because it is warmer. The temperature

within is more equitable, because wood is a poor and steel a good

conductor of heat. In moderate weather the difference in temperature

between the two types of cars is not material, but it is during periods

of extreme cold and extreme heat that the ear's reputation must be

made, and it is then that wood wins out. Some of the officials of

railroads traversing the hot regions of the Southwest are decidedly

opposed to the steel car, because of its oven-like temperature. Kvery

traveler in the northern states in winter has experienced the discomfort

of the metal sleeping car, and colds, neuralgia, toothache and

rheumatism often follow a night spent behind the thin steel plates.

In numerous instances travelers about to make a night journey apply
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The Crti- on the rifrht. No. TilTl. is a wmx on (liner, and is unflaniaur-d. 'riic Itadly daniagi^d

this instanff wocid stocid lii-tt* r tlian stn-I.

h ncxi In il is an all-steel riiliinan. In

for berths in wooden cars, because tlicy know that such are inore

comfortable.

Pinching cold and sweltering heat are not the only arguments

against the metal car. It is stiff, unyielding and rides hard. It lacks

the elasticity of wood. It jerks and jolts more. Technical men in the

steel car business have published tables, diagrams and figures intended

to demonstrate the elasticity of steel, for the purpose of creating senti-

ment in favor of the steel car. Maybe their figures are right, but

they are so technical and are so overloaded with higher mathe-

matics that tlie ordinary human being can get no meaning out of

them. But the ordinary individual has no trouble in understanding

that a steel ear at high speed jerks, shakes, oscillates and quivers

more than a wooden car and is harder on muscles as well as on the

nerves. The tourist is deprived of much of the enjoyment of his trip,

and the business man and the invalid lose their needed rest. In addi-

tion to these discomforts the steel car is noisy. A little time on the

road is apt to loosen bolts, wear bars and beams till they rattle in the

joints, and this adds annoyance whieh is absent from the wooden ear.

STIOHL SI.KKl'KK RAMMED BY EN(!INE

Metal pinles and steel doors offered little

wreck occurred at Odessa, Minn., Dec. 18, mil.
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protection bi-re. This

Most people are willing to sacrifice considerable comfort if safety

is increased by doing so. The chief claim of the advocates of the

steel car is that it is much safer than a car of wood. In fact, this is

about the only claim put forward for it. Practically the whole argu-

ment is based on that proposition. It would be a very strong argument

if it had facts to back it, for any device or appliance that will ma-

terially lessen danger in railroad travel will receive earnest con-

sideration from the traveling public. Since this is the chief claim

made by the steel car people, it is projier to examine it somewhat

closely to see what merit it may have.

The principal sources of danger are collisions with other trains on

the same track, or in leaving the track altogether. In the first instance

the worst damage is done by telescoping—one car running into and

through another and crushing the passengers within. The second

danger comes when the cars go off the track at high rate of speed.

Kither accident is serious and is apt to cost the lives of passengers.

Xo appliance has yet been devised to prevent such accidents altogether,

and the question is, whieh car, the wooden or the steel, offers best

]irofection to the passengers.

The first argument is that the metal car is less liable to catch fire

I ban the wooden car. The conclusion in this instance is in favor of

th(; metal, car, but not as nuich in its favor as some suppose. Years

ago fire was justly dreaded, because cars, if not heated with stoves

were at least lighted with oil lamps, and in serious accidents the

wr(>ckage was liat]le to take fire. At present, however, no cars on

trunk lines are heated with stoves or lighted with oil lamps. Heat
is by steam from the locomotive and light by electricity, neither of

which can start a fire in a wreck. Since the source of fire is almost

wholly removed, the wooden car is in little more danger of burning

lliau a metal car.

The evidence seems to be incontrovertible and almost undisputed

that steel cars are harder to keep on the tracks than wooden cars.

It is due to their greater weight and rigidity. They take curves less

readily, and are harder to manage in negotiating crossings. Their very

construction seems to render them more liable than wooden cars to

go off the rails. Instances are not wanting where steel cars have left

the tracks while wooden cars in the same train passed safely. The

rigidity of the metal cars is believed to be responsible for their pre-

disposition to leave the rails on curves and crossings, and doubtless

their great weight is responsible for some of the trotible.

When a car at high speed is thrown from the track, it encounters

conditions which test its strength in the severest manner possible.



WOODEX CARS KEMAINED OX TOE TRACK WHILE STEEI. CARS W EXT OFF
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The wreck shown in this picture occurred at Warriors Ridge. Ta.. Feb. 16. 1912. The only wooden coaches in the train stuck to the

track, while nine steel cars went into the ditch, costing five lives and the injur.r of many persons. The element o£ "greater safety" in the steel car

is not apparent in this situation. '

Builders do not speeiall.v provide for that emergency—when the acci-

dent comes the car must take care of itself. Here is where it might

be supposed the steel car has all the advantage over wood—for some

people suppose that steel will stand almost anything. So it will, if

enough steel is used, but that is exactly the weak point in a metal

car. Under blow, twist, strain and concussion metal may fail where

wood will stand. Steel is nine or ten times as heavy as wood, and the

car is onl.y about twenty per cent heavier. Therefore, the steel shell,

bars and beams of which the ear is made are only about one-eighth or

one-ninth as thick as eorrespoiiding parts in the wooden car, and

when the impact comes ^e Bi«al may fail sooner than the wood.

Experience in wrecks shows that such is often the ease. Woodet' cars

have stood where steel has crumpled.

This experience is not confined to cars. Frames of aeroplanes are

always of wood, because, weight for weight, wood is stronger than

steel, particularly when wood's elasticity is taken into account. The

same is' tune in making some types of folding canvas boats. .'The

frames are of wood, because, weight for weight, it will stand more than

steel. Shuttles used by weavers prove the same thing. The world is

being searched for shuttlewoods. wliile steel is cheap and plentiful.

Steel has been tried, but if thin enough to bring it within the requis^e

weight limit, it buckles under the blows of the pickersticks; but

wood stands. It is the same with cars. Enough steel could be put m
the construction of cars to make them strong enough to stand wrecks,-.

but they would be too heavy to haul. As it is now, a serious complaint

against them is their weight. They are now too heavy and yet.ljave

not enough metal in their construction to make them as strong as

wood in resisting shocks and twists.

A study of some of the accompanying illustrations will clearly bring

out the point that steel. cars, under certain kinds of impact, will not

resist like Vfood, Most of these illustrations have apjieared in Hard-

wood Eecord before. They were clinchers in a series of articles

which appeared in these columns last year and the year before, when

the steel car interests were attacking the wooden car. Now that the

same attack is on again, and the steel car is being pushed forward,

to a position which it has not yet qualified to fill, the same pictures

strike straight to the point, and fitly illustrate additional evidence that

the metal car must serve on probation a while longer before it can

take the place of the tried and proved wooden car.

Increased safety is the most persistent claim made for the metal car.

It has been shown that greater safety has not been demonstrated for

it in the ordinary wreck when it leaves the -track, and goes over an

embankment. There is another kind of accident, and most dreaded

of all; it is the collision when two trains meet on the same track, or

one train runs into the rear of another. It is then that the deadly

telescoping occurs. The impact drives one car into and through an-

other. The most appalling fatalities occur in accidents of that

character.

It is to the point to inquire into the behavior of the steel car in

such an accident. It has been shown again and again that it is as

liable to be telescoped as the wooden ear. It is no safer, and some

believe that it is not as safe.

ONE STEEL CAR TELESCOPED AXOTHER

This picture is another view of the wreck at Odessa,. Minn. A sleeping

car tore one-third ot the way through a diner, and eleven persons were

killed.

—2<l

—
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When one car telescopes or runs through or partly through another,

the process is simple. The platform of one strikes over the platform

of the other, and as it is rammed forward by the impact, it cuts like

a huge knife the superstructure of the overridden ear. Telescoping

seldom or never occurs unless the platform and bottom framework of

one ear slides over another. In such a case it is the car that happens

to get on top that runs through the other. It is the bottom that does

the cutting and tearing. If the bottom beams and platform of a wooden

car mount over those of a metal car the latter car will be crushed,

but if the steel car gets on top, it will telescope the wooden car. It all

depends on which car strikes the other one at a disadvantage. It

makes little difference what the superstructure is made of; it will

crush like eggshell if the platform and heavy beams of another car

now wnnnioN lAKs sr.vMi iiik tk.st

The wreck shown in this picture occurred near .Mllwaukoi'. March 12,

1913. It was a mixed train. The first stcd coach went off and tooli the

other cars witli it. The cars sliown in t\w cut arc of wood.

strike it with the tremendous force due to collision. The platforms

and bottoms must stand the impact; the superstructure cannot do it,

no matter whether it is of wood or steel. Therefore, the steel ear

has no advantage over the wooden, as far as telescoping is concerned,

provided both have the same style of platform and bottom.

This is an important point. The strength is in the lower parts, the

floor and the beams below it, and these can be made in exactly the

same way for both styles of cars. That is, the car with wooden super-

structure can be made as strong as that which is of all steel material.

The advantages which wood gives need not be sacrificed in order to

obtain all the advantages which are to be had from steel underframes.

Competent ear builders have recommended a compromise car, which

will have the good qualities of both wood and steel. The under-

frame should be of steel, the upper parts of wood. The shock in

ease of collision will be sustained by the lower frame; the comfort of

the wooden car will be secured by the superstructure. Weight will

be reduced; elasticity and resiliency attained, and all the advantages

of the wooden car will be combined with whatever strength the steel

underframe possesses.

It is a mistake to conclude that the camiiaign in favor of the steel

ears is being pushed by the railroads. Some of them may stand in

because of their connection with steel interests or for other particular

reasons, but if the railroads of the whole country were asked to vote

on the question, the decision would doubtless.be against a sudden or

forced change from wood to steel. Most roads are willing to move

slowly, try out the metal cars more fully, and finally adopt the ear

that is found best. That is a very different thing from a change

ordered by Congress and enforced by law under penalties. Railroads

have been experimenting. They are wide awake to the necessity of

putting on the best possible rolling stock, and there is no question but

that they will do it as soon as it is proved what is the best; but the

steel car is yet in the experimental stage and the experiments thus

far have not been all favorable—in fact, most of them have fallen

short of expectations.

A change ordered by law under these circumstances would be unfair

and unjust to the railroads and without due consideration of the

public 's comfort and safety. The change is premature ; the steel ear

has not yet made good. It may be further developed and finally make

good.

If neither the railroads nor the traveling public are pushi'ng it, who

is? It seems to be the work of the great steel corporations which

have products to sell. They are forever on the watch for markets,

and the enormous car-building industry of the country is a promising

field. If the wooden car can be displaced by law on all railroads

doing interstate business, and the steel car put in its stead, it means a

market for additional hundreds of thousands of tons of steel every

year. It is a game worth playing, and the indications are that it is

being skillfully played. The steel interests own large blocks of stock

in car works, and they are understood to be largely interested in some

of the railroads. If they can get the wooden ear outlawed they can

exclaim with great truth as well as with appropriate stage effect:

'

' The world is mine !

'

'

They are not consulting the public which must u.se the ears; and

they are not consulting the railroads which must buy them. The

game is to compel the railroads to purchase full equipments of steel

cars, in spite of doubt as to their efficiency; and to compel the travel-

ing public to ride in the cars, in spite of positive knowledge that they

are more uncomfortable than wooden cars, and strong suspicion that

they are more dangerous.

It would cost railroads a great deal of money to make the change.

Steel cars cost more than wood at the start; they are heavier and

the expense of hauling them is greater; they are harder on the tracks

and expense of road repair is greater; it is believed that their period

of service will fall much under that of wooden cars, and they will

reach the scrap heap sooner. The change would severely tax the

resouri'es of most roads. And after all this, the traveling public would

be no better off. probably worse off; the railroads wouhl be no better

INTIilUOK ni.- .\N OI.I) WOODE.V SMOKIOI!

This car was in the Mihvauki'i' wreck and is shown lying on ils side,

little worse for tin- (>xpi*ri<'ncc. The lamp fixtures are unbroken.

eqnip)ied, and the only gain that can be figured out would find ils

way to the pockets of the steel manufacturers.

Does the end justify the nieansf Should vast sums be taken from

transjiortation companies to increase the jirofits of steel corporations?

Should the public give up the comfortable and beautiful wooden cars

that have served long and well, anil ride in rigid, unattractive, too-cold

or too-hot steel cars, which have served neither long nor very wellf

—

and do this in order that the corporations which manufacture the steel

may increase their dividends!

In its issue of December 25, 1911, Hardwood Record summed up the

shortcomings of the st«el car in seven short paragraphs, and every



charge against it is as true today as it was then and some of them
might be expressed .in much stronger language. The seven items of

the indictment follow:

"First: That in collisions steel cars are not immune from telescop-

ing and consequent loss of life of their occupants.

"Second: That in derailment steel cars are just as prone to col-

lapse as wooden ears on steel underframes.

"Third: That cost of steel car equipment is largely in excess of

wo9den car equijiment, without any compensating value.

"Fourth: That the hauling of solid steel passenger trains is very

expensive and extravagant, constituting an absolute waste of money.
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"Fifth: That solid steel passenger trains of even a moderate num-
ber of cars are so heavy as to require two locomotives, one of which
could haul a wooden train of the same number of cars, which adds in
no inconsiderable degree to the dangers incurred.

"Sixth: That steel passenger coaches have demonstrated their
inability to take crossovers and switches with safety when running at
even moderate speed.

"Seventh: That the steel ear is rarely comfortable to the occu-
pants in winter and is a veritable hotbox in warm weather, and that
by reason of its reverberation of metal, loose joints and bolts it is a
nerve-racking vehicle in which to ride."

>iyiTO:^sma!;:<av«:;5TOO^m:WiTO^'>.V^^

Conditions in Michigan Excellent

Editor's Note

The following article is the report of Chairman Bruce OAll of the market conditions (ommittee of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, which held its seventh annual meeting at Detroit Mich on Tuesday
.luly 22. The report contains mighty gratifying statements and figures from the viewpoint 'of ' the hardwood lumber-men, and should be i-ead by every hardwood manufacturer and wholesaler in the country.

It is with no little pride and pleasure that your committee
on market conditions submits this, its seventh annual report.

With all of the members of this committee, I feel with pride that

we have been able to serve you well; th&t you have had confidence

in the sincerity of the committee 's reports ; that you have used these

reports somewhat as a guide to manufacturing and marketing your

products, and that our seven years of experience have demonstrated

that these reports are a safe guide to the manufacturing and market-

ing of northern hardwood lumber. Some of the members are especially

proud of the fact that they have served on the conmiittee continuously

during the past seven years, participated in the preparation of

each and every report of the committee, and still enjoy your
confidence and support.

It is a particular pleasure to be able to report such favorable

conditions at this time, not only on all kinds of hardwood lumber,

but on hemlock lumber also. From the standpoint of stock con-

ditions, they were never more favorable to the lumber producers

of Michigan than at present. The stock of hardwood at the

mills is less than it has been since 1909 and only about 88 per

cent of what it was a year ago. At no time during the past

four years has there been a surplus stock in the hands of our

producers. In fact, at any time for several years when there

have been good trade conditions, a decided shortage has soon

developed and prices materially advanced. Under favorable

trade conditions during the next year we would see the greatest

shortage of nortliern hardwood lumber that we have ever seen,

and even under very unfavorable trade conditions during the

next year we do not believe any material surplus would develop.

The general stock conditions of the combined hardwoods is

practically true of each of the different kinds of hardwood

lumber, there being no accumulation of any one item. The total

stock of maple lumber is but eighty-nine per cent of the stock of

a. year ago, and the stock remaining unsold is less than twenty-

&v.e per cent of what it was July 1, 1912. As a large proportion

of the maple lumber produced is used in the manufacture of

maple flooring, it may not be amiss to compare present conditions

in that respect with the conditions of a year ago. The bulk of

the maple used for this purpose is 4/4 in the grades listed as

No. 1 common. No. 2 common, No. 1 and 2 common and No, 2

common and better.

1913 shows: Total stock, 88,904,000; sold, 86;531,000. 1912

showed: Total stock, 108,452,000; sold, 100,311,000 or 20,000,000

less stock this year than last and practically all of it sold. Surely

the maple flooring manufacturer should not complain of a fair

price for maple lumber under these conditions.

Comparing some of the other woods, this year with last, the

stock at the mills and the amount unsold, we find the following,

viz.: Ash, less than 60 per cent as much stock and less than 50
per cent as much unsold. Basswood, 93 per cent as much stock
and 60 per cent as much unsold. Beech, 76 per cent as much
stock and 65 per cent as much unsold. Elm, 86 per cent as much
stock and 66 per cent as much unsold. Birch shows a very
slight increase both in stock and amount unsold, there bein"
an increase of 7 per cent in amount of stock, but Michigan is a
small factor in the production of birch lumber as compared with
Wisconsin, and the combined stocks of the two states may show
a reversal of form. The entire stock of birch in Michigan is

16,000,000 this year as against 15,000,000 last year.
The proportion of stock at the mills and yards of the pro-

ducers of lumber that is covered by orders has always been con-
sidered to indicate fully as much regarding real market condi-
tions as the total amount of stock on hand. If this holds good
for 1913, we are in a very favorable position indeed. Our stock
reports show that our members have orders for 80 per cent as
much as total stocks on hand. This 3ame comparison for a series

of years shows the proportion of the total stock covered by
orders as follows: viz., 1913, eighty-five per cent; 1912, seventy-
nine per cent; 1911, seventy per cent;' 1910, sixty-five per cent;

1909, fifty-six per cent. Refresh your memories as to the market
conditions for the years named and you will find that they were
approximately reflected in the proportion of the stock sold. With
only fifteen per cent of stock on hand to market, the producers
of northern hardwood lumber in Michigan can afford to make
haste slowly and get what their product is worth.
We have always had so much to say regarding No. 3 common

or low-grade hardwood lumber, that if we passed it this time
without saying something about it, some might look upon our
omission with suspicion. We have said before that No. 3 common
is "like the poor—always with us," also that "the smaller he

is, the better he looks to us." Prom this standpoint, our poor
relations have been real prosperous during the past year, thank
you, and No. 3 common is small enough to look quite attractive

to us.

The stock of No. 3 common at the mills is less than it has

been at any time in the past six years, being only 60 per cent

of what it was in 1910, and comparing the proportion of stock

sold, conditions could not be much more favorable, there being

orders for nearly 90 per cent of the entire stock on hand as

against 70 per cent for 1912, less than 50 per cent for 1911,

about 46 per cent for 1910, and 40 per cent for 1909. More evi-

dence that the proportion of stock sold indicates market condi-

tions. Compare the price paid for No. 3 common when only 40

per cent of the stock was sold, with prices when 90 per cent of

it is under contract.

Notwithstanding the excellent condition of the market for
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No. 3 common hardwood, the production and marketing of low-

grade hardwood should be watched closely, as it will be the first

item to respond to adverse conditions. We should continue to

encourage its use where it has not been used before. The use

of northern hardwood ties has greatly curtailed the production of

low-grade hardwood lumber. There is no probability of an over-

production of ties of this kind and w-e should encourage their

use.

There is a prevalent opinion that the small amount of hard-

wood lumber available will be required to meet even a very

light demand, and while your committee does not consider mater-

ial advances in prices advisable at this time, it is very decid-

edly of the opinion that the market is strong at the recommenda-

tions of the April meeting.

Hemlock
In our opinion, some of the producers have not shown the

strength in the hemlock market that stock conditions warrant.

A review of our reports shows a constant decrease in amount of

stock since 1910, there being less than half as much now as then.

The hemlock stocks for the different years show as follows:

Tulv 1. 1010 •...'. 10.3,000.000

.Tul'v 1, 1011 1(i2.000.000

.lillv 1 1012 113,000.000

.Tilly i; 1913 90,000.000

With the above showing and the estimated cut for 1913 being

14,000,000 less than for 1912, surely there should be no weakness

shown. Having reduced our stock 103,000,000 or more than half

in the past three years, and having reduced it 37,000,000 in the

past year, 23,000,000 in stock, and 11,000,000 in cut, why should

there not be an element of strength in the hemlock market, even

if large quantities of yellow pine are coming north ? With all

the yellow pine that may be moved into the North, there will

still be a demand for the small amount of hemlock that we will

have to furnish.

There is a good movement of hemlock now and practically all

carload orders are for quick shipment, indicating that dealers

are carrying small stocks and buying only to meet their immedi-

ate requirements. With the territory that gives hemlock prefer-

ence over yellow pine and the business that is wanted for quick

shipment, there should be a good demand for all the available

hemlock stocks.

In the hemlock market, however, there is a lack of the specu-

lative feature at this time, and rail shippers seem to be favored

on account of being able to meet the immediate requirements

feature of the market. If this condition continues throughout the

season, the stock for water shipment may meet with slow sale

until rail stocks are exhausted.

While the movement of hemlock may seem slow to some pro-

ducers, they must take into consideration the amount of stock

on hand and that it is not possible to ship as much from a

90,000,000 stock as from a 190,000,000 stock. Crops are good

throughout the country, and especially so in the hemlock con-

suming district. A severe car shortage seems imminent and un-

avoidable. We venture the opinion that whoever can furnish

hemlock lumber promptly after September 1 will be in position

to command a good price for it.

Hemlock lath occupies a strong position, the total stock being

about 13,000.000 as against about 27,000,000 three years ago, and
about 15,000,000 one year ago. Prices are ruling firm at about

the top figure.

'v;v;;;v;;^^^5^^jtOA^aA;v)tta^

-5^ Wisconsin Manufacturers Meet -^
The mid-suiiiriier niftting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association held in Green Bay, Wis., July 23, brought

out perhaps the largest attendance of any session in recent years.

The sessions were held on the shores of Green bay, on the veranda

of tlie Bay View Beach resort.

The address of President Kdward IT. Ilamar, which opened the

meeting, follows:

President's Address

Since our last quarterly mcctins nuich history lias boon made In asso-

ciation work. There have been held two association meetinss. one in

Kansas City anil one in Chicago, each of which accomplished work that

will be of lastini; lienefit to the lumber manufacturers. I hail the pleasure

of attenillnj; both of these meetings anil was very much impressed with

their elHcient work. The National Lumber llanufacturers' Association

meeting, held in Kansas City, adopted a number of very important reso-

lutions, among them one endorsing the forest products exposition and

authorizing the boai'd of governors to devise means for financing and

carrying on that part of the work. A committee was immediately ap-

pointed by the president, and action on the proposition was so rapid

that the capital stock of .$25,000 has already been underwritten by seven

members of the association. It is to the credit of the National that it

has listed among its members men liberal and liroad enough to see and

realize the tremendous possiliilitics of an advertising scheme of this kind.

The forest products exposition, which was first endorsed by this associa-

tion. Is now an assured fact.

Another resolution that was adopted by this association was one author-

izing the board of governors to devise means for organizing or taking

over one of the now existing inter-insurance companies. I believe that

the National is working along the right line in fathering this inter-

Insurance scheme. It is only eighteen months ago that we of onr own

association were trying to devise some plan for organizing a company of

this kind, but were forced to abandon the plan on account of limited

membership.

The National Hardwood Lumber Association meeting held in Chicago

was quite as Important a« the Kansas City meeting. At this meeting

new grading rules were adopted which we believe more nearly conform

to the present methods of grading lumber. The manufacturers who

attended this meeting came away feeling well satisfied with the work

accomplished, and convinced that they had been fairly treated. A great

many of us feel that even the new rules are not exactly what are needed.

but as they are a great improvement on the old ones, we should be satis-

fied to let the matter rest for some time.

A few days ago there convened In Chicago a representative body of

about one hundred of the leading manufacturers from all parts of the

United States. If anyone wishes to know what is the matter with the

lumber business, he has only to read the report of that meeting. The
manufacturers of substitutes are spending the enormous sum of six and
one-half million dollars annually in advertising, while the manufacturers

of wood, outside of .a very few. arc spending nothing.

Hemlock has received some hard knocks recently through the press.

Whether or not these derogatory press items have been published through

the infiuence of the press bureaus of the manufacturers of substitutes,

or of other associations In carrying on their advertising campaigns, I do

not know. I am a great believer In competitive advertising. I believe

that the more associations advertise the woods which they represent, the

more trade will be stimulated ; but I do not believe that any wood should

be advertised at the expense of another. All of the difTerent associations

should join hands to make the advertising campaigns carried on by them
clean ones. One of the best methods of advertising that can Im? adopted

by any association is an exhibit :it the forest products exposition, and I

recommend that action he taken by this association to formulate a plan

to have the woods that it stands for represented.

Just now we are hearing a great deal about community building. This

is a work in which every lumberman should be Interested. He should do

his share towards the upbuilding of his district by joining in on any

proposition that will tend to increase its growth. One of the l)est methods

of community building and one that will increase building and the sale of

lumber Is through the organization of building and loan associations. A
progressive and honestly managed building and loan association is one

of the best assets which any community can have. It is the key with

which every wage earner may have a certainty of unlocking the door of

success. Through it he may finally pay for bis home and by economy and

care rear and properly edueate his children and lead them an example of

a correct and successful life.

We have a number of problems to face to which very careful tbought

must be given during the next few years. First and foremost an^ng

these problems Is that of labor. There is no denying the fact that there

is a growing unrest in labor circles. Especially Is this true of common
labor. From my observations I am of the opinion that there arc suffi-

cient men In the country to perform the work there Is to do, but In

trying to better their condition they have become restless to such an

extent that their lalior is becoming Inefficient. The laborer works a few
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days at one place and. evon bofnre bocoming familiar witb tho work. maple, aud thirteen per cent oak. The only increase was in
quits and movis on. thereby causing a tremendous waste of time. I would hir,.l, f„,. „.i,;„i. tu i 4. i.,i
venture to say that at the present time be is losing at least thirty per

*"''''' *<" ""^''^ *''« '^^'^'^ '^ ^^'1 ^"J' ^^^^^^S-

cent of his rightful wages by lost time, caused by the present unrest, and ^"^ leport states that these figures eoincide very closely with
the employer is losing a like amount in inefficient work and money. the reports submitted to the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers'
Taking advantage of these conditions, an organization purporting to rep- Association at Detroit. This part of the report closes with the
resent the laboring men has made a very rapid growth. The employers «totor.io„)- n,„t. 4. » ..• 11 .li. •4.- ^ , , , ,

read of the disturbances in some other portion of the country, some out- f
»""<^"t t^at statistically the position of northern hemlock and

break of lawlessness and crime, some violation of the law, and they say. hardwoods was never stronger.

•Something ought to be done" ; but they do not realize that their own The report then reviewed the fibre versus wooden box container
community, perhaps their own business, may be the victim of the next case to date and then entered into a description of the tests forwave of anarchy. This move is practically a new one and has not gained ,,„,.:„„, v,i„„i,„ „* u 1 1 i 41 1 , , , .

much of a foothold except in isolated places, but wherever it has entered i'^^"]'^ blocks of hemlock and northern hardwoo.ls. It Drought

into the field it has been followed by serious labor troubles, resulting ^° mind the fact that in 1906 the association supplied a consider-
alwa.vs in outrageous acts of violence and in bloodshed. No one can close able amount of hemlock and northern hardwoods for experi-
his e.ves to the real danger in allowing such an organization to gain a mental wood block pavement in Minneapolis. The experiment
foothold which has teen gained by tbis one. Every employer should give ,„„„ „ , i u j.u tt '^^ t m 1 -n . ^ . „
his hearty support to any effort directed against the organization. Every

""^^ ai ranged by the United States Forest Service. The official

employer should make a special study of labor conditions in his operations inspection Avas made a short time ago and it was found that the
and in bis immediately vicinity. lie should meet his men half-way and hemlock stood up pretty well and that the white birch presented
treat them fairly and squarely. I am not so sure but that we employers a splendid appearance.

'

There is much reason, accordin.' to the
are partly to blame for the present conditions. In my own experience I ,„„ ,. .. , ,• it ^ .,, , ,

"

have known of instances where men have been forced to strike in order ''^P"'*- '° t,eheye that experiments will develop a considerable

to get an increase of ten cents a day in wages, causing a monetary loss to opportunity for the utilization of certain grades of northern
both employer and employe far greater than the amount asked. Had hardwoods for paving blocks.
demands of this character been met and handled properly we would not The report touched on the work of thf! advertisin<r committee
be facing present conditions. . , ,,,,... ^

reviewed more closely elsewhere in this report. It referred to
Another problem before us is the employers liability law. These laws ,. , ,. „,, ,t,. ,t ...r

are an outgrowth of our former method of handling injured employes.
t'i«/eeent meetings of the National Lumber Manufacturers' As-

It is not so many years ago that if any employe lost a finger or a hand sociation at Kansas City and of the National Hardwood Lumber
at nine o'clock in the morning his pay ceased at that time. The employe. Association at Chicago. Regarding the former association, the
deeming himself mistreated, and rightfully so. sought redress through the report said that the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood associa-
lawyer. The lawyer recoyered damages for his client throuun the court. ,. at, .c j. ^ i t i ',. ,

retaining half for his fees. The employer to protect himself took out
^'°" ""^^ ^^^ ^"^^^ *» endorse the plan for holamg a national

liability insurance. The liability insurance companies to protect them- forest products exposition and that it should immediately begin
selves and pay dividends to their stockholders paid no claims without making plans for its share of the exhibit.
contesting. Still the lawyer had to be employed to recover damages for The^report then reviewed the work of the railroad committee
the injured employe. We now have liability laws—sood, bad. aud in- . *u i * • tit
ditrerent. The poor ones will eventually be amended and straightened

^'°<^^*' *^<^ .'^^* meeting. It also discussed the plan of issuance of

out so 'that the employer and employe will get a square deal and eacli f- 0. b. mill prices of lumber by the Forest Service,

wii; be sati.sfied. Working conditions will be better, and the employe. The report closed with the resume of general conditions, which
knowing that he will be protected and taken care of in case of injury. ^.^^ optimistic in tone and Stated that recent reports indicate a
will be better satisfied and will Ije a more competent workman. „ . , , ,^. _^. . , ,.,.,.

„ „ „ ,, ^, , ,. , , . , ,, fairly healthy condition m general and that there is much reason
Secretary R. b. Kellogg then delivered his regular address. * t. •

1 *i ,. , . ^ • ., , ..•'

, „ ^ , . . f ,
to think that a wise conservation at present in the marketing of

He stated that the finances or the association are in most excel-
, , n 1 • -i , i 4. • ^.i.

, , . ,
lumber will bring its reward later in the year,

lent shape. According to the report, there are eighty-two mem- t,, .c • 1 ^ i- j! ^
'

.. ..^
.

*
,

'

, ,
The financial report was more satisfactory than tor some time,

bers in good' standing at the present date and a larger propor- -ir ir. ^ 1 i, 1 11 t / i, ^ .,^,.,.^„= "
, ,. .

o f 1' j£r_ Foster having a balance on hand on Julv 21 of $2,226.09. The
tion of the membership than ever before consists of up-to-date,

3„„,„3,y „f jl,^ ;^p„rt f^,j„^g^
progressive firms and .ilso that the total mauufacturing capacity

3^,^^^^ ^„ ^„^^ ,^^j ^^p^^^ ^p^.j jg ^3^3 13.304.71
is greater than at such previous times when a larger number of Received from .secretary 4,191.87

names was carried on the membership roll

After touching on details as to inspection service and office
xotal vouchers paid *5!270 49

work and also thanking the members for their prompt manner
'

of handling reports of cut and shipments, the report went into a Balance. July 21 $2,226.09

detailed resume of statistics for the past six months. The report m. J. Quinlan of Green Bay, in his report as chairman of the

shows that an average of more than seventy monthly reports bureau of standardization and grades, stated that hemlock is still

during the last twelve months show twenty-four per cent more selling readdy at .$1 off the February list. The committee reconi-

hemlock shipped than sawed, aud four per cent more hardwoods. mended that members report quarterly on the quantity of the various

making a net increase of shipments over cut of fifteen per cent thicknesses in the diflt'erent grades, if possible; if not, the quantities

since July 1, 1912. For the first six months of 1913 compared of the different thicknesses in log run. To standardize sizes, the com-
with the first six months of 1912, there was a decrease in hem- mittee recommended that 6-iiich be worked to 5V4 inches; 8-inch to

lock cut of five per cent and in hemlock shipments of seventeen 71,4 inches; lOinch to 9^4 inches and 12-inch to 11^4 inches, with a

per cent, an increase in hardwood cut of twelve per cent and a uniform thickness of ig of an inch. It was also recommended that

decrease of hardwood shipments of seven per cent, making an no change be made in the sizing of hemlock piece stuff,

increase of total cut of three per cent and a decrease in total The question of increasing the force of inspectors from two to

shipments of thirteen per cent. The report states, however, that three men was brought up, but after a lengthy discussion it was
the decrease in shipments was much less than should have lieen taken as the sense of the. meeting that because of the expense no

expected when it is remembered that the members began the additions be made at this time. The two inspectors, W: H. McDonald
year 1013 with thirty-five per cent less stock on hand than in and R. G. Ball, made. 296 calls during the first half of 1913, as com-

January, 1912. pared with 284 calls in the corresponding period of 1912.

Reports from the same forty-six firms show a decrease of The bureau of grades will make a full report at the October nieet-

eighteen per cent in total hemlock stocks and six per cent in ing on standardization of grades, including merchantable hemlock,

.total hardwood stocks on hand from July 1, 1912, to July 1, concerning which there is some question.

1913. This is a combined decrease of thirteen per cent. In "Getting the Trade of the Retailer" was the subject of an inter-

hardwood stocks on hand unsold, according to the report, there esting discussion by F. C. Ross of Kansas City. Mr. Ross urged

are decreases of eighteen per cent in ash, thirty-six per cent in plenty of adveitising, but at the same time suggested that to get

basswood, fortj'-one per cent in rock elm, seventy-one per cent the benefit of advertising the "copy" be changed frequently so as

in soft elm, twenty per cent in hard maple, seven per cent soft to attract the most attention possible.
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At noon the Green Bay hosts tendered a luncheon to the visitors.

At the beginning of the afternoon session George H. Holt of

Chicago expounded on "Inter-Insurance."

M. P. MeCullough, chairman of the advertising committee,

then reported for that body, stating that it had received approxi-

mately 1,250 replies since October 1 on the birch advertisements.

In addition to this, the secretary recently addressed personal

betters to four hundred of the leading architects in the country

and fifty per cent replied, requesting the birch book and samples

of birch wood with different finishes. The report stated that the

high price of mahogany will unquestionably open up a broader

field and result in better prices for birch.

The report said that a paper puljlished at a town in Illinois

recently carried an unsolicited article on birch finish, the bulk of

it being taken from the birch booklet. ]t was urged upon the

members that they do their part toward endeavoring to secure

similar write-ups in their local press.

On hemlock the advertising was discontinued during the farm-

ers' busy season in the summer time, but it is planned to resume

again in October. The recent hemlock- advertising brought a

hundred replies per monfh to the date the ads were discontinued.'

W. A. Holt made the report of the legislative committee, saying

aptly in his introduction that "as the Wisconsin legislature was slill

in session, it is not known at this time how much damage that body

will do Ijefore it adjourns."'

.1. E. Rhodes, secretary and manager of the Xational Lumber Manu-

facturers' Association, made probably the most interesting and

instructive address of the convention. He discussed the coming forest

products exposition which will be given under auspices of the asso-

ciation during the coming winter at Chicago and New York, and

possibly at Philadelphia and Cleveland. As the result of his talk, the

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association voted

unanimously to make an exhibit as an association, and delegated the

board of directors to make all arrangements. The general campaign

against the manufacturers of substitutes for wood was put up to the

association in a strong manner by Mr. Rhodes, and it was generally

agreed that the forest products exposition will go a long way toward

combatting the efforts of the aggressive makers of substitutes for

wood. The situation at Birmingham and other southern cities which

have legislated against the use of wooden shingles was held up as a

striking example of the length at which the substitute makers have

arrived in their efforts to displace and supplant lumber.

Mr. Rhodes also explained the developments in his association's

crusade against the fiber box people before the Interstate Commerce

Commission. He expressed confidence that the commission will order

a restriction upon fiber containers so that packages of not more than

thirty pounds may be shipped in fiber containers.

The standardization of wooden boxes, to which end the National

association is now working, will be an early result of the present litiga-

tion before the Interstate Commerce Commission, Mr. Rhodes said.

At the conclusion of Mr. Rhodes' address, a motion was passed

authorizing the board of directors to make all arrangements for the

association's exhibit at the forest products (jxposition. In line with

suggestions made by Mr. Holt in his address on insurance, and the

report of the National association's work in the same direction, a

motion was passed authorizing the president to appoint a committee

of five members to make a full investigation of the subject of insur-

ance, including workmen 's compensation or industrial insurance as

well as fire indemnity. The committee will pursue its investigations

along the same lines as the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion committee is now working.

W. C. Landon, Wausau, reported on the recent convention of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, and the convention

closed after a rising vote of thanks was tendered to the hosts of the

Green Bay meeting, who are: Diamond Lumber Company, Northland

Lumber Company, Menominee Bay Shore Lumber Company and Enos

Colburn, wholesale lumber, all of Green Bay. As representative of the

Green Bay Conunercial Club, J. H. Elmore gave a short talk of wel-

come ami his remarks were suiiplcmented by E. S. Hall, secr^ary of

the organization.

Eau Claire was chosen as the place for the next meeting, to be held

in October.

On Wednesilay evening the visitors were treated to a three-hour

boat ride on Green bav and the beautiful Fox river.

•
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Baltimore Exports Favorable
The statistics of exports of lumber and logs from the port of reports received from the otlier side, about heavy accumulations of oak

Baltimore for the six months of the current calendar year have been planks and some other woods, it would not be at all surprising if

completed, and they present an impressive showing. It appears from the next few months showed the effect of congestion and low prices

them that in most of the export items there has been a marked abroad, and if these factors were reflected not only in the woods

increase of movement, the recessions being the exception and cuffing which have gone forward in excessive quantities but in the entire list,

no important figure alongside of the gains. Whether the rate of the foreign market being now in a condition where liberal offerings in

increase will be maintained during the next six months renmins to be one item are having a bearish effect upon most others. The results

seen. Figures for June indicate that a slump may develop, since the of the attractive prices realized last winter are seen in the great

totals for the sixth month are much below those for the corresponding gains in exports during the early months of the year over the

month of 1912. This is the case with respect to logs as well as corresponding months of 1912, and which gains were so large that the

lumber, although the fact must also be taken into account that the totals for the six months are much ahead of the first half of last

totals for the various months vary greatly, and that a lean month year. The figures for the period—the six months of 1913—as corn-

may be followed by a fat one, and vice verna. Still, in view of the pared with those for the same time of 1912, are as follows:

EXPORTS OP LOGS
Ilickorv Oak Walnut -.Vll others-—1913— " —1'.)12— —1913— —191'.;— —1913— —1912— 1913. 1912.

I'l'et. Value. I'ect. Value. Feet. Value. Feet. Value. Feet. Value. Feet. Value. Value. Value.
January 109.000 $ .'5.041 S.l.OOO S 887 45.000 $2,294 47,1 SI. 140 138,000 $ 11,S28 90,000 $10,910 $ 2.710 $ 5,202
February 190,0(10 5,949 48.000 1,2:)0 4,000 100 19.00(1 48.'! 160,000 12,836 207,000 16,406 1,240 490
March ". 275,000 8.585 147,00ii 3,087 39,000 1,305 17,000 415 184,000 11,660 152,000 13,534 1,625 1,925
April 129,000 4,324 24.000 000 59,000 1,925 274,000 10,:)54 106,000 5,500 3,765 20
M„V 153,000 4.900 151,000 3,421 10,000 300 2.3,000 570 520,000 32,890 115,000 6,232 060 2,435
June 05,000 2.150 366,000 9,510 20,000 700 32,000 790 275,000 16,707 351,000 24,278 2,480 429

Total 981,000 $31,549 771,000 $19,335 177,000 $6.684136,000 $3,.398 1,503,000 $102,335 1,021,000 $76,860 $12,480 $10,501
EXPORT.S OF HARDWOOD LU.MBER .

Oak Poplar All others
—1913— —1912

—

—1913

—

—1912

—

—1913

—

—1912

—

I<>et Value. Feet. A'uUie. Feet. Value. Feet. Value. Feet. Value. Feet. Value.
January 3,573.000 $122,043 2,407,000 $80,145 303,000 $11,851 358,000 $13,772 327,000 $13,473 228.000 $9,505
February ... •'445 000 82.72:1 2,100.000 70.444 205,000 7.526 122.000 4,770 257,000 10,840 1.80,000 8,45,1

March 2 174 000 OS 010 2,320.000 77,082 279,000 10,004 190, ) 8,056 472.000 21.870 234,000 10,336
April l'784'oOO 58.561 1. 111.000 35.512 164.000 7,922 51.000 1,710 .•!45,000 16.511 70.000 3,702
May ' •''734000 87 820 2,400,000 80,052 373,000 17,471 123,000 0,5'J6 516.000 26,592 120.000 4,761
June 2,099,000 75,829 2,700,000 100,074 182,000 6,323 295,000 16,952 655.0O0 33,256 306,000 13,538

Xotal 14,799,000 $494,986 13,094,000 $443,909 1,506,000 $61,097 1,139,000 $51,786 2,032,000 $122,542 1,130,000 $50,291
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Parlor Furniture Frames xjx

Furniture may be may be combined. No matter wliat processes have been employed

^_ _ divided into several in drying tbe lumber before it reaches the factory, the furniture maker

(JfTi = ^^^^^^^^^1 classes, based on dif- takes no chances, and passes it through dry kilns of his own and
ferenees in style, use, satisfies himself that it is in proper condition.
material, and finish. „,

, i- i i i , j, ., „,,.,.,
-tne usual articles classed as parlor furniture of this kind are

It would not be easy , , ,. ,

„ „ . couches, davenports, divans, lounges, sofas, settees, chairs, and in
to sGpsr&tc 311 inmi"

. . ,, . some instances folding beds.
^^^^^ ture into the various ^

('
'^^^^H classes to which it

"^^^ kinds of wood used fall short of tbe number employed in some

^Ki^H belongs, for there are other branches of furniture making, because many cheap and common
^^"^^

many special kinds sorts are not demanded, and the bulk is made up of a few high-grade

J - ^ l^r ^H and odd pieces ; but kinds. General statistics of furniture manufacturing do not separate

- -
' •i*-i'^--^B there are several "^^ woods which go into furniture of the various classes, and it is

well-definied classes. consequently impossible to give figures for the whole country, which

Among these are the "''^' show the quantity of wood annually demanded by the makers

following: Filing "^ parlor frames. Such figures have been compiled for Illinois, and

cabinets and devices ; t'^^.^ gi^'^ ^ basis for general estimates. Large amounts of this kind

office desks of numer- "^ furniture are made in the state, by twenty-three manufacturers

ous patterns; tables engaged in the business, and their reports show that the annual

of many kinds; quantity of wo¥!Jl consumed is nearly fourteen million feet, at a cost

chairs of so many °^ -$417,395, or an average cost of $29.74 per 1,000 feet. The table

shapes, sizes, and which follows gives the different kinds of woods and the amount

JKiDKItx lilUil GUADE I'AULOK CHAH! "ses that a mere list
of each.

would be volumin- yearly Use of Woods fob Parlor Furniture Frames in Illi.nois ix 1909

ous; bedroom suites: church furniture which Wood Quantity

is so different from other kinds that it would ^^^^^^^^^^^g^^^^^^^^^^H I^ii'ch 6.138.000

be out of place anywhere else ; lodge furniture ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ -Maple
^.^.^.

. .

.

.
.

.
3,787.000

which includes many odd and special designs; ^^1 » ^ ^L.^B Beech Vooiooo

furniture foi school rooms, consisting princi- ^^H vHHH^Hi fll^^HHH^M^I '''^'^ °^^ 357,000

pally of desks ;
theater and hall furniture, the ^B ' ff^^^^H ^^^^Bi^H M "hosany'

most important articles of which consist of ^|^^4^^^^^^^H ^^^^^^^^mMU^M ^''d sum 306,000

fixed chairs, sometimes supplied with foot- ^(^^B^^^^^^^^H ^^^^^^^BhT^I Shortleaf 21.5.000

rests ; furniture for the kitchen and pantry, KtflH^^^^^H ^^^^^HHu^ ^f "^
.

" V " ,'

^nn'^n^

which is often simple m design, plain in finish, ^HHi^pni^a^^^H.^^^^^^^^HmH chestnut 80,000

and of medium-priced woods; and parlor furni- ^^^^^^Jjammmmamm ^ijiimmttam^^^^,^,^M Yellow poplar 63,000

turo of numerous patterns and designs. Ht^^^^^^^ ^^fl Basswood
*M^°^^^^^IBBHBaB^^^^^^^^a^BHMa^ V Svcamore 40,000

Parlor furniture is generally upholstered H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Arffl White pine 25.000

but the simple fact that does ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hfll Cottonwood
K^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HIS liPd cedar

not place m the parlor be- ^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S
cause other kinds of furniture are often so ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Total 13.974,000

finished. The upholstered furniture generally FliAMl-: iiK Ur-TO-DATE PARLOR settee Sixty-five per cent of the lumber represented

passes through two factories. One makes the in the foregoing table came from Michigan,

frames, the other puts on the cushions and other finish. The making Wisconsin, and Min-

of the frames is a distinct occupation. Some factories do nothing else, nesota, sixteen per

while others make the woodwork, finish it with oils, paints, and var- cent from the Ohio

nishes, and add the upholstering. The scope of the present article valley and farther

includes the woodwork only of what is commonly classed as parlor south, five and a half

furniture. The articles are sometimes listed as '

' parlor frames. '

' p^^ pgnj. fj.^^ f^^.

The woodworker only is concerned in their making.
^j ^ countries (con-

Certain special features in the material must be looked after. The
giderable of it being

wood should be of kinds that season well and stand well after season-
mapjg f^om Canada')

ing. While pieces of various dimensions are required, the prevailing -, , . ,

sizes have considerable thickness in order to give strength to the „

„, . . ,.,.,, 1 from various parts
frames which support the upholstering. Thin strips which yield under .. , , „ . ,,. .,, It. ^ 1 , ,1 1

ofthetJnited
strain will not do. Few broad pieces or panels are emploved, and a
1 , n .t n ^ n 1- li- T -4.^1

'

States; but not one
large part of the finished wood is exposed to view. Little veneer is

required. These facts are taken into consideration when wood is
° *^^

^^fc^""^"^ 'j/^^ *
selected for this class of furniture. It must polish nicely, because '^°^^^- '^^"^ ^'"^* '* ^tSli^SSESSFj."
much of the furniture 's value depends on the beauty of the wood. remarkable, because

If it is not thoroughly seasoned, the joints are liable to pull apart, lumber from Wash- ^^"^^^^^Z^tmmA. ."il

though they may be fastened with dowels and glue. Seasoning is one ington, Oregon, and

of the most important matters in the process of manufacturing this California is winning

class of furniture. The lumber arrives at the factory "shipping its way quite rapidly ^^^^^^^^^^^^^Bt I

dry." This condition may be attained by long air seasoning at the in the manufactur-

mill yard where the lumber is sawed, or it may be hastened by steam- ing centers of the

ing, or by the heat of the dry kiln, or two or more of the methods eastern half of the HANDSOMELY CARVED PARLOR ROCKER

—35—
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United States. The explanation of the absence of Pacific coast woods

from the parlor furniture industry in Illinois is that very little soft-

wood is used, and the Pacific coast is almost totally destitute of

hardwoods. Three softwoods are listed in the table, shortleaf pine,

white pine, and red cedar, the total quantity being 250,000 feet, or

less than two per cent of all. The parlor furniture frame industry

uses a smaller proportionate amount of softwoods than almost any

other industry.

Three-fourths of all wood reported in Illinois in 1909 for parlor

frames was birch and maple, both of which came almost wholly from

the North. Later statistics have not been compiled, but some men

well posted in the business are of the opinion that a somewhat rapid

change is taking place in the kinds of wood used, and the region of

supply. It is believed that gum is displacing birch. This is not

because birch is liked any less than it was years ago, but because gum
is cheaper, and manufacturers have learned how to use it with very

satisfactory results. It is a handsome, substantial, reliable wood,

when it is properly seasoned, and its use in this industry appears to

be rapidly increasing. Manufacturers recognize two kinds of gum,

red and sap. These are commercial distinctions, and have no botanical

basis. Both kinds come from the same tree—the red gum. The sap

gum is the light colored sapwood, and the red gum, as the lumberman

speaks of it, is the heartwood of the same tree. Some trees are prac-

tically all sapwood, others are largelj- heartwood.

Birch is the leading wood, as shown in the table, and most of it

comes from the North. Two or more kinds of birch figure in the total,

the principal being sweet birch and yellow birch. The trees are easily

distinguished in the woods, but the wood of both goes to factories

together, and the users could hardly tell them apart if they would try.

The relatively small supply of wood drawn from the South by the

parlor furniture industry, as shown in the foregoing table, is explained

only by the fact that three woods largely used—maple, birch, and

beech—are not extensively lumbered in the South. The table, how-

ever, which gives the figures, is three years old, and considerable

change in sources of supply may have taken place since then. There

is little doubt that the parlor furniture industry, at least in Illinois,

draws more supplies from the South now than it did three years ago.

The makers of parlor furniture use some figured wood, but not as

much as the makers of some other sorts of furniture, for the reason

that the surfaces exposed to view are smaller and figures do not show

to advantage. Fine color is more esteemed than the contrast which

figure gives. Birch, maple, and gum take exquisite finish. They may
be stained almost any desired color. These three'woods may and often

do pass for mahogany or • cherry. The imitation may be so perfect

that only those intimately acquainted with the woods and the ways of

w'orking them- can tell the true from the imitation.

Parlor furniture affords the wood carver an opportunity to display

his skill. Arms, feet, and backs of chairs and the different styles of

davenports and settees are decorated with lion heads, eagle feet, and

busts, gorgons, and gargoyles. The carving must be done on solid

wood, for veneered pieces would be out of the question.

The makers of frames for parlor furniture face one of the problems

which many other manufacturers of articles of wood have faced—that

of waste. They make use of many sizes. Lumber is ripped and cross-

cut to produce the desired dimensions, and when lumber of proper

specifications is procured, the waste is not great; but this is not

always the case. Cuttings often do not come out exactly even, and

odds and ends will be left over. These may be too short or of the

wrong shape, and their destination is the boiler room where they have

fuel value only.

The waste is increased for every defect that must be cut out. Some

manufacturers who use many small pieces have tried cutting stock

from low-grade stuff. They buy lumber of that kind cheaply, but

the waste is more, and it is questionable whether they can save any-

thing by working up low-grade stuff. They must pay the same freight

on poor lumber as on good, and by the time the greater waste is

thrown away, the anticipated saving disappears.

Some manufacturers of parlor furniture frames have attempted

to interest sawmills in getting out dimensions of exact sizes. The

argument has been advanced that the sawmill could work up low-grade

stock in this waj', use what is good and throw away what is bad, and

make a profit from a class of lumber which is poor sale through ordi-

nary channels. By- so doing, no freight is paid on worthless stuff

—

knots, defects, splits, wany pieces, etc.—for that is thrown away at

the mUl, and the serviceable parts are cut out and shipped.

It has been found that this suggested means of closer utilization

looks better in theory than it works in practice. At first glance it

seems that sawmUls, by installing a little extra machinery, could cut

perfect small dimension stock from low-grade lumber which in its

usual form is hardly worth shipping. It has not turned out that way,

however, in the majority of cases. Sawmills continue to ship lumber

to the furniture factory in the old way, and the dimensions are cut

there.

One reason why sawmills are unable to make anything by cutting

small dimension stock, is that they must get out so many sizes and

kinds to meet the requirements of different buyers. If they make

only a few sizes, the market for those sizes is over-supplied; while

if they produced many sizes, they must hunt for markets in many

places, and the details of such a business make it impracticable. All

sawmill men know that it would be easy to cut out quantities of small

dimension stock of first class quality from odds, ends, and low-grade

lumber; but it is quite another matter to sell the various sizes and

kinds at a profit, because they must be shipped in so many directions

in order that each particular kind will reach the buyer who wants it.

This is one of the serious problems of forest conservation. There is

a buyer for every scrap of wood, provided the scrap of wood and

the buyer can be brought together; but that is the part of the problem

which has not yet been worked out satisfactorily. The makers of

parlor furniture frames have tried to find a solution for their part

of the problem. They think that many of the small jiieces which

they use could be cut at the sawmills from low-grades and culls, at

a profit to the lumberman and a saving to the furniture maker; but

the combination for doing it has not yet been figured out—at least

it has not been for several of the common kinds of lumber, though

some headway has been made in that direction with oak, which reaches

markets through more channels than some of the other woods.

Slow Burning Woods
AH woods will burn if brought in contact with fire and kept there

a sufficient length of time; but there is much difference in the inflam-

mability of different woods. Some will take fire in situations where

others will scarcely show signs of scorching. Three woods which have

well-established reputations for being hard to set on fire are holly,

redwood, ami European alder. California redwood will scorch and

char to a considerable extent before it will burst into flame. Firemen

in western towns where redwood is much used in building houses know
how much easier is the work of controlling a fire where this wood
is concerned than where the material is pine. Fire not only spreads

less rapidly from room to room and from house to house of redwood,

but a blaze is more easily extinguished. Redwood instantly absorbs

water thrown against it, and a surface that is blazing may be quickly

freed of flame. The slow-burning properties of holly are not so well

known. It is a scarce wood and little is employed in house construc-

tion. The pioneers who built cabins with large fireplaces discovered,

the value of holly for the log which occupied the place of the present-

day mantel. It vias exposed to the heat and sparks from the fireplace.

This log was of holly when it could be had. It did not take fire from
the ordinary contact of sparks and the occasional lap of flame against

it, and was safer than any other wood which the frontiers men could

use for that part' of the cabin. Alder has the same reputation and
occupies the same place in Denmark and other parts of northwestern

Europe. It forms the woodwork most exposed to the heat of the

chimney, because less likely to catch on fire.

Waiting to see what is going to happen before getting busy at

some contemplated project is an easy and natural way to make some-
thing happen that we generally profess to not want.
The man in biisiness who is always brooding over wrongs, real and

imaginary, might turn his brooder to better account by going into

chicken raising.
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Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mail Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referrlnf
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 505—Seeks Trunk Slats

San Francisco, Cal.. July 15.—Editor Hardwood Record : I would
appreciate very much if you will kindly give me the names of the large

manufacturers of elm, ash and hickory trunk slats. .

A short list of sources of supply for the material desired has

been forwarded to the above inquirer. Anyone interested can

have the address of the -nriter upon application.

—

Editor.

B 506—In the Market for Dimension Stock
Port Washington, Wis.. July 18.—Editor Hardwood Record: We de-

sire to secure large quantities of the following

:

lHx2x3S—40,

I%x2x38—40,

I%xiy2x36,
114x1^x40,
114x4—20, oak, ash or hickory

Any manufacturers having this stcck to offer, who are interested

in getting in touch with this prospective purchaser, will be placed

in communication with him on application.

—

Editor.

B 507—Oak Dimension and Oak Squares Wanted
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 14.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you furnish

us or can .you advise us where we can secure a list of manufacturers of

oak dimension stock and oak squares 20 to 48" in length, 1 to 4" in

width and thickness, mostly I14, 1% and 2"?

Ldmbee Company.

The above concern has been supplied with a list of manufacturers

of oak dimension and squares. Upon application, the address of

the above inquirer will be supplied to those interested.

—

Editor.

B 508—Wants Red Gum Panels

San Francisco. Cal.. July iE.—Editor Hahdwuud Record: I am in the

market for low priced red gum panels, and wish therefore that you would

give me the addresses of a number of firms manufacturing the three-ply

veneer stock, such as is used in the manufacture of large dry goods

packing cases.

These people ought surely to be able to make a low figure, and we wish

to see if these veneered panels cannot be used here (or packing cases as

well as for interior finish.

Thanking .vou in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. I

am,

The above party has been referred to a source of supply for the

material sought. Manufacturers of red gum panels desiring to

quote on this stock, can have the address through application to

this office.

—

Editor.

B 509—Hardwood Dowels Eeq.uired

Cincinnati. O.. July 16.—Editor Hakdwood Record : We use yellow

pine ladder stock which has 1^" hardwood dowels. If you know of any

manufacturers, we should be pleased to have you give us their names.
Pdmp Compant.

The names and addresses of a few manufacturers of hardwood

dowels have been given the above.

—

Editor.

B 510—^Dimension Stock Desired

Grafton. Wis.. July IS.—Editor Hardwood Record: We want large

quantities of :
Hoxli-jx40.

l?ixl 3.4x19,

1x214x16.

1x3x16. oak, ash or hickory:

Any manufacturers in a position to supply this stock can have

the address of the inquirer on application.

—

Editor.

B 511—Seeks Sources of Supply for Tomato Crates

Wesfdale. N. Y.. July 12.—Editor Hardwood Record : I am interested

in the article in last number of Hardwood Record relative to the manu-

facture of tomato crates, and would like the names, of some reputable

dealers in them. •

The above partv has been referred to a few concerns manufac-

turing vegetable crates. Any manufacturers of tomato crates

desiring to be placed in touch with this party will be supplied the

address on application to B .511.—Editor.

B 512—^Dimension Stock in Demand
Springfield. Mass.. July 11.—Editor Hardwood Record: Will you

kindly send us a list of mills cutting dimension stock in oak, poplar,
chestnut, birch and maple? .

.

The list asked for has been supplied. Manufacturers of dimen-
sion stock interested in this inquiry can have the aftldress of the
inquirer upon application.

—

Editor.

B 513—White Ash Squares Wanted
Indianapolis. Ind.. July I'.i.—Editor Hakdwood Record: We are in

the market now for a carload of small squares which can be cut from
edgings, and must be white ash. We want about 50 per cent of it I14
square. 20 per cent of it 1 5/16 .and the balance 1%. This can be in
random lengths so long as the minimum is 24 inches clear up to 6 feet.

We could allow one knot for each 2 feet so long as it does not weaken
the stick. It can be red or white as far as sap or heart is concerned :

it ma.v be green. ^
.

Those interested in making a sale in white ash squares as above
specified, will be supplied the address of the consumer upon appli-

cation to this office.

—

Editor.

B 514—Who Has Sycamore Lumber?
Cape Girardeau, Mo., July 17.—Editor Hardwood Rbcord-: We would

like to be put in touch with large manufacturers of sycamore lumber.
While we know of quite a few among our friends and competitors, we
are not fully informed, and having more trade in this line than we can
take care of would like to put others in touch with it.

Lumber Company.
The writer of the above letter has been advised that there are

no large manufacturers of sycamore lumber. The lumber is pro-

duced in. limited quantities by nearly all the hardwood manufac-
turers of Indiana and Ohio, and a scattering of logs is sawed into

lumber in several points in Kentucky and Tennessee. The com-
pany has been given a list of a few manufacturers of sycamore.
Any others interested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 515—Wants Broom Handles
New York, N'. Y., July IS.—Editor Haudwood Record : We are anxious

to have the names of manufacturers of broom handles. Thanking you
for any information you can give us on this subject, beg to remain.

The writer has been supplied with a list of broom handle manu-
facturers.

—

Editor.
B 516 Wants White Ash Staves

New York, N. Y., July 15.—Editor Hardwood Record : I would
appreciate it If any of your readers can put me In communication with
manufacturers or suppliers of white ash circle sawn and jointed staves
for tubs, %" thick, 3" to 7V4 or 8%" wide, 22" long. .

The above correspondent has been supplied with a list of possible

manufacturers of the stock sought. Any others interested can have the

address on application.

—

Editor.

B 517—Wants Names of Southern Excelsior Manufacturers
Memphis, Tenn., July 14.—Editor Hakdwood Record : I have been

advised that you can give me the names of eight or ten woodworking
plants in Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana and Arkansas at

which is manufactured excelsior. .

A list of manufacturers of excelsior in the territory noted has been

forwarded to the above concern. Any others desiring to be brought

in touch with the inquirer will be supplied with the name by addressing

this office.

—

Editor.

B 518—Ebonlzed Maple Wanted
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 12.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you

give us the name or names of any concerns from whom we can obtain

ebonized maple such as is used for inlay work? .

The writer has been given the name of a concern in the East who
handles this class of stock.

—

Editor.

B 519—Information on Tropical Hardwoods
Hakdwood Becord recently had a communication from an operator

in Porto Bican hardwoods asking for a source of information from

which he could be absolutely certain of the identification of various

species of woods found in that section of the globe. His letter was

referred to C. D. ilell. Forest Service, Washington, D. C, who answers

as follows:

Wasliington. D. C, July 7.—Editor Hardwood Record : l"our letter

of July 3 has been received, and I take great pleasure in stating that I

have just written to your correspondent in Porto Rico, and referred him
to all the published information I know on the subject of tropical woods.

Unfortunately, there is very little reliable information dealing with the

commercial woods from tropical America. The published data is in the

majority of cases indefinite and exaggerated, and it requires a careful

investigator to be able to sift the good from the bad. Xo one has at-

tempted thus far to compile a list of tropical American woods now in
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the American markets, and in order to do tbis work properly it will be

necessary to study the trees more or less closely in the region where
they grow. The most valuable Timber trees are very widely distributed

throughout the tropics, and are known in the various regions by different

local and trade names, which should bo listed in each case as an aid to

dealers and exploiters.

I have in my files manuscript reports on the majority of the principal

woods of Central and South America, and if you have inquiries in regard
to any particular kind or kinds I shall be glad to supply you with the

data on hand for your correspondents.

I have offered my services to your correspondent and shall be very
glad to identify samples of wood for him in ease he wishes to submit
Ihem to me. C. D. Mell,

Tn Charge of Wood Structure Investigations.

B 250—Wants Dogwood
New York, N. 1'.. July 21.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you

inform us where to seek a reliable source of supply for cornel wood blocks

out of which weavers' shuttles are turned? .

The above inquirer has been advised that cornel wood eommereially

is known as dog^\'Ood, and has been supplied with a brief list of sources

of supply.

—

Editok.

Clubs and Associations

Semi-Annual Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Association

The Pcnusylvnnia Liimbermrn'.s Association licld its scmi-itnntial meet-

ing at Atlantic City. N. J., on Juiy H to 10, I'resident J. J. .Milleisen,

Mechanicsburg, I'a., in the chair. These meetings, which are combined
with summer outings, are attended by the families of tlie members, and
are devoted mostly to social pleasure. About sevent.v persons attended

and the business, which was mostly of a routine character, was disposed

of on the first day of the meeting. The only prominent feature was a

discussion started b.v liobert B. Rayner of Kayner & Parker, wholesale

lumberm<'n of Philadelphia, on the subject of unfair cancellations of

orders. It appears that there have been more than a few made b.v re-

tailers of late and although the actual reason therefor is hidden, it is

evident to many that these cancellations are the result of a falling mar-
ket. The matter was discussed by a number of those present, who
openly expressed their condemnation of such practices, as dishonest and
dishonorable. Some went so far as to suggest that If the buyer may
with impunity cancel his orders because of a falling market, why may
not the seller do the same because of a rising market. The matter will

be further handled by the directors at future meetings.

Philadelphia Lumhermen's Golf Club Plajrs Match
Through the courtesy of William 11. Fritz, the Philadelphia Lumber-

men's Gulf Club played Its third game of the season at St. David's Golf
Club grounds. July 10. .\ total of twenty-seven members, divided into

Ave four-somes, three two-somes and one single, entered the ct)ntest.

The ideal golf weather stimulated the players to their best skill, and the

game was an animated and thoroughly enjoyable one. .\s the lowest net

score was a tie between II. Winfleld .Mien and Kli B. Ilallowell. the toss

of a coin was resorted to to decide which of the two should have his

choice of the only nominally first and second prizes, which were really

of equal value. Mr. Allen, who was the winner, chose the silver water
bottle. Mr. Hallowell was equally well oflF with a combination cane and
umbrella. The consolation prize, a set of clothes hangers, went to Harry
G. Parker. A sumptuous dinner, was served at 7 p. m., after which the

meeting was called to order by President Frank Buck, but as there was
no Important business to be transacted the meeting adjourned until

next month.

Meeting of Eastern Foresters
The Association of Eastern Korrsters. madi' up of foresters from all of

the eastern states as far west as Ohio, held its summer outing at the

State Ranger School at W'anakena. N. Y., on .luly 19 and 20.

The State Ranger School is the Urst school of its kind east of the

Mlssissii)pi river, and is attracting a good deal of attention from foresters

and timberland owners throughout the East.

At the summer meeting of the association there were discussed vital

questions for the Adirondacks. such as "Regulation of Slash Disposal" :

"The Cubic Foot Standard for Measuring Lumber" : "What Can We Do
to Increase the Supply of Rangers or Woods Foremen?" "How Shall the

Public Be Induced to Support State Forestry?" "How Far Can or Should

Field Studies Be Standardized?"

Philadelphia 'Wholesalers and Retailers in Ball Game
A most interesting game of basel>all between the wholesale and retail

lumbermen who are members of the Philadelphia Lumbermen's Exchange,

was played at the I'ennsylvnnla Railroad Y. .M. C. A. grounds on July 15.

It took the place of the hitherto annual game between the Lumbermen's

Exchange anil the Builders' Exchange, the proceeds of which arc> always

divided among the local charitable instltution-s. The game commenced

at 1 :30 p. m.. and at the start it looked as though the retailers, composed

of a bunch of gay young hustlers, would have an easy walkover. They

held the score at !i to 1 up to the fifth inning, when suddenly something
they had not calculated for happened. J. H. T. Cockey of the Tunis-

Cockey Lumber Company, who is probably the oldest young man on the

wholesalers' team, apparently getting his second wind, developed some
first-class sluggin.g. which so fired his colleagues that the inning closed

with the score U to 5 in favor of the wholesalers. The latter added one
more in the seventh, and each side scored one in the eighth, total 6 to

10, but in the lirst half of the ninth the lively youngsters added four

more, tying the score, which brought the fans on their feet. This did

not frighten The middlemen, however, for was not the all sufficient

Cocket yet to be heard from, nor did he disappoint them when the

time came, for he brought in the winning run, 11 to 10 favor of the whole-

salers. It was an old time exciting game : at times there were as many
coachers as fielders in and around the diamond. Efforts were made to

dispute some of the decisions, but Fmpire Thomas B. Hoffman of the J. S.

Kent Company, who tips the scales at near 240 pounds, when he is set

on a thing, it may be believed is hard to move. I. D. Miller, better

known as Ike Miller, and George Howes, heavy weights, forgot their

adipose, and ran like boys after foul balls.

The receipts of the game will be donated to the Philadelphia Modified

Milk Societ.v.- Children's Country Week Association. Philadelphia Sanitar-

ium Afisociatlon of Red Bank. N. J., Jane D. Kent Day Nursery, Even-
ing Telegraph Free Ice Fund and Home Missionary Society of the City of

Philadelphia. The line up was as follows :

Wholesalers Retailers
J. A. Finley lb Robert Bawn
J. B. McFarland, Jr 2b. M. E. Zane
J. H. T. Cockey 3b George Kugler

C. A. .\ddison If Watson Slalone

John S. Howes cf Joseph Hyde, captain

John B. Coles rf William C. MacBride
R. L. Boggs ss Wood Robinson
John Wright p Victor Kugler
A. T. Bliss, captain c Robert Gibson

Umpire—Thomas B. HolTman.

Lumber Exporters Meet Today—July 25

The meeting of the board of m.uiagers of the National Lumber Ex-
porters' Association, to take place in Cincinnati, has been called for July

2,5. One of the most important matters to <'ome up for consideration is

that of through bills of lading, and while no official statement has been

made, it may be regarded as certain that this subject will be discussed

at some length. It embodies various phases, each of them applicable

only to a certain section of the country, and has l>een found very difficult

to deal with in a broad or comprehensive way. Through bills of lading

may be the leading topic taken up with th^ view to getting it in such
shape that the complaint lodged with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion can be pushed with all the force the organization is able to com-
mand.

Special Report on Forest Fires

The Northern Forest Protective Association has Issued a special re-

port through Thomas It. Wyman. secretary and forester, which gives

reason to believe that the limbered sections throughout northern Michi-

gan are well prepared to cope with any forest fires which might occur.

Special permission has "oeen given to l.~i0 men with full authority to act

in the absence of the regular wardens, there being 22 of the latter.

The report says that early In the season practically every flre could

be traced to the same source, namely, the burning of brush by settlers

in clearing land. Even up to the present time most of the fires have
been due to burning brush and. coupled with this, comes constant

knowledge of fires caused by sparks from locomotives. Several of the

more serious fires of the season have been caused by the latter agency,

l^shermen and campers have been responsible for a few fires and those
of unknown origin do not exceed half a dozen. Many of the fires have
occurred on lands not listed with the assodalion and some of the greater

losses have occurred on lands over which the association maintained no
jurisdiction.

Owing to the prevalence of brush fires, copies of the association

pamphlet containing the state fire laws have been sent to supervisors,

newspapers and special and regular association wardens, with the sec-

tions of the laws dealing with this phase properly marked.
At the last meeting of the directoi's the following officers were chosen

for the ensuing year

:

President, T. A. Green of the Greenwood Lumber Company, Onton-
agon, Mich.

ViCE-PitESiDENT, C. V. R. Towusend of the Cleveland-CUCfs Iron Com-
pany. Negaunee. Mich.

Tee.vslrek. James E. Sherman. Marquette. Mich.
Secketaey-Forestek, Thomas B. Wyman, Munlslng.
It was voted to levy an assessment lor 1913 of one cent an acre.

Pacific Logging Congress
The fifth session of the Pacllic- Ix)gging Congress will l)e held at

Spokane. Wash., September 24 to 27. The headquarters will be at the

Spokane hotel. The tentative i>rogram which is being arranged Includes

the usual opening and routine business, followed by the official opening
of the congress at Natatorluni Park. A dinner will be given under the

auspices cf the Industrial department of the Young Men's Christian
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Association. An automobile ride and banquet will bo provided for the

attendants of the congress by the Inland Empire lumbermen.
On Friday, September 26, a special Northern Pacific train will carry

the delegates to Elk River. Idaho, a distance of about 150 miles. They
will spend Saturday morning there witnessing the electrical and endless

chain system of logging utilized successfully by the Tot latch Lumber
Company, and also in viewing the electrically driven sawmill of that

company at Elk River and 'the plant at I'otlatch. Idaho.

The congress will be the guest of the Potlatch Lumber Company, and
every endeavor will be made by Manager A. W. Laird ta insure the

pleasure of those who make this interesting trip. It is planned to

return to Spokane arriving Saturday evening.

The program which is being planned will deal largely with the utili-

zation of electricity in logging operations, the endless chain system of

logging, ihe burning of fuel oil. welfare work in camp as well as many
other interesting topics.

The railroads have made reduced rates on tl^e certificate plan, and
it is expected that there will be a very large attendance from British

Columbia and the northwestern states.

Philadelphians Play Golf

The Philadelphia Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, through the

courtesy of J. "W. Turnbull of J. W. Turnbull Lumber Company, held its

summer outing and meeting at the White Marsh Valley Country club

house on July 10. Ten of the members of the association, who are

ardent devotees of the fascinating golf, arrived on the grounds at 1 :30

p. m.. and speedily got into shape for their favorite sport. The rest of

the members, which brought the total up to twenty-four, arrived in time
for dinner at 6 :30 p. m.. after which the regular monthly meeting was
held, the proceedings of which, however, were not given out for pub-

licity. The day was an ideal one and spent in such a delightful rural

spot was a hot weather outing enjoyed to the full by all.

Hoo-Hoo Plans Annual

The Concatenated Order of Hoo Hoo will hold its twenty-second an-

nual meeting at the Planters hotel, St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 9, 10 and 11.

Judging from statements of the various committees in charge of the
arrangements, the meeting will be the best on record. Besides the at-

tractive arrangements for entertainment, it is promised that many im-

portant topics will come up for discussion. A number of changes of

considerable importance will be proposed in the constitution and by-

laws and for this reason it is urged that a particularly large represen-

tation of the membership be in attendance. Those in charge make a

special request that memlxrs who cannot be present write to that effect,

addressing their letters to Frank W. Trower, San Francisco. Cal. : to any
member of the Supreme Nine, or to any vicegerent snark.

Following is the entertainment committee, which will have charge of

all the entertainment features :

T. C. Whitmarsh, Julius Seidel. J. E. Mink, William Lothman Jr.,

R. B. McConnell. C. H. Coyle. Joseph Rankin. C. E. Thomas, and J. F.

Judd. all of St. Louis.

Philadelphia Lumbermen on Atlantic Deep Waterways
The Atlantic deep waterways committee of the Lumbermen's Exchange

of Philadelphia has returned to the exchange its report on that important
subject. The report states that the committee participated in the cele-

bration of the completion of the twelve-foot Delaware river channel

between Philadelphia and Trenton. N. J. It describes the trip, which
evidenced many expressions of enthusiasm all along the way. The arrival

at Trenton was heralded by the firing of cannon and a reception by a

large delegation of enthusiastic citizens.

The report states that the committee was profoundly impressed by the

completion of one of the links of the intracoastal waterway chain. This

project provides for the attainment and maintenance of a channel twelve

feet deep at mean low water, and two hundred feet wide, from Philadel-

phia to Trenton, a distance of thirty miles.

The project when completed will connect the Delaware river with New
York Bay, by way of Raritan Bay and the Staten Island Kills. By
authority of Congress, the engineer corps of the United States army has

completed surveys for a canal for a distance of about thirty-three and a

half miles across New Jersey. This canal will take the place of the old

Delaware and Raritan canal.

The connection between Philadelphia and Baltimore, and between the

Delaware river and Chesapeake Bay in general, is a link in the intra-

coastal chain advocated by the Atlantic Deep Waterways Association.

The Delaware river furnishes free navigation l>etwpen Philadelphia and

Delaware City. Congress has authorized surveys for free waterways

connecting the Delaware river with the Chesapeake Bay, and a favorable

report has been made for the purchase of the existing Chesapeake and

Delaware canal.

The connection between the Chesapeake Bay and the North Carolina

Sound is provided by the Chesapeake and Albemarle canal. Tliis canal

was purchased by the sovernmcnt after favorable eni^ineers' reports.

The Beaufort Cut. a short canal connecting Beaufort. N. C. with the

waters of Pamlico Sound, has been completed by the government and is

now open to free navigation.

The completion of the upper Delaware channel and the purchase and

opening of the Chesapeake and Albemarle canal mark two very important
forward steps towards the intracoastal chain.
The inside route from Boston to Beaufort, N. C, will have 104 miles of

canals and will save 740 miles of outside sailing, thus avoiding the
dangers of Cape Cod. the shoals of the New Jersey coast, and the dangers
of Cape Ilatteras. It is estimated that 1,000 disasters to shipping have
occurred around Cape Cod alone in twenty years, and between 1900 and
1910 there were 5,700 disasters in the coastwise open sea route, entailing
a tremendous loss of lives and property.

Lumbermen and Paint Men to Meet in the Interests of Fireproofing

The latest circular issued by Secretary J. E. Rhodes of the National
Lumber Manufacturers' Association, in commenting on the recent ordi-

nance passed by the city of Birmingham. Ala., forbidding the use of

wooden shingles, states that it is the opinion of the lumber trade that
it is useless to attempt to secure an annulment of that ordinance, as
various other cities throughout the country are taking up the same mat-
ter, and the results would not be permanent. Instead it is proposed to

approach the matter from a different angle, and the report announces
that a conference is being arranged between the Paint Manufacturers'
Association of the United States and representative lumbermen with
the idea of arranging for the production of a fire retarding paint or
compound which will soil practically at the price of ordinary paint, and
which can lie readily applied by the average householder.

It is well recognized that if a method can be devised for fireproofing

wood, this fact together with other marked advantages which are in-

herent in wood as building material will place it far ahead of all sub-

stitutes. Various authorities have already stated that the fireproofing

of shingles and wood structures will make their use satisfactory if the

use of unprotected wood is prohibited.

New Detroit Hardwood Club

According to an announcement just received from Detroit the hard-

wood lumbermen of that city have organized the Detroit Hardwood Club.

The members represented up to the present time are : J. P. Scranton. W.
L. Brownlee. J. Ralph Sicklesteel, George I. McClure, J. M. Clifford. C. W.
Leech, E. W. Leech. J. M. Butcher and H. C. Dow. The first four gen-

tlemen named are the president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary,

respectively.

The object of this organization will be the establishment of closer

relations between the various members of the Detroit trade in their busi-

ness dealings, and also closer relations with the hardwood lumber con-

sumers in the city. A credit bureau will be established for the benefit

of the club members, and it is expected that many other ideas will be

developed that will prove of great value to the hardwood trade in general.

An Unusual Campaign
The Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association has just issued in

connection with its general • campaign advertising cypress, a rather

remarkable series of booklets, each of which covers some particular

purpose for which cypress is well adapted. The booklets contain all

neeessary information on the different subjects and most of them con-

tain plans and details showing just how the work should be carried out.

The pamphlets cover sun parlors and balconies, bungalows, canoes and

boats, trellises and arliors. shingle houses, pergolas, farm needs, interior

trim, exterior (rim. siding, tanks and silos and barns. In addition,

other booklets describe Sugi effects, short cuts to good carpentry on the

farm, common mistakes in bungalow building, and various other interest-

ing and instructive information.

With the Trade
Russe & Burgess, Inc., Start Reconstruction

Russe & P.iir.L'c'ss. Inc., beiian tiMving down their old mill in North

Memphis this week and the timbers for the new plant are now being

placed. The new mill, which will be of the band variety, will be

equipped with a Mcrshon resaw and the capacity will be in excess of

30.0110 feet of lumber per day. It is estimated that it will take several

months to complete the plant, and the firm has made arrangements with

Gibson & Whitaker to saw its logs in the meantime. The machinery

has already been ordered and will be delivered as rapidly as the timbers

therefor have made its installation possible. Russe & Burgess, Inc., are

engaged in the manufacture of hardwood lumber and make a specialty

of export business. They maintain offices in London.

Cobbs & Mitchell Improve Factory

Extensive improvements are in progress at the big maple flooring plant

of Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc., Cadillac. Mich. It is further planned to

make several other improvements when the plant is shut down for its

annual repairs at an early date. Cement foundations are being placed

under the larger part of the mill in place of the wooden piling that has

been there since the mill was erected. Two more large dry kilns are

being put in which will be the most modern and efficient that can be built.

They will be 150x40 feet in dimensions. Three new boilers will be

installed in connection with the other improvements.
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Mowbray & Robinson Company Buys Timber

The Mowbraj- & Robinsttn Cvimpan^ of Cincinnati, O.. has added a

very large tract of timl>er to its large timber resources. The new pur-

chase is in eastern Kentucky on the middle fork of the Kentucky river and
comprises about 40.000 acres of the best timber remaining in that section

of the country. The company expects to operate this particular tract,

which is very rich in coal as well as timber, by floating out the logs to

Irvine, Ky., where It has five mills running full time. This tract was
bought in fee simple and with the 10,000 acres of the Taylor & Crate

property recently purchased by the Mowbray & Robinson Company on

Trobleson Creek branch of the Kentucky river and quite a large lot of

timber rights on about 20.000 acres of land adjacent to its mills, will total

up about 70,000 acres of timber now controlled by it. It is operating

Ave mills at Irvine and Quicksand, Ky., and building another at Mazu,

Ky., and will build more as required.

Change of Headquarters

The Laurel River Logging Company, formerly at Stackhouse, X. C,

announces that it has moved its otfice from that point and henceforth

will be located at 519 Legal building, AshevlUe, N. C.

Death of Robert Wood
With the death of Robert Wood, at White Pine, Pa., on July G in the

eighty-first year of his life, one of the pioneers of the lumber trade of

the section around Williamsport, Pa., passed away. Though Mr. Wood
had not been active in the lumber business for years he maintained a

keen interest in its progress and followed its development because of old

nssociations and also for the reason that his sons, R. E. Wood, G. L.

Wood and Clarence E. Wood, are prominent in the hardwood trade, they

being the president, general manager and

assistant general manager, respectively, of the

R. E. Wood Lumber Company of Baltimore.

Robert Wood was a son of James Wood, who
oame to this country from Yorkshire, England,

where the son was born. The latter had not

been in this country long before he became

attracted to the lumber trade, then in its

earliest development, and embarked therein

with his brother, the two forming the firm of

R. & J. Wood as far hack as 1846. Tlie firm

continued until 1864, when Joseph withdrew,

selling his interest to James Wood. Jr. This

partnership existed until 1876. Meanwhile

Robert Wood had become interested in public

affairs and was chosen a justice of the peace

in 1SG4, holding the office until 1881. whc>n he

was elected recorder and register of Lycoming

county. He served in this olBce one term, until

1884, and in 1891 he was again named as jus-

tice, retaining the position for years. He was
a member of the school board of Lycoming
county, secretary of the Cogan House school

board. He held other olBces. being also an

active church worker, and contributing to the

newspapers of the section, besides holding affil-

iation with fraternities. Ilis health remained
good until recentl.v. when he rapidly declined.

It was his custom for years to spend the

winters with his son, R. E. Wood, at the

latter's residence, Park Place, Baltimore, his summers being spent at

the old home, his wife having died in 1800. There were thirteen children

in the family. The funeral took place from the family home at White
Pine.

Mr. Wood took a great interest in the early history of his township
and was mentioned in the local chronicles as far back as 1846. when the

historian had this to say about him :

"The first effort at manufacturing lumber here was made b.v James
Wood and his son Robert in the summer of 1844.

"This was before the days of the application of steam to such purposes

or before the fine water powers of the streams of the locality had been

utilized.

"The power to drive the saw in this primitive arrangement was fur-

nished by Mr. Wood at one end of the pit-saw and Robert at the other.

. "Today Robert is proprietor of a mill driven by sti'am which cuts

1.800,000 feet of lumber per annum."

Lumberman Enters Building Field

The Ragland-Baxter-Morford Company is the name of a new corpora-

tion soon to be organized, which has consummated a deal to take over

the plant of the Edgefield & Nashville Manufacturing Company, Nash-

ville, one of the largest nuinufacturers of hardwood interior finishing

and fine furniture in the South. The plant of the company is worth

several hiindri'd thousand dollars, and it employs about 400 or .'500 men.

Charles M. Morford will be president and treasurer of the new corpora-

tion. Mr. Moi-ford is one of the foremost lumbermen of Nashville, being

president of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club. He came to Nashville

from McMinnvllle some yars ago, and has been highly successful in the

lumber business. Edward Ragland and Lewis L. Baxter will be vice-
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presidents : E. G. Hollada.v, secretary, and F. C. Tower, assistant secre-

tary. \. B. Ransom, head of John B. Ransom & Co.'s interests, will be

a director

Leavitt Land & Lumber Company Changes Name
The Leavitt Land and Lumber Company of Dermott. Ark., announces

that the name of the incorporation has been changed to the Dermott
Land and Lumber Company. The change became effective July 10 and
business is now being carried on under the new name. No change has

been made in the officers and managers of the new concern. H. B.

Lusch of Chicago is president ; Elmer H. Adams, Chicago, vice-presi-

dent : W. L. Briscoe. Dermott, manager ; H. C. Luidahl, treasurer. The
general offices for the "transaction of business are located at Dermott.

This concern is one of the large hardwood manufacturing companies in

the South, specializing in band-sawn oak, cypress, gum and hickory. It

controls a tract of 25,000 acres of hardwood timber in the vicinity of

its mill and logs with a standard gauge railroad. It is now engaged

in tlie construction of six additional miles of road into the timber.

Change in German Firm

F. W. Barth &.Co. of Bremen. Hiisseldorf, Hamburg and Emden,
Germany, announce considerable changes in the personnel of their com-

pany under date of July 1. Joseph Zerchen, Sr., leaves the firm after a

friendly agreement and at the same time the former Bremen representa-

tives. Walter Zollmann of Hamburg and Walter Wolf of Bremen, and in the

IMisseldorf and Hamburg houses Gerhard Mertins. buyer of the Hamburg
house and B. Jarne Larssen, buyer for the r>iisseldorf house, under abso-

lution of their management, will enter the firm together inider the man-
agement of the several active and passive former partners. It is further

announced that Frederick W. Barth of Diissel-

dorf and Richard Barth of Bremen will con-

tlniu^ in the same way as heretofore.

Big Shipment of Mahogany

What is claimed to be the largest single

shipment of mahogany lumber ever made from
any port in the I'nited States is being loaded

by the Otis Manufacturing Company, New Or-

leans, La., from its plant at that city.

Beginning with July 11 the shipping crews

of the company have been loading car after

car of mahogany lumber to fill an order for a

large ICnglish firm at London. The order was
fur seventy-five carloads, all to be shipped sim-

ultaneously. Shipment was booked on two
steamers of the Southern Atlantic line and the

Leyland line, and both left New Orleans last

week. The total value of the order was con-

siderably more than $10(1,000, and President

J. S. Otis of the Otis company says that it is

an unmistakable indication that New Orleans

manufacturers arc receiving very favorable at-

tention in the largest markets of the world. He
stated that the shipment as a whole com-
mamlcd the highest j)rice he had ever known
paid for mahogany lumber.

The largest order of mahogany from ail

American house was made about two years ago

by the I'nited States government, when $375,000
worth of rough mahogany lumber was shipped to be manufactured into

furniture for the different government offices in various parts of the

world. This order was lille,! In New Orleans in a nnnibcr of installments.

Paepcke Leicht Interests to Move
The I'aepcke Leicht Lumber Company, the Chicago Mill and Lumber

Company, and the various allied Paepcke Leicht interests have' taken a

lease for the entire twentieth flo<ir in the first section of the Conway
building, now in the course of construction on Washington street near

LaSalle. It is understood that the lease is for a long period and that

the aggregate will run into six figures. The present location, which
lias been occupied for seven years at Chicago avenue and Sangamon
street, will be sold.

New Hardwood Yard in Oklahoma
The Thomas E. I'one Mill & Lumber Company of SI. Louis, Mo., an-

nounces the estiiblishment of an assembling yard at Hugo, Okla. The
yard will be maintained for the purpose of drying and remanufacturing
lumber for the Oklahoma trade and will be equipped with rip saws, cut-

off saws and similar apparatus for sizing stock to meet individual re-

quireuients. The principal wood to be handled is oak, while other woods
will be ash, poplar, cypress and various other kinds of hardwoods. Wil-

liam M. Drum will manage the Hugo business. It is expected that the

business will aggregate from 3,000,000 to 5,000,000 feet each year.

Forest Engineers Get Large Contract
The James Maclaren Company, Ltd., of Buckingham, Quebec, has

awarded ibe contract to survey and cruise Us limits on the Lievre river

to Vltale & Rothery, forest engineers, 527 Fifth avenue. New York City.
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The engineers have thirty men in the field at present, and are plan-

ning to complete the worli in a year and a halt. The limits comprise

approximately 2.700 square miles in the western part of Quebec prov-

ince. A thorough cruise, survey and appraisal will he made, studies

compiled of the growing capacity and reproductivity of the tract and

other information gathered which will assist in putting the huge prop-

erty on a scientific basis for management.
It is a sign of the progressive spirit in the Canadian provinces, when

such farsighted, practical and scientific worli is put into effect on some
of the great timberlaud holdings.

Change in Company's Name
The Cherokee Lumber Company, which has a big plant in West Nash-

ville, has filed an amendment to its charter, changing the name to the

Farris Hardwood Lumber Company, and increasing the amount of author-

ized capital stock from .$40,000 to $75,000. The company is composed

of W. M. Farris, Sr., W. M. Farris. Jr., A. C. Farris, L. 11. Farris and

Frank Farris. It Is the purpose of the company to enlarge its opera-

tions greatly in the near future.

Pertinent Information
Hearing on Through Bills to New Orleans Cancelled

The Interstate Cnuinurd- Commission has canicllcd the liearing in the

case of the Anderson-Tuily Company vs. Morgan's Louisiana and Texas

line involving tlie issuance of through bills of lading on export ship-

ments of lumber over the west side lines via New Orleans. This action

was taken at the request of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau,

which originally brought this case before that body. The west side lines

have already announced that they will not issue through bills on any

commodity, not even cotton, after Aug. 23. It is understood that the

Illinois Central will issue revised tariffs in the near future eliminating

through bills on all commodities with the exception of cotton. This

case was on the suspended calendar for July 20 but the oflicials of the

bureau thought that it was best to have the hearing cancelled in order

that they might gain a clearer idea of the attitude of the Illinois Central

and other east side lines. J. H. Townshend, general manager of the

bureau, has recently returned from Washington, where he had a confer-

ence with the chairman of the commission during which the latter sug-

gested that he hoped it would be ijossible for the east and west side

lines on the one hand and the steamship companies on the other to get

together on this subject without any further hearings. This is another

reason why the commission cancelled the proposed taking of testimony

at New Orleans July 20.

Liunhermen Lose Memphis to New Orleans Rate Protest

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau has advised its members,

through J. H. Townshend. general manager, that the Interstate Commerce
Commission decided against tliat organization in the case against the

Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley roads. It held that the

rate on all lumljer from Memphis to New Orleans, including Cottonwood

and gum, should be twelve cents per hundred pounds. The lumbermen
here a few years ago were able to show that the proposed advance from

ten to twelve cents per hundred was not justified, the commission at the

time ruling to that effect. However, the arguments this time were not

quite so successful. Manufacturers of cottonwood and gum north of the

Southern Railway in Mississippi, according to this decision, are allowed

a rate -of eleven cents from points on the Illinois Central and Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley roads to New Orleans, while those south of the South-

ern Railway are granted a rate of ten cents per hundred on the same
items. Some of the members of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau

have mills on these roads in Mississippi and will profit by the conces-

sions made b.v the commission with respect to cottonwood and gum. The
bureau advised its members that an effort was being made to have the

effectiveness of the proposed advance changed from Aug. 20. the date

named by the commission, to Sept. 30 in order that the higher rates

may not affect business which was booked prior to the decision of that

body. This decision is regarded as of rather far reaching importance as

it reverses the position taken by the commission several years ago and it

is the first victory wliicli the railroads have won over hardwood lumber

interests here in several years.

Complaint Against Kate Advance on Louisville & Nashville

The complaint against the recent advance in rates on the Louisville &
Nashville railroad from points north of Decatur, Ala., to Louisville, Is

now formally liefore the Interstate Commerce Commission, John R.

Walker, acting as attorney for the Louisville lumbermen, putting in the

complaint under date of July 11, 1913. The companies Joining in the

complaint are the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company, Edward L.

Davis Lumber Company, Louisville Veneer Mills, Booker-Cecil Company
and the Ohio River Sawmill Company. The complaint alleges, among
other things, that the tarifl providing for the increases made the effective

date seven days after the date of publication, whereas the act to regulate

commerce provides for thirty days' notice, which was not waived in this

case. It is also asserted that the tariff was issued as a subterfuge, in

rhat it purported to be issued in compliance with Interstate Commerce

Commission opinion No. 2026, whereas examination of the tariff does
not disclose any such fact. The complaint asks for concellation of the
tariff and reparation.

Fred Esch, examiner for the Interstate Commerce Commission, held a
hearing in Louisville July IS and 19 for the purpose of taking evidence
in a complaint of local hardwood concerns against a large number of

railroads running into Louisville from the South and out in central

and eastern territory. The complainants were tlie Norman Lumber Com-
pany, W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company, Louisville Point Lumber
Company, Edward L. Davis Lumber Company, Ohio River Sawmill Com-
pany and the Booker-Cecil Company. It was charged that rates to and
from Louisville are greater than those to and from Cincinnati, and the

local concerns asked that combination rates be made uniform. Objection

was also made to the charge of a bridge toll of 1 cent a hundred on
both in and outbound shipments.

Hearing in Western Carolina Case Continued
The protest of the Western Carolina Lumber and Timber Association

against recent "Changes in the milling-in-transit rate in effect on the

Southern Railway has been continued until Sept. S. Evidence was taken
for several days and a protest was made through the association. How-
ever, Examiner C. R. Marshall of the Interstate Commerce Commission
has gone to Greenville, S. C, to hear another case with the result as

above noted.

The former milling-in-transit rate allowed a local rate on shipments
from a manufacturing point to a milling point and after the lumber
was finished it could he shipped on a through rate from which was
deducted the excess of the local rate for the distance between the two
local points. This really amounted to a through rate for the entire dis-

tance. The new rate, it is claimed hy the lumbermen, is absolutely pro-

Iiibitory and they are pleading for the restoration of the former ar-

rangement. The lumbermen object to the fact that the new regulations

prohibit the handling of common lumber on a common basis in fixing

rates. They maintain that in mixed car shipments each kind of lumber

contained in the car must be considered separately and where the weight

of any kind is less than a thousand pounds, no refund is given from the

resulting througli rates. In addition, the exhaustive system of reports

required by the railroads is objected to as it is claimed that it greatly

increases the cost of bookkeeping and similar labor.

The delay is favorable to the lumbermen as it will give them an op-

portunity of more fully preparing their case.

Asks for Lower Mahogany Rate New Orleans to Memphis
The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, with headquarters at Mem-

phis, has filed a petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission,

which petition is instigated by the Memphis Veneer and Lumber Com-
pany. It pleads for a rate of nine cents for mahogany logs imported

through New Orleans as loading point, consigned to Memphis territory

for manufacture and re-shipment. The Memphis Veneer and Lumber
Company is getting largely into the manufacture of mahogany and it is

hoped by this concern that the Interstate Commerce Commission will

give the petition an early hearing.

Aimed at Car Shortage

It is proposed by the railroads centering in Chicago to file a new
team track storage tariff" to become effective Aug. 1. The rate has been

$1 per diem for each day after forty-eight hours have elapsed following

the arrival of the car and it is given as the reason by the railroad that

various shippers and receivers of merchandise have taken advantage of

this charge in order to save storage, it being stated that the cost of

storing in the freight cars is in many cases less than renting storage

room in warehouses. The proposal is to continue the initial charge of

.$1 per diem for the first forty-eight hours but to make the. charge $2

for each day thereafter. It is expected that the proposal will be strenu-

ously objected to.

Preservative Treatment of Timber

Parts 4. 5 and 6 of a work on timber treating has been published by

W. F. Goltra of Cleveland, O. Former parts of the treatise were pub-

lished some time ago. A good many questions are discussed which appeal

more to the technical men engaged in timber treating than to the general

public : but the history of methods which have been tried in the business,

from the days of Pliny until the present time, is interesting and instruc-

tive. The cause of the decay of wood is a comparatively modern dis-

covery, though the ancients probably had some vague notions on the

subject. It was not generally understood that timber decays because

fungus gains access to its interior and simply "eats it up" ; that is, it

softens and dissolves' the woody cells and fibers. Modern wood pre-

servatives are devised with the idea of keeping the fungus out ;
but the

ancients had no very clear ideas on the subjects.

It is, therefore, interesting to study the processes tried during a

thousand years to hinder the decay of wood. Some of these, accidentally

or otherwise, hit upon correct methods, while others were as wide of

the mark as some of the medicines concocted by Chinese doctors to cure

diseases. Some of the wood preservatives that have been recommended

or tried during the past thousand years or so are the following : Garlic

boiled in vinegar ; oil of cedar ; tar and linseed oil ; crude petroleum

;

charing and pulverized charcoal; tar and decoctions of tobacco leaves;

rosin and fish oil ; India rubber and oil ; sulphate of iron ; sulphuric acid ;
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chloride of zinc : chloride of mercury ; solulde glass ; limo water and
glue ; molasses ; creosote.

Some of these (and there were at least a hundred others) produced
good results, and are still in use : hut others could have had little effect

on decay-producing fungus. Anything that will keep it out of the wood
will preserve the wood. That is all there is in modern wood preserva-
tion, except the question of cost. Different methods of treatment have
advocates. The cost is usually figured on the expense of first treat-

ment and the length of time it will preserve the wood. What is most
expensive at first may be cheapest in the long run because it assures a

long period of service.

Building Operations Jan. 1 to July 1

Building operations for .June show in their aggregate that moderate de-

cline towards wliich conditions had for several months l>een pointing.

The official reports of building permits issued by 60 cities, received by the

American Contractor. Cliicago, reach a total value of .$62,142,189 for the

month, compared with $74,200,800 for June. 1912, a decrease of 16 per

cent. It is interesting to note, however, that in many cities the con-

struction activities are considerably ahead of those of a year ago, 25 of

tlie 60 showing gains, among the more notable of which are Cedar Rapids,

154 per cent; Chattanooga, 177: Nashville, 196; Xew Orleans, 174; Pitts-

burgh, 2.''>7
; Troy, 868 ; Evansville, 58 ; Detroit, 64 ; Cincinnati. 71. and

Birmingham. 61. The decrease comes mainly from the larger cities. New
Yorlt and Chicago contributing largely to the result, the former because
of the enormous activity a year ago, the latter perhaps in part because
of labor troubles.

For six months ending June 30, building permits issued in 56 cities

reached a total of .?.342,415,192, compared with $364,061,631 tor the first

six months of 1912, a decrease of 6 per cent.

Jan. 1 to Jan. 1 to Per Cent
City

—

July 1. 1913. July 1. 1912. Gain. L.>ss.
Albany If 1.809.40.5 f 2,242,2litl 17
Atlanta 3.111.777 3.l);;4.84ll 14
Baltimore "1,381.404 3.li73.37-' 41!

Birmingham
Boston 14.413,926 11,576.786 25
Bridgeport
Cedar Rapids 1.351.000 775.000 74
Chattanooga 630.875 871.490 28
Chicago 47.889.000 40.892.500 17
Cincinnati 4.960,606 4.001,312 24
Cleveland 9,810.840 7.205.007 36
Columbus 2.696.803 2.601.122 37
Denver 1.^57.175 2.961.005 47
Detroit 16.335,640 13.012.810 20
Duluth ; 2,657.71)9 1,048.048
Evansville 1,050.544 620.461
Ft. Wayne 1.079.082 1.355.720
Grand Rapids 1.448,315 1,204.037 20
Hartford 2.132.445 4.707.085 55
Indianapolis .1.210,907 3,990.0.50 30
Kansas City .5.268.445 0.127.6.58 .. 14
Lincoln 1,092,415 498.435 119
Los Angeles 18.088,790 14.714,274 22
Louisville 2,307,510 3.668.490 37
Manchester 882,099 958,585 8
Memphis 2,512,024 3,021,923 .. 1

Milwaukee 6.280,322 6.961,553
Minneapolis 5,930,700 0.299.205
Nashville 1.2.55.371
Newark 8.223.999
New Haven 2,093,512
New Orleans 2,491.133
Manhattan 42,941.073
Brooklyn 1K.(;39.044
Bronx 10.112.746

New York 77.093,403
Oakland 4,.580.570
Omaha 2.055.023
Paterson 7.757,619
Peoria
Philadelphia 21.126.485
Pittsburgh 9.221.016
Portland 7.386,895
Richmond 2,462,884
Rochester 5.385.359
St. Joseph 483.146
St. Paul 4.064.394
St. Louis 9.360,577
Salt Lake City 1.149.738
Scranton 681.933
Seattle 5,219,470
Shreveport 729,414
Sioux City 1.101,228
Spokane 1,323,595
Springfield 400,309
Toledo 2,933,837
Topeka 400,942
Troy
Wllkes-Barre 546,057
Worcester 2.725,315

154
69

10

570,435
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Rate Proposals in Central Territory
Kreiilit rates in both the class and commocHty si'""!'* iu the territory

north of the Oliio and east of the Mississippi came in for discussion at

a meeting' of rcpvesentativGS of railroads aifiliated with the Central

I'reight Association, which meeting was held at Chicago on Monday,
July 14. Deductions and increases of considerable importance were
approved, although no discussion was indulged in relative to the pro-

posed advances averaging five per cent on the various eastern railroads.

Cost of Recent Floods
officials of various railroad systems aft'ecled by the recent floods in

the states of Ohio and Indiana estimate that the aggregate loss was
close to .$11,000,000. Of the various roads affected, the Baltimore &
Ohio probably suffered more than any of the others, its aggregate loss

being in the neighborhood of $-0.000,000. These figures, however, in-

clude losses on the C. H. & D., which is controlled by the B. & O. The
Big Four I>etween Toledo and Cincinnati, Cleveland and St. Louis, and
t_'incinnati and Indianapolis, lost the second largest amount, it being
damag.?a to the extent of .$2,500,000. It was reported that practically

the entire road-bed between Cincinnati and Dayton was destroyed. The
rcnnsylvania lost heavily, sustaining a loss or $1,64.),000. Other heavy
losers were the Toledo & Ohio Central, the Norfolk & Western, Ches-
apeaUe & Ohio. Iloeklng Valley, Erie, L., E. & W., Vandalia, G. K. & I.,

and tile WbeolinL; & Lake Krb-.

Good Logging in Memphis Territory
Weather conditions have been quite favorable for logging work through-

out the Memphis section recently, and this has made ver.v satisfactory

progress. In fact there has been so little interruption since the receding
of the flood waters in the Mississippi and its tributaries that the supply
of timber in sight is unusually large for even this time of the year.

There is scarcely a manufacturer of hardwood lumber who is not able to

secure all the timber that he needs, and logs are being offered in the open
market in some instances without finding takers. This is due to two
conditions : The demand is nothing like so keen for lumber itself as it

was a short time ago. with the result that manufacturers are disposed
to go Just a little slower in the matter of producing more stock, and the
money market is so tight that there is no disposition on the part of

owners and operators of sawmills to secure large quantities of timber
against their future needs. The tendency is rather to buy only for more
pressing requirements, pending further developments in connection with
the market and particularly with reference to the depression in lumber
circles that may result from the rather unfavorable state of trade in

this country and abroad.

A prominent exporter said a few days ago that there was a very good
demand for southern hardwoods from the United Kingdom but that
business with the Continent was very slow and had been so for some time.

He does not look for any improvement in that quarter until the Balkan
war. and the resultant conflicts between the allies engaged therein, lias

been settled, and present indications to that end are not particularly

good. This .gentleman has a large European business and the falling off

of demand from the Continent as shown by his orders is regarded as
rather sii;nificant.

Car Surpluses and Shortages
Bulletin No. 14T-A, issued by the American' Railway Association,

covering the car surpluses and shortages for early July, shows that the

total surplus June 30 was 70,740 cars, as against a surplus on July 15
of 76,280 cars. The total surplus on July 18, 1912, was 75,389 cars.

The total shortage on June 30 was 7,036 cars, as against 6,875 cars

on July 13, and on July 18, 1912, the total shortage was 6.467 cars.

From tliese figures it can be seen that trade throughout the country,

while pretty well sustained during the month of June, began to show the

effects of the summer dullness and other influences in the early part of

the present month.

The Woods
The above is the caption of a new book .just published by George 11.

Doran & Co., New York, N, Y., compiling the best of the many poems
written by Donglas Malloch of the staff of the American Lumberman,
Chicago.

Mr. Malloch. whose reputation as the lumberman poet Is country-wide,

has a satisfying way of telling about the little happenings in the woods
and in everyday life. The book is nicely bound and printed on good
quality of stock, and will make an excellent addition to the library of any
lumberman. It retails at one dollar per copy. \

Liverpool Conditions in Early July

It is reported from Liverpool under date of July 7 that no auction

sales were held during the two preceding months, but that fair quantities

of logs arrived from Africa on consignment, and should sell well when
offered.

In speaking of American walnut the report states that logs have been

sufficient for the rather meager demand, even with only moderate arrivals.

The market at the time of the report was rather heavily stocked, and

sales, even at reduced prices, were difficult. There was a steady demand
for walnut planks and hoards and low grades principally.

Forest Service Purchases 80,000 Acres
The examiners of the Forest Service have approved of the purchase of

nearly 80,000 acres of land at the headwaters of the James and Shenan-

doah rivers in Virginia. The commission has also approved of 5,420

acres near the Natural Bridge. Va.. 10.4.^7 acres in the White Top
mountain region near the border line of Virginia, North Carolina and
Tennessee, and 20,087 acres at the head of the Monongahela river.
The total of these tracts makes up the largest aggregate proposed

purchase passed upon at any one time by the commission. The total is
113,909 acres, and when purchased will bring the total of all national
forests in the East up to 713,415 acres.

Forestry Students in Camp iu CatskiUs
About the middle of June twenty-tour sophomores and .luniors from

the New York State College of Forestry went into camp on the tract of
one hundred acres which was given to the university for forestry purposes,
and which adjoins Elka Park, near Tannersville, in the Catskllls. The
forest experiment station in the Catskills is located in an ideal place for
instructional work for students, as it lies at an elevation of 2,100 feet,
and through it runs a large stream known as the Koaring Kill.

Immediately adjiicent to the camp is Spruce Top, running up to 3.500
feet, and within ssix miles is Hunters Mountain, a 4,023-foot elevation.
This mountainous condition is very desirable in carrying on practical
work in plane and topographical surveying. There are considerable quan-
tities of timber in the section, and the station itself is covered with old
hardwoods and evergreens which have not been touched by an axe during
the past twenty-five years. The timber of the sections allows of splendid
experiments in estimating, and during the summer the boys will estimate
and map a tract of about 2,500 acres.

The studies made by the sophomore camp of students will be of distinct
value to the timber owners of the Catskills, as very accurate measure-
ments are being made of the growth of various species, and the college

will ]>e ready, as a result of these studies, to make very practical sugges-
tions as to the proper measurement of the various kinds of woodland
found in the Catskills, Each student is given a concrete problem in the
management of the timberland, and he acts as though he were sent out
by the state or government, makes his own field studies, and makes a
complete report.

The Grinding of Spruce for Mechanical Pulp
J. II. Thickens, chemical engineer in forest products of the Forest

Service, is the author of Forest .Service Bulletin No. 127 with the above
caption. The booklet is based upon information derived from experiments
at the government pulp plant at Wausau, Wis., and covers commercial
grinding practice, and then tells the purpose of various experiments
describing the apparatus, methods of operation and engineering, and the

various results of the experiments. Under the latter heading is shown
the influence on power consumption and rate of production, and also the

influence on yield and quality of a surface of stone.

Other factors covered are pressure on grinder cylinders, peripheral

speed of stone, temperature and thickness of stock in the grinder pit,

physical condition of the wood, power consumption per unit of strength,

size of bolts and rate of growth, and efficiency of conversion.

Altogether the booklet offers many new suggestions relative to

mechanical pulp ground from spruce.

Change in Curriculiun Biltmore Forest School

Dr. C. A. Schenck. head of the Biltmore Forest School, announces some
very important changes to take place in the curriculum of that school

becoming effective Oct. 1, 191.1. The school is now in camp in the timber

of the Cummer-Diggins Ompany. Cadillac, Mich., which concern has

provided the students with remarkably complete quarters.

The Biltmore curriculum will comprise two full years of twenty-four

consecutive months, witli no vacations. One full year is spent in the

forests in the East in New Y'ork. North Carolina and Jlichlgan and in

the eastern camps of the school. The next full year is spent in the

forests of the West and ill the western camps. Juniors and seniors alike

are allotted each winter practical work in the woods at such logging

operations as are conducted under the management of graduates or in

connection with the graduates of the school. One winter is thus spent

in the West and the other in the East.

The study session of the school itself begins at the end of winter and

ends at the beginning of winter. Furthermore, the participation in the

annual German tour through the German forests will bo denied to all

students and to all novices lacking sufficient knowledge of the American

forests. ^

Several auxiliary courses heretofore offered at Biltmore, including such

studies as geology, agriculture, law and economics, will be abandoned

so as to gain additional time for the course in engineering.

The expense necessarily connected with the two-year course remains

what it was for the course of eighteen months and in addition the

students will have an opportunity of earning and saving money during

the winter months.

The course for the last four years has included a trip of several months
duration to the forests of Germany, a stop of several weeks in the

Adirondacks, followed by a trip of a month or two through the mountain

regions of North Carolina. From there the students have gone every

year to Cadillac, Mich., where they have been encamped in the woods,

and from Cadillac they made a trip to several of the larger mill opera-

tions in the West and from there back to Germany. The new course will

unquestionably very much increase the value of the school in training

students for the practical work in forestry and lumbering to be done in

this country under present conditions. The theoretical side of the train-
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ing will not be neglected, but the useless will be elinunated and the

additional time thus gained in addition to the six months added to the

course will provide time for much more thorough study of the practical

problems which the students must face after graduation.

Northern Cut and Shipments June, 1913

During the month of .Tune, less hemlock was sawed than usual at this

season, while a larger amount of summer hardwood was manufactured,

making the total production of normal amount. Hemlock shipments were

lighter than in Ma.y, with hardwood shipments in excellent volume for

the time of year.

The summary of reports for the last twelve months given below, shows

that during this period, hemlock shipments have exceeded the cut by

24 per cent and that hardwood shipments have gone beyond production

by 4 per cent. Shipments of hemlock and hardwoods combined have

exceeded the production by 15 per cent since July 1, 1912. Reports from

seventy-two firms give these totals for June

:

Sawed. Shipped.
Firms. M Ft.

Hemlock 54 50,493
Ash 33 954
Basswood 40 5,40o
Beech " „ 1^5
Birch 40 8,948
Elm 37 2,214
Maple 34 8,o29

Oak : 19 ^420
Mi.xed -0 i,i75

Firms.
(i2

18
42

45
35
34

14

MFt.
38,303

690
5.677

8.483
2,814
6,507
257

3,477

All hardwoods 34,358
Total hemlock and hardwoods 84,8ol

The following table is interesting

:

Stocks Held by 46 Firms July 1. 1913. .*nd July 1. 1912.

27,905
66,208

HEMLOCK
On Hand Unsold

1913
U Ft.

61,4.30
31.483
23.513
49,959

1912
MFt.
72,056
36.870
18,238
66,994

Decrease
P.C.
15
15
29

1913
M Ft.
2,275
1,257
5,054

14,441

23,027

On Hand Sold
1912 Decrease
M Ft.
5,100
5,051
7.846

18.026

P.C.
55

30
20

36.629 37
230,787,000 ft.

189,412,000 ft.

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
Not Specified

Total 100,.385 194.1.58 14
Total hemlock sold and unsold July 1, 1912....
Total hemlock sold and unsold July 1. 1913....

Decrease 18 per cent.

H.IBDWOOD
On Hand Unsold

1913 1912 Decrease 1913
M Ft. M Ft. P.C. M Ft.

Ash 707 861 18 2,715
Basswood 8.717 1.3.233 34 15,988
Birch 23.125 19,644 18 29.528
Rock Elm 906 1.529 41 4,CI7.S

Soft Elm 879 3.043 71 9.634
Hard Maple 10..351 12,9.53 2m 16.229

Soft Maple 440 475 7 1,748
Oak 1.100 1,338 13 761

Total 46.2S5 53.076 13 80.681 81.721 -1

Total hardwoods sold and unsold July 1, 1912 134,800.0011 ft.

Total hardwoods sold and unsold July 1. 1913 126,966,000 ft.

Decrease 6 per cent.

Proportion of total hardwood stock on hand sold, July 1, 1912—60 per cent.

Proportion of total hardwood stock on hand sold. July 1, 1913—64 per cent.

Total hemlock and hardwood sold and unsold July 1, 1912. ..365.587.000 ft.

Total hemlock and hardwood sold and unsolil July 1, 1913. .316.378.000 ft.

Decrease 13 per cent.

On Hand Sold
1912 Increase
MFt.
3.268

16.008
32.746
3.373
8.057

16,083
1,511
678

PC.
-17

-10
21
20
1

16
12

Hardwood l>Jews Notes

-<, MISCELLANEOUS >=
The Pretlow Buggy Company recently started business at Franklin, Va.

The Wabash Lumber Company is the style of a new incorporation at

Wabash, Ind.

C. B. and C. C. Howerton will erect a three-story vehicle factory at

Durham, N. C.

The St. Louis Bank Fixture Company has sustained an involuntary

petition in bankruptcy.

The Biltmore Box Factory of Biltmore, X. C, is an involuntary bank-

rupt, according to report.

The Washington Buggy Company has started business at Washington,

N. C, with $300,000 capital.

The Moebus Wheel Company has started business at Boston. Mass.,

with a capital stock of .$100,000.

W. T. Lawton & Sons of Washington, D. C , will invest $60,000 in a

modern four-story carriage factory.

It is reported that the A. L. Dennis Salt & Lumber Company is closing

out its operations at Dlghton, Mich.

It is reported that the North Carolina Chair Company is in the process

of organization at Wllkeshoro, N. C.

The Booth Desk and Table Company is organizing at Indianapolis, Ind.,

for the manufacture of desks and tables.

The J. S. Hoskins Lumber Company has been incorporated at Balti-

more, Md.. with ,$50,000 capital stock.

The Rome Trunk Company is the style of a new corporal inu at Rome.
Ga. This company has $50,000 capital.

The Klutz Furniture Company has started business at Charlotte, X. C.

This company has $25,000 capital stock.

The High Point Furniture Company of High Point. X. C. is planning

the rebuilding of its plant at that place.

The Crescent Furniture Company of Evansville. Ind.. will shortly erect

a $20,000 addition to its plant at Evansville.

The Huntington Chair Company of Huntington, W. Va.. recently sus-

tained an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Car Works of Peoria, is .the style of a new corporation at Peoria.

111. The capital stock of this concern is $50,000.

Gurley, Ala., is to be the site of a new chair stock factory which will

be erected by the S. T. Haskew Lumber Company.

The Acme Chair Company has been incorporated at Reading, Mich. The
company has an authorized capital stock of $30,000.

The Milwaukee Yacht and Boat Company at Milwaukee, Wis., has

increased its capital stock from $25,000 to $50,000.

The Wood-End Container Corporation has started business at Lock-

port, N. Y. This company is capitalized at $30,000.

It is reported that the plant of the Henry Taylor Lumber Company,
Lafayette, Ind., is advertised for sale by the receiver.

The Greenmann Brothers Manufacturing Company of Batesville, Ind.,

has been succeeded by the Batesville Cabinet Company.

The Lampson Lumber Company is the style of a new corporation at

New Haven, Conn. This company has a $30,000 capital.

The planing mill of William Garner of Chickasha, Okla., which was
destro.ved by fire recently, will be rebuilt in the near future.

The A. & B. Box Company has started business at Cleveland, O. This

is a corporation with an authorized capital stock of $25,000.

The Greenbaum-Smith Furniture Company has been incorporated at

South Bend, Ind. This company has $100,000 capital stock.

The N. A. Curtis Company has been organized at Columbus, O., for the

manufacture of show cases, store fixtures and office furniture.

The D. H. Gowing Veneer Company is the style of a new incorporation

at Burnsville, W. Va. This company is capitalized at $50,000.

The Leonard Furniture Company of Detroit, Mich., Is about to erect

an elght-story building which it is estimated will cost $750,000.

The DeVaney Lumber Company at Moline. 111., is planning the erection

of a factory at Xashville, Tenn., for the manufacture of ladders.

John C. Raum & Son of Baltimore, Md., are reported to he ready to let

a contract for the erection of a large wagon factory at that place.

The E. W. Bartholomew Lumber Company of Buffalo. X. Y.. has been

incorporated under thij same name. The capital stock is $50,000.

The Illinois Thresher Company has been incorporated at S.vcamore, 111.

This company will manufacture threshers and has $200,000 capital.

The Haskell & Barker Car Company of Michigan City. Ind.. recently

suffered a loss by fire to its lumber yard, aggregating over $500,000.

The Galax Chair Manufacturing Company is reported to be organizing

at Galax, Va. The company will erect a chair factory to cost $10,000.

The Cincinnati Wood Products Company is the style of a new wood
specialty company organized at Cincinnati, O., with $50,000 capital stock.

The Fort Worth Wagon Factory, a concern at Fort Worth, Tex., Is

planning to improve and add to Us wagon factory at Fostcpco Heights,

Tex.

Edward B. Jordan & Co. Is the style of a new incorporation with

$250,000 capital stock, organized at Brooklyn, N. Y., to manufacture wood
products.

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against the Manhattan Brush
Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of brushes, 067 First avenue.

New York, N. T.

The United States Furniture Company. Evansville. Ind., has secured a

permit to build an addition to Its factory at First avenue and the Belt

railroad, to cost $2,400.

The Des Moines Cabinet Company has been succeeded by the Jaeger

Manufacturing Company, Des Moines, Iowa. Tlie last named is a cor-

poration with a $50,000 capital stock.

The Beaumont Hardwood Manufacturing Company has been Incorpo-

rated at Beaumont, Tex., with a capital slock of $50,000. The incor-

porators are M. Guiterman, II. A. Perlsteln and Lip Xorvell.

It is reported that one Captain Basterrechea will organize the Latin-

American Hardwood Company, with a capitalization of $100,000, and

erect a mill in Seattle, Wash., for the manufacture of white mahogany,

luna, South American cedar and oalt.
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=< CHICAGO >-=

Secretary George G. King of the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago has sent
out a notice of a special meeting to be held at the club rooms on Monday,
Aug. 4, at 12 :30 p. m., to consider and act on certain proposed amend-
ments to the by-laws.

Charles H. Barnaby of Greencastle, Ind., president of the National
Hardwood Lumber Association, spent the first few days of last week in>

Chicago on general matters pertaining to the lumber business.

S. J. Williams of the Kib Lake Lumber Company, located at Eib Lake.
Wis., and John Rehfeld, sales manager of the same company, located at
Merrill, Wis., were in Chicago Monday of last week.

H. B. Sale, secretary of the Hoffmann Brothers Company of Fort
Wayne, Ind., spent several days of last week in this city.

Earl Bartholomew, sales manager of John B. Ransom & Co., Nashville,

Tenn., was in Chicago for one of his regular visits during last week.

J. W. Wheeler of J. W. Wheeler & Co., Madison, Ark., was one of the

prominent local visitors from the South during the past week.

J. F. McSweyn. president and manager of the Memphis Band Mill

Company, Memphis, Tenn., has been spending quite a little time recently

with the local trade.

Clarence Boyle, who has been connected with D. K. JefCris & Co.,

Pullman building. Chicago, for a number of years, .announces that he is

planning to enter business on his own account and that he will maintain
his headquarters at Chicago.

Elmer E. Perkins, who for a great many years has managed the dry-

kiln department of the A. H. Andrews Company, Chicago, has discon-

tinued his connection with that concern and will continue in the same
line of business manufacturing dry kilns and condensing driers and acting

as a dry-kiln expert. Mr. Perkins will maintain offices at 457-59

Monadnock block, Chicago.

Dan W. Baird, well known throughout hardwood circles, announces that

he has decided to conduct his business as the D. W. Baird Lumber Com-
pany, his recent partnership with George Coale having been dissolved.

The style of that partnership was the Baird-Coale Lumber Company.
Hardwood Record is in receipt of a postal communication from

W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greasou Lumber Company of St. Louis. Mo.,

who is spending a vacation with his family at Longs Peak Inn, Longs
Pe.ak, Colo.

Hardwood Record is in receipt of a picture postal containing a print

of the new Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn., which is the newest structure

of this kind in the city of Memphis. It contains four hundred rooms and

is fireproof and modern in every detail.

=-< NEW YORK y-
A large number of wholesalers from New York took in the outing

of the Westchester association on July IS. In spite of low skies and
rain in the early morning, the attendance was up to the average.

S. E. Slaymaker, whose company is sales agent for the West Virginia

Pulp & Paper Company, says the recent purchase of 10,000 acres of

spruce in West Virginia includes the best body of spruce timber in that

state, the home of spruce. Besides the spruce which is the leader for

S. E. Slaymaker & Co., large quantities of hardwoods are handled.

Sam E. Barr, local hardwood lumber and flooring dealer, reports a good

run of business, chiefly in flooring which has come to be his leader. He
shipped over a million feet of flooring in June, and looks for a bigger

volume for July.

W. E. Van Wert, manager of the local office of the Emporium Lumbrr
Company, returned last week from a trip to the mills in Pennsylvania.

R. A. Brown, local manager for the Strable Manufacturing Company,
spent last week at his home near Buffalo.

John W. Love, of Love, Boyd & Co., Nashville, has taken a summer
residence at Sea Gate, the exclusive ocean colony near the city.

The Kirby Lumber Company has formally opened a New York office

and has made the Harry S. Lafond Company its eastern sales agent.

Lee Caruthers, formerly of the St. Louis office of the Kirby Lumber
Company, has come to New York to assist in the management of the

Kirby business.

Lorberbaum Brothers, cabinet makers of Brooklyn, have been petl--

tioned into involuntary bankruptcy.

=-< BUFFALO >--

The Buffalo lumbermen are very active in the summer outing line this

season. Following the June picnic at the Automobile Club the Hoo-

Hoos became active. Vicegerent Bernard Brady held a concatenation

on July 9 and took in seven members, giving a river party next day,

which was well attended, the ladies being invited as usual. The day

was not very pleasant at the outset, but it cleared off and closed glori-

ously, so that the attendants were greatly pleased with the day as a

whole. Invitations are now out for a second outing of the Lumber
Exchange at the Canoe Club on July 23. A third one is expected to be

given.

The Hugh McLean Lumber Company is opening a new yard at St.

Bernard, near Cincinnati. The company is running its mill at Chatta-

nooga night and day and hopes to get the Memphis mill running on the

same time soon. The L. A. Kelsey Lumber Company of North Tona-

wanda is also locating a yard at St, Bernard.

O. E. Yeager is putting in the usual amount of southern hardwoods.
His sawmill at Campbellsville, Ky., is making a specialty of quartered
oak flooring, which finds a ready market anywhere.

G. Elias & Bro. are actively in the lake trade and are now bringing
down a cargo of Norway pine, of which they have always made a
specialty. The city building is good, so that the door mill is busy.

T. Sullivan & Co. are able to report that the first half of July showed
a better run of business than the first half of the same month a year
ago. The specialty of elm and black ash is kept up by lake receipts.

M. M. Wall of the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company gives it as his
opinion that the dullest part of the season is over. The company is
bringing up a host of various hardwoods from the South, the yard
being filled with loaded cars.

There is always business doing in the yard of I. N. Stewart & Bro.,
as the demand for oak and cherry is enough to keep ever.vbody busy.
H. A. Stewart was in Rochester lately, to keep in touch with his regu-
lar territory.

Oak, ash and poplar is coming up from the South to keep up the
stock of the Standard Hardwood Lumber Company. The report is that
business shows a disposition to improve from now on.

The planing mill concern of the Joseph Metz & Sons Company is in
difficulty, being thrown into involuntary bankruptcy on the complaint
of the Atlantic Lumber Company, the Empire State Lumber Company
and Thomas F. Fisher, all of which have claims against it.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
F. X. Diebold, president of the Forest Lumber Company, reports a

seasonable amount of trading at this time, and sufficient orders com-
ing in to keep the mill at Konnarock, Va., running full time. He keeps
in close touch with the lumber situation and is optimistic as to the
outlook.

William N. Lawton, the popular young lumberman who has been
looking after the manufacturing interests of Currie & Campbell, in Jack-
sonville, N. C, where they control a mill carried on as the Onslow Lum-
ber Company, has returned to Philadelphia for a stay of some months.
His sale arrival here was somewhat doubtful as he navigated a forty-

foot gasoline yacht of the concern which they wished brought to the city.

Mr. Lawton has been made secretary and general manager of the
Onslow Lumber Company. He is looking much improved after a recent
illness.

The recently built planing mill of Samuel H. Shearer & Son, at Atkin-
son, N. C, was destroyed by fire just as they were getting fairly under
way for business. William P. Shearer has been superintending the re-

building.

J. B. Murphree of the Standard Lumber Company, Alton, Fla., recently

visited the Lumbermen's Exchange and local trade.

The Bigelow-Wiley Motor Company, this city, was chartered under
Delaware laws, July 9, capitalized at $50,000.

The Southern Timber Securities Corporation, Dover, Del., obtained a

charter under Delaware laws, July 9, with an authorized capital of

$200,000.

=-< BOSTON y-
The sawmill owned and operated by Horace E. Robbins near Searsport,

Me., has been destroyed by fire. The company recently installed new
machinery.

The yard of the P. S. Huckins Company in East Boston has been
damaged by fire to the extent of about $20,000.

Oscar Foss, one of the leading lumber merchants of New Hampshire,
died early in the month following an operation at the Corey hospital,

Brookline, Mass. Mr. Foss was sixty-seven years of age and had been
in the lumber business for forty-six years.

The New Britain Wood Working Company, has been incorporated in

New Britain, Conn., with a capital stock of $10,000, for the purpose of

engaging in the manufacture and sale of interior and exterior finishing.

The paid in capital is $1,500. The incorporators are Johannas Obison,

William Watson and Frank Lambert.

The sawmill of Frank Dearborn, New Boston, N. H., has been des-

troyed by Are. In addition to the loss of the mill the fire destroyed about
3,000,000 feet of sawed lumber.

William E. Litchfield, a prominent Boston hardwood lumber dealer,

has been appointed by Judge Dodge in the U. S. district court a re-

ceiver for George T. Eeudle, a Boston contractor. Walter A. Sherburne
of Wolfboro, N. H., a dealer in lumber and pilings has brgught a bill in

equity against George T. Eeudle. Mr. Litchfield's bond is fixed at

.^35,000. Claims amount to about $50,000.

The Schmick Manufacturing Company has removed its business from
Hamburg, Pa., to Oakland, Me., and will begin operations in its new
quarters about Aug. 1. The reason given for the removal of this busi-

ness was the scarcity of lumber. The company does hardwood cabinet

work and manufactures broom handles.

There is less building being done in New England this year than last

and fewer large buildings are planned. The building contracts awarded
since the first of the year are over $15,000,000 less than for the cor-

responding period a year ago.
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=-< PITTSBURGH y.
The Aforu Liimbf-r I'omijany roports IjuttiT business in July than it

pxpected. H. W. Ilenningev of this company recently spent two weeks

in the Xorlhwcst Inlying stocli.

The Pennsylvania State Forestry Department has received $1,264,000

to be spent this year and next year in its work. This is more than six

times what it was originally allowed in 1907 and 1908.

Harry T. Holt, age forty-nine, of J. P. Holt & Co., Ohiopyle, Pa., died

July 15 at the Cottage Hospital in Connellsville, Pa., where an operation

was performed. He had been a lumberman in Ohiopyle for a quarter

of a century.

The Foster L\imber Company has bought another tract of 200 acres

of hardwood in Ashtabula county, Ohio, and also a tract of w-hite oak

on the Western Allegheny railroad, which will produce about 500,000

feet. Both Iracts will be cut off at once.

Frank Smith of C. E. Breitwieser & Co., has gotten some very nice

contracts from manufacturing concerns in the East. The company's

hardwood business is in splendid shape.

A. D. Knapp of the Xlcola Lumber Company has been among the

southern plants of the company the past two weeks hurrying up ship-

ments. He reports the mills all busy and prices in hardwood pretty

firm.

President Kex Flinn of the Duquesnc Lumber Company has returned

from a short stay at its big plant at Braemer, Tenn., where a splendid

cut of hardwood lumber is being made.

The Allegheny Lumber Company is booking some nice orders for

chestnut for use by the glass companies during their next fire. The
Allegheny business the past three months has been exceptionally good.

The Pittsb-.irgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association has adjourned

its regular weekly meetlnss until September.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

Joseph B. Dunn & Sons, who purchased the plant of the Charles J. F.

Steiner Mantel Company; which went into the hands of receivers some

months ago, have incorporated the Maryland Mantel and Manutaeturitfg

Company to carry on the business. The new corporation has a capital

stock of .f25.000, wi(h Joseph B. Dunn, James J. McGrath, James P.

Dunn, Charles C. Sebeidt and Joseph C. Dunn as incorporators.

Among thi' visiting lumbermen here within the past two weeks were

V. L. Hammond of the Laurel River Logging Company of Staekhouse,

N. C. ; Robert Frazer ut K. K. Frazer, Lemoyne, Pa., and G. C. Buck-

holder of the J. W. Turnbull Lumber Company, Philadelphia. All stated

that the hardwood business was keeping up fairly well, and that at least

as far as quantity was concerned there was little cause for complaint.

=-< COLUMBUS >-=

The report of the city building insiicctor for the month of June and

also for the first six months of 1913 Is very encouraging to the lumber

trade. During the mouth of June the department issued 373 permits

having a valuation of |567,791 as compared with 252 permits and a

valuation of .$579,110 in June of 1912. Since the first of the year the

department has issued 2543 permits having a valuation of $2,090,000

as compared with 1401 permits and a valuation of .$2,601,000 for the

corresponding period in 1912.

W. .M. Kilter, head of the concern bearing his name, sailed July 17 for

his annual inspection trip of the branches of the Hitter company at

Liverpool and London, England. He will also visit the continent.

Roy Lovell of the Reliance Lumber Company has returned from a

business trip through the hardwood section of West Virginia.

Ernest M. Kenna of 55 Hoffman avenue, Columbus, formerly a lumber

dealer in England, has filed a petition in voluntary bankruptcy in the

federal court at Columbus. He gives his liabilities as $72,448.14 and

his assets at $1,910. The heaviest creditor is the Edward B. Kenna Com-

liany of England, which he ow^s $:il,000. The Stratford Ship Company
of Glasgow is a creditor to the amount of $22,000.

nie recently organized Jobbers' and Manufacturers' Association of

Columbus has refused to merge with the reorganized Columbus Chamber
of Commerce and will maintain a separate organization for the purpose

of boosting Columbus-made goods.

The sawmill belonging to Howard Wilson at South Bazetta, O. was
destroyed by fire recently causing a total loss.

The American Box company of Cleveland, O., manufacturer of packing

cases, is looking for a site at Fremont, O., upon which to erect a large

plant.

Edward J. Goulet, a well-known lumber dealer of Toledo, C, died at

his late home at that city recently at the age of sixty-eight years. He
leaves a wife and three children.

The Crcstview Lumber Company of Columbus has been lncori<orated

with a capital of $10,000 to deal in lumber in a suburb of Columbus.

The Incorporator.s are William B. Norton, J. Ridley Smith, Jennie B.

Smith, Mary J. Norton and Russell D. Smith.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central division of the W. JL

Rltter Lumber Company reports a good demand for all grades and vari-

eties of hardwoods. He says both factories and yards are good buyers

since the mid-year inventories are completed. All grades are moving
fairly well and there is no accumulation of stocks in any place. Ship-

ments are coming out promptly.

L. B. Schneider, sales manager of John R. Gobey & Co. says trade in

hardwoods is holding up well under the circumstances with bright pros-

pects for the future.

F. Everson Powell of the Powell Lumber Company reports a fairly

good demand for all grades and kinds of hardwoods with prices well

maintained.

=< TOLEDO y
W. S. Bootli, head of the Booth Column Company, reports a good line

of business, orders coming heaviest from Massachusetts and other eastern

points. There are no specially large orders but the volume of smaller

business is lieavy. Both interior and exterior columns are in good
demand for residence work. The factory is running full time and at

full capacity in an effort to keep up with orders. Some trouble is

being experienced in securing sufficient labor to meet the requirements.

Edward C. Frank, president of the Frank-Clapp Furniture Company,
recently left for Chicago and Grand Rapids to attend the furniture ex-

positions.

Edward J. Goulet of Goulet & Co., prominent lumber dealers and man-
ufacturers, died recently at St. Vincent's hospital from pleurisy. He
leaves a wife and three children, three brothers and two sisters.

The Toledo Bending CoEupany reports a slight cessation in the extraor-

dinary demand which has been flooding the office. This allows the fac-

tory to catch up on its orders which have been far behind. Stock Is

reported as coming in well. "Prices are still holding up on the raw
material we buy," said the manager of the concern. "We haven't profited

any by the talked-of drop in prices. However we have to have only the

best of good dry stocks, which probably accounts for the prices we are
compelled to pay."

The Toledo Carriage Woodwork Company reports a good line of orders
with the factory runnin-j at full capacity to turn them out.

< INDIANAPOLIS>=—
H. B. Burnet of the Burnet-Lewis Lumlx-r Company and Mrs. Burnet

are spending several weeks in the mountains of Virginia.

William C. Goble. Nashville, has been appointed to the state forestry

board by Governor Ralston to succeed W. W. Waltman, who died re-

cently.

The Dodge Manufacturing Company of Mishawaka has opened a local

sales branch at 1512 Merchants Bank building, with IMwin M. Carver
as branch manager.
With an authorized capitalization of $15,00ii. the Hardwood Lumber

Company has been organized and incorporati'd at Wabash and will con-

duct a hardwood lumber business. Those Interested in the company are
S. A. Carr, W. C. Bright and J. I. Robertson.

A joint committee is working out plans for the consolidation of the
Indiana Manufacturers' and Shippers' Bureau and the Indiana Manu-
facturers' Bureau. The interests of the associations are so similar it is

deemed best to merge them.
A large veneer mill will be established in Arkansas by the Roberts &

Conner Comjiany of New Albany, which has recently acquired a large
tract of timber in Arkansas. The equipment for the new mill is being
bought and installed by J. W. Conner of the company.

Within the next month, all hardwood lumlter c'oncerns employing five

or more people will have to make an extensive report to the state in-

spection department, accompanied 'oy a tec of from $1 to $10 according
to the number of employes. The report is reciuired under a law passed
a few months ago and must include a report of the number of male
and female employes, their compensation and hours of employment.
There must be a similar report relative to ibildren from fourteen to

sixteen years old employed.
Striking employes of local planing mills have agreed to drop their

contention for a closed shop at present, if the employers will grant a
minimum wage scale of thirty-five cents an hour and a nine-hour day.
The strike began May 1. The employers have recently appointed a
committee to negotiate with the strikers.

=< MEMPHIS >=
The Tennessee Hoop Company has begun the removal of its machinery

from the old elm coil hoop plant to the new plant recently erected by the

company for the manufacture of hoops, heading and staves in North
Memphis. Heretofore it has confined its attention altogether to the
manufacture of hoops but it is now equipped to manufacture all the

essentials of the slack barrel. The company increased its capital stock

from $25,000 to $100,000 some months ago to provide funds for financ-

ing its larger operations. The new plant Is locat<>d high and dry so

that there will be no interference from high water in Mississippi and
Wolf rivers. This represents a distinct advantage over the old location.

The box manufacturing plants here are working on pretty full time

and. while there is not a great deal of new business coming in, there

is enough already on the books to keep local plants going at something
like full capacity in the immediate future. One of the largest firms en-

gaged in this line reports all of Its plants here, at VIcksburg, Miss.,
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and at Madison, Ark., fully engaged. Prices are pretty well main-

tained thougli in some instances, notably egg cases, they are somewhat
lower. Cottonwood and gum are still somewhat scarce in the lower

grades but the demand is not so active as recently, with the result that

quotations are being shaded somewhat. It is not often that the manu-
facturers of boxes find business as good at this season of the year as it

is at present. One tirm said recently that its shipments during the first

half of July were about .?10.000 ahead of the same time last year.

C. J. Xully. vice-president of the Anderson-Tully Company and promi-

nently identified with .a number of lumber and wood-working enterprises

here, is spending his vacation on the Great Zakes. He is getting to be

something of a sailor and it is reported that, in his strenuous efforts

to keep cool, he has made the trip from one end of Lake Erie to the

other five different times. The latest advices indicate that he is now
trying the virtue of the waters of Lake Michigan. Mr. Tully is accom-

panied by his wife and, considering the amount of energy he is spending

in the direction already suggested, he is having a remarkably good

time.

W. A. Ransom of the Gayoso Lumber Company, who has been spend-

ing some time In Europe lately, has returned to this city. Mr. Ransom
went abroad on a combined pleasure and business trip and those who
know hitu well have not stopped to ask whether he spent the greater

portion of the time in quest of business or of pleasure.

J. W. Thompson, who recently accepted a position with Howard Cole

& Co., Inc., of St. Louis, has been spending some time here during the

past few days, circulating among his many friends.

The Memphis Manufacturers' Association, with which a number of

prominent owners of lumber and woodworking enterprises are identified,

has started a campaign for doubling its membership between now and

Sept. 1. The headquarters of the state organization, the Tennessee Man-
ufacturers' Association, were recently removed to this city, and are in

charge of C. C. Gilbert. J. T. Willingham, president of the Memphis
Coffin Company, is also president oi the Tennessee Manufacturers Asso-

ciation.

Theodore Cissel is erecting a new sawmill near Harrlsburg. Ark. The
machinery has already been delivered and the plant will be in operation

some time within the nest month.

The Valley Lumber Company, Camden, Ark., has acquired the sawmill,

timberland holdings and the tram road of the W. L. Robinson Lumber
Compauy near Gloster, Miss., and it has likewise acquired the timber

belonging to the Batln Timber Company, Superior, Wis., in the territory

tributary to Gloster. It is the announced intention of the purchasing

firm, which has secured enough timber to last several years, to build

another sawmill at a point convenient to its newly acquired holdings.

=-< NASHVILLE >-=

The Tennessee Manufacturers' Association is planning an active cam-
paign to unite the manufacturers of Tennessee to work together for

the promotion of the industrial interests. Copies of the factory laws of

the stale have been printed, and are being distributed among the manu-
facturers. Efforts will be made to greatly increase the membership.
The Blanchard Company is makiug preparations to erect a large spoke

factory at Harriraan, Tenn., which will employ about fifty men.

A. M. Stewart, a former Xashvllle man who operated a sawmill at

ranola. near Richmond, Ky., met with fatal injuries by becoming en-

tangled with a saw at his plant, dying a short time after the accident.

The Highland Coal & Lumber Company, with its principal office in

Nashville, has been incorporated.' The company has an authorized capi-

tal stock of $2.5,000, and plans the development of timber and mineral

lands. The company is compo.sed of W. V. Davidson, M. F. Greene.,

Lucien Clark, N. N. Davidson and II. M. Greene, prominent local lum-

bermen.
John M. Smith, who has been confined to his home about three months

by illness, is again able to be on his job, looking after the Dickson in-

terests of t'ue W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company of Louisville.

The sawmill of McCaslin Brothers at Pinewood, near Centreville,

Tenn.. was damaged by fire, causing a loss of about $1,000. The firm

was involved in litigation with Iluut, Washington & Smith, a Nashville

firm at the time of the fire, and had suspended operation. A large

amount of lumber, worth several thousand dollars was saved.

Mr. Nixon, of Wister, Underbill & Nixon, Philadelphia, was in Nash-

ville, looking after local interests of his company.
W. V. Davidson, president of the Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company,

has gone to Denver, where he will remain about two weeks.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
The Louisville Hardwood Club has been having its meetings 'out-of-

doors of late, varying between Eight-Mile ' House and Devil's Kitchen.

Chicken has been regularly the piece dc resistance, and nobody has

seemed to tire of it. It is not likely that a return will be made to the

regular quarters at the Seelbaeh hotel until cooler weather makes its

appearance.

'I'hi' inten.se heat of the past few weeks has had its effect on lumber

operations, work in the yards being carried on under extremely unsatis-

factory conditions. Temperatures ran well over 100 degrees for several

days in succession and a large number of people were prostrated. Lum-
bermen reported that their forces were depleted in some cases by men

Mahogany
Lumber and

Veneers
In buying Mahogany Lumber and Veneers

of C. L. Willey, the purchaser is assured of a'

product cut from the finest figured wood that

money and a search of the •world's markets can

secure.

Beyond this he is assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quaHty of product not usu-

ally obtainable.

Right now stored in the log yard of the Willey

plant at Chicago is more than a quarter million

dollars' worth of the highest class figured mahog-
any ever imported to this country.

The accompanying illustration shows a cor-

ner of the assemblage of these mahogany logs.

^"'*^**" ^^ ""^^r^
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On the Following Stock We Will Make Special

Prices for Prompt Shipment:
82.000' 2" No. 2 Common Poplar. 58,000'
10,000' IH" No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Poplar. 36,000'
20,000' 1x24" & up No. 1 and Panel 28,000'

Poplar nut
40,000' 3" No. 1*2 Poplar 41,000'
15,000' 4" X 18 to 30 " No. 1 & Panel nut

Poplar 69,000'
30,000' 4" X 7 to 25" No. 1 & 2 nut

Poplar 12,000'
35,000' 5/8 X 18" & up No. 1 & 19,000'

Panel Poplar 86.000'
117,000' 6/4 S. W. & No. 2 Common 6.000'

Chestnut 21,000'
38,000' 1 X 12" & up No. 1 & 2 10,000'

Chestnut 88.000'
58.000' 1" No. 1 Com. Chestnut 19.000'
47,000' 5/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut 10.000'

6/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
8/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
4/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

5/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No.
8/4 No
3" No.
4" No.
5/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No.
5/4 No.
8/4 No.

1 & 2 Red Birch
1 & 2 Red Birch

1 & 2 Red Birch
1 & 2 Red Birch
1 & 2 Cherry
1 « 2 Cherry
1 Common Cherry
1 Common Cherry
1 Common Cherry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

^ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

•I No guy wires.

f Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

Bi'^nch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the de-rick.

Also ask for list of users.

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

giving way under the heat, but only one death occurred, as far as noted.
It was generally regarded as a good thing that business was slack, so that
it was not necessary to rush the men through their work under the broil-

ing sun.

Additional equipment will be installed in the factory of the Old Mis-
sion Furniture Company, which has increased its capital stock to $20,000.
C. Shaw is superintendent.

E. B. Norman, vice-president of the Norman Lumber Company, read
an interesting paper before the Louisville Hardwood Club recently deal-
ing with sawmill operation. Mr. Norman took the ground that in order
to succeed, the modern opera'tor must study the requirements of his
customers, and make specialties as to widths and lengths which suit

them, rather than the staple dimensions.

J. C. Colgan, superintendent of the Holly Ridge, La., mill of the
Norman Lumber Company, has recently been in Louisville, recovering
from severe attacks of malaria, which prevented his enjoying his vaca-
tion in New York.

"

Lumbermen report that their customers in the furniture trade have
experienced an unusually good selling season at the exhibitions.

D. E. Kline of- the Louisville Veneer Mills stated that recent figures

published regarding the meeting of the Quartered Oak Veneer Associa-
tion at Indianapolis were somewhat misleading. Mr. Ivline presided
over the meeting. The figures quoted showed that the manufacturers
had on hand last Jauuary 2,235,000 feet of 1-20" veneers, and in June
4.235,000 feet. The discrepancy is explained, Mr. Kline said, by the
fact that the original figures were net, after stock sold had been deducted,
whereas the later figures were for total amounts on hand, regardless of
orders for future delivery.

The Roberts & Conner Veneering Company, New Albany, Ind., has
purchased 800 acres of hardwood timber near Newport, Ark., and will

install a veneer and sawmill. It has purchased an eight-foot bandmill,
and is now in the market for n used CO" or 66" rotary machine and an
S' veneer saw. The construction of the plant will begin shortly, and
operations will be under way by October. The. tract includes oak, gum
and hickory.

=-< ST. LOUIS >.=

The Lumbermen's E.xchange of SI. Lovils has added quite a number of

new firms to its membership during the past few days. Among those to

join were : The Ilenderson-Molphus Company of Philadelphia, Miss.

;

Wisconsin Lumber Company of Huttig, .\rk., and Chicago ; Charles Knott
& Co., New Madrid, Mo. ; M. E. Leming Lumber Company, Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and the P. R. Walsh Tie and Timb<!r Compan.v, St. Louis.

President Smith of the Lumbermen's Exchange has sent out a letter

to the members, containing the following valuable information:
A very important consideration is that the Frisco. Iron Mountain and

other Missouri railroads have prepared or are preparing tariffs estab-
lishing rates on lumber and ties on intrastate business in iMissourl as
prescribed by the 1U07 maximum freight rate law just upheld by the
Supreme Court. Members should keep in close touch with the secretary's
oflice so that every advantage may be gained in present and future de-
liveries. In many instances this means a marked reduction in actual
rates but the railroads are endeavoring to recoup by denying reconslgn-
ment privileges, the absorption of switching and transfer "charges, etc

Thos. E. Powe, president of the Thos. E. I'owe Lumber Company,
left last week with his wife and little daughter for Waynesvillo, N. C.

He will remain with them but a short time and later in the season he
will go down and join them for a prolonged stay.

The C. F. Liebke Hardwood Mill and Lumber Company received a big
shipment cf ash logs last wi-ek. The shipment came in by barge and con-

tained about 750,000 feet. The mills of the company, which have been
closed down for several days until a couple of weeks ago on account of

a part of the machinery breaking down, are now working to make up for

lost time. The working lime has been extended from nine to eleven hours
and the force has been added to.

E. W. Blumer, sales manager of the Lothman Cypress Company, says
(hat while business is a little quiet it is satisfactory, as nothing very
brisk could be expected during such extremely hot weather. Mr. Blumer
will be at home for a short time and then start out on one of his selling

trips.

The Garetson-Greason Lumber Company has been doing its usual good
business. The mills are working all right and turning out plenty of stock

and there is no trouble, W. W. Dings says, in disposing of it at a satis-

factory price.

Secretary George McBlair of the Lumbermen's Exchange says that the

inspection of lumber is now nearly 500,000 feet a month, and is increas-

iug right along.

The Thos. E. Powe Mill and Lumber Company Is the name of a new
compafly identifled with the Thos. E. Powe Lumber Company of St.

Louis, which has been opened at Hugo, Okla. It will be used as a re-

manufacturing and drying yard for the St. Louis company. Oak will be

the leading item handled. W. M. Drumm has been appointed as the

manager.

=< ARKANSAS >-=

On July 19, 24,350 acres of hardwood tlmberland. lying In Jefferson,

Lonoke and Arkansas counties, Ark., were sold hy the Union Land and
Timber Company, an Arkansas corporation, to the Kcntark Land and
Lumber Company of Loiiisvlile Ky., the consideration being $100.(100.
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So well pleased were the officers of the Kentark Land and Lumber
Company with their investment that, after inspecting the land and hard-
wood timber on it. they immediatel.v purchased a controlling interest in
the Tarner Laud & Lumber Company which operates a plant at Geridge,
Ark., and owns 13,000 acres of hardwood timberland. The combined
acreage of these two concerns is the largest hardwood tract in Arkansas.
These tracts lie along the main line of the Cotton Belt railway and are
-also partially traversed by the Stuttgart and England branch of that
road. The Varner Land and Lumber Company is at present erecting a
big hardwood sawmill on Crooked Creek between England and Stuttgart,

which will give employment to 400 men. This plant will draw from
125,000.000 feet of hardwood timber. .\s fast as the timber is cut from
the land the large tracts will be divided into small farms and sold for

agricultural purposes. This land is particularly adapted to growing rice,

cotton and corn. A new town is also being built at the site of this big
mill.

The engineers of the Missouri and North Arkausas Railway Compan.y
are at present in Searcy, Ark., laying off the switch and yard tracks to

the new veneer plant which is being installed by Conner & Roberts at

that place. This plant is being moved to Searcy from New Albany, Ind.,

and will be in operation in a short time. The new plant will give

employment to iifty men.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
Capt. Charles Ellis, for many years in charge of the interests and

operations of the John Schroeder Lumber Company in northern Wiscon-
sin, has resigned. Capt. Ellis resigned the first of the year but the
resignation has just taken effect. F. M. Clark, the Ashland manager,
has been placed in charge of the Schroeder company's mill, yards, etc.,

in Ashland and vicinity. The main office in Milwaukee will, however,
directly handle the company's interests elsewhere in the northern part
of the state.

Col. J. T. Barber, president of the Northwestern Lumber Company at

Stanley, and at the head of the Barljer Lumber Company of Boise.

Idaho, will soon begin operations on the 30,000 acres of timberland in

the West. After considerable legalities with the government, the title

of the land was sustained by the highest courts. A railroad will be built

to the mill, one of the largest lumber mills in the Northwest.
A. M. Paulson of Hawkins has purchased a half interest in the Barron

Lumber Company at Barron, and will assume the management. The retir-

iug manager, Mr. .lensen, will take a much needed rest before embarking
in any other business.

T. A. Tack of Marshfteld and H. A. Martin of Spencer have incorpor-
ated as the Spencer Lumber & Supply Company. The mill and ware-
house are located at Spencer.

The Eureka Cooperage Company has started operations in its plant at
Menasha. This concern is a new one and will manufacture a patent beer
keg.

The Northland Lumber Company, at Green Bay, has completed improve-
ments at its mill and is about ready to begin operations. Six new boilers

have been installed, and with other improvements such as on the saw
and planing mills .51.5,000 have been spent. One hundred and twenty-five
men will be employed when the full crew is at work. One crew has been
peeling logs in the yards since spring. Work in the camp in northern
Michigan. v\"here the concern owns 25.000 acres of timberland, has been
going on and a trainload of logs is being received daily.

The New Idea Plaster Board Company has been incorporated at Fond
•du Lac, with a capital stock of $5,000. E. H. Jens, Herman Prehn and
John Fellrath are the incorporators.

The Sterling Manufacturing Company of Racine has been incorporated
with a capital stock of .?10,000. Woodenware and hardware specialties
will be manufactured. E. L. Osborn, L. Powell, George H. Shurr and
C. C. Gittings are the incorporators.

The C. H. Driver & Kerr Company has been organized at Racine for
the purpose of operating a planing mill.

Joseph Biba is to become manager of a new furniture factory about
to begin operations at Muscoda. The factory is under construction, and
will be 42 by 9S feet, one story and basement, hollow tile construction,
with an engine room in the rear. The company has $15,000 stock sub-
scribed and $10,000 in the treasury. J. C. Heffner and Frank McVay
are also interested. About forty men will be employed.

The Consolidated Lumber Company, operating yards in various towns
of the state, is conducting an extensive advertising campaign in the local

newspapers of these towns.

The death of William H. Knox, one of the early lumbermen of the
Wisconsin river valley, occurred recently at Houston, Tex, Mr. Knox
was born in New Hampshire in 1S34. For many years he was associated
with his brother Samuel in the lumber business on Mill Creek in the
town of Carsou. As Knox Brothers they built a sawmill in the early

seventies on the site of the old Weston mill at Stevens Point. The plant
was destroyed by fire in 1876 and they were succeeded by Bosworth &
Reilly. After leaving here they continued their operations in Price
county and near Duluth, Minn. In 1000 Mr. Knox associated with his

son Hiram at Hemphill. Tex., where they conducted a large sawmill. He
was seventy-nine years old and is survived by his widow besides the
:ubove mentioned son.

The will of W. H. J. Kieckhefer, who died recently at Milwaukee, has
been filed for probate. Mr. Kieckhefer was organizer and vice-president
of the Kieckhefer Box Company. His will disposes of $750,000 in per-
sonal properly and $50,000 in real estate. All is held in trust, with its

income to be paid to the widow, who is also given the summer home at
Pewaukee lake and the residence at 2904 Highland boulevard. Upon the
widow's death, the estate is to be divided among the children—Robert J.,

John W., William H. O., Herbert, Walter and Martha Kieckhefer and
Mrs. Dora Wurster.

Nicholas Marctte, a wagonmaker at Appleton, has completed a wagon
for the laterlake Tissue Paper Company at Merriton, Ontario. The
Canadian company had the wagon made here on account of the high price
demanded in its own country.
The L'nion Manufacturing Company, Oconto Falls, has begun operation

at the sawmill erected but recently. The mill is equipped to manufacture
lumber, ties and shingles, and has a large supply of hemlock, cedar, beech,

PHIS

Wholesale Manufacturers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
All Grades and Thicknesses

^^^^J^^SrY^"^"^
Wemake a specialty of mixed cars SOFT EUVI

SYCAMOREof Sap and Red Uum, One-half to
Two infhe«i thick.

IMSON LUMBER COMPANY

I Senthera Hardwoods

uartered Oak a Specialty

lis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith "'^^t?' Buiftol^"' Memphis, Tenn.
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maplo, birch, dm and other hardwoods in its pond to l^eep running until

winter.

The Randolph Wagon Woi-I;s Company will d^'liver from 6,000 to 8,000
wagons during the next year according to the plans made at the meeting
of the officials. J. J. Blochwitz was elected president : C. E. Hutchinson,
vice-president ; R. F. Eoberts, secretary ; Wm. Pritcbard, treasurer

:

Charles Anspach, Ownc Pritchard, K. T. Uoberts, O. A. Sasada and James
E. Barstow, directors.

The sawmill and 4,000 feet of lumber belonging to .Julius Streblow and
located on the Little Twin lake was recently destroyed by fire when
lightning struck the mill.

WA NT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing: Fifth Avenue Buil<l!n<rWEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO.,
'^""^

Kn-i.^VUnii *'

CasB, West Virginia. NEW YORK

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUF.*CTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Slock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIAMILL FACILITIES

COMPLETE PLANING

AT HALF PRICE

STEAM SKIDDER
AND LOADER COMBINED

Clyde Modern Equipment. Used
about sixty days. Operations dis-
continued. No further use for it

For Particulars Write

GOGEBIC LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIOS, MICH.

The sawmill o£ the Bergland Luraher Company. Milwaukee, burned re-

cently at Bei'sland, Mich., on Lake Gogebic. The loss o£ Jf-^o.OOO is

nearly covered by insurance.

The Suburban Lumber Compsny, Thirty-third .street and Villard avenue.

North Milwaukee, suffered a lots o£ $20,000 by fire recently. A shed and
a half of lumber was destroyed, the fire probably starting from cinders.

William J. Koerper is president of the company. The loss is corered by
insurance.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >
The quiet tone of the local market conliuues without auy particularly

prominent features. Nothing of a drastic nature has occurred to give the-

local trade cause for undue alarm, nevertheless the local buying element

does not seem to be in the market under present conditions for any large

purchases. l"his does' not mean that they arc not using a considerable

(juantity of lumber, for the.v are buying a good deal of stock mostly for

immediate shipment. In fact, a great many of the orders taken within the

last few weeks hy the local trade have been marked "rush" and are

designed for iuunediate use.

It is probably a fact that finances have more to do with the present

state of trade than anything el.se, as almost without exception Chicago

lumbermen are reporting collections to l)e in very poor shape. The logical

deduction from this fact is that the buying trade is not overburdened

with any undue suri)lus of cash. Their ordinary policy under these

circumstances is to invest as little money as i>ossiI>le in raw material, as

there is not much chance of the general prices of lumber rising, while on
the other hand tliey feel that they are not losing anything hy waiting in

the hope tiiat prices will break.

So far the general run of sales does not show any general depression

of market values, and it is the prediction tliat trade will continue on the

present basis for five or .six weeks, and that the fall will see a. very

marked improvement.

The factory trade has been In very fair shape as far as its own business

is concerned, although It did not report any remarkable orders. On the

whole, however, it is not depressed and it is safe to assume that the

predictions of excellent fall business of the ma.jiu'iiy of the lumljcrmen of

tills market will become a fact.

=-< NEW YORK y
The local hardwood market reflects the dullness that has Iweu evident

in other lines of lumber for the past two or three months, though to a

lesser degree. The financial condition is having its effect on the lumber
trade, and banks are refusing to make building loans. While Ibis affects

the building lines in lumber more than it does the hardwood end, never-

theless this action on the part of the hanks is responsible for the in-

activity in tiie local trim manufacturing trade and lend.s to curtail the

consumption of hardwood lumber. Some are Inclined to believe that

greater New York is at present overbuilt, while others think the action

of the banks is due more to political conditions.

Hardwood prices in most cases remain unchanged btit for the first

time in a great many months plain oak shows a decline. The reduction

in the price of this stock, however, is only slight and is traceable to mill

conditions which, report has it, show more and better stocks on hand.

Some items of mai)le flooring are also quoted lowi-r than a month ago,

but with these exceptions the list remains unrhMiued and no complaint

is made of going prices.

=-< BUFFALO y
Some of the members of the local lumber trade are inclined to com-

plain of the rather slow movement of the trade, but others agree that

being midsummer It is good enough. Still others are expressing th,»

belief that the slackest part of the season is alread.v over. They say that

the fttrniture exposition reports are especially encouraging and if Con-
gress would only get its work done and go home the crops would restore

entire confidence in business generally, and lumber would sell briskly.

There are a few members of the Buffalo trade who feel that they can
afford to mass up all the stock they can find. They say that the amount
iif it, especially hardwood, in sight is small and when the fall trade sets

In it will take all tlii' surplus, if it is as active as thi\v lliink it will be.

t.'ertain good hardwood salesmen are coming home from eastern trips and
reporting a good list of orders, all of which looks good.

The demand for hardwood flooring is decidedly active. Cypress is dull

and there is iH)t much moveiiient of most I'aclfic coast woods, although
California and Idaho pines are moving pretty well. Prices are stationary,

as they usually are In summer, for it seldom pays to urge sales by cutting

the price. Plain oak leads as usual. The demand for ash and maple is

good, but elm and hasswood move slowly. There is B, good activity In

I'ennsylvania hardwoods niul hemlock moves at a good rate.
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=< PHILADELPHIA >•

Although the general lumber business is more or less affected by the

naturally attenuated summer trading, the hardwood situation for the

last fortnight has been satisfactory, a conceded improvement even over

the last half of June. A little wavering is reported in one or two grades

(if the standard woods, but on the whole values have been well sustained

with no signs of a general wealjening anywhere. It is evident the hard-

wood market is under better control than the softwood, and the manufac-

turer apparently is at ease as regards the situation. In addition to the

midsummer hiatus, the tariff agitation, the new currency bills and the

disturbed local and state political situation, and the strikes are draw-

backs to contend with, but notwithstanding this growing pile of obstacles

a significantly optimistic tone is recognizable everywhere.

The city has tiually won the battle in Harrisburg, giving it the right

to build and own subways and elevated railroads, and the work on these

improvements is to begin at once. The new piers and dock extensions

decided upon will add miles of shipping facilities, and mean an expendi-

ture of millions of dollars. The favorable report of the secretary of the

navy as to a possibility of increasing the barracks and building a 1,700

foot dry dock, which would make this the greatest naval station in the

country, Ijespeaks a prosperity not too remote to infuse new life into the

commercial world. Forty-six vessels, including battleships, torpedo boats,

vessels for Panama canal traffic, down to ferry boats, are being built at

this time in the three ship yards on the Delaware river.

No material change is apparent in the relative positions of the various

woods. Oak, ash, maple, birch and basswood are strong ; veneer and ma-
hogany continue active ; cherry, beech and poplar keep an even tone

;

chestnut, both high-grade and sound wormy, is unweakened.

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

The hardwood market for midsummer is showing a pretty good degree

of activity. Although there is no big volume of business, dealings show
that in some lines of manufacturing, especially the glass industry and
with the auto and implement people, buying is fairly brisk. Yard trade is

slow but steady. Retailers have been poor buyers of hardwoods the past

few weeks as building operations have not come up to their expectations.

Prices are holding firm and a good buying improvement this fall is looked

for.

^-< BOSTON y-
There is a larger volume of business reported for hardwoods than for

softwoods, but even so, the demand is not so large as it has been at

times in the past. It is expected that there will be considerable more
activity as the fall trade starts in. July and August usually find buyers

a little slow to increase their reserve stocks and this season is no ex-

ception. The manufacturers of interior house finish are fairly busy.

Furniture manufacturers, while moderately busy, are complaining a little

of a lack of buying in any great volume. The piano trade has fallen off

somewhat. One thing that the hardwood lumber merchants are complain-

ing of at present is the slow way that buyers are settling their accounts.

Offerings of some grades of lumber in the thickness wanted by buyers

are smaller than usual. Prices throughout the list are well held. Both
plain and quartered oak hold firm with a good demand reported. Maple
flooring has been selling better in some cases, owing to the high prices of

oak. Birch and ash are in moderate call.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
^' docs not appear that important changes have developed in the

nardwood business here. Some of the members of the trade state that

they have found not so much an easing off in the inquiry as greater

freedom in the offerings, with the result that the range of prices is lower
than it has been. Others—and they are less numerous—maintain that

they are getting about the same returns, while the movement is kept at

its former level, there being no modification of consequence in the general
situation. The weight of evidence, however, seems to be on the side of

those who report more liberal offerings and a lower tone in the quota-

tions, with the buyers rather disposed to hold back for the present in

order to see what the near future may bring forth. It appears to be

beyond doubt that some of the items on the hardwood list have gone off

from $2 to $3 per 1,000 feet. Among the woods affected is oak, which
cannot be said to have become inherently weaker, but which advanced
rather more than the rest of the list last winter, so that whatever de-

cline has taken place of late merely means that oak has about gotten
back to where it was. Chestnut also is perhaps not quite so strong as it

was a short time ago, though the gain of $3 per 1.000 feet over prices

for the corresponding period of last year is being fairly well maintained.
The demand, however, is less urgent than has been the case. The edge
seems to have been taken off of it, as it were, and the sellers find it

harder to get orders. As for the rest of the list, it is much as it has
been, very nearly the same level having prevailed throughout the whole
of the past year. As far as can be learned the mills have managed to

catch up with the needs of the trade, and no shortage of lumber is now
apprehended. This is perhaps responsible largely for the hesitancy of

the buyers, who feel that they can have their orders filled at any time,

and who find that there is no necessity to look a long way ahead. This,

to be sure, results in many instances in buyers having to pay somewhat
more for lumber, but the purchasers are willing to take chances when it

comes to this.

The foreign market shows no improvement : in fact, conditions abroad
appear to have become even more discouraging in the past two weeks.
Stocks are still going forward in fairly large quantities, although the
movement seems to have been somewhat arrested, and there is no im-
provement in the range of prices offered. Oak planks are in such supply
that the buyers are taking advantage of the situation to demand conces-
sions and also resort to the expedient of making rejections, which reduces
the returns to the shippers. Poplar is also in fairly liberal supply, with
the requirements so limited that the range of prices abroad is easy. Even
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iHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers
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Richey, Halsted & Quick
HIGH GRADES IN SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS A SPECIALTY

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENER.4I, OFFICE—CI.AY CITY, KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.^
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. ft D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

KIUIN DRIBD OAK
A.IND OTHER HARDWOODS

are one of our many "specialties" which^are
so satisfactory to others. Why not you?

Might pay you to get in

touch with us. It has others

I
THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

|
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cOlumber
TRADE MARK REGISTERED IN U. S. PATENT OFFICE

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-

steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell, and the grain will not

raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-

paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-

Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Preparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

ThADE MARK REGISTERED IN U. S. PATENT OFFICE

cure
LUMBER

extra wide stocks have felt the effect of the letting down in other direc-

tions. What seems to have caused a recession in prices is not so much
inherent weakness as the general tendency to defer huBiness as long as
possible. If proof were obtainable, it would probably be found that the
last few months have been a period of underbuying.

=-< COLUMBUS >-=

The hardwood trade in Columbus as well as all parts of central Ohio
has been rather active during the past fortnight. There is a good de-

mand for stocks both for manufacturing establishments and retailers.

The former arc probably the best bujers at this time, owing to the
general activity which prevails in manufacturing circles. Trices are well
maintained and no weakness of consequence has appeared recently.

One of the best features of the trade is the better buying since the
completion of the July iuventoi'ies. Both factories and yards were inter-

ested in the inventories and after they were made, stocks generally were
found to be very light. As a result buying was done on a more liberal

scale. Building operations in all parts of the Buckeye state are fairly

active and this is a source of demand for many varieties of hardwoods.
It has been ascertained that dealers' stocks generally are light, the
policy of retailers being to buy only what they want for immediate needs.
Factory stocks are light and purchasing agents are not stocking up to
any extent. There is some demand from railroads for stock. Shipments
are coming out promptly and little trouble is experienced from a car
shortage.

Quartered and plain oak is in good demand and prices are strong.
Stocks are light and no weakness In quotations is anticipated. Chestnut
is in good demand, especially sound wormy. I'oplar is becoming strong
and accumulated stocks are being sold. Automobile factories are buying
tlie wide sizes better. Ash and basswood are in good demand and other
hardwoods are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >..

There is little Improvement in demand for hardwoods. The whole-
salers in this vicinity are doing a light but steady business and do not
cNpect orders for quantities for the next couple of months. There is

pli^nty of lumber on hand and in this immediate vicinity there is quite a
little cutting in prices to obtain some business. This does not come from
the Cincinnati dealer as a rule, but principally from the small millmen
in Kentucky and Tennessee points, who prefer to sell direct and usually
make close prices under all conditions, and at times like this when buying
by the wholesaler is light they appear more frequently and dump some
slock on the market. This low priced stock does not cut much figure

usually, but when business is slack some manufacturers of wood goods
who usually buy well manufactured stock only will take a chance on this

usually poor manufactun'd stock, and the result is a temporary benefit

to the small producer. Prices, except for the above mentioned lumber, are
well maintained and the wholesalers are content to keep their stock for

better prices and expect that there will be a very good demand in the

fall.

Dealers who handle poplar extensively report a slight improvement, and
feel encouraged. Wide stock Is in better demand and there is no trouble

with No. 2 and 3 grades. Firsts and seconds are moving a little better,

planing mills appearing to be cdttlng more than for many months. Prices

hold firm.

=< TOLEDO y
Some dullness is noticeable in the local market and prices have a

slight downward tendency sympathizing with yellow pine which has de-

veloped considerable weakness during the past month. The demand is

slow and there seems to be little inclination among buyers at present to

make any purchases except for present needs. Ketailers are enjoying a
good demand in the city, as the building trades are extremely active.

This makes a good demand for hardwoods as practically all the new
homes being erected are of purely modern construction and require con-

siderable hardwoods for floors and finish. Many factories are closed for

inventories and repairs which makes a shortage In demand for hardwood
for manufacturing purposes. Ked oak is leading what demand there is.

Ited gum is showing some weakness.

=< MEMPHIS >--

There is a fairly active business in hardwood lumber, though there has
been some slowing down during the past month and prices are, if any-

thing, slightly easier than a short time ago. Buyers are showing a

disposition to take lumber only for their more immediate requirements

and there is a notable falling off in the size of the orders. This is more
remarkable than the decrease in the number of orders themselves and
accounts in large measure for the fact that the aggregate business is

considerably smaller than earlier in the summer. This decrease In busi-

ness, however, is not regarded by the trade as anything more than the

natural slowing down incident to this time of the year and there Is no

pessimism felt on this account. In fact there is a disposition among
members of the trade here to anticipate a good business this fall and
winter when the tariff has been settled and the new currency bill has

ijecn enacted Into law. Money is tight now, tighter than It has been for
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some years ct this tiaic, and this is an influence which is operating

against large undcrtaliings on the part of any branch of the trade. The

prospects, however, are for an exceptionally large cotton crop this season

and if these materialize the situation from a money standpoint will show

a sharp and quick change this fall when the crop begins to move.

The foreign political situation is clearing up slightly and there is a

brighter prospect of business with the continent, but the bill of lading

controversy has not yet been settled and exporters here have relused to

close contracts for freight room for next season on the basis of the high

rates and numerous restrictions Imposed by the steamship companies,

with the result that the export outlook is clouded at the moment.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
While midsummer dullness continues to some extent in the local hard-

wood market, there have been a few more inquiries during the last two

weeks. Fearing the imminent car shortage, retailers are beginning to see

the wl.sdom of ordering what they will need for the fall trade.

There has been some little improvement during the last two weeks and

the situation is a little better than it was at this time last year. The

best demand is for oak and mahogany for interior finish work and for

poplar. There seems to be a good supply of all grades and varieties of

hardwoods that are carried in this market. Prices have not made any

perceptible change recently.

=-< NASHVILLE >-=

The Nashville hardwood market is now in the midst of the summer
season, and business is of light volume. Nashville firms state that they

have fairly good stocks, but there is no surplus, and it would probably

be difficult to secure any material concessions in prices in order to force

business. Oak continues to have a healthy tone, and values hold fairly

well on chestnut, poplar and other lines of hardwood.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
Business Is a little better than there is any reason for expecting it to

be in July. Not a great deal of new business has made its appearance,

but enough orders have been on the books to carry the trade through the

dull season in excellent shape. July will be well above the mark set by
the corresponding month of last year, although of course it will not come
close to equaling the record of June, which with some companies was the

best in their history, and with many in excess of all demands since 190(1.

The prospects are for improved trade in July, the successful conclusion

of the furniture exhibits, the return of many vacationists, and the pros-

pects for an early adjournment of Congress being among the favorable

factors.

Prices have been shaded in only a few instances, poplar and chestnut

being the slow movers and getting the benefit of the chief concessions.

Quotations in oak, both plain and quartered, ash, gum and other woods
have been well maintained.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
There has been a seasonable hardwood trade during the past two weeks.

The call for the majority of the items on the list has been only what
the local distributors expected during the summer season. There has
been, however, considerable activity shown In the demand for ash and
plain oak. The call for cottonwood and gum ^as also been above the

average. There has been considerable hardwood coming in from the pro-

ducing territory during the past week or two and the local distributors

are getting ready for their fall business. It is the opinion of the best

informed hardwod distributors that there will be little change for the

better in the way of business while the extreme heat continues. Cypress
is having a fairly good trade. The demand for it is as good as the dis-

tributors expect during the summer season. Orders are coming both from
consumers and from line yards, indicating that stocks in the yards are

low and need replenishing, and the local distributors therefore look for a

brisk trade before the fall business begins.

=-< MILWAUKEE y
The prospects are bright, even at this early date, for a fine fall trade

in the local hardwood field. Most concerns who are buyers of hardwood
seem to he poorly stocked up, as a result of their buying only to meet
their present wants, and it is certain that they will be in the market
when the fall business begins to loom up. Wholesalers are looking for

a more active business about the middle of August.
The crop outlook in this section of the Northwest was never better

than at the present time and this seems to be instilling confidence in

builders and building operations in Milwaukee have been unusually active
this summer.

Local hardwood stocks are light, especially in northern woods, as last

year's stuff has been cleaned up and new stocks have been arriving slowly.
Local wholesalers say that they expect stocks to be low until fall at least.

It is said that stocks at the mills are gradually being rounded into con-
dition and that by the time fall trade opens there ought to be a fairly
good assortment to choose from. Maple, birch and basswood seem to be
in leading demand just at the present time. Prices are holding firm and
are about unchanged.

Quartered Oak=

Veneer
^ Our stock is sawed or sliced from
genuine Forked-leaf White Oak.

^ If you call you won't leave without
buying as we have the right figure for

the most exacting requirements.

^ Our perfect machinery and super-

vision make perfect manufacture.

Call or write now and
have a good choice

Fred W. Black Lumber Company
Chicago

Take Dcnglas Park "L" to 40th Ave. and walk one bUck louth

Your Second Setting
Where will it be? Logically where there is a

worthwhile supply of timber that can be bought at
a fair price and the conversion of which will yield a
fair profit.

By far the greatest number of these locations are

In the Great Out West
Others are making selections now. The most de-

sirable tracts go first and are going rapidly. This is

the year to get the best of what is left, even though
you do not contemplate operating until the last log
has passed through the mill you are now running.
We know there are more and better opportunities

in the West than in any other section of the country.
Each year many fine tracts of timber pass into the

hands of operators and the range of choice becomes
more restricted.

Plan to spend your vacation in the West and while
out there take a look at some of the bargains we
now are offering.

James D. Lacey & Co.

Timber Land Factors

Chicago, 111., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year.

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumb er losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative RanklnBcncdicl Undcrwriling Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Weatinghouse Electric &, Mfg. Co •

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Clyde Ironworks 61

Fitzgibbons & Krebs 48

Gogebic Lumber Company 50

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 60

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 66

Kraetzer Company. The 52

National Dry Kiln Company 60

Phila, Textile Mchy. Co 12

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C, & Co
Simonds Mfg, Co

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut, Ins, Oa
Epperson, U, S
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut, Ins. Co,,

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co..

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins, Co
Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance

Lumber Underwriters 14

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-
derwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
FireIns,Co

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Co, 54

TIMBER LANDS.

Laoey, James D..<tCo 53

Southern Railway 57

Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Griffith, Clarence W 49

McDonald, Thos, J 56

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills A Dock Co 62

Childs, S, B, , & Co 57

Gerlach, The Peter, Company 57

Kraetzer Company, The 52

Lumbermen's Credit Association 4

Mechanical Rubber Companr 5

Weatingboue Electric & Mfg. Oo,,.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will be inserted In tbls sec-
tion at tbe following rates:

For one insertion 20c a line
For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a tine
For four insertions 60c a line

Elgbt words of ordinary length make one lJn».
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra cbarges for copies of paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

INSPECTOR WANTED
First-class farm wagon manufacturing concern

wants experienced, competent inspector tor
wagon gearing stoclt—Poles. Axles, Reaches, Bol-
sters, Eveners, etc. Steady position and good
treatment for right man. Must work at home
or on road as required. Only man experienced
in this line need apply. State fully experience,
age, salary expected, etc. Address

"BOX 70," care Haedwood Kecord.

WOODS AND MILL CREW
A double band mill in the Upper Peninsula of

Michigan which has not been running for several
years will be started this summer, cutting hard-
wood. Only part of mill and woods crew en-
gaged. Permanent work all the year for the
right men. State age, experience and wages.
Address "BOX 60," care Hardwood Uecobd.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

POSITION WANTED
Eastern hardwood sales manager desires posi-

tion with progressive concern middle west. Ad-
dress

"SALES MANAGER," care Habdwood Rkcord.

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman ror New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-
men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Elrkland Rd.,
Rochester. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at
shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Dayton. Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY. 2.j5S S. Kobey St., Chicago.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THL MARKET FOR
75 to 100 can ot oak poles, bolsters, saad

boards, ereneri, and reaches ; aad hickory aad

maple axles. Will Inspect at aklpplae palat, aad

pa7 cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Baya* St.,

RnSalo, N. T.

LUMDER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.

Da 7»Q waat to get la touch with the beat

buyers »t hardwood lumber? W* have a Hat,

showlHg the aaaual reqalremeats la lamber,

dlmensloB stock and Teneera and panels of con-

sumers of those materials throaghont tbe Halted

States aad Caaada. The serrlca Is free to ad-

rertlsers In tbe Ricoso. It will Interest yoo.

Write OS for farther laformatloa abont oar "Sell-

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

TIMDER ESnMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality aad logging

conditions. Have a tew high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. MCDONALD,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

KnoxTllle. Teas.

TIMDER LANDS FOR SALE

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own In fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracts of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer
good sioaey either as aa Investment or aa aa
operatlag proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address la

confidence, "BOX 22," care Habdwood Rbcobd.

FOR SALE—23,000 ACRES
virgin hardwood and hemlock. Located in

northern Wisconsin on main line of trunk line

R. It. Address
"BOX 69," care Hardwood Record.

TIMBERLANDS FOR SALE
We have tor sale 250,000,000 feet L. L. Y.

Pine located In South Miss. Logging conditions

first-class ; low freight rate to tide water ; also

a tract ot hardwood of 8,000 acres located In

North La., which will cut 36,000,000 feet oak,

5,000,000 hickory, 1,000,000 gum and 5,000,000
pine. For further information address

W. J. LOUGHRIDGE.
Whitney Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La.

5,000 ACRES NORTH GEORGIA
hardwood, in tee simple, cutting twenty million

feet. Traversed by a railroad. Price and terms
attractive. LUTHER ROBERTS,

Gainesville, Get tgia.

TIMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE CHEAP—SIXTY ACRES
of fine timber on Rogue River in Jackson County,
Ore. A. M. PEYTON, Owner, Pekin, Ind.

LUMPER WANTED
|

WANTED—20 CARS
1x4" and wider, good average widths and lengths,

high grade No. 2 common cypress, yellow stock

preferred. Must be sound knotted type, and free

from shake. Quote price rough, also dressed,

also band resawn, Pittsburgh rate. Address
"BOX A," care H.vrdwood Record.

WANTED—300,000 FEET
1/35" sliced qu. Oak Veneer for column purposes.

State lowest price. Address
"BOX 71," care Haedwood Record.

WANTED—4/4 QUARTERED
White Oak Strips, 2%" to 31/2" wide, clear

grade, not over %" bright sap.

CINCINNATI FLOOR CO., Cinclnnaa, O.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED |

WANTED

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes foi' chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and

straight. If you have any to offer write us.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

WANTED—LARGE QUANTITIES
111x2x38—40,
iyox2.x38— 40,

l%xl%x36,
Ii4xliix40,
li/;x4—20. Oak, .\sh or Hickory.

.Vddress "BOX 75," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—LARGE QUANTITIES
lUxl%x40,
l%xl%xl9,
1x214x16,

1x3x16.

jVddress "BOX 77," care Hardwood Record.

DUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES ~|

ADDITIONAL CAPITAL FURNISHED
or will buy mill operation having own timber.

Address "INVESTOR," Box 115, Newark, N. J.

FOR SALE
Large double band sawmill, fully equipped,

r-lectrlcally lighted, plenty power and uptodate

in every way. Located in the best oak section

in the countr.v, with plenty good timber at low

prices. Has been operated with great success.

Will sell at a bargain as owner wishes to devote

his entire time to another line of business. Ad-

dress "SAWMILL," care Hardwood Record.

FOR SALE
Large, fully equipped, well stocked plant,

manufacturing store and saloon woodwork, bars,

bar fixtures, coolers, workboards and brass goods

used In this line. Old established business.

Plant in steady operation. Owner has died.

Estate wishes to sell. It Interested, write

V. T. PEITCII. 54 Wade Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.
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FOR SALE—HAEDWOOD MILL
for manufacture implement and wagon wood
stock and lumber. Would buy material In part
payment. Address

"WOODSTOCK," care Haedwooo Record.

FOE SALE—WOODWORKING PLANT
located on Q. & C. Ry. at Rugby Road, Tenn.,

in heart of hardwood section, consisting of two-
story mill building, brick boiler house, brick

kilns, stock sheds, equipped with 150 H. P.

boiler and 125 H. P. twin engines, blower sys-

tem, etc. Everything the best and good as new.
8-acrc yard with OSO Ry. frontage. 3 company
dwellings. Jlust be sold to close estate.

C. A. MATHER, Elgin, Tenn.

PARTNER WANTED
Must know the planing mill business and in-

Test .$5,000 to $8,000 in prosperous southern
enterprise.' Must assume management, as my
extensive lumber interests prevent my taking
personal charge of planing mill end of the busi-

ness. Address
"BOX 68," care Hakdwood Record.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for
making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Hakdwood Record.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

HOISTS AND DERRICK IRONS.
for handling logs at mill.

THE NEW ALBANY MFG. CO., New Albany, Ind.

FOE SALE.
A first-class one band sawmill complete, with
planing mill and larger burner in connection.

.VU in good condition,—boilers, engines, etc.

Will sell machinery on reasonable terms. For
further particulars address,

BATCHELOR TIMBER CO., Saginaw, Mich.

FOR SALE
1 Lane Mt'g. Co.'s Saw Mill.

' 1 Defiance Drag Saw.
1 Defiance Double Belt Polishing Machine.
1 Defiance 10' Bolter.

1 Defiance 24" Lathe.

1 Berlin Swing Cutofif Saw.
1 Bentel & Margedant Gang Rip.

1 American Cross-cut Saw.
1 American Wood Splitter.

1 Edwards Log Turner.

S. N. BROWN & CO., Dayton, O.

MACBINERY WANTED

WANTED
A'enecr lathe about GO inches ; also 16 foot

veneer saw. Must be in good condition.

ROBERTS & CONNER CO.. New Albany, Ind.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LTTMBEEMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms »t tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD.

537 So. Dearborn St, Chicago.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
iccond-hand 7 or S' complete band mill. Must
oe good as new. Will buy in parts.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO., Jamestown, N. Y.

For aale by HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, ni.

60 CENTS EACH.

Excellently Located
Woodworking Factory

A woodworking factory consisting

of a two-story inodern brick building,

40x100 feet; a brick boiler and engine
house, 30x30 feet, and three frame
buildings, dimensions, 40x70 feet, 20x
80 feet, 20x56 feet, with brick dry
kiln 18x3 5 feet and a frame office

building 3 5x36 feet, located in an

enterprising northeastern Tennessee
county seat town, is offered for sale

at an attractive price.

A 100 H. P. Dillon boiler and a I4x
30 Corliss engine furnish the power.

The machinery consists of lathes,

reamers, knives, saws, sanders, etc.,

with all necessary ^julleys, belting and

shafting equipment. The buildings are

steam heated and lighted by electricity.

This factory is adaptable to nearly

any kind of wood-working industry and

is well located on a railroad siding.

This is a very favorable opportunity

for one wishing a factory equipped and

ready for immediate operations.

Pull particulars will be given by referring
to file No. 45485 and writing

M. V. RICH.\KDS
I.and and Industrial Ai:ent

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 805. Washington, D. C.

CHICAGO
Osgood & Richardson

935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-l ISH LUMBER CO.

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
GRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton 1 103 Fithtr Building

CHICAGO

& VeDe«r Qsngs ii the aQswcr to s Yooeer DMr'i
craTiDgforyearB. Thit "Walker Brand" Ven-

eer Gauge is a eteel gaof* that will Batisfy

yo«rwftDt<for all time. Tou can'tdoyoar-
eelf a better tarn ihaa to bay one of

tbese gaagee. It gaugei ACOURATBLT
,«T*ry tbicknesnfrom 1-10 inch to ^ inch
IHCLUSIVE. Waka up tothis opportD-

nity. Priceoiily$I.98d*liver©d by O. S.

'Mail. Order DOW, tuday. Address—6456
ffoodlawD At*. Phone Uy4« Park 88.

D«»t.

COUNTE
ar« frequent
except where
•ur

Two Piece
tieometrical

fitrler Coin

t> Id use, then
Imitation isn't >

poeslble. /
Sample If you 1

ask [or It. |

S. D. CBILDSl
t CO. 1

Chicago 1

We alao make
Tlma OheckB,
Btanoili and
LavHam»era
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, illustrated by more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-

paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :
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leaved masnolia. 494
oat 295. 319
tree
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BUTTING SAW
J-or

Flooring Fa.ctories

For cutting out defects and making square and
smooth ends for end=matching machines. Used by
the largest producers. Write for particulars and prices.

Marwjfactvired by

Cdwdill&.c Machine Co.
CADILLAC. MICH.

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

UIDCERWOOD
'y^-^-i

T M##^'^'
!.Br.a"nch'."0'ffi'ces'"' -""

•-- "-.-,. ...,Xv..,. rsi.-Jf^'i*- '~ ^1-' .^- n ,;.-T I Agencies' A;-"'
LIDGERWOOD' MFG CO NEWORLEANS-WOOOWARD,WIGHT&CO.LTa

96 Liberty Street. New YorW
CANADA-ALLIS CHALMERS BULLOCK LTtil

MONTREAL VANCOUVER

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Maniifacliired hv

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
ENTON HARBOR. MICH., U. S. A.

'**ri»-*^....._^j

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 eVz' trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt
shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

I
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This New CLYDE Overhead Cableway

Skidder Saves $74.67 a Day

in Labor Alone!!

In an actual test recently conducted on

the Smoky Mountains, it cost, on an aver-

age taken over three consecutive weeks,
. S14.75 for a day's labor with six men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with this new
CLYDE, while it cost $89.42 for three

and a third days' labor with ten men to

get 25,725 feet of logs with a big fifteen

thousand dollar machine working under
exactly the same conditions.

The difterence is $74.67 a day in favor of

the new CLYDE OVERHEAD — that's

$23,371.71 a year, more than two and a

half times the cost of this new machine
for mountain logging.

Of course, the first cost of a CLYDE
OVERHEAD SKIDDER is low, we ad-

mit that—it's less than two-thirds that of

the machine it was tried out against.
Let us send yon full details of this remarkable
showing and of the machine that accomplished it

!

CLYDE IRON WORKS
PROVENLY

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
of

EFFICIENT LOGGING MACHINERY
THE WORLD

IN

"A Machine for EVERT Logging Operation"

Home Office and Factory:
Duluth, Minn., U. S. A.

EFFIC
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, , . _ „ »..j j ,» x. .4 • »u w ^ u j

twenty years, we produce pinels of all sizes, flit or bent to
'^ y°" ^^l' > gua""teed product that is the best, based on

shapeiin all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quirter-Sawed Oak. 'f
""^ accomplished by most painstakmg attention and study

We make no t^o-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut °^ ^""^ ^^*="'' ^ombmed with the use o the best stock and

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed =>" up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

aSOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office. 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KV. Mills. Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

y eneers and l^anels with a Jxeputation
"ITT'E manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established, a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veineer & Lumber Co,
ROACHDALE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINOER, Oen'l Mgn.

B. C. JARRELL Si CO.
MAMJFACTLRERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses ol Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

CIRCASSIAN
THE REMARKABLY INCREASED POPULARITY OF
CIRCASSIAN IN THE UNITED STATES IS SEEN
EACH YEAR IN GOVERNMENT REPORTS.

ARE YOU IN A POSITION TO GET YOUR SHARE
OF THAT BUSINESS?

BUY WHERE YOU CAN HAVE PICK OF LARGE AS-

SORTMENT OF HIGH-GRADE WOOD—WHICH WE
ARE FEATURING.

-Adams & Raymond Veneer Company
Indianapolis—

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let u. Send You Our stock Li.t FORT WAYNE, IND.

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical
reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FetehionedVansant,
Kitchen 65-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock.

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Coekrma
601 W. llStli Street. New York Citj

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company
OUR specialty in Poplar, Ash and Maple is cutting to order special thicknesses and

widths. Our facilities and high quality of our timber enable us to do this to

your entire satisfaction. Thick specialties we can make to your advantage.

—

High grade Car Sign Boards in Poplar we give special attention to,

—

4 4 16 and wider, high grade Maple No. 1 Common & Better usually in stock,

—

Three cars ready for shipment now,—And also always have on hand a nice stock of

Hemlock Boards in all grades,—
WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tann.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY — STANDARD GRADES — BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPUR
MtNUFlCTUDERS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

A(jii<vi\nlrc'

iifcA.Sqikvc Uiwl

inhnlhdraili'.Mwl

.
Mc.vsurcinciM

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Goal Grove, Ghio, U. S. A. LUMBER CO
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'll do you good.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

MIOII ELtP^^

"ussf/fn,. ^rStt^^'*"

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1 882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Keoom mended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CR4NE C0MP4NY • iLL BRANCHES

STANOIRO EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE, ILl

ILBiNV MILL SUPPLY CO.. ILBINV. Gl.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Wark*)

CHICAGO

Alj^ Carticr l^oUanb Alj^

y3( Hmnhtv Company ^L^

DON'T OVERLOOK THIS BET!

Wc wish to call your allcntion to the

fi)llo\ving' high grade lumber. Same is

iu uice shipping condilinu, and espe-

cially adapted tor high giadc furniture

or interior finish work.
30,000' 4 4 End Dried Winter Cut White

Maple
40,000' 4 4 High Grade No. 1 Common and

Better Birch
40,000' 5 4 High Grade No. 1 Common and

Better Birch
100,000' 4 4 Ists and 2nds Soft Elm
150,000' 1x4" Pine Crating Strips S2S
50,000' 1x4 & Wdr. Pine Crating (85'; 6" &

Wider)

WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR INQUIRIES

B iH i r h i 11 a It ®
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15,000,000 Feet Always On Hand

CIRCASSIAN
It costs money t'l match the usual run of

Circassian wahuit in panoliut:- because of its

inherent defects

;

lience

If ynii secinx- the ri_i;ht fisiurc ami wiilllis in

clear stock you arc just that much ahead.

aren"t you? \\'e arc fortunate in jnst having

secured this rare combination in an especially

selected shipment of \eneer.

In sincerity we can say that we never saw
a closer, richer figure or more completely

figured stock. Its clearness and width are

astonishing.

ASK US TO GIVE YOU DETAILS

,A.iVUFA.C TUR E:R>S

CHICAGO ILLI/NOIS

Our Double Band Mill
Hultig, Ark.

With two mills like this we manufacture 40,000,000 feet of
band sawn southern hardwoods annually. We guarantee
our lumber to be of excellent widths, full thickness, and to
contain SO', to 75'; of 14' and 16' lengths. We make high
grades and all of the "CREAM" is in each grade. Send us
your inquiries.

''Wislumbco Standards"
'^.~>.lll)(l

" X 4 I.uE Run Ilickorr
MIMUI) •

4 4 x 13' & Wider Isl & ind Tupelo
40,000 " 4/4 No. 1 Common Red Cum
50,000 ft. 4 4 Ist & '2nd Red Gum i

50,000 ' 4 4 X n to 1-
" Ilox Board Sap Gum A

50,000 " 4 4 X 13" & Wider 1st & 3nd Sap Gum M
50,000 " 6 4 I.OB Run Soft Maple
60,000 " 4/4 No. 1 Common Cvpress
60,000 " 4/4 No. 2 Common Sap Gum
65,000 •' 4/4 X 6 to 12" 1st & 2nd Tupelo
75,000 " 4/4 X 13 to 17" Box Board Tupelo
75,000 " 4/4 X 6 to 12" 1st & 2nd Sap Gum
75,000 " 4/4 No. 1 Common Sap Gum
75,000 " 4 4 Shop Cvpress

100,000 Pes. H4xl>/, 19" Oak Squares

A good stock of Oak, Gum, Cypress,
Cottonwood, Elm and Maple

Wisconsin Lumber Co.
CHICAGO

MILLS
Iluttii;, .\rk.
Deering. Mo.

PLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood, Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO. ILL.
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KNOXVILUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR, WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED GEDAR LUMBu>
BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBURB OF KNOXVIUuE. SOUTHEIRN AND LOUISVILIJ; & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

CD

8. UIZNER,
Pres.

J. M. LOOAN,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON.
Vlc6-Pre»

C. R. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

J. M. LOGAN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Tard:

Bank and UcLean Are., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager. KnozviUe, Tenn.

IVIapbct& SheaLumber Co,

)Vlanuf acturcrs
and (Xlbolcsalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrock Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXTiLLe, ceNN.
WE WANT TO MOVE

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCl'LAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

mM
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

We Produce

ImietTgr-cure[)

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand August 1st, 1913

l.i
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
5 Cars
5 Cars

10 Cars
5 Cars
2 Cars
4 Cars
1 Car
1 Car
2 Cars

4/4"
4 4"

4/4"
5 8"

3 4"

4 4"

5/4"
6/4"
5/8"

X 18" to 22" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
X 13" to 17" 1st & 2nds Cottonwood
X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum,
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Sap Gum
1st & 2nds Red Gum

1 Car 3 4"

10 Cars 4/4"

Cars 5/4"

Car

13" to 15" wide

2

1

3

4

4

1 Car

5/8"

Cars 3/4"

Cars

Cars

1st

1st

No.

1st

1st

4 4" 1st

5/8" No.
3/4" No.

& 2nds Red Gum
& 2nds Red Gum
1 Common Red Gum
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
& 2nds Plain Red Oak
1 Com. Plain Red Oak
1 Com. Plain Red Oak

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS Tenn.

I NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH, FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Farris Hardwood Lumber Go.

Successors to

Cherokee Lumber Company

Manufacturers NASHVILLE
Hardwood Lumber TENNESSEE

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the

following items:

4/4, 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2a Poplar.

4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

IVi". 1%" and 2%" No. 1 Common Poplar.

4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In width* of 12 to 17". 18 to 23'

and 24" and up.

4/4 X 13 to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2a Basswood or Linn—very One.

3/8, 4/4, 5/4. 10/4 and 12/4 la & 2s Qtd. W. On):.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.

6/4 Is & 2s Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
«/4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.

4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory

4/4 Is & 2s Chestnut, also 6, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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The Louisville Hardwood Club
"Hardwood Headquarters"

invites the attention of lumber wholesalers and consumers
to a list of stock which is offered by its members for imme-
diate deliver}'. The lumber is all in excellent condition, well
manufactured and thoroughly dry, having been on sticks

long enough to require but little kiln-drying at the factory.

Prices will be quoted by the firms referred to, and will be
found unusually attractive, considering the character of the
lumber and its uniformly high standard as to grade and
dimensions.

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

Complete stock 5^" to 4" No. 1 common
and better band sawn soft yellow poplar

Several cars 5/4, 6/4, 8/4 No. 1 common
and better plain red oak

Several cars 5/4, 6/4, 8/4 No. 1 common
and better plain white oak. dry

1 car 8/4 No, 2 common plain red oak, dry
1 car 8/4 No, 2 common plain white oak, dry
Several cars 6^4 and 8/4 No. 1 common and

better hickory, dry
Several cars 4/4 No. 1 common quartered
white ash, dry

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds ash, dry
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds cottonwood, wide
stock included, dry

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO,

50,000 feet 4/4 yum boxboards
3 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum
3 cars 6/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red gum
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds quartered red gum
2 cars 8/4 No, 1 common hickory
1 car 4/4 common and better buckeye
1 car 4/4.xl0" and up Ists and 2nds quar-

tered white oak
1 car 4/4x10" and up No. 1 common quar-

tered white oak

NORMAN LUMBER CO.
(Mills at Holly Rid,!ic, La.)

40.000 feet 4/4 clear sap poplar
1 car 9" to 12" poplar boxboards
50.000 icct 4/4 No. 1 common poplar

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 common poplar
3 cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar
100,000 feet 4/4 No. 2 A common poplar
Mso poplar bevel siding. 4", 5" and 6"
widths

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.
2 cars 4/4 Ists .nul 2nds clicstnut
2 cars 4/4 No, 1 common chestnut
5 cars 8/4 Ists and 2iuis plain red oak
5 cars 8/4 No. 1 •:ommon plain red oak
2 cars 8/4 No, 1 common plain wliite oak
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds poplar
1 car 12/4 No. 2 common poplar

BOOKER-CECIL CO.
75,000 feet 4/4 Isi^ and 2nds plain red oak.
40 per cent 14' and 16' lon.g

2 cars 6/4 Ists and 2nds poplar, 80 per cent
14' and 16' long

100.000 feet 4/4 No, 1 common plain red oak
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain white oak
3 cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar
4 cars 4/4 No, 1 oonnnon poplar

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL CO.
3 cars 4/4 Ists and 2n(ls nopl.ir
3 cars 4/4 sap select poplar
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak
2 cars 4/4 l.^ts and 2nds ]jlain white oak
1 car 8/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds ciuarten-d white oak
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds clear quartered oak

strips

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds .\'o. 1 common
chestnut

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS
oflfcrs a choice selection o! plain and fancy veneers, including poplar
crossbanding, plain and quartered oak, Circassian walnut, figured gum,
etc. The company also has unrivaled facilities for the production of
fine panels and tops, the fact that it produces its own veneers enabling
it to make more definite promises as to delivery than most other man-
ufacturers of built-up stock.
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and

8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and

is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are cham

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down

a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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POPLAR
JL 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SAXES OFFICE:
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY.

E. F. PEEEY
Manager

ESTABLISHED 1892

LOUIS H. PAHKEE
Asst. Manager

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New Y«rk

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried z^-

Polished

HARDWOOD LUMBER

Hollow

^Backed
and

Bundled

Motto
"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

WE SELL-
SO", 40" AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
J. H. WHITSON \V. L. WHITSON II. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. - ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY
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Review and Outlook ^Am

General Market Conditions
SIFTING DOWN REPORTS from various parts of the country

covering the state of the trade during the last two weeks, it

becomes evident that there is a noticeable tendency- on the part of the

buying trade to show a more active interest in stock. This report is

not unanimous, but is sufficiently so to make its authenticity fairly

certain. This change has been more of a moral one than one based

on actual increase in number and size of orders, as the buying trade

has rather increased its inquiries than its actual purchases. It is

argued in some quarters that this increase in inquiries is but an effort

on the part of the buyers to feel out the market and get quotations

on various lines of stock with the idea of using them to "bear"
quotations of other concerns. It is not probable, however, that this

is an accurate analysis as, while there are still some concessions on

hardwoods in a few points in the country, the general tone of prices

shows increasing firmness.

The less optimistic reports come from the more southeasterly hard-

wood sections, while in the northern hardwood states and in the lower

Mississippi valley hardwood producing territories the trade is talking

in a much more encouraging vein and, because of the unanimity of

such opinions, there is every reason to believe that the beginning of

August marked the commencement of a gradual increase in hardwood

demand, with commensurate strengthening of prices and perhaps an

increased level of prices in certain lines. A favorable indication is

seen in reports that the yellow pine situation is improving notice-

ably and if this is an actual and a permanent fact, the effect cannot

belp but be beneficial as far as hardwoods are concerned. The

markets through the Middle West are showing the greatest activity

at present. In this section of the country, the trade reports that it is

now receiving a great number of inquiries on all lines of stock and

that the actual shipments have kept stocks down to a very satisfactory

condition.

In the small towns and cities more or less dependent upon agricul-

tural conditions, the favorable crop reports are certainly having a

wide effect in that they stimulate the demand for all kinds of lumber,

including lumber for building purposes and more indirectly, lumber

for house finishing and house furnishing purposes.

In the larger cities the furniture exhibits have been going on and

at the close it was evident that the actual purchase of furniture had

been very satisfactory. The result is that furniture factories are

entering upon a period of marked activity. In conjunction with this,

in the larger' markets the furniture exhibits had a marked influence

upon the piano trade, inasmuch as a great many of the visitors to

those exhibits embraced the opportunity to make their piano pur-

chases whic-li. in the aggregate, were very satisfactory in themselves.

Most of the larger cities, in the Middle West particularly, are plan-
ning or are actually engaged in an above normal amount of building
which, with the successful settlements of strikes in various centers

such as in Chicago, is resulting in an active call for building con-

struction material, with the consequence that the yard trade is in a
very optimistic frame of mind.

As to general conditions, the two main barometers of business

—

the iron and steel industry and the crop reports—are everything that

could be desired. The iron and steel mills are in very good shape as

far as orders and shipments are concerned, while all reports on general

crop conditions are extremely favorable. With these two funda-
mental business factors in such a condition, any tendency on the part
of affairs of the national government to retard business should be
offset.

There is one factor to which business men must give increasing

attention and that is the gradually increasing realization that per-

haps the railroads of the country are not altogether wrong in all the

claims that they make regarding the unfavorable condition of their

finances resulting from unfavorable legislation and reduction of

revenues through decreased freight and passenger rates. Western
and southwestern railroads are preparing a desperate appeal for help

from the tide cf low rate legislation. The recent decisions of the

United States Supreme Court upholding rate legislation in Minnesota,

Missouri and Arkansas have placed the transportation companies in a

condition they never before had experienced. Railroads term the

prevailing low tariffs forced on the roads of the West and Southwest

as confiscatory, unwise and uncalled for and are preparing to appeal

to the Interstate Commerce Commission and to the rate regulating

bodies of the various states. Whether the railroads are right or

wrong in their contentions, it must be remembered that the power

behind them is tremendous and is capable of affecting the business

situation of the entire country. Under present more or less unsatis-

factory conditions, this fact should be borne in mind and the railroads

should not be pressed too closely at bay.

Oak Still in the King Row
THE CARTOON IN THIS ISSUE of Hardwood Record illustrates

the position of oak in the wood-using industries of the country.

It occupies the whole king row on the checkerboard, with no sign of

a break by which any other wood can get a position in that advanced

line, although other woods are ready to move up at the first oppor-

tunity. Oak holds and has long held that position because its prop-

erties make it a wood suitable for almost innumerable purposes. It

is the most generally used wood in this country, though the cuts of

pine and of Douglas fir exceed it. Practically every industry that

—15-
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demands wood of any kind gives the most important place to oak. In

the government report by utilization of wood in the single state of

Illinois, 473 uses are reported for oak, which is nearly as many as

for all other woods combined, and no other single wood approaches

it in variety of service. It is superior to changes in fashion, and is

little affected by fads and styles. It is substituted for no other

wood, but many are worked in as substitutes and imitations of oak,

which IS the highest compliment that can be paid any wood. Long

and extensive demand has lessened the supply, but not the popularity

of this material. It holds all of its old friends and constantly wins

new^ ones. The favorite wood of a hundred years ago is the favorite

yet.

The Pioneer Basket Maker

THE PICTURE ON THE i'ROXT COVER of this issue of Hard-

wood Record will mean less to the younger members of the

present generation than to those whose memories go back many

years. The person who forms the principal character of the pic-

ture is an old basket maker of the southern ranges of the Appala

chian mountaiiks. A century ago the basket factory was unknown

in this country. The whole output was liand work, and the article

entered little into commerce. Every community made its own

baskets just as it made its own slioes. ' Materials were various,

but most baskets then as now were of wood; some of round osiers,

others of thin ribbons drawn from tough billets, and commonlv

called "splits.'' That was the material of the well-known split

basket.

During the past thirty or toity years the old-fashioned baskets,

and the old-style makers, h-ue l)oen passing away, until at this

time few remain, while tlie supply of baskets from factories h:is

increased. A few of the pioneer makers of split baskets yet re-

main among the Ajjpalachiau mountain ranges. They are usually

old men or old women who have 1 rought the quaint, rustic art

down to thi present, and who live in remote settlements where

the rush Mild lunry of niod.>rn business methods have inaile little

impression.

The baskets tluis made arc of different sizes, from a bushel

down to a gallon. The thin drawn ribbor.s aie usually of oak, Iml

sometimes of hickory or asli; and the stiJening is secured by

small roils, railed ribs, car'jfully intei woven with the siilits. In

pio:;eer liiius the customiiry ]irice paid for such a basket was as

much shelled corn as it woiilu l.(.M. That manner of ]iaymeiit is

probably not much used now.

"Cheeking the basket" was the secret of tlu' art wlihli tlie p:i-

triarchs ol the trade taught to their children and grand children.

That term referred to the basket's characteristic shape. Each

side bulged out like inflated cheeks, and the two parts came to-

gether forming a valley, as it wiie, acro.-s the bottom, which was

shaped not unlike the part of a saddle which fits on the horses "s

back. In fact, it is probable that the valley across the basket's

bottom was originally designed to fit the horse's back so that the

load could be easily carried on the animal in front of the rider.

"Basket oak," a well-known and valuable southern species of

white oak, "basket ash," the tree usually called black ash, and

'•basket elm," the cedar elm of the South, are names commem

orating the activities of early basket makers.

The Business Horizon
f N VIEW OF THE MANY Di.sTL'KlilXt.; ELEMENTS in business

1 at thi.s time, it is remarkable that the outlook remains fairly satis-

factory. The war in the Balkans dragged oa with danger constantly

|ircsent that the area of hostilities might broaden and seriously affect

business conditions in Europe. Mexico continues to drift into anarchy.

iii'.d no statesman is wise enough to tell when the trouble will decline

longer to be confined south of the Rio Grande. The prospect of

trouble is constantly present in th.'.t direction.

At home the proposed radical changes in the tarifl' policy and the

no less radical innovations in the country's financial system, are widely

disfussed pro and con; but the country's business refuses to be

alarmed. Nobody is afraid that something awful is about to happen.

Jf there is a little dullness in one place, and suiiie hesitation in

another, people are willing to wait for conditions to improve, and

tlieie is a commendable disposition to help improvements along.

There is no more dullness on this side of the sea than on the other.

All commercial nations seem to be in the same boat without any

disposition anywhere to rock the boat. The mining interests of

South Africa passed safely through the crisis due to danger of a

strike, and are busy and hopeful again. The danger of a vast rail-

road strike in this country has happily blown over, and the horizon

is clear in that direction. The great activity in railroad building and

in the opening of new lands in Canada are proof that our neighbors

on that side are busy and hopeful. Nothing serious can be seen in

the road ahead of the business interests of this country.

Increase in Use of Low Grades
DURING THE HEAKING of the Memi.his-New Orleans rate

case by the Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington,

an interesting point was brought out in regard to the average

value of lumber shipped south from Memphis in 1907 and in U)l'i.

It was admitted that the value of some grades had increased, but

the railroads were unable to show that the value of an average

carload in 1912 was any greater than the average c-ar in 1907.

Evidence introduced by shippers showed that the opposite was
apparently the ease, though the evidence was not wholly conclu-

sive because there was not enough of it. The contention was that

low grades are now going to market in much larger amounts than

live years ago, and their low v-alue brings down the general aver-

age value of carload lots. The specific evidence was that the aver-

age price of all lumber sold by a certain firm, which was sup-

jiosed to be representative, was $32.80 per thousand feet in 1907,

and only $29.15 iu 1912. The princijial woods considered were oak,

jioplar and gum. Low grades of these woods were iiractically un-

salable in 1907, but have since become popular and are going to

market in such large quantities that they seem to lower the aver-

ag,' value of shipments, notwithstanding the liiglier grailes have
increased in value.

Forest Products Exposition Definitely Organized
T\ CONFlllvMlTV Wri'l! THK KE.Sdl.rTK IN aih.pted at the
I last meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association,

President llownman appointed a .special committee to provide plans,

for holding the proposed forest products exposition. The committee-

is composed of representatives of each of the various affiliated

associations. In addition, the secretaries of all the associations are

appointed auxiliary members of the committee with the same power

and authority as the other members.

The first meeting of the committee was held at the Hotel LaSalle

(in Tuesday, August 5, there being a fair representation of the

members present. The entire day and evening were spent in discuss-

ing every ph.a.se of the proposed exposition and it developed that it

would be necessary to form a tem):orary organization to dispose of

the stock. As a result, L. S. Case of St. Paul was elected president

of the Forest Products Exposition Company, and J. E. Rhodes of

Chicago, secri'tary-treasnrer. Apjilication for articles of incorporation

have been made at Springfield, 111., the company to have a i-apital

stock of $2.').000 at fifty dollars jier share. The meeting of the

stockholders will be held on October 1, when it is proposed to elect

the officers :.nd directors of the National Lumber Manufactnrei's ' As-

sociation as offi^-ers of the Forest Products Exposition Company

The following were appointed an executive committee to work out

details, with reterence to the incorporation, negotiations with the

manager, etc.: L. S. Case, St. Paul, Minn.; George E. Watson, Now
Orleans, La.; M. S. Kellogg. Waujaii. Wis.; George K. Smith.

St. Louis, Mo.

While no definite ]daic m date has been set for the holding of ihe

I'xpositioii, lenlative plans have been submitted to the board of

governors, together with the recommendation for the employment of

George S. Wood of Chicagc as manager.

It is proposed that $2,000 of the capital stock shall be olleit'd for

sale til Imiilier iiiair.ifaitureis and that the remaiinli'r sliall be otTereil
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to wboiiipvtn- wishes to purchase it. It is hoped to pay six per cent

<livitleiicl thereon, provided the earnings of the corporation permit.

The holding ol an exposition either in Chicago or New Yorls during

the coming winter or spring is contemplated, but definite arrange-

ments cannot be made until the enterprise is properly financed for

the sale of stock.

Thus this long-talkedof-effort on the part of the manufacturers of

the products of American forests to preserve their rightful markets

has at last reached a definite basis and it is hoped it will continue as

auspiciously as it seems to have begun.

Strong Enough to Walk Alone

A REALIZATION OF THE SPLENDID QUALITIES contained

in the wood within the, bark of a red gum tree is becoming

more and more apparent from year to year. The remarkable suc-

cess w'ith which the efforts to exploit this beautiful product of

the domestic forests have been met is a matter of history and

doos not need to be reviewed on this occasion. It is unques-

tionably a fact that where red gum has not been adopted, it is

not because it is not known, but rather because, like every known
species, it is not adajjtable for every conceivable purpose and fur-

ther because certain users are too strongly wedded to certain

other kinds of hardwoods to pass them up for the sake of tr^'ing

out something with which they are not very familiar. .\lso, the

nnhealth}- reputation as to warping, checking, twisting, etc., which

red gum formerly deserved has had a great deal to do with its

(-onsumrlion and even now is checking its progress, to an appro

ciable degree. But with the employment of the most modern meth-

ods of curing red gum, its general use to the extent to which it

can be produced is a pretty well assured fact.

Ked gum's success can be attributed to its exceptional physi-

cal qualities, combined with an entirely pleasing color and a really

beautiful grain. Bear this statement in mind. We now come to

the real point of this editorial, which is that it is an entirely

foolish policy to rob such an e.xcellent wood of the publicity to

which it is entitled by reason of the aforementioned virtues and

give this publicity to other woods which in themselves are amply

able to stand on their own legs. By this it is meant that attempts

on the part of numerous manufacturers of furniture and house

fittings of various kinds are making a mistake in attempting, and

in most cases attempting successfully, to market red gum products

as mahogany or Circassian walnut.

Of course in the first instance, it is usually true that the wood

does not masquerade as mahogany, but is merely described as

having mahogany finish. On the other hand, however, it is a very

common sight to see in furniture stores beautiful samples of red

gum chiffoniers, bureaus, dressers, etc., in connection with which

no effort has been made to give red gum its justly due credit. These

lines are almost invariably listed boldly as Circassian walnut.

It is unquestionably true that by so listing their stock, dealers

can realize more handsomely from such goods than if the wood
were marketed under the name "red gum.'' On the other hand,

the present course is foolish in that the supply of Circassian wal-

nut and mahogany is not r-o great as it has been and the price

of articles made from these two beautiful woods will probably

Qcver again attain the former level and will unquestionably rise

as the years go by until eventually it demands a price that is pro-

hibitive for a great many home builders. Hence they will turn

to the woods which offer a satisfactory appearance at prices more

easily within reach. One 01 these woods is going to be red gum
for a good many years to come. Therefore, why not provide now
for this future contingency and create in the public mind the most

favorable impression possible of manufactured products made from

red gum veneer or lumber .' Such a course will not only return a

better average price for red gum products for all time, tut will

materially lessen the ultimate cost of marketing such products

when they become one of the standards used by the average house-

holder. Of course it can be argued that the dealer is entitled to

all he can get out of his immediate sales and, judging from some

of the price marks on reil gum articles, he is realizing very hand-

somely. This argument would assuredly hold good wherever such
a dealer or manufacturer contemplates retiring from business
within the next two or three years, but if he is building his busi-
ness with the intention to continue indefinitely and to expand, he
should consider seriously whether or not red gum should not im-
mediately come into its own and be allowed to walk on its own
legs, thus gathering strength for the more serious trials of man-
hood.

Crops and the Railroads
^IIILK THE MA.JOKITY OF SHIPPERS other than farmers
' usually find more cause for sorrow than joy in the annual

crop movement in the vast farming regions in the West, due to the
fact that this contingency requires the movement of most of the
freight cars and available cash in the country to that section, the
lumber trade atMeast, can find a measure of satisfaction in the
condition this year Inasmuch as the railroads find themselves not
overly equipped with rolling stock to take care of the tremendous
grain shipments, they are under the necessity of buying a
large amount of lumber for the purpose of repairing such rolling
stock as is not now in good condition, and, with carbuild-
ing companies, are mighty busy right now in the construction of
new freight cars. Thus, while the old adage '-It never rains
but it pours" is applicable to this condition, on the other hand,
another old saying having to do with an "ill wind"' also applies
to the present situation.

Steel People Behind This?
^IIE LATi-:,ST A.\D UXE i>F THE ilUST SERIOUS ATTACKS

•• on the use of forest products for building purposes is the

1
roposal contained in a drafted revision of the building code of
New York City, which is being submitted by the revision com-
mittee on that subject. The revision specifies that lumber or
wood of any kind is to bj eliminated from all buildings oyer
twelve stories high. Its seriousness does not lie entirely in the re-

vision as it stands, but in its serious possibilities to the lumber
trade. It is a fact that the modern sky-scraper as it stands today
contains but a small percentage of wood in its entire construc-
tion but it would seem the natural sequence of the successful cul-

mination of such an effort on the part ef wood substitute advo-
cates would be that they endeavor to have passed similar action
regarding building construction coming under the twelve-story
limit. Of course it is not sn absolutely assured fact that such
would be the case, but i.t »s the logical conclusion. Tho present
code in New York City permits the use of fireproof wood iu the
sky-scraper type of building and it is probable that those inter-

ested in steel products and other so-calleil fireproof building mate-
lials are even jealous of this concession to wood and are behind
the movement to absolutely eliminate this so-called fire danger.

.Vs to the necessity for such a measure, it has been proven in

these columns time and time again by actual and specific illus-

trations that properly installed woodwork is in no way a source
of fire danger. It is not necessary to review these arguments as
the lumber trade as individuals is probably well posted.

The tremendous import of this proposed revision cannot be too

strongly and emphatically urged. It is not a local proposition con-

fined in its interests to the members of the trade operating in New
York City, for if New Y^ork should adopt such a regulation now
it unquestionably would lead not only to the adoption of similar

rules for building construction of all kinds, but would be adopted
by other large communities all over the country. On the other

hand, if by successfully setting forth the arguments in favor of

wood the lumber trade can convince the administration of New
York City that the passage of such a regulation would work a

tremendous injustice, a step of vast importance in combating wood
substitutes would be accomplished because of the precedent estab-

lished.

On the other hand, the actual passage of the revision might pos-

sibly have beneficial effects in that it would certainly bring the

lumber trade to a realization of the fact that it must go after the

quostion on a broadei" basis than it has heretofore. Some en
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couragement is seen in the fact that the long proposed forest ex-

position is definitely provided for in the incorporation of the

Forest Products Exposition Company under the laws of Illinois.

This provides that comprehensive expositions will soon become a

fact in several of the larger cities of the country.

This step, however, is broad in its character and will not affect

the question immediately under consideration. It is certainly up

to Eome particular element of the lumber trade to nip this pro

posal in the bud and it would seem that the local association of

New York lumbermen, the national association with headquarter.s

in that city, and the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tioji are the ones in the best position to argue successfully before

the New York board of aldermen against the passage of such ;\

regulation. Latest advices indicate that the latter organization

is already planning to uphold lumber in this controversy and it

is to be hoped that any efforts which it makes will be backed in

every possible way by the other national associations and by the

lumber trade as individuals. It is sincerely to be hoped that the

lumber trade will be well represented at the hearings which it is

understood are now going ou, regarding the passage of such a bill.

The commiitf-e on buildings of the board of aldermen held a meet-

ing on August 5, at which there was brought up for discussion the

recommendation giving specifically the places where lumber must be

eliminated in large building construction. According to reports, the

committee seemed to be disposed to .seek a fair solution of the propo-

sition. It arrived at the recommendations submitted after extended

investigations and it is anticipated that they will be reported to the

full board of aldermen for adoption. The meeting was well attended

by lumbermen, more especially by manufacturers of inside trim,

flooring, etc.

The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association will present

an argument in behalf of tiie lumbermen in the form of a carefully

prepared brief. This association solicits the best ideas of the trade

with the hope of obtaining favorable action by the New York City

authorities.

Further Indications of Car Shortage

REPOETS ARE CURRENT from various sources of late that

the supply of available freight cars is already beginning to

be more or less limited because of preparations for shipments of

crops both in the North and the South. Various lumber shippers re-

port definite shortage in the available supply of rolling stock and

the situation should be well borne in mind and due preparation

made to prevent the serious condition which has prevailed in

former years because of this condition.

Labor a Factor

THE STATEMENT RECENTLY MADE by one of the biggest

lumber manufacturers in the state of Wisconsin to the effect

that while he needs five hundred woods and mill workers he is

absolutely unable to secure more than seventy-five men at present,

is rather startling in its revelation of the practical control which

the supply and demand of labor has on manufacturing conditions.

If this condition were true all over the lumber belt in the North

and South, the mueh-talked-of curtailment of output would auto-

matically become a fact. As it is, the diflSculty is more or less

localized, being felt among hardwood manufacturers mainly in

upper Michigan and Wisconsin. The reason for this is that those

two states are nearer to the crop jiroducing states of the West

than any of the other jnoducing territories of the country.

In this connection it is interesting to note a warning published

by the trades and labor council of Canada to the effect that there

has been a huge increase in the stream of immigration which has

flooded the labor market of Canada and especially the western

cities, to such an extent that every city of any size has its quota

of uncmplojed. There are more mechanics in Canada today than

eaii over hope to get employment in their various trades and

these will be driven to scramble with the unskilled men for

whatever rough work there may be during the summer. A great

number of people in the United States appear to have been at-

tracted Ijy the lure of the new Northwest and a vast number of

these are hoping to find work at their trades or as ordinary

laborers. It is difScult to understand the reason for such a

migration from territory absolutely in need of labor to a terri-

tory where the laboring element must surely know that the field

is already overcrowded. It might be possible to co-operate with

the bureau above-mentioned for the purpose of returning to the

mill and woods work in the North a great many of the laborers

unsuccessfully seeking employment in the Canadian states.

S])caking of the usual indirect effects of the proverbial "ill wind,"

it seems that the present situation in the copper mining regions of

tlie North, where a general strike of mining employes has been in

effect, is of material assistance to woods operators in adjacent terri-

tory. The woods superintendent of one of the biggest operators in

that region states that his Avood.s force has been considerably aug-

mented and in fact been brought up practically to a full crew by the

inH\ix of mine operators who cannot afford enforced idleness and

must seek employment, even it" tenipoiarv in cliaracter, in other lines.

A FooUsh Attack

Ax ARTICLE containini; ;in ill advised attack on lieudock lumber

recently found its \\;iy into a number of daily papers. It

appeals that no trade paper used it, because the unfairness and

falsity ol the article were too apjiarent to deceive any one who is in

the least acquainted with the ])roperties of the wood. There is no

wood in the world so ]ioov as hemlock was represented to be, and

that is proof that the autlior of the article was malicious or ignorant

—probably botli. That, however, is not the point most open to criti-

risni. Hemlock has stood on its merits a long time, and will continue

to do so; but aside from any consideration of that matter, it is poor

policy for any person interested in lumber to knock any particular

kind of lumber. Tin- s;ulistitute i)eople are ever ready to take up and
magnify any criticism of v.ood; and anything that hurts any part

of the lumber business hurts the whole trade. One class of wood
]iroducts cannot gain anv pernmncnt advantage by running down
another class. One cannot be hurt or helped without hurting or help-

ing all. That is the sentiment which every lumberman should hold

and the spirit which he should always exhibit. It is perfectly proper

for him to push and advertise the particular commodity in which he

is interested, but that can be done without attacking the commodity
which his neighbor is handling. Every such attack places ammunition
in the hands of the enemies of wood and the ammunition is used in

fighting the whole lumber industry. Rivalry among advocates of

difl'erent woods is stimidating, but liostility is destructive.

False Forest Fire Reports Harmful
THE SUGGESTION was made by tlie president of the Michigan

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association at the meeting held at

Detroit, Mich., a short while ago that false reports in the daily

press regarding the extent of damage caused by forest fires in

Michigan had proven a very serious thing with large stumpage and

sawmill owners in that section of the country. It seems that the

daily press of the larger cities such as Detroit, recognized the

news value of forest fire reports and wired their representatives

to secure forest fire news without fail, presumably whether they

had to invent the stories or not. As a consequence grossly erron-

eous figures were given, reporting losses sustained by industrial

plants, homes and in the forests themselves. These reports were

naturally regarded as truthful just as the average statement

made by the daily press is considered so and the natural conse-

quence was that the insurance companies carrj'ing insurance in

that section of the country immediately became panic stricken

and in many cases straightaway wired their representatives to

cancel insurance. As a matter of fact the actual losses did not

even approach the figures oft'ered by the newspapers. So far in

the calendar year 1913 reports have been issued of many large

forest fires throughout Michigan which resulted in an immense
amount of property loss. As an actual fact, the total loss as

shown in the report in a recent issue of Hardwood Record covering

big timbered districts of the mainland of Michigan aggregated

oulv a little over $.'!,(inO.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

How, Indeed?

••Tbcj- thought more of the Legion of Ilouor

in the time of the first Xapoleon than ihey do

now." said a well-known Frenchman. '"The em-

peror one clay met an old. one-armed veteran.

••'How did you lose your arm?' he asked.
' 'Sire, at Austerlitz.'

"'And were you not decorated*;"
" *Xo. sire.'

" 'Then here is my cross for you : I mcko you
chevalier.'

"'Your majesty names me chevalier because ^I

have lost one arm? What would your majesty

have done had I lost both arms?'
" 'Oh. in that case I should have made you

officer of the Legion.*

"Whereupon the old soldier immediately drew

bis sword and cut off his other arm.*'

There is no particular reason to uoubt this

story. The only question is, how did he do it ?—
lJvcnfbo<lt/'s Magazine.

His Preference
"Let's go into this department biore until the

shower is over."

"I prefer this harness shop." said her hus-

band. "You won't see so many things you want."
—Courier-Joiirna}.

Time to Get Up
General—Iff; af past nine, ^ir

Lodger—Good iieavens ! Why didn't you tell

me before?

General—3<'canse it wasn't, sir.

—

London
Opinion.

Bluff

"l think she will make a fine wife I have

been calling on her for several months now,

and nearly always find her darning one of her

father's socks."

"That causht me, too, until I found out that

ii was always the same soek."

Appropriate Greeting

"When I passed Lucy's house yesterday she

gave me a salute strictly in keepins; with the

season."

"What was it?"

"A cool wave."

—

Baliimurc Aincrican.

Enthusiasm and perseverance are necessary

for success. Without enthusiasm perseverance

I'ccomes drudgery.

AMERICAN HARDWOODS

I! 0^i:-:M WMM W%mi

ngo bixami'

taker askotl

kcd ;

Her Age
Tho maiden lady of iiiKi'itaiu

very indignant when the census

lier age.

"Bid yon =.ee the girls next door?" she

"the Hill twins?"
"Certainly." replied the census man.

"And did they tell you their age?"

"Yes "

"Well," she snapped as she shut the door in

his face. "I'm .iust as old as they are
:"

"Oh. very well," said the census man to

himself, and he wrote down in his hook :

Jane Johnson—as old as the Hills.

How He Found It

"So you tlaim th" world is round," sneered

the skeptic. "How do you know that it is not

square?"
"Because I have had loo many dealings wilh

if." grimly repliod Columbus.

—

Iloiiilii Timis-

Vuioti.

No Wonder
.\ wealthy Semitic morcbaut was visiting in

ralestine and, wishing to be takrn out on the

water where Christ had walked out to meet the

disciples, asked of Ite bcatman how much ii

would cost.

"Twenty-five cents." was the answer.

Oak Still Occupies the Entire King Row

The mcL-tbant w-as rowed to the middle of the

l.-ike and told that that was the place. After

boking at the water for awhile, he said he was
A big

leady to

"Fifty

oarsman.

"What

:

ilu' other.

go back,

cents to said the

Fifty cents to get back?" exclaimed

"Xo wonder Jesus walked I"

On a Payroll

"How is our friend Grafton's position on that

bill regarded?" asked one member of a legisla-

11. re.

"Well." replied the other, "the general im-

pression is that his position is a very lucrative

one"

—

Washington SU.tr.

Cast-0£Es.

A .sad story is told by a Pennsylvania man of

a lad in his town who, like many another boy,

had been obliged to wear the cast-off clothing

of his father.

One afternoon this lad was discovered in

tears. "What's the trouble, my boy?" asked

the man who tells the story.

"Why." explained the youngster, between sobs,

lop has gone and shaved his face clean.

LOW I s'pose I'll have to wear all them

whiskers."

—

Harpn's.

and
I'd

Ace High
farmer entered a geni'ral store with a

jiig of 'sky. seril>bled liis name on a playing

card which he inserted into the month of the

lug, and set the ,iug in a corner with the re-

mark that he would get it in half an hour. Re-

turning later, he looked for his .iug. but could

not find it. and the storekeeper knew nothing

of it.

"Why, 1 wrote mv name on the ten-spot of

.lubs and stuck it in the jug," exclaimed the

man.
Oh. I remember now. " exclaimed the store-

keeper. 'X fellow came in here with the ace

cif clubs and took the ten-spot."

Willie's Question
The aged lady next door had been quite ill.

"•o one morning Willie's mother said to her

small son :

"Willie, run over and see how old Mrs. Smith

i;- this morning."

Willie departed, but in a few moments he

came running back and said :

"She says it's none of your business."

"Wh.v. Willie I" exclaimed his mother. "What

did you ask her?"

Just wliat you told me to," said Willie

:

"I said you wanted to know how old she was."

— r.ailics' Home Journal.

—ID—
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
FIFTH ARTICLE

HARDWOODS OF HAWAII

Editor's Note

Following is tlie sixth of a series of articles on foreign liardwoods available for use in this country. The first

coveretl hardwoods available in the Central American countries : the second covered hardwoods available in South
American countries : the third covered hardwoods of Africa : the fourth covered hardwoods of Ceylon ; the fifth cov-
ered hardwoods of IJurma and India, and the seventh will cover hardwoods of Australia.

Tlie HKwaiiau group consists of eight islands, which lie about 2,000

niiks southwest of San Francisco. The combined area of the group

is nearly that of New Jersey, or about 7,500 square miles. These

islands present great varieties of soil and climatic conditions. They
are of volcanic origin and very mountainous, their greatest elevation

ranging from 4,000 feet on Oahu to 13,760 feet on Hawaii. Most
of the rainfall of the islands is confined to the northeast and easv

A LARGE ALGOROBA TREE.

mountain slopes, where it is very heavy, amounting often to more than

200 inches annually. On the leeward side of these mountains and on

the plains Ijeyond, the rainfall is often insufficient to grow a crop

of any kind without irrigation. The forests are largely confined to

the rainy side of the mountains and are necessary as a protective

cover to keep the ground from washing from the slopes and the rain

from rushing back too rapidly into the sea.

About twenty ]ier cent of the islands is at present covered with

forests. The value of these forests consists not so much in the trees

contained as in the undergrowth beneath them, which holds the water

like a sponge. The conservation of the water for purposes of irriga-

tion is an important factor in the islands and a forest cover is impera-

tive. While the forests occupy large areas of land, the valuable woods
worth exporting are very few. They furnish a great variety of woods,

many of which have considerable value locally for special purposes,

but there are only two woods which can be regarded as having a

commercial value. These are the koa (Acacia Voa) and ohia-lehua

(Mcirosidcros polymorpha)

.

Koa, which is now shipped into this country under the name of

Hawaiian mahogany, was the ancient royal and sacred wood of the

islands. The chiefs v.ere buried in coflins made of the wood of this

tree. Forest Service Bidletin 48 states that "Koa is the only fairly

abundant tree of the Hawaiian forests which is valuable because of

its timber. It is a highly-prized cabinet wood, which has been largely

used on the islands and has also been exported in limited quantities.

Its color varies through many rich shades of red and brown; its grain

is fine and indistinct. Curly koa is especially prized, but is very rare.

Most of the koa on JTaui has been cut, but an extensive mature

forest exists in Ililo and Puna at elevations of from 4,000 to 6,000

feet. This forest is but little known, but seems to contain some
magnificent timber and to be in a good state of reproduction. Prac-

—20—

tically all of the forest is upon accessible government land, and could

be utilized to great advantage should the government build a road

to it and establish a sawmill for working up the mature trees."

Ohia-lehua is a tree which grows to a maximum diameter of thirty

inches and to a height of from forty to sixty feet. Its trunk is

straight and clear of branches to near the top. The wood itself is

of an olive color, approaching a reddish color near the center of the

log. Some of the grades obtained from the old and large logs have

the appearance of true mahogany. The wood is considerably harder,

heavier, and much finer-grained than that of mahogany. It takes

a beautiful polish with a silky luster. In the islands it is often used

for interior finish, but as a rule, is employed for rougher purposes,

such as packing boxes and dock planks. Ohia has the general appear-

ance of a wood that might be useful for certain grades of furniture,

but unless carefully handled it is apt to check in drying and often

warps badly, and at one time was considered to be of little commer-

cial use, except for fuel. Formerly the natives of the islands used

this wood in the Iniilding of their log hou.«es. and more recently it has

'^^^^mn^WM
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reach the Hawaiian markets, which are always well stocked with

material required by the sugar factories throughout the islands.

The mesquite (Prosopis juliflora) which was introduced from the

L'nited States about seventy-five years ago has become thoroughly

naturalized and now forms the principal forest cover along the sea-

toast. This tree, which is known here as algoroba, serves a dual

purpose. It supplies splendid fuel for thousands of families, and the

pods are very valuable as food for stock. The tree does not attain

sufficient size to become valuable for its timber. The wood is used

chiefly for fuel, and sells at the plantations and in Honolulu for

$9 or $10 per cord. It lasts well in the ground and is, therefore,

used extensively for fence posts.

Citron or yellow sandalwood (Santalum freycinetianum) and a

closely related species (Santalum pyrularium) , together furnished the

sandalwood of commerce from the Hawaiian Islands. These two

species, which are locally known as iliahi, were always cut and sold

indiscriminately. These two species form straight, handsome trees,

attaining an average height of twenty-five feet and a thickness of

about one foot at the base. Other less important species are reported

from the Hawaiian Islands, but they are mere shrubs growing along

the rocky shores or in inaccessible places. Of these Santalum JuileaJc-

alae is perhaps most abundant, but is commercially unimportant.

The natives call all the sandalwoods '
' lau ala, '

' which means fragrant

wood, and they distinguish two different kinds, the "lau keokee" or

white sandalwood, and the "lau hulahula" or red sandalwood. The
tree itself is called "ilahi" or fire bark.

Sandalwood has played an important part in the history of the

Hawaiian kingdom, as it was the first article of export which attracted

commerce to the islands and furnished revenue to the government.

Attention was first drawn in 1778 to the existence of sandalwood in

the Hawaiian Islands, and Captain Kendrick, of a Boston brig, is

known to have been the first man who contracted for several cargoes.

This marked the beginning of commerce with these islands. Of the

magnificent groves that formerly covered parts of the islands only a

few isolated trees remained after the first fifty or sixty years of

cutting, and in consequence of its extensive exploitation it soon

became necessary {o prevent the cutting of sandalwood trees. Since

then a good many have sprung up again in various localities, but
nowhere in sufficient numbers to warrant a revival of the trade. An
attempt was made at one time to re^-ive the trade of sandalwood by
substituting naihio, or naio (Myoporum sandwicense) , which is a
small tree yielding scented wood, but the spurious kind proved useful

only for planes. Efforts are now being made on the new forest

reserves of Hawaii to restore the groves of these valuable trees.

's:;roiga^5aic;M^miTOi^!»iKTO3i^^

•^ The Wrong Uses of \A^ood

It would seem

that there can be

no opposition to the

idea that the best

interests of every-

one are conserved

by the use of every

kind of wood for

the
i> u r p s e to

which it is best

adapted. Some of

the uses

are very

and only

number
in some

of wood
exacting

a limited

of kinds

—

instances

BL.\CK LOCUST FENCE I'OSTS IN TEESTON CUUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA,
BE SOLD FOK WAGON HUB MATERIAL.

only one or two

—

possess the neces-

sary qualifications.

Thus for shuttles

only dogwood and

persimmon are con-

s i d e r e d good
enough; for ax han-

dles, buggy spokes

and shafts hickory has no close competitor; for gunstocks black walnut

is still a favorite wood; for high-grade handsaw handles nothing is

ranked quite as high as apple wood; for tight cooperage white oak

holds the field alone.

Some uses of wood demand great strength, others hardness, others

toughness, others durability, others lightness and others beauty of

figure and grain. There are, however, a considerable number of uses

that are not exacting and which can be filled almost as well by one

kind of wood as another.

There is not a wood grown but has its uses, though, of course,

it is better fitted for some than for others. The haphazard policy

of the past has been to employ for any purpose the wood that was

most convenient with little reference to its special qualifications. If

more care were taken to learn the properties of each species a great

many species which are now sold in mixture for general dimension

stock and rough lumber would command a substantial price for

special purposes.

The trend of the

present everywhere

is to specialize. "Why

should not this ap-

ply to woods? The

reason that some

kinds of lumber are

a drug on the mar-

ket is that they are

suffering from poor

reputations, and the

latter were secured

by the improper use

of the material. The

problem is to find

the particular niche

which a certain

wood will fill better

than some other,

and then make the

fact so widely

known that it will be

impossible to think

of the one without

thinking of the other. The recent success of tupelo, birch and

several other woods is due to the publicity that has been given their

good features.

One does mot have te travel very far to find evidences of waste

due to the wrong use of wood. The use of good white oak for cross-

ties is one of the most common and extravagant abuses of our hard-

wood forests. There was a time when there was some excuse for

using such material, but with the increasing difficulty of supplying

the demands of the cooper and the possibility of using a large num-

ber of cheap woods for ties through the employment of preservatives,

such a condition no longer exists. The owner of the timber gets a

minimum price for his stumpage. The tie cutter barely makes a

living wage and the railroad has to pay more than the material is

worth. Not infrequently one hears of hickory and black walnut

being used for ties instead of filling the more exacting positions foe

which thev are fitted.

WniCII COULD
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Hickory is also used for various things for whieli it is not fitted,

such as mine props, bridge timbers, fence posts, sills, construction

lumber, etc. Almost any other hardwood would fill those requirements

better and the hickory would have been left for handles and

similar purposes where a strong, tough and resilient material alone

would answer. An instance of the extravagant use of valuable wood
occurred on a logging operation in the Adirondacks last spring where

a straight and sound black cherry tree thirty inches in diameter was

used in building a logging road. Tlie illustration in this connection

shows a pile of black locust fence posts that should have been cut into

hubs or insulator pins, since fence posts in that locality have scarcely

enough value to cover the cost of cutting. Similar instances might be

cited indefinitely, all emphasizing the importance of a careful study

of the properties of woods with a view of employing them most

advantageously and economically in situations \\liere the greatest

service will be secured. S. J. E.

•t|»;;t»a:WSSO;CTljTO^ifflt;^i:^^i)Mk;ia.^'^

Transportation of Lumber
THIRD ARTICLE

WHAT IT COSTS

Public carriers of the United States earn a large revenue from the it is found that the average haul of all forest products was 299 miles,

transportation of lumber and other forest products. For the year The average haul (which is usually called "typical haul") of all

ending June 30, 1910, according to the latest figures published on freight by railroads in the United States in 1910 was 249.68 miles,

the subject by the Interstate Commerce Commission, the railroads of I'he average lumber haul v. as about twenty per cent more, and the

this country transported 67,226,260 tons of lumber and 57,561,90.5 average freight charge on lumber per ton was about one hundred

tons of other forest products. On the basis of four pounds to the ] er cent more than the average for all freight shipments,

foot, these figures may be reduced to 33,613,130,000 feet of lumber It should be explained that the low average cost per ton of all

and 28,780,952,000 feet of other forest products. freight shipments is largely due to the low rate on products of the

"Other forest products" consist of poles, posts, mine props, cross- mines. The mines furnish 56.23 per cent of all the freight carried

ties, tanbark, pulpwood, fuel, cooperage, sawlogs, and a number of l)y railroads in this country, while forest products, furnish only 11.67

other commodities. The average weight of lumber that goes forward
] cr cent. The rate on most products of the mines is much under

in usual shipments is somewhat under four pounds to the foot, but that of lumber. There is not much variation from year to year in

most of the other " forest products " weigh above four pounds because the average length" of haul of freight shipments. It is remarkable

they are shipped in condition more or less green. This is true par- how little change there is, as is shown as follows

:

ticularly of posts, poles, crossties, sawlogs, and pulpwood. By com- Typical Frkioht

bining the heavy and the light shipments, the average is brought up Ikau Haul. Miles

to 4,000 pounds per 1,000 feet. That is the average found in the -[qq, '>^1 98
census compilations of 1889 when 12,000,000,000 feet were reduced 1902 239.10

to tons. To be exact, the average of the 12,000,000,000 feet was 4,056 1900 242.35

pounds per thousand feet board measure. Kailroads generally give _
-44.30

the weight of lumber shipments but not the feet, for which reason ^I^^jq •'40 89
it is necessary to find a reducing factor which in this case is accepted 1 nO" 242.05

at four pounds per foot. 1908 253.94

The total shipments, not counting .any of them except at the point ^^^^ .ijo pa
where they originated, amounted to 124,788,160 tons or 62,394,082,000 ,..,

• " "

' , ,

„ , , , i J! ii • • J i i- 1, ..
• .1 ilie average rates for the eleven years, from 1900 to 1910, both

leet. A large part 01 this was carried two or more times, that is, the . " j >
>

,,.,„. 1 . , .. .. i ^1 X -i 1 i- inclusive, show comparatively little change. This will surprise many
road which first received it carried it part 01 the wav to its destina- ' ' , .

" ,
, , ,

.. Ill- I -1. i .1 mu i 1 1
'

i^i ,
persons who suvjpose that changes m rates are the rule rather than

tion, and delivered it to another carrier. The total quantitv passed , .
" " „

,

. ., 1 1 -„i c ^ J -i. I. 11 "• t"e exception. While manv changes occur, when the whole of the
from the roads which first received it to some other carriers was " . » >

n, 1-0 rrc 4. >< oofl e^oA nnn j? i. Ti • ii ii i i-,.i 240,438 luilcs of railroad in the United States are considered sepa-
08,4(2,568 tons, or 34,236,284,000 feet. It is thus seen that a little '.

'

4.-U I li- i ii i^ - 1 1 .c ii.- 1 J J I, -1 J J.
rately, thev counteract one another when all are considered together,

more than halt of the freight of this kind received by railroads at ,

•^'
-

v
>.

b.,„... • , . J V i -t 1.
J'- J910 the car movement was equivalent to hauling one loaded car

points or origin is carried over two or more roads before it reaches ' "^..,,...„ , -J J T ,- .1 tj- 12,8ol,294,922 miles, and one einptv 5,498,337,123 miles. The average
its destination. However, to avoid duplication nothing is counted in t

. j > •
o

., i- t- 1 i' i J.U - i.- i.
rati'S riiid rei-eiiits are sliown as follows for eleven vears:

tlin present article except at the originating point. '

_,,.,-.,.,. , , , . , ,, , . ., , . 1 R.vri:rERToN Reckived PEit
Published statistics do rot show in dollars and cents the total

y,,,,^ Tons, l Milk .£.. Mile. Cts. To.v, Dollabs
money received by railroads for carrying lumber, but factors are looo 141,590,550,101 0.729 0.9753

given by which the total may be calculated. It is shown that about 1901 147,077.130,040 0.750 1.05116

fourteen per cent of the revenue of all the railroads in the United ^^**- 157,289.370.053 0.757 1.03210

„. , .
^

. , „ ,, 1 . f *u f , rr, i i 1
in"'5 173,221,278,993 O.703 1.05158

States IS received for carrying the products of the forests. The total
jy^,,, j-^ -,, q^jj,

-._ p -gp ^ 07251
freight revenue for 1910 is given at $1,925,553,036, and it requires loOo 180,403,109,510 0.760 1.03868

but a simple calculation to show that the fourteen per cent of it 1906 215,877„'-.5i,24l 0.748 1.03594

derived from lumber amounted to $269,577,425.04 for the year. It
^^°~ 236,601,390,103 0.759 1.05428

., , , ., 1 .u * - , / „ 1 V, -11, 190* 218,381,554,802 0.754 1.07700
may thus be shown that the average freight on all lumber carried by -jgQj) .,jg gQo ggg 929 763 1 07503
railroads of the United States that year was $4.32i-> per thousand 1910 255,016.910,451 0.753 1.03992

f^et. j,i 1910 the average receipts by railroads for lumber carried in

It may be of interest to see how this compares with the general carload lots was 0.734 cents per ton per mile. Other commodities

average of all freight for that period. The average for all per ton figured on the same basis were: Bituminous coal 0.495, anthracite

was $1.03992, and the average for all forest products was $2.1625, coal 0.589, grain 0.630, dressed meat 0.904, h,iy 1.019, live stock

or more than twice as much. 1.217, cotton 1.832.

In order that the averages in cost may be justly compared, the The figures which show that railroads of the United States in

average length of haul of lumber must be ascertained, and then the 1910 carried over sixty-two billions feet of forest products might,

average haul of the total freight shipments of the country. By at first glance, appear inconsistent, because the total lumber cut thai

elaborate calculations, «hich need not be expl;iiiic<l in detail here, year is given in tlie census report at 40,018,282,000 feet, or some
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twenty billion less than what the railroads carried. No inconsistency eainiugs all items must be taken in account. The following table
exists, however. The forty million feet listed by the census was lumber does this with a number of forest products and also with certain
^ilone, which was less than half of the whole products of the forests other kinds of shipments, and comparisons can te readily made. The
that year. Including ties, poles, posts, pulpwood, fuel, and other figures given show the earnings per mile per ton in cents:
commodities which did not appear in the lumber cut, the total was ^ , ^^ _^„ .

about lOo billion feet, or some forty-two billion feet in excess of Sg / 3q oQ>,

what the railroads carried. !,< ' »9»i .,°2

Some of the country's forest products were shipped by water, .j,'^ t„'^| „^
though not a large amount. Much was never in the hands of com- §2" SS"^. §"f<z
mon carriers at all, but was used so near the points of production c.M.MnDiTv =?o S^-'^ kskS
that deliveries were made by wagons. This was true more particu- 5 3 a
larly of eordwood used as fuel than of any other conunodity. Wheat 0.9S5 0.643 0.594

Attempts were not made, in the preparation of this article, to ^^^J^^^l ! ! i ! ; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! a666 450 0374
show the extent of water carriage of forest products. Much difficulty iron ore n. 311 ""Oo 169
would be met with in an attempt to show this accurately for a term Bricks 0.762 0.495 0.457

of years because statistics for diflferent periods were not compiled on Agricultural implpmont.« 1.491 0.698 0.621

the same basis. The rafting of lumber at certain times and places purnfture Ifil 501 437
has been very important; and some would include log drives in Paper pulp 0.708 42'' 381
statistics of forest products transportation. Others who compile Empty barrels 0.701 0.246 0.214

figures on the subject confine their investigations to boats only.
Lumber and box shocks O.O.jr, 0.379 0.345

It may be stated generally that the transportation of lumber by f[Z''
"°" '^'''"""S^

°f^^ H^T 0.291

^"s** U.oo.J 0.218 0.162
water is not so important as it once was, on either lakes or rivers. Ties 0.547 0.343 315
The reason is tliat much less timber is now cut near navigable streams Cordwood 1.077 0.996 0.674

than formerly. Operators go so far back to procure timber that it
Poles, posts, props 1.05S 0.675 0.538

must be brought out bv railroads. In 1SS9 the receipts of lumber
°"'"" """'' P''°''"^'*^ """ O-"^ «-3'9

: and other forest products at all ports on the Great Lakes in the
"^^"^ '°*^' ^^"'^^^ ^""''"^ ^^ railroads in 1910, including what came

United States was 3,428,628,500 feet. In 1906 it had fallen to
^™'" o'-'g'°'it"'g pomts and that received from connecting lines, was

1,883,175,000 feet. In the same year the total movement of lumber
1-^^9-900.101 tons. That was made up of the following items:

on the Mississippi and its tributaries was 225,545,000 feet, and on all
Fo"'st products 193,239,733 tons

other inland waters 220,752,000 feet. The total shipments of lumber I^^^^d^is":""::
::;::;:;::;:::;:::::::::::;:: 't^^^ ZZ

on all the inland waters of the United States in 1906 was only two- Mines 942,065,847 tons
thirds that on the Great Lakes alone seventeen years before. By Manufactures 278,157,500 tons

1910 the lake shipments of lumber had fallen off another half billion
Merchandise 61,234,757 tons

,. , Miscellaneous 71,600.523 tons

.
rn.issignpd 104.575,273 tons

It may be of interest to compare the earnings of railroads in

carrying different commodities. Sometimes the fact is lost sight of Total 1,849,900,101 tens

that railroads haul cars as well as the commodities in the cars, and The tonnage furnished by the forests is 9.57 per cent of the total

must also haul the empty cars back. It costs as much, weight for carried by railroads. It is 11.67 per cent of freight received at

weight, to haul cars as the articles in the cars, and in figuring originating points.

^<
;:>8oe^:;sto:^;;?c/x:,.\:^^ox>'i^^te/.y/5k:;w^^^

Hardwoods Crowd Out Pine

The Deprtrtnieut of Agriculture and Im)nigration of Virginia has

jrablished a pamphlet written by W. W. Ashe of the United States

Forest Service giving the result of investigations covering the propa-

gation, growth, and utilization of shortleaf yellow pine in that state.

Mr. Ashe has worked for years among the forests of the southeastern

part of the United States and has published a number of works on

the subject. One of the best known of these was published in 1905,

"The Southern Appalachian Forests," a book of several hundred

pages. His recent report on the Virginia pines deals chiefly with

the comm.ercial handling of that timber; but he makes a point which

is of general interest—that if left to compete in nature's way, the

pines cannot hold the ground indefinitely, but hardwoods will crowd

them out and take possession.

When the ground is open, as in the case of old abandoned fields,

the pine gets the first start because its winged seeds are thickly sown

by wind, and a dense stand of seedling pines is the result. The
first forest is, therefore, j'.ine with scarcely anything else; but the

oaks, hickories, and other hardwoods slowly prepare to take possession.

Squirrels and birds carry the acorns and other heavy seeds into the

forest and they germinate in the dense shade of the pines; but the

seeds of the pines cannot do that. They will not grow in such a

shade, and, in course of time, as the old trees die. the small hard-

woods, which may haye held their place for fifty years without grow-

ing nuicli, pcsli up to the light, grow rapidly, and cast such dense

shade that seeds falling from pines can gain no foothold. By that

process the pine stand finally dies out and a hardwood forest takes

its place.

This agrees with historical evidence. When white men first landed

in Virginia they found little pine except on the immediate coast. It

was the same in North Carolina. Further back the forests were

hardwoods. Pine did not spread inland much until old plantations

began to be abandoned, and it then took possession.

It thus appears that pine in that region can spread and can hold

its ground only by human help. When nature is given a chance to

assert its power, the hardwoods win the fight, and crowd the pine

out. This agrees exactly with recent conclusions reached by R. M.
Harper in the longleaf pine forests of Alabama. Botanists have long

known that, generally speaking, broadleaf trees are stronger than the

needleleaf species and when the contest for space is on an equal

footing the broadleaf species will prevail. That is why pine, cedars,

and cypresses are so often found in swamps, or on sandy tracts, or

sterile mountains. They are crowded from the good lands by the

hardwoods and retreat to situations where their rivals have not the

hardihood to follow.

The studies of Mr. Ashe in Virginia are of great interest when
considered from that standpoint. It is shown that occupation of good

land by pine is only temporary unless man, or some other agency,

assists the weaker species to hold the ground.
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Enormous quantities of moldings are required to supply the picture

frames that adorn the walls of American houses and halls, and the

production of this commodity is becoming a distinct industry. Some

planing mills now produce little else, while others turn out moldings

in connection with other kinds of millwork. All moldings are not

made into picture frames. In fact, not half the output is used in

that way, but it is not always easy to separate at the mill the portion

of the product intended for picture frames and that meant for other

uses. Fortunately, it is not necessary to do so except under certain

circumstances.

As an industry, the making of miscellaneous moldings is fairly well

detned without considering the man_v purposes for which the different

kinds are intended. Though the kinds and uses are numerous, the

principal classes are those designed for picture frames; those very

similar and intended for advertising fiames; interior house finish,

particularly that known as picture molding but which is not for the

frame itself but is the strip on the walls of rooms from which pic-

tures arc suspended; electric wire molding; fancy moldings for

decorative purposes; and various other kinds.

The moldings which go into picture and mirror frames may be

classed as the finest portion of the output, but there are many kinds,

styles, sizes, and patterns of frame molding, some being cheap, plain,

and common, others are milled from exj^ensive woods, and finished

artistically and with care. There is no limit on sizes—that all

depends on the demand and the planing null's ability to meet the

demand. Some molding is less than an inch wide, others may be

nearly a foot, but extra wide moldings are not usual. It is easier

to build up a border or a frame by combining narrow pieces than to

provide wide, solid moldings. Besides, the wide one-piece work is

more apt to give trouble after it is finished. It may warp or check.

There is little more standard for thickness than for width. Thick-

ness must vary greatly where kinds and uses are so numerous. Com-
mon thicknesses for the lumber of which moldings are made are

3/4, 4/4 and 5/4 inches. Special thicknesses have as wide a range

as special widths.

No complete statistics have been compiled to show the amount aud
kinds of wood demanded by manufacturers of molding in this coun-

try; but figures have been collected which cover certain parts of the

country, and these may be considered as representing fairly well the

industry in the whole country. The table which is given below sum-

Miavizes :i year's operations of forty manufacturers of picture frame
moldings in Missouri, Illinois, and Micliigan, and includes practically

all manufacturers in those three states who turn out that commodity.
The different woods used, the amount of each, and the cost of each

are shown, and also the totals:

Woods Used Yearly in Foiitv Kactouies Makino ricTiRE Kiiasie

Moldings
Cost ok Lu.\iheii

Kind op Wood Feet, B. M. at Factouv
Basswood 14,309,000 .$ 483,108
White oak 6,755,755 283,809
Red gum B,039,290 149,700
Red «ak 3,956,000 146,335
White pine 3,867,300 • 77,489
Longleat pine 3,095,000 84,950
Birch 2,084,000 57,474
Shortlcaf pine 1,148,000 30,709
Chestnut 709.000 26,319
Norway pine 600,000 19,000
Post oak 150,000 5,625
Cypress 145,000 5,935
Black ash 110,000 4,240
Yellow poplar 104.313 3,111
White ash 67,745 2,416
Mahogany 66.500 8,485
White or gray elm 43,000 1,360
Black walnut 31,514 2,405
Sycamore 30,000 875
Sugar maple 13.000 500
Cherry 10,000 350
Hlckor.T 10.000 500
Rosewoo'l 1 .670 300

—24—

Ebony 1,330 560
Snakewood 1,250 719
Cocuswood 1,000 275
Circassian walnut 1,000 410
Red maple 500 16

Total 43,351,167 .$1,399,195

The total of 43,351,167 feet shown in the foregoing table is made
up of 34,495,867 feet of hardwoods (broadleaf trees) and 8,855,300

feet of softwoods (needleleaf trees). The average cost of the hard-

woods at the factory is .$34.24 per thousand feet, and the softwoods
$24.63. These figures, it should be understood, are based on factory

re|)orts in the three states named, and some of them wiU be too low
or too high if applied on the Pacific coast, or in New England, or in

Louisiana. They apply in the Middle West, that is, in Michigan,
Illinois, aud Missouri. This is a softwood and hardwood region com-
bined. Both kinds of lumber are convenient, and manufacturers of
moldings can procure what suits them best. In round numbers, four-

fifths of the wood used in the manufacture of these moldings in the
three states is hardwood, and one-fifth is softwood. The softwoods
are pine and cypress; all others shown in the table aie hardwoods.
It is apparent that the picture molding business draws supplies prin-

cipally from the hardwood forests of the country. It is probable that
a similar showing would be made if statistics were compiled in New
England or in the extreme South; but en the Pacific coast the soft-

woods likely would predominate, for the reason that the region has
very little hardwood.

Basswood is a clear leader of all the woods demanded by the
makers of picture frame moldings. This extensive use is not acei-

deutal, nor is it due to cheapness, but the wood is demanded because
of its special fitness for the particular place it must fill. It
has an even, regular grain. The fibers lie in one direction and do
not cross one another or form pits, burls, or curls. That is an
important property in a wood intended for fine moldings. In passing
through the machine the surface is cut in grooves and elevations in

order to produce the patterns required, and the knives are set accord-
ingly. If the wood is not even-grained, the knives are liable to tear
the surface in places, instead of cutting it smoothly, and the moldings
will be rough and their value lowered.

An examination of the accompanying table will reveal the fact that
maple occupies a very subordinate place. Only 13,000 feet are listed
—not one foot a thousand of basswood. The reason for this is not
that maple is inferior to basswood for general purposes—it is an
excellent wood, and for many uses ranks above basswood, but it does
nof do so as a material for picture frame moldings—but that maple
"pulls" when run through the machines which cut it in the desired
patterns. The term '

' puU '
' is used to denote the tendency of a wood

to dress rough. After the knives have passed over it, the surface is
apt to show minute pits where small pieces of wood were pulled out
by the knives. These may be very small, but when present they are
a defect in otherwise fine moldings. The natural grain of maple is

wavy, or at least irregular. The bird'seye effect is frequently present.
It is a beautiful surface when well polished, but the knives of a
molding machine are liable to render it rough. When such a surface
IS finished iu oils and stains, the small depressions are accentuated
and constitute a defect.

Some manufacturers of picture moldings offer the same objection
to birch, but the objection is evidently less serious, judging by the
comparative quantities of the two woods entering the molding indus-
try. Much more birch than maple is used.
White and r»d oaks are popular and reliable woods for picture

moldings. They have always been in demand, and will be as long
as picture frames are made. The finish of such frames is nearly
always natural; that is, it shows the grain of the oak. The wooQ
is not concealed beneath gilt, paint, or plaster as is customary when
some other woods are made into frames.
Among the woods in the table, other than oak, which are frequently

finished in the natural grain when made into frames, are chestnut,
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ash. mahogany, walnut, sycamore, cherry, rosewood, ebony, snakewood,

and cocuswood. They may be treated with fillers to develop grain

figure, but nothing is to be gained in concealing the natural appear-

ance of the wood under plaster or gilt.

};ed gum is rapidly taking its place as a leading wood in the manu-

facture of picture frame moldings. It stands thii'd in the accom-

panying table, and some people predict that in a few years it will

stand first in the picture frame industry. It possesses most of the

desired properties. It was formerly objected to on account of its

slow seasoning qualities, but a better understanding of the wood's

characteristics has removed most of these objections. It has been

found that if the wood is subjected to a treatment of superheated

steam, the seasoning troubles largely disappear. The behdvior of red

gum while passing through woodworking machines is all that could

be desired. It can be made smooth enough for finish in the natural

grain, or it may be covered with gilt, enamel, plaster or paint. It

stands well—that is, it does not shrink, swell, or warp under the

usu:il atmospheric changes. This is a very important consideration

in selecting woods for picture frames. A little warping and shrink-

ing will pull the joints apart and may crack the enamel or blister the

gilr or other finish.

About twenty per cent of the wood used by manufacturers of

picture frame moldings in the three states listed, is pine, consisting

of white pine, yellow pine, and Xorway. These woods commonly go

into frames of the cheaper sort, and they are often other than picture

fra,'nes, though placed in that class. Pine frames are largely used

for advertising matter, such as is found in hotel lobbies, barber

shops, railroad depots, street cars, and similar places. Some of the

frames are ten feet square, others are less than one foot ; but lai'ge

quantities of wood are demanded for their manufacture. They con-

stitute the cheapest and conmionest output of the molding mill, while

the material for mirror frames, and those for fine portraits and oil

paintings are the best and most expensive.

The makers of certain kinds of moldings select as far as possible

woods possessing the desired properties. Some expensive picture

frames are covered with gold leaf. It is laid on and is rubbed until

it adheres and presents a smooth surface; or it ma.v be necessary to

give the gold an embossed appearance. Much depends on the wood
on which the gold is laid, and the manufacturer will procure the kind

which promises best results. He may not need much, but no com-

promise wOl be made in quality. Other frames are finished in enamel,

and experience shows that woods differ greatly in the facility with

which they hold enamel. Though maple is often unsatisfactory for

frames of natural finish, it is excellent for enameled work.

Many frames are ornamented with composition work resembling

carvings. This does not
_
properly belong to the molding industry,

though closely associated with it. Such ornaments are fastened on the

frames with glue or with small nails. Other ornaments may be of

wood cu: out with scroll saws, or they may be carvings executed by
nifichinery or by hand. They often add much to the appearance of the

finished frame, and to that extent they may be considered to belong

to the industry which produces picture molding.
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The Revised ISfewlands River Bill

On Julv 14 an important bill was introduced in the United States

Senate by Senator Xewlands. It is a revision and enlargement of the

bill introduied by him in April, 1911, and reintroduced with amend-

ments in March of this year.

The measure is as near national in its scope as it is possible to

make it, and its primary purpose is river improvement and flood

regulation; but a number of matters are included which heretofore

have been considered separately or not considered at all. The aim

evidently is to do away with the spoils system in river improvements,

commonly known as the '

' pork barrel. '

' Under that system appro-

priations were handed around in accordance with the pull of poli-

ticians and often without much regard for the actual needs of the

rivers to be improved. It was a common saying that with a sufficient

pull an appropriation could be procured for river improvement

wherever "the ground is the least bit damp."

The proposed bill aims to sweep the spoils system away at one

stroke, and to enlarge the field so that work that ought to be done

can be done at the proper place and in the right way. The politicians

will have little to say in the matter; but plans will be drawn by

specialists and scientific men, and approval or rejection will be in the

hands of boards whose members will have no interest in local politics

or in sectional questions.

The bill piovides for an appropriation of $60,000,000 a year for ten

years. If Congress fails to make the appropriations the president is

authorized to raise the money by selling bonds at not more than three

per cent, to run not more than thirty years.

The most striking feature of the measure is that it recognizes the

fact, which scientists recognized long ago, that the regulation of floods

and of stream flow- should begin at the sources of the streams, not

, their mouths. The regulation should, of course, include the lower

reaches of rivers; that is, it properly embraces the whole stream,

with all its branches, and the entire drainage basin. Congress has

been slow to take this broad view, but the thinking men of the coun-

try, and that includes the leaders among business men, have under-

stood the question for years. Congress now seems to be about to

adopt the same view and to attack the great conservation problems in

a new place—the right place.

The bill expressly guards against any attempt to spend the money

in one region to the neglect of other regions. It is clearly stated

that each region shall have its share; and the beauty of it is that

the country is divided into regions, not according to politics, popula-

tion, power, 01 pull, but according to physical geography which

recognizes commerce but no politics, resources but not votes. The
appropriation for each year shall be apportioned as follows:

The Atlantic and Eastern Gulf States get SIO.000.000 a vear.
The uhio Valley gets .'510.000.000.
The Mississippi above ^. Louis—including neighboring streams flowing

into the Great L.ikes or Canada—.$5,000,000 a vear.
The Mississippi below St. Louis gets $10,000,000 yearl.r.
The Missouri river, and the streams flowing into' the Mississippi below

St. Louis from the West, or directly into the Gulf of Mexico west of the
mouths of the Mississippi, .$10,000,000.
The Colorado river and the great region which it drains, will receive

$3.1100,000 yearly.
The Columbia river and its tributaries receive $.5,000,000.
The rivers of California which flow to the Pacific ocean get S5,000,000

yearly. '

This omits no important region of the United States, for the bill

expressly stipulates that a ri^er includes all its tributaries to their

fountain streams, and all the lands drained by the streams. That is

a highly important recognition. Heretofore when river appropriations

have been made the intei-pretation has been that the expenditure

should go to the loner reaches of the streams—they were not sup-

posed to have any head stieams or water sheds. If the present bUl

passes, that view will become ancient history. Of course, the lower

stieams will be cared for, but the whole appropriation will not be

spent there. Control will begin at the heads of rivers, and some at-

tention there wiU render kss control necessary lower down. Boards

of health attack the causes of disease instead of waiting for diseases

to gain headwa.v. That is the method proposed for rivers.

A list of the forces which the bill proposes to enlist in this work
shows the scope. Among the powerful organizations which will be

set to work will be the "H'ar Departmeut with its engineers ; the

Department of Agriculture with the trained men of the Forest

Service, and the Bureau of Plant Industry ; the : Smithsonian In-

stitute with its investigators and scholais who will give advice on

special problems; the Geological .Survey with its vast accumulation of

information regarding drainage basins, stream gradients, slopes,

contours, the flow of streams, and other hydrographic data ; the

Reclamation Ser^'ice with its stores of knowledge concerning both

irrigation and drainage.
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It would uo: avail much to call iu all of tliese forces unless they

were put to work. They are not for consultation alone. They are

expected to lay out the work, and if it is approved, the work falls

to them to do. Most of the funds jirovided are expended in ways

specifically stated. The War Department sx^ends .$20,000,000 of the

appropriation yearly—one-lliird of it—in constructing embankments,

levees, dykes, opening and deepening channels, building reservoirs,

storage basins, artificial lakes, and other engineering works of that

kind. This part will be under the direct control of the chief of army

engineers, and the whole corps of engineers will be his assistants.

It should be specifically noted that the reservoir system for water

storage is included in the provisions of the bill. That attacks the

floods at their source by holding some of the water back. It is pro-

vided that the development of water power must be promoted; also

that in time of low water the stored supplies in the up-stream reser--

voirs shall be sent down to keep an even stage, as nearly as possible,

in the n.avigable stretches of the rivers.

The monopoly of the engineering work is not allotted to the army

engineers. The Eeclamation Service receives $20,000,000 a year, and

this will be expended in building works for both irrigation and

drainage. Most of the irrigation will naturally lie toward the

sources of the streams, bui the drainage will be lower down. Much

of the water stored in reservoirs constructed by army engineers will be

used to irrigate land under management of Reclamation Service en-

gineers. To a large extent the two departments will work hand in

hand, yet separate forces will be at work.

The Smithsonian Institute is allotted $1,000,000 a year and expends

the sum in collecting data from this and other countries that will be

valuable in executing the general plans. >

The Bureau of Plant Industry will receive $6,000,000 a year. The

chief function of this bureau will consist in finding ways and means

of getting the greatest possible benefit for the resources made avail-

able by the engineering works of the War Department and Reclama-

tion Service. This bureau has long been engaged in vahiable studies

of food and forage plants, and of soils and situations. The value of

similar investigations in the past can hardly be calculated. It is

proposed to continue them, in a wider field, in order to take ad-

vantage of opportunities that will be opened for the first time.

The Geological Survey's part of the approjiriation is $3,000,000 a

year. This will be expended, in part, in stream measurements, and

by that means both the Aimy Engineers and those belonging to the

Reclamation Service will be greatly assisted in their work.

The Forest Service is allotted $10,000,000 a year. Half of this is

for purchase of lands needed for the iirotection of the courses of

rivers, it is understood that purchases of this kind wUl be confined

chiefly to regions east of the Mississippi river, but the proposed bill

does not specify 'that it shall be expended in the Kast. The remain-

ing $5,000,000 a year allotted to the Forest Service will be expended

in fire protection, tree planting, and in co-oi)erating with states which

appropriate money for such work.

The underlying principal of the plan is that all shall work together.

There will be no duplication of work, no conflict of authority. The

scope embraces the entire United States. It is not a scheme that

can be completed in a few years. Xo one knows how long it will

take, but whatever is done will be permanent. All resources will be

used. Rivers which have always flowed unused to the sea will be

developed to their highest efficiency for irrigation, waterpower and

navigation. Every practical means will be employed to prevent soil

erosion by which the lower reaches of the rivers have heretofore been

silted up. That in itself viill go far toward curing the flood evil.

Storage reservoirs near the sources of rivers, forest and crop cover

for the slopes and bottom lands, and levees and deepened channels

lower down, will ultimately reduce the flood damage as low as it can

te done by the ingenuity of man.

The machinery for carrying on the work is provided in this bill.

The supervising power and authority will lie in a waterways com-

jnission. This commission will consist of the President of the United

States, who will be chairman of the commission with power to veto;

the secretaries of War, Agriculture and the Interior; chairman of

the Board of River Regulation ; chairman of the Interstate Commerce

Commission, and chairman of the Panama Canal Commission.

The Board ol River Regulation will be the active working body.

It will consist of the chief of engineers, V. S. Army; chairman of the

Mississippi River Commission ; director of the United States Geolog-

ical Survey; diu'ctor of the Reclamation Service; the forester of the

Agricultural Department; chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry;

the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution; one civil engineer, one

sanitary engineer, one hydroelectric engineer, one expert in transpor-

tation, and a chairman of the board. The last five shall be appointed

liv the Piesideiit of the United States and hold office at his pleasure.

Alaska's Timber Resources
In 1009 R. S. Kellogg was sent to Alaska by the United States

l-'orest Service to prepare a report on its timber resources. After

traveling several thousand miles in various parts of the region, and

loii&ulting various reports prepared by other investigators, he summed

ui the situation by saying that the forested area in Alaska covered

iil'.iut 100,000,000 acres, or 27 per cent of the territory. About one-

fifth of the area which is classed as forest land contains saw timber,

and that on the other four-fifths is valuable principally as fuel, on

account of its small size.

There are, of course, patches of good timber and poor interspersed

itver various regions, but the chief stands of saw timber are in the

southern or southeastern part of the territory. The aggregate stand

in that region has been very roughly estimated at 75,000,000,000 feet.

The best of this timber lies in the Tongas and Chugach National

forests, which contain 26,761,626 acres. The land iu these forests is

largely wooded with much fine timber.

The interior of the territory is forested along the valleys .-ind low

liills. Tiees are usually small, but often large quantities of cordwood

are cut. Sometimes the amount runs as high as twenty cords per

aero. Practically the only fuel used in the interior of Alaska is wood,

and the demand is rapidly depleting the supply in the vicinity of

camps. Forest fires consume ten trees for every one cut and put to

use. but this applies only in the interior where the climate is dry.

The heavy forests near the coast have been little damaged by fire

because the ground litter never becomes dry enough to burn.

Trees of the interior forests are generally too small for lumber.

They range from three inches to a foot in diameter and from thirty

to sixty feet high. In favored localities larger trees occur, in tho

interior valleys. The principal species there are white spruce, whito

birch, balsam ])0]ilar, black Cottonwood, aspen, black spruce, and

tamarack. White spruce is the most important species of the interior

and supplies most of the saw timber, and is also much used for fuel.

White birch is extremely abundant. This is not the white birch of

New England and tlie I-ake States, but an Alaskan .species which is

very similar.

The valuable timber is in the southeastern part of Alaska. The

forests are an extension of those of Washington and British Columbia

and partake of their character. The rainfall is heavy and the growth

is rank. The principal species are Sitka spruce, western hemlock and

western red cedar. There are a number of other trees of some

importance. Twenty per cent of the stand is Sitka spruce, seventy-

five per cent western hemlock, and the remaining small part is made

up of western red cedar and other species.

The spruce is the largest species of that region. Trees occur

which are six feet in diameter and 150 feet high. Averages of three

feet hold good over considerable areas. Large rafts of logs which

average three feet at the butt and twenty inches at the top and over

seventy feet long, go to the mills.

Western red cedar averages three or four feet in diameter, and

western hemlock is a little smaller. The forests are overmature.

Trees are from 200 to 600 years old.

About twenty-five sawmills are at work in Alaska and their average

cut is about a million feet a year each. Thus far the output has

been chiefly spruce. The mills supply local demand in their imme-
diate regions. Much of the lumber is made into salmon cases. It

costs approximately twenty dollars a thousand feet when delivered

at the box factories.
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Profits from Paper Birch
A serious defect in the wood of paper birch is that known as

"red heart," which materially reduces the quality, strength and

value of the wood and renders it unfit for spool, shoe peg or

toothpick stock of the higher grades; its presence in large quan-

tities means heavy loss. Eed heart is not a disease, but is simply

the natural heartwood which forms as the trees grow old. The

age at which it appears varies greatly and is considerably influ-

enced by the locality of growth. In favorable places trees that

have grown from seed are usually five or six inches in diameter

and upward of fifty years old before heartwood begins to form.

Trees that originated as sprouts from stumps begin to develop

red heart before they are five inches through.

After heartwood begins to form it continues to increase in

diameter, at first at about the same rate the tree grows, but

later more rapidly. Mature trees usually have from two to four

inches of sapwood near the base. The higher one goes up the

bole of the tree the smaller the heart becomes, until it disappears

completely in the upper part. This is, of course, due to the fact

that the lower part of the tree is so much older than the upper.

When red heart first appears it is sound and it may remain

so for many years, or again it may begin to decay very soon. In an

average stand at maturity it is estimated that from 10 to 15 per

cent of the trees are affected by heart rot, and in cases where

the trees are past their prime the proportion increases very

rapidly. It is this tendency of the heart to unsoundness that is

largely responsible for the belief that all of it is deficient in

strength and brittle, though, of course, the chief objection to

it is the color.

Eed heart is by far the largest item of waste in factories

which make handles and novelties from paper birch, and not

much attention has been paid to the possible utilization of such

stock until quite recently. It has been found, though, that

sound red heart can be turned into handles and novelties and

handles which are to be enameled, since in this case the color

is CO longer an objection. Some of it is turned into boxes and

other cheap turnery, such as cork caps, spools, handles and

numerous other articles. It is also employed to some extent for

cheap toothpicks, shoe shanks, dowels, package handles, toys,

and bushings.

The state forester of Minnesota, in a recent report, calls

attention to the large amounts of paper birch that are going

to waste in that state for lack of proper utilization. He says:

"To the man who has seen the close utilization of birch in Maine

and the New England states in general it seems almost criminal

to permit the appalling destruction of this splendid wood through-

out the timbered regions of northern Minnesota. Manufacturers

of spools, rollers, clothes pins, shoe pegs, toothpicks, toys, wooden-

ware, flooring and veneer are paying fancy prices for the poorest

grade of birch gleaned from the woods of Maine and New Hamp-

shire. Moreover, they are transporting it long distances and are

running short of material. For such manufacturing concerns

Minnesota offers an attractive and profitable field. There is no

good reason why we shouldn't have dozens of factories utilizing

birch and giving employment to large numbers of men right here

in our own state."

There is one portion of the paper birch for which there is very

little use, and that is the bark. Of course, it is employed to some

extent for fancy articles, Such as baskets, picture frames, and

numerous other odds-and-ends, but all told the amount thus

employed is very small. It was formerly employed by the Indians

for canoes, but a birch-bark canoe is somewhat of a novelty now-

adays. A suggested use is for the tipping of cigarettes.

The tipping of cigarettes with cork has come into general

practice during the last few years. Ten years ago only gold tips

were ordinarily seen, but they are no longer common. Straw,

artificial cork, thin veneers of wood and even corn husks have

been tried, but none gives the satisfaction of cork. Most cigar-

ettes are uutipped, but there seems to be an increasing demand
for the other kind. The making of cork paper requires the finest

grade of cork, which is very expensive. It is cut by rotary knives
into thin sheets about five-hundredths of an inch in thickness.
It is then pasted onto a paper backing, cut into ribbons half
an inch wide, and rolled on reels ready for the automatic tipping
machines. The amount of cork paper used last year to tip cigar-

ettes would, if spread out in a single layer, cover almost a square
mile of territory, and wW worth over half a million dollars.

Everyone is familiar with the peculiar laminated bark which
gives the paper birch its name and has noted how the layers can
be separated from each other by proper care, leaving thin sheets
of flesh-eolored or whitish bark. These sheets are verv soft,

pliable and smooth, except for the short, horizontal lines of
lentieels. Being composed largely of cork cells, the layers are
waterproof and should prove an excellent substitute for cork
paper for tipping cigarettes. The chief difficulty is to devise
some practical means of separating the bark into layers at a
reasonable cost. Although numerous experiments have been tried,

none has proved successful.

In India and Africa the bark of a great many trees is used
for a multitude of purposes, and in nearly every case the primitive

method of beating the bark is employed to get it into proper
condition. This could not be done to birch bark, but it is possible

that some device could be arranged for passing the bark between
heavy rollers, with the idea of loosening the layers by crushing
the connecting cells. As grown on the tree the outer layers of the

bark are slightly longer than the inner on account of the greater

circumfereuce, and rolling flat or backward would tend to make
the layers slip past each other. Boiling and steaming, both with
saturated and superheated steam, have been tried, as well as a

combined treatment of steam pressure and vacuum, but the onlv

result apparently was the darkening of the bark and ruining it

for the purpose intended. If someone could hit upon a plan, he
will open a good market for a product which now is valueless.

E. J. S.

Traffic Matters Around Memphis
Lumbermen here who have extended timberland holdings and other

interests in Arkansas have won a victory over the Frisco System

which sought to advance rates on hardwood shipments from points

on its lines in Arkansas and Missouri to destinations in Iowa,

Nebraska, Minnesota and the Dakotas, from one to two cents per

hundred pounds. The hearing in this case was held at St. Louis

before one -of the examiners for the Interstate Commerce Commission

and was attended by J. H. Townshend, general manager of the

Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, and several prominent members of

that body, including F. E. Gary of the Baker Lumber Company, and

representatives of the Three States Lumber Company, Lee Wilson &

Co. and the Chapman Dewey Lumber Company. The railroad with-

drew its increased tariffs after the presentation of the testimony of

the bureau and did not let the case come to a decision.

, The report that fhe advance in rates to New Orleans from Memphis,

amounting to two cents per hundred pounds, had been suspended until

Sept. 30 by the Interstate Commerce Commission was an error. Such

a report reached here from Washington, but the Southern Hardwood

Traffic Bureau has been officially advised that the advance is held up

only three weeks from Aug. 20 or until Sept. 10.

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau has, on behalf of the

Tsehudy Lumber Company and the A. B. Nickey & Sous Lumber

Company, filed a petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission

asking for lower rates on shipments of Ivmiber and logs over the

Missouri & North Arkansas Eailroad to Memphis. It is pointed out

that there is a great deal of timber along this road that is sus-

ceptible of easy development if a lower rate on log shipments to this

city is granted.
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The Wooden Bridge

Iron and concrete have become common material for bridges,

hut the wooden bridge still has friends. At a recent convention

of railroad builders in Canada, the statement was made, and was

not disputed, that under certain conditions a wooden bridge is

more serviceable than iron, and can be kept in repair more

cheaply. Such a bridge is supposed to be constructed of timbers

treated with chemicals to hinder decay.

An iron bridge must be kept thoroughly painted or it will

quickly deteriorate through the attack of rust. Experiences oJ'

county authorities with small rural bridges show that an unpainted

iron structure, particularly when it is of light construction, may
fail sooner than one of unpainted wood. Eepairs are much harder

to make in metal than in wood. An ordinary carpenter can do

the latter, but power drills, riveting machines, and skilled labor

of a particular kind are required to splice a beam or set a brace

in an iron bridge. The statement, therefore, seems reasonable that

the maintenance of wooden bridges may be cheaper than that of

iron bridges.

Long service can be expected of treated wood, kept well painted.

It cannot be stated just how many years such a bridge will

last, because the use of treated timber in work of that kind does

not go back many decades, and experiences cannot be quoted;

but bridges built in the old way, not treated, but occasionally

painted, have stood long periods—longer, perhaps, than any iron

bridge neglected in the same way, would last.

When Virginia built what was known as the "Northwestern

Pike, '

' from Winchester to the Ohio river at Parkersburg, ;i

distance of about 300 miles, every stream was spanned by a

wooden bridge. The work was done between 1833 and 1838. It

was said at that time to be "the best bridged road in America,"

and that "a pedestrian could travel the whole distance without

wetting the soles of his shoes. '
' Many turbulent mountain rivers

were crossed. Railroads were just coming into existence, and

Virginia statesmen—with a strange lack of foresight—expected

to make the Northwestern Pike the great commercial highway

between the East and the West, the successful rival of any

railroad that might be built. No expense was spared. A famous

French engineer who had built roads for Napoleon was secured

to superintend the location and construction of the highway across

the Alleghany mountains. He did his work well, including the

numerous bridges, on stone piers, but otherwise wholly of wood

except nails and a few iron rods. In many places locust pins were .

substituted for nails and rods, so that the bridges were as nearly

all wood as that built over the Ehine by Caesar.

All of the bridges on the Northwestern Pike were roofed with

shingles, weatherboarded, and painted. Even the small ones

spanning creeks a few yards across, were protected against the

weather with shingles and paint. Up to the Civil war the bridges

remained in excellent condition, but the contending armies used

the road from the opening of hostilities until peace was restored,

and bridge after bridge was burned by one side or the other until

few were left. By some chance one of the largest of the bridges

escaped the torch, though Union and Confederate detachments

chased one another across it manj' a time during the four years

of hostilities. On one occasion a Confederate cavalryman sat

three hours at the end of the bridge, a box of matches in one

hand and his bridle rein in the other, waiting for the prearranged

signal from a distant hill to set the bridge on fire. The officer

who was to give the signal was unable to reach the designated

hill on account of a raking fire from Yankee sharpshooters, and

thus the bridge escaped burning.

The bridge spans the stream yet, after seventy-six years of

service. It is situated on Cheat river, five miles south of Rowles-

burg, W. Va. It is a quaint and venerable structure, a monument

to the lasting properties of wood as a bridge material. The old

pike which Virginia statesmen vainly hoped to make the "Nation's

highway between the East and the West," is onlv a common
country road now, and carries no commerce; neither do through

travelers pass that way. The old bridge seems good for many
3'ears yet. Napoleon's engineer planned well when he designed

the "four-arched bridge." It is a two-span, double track structure,

.Tbout .'ii/O feet long, and built largely of white pine and yellow

poplar. It is said to have been painted onlj' twice in seventy-six

years. Many steel bridges now span streams in the surrounding

region, and some of them, not half as old as the wooden bridge,

and painted oftener, are in poorer condition, while others have

. been replaced by new ones, while the old wooden structure serves on

decade after decade.
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Credit is, or should be, based on confidence. It is impossible to

confide in those regarding whom one has no knowledge. Therefore

the intelligent extension of credit should be based on facts and

information sufficiently detailed to enable the lumberman to form

a just estimate of the concern with which he is doing business.

This is fundamental. Apparently no business man, particularly

one dealing in as large items as those represented by a carload of

lumber, would care to assume the risk involved in selling without

due circumspection as to credit conditions. Yet it is probably true

that lumbermen, as a class, are more careless in this respect than

any other set of merchants in the country.

Some dealers not only sell without investigation, but even knowingly

assume risks of this character in order to put the business on the

books. Having a big stock on hand seems to scare the average

lumberman a great deal more than the prospect of ultimate bank-

ruptcy if such methods as those referred to are pursued to their

logical conclusion. Occasionally a dealer refers humorously to

taking a chance with a lame duck, but defends himself by explaining

that it was an item that he was long on, or that he would make a

good margin on it if he got his money, etc., etc. With this sort of

policy in force, it is no wonder that credit losses pile up to an extent

for which there is little justification.
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Most lumlienncn, also. Iiesitate to ask their customers for informa-

tion regarding their financial .status to which they have a perfect

right. Instead, tliey endeavor to pick up casual information on the

outside, which, while good in its way, is seldom conclusive or con-

vincing. If this were reinforced with a statement of some kind

which would give the seller a chance to figure out where the consumer

stood, it would have much more value tlian it has under ordinary

conditions.

The lumberman should remember, when he ships out a car of

quartered oak, for example, that he ' is in etfect lending the pur-

chaser the money represented by the oak. He is performing the

function of a banker, because as soon as the lumber is not paid for

he is depending on the credit of the buyer—the confidence he, the

seller, has in the user—for his money. .\nd that not only shows the

absolute neees.sity of definite information on the subject of credit

conditions which surround each concern, but emphasizes the truth

that the lumberman has a moral right to ask and require the informa-

tion which the bank gets as a matter of course.

If a lumberman went to a bank to ask for credit, supiiosing he has

not dealt there before, he would have to give the banker some pretty

detailed figures liefore he got his money. The banker would have
o know how long the concern had been in businc'^s, its capital, the
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amount of business it diel. and the condition of the business at that

time. He would have to know how much money had been borrowed

previously, and for what it was to be used. The banker is required

by law to ascertain much information of this kind, and for his own

protection he gets a great deal of it; and while no lumberman would

want to go into as great detail regarding his customer's business

as he has when he confronts the banker, asking for credit, it certainly

seems that he should have no hesitancy in seeking answers to at least

a few leading questions of that kind.

He ought to be able to get a financial statement, when he wants

it. from concerns which have not established themselves as sound.

New accounts being op"ened should be handled carefully along this

line, for then is the proper time to ask and get the data which

should be at hand. It is not necessary to ruffle the feelings or the

temper of the man at the other end of the line; but a tactful and

courteous letter, explaining that the lumber company makes a rule

•of acquiring this information in opening new accounts, would be cer-

tain in most cases to elicit the information promptly and cheerfully.

To show the laxity which prevails among lumbermen as to credit

matters, an automobile concern recently started up in a middle-

western city. Tile concern had been organized with a great blare

of trumpets and much newspaper advertising, for the purpose of

.stock selling, and business men who had watched its progress were

not any too sure of its chances for success. It prepared to begin

business, however, and ordered enough lumber to enable a good many

cars to be made up.

At the same time it placed a contract with a large concern dealing

in iron and steel, axles, springs, and the like, for supplies of this

character. The latter concern took the contract, but stated that it

would not be able to extend credit until the manufacturer gave a

satisfactory financial statement. This the automobile concern was

•evidently not in a position to do, for it delayed complying with this

requirement for several months. Meanwhile it received some material

which had been shipped with the understanding that a draft would

be attached to bill of lading. All the steel it got was paid for in cash.

A few months later the company was flat broke. A receiver took

liold of it, wound up its affairs and sold its possessions, realizing

little more than enough to pay twenty-five per cent of creditors'

claims. The lumbermen who had taken orders for stock had in every

instance shipped the material, and consequently were stung to the

extent of seventy-five per cent of their invoices, while the steel people

didn't lose a red cent. It is just a question of practice, of course,

and it might just as well have been the other way round. As long as

a consumer can get lumber without having to give up any information

of value concerning himself, the chances are that he will say very little

about his financial status.

Some lumbermen are willing to be guided in this respect entirely

by statements of their salesmen. If the latter write that the firms

from which they have taken orders are all right, and can be trusted,

the lumber is shipped. This may work out satisfactorily if the sales-

man is of a judicial turn of mind, and regards the interests of his

employer closely ; but it is human nature for the salesman to be

prejudiced in favor of his customer, especially if he has landed an

order in the face of sharp competition. His report, therefore, should

be taken with the proverbial grain of salt, not because the salesman

is intentionally trying to deceive his house, but because he is likely

to be misled by his own enthusiasm.

In this connection a leading hardwood man believes that it pays

him to spend a good deal of time on the road with his men, not so

much to help them sell, though this- happens, of course; but because

he can see things from the credit angle that his road man never

looks for. The salesman is hunting for opportunities to get business;

while the credit man, though he may create business occasionally,

has the disagreeable job for the most part of being at best a negative

factor. Hence the buoyant, enthusiastic salesman, pushing hard for

orders, is likely to overlook the small details that are of value in

making up the credit proposition, and to concentrate on the hard

problem of making the buyer want his lumber.

The head of the house is able to look about a bit, gets 11 line on

the business of the concern, the way it is running, the number of

employes, the amount of stock carried, etc., and when he leaves he has

a pretty vivid mental picture which will enable him to form an

accurate judgment of the concern when he is called upon to pass

judgment upon it. The salesman who is working the same list of

customers most of the time, of course, and is selling them fairly

regularly, is not likely to turn in a bad risk, but close supervision

of this kind is nevertheless extremely helpful.

Local lumber organizations ought to play up strong the work of

exchanging credit information. Their members can discuss matters

of this kind in sufficient detail to enable everybody to get a much
better line on questionable accounts than in any other way, and there

is no danger of any embarrassment such as lumbermen sometimes

fear when asked to contribute to a symposium of credit information

being made up upon a given concern.

In the latter connection, however, a well-known western lumberman
said not long ago that he believes the work being done by one or two
lumber organizations along credit lines is invaluable, and should be

encouraged by every member who is called upon to assist in getting

n line on a concern about which information has been asked.

•'I make a point,'' he said, "of filling out inquiries about every

concern with which I have ever had dealings, and in the same way
I profit by getting reports on housfes regarding which I am in doubt.

It doesn't take long to get these reports up, and the experience of

each concern reporting on the buyer in question is quoted exactly,

so that the inquirer can easily make up his mind regarding him.

Every lumberman who wants to protect his accounts should take pains

to do what he can do to disseminate information of this character."

Commerce Commission Reports on Railroad

Weights
The Interstate Commerce Commission's investigation of reported

discrepancies and irregularities in the weighing of railroad freight of

various kinds has been fully reported in previous issues of Hakdwood
Eecord. The commission made an exhaustive investigation of the

complaints of v.irious shippers and has just handed down its report,

in nhieh it is declared that a majority of the track scales now in use

should at once be rebuilt in order to obtain reasonably accurate results.

The report also embodies sharp criticism of the methods of weighing

grain, coal, lumber and similar products, it being alleged that shippers

almost -invariably get the worst of the transaction. While it is prob-

ably true that railroads are not the offenders as frequently and as

flagrantly as they are supposed to be, still in this case there is no

doubt that their met'nods are open to the sharpest criticism. It is

to be hoped that the report of the Interstate Commerce Commission

will result in their changing not only the actual scales but their

methods of weighing. No action will be taken until later in tiie year.

— Ci. D. C, Jr.

Car Surplus and Shortage

Bulletin No. 149, issued by ihe American Railway Association,

gives the statement of freight car surplus and shortage up to Aug. 1.

The total surplus on that date was 67,716 cars as against a surplus

on July l.T of 76,280 cars. The surplus Aug. 1, 1912, was 65,904 cars.

Total shortage on Aug. 1, 1913, was 11,261 ears and on July 15 was

6,875 cars. The shortage on Aug. 1,-1912, was 9,394 cars.

Thus it can be seen that a suggestion of a serious car shortage is

based on actual facts.

Kecipe for a modern log wagon—Cross a motor truck with a trac-

tion engine to get the wheels and then trade the mules off for their

value in gasoline.

The frankly cheerful salesman is one who generally gets his full

share of the orders going, and while he is about it he has a much

better time and makes many more friends than the grouch or the

man with a whine. You needn't attach a moral to this—just take it

as a plain fact.
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Scientific Lumber Production
It is held as a general proposition tliat in all chief eoramercial

pnrsuits, lumber production is conducted on a less scientific basis and
with less efficiency than nearly any other line. Outside of the intro-

duction of the band saw, in lieu of the circular, and steam skidding

and loading apparatus in place of the live stock employed at an

earlier date, there lias been comparatively little improvement in

methods of logging, lumber manufacture, handling and sales methoils

for many years.

To produce lumber im an absolutely scientific basis is a matter of

extreme difficulty, and is practically impossible from the fact that

no two forest areas and not even two trees are alike. Every new
logging operation is a new )iroposition, and individual methods have

to be employed in each to attain the best results. There is, however,

a possibility of securing an appro.ximation of scientific results in

lumber manufacture, handling and seasoning after the logs are deliv-

ered to railroad or mill, and it is to this end that the Saline Kiver

Hardwood Company, Pine Bluff, Ark., has made a serious attempt in

its recently completed equipment.

The Saline River H-.irdwuod Company is an allied house of that

foremost lung ;ind short leaf yellow pine manufacturing institution,

the Long-Bell Lumber Company of Kansas City, Mo. For years this

company, among other operations, has manufactured a large quantity

of short leaf pine through its Arkansas Short Leaf Lumber Com-

pany's plant at Pine Bluff, and the new mill of the Saline River

Hardwood Company adjoins this institution, and the logging opera-

tions of both from the woods to the mills are carried on jointly.

It was the aim of the jirincipals of this great house in starting in

hardwood m.anufacture to secure the very best possible hardwood
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FINE FLOORING PLANT IN WHICH THE FORKED-LEAF OAK
BRAND IS PRODUCED.

manufacturing plant, and to build an equipment that was in advance

of any other in existence, aiming to produce from its splendid virgin

harduood forest a sii|icrii)r luinlier and hardwood flooring product.

Primarily it secured the seivices of Howard W. Coles as general

manager and gave him carte blanche to build the best plant for hard-

wood manufacture in existence. Mr. Coles has had a long and varied

experience in hardwood and hardwood flooring production, and has

acquired a reputation in this line second to that of no man in the

country.

The new mill which Mr. Coles has constructed is equipped with a

lieavy Filer & Stowell band and band resaw, and all the most modern

labor-saving devices. The mill has a capacity of from 50,000 to (10,000

feet of lumber daily. The logs are handled from the cars into im-

mense roll ways by the aid of the Fitzgibbons & Krebs elevating

traveling derrick.

The company has an extensive hardwood area of which nearly

eighty per cent is genuine forked-leaf white oak of the highest type,

the remainder consisting of an excellent quality of red oak, red gum
and ash. The logs are of medium size, with small, tight heart, and

are remarkably sound.

From the sorting chains the assorted lumber is delivered to dollies,

and there transferred to a series of platforms interlaced with transfer

tracks, on which the lumber is piled onto dry-kiln trucks. This series

of platforms and tracks provides for the loading of 100 trucks of

lumber of various kinds, grades and thicknes.ses at one time. These

load units, of about 3,000 feet each, are then forwarded to a

Kraetzer preparator, a steam cylinder heretofore described in these

columns, in which the lumber is treated with steam under pressure.

This Kraetzer-euring of lumber insures quick and accurate seasoning,

and eliminates all j.ossibility of seasoning defects, stick-marking,

retain, cheeks and splits. The units are drawn from the steaming

cylinder and forwarded on their trucks to an extensive system of

THE FIRI.II:. I'KV KILNS OF THE SALINE RIVER HARDWOdl)
COMPANY, PINE BLUFF, ARK.

storage tracks, from the far end of which the seasoned lumber is

either loaded onto cars for shipment or still farther advanced through
a dry kiln to take out the remainder three or four per cent moisture

required, and then delivered by a chain transfer to the oak flooring

plant just completed.

The entire system is one in which, after the log is in the mill, the

resultant lumber product is handled entirely on wheels until it is

loaded onto cars either in the form of lumber or flooring. It is fully

believed that the new plant of the Saline Eiver Hardwood Company
will develop a lesser cost showing in lumber manufacture and han-

dling than any other hardwood plant in the country, and beyond that

it is equally certain that its product is of such a remarkably high tyjje

that it will command the trade of discriminating buyers.

Let it be noted that here is a hardwood plant producing well

towards 1,.500,000 feet of lumber a month that has no lumber yard

per se, and that the total necessary holding of stock in its storage

yard, carrying lumber on wheels, is only about one month 's cut, be-

cause the lumber is then ready for sale and shipment, or ready to be

forwarded to the flooring plant.

A SL'ore or more of other institutions are handling a part of their

lumber output in this way, but this is the first one to completely

eliminate the old-fashioned lumber yard with its costly and constantly

decaying lumber foundations, alley planking, and tremendous cost and

waste in pile roofing and stickers. The item of piling sticks alone,

between carrying 2,000,000 feet and 10.000,000 feet of lumber in stock

at one time, is no inconsiderable factor in cost.

This plant has been in operatioii less than three months, and Man-

ager Coles is now shipping forked-leaf white oak of full thickness,

without seasoning defects, six weeks from the saw, at less than four

pounds weight, which is a reduction of more than one-third in weight

in the time named, and less weight than can be secured on untreated

oak eight months on sticks.

The dry-kiln capacity of the plant is only of moderate size, because

GEXICUAL \IEW OF PREPARATOI; LdAI'lM.
I'REPARATOR IN DISTANCE

I'l,A-|-l-.'il;)I. WITH DETAIL OF SAW.MILL. POWER HOUSE. SORTING SHED AND
CORNER OF PREPARATOR LOADING TRACKS.
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the stock, by reason of the Kraetzer-cured process, is so well seasoned

as to require but a minimum of dry-kilning to render it suitable for

immediate use for flooring, interior finish, furniture and kindred

employment.

The new and adjoining flooring plant just completed by the com-

pany is equipped with the very newest type of woodworking machinery

and labor-saving devices. It may be noted that the S. A. Woods

Machine Company's flooring machines are employed, and the newest

type of end-matchers, produced by D. M. Eose of Knoxville, Tenn.,

used. These end-matching machines are the largest and heaviest ever

manufactured for this purpose, and insure absolute accuracy in end-

matching. It goes without saying that the Woods type of flooring

machines are unexcelled by any other produced.

The company, as well as Mr. Coles, are to be congratulated on this

model hardwood lumber and flooring manufacturing plant, which beyond

question stands for the highest efficiency in hardwood production that

has ever been attained, and beyond that gets lumber production down

to an approximation of scientific accuracy in results.

The pictures with which this article is accompanied are self-

explanatory and require no specific reference in the text.

SggreaAt^a^A!Ma^«;m;iit:>;iiwi^TOi>M^

Manufacture of Musical Instruments

Tlie Bureau of the Census has issued figures showing the extent of

the musical instrument industry in this country in 1909, together with

the value of materials used and the number of persons employed.

There has been a steady increase in the number and value of both

upright and grand pianos manufactured since 1899. Of the total

number of piano.s reported in 1909, 97.7 per cent were uprights. Of

their total value, that of the uprights represented 93.2 per cent. The

total production of pianos of both kmds reported in 1909 was 374,154,

valued at .$,19,501,225, an increase in number of 203,143, or 118.

S

per cent, and in value of $32,498,373, or 120.4 per cent, over the totals

for 1899. Upright pianos show the greater percentage of increase in

number, but grand pianos show the greater percentage of increase in

value. New York and Illinois were two of the principal states in the

manufacture of upright pianos at each of the three last censuses. In

1909 the number reported for these two states combined (244,994)

formed 67 per cent of the total for the United States. In the manu-

facture of grand pianos. New York and Massachusetts were the two

most important states, reporting, in 1909, 0,831, or 78.1 per cent of

the total number.

Of the total number of upright pianos manufactured, 34,495, or 9.4

per cent, were for or with player attachments. The value of the

instruments for or with player attachments formed 16.7 per cent of

the total value of upright pianos. New York reported 18,917, or

54.8 per cent, of the upright pianos for or with player attachments.

Of the 10,898 player attachments which were not attached to pianos,

2,789, or 25.6 per cent, were reported by establishments located in

New York, but the value of the attachments made in New York wa.s

more than half of the total for the country, which was $1,474,630.

In 1909, of the total number of reed and of pipe organs reported,

1.9 per cent were pipe organs, but of the combined value 51.1 per cent

was contributed by pipe organs. In 1899, of the total number, only

five-tenths of 1 per cent were pipe organs, while of the total value

they constituted 22,6 per cent. In the number of reed organs there

was a decrease during the decade 1899-1909 of 39.9 per cent, and in

their value a decrease of 35.8 per cent. For pipe organs there was an

increase of 117 per cent in number and of 130.5 per cent in value.

In the manufacture of reed organs, Illinois was the leading state in

1909 as in 1899, reporting 37.5 per cent and 41.3 per cent, respec-

tively, of the total value. In the value of pipe organs manufactured,

Massachusetts, New Y'ork and Illinois reported about equal amounts

in 1909, Illinois showing much the largest gain from 1899 to 1909,

while a decrease took place in Massachusetts,

The manufacture of pianos and organs has had an uninterrupted

development since 18G9, when jiroducts to the value of $11,886,444

were reported. In 1909 the value of products was more than seven

times as great, $89,789,544. The largest increases are shown for the

decade from 3899 to 1909, when the number of persons engaged in

the industry increased 80.4 per cent and the value of products 118.9

per cent. The large piano and organ factories are of comparatively

recent development. In 1869 the average establishment gave employ-

ment to only twenty-four wage earners and the average value of

products was $46,797; in 1909 the average number of wage earners

was seventy-five and the value of products $177,100.

The decrease in the number of proprietors and firm members is no

doubt due to the growth in the corporate form of ownership. On the

other hand, there was an increase of 134.8 per cent during the decade

ending with 1909 in the number of salaried employes.

The value of the output of factories engaged principally in the

manufacture of pianos was $66,569,273; organs, $4,745,655; and piano

and organ parts, $18,474,616. The value of the material was $43,764,-

737, and the value added by manufacture was $46,024,807. The

number of employes was 41,882. and the wages ami salaries paid

amounted to $28,313,754.

Separate figures are given for certain classes of smaller musical

instruments or for materials for such. The instruments made include

cornets, trombones, tubas, and other brass instruments for band and

orchestral use, cymbals, drums, . xvlophones, castanets, dulcimers,

harps, lyres, guitars, lutes, banjos, mandolins, zithers, violins, violon-

cellos, flutes, flageolets, piccolos, etc., and parts of such instruments.

The value of products for this branch of the musical instrument

industry does not show the general increase from census to census so

noticeable in the two preceding branches. The value of products in

1909 was 7.3 iier cent less than in 1904, and 4.9 per cent less than

that in 1899. During tlie first half of the decade ending with 1909

there was considerable decrease in the number of establishments,

accompanied by smaller decreases in the number of persons employed,

capital invested, wages paid, and cost of materials, and an increase in

the salaries, miscellaneous . expenses, value of products, and value

added by manufacture. During the last half of the decade there was

a decrease in all of the items except the number of establishments,

number of salaried employes, and salaries.

Phonographs and graphophones are given sejiarate consideration.

The establishments assigned to this industry were engaged chiefly in

the manufacture of phonograplis or graphopliones for either disk or

cylinder records, including those for office dictation; also the manu-

facture of records, blanks, horns, needles, or other suiiplies and

materials used in the industry.

Each census since 1899 has shown an inci'case in the manufacture

of phonographs and graphophones, but by far the greater develop-

ment occurred during the five-year period 1899-1904, when there was

an increase of 2,525, or 178.4 per cent, in the number of persons en-

gaged in the industry, and of $7,990,801, pr 355.7 per' cent, in the

value of products. While there was an inci'case of only seven in the

number of establishments during the decade, the number of persons

engaged in the industry in 1909 was more than four times and the

value of products more than five times as great as the corresfionding

figures for 1899. In 1909, sixteen of the eighteen establishments were

operated by corporations. New Jersey is by far the leading state in

the industry, as measured by value of products, followed by Connec-

ticut and New York in the order named.

Of the total value of products reported for the industry in 1909,

$11,725,996, the value of complete instruments formed $5,406,684, or

46.1 per cent, and that of records and blanks $5,007,104, or 42,7 per

cent. The remainder, $1,312,208, or 11.2 per cent, represented for the

most part horns, needles, matrices and other supplies used in the manu-

facture or operation of the instruments.
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Good Sales at Furniture Exhibits
Over four thousand buyers attended the furniture expositions which

are just closing in the Chicago and Grand Rapids markets. The
business placed with the manufacturers has been surprisingly good in

view of general conditions and assures busy factories during the

remainder of the year. Hundreds of lines were shown in both mar-
kets, necessitating a visit of two or three weeks on the part of

buyers desirous of seeing the entire exhibits.

Oak and mahogany were, of course, leaders in the aggregate. The
biggest seller of all the lines offered was oak furniture of various

kinds and for all purposes in simplified designs adapted from early

English periods. With the tables, beds, etc., in these period designs

chairs were otlered with cane seats and cane paneled backs. Prob-

ably the next sellers were the many offerings in Adam designs which,

in the higher grade lines were of satinwood, while the moderate priced

styles were offered in enameled effects and in mahogany and imita-

tions of mahogany.

_The feature which will probably have a more or less unfavorable

effect on the demand for mahogany lumber is the favorable offering

and sale of over-stuffed fiirnit\ire in which only the legs are visible.

In addition, the rather- remarkable call for upholstered suits with a

bed davenport and chairs to match—presumably for small flats—will

affect the consumption of mahogany to the extent to which such

upholstered lines take the place of the conventional designs of

mahogany living room furniture.

The feature of the season which stands out with pre-eminence was
the exceedingly large sale of medium-priced lines for various pur-

poses and the correspondingly limited purchases of high-priced goods.

Consequently there was an apparently small call for French period

styles in which the showy imported Circassian walnut figures with

especial appropriateness. As a consequence, the sales denoted a

falling off in the use of this beautiful product of Asia Minor.

The use of solid mahogany, including drawer work and backs

throughout, seems to be increasing. Very little of the toona or

natural finishes were seen, the colors being dark or old brown finishes

appropriate to the early English periods.

As suggested, the swift gain in popularity of the Adam period

furniture in this country is a big factor in the current demand. The
appropriate wood tor this period stuff in the pure representations is

satinwood which was seen on occasions, one concern making up

complete bedroom suits in solid satinwood. However, on account of

the great demand for the more moderate priced stock and the coinci-

dent demand for the Adam design, manufacturers offered a large line

of Adam furniture made up in painted eft'ects which, in both sales,

had a great run. Practically every firm offering exhibits at the two

markets increased its line in enameled goods which were offered in

various shades of French gray, ivory, cream and white. This style,

while beautiful, seems better suited for looks than for utility. In

conjunction with the painted lines, there are many offerings of Adam
period stuff in mahogan}' and mahogany imitations.

Oak figured very largely in living room, dining room, library and

den furniture. The English schools, including Tudor, Gothic, Jaco-

bean and Elizabethan, are all most appropriately worked in oak in

the high-grade lines, while in the more expensive stuff this king of

cabinet woods still reigns supreme.

The use of red gum does not seem to be making undue strides in

the better grades of furniture, although it is increasing in use, notice-

ably in the less expensive lines. It is probable that its reputation

for cheeking, warping, twisting, etc., which it has had to live down is

having a marked effect on its consumption. Gum furniture does not

sell well in the South because of this prejudice. However, certain

concerns are specializing in the manufacture of high-class gum
furniture, one concern making a specialty of quarter-sawed red gum
products, to which it applies its trade mark '

' Kyonyx. '

' This concern

has been operating for ten years, using five-ply stock with selected

figure, and has experienced wonderful success.

Not much figured birch was seen in the exhibits, but the offering of

bird's-eye maple seemed to be about as large as usual.

Red cedar in chests of various kinds made a very attractive showing
at both exhibits.

The total volume of sales was of big proportions, but owing to
the big medium-price demand the value repre.sented was normal.

Exports and Imports of Forest Products
ublished statistics giving

forest material for June,

The imports of manufac-

—Year Ending June 30.

—

Quantity.

The Department of ('omuierie nas p
exports and imports of lumber and other

1913, and also for the year ending June 30.

tured products follow: '

—June.
Quantit.v. Value.

Briar wood and ivy $ 15,501
Cedar, leet OTl.OOff 51,083
Mahogany, feet .3.020,000 312,304
Other cabinet woods 108.466
Logs, feet 13,198 150.189
Pulpwood, cords 115,391 804,906
Kaltans, reeds, etc 182,407
The manufactured articles imported are

table:

JoBe.

Quantity.
Lumber, feet 96,548.000
Laths 61,550.000
^^hingles 42,865,000
Other manufactures of

lumljer

Chair cane

Furniture
Wood pulp, pounds. .76,717,629

Value.

.$1,782,573

180.366

115,441

78,730

42.731

69,595

1,063,158

Value.

? 313,189-

19,092,000 1,094,048
66,318,000 4,839.625

1,441,541
140,876,000 1,506,235

1,036,894 6,954,952

1,816,319

listed in the following.

—Year Ending .lune 30.—

-

Qnaastity. Value.

1.090,628 ?18,907,34.T

712,099 1,905,154
560,29-7 1,399,751

1,130,092,026

885
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Hardwoods and the Dry Kiln
J

Notwithstanding the fact that the best dry kilns of the country find

a ready sale in connection with the preparation of hardwood lumber
and that the use of hardwood lumber in cabinet work calls for the

highest order of scientific drying, there are proportionately fewer

kilns in connection with hardwood sawmills than can be found in

connection with pine mills. This is a situation a little difficult to

thoroughly understand, even though there are many easy explanations.

:Some of these explanations do not really explain, and perhaps the

main reason why there have not been more dry kilns built in connec-

tion with hardwood sawmills in the past is that the average hardwood
sawmill man has fought shy of installing dry-kiln equipment, pre-

ferring to let the consumer of his product take care of the actual

drying for use.

The conclusions arrived at by many of the various students of the

lumber industry is that sawrailling is precarious business at which

very few people attain great wealth. One of the strong reasons

assigned for this condition is that a long time is required between

buying stumpage and marketing the lumber product. Not only is

the time often long between the tree and the market, but also during

this interval market conditions may alter considerably so that at the

time one is ready to market a product which has been sawed and air-

dried, the market may be flooded with just this kind of product and

the prices such that there is not much profit in the business. The

yellow pine sawmill men learned two important facts long ago. One

of these was that considerable money and freight can be saved by

kiln-drying stock before shipment. The other lesson learned was that

by having dry kilns enabling them to shorten the length of shipping

cinie they could take advantage of the market and be in a position to

realize more handsomely for their products. Certain elements in the

hardwood business learned this same lesson several years ago. The

stave trade, for instance, used to depend upon air-drying almost

entirely which took sixty or ninety days of favorable weather and

longer during the wet seasons. Hence the stave manufacturers often

found themselves with nothing but green stock on hand at a time

when markets were calling for dry stock at good prices, and they

were unable to supply the market. Often by the time the green stock

was ready for shipment, this activity was no longer apparent and the

chance for a good profit was gone. This led many stave manufac-

turers to install dry kilns for getting out their product with quicker

and better results. It was found that it takes less capital to erect a

good kiln than it would to carry a big stock of material on hand,

drying, and further, that the mills could be operated with the same

amount of capital and the results would be more satisfactory. The

hardwood sawmill man should be able to realize satisfactory returns

from the same investment. The main trouble seems to have been that

the average hardwood sawmill man has been rather disposed in the

past to keep away from the use of dry kilns and has made every

effort to get along without them. Some have embraced the theory

that since the furniture manufacturer and other users of hardwood

have installed kilns for their own use to insure absolute dryness in

the lumber they use, there is no need for the manufacturer to do the

same thing and thus double the total drying equipment.

In the veneer business, which is commanding more and more atten-

tion, it has been found that the best results in fine cabinet work are

secured by drying at the manufacturing end and then re-drying at

the consuming end. Proper seasoning of hardwood products does not

consist merely of drying, but rather involves drying and re-drying,

so that what looks like an unnecessary doubling in the drying process

is almost a necessity in itself. The hardwood trade is becoming more

and more dependent upon the dry kiln at the manufacturing end, but

this method is not so general in connection with hardwood manufac-

ture as it might well be. It would seem that the turning to the dry

kiln should be more voluntary and that the hardwood manufacturer

should not have to be convinced so completely as to its money-making

possibilities. The installation of dry kilns at most of the hardwood

mills of the country would result in a more even market, as it would

enable llic millman to take advantage of fluctuations, and hence there

would not be prolonged periods of shortness in dry stock. As stated

before, it would not require any more capital to erect dry kilns than

is required to carry stocks for air-drying. In fact the dry kiln should

not be a matter of expense, but a highly satisfactory investment.

American Forest Trees
The seven-hundred-page illustrated book entitled "American Forest

Trees" recently issued by Hakdwood Eecord, is receiving the

encomium of many individuals whose opinion of its character is fully

worth while.

Below are (juoted excerpts from sundry letters:

Cadillac, Mich.. July 10th, 1013.

Dear Mr. Gibson :

This Is a remark.ible book of yours which has come to hand. There are

plenty of tree books, but this is diBferent from any, and being ditferent,

occupies in all foi-ost literature a place of its own.

1. It Uccjis the proper middle line between science- and art, botwerti

botany and workman's knowledge.

2. It does not contain what the other books do. namely : no mere

"copy."

3. It is written in the best of Knglish, and is readable like a good

novel. Beading, usually a drudgery, is here converted into Joy.

-i. It contains a store of knowledge never before presented in a

systematic foi'm.

I herewith enclose check for five additional copies for the use of. my
students.

C. A. ScnENCK,
Biltmore Forest School.

Chicago, 111., July 10th, 1013.

Dear Mr. Gibson :

I take pleasure in enclosing you herein my check for six dollars covering

copy of American Forest Trees, delivered yesterday, and. while I have

only had an opportunity to glance over it casually. I have gone far enough

to appreciate its value. It is Just what I expected it to be.

E. \V. McCoLLOUGii, Scc'y & Gen. Mgr.,

National Implement & Vehicle Association.

Berwind, W. Va., August 4th, 1013.

Dear Mr. Gibson ;

I want to thank you for sending me volume, American Forest Trees, and
I can assure you it gives nie pleasure to enclose my check for six dollars.

It will till a long felt want in my small library.

S. G. McClelland, Mgr.,

Berwind Lumber Company.
Chicago, 111., July Oth, 1013.

Dear Mr. Gibson :

I have received a copy of your remarkable and very beautifully illus-

trated work on American trees. I prize it for its very genius.

Sam D. Hughes. Editor,

Newspaper Enterprise Association.

Chicago, 111., August 1st, 1013.

Dear Mr. Gibson ;

I enclose check, six dollars, in payment of book, American Forest

Trees.

If you never do anything more you certainly deserve great credit for

this, as it is a great book.

John C. Spry.

rbiladclphla. Pa., July 30th, 1013.

Dear Sirs :

My glance through the leaves of American Forest Trees shows that this

book will prove a worthy addition to works on this subject. I am glad

to have in on my shelves, and I know it will be a boon to lumbermen
and all nature lovers.

Owen M. Bruneb.
Columbus, Ohio, August 1st, 1013.

Editor HiUDwooD Record ;

Your volume, American Forest Trees, is received.

It is an encyclopedia of the forest and its products "what am."
J. \V. Taylor.

Boston Mass., August 1st, 1013.

Dear Mr. tiihson :

The writer looks forward to spending a good many pleasant evenings
reading your book on American Forest Trees.

Hobart & Co.

Incidentally, while this magnificent de luxe volume of more than

seven hundred pages was published as a subscription work, there are

several hundred copies yet unsold. The books can be secured at the

subscription price of six dollars by express prepaid, with the privilege

of examination before payment is made.

-34—
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the iVIall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referrinf
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a seif-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 521—Has Carload of Pencil Cedar
Lincoln, Xeb., Aus. 2.—Editor Hardwood Record ; We have a cus-

tomer in the western part of Xebi-aska who writes that he has on hand
about a carload of genuine red cedar logs—"not western or southern red

cedar such as you buy at the present time, but red cedar such as grew
in the western part of Nebraslta about a hundred years ago." He states

that they measure 6" to 12" through and 10' to 16' long ; that they have
been used in log houses and are hewn about square. He says the logs

are thoroughly seasoned and in fine condition, and a nice dark red through
and through.

If you use anything of this kind, or can refer us to anyone who does,

we shall be very glad to have you write us.

Anyone interested in this earload of red cedar can have the address

of this writer on application.

—

Editor.

B 522

—

Has Walnut for Sale

San Francisco, Cal., July 2G, 1013.—Editor Hardwood Record : I have
forty acres at Lawson. ilo.. of walnut timber to dispose of. Can .vou

give me the names of parties who deal in this class of timber? Also,

would like your opinion concerning the approximate value and usual

manner of selling.

The above correspondent lias lieen supplied with a short list of

buyers of black walnut timber and the general information he seeks.

Any others interested in this inquiry can have the address on applica-

tion.

—

Editor.

B 523

—

Approves of Wood vs. Steel Car Campaign
New York, July 30, 1013.—Editor Hardwood Record : You ought to

be congratulated on the article entitled "The Steel Car Campaign on

.\gain." appearing in your issue of July 25. and we are glad to have our

few words on the subject included in your remarks.

The writer of the article is to be congratulated on his plain statement

of facts and dispassionate review of the situation. This article should

be printed in pamphlet form, excluding our short letter, and placed in

the hands of the operating officials of the railroads and of every director

of the railroad companies, while, if there is any way of having it put in

the public press and the magazines, it would bring to the attention of

the traveling public a subject that would be of great interest to it. Per-

haps you could suggest a means by which such a programme can be

carried out, and if so. we would like very much to hear from you as to

any suggestions you can make.
Ichaeod T. Williams & Soxs.

The above correspondent has been advised that at the time the

original articles on the subject of the wood versus steel car were

issued in H.iKDWOOD Record, reprints were made and mailed to all

railroad operating officials as well as to the leading newspapers and

magazines of the country, which expense was carried exclusively by

Hardwood Eecord. It is suggested that the campaign should be

continued, both for the purpose of educating the traveling public to

the frailty of steel ears, and furthermore the facts should be pre-

sented to every member of Congress in a logical way so that they

may be informed on the subject when the pending steel car legislation

is again presented to the House and Senate. H.\rdwood Eecord will

be glad to co-operate in supplying all the information it has at hand,

including photographs or illustrations, to furtlier this very desirable

educational campaign.

—

Editor.

B 524—Seeks Butternut Lumber
San Antonio, Tex., July 24.—Editor Hardwood Record : Will you

kindly advise us where we can secure carload lots of butternut lumber?

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with addresses of

producers of butternut. Any others interested can have the address

upon application.

—

Editor.

B 525

—

Seeks Addresses of Gunstock Manufacturers
Lexington, Va., July 29, 1913.—Editor Hardwood Record : Will you

kindly furnish us with some addresses of gunstock manufacturers, as we

have some stump wood that would be suitable for that purpose?

A short list of gunstock manufacturers has been supplied. Any
others interested can have the address upon application,

—

Editor.

B 526

—

Seeks Oak Dimension
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 1, 1913.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are in

the market for a number of carloads of dimension stock in white oak.
both plain and quartered, clear cuttings across board, of 1" stock. All
stock to be thoroughly dry-kilned, band sawed lumber preferred, In
the following lengths,—43", 46", 55", and also a large quantity of 36".

It must be free from all defects, such as season cracks and knots.

Anyone interested in negotiating for sale of oak dimension can

have the above address on application.

—

Editor.

B 527

—

Want Market for Edgings and Trimmings
South Bend, Ind., July 31.—Editor Hardwood Record : In your July

10 issue we were very much interested in an article, "Waste from
Edgings and Trimmings," but there is no information given as to where
one might dispose of these waste pieces of lumber. We have a great
deal of cuttings from poplar, ash, oak and pine and if you could put us
in touch w-ith anyone using materials of this kind, we certainly would
appreciate the favor. .

The writer of the above letter has been advised that outside of the

use of wood for distillation, the general market is confined to the

production of dimension stock for furniture and kindred trades.

However, anyone interested in the inquiry can have the address upon

applicat ion .

—

Editor.

B 528—Oak Squares Wanted
New York City. July 20.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you advise

us where we can secure list of manufacturers of oak squares IS" to 48"

long, 1%" to 4" wide and thick, mostly 2Vj" and 3" x 30" long.

This inquirer has been furnished with a list of oak square manu-

facturers. Others interested can have his name by inquiring of this

office by mail.

—

Editor.

B 529

—

Wants 1" Log Run Tupelo

New- York City, July 2(5.—Editor Hardwood Record : One of our

customers on a I'hiladelphia rate of freight is interested in a large quan-

tity of 1" log run tupelo gum, but does not want the hard stock which

comes from North Carolina. Could you give us some information as to

the proper section to locate this stock and where it could be brought

into rhiladclphia by rail at a reasonable figure?

Lumber Company.

The above writer has been supplied with names of a number of

concerns in a position to supply large quantities of this stock. Others

interested may have the necessary information by addressing this

office.

—

Editor.

B 530

—

Wants Wide One's and Two's Cottonwood

Columbus, O., Aug. 5.—Editor Hardwood Record : I will pay cash

less two per cent for ten carloads of 4/4xl0y2" and wider first and

seconds cottonwood at $36 f. o. b. cars' Columbus, O., rate. Shipment

must be free of warped and woolly stock.

B 531—Seeks Ash Dimension and Sycamore Lumber

Boston. Mass.—Editor Hardwood Record ; We are in the market for

dimension white ash in carload lots, seventy-five per cent to be 4y2"x6" x

8' 8" and twenty-five per cent to be 4iA"x6"x9' 6". We are also In

the market for sycamore lumber. Will you kindly supply us with the

addresses of concerns who can handle these orders?

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with brief list of

sycamore producers, and also of possible source of suply for the ash

dimension. Any others interested can have the address on applica-

tion.

—

Editor.

B 532

—

Wants Market for Small Dimension

Gardner, Mass., Aug. 0.—Editor Hardwood Record ; Can you inform

me of the name of some manufacturers of small wood parts to whom It

mirht be possible to dispose of a constant supply of small oak, birch and

maple pieces running from 1" to 2" thick, from 1" to 10" wide, and from

6" to 20" long? I should think there would be a market for such wood

with the makers of pail handles, wooden heels, etc., if the price were right.

Anyone interested in this source of supply for small dimension can

have the address of the writer on application,

—

Editor.

B 533—Makes Ebonized and Transformed Wood

Long Island City. N. Y.. Aug. "..—Editor Hardwood Record : A lumber

dealer in this vicinity, a subscriber to your paper, was kind enough to call

my attention to an inquiry for a concern producing ebonized maple. I

beg to inform you that I am producing all kinds of ebonized woods up to

two inches thick, and also other kinds of dyed veneers and lumber colored

clear through, besides the silver wood which is used for high-class trim
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and furniture. I should certainly be thanljful if you would take notice

of such mentioned fact. I claim to be the only manufacturer in the

United States turning out the above-mentioned transformed woods and

veneers in a commercial way. I also keep a stock of it.

Anyone interested in the authorship of the foregoing letter can have

the address upon applic<ation.

—

Editor.

B 534—Regarding New York Building Code
New York. Aug. 6.—Editor Hardwood Record :—We have your letter

of Aug. 4 enclosing copy of letter you received regarding the building code

of New York City. As you will see from letters mailed you in the last

few days we are giving this matter a great deal of attention. It is not

an easy matter, however, to handle and it is our opinion that there is

some justification for the building codes committee taking the position

it does. It, of course, proposes working a very great hardship on the

lumber trade and its proposition to entirely eliminate wood from build-

ings one hundred feet and over is, we believe, too drastic to be put into

effect, and we are using whatever influence we can to bring about a

proper solution of the difficulty. It is very certain from our investigation

and attendance at the hearing that the building codes committee has fully

made up its mind to recommend the objectionable section to the entire

board of aldermen for adoption, and the real fight of this will have to

occur when the committee report is submitted to the aldermen.

The retailers and wholesalers in this market are working very hard on

the matter and we are looking for a satisfactory adjustment.

Thanking you for writing us as you have, and assuring you we will

do what we can. I remain, yours very truly,

E. F. Peret, Sec'y,

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association.

Because of lack of space the preceding letter, received on day of

going to press, is printed here.

—

Editor.

Clubs and Associations

Program of National Commissary Managers' Meeting
I'he official convention program for the comiug meeting of the National

Commissary Managers' Association which will take place at the Planters

hotel, St. Louis, Mo., on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Aug.

18, 19, 20 and 21, has just been issued. The program includes the usual

initial order of business, various addresses on such topics as "The Retail

Merchant," "The Commissary Manager's Greatest Problem," "The Great-

est Leak Around the Commissary." "The Modern Commissar.v and How to

Manage It." There will be a general discussion on store arrangement,

figuring costs and profits, handling credits and cash sales, eliminating

losses in leaks, the selling end, and on miscellaneous topics. Ample enter-

tainment has been provided, including luncheons, dinners, sight-seeing

trips, automobile rides, a boat ride on the Mississippi, and a trip to the

American league ball park to witness the game between St. Louis and

Washington, etc.

Southern Loggers' Association to Meet
Sept. 29 and 30 are the dates set for the annual convention of the

Southern Loggers' Association, which will be held at the Hotel Grune-

wald. New Orleans. A definite program has not yet been worked out. but

the program committee is now actively engaged in formulating such a pro-

gram and from the suggestions which it has made, it will evidently be a

most interesting and instructive one.

Nashville Club to Make Exhibit

The Na.shville Lumbermen's Club at its last meeting discussed the

matter of aboli.shing the Commerce Court, having previously adopted a

resolution favoring such action by Congress. Letters were read on the

question from Congressman Byrns and others.

The club also received a report that the Nashville Manufacturers'

Association lias leased a building on Third avenue, which will be used for

a permanent exhibit of products manufactured in Nashville. It was

decided that the club should have one of the most attractive exhibits In

the building. A committee will be appointed to perfect plans later.

Meeting of North Carolina Manufacturers

On Saturday, July 26, the recently organized Western Carolina Lumber

and Timber Association held its first regular quarterly meeting at Ashe-

ville, N. C.

The question of whether or not the association should be incorporated

came up for considerable discussion and the unanimous opinion was that

Incorporation papers should be taken out immediately. A committee was

appointed for this purpose. The proposed advances in freight rates from

we.stern North Carolina points to points East were discussed freely and

the members were united in their determination to oppose such advances

by every means possible. This question has been discussed in previous

Issues of Hardwood Record. If such advances went into effect tbey

would be a very serious matter for North Carolina manufacturers. The

statement of various members showed that there would be no difficulty in

financing such a protest. T. J. Harkins, one of Ashevillo's prominent at-

torneys, who has been closely connected with lumber affairs, outlined to.

the members the best method to pursue in combating the railroad's efforts.

He said that a petition has already been filed through the National Whole-
sale Lumber Dealers' Association with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in a protest against the advance, and as a result a suspension was-

secured until the first part of September. He expressed a doubt, how-
ever, as to whether the commission would be able to take up the case by
that date. Because of this, the speaker said that he believed there wojld
be no trouble in securing a further suspension, which would be necessary

in order to prepare a proper protest. The speaker then talked generally

on the affairs and procedure of the Interstate Commerce Commission. It

is probable that he will be asked to prepare the petition on the part of

the North Carolina lumbermen.

A further discussion along the lines of milling-in-transit rates and regu-

lations developed the fact that there is considerable hope that there wilt

be a modification of many of the irksome regulations and restrictions now
in effect in connection with the transit privilege.

Following the meeting, which occurred in the evening, a midnight supper
was served at one of the city's restaurants, President W. O. Riddlck being
the host. Several speeches followed the supper, among them being one by
G. A. Murray, one of the pioneer lumbermen of Asheville. who spoke in-

terestingly of the development of the lumber business in the Appalachian

region. He stated that the organization of the association undoubtedly

marks a new era in the accomplishments of the lumbermen of that section

of the country.

Special Meeting Chicago Lxunbermen
^londay noon. Aug. 4, the Lumbermen's Club of Cliicago held a special

meeting at the club rooms for the purpose of passing upon recommenda-
tions of certain changes in the by-laws. The changes had to do mainly

with regulations regarding dues and membership and. after having l>een

read, were passed upon collectively by the members present, and adopted.

After the btisinoss meeting .7. K. Rhodes. se<-retary of the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Association, talked interestingly and encouragingly ou
the proposed forest products exposition. Ills talk was mainly advance in-

formation on the proceedings of the special committee of the association

which was to meet the day following, report of which meeting is given

fully in another part of this issue of II.MtDWOOD Recahd.

Lumber Exporters Meet

The board of managers of the National Lumber Exporters' Association
met at Cincinnati on Friday. .luly 25. There was a full attendance. In

addition to the regular officers reports, the question of through bills of

lading came up for discussion in connection with the fact that railroads

served notice on shippers that after Aug. 2.'J they would not issue any
through bills because of the action of the steamship lines in refusing to

absorb demurrage in the event of failure to release cars after a prescribed

time limit. The fact that the Interstate Commerce Commission lias no
direct jurisdiction over the foreign steamship companies prevented any
definite action, although it was decided to petition Congress for the enact-

ment of legislation enabling the commission to determine the conditions

under which foreign steamship lines shall be allowed to operate in Ameri-
can ports.

It was determined that the next annual meeting of the association shall

be held at Chicago in January, 1914.

Official Keport of National Hardwood Convention

The National llardwi.od l.unihrr Association has just issued through its

executive office. McCoruiick building. Chicago, the official report of the six-

teenth annual meeting held June 5 and G at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago.
The report as usual contains photographs of the various officers and di-

rectors of the association and gives a verbatim report of the meeting itself.

It is gotten up in the usual attractive style and should be secured by alt

those interested in hardwood lumber, as it contains a great deal of infor-

mation valuable I" them.

Affairs 'With the Louis-ville Hardwood Club
The Louisville Hardwood Club is considering the establishment of a

traffic bureau, though detailed plans are still to be worked out. The idea

as yet is in embryonic form, and was suggested by the fact that most of
the members of the club have been under considerable expense individually
in the preparation of cases involving traffic questions, most of them
before the Interstate Commerce Commission. The plan has been proposed
to pool the appropriations of the various concerns for traffic work, and
with this amount establish a bureau on a permanent basis. The plan will

he acted ou in the near future.

During the extremely hot weather, which marked practically all of

July, the Louisville Hardwood Club continued to meet regularly, most of
its weekly sessions being In the country, where chicken dinners were de-

molished under the trees. Riverview, a resort overlooking the Ohio river.

was used for the meeting this week.

The hot weather which was experienced until recently in Louisville in-

terfered seriously with lumber-yard operations, many of the sturdy
Ethiopians, who are usually able to go a route In the most tropical of
weather, being forced to quit. The cool weather which came with Augnst
has been a decidid relief, and is enabling work to be pushed a little more
vigorously than heretofore.
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A workmen's compensation law will probably bo adopted at the next

session of the Kentucky legislature, which meets in January, and th(^

Kentucky Manufacturers' and Shippers' Associalion. of which many of

the hardwood men are mrmbers. is preparing to handle the situation by

shapin.LT the bill to be passed and preventing unreasonable provisions from

being included, rather than by opposing it altogether. It is believed that

this plan will get far better results than one of blind opposition.

D. E. Kline, head of the Louisville Veneer Mills, recently addressed a

number of letters to leading consumers, asking their opinion as to the

outlook for business. Practically all of the replies were optimistic and

indicated a belief that fall trade this year will be satisfactory.

Whh the Trade

Mowbray & Robinson Company Buys More Timber
The Mowbray & Robinson Company of Cincinnati, O.. who has been

bnying eastern Kentucl;y timber actiyely of late, has closed a deal for

45.000 acres of tiniberland in Clay and Leslie counties, the price being

reported as $200,000. The company purchased the timber from O. A.

Sears of Lexington. Ky., and Mike Courtney of Winchester. Ky. The
probabilities are that the company will manufacture it at its proposed mill

in Perry county, where it recently acquired a considerable amount of

timber.

Wood-Mosaic Company Has Second Fire

Will McLean, president of the Wood-Mosaic Company of New Albany,

Ind., one of the largest producers of flooring and veneers in the country,

was called back to New Albany from Kochester, X. Y.. Aug. 1 by a wire

announcing that the plant was in flames. This is the second misfortune of

the kind the company has had this year, the sawmill at Highland Park.

Ky., being destroyed with .$65,000 loss only a few months ago. It Is now
being rebuilt. The New Albany lire was much more disastrous, involving

a loss of .?200.000. and destroying the flooring factory, veneer mill, lum-

ber-yard and dry kilns. Logs on the yard, intended for veneer manufac-

ture, and the warehouse, containing several hundred thousand feet of

flooring, were saved, fortunately, and the company will consequently be

able to take car'; of Its customers pending a resumption of operations.

The plant will be rebuilt, it is determined, but the exact location is yet to

be decided upon. As the sawmill is located at HighUand Park, a Louis-

ville suburb, this city probably will be the site of the flooring plant and
veneer mill as well. The company had $210,000 of Insurance on its plant

and stock.

Richardson Lumber Company Purchases Timber
It is reported from Alpena. Mich., that the Richardson Lumber Com-

pany of that city has purchased all the land and timber holdings of the

Loud-Hoeft Lumber Company of Rogers City, Mich. By this purchase the

Richardson company acquires 8.000 acres of timberland In Presque Isle

County and in addition a complete sawmill equipment in Rogers City
^

and an interest in the steamer C. H. Starke. The consideration is reported

to be in the neighborhood of .$200,000. It is estimated that the timber on

the S.OOO acres will run from 40,000.000 to 50,000,00 feet of hemlock and

hardwood.^. It is further understood that the Loads will hereafter confine

their lumber operations to Mackinac county, where they have large timber

holdings and a sawmill.

Veneer Company Lets Contract

It is reported that the Underwood Veneer Company of Wausau. Wis.,

has let a contract for the cutting of 30,000.000 feet of timber situated

bftween Nashville and Crandon. Wis., to the Rogers Lumber Company.

New Factory for Lyon & Healy
L.von & Healy, the well-known piano firm of Chicago, recently started

work on its new factory on FuUerton avenue near Fort.v-first avenue. It

is planned to spend .$250,000 on this structure, -which will cover a ground

area 140 x 500 feet. When completed the factory will be one of the finest

of its type ever built. It will have a ground area of approximately seven

acres adjoining the main line of the C. M. & St. P. railroad, which at this

point is elevated about 16 feet above the ground level. Thus a direct en-

trance into the building is provided.

Andrews Lumber Company Incorporated

The Andrews Lumber Company is the name of a new incorporation of

Escanaba, Mich., men who will operate at Mamasse, Ont, The timi>er

holdings of the concern will probably last for the next nine or ten .years.

The promotors and principal owners are J. R. Andrews and J. A. McGuire.

Mr. McGuire went to Mamasse several weeks ago and is getting the work

under way. The company has purchased 7,000 acres of leased timber on

which it has built camps. It Is expected that a sufficient .supply of logs

will be at the mill by the time it is ready for operation in the winter.

Shipments will be by water.

Sawmill Destroyed by Fire

The Hines Lumber Company mill at Iron River. Wis., was completely

deslro.ved by fire resulting from lightning on the night of July 27. The
contingent loss was estimated at .$50,000. Thc> yards and planing mill

were saved after strenuous work. As much of the timber that was being
cut by the Iron River mill is also available to the Park Falls mill of this
company, it is not thought that the Iron River mill will be rebuilt. P. I.

Bogie, former superintendent of the Iron River mill, has already been
transferred to Park Falls.

Modern New Mill in West Virginia
The Ruth Bell Lumber Company is erecting a fine new mill at Marsden^

W. Va., below Albright. In addition the company is building comfortable
quarters for housing its employes. It will build several miles of rail-

road up Roaring Creek, on which its timberlands are located. Cheat
river, at the point where the mill is located, will be bridged and the lum-
her will reach the M. & J. railroad over the siding of the Lewis Lumber
Company.

Roddis Plant Saved by Sprinkler
Fire recently occurred at the plant of the Roddis Veneer & Lumber

Company of Marshfield, Wis., but, due to the fact that the plant is com-
pletely equipped with automatic sprinklers, the resulting loss was only

$500. The damage occurred mostly in veneer, which was sprinkled, and
did not result directly from the fire.

Lumber Company Makes Long Lease
The Tegtmeyer Box & Lumber Company of Chicago has leased from

Charles W. Tegtmeyer the property at the southwest corner of Canal and
West Eighteenth street for a ninety-five years period from March 1, 1913.
at an annual rental for the first twenty years of $7,000, the next thirty

years $8.000,. the next thirty years $9,000 and the remaining fifteen years

$10,000. The lessee has agreed to construct by March 1, 1933, a building

to cost S40,000, to be purchased by the lessor at the expiration of the

term at fifty per cent of its appraised value.

Wiborg & Hanna Plant Burned
The night of July 26 the plant of the Wiborg & Hanna Company of

Cincinnati. 0., was destroyed by fire, resulting in a loss of $75,000. which
is fully covered b.v insurance. The fire was discovered about six o'clock

in the planing mill, a structure 200 feet long and 60 feet wide, equipped
with the most modern of machinery for the manufacture of flooring,

siding and all kinds of interior trim and finish. The mill burned like a

big paper box and soon was completely destroyed, with the valuable

machines and finished product a total loss. The adjacent piles of hard-
wood lumber were an easy prey to the flames and burned one after another
until about a million feet of hardwoods were destroyed. All adjacent

buildings, including the boiler and engine room, were also destroyed, as

well as many freight cars, either empty or loaded, that happened to be

on the switches in the path of the fire.

The Wiborg & Hanna Company is an old concern, being founded about
twenty years ago by John Hanna and Harry Wiborg. both well-known
lumbermen. The company expanded and moved to its present site, cover-

ing eighteen acres, eight acres of which are in constant use. Owing to

financial difDculties the firm was placed in the hands of Receivers William
Hay and Edward Richie about five years ago and under the active manage-
ment of William Hay was making much progress toward a settlement with
its creditors.

The receivers will immediately rebuild the plant on the same site and
resume operations as quickl.v as possible.

Financial Statement Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance

The Lumbermen's Under^vriting Alliance, U. S. Epperson & Co.. attorney.

Kansas City, Mo., has issued under date of July 28 its seventeenth semi-

annual financial statement, in which a thoroughly satisfactory half year

is reported.

I'.ased on earned premiums, the first six months of 1913 showed operat-

ing and legal expenses 20.5 per cent, fire losses 35.37 per cent, saved to

subscribers. 44.28 per cent, making the total expense of 100 per cent.

Ready resources, including cash in banks, aggregate $542,210.88. gilt

edged bonds, $256,361.75, premium deposits in course of collection, $102,-

943.06, giving a total of ready resources aggregating $901,515.69.

The surplus has been improving notwithstanding the payment to polic.v

holders within the period of $126,310.10 in savings dividends. The net

as.sets on Jan. 9. 1913. were $842,823.10 and on July 9. 1913. $875,088.55.

The report states that there is an ever increasing disposition among the

subscribers to co-operate in removing and remed.ving dangerous conditions.

The correspondence from field men indicates that Alliance subscribers are

more intent than ever on fire prevention.

Death of Abner P. Bigelow

A. P. Bigelow, one of the best-known members of the lumber trade of

New York Cit.v, head of A. P. Bigelow & Co., retailers, died July 24 at

Haitsdale, N. Y., in his sixtieth year. Funeral services wore held at

Hartsdale on July 26, and no greater testimony to his popularity could

be given than the large number of business friends in attendance.

A. P. Bigelow began in the lumber business at Rochester. N. Y. It was

at Rochester that he first entered the" trade on his own account. He
entered the ranks of the Metropolitan district trade as a partner in E. H.

Ogden & Co.. and continued until 1893. when he sold his interest. After

two years of Inactivity, in 1895 he launched in business with yard at

Fifty-third street and East river. In a very short time the house had

come to be one of the representative ones of the district and the business

grew steadily. Charles Grosskurth was admitted to partnership in 1905

and the style became A. P. Bigelow & Co. Two years later the yard was
moved to G05 West Fifty-fourth street, the present location.
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Captain Bigolow was active in the work of the New York Lnmber Trade

Association, being for many years, up to his death, a trustee and prominent

in committee work. A committee representing that organization was
present at the funeral services.

He is survived by a widow and two daughters.

Large Tie Order
The Chicago & Northwestern railronii has just h-t a contract for 400,000

ties to be cut in the state of Wyoming. The Wind River Timber Company
is the contracting party, which has purchased 125,000,000 feet of timber

on the Wind River national forest. Camps will be established at once

iind operations begun in order to make the first delivery on Oct. 1. The
timber purchased is principally Douglas fir and pine.

Rock Castle Lumber Company Purchases Timber
The Rock Castle Lumber Company of Huntington, W. Va.. recently

purchased between 7.000 and 8,000 acres of hardwood stumpage on Cold-

water Fork and Rock Castle creek, Martin county. Kentucky. The con-

struction of ten miles of railroad and fifteen miles of logging road will be

necessary immediately in order to log the 30.000.000 feet of stumpage
which will be milled at the company's plant near Delong, Ky.

New Plant for William Horner
Ground has been broken at Newberry, Mich., for the new hardwood

flooring plant of William Horner, who is now operating a big factory at

Reed City, Mich. F. A. Horner of Grand Rapids, Mich,, has the contract

for the erection of the building. The main building will be 70 x 220 feet

and in conjunction will be dry kilns occupying space of 70x200 feet.

Ruiidings will be of concrete, brick and steel construction throughout.

Operations are being rushed with a view of opening the plant by the

first of the year. It is expected that lOO men will find employment in

the new factory.

Pertinent Information

Interstate Commerce Commission Adjourns for Summer
The Interstate Commerce Commission ;iiljuiirued at the end of July for

the remainder of the summer months, and it is expected that there will

be no further hearings before October. This adjournment does not neces-

sarily mean, however, that the affairs of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission have come to a complete halt for that period for. as is usual.

several of the members have hearings scheduled for other points than

Washington, some as early as the first of September.

An investigation of th<' recent bond issu*' of the New York Central lin<'s

was one of the last acts ordered by the commission before adjournment-
The accountants working under the commission's orders will be busy until

the time for the hearing in the future, gathering evidence and information

having to do with the case.

The adjournment affects the lumber trade immediately in that no de

cision was handed down regarding the petition of Memphis exporters for

annulment of the increase in lumber rates from Memphis to New Orleans

from ten to twelve cents. In addition many other complaints are booked
for hearing as soon as the commission can got to it, among them being

hearings on the yellow pine blanket rate case, protests of southi>rn cypress

and hardwood manufacturers, and the protest of the Iowa State Commis-
sion against the annually recurring car shortage in that state.

Chattanooga Lumbermen to Present Local Case
The Interstate Commerce Commission is scheduled to hear Ihi- so-called

A. G. S. rate cas<' in September at Chattanooga, Tenn. The case has to

do with the action of the Alabama Great Southern railroad in recently

submitting considerably increased tariffs on logs and lumber between way
stations and Chattanooga. Through the Chattanooga Manufacturers' As-

sociation, the Chattanooga lumber trade entered a protest with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, which granted a suspension. The lumber-
men's side of the case will be presented by O. L. Bunn, secretary of the

Chattanooga Manufacturers' Association. Mr. Bunn expects that the

lumbermen's side will win out. as he has prepared a remarkably strong
case.

Record for National Forest Sale

For the fiscal year ending .Tune 30 the sale of liml)er and receipts from
other sources to the Forest Service in connection with the national forests

broke all previous records, approaching $2,500,000. About half of this

amount was realized from the sale of timber and in addition $4,000,000
has been contracted for, the timber to be cut cither in the immediate future

or in the next few years. The states, according to the present laws on
this subject, will receive thirty-five per cent of the gross receipts, which
will amount to $800,000 or $900,000.

The sale of government timber is always an uncertain question, being

effected largely by the general condition of the country's business. Thu.'i

the record established during the fiscal year just ending would indicate

that generally speaking business conditions were good during that period.

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 190G, which was the first year after

Ihe Forest Service was put in charge of the National Forest, the total

receipts were lint $2.VJ.0O0. For the next year. $700,000 was received, and

in 190S. $850,000. There was a decrease of $100,000 the next year, which
was made up. however, in 1911, when the total receipts were over $1.-

000,000. The sales of government timber in 1912 aggregated $1,100,000 as

compared to $1,250,000 from the same source during the fiscal year just

closed.

Faults of the Fiber Box
An abstract of the evidence recently introduced by the lumber and

wooden box interests at Los Angeles and Chicago in what is known as

the Pridham case, has been published in a volume of several hundred pages,

known as Interstate Commerce Commission Docket. No. 5273. The import-

ance of this investigation is now recognized all over the country. It

began in an action brought in California l>efore the Interstate Commerce
Commission to compel the railroads to carry merchandise in fiber boxes

east from the Pacific coast at the same rate at which wooden boxes and
their contents are carried. The bringing of the case before the commis-
sion afforded the wooden l>ox people and the lumber interests generally, an
opportunity to present evidence to show that the fiber box should not

have as low a rate as wood, for various reasons which are given fully in

the testimony. The case, therefore, became a contest between the wooden
and the fiber box, as to which is best as a container for merchandise in

transportation.

Little was said to the disparagement of the wooden box. It was taken

for granted and was admitted that it is satisfactory when well made: but

the point which the lumber interests' insisted upon was that the fiber box
is inferior, and is generally unsatisfactory as a shipping container. Evi-

dence, consisting of photographs and verbal testimony, was introduced to

prove that the fiber box is weak and does not protect the contained mer-

chandise: it crushes under ordinary shipping conditions: is easily torn

by contact with the usual commodities found in miscellaneous freight ship-

ments : offers little protection against the pilferer, who can open the

ordinary package with a knife, or his foot, or his fist: and in case of

dampness from leaky cars or other causes, the fiber box collapses. It was
shown that claims against transportati(m companies on account of loss

and damage of merchandise in transit have greatly increased since the fiber

box came into extensive use. The weak containers are more expensive to

handle than wooden boxes, because extra care must be given them. The
conclusion is sviggested that public carriers are justified in charging more
for transporting fiber boxes than is charged for Wiiini, and thai all roads

ought to* charge more.

'Jhe testimony of many witni-sses indicated that about one-fourth of the

boxes used in transporting nu'rcbandlse are fiber. This does not include

barrels, bab'S. and crates. The material of which fiber boxes are made
consists of paper, straw, jute, and hemp, pulped and pressed into sheets

of pa-'iteboard before being manufactured into boxes.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has not yet announced its decision

in the matter. The fiber board interests have put up a stiff fight to keep

the ground they now hold. The lumbermen are interested because wooden
box makers are large buyers of luml>er. The yearly purchases for that

purpose are probably four or live l>tlliun feet.

Clyde's Special Messenger
» The above is the titb' of a publication just begun by the Clyde Iron

Works of Duluth. The first issue describes and illustrates the new
Clyde overhead cableway skidder. Tlie publication is attractive in its

character ant) the nature of the reading matter it contains is in con-

formity with the live policy of the Clyde Iron Works.
The advantages claimed for the new cableway skidder described include

the fact that its first cost is only Ibn-e-fourths as much as that of Its

nearest rival. In addition the construction is metal throughoiU. The
crew required for successful operation is only six men—^balf the usual
number. Furthermore, only one main cable is required, which is self-

contained on a steam-driven driim. The new machine is entirely self-

contained and self-propelling, having a power sutficient to propel twice

its own weight up a ten per cent grade.

Difficulty in Financing Chestnut Blight Investigation

The appropriiiiiiin of $275.min iiiadi' in 1011 wlnn a eoniuiission was
created and 200 men were engaged for inspection of the chestnut tree

blight, the study of the disease and the methods of treatment, liaving been

pared down to $100,000. Governor Tener of Pennsylvania vetoed it on

the ground that $100,000 was not adetjuate for the amount of work re-

quired. It is su2;gested by the created commission composed of Winthrop
Sargent. Ilaverford, chairman ; Harold Pierce. Ilaverford. secretary ; Theo-
dore N. Ely. I5ryn Mawr : George F. Craig. Rosemont, and Samuel T.

Bodine, Villanova. that if the appropriation under the law could be trans-

ferred to the State Forestry Depni-tment, this department might carry on
the fight under the reduced figures with profit, as the State Forestry De-
partment would not be at the expense of supporting a separate organiza-

tion. iVIark A. Carleton. Philadelphia, was general manager, and Samuel
B. Detwiler of Bala, superintendent of the commission.

Canada's Pnlpwood Production
The Departmeut of the Int-riur of Cau.ula has published a bulletin

showing the production of pnlpwood in 1912. The statistics were com-
piled by R. C. Lewis and W. O. H. Boyce. There were S6G.042 cords re-

ported for home consumption, at an average cost of $G.02 per cord. Of this

amount Quebec is cr.'dited with 578.855 cords. Ontario 173.00;i. New Bruns-
wick 52.041. British Columbia 35,007, and Nova Scotia 2G,17G. The num-
ber of cords of different woods follows : Spruce 677.747, balsam fir 164»-
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587, hemlock ItMVS. oottonnood. nspen. etc., 4,403, larch S'l, pine 4ii.

The pulpmills in C.in.irla produced 682,632 tons of pulp in 1912, which

was an average o£ 11,377 tons per mill. In addition to the above, Can-

ada exported 980,868 cords o£ pulpwood, valued at S6.82 per cord : and

295,449 tons of pulp were exported, at an average value per ton of $17,10.

The United States took 62.9 per cent of it, Great Britain 36.8 per cent,

and the small residue went to Japan, China and New Zealand, Canada
imported pulp worth ,$172,797 during 1912.

(iRKilNAL STIiUCTUUE BUILT NINE HUNDRED YEARS AGO,
ILLUSTRATING WOODS DURABILITY

Durability of Wood
Cases are cited from time to time which illustrate the durability of

wood when exposed to weather. It is well known, of course, that wood
protected from weather will never decay though it may wear out or be

destroyed by juechanical means, as when worms and ants bore it, A
remarkable celebration was recently held near Ongar, Essex county, Eng-
land, to commemmorate the nine-hundredth anniversary of the building of

Greensted church. The edifice is still standing, and the accompanying
picture of it was drawn 165 years ago, and is here reproduced from
Green's history of England, Some remodeling and repairing has been

done in recent years, but the old timbers have been retained, particu-

larly those forming the wall, which stand on end like palisades, as clearly

shown in the picture.

The church was built by the Saxons before the Norman conquest. The
logs which stand on end are English oak. .Nine centuries have weathered
their surfaces and made them as rough as the bark of the trees when
standing in the forest : but decay has had little effect. Few instances

are known where wood exposed to weather has remained sound so long.

The picture of the church might convey the impression that it is a

tolerably large structure. It is smaller than the picture indicates. The
main building is thirty-five feet long and fourteen feet wide. The
height is not given, but the upright timbers forming the wall, as shown
in the picture, are about live feet high. By comparing these uprights

with the hight to the ridge of the roof, it is seen that from the ground
to the peak of the roof is only about twelve feet. Greensted church,

therefore, is quite a tiny affair, looking more like a toy than a church.

It was built hurriedly in the year 1013 as a resting place for a single

night only of the dead body of King Edmund while being transported by
slow marches from London across the country to the cemetery selected

for the king's final resting place. The church was probably built in a

few days. The walls of upright logs were of split oak, ranging in width
from seven to seventeen inches. The round sides are placed outward. A
large number of wooden pins were u?ed in the church's construction.

Two additions have increased the size of the original edifice, but both

are several hundred years old. The tower and the chancel at the opposite

end of the building are the portions that have been added.

Wood vs. Steel-Built "Vessels

A writer for the Pacific Coast Lumber Trade Journal of recent date

cites a ver.v striking example proving the superior safety to shipments

in wooden vessels as against shipments in steel-built vessels. The merits

of the two types of vessels are illustrated in the fate of the wooden
schooner Lyman B. Foster and the steel schooner Americana, both of which
sailed from the North Pacific coast with car.goes of lumber, were hit by
terrific storms near the Tonga Island group in the South Pacific, and while

the Foster was completely wrecked, her entire crew was saved. Nothing

has been heard of the Americana, and it is suposed she went down.

The Lyman B. F'oster cleared from Bellingham, ^Vash., Feb. 20, with a

cargo of lumber for Levuka. The Americana cleared from Columbia river

for Sydney, with a similar cargo, on March 1. Thi' two vessels were in

( ompany for twenty-seven days and crossed the line at 147 degrees west
on the Americana's twenty-third day out. The two vessels then parted,
and Hearing the Fiji group, the Foster was caught in a hurricane and
wrecked, but kept afloat for more than fifteen days, enabling the crew to
signal a passing vessel.

The American has never been heard from. The latter ship was about
900 tons gross register and was built in 1892.

Lumber Trade with Spain

A recent consular report shows that the LTnited States is slowly in-

creasing its shipments of forest products to Spain. That country has
very little merchantable timber and must procure supplies from other
countries. The most important of its forest products is cork, which is

the bark of an oak tree. The value of the Spanish cork sold to dealers

in this country exceeds the lumber shipped to Spain from the United
States, but falls much short of all forest products combined. The wood
products exporte(l from this country to Spain in 1911 were as follows

:

Barrels. S79,984 ; firewood, .?30,303 ; staves, $662,991 : planks, .$1,211,985 :

all other $12,582. The cork imported from Spain was worth $1,355,036.

A Curious Formation of Hearfwood

The accompanyin,g illustration shows a transverse section of the trunk
of a pear tree. The dark star-shaped portion at the center is the heart-

wood, the five projections of which were induced b.v blazing the trunk at

five points at equal distances above the ground, when the tree was only

about two inches in diameter. The cambium or growing tissue between
the wood and the bark having been removed, the woody portion of the

stem between the blazed surfaces and the normal heartwood received no
further nourishment from the distributing tissue in the bark, and being

exposed to the air soon dried out and ceased to function in carrying sap
from the roots to the leaves. It consequently turned darker, as is the

case of normal heartwood formation. The wounds healed in the regular

manner, and the peculiar star-shaped heartwood remained as an indelible

record of the blazing which was no longer visible on the stem of the tree.

*«*..!

FREAK FIGURE IN HEART UF PEAR WOOD BOLT

Australians Destroy Timber

The forester of New South Wales, Australia, has published a report

on the timber resources of that region. It sounds remarkably like many
reports which have been published in this country concerning forest con-

ditions here. It is a story of waste and destruction of valuable timber in

the process of clearing land. This has been going on during sixty years,

the settlers moving constantly farther inland in search of good land.

That is the class of land on which the best timber grows, and since set-

tlements nearly always move much in advance of lumber markets, there

was little sale for the timber cut from the land. It was rolled into

heaps and burned, just as was so often done in this country. It is

estimated, in the report dealing with the matter, that three feet of tim-

ber have been destroyed for every two feet used: and at the same time

Australia was Importing lumber from distant countries to supply its

people. Much of the best has been destroyed, and scrub growth remains

over large areas. Commendable efforts are now being made to save what

is left. In this matter Australian history is repeating American history.
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A Great Traveler

The English are not ranch given to boastinii but some of their papers
have recently commented on the great distame traveled by a leather
belt in its ordinary course of business in driving machinery at Smethwick.
The belt has been going round the pulleys for thirty-two years, from niue
to twelve hours a day, at the rate of 1,800 feet a minute. Some one
with a mathematical turn of mind has figured that this equals 1,850,000
miles, or enough to make four trips to the moon and back. This beats
the record of a battered suit case exhibited a few years ago in the
window of a trunk store in Washington, D. C, with the card : "This
suit case has traveled more than a million miles." The belt in England
and the suit case in ^^'ashington wrre both of leather.

The New Illinois Compensation Law
The Jjumberraen's Mutual Casualty Company of Chicago has just issued

an explanatory pamphlet describing in detail the new Illinois workmen's
•compensation act which became effective .July 1. The pamphlet is sup-
posi'd to lie for the benefit of employers and to enable them to pass judg-
ment upon the act and to determine whether or not they want to accept
its provisions.

According to the pamphlet, in an extra hazardous employment an
emplo.vor. whether under the present act or net. need give no notice in

order to operate under the new act, but must give notice if he wishes to
reject it. In other employments notice must he given if the new act is

either accepted or rejected. Briefly stated, the changes from the present
act are as follows

:

The new act includes employes of the state, county, cities, etc., per-

mitting industries not classed as extra hazardous to accept its provisions.
There is no assumption of acceptance for non-hazardous employment.

The act excUides casual employes and those not engaged in the busi-
ness of the employer, such as domestic servants.

Where employer and employe acci'pt. the employe retains no option to

sue under the common law.

Only widow.5 and children depend<'nt upon deceased can receive payment
in case of death, or other lineal heirs if the deceased had contributed to

their support during the previous four years.

Specific injuries under the new act require specific indemnity, a

schedule of which has been prepared. A definite limit of eight weeks and
$200 for surgical and hospital after treatment are provided.

The manner of computing the basis of wages upon which to base in-

demnities is clarified and fixed definitely.

Commutation to a lump sum when ordered by the industrial Iward on
a proper showing requires deduction for interest in order to establish the
present value of the pension award.

The employer has Hie option of commuting periixlical payments accord
ing to the award to a lump sum. based on the present worth, or to pur-
chase an annuity, and in either case is thereby relieved from liability.

Lack of notice as soon as practical aftiT an accident and within thirty
days thereafter is a bar to recovery.

I'nsanitary conduct or refusal to take proper treatment prejudicc-s the
right of the employe to compensation.

Indemnities in case of insolvency are made junior to mortsages or trust
deeds en employer's property.

The employer can be required under iicnalty to satisfy the industrial

board of his ability to pay the nominal requirements of the act.

.4n industrial board for the state as a whole appointed by the gov-
ernor is provided for. to unify and control thc> administration of the act
and elab(ii-ate jirovisions are madr' to govern it.

Manufactures of Wood Sold in Turkey
A eonsidar report of recent date says that in the house-building and

house-furnishing lines, American manufactures, both of hardware and of
wood, stand a particularly excellent chance. To those products may be

added prepared paints, varnishes and putty. The American trade with
Turkey in doors, sash and blinds is small, agyri'gating $3,41G, but, begin-

ning in ]t)ll-12, it is also new. Of furniture the United States sold
.$4!),ni!l worth in 1911-12 as against ¥20,178 worth during the previous
fiscal year. Of all other manufactures of woods, $22,200 worth was sold
as against .1:16,200 in 101 0-H. Steps have recently been taken by the

consul general in Turkey to introduce into that country American lumber
on a large scale, both for furniture and construction. Among the woods
that find ready sale are red gum and yellow pine in lumber, mahogany and
birch in veneers, and oak and maple for flooring.

Longleaf Pine as a Fire Tree
Dr. Koland .M. Harper, in his recent report on the forests of Alabama,

has a favorable word to say for forest fires, in relation to longleaf pine.

"If it were possible." says he, "to prevent forest fires absolutely, the

longleaf pine, our most useful tree, would soon become extinct." He
thinks that fires visited the region periodically in prehistoric times, the

same as at present, and to that condition the mature pine forests owe
their existence. A portion of his argument in support of his theory is

SIS follows : "Fire consumes the herbage that covers the ground, and
prevents the growth of most thin-barked trees, hut does very little harm
to thc> longleaf pine after it reaches the age of four or five years. This

pine withstands fire better than any other tree we have, but some of

the other pines and a few of the oaks and hickories are not much in-

ferior to it in this respect. Where the herbage has not been burned most
of the pine seeds lodge in the grass and fail to germinate, and if the oaks
and other hardwoods were allowed to grow densely, they would prevent
the growth of the pine, which cannot stand much shade, especially when
young."

The fact has long been recognized that certain trees owe their im-
portance to forest fires. Lodgepole pine of the western mountains, paper
birch of the North, and wild red cherry are examples. Their seeds must
have bare soil or their germination is very low : but after a fire passes,

the seedlings often take possession of extensive tracts. The lodgepole
pine and paper birch, when once started, are usually able to crowd all

other trees out. In this they differ somewhat from longleaf pine, whicli

cast so little shade, on account of thin stand, that other trees are able

to gain a foothold, and may ultimately crowd the pines out, if the pe-

riodic fires do not visit the forests, kill the other trees, but spare the
thick-barked pines.

Railroad Valuation Will Be Expensive
It is estiniaieil that the proposal to place a physical valuation upon the

railroads of the country will cost the government between ,1ilO,000,000 and
.$1.'5,000,000 and that the actual work will cover a period of six or seven
years. Thi> Interstate Commerce Commission has asked of Congress that

it grant an immediate appropriation of .$1,500,000 to provide funds for the

purpose of organizing the engineering corp which will undertake the

actual work involved. The house committee on appropriations was tin*

recipient of .a report which was based on a carefully worked-out estimate
placing the cost of field work connected with the valuation at $1,921,500
a year.

.\ccording to the plan in mind, the country will be divided into five

districts, each containing approximately 50,000 miles of railroad. It is

estimated that it will cost each year for each of these districts for the

expenses of the various groups of field squads, $384,300. making a total

each year for the five districts of nearly $2,000,000. In addition the

accounting which will be necessary will entail an expinditure of $350,000
a year and the valuation (tflices which will be maintained jit Washington
will require $]50.(X10. 'I'lie Interstate t^omiueree Commission expects that

it will be well able to take care of the work and organize the tield foi-i-e

through the Civil Servici* C<uuniission by the first of next year.

To Forecast Dangerous Dry Winds
A western forestry and conservation association, representing the patrol

org.inizations of the Taeific coast, has just been notified b.v the secretiiry <»f

Agriculture that a plan for forecasting hot. dry winds conducive to forest

fires, formulated jointly by the association, the Forest Service, and the

I'cMtland office of the Weather liureau. has been approved and that weather
citlicials are being instructed to cooperate in perfecting a system for reports

and forecasts to be issued from I'ortland and San Francisco. Most <if the

disastrous fires on the Pacific coast occur when a high pressure area In

n(»rthern British T'olumbia and Alberta coin<*ides with a low pressure area

in the California region. The resulting wind is usually exceedingly dry

and is vory much dre.'ided by fire lighters in that section, as fires not
thoroughly in hand are likely to be fanned beyond human control with
tremendous rapidity. 'I'he proposition. If worked out successfully, should
be of material assistance in (ombating forest fires in the northwestern
forests.

Biltmore Doings and Changes in Curriculum
The .Tuly issue of ••i;illir.iire I ii.iiii;s." pulilished by tile lliltiiinre Forest

School, states that the students had a busy month. The activities were
centered in the woods near the school camp on Lake Dayhuff on the hold-

ings of the Cummer-Dlggins Comr.-iny of Cadillac. Mich. The studi'nts

were guided in their inspection of the woods operations by Pavid David-
son, woods superintendent (nv the Cummer-Dlggins Company. The camps
In this section are of semi-portable type, consisting of sections of flooring,

walls and roof, each ten feet wide. A camp accommodating 100 men
requires 05,000 feet of himber and $1,500 to establish. It can be broken
up readily and loaded onto ears for transportation to a new site.

The students were given many opportunities for observing modern steam
sledding where the sleds are skidded witli steam skiddcrs. They are pullod

to the landing two at a time over tl;e sledding roads while being loaded
simultaneously with two loading lines.

A considerable part of the time was spent in surveying under the direc-

tion of .1. T. McDowell. Various instruments were tised for the running
of corners, laying out of curves, making of topogi-aphie maps, etc,

.\mong the visiting lectun-rs were I'rofessor II. A. ,\llison of the I'nl-

versity of Missouri, who talked on ".\nlmal Husbandry :" Dr. Hermann
von Schrenek. who talked on "Tlinlwr Impregnation :" It. S. Kellogg, who
gave the students many new ideas in lumber statistics.

The students left the woods of Michigan on Aug. 2 and. after visiting

the mills and factories in Cadillac, proceeded across the continent via

noithern Idaho to I'ortland and Marshfleld. Ore.

Dr. C. \. Schenck. director of the school, has issued anmntneemi'nts con-

siderably amplifying the announcements contained in the last Issue of

IlAiiUWOOD Iit:cORD as to the change In curriculum, nrlefl.v. these changes
embody change from a one to a two-year course, the elimination of the

E\iropean trip for active students, the elimination of certain unimportant
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subjects with greater attention to surveying and engineering, and the

provision that students must find employment in the woods during the

summer mouths, the school to be located one year in the West and one

year in the eastern forests. •

Participation in the European trips will be restricted to fifty men, and

the trips are open to graduates of Biltmore Forest School, graduates of

other American forest schools : national, state and municipal forestry

officers, and all lumbermen and owners of timberland. The trip will include

visits to the state communal and private forests in Prussia, Bavaria,

Hessen and Baden, and will occupy between the time of departing from
and arriving at New York City eight consecutive weeks from January to

March of each year. The total expenses inclusive of everything from New
York City aud return will be $350.00.

Increasing Exports of British Guiana Timber
Ir will be of iutorest to note that the export trade in wood in British

Guiana has increased considerably during the last few years. This has

been principally to the United Siates, where the value of British Guiana
woods seems at last to be receiving more recognition. Capitalists are

pushing their enterprises in British Guiana and are not confining their

trade to any one kind of wood, but arc beginning to handle quite a large

variety, some of it being suitable for cabinet and furniture work and
others for interior finish of fine residences. Considerable construction

timber was shipped, chiefly to England, during the last few years.

The total export of timber in the rough during 1911 was 237,681 cubic

feet. During 1910, 216.SS7 cubic feet were exported.

Quantities of greenheart. crabwood and mahogany are now shipped

in the form of lumber. The lumber exports during 1911 aggregated 385,615
board feet. Only 281. C68 board feet were exported during 1910.

The comparison with regard to the following articles of the British

Guiana's exports are as follows :

1909-10. 1910-11.
Shingles 2,365,600 2,955,500
Railwav sleepers 2.850 13,214
Pirewood (tonsl 9,673 10,228%
Charcoal (bags) 78.231 79.344
AVallaba and hardwood posts 4.750 6,337

Wisconsin Forest Fires Light
Although the forest fire danger in Wisconsin is not over and the

greatest danger is in fall after the leaves have fallen and the country is

dry. it is believed that this year's losses will be lower than in previous

years. Up to date there have been no large losses as a result of fires in

the forest reserve in northern Wisconsin, although there were a few
fires during the dry periods of May and June. State Forester Griffith

reports a jieavy loss as a result of forest fires during 1908, 1909 and
1910. In 1909 flre swept 166,000 acres of land, resulting in a loss of

$104,000. while in 1910 the fire extended over 892.000 acres, the loss

aggregating .|5.343,000. Since then the state has been more fortunate

and the fire loss has been greatly reduced. This is due in a measure
to the system of protection that has been developed. The forest reserve

is divided inio townships. Each township is made up of an area of six

square miles and has a ranger constantly on the lookout. These town-

ships are connected by a system of roads, trails and flre lines, and the

various fire stations by telephones. Five steel lookout towers have been

erected. News of a flre is promptly spread over the entire district and
preparations are made to fight any conflagration. The state has eleven

ranger.-!, twelve men constitute the federal patrol and five are paid by
private parties. The theory worked on in dividing the reserve into dis-

tricts is. if possible, to keep the fire within the smallest possible area

when it breaks out.

Hydroelectric Fewer Development
The development of electricity by water power is rapidly assuming

^jnormous proportions in this and other countries. The great plant at

Keokuk. Iowa, by which the Mississippi will drive the street cars of St.

Louis, is about ready for business. A plant which will develop as much
power as the whole Mississippi at Keokuk, but use only one one-hundredth

as much water, is nearing completion in California, and will furnish

power for all purposes in Los Angeles, 300 miles away. Work has begun

on a plant in Finland which will supply power to St. Petersburg. In

Switzerland electricity will soon be generated under a "head" of 5,360

feet. The water will fall more than a perpendicular mile, and will strike

the wheels with a force of 2.47."j pounds per square inch. These enormous
plants have markets for their electricity : but the largest of all is build-

ing in the interior of Iceland. 000 miles from the nearest inhabited land

—

except th? natives of Iceland itself and a few in Greenland. The factory

in far-away Iceland will extract nitrogen from the air and sell it for

fertilizers.

Paper and 'Wood Pulp Industry

The Bureau of the Census has published a report on the manufacture of

pulp and paper in the United States for 1909. A considerable part of

the data was published in the "Forest Products of the United States,

1909," issued more than two years ago ; but the present publication in-

cludes additional statistics.

There were 777 establishments in the L^nited States in 1909 engaged in

the manufacture of paper, and eighty-one made pulp. The number of per-

sons employed was 81,473. and their annual pay was $50,314,643. The

cost of the materials used was $165,442,341, and the value of the product

was $267,056,964.

Paper was manufactured iu this country near Philadelphia as early as

1690. The growth of the industry, however, was slow until within the
last forty years, during which time the introduction of improved machinery
and the u.-^e of wood fiber as a material have brought about a remarkable
growth in the industry. In the decade 1899-1909 the value of products
increased $140,330,802.

Thirty-one states are represented in the paper and pulp industry. New
York leads. Massachusetts follows, and Maine is third. Michigan, Virginia

and West Virginia show the most rapid increase.

Spruce, poplar {aspen, balm of Gilead, etc.), and hemlock are used in

larger amounts than any other woods. The total amount of pulp^used in

the paper mills in 1909 was 2,826.951 tons.

Of the 4,216,708 tons of paper of all kinds manufactured during the year
» 1909, l,17o,5.j4 tons, or 27.9 per cent, was news paper. Book paper

forme-d 16.5 per cent : cardboard. 1.2 per cent ; fine paper, 4.7 per cent :

wrapping paper, 18.1 per cent; boards, 19.7 per. cent ; tissue paper, 1.8

per cent; blotting paper, two-tenths of 1 per cent; building (roofing,

asbestos, and shepthing) papers, 5.4 per cent ; hanging papers, 2.2 per

cent ; and miscellaneous paper products, 2.3 per cent.

First Sawmill in Mukden
A recent consular report gives an account of the first sawmill installed

in Mukden, JIanchuria. A Japanese has set it up and is operating it.

The power is supplied by the city electrical power plant, and in that

respect the mill is up-to-date ; but It is primitive in other particulars.

For instance, the mill has no log carriage. The log is pushed and pulled

by hand power forward and backward in cutting boards. Crude though

that method is, it is an improvement over the common wa.v of sawing

lumber in that region, where the whip saw, operated by hand power, is

used.

Farm Implement Prospects in India

American manufacturers of agricultural iuipleracnts ought to profit by

the change in methods of working land now taking place in India. The

change is just beginning and it will be very slow ; but a great deal is

involved. India's hundreds of millions of people have cuUfvated the soil

from time immemorial, and have used the most primitive tools. There

was scarcely any change in methods from the time of Alexander the Great

until a few years ago. It takes four hundred men with their crude and

antiquated tools to produce as much rice in India as one man with modern

tools can grow in Louisiana. It is much the same with other grains.

U. S. Consul Henry D. Baker in a recent report to this government

described the tendency to break away from the slow methods of thg past

and take up agriculture according to modern ways. The change, however,

will not be sudden. It must be brought about a little at a time. The

tillers of the soil in India are very poor and few of them are able to buy

machines, and such as can buy them do not know how to use them.

The British government in India has established depots and is assisting

the nativfs to buy and to use modern farm machinery. The assistance

thus far has been small. It consists in loaning a little money to those

who wish to buy machinery and who are considered responsible : but that

is not the end of the assistance given. The buyer is carefully instructed

how to use the machine he buys. Instruction is given also to prospective

purchasers.

The government agents investigate various implements on the market

and decide which are best adapted to the various districts of India. In

some instances (he government manufactures implements and sells them

to the natives ; other implements are bought by the government agents

from the manufacturer, and resold to the natives ; and sometimes an

order from a native farmer is simply passed on to the manufacturer with

the request that he deal directly with the prospective purchaser.

"The work of the various state farm-implement depots." says the con-

sular report above referred to, "deserves the serious attention of American

manufacturers who wish to find a good field in India for the sale of their

implements, for it is apparently only possible, at present at least, to gain

much success in (his market by working in co-operation with these govern-

ment depots and securing oflScial approval and patronage of the various

implements whose sale here is desired. The officers of these implement

depots should be kept in close touch with, and their suggestions and criti-

cism should be earnestly considered if any great measure of success is to

be expected."

Silk Made of Wood
At a recent forest products exhibit in I'hil.idelphia considerable interest

was shown in a sample of wood. silk. Although it might readily pass for

the genuine article, there was not a thread of real silk in it. They were

wholly of wood. The article is not a new invention, but has been known

for a number of years. It has never become commercially important.

The wood is reduced by chemical means to a viscous mass and is then

drawn into threads which look like silk. They may be woven into cloth,

but i(s weariug qualities lack much of equaling the genuine article.

Forestry on Lighthouse Land
The United States Lighthouse Bureau and the Forest Service are co-

operating to the extent that the reservations on which government light-

houses are standing along the shores of the Great Lakes will hereafter

be supervised, as far as their standing timber is concerned, by the Forest

Service. The lighthouse reservations along Michigan and Wisconsin

shores include a'total of 5.500 acres. An examination is just being started

to determine the l)cst methods to pursue.
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Valuable Collection of Wood Specimens

Hahdwood Record office is fortunate in having just received a set of

wood specimens representing seventy leading commercial species found in

the United States. The specimens are all properly labeled, are of 'A"

thicliness and 2" x 3" in dimensions. They are all evidently cut from

forest growth trees, which offers something new in this line, as the usual

wood specimen is cut from scattering, shade tree growth and docs not

illustrate the true character of the wood.

Building Operations for July-

Building conditions Ibroughout the country for July were practically the

same as for June. The official reports of building permits issued by 60
cities, received by the American Contractor, Chicago, reach a total valuj

of 3;36,22S,194 for the month, compared with $66,245,719 for July. 1912, a

decrease of 15 per cent. The July statement is a shade better than that

for June, which showed a decrease of 16 per cent. Of the 60 cities. 34

show a decrease in activity, the balance a gain. Among the cities that make
the more notable gains for the month are Cleveland, 40 per cent : Dallas.

132 ; Harrisburg, 153 ; Hartford, 5S : Seattle, 119 ; Tacoma, 267 ; Troy, 199,

and Wilkes-Barre. 198. The heavier losers comprise Atlanta, 58 per cent

;

Baltimore, 49 ; Chicago, 41 ; Cincinnati, 40 ; Des Moines. 71 ; Duluth, 51 :

Memphis, 55 ; Milwaukee, 40 ; Nashville. 59 : Richmond, 89 ; Rochester, 45 ;

Salt Lake City, 64 ; San Francisco, 42 ; South Bend, 72 ; Springfield, 70.

It is interesting to note that New York makes the best statement in several

months, a loss of only 9 per cent. The heavy shrinkage at Chicago was
due to the idleness of the building trades.

For the seven months ending July 31 the building permits issued in 57

cities reached a total value of $385,204,400, compared with $357,575,331

for the corresponding seven months last year, an ijicrease of 8 per cent.

Details are as follows :

City.
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bci' Com[ian.v oi Mcmpliis. Trnn., madp one of his regular visits to tbe

locnl trado last wock.

TliPodoiT- S. WnolSHj-. Jr., o£ the JTorest Service, stationed at Allniquerque.

N. M.. w:«s iu the city for several days the early part of this week in

confcrcnc'- with F. II. Smith, in charge of the Chicago office of the service.

A. V. Alexander of Little Rock. Ark., one of the old guard of the lumber

Iuisinrs.s. .^peiu several days of this week in Chicago visiting with his old

friends among the local trade.

The Schiff Furniture Company of Chicago has increased its capital

stock from .1:10.000 to .?20,000.

=-< NEW YORK y-
The <;<nirj;c Wf bstt-r Lumber Company, manulacluror and wholesaler of

linrdwood. headquarters Springfield. Mass.. has reopened the local office

at 25 \V. Forty-«econd street with E. R. Plunkitt, manager, as formerly.

The Wehslcr company specializes in northern hardwoods, though it also

handles much southern stock.

The .Vlahama Hardwood Lumber Company has been organized in New
York Cily by T. W. Sweitgart, Philadelphia. W. W. Hess of Germantown
and John McLaron of New York.

( )wi'u M. Druni'i* iif I*hiladelphia spent several days in town last week,

nther visiTors were Edward Hines of Chicago: F. L. Peck of tbe J. .7.

Newman Lumber Company. Scranton, Pa.; Hugh McLean of Buffalo and
Ilichard P. Whir.- of Albany.

'!'he IHlton i; fiodge Lumber Company local office entertained at tbe

buiiichiug of ilif tompany's tug boat, the Wm. B. Keene. The boat was
named for Mr. Keene of the New York office and was christened by bis

sisier. Miss Mary B. Keene. Tbe Keene is specially built and will be

used almost exclusively in towing tbe company's lumber barges between
the soutbein shipping points and the markets of tbe north.

The Hud-xu Milling ^ompany of Bayonne. N. J., has filed a petition in

b: 3kript<-y.

=-< BUFFALO >•
Tlip Alliiuii' IjimlM-r Company has been receiving a large stock, of bard-

woods lately for its new quarters in tbe Scatcherd yard. Manager H. L.

Abbott is making an automobile trip to New England.
The qu'^sti'Ui of transit privilege on lumber has been uppermost again

lately and the exchange has bad a committee named to present its case

to the railway men. On this committee were M. M. \\'all, O. E. Yeager
nnd A. W. Kreiuheder. who expect to see results soon in the shape of some
definite rules on lumber shipped in transit.

J. N Scatcherd is in New York on a visit to relatives. J. Newton
Scatcherd has been spending two weeks at tbe old home farm in the neigh-

borhood of London. Ontario.

0. E. Yeager has completed the settling up of tbe affairs of the late

P. W. Verier. f«r whose estate he acted as administrator. Mr. Vetter's

business was found to be in good shape.

Davenport \ Ridley state that tbe trade is rather quiet, but not more
so than usual in midsummer. The firm is shipping in a large amount of

maple from Pennsylvania at present.

George B. Miller of Miller. Sturm & Miller, has gone again to the

Adirondacks. where it is expected that a short stay will be of much
benefit to bis health.

H. B. Gorsline of the National Luml>er Company office, left early this

month for a two weeks' vacation trip to bis old home at Battle Creek.

Mieh.. and other points in that state.

1. N. Stewart & Bro. have bad some call for mahogany lately, a wood
which holds all its firmness. There has also been a fair sale for plain oak
and brown ash.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
F. X. Diebold. president of the Forest Lumber Company, says business

varies but little from the usual summer volume. He reports a slight quick-

ening during the last week, inquiries coming in more freely, and the out-

look promising. A. J. Levy, of this house, is on a visit to company's
mill at Konnarock, Va. He will make a tour of the North Carolina lumber
camps sizing up the situation.

Charles K. I'arry of Charles K. Parry & Co.. sole representatives of the

Carolina Spruce 0;>mpany, Pensacola, N. C, recently spent some days at

the mill. Just now be says the company is cutting spruce and getting out
some 01 the finest stuff ever placed on the market. The mill is working
full capacity.

Frederick S. Underhill of Wistar, Vnderhill & Nixon, reports a fairly

responsive tradin.g for this time of the year. R. Wyatt Wistar is visiting

the company's mill at Sumter, S. C, and T. N. Nixon is on an order hunt
through New England states.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company held

its semi-annual meeting of directors on July 22. Review of business for

the half year gives satisfaction, considering trade conditions. Justin

Peters, general manager, has established his family at Ocean City, N. J.,

for the summer, from which point he makes daily trips to the ofhce.

Schofield Brothers, owners of the Saltkeatchie Lumber Company, ,Scho-

field, S. C, report normal summer business. Frank E. Schofield has just

returned from a two weeks' vacation, much of which was spent among the

Pocono pines and in other localities in Pennsylvania where beautiful tim-

ber abounds. John H. Schofield. w'hose family is at Ocean City, N. J.,

joins thorn every evening", returning to city for business in the morning.

Joseph L. Johnson, who has had charge of the office at the Schofield. S. C,
plant, has been transferred to the Schofield Brothers end and will look
after New York state territory.

John 'U'. Floyd of the Floyd Lumber Company, who recently returned
with a desirable hunch of orders from a week's stay in New York City,
says things seem to be livening up there.

Daniel B. Curll is in Tennessee, where he has portable mills, hurrying
up shipments. Orders have been coming in beyond expectation.
Edwin B. Malone of Watson, Malone & Sons, recently made an extensive

tour of the southern lumber fields, acquainting himself with the situation
there and at the same time laying hold of some desirable stock.

Horace .\. Reeves. Jr., says business is running along fairly satisfactory
for this time of the year. As far as he can see the outlook is favorable.
The Ilallinger Planing Mill Company, Chambersburg, Pa., obtained a

charter under Pennsylvania laws on July 22. It is capitalized at ^SO.OOO.
Samuel H. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer & Son. and Mrs. Shearer have

gone for a two weeks' recreation to Chebcagne. Md.

-< BOSTON y
Jennie S. Lawrence, wife of Frank W. Lawrence, of the well-known firm

of Lawrence & Wiggin, died at their summer home in Swampscott. July 2,'i.

The strike of the employes of the lumber mills at St. John. N. B., is

still on. with no prospect of an immediate settlement.
Fire caused destruction to the sawmill of August Daigle at Soldiers

Pond, Me., July 27. The loss is understood to be partially covered by
insurance.

The deepest sympathy and hope for a speedy and successful recovery
is being extended to James Manson. the genial manager of the Manson
Lumber Company, East Boston, from the severe injuries sustained when
an iron door fell upon him. breaking his collar bone, crushing two ribs,

also crushing his right hand so badly that it was necessary to amputate
it above the wrist. He is still at the East Boston Relief Hospital where
he was taken for temporary treatment.

="< COLUMBUS y-
August Ti was the date set for the operation of the new mechanics lien

law, which was passed by the last session of the Ohio General Assembly.
After that date all men engaged in the building trade, lumbermen, material
meu and contractors must comply with the provisions of the new law
which is not as drastic as was first believed. The required blank forms
have been printed and information relative to the law has l>een published
far and wide. The Columbus Builders' and Traders' Exchange is opening
a bureau to supply information on the law to all of its members. The
iaw provides that the owner must see that all bills for materials and
labor are paid. Tbe owner is protected through the affidavits of the various
contractors and mati'rial dealers, which the law requires. Furthermore
the owner cannot be made to pay any more than the contract price in any
event. If the owner pa.vs out any money without requiring the affidavits
in compliance with the law, he does so at his own risk.

The annual outing and picnic of the Columbus Builders' and Traders'
Exchange was held at Glenmary Park recently with about three hundred
members and guests in attendance. One of the features of the outing was
a baseball game betwnn the traders and the builders, which was won by
the former in ten innings by a score of 7 to 6. A number of freak races
and contests were on the program.

For the third time in the past seventeen years tbe plant of the West
Side Lumber Company of Dayton, 0., was destroyed by fire, entailing a

loss of about .$100.0fiO. The loss Is partially covered by insurance.
Handle manufacturers of eastern Indiana and western Ohio met at

Lima, O., recently to discuss trade conditions and take steps for exchang-
ing stocks.

The planing mill of C. J. Miller, located at Smithville, O., was struck

by lightning recently and totally destroyed by fire, causing a loss of

.?10,000.

W, B. Sissons. sales manager of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company,
says that considerable strength is shown in the hardwood trade with prices

on all varieties and grades well maintained. Stocks in the hands of

mills are not large.

R. W. Uorton, sales manager lor the central division of the W. M.
Ritter Lumber Company, reports a good demand from factories and yards
for all varieties of hardwoods. There is a good demand for quartered and
plain oak as well as all items of chestnut. Poplar is also moving well.

The outlook for the future is considered excellent.

L. B. Schneider, sales manager of John XI. Gobey & Co., reports a

good trade in all hardwoods during the past fortnight. Prices are well

maintained and there is no disposition to shade quotations to move stocks.

The prospects for the future are bright.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company, is another of the Columbus
lumbermen who reports a good demand for hardwoods. One of the chief

troubles is tbe inability to secure prompt shipments.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

The managing committee of tbe Baltimore Lumber Exchange at its

monthly meeting held on Aug. 4 discussed among other matters that of

finding new quarters for its bureau of inspection, which will have to be

moved because the building wherein it has its offices has been sold to a

firm of spice manufacturers, which wants tbe room and is already making
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MAHOGANY
Regarding a big shipment of high-grade, selected

logs we are just receiving, our Liverpool brokers say:

"Our own feeling with regard to this purchase is that
it is one of the finest ranges of logs we have ever sent

to the United States; they are mostly Grand Bassam
with a few Lagos and Benin."

Their judgment ought to be convincing, as they

can't afford to make such statements without entire

justification—it would not be safe.

This stock will be ready for your inspection, as

veneer, in a few days.

We .-^re also getting in a splendid lot of Circassian

and a big shipment of White Oak that we can vouch

for, as we selected it all ourselves.

Early Inquiry Wil] Give Best Selection

Fred W. Black Lumber Company
Chicago, 111.

Take Dtuflai Park "L" to 40th Ave. and walk one block south

Knowledge
Essential

To Comparison

To the uninformed a few gnarled, stunted trees,

feathered to the ground may appear as a magnificent
forest. The uninformed have no standard for com-
parison.
Have you?
Are you familiar with forest growth in redwood,

sugar pine, western pine, fir, spruce, cedar, with the
white pine of the north, the longleaf and shortleaf

pines of the south, with the hardwood forests of

all sections?
Possessing this knowledge you are qualified to

compare values. Not possessing it you need the

service of someone who is informed to serve as
your agent whether you contemplate buying or

selling.

We, learned in the great school of practical

work, have studied the business for thirty-five

years and are studying harder than ever today.
Our corps of timber experts is at your service.

James D. Lacey & Co.

Timber Land Factors

Chicago, 111., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

the changes required to fit it for the new uses. The Coca Coca building,

just across Concord street from the present place, has been under favora-

ble consideration. OflSces there will be just opposite No. 5 dock on Pratt

street, one of the lumber wharves, with others only a short distance away,

and ar? most conveniently situated.

Daniel MacLea of the Ei.senhauer-MacLea Company, ou South Central

avenue .has gone on a vacation with his family to Ocean Grove, X. J.

His partner, G. W. Eisenhauer, is making trips to and from Blue Ridge
Summit, in the Blue Ridge mountains, never being away from the office

more than a day or two at a time.

Robert .'McLean, a hardwood exporter, whose affairs were placed in

the hands of receivers several months ago, and who later went to Scot-

land to attend the funeral of his wife who had died rother suddenly, and
to look after various other personal malter.s, is back and has started to

take up once more the interrupted threads of business. The unsatis-

factory character of the foreign situation is causing him to go slow, but

by fall he expects to have made some definite connections.

John K. Warfield. Paul M. Wineow and Perry TVarfield have incor-

porated the JIutual Lumber Company at Cumberland, Md.. with a capital

stock of .>i;23.000.

The annual shipments of West Virginia spruce to South .\merican coun-

tries by the American Export Company of New York, through the McCall-

Dinnin,:; Company, ship brokers of this city, have begun. The first cargo

to go out started last week on the Norwegian hark Killeena. which cleared

with 30,422 pieces, or 630,522 feet, valued at $19.S40. Other much
larger cargoes will follow, all going to the River I'late. in which a con-

siderable market has been developed for the wood. The Italian ship Buenos
Ayres is now hci-e to load, and will be followed by the Italinn ship
Ascencione.

Frank .V. Parker of Mann & Parker. Inc., was on a selling trip to

New York and other territory in that section recently. He states that
the offerings I»4ive become more lihernl. with consequent reluctance on the

part of buyers fo place orders, and some shading in prices.

F. W. Morehead of the Boice Lumber Company of Richmond. Va.. was a

visitor here two weeks ago, being on his way back from a northern trip,

which he said had not been altogether satisfactory, inasmuch as he ex-

perienced the same holding back and increased competition by reason of

larger offerings, reported by other hardwood men.
The I'nited States Leather Company of Parkersburg. W. Va . has con-

cluded the largest timber deal ever in'gotiated in that section. It includes

if).000 acres in Ilighlaml. Path and Augusia counties. Virginia, and Pen-
dleton county. West 'N'irginin. and in^-olves a consideration of not less than
.«350,000.

=< TOLEDO >=
The Keasy Pulley Company, after .some business difflcultifs during which

time the jjlant was <-losed down, has been reorganized by T. D. Keasy.
The plant is now running full time with as many oiders as <an well be
taken care of. The concern has orders enough ahead to keep the plant
busy for some time to come,

T,ie Gilbert planing mill at Smlthvlllc, O.. was struck by lightning last

week and in the fire which followed the mill and lumber yards were com-
pletely destroyed.

The Big I'our Hardwood Company has leased its piano case factory to

the E. W. llurd Company of Detroit. The new concern has been in posses-

sion for about a month. It has plenty of orders and is running as heavll.v

as conditiuns will permit. The scarcity of labor has been a great drawback
iind has d( terrcd the running at capacity which would be advisable if men
f(^iild ho secured.

The Buckeye Furniture Company of Toledo has leased the new Hat-
tersley block cut Monroe street, to be used in connection with the present
lilant as a furniture warehouse and factory. The new structure will give
the concern 20,000 square feet of floor space.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
Till- Seii;ilia Lumber & Coal Company t»f Sedalia. Ind.. has W(-q dissolved.

r.uililin'.' permits in the city last month amounted to .$1.120. .",00 as com-
pared with .S1,2S0.512 in July, 1912.

Ed. W. (lark, who represents E. C. Atkins & Co. in New York, an(?

Miss Bernice McCord were married at the home of the brid.'s jiarents i»
this city on July 31. They will reside in New York.
The Republic Construction Company has received an order from the

Isthmian Canal Commission for 131.-400 square feet of creosoted wood
lilocks to be used for floors in the government shops at Panama.

.\ wholesale and retail hmiber business will he conducted at Knox b.v

the newly organized Long-Thompson Lumber Company, whlcn has been
incorjjorated with an authorized capitalization of .'Sl.'J.tMMi. Those Inter-
ested in tlie company are J. W. Long. B. 11. Thnmpsnn and i;, M. Long.
The Showalter Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of automobile

bodies, recently lost its plant by fire with a loss of .«l2.00ii. i,artially cov-

ered by insurance.

^< MEMPHIS >=
P J. Walsh, representing the Kuntz Company, manufacturer of cabinets.

with lieadquarlers at Chaffee, Mo., was a visitor here recently, lie said
thai it was siu-prlslng to what extent the increased usr .if gum luul I'ut
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down the available supply of this materia!. He also declared that the

bulk of the supply of this wood was to be found in the states of which
Memphis is the geographical and logical center. He talked with some of

the leading red gum manufacturers here and said that ho believed it

would be possible for him to make arrangements to secure the needs of

the big industry at Chaffee. He believes, however, that the rates on gum
logs are too high and that, to largely increase the movement of gum timber

to northern points, it will be necessary to secure some concessions from

the railroads on this particular style of lumber. He left for Chicago with

the avowed purpose of looking into the matter of lower rates on such ship-

ments. The prospects, however, are not particularly bright in view of the

recent granting of an advance of two cents per hundred pounds on ship-

ments of gum from Memphis to New Orleans by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

The Kentark Land & Timber Company, with headquarters at Louisville.

Ky.- which recently acquired 24.350 acres of hardwood timberlands from
the I'nion Land & Lumber Company, with headquarters at Pine Bluff.

Ark., has taken out a rbartor undrr the laws of the last named state.

It is set forth in tbp document that the company will employ $125,000 of

is capital stock in the liackensack state. It i.s to maintain its headquar-
rrs for Arkansas at Pine Bluff and is now planning the building of a big

mill between England and Stuttgart. Ark., on Crooked Creek. The Kentark
Land & Timber Company, it is reported, has recently acquired the con-

trolling interest in the Varner Land & Lumber Company, which operates

a large plant for the manufacture of southern hardwoods at Geridge.

Ark., and which likewise owns 13,000 acres of timber lands in that sec-

tion. The consideration paid for the 24.350 acre tract, which lies in

Arkansas, Lonoke and Jeflferson counties, is placed at $400,000.

The plant of the St. Louis Cooperage Company, located at Brinkley.

Ark., has resumed operations after a shut down of several weeks durint:

which numerous improvements were made, including the installation of

new equipment. The engines and boilers were thoroughly repaired and
overhauled.

Advices received here from Hunter, Ark., indicate that the five sawmills

located at that point are doing a good business, with particular reference

to oak, hickory, gum and ash, all of which are being actively manufac-
tured and shipprd.

It is definitely announced now that R. J. Darnell. Inc.. will rebuild its

band mill at Batesville, Miss. There was some discussion along this line

following the fire, but it is only within the past few days that the firm

has decided positively that the location of the plant will bo changed.

The main reason for this removal lies in the fact that the principal timber

land holdings of this firm are located along the line of the Batesville

Southwestern, of which Batesville is one of the terminals. The firm will

rebuild its veneer plant at Memphis and the latter will have a comple-

ment of twelve machines, considernbly more than were operated under the

regime prevailing before the fire which burned both the band mill and the
' veneer plant. Much regret has been occasioned in hardwood circles over

the removal of the band mill. R. J. Darnell. Inc.. has had its offices in the

Exchange building since the fire occurred.

'I'he Moline Lumber Company. Malvern. Ark., which is a branch of the

Molinc Plow Cumpany, Moline, 111., is receiving its first shipments of hard-

wood timber from its holdings on the Malvern & Camden railroad. The
company operates a large hardwood plant at Malvern, with a good supply

of limber available. It expects to continue in very steady operation.

Miss r>orothy Frances Fritchey, daughter of A. G. Fritchej'. who has

been prominently identified with the hardwood trade of this city and sec-

tion since coming south from Cleveland some years ago, will enter Vander-

bilt University this fall. She has won the scholarship offered by the

Memphis Intercollegiate association. There were a number of competitors

for this scholarship and Miss Fritchey and her parents are receiving many
congratulations over her success in winning this coveted honor.

C J. Tully of the Anderson-Tully Company, has returned to Memphis
after spending an extended vacation on the Great Lakes. He was accom-

panied by his wife.

Lumbermen here who own timberland holdings in Arkansas and who
have to make frequent trips to that state are not particularly pleased with

the attitude of the railroads entering Arkansas in making a charge of

thirty-five cents for bridge tolls instead of twenty-five cents as heretofore.

The- railroads claim that they are justified in this course because of the

action of the Arkansas railroad commission in forcing passenger rates to

two cents per mile.

=-< NASHVILLE y-
The ChPi-okee Lumber Company, with offices and plant in East Nash-

ville. TChifh recently amended its charter, changing the name of the cor-

lioration to the Farris Hardwood Lumber Company, and increased the

amount of authorized capital stock from $40,000 to $75,000, will not

have any change in the officers. W. M. Farris. Sr.. president ; L. H.

Farris, vice-president ; A. C. Farris. manager, and W. M. Farris. Jr.. secre-

tary, will continue in their respective positions. Need of increased work-

ing capital was the cause of the increase in stock. The company has U"

plans to enlarge plants at present.

The Memphis Siding & Lumber Company of Memphis, with authorized

capital stock of ,$10,000, has been granted a charter. IL B. Weiziger.

A. G. liile.v. R. G. Brown, II. F. Fisher and II. J. Livingston. Jr.. are the
incorporators.

There may be prosecution of entrants to government land near Tusca-
loosa, Ala., by reason of claims that they have been illegally cutting and
selling timber. The government opened up 28,000 acres last year, and it
is claimed that entrants have cut timber and sold the same to lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANtTFACTUREKS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

MILL FACILITIES
^^^ ^"^"^ ^""'' RIDGWAY

COMPLETE PLANING PENNSYLVANIA

PHIS

A^'holesale ^lanufactnrers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
All Grades and Thicknesses

^^'^hTcKORY^'^'^
We make a specialty of mixed cars SOFT Fl M
of Sap and Red Gum, One-half to c^T, . ..,-vr.,.
Two inches thick, SYCAMORE

VANDEN BOOM^STMSON LUMBER eOMPANY

Manofactiirers Sonthern Hardwoods

RedQum a Specialty
Mempids Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith "•5.'S?t« «ui"^ef"' Memphis, Tenn.
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firms. Tlio law providos that timber shall be cleared from only such land

as is to be cultivated unless the timber is used for construction of houses

thereon.

W. J. Sowers of the Xlajor-Sowers t-'aiv .Mill Compau.v. Epley. Jliss.. was

a visitor to Nashville, having been on nn extensivi' tour for his compan.v.

Mr. Sowers predicts good business the coming fall, and Ijelieves that the

bottom has been reached in prices.

Vicegerent Charles W. Morford of the middle district of Tennessee has

i.ssued a lall for a concatenation of the order of Hoo-Hoo to be held in

Nashville. Aug. 8. One of the largest gatherings of lumbermen in middle

Tennessee for several years is expected. Vicegerent Morford is president

of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club, and is a live wire in the local trade.

p§Eigja;^j@Eiai2l0EISlMErajaeiSJMSJ0MaE'M§M^JSiaaEEISMlIM^lSI3

:

CINCINNATI
iHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

I

WE SELL "SERVICE"
in connection with a full line

OF

Oak, Gum, Poplar, and other Hardwoods

If you appreciate "service," in all

its details, write, wire or phone

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

Richey, Halsted & Quick
HIGH GRADES IN SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS A SPECIALTY

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

OUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICJ:^—CLAY (ITY. KV.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK. POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—Socth Side Station—C. II. « D. R. R.

I JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS ~

^ 2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE S

Former Supreme Serivenoter James H. Baird will co-operate witli the vice-

gerent in making the arrangements.

A meeting was held in Nashville of citizens interested in a new trunk

line railroad from the Ohio river by way of Nashville and Knoxville to

Savannah. W. J. Oliver, who owns a small line out of Knoxville. is

active in promoting the new line. The plan is to connect several small

lines, including the Tennessee Central, and build the necessary links. It

is claimed that the proposed route will be the shortest line from Chicago

and St. Louis to the Panama Canal, and w'ill be a great tonnage getter

from the west.

=•< BRISTOL>===
The R. E. Wood Lumber Company of Baltimore will shortly begin the

operation of a band mill at Earhart's, seven miles south of Bristol, where
the company has purchased a large area of hardwood timber and is now
putting in a mill.

The Pittsburgh Lumber Company is now operating on a large scale at

Hampton. Tenn., and is cutting 75.000 feet of stock daily. The company
has a ten-year cut of virgin hardwood.

W. G. McCain of the Peter McCain Lumber Company has returned from
a business trip in North Carolina. The company has a $50,000 tract of

haidwood timber in Carter county. Tennessee, which it will begin cutting

on as soon as it has exhausted its present supply in the llolston mountains

east of Bristol, which will be within the next year.

The Rockcastle Lumber Company of Huntington, W. Va., formerly of

Bristol, has purchased a large area of timberland in Mai'ion county, Ken-
tucky, and will cut it at the present band mill at Meek, Ky. The company
will soon finish cutting a large area of hardwood timtier adjacent to

.Meek, which it purchased about five years ago.

The Dione Lumber Company of this city has installed mills in west-

ern Kentucky and is now o]»er:iting. Irving Whaley and II. M. Hoskins of

the Whaley-Warren Lumber Company and the H. M. Hoskins Lumber Com-
pany, respectively, are interested in the new company.

=-< LOUISVILLE >-
rt-pil M<('rack(ii of the Ki-niiKky \'c!ii'iT Works has yieklod to the

attractions of foiling and is now one of the regulars at the Audubon
Tountrj' Club. IIo recently took part in the "Duffers' Tournament," ar-

ranged for those who are yet unable to converse fluently in golf, and made
an rxcellent showing.

The Kentark Land & Timbor Company, the local concern of which Uohort
Carnahan is president, has enlarged its scope considerably, purchasing
1^4.000 acrt s < f oak. gnm and ash timber in Arkansas from the I'niou

Land & Lumber Company. Tin' land is located in .Tofferson, Lonoke and
Arkansas counties, in the first of which the Kentark company already
had large holdings. Active operations of the property will be carried on

through the Varncr Land & Lumber Company, which is building a sawmill
at Geridge and which Is already operating another near Stuttgart. Mr.
Cainahan and the Kentark company aro both interested in the Varner
company, which has a contract to manufacture lumber for the latter cor-

poration.

Walter Ilogan of Milford, O., has purchased the Lewis tract of timber

on Licking river, near Caney creek, and has contracted with Dick Russell

of Hazel Green. Ky., to saw it into lumber. There is about LOGO,000 fei't

in the tract.

The Arlington. Ky., Lumber Company has moved its mill from Arlington
to Tark IMace. Ark., and built a new mill at Arlington. It will also make
other improvements, such as tho installation of electric lights and water
service throughout its plant.

=< ST. LOUIS y
W. W. Dings, secretary of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company, who

went to Colorado with Mrs. Dings and the children several weeks ago.

has returned. He left Mrs. Dings in Colorado and will return there later

in the summer, to remain a while and bring her home.
The Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis will give another buffet luncheon

to its membeis and visiting lumbermen on Aug. 12. The last one given,

a few weeks ago, was so much enjoyed by the members and their friends

that President Whitmarsh. Secretary Pier and the entertainment com-
mittee of the club decided on another before the regular season commenced.
The club is one of the most active organizations in the city and most
of the leading lumbermen, both wholesale and retail, are members. Visit-

ing lumbermeu are always welcome to the club rooms and few visiting

lumbermen neglect to take advantage of the courtesy.
Frank Liebke of the C. F. Llebke Hardwood Mill & Lumber Company

says the lompany is seasonably busy. It is hard at work sawing the
several big shipments of ash logs that have come in recently and filling

orders. It has orders on hand to keep the plant busy for the next six

months, even if another order is not received. It is expecting another
shipment of ash logs of about 700,000 feet to arrive within the next ten
days.

C. G. Labbe is now traveling for tlic Thomas K. I'owe Lumber Company,
covering the territory east of Chicago. Although slarting in at a very
dull time of the year, Mr. I,al)bc is sending In some very good orders and
feels greatly encouraged.

The Lothman Cypress Company is having n nice business In spite of
Ihe quietness of the season. E. W. Blumer, sales manager of the company,
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states it if well satislied wiili tlie vi.lnme of businets being done an 1

looks for a splendid fall Trade within the next few weeks.

L. JI. Borgess of tbe Steele & Hibbard Lumber Company is an optimist

as to business. He states tbat while it may be a little quiet at present,

the prospects are exceedingly liright for the fall. Not only will business

be line but prices will be considerably higher than at the present time,

and so the company is not forcing sales by making concessions.

R. r. Fletcher, local manager of the Hooton Hardwood Lumber Com-

pany. Is well pleased with the outlook. Mr. McRoberts, whose territory is

the northern part of Illinois, has been out on the road and has been turn-

ing in quite a nice amount of business.

Receipts of lumber by rail at St. Louis during the month of July this

year were 16.371 cars. During July last year the receipts of lumber

were 16,023 cars, an increase last month over the corresponding month

last year of 348 cars. Shipments last month were 12,655 cars, compared

with 12.6G6 cars last .July, a falling off of 11 cars. There were no

receipts or shipments of lumber by river during July of last year or this.

=-< ARKANSAS >=
The electrical and wind storm, which swi-'pt over various parts of

Arkansas en Aug. 1, doing considerable damage to property, wrought two

fatalities among the employes of the Cornan Cooperage Company of Di's

Arc. B. B. Davis, fifty-five years of age. and his son-in-law, N. West,

while beneath the large shed of the company were struck by lightning and

instantly killed. Eernice Davis, the seven-year-old daughter of B. B.

Davis, who was sitting in her father's lap at the time, was severely burned

by the Hash. Mr. Davis is survived l>y a wife and large family, while Mr.

West leaves his wife, a daughter of Mr. Davis.

The heading plant, owned by the Marianna Heading Company and
located on West Tennessee street of Marianna. Ark., was partially de-

stroyed by fire the latter part of July. The blaze was discovered early

enough to be extinguished, however, and the loss was only slight.

^The Mount Olive Stave Tactory of Batesville, Ark., which has been

closed down for some time undergoing repairs, has resumed operations and
is now running on full time, giving employment to about 150 men.
The Clarendon Boat Oar Company of Clarendon. Ark., recently filerl

articles of incorporation with the secretary of state of Arkansas, and
received a charter. This concern has extensive investments in Arkansas,

though the majority of its stockholders are New York capitalists.

Cutting of hardwoods is very active in many parts of the state at pres-

ent. At Hunter. Ark., are five sawmills which are running full time,

sawing daily many thousand feet of hii'kory. gum and oak lumber. The
shipments from these mills is also very great, being practically as fast as

the lumber is sawed.

W. H. Overholt of Chicago recently purchased a tract containing TGO
acres of hardwood timber, located near Brinkley, Ark. The tract is

known as the B. L. Shoup tract, and is said to contain some very valuable

timber. Mr. Overholt plans to place sawmills on the tract at once, and
proceed to saw and market the timber. As fast as the timber is removed
the land will be cleared aud placed in cultivation.

=-< MILWAUKEE ':>--

Charles F. Kade of Shelioygan. and business men of Plymouth are

organizing a company which will operate a fixture and furniture factory

in the plant formerly occupied by the Plymouth A'eueer Company, at

Plymouth. A capital stock of S35.00t) is being subscribed for. It is

planned to secure the necessary machinery immediately and have the

plant in full operation within sixty days. The products at present will

consist principally of store and olfice fixtures and show cases. M. II.

Hand. E. A. Dow, Louis Fled and E. A. Stolper are also prominent in

the movement. The name of the new concern will be the C. F. Kade Fix-

ture and Show Case Company.
A company, which is to manufacture store, office, church and bar furni-

ture aud conduct a general woodworking plant, has been incorporated

as the Alberts & Meyers Company, at Two Rivers. Tbe. capital stock of

th? new concern is $12,000. The directors and officers are Edward Al-

berts, president : Oscar E. Alberts, secretary and treasurer ; H. Meyers,
Arthur Wrfgg. all of Two Rivers, and W. C. Rahn of Chicago. Mr. Alberts

will assume the business management and Mr. Meyers will superintend the

manufacturing end of the plant.

The Heineraan Lumber Company. Merrill, has added an up-to-date plan-

ing mill to its large sawmill. Although not occupying much room and
requiring but two machines, the planing mill has a daily capacity of ten

cars of lumber. Individual electric motors on the machines and a track

system to expedite the handling of the lumber to and from the mill allow

the efficiency and low cost of operation. With a season's supply of logs

on hand the sawmill of the concern has resumed operation after a short

summer-repair shut down.
Lugene Douville, sixty-nine years old. prominent in the lumber indus-

try and until ,a few mouths ago actively interested in the Douville Lum-
ber Company of Mobile. Ala., which he organized eleven years ago, died

at his home in West AUis, July 23. Mr. Douville was a native of the

Jlilwaukee suburb but was engaged in lumbering at Manistee. Mich., for

thirty years, returning to Milwaukee twelve years ago. He is survived by

bis widow and two brothers.

Edward Roger of Emmet, a prominent retired lumberman and an old

resident of Marathon county, died at the home of his daughter, Mrs.'

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ottice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Asli

^ We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

<I Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest

typ«.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately m.3nufac-

tured stock.

<I Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with

steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

C] Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

© Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

C| We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

C For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

dak Flooring, write LONG-3ELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.

^ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

CJ No guy wires.

^ Write to O, M. Krebs, Mallory

E; ^nch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the de-rick.

Also ask for list of users.
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Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj ,

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

AT HALF PRICE

STEAM SKIDDER
AND LOADER COMBINED

Clyde Modern Equipment. Used
about sixty days. Operations dis-
continued. No further use for it

For Particulars Write

GOGEBIC LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles aad Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and
White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade ^^K^
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 9IS^

Joseph McGuire, at Haider, agoil eighty years. He was a native of Canada.
Three daughters and a sister survive him.

Jerry G. Anderson, who was connected with the Wilson-Weber Lumber
Company of Colfax since 1900, died at his home in that city recently at

th:^ age of fifty-four years. He is survived by his wife, nine children, his

mother, two brothers and one sister.

The sawmill of the Iron River Lumber Company, at Iron River, was
destroyed by lightning, causing a loss of $30,000, partly covered by Insur-

ance. The planing mill and lumber yards were saved and only 400,000
feet of lumber in close proximity to the mill was destroyed. The mill

will not be rebuilt but the planing mill will be operated the balance of the

season. The Hines Lumber Company has overhauled the Park Falls mill

and will resume operations with men from Iron River.

The Northern Hardwood Lumber Company of Marsbfleld has filed a

notice with the secretary of state dissolving as a corporation.

The American Hobby Horse Company has been incorporated by Hans
Maison, James G. and G. W. Hammerschlag at Milwaukee. Capital, $6,000.

.According to an estimate of the standing timber on the government
lighthouse reservations on the Apostle islands in Wisconsin, the govern-
ment inspectors in the Forestry Service report 5.000 actes. This amount
is sufficient to manufacture all the pilings, spar buoys and other material

used in lighthouse work on the Great Lakes.

Directors and officers of the Northern Casket Company at Fond du Lac
were re-elected at the annual meeting held recently. William Mauthe
was re-elected president and H. R. Totter, secretary and treasurer. The
( orapany reports a most successful year and bright prospects.

The historic fire tug. The Menominee River, which played an important
part in all of the big lumber fires in the vicinity of Marinette and Me-
nominee for over twenty-five years, has been sold to Capt. Thrall of

Green Bay, who, by the way, built the vessel thirty-five years ago. The
Menominee River was condemned by government inspectors early this sea-

son and will now bo completely rebuilt and put into commission again
ne.\t season. One of the most spedacular fires in which the tug rendered

service was the big Sawyer-Goodman Company fire several years ago.

The end of the operation of the Menominee River Boom Company in

the vicinity of Marinette, at one lime the largest of its kind in the coun-
try, will come within the next year or two. This year the company has
only :.'8,0iW,000 feet to sort and will undoubtedly have less next year.

Thi' year of 1915 may mark the conclusion of its business and according to

plans already made it will be taken over by the Marinette and Menominee
PMI'or Company. There is very liltle pine remaining to be cut on the

]\Ieitorainee or its tributaries and tlie hardwood is brought by rail. As
soon as the driving and sorting work is over, the boom company will

make arrangements for raising the deadheads that now lie on the bottom
of the Jlenorainee and its tributaries. It is estimated that there is 100,-

000.000 feet of timber, which will probably be raised and cut in a portable

mill. For the past few years the company has been doing some of this

work, raising from four to five million feet, which are stored on the banks
until the following season and then floated to the mills.

"Col." Al. Raynor. aged eighty-three, living at Crooked Rapids, near

Couderay, well known among the old-time lumbermen as keeper of a

famous stopping place at Crooked Rapids, on the Chippewa river, for the

past fifty years, has been married to Mrs. Craig, of Birehwood. They hold

the record of being the oldest couple ever married la Sawyer county.

During the early periods of lumbering in that district the "Colonel" enter-

tained many of the old millionaire lumbermen while on their way from
Chippewa Falls to the headwaters of the Chippewa river, as the nearest

railroad point was Chippewa Falls, 100 miles south.

J. H. \\'eefl. a prominent lumljerman of this state, who built many saw-
mills in 4)shkosh and the northern part of Wisconsin and Michigan, died

at Appletnn at the age of ninety-three. His home was in Oshkosh.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >•

During the last week or two trade locally has showed an appreciable

improvement, both in the number and volume of orders. This change has
not, however, been startling in its character or unduly encouraging, but is

generally accepted as an indication that previous predictions of the fall

trade will be well borne out. Chicago lumbermen have for some time
freely predietfd that the fall months would see the opening of a highly
«atisfactoiy condition in the lumber business. The furniture exhibits in

the Chicagr, market turned out to be more satisfactory than the opening
week's business indicated. As a result of the sales effected at the exhibits,

the local furniture bouses are in a pretty active condition. While they
are sdll hesitant about placing unduly large orders, they are in need of

considerable stock and are buying a satisfactory amount of lumber in

smaller lots. The generally firm condition as to prices continues, with
concessions in some items. Meraliers of the local trade buying In the
North and South still report that there are no large stocks at any of (he
mills in either hardwood producing .section. Wlili the fall demand immi-
sent, it is expected that this condition will. In the not very distant future,
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•jffoct a reversion to the former general level of prices. Conditions, gen-

erally speaking, botli with the yard trade and the factory trade, are excel-

lent, the yard men especially being in an optimistic mood.

=-< NEW YORK >.=

The local hardwood market shows little change in the past two weeks.

It is generally believed, however, that the dull season is nearly at an end

and that the carl.v fall will see a material improvement in business gen-

erally. The money market is tight and loans are not easy to obtain,

which has curtailed the operations of builders and cut down the con-

sumption of lumber. Stocks at wholesale and -mill points are easier,

which has tended toward lower prices on some lines. Prices are generally

satisfactory, however, and there are no signs of a real break. Some items

of oak, poplar and gum are lower, as well as maple flooring. Oak flooring

remains firm and in good call. Mahogany is still high in price, no great

nmount of stock being offered.

=< BUFFALO y
The hardwood trade is generally called quiet this month. Something is

doing right along at the different yards, but it is of a midsummer character.

Not much stock is being received at present, and receipts up to the begin-

ning of the present month have been fairly active. Buying is being re-

stricted to present needs and many purchasers are running their oflJces on
a vacation basis.

The chief wood in demand is plain oak as for some time. Brown ash,

maple and birch are among others in fair sale. Poplar is about holding

its own. Thus far there has been no dropping off in yard prices and
dealers state that they are getting as good figures today as they did

several months ago, when business was much more active. While buyers

look for lower prices, there is some prediction that they will be dis-

appointed.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
There was a noticeable dimiuution in hardwood trading during the

month of July, but the last ten days have shown a marked improvement
in the situation. Although sales have not increased to any extent, more
inquiries itrc coming in and an unfailing optimism prevails as to outlook.

Report.-: are floating of a weakening of prices in poplar, ash and even In

plain oak. but this is true, it is ascertained, only in spasmodic cases and
in many instances is traceable to commission men. The buyer still pre-

serves a conservative attitude, as he firmly believes in a possible break

in valuPo in the near future, but the trade generally is confident that the

i^dvent of fall will bring firm prices all along the line, with an upward
tendency at the first rush of orders. Collections are said to be slow, and
the curtailment of loans for building operations, etc., no doubt has an
influence on the lumber situation at this time, but taking the hardwood
situation as a whole there is a decided improvement both in prices com-

pared with same period of last year and in volume of trade.

The relative pcsitions of the hardwoods are unchanged. Oak of all

kinds, with but slight variation according to grade, holds first place; ash.

maple, ^he^:tnilt and basswcod retain their old position ; birch, beech, and
in latt all hardwoods, are holding their own.

-< BOSTON >-=

The general market is in a much brighter conditiun than for some time,

and the fall should bring forth a good bu.siness. The soft wood manufac-
lurtrs are recovering from the so-called low market, with prices firmer

and more uniform. Hardwood wholesalers, while business is not very

lively, do not appear to be worrying over what is usually considered the

vacation season. Although no especially noticeable large orders have been

reported, there is more or loss doing all the time, and it is the hope of

all lumbermen that confidence in the business of our country and our

statesmen will be maintained. The yards are complaining some over the

poor payments, builders finding much difficulty in floating their loans,

l>eing attributed as one of the causes for slow payments.

-•< BALTIMORE >=
The general easing off in the quotations on lumber has also affected

most of the hardwoods, in which a slightly lower tone is being noted,

though in various instances no actual decline is evident. It is the experi-

ence of sellers that buyers show more hesitancy about placing orders, and
the resultant disposition to aid the movement to some extent encourages

off(rs of concessions ; but any statement regarding the state of the market
depends much upon whether the raillman's end or that of the buyer is

taken. The millman as a rule adlieres with considerable firmness to his

quotations, and whatever easing off has taken place is largely confined to

the distributive markets. The wholesaler is confronted by the necessity

of having to pay comparatively high prices, and to contend with more
or less competition when it comes to placing stocks. The yards and
<'orsnmers, encouraged by the free offerings at the present time, are slow

to place orders and endeavor to try out the market by holding off and
getting quotations from a number of sellers, using the figures of one

to bear those of another. In this way some degree of unsettlement is

brought aoout. It cannot be doubted that the mills have caught up with

1h'' requirements of the market in a majority of directions and that there

is now nt) [ires] e< t ef a scjircity nf i.ne kind of lumber or another.

A few words to the users of this ex-

cellent wood and those who contemplate

using it.

Alany years' experience in the manu-

facture and marketing of this item of

stock ha\\e satisfied us that in this wood,

more than in any other hardwood, the

successful consuming manufacturers in-

sist upon having only high quality stock

—not only as to grade, but manufacture

and careful handling while in pile for

seasoning.

Choice logs do not always produce

good lumber—it depends largely upon

how much care is exercised in the

process of manufacture; nor does the

production of high quality stock end

here—it must be carefully put into piles

and sufficient piling sticks used to insure

its drying out flat.

When you are about to place an order

for Gum, some of the essentials that

suggest themselves to you are:

Full and uniform thickness.

\^ery dry stock that in process of

drying has remained flat and straight.

Good range of widths and lengths to

assure you of a good yield of clear cut-

tings of various sizes you require.

Last, but not least, after placing or-

ders you want them executed promptly

and on time—also honest grading and

measurement.

We are equipped with six band mills,

backed by our own timber lands, to give

you that kind of stock and unexcelled

service.

Write, Phone or Wire for Prices

PAEPCKE LEICHT LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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cure
LUMBER

I

TRADE MARK REGISTERED IX U. S. PATENT OFFICE

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for

steamed wood.
seasonmg un-

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither
shrink nor swell, and the grain will not
raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber .is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the
process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Luiiibfr is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Prcparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK REGISTERED IN U. S. PATENT OFFICE

enre

Easswood and gum are among the stocks in lenst plentiful supply

because of interference with production by the extensive spring floods.

The quotations on these woods, therefore, have kept up almost better

ihan any others. Concerning chestnut, on the other hand, reports vary.

Some har-lwood men assert that the quotations have root'ded. while others

are just as positive that they are holding up on sound wormy. Stocks

of chestnut increase very rapidly when once production gets well under

way, and it can hardly be doubted that an easier fenliug prevails. Oak
is also being offered with considerable freedom .ind th*,* quotations on

Xo. 1 common are easy, with the l>est grades practically unchanged. Ash
and other woods are about the same, the trade in them being of less

volume naturally. The lower grades of poplar are showing no advance
and the continuance of liberal offerings does not encourage expectations

that a positive rise will take place in the near future. The export
situation is still decidedly unsatisfactory, with stocks abroad very large

and pi-ices low. At the prevailing figures the exporters are unable to do
a profitable business, and a rigid holding bark is still in order. Oak
planks, especially, are unsettled and the foreign buyers are inclined to

make extensive rejections, which renders the net returns uncertain, even

wh( n planks are forward<*d on contract.

=-< COLUMBUS >
Trade in hardwoods in central Ohio has been fairly active during the

past fortnight. There is a fair demand for all grades- and varieties from
both factories and retailers, and buying is evenly divided lietwevn the two
branches of the trade. Trices are fairly well maintained and shading of

quotations is reported only in isolated cases. One of the best features of

the market is the active building operations which are reported in the
cities and towns of the Buckeye state. This means a ^ood consumption
of all kinds of lumber and is producing quite a demand for Cfrtain hard-

woods such as oak. poplar and chestnut.

Dry stocks in the hands of mills are not large and this fact is taken

as an indication that no great weakness in quotations will come to pass.

Dealers' stocks are not large and their policy is still to buy only what is

needed for immediate wants. The same policy is followed by factories.

As a result bu.ving is steady and is up to the usual volume for the time-

of the year. Factory stocks are not large. Plants engaged in making
vehicles and farming tools are g'ood buyers. Some activity is shown also

by furniture concerns.

Quartered and plain oak are probably the strongest points in the market
and the demand for both is good. Prices are strong. Chestnut is also

moving in good volume at steady quotations. Poplar is becoming stronger.

especially the lower jirades. I'asswood and ash are selling well. Other
bardwoods are imchanired.

=-< CINCINNATI y
With few exceptions, the building trades industry is at a standstill.

owing to the local teamsters* strike, and it is estimated that those inter-

ested in this line nf business alone are paying int'*rest upon .?.1,000,000
of borrowed capital that is tied up on account of the strike in buildings

that are not progressing. Those anticipating trouble and who laid in

supplies of millwork and rough lumber are now about Inrced to stop and
lay off the mechanics. It is claimed that at this time more than S.OOO

skilled mechanics in building trades alone are idle on aciount of there

being no supplies. Millwork is one of the scarcest items, and with all

Ijhii'ing mills shut down for more than a week and the prospects of at

least another week of the trouble, there will be quite a knorkout in building

circles. This, coming at a time when business in the ntail lumber line

and millwork dealers, after having a very late start, were just getting

some real business for the first time this .year, is very discouraging, but
all parties concerned are determined to take their losses now and stop

ihc antagonism to business interests rather than have a constant inter-

ference from first one branch of union labor and then auothrr.

There is a decidedly dull tone to market conditions and prices are being

held steady by the larger millmen and wholesalers, who refuse to part

with good stocks at anything but satisfactory prices, preferring to let

the small mills, who persist in sellinsj at a little off marki-t prices in

ordi r to move stock, continue until they are closed onl. Sbipm<'nts to

ernsumers continue good on old orders, but new business in quantities Is

lacking. JIuch business in a small way is Iwing don'-, indiiniing once
more the hand-to-mouth poliiy of buyers, who art' huyiu-^ only for

immediate needs.

The poplar trade is quiet ; scarcely any improvement is noticed. Low
L'rades are in good demand, but Xo. 1 common and better are onlv moving
in spots and at unsatisfactory prices. Millmen are standing pat on price.

as a rule, and will not I.t go of choice stocks except at r'-asonable prices.

Some improvement, however, is noticed in demand f>»r wide stock, but

the general demand is far from satisfactory.

=-< TOLEDO y

LUMBER
The hardwood markpt cuiiilmi'S quite fii'm drsplti' ili.> \v. ;ikii>-sfi noiico-

;ible in yellow pini'. This is due largely to the fait ilia; hardwoods in

wanted quaiilies and sizes arc scarce and have lioen for soiue time. Hood
<lry stoclis are extremely liard to get and local yards are low In assort-

iiients and stoiks senerally. I'lain oak continues a leadi'r fU tills market.
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111.' (imii-teiTd stock being a trifle slow. Ited oak lias developed a little

\vc akniss. Asb. hickorjr, basswood and gum aic selling well and prices are

lioldin^' firm. The demand is from general sources, furniture and veliicl''

factories heing large users. Tbe building trade Is providing a good market

-for interior linish and flocring. and tbe railroads and car concerns are

liberal Imyers. Muildlng continues very beavy in Toledo and plans are

now being laid for a new retail center wbicb means tbe reconstruction of

many busines.s blocks in the heart of the downtown district, as well as

the crectic-n of many new buildings of importance, all of which will prove

uood user> of hardwood lumber.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Th"- hardwood market continues to show improvement. Wholesalers

I't-port a good TOlume of business and many inquiries for shipment in the

near future. Big: crops, tlie fact that industrial conditions generally are

.aood over the state and that the money market is a trifle easier are given

as *^ome nf the reasons for improved conditions.

An advance in hardwood prices soon is tieing predicted.

=-< MEMPHIS >.=

'l li.- W'-nih- r has continued practically ideal for logging operations

ihroughout this section during the past fortnight and rapid progress has

i>een made. There was a wide distribution of rainfall throughout the

Memphis territory during July, but this did not interfere at all with work
in the woods, and the supply of logs is regarded as quite full. In fact,

there is a mor»' abundant stock of timber ready for .the mills of this city

and section than is usually the case at this time of the year. It is there-

fore expected that present rather full sawmill operations will be continaed

without interruption, especially as the demand for lumber is broadening

somewhat.
There has been comparatively little actual increase in the number of

ord( rs hookrd by local manufacturers and wholesalers, but there is a de-

cided gain in the number of inquiries, with the result that the note of

optimism is much higher than it has been during the past four or five

weeks, llie furniture manufacturers are showing increasing interest in

the market and are making inquiries which suggest rather large needs on

their part. It is believed that there will be a good business developing in

the near future from this source. There is likewise more inquiry for car

material of all kinds, due to the efforts of the railroads to so replenish

their rolling stock and general equipment that they will be able to take

<-are of the large volume of traffic promised by virtue of the indicated

heavy agricultural yields, with particular reference to cotton. There is

likewise an increasing call from builders of buggies, wagons, carriages,

nutomobilts aud other veliicles and there is also a rather increased inquiry

from other lines, with the result that the outlook is for a good business

in southern hardwoods to develop within the next thirty days. Tariff

agitation has not had the depressing effect on general business expected in

some quarters, aud lumber interests here are inclined to take heart from
the fact that the steel and iron industry, generally accepted as a correct

barometer of trade conditions, is in much better shape than a short time

ago. Due empha.sis is also attached to the large prosperity indicated for

the entire South as a result of the prospective big cotton yield. This is

regarded as i'urnishing a true basis for fundamentally sound conditions.

and those who are engaged in the hardwood trade as well as in other

allied or collateral industries, feel sure that Ihe outlook is particularly

good. The big cotton crop means large money returns for this territory

and a relief of the financial stringency which has been strongly in evi-

dence for some time. It also means a largely increased purchasing power
for the people of the cotton growing area and, with this prospect in view,

manufacturers of almost every commodity made from southern hardwoods

are anticipating large consumption of their output. This, it is felt, can-

not help but exert a favoring influence upon the manufacturers of southern

hardwoods and upou those who are engaged in the distribution of the out-

put of southern hardwood manufacturing plants.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
Business has continued quiet in the Nashville market the first part of

August, though it is about up to the seasonable volume. The fact that

local firms had a good many orders ahead at the opening of the summer
season has helped them a great deal, and July business was probably about

the same as last year. There is an optimistic view with regard to fall

trade. Prices are about firm, though concessions could probably be had on

attractive business. Oak continues to be a satisfactory seller. Poplar and
chestnut are in fair demand. Ash, hickory and walnut are good sellers.

< LOUISVILLE y-
The crop situation is puzzling local hardwood men more than anything

olse. as it is believed that this factor will influence trade conditions dur-
ing the fall more than any other one thing. It is figured that with good
orops business can stand off even such unfavorable influences as the new
tariff and currency revision ; but if the crops happen to be below tbe
average, things will not be so satisfactory. The severe drouth which the
corn belt is now experiencing does not look favorable, and it will take
some good rains to restore conditions to anything like normal. Tbe Ohio
valley i-< suffering from lack of moisture, and the farmers' woes are being

Mahogany
Lumber and

Veneers
In buying Mahogany Lumber and Veneers

of C. L. Willey, the purchaser is assured of a

product cut from the finest figured wood that

money and a search of the world's markets can

secure.

Beyond this he is assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quaHty of product not usu-

ally obtainable.

Right now stored in the log yard of the Willey

plant at Chicago is more than a quarter million

.dollars' worth of the highest class figured mahog-
any ever imported to this country.

The accompanying illustration shows a cor-

ner of the assemblage of these mahogany logs.

.
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WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

RrpresentiDg Fifth Avenue Buildine,
WEST VIRGINIA SPKLTE LUMBER CO., wriw VODI^

Cass. West Virginia. INtW lUKN

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston. Mass.
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company.

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Mansfield. Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS < t" '^^ ^

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all re(|uircments, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

transmitted to the lumbermen via the retail dealers and the manufac-

turers of hardwood products. However, it is hoped that conditions will

right Ihemselves. as they usually do, in time to prevent anything like a

I rop failure. Demand for lumber has shown improvement with the open-

ing of the miinth. the furniture factories being among the most consistent

iniycrs at present. Quartered oak, white almost exclusively, of course,

plain oak, both red and while, anu ash are among the leading sellers at

present nsh having improved considerably of late. Poplar is a bit quiet,

rhuush tlie lower grades are selling, and red gum is about in the same
condition. Chestnut is also inactive at present.

=-< BRISTOL y-
The Bristol lumbermcu rrporl busiuiss moving nloug well. coDsiilt'i-ing"

llie season of the year. Wliile not many new orders are coming in, there

is plenty already booked to keep the mills busy for some time to come.

The export trade is encouraging and is consiilerably larger in volume.

'J'his section has been having one of the worst drouths in years, and the

loss will be very large. The corn crop is almost a totnl failni-e, as a

result of the prolonged dry spell.

=< ST. LOUIS y-
\Vhile the hardwood trade is comparatively quiet, as it usually is at

this period oi the year, a fairly good business is being done and the

demand for nearly every item on the list is satisfactory. The quietness

now i)rcvailing is not uncxprcted by the local distributers, for they laid

llu'ir plans to take their vacations and many of them are away during the

lull. Meanwhile those who are at homo are busy getting in their stocks

Cor the fail, as an unusually brisk demand is anticipated witbin the next

few weeks. Oak is the item mostly called for and ash and cottonwood
are also in fair request. I'rices on nearly all items are holding their own.

very few concessions—althougli some are reported—being made. Wben
made they ar.' done so by distributors who have surplus stocks on Iiand

wlr.ch they want moved in order to 1 urn them into cash. Those who
I an are Imlding off for fall, as the majority of the distributors realize

ihat whi'U the orders start to come in, prices will not only remain firm,

but they will ind-ease, especially tIio>-e items most in demand and short

in supply.

^-< ARKANSAS >
The retailers of Arkansas seem to h.ave the opinion that the rock

bottom in prices has lieen reached. Guying during the past week has.

been exceptionally strong, and much lumber was disposed of by the mills

befrre the upward change in the market came. The advance has been
made by many of the larger mills, however, and the indications are that

prices will not again go down to where they were a few days ago.

Iiuiuiries I'rom all lines of tlte lumber trade are more numerous of laf
tlinn they have been for the past several months.

'I'he general crop outlook in .\rkansas is very good. Cotton is in excel-

lent sliape. and corn is aiMuit inaoe. Hay crops appear to be large, and
the oat :ind wlieat crojis are good and of high (piality. Good crops

luran good Uiiabcr business, and the lumbermen of the state are more
optimistic at this time than they have been in months. A material

increase in the demand is expected In a short time. A number of tlu^

line yard concerns are now placing orders for fall shipment, and this is

taken as an indication that, in the opinion of lln' larger buyers, the lowest

murk in the niarkc t has been reached.
Slime lit llii' mills have been experiencing some trnuble in getting all

the cars i, ceded. In fad, some say that they have not been able to-

s;et more than seventy-five per cent of the numlxr ordered for several

days. Thi indicatitms are, judging from the condition nf cars that ari-

lieijig furnished, that the car shortage is going to lie a iiroblem when
the cot till and ntlier crops l)egin to move.

=-< MILWAUKEE y
Tliere s; 1 lus 111 be ;i lempiirary lull in tin- Imal lianhvuoil liusiness. ilu-

p.obably to the fact that most consumers of hardwooil stocked up fairly

well in this line earlier in the season and are now waiting for the fall

season. The fall revival is expected somewhat earlier this year, [irohalily

siicu attic .\Mg. l.-i. so the present dullness in trade is not regarded as
serious

I'rids are bring well maintained— in fact, are higher than at this tiiii'-

a year ago. Wholesalers are confident that no concessions arc to he ex-

pected and that n higher level will be reached later in the season. Avall-
•ilile stocks of birch, maple and l)asswood are far from being large, desplt'"-

the new stock which has been arriving. Ueports from the mills say that

stoiLs are showing a slight increase and that the supply will be larger

liy the time the fall revival is under way. Wholesalers are not inclined

to make any price concessions in the effort to secure new business and
the market is holding strong.

Buyers are evidently loiuing to the conclusion that there is nothing to

le mined by putting nff imrchases, in view of the strong market and tlie-

shortage oi slocks, and iiapiiries are beginning to arrive from various
sources regarding shipments for the fall trade. lilreh and maple an-
especially strong, although both plain and ipiartered i ak an- in about ili<"

same position. Ilasswood Is In fairly good dimand.
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Ackland, D., & Son
Americaa Lumber & Mfg. Co.

Vansant. Kitchen &, Co
Whitson Bros. Lumber Co..

S5 Wood. K, E., Lumber Company...

12 Yellow PoDlar Lumber Company

.

Beecher & Barr

Brown Brothers Lumber Co.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co...

Cartier-Holland Lumber Company.
Coale. Tho6. E., Lumber Company.
Cobbs lb Mitchell, Inc

Craig, W. P., Lumber Co
Curll. Daniel B

EastJordan Lumber Company.
Elias.G.,* Bro

Eatabrook-Skeele Lumber Co..

Planner-Steger Land & Lumber Co.

Porman . Thos.. Company

12

64

67

6fi

67

5

4

fiii

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co
Heyser, W. E., Lumber Co
Holyoke. Chas

Kent, J. S.. Company
Klann, E. H., Lumber Co
Kneeland-Bigelon Company. The

—

Litchfield. William E.

Mcllvain. J. Gibson. <t Co
McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co
MearsSIayton Lumber Company.
Miller, Anthony
Mitchell Bros. Company
Mowbray & Robinson Company . . .

.

Oelhafen Lumber Company
Usgood & Richardson

64

Palmer & Parker Co. .

.

Parry. Chas. K.,& Co.

Sawrer-Ooodman Compaiur
Scott & Howe Lumber Co
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company.
Stephenson, L, Company, The
Stewart. 1. N.. & Bro
Struthers Cooperage Company
Sullivan, T. & Co

Taylor, W. R.. Lumber Company.
Tegge Lumber uo

VonPlaten Lumber Oo..

Webster, George, Lumber Company,
White. Wm,H.. Co
Wiggin. H.D
Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons

WiUson Bros. Lumber Company
WiBtar. Underbill & Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company

68 Salt Lick Lumber Com oany

14 Shawnee Lumber Company
13 Slaymaker. S. E., A Co
68 Soudheimer, E., Company....

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co..

Stewart. \. N..& Bro
Sullivan. T..& Co

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber* Mfg. Oo.

Anderson-TuUy Company—
Atlantic Lumber Company , ,

,

VandenBoom-Stlmson Lumber Co.

Vansant. Kitchen & Co
Vestal Lumber <fe Manufacturing Co.

Von Platen Lumber Co

Baker-Matthews Mfg, Co
Bennett ^ Wilte

Black. Fred W. Lumber Co

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co , . . .

Booker-Cecil Company
Brown. W. P., & Sons Lumber Co..

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co

Carrier Lumber <fe Mfg, Co

Coale, Thos. E,. Lumber Company.

Conasauga Lumber Company
Crane, C..& Co
Curll, Daniel B

Davis. Edward L., Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company..

Dempsey. W. W

44

Jo

HI

10

67

14

12

46

46

12

10

46

65

Webster. George. Lumber Company.
Whitmer. Wm.. & Sons
Whitson Bros. Lumber Co
Wiggin. H.D
Williams. IchabodT..& Sons

WiUson Bros. Lum ber Com oany
Wisconsin Lumber Company
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company
Wood, R. E.. Lumber Company

65

46

Yeager. Orson E.

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Elias. G..& Bro 67 Adams & Raymond Veneer Co 64

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.

Farrin. M. B., Lumber Company
Farris Hardwood Lumber Co...

Faust Bros. Lumber Co
Flanner-Stcger Land & Lumber Co.

Oaretson-Greason Lumber Co

63

48

64

67

8

66

67

66

67

12

48

66

13

68

12

14

12

12

13

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co
Heyser. W. E,. Lumber Company...

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Co.

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company .

.

Kennedy, James, & Co
Kent, J. S.. Company
Kentucky Lumber Company
Kimball & Kopcke
Klann. E. H.. Lumber Co
Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Company..

Lamb-Fish Lumber Co
Litchfield. William E
Little River Lumber Company
Logan. J. M.. Lumber Co
Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co...

Louisville Point Lumber Company.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co 62

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co

—

62

Black. Fred W. Lumber Co.... 44

Central Veneer Company 63

Hoffman Bros. Company 63

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co 5

Jarrell. B. C, & Co 63

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 10

Maley, Thompson & Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer & Lunii-erCo 63

Mengel, C. C. ,S Bro. Company 10

Ohio Veneer Company 46

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 63

Rayner. J 5

RiceVeneer<& Lunibpr Company,. ,. 63

Southern Veneer Manufacturing

Company 62

Underwood Veneer Company 62

Veneer Manufacturers' Company.... 4

Walker Veneer <& Panel Co 55

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Willey, C,L 51

Williams, Ichabod T., Ac Sons., 14

Wood-Mosaic Company.., 1.1

Yeager, Orson E. ,..

\roung, W, D,,& Co.

Maley. Thompson & Moffett Co

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company.
Mcllvain. J. Gibson, & Co

McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co
Memphis Band Mill Company..

M iller, Anthony.
Mossman Lumber Company
Mowbray & Robinson Company...

Nettleton. E. B-.&Co
Norman Lumber Company.

POPLAR.

Anderson-TuUy Company
Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.
Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company

—

Paust Bros. Lumber Company
Kentucky Lumber Company
Logan. J. M., Lumber Co
Maphet & Shea Lumber Com pan,)'..

K»diQ» L A'., A Co

Ohio River Saw Mill Company..

Osgood & Richardson

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. 62

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 44

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co 5

Maley, Thompson & Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co 63

Mengel, C, C. & Bro. Company 10

Palmer* Parker Co
Purcell. Frank 65

Rayner. J ^

Struthers Cooperage Company 66

Willey. C.L 51

Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons 14

Paepckc Leicht Lumber Co.

Parry, Chas, K.. A Co ,

49

65

Radina, L, W., & C'«)

'

Ransom, J, B., 4 Co »

Biemeier Lumber Company 46

Uichey. llalsted & Quick "16

Saline Kiver Hardwood Co 47

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Diecher & Barr I-'

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Cobb's A Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman. S, L.. Flooring Co 66

Farrin. M. U.. Lumber Company

—

46

Forman. Thos.. Company 66

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co 66

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co 65

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom. John B. & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 47

Salt Lick Lumber Company 65

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company... 8

Stephenson. I., Company, The 66

Webster Lumber Co.. George 13

White. Wm.H., Co 68

Wilce, T., Company, The a

Young, W. D., <Ss Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY

Cadillac MachineCo.^ 60

Covol Mauufai turing Co 64

Gerlach, The Peter Co 55

Linderman Machine Co,, The
Mershon. W. B., * Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co
Saranac Machine Company 60

Sinker-Davis Company 11

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co .

.

61

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks 59

Clyde Iron Works 60

Fitzgibbons & Krebs 47

Gogebic Lumber Company 48

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 13

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co 61

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 66

Kraetzer Company, The 30

Nation.al Dry Kiln Company 39

Phila. Textile Mchy, Co 12

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES

Atkins. E, C. 4 Co -38

Covol Manufacturing Co 64

Simonds Mfg. Co

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut, Ins. Co, 52

Epperson. U. S 52

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co,, 52

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co,. 52

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co 52

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alii- 32

ance 52

Lumber Underwriters 14

.Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-

dervv'ritt'rs

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual

Firelns.Co 52

Rankin-Bencdict Luderwriting Co.

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacej. James D.. .t Co 44

-outhern Railway
Spry, John C 12

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Griffith, Clarence W 4.3

McDonald. Thos. J 54

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 62

Childs.S. D..&C0 65

Gerlac'i The I'eter. Company 53

Kraef/cr Company, The 50

Lumbermen's Credit .Association 61

Mechanical Rubber Comoanr -

Weslinfihou"? Klec ric A .Mfg. Oo... 61
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EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
(or man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spoiies and vebicle stociv. Healthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Hardwood Recced.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
In good condition, 250 H. P. Locomotive Fire

Box. Boilor with 60 ft. stack, guaranteed 125
lbs. working pressure.

One 14"x20" Brownell Engine.

One 10" Steam Feed.

One Band Saw Grinder.

One Eesaw.
One Pile Driver, 2,700-lb. hammer with roll.

JOHN S. OWEN LUMBER COMPANY,
Owen, Wisconsin.

HOISTS AND DERRICK IRONS.
for handling logs at mill.

THE NEW ALBANY MFG. CO., New Albany, Ind.

FOR SALE.
A Qrst-dass one band sawmill complete, with
planing mill and larger burner in connection.

.\U in good condition,—boilers, engines, etc.

Will sell machinery on reasonable terms. For
further particulars address,

BATCHELOR TIMBER CO., Saginaw, Mich.

FOR SALE
1 Lane Mfg. Co.'s Saw Mill.

1 Defiance Drag Saw.
1 Defiance Double Belt Polishing Machine.
1 Defiance 10' Bolter.

1 Defiance 24" Lathe.

1 Berlin Swing Cutoff Saw.
1 Bentel & Margedant Gang Rip.

1 American Cross-cut Saw.
1 American Wood Splitter.

1 Edwards Log Turner.

S. N. BROWN & CO.. Dayton, O.

MACHINERY WANTED

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and for systematizing the inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms sf tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,

537 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

C HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ,

ent kind, and altogether better

lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

^T If you are not a subscriber

^l^to HARDWOOD REC-
ORD and have a suspicion that

you would Uke to see a copy, it

is yours for the asking.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4ix8r inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth Inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyrighted. 1910.
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST
Aluminum Tally Covers, each - - $1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, perdozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (slock form)

per 1.000 10.00
Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1.000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
37 S Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANNILUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Osgood & Richardson
935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-I ISH LUMBER CO.

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton '''^^Scago'''

A 7eaeer Oaage ii the anewer to & Veneer User't
craving for years. Thii "Walker Brand" Ven-
eer Gauge is a eteel gauge that will satisfy

yoBmaotB for all time. Tou caa'tdoyour*
eelf a better taro thao to bay ooe of
these gauges. It gauges ACOURATELT
,ti«Tj tbickDessfrom 1-40 inch to % inch
INCLUSIVE. W»ke up tothis opportn-
Dity. Priceonly $1.98 delivered by U. S.

Mail. Order now, tciday. Address

—

646C
ffoodlaHn At«. Phone Hyde Park 88.

Deft.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar« frequent
except wbere
our

Two Piece
tieometrical

Barter Coin
Is in nse, ttien
Imitation isn't
possible.
Sample if you ,

ask for it.
|

S. D. CHILDS
t CO.
c'bicaCo

We alao make
Tim* Obecks,
Bten oilBand
Lov Haumen.

Qerlach Modern /Vtachines
Prt>du«( Ihc Cheapest ond Dtst

COOPERAGE STOCK
and BOX SHOCKS

Circular. Band and Cylinder Saws
SAW AND LOG TOOLS

THE PETER CERIACH CO, Cleveland. 6lh City, U.S.A.

WE WANT TO BUY
HARDWOODS OF ALL KINDS

FOR INTERIOR FINISH
No. 1 Oak Wagon Stock. Hickor.T and Maple
Axles, Tongues, Reaches and Bolsters, Hickory
and Oak Bendine Stock, Etc.

.A.DDRESS DEPT. 'L"

D. ACKLAND & SON. LTD.. WINNIPEG. MAN.. CANADA
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-

dred pages, illustrated by ntiore than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utihzation of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opmion of an

expert on this vork is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-

paid, subject to return and refund of payment it it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character ot this work may be judged by the index following :

Acacia
African mahogany
Ailantlius
Alaska Cyprus
Alaska pine
Alder
Algaroba
AlIegliaDy sloe
Alligator .iuniper
Alligator-wood
Almonrtleaf willow
Aloe leaf yucca
Alpine fir

Alpine larcb
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
Alpine whitebark pine..
Alternate-leaved dog-
wood

Alvord oak
Amabilis fir

American apple
American arborvitae
American asb
American crab
American fringe
American holly
American larch
American linden
American planertree. . ..

American smoke-tree. .

.

Andromeda
Angelica-tree
Ant'.: wood
Apple haw
ArborTitse
Arizona cork fir

Arizona cypress
Arizona madrona
A rizona palm
Arizona pine
Arizona spruce
Arizona sycamore
Arizona white oak
Arrow-wood
Ash-leaved maple
Aspen nuT.
Aspen-leaf
August plum
Bald cypress
Balm of Gilea(1.145. OtIT.

Balm of Gilead fir

Balsam
....135. 136. 151. lot),

Balsam fir 145.151.
Balsam poplar
Baltimore oak
T'aiiana
Biin-tta
Barren oak
Barren scrub oak
Bartram oak
Basket elm
Basket oak I'liS.

Basket willow
Basswood
Bat-tree
Bayberry
Bay poplar
Pay tree
Beaded locust
Bearberry CtUj,

Bear oak
Bearwood
Beaver-tree
Bebb willow
Beech
Beetree
Bell-tree
Bellwnod
Berlandier ash
Big buckeve
Big-bud .'.

Tiic-bud hickory
Bigcfine pine
Biircoim spiii.-i., ......
Blc r-nttniiwnod
Bis:i-I>>w wjMow
Big hickorv iMiT, , . .

5:1.-1

46M
676
121
193
589
559
622
111
325
471
693
166
88
195
196
37

526
220
165
553
97

400
453
700
643
80

037
397
697
526
676
696
459
97
154
142
603
693
705
135
610
218
507
445
675
675
621
1.S9

673
145

,673
159
673
205
640
699
310
2S.T

.^22

393
229
472
637
494
698
337
529
5?5
698
315
698
495
471
625
637
cm
602
418
649
.363
.16'^

68
172
6(!7

472

Big laurel
Bigleaf laurel
Bigleaf maple
Big pine
Big sbellbark
Bigtree
Big white birch
Eiltraore ash
Birch
Bird cherry
Bishop's pine
Bitter cherry
Bitter hickory
Bltternut
Bitteruut hickory
Bitter pecan 361,
Bitter walnut
Bitter waternut
Bitteiwood
Black ash. 415. 410, 423.
Blackbark pine
Black birch 565. 577.
Black calabash
Black cherry
Black Cottonwood

667. 669.
Black gum 159.
Black haw
Black hickory

364. 367. 696.
Black ironwood
Black jack
Black jack oak
Black larch
Black limetree .....V...
Black locust 535.
Black mangrove
Black maple
Black mulberry
Black oak. 259. 260. 271.
Black olivetree
Black pine. . .03. 67. 70.
Black poplar
Black slash pine
Black sloe
Black spruce
Black thorn
Blacktree
Black walnut
Black willow
Black wood
Bleeding-heart tree
Blister pine 145.
Blue asb 417,
Blue beech
Blue birch 565. 577.
Blue blossoms
Blue dogwood
Blue elder
Blue jack oak
Blue mvrtle
Blue oak 205. 213.
Blue spruce
Bluet
Bluewood
Bodark
Bodock
Bot: spruce
Bois d'arc
Pois inconnu
Bottom sbellbark
Bow-wood
Pox elder 445.
Box oak
Box white oak
Boxwood
Brarted fir

Thrash oak
Brewer oak
Bristlecone fir

Bristlecone pine 19.
BroadfrnJt yucca
Broadlenf nif nr-
Broadleaf willow
Broom bickor.v
Brown asb
Brown hickory
Brown pine
T'urkey-

494
507
439
31
369
175
583
424
565
619
69

616
361
367
361
375
.361

374
676
445
75

.580

475
613

679
331
460

699
700
283
291
80

637
541
68H
447
513
277
688
75
681
55

621
129
459
688
343
469
6SS
500
151
422
627
585
698
526
TOO
285
69S
220
no
50s
700
511
511
130
511
405
369
511
601
223
223
52.'*

157
223
220
171
3ft

693
439
472
RC^7

423
367
4.1

649

Buckthorn bumelia 696
Buckwheat-tree 502
Bullace plum 621
Bull bay 494
Bull pine 49. 75
Bumwood 697
Burning busli 499
Burnwood 502
Bur oak 211
Bustle ' 690
Butternut 349
Buttonball 607
Buttonwood 607
Cabbage palmetto 691
Cabbage-tree 691
Cactus 693
Ca.)eput 529
Calico-bush 505
Calicowood 601
California bay-tree .... 529
California black oak.... 285
California blue oak 229
California bo\ elder.... 447
California buckeye. .649, 651
California chestnut oak. 313
California coffee 698
California fan palm 693
California hemlock

spruce 193
California holly 645
California juniper 112
California laurel ...529, 655
California live oak 307
California nutmeg 201
California olive 529
California post cedar... 109
California red bud 549
California red fir 164
California sassafras .... 529
California scrub oak 237
California swamp pine.. 69
California sycamore ... 609
California tanbark oak.. 313
California walnut 351
California white oak 249
California white pine... 6?
Canada plum 621
Canadian Judas tree.... 548
Canadian red pine 61
Canoe birch 583
Canoe cedar 115
Ca noewooil 487
Canotia 699
Canyon birch 580
Canyon live oak .308

Carolina cherry 620
Carolina hemlock 703
Carolina pine 49
Carolina poplar 667
Cascara buckthorn 098
Cascara sagrada 698
Catalpa 4'~>

Catawba 475
Catawba rhododendron.. 507
Cat spruce 130
Cedar 91. 97. 109. 118
Cedar elm 3S0. 392
Cedar pine 57
Cereuses 693
Chnlkv leucrena 562
Chapman oak 208
Chattahoochee pine 202
Check pine 70
Checkered-bj>rUed jnnioer 111
Cherrv bircli 505. 5Si>

Cbestmit o.-!i

Chestnut oak 241. 313
Chickasaw plum 622
Chlhuahna pine 70
Cbinaberrv 665
China-tree 664
Chinquapin 6.34

Cliinquapin oak 247
Chlttamwood 602
Cholla 691
flirartree 476
Cinnamon bark 701
Cinnamon oak 280
ClJimniy Incn^t 5.'^7

Cliff elm
Cockspur
Cocoa plum
Coffeebean
Coffee-berry
Coffeenut
CoCfeetree
Colorado blue spruce...
Common catalpa. ...475.
Common thorn
Cornel
Coral bean
Coral sumach
Cork-barked Douglas

spruce
Cork elm. ... .380. 385.
Cork pine
Corkwood
Corky elm
Cotton gum
Cottonwood 667,
Cotton tree
Coulter pine
Cowlicks
Cow oak
Crab
Crab apple
Crabwood
Crack willow
Creeping pine
Cuban pine
Cucumber
Cucumber-tree
Currant-tree
Custard apple
Cut-leaved maple
Cypress 70.

Baboon holly
Darling plum
Darlington oak
Date plum
Deciduous holly
Deer tongue
Delmar pine
Desert juniper
Desert willow
Devil's claw
Devil's tongue cactus..
Devilwood
Digger pine
Dilly
Doctor Eum
Dogwood
Double fir

Double spruce
Douglas fir

Douglas spruce
Douglas-tree
Down-cone
Downv basswood
Downy-cone suhalpine

fir

Downy poplar
DroopiDg juniper
Drummond maple
Duck oak .1 .

.

Durand oak
Dwarf ash
Dwarf chestnut oak....
Dwarf cypress
Dwarf jnniner
Dwarf maple 442.
Dwarf marine pine
Dwarf rose bay
Dwarf sumach
Dwavf walnut
Dyer's oak
Khony
FIder
KIderleaf ash
Bmory oak
Engelmann oak
Kngplmann spruce
English cornel
English douwood
English hawthorn
Fnroriean aider

,

Evergreen buckthorn. .

.

Evergrcr-n cherry

385
4.59

622
547
698
547
547
136
477
459
523
554

169
399
19

423
399
337
073
667
68
604
229
453
453
701
472
37
45

481
487
451
640
445
1.39

645
700
295
517
046
507
64

705
477
.544

694
700

096
697
523
151
130
169
109
169
160
039

166
669
705
436
.320

208
412
247
184
705
440
69

507
696
.-^51

271
511
roo
416
238
2.11

I.^5

520
520
460
.592

698
020

Evergreen magnolia. 4S1.
Eysenhardtia

False acacia
False box-dogwood
False mahogany
False shagbark
Fanleaf palm
Farkelberry
Fat pine
Feather-coned red fir. .

.

Feather-leaf
Fetid buckeye
Fetid yew
Fighting wood
Finger-cone pine
Fir balsam
Fire cherry
Firewood
Fir pine
Florida ash
Florida basswood
Florida boxwood
Florida buttonwooil ....

Florida cat's claw
Florida mahogany
norida maple
Florida pine
Florida torreya
Florida yew
Flowering ash
Flowering cornel
Flowering dogwood
Flowering willow
Forked-leaf blackjack...
Forked-leaf oak 217,
Forke»l-leaf white oak..
Four-winged halesia
Foxtail pine 19. 38.
Fragrant crab
Eraser fir

Eraser umbrella. . . .481.
Fremont Cottonwood. 667,
I'remontia
Frijolito
Fringe ash
Fringetree

C.ambel oak
Garden wild plum
Georgia oak
Georgia pine
Giant arborvita?
Giant cactus
Gigantic cedar
Glaucus willow
Glossyleaf willow
Golilen <'up oak
Golden tir

Goldenleaf chinquapin.

.

Gooseberry
Goose plum 621,
Gopherwood
Gowen cypress
Grand flr

Gray hlrcli
Gray elm
Gray jtine

Great California fir

Great laurel 494,
Great western larch....
(Jroen ash
Greenbark acacia
Green osier
Gregc asb
Guyacon
Gum
r;unibo limbo
Gnm elastic
Gum stretch It

fium-tree
Gymlnda

80,
Ilackberr.v ....
Hackmatack .

.

Hack-tree
Hairy balm of Gllcad.
Hardbark hickory
Hardback
Hard maple
Hard pine 4:\. 01

493
526

535
523
53]
346
693
508
43
157
97

651
202
199
25
151
619
502
.145
412
639
501
688
538
531
435
43

202
201
700
523
523
477
283
28.3

217
001
39

4.53

151
495
070
400
554
412
700

214

207
43
115
093
115
472
490
308
164
633
508
622
553
184
163
.585

3S0

163
505
86

422
555
526
411
698
.325

676
696
696
325

. 49

403
86

4113

674
363
595
427
63

Hardshell
Hardwoods
Hardy catalpa
Haw ,

Hawthorn
Healing balsam
Hart-leaved thorn. ..

Heart pine
Heartwood
Heavy pine
Heavy-wooded pine.
Hedge
Hedge-tree
Hemlock
Hemlock-spruce . 187. 198

Hercules' club 676,

Hickory
Hickory elm
Ilickory oak
Hickory pine 38,

Hickory poplar. .

.

High-ground willow oak
Highland oak
Hog haw
Hog plum 621,
Holly
Hollv-leaf cherry.
Honey locust.. .535. 541.

Honey-shucks locust...
Honey pod
Hooker's oak M

Hooker willow 1

Hoop ash 40.1

Hooptree
Hop hornbeam
Hoptree
Hornbeam 5i'

Horsebean
Horse chestnut
Horse plum
Huajlllo
Huckleberry
Huckleberry oak «

Incense cedar ^
Indian bean jS

Indian cherry
Indian pear I
Indigo thorn m
Inkwood J
Iowa crab 5!

Iron oak 223 «
Irouwood

501. 502. 550. 595,

690
Ivy

Jack oak
Jack pine
Jamaica dogwood. . .52i

Jeffrey pine
Jersey pine
Joewood
Josbua-tree
Judas tree
Juncberry
Juniper

. .70. 91. 99, 109. 11>

Juniper-bush
Juniper cedar
Juniper-tree

Kalniia . . .^
Kenal birch 6'"

KIngnnt
Kingtree
Knobcone pine
Knowlton hornbeam. .

.

Ka'berlinla

Lanceleaf alder
Lanceleaf cottonwood

6'

Lancewood
Larch '

Large buckeye
Largeleaf umbrella. 4^
Large poplar
Largetooth nspen. .

.Hi

Laurel 494. 505. 5'

Laurel bay
Laurel cherry

It

tl
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il-leaved magnolia.

.400,

...19.

253

xl oak
tl-tree
* .ak
|l,erleaf asb .

Ijterwood . . .

Sana
H wood
im-vitje . . . ..

er pine
er-twig pine

damber ....

sliagbark .

, sugar pine

i walnut

.

oat
lly pine
St

Pepole pine -.

y "OOd
tardy poplar

p cone pine
leaf pine
leaf service
leaf willow
;leaved pine
:chat
:sbucks pine
:stalk willow
^traw pine
•ly fir

•ly red fir

land spruce pine
maple

,1 willow

351
313

*. Gib',

..463.

kenzie willow
nab cypress .

irona
rnificent fir

:nolia

logany
logany bircli .

ichineel
igrove
izanita
)le

'Iberry
itic

j1 oak
cherry

, haw :.

idow pine . .

.

azies' spruce
squite —

,

xican cottonwood.Go
xican elder
sican madrona . .

.

xican mulberry .

xican palmetto .

.

xlcan persimmon .

xican pinon. . .19.

xican walnut ....

xican white pine.
chaux basswood .

.

.565,

. .559.

33.

nor species f

ssonri willow 4

icker nut 356. c

icker BUt hickory.... ^

>ck oliTe *

ick orange 511. (

ihave yucca '

jnterey cypress "

jnterey pine _

oose elm
oose maple '

orebus oak :

onntain alder
"ountain ash.. 411. 4.^4.

ountain balsam. . .151.

ountain birch
ountain cedar
ountain elm
ountain hemlock
ountain hoUy
ountain ivy
oimtaiu juniper
oimtain laurel 505.

ountain mahogany. 199,

ountain machineel. .

.

ountain maple. . . .435.

ountain pine
ountain spruce
ountain white oak....
ulberry
[yrtleberry
[yrtle-tree
tyrtle oak

"akedwood
^arrowberry
'ariowcone pine
-ai rowleaf cottonwood

.

667.
»:mTowleaf crab
.;u rowleaf willow
-ative plum
sfclilace poplar
sitieaf oak

Xettle-tree -

New England boxwood. ;

Newcastle thorn -

New Mexican locust '<

New Mexican pinon....
Noble fir

Nootka cypress :

North American red
spruce

North Carolina pine
North Carolina shagbark
hickory

Northern cork elm
Northern spruce pine...
Northern white cedar..
Norway pine
Nutmeg hickory .......
Nutpine 2S, 33. (jS,

Nuttall willow

Oak-barked cedar
Obispo pine .

.

Ohio buckeye
Oldfield birch

I

Oldfield pine
Old man's beard
Olivetree

I One-berry
One-seed .iuniper
Opossum wood
Opuntias
Oregon ash
Oregon balsam
Oregon crabapple
Oregon fir

Oregon maple
Oregon oak
Oregon pine
Oregon white oak
Oreodaphne _
Overcup oak 217
Osage appletree
Osase orange
Osier willow

Pacific coast oak. .

.

Pacific yew
Pale-leaf hickory...
Palmer oak
Palms
Palmetto
Palo bianco
Palo verde .

Paper birch
Paper mulberi'y ....

Paradise-tree -• v

Parry nut pine 19, i

Parry pinion '

Parry's spruce
]

Patton's spruce
]

Peach oak •

Pea flower locust
Peawood *

Pear haw '

Pear thorn - -^^
;

Pecan 3oi.

Pecan nut
Pecan tree
Persimmon
Pessimin
Pigeonberry 452,

Pigeon cherry-
Pignut „ob. Soit

Pignut hickory
pis walnut
Pin cherry
Pine
Pink locust ... • • •_•

Pin oak 20S. 24..

Pinon 19.

Pinon pme -»-

Pin thorn •-
Pitch pine. . .43. 4o. 49,

Plauertree
Plane tree
Plum
Poison dogwood.
Poison elder ....

Poison ivy
Poison laurel . . •

Poison oak
Poison sumach .

Poisontree
Poisonwood
Pond apple
Pond cypress . .

.

Pond pine
PoorfieM pine .

.

Poor pine
Poplar
Poplar-leaved birch.. _
Popple 4Sj.

Poppy ash
Possum haw
Possum oak
Possumwood
Port Orford cedar......
Post cedar lOJ*

Post locust
Post oak
Poverty birch
Powcohiscora
Price oak

Fricklecone pineT .... 69,

Prickly ash
Prickly pine
Prickly spruce
Prince's pine
Puget Sound pine
Pumpkin asb
Pumpkin pine
Pumpkin tree
Punk oak • - • •

Purple buckeye "49,

Purple dogwood
Purple haw
Pyramidal magnolia. 4S1

I Quaking asp
(juinine-tree

704 1
Shingle cedar

099 1
Shingle oak. ..

" Shin oak...

115;
301. 319:
20S. 286 1

>49.

136 ' Shoepeg maple . - .

.

70 1 Short-flower mahogany.
169 Shortleaf pine
423 Shortleaved pine

19
f

Shortshat -

16G Shrub willow
320 1 Sierra brownbark pine..
652 I silktop palmetto
526

I
Siibv Villow

TOO
I
silverbell tree

. 49G

675
,
699

.601.

'.621'.

. .697

.487

Rattlehox
Ked alder
Ked ash
Itedbark fir

Redbark pine
Ked bay
Red-berried elder

Red birch •

Red-bract dogwood.*
Redbud

•

Red cedar .»i.

Red elm ^--J-
Red fir 15i. 164.

Re»l gum •. •

Red haw 45i. 4oy.

Redheart hickory
Red hickory
Red ironwood
Red larch
Red locust
Red maple
Red mulberry
Red oak -._;_ • • • - •

....259. 265. 277. 2S0.

Red pine 61,

Red plum
Red silver fir

Red spruce
Red thorn
Red titi

Red willow
Redwood
Retama
Rhododendron
River ash
River birch 505.

River cottonwood
Rock chestnut oak

;
Rock elm 3S0.

. Rock maple
' Rock oak ; • •

Rocky Mountain juniper

RtrCky Mountain oak...

Rocky Mountain white
pine

Rose bay •
•

Rosemary pine 40.

Royal palm
Rum cherry
Rusty nannybcrry

I Sadler oak
Saffron plum

I

Salad-tree
Sandbar willow
Sand jack

1 Sand pine
Sapwood pine
Sargent palm
Sarvice
Sassafac
Sassafas

1 Sassafrac
', Sassafras

I
Satinteaf

' Satin walnut
I Satinwood
1 Savice
'• Savin

i

Saxifrax
Scalvbark hickory..
Scarlet baw
Scarlet maple
Scarlet oak
Schott cactus
Scliott yucca
Screwbean
Screw-pod
Scrub oak 220.

Scrub pine 37
Seaside alder

:
Second growth ....

Serviceberry
Service-tree
Sliadherry
Shagbark hickory. ..355.

Shasta red fir

Shawnefwood
I She balsam
i
Sheepberry 699,

I Sheepbush
Sheep laurel
Shellbark 356

!
Shellbark hickory

Silver fir 159. 163. 165
Siiverleaf willow 471
Silver-leaved maple 429

t^ilver mapie 429
Silver pine 145
'Silver spruce 136, 145

Silvertop palmetto 692
Sin*le-leaf pinon 19. 701
Single spruce 130

Sir Joseph Bank's pine. 70

Swamp oak .

Swamp poplar
Swamp sassafras
Swamp Spanish oak
Swamp tupelo _
Swamp white oak.. 217
Swampy chestnut oak.,

Sweet bay
Sweet birch
Sweet crab
Sweet gum
Sweet locust

I Sweet magnolia. ..

' Sweet scented crab
Switch-bud hickory
Sycamore

.45, 49. 55
592

.'.'.'.*!!!! i"3
lao

JSo. 391. 4iin

699
649. 652

,565

,481,

.391

301
669
495
301
337
229
241
531
5S»
453
325
541
495
453
367
607

TOO
. Slash pine

577 Sitka alder .

.

526 sitlia spruce .

54S
j Skunk spruce

109, Slippery elm..
?99 Sloe
'™

' Small buckeye
?S>I ' Small fruit mountain ash 454
*§2 ': Small-leat elm 399

ino, : Small-leaf horsebean. . . 549

fjjg ; Small laurel 505

SO ' ?^mall pignut 346
r,!i-, 1

Small pignut hickory... 346

400 ;
Small white birch oSn

^?'o
I
Smooth cypress 142

!
Smooth-leaf willow 4"1

2S0 > Snowdrop-tree GOl. 603

169 Soapberry 46.]

621 Soap-tree 46i)

..IS.

429165 Soft maple
127 Soft pine :

45S Softwoods
502 Soledad pine
496 Sonora ironwood...
181 Sophora
549 Sorrel-tree
507 Soulard crab --

423 Sour gum 337, 339, 50

577 Sour gum bush 50"

667 Sour tupelo 33'

241 Sourwood »0
3S5 Southern basswood 63
427 . Southern mountain pine
241 I Southern red juniper..

' Southern red oak
124 I Southern white cedar..

I Southern yellow pine..
226 Spanish bayonet

Spanish dagger
Spanish moss
Spanish oak... 260, 27
Spanish red oak
Sparkleberry
Spice-tree .

.

4
64

56.'i

555
507
434

r.92

603
700

220
696
548

, 406
. 286
. 46

94
265
103
43
693
693
25R
289
289
508
329

Table mountain pine...
Tacamahac •^- •

Tamarack 79,

Tanbark oak 241.

Tassajo
Tear-blanket
Texan ebony
Texan red oak
Texas ash
Texas buckeye
Texas cottonwood ..6O1,

Texas flowering willow.

Texas redbud
Texas umbrella-tree . .

.

Thick shellbark
Thomas elra

Thorn apple
Thorn bush
Thorn locust
Thorn plum
Thorn-tree
Thorny acacia
Thorny locust
Three-leaved maple...
Three-thorned acacia . .

.

Thunderwood
Thurher cactus
Tideland spruce
Tisswood
Titi 502.
Toothache-tree
Torch pine
Torchwood
Tornillo
Torrey pine
Tough bunielia
Tourney oak
Trask mahogany
Tree huckleberry
Tree myrtle
Tree palmetto
Tree yucca
Trident oak
Tuck-tuck
Tulip poplar
Tulip-tree
Tupelo .

•

Turkey oak 283,

32
673
86

271
694
699
338
265
411
649
669
477
349
465
369
383
459
4.59

.541

459
541
541
541
445

, 541
, 697
. 694
. 133
002
526
699
53
699
562
64
696
313
466
30s
698
691
693
292
137
487
487
337
280

Western larch
Western plum
Western red cedar

113. 118.

Western seryicebeny .

.

Western shellbark
Western spruce
Western sumach
Western walnut
Western white fir

Western white oak
Western white pine

19. 25

Western yellow pine...

W estern yew
West Indian birch

West Indian cherry . .

.

Weymouth pine
Whiskey cherry
Whistlewood
White alder .

White Alaska birch ....
563.

.409. 422,
159,

85
621

706
452
369
133
698
331
163
235

703
67
199
676

, 620
. 19
. 613
. 637
. 391

.19,

.97. 103,

;79, 383,

361,
163

213. 223.
19, 51,

675.
.130, 135.

Spoon-hutch 50

266, 271,
127,

Spoonwood
Springwood
Spotted oak
Spruce ....
Spruce pine

43, 49, 51.

Spruce-tree
..„ I

Stackpole pine
°?7 Stagbush
"*^1 Staghorn sumach...
""'' Star-leaved gum...

Stave oak
Stiffness of wood. .

.

Sting-tongue
Stinking ash
Stinking buckeye . .

Stinking cedar
Stinking savin
Strength of wood. .

.

Striped maple

653
633

, 6.35

, 653
, 696
. 325
. 699
. 4.32

. 91

. 653

. 357

. 4.57

. 433

. 277

. 694

. 693

. 562

.
56-2

;. 2f3
r. 70
. 392
. .337

. 451

. 451

. 431
5. 337

. 16.^

. 476

. 131
700
354
30-

3.57

369

JOl

6a5

320
169

187
187
151
699
697
325
203
11

699
445
651
202
202
11

447

T-mbrcUa tree. 481. 484. .526

T'pland hickory 3.^7

L'pland willow 28.,

rtah juniper 1O6

Valley mahogany 466
Valley oak 249
Valparaiso oak 308
Vauquelinia 466
Vine maple 441
Virgilia 54(^

\ irgiuia pine 5o

Virginia thorn 460

Stone-seed Mexican pinon _.i3

Stump tree
Sugar ash
Sugarberr.v ...403,

Sugar maple
Sugar pine .......
Sugar-tree
Sumach
Summer haw
Summerwood
Sunflower-tree . . - •

Sun-loving pine . .

.

Sunny-slope pine . .

.

Swamp ash .

.

Swamp ba.v

Swamp cedar
Swamp chestnut oak . ._

Swamp cottonwood 66 i

Swamp hickor.v ....301

Swamp holly
Swamp laurel
Swamp magnolia

54'

445
403, 406

427

.19.

'.'iie.

31
427
696
45S

7
700
704
704
400
531
103
229
669
373
64P
495
495

Swamp maple 429. 43C

Wadsworth oak .

.

Wafer ash
Wahoo

. .385. 399. 492
Wahoo elm
Walnut
Walnut tree
Washington baw .

Washington palm
Washington pine .

Washington thorn
Water ash 422,

Water beech
Water birch
Water bitternut .

Water elm
Water hickory . .

.

Water maple ..4?fl

Water oak . . .205

Water Spanish oali

Water white oak .

Weeping dogwood
Weeping oak
Weeping spruce .

Weeping willow .

Western birch
Western black willow..
Western catalpa ....._.

Western cedar . . .113.

Western choke cherry..
Western dogwood
Western hemlock
Western hemlock fir....

Western hemlock spruce
V.'estern juniper

499,

424,

. 433.

. 319.

.1.36.

" '565'.

White ash ...

White balsam
White bark
Whitebark maple
Whitebark pine .

.

White basswood .

.

White bay
White birch. . .56o.

White buttonwood
White cedar .. .9'

White cottonwood
White elm . . . .37..

Whiteheart hickory
White hickory. 357.
White fir 139
White ironwood
White laurel
Whitcleaf oak
White locust
White mangrove •••
White maple 4d<(

White mulberry

White oak .

.

. .203. 208
White pine .

White poplar
White spruce.
White stem pine

White thorn
White titi _•
White walnut oaa.

White willow . ... - . • ._•

' Whitewood ...487, bbi,

I Wickup
I Wild apple
Wild black cherry

Wild cherry 613,

Wild china
Wild cinnamon
Wild crab
Wild date
Wild lilac

Wild lime . .

.

Wild olive-tree
Wild orange
Wild peach
Wild plum
Wild red cherry
Wild rose bay

I
Wild sapodiUa

I
Wild tamarind

, Wild thorn
I Williamson's spruce. .

.

• Willow
Willow-leaf cherry.^;.

Willow oak
Wing elm .

Witch elm
Witch hazel
Wood laurel
Woolly oak

379
700
166
37

436
37
639
495
583
688
109
670
397
363
367
166
700
495
273
533
088

, 439
514

.337

699
399
343
343
460
693
193
460
443
607
5S0

3.=n

373
433
320
301
217
326
249
193
472
379
490
476
1)8
616
525
193
193
193
lis

.279

235
703
682
136
37

459
502
357
472
701
637
434
613

I

619
463
701
453
698
698
699

,
601

, 620
, 620
, 621
. 619
. 507
. 696
. 568
. 459
. 193
. 469
. 620
293
399
399
328
503
313

...563.

Taupon
Yaupon holly . .

.

Yellow ash . . .

Yellow bark oak
Yellow basswood
Yellow birch . .

.

Yellow buckeye
Yellow buckthorn
Yellow-butt oak . .

• .
.

•

Yellow cedar ii»'

Yellow chestnut oak...

Yellow cottonwood
.Yellow cypress .•
Yellow fir ........ .163

Y-ellow-leaf willow

1 Yellow -flowered cucum
t ber-tree...

I Yellow locust
', Yellow oak .

.

;
Yellow pine .

Yellow plum
I Yellow poplar
' Y'ellow spruce
Yellow-wood

311
Tew

, Yucca

.535.

.247,

..43,

.'.4Si'

'553. 698.
199

643
643
333
271
637
571
649
ens
271
121
247
667
121
109
471

484
,
553

.
271

,
03

621
487
127

699
201
693

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 6^^' trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt
shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp

curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on requect

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

Branch Offices:

New York, N. Y., Hudson Terminal; St. Louis, tMo.. Wright Building;

Chicago, III., Railway Exchange: Portland, Ore., Spalding Building;

Richmond. Va., Travelers Building.

A Prominent Veneer Man says:

^ "I believe your new service showing the exact require-

ments of the Veneer and Panel Trade to be highly accu-

rate, and a necessary part of the office equipment of any

progressive veneer or panel factory."

^|The same information would cost you thousands of

dollars. The cost of our service is a small fraction of that.

^ Ask your competitor to tell you how it has helped him,

and then write us for details.

HARDWOOD RECORD. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Mountain Loggers!
—Here are six l-acts about the new CLYDE OVER-
HEAD CABLEWAY SKIDDER, which conclusive!)

prove that the owner of a new CLYDE has six distinct

and big: money-saving advantages over the owner nf an}-

other type of cableway

:

First Cost—only three-quarters that of its nearest rival.

NOTE:—Cuts investment down.

Construction—all-metal throughout, nothing to burn or

break—tire and fool-proof.

NOTE:—Cuts repair-bills, lengthens life.

Crew—only six men required, half the usual crew!

NOTE:—Cuts operating expense.

Cables—only one main cable required—wound on a steam-

driven drum.

NOTE:—Cuts cost of equipment.

Moving—entirely self-contained and self-propelling: Power

to propel twice its own weight up to a ten per cent

grade.
NOTE:—Cuts waste-time charges.

Quantity-Costs:—Got thrice as many logs a day at quarter

the cost of its nearest rival—on an actual test!

NOTE:—That sums it up!—"MORE logs for LESS money!"

>\achir\es .for
overv lo^^ir\^
opgrettiorv
CLYDE IROH V^ORKS

SPECIAL BULLETIN NO. 1 JUST PUBLISHED — SEND FOR A COPY

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten

hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-

tails and price,

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Mannfiu'lured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. V. S. A.
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RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

70,000 LBS. CAPACITY SKELETON TYPE RUSSEL CAR. EQUIPPED WITH LOADER RAILS AND RUSSEL PATENT t>ROP STAKES THISCAR COMPLIES WITH M. C. B. RULES AND SAFETY APPLIANCE ACTS.

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-
rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable

Drive for Wood=Working Plants
AFTER Westinghuuse motors are properly in-

stalled in a wood-working plant, the only
attention they require is an occasional cleaning,

inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.

They are ready to start anj' moment they are wanted and they

keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the

power is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for

repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse
motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result nf long experience in design,

thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-

ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more

I

reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

require.

Of course, like any other machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care

this detail by giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive fall assurance of motor reliability, specify "Westinghouse Motors."

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Large Cities.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, ^.„. „ „ „,-„t«„j „„^ ^f »u-* -.^ *u. u.ot koo.^ „-
*„,«„(„ .,-»,c _7« «,„^..,.. i.\^.\, „* -11 ,;,.o e\„i u«„t *„ li you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

S?i/a"woo"d.n'o?'birin''rhogfn;Uo^^^^ ^f
"''^

*^.^Tff'b'^ed"°i''?L"/"s'^"lfVil:"^lTt ^^'^c^^a'^JWe make no t^O-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut f ^^^Z 11 L ,?nrn^n? n^ nrnH.irt In ,nn«l to vn^
quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed "" up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or wareiiouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Ceda r logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York
J

"SOVEMANCO."
Wc can furnish anything- you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity IS million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. MiHs, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

\ eneers and Iraneh with a Reputation
"IT^E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our
satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. ^A^aiisau^ Wis,
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veineer & Lumber Co,
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINGER, Gen'l Mgi-.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let us Send You Our stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready lor Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

B. C. JARRELL & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mahogany Veneer
1-8, 3-16 and 1-4-in. door stock.

1-20 and 1-16-in. sawed mahogany.

Sawed Veneer in the following

Quartered White Oak,
Quartered Red Oak,
"^

Plain Red Oak.
Yellow Poplar,

White Ash and
Quartered Red Gum

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company
Memphis, Tennessee
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES;

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

!i t

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Mcmufacturers Old-FashionedVansant,
Kitchen &5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cockru
601 W. nStk Street. New York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company
OUR specialty in Poplar, Ash and Maple is cutting to order special thicknesses and

widths. Our facilities and high quality of our timber enable us to do this to

your entire satisfaction. Thick specialties we can make to your advantage,

—

High grade Car Sign Boards in Poplar we give special attention to,

—

4 4 16" and wider, high grade Maple No. 1 Common & Better usually in stock,

—

Three cars ready for shipment now,—And also always have on hand a nice stock of

Hemlock Boards in all grades,

—

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO. N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES — BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER
All Kinds

OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
mNUFlCTUKERS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

(if aSqiMrc Ural

ii\l)iill\(ir>\ilr,\nil

' Mr,\MircM\rnl >

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMDER CO
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ADVERTISERS' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY FOLLOWS READING MATTER.
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'll do you good.

J. Gibson McIIvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
3
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOK. HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1 X 4 Clear Strips 150 M
1 X 6 I's and 2's 200 M
1 X 7 and 8" I's and 2's 34 M
1 X 3 No. 1 Common 25 M
1 X 4 No. 1 Common 50 M
1 X 5 No. 1 Common 32 M
1 x6 No. 1 Common 148 M
1 x7 and up No. 1 Common 26 M
4 4 No. 1 Common 65 M

August 7, 1013

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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15,000,000 Feet Always On Hand

Ready for Shipment

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Three cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Soft

Elm

Five cars

4 '4 No. 2 Com. & Better Basswood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.

I

1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, 111

Our Double Band Mill
Huttig, Ark.

With two mills like this we manufacture 40,000,000 feet of
band sawn southern hardwoods annually. We guarantee
our lumber to be of excellent widths, full thickness, and to
contain 50' e to li'"r of 14' and 16' lengths. We make high
grades and all of the "CREAM" is in each grade. Send us
your inquiries.

''Wislumbco Standards''
2.5.000 " 8 4 I.OB Run Hickorv
SO.OOO " 4 4 \ 13" * Wider Ist & 2nil Tupelo
40.000 " 4 4 No. 1 Common Red Gum
.50.000 ft. 4/4 1st & 2nd Krd Gum >

50,000 • 4/4 X in to 17" Bo\ Board Sap Gum A
.50.000 " 4/4 X 13" & Wider 1st & 2nd Sap Gum B
.50.000 " 6/4 I.OE Rim Soft Maple
fiO.OOO " 4 '4 No. 1 Common C>-press
60,000 " 4/4 No. 2 Common Sap Gum
05.000 " 4/4 X to 12" 1st & 2nd Tupelo
75.000 " 4/4 X 13 to 17" Box Board Tupelo
75,000 " 4/4 X 6 to 12" Ist & 2nd Sap Gum
75,000 " 4/4 No. 1 Common Sa|» Gum
75.000 " 4/4 Shop Cvpress

100,000 Pes. l'/,xIV4 19" Oak Squares

A good Stock of Oak, Gum, Cypress,
Cottonwood, Elm and Maple

Wisconsin Lumber Co.
L CHICAGO

MILLS
IIuttiK, Ark.
Deering. Mo.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D 'C T\ \XC\C^^^ Published Semi-annually

r\ll<L' DvyvyrS. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers .f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Sasltatcliewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.

A well organized Collection Department is also operated aad the same is open to

Tou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
«Ug So. Uearbora St.

MeitliD Thit Pucr.

ESTABLISHED
U7t

116 Nassau Street
NEW YORICCITV

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardwoods :: Softwoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago. III.

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous to

write our advertisers. Get in touch I
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CHICAGO
THE GREATEST HARDWOOD MARKET IN THE WORLD

ilSitiiiMiiiiill
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$100,000.00 to Invest
If you liad $100,000.00 given you to invest on condition

that the inVL-stment be absolutely safe and pay a fair rate
of interest and an assured large final profit—what would
you buy ?

Timber larfd values have never declined. Panics and
politics have no effect on timber. It is always growing
without cultivation.
We own desirable tracts, both large and small, in the

North. South and West. Write us tor prices and details.

John C. Spry
Timber Lands Exclusively

1003 Harris Trust Building, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical
reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building,
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

CHICAGO

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced d&-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of th«
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, witk
matched ends and holes for blind naiUng—you'U
find it reduces the expense of layiag and poUshliig.

Our Booklet teiU all at>out Uipr<Hooo4 Flovr-W^
mn4 ho\c to cart for it—aito prtces—and i* fre*

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region where

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sables

medivsm for hatrdwood Ivimber.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,

just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT I TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMD
CD
Ll\

BAND MILLS AT VESTAL, A SUBIRB OF KNOXVILLE. SOUTHERN ANU LOI ISVILLE A: NASH VILLE RAILROAD

8. MIZNEB,
Prei.

J. M. LOUAM,
Gen'l Manager

C. C. CANNON.
Vlce-Pre«.

C. B. eWANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

J. M. UOOAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Tard:

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I M ASHBR, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

JVIaphct dt Shea Lumber Co.

)Nlanuf acturcrs
and Cdbolesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVlLLe, ceNN.
WE WANT TO MOVE

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCILAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

«THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND. General Manager. Knoxville, Tenn.

i

i
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GOOD
GRADES LUDlNCrrON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

LAST CALL
for Winter Sawn
End Dried White

Maple

Only a limited amount of

this stock on hand, so
cover your present and fu-

ture requirements before
the supply is exhausted.

Lower Peninsula

Hard Rock Maple

Stock on Hand

65 M 4 4 FAS.

36 M 5 4 FAS.

48 M 6 4 FAS.

55 M 8 4 FAS.

83 M 4 4 No. 1 Com.

26 M 5 4 No. 1 Com.

32 M 6 4 No. 1 Com.

35 M 8 4 No. 1 Com.
ENH DRVIXG LUMBER SCIENTIFICALLY

Cfki STSALT & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

fk in bothGrade and

> Measurement

Band l>4ill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

We Produce

mjogteer-cure [ )

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand August 1st, 1913

3/8
Fas Qrld. White Oak
Fae Qrtd. White Oak, 10" and up .•

No. 1 Com. Qrtd. White Oak
No. 2 Com. Ortd. White Oak
Fas Plain White Oak
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak
Fas Plain White Oak. 10" and up
Fas Plain Red Oak
No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak
Coui. & Btr. Qrtd. Red Gum 500,000

Fas Sap Gum. 13"-1G"

Fas Sup tJlini, 18" & up
Fas Sap Gum, 6" & up 30,000

No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" & up
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum, 3" & up. XU.UOO

Shop & Belter Cypress
Com. & Better Tupelo

1/2

400,000

5/8

25,000

40,000

20.000

10,000

22.000

20.000

20.000

3/4
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
10 cars 4/4'
12 cars 4/4'

7 cars 4 4'

cars 5 4
cars 3 8
car 1 2"

cars 5 8
cars

cars 4/4
cars 4 4
car
cars

5 4
6 4

ars 3/8

X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards. 2 cars 1/2" x 6"
x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 2 cars 5 8" x 6"
X 18" to 21" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 3 cars 3 4" x 6"

' X 6 " to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 7 cars 4/4" x 6"
' X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 5 cars 6 4" Log
X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1 car 5 8 " Ists
' X 6 ' & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 4 cars 3 4" Ists

& Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 5 cars 4/4" Ists
X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 6 cars 5/8" No.
X 13 " to 15" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 3 cars 3 4"" No.
X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1 car 4 4" Ists
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1 car 5/4" Ists

X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum. 2 cars 5/4" No

3 4" X 6

& Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
& Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
& Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
& Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
Run Soft Maple.
& 2nds Plain Red Oak.
& 2nds Plain Red Oak.
& 2nds Plain Red Oak.
1 Common Plain Red Oak.
1 Common Plain Red Oak.
& 2nds Qtd. White Oak (flooded stock).
& 2nds Red Gum (flooded stock).
1 Common Red Gum (flooded stock).

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS Tenn.
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The Louisville Hardwood Club
"Hardwood Headquarters"

invites the attention of lumb
to a list of stock which is offe

diate delivery. The lumber is

manufactured and thoroughl
long- enough to require but lit

Prices will be quoted by the

found unusually attractive, co

lumber and its uniformly big-

dimensions.

er wholesalers and consumers
red by its members for imme-
all in excellent condition, well

y dry, having been on sticks

tie kiln-drying at the factory,

firms referred to, and will be
nsidering the character of the
h standard as to grade and

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

Complete scock -^-g" to 4" No. 1 common
and better band sawn soft yellow poplar

Several cars 5/4, 6/4, 8/4 No. 1 common
and better plain red oak

Several cars S/4, 6/4, 8/4 No. 1 common
and better plain white oak, dry

1 car 8/4 No. 2 common plain red oak, dry
1 car 8/4 No. 2 common plain white oak, dry
Several cars 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 common and

better hickory, dry
Several cars 4/4 No. 1 common quartered
white ash, dry

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds ash, dry
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds cottonwood. wide
stock included, dry

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

50,000 feet 4 '4 gum boxboards
3 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum
3 cars 6/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red gum
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds quartered red gum
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 common hickory
1 car 4/4 common and better buckeye
1 car 4/4.xl0" and up Ists and 2nds quar-
tered white oak

1 car 4/4x10" and up No. 1 common quar-
tered white oak

NORMAN LUMBER CO.
(Mills at Holly Ridge, La.)

40,000 feet 4/4 clear sap poplar
1 car 9" to 12" poplar boxboards
50,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common poplar

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 common poplar
3 cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar
100,000 feet 4/4 No. 2 A common poplar
.\lso poplar bevel siding, 4", 5" and 6"
widths

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds chestnut
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 common chestnut
5 cars 8/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak
5 cars 8/4 No. 1 common plain red oak
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 common plain white oak
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds poplar
1 car 12/4 No. 2 common poplar

BOOKER-CECIL CO.
75,000 feet 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak,
40 per cent 14' and 16' long

2 cars 6/4 Ists and 2nds poplar, SO per cent
14' and 16' long

100.000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common plain red oak
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain white oak
3 cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar
4 cars 4/4 No. 1 common poplar

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL CO.
3 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds poplar
3 cars 4/4 sap select poplar
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain white oak
1 car 8/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds quartered white oak
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds clear quartered oak

strips

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds No. 1 common
chestnut

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS
offers a choice selection of plain and fancy veneers, including poplar
crossbanding, plain and quartered oak, Circassian walnut, figured gum,
etc. The company also has unrivaled facilities for the production of
fine panels and tops, the fact that it produces its own veneers enabling
it to make more definite promises as to delivery than most other man-
ufacturers of built-up stock.
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POPLAR
M 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE:
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY.

E. F. PEREY
Manager

ESTABLISHED 1802

LOUIS H. PABKER
Asst. Manager

Lumber Underwriters
Every Kind and Form of

Fire InsuRancE
FOR LUMBERMEN

66 Broadway New Yerk

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

y,^ hARDWOOD LOMBEB

& MFC. CO.
3A RDIS

MISS-

Hollow

Backed
nd

Bundled

Motto
"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

WE SELL-
SO ", 40" AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
J. H. WHITSON W. L. WHITSON II. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. - ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY
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General Market Conditions

THE GENERAL CONDITIONS of the lumber market loutinue

rather featureless and on about the same plane as to orders and

iiriues which prevailed two weeks ago. With few exceptions trade

si'i'ms to be in a fairly good state, but without any indication that in

llie immediate future there will be any marked change in cither direc-

tion. While the present condition of lumber sales is not particularly

•(•ncouraging, it is at least not discouraging, as both in the North and

the South there has really been no general piling up of lumber. The

demand which held well during the early part of the summer, coupled

with the poor logging conditions in the South in the spring, have

resulted in continued holding down of the available supply of hard-

wood iftoeks in that territory. However, quite a number of millmen

coming from the southern section state that of late there has been a

noticeable tendency to accunudate. For the most part, while the

majority of the buying traile arc evidently still shopping for bargains

and not placing any large orders, the sawmill and wholesale trade is

not showing any particular tendency to jump at sales below what are

considered fair market values. Reports from most of the local mar-

Tsets indicate an increasing number of inquiries on all lines of stock,

which is taken to mean that the prospects for an active fall trade are

very gooil.

•The export business is not in particularly good shape, inasmuch as

various conditions abroad have had a retarding influence on trade

and as a result there is a bad accumulation of hardwood on foreign

markets. There is an unhealthy tendency of the foreign trade to con-

iiignnient shipments and there does not appear to be any immediate

relief fi-om the situation, although the calming of the troublesome

nations in the Balkan regions and the settlement of the difficulties in

which they are involved will jirobably react favorably upon trade in

general and the lumber trade in particular.

It is reported that some of the pine mills in the South are shutting

down one day in the week, \\hich should have a very favorable effect

on the lumber situation as o whole.

('onservatism seems to be the watchword of the trade at iiresent.

and if this iiolicy is continued there is every prospect for the lumber

trade .-oming out uf the iirc^cnt unfavorable conditions with colors

flying.

Red Gum and Low Priced Furniture
HK MijST ilARKE!) I'KATURE of the recent furniture ex-

hibits at the Chicago and Grand Eapids markets was the

remarkable demand for medium-priced furniture, which, however,

was necessarily of an attractive appearance. It seems that the

American public is arriving at a realization of the fact that it can

obtain attractive furniture well finished and desigiu'd and made

T

of high-class woods, if it will but insist upon it. This fact

is further being realized by the dealers who are transmitting the

public 's requirements to the manufacturers through the orders

they are placing. This condition is one whifh is likely to exist

for years to come and the natural deduction is that the most
expensive woods will not have the call that they have en.joyed

heretofore, while the more plebeian of the wood si)ecies of the

American forests will come into greater demand. In this con

neetion, led gum is the wood which comes to mind first. Its excel-

lent qualities, well adapted to the higher jiriced lines of furni-

ture, but its comparatively low cost makes it possible to employ

red gum -.n the more medium-priced lines of all kinds of furniture

for the di<^criminating buyer of not unlimited means who is able

to judge ar to the more attractive designs and the best types of

couslruction. It seems likely that this greatly increased call for

moderate-priced furniture of modern and attractive character will

increase the demand for red gum and will lead red gum manufnc-

lurers to pay more attention to' the selection of the wood with the

idea of getting the best figure obtainable for the more particular

purjposes to which it will be put.

A Forest Primeval

THE FOREST PRIMEVAL is not wholly a thing of the past,

even in farming states like Indiana. The cover picture illustrat-

ing "this issue of IL^kdvvood Record represents such a forest oij

Sugar creek, at Turkey Run, Parke county. Indiana, from a photo-

graph by Charles C. Deam. A primeval forest is supposed to be one

where the work of nature has never been marrsd or disturbetl. Some

suppose that in such a forest the trees are all old. That is not the

case; otherwise, the forest would cease to exist when the present

trees die and fall. In woods cared for in nature's way. a stand

of young trees is always coming on to take the place of old ones

which fall. By that means the forest is kept in about the same

condition. Referring to the cover picture, it will be noted that the

grouiiil is well covered with innlergrowth froin seedlings to small

saplings. That is good evidence that the owner of this tract has

succeeded in keeping fires out.

The largest tree appearing in the picture is a whits oak. It

measures six feet in diameter four and a half feet from the ground,

and is ou<> of the finest specimens to be met with anywhere. Some

of the best white oak of the I'nited States has grown in Indiana,

and it is evident that some of the same sort grows there yet. The

second largest tree in the picture is a beech. It is a fine specimen,

also; and though its size is not stated, the tree must be three feet

in dianie*'»r. The beech seldom exceeds a diameter of three feet, but
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trees considerably larger are occasionally seen. The experienced

lumberman identifies trees by their general appearance. He knows

them in the same way that he knows men with whom he is acquainted.

He does not hesitate a moment in correctly naming white oak, red

oak, beech, chestnut, red gum, yellow poplar, sycamore, and many

other familiar trees. If asked to particularize on the features which

enable him to identify them, he would probably be at a loss. He

does not think of particulars, because the general features are suifi-

cient. The botanist proceeds in a different manner when he iden-

tifies trees. He examines the buds, leaves, flowers and fruit, and may

want a microscope to make out parts too small to be seen with

the naked eye.

Kach method of identification has its place and its use. The lum-

berman in his line becomes as expert as the botanist in his. One deals

Nyith and thinks of objects as a whole, the other of their parts. The

botanist sees things which the woodsman overlooks and never sees;

and the woodsman has a quick, sure way of reaching conclusions

which may place him above the botanist.

Tracts of virgin forest are becoming scarce in the settled portions

of old states; and it is fortunate that one like that in the illustration

is occasionally fonnd. It is worthy of close study and intimate

acquaintance. It is a patch cut out of the past and brought down

to the present, to show what our country looked like before th:^

white man brought in his civOizatioii.

London Importer in Foolish Light

jN A EECEXT ISSUE of a Lontlon conteuijiorary there appears

1 a communication- from a continental correspondent, who complains

that he sent a draft in payment of some lumber an American ex-

yiorter was under contract to shiji, but that he 'failed to receive

the lumber and finally learned that the shipment had been at-

tached and seized by some other creditor, so that he (the conti-

nental correspondent) is now the draft and the lumber out. The

communication was made the basis of some rather sharp ani-

madversions upon the integrity of the American exporters and their

methods, the correspondent citing his experience as a warning

against the practices that obtain in the States. The communica-

tion has been read by American exporters here with feelings akin

to amusement at the inexperience and downright ignorance of th,'

nuui from the Continent. As a matter of fact a through bill of lad-

ing not less than an ocean bill of lading constitutes title to the

shipment of merchandise en route, for which it calls, and such

shipment is not subject to sfizure, except under the proviso that

the person who lias the attaclnuent levied give full security for

the value of the shipment. In the case of the through bill of lailing

held by the continental correspondent the security would be exacted

by the railroad which issued the through bill of lading, and the

bond would not be vacated until it had been established in a com-

petent court to whom the shipment belonged. The continental cor-

respondent can make his claim ayainst the railroad in (luestiou and

obtain the full amount of the draft if he will only institute the

proper i)rocedure, and his complaint that he after a time failed to

obtain even an answer from the shipper of the lumber who got

the draft and for this reason deemed himself in a helpless posi-

tion is considered simply absurd. The communication is cited as an

example of numerous complaints lodged against American ex-

porters and which are entirely groundless. Many of the complaints

are based upon misconception or misinformation, the integrity of

the exporter being not in the least involved.

Express RuUng Offers Suggestion

THE RECENT RULING of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion regarding the readjustment of the figures and application

of express rates throughout the United States would appear to

have a broader significance than its direct effect upon the express

business and upon those shipping by express. According to the

ruling, express companies must make u\< an entirely new set of

tariffs which will be based on what is designated as the block

system. Under this, various sections of the country will be

l>locked off and specific rates maintained within each block be-

tween points within the block and to points in other blocks. Un
der this arrangement instead of 900,000,000 separate express rates

which have been compiled by the express companies and have been

in effect all over the country, there will be only 650,000. Of

course, the express companies are making a vigorous protest against

reduction in revenues which will result to them, but it is alto

gether probable that the commission's ruling will be sustained.

The decision, insofar as it simplifies the method of application

of express rates, offers a suggestion that it seems should prove

valuable in connection with the application of rates on goods

shipped by freight on the various systems throughout this coun-

try. Probably in no other line of business is there a more chaotii'

condition than exists in connection with freight shipments. Theie

is a constant readjustment of freight tariffs and altogether a sit-

uation in that connection so complicated that even the most expert

are frequently sorely up against it to determine the right and

ivrong of certain situations. The thing to be aimed at unques-

tionably is simplicity ami a more stable basis for determining just

and reasonable freight rates. In this connection, why wouldn 't it

be an entirely feasible thing to emplo.v the block system in arriv-

ing at proper freight tariffs just as it was cmjdoycd in connection

v,ith express charges?

A simple calculation in arithmetic will determine the fact tliiit

this ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission has divided the

iiumber of express tariffs in effect by almost fifteen hundred. The

freight rate situation of this country is chaotic because of the

uncertainty and complicatid nature of its tariffs. These tariffs are

com]dicatcd because of their tremendous number. This tremen-

dous number results from the absolute lack of any uniform system

ot formulating and apph'ing the tariffs; therefore it seems entirel.y

reasonable that the method specified for the express companies

ill making their charges might with possible change in its appli-

cation be very profitably employed by the railroad companies in

arriving at the proper charges for freight shipments throughout

Ihe country.

Canadians Steal the Lead ,

MUCH HAS HKKX SAID recently regarding the now definitely

arranged Forest Products Exposition and the plans regard

ing the exhibits which will be seen at that exposition when it

materializes. It is suggested that there will be seen model saw-

mills in o]ieration, showing the manufacture of lumber from the

log to the finished product. It is hoped that this will offer a distinct

novelty and something which has never before been presentcil

to the julilic. I'he value of such an exhibit would uuquestionably

be inestimable and the sponsors of the .\merican exhibit can ho

more or less assured of the success of the efforts in this direction

by the success with which a similar effort has been attended in

Canada.

In the Industrial building at the Calgary fair in the Province of

Viberta, Canada, one of the most interesting exhibits is made by
the Crown Lumber Company in the form of a complete model
sawmill. This miniature mill has been exhibited before, but this

year a new feature has been added in the form of a small water-

fall coming down from the mountains, the water dashing over the

rocks into the log pond which contains real miniature logs. These

logs are carried up into the mill on an endless chain just as in the

real plant. From inside the mill one hears the buzzing of the saws
tutting the logs into lumber. The lumber is carried out of the

mill yard in the regular way to be piled and a model railway train

makes a trip every half minute carrying away the lumber from
the yard. It is reported that this exhibit has created unlimited

interest among those attending the fair and if that is true in a

community in which it is no novelty to see the actual operation of

a sawmill, it should be even more interesting in a community such

as Chicago, where not one citizen in a thousand has any idea .Is

to what a modern sawmill looks like.

It is to be hoped that merely with a view of attracting |>oiuil;ir

attention to the exposition and advertising it through its own
;:ierit, those in charge of arrangements will provide some such an
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exhibit as the one now shown in t'anaila and that they will not

allow our Canadian neighbors to surpass it in completeness and

noveltv.

An Indication of Progress

IX SPITK '^F THP: lililEXSITY of the lumber industry, luudier-

men as a class have never been accused of being the most modern
I lass of business men in their general methods of business adminis-

tration. In fact, on the other hand, they have been accused of

\arious policies not strictly in conformity with the most modern

ideas of thf business world. It has been constantly suggesteil that

lumbermen do not work in harmony with each other, are to a great

extent jealous of the succerses of one another, and for that reason

their plans of operation and administration are not at all in ac-

cordance with the methods which should be used to produce the

very highest return out of the necessary investment. Therefore

it is interesting to note the efforts on the part of southern jjinc

manufacturers to guard against the expense of accumulation of

liigh-)jriced lumber and the consequent loss from such accumulation,

by shutting down for one day in the week.

It is reported that this policy is now being pursued by a large

number of pine mills in the South and if it is conscientiously fol-

lowed it will without question redound to the benefit not only of

the pine trade but of the lumber business as a whole. Pine is more

or less a barometer of lumber trade conditions throughout the

country, and, in its fluctuations, pretty closely marks the range of

the markets in the various other woods. Therefore this effort cer-

tainly should eifect in the near future a highly satisfactory influ-

ence on the state of trade in such other woods as Pacific coast

products, hardwoods, northern pine and hemlock and various ether

woods, either competitors or non-comjietitors of yellow pine.

Discovered,—World's Largest Forest,

—

400 Acres

Ax AKTICLE ajipeaiing in one of the last issues of a prominent

metropolitan newspaper points out what, to the lumberman,

will appear to be a startling state of affairs regarding timber con-

ditions. Lumbermen are well aware of the hue and cry that

has gone up throughout the country during late years regarding

the supposed imminent shortage in the supply of virgin timber,

]iarticularly hardwood. The most conservative of the agitators

along these lines have placed the limit of the present stand at

some twenty years, while others a little more liberal in their

estimates have guessed at twenty-five and thirty years as the

jirobable life of the now available supply of hardwood stumpage.

Sawmill owners operating in hardwoods will be startled, not to

say alarmed or even panic-stricken, at the knowledge that the

largest tract of virgin forest now in existence covers an area ot

400 acres in the vicinity of Danville, 111.; at least this is the

report of the newspaper in question. One of the Sunday editions

of this paper contains an illustrated, page story regarding this

tract, and seems to consider the fact that there are 400 acres of

hardwood stumpage now standing untouche<l by the axe or saw

as truly wonderful.

Seriously speaking, however, this offers a very striking example

of the absolute ignorance of the conditions of which they write,

)irevalent among newspaper men or magazine contributors in their

attempts to exploit in print questions pertaining to the woods and

the lumber business in general. It is a deplorable fact, but one

which is nevertheless true, that this ignorance exists ^regarding

the second largest industry in the country-.

Incidentally, the stand in question is rather interesting from an

historical standpoint inasmuch as it was granted in 1837 by Pres-

ident Van Buren to the family which now holds it. It has come

down through the years to the present owner, who absolutely

refuses to part with it to lumbermen on any consideration. It

really is a mighty good stand as far as it goes, containing most

excellent walnut and white oak, but as far as the scare-head title

is concerned, which reads: "The World's Biggest Forest; 400

Acres Near Danville, 111.,
'

" the ridiculousness of it is so appalling as

to be beyon.l comprehension on the part of anyone even remotely

conversant with forest conditions throughout this country, which
is so famous for its prolific supply of hardwood, ]iine and other

noted timber.

This surely offers another and a striking juoof that the estab-

lishment of the Forest Products Exposition is a wise move. The
public is surely in need of authoritative information when it is

|iossihle for -^uch asinine statements as the above to get into print.

Another Phase of Substitution

Till-: H'ilBER TRADK !uis been hearing a great deal during the

last three years regarding the possible ill efl:'ects which will

result to the lumber business from the establishment of the so-

called wood substitutes in many lines. It has been pretty con-

clusively proven and evidently is at last fully realized by the

lumbermen that the manufacturers and advocates of various arti-

cles for many purposes aiming to take the place of wood have
gained a strong foothold. With this realization on the part of the
lumbermen are bound to come proper means for combatting the
advances of the substitute materials. First among the important;

implements of warfare against the substitute is the Forest Prod-
ucts Exposition which at last has reached a definite basis. There
are many other schemes, some in operation, some pending, and
some merely proposed; but it is safe to say that in the end lum-
liennen will have organized themselves in such a way as to suc-

cessfully condiat the encroachment of many substitutes which,
while claiming to be superior and less expensive than wood, are

not at all adapted to the purposes for which they are proposed.

However, there is another phase of modern business which i)re-

sents itself particularly to the lumber trade in connection with
the adoption of modern ideas and methods of manufacture and
merchandising products of the forest. Specifically, this develop-

]nent is the growing tendency on the part of consumers of various

kinds of lumber to substitute one species for another when it

becomes apparent that to continue using one particular kind of

wood would mean a greater cost than would be necessary in using

some other kind just as w?ll adapted and which can be had at a

considerably less expenditure. The constant readjustment of the

relative position of the various wood species in their relation *to

one another is by some taken to indicate a more or less chaotic

condition existing among the buyers of forest products. Those of

this opinion argue that the very fact that the consumers are con-

• tinually switching from one wood to another indicates that they
have no idea of the relative value and adaptability of the different

woods offered; but it is probably a fact that just the opposite is

the case.

The average lumberman wliu has followed the trend of events

needs but call to mind the rapid development in thi! use of such

woods as gum, hemlock, cottonwood, birch, etc., and the cor-

responding decrease in the use of certain other species, and to

review the orders he has received from various consuming con-

cerns from year to .year to know that this condition is not only

a tact but will be more and more apparent as the years go by and
as the available supply of certain woods is decreased with a cor-

responding price increase and the availability of other species

is discovered.

What, then, is the logical deduction.' It is merely this—that in

order to keep abreast of changing conditions every lumberman,

no matter in what class of wood he operates, whether he handles

northern hardwoods or southern hardwoods exclusively, is con-

fronted with the absolute necessity for acquiring as broad and
accurate a knowledge of the various species which are now
competitors of the woods he handles as is possible. Not only this,

but if he wants to be strictly pirogressive, he should study every

reliable source of information, not merely with the idea of getting

facts regarding the already established woods, but of endeavoring

to discover new possibilities for utilizing other woods which do

not now enjoy so wide usage. It was not so many years ago that

gum was practically a despised product of the southern forests.

Today it is one of the strongest of our .\meriean hardwoods.
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The success of the efforts to exploit this wood are not alone the

result of mere advertising of the wood itself, but rather of the

painstaking investigation of the possible uses to which it might

be adapted and the suggestion to those who could make possible

its adoption for those uses, that they try it out. With the more

recent and more successful drying methods, the success of gum
has become more or less of a phenomenon. This is also true of

various other of the well-known woods of the United States and

it is safe to say that it will be increasingly evident in the future.

We are told that it is never. too late to make repairs, but that

an opportune stitch will save the more laborious operation. The

better policy, however, would be to sufficiently fortify oneself in

the direction above suggested even before that opportune moment
and liv doing so enable oneself to reap the fullest benefit from

tliis. the modern idea of merchandising lumber.

A Poor Exhibition

WK READ COXSIDERABLY IX THE PRESS a short time back

of the decision of our recently elected honorable secretary of

state to the effect that he found his modest income of .$12,000 per

.jinnuni insutKcicnt to maintain his household at Washington and

his more permanent home in Kebraska. Without commenting upon

the justification for this decision on the part of the secretary of

state, it is a fact that practically all of the criticism which resulted

from the announcement of his intentions emanated from the daily

press. There was an attempt at censure of our secretary 's ideas

jind methods in this particular, which, however, did not get very

far.

It might be worth wliile to compare these circumstances with

others which have just come to the attention of H.^kdwood Record

involving one of the Forest Service's most expert of e.xperts, a

man who has made a particular, life-long study of one branch of

forestry work and whose services could not but be valuable to the

service that employed liim. Tufortunately this man lived in Wash-

ington where, we are leil to believe, the cost of living has soared

to an almost heavenly point. Unfortunately, further, the remun-

eration which is the rewanl for faithful performance of duty in

connection with work in tlic I'orest Service is in no comparison

with the actual value of service rendered. Therefore the man
in question sought to increase his really modest income by devot-

ing his evenings and other spare time to the jirejiaration of manu-

script which he submitted to various pmblications. He knew his

subjects so well and was such a clever writer that the majority

of the articles submitted were acepted. As a result this man
acquired a further income than that which he received from the

government, which was well, worth while.

However, it seems that somebody closely in toucli with his

affairs, who had more or less authority over him, for some reason

or other became ratlier jealous of his ability as a writer of

readable articles or for some other reason, was leil to start an

investigation as to the lawfulness of this practice. As a result

of the investigation which followed, this man who, as stated,

was a valuable member of the service has been summarily dismissed.

Without in any way wishing to criticize the Forest Service

itself, which is doing a great work, the comparison of the two

circumstances is so odious as to make comment irresistible.

A Compliment to Wood
THE BUSIXESS OF MANl'PACTURING FURNITURE, while

staple in its general character, is necessarily one of quick ad-

justments and at times fluctuations of the most startling and rad-

ical character. Of course, the fundamental principles are always

the same—that is, furniture manufacturers must always turn out

bedroom suites, dining room suites, parlor suites, and similar arti-

<des of a more or less standard nature to fill the established

demand for the various articles in question. During the early

lays of factory furniture manufacture, that was about all there

was to the furniture business. Practically all of the furuiturc

th.-n made was of wood and it was simply a case of making enough

of it to supply the more or less easily satisfieil market. People's

tastes in those days were not so fully developed as now; they

lequired less for show and more for pure utility.

The creation of beautiful and practical designs in all kinds of

furniture has now become the very life-blood of the furniture in-

dustry. Sales competition is now based almost entirely upon this

feature and the furniture manufacturer each year adds a few more

gray hairs wondering if the styles which he has created will

"take." Thus the ideas in construction and design in the stand-

ard articles of house furniture change radically from year to year.

A short time ago there seemed to be a very serious menace in

the apparently overwhelming popularity of the brass bed as com-

]iared to the wooden bed. But, like many another fad, this

jiopularity was based on false pretenses which have been discov-

ered by the ultimate buyer of furniture and it is safe to state that

the wooden bed has now regained all it lost and more than made

up for its former decrease in prestige.

It was argued at the time that brass beds were beginning to

be most conspicuous, that they were more sanitary and more at-

tractive than wooden beds. Even the most rabid advocate of wood

products will acknowledge that the modern brass bed is a more

lieautiful and more sanitary article of furniture than the old-

fashioned wood bed, which wo recall from our early days. How-

ever, the inroads made b}' brass bed manufacturers upon the

market for wooden beds very quickly aroused the manufacturers

of the latter article to a realization that they must do some-

thing and do it quickly. As a result, the latest designs both as to

construction and finished appearance, so far surpass the brass arti-

cle as to looks, sanitary character and general utility that there

is al)solutely no room for com[iarison. These efforts on the part of

wooden .bed manufacturers have led to a very just reward in that

ihe recent furniture exhibits are showing the bed of wood to be

overwhelmingly in the majority in the number of exhibits.

This fact is reflected in the show window displays made by the

large furniture retailers. Actual observation has shown that not

one in ten of the more prominent dealers in the city of Chicago

is making a window display of bedroom furniture using brass

beds. The reason for this is seen in the modern wooden beds

themselves. They need absolutely no argument to convince one of

llieir greater desirability. Incidentally, these exhibits which in

some places are luxurious in the extreme, constitute a very decidei'

compliment to wood inasmuch as they are in effect recognition of

the impossibility of equalling the beauty, design and general aji-

pearanee to be obtained in arti<-los which are constructed of the

]iroducts of the forest.

Evidence is Necessary to Substantiate Claims
IT IS OI'TEN MARKEDLY DIFFICl'LT in the handling of claims

*' against customers anil railroads, involving reported shortages, to

get sufficient evidence to j)rove beyond a doubt as to the exact method

of tallying the shipments. It is frequently a fact that it is dithcult

to ascertain beyond C)uestion whether or not a claim is against the

inistomer or against the railroad itself.

With this in mind the National Wholesale l.nndier Dealers' Asso-

ciation has ofl'ered a very wise suggestion to its membership urging

the advisability of incor]iorating on invoice blanks the following:

"Owing to the position assumed by carriers, loss or damage claims

will not be recognized unless lumber is tallied as it comes out of the

car or over the rail of ligliter or boat, and notation of loss or damage

made on carrier's receipt."

While it is recognized that a clause of this sort on an invoice really

has no bearing on a contract from a legal standpoint, and further

is not binding upon the customer unless it is made a i)art of the

original order or contract, still if the suggestion itself is carried out.

it would tend to remove a great deal of confusion resulting from cir

cumstanees of this character. It would unquestionably assist in edu-

cating the buyer as to the method of tallying lumber in order to

ju-operly substantiate a claim for shortage to print tlie clause per-

manently on the invoice in red ink or rubber stamp.

This is merely one of the many wrinkles which large shipiiers or

lumber should bear in mind in order to avoid as much as possible the

- ciiini>lications which arise in transacting business on a large scale.



Peru Pertinent and Impertinent
Government by the People

In ivery countbry like England an" ours
which is ruled entirely be th" people, it is uieeis-

sary to have a body iv intelligent an" consarvi-

tive men to sea that they don't entirely rule th'

counthry. D'ye see th' pint? Th' whole idee

iv a republic is that the people should have
what they think is good fr thim. But there are
more thoughtful pathrites who know that if

they want it very much it can't be good f'r

thim, so they stop it. Ye start a republic be

askin' th' people what they want, but ye pre-

serve it be not lettin' thim have it.

—

Mr. Dooley.

Her Abandoned Trip

"Why has your wife decided to gi%-e up the

European trip she was contemplating?"
"She happened to hear somebody say that

travel broadened one."

—

Chicago Record-Herald.

The Steady Subscriber

IXow dear to our hearts is the steady subscriber,
Who pays in advance at tha birth of each year.

Who lays down the money and does it quite
gladly,

.\nc! casts 'round the office a halo of cheer,

lie never says : "Stop it, I cannot afford it,

I'm getting more magazines now than I read" :

r.ut always r.ays, "Send it; our people all

like it

—

The fact is we think it a help and a need."

IIow welcome his check when it reaches our
sanctum.

^

How it makes our pulse throb, bow it makes
our hearts dance !

V.'e outwardly thank him, we inwardly bless

him

—

The steady subscriber who pays in advance.—EfUnhnnih ^i^niittrl.

A REAL ASSET

Some Shot

An Irishman who wasn't much of a hunter
went out to hunt one day and the first thing
he saw to shoot at was a bird sitting saucily

on the top of a fence. He blazed away and then
walked over to pick up the victim. What he
happened to find there was a dead frog, which
he raised at arm's length, looking at it with a
puzzled air. Finally he remarked :

"Well, but ye was a deuce of a foine looking
burd befur Oi blew the flthers off o' ye !"

Habits of the Hired Man
;et"Well, did them moving picture people

pictures of everything on the farm?"
"Everything but the hired man," said Farmer

Heck. "They couldn't ketch him in motion."—

-

Kn)itiiiii Citil Jnin-iwl.

The Veteran: Young man, never forget that a pile of -well manufactured and cared for hardwood lumber is just as good an
asset as cash in bank.

Losing Faith

Old Lady—"I don't believe this sure-cure

tonic is a-goin' to do me any good."

Friend—"It's highly spoken of in the papers."

Old Lady—"Yes ; but I've taken forty-seven

bottles and I don't feel a bit better. I tell you
what it is, Sarah, I'm beginning to think these

newspaper editors don't know ererything."

—

New York Weeldy.

Appreciation

It is reported that a certain musician dis-

gusted with the chattering that usually takes

the place of listening during a musical perform-

ance, arranged with his violin, his violoncello

and the rest that the music should suddenly

stop in the midst of the loudest passage in the

piece.

It was done, and, clear and distinct ahove

all the loud talkers' voices, these words were
heard ; "We always fry ours in lard !"

Pointed!
A man with plenty of ginger is likely to have

snaps.

"No, I don't like onions or garlic," said the

plumber, "but I get fat on leeks."

It is dangerous, even In a ballroom, to step

on a moving train.
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
SEVENTH ARTICLE

HARDWOODS OF AUSTRALIA
Editor's Note

I'ollowins is tbe last of a series of articles on foreiKn hardwoods available for use in this country. The first

covered hardwoods available in the Central American countries; the second covered hardwoods available in South
American countries: the third covered hardwoods of Africa; the fourth covered hardwoods of Ceylon; tbe fifth cov-

ered hardsvoods of Burma and India, and the sixth covered hardwoods of Hawaii.

The hardwood forests of Australia are exceedingly rieli in trees of

economic importance. The average American looks upon Australia

as a sparsely populated island Avhose two chief commodities are gold

tp:.sms lo.vded with .tktty i'ill:.s uf r.i.ui: ia.\i

and wool. Many will be surprised to learn that the continent of

Australia is appro.ximately as large as the United States, exdusivi-

of Alasiia, and when it is mentioned that there is an estimated

area of 47,000,000 acres covered witli mar-

ketable timber on the Australian louti

nent, one can readily see that it has con-

siderable claim as a timber-producing

country. In eastern Australia are vast

stretches of prairie land similar to those

in the Middle West. The forests are con-

fined chiefly to western Australia. In >few

South Wales, the supply of timber is said

to be practically inexhaustible. Here the

forests are vast and at the same time

workable. The entire coast washed by the

Pacific ocean is covered with gigantic

timber trees. Notwithstanding this enor-

mous supply of native timber, vast quanti-

ties of lumber are annually shipped into

Australia from New Zealand, Puget Sound.

Scandanavia, and other parts of the Bal-

tic. The timber which Australia secures

from other countries consists mostly of

pine, spruce afld some fir, used for con-

struction work in which is required ma-

terial that is light in weight, yet strong

and durable. Practically all the easily

accessible native timbers of Australia are

very licavy, hard, and in a number of

cases, very difficult to work.

—so-

Repeated efforts were made in the past by transportation com-

panies to introduce Australian forest products into this and other

countries, and the one great hindrance to a continued successful

shipment of timber to foreign ports is the

great dead weight of these hardwoods. It

has been ascertained that this is one of the

principal things against their profitable

shipment at current prices. The New South

Wales government furnished the following

weights for its chief commercial timbers:

Blackbutt 0G.G9 lbs. per cubic toot

Tallowwood 72.9G *

I!luo L:um G9.34

Malui^auy 75.06

Spotted gum 02.19

Iron bark 73.85

rurpentinc 69.30

Uecch 63.03

Red cedar 29.00

There are on an average 281 i^j cubic feet

to a ton. It has been found that the freight

on full cargoes of 3inch planks used for

making paving blocks is prohibitive, unless

big jirices can be obtained. The freight

on one cubic meter of sawn paving blocks

is alout $3.1 from any point in Australia

to Philadelphia or New York. The cost of

idacing the wood pavement of native pine

is generally calculated to be about $2.50

or $3.00 per square meter, but it is esti-

mated, by using Australian timber, that

the cost will be about $4.50 or $5.00.

The virgin forests now existing are largely tributary to unsheltered

harbors, with bad bars and dangerous open roadsteads, where only

PIT SAWYEUS SAWING RED GDM TIES
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small vessels can load iluring favorable conditions. Owing to this

fact, the timber from these forests must be carried in small sailing

vessels to a central shipping point, like Sydney, where it must be

loaded on large steamers. The expense of handling the heavy tim-

ber will naturally prevent the trade from being a very profitable

one. It is now rather diiBcult to procure an area of virgin tim-

berland within easy reach of a deep water shipping port.

Some of the timbers which have been exploited for the foreign

trade are the following:

EUCALYPTUS TELEGRAPH POLES CUT FROM A PLAN T.vnoX IN SOUTHERN AUSTRALLV

Jarrah is a local name given to Eitcah/ptii.',- vwrgiiiata, which is

restricted to western Australia. Jarrah, or djaryl, is the aborigi-

nal name, and it is commonly called mahogany, from its similarity

to the wood from Mexico. Central

America, and the West Indies. It is

adaptable for furniture and every pur-

pose for which ornamental wood can be

required, some of it being of the very finest

grain, and showing much figure, mottled

curls, feathers, and excrescences, a feature

peculiar to Australian timbers, and highly

effective in point of ornament. The tree

grows to an immense size, attains a great

height, and is very plentiful. The advan-

tages of this timber are its great strength,

hardness, and closeness of grain, combined

with durability under exposure to either salt

or fresh water. It is never attacked by

white ants or by teredos, which abound in

tropical and semi-tropical eeas, and this con-

fers upon it an additional value. It some-

what resembles the red gum in appearance,

Ijut the grain is darker, finer, and closer than

that of the latter wood, and it is susceptible

•of a very high polish, which brings out a

rich dark hue. It is invaluable for use in

shipbuilding, pier, and railway construction,

as well as for the interior of buildings, and

for furniture. It is found to be the most

durable of all woods. The jarrah is much

sought after for railway sleepers and tele-

graph posts in India and other parts of the

East Indies. It is admirably adapted for dock gates, piles, and

other purposes, and for keel pieces, kelsons, and for other heavy
timber in shipbuilding. Large sailing vessels were formerly built

of this wood. The timber has been used by government in the

construction of military barracks in Ceylon, where it was at one

time supplied at a little more than half the price charged for

Indian teak. The principal objection raised against it is that it

is liable to '

' shakes, '
' the trees being very commonly unsound at

the heart.

The wart gum (Eucalyptus gompTioce-

phala) is one of the white gums, and has a

very close grain, is exceedingly hard, can-

not be split, and does not burn very

readily. This wood has been suggested for

use in gun carriages, on account of its non-

liability to split. The timber of this tree

exhibits the wonderful quality of being

absolutely impervious to the inroads of

teredo, so destructive to wharves, jetties,

and any sort of naval structure exposed to

sea water. The durability of this timber,

when used in the construction of piers,

wharves, and jetties, involves an interest-

ing and important inquiry, on account of

the costliness of these structures, and the

rapidity
,
with which they are apt to suc-

cumb to the ' attacks of the teredo.

Next to these in size and number are

those of the red gum {Eucalyptus rostrata).

This timber resists for a long time the de-

structive agency of the teredo, and is in-

ferior only to Swan river mahogany. It is

stated that a jetty built of oak procured

from a wreclc, was completely destroyed

by teredos, whereas the mahogany simi-

larly exposed had not been touched by

them.

Red gum is of a beautiful red color, and

its pores are filled with a dark red substance which is more pro-

nounced than in the ironbark eucalyptus, since in the latter it ap-

pears to be diffused in the woody fiber. There is scarcely a more

TELEGRAl'lI I'ULE.S OF SUGAR GU.M
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splendid object for the microscope than a well-illumined section of

these cells in the red gum.

The red gum is a very valuable species of timber for the extraordi-

nary endurance of the wood underground, and for this reason it is

highly valued for fence posts, piles, and railway sleepers; for the

latter it will last from eight to ten years, and if well selected, con-

siderably longer.

The immunity of this wood from the attacks of insects on land and

in sea water is thought to be due to the presence of a large amount

of tannic acid in the wood.

Black butt (Eucalyptus 2ntularis) is a wood that is now being im-

ported into this country under the copyrighted name of moa. It

grows chiefly on sandstone formations and makes a fine growth and

generally a straight bole. Its height is about 100 to 200 feet, or

about 30 to 80 feet to first branch. The diameter of a matured tree

is about three feet. Black butt is considered as one of the best tim-

bers for street paving blocks, and is used extensively in Australia

and also in Kurope. It has a close, smooth grain, and is of a light

color. Blick butt is often hollow, attacked by white ants, and prone

to disease, as evidenced by huge blotches or scabby-looking swellings

on the trunks. The wood is also attacked by pin worms. Gum rings,

gum veins, and gum pockets are also very much in evidence in opening

up a black butt log, and as the timber is very liable to split at the

gum rings, the presenoe of these is very imdesirable in planks in-

tended for paving blocks. The wood is remarkably free from knots.

Black butt planking wears quickly, rubs out, and wears much more

quickly than spotted gums. The wood almost wears out alone by the

action of the weather, leaving a .stringy sort of shell which is hard

and tough. Black butt has a much greater transverse strength than

jarrah.

.Spotted gum (Eucali/pius maculaia) is a fine timber, very useful

for coach building and wagon work. It is a coarse-grained timber

and grows to the same height as black butt, with a less average diam-

eter, from tv\enty-four to thirty inches. It is frequently hollow and

has gum rings and gum pockets. It wears better than black butt, but

is more susceptible to decay.

The sandalwoods of Australia have played an important part in the

timber trade of that country. Enormous quantities of the various

species of wood so extensively substituted for the true Indian sandal-

wood have been cut and shipped to different parts of China, where

the wood was reshipped to the United States and European countries.

The principal species exploited ai'e the following:

West Australian or fragrant siuidahvood (Fiisauus spicatvs) is a

small evergreen tree about thirty feet in height. It is found chiefly

in West Australia where large quantities of several kinds of sandal-

wood were originally obtained. As early as 1849 over 1,200 tons of

this wood were exported. ' The output continued to increase very

rapidly, until 1876, when the annual shipments amounted to about

7,000 tons. Three years later it decreased to 4,700 tons. In 1899,

4,470 tons of this wood were shipped to China and Singapore, where

it is called Swan river sandalwood. In more recent years the ship-

ments have decreased still more, but larger Cjuantities are at present

consumed in Australia.

Quandong, moolie tree, or native peach (Fusanus acuminalus) is a

small tree from ten to thirty feet in height and from six to eight

inches in diameter. It is more or less abundant in the interior of

Xew South Wales, and in the dry parts of Queensland, "Victoria, South

Australia, and western Australia. The wood is fliesh-colored, hard,

heavy (about fifty-two pounds per cubic foot), strong, tough, close-

grained, and when freshly cut or worked has a very agreeable frag-

rance resembling that of roses. It is very durable in contact with

air and moisture, and is not liable to warp and check. The wood

works well, takes an excellent polish, and is highly esteemed for

cabinet work, turnery, and is said to be the best wood in Australia

for engraving. Sandalwood is now being collected by pulling up the

whole tree by the roots. Small, shrublike trees from eight to ten feet

high are cleaned off and shipped to market. The outer rough bark

is removed before it is marketed. Immense quantities of this wood

are shipped to China, and the oil distilled from it is now coming into

the American and European markets. It is less odorous than that

from the true sandalwood.

Scented or Queensland sandalwood, balvora, or rosewood (Eremo-

phila milchclU), a native of Queensland and New South Wales, Austra-

lia, is a small tree from twenty to thirty feet in height and from nine

to twelve inches in diameter. It has very thin sapwood and a dark

brown, hard, heavy, close-gi-ained heartwood. It is regarded as an

elegant wood for cabinet work, and has a weak fragrance differing

somewhat from sandalwood. Another species of this group having

very fragrant wood is EremophiJa bignoniflora, commonly known

as pombel. It is a native of North Australia, New South Wales and

Victoria on the Murray. The wood is yellowish-brown, close and fine

grained, and beautifully figured. It is very useful for cabinet work.

Logging Conditions Around Memphis Good
Weather conditions have been ideal for logging operations dur-

ing the past fortnight and these have made pretty good progress,

about as good, in fact, as owners of mills have desired. There ha;t

been, however, some slowing down in the matter of getting out

timber and, according to the statement of a prominent authority,

aativ J work in this direction will not begin until the danger from

worms has passed. The authority in question said that the mills

would soon begin storing timber but that they had shown prac-

tically no movement in this direction because of the factor to which

reference has already been made.

The Valley Log Loading Company is authority for the statement

that it has han<llcd more timber to the mills in Memphis and the

Memphis territory during the past two months than during any

similar period in its historj-. It says, however, that the amount of

timber awaiting transportation is not quite so full as usual and

that the pros])ects for active loading in the immediate future are

iu)t <|uite so l)right. The management believes, however, that it

will have all the work it can take care of shortly, as it is of the

opinion that active logging will begin in the early future ami tli:it

it will be pushed with the utmost vigor.

The mills in this city and section have continued to run on

full time during the past few weeks and the amount of hard-

wood lumber produced has been quite full. But, even after al-

lowing for this fact and even after admitting that there is a

[dentiful supply of hardwood lumber with which to meet present

requirements and to put manufacturers and wholesalers in ^comfort-

able position with respect to some of the fall and early winter

needs of the trade the fact remains that there is no particular

surplus and that the situation is one that is accepted as quite whole-

some. Shipments during the summer have been rather full and

have prevented any undue accumulation from the large production

which has been in progress since the interruption incident to the

overflow in the Mississippi last spring.

Exporters here arc doing only a moderate business at present.

Two conditions are regarded as primarily responsible for this fact.

One is the unsettled transportation situation which makes the

handling of export shipments rather unsatisfactorj- and the other

is the presence in Europe of Large quantities of consigned stock

which has been sent abroad without any orders and only with the

hope of being able to place it. A prominent lumberman who has

recently been abroad brings back the information that he was sur-

prised to find, after the disagreeable experiences of American con-

signors in the past few years, such a large amount of southern

hardwoods in the hands of consignees on the other side. The
Balkan situation, too, with its consequent restriction of enterprise

in almost every direction, is another influence which has not liecn

without its effect on the foreign markets for southern hardwoods.

Beech is not usually regarded as a durable wood, yet beech
piles driven as a foundation for Winchester cathedral, England,
remained sound for 800 years. They were driven in a bog and
the water and peaty soil doubtless assisted in the preservation of

the wood.

Seventy per cent of the lumber used in Egypt for furniture and
finish is imported from the TTnited States. Turkey ranks second
as a source of supply for this class of lumber.
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Woods Used by Wagon Makers
Tlie making of heavy wagons is only a part of the general Annial L'se of Woods in Illinois fou Wagons axd Heavy Vehicles

vehicle manufacturing business, but it is an important part. Many Average

other kinds of vehicles are made, including carriages, buggies, and
^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^^,_ Quantity B. M. lOMfeet

automobiles; and it is not easy to separate them into classes at white oak 7.941,000 $43 69
the factories which make them, because the same factory may turn Hickory 6,109,000 53.13

out several kinds. However, business wagons, including farm Cottonwood .-...J91.000 43.26

,. , T X.
' L- 1 / Tfc 4. 1 1 „

lellow poplar .-..089,000 60.22
wagous in particular, and heavy vehicles o± diflerent kinds, con- Longleaf pine 4 430 000 30 1-

stitute a fairly well defined and a very largo class. Some factories Shortleaf pine l',225,000 24.02

specialize on wagons of this kind. Some make farm wagons, others R^^ gu™ 1.240,000 29.53

coal, stone, and ore t\ agons, some turn out dravs, others carts, but „ ^
^' ,"^ 1.142,000 36.23

'
, . ,. ^. V 1 i- ,

Red oak -. 574,000 45.79
all are for business purposes, as distinguished irom pleasure Basswood • 503 000 4'> 00
vehicles. The dividing line is not always clear, but the general Sugar maple 418,000 35.42

divisions are recognized. Redwood 250,000 38.00

Getting out the stock and converting it into finished products is j"\ "'' ^ 95,000 33.63
^

, IV .
I,- T

• - • r 1
'"*'^=^ sprue.. 60,000 45.00

a large and varied business which is oocommg more specialized. chestnut oak 45 OOo "00
Formerly wagons were made in small shops scattered about the Cypress .35.000 38.34

country, in small towns and at country crossroads. The wagon Willow oak 30,000 55.00

maker" usuallv cut his own stock in the neighboring forest, or it ^'';'"'^ P'"*^ • -?'00" 65.34
" " Osage orange 27.000 l'>4 63

was cut under his immediate direction. The stock for a whole year xorway pine 15 000 35 00
might be stored in !iis shop loft or shedded in his back yard; and Sweet hirch 14,000 39.64

he slowlv worked out the different parts of the wagons by hand, Lohlolly pine 10,000 37.50
, ^, ^,

'
, , ,, .

"

I.odgopole pine 8.000 G5 00both the wood and tnc iron. ^,.^.^„ ^,^^ _^^^^ ^^-^^
That method is no«' a thing of the past, except in a few remote Tupelo 1,000 58 00

districts where the 'rdividual worker still plies his wagon-snaking

trade and supplies a 'ew customers. The business has been trans- Total 35,686,000 $43.91

fened to the factory. Things are done on a large scale. The Illinois, the state which uses these woods, grows only 2.2 per

individual wagon maker, that is, the man who knows all parts of cent of them, and that small amount is made up principally of

the operation, is now a rare individual, and his place has been 'nir oak, white elm, white oak, hickory, eottonwood, and sugar

divided among numerous workmen who specialize on certain parts. maple. The three states, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota,

In the old days the owner of the shop gave his personal attention supplied 2.5 per cent, consisting chiefly of basswood, sugar maple,

to cutting and collecting his material. It is done in quite a dif- white pine, and Norway pine. Six and a half per cent came from

ferent way now. Then it was usually possible to get all the wood, Indiana, Ohio, and "West Virginia, and white oak, yellow poplar,

of different kinds, within a mile or two of the country or village and ash constituted nearly the whole quantity. Missouri, Ken-

shop; now, the length and breadth of the nation are searched for tueky, and Tennessee supplied 32..5 per cent, and nearly an equal

wood by the enormous wagon factories. They think nothing of amount came from Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas. Three other

bringing it from a distance of from one hundred to five hundred southern states, Jlississippi, Alabama, and Georgia, furnished 1.5.7

miles. In fact, they do not expect to find it any nearer. When the per cent, the Pacific coast .9 per cent, consisting wholly of redwood

old time wagon maker (often called a wheelwright) bought by the and Sitka spiuce, v.lule the remainder came from regions not

cartload or cord, the 'uodern factory purchases by carload or train- specified.

load. It formerly required little business ability or foresight to White oak is the leading wood for heavy vehicles, and it prob-

keep the shop supplied with material; but it now taxes the ably has been the leading wood in this industry ever since wagons

resources 01 able and experienced business men. They must look were made in this country. It is placed where strength and

far ahead, not only to anticipate their wants, but to ascertain durability are demanded, that is, in the wheels and framework

when and how the?e wants may be supplied. The wheels of the of the wagon. No wood is an altogether satisfactory substitute

factory must be kept going, and no manufacturer takes chances by for large hubs, though for small ones a number of woods take the

presuming that supply will be equal to demand in the time of need. place of white oak. Manufacturers in Illinois draw pretty largely

He sees to it that the material is on the road to the factory long on the South for oak hubs. A good many come from as far south

before it is actually needed. How this is done is an interesting as Alabama. That is not necessarily because the best oak is in

g^Qi.y_ that region, though it is excellent—but because the hub-making

Take, for example, the wagon factories in one state—Illinois. industry is well represented there, and factories can get what they

It is a large state with up-to-date establishments; but it is not want. Sizes of oak hubs range from 714x81,2 inches to 10%xl2,

the leading state in wagon making. Pour are above it in vehicle with extra sizes for those who want them. Oak is a common

output, first Ohio, nexc Indiana, New York third, Michigan fourth, material for bolsters, which run in lengths 4 feet 1 inch to 4 feet

then Illinois. The woods bought in one year by wagon makers in 6 inches by 3x4 up to 4x6 inches in cross section. Sandboards are

Illinois are shown in the table which follows. These woods were the same length as bolsters, and in cross section are 2%x3ii inches

for beav\- wagons and vehicles only, not for carriages, light wagons, to 4x5 inches. Reaches run in length S to 14 feet long, 2x4 up to

and automobiles. Thov show at a glance the kinds and comparative 2i,i.x5 in cross section; poles are 12 feet long and in cross section

amounts of woods demanded in the making of wagons. The 2i,l.x4 up to 314x0. Twenty-six felloes make a wagon, twelve for

average cost at the factory of the different woods is shown. front wheels and fourteen for rear. Sizes vary greatly, but usual

These prices hold only for Illinois, and for the year when the dimensions run from l%x2% inches in cross section up to 3x4%

statistics were collected, 1909. Figures will vary from year to inches. . They must be cut in segments of the required circle which,

year, and will not be the same in different regions for the same of course, varies with the size of the wheel and the length of the

vear. felloe.

It cannot yet be accurately determined what effc-t the automobile White oak is th.<! wood commonly used as spokes of large wagons,

is having on the wagon industry, but there is no questfon that manu- and the rules governing grades, sizes, shapes, and defects allowed

facturers are carefully watching developments as they occur. and not allowed, are many and strict. The piece of wood which
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finally becomes a finished spoke passes through a number of

processes from the time it is split or sawed from the bolt until it

is ready for service in the wheel of which it becomes an essential

part. Hubs, bolsters, sandboards, reaches, poles, felloes, and spokes

are the most important, places filled by this wood in wagon making;

but it occasionally has many other uses.

Hickory has neari/ as wide a range of uses in wagon making

as oak has. Much more goes into axles, but less into spokes and

hubs. Axles are six feet long and in cross section run in sizes

2%x3% up to 6x7 inches, with extra sizes when wanted. Sugar

maple, in the same .sizes, is much employed for axles in large

wagons. It is very strong and stiff. Eveners, singletrees, and neck

yokes are often made of hickory and are listed regularly as vehicle

material.

Cottonwood, yellow poplar and red gum are %vagon bed material;

the lumber of which ^vagon boxes are made. The boards come in

three lengths, 12, 14 and 16 feet, and are known as wide or

narrow. The wide boards are from thirteen to seventeen inches in

width, the narrow from nine to twelve. The lumber must be

sawed of a size that will dry full one inch in thickness. Wagon
box boards are strictly high-class lumber. They must be prac-

tically free from defects. In addition to that, they must be of

wood that seasons well, stands well after it is seasoned, and which

dresses with a smooth surface and possesses good painting qualities.

That is a combination not easily found, and of the hundred or more

species of wood in thi forests of the United States, very few have

been found suitable for wagon beds. The National Wagon Manu-

facturers' Associatioii lists only three, those named above; but,

of course, wagon beds are sometimes made of other woods, and

occasionally with very good results.

Yellow poplar is highest in price in Illinois, and probably in

nearly every other wagon material market in the country. It takes

a high price to bring the broad, clear poplar boards to the wagon

factory, because such boards are demanded in many other indus-

tries and the supply is limited. Poplar's superiority as wagon

box boards consists in the wood 's lightness and toughness, its

small liability to split, warp, check, shrink, and swell, its suscep-

tibility of smooth polish, and its fine showing when painted. It

was once used more extensively for wagon beds than at present,

because it had not yet reached such a high price.

('ottonwood usually is considered next in rank to yellow pojjlar

as wagon bed material, and more of it is used than of poplar

because it is cheaper. It is generally inspected under the same

rules as yellow poplar. It finishes nicely, paints well, and wears

in a satisfactory niaiir.er. Black willow is sometimes substituted

for Cottonwood as wagon bed material.

Red gum is coming into use for wagon beds, but the quantity is

still much below yellow poplar and Cottonwood. Some wagon

manufacturers say that it has not yet made good, and that its

seasoning difiiculties have not been wholly overcome. It is said

to be hard to work, inclined to split when nails are driven in, and

even after the wood is painted it may warp. These are the worst

charges filed against U, and they may not hold when the wood is

better understood. The rapidity with which it is Coming into use

for other purposes indicates that it will soon take high rank as

wagon bed material.

Longleaf and shortleaf pine listed in the foregoing table form

the bottom of wagon beds. The place is not exacting, and many

woods answer. The other woods shown in the table fill various

places in the manufacture of wagons. Much is built in the tops

of business wagons, f-uch as are used by butchers, bakers, fuel

companies, milkmen, and contractors on public works use.

Osage orange, sometimes known as bodark, fills a somewhat

peculiar place in the wagon industry. It is made into felloes, and

the wagons which contain it are sold in the hot, dry, sandy regions

of the Southwest, in Texas, Oklahoma, western Kansas, and

beyond. The wood is reputed to neither shrink nor swell, and it

will stand up in a hoi, sandy region better than any other known

wood. Wagons so equipped fetch considerably higher -prices than

those equipped with oak felloes. Osage orange is reputed to be

almost proof against decay when set as fence posts or otherwise

exposed to weather; yet, it is a peculiar thing, and is apparently

well authenticated, that it sometimes decays in a few months if

thrown together in a pile, even indoors. It is said that a wagon
which is left unused, though under a shed, may lose its Osage
orange felloes by decay in one year's time; but the felloes are

practically immune to decay if the wagon is kept going.

The manufacturer of wagons procures much of his material

through the usual trade channels, but some of it can be had only

by special effort. Much of the wagon dimension stock is standard,

and is bought and sold in the markets in the common way, but

most large manufacturers require some special sizes to meet par-

ticular requirements. These are cut to order under contract. The
manufacturer anticipates his wants as far in the future as pos-

sible. Regular stock is generally bought without much trouble.

The purchaser can pick what he needs from various lots ofl:ered.

Travehng men visit him regularly and take orders for what he

needs in their line; but special needs are not usually thus provided

for. Ljsts with specifications may be sent to dealers, or to mills,

and some purchases are made in that manner; but few large fac-

tories are able to procure in that way all the wagon stock they

need. It is necessary for them to send buyers into the field who
visit dealers and mills, and place orders to meet particular needs.

The mills which cut wagon stock are anxious to sell their product,

and the wagon factories are willing to buy, but it is not always

easy for the seller to find the most profitable buyer, or for the

jirospective buyer to locate the stock he wants.

It is a mistake to suppose that wagon stock is the output of

large mills onl}'. Some is produced in that way, but much of it is

literally gathered up "along the highways and hedges." Small

mills, many of which arc owned by farmers, turn out some of the

best wagon material. The mills may not run more than two or

three months in the .vcar, in winter when work on farms is slack.

The timber is cut fro;^i farmers ' woodlots. Perhaps a field or two

is being cleared, and trees fit for wagon material are cut into

wagon stock; chair dimensions may be made of the leavings, and

the scraps are cut into cordwood. Practically everything is saved,

but in early years such material was piled in the clearings and

burned.

Some of the best oak and hickory wagon stock comes from

farmers' woodlots. Much of it may be second growth, therefore

of rapid growth, and tough and strong.

Canal's Effect on Character of Shipping
.\ccording to the statement of one of the old captains sailing

on the Pacific, the opening of the Panama canal will see tho

resumption of the employment of a large number of sailing vessels

operating between Atlantic and Pacific ports. The statement of

this seafarer is a complete refutation of the statement that the

days of the old "windjammer" are nearing an end.

This captain, whose name is Carlson, states that on his last visit

to Newcastle, he counted 120 off-shore sailing vessels in the harbor

and that a majority of them were loading coal for the west coast

of South America. A few of them were under charter to carry

nitrate from the west coast to the United Kingdom. Nearly every

week in the year, the sailing skipper declares, the same number
of "wind-jammers" may be seen at Newcastle, the skippers there

preferring them to steamers. It is also stated that these sailing

vessels are operating under higher freight rates than are the

steamers.

According to the opinion of the skipper quoted, it will not be

long before the shipyards of the world will commence once more to

turn out sailing vessels. He believes that large schooners with

from four to six masts will be built on the Pacific coast, each hav-

ing a capacity of from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 feet of lumber.

This condition, if it materializes, will not only be welcome from
a romantic point of view, but should have a marked efTect upon
the lumber business inasmuch as it would probably result in an

increase in the use of wood in vessel construction.
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Transportation of Lumber
FOUIiTEI ARTICLE

PEEMANENCY IS POSSIBLE

It was onee believed that when a tract of timber had been
logged it was done for as a producer of trees. Experience during
two hundred years seemed to prove that such was the case. His-
tory had repeated itself so often in that particular that it was
taken for granted that no other result need be expected. When
a mill had cut out its "stand" or "set" it was moved away
with no expectation of ever returning. The operator had no
thought of the future so far as that locality was concerned. The
man who expected to make a business of operating sawmills never
expected to operate twice on the same site and when he moved on,

he never looked back. He had skinned the land and had no fur-

ther interest in it.

A former article had something to say along this line in

recounting the shifting scenes of lumber operations from region

to region. It was pointed out that lumber mills have been on

the move for a long time—first in New England, then in New
York and Pennsylvania, next in the Lake states, finally shifting

to the South and to the Pacific coast. A particular region was
practically depleted before the center of operations shifted to new
fields. At the present time the two great producing regions are

the southern states and the Pacific coast. If we are to judge the

future by the past those timbered domains will be cut out in

course of time. Then what is to happen?
There is no other heavily timbered region to which lumbermen

can turn for supplies. It becomes a vital question whether any-

thing can occur to change the course of history—if not, the

virtual end of the timber resources of the United States may be
looked for at a time which some persons now young may live to

see. This is an old story. It is the alarm which has been sounded

again and again; and it is as well founded as was the prophetic

announcement of the destruction of Jerusalem when the Assyrian

armies were already on the march against it.

There is hope, however. Agencies are now at work which will

end the destruction of forests and bring about their development.

When that has been accomplished it will no longer be necessary

for whole regions to be abandoned by lumbermen because there is

nothing more to cut. A hint of the new way of handling forest

problems is contained in the following paragraph quoted from an

article in a recent issue of American Forestry and written by

W. B. Greeley of the United States Forest Service:

"A few weeks ago I was on the Sierra National Forest as a

member of the marking board of the Forest Service in California.

It was our duty to determine the methods of cutting to be used

in a large sale of lumber. We chained off strips through one of the

magnificent forests of sugar pine, yellow pine, and fir on the head-

waters of the San Joaquin river, designating the timber to be cut

because of old age or disease and determining what trees should

be retained to restock the land after logging and make further

growth before harvesting. This was the final step in two years'

work on the forest management of a watershed of some 50,000

acres. First a detailed map of the area and estimate of its timber

were made. The ripeness of the timber for cutting and the amount

which should be removed were ascertained. The engineering fea-

tures of developing the watershed, the route and cost of seventy-

five miles of railroad, the methods and cost of logging, and the

market value of the products to be cut were determined. The

next step was to wor'k out the business features of exploitation,

the prices to be paid for the timber, and the terms of the sale

contract. Finally the marking board made its silvicultural study

of the various types of forest, chose the methods of cutting and

applied them concretely on sample areas. All of this work is now

embodied in the clauses of a timber sale contract involving over

$1,600,000 worth of government stumpage. Upon it will be based

an investment in mills and equipment of nearly $2,000,000, and a

lumbering operation cutting 40,000,000 feet annually for twenty-
two years.

Over two years of technical work was necessary before any
of these things could be done. But our task on this area has just
begun. The results of these studies must be applied in directing
cutting and logging through the twenty-two years of the contract
which the government has now made. And it will be twice or
thrice that time before the aims sought in the broader features of
forest management on this watershed can be accomplished.

••The first and greatest technical problem on the forests is to
put their timber to use under the scientific methods which insure a
permanent yield and the best disposal of the product. Near the
central Montana forests a permanent copper mining industry must
be supplied. Its demands are large. It has required an intensive
inventory of the timber within practicable distance and a deter-
mination of the growing capacity of the forests. It has neces-
sitated detailed studies of methods of cutting and reproducing
stands of lodgepole pine. The result of this work will be the
blocking out of definite areas which will yield perpetually the

30,000,000 feet or more required annually in this industry and the
preparation of logging plans for their systematic cutting, unit
by unit, over a period of from sixty to one hundred years. On
tlie Whitman National Forest in the Blue mountains of Oregon
a plan of exploitation has been developed by several years' work
under which four sawmills will soon be cutting from 40,000,000 to

00,000,000 feet annually. Logging units have been mapped out
which will supply these mills for at least twenty years. Scientific

study of the methods of cutting and reproducing yellow pine was
a vital feature of this plan. Here, in the face of a local demand
for timber beyond the capacity of the forest to supply, a definite

plan of exploitation has been prepared and put into effect which
will permit the cutting of the maximum amount of timber annually

consistent with maintaining the permanency of the forest and
hence of the industries built up upon it.

'

' These are illustrations of what must be done on hundreds of

other units making up the 600,000,000,000 feet of stumpage on the

national forests. We must have plans of scientific management
covering engineering development, logging methods and costs, the

methods of cutting applicable to each type of forest, and the

future yield obtainable under them. One by one, these units will

thus be reclaimed from unproductive pieces of virgin wilderness

and made to yield the maximum amount of forest products through

scientific exploitation which they are capable of maintaining per-

manently. The total annual yield which can thus be produced for

all time is roughly estimated at 6,000,000,000 feet. With the

right kind of scientific treatment the forests should be made to

yield 8,000,000,000 or 9,000,000,000."

The purpose in making surveys and carrying out carefully made

plans on that large tract is to provide for the future. Marketable

timber only will be cut, young trees will be left to grow, a few

old ones will be sjiarcd to scatter seeds on vacant spaces, brush

will be piled and burned or otherwise disposed of, and fires will

be kept out by all known means of protection. The result will

be that by the time the last of the 50,000 acre tract is lumbered,

the first will be nearly ready to cut again. A new crop will begin

to grow as soon as the old stand is cut. Under that plan, there

will be no waste anil abandoned land. A hundred years from

now, or five hundred, it will be growing timber. The railroad built

into the region need not be taken up, abandoned or forced to

depend upon other tonnage. It can go on carrying lumber to

market from that tract. It will be quite different from some rail-

roads built to remove lumber from private holdings and which

—25—
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have little or nothing to carry after the first onslaught upon the

resources of the forest is over.

The instance referred to in California is not the only undertak-

ing of the kind by thi; Forest Service, to use and at the same time

preserve the forest resources. Precisely the same kind of work,

and on a very large scale, is being carried out elsewhere. At
first it was difficult to induce lumbermen of large means to buy

government timber. They feared that the restrictions under which

it must be cut—low stump, brush piling, cutting only mature trees,

and precautions against fire—would make logging too expensive;

but a few practical demonstrations sufficed to prove the fear

groundless, and now it is not difficult to find buyers of strong

financial backing who are willing to sign long term contracts.

The examples are doing good. If the government can lumber

its land, and not destroj' its ability to produce succeeding crops

of timber, private owners can do the same. When this becomes

the rule instead of the rare exception, the lumber business in a

region will be as permanent as the agricultural industry.

Nearly side by side with the tract in California which is to be

Numbered in the right way is a tract constituting a terrible

•example of the wrong way of lumbering wliich has Ijeen going

•on there for twenty years, and which cannot continue much longer,

because when land is reduced to a desert, lumbering must cease.

The tract in question has been worked in the old way—the way

which ruined timber prospects in many another region. It was

formerly as fine a piece of mountain land as could be found in

California, covered with dense forests of sugar and yellow pine,

fir, and cedar. Single trees cut from 4,000 to 25,000 feet, and the

tract contained hundreds of millions of feet. Lumbermen went

to work on it in the old way, cut, wasted, burned, with no interest

in anything except the immediate rakeoff. Nothing was left, and

what was a magnificent forest twenty years ago, is now a desert,

a mass of rocks so white that winter snow does not change their

appearance.

This is cited as an example, not because it is peculiar or unusual,

but for the reason that it lies so near the tract now about to be

lumbered in the new way, that the full lesson of the contrast may
be studied. One piece of forest land has been ruined for all time

by wrong methods, ihe other is entering upon perpetual useful-

ness by right methods.

Fortunately, there Is a tendency to face about in some quarters.

Destruction still stalks in the lumber regions, but conservation is

gaining a little ground. It is being found out that -second and

third crops of timber are possible. Massachusetts and Connecticut

produce 180,000,000 feet of white pine lumber yearly, and it is all

second growth. It "s more than the total output of pine in Michi-

gan now, although that state was once the greatest pine producer

iu the world.

As sources of freight there is little comparison between the

tract that is stripped of its timber once for all time, and the tract

which is cared for r.nd made to yield perpetual tonnage. The

latter is permanent and can be depended upon to produce its

share of prosjierity; the former is a dead weight on the community

where it is situated.

Forest products yield enormous tonnage to transportation com-

panies—not less than 193,000,000 tons yearly according to sta-

tistics compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission. There

is no necessity that it ever should be less. There is woodland

enough to grow yearly as much as is now being cut, but it will

not grow unless methods are changed.
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Wood Disappearing in Barber Shops §^
At the present time an important change is taking place in the

manufacture of all barber shop furniture and fixtures, but more

particularly in the chairs. It is not so much a change of style as

of material. The use of wood seems to be losing ground. This

holds more in large cities than in towns and villages, but the

tendency is general. It cannot be stated in exact figures just what

ground wood has lost in the past two or three years, because few

statistics have been collected in a way to bring that point out,

but as far as Chicago is concerned, the loss of wood is very

noticeable.

The Forest Service investigated the manufacture of barber shop

furniture in Illinois, for the year 1909, as far as the use of wood

was concerned, and the table which follows gives the result in kinds

of wood, quantity, and cbst.

Woods T'sed in the JIanufactore of Bakber Shop Furxitlre in Illi-

nois IN 1900
Average
cost per

Kind of wood— Feet B. M. 1,000 toot

White oak 740,000 $40.99

Uea oak - 361,000 46.63

Birch 91,000 20.00

Chestnut S3,000 23.00

Basswoo-l TS.OOO 14.92

Ueecb 50,000 20.00

Hock elm - 25,000 22.00

Southern nine , 24,000 28.00

Yellow poplar 5,000 48.00

Total 1,457,000 $41.99

Statistics have not been collected for a year later than 1909, and

figures cannot be quoted to show the increase or decrease in the

use of wood for barber shop furniture since that time; but it is the

opinion of men in a position to procure reliable information that

less wood is used now than was used three or four years ago.

Knameled iron is taking its place This is true especially of

barber chairs. A Chicago manufacturer of barber furniture stated

recently that it is now almost impossible to sell wooden barber

chairs in large cities, and barbers who still have chairs of that kind

;ire getting rid of them at every opportunity. The makers of

enameled iron chairs usually accept the second-hand wooden chairs

in part payment for now equipment. The wooden furniture is then

disposed of to barbers in villages and small towns who do not feel

justified in making the investment necessary to equip their shops

with e."peusive enameled furniture. It thus appears that the

wooden barber chairs are going out of use.

The reason for it :s not found in any objection to wood in the

matter of strengtlfc and beauty, but the style is changing. Boards

of health inspect bari'er shops pretty rigidly, and white enameled

iron is regarded as more sanitary in that particular place. No one

claims that it is more handsome than wood, or that the chairs are

more comfortable or more durable.

The change to enamel has extended farther than the chairs, in

the barber shop equipment; but it is Jess complete elsewhere. The
fixtures are still of wood iu many shops where chairs are of enam-

eled iron. The fixtures include the frames of the mirrors, the

cabinets of drawers, and the shelves and brackets belonging with

the outfit. Along this line the change from wood to metal has

been shown. Wood has been satisfactory, and the only argument
against it is that it does not harmonize with the white metal

chairs. The result '.s that some shops arc making a complete

change.

The new installments have not escaped criticism. Many people

object to the appearance of the dead white fittings of the barber

shop on the ground that the place looks too much like an operating

ward of a hospital. It lacks the cheerful warmness of wood, and

looks, cold anu uucsnn}-. The barber shop that banishes its

wooden furniture and fixtures may gain a point in the opinion of

hoards of health and sanitary engineers; but in handsome appear-
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ance there is a jjositive loss. Besides, it is by no means certain square inch, and each (.ne may become the lurking place for swarms
that an enameled iron chair will be more sanitary than one of of bacteria. In view of this it is not improbable that a trial of

oiled and finished wood; because it is well known that enamel a few years will result in bringing wood into popular favor again

sometimes develops hundreds of small cracks or crazes to the as material for barbershop furniture and fixtures.
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A student of economics recently declared that the high cost of

living is another way of referring to the high cost of labor, since

the price of labor starts with the cost of living, as a minimum. It

is impossible to get labor for less than it costs the laborer to maintain

himself and his family; and the factors which have contributed to

increasing the cost of living for the entire country have been brought

home graphically and unmistakably to the man who is a purchaser

of labor.

He can 't help knowing that it costs him more to handle lumber

now than it used to, because his books show it. It costs him more to

put logs through his mill than it formerly did, chiefly because • the

men who run the saw and handle the lumber are getting more money

than was the ease a few years ago. He has been gradually increasing

their wages as he found necessary, and the sum total is shown iri

the analysis of his expenses of operating and in the final statement

of the cost per thousand of making and handling lumber.

This inescapable condition only emphasizes, however, the importance

of knowing that the money laid out in labor is properly invested;

in other words, that the laborer not only gets, but earns, his hire.

The slipshod yard foreman, the careless mill superintendent, and the

sleepy inspector are all in a position to waste labor; and their

inefficiency or indifference will be speedily reflected in heavier labor

bills, without any adequate explanation being forthcoming.

One method of solving this problem has been explained in Hard-

wood Record previously ; that of paying men on piecework and thus

putting up to them the question of delivering the goods. That is a

fair and satisfactory method of handling the yard question, and has

worked out well in many instances, not so much from the standpoint

of lowering the cost of the work, which doe^ not always happen, as

because of the more rapid movement of the stock through the yard.

There are fewer emergencies when the lumber is kept moving in and

out at good speed.

A plan which is an adaptation of this idea, and which was recently

decided on by the head of a large wholesale hardwood concern, oper-

ating two yards in the same city, deserves mention because it is

unusual, and at the same time commends itself because of its sim-

plicity and ease of operation. It consists of subletting the labor

contract to the yard foreman, so that the dealings of the company
are entirely with him. He is paid on the piecework basis, the total

,amount of lumber handled by his crew during the week determining

the sum that he receives; and from this, of course, he pays the

inspectors and the members of the crew.

As indicated, the concern using this plan has two yards, and the

system has been put into effect at the yard which is not directly

under the eye of the lumberman. It is some distance from the office

of the company, and is used for a special purpose, which will be
explained later. But while it was being operated on the day wage
system, the lumberman found that the cost of handling stock was
apparently out of reason, one excuse after another being given, but
none of them seeming satisfactory. He came to the conclusion that

his own presence at the yard adjoining the oflSce, where he was able

to look after things and direct the movements of his men so as to

avoid wasted time between jobs—which, by the way, is a most prolific

source of increased expense—was responsible for the lower cost of

handling lumber shown there.

In order to stimulate the other force, he conceived the plan of

putting them simply on a straight piecework system; and then the

idea occurred to him of putting it up entirely to the yard foreman
to get the work done, and done right.

"My plan has always been," he said, in explaining the proposition,

"to appoint men to do certain work and then hold them responsible.

I look to the superintendents of my mills for results, and to the fore-

man in each yard for economical handling of my lumber. In this

way I avoid alibis, and insure getting results or knowing the reason

why if I do not. In planning to relieve myself of all worry regarding
the handling of lumber in the more distant of my two yards, I simply
carried out my general policy to a little further extent.

"I figured what the average cost of_ handling lumber in that yard
had been, including the wages of the crews, the salaries of inspectors

and that of the yard foreman. I was convinced that the work could

be done for less, and fixed a price per thousand that was somewhat
less than had been expended previously* and was about what it cost

to handle it at the other yard. Then I told the yard foreman that

I was going to pay him for the work done at the yard, and that his'

men would get their pay from him. I suggested a scale of piece-

work for them that would allow him a pretty big slice of the total,

and also indicated that it would be a good plan to allow the better

men something in the way of a bonus to stimulate their work.

"He jumped at the chance of making more money than he had
done before, and explained the new plan to his crew. He told them
he thought they would all make more money than they had done

before, but that they would have to step lively. Well, step lively they

did. Even the inspectors, who had been working slow and easy, being

pretty far away from the office, and entirely out of sight of the heads
of the concern, found that they had to ginger up, because the crews

wouldn't let them loaf. They simply had to work fast.

'

' Under that plan no special hours of work have been arranged, of

course, and the result is that the men get there early and work until

they have accomplished a good day 's total. They usually quit fairly

early in the afternoon, which gives them a chance to rest up and
return in good condition the following morning. I don't have to

worry about the labor end of the business, and the yard foreman is

perfectly willing to take the worry off my hands. He is now making
about $30 a week, and earning every cent, because he is putting in all

kinds of extra time, and simply delights in piling up the work a

little faster than he did the day before. '

'

This system also has a few minor advantages such as relieving the

office of bookkeeping. The yard foreman keeps his own accounts as

to the work done by the men in his crew, and the tallies of the in-

spectors of lumber unloaded and loaded out check up the account that

he handles. He is paid the full amount, and pays off the men
under him.

It is a good deal like the plan used by coal dealers of having coal

delivered by teaming companies. They know just what it is costing

them to make deliveries, whereas they never do when they are doing

their own hauling. The lumberman referred to has reached the posi-

tion where rain doesn 't . worry him, because if lumber isn 't being

handled . he isn 't losing anything. At the same time the men are

doing enough work to be able to lose the time due to interruptions

from bad weather without suffering.

The special purpose which the yard where this plan is in vogue is

used for is the handling of green lumber. It has to be put on sticks,

of course, and is a slower operation than when it is simply bulked

down. All of the dry stock, which does not need to be put on sticks,

is unloaded at the other yard. The advantage of having the s'ticking

work done by a crew trained to this kind of work, and handling

nothing else, is appareni, especially to the man who has had trouble
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gettiug liis stacks of greeu lumber piled right. When the two classes

of work are entirely separated, and one crew is doing one kind of

handling and the other another kind, the opportunity to develop

speed and accuracy in each direction is greatly increased. The differ-

ence in the time and labor required in handling green lumber as

compared to dry is taken into account in figuring the price which

should be paid for the service.

Speaking of labor expense suggests the advisability of as careful

an analysis of the labor cost of each operation as possible, not only

in the rehandling yard but in the sawmill. "When the day wage
system is used, the books do not show the cost of performing any
particular operation, but simply group the entire expense of handling

lumber together. In case the cost rises, it is next to impossible to

determine where the fault lies, witlioiit changing the system used iu

tabulating labor costs. •

Mills which want to keep exact track of their expenses, and don 't

care to take chances in this respect, separate the labor cost into

various items. A typical statement exhibited by a lumberman who
has one of the largest hardwood mills in the South showed the cost

of labor for the following operations: Unloading logs and delivering

to mill; sawing, trucking to the yard from the mill slip; stacking;

inspecting; taking down and trucking to cars.

If the expense of putting lumber through this plant jumps up a

few notches, the head of the mill can find out, without much difficulty,

what caused it, and just where the increase is. It is a little more

work to separate the labor costs in this way, but it is worth while.
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Hardwood Yard Machinery -55"
r

Are tilt h;irdwood yards o\erlooking some opportunities in con-

nection with the use of portable machinery for ripping and cross-

cutting at the yards, or to what extent do the average hardwood
wholesale yards use such machinery advantageously?

This question was brought •forcibly to the writer's mind recently

by the sight of men using buck saws in a hardwood yard to trim

off boards to improve the grade. It was quite a lively assembling

yard of a well-to-do, progressive hardwood concern, the yard presented

a busy ajipearance. A number of ears were being unloaded, and on

the loading dock was a buck saw and a low trestle or two. From time

to time the inspector receiving the lumber would mark a board to

be cut. Sometimes it was only a foot off; other times two feet, three

feet, or four feet, but perhaps the average would be two feet. No
tally was kept to see just how many boards were cut with the buck

saw iu the course of a day, but it was noticed that it was called

into use quite frequently at the receiving end. Meantime the ship-

ping end perhaps called for both cross-cutting and rip-sawing or at

least cross-cutting, while rip^sawing would have helped out a great

deal.

The purpose here is not to criticise the uuinagenieut of this yard

for using the buck saw, but to raise the question of the possibilities

of portable power driven saws for yard use. Evidently the buck
saws were worth while or they would not have been used. It im-

proved the grade of the lumber and made it worth more, but the

question is would it not have been practical to get more and better

service by the use of some portable power driven saw rig?

There is a multitude of offerings in the way of portable sawing

and woodworking machines both for yard and shop use. Many of

the retail lumber yards have long been using them to advantage in

their business. By means of these power-driven machines they are

able not only to cross-cut lumber to length, but also, and what is of

more importance, they have been able to rip stock and reduce it to

dimensions so that they can give more satisfactory service with even

a smaller assortment of lumber. Moreover, the economics of the

saw rig are such as to make it desirable for that purpose alone. In

addition to retail yard men, building contractors are using many of

these machines and getting results from them.

In the hardwood yards conditions are ditfereut, of course, from
those in the retail yard, but just the same there may be fully as much
need for portable machines. They would not only make easier trim-

ming of lumber to shorter length to improve the grade, but it would
be njuch easier to reduce lumber to specific dimensions and to edge
off some boards, to rip some and to |iur up shipments exactly as

wanted in a more satisfactory manner than by sorting through a lot

of piles to get just what is wanted. It should be possible also to

improve the grade here aud there by ripping as well as cross-cutting

and to generally reduce stock to just the dimension wanted. Then
the rippings, cross-cuttings and culls might be worked up on the

same machine into salable dimension stock and enough realized

from this alone to pay the original cost and expense of operating

the machine.

Portable machines are to be had in many sizes, shapes aud com-

binations and at various prices ranging from about $50 up to nearly

$.500. There are plain table saws, there are table saws with a

gasoline engine mounted underneath to furnish power, and there are

table saws with electric motor drives mounted in the frames; and
then there are various other combinations including top smoother

planing machines andsfiecial appliances for woodworking. Out of

the entire lot of offerings any man should be able t6 get anything

he thinks he may need in the way of portable power machinery to be

driven by electricity or with a light gasoline engine.

Refund Freight Cases in Arkansas
Two railroads in Arkansas have bpi<n ordered by the Supremc

Court of the L'nited States to refund a certain part of freight

charges collected between Sept. 3, 1908, and July 19, 1913. The
roads are the Iron Mountain and the Cotton Belt. The matter
has been in court a long time, and the court's ruling has finally

settled it as far as the railroads are concerned.

Nearly six years ago the Arkansas Kailroad Commission ordered
the railroads of the state to put into effect a tarifi' schedule that

reduced the rates then in force in the state, but not outside of it.

The Cotton Belt and the Iron Mountain roads appealed, and while

the appeal was pending, they continued to charge the old rate.

but it was with the proviso that they would refund the difference

between the old rate and the new, if the case finally went against

them.

The case was a long time in getting thrmigli the ciiurt of last

lesort, but when the decision was finally hanrled down, it upheld
the rate as fixed by the Arkansas Kailroad Commission, and the

railroads must refund large sums collected from shippers of freight.

.ludge .]. (;. Wallace has been appointed as special master. All

claims must be filed with him at his office in T>ittle Rock before

the first day of November, 1913.

The total sum to be refunded is large and the claimants are
inaay. Lumbermen are among the largest claim holders. Disputes

have already taken i)lace as to who should receive the refund.

These disputes are between the shippers and the buyers of lum-
ber. The former hold the original freight bills in most instances:

but Ihr. buyers insist that they actually (laid the freight, since it

was included in the price of the lumber they bought. No deci-

sion or ruling has yet been made in the matter, but the special

master :s getting all claims in shape to present for payment.
The other railroads doing business in Arkansas are not included

in the present proceedings, but their case will be attended to later.

Swarms of claims agents have appeared in .\rkansas and are

importuning all persons having claims. They want to act as

aj'.ents in collecting the claims. Sonu- of the traile associations
have advised their members to' have no dealings with the agents,
and the railroads have announced that they will transact no
iiusinoss with them, but prefer to deal direct with the claimants
themseh.s m with the association (.(licers.
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About Mechanical Salesmanship

Tliis lumber business is probabl.v one of tlie most exacting in tlie

world from the standpoint of the requirement of Tersatility and

adaptability. Conditions regarding the manufacture and use of lum-

ber, especially in the hardwood field, are changing so rapidly that the

chap who hasn't his ear to the ground and is not ready to change his

position to meet the new trade alignment is likely, to change the

metaphor a trifle, to be left at the post.

The strange thing about it, too, is that the sawmill man who is

the most versatile when it comes to the handling of logs and the

manufacture of lumber, is frequently the most mechanical in the

sales end of the business. There is no problem too difBcult for him,

if it deals with logging a tract in the back-woods, getting the most

out of a bunch of defective logs or speeding up a mill crew; but he

loses out badly when it comes to getting the money out of his product.

Arthur Sheldon has said a number of good things, his best contri-

butions being not so much in the way of new principles or a new

philosophy—although some of his devotees would have one think so

—

as in coining new and apt definitions of business phrases. For in-

stance, he illumined a spot that has been rather dusky in the minds

of most people when he pointed out that everybody is a salesman.

The result of all endeavors, he has made plain, depends upon the sell-

ing ability of the individual; and insofar as he has fallen down

at that, he has failed at his chief work, no matter what it is.

With this in mind, it is plain that the lumberman who is a success

from a manufacturing standpoint and is regarded by his acquaint-

ances as a wonder in handling the mill end of his business, and yet is

not able to cope with the sales problems that arise, is in truth and in

deed only partly successful ; and by the same token he may be laid

down as a partial failure. The chief reason for this result is the use

of mechanical methods in selling which would not be tolerated for a

moment in manufacturing. It is of course true that failure to keep

moving, mentally, at the sales and distribution end of the business

reacts on the manufacturing department as well. For example, a cer-

tain mill had been cutting inch plain oak as its staple. It had be-

come so used to cutting it up that way that if anybody had suggested

departing from the rule he would have been accused of lese majeste

or something equally as bad. However, one fine day a lot of logs

which had just been purchased were found to have become infested

with worms while lying in the woods awaiting shipment. The super-

intendent went straight ahead, however, sawing the logs into inch

boards, though bemoaning the fact that the lumberman was going to

get such poor stock out of his high-priced timber.

About that time the owner of the business came along. He heard

of the situation and promptly ordered operations discontinued, as far

as cutting up the wormy logs was concerned. Then he got busy with

some of the purchasing offices of railroads with which he had had deal-

ings, found that they were in the market for a lot of bill oak for

construction work and got their specifications. He put in a price

which he knew would land the order, and as worm-holes were not a

defect in oak used for that purpose, he was able to cut up the stock

to advantage in making the bill stuff, as well as furnishing the mill

with a lot of work which was comparatively simple and required little

expense for labor and power.

That showed versatility. The manufacturer was able to change his

battle-line when the necessity arose. He believed in making inch

plain regularly because that was the most easily salable item he knew

of, and he did not believe in tying up a big investment in lumber

that was available for the market only semi-oecasionally. But this

set rule did not prevent him from about-facing and getting into some'

other class of work as soon as the ne?d became apparent.

In the same way a good many lumbermen are falling down because

they have not been watching the change in the situation as far as

consumption of their products is concerned. It is good business for

the mUlman to sell his output through the jobber; but the wise manu-

facturer never stops at that point mentally. He may do so in prac-

tise, but he follows his lumber through to the consuming factory, so

that he knows all the time what is happening to it. This is not meant

literally, of course; but the point is that the manufacturer should

not lose sight of the fact that he must keep posted on consuming con-

ditions, even though he is not selling the consuming trade directly.

Failure to do this has been costly to a good many concerns operating

sawmills. A lumberman confessed recently that it took him several

years to discover what had happened to panel poplar following the

slump in the demand for this material from the automobile manufac-

turers. He had kept on piling it up, of course, and when the demand

left he was literally stranded.

This is a rather extreme example, but it will show the necessity of

keeping informed on every branch of the business, no matter whether

one 's immediate dealings are with that branch or not. That is one

of the greatest advantages of trade journals. They are in a position

to pick up facts which, read with judgment and imagination, point

to important conclusions in many cases. A wise lumber dealer, who
has been letting his trade journals pile up on his desk in their wrap-

pers for a long while, recently overlooked a bet through failure to

observe a certain item recorded in most of the leading journals. He
discovered his error later, and now intends to profit by it.

'
' Hereafter I shall take the trade papers home at night and read

them there if I can 't get time at the office,
'

' he said.
'

' I have to

get all the available information about my business in order to keep

from being overtaken by some circumstance that I could have avoided.

The trade journals contain so much suggestive matter, both in the

news and special articles, that I am going to make a point of assimi-

lating as much of it as I can readily digest."

And it is safe to say that this lumberman will not be in danger of

attempting sales work too mechanically. Tha sort of business man
who is taking in information from every direction, as he is doing, is

bound to anticipate any sharp or radical change in the situation and

be prepared for it, instead of overwhelmed by it.

A good deal has been made of the substitution situation, of the

loss of business by the lumber trade to other industries. While this

is serious, it is not so important to the individual lumberman as the

substitution of one wood for another in the wood-using industries.

There is more of this going on than thei'e is of wood-users turning to

other kinds of material altogether. It is a good deal simpler for the

consuming manufacturer with a line of wood-working equipment to

change woods than it is to put in an entirely new type of machinery

or erect a new factory; and hence the effort to improve conditions,

cheapen production and meet the popular demand is being carried out

more through changing the kind of wood used than in changing from

wood to steel or some baser material.

The lumbaraian who handles his selling work mechanically doesn't

realize this, however, and keeps making the same old stock, in the

same old dimension, letting it pile up on his yard until someone comes

along and takes it off his hands at a bargain figure. He doesn't

realize that the ear builders, the interior finish manufacturers, the

planing-mill men, the box manufacturers and in fact every interest

which is using wood are studying the field, going over the possibilities

and testing the qualities of every wood suited to their purposes. He

doesn't learn of it when the car manufacturers begin substituting

chestnut and ash for oak; when the refrigerator concerns use chest-

nut instead of ash in manufacturing their product; when the box men

provide gum for cottonwood or poplar; when the planing-mills try

out cypress in place of poplar. He has to wait until the falling

off in the demand from this or that quarter of the market convinces

him, after a long period of useless waiting, that the consumption has

been reduced. He is like the fisherman who must cast and leave his

bait in one spot for a long while before he knows that the fish are no

longer there; when by asking the right people he could have found

out at the beginning.

Conservation of time, material, labor and of course money is being

accomplished everywhere by the use of intelligent methods. In the
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lumber business this movement -nill be ourried on to best advantage

by conservmg the effort which is now wasted in turning out stock for

which the demand has waned. The wise lumberman, intelligently

scanning the business horizon, will adapt his products to the market,

and not attempt to batter down a stone wall of prejudice by trying century lumber enterprise.

to force the market to accept his products as he lias made them. The
first plan calls for investigation, analysis and thought ; the other is

the result of mechanical, stolid methods which are the survival of the

stone age of business, and have no place in the conduct of a twentieth

Cx. D. C, .Tk.
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The Manufacture of Canoes
The modern canvas-covered canoe is primarily a pleasure boat,

though considerable numbers are built for business. It is a light,

cheap, convenient article, and few things made chiefly of wood con-

tribute more to the health and happiness of the people. It is exclu-

sively for out-of-door use, and it tempts peojile into the open air

who otherwise would seldom take an outing.

A recent report on boat building in Maine gives some interest-

ing details of the manufacture of canvas-covered canoes in that

state. It is a development from the birch-bark canoe, which was
an Indian invention antedating history in this country. The
modern canoe is of practically the same form and its method of

construction is much the same, though machinery now performs
most of the work which the Indian did with his hands, and canvas
has taken the place of the birch bark which the savage was forced

to use because he had nothing better.

Northern white cedar or arborvitae is employed almost exclu-

sively for the canoe ribs. This was the wood used by the Indians.

They preferred it because it was about the only wood which they

could manipulate with their crude tools. By beating and hammer-
ing with stone mauls, the billets of wood parted in thin laths just

right for ribs, which the Indian could easily bend to the desired

form. The modern manufacturer prefers the same cedar, not

because it is easily worked, but because it is very light and is suf-

ficiently strong for service. It is one of the lightest woods of

this country, and is cheap and abundant.

This cedar makes excellent boards for planking, and it is so

tough that the boards may be very thin and yet strong enough
to meet every requirement of the canoe maker. Unfortunately,
the white cedar is poor sawlog material. Trunks are small,

usually not straight, often hollow, liable to windshake, and the

sawmill turns out few boards of a quality fit for canoe planking.

A quite satisfactory substitute has been found in a tree which
grows on the northern I'acific coast, in Oregon and Washington, and
is known as western red cedar, shingle cedar, and giant arbor-

vitae. Faultless canoe planking is sawed from this wood, and
eastern canoe makers are now using considerable quantities of it.

The southern white cedar, which is entirely distinct from the

northern cedar, and grows near the coast from New Jersey south-

ward, is light enough for canoe planking, but is said to be too

brittle.

The gunwales are made of clear red spruce which grows in New
I'^ngland, but much of the best now comes from West Virginia.

Different woods are used for gunwales, and mahogany is not un-

common. It is heavy, but it looks well and wears a long time.

In Maine the thwarts are of yellow birch, or sometimes of sugar

maple; and these woods, together with white ash, are made into

seats. Paddles are generally of spruce, but some prefer hard

inaple which is a little stronger but is less elastic.

Northern white cedar stock comes to the factory in pieces

somewhat larger than the rib. They are sawed to size and shape,

steamed, bent to the desired form on a wooden mold or pattern,

fastened, and left for twentj'-four hours.

While on this mold the gunwales are put in, most of the plank-

ing is nailed on, and the ends of the ribs sawed off. The half-

made canoe is then taken from the mold, the jjlanking is finished,

and the thwarts and deck are put in. Then comes one of the

most important parts of the whole operation. The canoe is soaked

in linseed oil for twenty-four hours, and everv inch of wood in

it is thoroughly saturated, and becomes practically immune to the

influences of water.

The next step in the process is the stretching and fastening of

the canvas. An interesting detail at this point is the removal of

the fuzz from the canvas by means of a gasoline lamp. After the

surface has been siugcd to prevent the fuzz from protruding

through the varnish, a coat of filler is applied to the canvas, and

the canoe is put out of doors, bottom side up, and it remains three

or four weeks to permit the filler to harden. A second coat of

filler is then applied and the canoe goes out of doors again for

several days. This second coat of filler is carefully smoothed

down by the workman's hand. No brush has been invented that

will do as good work as the bare hand. The next step is a coat

of paint to give the desired color, and finally a finish of spar

varnish is given both the inside and outside of the canoe.

There are various styles and patterns of canoes. Some are

designed for use on lagoons and ponds in city parks. Some are

for pleasure journeys on lakes and rivers. Others are intended

for the serious work of travelers and explorers in remote regions.

Extra long and large canoes are made for parties, such as boat

clubs and boy scouts.

The service which a good canoe will give is remarkable. An-

nouncement was recently made that a United States oflScer had

been ordered to proceed in a canoe from the source to the mouth

of the Mississippi, a distance, following the bends of the stream,

of about 2,500 miles. That will be an easy trip, however, com-

pared with some which the canoe goes through safely. It is not

unusual for explorers to carry their canoes long distances over

very rough country, passing from one river or one lake to another.

A good account of such service by a canoe is found in Dillon

Wallace's book "The Lure of the Labrador Wild."
Canoes large enough to carry three or four persons with neces

sary baggage are sufficiently light to be carried by one man. The
old style wooden boat of equal capacity could scarcely be carried

by its whole crew.

Manufactured Exports Ten Times Farm
Products

Manufactured goods exported from the United States have in-

creased in the last thirty-three years more than ten times as rapidly

as the agricultural exports, as shown by figures collated by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Farm product exports
have not decreased in value, but the manufactures have grown so

much more rapidly that the increase is as ten to nine.

From the year 1880 to 1913 agricultural products sent abroad grew
in value from $694,000,000 to $1,200,000,000, an increase of seventy
per cent. Manufactured products exported in 1880 were valued at

$122,000,000, in 1913 at $1,200,000,000, an increase of more than
eight hundred per cent.

What is claimed to be the largest one-piece flagpole in the world
is to be erected on the grounds of the provincial courthouse in

Vancouver, British Columbia. The pole is a British Columbia fir,

20.5 feet in length, weighing approximately five tons after being
dressed and allowed to season from six to eight months. It will

be set in a foundation of concrete ten feet deep, giving it a height
of 195 feet above the ground after being placed in position.
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The Trend of Car Construction
H^UiDwoOD Eecord has made every eilort on various occasions

to set forth the lumbermen 's side of the question involving the

replacement of wooden passenger, mail and express cars with steel

cars of that character. "While it has been recognized that the

old type of all-wooden car is not adapted to the modern methods

of passenger transportation, it set forth in lucid and convincing

arguments, which arguments have all been accompanied by fitting

illustrations, proof that the modernly constructed car of the steel

under-frame and wooden super-structure type offers the greatest

advantages, including safety and comfort to the traveling public.

Briefly summarizing these arguments it has been suggested that

in order to make a car of all-steel construction strong enough to

withstand the shock resulting from the average collision, it would
be necessary to have such a ponderous and clumsy affair as to make
it impossible of construction with any economy of transportation.

It has been proven that the type of all-steel car as now constructed

will not stand the shock resulting from such wrecks, and that

following a wreck of a serious nature, the injured or imprisoned

passenger is in a much more precarious situation than if he were
imprisoned in a wooden coach. The reason for this is that a

passenger wedged in a steel car has absolutely no chance of escape,

because, in the first place, all windows are immediately wedged
so that it is impossible to open them, and in the second place it

is impossible to cut through either from the inside or the outside

the steel plates which form the sides and roof of the so-called

modernly constructed steel passenger coach.

Formerly there was seen in the wooden ears a glass-covered

case containing an axe, a saw and a bucket, which indicated

that the passenger had an opportunity of cutting his way out of

a dangerous wreck. The fact that these implements are omitted

from the all-steel car of present construction is an admission that

the entombed passenger has absolutely no chance of escape, and

therefore there is no use of making the effort.

Beprints of these articles and the articles as appearing in Hard-

wood Record itself have been given wide publicity throughout the

country, and have been commented on by the leading officials of

most of the large railroad systems in the United States. Almost

without exception the opinions of these officials has been that the

all-steel car did not offer advantages over the car with the steel

under-frame and wooden super-structure, but that, on the other

hand, they favored the latter structure, but were forced mainly

by public opinion to adopt the all-steel car.

Hardwood Eecord, as stated, has made every effort to combat

the growing demand for all-steel passenger car construction, and

still stands ready to exert itself to the utmost to still further

advocate the modern!}' constructed car with the wooden super-

structure over a steel under-frame. In spite of all eft"orts, how
ever, which have been made through this medium and other

sources, the steel car with the sides and roof of steel sheeting

has made great inroads on the former type with the steel under-

frame and wooden super-structure. In fact, the issue has now
become a political one. The interests fathering the effort to

secure the us3 of steel throughout in car construction have suc-

ceeded in stirring up sufficient interest in Washington to result

in the introduction of various bills, which, if passed, would abso-

lutely eliminate wood from ear construction.

As stated, the railroads themselves have gone on record, through

their letters to Hardwood Record, to the effect that they did not

desire the all-steel constructed car, and they have gone on record

in other ways as opposed to its adoption throughout the country.

They have urged emphaticaly, says the American Railway Associa-

tion, an organization representing them in legal and statistical

matters, that that association Jo its utmost to prevent the passage

of the pending bills in Congress which would make it necessary

to change over the entire passenger equipment of all the railroads

throughout the country, and yet in the face of this we have the

spectacle of the railroads yielding to the importunities of their

advertising departments to the extent of going headlong into the
construction of all-steel cars, merely, as far as any evidence
shows, because they find it necessary to advertise all-steel car
equipment in order to catch the traveler's eye.

It would seem that the best method in the beginning, and a
method which would have saved the railroads millions of dollars
in more expensive and additional equipment, and millions of
dollars in extra cost of hauling the heavy steel construction, not
considering the additional wear on the roadbed and damages
resulting from the increased number of wrecks, would have been
to have organized a comprehensive campaign of education for the
purpose of convincing the public that the all-steel car was more
or less in the nature of a fad, and that it really did not offer any
advantages over the modernly constructed wooden super-structure
with steel under-frame, and that the latter type was by far the
preferable of the two. However, the railroads preferred to

adopt the other policy and in the face of their desire to abate the
legislation compelling the adoption of the all-steel cars have gone
ahead advertising it, therefore making it almost impossible to

successfully cambat the bills now pending.

The American Railway Association, in connection with its

efforts to hold back legislation of this character, has compiled
interesting statistics showing the advantages in the types of pas-

senger car construction.

On the 247 railroads in the United States there were in service

on December 31, 1912, 7,271 steel passenger cars; 3,296 steel under-
frame and wooden super-structure passenger cars and 46,926 wooden
cars. There were under construction on the same day 1,405 all-

steel cars; 190 steel under-frame with wood super-structures, and
54 wooden cars. There were acquired in the calendar year of

1912, 1,829 steel cars; 555 steel under-frame with wooden super-

structure cars, and 276 wooden cars.

In 1911 the respective figures were: 2,214, 763, 779. In 1910

the figures were: 2,016, 538 and 1,084. In 1909 they were: 488,

425 and 967. Thus it can be seen that, allowing for the natural
increase in the total number of cars demanded, the type of con-

struction has swung from a preponderance of wooden cars to a
vastly greater preponderance of all-steel cars.

The demand fbr cars with steel under-frame and wooden super-

structure seems to have been maintained rather uniformly np to

1912, when a large number of the cars of this type of construction

were changed over to the all-steel cars, and in addition the demand
for the wooden car fell oft" to a practically negligible figure. Of
course, in the year 1912 the figures were necessarily smaller in

all lines because of the retrenchment policy followed by the
majority of the railroads of the country.

It is exceedingly interesting to compare the figures for the

United States with similar figures for Canada. On December 31,

1912, there were in service in Canada: 1 steel passenger car, 14

steel under-frame and wooden super-structure passenger cars, 4,876

wooden cars. There were under construction or contracted for on
that same day in Canada, no steel cars, 71 steel under-frame aad
wooden super-structure cars and 446 wooden cars. In 1912 the

corresponding figures were: 1, 6, 533. In 1911, 1910 and 1909

there were no steel or steel under-frame cars acquired, and the

purchases of wooden cars were: 231, 178 and 121 for the respective

years. These figures, together with the figures for the United
States, offer material for mature reflection on the part of the

transportation companies and the lumber trade of the United
States. In this connection it is interesting to note just what is

meant by the various types of construction and to note further

the progress in the so-called modern type of steel construction.

To begin with, the demand for the all-steel car construction

began with the completion of the Pennsylvania railroad tunnel

under the Hudson river. There was a public demand which abso-

lutely necessitated the entire elimination of any article of wood
in the tunnel itself. With the completion of these steel tunnel
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lais, to which the passengers were originally required to transfer

from the wooden cars, the Pennsylvania Company conceived the

possible advertising value to be derived from the use of all-steel

ear construction on its suburban trains. It pushed this class of

construction and gave it the broadest kind of publicity, with the

result that the demand was soon apparent for steel construction

in its Pullman and through-car service. The natural consequence

was that competing railroads were forced to immediately adopt

the same steel construction, with the result that they were obliged

to spend millions and millions of dollars for this type of car.

Originally the steel ear was but sheets of steel, cold and forbidding

and uncomfortable in the wintertime, and hot and poorly ventilated

in the summertime. It offered nothing pleasant for the eye to

look upon, and was but a box in which the passenger was con-

veyed as rapidly as possible from one point to another without

any pretense of breaking the monotony of the journey with attract-

ively designed and constructed interiors.

The railroads have seemingly admitted that the all-steel car is

here to stay, and they have recently made efforts to make this

type of construction more attractive to the traveler. The fact

that they are doing so is attested to by the statement emanating

from the offices of the Pullman Company to the effect that the past

year has marked a record in the demand for fancy woods entering

into interior construction for Pullman coaclies. This statement

would appear anomalous without some explanation. The explana-

tion is seen in the fact that practically all of the so-called all-

steel cars aro now equipped throughout with handsome interior

linings of such fancy woods as mahogany, English oak, etc. This

has led to an actual increase in the demand for those woods for

interior Pullman car construction over any figures yet recorded.

Thus it is seen that the so-called all-steel ear is really not an

all-steel car at all, and that the figures offered hV the American

Railway Association are not absolutely authentic in this par-

ticular, so that the lumber trade should not be unusually discour-

aged when it reads these statistics.

As a matter of fact, wooden ears, as considered by the railroad

oflScials, are those built entirely of wood with the necessary steel

and iron parts; steel underfiame-cars are those with steel under-

frames and entire wooden super-strut'tures, including sides, etc.;

all-steel cars include all cars not included in the two above groups.

The last type includes cars with a steel under-frame and a steel

super-structure made of sheets of steel riveted together and either

painted on the inside or finished in imitation of some of the cabinet

woods otherwise used. It also includes steel cars constructed in

this way but finished on the interior throughout, including panels,

etc., with mahogany, English oak and other kinds of handsome

interior wood. The latter type of car, however, is not considered

in making up the statistics aliovc sl\c)\vii or in i-mnpiling tlie con-

ilensed statistics following:

""
ACQUIRED

steel

Tnder-

Tofac Sliil Frame Wood
Xumlirr IVrCt. I'or Ct. I'cr CI.

1908 1.880 26.0 .22.6 .51.4

1910 3.03S .^5.4 14.8 20.8

1
911

'
.S,7.=i(i -'Od 20.3 20.7

,91o'' 2,660 liS.T 20.9 10.4

.I:innary, 1913 iunder construction) .
1.fi4'.i s.-.-j 11.5 3.3

.\ circular letter was sent out liy the .Vnicricau Railway Associa-

tion to all the railroad companies operating in the United States,

and to eleven railroad companies operating 24,718 miles of railroad

in Canada. The following is an approximation of part of the

information resulting from this circular letter:

Steel

Un \r-

Stecl Frajp

.lauuary 1, 1909 «29 673

January 1. 1910 l-H" l-""**

.Tanuary 1. 1911 3.133 1.636

.Tannery 1.1912 5,347 2.399

RECORD
.Ian\l:uy 1, 1913 7,271 3.296

Increase 1913 over 1909 6,642 2,623

Per cent Increase 1913 over 1909 1,055 389

In addition, between January 1, 1913, and July 1, 1913, orders

have been placed by railroads for 1,140 passenger vehicles, of

which would indicate that the construction of wooden passenger

ing the cars with the wooden interior, and 76 or 6.7 per cent with

the steel under-frame. No orders were placed for all wood oars,

which would indicate that the construction of wooden passenger

cars has practically ceased.

It is encouraging to note that so far there has been no united or

organized effort to prevent the country-wide adoption of the all-

steel railroad equipment with the exception of the successful efforts

made by the railway mail clerks which, on August 24, 1912, resulted

in the passage of a bill making appropriations for the service of

postoffice department for the fiscal year ending 1912.

Under this act and the act approved August 4, 1911, the law

on the subject of steel under-frame and steel super-structures

states: That after the first of July, 1911, no payment shall be

allowed on full wooden railway postoffice cars unless constructed

in accordance with the niQst ap]>roved plans and specifications

of the postoffiee department for such type of car, nor have any

full wooden railway postoffice car run in any train between adjoin-

ing steel cars, or between the engine and a steel car adjoining, ami

that hereafter additional cars accepted for this service shall be of

steel, or with steel under-frame if used in a train in which the

majority of cars are of like construction.

It is provided further that after the first of .July, 1917, the post-

master-general shall not approve or be allowed to use or paj' for any

full railway postoffice car not constructed of steel or steel under

frame, or equally indestructible material, and that not less than

twenty-five per cent of the railway postoffice cars of the railway

company not conforming with the provisions of this act shall be

replaced with cars constructed with steel annually after June,

191.3, and all ears accepted for this service and contracted for b.v

the railway company after the passage of this act shall be con-

structed of steel.

Thus it is seen that one organization has effected the elimina-

tion of wood from car construction, and judging from tlie policy

evidently being pursued by the railroads, the steel car with the

wooden lining is now an assured and permanent fact.

Four bills are pending in Congress requiring the replacement

of wooden passenger equipment with steel. The period suggested

in which this is to be done varies from .January 1, 191.'). to .Jan-

uary 1, 1918.

It does not necessarily follow that the construction of steel

passenger cars will be compelled by legislative enactment. If such

condition does come about it will probably be based on the policy

of the railroads themselves, but it behooves those interested, sup-

plying the railroad construction companies and the railroads build-

ing their own cars, to make everj' effort to prevent the enactment
of such legislation, and to effect the minds of those placing orders

and making car statistics to the extent that wood will, as formerly,

continue to be an important factor in railroad passenger car

construction.

The above figures, which, it is believed, are authentic, surelv

bring the question to an issue in that they give concrete evidence
of the startling progress made by .all-steel car construction. If

some satisfaction can be seen in the fact that there is actually

an increased consumption of wood for car interiors, this fact

.should not f,o allay the fears of lumbermen that they will not
n.rtke due effort with the hope of securing for the lumber industic

the continuance of this market, which in the past has offered such

a broad field for the consumption of their product.

JIakers of and dealers in pianos and other fine veneered product.^

are now doing some good boosting for veneered work. The general

policy today is to point to the laminated and veneered article as

something superior instead of fighting shy of the subject as was often

the case in the past.
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Press Comments on Forest Trees Wi
following are recited a few press comments on the magnificent

new, de luxe, seven-hundred page illustrated work entitled, '
' Amer-

ican Forest Trees," by H. H. Gibson, editor of Hakdwood Record,

edited by Hu Maxwell, the wood utilization expert:

After a quarter of a century in the making, H. H. Gibson, editor of

Uakdwood Kecoed, Cliicago, has imblished his boolc, "American Forest
Trees." It deals compreliensiveiy with one tliousand one hundred and
seventy-two distinct types of trees found in tlie forests of this country,

and is a publication worthy of the great industry served so long and
faithfully by Mr. Gibson. Assisting the author of this important work,
was IIu Maxwell, the wood utilization expert. The book contains seven

hundred and eight pages, is typographically perfect ; comes in a full cloth

and leather binding that assures it a place of prominence in the most
carefully selected library. Mr. Gibson's efifort is more a labor of love

than one of financial reward. Had he "been out for the money" he could

have rushed it through in a few months or years, put it in its present

attractive binding and offered it for sale with a great blare of commercial
trumpets. As it is. he and Mr. Maxwell have worked slowly, thoroughly

and conscientiously for nearly a quarter of a century, and. to a man of

Mr. Gibson's characteristics, the reward of work well done is more
satisfying.—P.tciFic Lumbek Trade Journal, Seattle, Wash.

"American Forest Trees," by Henry H. Gibson, edited l)y Hu Maxwell
and published by Hardwood Record of Chicago, deserves a serious review.

It is a contribution to tree literature, flung off by these two writers

as a sort of a matinee performance or by-product of their busy lives,

which, it is easy to understand, would have consumed in the making
several generations of time had the government at Washington been

doing the job.

Seriously now, the book should really be in the possession of every

lumberman who owns a library in these United States. The book Is

illustrated from photographs made of every species of trade known by

botanists to exist within the confines of North America.

Mr. Gibson's pictures of the trees are printed in a sepia tint and Messrs.

Gibson's and Maxwell's illustrative text about these trees is "high-brow"

enough to be scientific and "red schoolhouse" enough to be fully under-

stood by any American citizen who knows a tree from a tad-pole.

Get this book, Mr, Reader. It is about the best thing we have yet

seen "Turough Our Wide East Windows."

—

Lumber World Review,
Chicago.

In our November. 1912. issue we gave preliminary notice of a book to

be published by Hardwood Record of Chicago, 111. The book has now-

been issued and stands as a monument to the labors, knowledge of our

native trees, experience and travel of the author, Henry H. Gibson. The
l)Ook gives a very complete description of American trees, their habitats,

peculiarities and uses, and is illustrated from photographs taken by the

iiuthor. The prire is .itil.iio postpaid.

—

The Wood-Worker^ Indianapolis.

The above is the tith> of a book which has just reached us. The

auth(n- is II. H. Gibson, editor of Hardwood Record, Chicago, the work

being cdite* by IIu Maxwell, the wood utilization expert. It is a

very instructive and interesting publication, and contains illustrations of

the large number of American forest trees treated of in the work. In

speaking of the work Mr. Gibson says : "The matter contained in this

work has taken up considerable time of both the author and editor for

more than a quarter of a century, and as you will conceive, is issued

more as a labor of love than with any expectation that it will constitute

a source of profit.

"We believe that the work is accurate and of such a practical nature

that it will answer every question worth asking concerning any type of

American forest tree growth, or the resultant lumber product."

The price of the edition is six dollars net, prepaid.

—

New York
Lumber Trade Journal.

In compiling and publishing the book with the above title, Henry H.

Gibson, has given to the lumber trade and to all others interested in th.-

subject a most valuable reference work. All of the large amount of

material in the book has appeared in the regular issues of the Hardwood

Record, and it was undoubtedly the Interest aroused by these various

articles which prompted Mr. Gibson to gather them under one cover.

The volume includes illustrations and descriptive matter of all of the

species described in the series of articles referred to, with a large

number of less important trees added. Every region of the country is

represented, no valuable tree is omitted, and the lists and descriptions

are as complete as they can be made in the limited space of a single

volume. While the purely technical mind might have desired something

more, more than has been presented would have made the work cumber-

some and less valuable and interesting to the avgrage seeker after tree

knowledge. The book is edited by Hu Maxwell, and published and for

sale by Hardwood Record of Chicago, at $G per copy—Mississippi

Valley Lu.mbermax, Minneapolis, Minn.

"American Forest Trees" is the title of a book of over seven hundred

pages, which has just come from the press and which will be sure to find a

place in the libraries of hundreds of lumbermen, foresters and lovers

of nature. It treats intimately the forest growth of the United States.

but lays special emphasis upon those trees whose product in the form
of lumber has attained commercial value. It brings together a series of
articles that have been scattered through the pages of the Hardwood
Record of Chicago during the past eight years and were written by the
editor of that publication. They have been revised and edited by Hu
Maxwell, who for a number of years was attached to the federal Forest
Service as an expert. Each species is treated in a special article under
Its familiar commercial title, as well as under its botanic name, and each
IS accompanied by an effective halftone, full-page cut, showing the tree
itself in all its m.ajesty standing in its native woods. The book is of
substantial size, bound in half leather, dark green roan back and corners,
with basket cloth sides, silk headbands, gold stamping on the back and
gilt top, and both as regards contents and general appearance It will make
a substantial addition to any well-ordered library. Subscription price $6Hardwood Record, Ellsworth building, Chicago, 111.—Lumbermen's
Review, N(?w York.
Henry H. Gibson, publisher of Hardwood Record, Chicago, has com-

pleted a great work under the title of "American Forest Trees." Mr.
Gibson has been working or. this for many .years. It is really a compila-
tion of articles which have appeared in his publication beginning in 1905
and ending in 1913. He has made this a study and became absorbed in
it. The book is profusely illustrated, showing specimens of the different
timbers described in it.

The book contains over seven hundred pages. There are over a thou-
sand different kinds of trees listed and indexed with their common names :

besides there are several hundred latin names given. The book shows
great study and care. It is well printed on good paper, strongly bound
in leather and cloth. The reader will find in this publication much of
interest and will also be surprised at the amount of information collected
by Mr. Gibson. He will read of trees concerning which he had no knowl-
edge. He will see names of timber absolutely strange to him.

Mr. Gibson was assisted in his work by Hu Maxwell. Copies of this
book can be obtained by writing the publisher. The price of the book
is $6.00, postage paid,

—

West Coast Lumberman, Tacoma, Wash,
The Aniorican Lumberman of Chicago don't seem to see much

in "Americsia Forest Trees," There are a lot of people who don't
see niucli in The American Lumberman—so honors are easy.

The price of •'' American Forest Trees," delivered by express pre-

paid, is $6.00, and will be forwarded on apjiroval to all responsible
parties, on request, with the privilege of returning the book
charges collect, within ten days, if it proves unsatisfactory. Address
Bojlv Department, Hakdwood Eecokd, Chicago,

Circassian Walnut Burls From Southern Russia
The burls of the Circassian walnut tree for veneers for the cabinet

maker's use have for a long time been an important article of export
from the region bordering the Black and Caspian seas in southern
Eussia. Originally all these burls were shipped to France and were
called "loupes," Trebizonde in Turkey was formerly the center of
this industry. After these burls reached France they were reshipped

to England, Germany, and the United States, The French dealers

always found it a very troublesome trade and were obliged to go to

Turkey every year and proceed into the interior in order to judge
for themselves of the character of the burls, which vary very greatly

in price, according to age and quality.

These burls are now becoming very scarce and they are generally

purchased from the peasants at much higher prices than formerly.

By the time they are transported to the seashore and shipped to

different ports in Europe they are often sold for fabulous prices.

It would seem, however, that these French dealers realized very large

profits, a fact which induced a number of timber merchants in Eng-
land and the United States to undertake, on their own account,

similar operations in Turkey with a view to saving the exorbitant

profits of the French merchants as well as the expense of handling

the logs and burls at the French ports. Practically all large dealers

in Liverpool and London and a few American concerns get this valu-

able material directly from the place where it grows. As these burls,

or ornamental knots, are now becoming scarce and are used in large

quantities in the United States, it might be worth the while for

American dealers to follow the example of English mahogany dealers

in seeking a good substitute elsewhere. The Mexican and Soutll

American walnut has been suggested and while it is a shade darker

in color, it is an admirable wood and deserves attention,

—33—
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ISSew Farmers' Alliance iSleeded
ARTICLE ONE

Editor's Note

k Tbe lumberman lias heard much in recent years on the subject of lessening the waste in his logging and mill-

ing operations, and he has been given a great deal of free advice. The accompanying article and three others which
will loUow will have a lew things to say on the lumberman's side: not in regard to his milling and logging, but

in pointing out ways in which he can assist his brother, tbe farmer, in preventing some of the farm's leaks and in

helping the farmer to realize some practical results from the doctrine of conservation.

The farmers of this country need more roofs vporse than they use it should go immediately into the shed. When -wauted again

need any other one thing. It is fashionable to discuss various it -will come out in as good condition as -when it -went in; but if

kinds of conservation and how to turn them to practical account. it has been left exposed to -weather, it requires more or less over-

There is conservation of forests; conservation of soil; conserva- hauling before it is serviceable, in addition to permanent injury

tion of -water resources; conservation of mineral resources; con- which is nearly certain to have occurred.

servation in better highways; conservation of health, and It is not the purpose of this article to advance argument to

various other kinds, classes and degrees of consetvation, all show^ that the farmer loses by this neglect to house his machines,

of -which have received due attention, and all of which are The matter is so plain that it needs no argument. It may be

worth still further attention. But there is a certain kind stated, howe'.er, that estimates have been made by persons well

of conservation which comes a little nearer home than some posted that tbe farmers of the United States could save $50,000,-

of these, and it is no less deserving of attention. It relates 000 a year in their implement bills by keeping roofs over what

to the saving to be made by farmers in the matter of roofs. The they buy. Machinery to that amount rots and rusts out every

saving alluded to will not result from economy in roof material. year, and roofs would bring about that saving.

It does not consist in buying something cheaper, or in getting The whole loss is not shown by rusted and useless machines

along with less, but rather in more roofs and in putting them to which are thrown on the farmer's scrap heap when he buys new

better use. implements to take their place. The fifty million dollar invest-

It can be shown that one of the most profitable farmers' ment in "dead horse" is only a part. The other part can not be

alliances that could be brought about would be an alliance between so accurately measured, but it is probably not one dollar less. It

the farmer and the man who sells roof material—that is, the lum- consists in the poor work done by unserviceable implements

—

berman. Amon" the greatest leaks in the farmer's bank account plows that turn a poor furrow and pull the horses unnecessarily

is the money spent to make good the losses due to lack of shelter while about it; mowers that drag and hog the hay instead of

for various articles about the farm. These articles fall into cutting close and even; rakes that rattle, pull hard, work poorly,

several classes. The first consideration may be given to agricul- and drop croo'ied windrows; wagons -with loose tires, dished wheels

tural machinery. and leaky beds; and other implements which require extra power

The farmers of the United States pay nuire than .$1.")0,000,000 a to get even poor work out of them,

year for new implements. This does not include half as much It may be asked what is this to the lumberman? Is he his

more for wagons. The two items exceed a total of $200,000,000 farmer brother's keeper? To a certain extent he is. The lumber-

which comes out of farmers' pockets annually in this country to man has an interest in the agriculturist. Take the farm imple-

buy implements and vehicles. This is a good investment. It inents alone. The chief part of tbe material of which they are

n-ould scarcely be possible for agriculturists to make a better made comes from the forest, and it must be had in enormous

investment than that expended for good, up-to-date implements. amounts and it is high-grade stuff. The annual demand for wood

What care is given to this machinery after it is bought? Some in ten select^^l states will show this. The states are representative

of it is cared for as it should be. It is not unnecessarily exposed and the -vvoo.l shown in the following table is the yearly domaml

to sun and rain. When not in use it is properly housed. The by makers of agricultural implements.

farmer who takes that kind of care of his vehicles, implements Annu.m, Dk.mand of Wood for AcnicuLTURAr, Implkments

and tools is not in need of any advice along that line. S(atc Feet Cost

Thousands of farmers do differently. A person need not travel Illinois 187,983.000 .$ 0,784,201

farther than through a single state to see it. Costly hnp.ements -~
:.V.V.V.V.V.V.-.;V.:.;;;;;;:; I^^IC; i:oi«:G6?

are left standing; in the weather days, weeks and months, to rust,
j,jpi,i„„„ 47,840,000 1.717,786

warp and rot. If the plow is not left in the furrow where the Missouri .•J7,701,000 1,311.000

hired man last unhitched from it, more than likely it lies by the Virginia 10,801,000 .-..•?0,754

fence. Perhaps it was dragged to the barnyard to keep company yortnjn^on^^ ^^^'^ .I37 Sgi
with a rusty mowing machine, a dilapidated reaper, a t-wisted

;|,^y^^ -^ ..'.'..'.'.".'.".'.".'.'.'.'.'.!!!'.!!
3!477!ooo losioOO

horse rake, and an old wagon or two—all standing outdoors to :Maryland 1,056,000 72,180

dry, warp, twist and split in the sun, or swell up in the rain

until the woodwork bursts and the metal parts become red and 'J'"'»' 473,305,000 .$14,781,130

' rough. The woods listed in the foregoing table are not more than one-

Such scenes are exceedingly common in practically every part third of the total for the United States. That means that not

of the United States. In some sections a person can hardly go less than a billion and a half feet of first-class wood arc required

a mile without seeing such a barnyard; in other sections he must every year to supply the farmers of this country with agricultural

go farther. Possibly conditions are a little worse in the South implements, :ind that required for wagons adds many millions,

than in the ^Sforth, for in the South many of the farms have no As far as tiic lumberman is concerned, it might be supjiosed

barn or shed of any kind where the tools can be sheltered, while that it is not to his interest that farmers should save their

in the North most of tbe farms have some sort of a shed, but machines; that the more implements left to rot in the weather,

often make little use of it. the more wood the lumberman can sell to make new ones. That

Machinery thus exposed deteriorates rapidly. The paint peels is a very nairow view to take of the matter. It is poor economy

off; the wood shrinks and the nuts work loose; twists and warps to destroy in order to replace. No farmer's ability to buy new

develop; the metal parts deteriorate by rust more in one month machines is increased by permitting his old ones to rot and rust

than they will wear out in a year of use. Farm implements should out. His necessities may imrease but his purchasing power

never be left idle in the sun or rain. Ample shed room should lieeomes less; and it is a well known law of economics that the

bo provided on every farm and when a tool or vehicle is not in sizes of purchases are determined by ability to buy and not by

—M—
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desire. "If wishes were horses, beggars would ride" is a

homely expression of a profound economic law that applies directly

in the case of farm machinery. Few farmers have as many imple-

ments as they want, and they buy others whenever they feel that

they can spare the money.

It is the farmer who takes care of what he has who is best able

to buy more; while the one who lets his plows and mowing
machines fall to pieces in the weather is the slowest to buy some-

thing new.

Consequently, the manufacturers of agricultural, implements,

and through them the lumbermen, would increase their business if

the farmers could be induced to keep their machinery under roofs

when not in use. More machinery would be bought, and what
was bought would last longer and give better service all around.
The machines would last three or four times as long, but farmers
would add many new ones with money saved by taking care of
the old implements.

If the farmers of the United States can save $100,000,000 a
year by housing their implements and wagons, they can afford to
buy the necessary roofing material. If they spend half of that sum
yearly in thp. construction of sheds for their machinery alone,
they will still be $50,000,000 a year to the good, besides having
the satisfaction of better machines, more of them, better work,
and a very ger.eral improvement in farm conditions.

Railroads Show Decrease in Net Earnings
The Interstate Commerce Commission has secured fiscal reports

from 151 railroads of the United States, covering the month of

Tune, in which the rather startling loss in net operating revenues

of $320,000 is shown. This loss is rather remarkable considering

that the total operating revenues of these railroads increased from

$207,778,328 in .June, 3912, to $224,340,.531 in June, 1913. The
indication from these figures is that the influences which have

caused some of the larger systems to report smaller net earnings

in spite of greatly increased gross earnings in .Tune were general

in extent.

The report of the Pennsylvania Company was one of the most

striking of this character. This system for the month reporteTl

gross earnings of $33,606,739, being the heaviest ou record, owing

to a very heavy traffic. In fact, the figures for only three or four

months in the history of the road exceeded the gross receipts

during June. The striking contrast is shown, however, in the net

earnings, which, after deducting operating expenses from the

gross, amounted to only $7,164,131, which was $1,250,000 less than

in_ June, 1913. This figure has been exceeded by many months

when the gross earning was not nearly so great.

Similar showings were made in figures for the first six months

of the year, for even though gross earnings were nearly $5,000,000

greater than for the first six months of 1912, there was a loss in

net earnings of $4,027,000.

The factors which have affected this condition are, probably,

recent wage, increases, extra crew laws, and other added expendi-

tures, as well as increased taxes and higher costs of material.

The recent flood damage was also an important factor contributing

to the result, this being still charged against earning by some of

the roads which suffered.

In view of these conditions, the retrenchment polic.y, which has

been followed by most of the larger systems of late, cannot be

considered as remarkable, and in fact it seems probable that this

policy will continue to be in effect for some little time to come.

Marked Opposition to Currency Bill

Recent developments at Washington indicate a marked change

of front in reference to the currency bill. Coming on the eve

of the conference of the executive council of the American Bank-

ers' Association at Chicago, this change of attitude seems to have

considerable significance. Senator Owens, chairman of the com-

mittee on banking and currency, seems to have either seen the

fallacy of certain provisions of the pending measure or else is

convinced that it is doomed to defeat. It is difficult to say whether

the next development will be an abandonment of any attempt to

put through a permanent currency law at the present session or not.

Senator Owens is reported to have practically denounced the

bill, which fact tends to encourage the bankers' conference at

Cliicago to make suggestions regarding currency legislation that

will receive the support of the banking and business world. There

seem to be conflicting reports regarding Senator Owens' attitude,

some reports stating that he has said there is no basis for the story

regarding his denunciation of the measure. At the same time, it

seems to be pretty generally conceded that the present currency

and banking bill as it now stands, and as it is fostered by Presi-

dent "Wilson, will not become a law without radical amendments

Ijoth in the basi^ principles of the law and in the technicalities.

One significant development in the situation as viewed by bank-
ers is that the change of mind of Senator Owens precipitated a
i-nnfereuce at Washington among the Democrats of the Senate
banking committee, who discussed the senator's declaration that
important changes, particularly relating to regional reserve banks,
must be made before the bill could pass the Senate. It is probable
that the Eepublican members will be called into conference to agree
upon such a revised bill.

According to report Senator Owens has stated that he is not opposed
to the proposed legislation nor is in opposition to the administration
in this connection, but that he merely has come to realize that there

are certain changes that must be made. The most important change
is in connection with the regional reserve banks, it being decided as

unwise to make an arbitrary number of twelve.

It i!» suggested in some reports that the new developments make
possible an adjournment of Congress later than October 1. In

this event it is very possible that instead of the passage of the

currency measure, according to the wishes of President Wilson, the

Aldrieh-Vreeland emergency currency law will be adopted, and that

changes will be made in that statute so as to bring the form of

special currency within the reach of national banks, and making
it workable and available without interpretation from the secretary

of the treasury.

Peculiar Facts Regarding Osage Orange
Wliile the wood of the Osage orange is not consi(,lerpd of much

importance commercially, there are certain parts of the country in

which it comes into extensive use. It is a peculiar wood, coming from

a rather unusual tree and, while it does not attain proportions which

would allow it to be cut into lumber of any reasonable dimension, it

is admirably adapted because of its great hardness, strength, and

durability to use for vehicle material. In this connection it is exten-

sively used in the states of Texas, Oklahoma and western Kansas in

tlie form of wagon felloes. In these states where excessive dryness

and heat combine with sandy, rough and rugged roads with occasional

rocks to relieve the monotony of an extended journey, it has been

found that even the oak will not stand up to the necessary require-

ments. Oak in wagon felloes in those sections soon loses its life

because of excessive dryness and in a sliort time is rendered useless

because of the reduced strength and the hard service which it must

necessarily withstand. Hence the use of the Osage orange for this

purpose.

However, there is an interesting condition which develops in

connection with this use of Osage orange. There is some prop-

erty, either in the wood itself or lent by the atmospheric condi-

tions or the rather unusual soil, which in connection with a wagon

built with Osage orange as a part of its construction, imme-

diately begins to take effect, unless the wagon is in constant use.

It is said that a buggy or similar vehicle which is laid up in a

shed for as much as a year without being used will at the end of

that time be entirely useless simply because the peculiar conditions

referred to which effect an almost complete decay. On the other

hand, a wagon that is used constantly will be good for an indefi-

nite period if properly constructed. This condition might serve as

an interesting subject for an investigation on the part of those

disposed in that direction.
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The Mail Bag

B 542

—

Seeks Timber Prices

Centerpoint, lud., Aug. 4.—Editor Hardwood Record: Please advise

me the value and prices being received for different kinds of timber in

»he tree such as ash, poplar, sycamore, maple and sweet gum.

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to connmunicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-

dresses on written request to the IVlail Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring

to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-

addressed stamped envelope.

B 535—^Wants Ready Reckoner

Saginaw, Mich., Aug. 11.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are looking

for an accurate ready reckoner that will give extensions on a range of

sizes preferably from 2V4x2M,—4' up to 12x12—50', in steps of U" in

thickness and width, and 1' in length. If you have such a reckoner or

know of one published, we shall greatly appreciate your giving us the

information regarding it.
^

The concern writing has been advised that Hardwood Record

knows of two such published works, one of which is Chaten's Lum-

ber Reckoner, the other being Bauman's Ready Reckoner. Hard-

wood Record is, however, not able to give the address of either of

these books. If any of our readers can supply the information, it

would be greatly appreciated if they will write IfARDWooD Record

office.

—

Editor.

B 536

—

Wants to Market Persimmon

Decatur, Ala., Aug. 14.—Editor Hardwood Record: Will you kindly

give us a list of consumers who need 8/4 log run persimmon? We have

a fair sized car of the above stock, band sawn, well manufactured, bone

dry, and of high grade. • Lumber Coiipaxt.

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a list of

buyers of persimmon. Others interested can have the address on

application by referring to B 536.

—

Editor.

B 537

—

Seeks Soft Maple Cut

Chicago, HI., A>ig. 15.—Editor Hardwood Record: Can you place mo

in communication with some mills who arc in a position to contract for a

block of 4/4 and 5/i soft maple to be cut and placed on sticks during the

next three months? Shipment will be made during the first half of next

year.

The above writer has been supplied with a list of soft maple

producers. Any others interested can have the address on appli-

cation.

—

Editor.

B 538

—

Seeks Black Willow

St. Louis, Aug. 14.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you inform us

where we can buy laurel or willow wood?
. Lumber Company.

The writer of the above letter doubtless refers to black willow.

He has been advised of one source of supply for lumber of this

variety. Any others interested in the inquiry can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 539

—

In the Market for White Oak, Birch and Gum Squares

Marion, Ind., Aug. 11.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are in the mar-

ket for white oak, birch and red gum squares 3 x 3", 14" long. Can you

put us in touch with parties who have this stock for sale?

Company.

The above letter is from a well-known manufacturing institu-

tion which has been supplied with a brief list of manufacturers of

the various kinds of dimension stoclc named. Any others inter-

ested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 510

—

Seeks Red Birch

Hostou. Mass.. Aug. 11.—Editor Hardwood Record : We want for

prompt shipmenl a carload of 5/8 firsts and seconds red birch, SO per cent

red on one face. Have you in mind the address of anyone who could

supply this?

'

Company.

The above letter is from a foremost wholesale Boston house,

which has been supplied with a possible source of supply for this

thickness of red birch. Anyone interested can have the address

OIL application.

—

Editor.

B 541—Wants a Market for Black Willow

.louesviile. La., Aug. 3.—Editor Hardwood Record :
riease give us the

names of firms that handle black willow lumber, logs or veneers.

The writer of the above letter has been advised that it is impos-

sible to name any specific value on standing timber from the in-

formation at hand. Many conditions prevail that materially vary

the Value of timber on the stump, such as location, quality, quan-

tity per acre, area of the tract, logging facilities, proximity to

transportation, etc.

—

Editor.

B 543

—

Seeks Hemlock, Pine and Kou^h and Dressed Poplar
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 20, 1913.—Editor Hardwood Record ; We are

interested in several cars each of the following lumber ; 1x4 No. 2

common hemlock, rough ; 1x4 No. 3 common yellow pine flooring

(dressed) 13 IG" one or two sides: No. 3 common %" poplar: 4/4 No. 3

common poplar resawed.

Will you kindly place our wants before concerns who are manufacturing

this grade of stock at once and direct, if convenient ; or favor us with

the names of manufacturers? Your assistance in this instance will be

very much appreciated.

The above in<|uiry is from a well-known furniture house, to whom
the addresses of sundry manufacturers of these varieties of lumber

have been given Any others interested may have the address upon

application.

—

Editor.

B 544

—

Seeks Directory of Hardwood Mills
Alexandria, La.. Aug. 10.—Editor Hardwood Record : Will you be

kind enough to advise whether there exists a directory of all the hard-

wood mills in the United States, and where same could be had?
Land Company.

The writer of the above letter has been advised that no exclusive

directory of hardwood mills has ever been printed, but this informa-

tion is in card index form in the office of Hardwood Record, and a

copy of the list can be obtained at reasonable cost.

—

Editor.

Clubs and Associations

The above writer has been supplied with suggestions for a mar-

ket for black willow. Any others interested can have the address

(III application.

—

Editor.

Grand Rapids Trade in Picnic

MimK'rs of the Grand Rapids Lumbermen's Association, with their

families and invited guests, making up a merry party of 110 people,

greatly enjoyed the fifth annual picnic held Saturday, Aug. lU, at the

riainfield Country club. The day proved a record-breaker from the

weather standpoint but the program of sports was carried through just

the same, with prizes awarded to the winners, and many of the contests

were close and exciting. .\ chicken dinner was served and music and
dancing closed the day's events. Billy Vogelsang of the Turtle Lake

Lumber Company was chairman of the picnic committee this year, and

was assisted by President Earle Crossman. W. E. Cox, Dave Wolf, WlllanI

Barnhart .Jr. and II. L. Eoote.

Will Not Establish Traffic Bureau
The Louisville Hardwood Club announces that because of the likelihood

of the establishment of a trafTic bureau by the Louisville Commercial
Club, the Kentucky Manufacturers' and Shippers' Association or the

Board of Trade of Louisville, the hardwood club has decided to hold off

further plans regarding the proposed bureau of that kind, pending the

ultimate decision of one of the other Louisville organizations. It is an
assured fact, however, that the establishment of a competent traffic bu-

reau will take place in the near future.

Philadelphia Golfers in Monthly Meet
The Philadelphia Lumbermen's Golf Club, through the courtesy of

Joseph W. Janney, held its monthly tournament on the links of the

Philadelphia Country Club, Bala. Pa., on Aug. 13. In spite of the

superstitiously dreaded date of 13, and that the morning woke with a

cloudy, sulky countenance, the jolly sportsmen whom good luck had never

failed to attend at any of their appointed meets, were promptly on the

grounds, and though the heavens threatened at times it was not until

after the last foursome left the last green that old Jupiter Pluvlus

emptied his bags of a mild deluge upon the premises, and as further

proof that he Is the lumbermen's tutelary Deity, tightened up the strings

in time for a clear homeward journey. A vague suspicion prevails that

either President Frank Buck or the indomitable Ben Currle holds secret

communication with his majesty.

Twenty-two golfers, many of whom covered these grounds for the

first time, divided into four foursomes and two threesomes, entered the

game. Numerous changes had been made In the links : new holes

created and many of the old bunkers and sandholes mostly hidden by
the rolling country still remained, and at times were so unexpectedly

encountered that even Ben Currle, who is usually abundantly equipped,

could not find suitable (French) expletives to relieve his feelings.

William, familiarly Billy. Jleyer mildly remarked that the place looked

like a bunker shop. In spite of these obstacles, however, very fair
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scores were made. R. Wyatt Wistar came off winner with a score of

gross SG, net 79, and received as prize a pair of golf shoes, but as

they were big enough to fit John H. Schofleld, who is of a generous
anatomy, he will be permitted to exchange them tor a smaller number.
Hen C. Currie, the second winner, was awarded a handsome silver pen-

knife, and W. H. Smedley. third best score, was in luck with a package
of golf balls. After a sumptuous dinner the meeting was called to

order by President Frank Buck, at which resolutions expressing thanks
to W. H. Fritz and the St. David's Club for courtesy in extending
grounds to the club in July, and to Joseph W. Janney and the Philadel-

phia Country Club, for like compliment, were passed.

It was announced at this meeting that the first annual meeting of the

club would be held in September, at which the election of oflicers for

the second year will take place. To Frank Huck. who has proved a

model golf club president, and to Eugene W. Fry, his efficient side part-

ner, and the indefatigable Ben Currie. secretary, all honor is due for the

successful manner in which the club has been conducted this first year,

and it goes without saying that their re-election will only be a matter of

form. The next game is scheduled to be played on the Huntingdon
\'alley Golf Club grounds, Noble, Pa.

Forty-seventh G. A. K. Encampment
The Chattanooga encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic and

allied organizations will take place on Sept. 15-20. In connection with
Ihe arrangements for the entertainment of the vast number of visitors

who will attend the encampment the lumbermen of the city have been
conspicuous. Chattanooga will take care of every visitor. The homes of

all citizens will supplement the hotel and boarding bouse accommodations
and the veterans and their friends will all be well cared for at reason-

able rates.

On May 27, 28 and 29, when Chattanooga entertained the Confederate
veterans, for more than four months previously the leading business and
professional men of the city, to the number of over 1,200, joined bands
in preparing for the mammoth task of entertaining them. For many
years there has been a growing sentiment among the Federal survivors
I hat they should, as an organization, make one more pilgrimage to the
('hattanooga battlefields. With happy coincidence, the invitation of Chat-
tanooga was extended and accepted for the 1913 encampment so that it

marks the semi-centennial of Missionary Ridge, Lookout Mountain and
bloody Chickamauga. In fact, the very dates selected cover the fiftieth

anniversary of the last named battle.

It is possible that attendance at the reunion will be well over the

hundred thousand mark. Grand army encampments have drawn crowds
ranging from 200,000 to 600,000 visitors, even though held in cities that
could not vie with Chattanooga in scenic outlook, transportation facili-

ties, or historic associations.

In view of this enormous influx of visitors, the executive committee
of the incorporated Encampment Association has made ample preparations.

I'nusually low railroad rates will be in effect for the encampment and
this, with the features offered by Chattanooga, will bring thousands to

the city, not directly connected with the event itself.

Members of the Chattanooga lumber trade have been conspicuous in

assisting in raising the $50,000 subscribed for the entertainment of the

visitors. They have also been active in the work of arranging the im-
mense number of details contingent upon such a visitation. A trip to the

encampment will be a very appropriate vacation .iourney for anyone who
is desirous of seeing the guardians of the Union together and at the same
time of visiting a beautiful, interesting, and historic country.

With the Trade

E. S. Bacon Plans Interesting Trip

R. .S. Bacon, the live wire head of the R. S. Bacon Veneer Compand-
or Chicago, has bought his ticket to embark on Sept. 2 on the Hamburg-
.\iaerican liner, Kaiserln Augusta Victoria, for a two months' trip, which
will take him to many of the interesting cities of Europe and on which
hf will spend three weeks in the heart of the Caucasus region producing
the famous Circassian walnut.

Mr. Bacon will be accompanied l.y Jlr. Peurod of the Penrod Walnut &
V'-neer Company, Kansas City, Mo., and together these men will be met by

Henry Hoffman. Mr. Bacon's representative in the Caucasus. Mr. Hoff-

mann has spent a great many .years in that region and is as well posted

as any human being on the growth and history of Circassian walnut, he

being an expert on Circassian walnut logs.

From Hamburg, where Mr. Bacon and Mr. Penrod will land, they will

go through Denmark, Norway and Sweden, and from there to Odessa.

Russia, via Berlin. From Odessa the party will go by way of the Black
Sea to Batoun and Poti in the Caucasus, where they will go right into the

Circassian walnut country and make a close study of its growth, peculiar-

ities and history. Coming back they will stop at Constantinople, and
from there go to Paris via Vienna.

Mr. Bacon and Mr. Penrod are planning attending the Liverpool, ma-
hogany sales in October, from whence they will return to the United

States.

Big Maine Timber Deal
The most important sale of timberlands and mill property of recent

.vears in Maine was completed on Aug. 15 when the large holdings of the
heirs of the estate of the late William Engel of Bangor were sold to a
syndicate composed of James M. McXulty, O. S. Townsend, and Isaac N.
Peirce, all of Bangor, and all prominent in the lumber business. The
deal involves 115.000 acres of timberland and the consideration is $525,-
000. In addition to the land, there was transferred a sawmill at East
Hampden, a water power mill at Orono. and the principal interest in the
box mill at Old Town. All of these mills will be operated by the new
owners.

Sash and Door Plant Has Disastrous Fire
The Rock Island Sash and Door Works of Rock Island, III., suffered a

fire 10.SS of between .$25,000 and .$50,000 to its plant and stock on Aug. 15.
The efliciency of the sprinkler system in the warehouse saved the company
from a much heavier conflagration. The blaze started about one o'clock
and gained considerable headway before sufficient help arrived, but after
the Are force was \)rganized it was not long before the blaze was extin-
guished. .Most of the damage was to finished stock.

An Immense Cypress
The Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company of Dermott, Ark., is

shipping hardwood logs from its various lumber holdings. A man named
Tom Bell is superintending the hauling of logs from certain points in the
Mississippi bottoms. He tells of his discovery of a monstrous cypress tree
belonging to that company in the section where he is logging. This tree
according to his report, has 14,000 feet of lumber in the first twelve feet
of the butt cut and the whole tree has CS.OOO feet in it. According to
Bell's statement, the company has offered to pay $750 to any person who
will fell the tree and put it in tlie Mississippi river.

The above tale, which H.vrdwood Record tells with Its fingers crossed,
is reported to have been verified at least in part. Manager R. W. Marks
of the Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company is reported to have made
the statement regarding the tree that he will offer anybody $750 merely
to cut it and clear sufficient right of way so that the log can be hauled.
According to Mr. Marks, the tree is thirteen feet in diameter and sixty-

five feet to the first limb. It has, according to his statement, 14,000 feet
in the first cut and 50,000 feet in the whole tree. It is estimated to be
over 2.000 years old and is the second largest tree in the world, the esti-

mated age of the largest, which is on the Rio Grande river, being 6,000
years.

Change in Cumlierland Valley Lumber Company
A. Headley Card, general manager of the Cumberland Valley Lumber

Company, Cincinnati, O., has resigned and will at once become identified

with the Straight Creek Lumber Company of Pineville. Ky. Mr. Card
was very popular in the lumber trade and his leaving Cincinnati will he
regretted by many local friends. M. J. Byrns of the Conasauga Lumber
Company will succeed him as general manager, and the nice business
already developed by Mr. Card In the two years of his management of the
company will be further increased by Mr. Byrns, who is a thorough
lumberman, having started his career at Nashville .about twelve years ago.

For the last six years he has been with the Conasauga Lumber Company,
dividing his time for the first three years at the company's big band mill

at Conasauga. Tenn., and the last three years he has been identified

with the selling end exclusively. The company was incorporated two
years ago for $50,000 paid in capital stock. The officers are C. B. Bene-
dict, president ; John W. Love of Nashville, Tenn.. vice-president, and
John Byrns of Cincinnati, secretary and treasurer. The company deals

exclusively in hardwods and has done well to date. General Manager
Byrns has been giveu full authority to go as far as he likes, and intends
to increase the business just as fast as possible.

German-American Lumber Company Purchases Timber
The German-American Lumber Company, through its representative

Julius .Schreyer. has purchased an immeusi- stand of timber in western
Florida, where the company already owns extensive holdings and operates
a large sawmill. The Betts tract of 65,000 acres of virgin timber is one
of the tracts and in addition 36,000 acres of high-grade stumpage has
been bought from G. H. Drummond. The German-American Lumber Com-
pany's mill is located at Millville, Fla.. which is within easy transpor-

tation from the newly acquired timber holdings. It is planned, however,

to erect another mill on the new timber.

Big Imports of Mahogany
A shipment of between 7,0O0.0UO and 5,000,000 feet of South African

and British Honduras mahogany logs is about to be started by the C. C.

Mengel & Bro. Company of Louisville. Ky.. which concern has chartered

steamers which will bring the logs to I'ensacola, Fla., during the next
four months. The first cargo of some 4,000 logs is now being unloaded

at that port. The shipment will include eight additional cargoes which
will arrive before the first of January. Three steamers are now en route

from the West coast of Soutli Africa, the first of which is due some
time next month. In addition to the shipments from Africa the com-
pany will receive an average of a steamer each month from the British

Honduras mahogany .section. The Mengel company owns a great deal of

mahogany timber in that country and maintains extensive logging opera-

tions. Shipments will go from Pensacola direct to Louisville and con-

stitute the greatest importation of mahogany through Pensacola in the

history of that port.
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Death of George B. Miller

The death of George B. Miller, president of Miller, Sturm & Miller,

which occurred at Saranac Lake, N. Y., on Aug. 16, came as a shock
to his many friends in Buffalo. Although it was known that he was
seriousl.v ill, hope was expressed for his recover.v until a few days
before the end came. The blow is rendered more severe by the fact

that Mr. Miller was only thirty-three years of age and had but recently

started in business for himself with a seemingly bright future.

Born at Dunken Cit.v, Mich., Nov. IS, 1S79, the son of the late August
and Johanna Miller, he had spent his school days and business life in

Buffalo. He began the lumber business as an employe of the Empire
Lumber Company, and shortly after reaching his majority went to

work for O. E. Yeager. with whom he remained twelve years. Mr.

Miller was Mr. Yeager's right hand man, having to a large extent

charge of the business, and coming into contact with lumbermen not only

in this city but in other markets. Last December he and his brother,

William P., and Elmer J. Sturm formed the corporation of Miller,

Sturm & Miller, taking over the yard of the late F. W. Vetter.

Of a winning personality, Mr. Miller made many friends and was
active in Hoo-Hoo, the Lumber Exchange, the Masonic order and the

Foresters. He leaves two brothers, William P. and Harry J., and three

sisters, Mrs, Edward McCormick, Mrs. Arthur Smith and Mrs. Robert

Miller. The funeral was held on Aug. 19 and was attended by many
lumbermen and other friends.

Bebuilding Maine Mills

A new hardwood mill is being erected at Harvey's Siding, between

Monticello and Bridgewater, Mo., by a concern known as the Maine
Last Block Company. This mill will employ a large crew and will turn

out about 400 carloads of hardwood products yearly.

The Portage Lake Mill Company is rebuilding its mill at Portage

Lake, Me., which mill was destroyed several months ago. The new mill

is to be larger than the old one.

The Dangler mill at Soldier Pond, Me., which burned in July, is to be

rebuilt at once.

The owners of the mill at Belvidere Siding, which was burned in

1012, have completed the erection of a new mill on the old site, which

mill is DOW in full operation,

A Lumberman Honored
President Charles H. Baraaby of the National Hardwood Lumber As-

sociation recently announced the appointment of Earl Palmer of Pa-

ducah, Ky., as national councillor of the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States of America. In the September number of the association

bulletin Mr. Palmer will give his views of the work that the Chamber
is carrying on and its applicability and value to its affiliated organizations

in general and to the National Hardwood liUraber Association in par-

ticular.

The work of thi' National Chamber of Couiiuerce has been much talked

of recenlly and the address of its president, Harry A. Wheeler of Chi-

cago, delivered before the June convention of the National Hardwood Lum-
ber Association proved mighty interesting and instructive to those for-

tunate enough to hear it.

Wood-Mosaic Company, Inc., Will Probably Rebuild at New Albany
The Aug. 10 issue of Hariiwood Kecokd cciutaiued an account of the

serious lire at the plant of the Wood-Mosaic Company, Inc., New Albany,

Ind., on Aug. 1. The Are involved a loss of Si200,000 and destroyed the

flooring plant, veneer mill, dry kiln and other buildings, although a

large quantity of logs was saved. The spectacular nature and com-

plete destruction of the lire are well illustrated in the two accompanying

photographs. The fire was the biggest ever seen in the vicinity of New
Albany and attracted a large crowd.

W. A. MaeLean, president of the Wood-Mosaic Company, Inc., an-

nounces that the company will probably rebuild at New Albany, using

steel and concrete construction and electrical machinery throughout.

Quick Work
Recenlly C. L. Willey. the well-known imported lumber and veneer

manufacturer of Chicago, had a ru.sh order for a car of one inch ma-
hogany. The lumber was sawed, steamed and toned in his Kraetzer

preparator, placed in his dry kilns for four hours to blow out superficial

dampness, and loaded on car the same day at normal shipping weight.

Although there are many instances recounted where green lumber of

various kinds has been Kraetzer-cured and blown out in the open or in a

dry kiln, and shipped in three to five days, this is the quickest action that

has yet been recorded in delivering shipping dry stock.

The Kraetzer Company, 537 South Dearborn street, Chicago, manufac-
turer of the Kraetzer wood-steaniing cylinder, known as the Kraetzer

preparator, is having continued success in the sale of the apparatus,

.and every owner is enthusiastic over the quick and highly satisfactory

results he is attaining by the use of th-3 apparatus and process involved.

Among the recent purchasers of Kraetzer equipment are : the Norman
Lumber Company, Louisville, Ky., for its Holly Ridge, La., plant ; Him-
melberger-IIarrison Lumber Company, Morehouse, Mo. ; Poinsett Lumber
& Manufacturing Company (The Singer Manufacturing Company), Tru-

mann. Ark. : the John Dulweber Company, Cincinnati, tor its new Moor-

head, Miss., plant ; and George C. Crown & Co., Proctor. Ark.

Kichardson-McDonald
Ambrose M. Richardson, more familiarly known as "Rich," of Osgood

& Richardson, Peoples Gas building, Chieago, is to be married on Sep-

tember to Miss Louise JlcDonald, of St. Joseph, Mo. The ceremony
will take place at Christ Episcopal church, St. Joseph, and the Rev.

Atwill will officiate.

Mr. Richardson plans to be away during most of the month of Septem-

ber, when he and his bride will return to Chicago. They will be at

home at 33.'i4 Kimbark avenue the latter part of September. Hardwooh
Record unites with Mr. Richardson's many friends among the lumber trade

in wisbinii him ;ill the hapiiiness and success in the world.

Auto Company Discontinues

The American Locomotive Company, manufacturer of the "Alco" car,

announced on August 21 that it had discontinued the manufacture of auto-

mobiles. This company was one of the three largest makers of autos in

the country. The decision was reached by the board of directors at a

meeting on August 13. .N'olbing was said about it until after a second

meeting held on August 21.

The company will fullill all its obligations given under guaranty to pre-

vious customers, and arrangements will be made to furnish them with repair

parts for a period of not less than live years.

Pertinent Information
Big Import of Trees and Seeds

Figures gathered by the federal iiuarautine board of the Department of

Agriculture show that during the past liscal year 3,779,041 growing trees

and 15,040 pounds of tree .ser'ds were imported into the United States.

The trees include, say the members of the board, valuable species that

do not grow in the United Stales and stock which can at present be

bought more cheaply abroad. The tree seeds imported are largely for the

purpose of reforesting land, though in a number of cases they are used

in ornamental planting on individual estates.

France leads in the number of growing trees sent here, with a total

of 1,782,255. Germany is second, with 849,245, and Holland third, with

1190,632. Imports are made from thirteen other countries, including

India, Japan, and Australia.

The trees and shrubs imported are chiefly evergreens, such as pines,

spruces, and firs, and broadleaf plants—oaks, maples, etc. The majority

is stock of foreign origin, though in a few cases cultivators abroad

ILLUSTRATING COMPLETE DESTRUCTION CAUSED BY FIRE AT
PLANT OF W'OOD-MOSAIC COMPANY, NEW ALBANY, IND.

FIRE AT ITS HEIGHT. ITS SPECTACULAR NATURE ATTRACTED
AN IMJIENSE CRllWD OF SPECTATORS
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tlirough a special selection of attraclivc forms of our native trees have
developed tliom to such an extent as to make them desirable to pur^
chasers here.

Besides more than seven tons of tree seeds, many thousands of

pounds of seed of perennial and annual plants, bulbs, and fruit stock, as
well as ornamental shrubs, arc imported. The great<>r part of the tree

seeds, or more than T,000,OUO pounds, come from Germany.

A Large Slab of Redwood
The College of Forestry at Syracuse, N. Y.. recently received in New

York a heavy plank from one of the larne redwoods in California. This
measures 7x11 feet and is probably the largest slab of any kind of
wood in New York state outside of the Museum of Natural History in

New York. Besides this piece of redwood, the college has secured what
is thought to be the largest trunk of an ironwood so far found in New
York state. This trunk has a diameter at the base of twenty-five
inches and came from a tree growing under very favorable circum-
stances in the city forest at Syracuse. The college is securing valuable
specimens of timber from all parts of the state for its museum, with the
idea of making the forest museum of the college of forestry thi^ most
complete of its kind in the United States.

Advance Probable in Oversea Freight Rates
The trade press in England scents trouble in the way of an advauee in

lumber freight rates in shipments from the eastern coast of the United
States to I'^urope. A recent comment on the sub.iect says that agents,

importers and merchants have the matter of freights from the east coast
ports of the United States forcibly brought before their notice by the
fact that it is. known that the managers of the various steamship lines

have come over from the other side in order to deliberate upon freight
matters This "deliberating," put in the boldest language, simply means
that further "advances" are in store for those who pay freight on lum-
ber. As far as can be gathered, the increases will not be one or two
cents per 100 pounds : something like seven to ten cents are feared, be-

cause the steamship lines contend, rightl.v or wrongly, that lumber does
not pay at present prices. If this is the case, what must the result

have been where rates were from thirty to forty per cent lower? There
can be little doubt that present freight rates are remunerative, and it is

questionable if lumber and kindred commodities will stand much more,
at any rate not in the wholesale fashion which is talked of in shipping
circles.

Muskegon Ships First Lumber Cargo in Years
The first vessel in years to take a cargo of Muskegon cut lumber out

of that port, namely, the steam barge Suzie Chipman of Milwaukee,
recently cleared at the Gow dock for Milwaukee. The Chipman's cargo
is made up of lumber cut from logs raised from Muskegon lake and
the departure of the boat brings to the minds of old residents memories
of the old lumber era in Michigan when Muskegon was the greatest

lumber shipping city in the world.

Deadhead Logs Start Court Action

Twenty-eight Alpena county (Michigan) residents are made defendants
l)y an in,iunction issued recentl.v at the institution of the Alpena Lo.g

Owners' Protect ivo Association to restrain the defendants from moving
"deadhead" logs from Thunder Bay river and its tributaries. It is

said that the idea prevails that sunken logs in a river belong to any
who might take them. It is alleged that one man pulled upwards of

100.000 feet of logs from the river last year and that he now has
about 3,000 logs pulled out near Hillman and has a mill engaged to

cut the logs into lumber.

The protective association is composed of the Churchill Lumber Com-
pany, the Richardson Lumber Company, the Island Mill Lumber Com-
pany, the Fletcher Paper Company, the Estate of Frank W. Gilchrist and
other lumbermen who own logs iu Thunder Bay river.

Cincinnati Teamsters' Strike Broken

The teamsters' strike that has been the cause of a general suspension

of business for the past thirty days appears to be broken and the

merchants and manufacturers who have stood by the team owners in

their fight are jubilant over the prospects of a resumption of business

and also over the fact that they have won out over the strikers, which
should have a very good effect in stopping some of the many other

branches of labor from making good their threat to strike just as soon as

the teamsters win their fight. So much depended upon the result of

Ihis strike that it was absolutely necessary for business men to stick

together and take their losses right now in order to prevent further

trouble. It is believed that the strike is surely broken for good and

others will think twice before permitting the numerous out-of-town

labor organizers who have been, here for a month or more .stirring up

trouble and expecting to win this strike so that they could start

another in some other branch of trade. The lumber trade has been

at a standstill so far as city business is concerned, but those dealers

who have tracks into their yards have been able to receive and ship

without any delay, while other dealers who are located off of railroad

switches have shipped very little and received but few cars and have

been paying demurrage charges on many cars that could not be hauled

from freight yards.

Liverpool Conditions in July
.Vccoidiu^ to recent information from Liveri)Ool, the arrivals of forest

products from North American ports in July aggregated 23,870 tons, as
against 21,363 tons in the corresponding nionths last year. The importa-
tion of oak logs during the month of July consisted of but a small parcel
from the United States, the demand being quiet with light stocks and firm
prices prevailing. There were fairly large arrivals of oak wagon planks
and the deliveries were equal to about half of the imports. Stocks were
heavy and prices without change.
The import and consumption of elm dtiring the month was meagre,

with a corresponding condition in osb. There was a good 'import of wal-
nut logs from the United States, with a fair demand and steady prices
prevailing for prime wood. Walnut lumber was in fair demand at good
prices. The demand and prices for satin walnut or red gum, however,
were weak.
The import and consumption of birch logs during July was small and

light stock and firjn prices prevailed. Planks were moderately imported
and deliveries were fair. Heavy stocks prevailed, with Arm prices.

In mabogan.v, there was an active demand for plain and figured African
wood, with continued firm prices. Stocks were light and excellent results
in evidence for early shipments. Shipments of fresh and squared Colum-
bian logs were satisfactorily received, although inferior stock was not
called for. In the Cuban wood, there was a steady demand for sound
straight logs of medium and large dimension, while finely figured wood
brought high prices. According to the report there had not been any
stock of Tabasco mahogany in brokers' hands for some time, with the
result that there was a strong demand for this wood, with very favorable
prospects for the reception of good shipments. Richly figured St. Do-
mingo logs of good dimensions realized high prices as was the case also
with sound plain wood of medium to large dimensions.

Train Corps for Fighting Fires

Bulletin No. Go, issued by the Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance of
Kansas City, Mo., gives some useful detailed information as to plans
adopted at various mills for training corps of fire-fighters and having
them subject to call. Previous bulletins have given outlines of fire-

fighting departments maintained at a number of southern plants. This
information has been influential in inducing the organization of fire

fighting bri.gades at other properties. The new bulletin calls attention to

the methods employed in northern mills. The organizations described
are such as could be maintained at the average plant where an expensive
equipment along city lines is not Justified. Future bulletins will describe

one or more fully equipped mill fire departments at some of the largest

properties. According to the bulletin, it has been intimated that many
owners and managers would like to brin.g into existence and maintain
drilled fire corps but do not know just how to equip, train and detail the

men for effective work.
Contrary to its usual policy, the bulletin indulges in a little subtle

humor in describing the fire-fighting organization employed by the Wor-
cester Lumber Company, Chassell, Mich. W. W. Warner, the plant

superintendent, is the chief of the fire organization and, according to the

bulletin, he is familiarly known by the men in his employ as "Water-
water-water." The bulletin opines that he must either get the sobriquet

from the initials of his name or because he. lil;e the water in the poem
of the "Ancient Mariner." is everywhere.

At the mill of .Tackson & Tindle at Pellston. Midi., there is maintained

in addition to the usual equipment of inside hydrants and hose, three

hose carts with 2,500 feet of hose and also a fifty gallon chemical fire ex-

tinguisher mounted on wheels. The fire-fighting corps is completely

organized with chief, assistant chief, engineer and assistant engineer, all

of w'hom are experienced sawmill men. Each of the hose carts has a

crew of five men who have instructions to go at once to their hose house

as soon as an alarm of fire is given. Each hose house has a captain who
has had special instructions in the location of hydrants and the quickest

method of making connections w'hether to hydrants or in connecting one

length of hose to another.

Other interesting features employed at various plants in the United
,

States and Canada are pointed out in the bulletin, such as surprise prac-

tice for fire corps, sleeping quarters within quick reach of the mill, the

maintenance of trained messengers who immediately make known to the

various crews the exact location of the fire. Other crews are trained

for systematic handling of fire extinguishers while one crew is trained

for individual work in the event that neither the captain nor his deputy

is present. Another company employs a system of credits and demerits

for quick and effective work at fires.

The bulletin contains a complete outline of the fire-fighting plan of the

Norwich Lumber Company of Buffalo at its plant at Norwich, Pa. This

concern maintains nine hose companies, each of which has separate or-

ganizations and separate instructions as to where to report on receipt of

a fire alarm. L"pon the detection of a fire the power house is immediately

notified and the mill whistle gives the general alarm, following which

signal alarms arc given in order to show the exact location of the fire.

Detailed instructions are given, such as the maintenance of from

eighty to a hundred pounds of steam in pump gauges ; increasing speed

as the demand of w-ater through hose streams requires it : lines of hose

must be laid at once and water gotten on the fire as quickly as possible :

kinks or twists in the hose are warned against, which are liable to pull

ihe hose away from the no/izle man when the water is turned on ; short
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bends in the hose near the play pipes make it almost impossible to hold
the pipe, whereas when it is under an easy curve the recoil is reduced
to a minimum

; the stream should never be manned on a roof with less
than three men and they should be reinforced with extra men to pass
signals

; in most cases, 100 pounds at pumps is the maximum pressure
necessary.

The bulletin then gives a description of various fires which have
occurred among its membership during June and July and closes with a
resume of the fire tax on lumbermen's resources during Juno. More de-
tailed description of the latter is contained in another article in this
issue of Hardwood Record.

Compromise in New Orleans to Mempliis Mahogany Rates
The Southern Hardwod Traffic Bureau of Memphis, Tenn.. through

J. H. Townshend, reports that a compromise has been effected in the
case of the Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company against the Illinois Cen-
tral and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley reads whereby a rate of twelve
cents per hundred is to be given on shipments of mahogany logs from
New Orleans to Memphis, effective Sept. 1. The old rate was fifteen
cents. The bureau asked for a rate of nine cents but although a petition
had been filed witli the Interstate Commerce Commission to this end, the
compromise was effected without the aid of that body. The securing of
this lower rate removes a serious obstacle to the importation of mahogany
logs at Memphis and it is stated that, with the lower rate, there will be
several firms embarking in this particular branch of the lumber industry.
These logs will be brought from British Honduras and other mahogany
producing countries via New Orleans.

Number and Performance of Freight Cars
This abstract, taken from Trade and Transportation, Is based upon the

compilations covering the fiscal year ended June 30, 1012, made from the
annual reports of carriers having gross operating revenues of $100,000
or more for the year and also of railway companies owning property
operated by the same carriers under lease or other agreement, which have
been made in advance of the completion of the twenty-fifth (or 1912)
annual report on the statistics of railways in the United States. The
omission of returns for small roads (having operating revenues below
$100,000) prevents the showing of items comparable with complete figures
for 1011. None of the statements includes returns for switching and
terminal companies. The figures given in the abstract may be somewhat
modified by revision before they are presented in the full report for 1912.
The total number of cars of all cla.sses in the service of such roads

was 2,368,658 (or 2.">,2niri more than on June 30, 1011), which equip-
ment was thus assigned : Passenger service, 50,606 cars ; freight service,

2,203,128 ; company's service, 114,924. The figures given do not Include
so called private cars of commercial firms or corporations.
Of cars in freight service, there were classified 2,202,906, with an

aggregate capacity of 82,647,059 tons.

The number of tons of freight reported as carried (including freight
received from connections) by roads represented in this statement, for the
year ended June 30, 1912, was 1,818,232,193, while the corresponding
figure for the previous year was 1,753,189,939, the increase being 65,-

042,254.

The ton mileage, or the number of tons carried one mile, as reported
by the carriers under consideration for Ihe .vear ended ,Iune 30, 1912, was
262,955,005,123. The corresponding ton mileage as reported for the year
ended- June 30, 1911, was 253,456,389,237, from which it will be seen
that the increase in the ton mileage for the year ended June 30, 1912,
over the returns for 1911, as applying to the roads represented in this

abstract, was 9,499,215,886. The number of tons carried one mile per
mile of road for the year ended June 30, 1912, was 1,108,578, as against
1,088,314 for the preceding year. The average number of tons of freight

per train mile was 409.29. The corresponding figure for the preceding
year was 386.17.

The operating revenues of the railways in the United States for the

year ended June 30, 1912, herein represented (average mileage operated

237,809.09 miles) were $2,826,917,967 ; their operating expenses were
$1,958,963,431. The corresponding returns for 1911 (average mileage
operated 234,366.14 miles) were: Operating revenues, $2,772,733,828;
operating expenses, $1,901,399,475.

Operating expenses as assigned to the five general classes totaled

$1,908,903,431.

To Save Unnecessary Freight

Tratfic automatically follows the shortest route, so that it obviously

follows that if traffic centers of restricted areas are established, con-

gestion will result, that if artificial obstructions to traffic routes are

allowed, valuable time and energy will be consumed in getting around
these obstructions.

In the consideration of freight traffic, in any large community, a great

number of cars are brought into various railway yards, switched to other

yards, and then drawn out of the community unopened. Other cars are

brought into Ihe yards, unloaded and their contents carted across the

city, placed in warehfiuses, only to be carted away again, loaded into

cars and shipped out of the city. All of this involves expense, which

adds to the selling price of merchandise. The suggestion made to over-

come this wasteful effort is to establish large freight and warehousing

centers where cars not consigned to the community would be segregated

and merchandise Intended for reshipment would be warehoused and
hnndlert to a large extent by machinery.

June's Fire Tax on the Liunbermen's Resources More Than Three
Million Dollars

The general fire loss total for June was very close to $25,000,000,
.iccording to the last bulletin of the Lumbermen's Underwriting Alliance
of Kansas City, Mo. This is an increase of more than $4,000,000 over the
exceedingly high losses of June. 1911, which up to that time was the
heaviest for many years. The reported losses on lumljer manufacturing
plants reached $12,890,000. Figures on a number of large fires have not
h(H!n made available, and with unreported losses, will undoubtedly swell

the contribution to the grand total to much over $3,000,000. These
figures do ndt include the timber destroyed in the forest fires of the

month, and therefore do not represent the entire fire loss to lumbermen.
There were fewer lumber property fires in July, but some exceedingly

heavy losses. Practically every case where particulars were available the

tires originated from conditions against which the Alliance has tried un-

remittingly through its inspection work and its fire bulletins to safe-

guard its own plants.

Overheated journals and friction troubles have been responsible for

more recent fires than any other one cause. Three of the heaviest losses

of the year are attributed to this source.

It is reported that the fire resulting in the destruction of the big new
mill of the, Big River Lumber Company, near Prince Albert, Sask.,

started from a hot box about seven o'clock in the morning, shortly after

the day crew had come on duty. This fire is reported to have cost close

to half a million dollars.

A second example is furnished in the burning of the planing mill and
•"iO.OOO feet of lumber at the plant of the Escambia Land and Manufac-
turing Company, Pace. Fla.' The blaze is believed to have originated

from a hot box in the shafting located in the general wohk room. The
loss is estimated at from $20,000 to $30,000.

At the plant of the H. II. Hitt Lumber Company, Palkville, Ala., the

fire which took the planing mill, dry kilns and several hundred feet of

dressed lumber is suppo.sed to have originated through friction of a belt

and transmission machinery.

The fire destroying the sawmill and planing mill of the Kirby Lumber
Company, Kirby, Wash., together with dry kilns and more than a million

feet of lumber is thought to have been caused by a hot box in the planing

mill.

Ilot box Jires usually mean that muck and dust deposits about Iwarings

and supports have not been closely enough removed. If the bearings

are thoroughly brushed each day with a stiff-bristled brush—such as is

used in cleaning castings—and if thc^ cleaner will include the framework
within arm's reach, there will not be sulHcient fuel left in the vicinity

of the bearings to feed and spread the flames.

The million dollar fire on the night of July 12 at the Michigan City

plant of the Barker & Haskell Car Company is reported to have started in

a pile of waste in the lumber yard of the plant, where a spark from a

locoiuotivc fell and smouldered. A gale from Lake Michigan was sweep-

ing over the plant at the time and the flames attacked the huuber with

such intensity that Ihe local flre companies were helpless. Before out-

side aid arrived dynamite was resorted to as the only means of checking

the fire.

In nearly every Alliance inspection report will be found in connection

with the description of boiler house conditions a reference to the presence

or absence of fine, dry dust on boiler tops. It has always recognized In

such deposits an opportunity for ignition and instant spread of flames

throughout the boiler room.

In spite of recent rains, wet premises and absence of wind, the lumber.
shingle and lath mill of <i. A. Bcrgland, Bergland, Mich., was entirely

destroyed about 2 :30 on the morning of July 4. Mr. Bergland attributes

the origin of the fire to "spontaneous combustion" of dust on top of
boilers. The spread of the fire to other divisions was prevented by
tearing down connecting trams.

F. O. B. Prospects in England
The position of business gei^erally has been receiving attention, and

Ihe question of a continuance of the present brisk trade and high prices

has been under consideration. In a recent issue the Timber Trade Journal
says :

'For many months past the idea has prevailed that the trade 'boom' in

England must be at its height, and many a time we have been warned
that the day has come to jjrepare for the inevitable reaction ; but we are
still making progress, and [irices still go up. The pessimists lose every
time, 'i'et while we may for some months to come hear of record figures

in the Board of Trade returns, and of mills and factories working at
full pressure, timber merchants must always keep an eye on the flnancial
position ; this is at the present time of the utmost importance, and it

must never be forgotten that, after all, credit is the basis of modern
commerce. We have seldom had a year with the bank rate at such a
high level as it has been all through thfs summer, and, as we pointed
out a week or two ago, financiers do not look upon the future as altogether
free from anxiety. The effect on Herman trade of an unstable and re-

stricted money market has been only too apparent, and some years ago
American commerce went through a most critical period mainly because
of the impossibility of traders obtaining ready money except on exorbllant
terms. There is no occasion to be alarmed at the present time, and it In
our own trade speculation is abandoned, and Importers purchase cau-
tiously, and only when they see a good prospect of a profit. iM-lng enreful
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at the same time to hold but light stocks,' the period of financial stress

which is expected may be tided over without any serious trouble. As
far as the coming autumn and winter are concerned prospects appear
bright ; spot prices are established, and importers are making satisfactory

profits, while the shortage of supplies and the improbability of any forcing

off of balances should ensure settled conditions in the home market,

at any rate until the 1914 shipments begin to come in. Each importer
will know that his competitors cannot have obtained any cheap bargains
enabling the 'cutting' of prices, and consequently will feel a confidence

almost amounting to a certainty in fair prices being realized for all his

purchases."

Wins an Original Bet
An illustration of American hustle in manufacturing and railrnading

was illustrated recently. Oscar E. Jacobs, president of the American
Veneer & Specialty Company. Newport. Ark., and Lou L. Campbell, the

company's attorney, took a motor boat trip up White river twenty-flve

miles above Newport, on Sunday. July 20, and stopped at a logging camp.
While walking through the woods they were looking at some particularly

fine trees. Campbell asked how many years before the trees would be

made into furniture. Jaifobs replied that he could put those trees into

finished furniture stock and have them in a city 200 miles away in one
week. Campbell, with a professional conception of the slow process of

the law, ottered to wager one hundred dollars it could not be done, which
was promptly accepted.

Arrangements w"ere made to have the particular trees cut on Monday
and put on the river bank. The company's boat was ordered to the place

and the logs were delivered at the company's plant at 2 :30, Tuesday

:

were in the boiling vats at six o'clock, cut into furniture veneer on
Wednesday and put into the dry kilns. On Thursday the stock was
loaded hone dry into a car which left Newport via St. L. I. M. & S. fast

freight Friday morning at four o'clock and was reported in St. Louis
Saturday noon, July 26.

From growing red gum trees in pr.ictically a wilderness to finished

veneer ready for furniture manufacture in a metropolis in less than one
week is moving faster than a Jloxican revolution and a creditable exploit

of what American industry can do.

Valuable Trade Publication
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce at Washington has

issued two reports which should prove valuable to business men in this

country who are interested in trade with foreign countries. One report

shows the foreign trade of every country of the world during 1911, com-
pared with the trade of 1910. This valuable publication shows the princi-

pal articles and their value entering into the trade of each country and
the itemization of the imports from and exports to the United States.

The statistics were prepared by American consular oJHcers, and supple-

mented by other official data. In addition to trade statistics, the grain
crops and" mineral output of the i^rincipal countries are given, thus pre-

senting in compact form the principal features upon which the commerce
and industries of the foreign countries depend. The volume should prove
highly valuable for reference purposes, having been revised and brought
up to date so far as statistics were available. Copies of the book may
lie obtained free from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, I).

C, for thirty-five cents each.

The other report is more restricted in its scope, but should prove par-

ticularly valuable to lumbermen who are seeking trade with the western

coast of South America.

The main part of the bulletin is a series of tables giving the freight

rates on over SOO articles from inland points in the United States to in-

land points in Ecuador, Peru, and Chile. Freight rates per 100 pounds,

in carload and less than carload lots, are given to New York from
Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, ludianapolis. Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo,

Pittsburgh, Boston, Providence, and Hartford : ocean freight rates per

100 pounds and per cubic foot from New York to Guayaquil, Callao, Mol-

lendo. Antofagasta. and Valparaiso, via the Straits of Magellan and via

Panama : and freight rates per 100 pounds inland from Guayaquil to

Quito. Callao to Lima. Mollcndo to Arequipa. and Valparaiso to Santiago.

Lighterage, transfer, and other charges at the port of New York and
at South American ports are shown, together wtih the cost of marine
insurance, and data are also given as to consular fees and regulations and
steamship requirements. Comparative tables give the competitive rates

from European ports and from New York to South America.

The Bureau of Documents sells this bulletin for ten cents.

Dynamite for Stopping Forest Fires
An unusually interesting demonstration of the value of dynamite in

stopping a forest fire was made by the Dupont Powder Company at a sum-

mer meeting of the Eastern Foresters' Association on the College Forest

of the New York State College of Forestry at Wanakena, N. 1'. For many
.years it has been a problem how to stop, in an ettective and rapid way,

the ground fires which have done so much damage in the Adirondacks.

Over large areas in the Adirondacks and Catskills the mineral soil is

covered, often several feet deep, with a duff or peat which will often

hold a smouldering fire for many weeks and sometimes months. A sharp

fire was set by the students of the State Ranger School and in front of

this advancing Qre was placed a string of dynamite cartridges, which as

the fire reached the line were exploded and the fire was halted as effec-

tively as if it had reached a stream of water. The dynamite threw up

vast quantities of loo«e soil, having a ditch several feet dccji. .\ fire

smouldering in heavy soil would be stopped absolutely by such a ditch

and the loose material thrown up could be used to advantage as a smother
for any fire that might be left burning on the ground over which the
surface fire had passed. This demonstration proved that at a cost of

from $10.00 to $15.00 a ditch could be formed that would stop an
ordinary sub-surface fire and that placing the dynamite would not take

more than twenty minutes to half an hour. Without the use of some
explosive it might take several men several days to check the fire by
the construction of such a ditch.

American Lumber in Greece

A recent consular report states that southern yellow pine is obtaining

some foothold in Greece, where its principal use is in making boxes for

exporting Zanta currants, and other fruits, as well as seed oils. The
v,'ood is shipped to Greece by way of Germany, there appearing to be no
direct shipment of lumber from the United States to that country. It

comes in competition with lumber from Austria, Sweden, and Turkey and

fetches a higher price in Greece than the woods of other countries. The
mountains and valleys of Greece grow little good timber, though the

forested area is stated to contain 1,200,400 acres. Much of it is scrub

growth.

Turkey Is Selling Land
The late war in the Balkans drew so heavily upon Turkey's resources

that the sultan has oifered valuable lands for sale for the purpose of

raising money. Large tracts of forests in Asia Minor are on the mar-

ket, and a deal is under wa.v, and probably has been closed by this time,

with an Italian syndicate for their purchase. Millions of acres of farm

l}inds have also been offered for sale to the highest bidder. Contrary

to general belief, forests of great value exist in the remote parts of

Asiatic Turkey. The timber has never been marketed because the roads

through the regions where the best forests are found, are so rough, nar-

row, and steep that lumber cannot be transported over them.

Forest Trees Suffering from Forest Insects

A number of reports have come to the entomologist of the College of

Forestry at Syracuse of the dying of the native hickory in different parts

of the state. In most cases this is due to the hickory bark beetle, which

is a very small boring insect, living between the inner bark and the sap

wood of the hickory. This beetle makes a burrow in which it lays its

eggs and from this burrow, smaller burrows are made in all directions by

the young larvae. The hickory tree, from a commercial standpoint, la

doomed in New York state, unless very active work is done to prevent

the spread of the insect. This can be done only by cutting the infested

tree down and disposing of it in such a way as to kill all of the insects

under the bark. This may be done by buruing, by soaking the logs in

water or by barking the trunk and burning the limbs and bark. The

College of Forestry at Syracuse will be glad to have the work of insects

in forest trees reported to it and it is ready at all times to determine

the species and give suggestions as to combating It. Small bottle in

mailing case will he sent upon request.

'
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Hardwood News Notes

--<, MISCELLANEOUS y
J. M. English & Co. of Asheville, N. C, have removed to Yellow

Creek, N. C.

The Lawton Basket Company of Lawton, Mich., has increased its capital

stock to $30,000.

The Baldwin Piano Company of Cincinnati, O., has increased its capital

stock to $,500,000.

The Prendergast Company of Mariou. lud., has opened a branch office

at Bridgeport, Ala.

The K. D. Cabinet Company has been incorporated at Kichmond. Ind.,

with $30,000 capital.

The Nowland Furniture Company has been incorporated at Dover. Del.,

with $100,000 capital.

The EvansvlUe Coffin Company of Evansville, Ind., has increased its

capital stock to $50,000.

The Alabama Hardwood Company has been incorporated at New York

City with $5,000 capital stock.

The Nantahala Land and Lumber Company has been incorporated at

Welch, W. Va., with $4,000 capital.

The J. R. Webber Moulding Company of St. Louis, Mo., has sustained

a voluntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Stadler-Eobertson Furniture Company has been incorporated at

Decatur, Ala., with $30,000 capital.

The Racine Lumber & Manufacturing Company of Racine. Wis., has

opened a buying office at Monroe. La.

The Memphis. Siding and Lumber Company has Iwcn incorporated at

Memphis. Tenn.. with $10,000 capital.

The Detroit Trust Company has been appointed receiver of the Mich-

igan Buggy Company. Kal.imazoo. Mich.
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The K. P. Furniture Manufacturing Company lias been incorporated at

Cleveland, O., with a capital stock of $10,000.

The North Carolina Chair Company of North Wilkc&barre, N. C, has
changed its name to the Shell Chair Company.

The Bayou Sara Lumber Company of Bayou Sara, La., has been put
in the hands of Receiver E. G. Westmoreland.

J. M. Murdoch & Bro. of Johnstown. Pa., recently purchased a 40,00(1

acre tract of white oak timber near ililboro, Va.

The Lenker Hub Manufacturing Company has been incorporated at
Leslie, Ark. The company has $15,000 capital.

The Hamilton Scale and Tank Company has been Incorporated at Ham-
ilton, 0. This company has $250,000 capital stock.

The Northern Hardwood Lumber Company of Marshflekl, Wis., is re-

ported to have filed a notice of dissolution at Madison.

The Alabama Box & Lumber Company has been incorporated at Mont-
gomery, Ala. This company has $25,000 capital stock.

The Gifford Crate Company is an incorporated concern starting business
at Mancclona, Mich. This concern has §5,000 capital stock.

The Bennett Seating Company has been organized at Cincinnati. O.
This company is incorporated with a capital stock of $20,000.

The Burhen Utilities Manufacturing Company is the style of a newly
incorporated St. Louis, Mo., concern with $50,000 capital stock.

J. A. McLean, Jr., and J. D. McLean have been appointed receivers
of the Newton McArthur Lumber Company, Elizabethtown, N. C.

The Union Lumber Company is the style of a recently incorporated
concern which will operate at Parkersburg, W. Va., with $5,000 capital
stock.

The Challenge Refrigerator Company has been incorijorated to manu-
facture refrigerators at Grand Haven, Mich. The company is capitalized
at $200,000.

The Flindall-Morris Company is the style of a newly incorporated
concern organized to manufacture furniture at Griffin, Ind. The company
has $50,000 capital.

The Clay Couuty Land & Lumber Company has been incorporated at
Pineville, Ky., with $30,000 capital. The company will develop timber.
land and manufacture lumber.

The Bridgeport Body Company is the style of a new incorporation
recently started at Bridgeport, Conn. This concern has $150,000 capital
and will manufacture auto bodies.

The McElroy-Shannon Spring Bed Company of Louisville, Ky., has
been succeeded by the Loggott & Pratt Spring Bed Manufacturing Company.
The headquarters of this concern are at Carthage, Mo.

It is reported" that the new sawmill of Raisch & Sons of Sims. Cal.,
which mill has a daily capacity of 40,000 feet, will be started at once.
Logs will be brought to the mill on a narrow gauge railroad.

The Nahawka Lumber Company is the style of a newly incorporated
concern at Charleston, W. Va. This company has a capital slock of
$25,000 and will build a sawmill with a daily capacity of 35,000 feet
of hardwood lumber.

< CHICAGO y
F. R. Whiting of the Whiting Lumber Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

spent several days of last week with the local trade.

C. L. Faust, president of the Faust Brothers Lumber Company, Pa-
ducah, Ky., was in Chicago in conference with his local manager during
the early part of last week. Mr. Faust's opinion is that business is

excellent.

M. L. Pease of the Galloway-Pease Lumber Company, Poplar Bluff,

Mo., spent several days of last week in Chicago on business.
A. P. Goldsmith, general manager of the Radford-Portsmouth Veneer

Company, Radford, Va., spent most of last week and the early days of
this week on a business trip to the local market.

F. R. Gadd. vice-president of the Wisconsin Lumber Company, has just
returned from a visit of several days to the company's mill which is in

the course of construction at Deering, Mo. The new mill is to be
modern in every respect and it is expected that it will be in operation
by the first of December.
W. D. Reeves of the W. D. Reeves Lumber Company, Helena, Ark.,

made one of his periodic trips to the Chicago market last week on a

J
selling expedition.

J. M. Wells, sales manager of the American Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., has been spending the last two weeks in Chicago
and adjoining territory.

1. A. Bushong of the Northwestern Cooperage & Lumber Company.
Gladstone. Mich., spent Thursday of last week with the local trade.

D. S. Watrous, general manager of the Lansing Company's plant at

Parkin, Ark., was in Chicago on Tuesday of last week en route to

Parkin from the company's headquarters at Lansing, Mich.
J. H. Faust of J. H. Faust & Co., Paducah, Ky., spent several days of

last week with the local trade.

D. J. Arpin of the Arpin Hardwood Lumber Company, Grand Rapids,
Wis., was with the local trade for several days of last week.
The editor Is in receipt of a picture postal from T. W. Fry of the

Charles F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company. St. Louis, dated at

Paris. August G, in which Mr. Fry says that Paris is some town ; that

his nerves are on the rack all the time from the fear that he will be

run over by an automobile in French. He says that the auto conjestion

on the streets there is worse than in Chicago. Mr. Fry is enjoying a

well-earned vacation.

The plant of C. L. Willey, the noted veneer and fancy wood manu-
facturer at Chicago, is running night and day on mahogany, black walnut

and Vermillion. Mr. Willey is at present in Europe on a buying and
pleasure trip.

E. H. Klann of the E. H. Klann Lumber Company, and S. C. Bennett

of the Hardwood Mills Lumber Company, Chicago, are close neighbors at

Hess Lake, Newaygo, Mich., where they are finishing out their vacations,

and find fishing great fun.

=-< NEW YORK y-
Robert W. Higbie, hardwood manufacturer and wholesaler of New

York, is mentioned among possible Fusion candidates to be named to

run this fall for the otHce of Borough Presider^t of Queens. Mr. Higbie

is active in civic affairs in the Borough of Queens where ho has been a

resident for many years, and the campaign now being conducted in his

behalf if successful will give the people of Queens an efficient executive.

Mr. Higbie is an ex-president of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association and has always been active in matters of legislation. He Is

also identified with many local organizations in his home borough.

J. S. Wiliford of the Bellgrade Lumber Company of Memphis, Tenn.,

was a recent visitor in New York.

H. H. Hitt, prominent hardwood manufacturer, head of the H. H. Hltt

Lumber Company, Decatur, Ala., was a recent visitor to this city.

Charles Grosskurth, surviving partner In A. P. Bigelow & Co., will

continue the business under the same style as heretofore. The estate of

A. P. Bigelow retains its interest in the business.

H. F. Witbeck, representative of the Ferd Brenner Lumber Company
cif Alexandria. La., sailed from this city on the steamer Vasari, for points

in South America in connection with business.

J. H. MackelduCf of the Case-Fowler Lumber Company, manufacturer of

poplar at Macon, Ga., was a visitor to this city during the fortnight.

=< BUFFALO y
\\. L. P.lakcslec <if Hhikeslee, Perrin & Darling has returned from a

vacation of several weeks at Block Island. B. E. Darling is now taking
a vacation and will si)end It not far from the city.

Anthony .Millei- reports business In hardwoods as rather dull this

month. The yard is not receiving mucti stock just now, but is well

supplied with most kinds of lumber.
H. C. Mills, treasurer of Taylor & Crate, is taking a rest from lumber

iiusiness and his duties as councilman and has gone on a vacation to

the New England states.

The Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company is oue of the few yards to

receive any stock by lake so far this season. Receipts by two recent
.argoes amounted to 1,000,000 feet, chiefly of birch.

Hugh McLean found the fishing excellent on his recent trip to the
I'ytonga Club, on the Gatineau River, northern Canada, having caught
not only big fish but many of them.

O. E. Yeager has been taking a rest from business and started about
the middle of the month for a ten days' automobile trip to New Y'ork,

Philadelphia and Atlantic City.

The Jerseyfield Lumber Company, which is now a Goodyear concern
by purchase from former owners, is preparing to develop a large tract

if timber in Herkimer county and will build a line of railroad.

F. M. Sullivan has returned from a trip east by automobile. He
ixpects to do some hunting this fall, both on the Canadian side and In

llie central part of the state.

The Atlaniic Lumber Company has lately largely increased its hard-
wood stocks here, having filled up a good share of the Scatcherd yard
with various sorts of hardwoods.

The National Lumber Company states that there is a good demand
for flooring at present in both oak and maple, while prices continue on a

firm basis. Hardwood demand is fair.

•< PHILADELPHIA >.

Robert W. Schofleld of Schofield Brothers, who has Just returned from
a trip to the mill at Schofleld, S. C, reports the plant now running full

capacity and a decided iucrease In volume of business during the last

fortnight.

The Schoficld-Lance Company, Reading, Pa., a connection of Schofield
Brothers, Philadelphia, reports excellent trading. The company has a
storage and shipping yard with a capacity of from :!.000.000 to 4.000,000
feet of high-grade hard and soft wood stock for immediate shipment.

H. L. Prouse of the II. L. Prouse Lumber Company, dealer in railroad
lumber, ties, etc., speaks encouragingly of conditions. Railroads are buy-
ing more extensively and indications as to outlook are favorable.

Jerome H. Sheip, Incorporated, has plenty to do these days filling orders.
Mr. Sheip says the cigar box lumber business Is In good shape, orders
liberal and prices stiffening.

Ben C. Currle, the popular secretary of the Philadelphia Lumbermen's
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ifOlt" Club, has eslablishod his family ami members of the firm of Currier

A: Campbell on a farm at Elkton, Md.. where they are enjoying to the

full the rustic scenery and the genuine fresh farm products. Mr. Currie

finds it convenient to spend the Sundays there.

In order to better designate the character of the business, the house

of Daniel B. Curll will hereafter be known as the D. B. Curll Lumber
Company. Mr. Curll recently returned from a trip to his portable mills

in Tennessee and is now making a tour of New York City and sur-

rounding towns. During the last ten days he has been booking some
desirable orders.

The Brown-Bates Company is not inclined to quarrel with conditions.

H. E. Bates, treasurer, says there is a more healthy demand for goods

at this time, with most encouraging signs as to outlook. Mr. Bates has

Just left for Cleveland. O., bis old home, where he will enjoy a few weeks'

vacation. G. W. Brown, vice-president, has just returned from a vacation

spent at his old home in Saginaw, Mich.
Stroud & Wilgus are now established in their wholesale hardwood yard

at Beach street and East Montgomery avenue. Mr. Stroud, who for

many years was connected with W. H. Lear, is well known and very

popular throughout the eastern field.

The Goodyear Lumber Company has given up its Philadelphia office,

l>ut William Hukill of this concern will continue to take care of this

tield with headquarters at the main ofHce in Buffalo.

Frank J. Liebke. vice-president of the C. F. Licbke Hardwood Mill &
Lumber Company. St. Louis, was a recent visitor to local trade.

Charles H. Wislcr is on an extensive trip through the far West. Ho is

keeping his many friends informed as to his whereabouts by postal

cards forwarded to John H. Lank, secretary of the Lumbermen's Ex-

change, who sees that they are conspicuously placed for a general view.

So far he has been heard from in Colorado and T.'tah.

Flames destroyed the Ijox factory and lumber sheds of D. H. Davidson

on Aug. 12. It is estimated that at least 130,000 to 200,000 feet of

lumber and many finished boxes were burned. The loss, including

machinery, etc., is thought to be about .?10,000.

=< PITTSBURGH >•=

G. M. Chambers, sales manager of the Kendall Lumber Company, is

spending his vacation in the East. The affairs of the Kendall company
were never in better shape so far as a big business is concerned than

this summer.
President J. L. Lyile of the J. L. Lytle Lumber Company recently made

a trip of inspection covering two weeks among the Ohio yards. He found

them rather slow buyers and most of the retailers hesitating to stock

up any until prices were more firmly fixed in the fall.

,7. C. Linehan. formerly of the Liuehan Luml)er Company of this city

and who has been for several months in the East, has returned to the

I'ressed Steel Car Company of Pittsburgh, where be has a fine position.

The Acorn Lumber Company is pushing things along all lines this

summer with a firm hand and its sales of hardwoods, chiefly oak and
chestnut, have been very encouraging. President H. M. Domhoff took a

short vacation recently in Atlantic City.

The Morland-Ricks-McCreight Company is pretty well satisfied with the

year's business to date and especiall}' its yard trade. Very few concerns

take better care of their retail customers than this company and it has a

line of trade among the Pennsylvania yards which is a credit to any
concern.

President J. X. WooUett of the Aberdeen Lumber Company will go

South in a few days for a two weeks' business trip. He finds some
tendency among manufacturers to cut prices on gum and Cottonwood as

they seem anxious to unload all stock possible before the increase in

freight rates goes into effect this fall.

The C. P. Caughey Lumber Company has just completed a railroad in

Blair count.v. Pa., which will help along considerably in its big hardwood
operations that the company started there some months ago.

The Allegheny Lumber Company is well satisfied with the year's busi-

ness to dale and looks for a nice trade In hardwoods this fall.

The .Shrcve Chair Company, Union City, Pa., whose big plant was
burned last winter, has started shipments again just five months after the

fire.

The American Keg & Barrel Company of Pittsburgh which is building

a big plant at Morgantown, VT. Va., has recently had important changes

made in the plans that will greatly increase the proposed capacity.

.Toseph W. Cottrell, who has been doing business for years in the

Ferguson building and is a well known member of the Pittsburgh Lumber
Dealers' Association, has incorporated his business as the Joseph W.
Cottrell Lumber Company. His partners in the deal will be J. Herbert

Rush and R. S. Smith of this city.

W. D. Johnson, president of the American Lumber & Manufacturing
Company, believes that there will be a brace in prices this fall. In

hardwood he notes that quotations have been held up very firm consider-

ing the big slump in yellow pine. The American's hardwood business is

ranch better than the average and they regard the outlook as encouraging.

=-< BOSTON y-

owners will incorporate and continue the business, which is located in
Westfield.

Fire has again visited the plant of the Woodstock Lumber Company at
Woodstock, N. H. A large amount of lumber was destroyed, together
with trucks and small buildings, but the large mill of the company is

reported saved.

Word has been received in Boston of the death of Alexander Gibson,
one of the oldest lumber merchants in New Brunswick, on Aug. 14.
Mr. Gibson was ninety-four years of age. For years he has carried on
an extensive lumber export business.

George Whitfield Macauley, well known in Boston lumber circles, died
at his home in Brookline, Ma.ss.. Aug. 15. as a result of blood poisoning.
About three weeks ago Mr. Macauley tripped over a suit case, causing the
injury from which he died.

The George W. Gale Ltimber Company will erect a fine set of new
buildings on their site in Mt. Auburn, Cambridge, Mass. Plans have
already been drawn.
A very important deal, involving a large amount of timber property

and mills, has just been put through in Maine. This deal involves
about .$523,000. The estate of the late William Engel of Bangor, Me.,
has sold this property to James M. McNulty, O. S. Townsend and Isaac
M. I'ierce, all of Bangor, Me.

Ira H. Proctor of Proctor Brothers, Nashua, N. H., died early in

August at the age of seTenty years. This firm is a large manufacturer of
heavy barrels.

=•< BALTIMORE >--

George G. L. 'Wood, general manager, and Clarence E. Wood, assistant

general manager of the R. E. Wood Lumber Company, have gone to

Bristol. Tenn.. to look after the construction of a plant to be erected

on a 2,500-acre tract of hardwoods purchased some time ago by R. E.

Wood, president of the company, which is to be developed. A six or

seven-foot band mill is to be built on the tract, and the Messrs. Wood
went to the scene of the proposed operation to make the necessary prepa-

rations and decide upon some of the details. From Bristol Clarence E.

Wood was going to Fontana, N. C, the scene of another one of the

company's operations.

Henry C. Chipman and George PL Chipman, members of the chair

manufacturing firm of George Chipman & Son. 2630 Boston street, on the

12th instant, applied for the benefit of the bankruptcy law, the applica-

tion being made by them individually and as members of the firm. The
individual liabilities of Henry C. Chipman were put at ,'523.S, and those

of the firm at $55,099, with no assets. The Messrs. Chipman succeeded

to the business conducted by their father, the late George Chipman, for

a number of years, but became involved in difficulties and made an

assignment some years ago.

Mrs. Anna Stockton Sloan, wife of Fisher Sloan, president of the

Sloan Lumber Company, died on Aug. IT, after an illness of about eight

months. She was stricken with paralysis last November and had not

been in good health since. Mrs. Sloan was prominent in society when
active and held in the highest esteem.

Another death of interest to the lumber trade was that of Col. George

II. Dobson, who was active in the lumber trade here until about twenty

years ago, but who is hardly remembered by the i^resent generation.

Colonel Dobson passed away rather suddenly on Aug. 10, while on a

visit to a cousin at ;Mount Washington, a suburb.

The first of the so-called Bond trials in West Virginia, in which W. C.

Bond, a member of the firm of Bond Brothers, extensive lumljer operators

in Maryland and West Virginia, is accused of arson in setting his own
place afire for the insurance, came up at Keyser, W. Va., recently and

attracted much attention. Jack Cramer was the defendant in the first

case, it being charged that he was seen to run away from the scene

of the fire immediately after it had broken out. Presumably Cramer, it

is the theory of the prosecution, bad been induced to set the place on

fire. W. C. Bond personally is also accused, he being the defendant in the

second case. He is said to be worth not less than .5400,000 and is a

brother of N. U. Bond, a retired capitalist of Oakland, Md. The

brothers founded the town of Bond, Garrett county. Maryland, and car-

ried on extensive operations there, finally going over into West Virginia

and running mills in that state.

Mr. Buckingham, of the Kidd & Buckingham Lumber Company,

dealers in hardwoods, is back after a brief vacation spent at Atlantic

City.

Daniel MacLea of the Eisenhauer-MacLea Company has returned from

a stay of several weeks at Ocean Grove. N. J.

=-< COLUMBUS y-

Beckwith Brothers, manufacturers of piano legs, have sold their

inti-rests in the business to William P. Marconillicr and Charles Smith
of Westfield, Mass.. and Florence Wheeler of .Springfield. The new

L. B. Schneider, sales manager of John E. Gobey & Co., of Columbus,

left recently on bis annual vacation on the lakes.

Steps are being taken to have the voters of Columbus pass upon a plan

of preventing fioods. Consulting Engineer John W. Alvord has prepared

plans and specifications which will be submitted to Mayor Karb soon.

The U. S. army engineers are also working on a plan of flood preventing

for the Buckeye capital.

The Knox Lumber Company of Columbus has sold to the Ford Motor
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Company of Detroit a tract of land at Buckingham street and Cleveland
avenue, wliere its lumber yards have been located. The site is to be

used to erect a large assembling plant which will be a branch of the
Detroit branch. Possession is to be given Oct. 2.5 when the Knox com-
pany will secure a new location.

H. R. Allen of the H. R. Allen Lumber Company has returned from
an extended vacation trip in Michigan.

John R. Gobey of John R. Gobey & Co., has returned from an auto-

mobile trip in the East. He reports a fairly good demand for hardwoods
with prices well maintained in every particular. He says the prospects

for the future are good in every way.
J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company reports a good demand

for many varieties of hardwoods. He says there is not a great deal of

trouble with car shortage up to date.

W. L. Cortelyou of tlie Appalachia Lumber Company says conditions

in the hardwood trade are a little quiet although prices are holding up
well in every respect. Manager D. H. Maul of the company recently left

on his annual vacation.

F. Everson rowell of the Powell Lumber Company says there is a fair

volume of business in hardwoods with prices steady.

W. B. Sissons, sales manager of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company,
says there has been a pretty good demand during the past week or two,

and the market appears to be a little stronger. Shipments are coming out

promptly.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central division of the W. M.
liitter Lumber Company, says trade is all that could be expected for the

lime of the year. The volume of business is far ahead of July of this

year and also aacad of August of last yrav.

The Pape-Glair Wood Products Company of Creston, O., has been In-

corporated with a capital stock of $15,000 to deal in wood products of

all kinds. The incorporators are W. H. Pape, J. G. Pape, H. A. Stearns,

C. G. Matteson and G. W. Coftey.

The Builders' Exchange completed the plans for its new free employ-

ment bureau and set the new department at work. Applications in all

lines of the building trade will be received at the headquarters of the

exchange in the Arcade building. The contractor also will make arrange-

ments to exchange men so that the best mechanics may be at work all the

time, whether the contractor with whom they have been employed bas

work or not.

Operation of the Ohio mechanic's lien law, enacted by the last legisla-

ture, began Aug. 5 after which date all building contracts must comply

with its provisions. Local lumbermen, material dealers and credit asso-

ciations are ready with the required blank forms and information regard-

ing the law. Those organizations, together with the Builders' Exchange,

have made every arrangement for providing the prospective builder with

every aid in meeting the requirements of the law, and to this end pamph-
lets are being prepared and will be mailed, giving full advice.

For the purpose of pushing the project to give Columbus a large,

modernly equipped trade school, the builders' exchange has authorized

the appointment of a committee to co-operate with the board of educa-

tion in the proposition to sell the Front Street School building now used

as a trade school. This is said to be unfit for ordinary school purposes,

to say nothing of a trade school, and its continued use is regarded as a

detriment to the progress of trad'! educalion in this city. Builders' ex-

changes throughout the state have gone on record unanimously as in-

dorsing the trade school idea.

-•<, TOLEDO y
The Booth Column Company reports a continued good business, with

the factory running full capacity to keep up with orders. The greatest

call is for interior columns.

The Builders' Exchange at Dayton, O., gave its annual outing Aug. 7.

It was attended by practically every member of the exchange with his

family. The picnic was held at Miller's Grove, Harshmanville. The

events included trap-shooting and athletic contests. A fried chicken

dinner was served. William H. Crume, Andy Kemper, Charles Schaeller.

Kuss Whitney, George Blanehard, and Joe Boren had charge of the

arrangements for the affair.

The mill of the West Side Lumber Company of Dayton, O., recently

destroyed by tire, will be rebuilt as soon as the insurance adjustment is

made.
Saturday morning 2.700 lumbermen, with their families and members

of the Builders' Exchange with their families, attended the annual

outing at Sugar Island. The trip was made on the steamer Grey-

hound. There were ball games, tug-of-war and all sorts of contests.

A iiienic dinner was served under the shade of original forest trees,

which are one of the attractions of the Island. The various lumber

concerns of the city closed the doors of their industries for the day

and supplied their employes with steamer tickets that they might

enjoy the day without transportation expense. The affair was one of

the most enjoyable ever held.

.-< MEMPHIS >•

sippi and the movement is expected to begin assuming fair proportions
in the Mississippi valley by the first of September. Officials of all the
roads entering Memphis are looking for a record yield of cotton and this

means that they will probably have some difficulty in taking care of this

without the usual neglect of lumber and other freight, as has been the
case during the fall and early winter for a number of years. All of the

roads in this section \rith the exception of the Frisco System have in-

creased their equipment and have taken steps to put themselves in
position to render good service to shippers of all commodities, but present,

indications are that there will be so much cotton to move that other
shippers will, in all probability, suffer their usual fate of lack of cars

and slow handling of their offerings. There is much optimism over the
magnificent crop prospects in the Mississippi valley and hardwood lum-
ber interests believe that they must share in the prosperity which such
a large yield of cotton foreshadows though they do not see any escape
from the scarcity of cars and lack of motive power and delayed handling
of shipments such as they have experienced in other years in the height

of the crop moving period.

The receivers of the Frisco System have, through their attorney here,

brought suit against the principal stockholders of the Russell Uniform
Stave Company through which it is sought to secure release of the
property on which the company has its plant. It is pointed out that the

company agreed to pay a fixed monetary consideration for the use of the

land and that it also agreed to ship its output over the line of the

plaintiffs. It is still further asserted that, owing to inability of the

stockholders to get together, the railroad is deprived of the fixed con-

sideration in question and is likewise the loser of a large revenue which
would result from the operation of a going concern.

The box factory of the Anderson-Tully Company at Vicksburg. Miss., is

closed down at present for repairs but will be placed in operation again

shortly. The two sawmills of the firm at that point are being operated

on full time and are preparing a good supply of cottonwood to be used

in the box plant. All of the box factories of the company at Memphis
are running on full time and the sawmill here is also in operation at its

capacity. This firm has recently doubled the output of its plant for the

manufacture of three-ply gum veneers. This has been quite successful

from the start and the company is finding .no difficulty in disposing of its

output which now amounts to about 25,000 feet per day.

R. J. Darnell, Inc., has placed the order tor the new band mill which
is to be erected at Batesville, Miss., to replace the one recently destroyed

by fire at this point and the work of Installing the new plant will be

pushed as rapidly as possible. As previously stated in Habdwood Recobd,
this firm decided to remove Its band mill to Batesville in order that it

might be able the more easily to develop its timberland holdings near that

point. No definite statement can be given as to the time the new plant

will be in actual readiness for operation.

The Kennedy Heading Company of this city is building a big circular

heading mill at Hagler, near Stuttgart, Ark. The plant will be in readi-

ness for operation about Sept. 1 and will give employment to about

seventy-five men. It will be in charge of L. L. Somers. The Kennedy
Heading Company operates a large heading plant in New South Memphis
and has been prominently identified with the tight cooperage industry

of this city and section for a number of years.

The Welch Stave Company of Memphis has recently acquired 2,600

acres of hardwood timberland near Brownsville, Ark., and is now con-

sidering plans looking to the development of the timber on this property.

It is suggested that a plant will be established at a point coifvenlent

1 hereto.

There is considerable complaint against the Illinois Central and Yazoo
& Mississippi Valley roads because of the unusual delays in making re-

funds on log shipments over their lines. Although officials of these ro.ads

testified in the case of May Brothers that two weeks was ample time in

which to make these refunds it is pointed out that it is taking anywhere
from sixty to seventy-five days to collect them. There has been con-

siderable discussion of the matter recently and it is stated that the

Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau will take up the subject in a vigorous

manner if there is not some change on the 'part of these roads in refer-

ence to the time required for these refunds.

John G. Meiser and H. W. Brown have purchased the yards of the

Arkmo Lumber Company at Paragould, Ark. The new owners will con-

tinue operations under the name of the H. W. Brown Lumber Company.

=-< NASHVILLE y-

Lumber interests have not yet had to contend with any shortage of

cars but they anticipate that their days of grace in this respect are

somewhat limited. The cotton crop has not yet begun to move in this

territory but "first bales" are being received from Arkansas and Missis-

There was a concatenation of the Order of Hoo-Hoo for the middle

Tennessee District, attended by about sevcnty-flve lumbermen. Vice-

gerent Charles M. Morford officiated, assisted by former Grand Scrivenoter

James H. Baird. Fifteen new members were initiated. A Dutch supper

was the closing feature. The concatenation brought to Nashville the

largest gathering of lumbermen that has assembled here the past year.

The Tennessee Stave & Lumber Company of Scott county has been

incorporated with an authorized capital stock of $,''>00,000. J. II. Ray,

J. T. Anderson, W. B. Ray, E. W. Christian, O. 11. Anderson, D. W,
Speek, J. M. Anderson, S. B. Anderson and S. A. Christian are incorpo-

rators.

The sawmill of Monroe Boyd at Keely, near Hopklnsvlllc, Ky., was de-

stroyed by fire of unknown origin, causing a loss of $1,200, with no
insurance.
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A. D. Bellamy, one ot the largest farm wagon manufrj'turers in the

South, died suddenly at his home at Florence, Ala.

H. H. Hitt, president of the H. H. Hitt Lumber Company, Decatur,

Ala., and a party of friends passed through Nashville in a big touring
automobile and will visit the eastern states and Canada before returning

home.

=-< BRISTOL y-
The Whaley-Pced Lumber Company was organized in Bristol last week

by Irving Whaley, J. S. Ashworth and P. D. Peed. The latter is president.

.1. S. Ashworth is vice-president and Irving Whaley secretary-treasurer.

The company will operate in eastern Kentucky and Mr. Whaley will go
there to spend several months starting off the mills.

The Paxton Lumber Company reports a good volume of business. The
company's mills are all running and the outlook for business is good.

It has mills in Bristol, North Caroliua and West Virginia.

The railroads in this section report that traffic is very good at this

season of the year. The car service is largely satisfactory, despite the

big demand for transportation equipment.

The R. E. Wood Lumber Company will soon start its new mill at

Earhart's, five miles south of Bristol, where it has purchased a good sized

boundary of hardwood timber.

The H. P. Wyman Lumber Company Is operating in Lee county, Vir-

ginia, where a new mill has been installed to cut a tract of hardwood
timber recently acquired.

The Pittsburgh Lumber Company is now operating on a large scale at

Hampton, Tenn., near where the company has a twelve year cut of hard-

wood timber. The mill at Hampton is cutting about 75,000 feet of stock

daily and is well supplied with logs. The stock is all sold from the

Pittsburgh offices.

Irving Whaley left this week in his automobile, accompanied by his

family, for Chattanooga and other southern cities to spend a few days.

H. M. Hoskins of the H. M. Hoskins Lumber Company has returned

from a trip in Virginia and reports the business outlook bright. Mr.

Hoskins is now cutting timber in Kentucky.

J. A. Wilkinson returned this week from a long trip into Virginia and
West Virginia. As agent for several large concerns, Mr. Wilkinson is

buying a large amount of stock. He has offices in Bristol and a force of

inspectors on the road.

=< LOUISVILLE >=
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad having filed a formal answer to the

recent complaint of local hardwood concerns against advances in rates

from points north of Decatur, Ala., to Louisville and other Ohio river

cities, the Interstate Commerce Commission is expected to announce a

date for hearing the case shortly.

The mahogany situation is much quieter than it has been at any
previous time this year, and the manufacturers, though expecting a

resumption of the active demand earlier in the fall, are not being pushed

for stock now as they were a short time ago. An interesting feature of

the situation is that although quartered oak is in improved demand, and

prices are stiffening, mahogany manufacturers profess not to credit the

suggestion that the quiet condition of that wood is due to consumers hav-

ing turned from it, on account of its advanced prices, to oak.

Edward S. Shippen, president of the Louisville Point Lumber Company,
recently returned from the Southwest, where he looked over timber and

sawmill conditions generally. The company is understood to be consider-

ing locating a mill in that section, but has made no definite arrange-

ments.

The complaint filed by Maley & Wertz of Evansville, Ind., with the

Interstate Commerce Commission, in which the commission is asked to

require the road to institute more practicable methods of regulating

milling in transit, is of interest locally because the same rules apply

here as at Evansvillg. While some of the manufacturers are making
reports to the Southern Weighing & Inspection Bureau regularly and

getting their refunds without difficulty, others say that they are having

all kinds of trouble and that they would like to see the situation radi-

cally changed.

Friends of W. P. Brown, the veteran hardwood man, who has now
retired from the rapidly growing business of the W. P. Brown & Sons

Lumber Company, noted with pleasure that his health is very much im-

proved compared with a few montlis ago. He was in Louisville recently

and looked hale and hearty, and visited several of his old friends in the

business.

The state board of forestry has approved plans which have been made

by State Forester J. E. Barton for the establishment of a patrol system

in Eastern Kentucky for the protection of the woods from fire during the

dry season, and the appointment of wardens will now proceed. Mr. Barton

also has a plan in mind tor seciriug the co-operation of the boy scouts,

of whom there are several thousand in the state. He believes that if

they could be interested in protecting the forests much good would result.

The Cloverport (Ky.) Boat & Machine Company will purchase machin-

ery for its woodworking department, an entirely new plant being planned

by General Manager William Pate.

F- L. Clore & Son, of Henderson, Ky., who became financially embar-

rassed as the result of an effort to develop a timber proposition at

Fayette, -Via., have assigned for the benefit of their creditors to the Ohio

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Oltice

Pine Bluff, Arlcansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

^ Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest
type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring
quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

Q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

C| Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

fl We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

C| For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with
Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special

Prices for Prompt Shipment:
82,000' 2" No. 2 Common Poplar. 58,000'
10,000' IH" No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Poplar. 36,000'
20,000' 1x24" & up No. 1 and Panel 28,000'

Poplar nut
40,000' 3" No. 1 & 2 Poplar 41,000'
15,000' 4 " X 18 to 30 " No. 1 & Panel nut

Poplar 69,000'
30,000' 4" X 7 to 25" No. 1 & 2 nut

Poplar 12,000'
35.000' 5/8 X 18" & up No. 1 & 19,000'

Panel Poplar 86,000'
117,000' 6/4 S. W. & No. 2 Common 6,000'

Chestnut 21,000'
38,000' 1 X 12" * up No. 1 & 2 10,000'

Chestnut 88,000'
58,000' 1" No. 1 Com. Chestnut 19,000'
47,000' 5/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut 10,000'

6/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
8/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
4/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

5/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
8/4 No. 1 * 2 Red Birch
3" No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
4" No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
5/4 No. 1 & 2 Cherry
8/4 No. 1 & 2 Cherry
4/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
5/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
8/4 No. 1 Common Cherry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

'^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

'Color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and A^eneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, MahogaiTy, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, l)ut

l)uyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of iiroduct

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C.L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

iiiiil Lumber producing plant in the ivorld

Valley n.-inking & Trust Company of Henderson. 1". L. Clore, bead of

the fli-m, died recently, Shirley Clore, his son, being in charge of the

business.

Van Xorman of Hines & Norman, Louisville, attorneys for the Taducah

Board of Trade, who filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission a

complaint charging that lumber rates into and out of Paducah are out

of line with those into and out of Cairo, stated that the report that the

complaint had been withdrawn is erroneous. Some of the carriers in

CFA territory have agreed to change class rates into Southern Illinois

from Paducah. but no change has been made in the lumber rate situation,

and the complaint will accordingly be pressed.

=-< ARKANSAS >
The plant of the Marianna Heading Company of Marianna, Ark.,

which was partially destroyed by fire some two weeks ago, has been

rebuilt and is now running on full time. The company is now operating

with two shifts, running night and day, to make up for the time lost

while shut down. Offlccrs of the company say the demand is daily

increasing, and they anticipate a heavy fall business.

The Arkansas Land and Lumber Company of Malvern. Ark., is now
constructing a stave mill to take care of the oak timber on its holdings.

The handle factory owned by Sallee Brothers of rocahontas. .\rk., which

was destroyed by fire a few weeks ago, has again resumed operations.

The output of the factory has been doubled and the number of employes

increased.

A charter has recently been granted to the Lenker Hub and Manu-

facturing Company of Leslie, Ark. The capital stock of the new com-

pany is placed at $15,000. W. S. Mays is president. G. W. Maj's, viec-

Ijresident ; E. O. Mays, secretary, and Buck Mays, treasurer.

The Shelby Cooperage Company, which formerly had its plant at

I'ortlaud. Ark., has begun operations in West Helena.

Thi! St. Louis Cooperage Company has again resumed operations at its

lilant in Brinklcy, Ark. This plant has been closed down for several

weeks, during which lime extensive improvements and repairs, including

Ihc installation of additional machinery, were made.

The Kentark^Land and Lumber Company, which has recently filed a

copy of its articles of incorporation with the secretary of state of

.Vrkansas. is preparing to open up its Arkansas offices at Tine liltilt.

Tlie company proposes to use $130,000 of its capital stock in this state.

A few w<>eks ago this company bought 24..'3.')0 acres o£ hardwood timber-

land in Lonoke and .lelTersnn counties. Arkansas, and announced its plans

for building a big plant on its holdings between Stuttgart and England.

Ark. The new company ulsci bought some weeks ago a controlling interest

in the Varner Land and Lumlxr Company, which owns Ki.OOO acres of

nardwood timberland in and around Geridge. Ark., and operates a big

null at that place.

-<, MILWAUKEE ^
Work on the factory liiiildiuj: d the I'nivi'rsiil Furnil in>' Company is

rxpected to be started within a short time. The ?4,000 subscribed by

liical business men is being called for, which indicates that preliminary

work is well under way. I'resident Walter R. Frame of the Business

.Mens Club is active in pushing the project.

The Millard Manufacturing Company of Gladwin. Midi., will locate

in Appli'tou. according to plans now under way. With the assistance of

tlie Commcrtial Club, representatives of the Millard company are looking

tor a site. A new factory will undoubtedly be erected to house the

institution. The chief output of the plant will be racked hoops, hoop

timber and articles in that line.

A model hydroplane built of the finest mahogany wood, has been

completed at the boat factory of Dan Kidney & Son. at IJe I'cre. The
niodi-i was put on exhibition at the I'erry Centennial and Home Coming
Kxposition at Green Bay. A working model is being completed and

will be tried out shortly.

Several carloads of large timber, cut on the Thornapple river, near

the famous John Diet/- farm at Cameron dam, have just been shipped

from Winter, Wis., to Liverpool, England. The timber is of enormous

size, Iwing about fitly feet long and ten inches square at the top. The

scarcity of such timber brought a very high price. It will be used in

shipbuilding.

.T. 1". Hanson of Oshkosh, a pioneer mill architect, inventor of several

labor-saving logging devices, including a log loader, log conveyor and

a belt tightener, died at his home in Oshkosh of appendicitis, after a

short illness.

Charles Fireharmer, aged sevenly-two years, one of the oldest residents

or Iloricon, a prominent lumberman and in late years interested in

many building projects, died sudd'-niy of heart failure while working in

the vicinity of his lumber yards. He was a native of Germany, coming

to this country as a young man. Ho engaged in sawmllUng near Her-

man, later coining to Wausau and then to Iloricon. He engaged In

lumbering in Iloricon. later being succeeded by his son William. Besides

bis widow, seven cliildren survive him.

The Barrett Manufacturing Company, a New York roofing corporation,

with $-1,870,000 capital stock, has filed a statement with the secretary

of state to do business in Wisconsin. The Interest In this state. is

.•jt^o.ooo.

The Wilbur Lumber Company, with yards in this state and Illinois,
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is improving the large yards and grounds of the West Allis branch.
The big shed, 140 by 320 feet in size, on National avenue, is being
reroofed, the offices have been equipped with water and sewer, and the
grounds fixed up to harmonize with the new asphalt pavement and cement
sidewalks surrounding them.
The Shawano Land cSt Lumber Company of Shawano has been incor-

porated with $30,000 capital stock. F. W. Humphrey, Charles Magee
and August Anderson are named as incorporators.
The W. L. Scott Lumber Comp-iny, a New York corporation with a

capital of $115,000. has filed a statement with the secretary of state to

do business in Wisconsin. The concern has $5,000 invested in this

state.

For the second time within a month fire broke out in the H. A.

Schwartzburg box factory, 517 North avenue, Milwaukee, and partially

destroyed the plant. The more recent fire started in the train building,

a long twostory frame structure, and spread to the wings. The loss

amounts to about $25,000. The H. A. Schwartzburg Estate, owners and
operators of the factory, announced to the trade immediately after the

fire that the plant was partially destroyed and that arrangements had
been made with the Mueller & Son Company to take care of the present
and future orders until the plant is rebuilt. Mueller & Son Company arc

giving temporary employment to all the employes of the Schwartzburg
factory.

August Freymuth. New London, manufacturer of tubs and other
woodenware, has filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the United
States District Court in Milwaukee. He lists his liabilities at $5,058.70
and his assets at $10,250.37, of which $3,050 are claimed exempt.

John Tolfree of West Branch. Mich., and M. P. Gale, Saginaw, presi-

dent and vice-president, respectively, of the Diamond Lumber Company
of Green Bay, spent a few days visiting the mill and plant on business.

F. H. Parker, president and treasurer of the Mueller & Son Company,
Milwaukee box manufacturers, with his wife and daughter, have returned
home from a six weeks' motor tour through the East and Canada.

J. R. Harrington, formerly engaged in the manufacturing business at

Crandon, has returned from Helena. Ark., where he had been managing a

large woodworking plant. Mr. Harrington will re-engage in the business

in this state as his wife was unable to stand the southern climate.

Robert Hall, well known in the northern lumbering circles and for the

last few years engaged in the lumber contracting business at Lauriuni.

died at his home in that cit.v, aged sixty years. He had been ill for a

short time, but his death was unexpected. Mr. Hall was a native of

Canada, coming to this country forty-six years ago and settling in

Maine. For many years he was foreman of the John Bagley lumbering
interests in Osceola. Later he was identified with northern Michigan
lumbering contractors and until his death was engaged in the con-

tracting business for himself. His widow, three sons and two daughters
survive him.

J. S. Chase, aged fifty-nine, a former resident of De Pere and for years

prominent in the lumbering industry in that vicinity, died suddenly in

Anacortes, Wash., where he had been engaged in the lumbering business

for the past three years. Mr. Chase was a native of Michigan, coming
to De Pere at an early age with his parents. With his father he con-

ducted a sawmill at St. Mathews, later called Chase. He succeeded his

father after the latter's death. Later he bought the ililton Persons

Lumber Company at De Pere. then a sawmill at Pembine, and later the

Johann planing mill. In 1910 he left for Anacortes. where he operated

a shingle and siding mill. He leaves a widow and three children.

John EUer, aged sixty-one, prominent in lumbering circles of ililwau-

kee, died at his home in this city Monday, Aug. 11. Mr. Eller was
engaged in lumbering for twenty-five years and was president of the

John Eller Lumber Company. He had been in poor health for several

months. Mr. Eller was born in Germany and came here twenty-five

years ago. His widow, two daughters. Misses Bertha and Gretchen Eller

:

and two sons, George F., secretary-treasurer of the lumber company, and
Stephen H. Eller, vice-president of the concern, survive him.

The Mason mill, which was erected way back in the eighties and was
at one time the biggest mill in northern Wisconsin, is to be dismantled

at the end of this season. For years the mill ran night and day and
summer and winter. Now that the Hines interests, which own the mill

at present, will finish tlioir sawing by the end of the present season

the mill is to be dismantled. With the burning of the Iron River mill

a few weeks ago and the determination of the Hines people not to rebuild,

it will mean that two big industries will vanish from the lumbering

section near Ashland. There are about 15,000,000 feet of logs at the

Iron River mill to be sawed. These will be taken to West Duluth. The
passing of the mill at Mason will mean much to that town which will

now be only a farming town.

=-< DETROIT y
Secretary John Lodge of the Dwight Lumber Company says that

although this is a rather dull season, business with his company has been

at least five per cent better than it was for the corresponding period

a year ago. The company's hardwood flooring mill is working full time

and there is a fair volume of orders and inquiries. Mr. Lodge reports

also that prices on all hardwoods are holding up and that he does not

expect any decline.

William Brownlee of the Brownlee Company predicts that during the

coming year the Detroit automobile industry will use larger quantities
ef hardwood lumber than ever before. He also said that prospects are
favorable to a busy fall and winter trade as indications .are that buuding
operations will be brisk, although the market is rather dull at present
because it is between seasons.

Messrs. Lowrie and Robinson of the Lowric & Robinson Lumber Com-

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar. Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

MILL FACILITIES
COMPLETE PLANING

PHIS

Wholesale Manufacttirers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
All Grades and Thicknesses ^^^^^j^^^RY^^

We make a si»e<'ialty of niixed cars SOFT ELM
SYCAMOREof Sap and Red Gum, Gne-half to

Two inches thick,

VANDEN BOOM=STIMSON LUMBER COMPANY

Maanfactorers Soathern Hardwoods

RedQum a Specialty
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP. DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith ^'V^Z"BunlilT'^ Memphis, Tenn.
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Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from
one boundary, insuring uniform
color and texture; manufactured
at our newly installed hardwood
flooring plant.

Our Specialty: Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Thicknesses: 's" and 13/16" Standard Widths

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO., Coal Qrove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K} .

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

WANT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representlne Fifth Avenue Buildins,WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO., "^""^ wtu/ VrtDIf
Ca88. West Virginia. IXIiW lUIU^

AT HALF PRICE

STEAM SKIDDER
AND LOADER COMBINED

Clyde Modern Equipment. Used
about sixty days. Operations dis-

continued. No further use for it

For Particulars Write

GOGEBIC LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, IMICH.

pany attended llie convention o£ the Knights Templar at Denver last

week.
Thomas Forman of the Thomas Forman Company says that while his

factory is busy now he expects increased business in September. Mr.

Forman said that the company's mill at Heidelberg, Ky., is now turning

out 155.000 feet a day of maple and oak and that labor conditions are

now very satisfactory. He is very optimistic regarding the hardwood

market during the next few months.

Dodge Brothers, manufacturers of automobile parts, announced that

they will about the first of the year begin manufacturing automobiles

on a large scale and that they will erect large buildings. This announce-

ment was of especial interest to Detroit hardwood dealers because it

means the enlarging of the hardwood market. Dodge Brothers will un-

doubtedly become large buyers of hardwoods.

The Grigg-Hanna Company, the Yeomans Diver Company and the

Kuehl-Butcher Lumber Company, all box manufacturers, report fair busi-

ness.

< GRAND RAPIDS >
.Tas. F. McSweyn, president and manager of the Memphis Band Mill

Company, Memphis, Tenn., is spending a few days at his old home here

on business and pleasure, and his son, George McSweyn, will be here this

week on a short visit. Otis A. Felger of this city is secretary and treas-

urer of the company, which is operating its southern mill night and day,

cutting a million feet a month. The timber manufactured is largely

oak, the white oak being quarter sawed and the red sawed plain.

A. I.. Dennis of the A. L. Dennis Salt and Lumber Company and the

Dennis Canadian Company is speuding a few days at Dighton, Slich.,

where the two mills are now cutting hardwood, maple, beech and birch.

The Dennis Canadian Company is operating with three band mill and
rcsaw at Whitney, Ont., and is cutting mostly birch.

W. It. Smith, manager of the Stearns Company, who is on an extended

vacation trip to the Pacific coast, accompanied by Mrs. Smith, is expected

bonic' about Sept. 1 and will then take an eastern trip. His work here

is being looked after by .\rthur M. Manning.

Zeno II. Nelson of Jackson & Tindle will return in a few days from
Canada, where the company is putting in a mill.

Douglas Sinclair of the Valley City Lumber Company, Ltd., has

returned from near Munlsing, where the company is cutting hardwood.

Fred I. Nichols of the Nichols & Cox Lumber Company and G. von

riaten, who has extensive mill Interests at Iron Mountain, are enjoy-

ing trips abroad this summer. ^
Fred A. Diggins of Cadillac is in Chicago for medical treatment.

Grand Uapids contractors have been awarded the job of erecting

an office building for the Hanchett Swage Works at Big Itaplds. The
structure will be 411x42 feet, two stories and brick, steel and reinforced

concrete will be used.

Thomas B. Wyman of Munlsing, secretary-forester of the Northern

Forest Protective Association, In a report covering the period from

.lune 15 to .\ug. 1, says there have been twenty fires, affecting approxi-

mately 11.000 acres, largely slash lands. The railroads caused seven of

these fires and Mr. Wyman states that nearly all operating locomotives

are devoid of efficient spark arresters.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >.

Nothing figures in the local market prominently except the continued

increase in the number of inquiries, which does not necessarily mean that

at present the increase in orders is marked, as the buying trade is evi-

dently continuing upon the same policy which It has been following for

several months, that is, buying for immediate wants. The increase in

inquiry is taken to mean an Indication that stocks at consumers factories

are in a low condition. Hence this interest is considered an encouraging

feature to fall trade, regarding which the majority of local hardwood men
predict marked activit.v.

No particularly notable recessions In market values are evident locally,

but on the other hand prices are continuing to remain in a fairly firm

condition, although not of as high a level as prevailed before the quiet

tone began. Taken altogether, considering both the buyers and the sellers

of hardwood products in the Chicago market, a conservative tone prevails.

l>oth factors seeming to prefer playing a waiting game to assuming any
kind of a panicky state of mind.

=< NEW YORK y-
The hardwood market in New York shows a little better tone and some

improvomcnt in demand. While there has been no very great Increase in

vnlumo, the renewed activity which is promised with the passing of the

torrid seasron seems very likely to materialize. It will not require a

boom to ^ive the market some real color, and the buylnp; of the past two
moiilhs has been of such character as to assure a steady tlnw of trade

at good prices when business opnns in the fall. There have been no
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-material price changes and the demand has been spread over the list so

that each kind has had ils share. Oak, ash, maple and birch are

still the leaders.

=-< BUFFALO >.=

There is a fair amount of mixed-car business in hardwoods this month,
but large orders are lacking, as is usually the case in August. Pros-

pects are considered good for renewed business next month, although
nobody is looking for any brisk situation until after the tariff bill is

enacted into law. July business was favorable at most yards and the

present month makes a fair comparison with the same month last year.

Plain oak remains as the wood most in demand, although maple has
been making a good showing with some dealers. Other hardwoods are

moTing rather slowl.v. brown ash being in a little better sale than it is

in some seasons. Yards are getting in very little stock, but assortments

are already in pretty good shape.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
For the warm season, when more or less business apathy might be

expected, conditions continue about normal. During the last fortnight

inquiries have increased and although not all of them result in orders

it indicates an initiative interest of the buyer in the market and augurs
a healthy tone in the hardwood situation. Buying in New York and New
England has been comparatively active but on a conservative basis, and
prices, with a few exceptions, have been well sustained. Furniture manu-
facturers continue fairly busy, with outlook encouraging ; box factories

manage to keep plants running full capacity and building work in large

cities, although not up to expectation, shows an advance during the last

few months over the same period of last year. Money continues tight

and there is a tendency on the part of the money lenders to avoid build-

ing ventures, at least for this season, to prevent the flooding of the real

estate market with empty houses. In large construction work, however,

there has been a strong activity throughout the summer.
Hardwoods vary but little from old positions. Oak is the leader ; ash,

chestnut, basswood, maple, gum. birch and beech hold firm places. Taking
the situation as a whole, the hardwood market is more than holding its

own and the outlook for fall trading is very promising.

=< PITTSBURGH y-
Hardwood wholesalers here are fairly well satisfied with present con-

<iitions. There has been quite a little slump in general demand since

Juno. For midsummer, however, business is keeping up pretty well

especially as regards prices. Factory hardwoods are in much better

demand than last summer. The big end of the business now being done

is in mixed hardwoods largely for the mining companies whose operations

are on a much larger scale than last year. It is thought that yard

buying, \iiuch is now very much in the dumps, w'ill resume in good form

in September in order that the retailers may be able to supply contractors

with finishing lumber on buildings started late in the season.

.< BOSTON >=
There has been little change in the market for hardwood lumber during

the past two weeks. The fall trade should be starting up in an active

way before long, but so far as we can see there is no buying movement
on. The average buyer is not willing to pay asking prices and cannot

be induced to anticipate his wants at this time. The majority of whole-

sale merchants in Boston admit that demaii;! is mostl.v contined to imme-
diate wants, which are not large. Consuming manufacturers in this

section of the country are operating their plants moderately and do not

appear to be making changes toward increasing production right away.

There may be some weak spots in the market, but it is safe to say

these cannot be found where desirable grades of hardwood lumber are

concerned. The millmen are very firm and anticipate a demand large

enough to take care of their offerings. If a bu.ver is not willing to pay

the price asked there are no inducements offered by the manufacturer to

bring about a sale.

The market for plain and quartered oak is as firm as it has been at any

time during the past few months. Ash has been selling in a fair way
at firm prices. Cypress has held steady for some time, but demand is

uot largo.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
While it does not appear that the hardwood trade has made decided

headway, the statement can also be made that the situation is quite

satisfactory as to movement and prices. To be sure, a measure of quiet

prevails, but this is expected at the present time, when many of the

buyers of hardwoods are out of town taking vacations, and when other

factors are at work to retard the distribution. It is also to be said that

the general business situation has not yet sufficiently clarified to remove

all restrictive factors. The currency bill, for instance, is yet to be gotten

out of the way ; in fact, the opposition to the measure in its present form

has become so pronounced that it would not be strange if some important

modifications were made. The tariff bill is outlined with sufficient dis-

tinctness to indicate what the country must expect, but there is yet

enouih doubt to interfere to some extent with the trade movement.

In view of these conditions the distribution of hardwoods may be
said to have attained a gratifying volume, with the yards interested to a
greater extent than might have been supposed and with values not so

much lower as to indicate real weakness in any division of the trade. To
be sure, the export movement is far from satisfactory, because of the

congestion that prevails on the other side, which encourages the foreign

buyers to insist upon price concessions, in lieu of which rejections and
other means of cutting down the returns are resorted to. It is also to

be said that the mills have so gained on the demand as to make the

offerings rather liberal in certain items, such as chestnut. Sound wormy
is about where It stood before the advance of last spring, with lower
grades of poplar in very liberal supply and extra wide stocks rather
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pHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers '

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

POPIAR SPECIALISTS
We have always made a distinct specialty of Poplar,

Rough and Milled. Have 3,000,000 feet nice, dry

stock at Cincinnati now, and some at our mills.

CAN WE SERVE YOU?

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

Richey, Halsted & Quick
HIGH GRADES IN SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS A SPECIALTY

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BCH-DING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENER.AL OFFICE—CI..4Y CITY. KV.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUJIMERS AND GEST STREETS

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. * D. B. B.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.

OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS
E| FIRST NATIONAL BAN'K BUILDING

IThe Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
I WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS
§ 103-4-6 CAREW BUILDING jg
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cure
LUMBER

TRADE MARK REGISTERED IN U. S. PATENT OFFICE

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-

steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell, and the grain will not

raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-

Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetcer-Cnred Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Preparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK REGISTERED IN U. S. PATENT OFFICE
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easier too than they had been not so long ago. The offerings of wagom
oak planks in various foreign trade centers are still so heavy that prices

are depressed, and the shippers stand a chance of coming out of trans-

actions minus a profit. Low grades of poplar are also very plentiful

and the foreign buyers take advantage of conditions to hold hack. But
with the Balkan war over and other disturbing factors abroad removed,,

it is at least a reasonable supposition that a better feeling may assert

itself before long.

The domestic yards are showing more interest in offerings than might
bo supposed in the face of the rather liberal holdings. It is to be said,

also, that when a buyer wants lumber he will not haggle over the price.

The production is somewhat reduced because of scarcity of labor, many
of the negroes in the southern mills being away at camp meetings or
other gatherings. August is a month of vacation taking and the mill

hands insist upon having their recreation. It is altogether likely, there-

fore, that the production will fall behind the normal and that no important
.'tdditions to the available supplies will be made for the present. This may
be expected to correct in a measure whatever halting tendency may
have developed of late, although it is to be said that many of the hard-
wood men report the continuance of an active distribution.

=-< COLUMBUS y
Hardwood trade in Columbus and central Ohio Las been fairly active

during the past fortnight. Most of the manufacturers and shippers report

that the volume of business is all that could be expected for the time of

the year and that the prospects for the future are bright. Taking it all

in all the tone of the market is good, and no marked weakness of any sort

lias appeared.

Building operations still continue active in every way. Reports from
the smaller towns of central Ohio show a good volume of building, ami
the same is true of the larger cities. This means quite a demand for

certain hardwoods and is one of the chief features in maintaining the

market. The stocks of dealers and in the hands of manufacturing con-

cerns are light. Both arc good purchasers and trade is about evenly
divided between the two. Dry stocks in the hands of mills are not large.

Shipments are coming out fairly promptly although some complaints of

car shortage have been made. Factories making furniture are buying
stocks now, and implement and vehicle concerns are also good buyers.

Oak. both quarter-sawed and plain, is in good demand. I'rices are

strong and no attempt is made at shading quotations. Chestnut is also

strong, especially sound wormy. There is a good demand for all grades
of poplar. Automobile factories are buying the wide sizes. Ash and
basswood are moving well. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

=< CINCINNATI y-
All immediate danger to crops which were becoming badly damaged on

account of the continued dry spell in this vicinity has passed. A wel-

come break in the hot spell was broken by rain the latter part of last

week and there has been rain almost daily ever since. The effect upon
all vegetation is remarkable and the rains coming just in the nick o:

lime should carry the crops through. Reports from surrounding farming
districts show a fair yield at this time and prospects for a good-sized

corn crop are promising.

There is very little business in the city proper, due to the teamsters'

strike, but a revival is expected soon, as the strike .seems to be brokPn
and resumption will take place gradually. Shipping has been only fair.

most of the old orders being pretty well cleaned up and new business

has been only in small quantity orders, many of them, for mixed cars.

Prices remain lirm. .Tiulging from numerous inquiries covering man.v

items and the known shortage of lumber in the hands of most of the

large consumers, it is only reasonable to suppose that, good business will

come with early fall. While conditions are not right by any means for

good business prospects, many luml>ermen from personal observation

report indications all point to a much improved trade in the fall.

There is little change in the poplar situation. In spite of a light

demand, except for low grades, prices are held Arm. Stocks in the hands
of both manufacturer and wholesaler are large and prospects are none
too good for a movement in upper grades, although wide stock improves
a little.

=< TOLEDO y
There has been but little change in the hardwood situation and there

are still plenty of buyers for the right grade of lumber. Toledo dealers

are not anxious for poor materials but are in the market right along
for the proper grade of lumber. It has been difficult throughout this sea-

son to get desirable stocks which have been responsible for small orders

more than anything else. Oak continues a leader with ash and hickory
in good demand. Considerable lumber is being called for by the building

trades as the private residence game is still on full blast in Toledo.

The class of homes being constructed here are of good quality and the

greater share of these homes call for hardwoods for interior linisli and
flooring. Factory consumption is normal. Low-grade boxing continues

firm at advanced prices and there is a noticeable stiCFening in the prices

of the better grade stuH. The car situation in Toledo is good and thus
far no shortage has been noticeable, although complaints have been
coming In of traffic difficulties at other points.
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--< NASHVILLE >-=

Xo new developments are noted in the hardwood market. A fair

demand is mentioned by shippers for oak, low grades of ijoplar. chestnut,

ash and other hardwoods. Prices show no material change. Oak flooring

concerns have been making important shipments. Inquiries being received

from manufacturers cause shippers to predict renewal of business on more
active scale by fall.

=•< BRISTOL y-
Crjstul himbormt'n I'l'porr tb;u businoss continues good, considering

the season of the year. Trade has been comparatively brisk during

sumruer and Improvement is expected with the coming of the fall season.

Trices are in the main satisfactory but further advances are expected.

The outlook is considered most entouraginn.

=< LOUISVILLE y-
Market conditions are regarded by hardwood men as generally satis-

factory. The demand has shown s:;;us of improvement, and in fact most
ol the leading operators state that orders have been received in satis-

factory volume. Prospects for fall business have been improved by the

recent benclicial rains which have fallen over many parts of the country,

making it appear that the damag-? to crops, which has been made much
c£ will be minimized. With the production of spring wheat and cotton

Itxed at luimper totals, the country can stand a small contraction of the

corn crop without much difficulty lumbermen believe.

Quartered oak is one of the mo.it active items at present, with prices
holding up well. Plain oak is in good demand, the common grades moving
more freely than good, and inch being in much better call, relatively, than
thicker stock. Ash is also selling well. Poplar has shown some improve-
ment lately, but is still generally quiet. Chestnut is very slow just now,
though sound wormy is selling well on account of the increased activities
•of the panel makers. Ked gum is holding its own. Cottonwood is steady,
and is being bought in considerable quantities by the box manufacturers.

=< MILWAUKEE y
Signs of the coming fall revival are evident in the local hardwood

market. Actual orders are increasing, while inquiries regarding prices
and stocks arc arriving from all sources. The outlook is especially good
and wholesale lumbermen are confident that business will be above the
average mark this fall. Building operations in this city are considerably
ahead of a year ago, while reports from the smaller cities and towns
about the state indicate unusual activity in the building fleUi. During
the first half of August there were 165 permits issued in Milwaukee for
structures aggregating in cost $541,150. During the corresponding
period a year ago there were 195 permits granted, representing an invest-
ment of only .S-il7.li43.

The crop situation is unusually favorable, which ou.ght to give assur-
ance of a busy building season this fall. Threshing is well under wny
all over Wisconsin and the yield of small grain is fully up to normal,
with the exceptiou of barley. The barley production this season is falling
off, due to the smaller acreage and to a slight decrease in the yield.

The hot weather and extensive rains have resulted in a wonderful growth
of corn and predictions are being made that a bumper crop will be
harvested. The Wisconsin crop report for August, recently issued by
the state board of agriculture, is highly satisfactory.

I'riees for all lines of hardwood are being well maintained and this
fact has tend.^ri to make buyers go carefully about placing orders, but
they are gradually coming to the point where they are convinced that
lower quotations cannot be expected. Stocks at most of the hardwood
consuming plants are light and it will be necessary for these concerns to
place larger orders from now on. The supply of northern hardwoods is
light, with the demand improving for birch, maple and basswood. Plain
oak is still the best seller in the southern woods.

Reports from the northern lumber companies say that the mills are
meeting with a steadily increasing demand for hardwoods. Many orders
are being placed and thi' shipping movement is becoming more active daily.
It is said that several large producing concerns are weeks behind on their
orders. The sash and door concerns are seeking prices on birch and
maple and are beginning to order more heavily from the mills. Demand
seems to be good at the mills for ash, while crating elm is in brisk
demand. The call for basswood is not quite so .strong.

=-< DETROIT y
Conditions in the Detroit hardwood market the past fortnight havi'

been rather quiet. Prices continue high and steady on most grades of
hardwoods, the only decline being in hemlock and this only a slight
decrease. The flooring trade is fairly busy and the factorii's have been
"oorking full time. Indications are that the automobile industry will'

require during the next .year larger quantities of hardwoods than ever
before. Prospects, too. are extremely favorable to a big building boom
in Detroit this fall, winter and spring and hardwood men arc all opti-
mistic regarding future business. The box trade is fairly lively, hut
the box men are complaining because of the continued high prices of
liardwoo.'ls.

MAHOGANY
Regarding a big shipment of high-grade, selected

logs we are just receiving, our Liverpool brokers say:

"Our own feeling with regard to this purchase is that
it is one of the finest ranges of logs we have ever sent
to the United States: they are mostly Grand Bassam
with a few Lagos and Benin."

Their judgment ought to be convincing, as they
can't afford to make such statements without entire

justification—it would not be safe.

This stock will be ready for your inspection, as

veneer, in a few days.

We are also getting in a splendid lot of Circassian

and a big shipment of White Oak that we can vouch
for, as we selected it all ourselves.

Early Inquiry Will Give Best Selection

Fred W. Black Lumber Company
Chicago, III.

Take Dtoglas Park "L" to 40th Ave, and walk one block south

Among the

Functions of the

Timber Factor

Are: To locate, examine, estimate, classify and
appraise timbered areas;

To assemble all necessary and useful information
respecting kinds, quantities and qualities of timber
and the topography of the land;

To compile data showing costs and conditions un-
der which operations must be conducted and to
search out natural or possible markets.

This information should be prepared by those pos-
sessed of Knowledge Essential to Comparison.

We offer the timber buying and selling public the
benefit of thirty-five years' connection with the tim-
ber trade of North, Central and South America, of
accurate knowledge that cannot be gleaned from
text books.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, HI., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year.

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumb er losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative RankinBcncdic! UndcFwriting Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact.

Portland. Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will b*- inserted in tbis sec-
tion at tlie following rates:

For one Insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line

Fop three insertions 50c a line

For four insertions 60c a line

Elgbt words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe beadlngs can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
the adTertieement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

INSPECTOR WANTED
First-class farm wagon manufacturing concern

wants experienced, competent inspector for

wagon searing stoclj—roles, Axles, Reaches, Bol-

sters, Eveners, etc. Steady position and good
treatment for rigbt man. Must work at home
or on road as required. Onl.v man experienced

in this line need apply. State fully experience,

age, salary expected, etc. Address
"BOX 70." care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman lor New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Kirkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

SO.OOO ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2.j5S S. Roboy St., Chicago.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR

76 to 100 cars ct oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St,

Pnffalo. N. Y.

TIMDER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES

Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,
detailed reports as to stand, quality and legging

conditions. Hare a (ew blgh-class prcpertles

(or sale. Can furnish best references.

TDOS. J. MCDONALD,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

EnoxTllIe. Tenn.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.

Do you want to get In touch with the Best

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

•hawing the annual requirements In lumber,

dimension stock and yeneera and panels of con

sumers of those materials throughout the Dnited

States and Canada. Tbe service Is free te ad

vertlsera In the Bbcobd. It will Interest you

Write us for farther Information about oar "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GUM
and Red Oak?

I own In fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracts of high-class gum and red oak

stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer

good money either as an investment or as an
operating proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address la

confidence, "BOX 22," care H^bowood Rbcobd.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED

I

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

4S" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and
straight. If you have any to offer write us

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MEXJ. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

WANTED—LARGE QUANTITIES
iyix2x3S—40,

I%x2x38—40,

li/jxl%x36,
iy4Xli4x40,
114x4—20. Oak, Ash or Hickory.

Address "BOX 75," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—LARGE QUANTITIES
114x11/2x40,

l%xl%xl9,
lx2V4xl6,
1x3x16.

.\ddress "BOX 77," care Hardwood Record.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-
proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy
and for systematizing the inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

AT MOUND CITY, ILL.

inu- coniplrtr lin-ulnr mill with edger. trim-

mer, live rolls, porlalilc boilers and engine.

TIIIC WISCONSIN SEATI.NG CO..

New London, Wis.

FOR SALE
In good condition, 250 H. P. Locomotive Fire

llox. Boiler with GO ft. stack, guaranteed 12."i

lbs. working pressure.

One 14"x20" Brownell Engine.

One 10" Steam Feed.

One Rand Saw Grinder.

One Resaw.
One rile Driver, 2.700ib. hammer with roll.

JOHN S. OWEN LUMBER COMPANY,
Owen, Wisconsin.

HOISTS AND DERRICK IRONS,
for handling logs at mill.

THE NEW ALBANY MFG. CO., New Albany, Ind.

MISCELLANEOUS

^y HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ-

^B I ent kind, and altogether better

^^L^^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

Jll The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.

OAK. POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods. In all grades and thick-

nesses, can be readily sold If advertised In th«

Wanted and For Sale section of Hardwood B»o-

ord. If yon have a large stock you want to

sell try a few lines In this department and

see what a lot of Inquiries they will bring too.
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For sjJe by HARDWOOD RECORD,
SS? S. Dearborn St., ChlcaEo, m.

60 CENTS EACH.

Excellently Located
Woodworking Factory

A woodworking factory consisting

of a two-story modern brick building,

40x100 feet; a brick boiler and engine
house, 30x30 feet, and three frame
buildings, dimensions, 40x70 feet, 20x
80 feet, 20x56 feet, with brick dry
kiln 18x3 5 feet and a frame office

building 35x36 feet, located in an

enterprising northeastern Tennessee
county seat town, is offered for sale

at an attractive price.

A 100 H. P. Dillon boiler and a I4x
30 Corliss engine furnish the power.

The machinery consists of lathes,

reamers, knives, saws, sanders, etc.,

with all necessary pulleys, belting and
shafting equipment. The buildings are

steam heated and lighted by electricity.

This factory is adaptable to nearly

any kind of wood-working industry and
is well located on a railroad siding.

This is a very favorable opportunity
for one wishing a factory equipped and
ready for immediate operations.

FuU particulars wlU be given by referring
to file No. 45485 and writing

M. V. KICHARDS
Land and Industrial .-igent

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305, Washington, D. C.

CHICAGO
Osgood & Richardson

935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-I ISH LUMBER CO.

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton "'iSfc'A^r'

A Veneer Oaa^e il the aoBwer to a V«noer U»*.r'i
craving foryeajB, Thii "Wilker Braod" Ven-
eor QKUge is b steel Kange that will satisfy
yoarwanti for all time. Too can'tdo your-

self a better tnra than to buy ooe of
these iiauges. It gauges ACCURATELT
eTery tbickDessfrom l-iOinchto

<)b >ach
IHCLUSIVK. Wake up tothis opporta-
nity. Priceonly$l 98 delivered by U. S
iHsil Ordernow, tr>day. Address—6456
fToodlawn Ave. Pbooe Hyde Park 8S.

Devi. C

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS I
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-

dred pages, illustrated by more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growih m this

country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opmion of an

expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-

paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

Acacia
African mabogauy
Ailantbus
Alaska Cyprus
Alaska piue
Alder
Algaroba
Alleghany eloe
Alligator .iuniper
Alligator-wood
AlmoiKlIeaf willow
Aloe leaf yucca
Alpine fir

Alpine larch
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
Alpine whitehark pine..
Alternate-leaved dog-
wood

Alvord oak
Amabilis fir

American apple
American arborvitse. . .

.

American ash
American crab
American fringe
American holly
American larch
American linden
American planertree. . ..

American smoke-tree. .

.

Andromeda
Angelica -tree
Ant'/ wood
Apple baw
ArhorTitje
Arizona cork fir

Arizona cypress
Arizona madrona
Arizona pjilm
Arizona pine
Arizona spruce
Arizona sycamore
Arizona white oak
Arrow-wood
Ash-leaved maple
Aspen CG7.
Aspen-leaf
August plum
Bald cypress
Balm of Gilead.145. CC7,
Balm of Gilead tir

Balsam
13n. 13C. 151. lOG

Balsam lir 145. lol.
Bnlsain poplar
Baltimore oak
Banana
Baretta
Barren oak
Barren scrub oak
Bartrara oak
Basket elm
Basket oak 208,
Basket willow
Basswood
Bat tree
Baybcrry
Bay poplar
I!ay tree
Bejided locust
Bearberry G4G.
Bear oak
Bearwood
Beaver-tree
Behb willow .

Beech
Bpotree
Bell tree
Beihvood
Bi'rlfindler ash
I'.lg liiickeve
Bit: l.iMl

I'lc burl hickory
Btffrone pine
Btgcone spruce
Blc 'ottonwood
BIgetnw willow
Bli; Iilckory nut

53 .°>

463
676
121
193
589
559
622
111
325
471
693
166
88
195
196
37

526
220
165
553
97

400
453
700
643
80

637
397
697
52G
676
696
459
97
154
142
603
693
705
135
GIO
21S
507
445
G75
075
021
139
673
145

G73
159
673
205
640
G99
316
283
322
393
229
472
G37
49-4

G9S
337
529
555

Big laurel
Bigleaf laurel
Bifileaf maple
Big pine
Big sbellbark
Eigtree
Big white birch
Biltmore ash
Birch
Bird cherry
Bishop's pine
Bitter cherry
Bitter hickory
Bitternut
Bitternut hickory
Bitter pecan 301,
Bitter walnut
Bitter waternut
Bltterwood
Black ash. 415. 416. 423.
Blackbark pine
Black birch 5G5. 577,
Bla<-k calabash
Black clierry
Black Cottonwood

067. 069.
Black gum 159.
Black haw
Black bickorv

3G4. 367, 696.
Black ironwood
Black jack
Black jack oak
Black larch
Black limetree
Black locust 535,
Black mangrove
Black maple
Black mulberry
Black oak. 259. 2C0. 271.
Black olivetree
Black pine...G3. 67. 70,
Black poplar
Black slash pine
Black sloe
Black spruce
Black tiiorn
Blacktrce
Black walnut
Black willow
Black wood
Bleeding-heart tree
Blister pine 14.5.

Blue ash 417,
Blue beech
Blue birch ....565. 577.
Blue blossoms
Blue dogwood
Blue elder
Blue jack oak
Blue myrtle
Blue oak 205. 213.
Blue spruce
Bluet
Bluewood
Bodark
Bodock
Bog spruce
Bois d'arc
Bois inconnu
Bottom shellbark
Bow-wood
Box elder 445.
Box oak
Box white oak
Boxwood
Bracted fir

Brash oak
Brewer onk
Bristlccone flr

Bristlecone pine 19,
Brtiadfrult yucca
Brojirllenf maple
Broadleaf willow
Broom hickory
Brown ash
Brown hickory
Brown pine
Buckeye

494
507
439
31
3G9
175
583
424
565
619
69

61G
361
367
361
375
361
374
676
445
75

5.«n

475
G13

G79
331
4G0

699
700
283
291
80
G37
541
688
447
513
277
688
75
681
55

621
129
459
688
343
469
OSS
500
151
422
627
585
698
526
Ton
285
698
226
130
508
700
511
511
130
511
405
309
511
601
223
223
52.'^

157
223
220
171
38

693
439
472
3RT
423
367
43

649

Buckthorn bumella 696
Buckwheat-tree 502
Bullace plum 621
Bull bay 494
Bull pine 49. 75
Bumwood 697
Burning bush 499
Burnwood 502
Bur oak 211
Bustic 696
Butternut 349
Buttonball 607
Buttonwood 607

Cabbage palmetto 691
Cabbage-tree 691
Cactus 693
Cajeput 529
Calico-bush 505
Callcowood 601
California bay-tree 529
California black oak 285
California blue oak 229
California box elder.... 447
California buckeye. .049. 651
California chestnut oak. 313
California coffee G98
California fan palm 693
California hemlock

spruce 193
California bolly 645
California juniper 112
California laurel ...529. 6.55

California live oak 307
California nutmeg 201
California olive 529
California post cedar... 109
California red bud 549
California red fir 1«4
California sassafras .... 529
California scrub oak.... 2.37

California swamp pine.. G9
California sycamore ... 600
California tanbark oak.. 313
California walnut 351
California white oak 240
California white pine... 67
Canada plum 021
Canadian Judas tree.... 548
Canadian red pine 01
Canoe birch 583
Canoe cedar 115
Canoewood 487
Canotia C99
Canvon birch 580
Canyon live oak 308
Carolina cherry 620
Carolina hemlock 703
Carolina pine 49
Carolina iKiplar 067
Caseara buckthorn 698
Cascara sagrada 698
Catalpa 475
Catawba 47."

Catawba rhododendron.. .507

Cat spruce 130
Cedar 91, 97, 109. 118
Cedar elm 3S0. 392
Cedar pine 57
Cereuses
Chalky leucjena
Chapman oak
Chattaboticbee pine
Check pine
Checkered-harked Juniper
Cherry birch 565
Chestnut
Chestnut oak 241
Chickasaw plum
Chlliunlina pine
Chinaberry
Cbina-tree
Chlntpiapin
Cblnnnapiii oak
Chittamwood
Cholla
Ctgnrtrec
<~'lunaninn bnrk.

.

Cinnamon nak
Cliimniy Incust

Cliff elm
Cockspur
Cocoa plum
Coffeebean
Coffee-berry
Coffeenut
Coffeetree
Colorado blue spruce...
Common catalpa. . . .475.
Common thorn
Cornel
Coral beau
Coral sumach
Cork-barked Douglas
spruce

Cork elm 380. 3S5.
Cork pine
Corkwood
Corky elm
Cotton gum
Cottonwood 6C7,
Cotton tree
Coulter pine
Cowlicks
('ow oak
Crab .,

Crab apple
Crabwood
Crack willow
Creeping pine
Cuban pine
Cununber
Cucumber-tree
Currant-tree
Custard apple
Cutleaved maple
Cypress 70.

Pahoon holly
Darling plum
ITnrlington oak
Date plum
Deciduous bolly
Deer tongue
Delmar pine
Desert juniper
Desert willow
Devil's claw
Devil's tongue cactus.

.

Devilwood
Digger pine
Dlily
Doctor gum
Dogwood
Double flr

Dovible spruce
Douglas flr

Douglas spruce
Douglas-tree
Down-cone
Downy bnsswood
Downy-cone subalplne

flr

Downy poplar
Drooping juniper
Drummond maple
Duck oak
Durand oak
Dwarf asii

Dwarf cbestnut oak
Dwarf cypress
D^varf juniper
Dwarf maple 442.
Dwarf marine pine
Dwarf rose hay
Dwarf sumacia
Dwarf wHlnut
Dyer's oak
Ebony
FIder
Elderleaf ash
Tmnry oak
ETigetniann oak
Fncclinann spruce
Kngllsh cornel
Engli.sh dogwood
Kncllsh liinvtborn
Fnropean alder
Evergreen buckthorn. .

.

Evergreen cherry

385
459
622
547
698
547
547
130
477
459
523
554
GO7

169
390
19

423
399
337
673
Gin
68

004

45.3

4.53

701
472
37
45

481
487
451
640
44.5

1.39

64.5

700
295
517
646
507
04

705
477
544
604
700

690
097
523
151
130
169
109
169
160
039

160
609
705
430
320
208
412
247
184
705
440
69

507
696
.3.51

271
K17
700
410
238
231
135
.520

52<"i

40'>

592
0"*;

I

620'

Evergreen magnolia. 481.
Eysenhardtia

False acacia
False box-dogwood
False mahogany
False sbaghark
Fanleaf palm
Farkelberry
Fat pine
Feather-coned red fir...
Feather leaf
Fetid buckeye
Fetid yew
Fighting wood
Finger-cone pine
I'Tr balsam
Fire cherry
Firewood
Fir pine
Florida ash
Florida basswood
Florida boxwood
Florida buttonwood ....
Florida cat's claw
Florida mahogany
Florida maple
Florida pine
Florida torreya
Florida yew
Flowering ash
I-'Iowcrlng cornel
Flowering dogwood
Flowering willow
Forked-leaf blackjack...
Forked-leaf oak 217,
Forked-leaf white oak..
Four-winged halesla. . .

.

Foxtail pine 19. 38,
Fragrant crab
Eraser fir

Eraser umbrella 481.
Fremont cottonwood.GC7,
Fremontla
Frijollto
Fringe osh
Frlngetree

Gambel oak
Garden wild plum
Georgia oak
Georgia pine
Giant arborvltce
Giant cactus
Gigantic cedar
Glaums willow
Glossyteaf willow
(Jolden cup oak
(Jolden fir

Goldenleaf chinquapin..
(Jooseberry
Goose plum G21.
Gopherwood
Gowen cypress
Grand fir

Gray birch
Gray elm
Gray pine
Great California fir

Great laurel 494.
Great western larch....
Green ash
Greenhark acacia
Green osier
Gregg ash
Guyacon
Gum
Gumbo Umbo
Gum elastic
Gum stretch it

Gum-tree
Gyminda

493
526

535
523
531
340
G93
508
43
157
97

651
202
199

151
619
502
.145
412
639
501
688
538
531
435
43

202
201
700
523
523
477
283
283
217
601
30

453
151
495
070
400
554
412
700

214
622
267

I

43
115
693'
115

1

472
496
308
104
633
50S
622
5.53

184
103
585
380

163
505
SO

422

520
411
698
325
676
696
GOfi

325
, 49

Hardshell
Hardwoods
Hardy catalpa
Haw
Hawthorn
Healing balsam. ...

Hart leaved thorn.

.

Heart pin©
Heartwood
Heavy pine
Heavv-wooded ptoe.
Hedge
Hedge-tree
Hemlock
Hemlock-spruce. 187
Hercules' club..
Hickory
Hickory elm
Hickory oak
Hickory pine
Hickory poplar
High-ground willow
Highland oak
Hog haw
Hog plum
Holly
Holly-leaf cherry—
Honey locust.. .535.
Honey-shucks locust
Honey pod
Hooker's oak
Hooker Villow
Hoop ash
Hooptree
Hop hornbeam
Hoptroe
Hornbeam
llorsebean
Horse chestnut ,

Horse plum ,

Hnajillo ,

Hucklelierry
Huckleberry oak

.67

Hackberry
Hackmatack SO.
Hack-tree
Hairy balm of Gilead..
Hardbark hickory
Hardback
Hard maple
Hard pine 43. 61.

Incense cedar
Indian bean
Indian cherry
Indian pear
Indigo thorn
Inkwood
Iowa crab
Iron oak 22
Ironwood

501. 502, 559. 596.

696
Ivy

Jack oak
Jack pine
Jamaica dogwood. . .52
Jeffrey pine
Jersey pine
Joewood
Joshua-tree
Judas tree
Juneliorry
Juniper

. .70. 91. 99. 109, 11

Juniper-bush
Juniper cedar
Juniper-tree

Kalmia
Kenai birch 66
Klngnut
Kinctree
Knobcone pine
Knowlton hornbeam.
Ka?berllnia

I..anceleaf alder
Lance leaf Cottonwood

ec
Laucewood
Larch
I^rgv buckeye ....
Lorgeleaf umbrella. 4S
I.arce poplar
Largetooth aspen. . .6

Laurel.... 494. 505. W
Laurel bay
Laurel cherry
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. \ ^d magnolia. 494
, :,k 295. 319

II.,.. 531
ik 292
1' .f ash 4'S

d 400. 502
Sli2

I 595
i:v 09S

COS
;l;.? 19. 703

I 'Z pine 703
637

r 323
-liark 346

- I r pine 25
iiilt 351

253. 313
iiie 55

535
pine 73

700
lioplar 6S2

I

line 6S
.. l.ine 43
I'l' service 452
:,i uillow 496
1.1 pine 63

63
- pine 55

, willow 471
i:i^\ pine 55
lir 165
V .1 fir 105

-pruce pine... 51
.. 435

. mW 496
637

nzie willow 472
b cvpress 17S

661
Scent flr 164
ilia 494
:an.r 463. 547
:any birch 565
lineel 70]
ovf. 6S5
.Dita 663

439
env 701

696
oak .308

^hevi'.v 451
liaw 459
iw pine 45. 55
es' spruce 133
ite 5.59. 562
an Cottonwood. 667. 669
an elder 700
an niadrona 663

mulberry .... 514
an palmetto 692
an persimmon .... 517
an pinon. . .19, 33, 704
an walnut 351
an white pine. ... 19
ux basswood 639
a 562
species 695

uri willow 473
r nut 356. .363

ir nut hickory 363
olive 620
orange 511, 620

re yucca 693
?rey cypress 141
:rey pine 69
elm 391
maple 435

IS oak 297
tain alder 592
tain ash.. 411, 454, 675
tain balsam. . .151, 166
tain birch .580

tain cedar Ill
tain elm 399
tain hemlock 195
tain holly 645
tain ivy 505
tain juniper 99
tain laurel 505. 529
tain mahogany. 199. 465
tain machineel... 697
tain maple 435, 441
tain pine 25
tain spruce 135
tain white oak 213
;rry 513
eberry 508
e-tree ,529

e oak 297

dwood
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Broom Handle Machinery
Lei us lell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical: less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of straight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

Drying and Pollsti-

Ing Broonn (Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

1
/*f!i? '^&.

"a^WAW'EUP^!^

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Keoommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPllty - ALL BRANCHES

STANDARD EOUIPMENT CO., MOBILE. ALA

ALBANY MILL SUPPLV CO., ALBANY. GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Werki)

CHICAGO

117 VAIT WAKFT the best system of accurately tallying and
ir lUU VYAlll RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,

and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Tallt; Book T>ept., HardWood Jiecord, Chicago
w^^
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mm
^ wiTMOUTJOAH.
^TO TIMBER'^J

SKIDDING
WltiMMflMi

THAN ^1°^ PER
M.FOR LABOR

KecortI I'lir ti\f roiivci-iil i\ t-

montliN in the operation Hll^nk
illlistratetl.

All logs skidded entirely by one nia-
iliiue from where the trees were cut to
the raiiroutl. No horses used for yaid-
iiii: ill- himchins: losr^.

Total Feet No. Logs Skidded
4,060,251 24,330
Number Labor

Working Days Cost per M.
116 96 14 cts

MIINTHI.V STATEMENT
I't. per No. Wiirkiliff Lalior Co^^t
Miiiitli. Loirs. riMVS. iHT M.
843, SCO 5,381 24 $0.89
736,900 4.286 22 I.IC
958. SCO 6.527 26 .86
708.C00 4.427 18 1,06
814,251 4,707 26 .96

.\vei!.\(;es ri'R munth
812. C60 4,866 23 1 5 $0.96'

a

Labor Cost of Crews Per Day for Skid-
dins and Rigging, $33.76' 2,

—rn?orT.,s

THIS ENTIRE, noUNTJIlN 6OR.0E LO06EO PROflTABLy AND CXCLUSIVELY
WITH UDOERWOOO C/l3L£.WJiy SKIDDEKS

Cost

li«oo ^eog

sjim

r wcaatG
EAST OF

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks,

Transfer Cars. They are roller-

bearing, steel or malleable iron

wheels. We have one contract for

4,500 eVz trucks.

Always a large stock of material

on hand. Can make prompt
shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Company
Indianapolis, Indiana
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TRIED OUT

Ki siiwinc .\tta<-hni('nt for 1'lanrrs

Johannesburg.
Michigan,

June 18. 1913.

Gentlemen:
In regard to

the Horizontal
Resawing At-
tachment we
purchased of
you. we wish to
advise we have
now tried this
out in both
hemlock and
hardwood and
find that it

works to our
entire satisfac-
tion.

Tours truly,

JOHANNES-
BURG MNFG.
CO.

Wm. B. Mershon Sz Oo-
SAOIINAW MICM.

Phoenix
6 ft. Pony

Band Mill

Will cut 30,000

feet of 1" lumber
in 10 hours and
cut it good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION, ISN'T IT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN
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\V I S CO N S I N
WHERE THE FINEST NORTHERN HARDWOODS GROW

Scott & Howe Lumber Co. Medlord Lumber Co.
NELS DUEHOLM, Sales Manager

Old National Bank Building OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN

Send us your inquiries for dry Birch and Maple. We carry one o£
the largest and best manufactured stocks in the Northwest.

Birch Is Our Specialty
All Grades, All Thicknesses

Basswood
Maple
Elm

Oelhafen Lbr. Co.

Tomahawk
Wis.

Standard for 37 Years

Covel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically

sharpen band resaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the

machine.

New Frame Construction.
New Automatic Feed (absolutely accurate)

.

New Automatic Control of Emery Wheel.
Fifty less parts.

Guaranteed to give satisfaction. We make
machinery to take care of all kinds of saws and

] Uuives.
Our catalog is free. Ask for it.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benttn Hart or, Mich.

MAPLE BIRCH
BASSWOOD

DRY STOCK
Ready for Shipment
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
,f 3,,^ ^ guaranteed product that is the best, based on

twenty years, we produce panels of a I sizes flat or bent to
,f accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

shape,inallwoods,notablyn Mahogany andpuarter-Sawed Oak
^^ ^^^J combined with the use of the best stock and

We make no two-ply stock and do not emp oy sliced cut
^p.to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed "^ 1 f . k kk
j

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

y eneers and L^anels with a J\eputation
Y\/'E manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become oiie of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-

omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African.

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

"SOVEMANCO."
\Vc can furnish anything; you want in

Sawed and S ic;d Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KY. Mills, /V\a8:nolia, Standard and 21st Sts.
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OJJR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

>«*^M»A-,.?^%.^ >>^1^V'?>. i\*

Putnam Veinebr & Lumber Co.
ROACMDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSirVGER, Gen'I Mgr.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses ol Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

CIRCASSIAN
THE REMARKABLY INCREASED POPULARITY OF
CIRCASSIAN IN THE UNITED STATES IS SEEN
EACH YEAR IN GOVERNMENT REPORTS.

ARE YOU IN A POSITION TO GET YOUR SHARE
OF THAT BUSINESS?

BUY WHERE YOU CAN HAVE PICK OF LARGE AS-
SORTMENT OF HIGH-GRADE WOOD—WHICH WE
ARE FEATURING.

— Adams & Raymond Veneer Company
Indianapolis^

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let n. Send You Onr Stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

B. C. JARRELL &. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rofary-Cuf Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

Both Ends and the Middle

Hardwood Record reaches most

everj'body who produces mar-

kets and consumes Hardwoods.

Nothing But Hardwoods
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"Ideal
99 Steel

Burn-
ished Rock Maple Flooring

is the flooring that i« manufactured exprettly to supply the demand for the best. It is

made by modem machinery from carefully-selected stock and erery precaution is taken
throughout our entire system to make it fulfill in erery particular its same—"IDEAL."

ROUGH OR FINISHED LUMBER—ALL KINDS
Send Us Your Inquiries

The I. Stephenson Company WELLS, MICHIGAN

FORMAN'S
FAMOUS
OAK
FLOORING

Is made in faultless

fashion from the most
u n i f o r m-colored and
even-textured oak pro-

duced; worked from
Kraetzer-Cured lumber
manufactured at our

Heidelberg, Ky., sawmills.

Thomas Forman Company
Detroit Michigan

Von Platen Lumber Co.
Iron Mountain, Michigan
MANUFACTURERS OF

BIRCH BASSWOOD ELM MAPLE
500 M feet 8/4 No. 2 Com. and Better Dry Maple
400 M feet 6 4 No. 2 Com. and Better Dry Maple
300 M feet 5 4 No. 2 Com. and Better Dry Maple

We Solicit Your Inquiries

SHIPMENTS VIA C. & N. W.—C, M. & ST. P.—W. & M.

"Chief Brand"
Maple and Beech Flooring

in f, I and 13-16 and 1 1-16 inch Maple
in all standard widths and grades, will

commend itself to you and your trade
on its merits alone

WRITE US, WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.
GRAYLING. MICHIGAN

For the Better Kind of Hardwoods
writ*

EAST JORDAN LUMBER CO.
East Jordan, Mich.

ALL THE MICHIGAN HARDWOODS

Slakers of

LATH Imperial Brand pine and
SHINOi;z:S MAPLE FLOORING HEUI^OCK

S. L. EASTMAN FLOORING CO.
SAGINAW BRAND

MAPLE FLOORING
SAGINAW, MICH.

HARDWOOD RECORD
Not only the ONLY HARDWOOD PAPER
but the BEST LUMBER PAPER published

Lumber Dried As Never Before
SEE THE DIFFERENCE

GRAND RAPIDS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS., SOLE MFRS., MICHIGAN
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

qi
|i

i' III <ii

!>

If

Hugh McLean Lumber Go.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar

932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY
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Rips, Joints, Glues,

Clamps and Sizes at

one operation

In the course of two years there has been a
great change in producing glue joints. It's no
longer necessary to use a large amount of space
for ioiuter, gluing, clamps and edging or sizing
saws. The complete jointing, that is, building the
panel up to its finished width from the cut-otf saw
when defects are taken out, cau be done on one
machine, the "Linderman" Automatic Dovetail
Glue Jointer, without inconvenience, by one auto-
matic operation and panels made with

The Taper Wedge Joint

The Dependable Joint

which can be relied ujiou to produce the best solid

furniture in oak, mahogany, gum, walnut, maple
and all other kinds of wood, because it is doing
this in many furjiiture factories at the present
time.

This method of jointing lumber automatically
offers a good many advantages over hand methods,
because it reduces labor, lumber and glue costs.

A good many features that are of great value ro

the furniture manufacturer will be found in this

automatic method of making glue joints auto-

matically.

Send for our new catalog just off the press.

It illustrates tlie advantages in every detail.

Linderman Machine Co.
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

New York City. Woodstock, Ont. Atlanta, Ga.
St. Louis, Mo.

Impossible to do business

without the Linderman

W. C. HELLER & CO.
Established 1891 Incorporated 189!)

W. C. HELLER. Pres.

E. G. HELLER. Treas.

Linderman Machine Co..

Muskegon, Mich.

Gentlemen: Referring to your favor of

the 30th. would sav it is impossible for

us to do business without our Linderman
Macliine. ,, ^ ^

After our fire we installed two con-
tinuous Jointers and an extra supply of

clamps, figuring we could take care of

our business until the Linderman reached

us. but we find even with these two rna-

chines we cannot possibly get the results.

We are looking every day for the ma-
chine and all of our men are patiently

waiting for it.
, ^, .i. .

Before our fire we had a three months
record which we intended to send you,

but unfortunately all this data was de-

stroyed in the tire.

\s to the quantity of work we do not

believe the ordinary wood worker would
hardlv believe our figures, however, we
are going to make this machine pay for

itself within twelve months after it is

installed. ^ ,

Yours very truly.

W. C. HELLER & CO.

• t



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, soft

Kitchen 6 ^Xiar
Company

5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, Jokn L. Coehr
601 W. llStk Street. New York City

OUR specialty in Poplar, Ash and Maple is cutting to order special thicknesses and
widths. Our facilities and high quality of our timber enable us to do this to

your entire satisfaction. Thick specialties we can make to your ddvantage,

—

High grade Car Sign Boards in Poplar we give special attention to,

—

4 4 16" and wider, high grade Maple No. 1 Common & Better usually in stock,

—

Three cars ready for shipment now,—And also always have on hand a nice stock of

Hemlock Boards in all grades,

—

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

UHLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO. N. Y.

STOCK DRY — STANDARD GRADES — BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MlltUFtCrUKERS OF BIND SIWEO'

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMOER CO
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'll do you g^ood.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars 4
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Ready for Shipment

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Three cars

4 4 No. 1 Common & Better Soft

Elm
Five cars

4 '4 No. 2 Com. & Better Basswood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.
1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, 111.

CIRCASSIAN
It costs money to match the usual run of

Circassian wahnit in paneling' because of its

inherent defects; hence

If yciu secure the right Titiure ami widths in

clear slock you arc just that much ahead,

aren't vcju? We are fortunate in just having

secured this rare combination in an especially

selected shipment of \eneer.

In sincerity \vc can say that we never saw
a clnser, richer figure or more completely

figiu-ed stock. Its clearness and width are

astonishinqf.

ASK US TO GIVE YOU DETAILS

,A TVUFAC T U R E:R.S

CMICAGO lULI/SIOIS

PLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
MAPLE AND BIRCH FLOORING

of unexcelled manufacture and quality. Also Manufacturers of Basswood. Birch, Elm,
Maple and Hemlock.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

MILLS:
BLACKWELL. WISCONSIN

GENERAL SALES OFFICE
1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO. ILL.
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeataut

i

m

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

DOARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPUR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VESTAU. A SUBURB OF KNOXVLLX.E. 80UTUKRN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVLLJJE RAJLJIOAD

H. B. MIZNEB.
Prea.

J. H. LOOAN,
Gen' I Manacar

C. C. CANNON.
Vlco-Pre«.

C. B. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Trea«.

J. M. LOGAIN
UUMBBR CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave.. Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

IVIaphct^ SheaLumber Co.

|Nlanuf acturers
and SIbolcsalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXTlLLe, cejsfN.

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCl'LAB MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN UABDWOOD 8TCMPAGS

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, KnoxvUIe, Tenn.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

m

m
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.

a in both Grade and ,

Measurement '

Band Jsdill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

We Produce

OXD cOLUMBEReAy

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand September 1st, 1913

3/8
F.VS Qtd. « h. Oak 20,000
FAS Qtd. \\h. Oak, 10" * iii>

FAS ({(d. Mil. Oak Strips
No. 1 Com. «Jtd. Wh. Oak
No. 1 Com. <Jld. AVh. Oak
No. 2 Com. ({td. Wh. Oak
FAS Pk Wh. Oak 30.000
No. 1 Com. I'I. Wli. Oak 20,000
F.AS I'l. Ked Oak
No. 1 Com. rl. Red Oak
Oak Core Stock'
Com. & Btr. <(td. Red <.um
F.AS ri. Red <ium 300.000
No. 1 Com. 1"1. Red filim KO.OOO
FAS Iliehly KiB. Red (llim 25,000
F.AS Sap <ium, 13-17"
F.\S Sap <;um. 13" * I p. .Stained
F.VS Sap <;iim. 18" & Ip
F.AS Sap <ilim. G" & I'P 30,000
Sap <>iim B4>x Boards, 13-17"
Sap <iiim Box Boards, 8-12"
No. 1 Com. .Sap Gum, 4" & li> 35,000
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum. 3" * Up 60,000
Shop & Better Cypress

1, 2
30,000
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plata and Quartered

Red and White

Three Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
10 cars 4 4'

12 cars 4 4'

7 cars 4/4'

cars 5/4'

cars 3/8'

car 1/2"

cars 5/8'

cars 3/4'

cars 4/4'

cars 4, 4'

car 5 4'

cars 6 4
cars 3 8

5
4
1

4
3
6
7
1

3
2

X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards. 2 cars 1 2"
x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 2 cars 5 8"
X 18" to 21" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 3 cars 3 4"

' X 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 7 cars 4 4"
' X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 5 cars 6 4"
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1 car 5 8"
' X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 4 cars 3/4

"

' X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 5 cars 4 4
"

X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 6 cars 5
' X 13 " to 15 " Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 3 cars 3
' X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1 car 4
X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1 car 5
X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum. 2 cars 5

X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
Log Run Soft Maple.
Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
Ists & 2nds Qtd. White Oak (flooded stock).
Ists & 2nds Red Gum (flooded stock).
No. 1 Common Red Gum (flooded stock).

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS Tenn.

NASHVILLE I

CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TVPE TIMBER GROWTH, FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Farris Hardwood Lumber Go.

Successors to

Cherokee Lumber Company

Manufacturers NASHVILLE
Hardwood Lumber TENNESSEE

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the

following items:

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2b Poplar
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

H4". 1%" and 2V6' No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widtbs of 12 to 17", 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 I 13 to 17" Poplar Box Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Basswood or Linn—very flne.

3/8. 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2» Qtd. W. Oot.
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is & 28 Qld R. Oik.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
6/4 and 10/4 la & 2s SIckory.

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 Is i 2s Chestnut, also 5, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Ch.istnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

^

easiest kept in order.

I

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; t^ie 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and

is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD CLUB
O
U
I If You Want It=Speak Quick!

s
V
I

L
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O
L
U

Here are some lumber items that are particularly desirable,

because of the condition of the stock, the prices at which it

will be sold and the fact that it can be shipped to almost

anv consuming point to advantage. Jobbers and factory

men who can use one or more of the items mentioned should

o'et in touch with the concerns referred to. Afixed cars of

various lots quoted will be made up liy two or n.iore firms

if desired.

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

Complete stock 5^" to 4" No. 1 common
and better band sawn soft yellow poplar.

8 cars 5/4. 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 common and
better plain red oak.

5 cars S/4. 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 common and
better plain white oak.

1 car 8/4 No. 2 common plain red oak.

1 car S/4 No. 2 common plain white oak.

Several cars 6/4, 8/4, and 10/4 No. 1 com-
mon better hickory.

Several cars 4/4 No. 1 common quartered

white oak.
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds cottonwood. wide
stock included, dry.

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

.SO.OOO feet 4/4 gum boxboards.
^ cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum.
.^ cars 6/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum.
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red gum.
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds quartered red gum.
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 common hickory.

1 car 4/4 common and better buckeye.

1 car 4/4.xl0" and up Ists and 2nds quar-

tered white oak.

I car 4/4x10" and up No. 1 common quar-

tered white oak.

NORMAN LUMBER CO.

(Mills at Holly Ridge. La.)

40,000 feet 4/4 clear sap poplar.

1 car 9" to 12" poplar boxboards.
50.000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common poplar.

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 common poplar.
.? cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar.
100.000 feet 4/4 No. 2 .\ common poplar.

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds chestnut.

2 cars 4/4 No. 1 common chestnut.

5 cars 8/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.

5 cars 8/4 No. 1 common plain red oak.

2 cars 8/4 No. 1 common plain white oak.

2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds poplar.

1 car 12/4 No. 2 common poplar.

BOOKER-CECIL CO.

75,000 feet 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.

40 per cent 14' and 16' long.

100.000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common plain red

oak.
1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain white oak.

3 cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar.

4 cars 4/4 No. 1 common poplar.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL CO.

J cars 4/4 Ists and 2n(ls pcjidar.

3 cars 4/4 sap select poplar.

2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.

2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain white oak.

1 car 8/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.

1 car 4/4 Ists and ''
'

.-.--i
.

oak.
1 car 4/4 Ists and
oak strips.

1 car 4/4 Ists and
chestnut.

2nd;

2nds

2nds

quartered white

clear quartered

Nn. 1 common

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

is ofiering to its customers a line of particularly fine figured gum
veneers and panels. This stock has been made up from specially

selected logs, and shows a figure which is not second to any wood,

not excepting Circassian walnut. Those interested wdl be given

samples and quotations on request.
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THE EAST
LEADING MANUFACTURE.RS AND JOBBERS

R.E.Wood Lumber Company
fl Manufacturers of Yellow Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock
and White Pine.

*I We own our own stumpage and operate our own mills.

" Correspondence solicited and inquiries promptly answered.

GENERAL OFFICES:
CONTINENTAL BUILDING.

'h=

Stock for

Quick

Shipment
Inquiries Promptly Answered

DANIELS. CURLL, REiL ESTATE TRUST BCDC, PHILiOELPHU, PENN4.

2 cars HYz, 3 and 4" Common & Better Oak
** ears 2" No. 2 Common Oak
I ear 3" No. 1 Common and Better Oak
1 ear 5/4 No. 1 Common and Better Oak

HARDWOOD RECORD'S
strongest circulation is in the region where thino;s are made
of wood—WI.SCONSLV, MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, IN-
DIANA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East.

IT'S the BEST SALES MEDIUM for HARDWOOD LUMBER

IET US talk to you about the plain

I and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we

make to-day.

Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

Baltimore, Maryland

BIRCH
All we want is an op-

portunity to quote

Quality speaks for itself

Neu ^ork Ottiei-

25 W. 42d St.

Bryant 7891

Geo. Webster Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

$100,000.00 to Invest
If you had .'^lOO.OOO.OO iL^iveu you to iuvest on condition

that the investment be absolutely safe and pay a fair rate
of interest and an assured larse tinal profit—what would
you buy ?

Timber land vaUios have never declined. Panics and
politics have no effect on timber. It is always growing
without cultivation.
We own desirable tracts, both large and small, in the

Xorth. South ;;nd West. Write us for prices and details.

John C. Spry
Timber Lands Exclusively

1003 Harris Trust BuiUing, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,

just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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POPLAR
jL 4/4 to 12/4, All Grades

We also manufacture Oak and Gum

If you appreciate quality and service,

we will hold your business

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE:
CHICAGO, ILL

.MAIN OFFICE:
PADUCAH, KY

Standard for 37 Years

Covel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically
sharpen band resaws from t" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the
machine.

New FxAme Conatniction.
New Automatic Feed (absolutely accurate).
New Automatic Control of Emery Wheel.
Fifty leu parte

Guaranteed-- to give satisfaction. We make
raacbinery to take care of all kinds of saws and
knives.

Our catalog Is free. Ask for it.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

MAROWOOD LJMBER

& MFC. CO
3A RDIS

MI55.

Hollow

Backed
and

Bundled

Motto TW
"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

WE SELL-
SO", 40" AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
J. H. WHITSON W. L. WHITSON H. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. - ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

As A GENERAL PROPOSITION reports from the country over

indicate that hardvYood sales are in fair volume. There seems to

))C but a moderate quantity of large orders being placed, and the trade

is made up of a multitude of small requisitions.

The wood leadiug the demand is plain sawed white o.nd red oak, but

there is scarcely a variety of hardwood lumber to be named that is not

in fair call, and is moving with comparative freedom.

There is no accumulation of dry stock of any variety of hardwoods

in either the North or South. In the south-country during the last

sixty days it is possible that the output of green stock has not been

quite counterbalanced by shipments. However, shipments of hardwoods

in the North are in excess of output. There is certainly no accumula-

tion of hardwoods of any varieties in any part of the country, save

|iossibly in red gum and cottonwood, which stocks are a little in excess

(if ninety days ago.

There is still an insistent call for mahogany, Circassian, vermillion

and other fancy foreign hardwoods in the furniture and kindred trades.

The majority of manufacturers of foreign woods are behind in their

(irilera. Stocks of available logs are very moderate, and hence it is

loubtful if enough will be obtainable this fall to take care of the

demand. While prices on these woods are firm, there is no manifesta-

tion of any marked increase in price, which would naturally be the

result of this situation.

The veneer and panel people with few exceptions are loaded up witli

orders and some of the plants are running over-time. It is alleged that

|iriccs in veneers and panels have been strengthened to a considerable

extent during the last few months, and that this line of trade is now

showing a fair profit on investment.

Sales in both oak and maple flooring are from fair to strong, and

pr.-ictically all the factories are running full time. There is no appar-

ent increase in maple flooring production, but new factories which have

been installed during the year on oak flooring will produce a consider-

nl le volume of this material.

There is the usual evidence of an impending car shortage whicli is

nearly always true at crop-moving periods. Wise buyers should antici-

pate their hardwood requirements as much in advance as possible.

On the whole, the general hardwood situation is good and certainly

manufacturers are not going to have any surplus of dry stock to carry

nver the winter. The general situation can be epitomized as very

liealthful.

Birch Has Made Good

A CLEAR CUT, SENSIBLE CAMPAIGN is being carried on by

the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, with headquarters at Wausau, Wis., for the purpose of acquaint

mg the people of this country with the good qualities of wood as a

buUding and manufacturing material. The latest exhibit is a collection

of ten specimens of birch, each one in a diilerent finish, and accom-

panied by an explanation of the method of imparting the finish.

These handsome finishes are cherry spartan stain, spartan walnut

stain, Circassian walnut stain, spartan green stain, fumed oak acid

stain, mahogany stain, pearl green, birch stain, white enamel, and
Mission brown.

i i.

The list shows birch 's range of uses, though by no means the full

range. It is a wood that responds to the skill of the finisher. With it

he can embody his ideas in concrete forms and put them before the

people. There was a time when birch suffered because of unreasonable

prejudice, just as other good woods have suffered. It was not under-

stood. People thought it could not be successfully seasoned. The
prejudice has pas-sed, the misunderstanding has been removed. Birch

can be easily and perfectly seasoned, and long use has demonstrated

that it stands well after being seasoned, the joints hold, it takes and

retains finish, it is strong, stitf, durable, and reliable, and last but not

least, it is a very handsome wood.

The tastes of the American people are being cultivated in the uses

of woods. They are much more critical than they once were, but at

the same time they are quicker in recognizing merit, and more appre-

ciative of good qualities. Birch appeals to people of that kind. It has

the qualify and the reputation, and there is no question but that it

will hold all the ground it has gained and will gain more. The ease

and success with which it can be finished in imitation of other valuable

woods greatly enlarges the field of its usefulness.

Lumber Output in 1912

THE PRELIMINARY LUMBER CUT of the United States for

1912 is shown in a report issued by the Bureau of Census, and

is published in full in this issue of Hardwood Record. This pub-

lication is four months earlier than the similar report was issued

last j'ear, and it is a subject for congratulation. Heretofore the

excellent material contained in \hese annual reports had lost some

of its value, or at least some of its interest, by the long delay in its

publication. Lumbermen felt that the figures were too old by the

time they were made public. The promptness with which the 191-

statistics are given out has forestalled criticism of that kind, and

the Bureau of the Census is to be commended for its promptness

and efficiency in handling this matter. The report is preliminary,

and more complete figures will come later. That which will follow,

however, will relate largely to labor and wages and will be of more

interest to economists and statisticians than to active lumbermen.

A number of facts given in the report are worth careful eonaidera

ticn. It appears that more than half of the nliole lumber output
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of the United States is now produced in the South. Another impor-

tant matter which might escape notice on first reading, is the show-

ing made by Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. Those highly developed

agricultural states are actually increasing their output of lumber.

They passed the point years ago where they were properly regarded

as lumber regions; yet they have gone on producing lumber in large

amounts, and the later figures show a slight inc^ase. Some small

tracts of original forest remain in those states and are being drawn

upon by the mills, but there can be no question that most of the

present cut comes from woodlot timber that has made its chief gi'owth

since the region was settled. That seems to imply that those states

are now growing timber .is fast as it is being cut. If that conclu-

sion is correct, they can maintain their present lumber output

—

about 1,000,000,000 feet annually-rfor all time.

Their woodlots are valuable and are being protected from fire and

other injury, and a conservative estimate will place the yearly

growth of wood at 300 feet, board measure, for each acre. An
aggregate wooded area of 3,500,000 acres suffices to produce a

yearly cost of 1,000,000,000 feet. That is the end and aim of

forestry, and apparently Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois are getting

close to it. To maintain the present production of lumber they will

need to keep only one acre in woods to twenty-five in farm crops

and other uses. To increase the output of lumber it would.be neces-

sary to increase the wooded area, or improve the condition of exist-

ing woodlots. Those states ought to have one acre in woods to five

in farmland. If they should maintain that ratio, and obtain mod-

erate production from the woodlots, they might cut 5,000,000,000

feet .yearly on a pernuinent basis. The practical jn-oblems of forestry

are being worked out there.

The Real Problem in Wood Seasoning

HUNDREDS OF MEN are at work every day trying to solve the

problems of seasoning lumber. There are a number of problems,

some of which have been mastered, others are partly understood, while

along certain lines investigators are feeling their way with more or

less promise of final success.

It is not a <lillicult matter to reduce green wood to a state of satis-

factory dryness, but that is one of the easy problems. The hard

part is to keep the wood in that state after it is further manufactured

into commodities. Those who have studied tlie matter of seasoning

have frequently confined their efforts to the mere process of drying

the weed. That is really no j)roblem at all, where time is not impor-

tant, for lumber left in the open air a sufiicient period—weeks,

months, or years—will season to a large extent, and a brief time in

a kiln wiU complete the ]iroecss. But the work stops at the very

point where something further is necessary; because kiln-dried wood

will not remain long in that state. It will begin to pick up moisture

from the air as soon as the artificial heat is removed, absorbing damp-

ness when the air is moist, and parting with some of it again when

the atmosphere becomes dryer. This indicates what the real problem

is^to season wood and keep it seasoned.

Ordinary green timber may be half water, a little more or a little

less. In reducing the wood to a dry state nearly as much weight

disappears as remains. Two formulas are in use to express the

(juantity of moisture in wood. One takes the timber's green weight

as the basis, the other the dry weight. In the first place the water

may equal fifty per cent of the green weight ; in the second, one

hundred per cent of the dry weight. The facts are the same; the

difference is in expressing them. It is preferable to use the dry

weight as the basis for exj)ressing the moisture of wood in per-

centages.

• Thoroughly air dried wood contiiins from six to as high as sixteen

per cent of water, based on dry weight, or from three to eight per

CQnt- based on green weight. It is difficult to reduce this moisture

lower by air-seasoning, because if the wood parts with a little of it

,wheu conditions are favorable, it is sure to pick it up again from

lh« air in a short time when conditions become unfavorable.

The heat of the drykiln reduces the moisture still lower. At IJl'J

degrees, the temperature of boiling water, the moisture may be run

dow.n to two or three per cent of dry weight, but there that jirocess

stops. In order to expell the residue of the water, the temperature

must be raised to a point sufficient to destroy the wood. That mat-

ter need not be considered in timber drying, because it is of no

interest to the wood worker and passes over to the province of the

distillation plant.

The wood worker, says the furniture maker, takes his kiln-dried

lumber with moisture down to three or four per cent, or less, and

his troubles begin. The wood presently begins to absorb water from

the air, and iu time returns to the air-dry condition. The moisture

expelled by the kiln's heat gets back again. If the lumber would

remain in one condition, even if not very dry, the problem of handling

it would be simple; but it will not do that. Every change in atmos-

pheric temperature and humidity varies the amount of water in the

wood, and that is what causes the trouble.

jSTo fact is better known than that wood shrinks and swells as it

parts with or absorbs moisture. If it is manufactured into furniture

when quite dry and afterwards absorbs water, swelling ensues, with

the result that drawers become tight and doors open and shut with

difficulty; but if it is made up while moist, subsequent shrinkage

in a dry climate or a hot room will pull the joints apart.

This condition brings the manufacturer face to face with a prac-

tical and difficult problem—what can be done to lessen the shrinkage

and swelling of wood? If it could be prevented from taking up

moisture from the air, or parting with it, one of the wood worker's

most perplexing problems would be solved. But wood does take up

and ])art with water and that fact is at the root of the trouble.

Solutions and ameliorations of the difficulty are being sought

along various lines and in many ways, and encouraging results have

be'?n reached. The wagon maker covers his wheels with heavy paints

well rubbed iu. That seals the pores of the wood and the moisture

is mateiiallj' hindered or totally prevented from entering or escaji-

ing. Shrinking and swelling are reduced in proportion to the com-

])lcteness of the sealing process. The maker of bicycle rims boils or

soaks his wood in oil with the .same result. The furniture manufac-

turer uses oils, fillers, ))aints, shellacs, .and varnishes to seal the

wood pores to hold the moisture already within and jirevent shrink-

age, and to shut out other moisture to guard against swelling.

They have the correct i)rinciple, but methods have not yet been

jierfected. Covering the surface with moisture-proof materials is

still in the experimental stage. Much progress has been made, but

the end has not been wholly attained.

Experimenting along other lines has brought results which hold

out promise of great success. The effect of forcing superheated

steam into and through the pores and cell structure of wood has

op'.ned a new field of investigation. It has been shown that wood
so treated has its tendency to shrink and swell much reduced, and it

is supposed that the action of the hot steam changes in some way
the character of the cells or wood fibers, with the result that water is

less readily absorbed. This is not new theorj- or new practice.

Wood technologists are well acquainted with the effect. Record

says in his book, "Economic Woods of the United States," page 59:

' Hygroscopicity [tendency to absorb nuiisture] can be reduced, but

not entirely eliminated, by subjecting wood to boiling, steaming.

]irolonged soaking, or exposure to high temperature."

.lust why steaming has that effect is not well understood. If the

su[ierheated steam is applied within moderate limits it not only

lessens wood's tendency to absorb molstilre, but apjiarently increase.-;

its strength. This result may be due to the rapid drying and harden-

ing of the individual fibers—case-hardening the wood cells themselves,

so to speak. Theoretically, that ought to rcdu<'e the hygroscopicity

of the fibers themselves, and if it does th.at, the cause of the dimin-

ished tendency to shrink and swell is not difficult to explain.

Much of this is theory as yet, because the exact nature of the

change which takes place in the minute structure of the wood ha."

not been determined. The cause is less important than the effect.

-Any process or agency that will diminish the influence of atmospheric

moisture on wood, thereby reducing shrinkage and swelling, is a con-

trilmtion to the science of lumber seasoning. The steamed ox bo«,

the steamed drum shell, the steamed grip of the plow handle, never

ihnnge their form afterwards thmigli I'Xposcd to rain and sun for
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years. Some actiou seems to take place to produce the effect of

sealing the Avood fibers against the entrance of moisture and brings

about a seasoning that stands.

The Manufacturers Defended

THE !\IUSICAIj times of Chicago in a recent issue publishes in

full the address of George P. Bent before the Chicago Association

of Commerce in July, -n'ith comments on the leading- points of the

address which lyas an attack on the editorial policy of the Chicago

Tribune. That paper is accused by Mr. Bent of injuring legitimate

business in its attacks upon the National Association of Manufacturers,

and the accusation goes so far as to intimate that the paper is an

enemy to development and progress, strikes at men and measures which

are builders of industries, and in polities preaches what it does not

practice.

The particular matter on which the arraignment ?s based is the

Tribune's part in the publicity given Mulhall's confessions. It is

asserted that in giving aid, comfort, and encouragement to Mulhall,

the Chicago paper has attacked the integrity of some of the country's

most valuable men, and has impugned the motives of the National

Association of Manufacturers. The most specific charge is that the

Tribune itself is not averse to following methods very similar to those

it blames and abuses others for following; that it is on the side of

socialism and against the tried

and proved policies of govern-

ment which have been found safe

in the past; and that its influence

is cast against rather than for

security in business and politics.

A good many people have long

been of the opinion that the Tri-

bune is not a friend of the lum-

l)er industiy, but of late it has

ceased its unjust and intemperate

attacks on this great and reput-

able trade.

Caesar Crossing the Rubicon

This may be putting the cart before the horse. Perhaps, the rail-

roads prosper because the country is prosperous, rather than that the
country's prosperity depends on that of the raOroads. At any rate,

the Interstate Commerce Commission will soon hear these arguments
and many more, and will either grant or refuse the request for a
general advance in freight rates. The matter is being thoroughly
advertised, and those who wish to be heard pro or con will doubtless
be accorded the opportunity.

Ocean Freight on Lumber

I
X A UECEXT ISSUE of II.\kdwood Kecord an English view of

• the projjosed adavance in ocean freight on lumber between Amer-
ican ports and Europe was quoted. It appears that the proposed
increase has not yet gone into effect, but dealers on the other side

are figuring out -what is likely to happen. One trade paper says
that the seriousness oZ the feared increases takes on a rather unpleas-

ant aspect for buyers. It puts sellers in a distinctly better position

by assuring thou a good profit to commence with on spot stocks, and
another in prospect when they sell. Some in the trade are inclined to

think that higher freights will put serious restrictions in the way of
trade. Possibly some slight curtailment may take place, bnt as con-

siuners are without stock they must keep on buying and face the

market, whatever happens. There is always a more solid dcmanO
for hardwoods in England than is

usually experienced with other

kinds of timber; in other words,

there is less scope for speculation

and speculative work.

(See Cover Picture)

When Julius Ceasar crossed the Rubicon.
Rome sat upon her seven hills and howled.

A hemlock log was what he crossed it on,

Along whose trunk fierce catamounts had prowled.

High overhead the sullen wilderness
Shut out the sun by day, the stars by night:

And blue-eyed owls sat moping in distress,

And jaybirds screamed and wheeled in headlong flight

Great Caesar crossed and Rome was free no more:
The loyal legions flung their shields away

And hit the pike for Tiber's distant shore

And cried, "Proh Sancta Jupiter et te!
"

—Hu Maxwell

Freig^ht Rate Advance

Advocated

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
in St. Louis, Cincinnati,

Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Balti-

more and elsewhere have recently

taken action against advance in freight rates by railroads in

\vhat is known as the official classification territory. The reason

assigned for taking that stand is that railroads are not now receiving

sufficient revenue to enable them to keep up their property, give

the besf service, and carry on contemplated and necessary im-

provements.

The railroads have petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commissiou

for authority to raise the freight rates five per cent. The matter is

now pending and will be decided by the commission in the near future.

The actions taken by various chambers of commerce and business asso-

ciations are intended, of course, as expressions of opinion. They are,

to that extent, voices raised in favor of granting the petition of the

railroads for the advance.

The same roads asked for permission in 1910 to raise freight rates,

and the request was refused. The Interstate Commerce Commission

suggested at that time that the roads increase their revenues bj- doing

more business rather than by raising freight rates. The roads insist

that they tried two years to work the problem that way, but without

success, and they have now come forward with the old request again.

Those who are backing the railroads in their petition present argu-

ments which do not sound unreasonable. They say that the roads arc

greatly handicajipcd for want of sufficient revenue to place their

Imsiness on an up-to-date basis, and that the country's prosperity

responds in a great measure to the efficiency and prosperity of the

railroads. Therefore, it should be made possible for the railroads

to jirosper and devclo|>. :nid th;^ country will develop and prosper.

Recent Railroad

Disasters

J,
HERE IS A VAST MASS
of hysterical pifBe in the av-

erage daily newspaper every time

a train made up of wooden cars

or wood with steel under-frame

cars is wrecked, and a howl goes

op that all railroad ears should

be built entirely of steel.

In a number of serious acci-

sylvauia lines stand about "horse-

and-horse. " The jS'ew Haven
quite largely carries wooden or steel under-frame wooden sleeping and
passenger cars, while the Pennsylvania railroad equipment is almost

exclusively of steel coaches. The specialty of the New Haven is

collisions, while the Pennsylvania's difficulty seems to lie in keeping-

steel equipment on the track. However, every time there is a Penn-

sylvania wreck the newspapers invariably say that it would have

been much worse had the coaches been of wood.

The general public fails to understand the basic frailties of steel

car construction, and the difficulties encountered in transporting

this very heavy, cumbersome and uncomfortable variety of passenger

and sleeping ear equipment. To suecesfully handle the heavy steel

cars the average railroad of the country should have to double the

weight of its rails and materially reinforce its road bed. It requires

extra heavy locomotives to jndl them, .'ind then it is difficult to main-

tain even ordinary sjieed.

A photograph of a recent wreck on the New Haven shows a massive

locomotive which has ploughed into wooden coaches stripped to the

fire-box, and yet it- is announced that if the coaches had been of

steel of loss of life would not have been so great. Every lear-end

collisions where steel coaches have been employed has been just as

disastrous to life as a wreck of wooden coaches.

AVhat is required is train operation that involves reasonable discipline

;ind intelligent regidations. There is no safety to the public in any

type of railroad car that can be constructed to resist the impact of

;i heavy locomotive. One type is just as dangerous as the other

to lif-e .and limb.
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That remarkably sane newspaper, the New York Sim. has this

editorial comment on the recent New Haven wreck

:

Whether on the imfortunatL' Xcw England lines or en any other railroad.

a rear end collision is inoxplicablo and iudctVnsible on any theory of train

operation that includes reasonahh' discipline and intelliireni regulations.

No assumed public demand for speed and no clerical record of train

arrivals can excuse or condone a rear end collision.

On the subject of wooden coaches, iet it be remembered that the vast

majority of passenj;i'rs ride safely and comfortably in such vt-hicles daily,

without thought of dangn . 'I'Jie composition of cars is of importance, but

it i« •'mpliaticaliy of ji-ss iiiii-ii-si iliiin iln- niana^enu'iit "f iraiTis

Reported Curtailment of Census Work
1NFOKMATION COMES tlirough unofficial channels from the

Department of Commerce at Washington that the Bureau of the

Census is about to discontinue nearly all the annual reports in which

lumbermen and wood-using industries generally are greatly interested.

Among those special reports, which have appeared annually for some

years, and which are now to be discontinued, according to information,

are statistics on crossties, wood preservation, pulpwood, tanbark and

tanning extracts, the cooperage industry both tight and slack, veneers,

poles, crossarms, brackets, insulator pins, and wood distillation. It is

said that the fate of the annual lumber cut report itself is in doubt.

These constitute a pretty large subtraction to come from the coun-

try's lumber statistics. It will not leave any great amount, in the way

of information, for the government to .supply the lumberman. The

proposed cutting down of the Census work is doubtless planned in the

interest of economy; and no one will be disposed to criticize the

motive; but it seems pretty hard for the lumber interests to have

practically all of their information cut off. If the cut is to go down

the whole line of the country's industries in the same ratio, the field

of the Census Bureau will be greatly restricted, and a vast amount of

valuable information will fail to reach the people.

There appears to have been little or no criticism ot the Census on

the part of lumbermen because of lack of economy. There has been

some impatience expressed on account of delay in getting the reports

out; but this very impatience is proof that the reports are anxiously

awaited. Greater speed than formerly has been recently observed.

The annual lumber report, which appears in this issue of H.\rdavood

liKrouD, is four months ahead of the time when such reports have been

l>ublished in recent years. This is encouraging. It is proof that such

reports can be pushed through; but it acts like a wot blanket to be

told that the reports are to be cut off altogether.

The lumber interest is pretty large. It is difficult to say just what

it amounts to yearly in money, but the raw material alone, with a

little manufacturing in some instances, exceeds a value of $S.')0,000,000

a year. It is a rather large interest to be cut out of the yearly census

reports for the sake of economy.

I.,et it be h(i])ed that the report of its elimination was premature.

At any rate, one may be pardoned for indulging the hope that no such

step will be taken without giving the wood-using interests a chance to

be heard. On the other hand, hunbermen should realize that if they

do not make their wishes known, their silence can justly be construed

as consent that the annual reports on lumber and its manufactured

jiroductp be discontinued.

Lumbermen Asleep at the Switch

TIIE NEED OF CO-OPKRATION among those engaged in the

lumber trade to prevent adverse legislation and to protect the

trade from the establishnuMit of the so-called wood substitutes is being

evidenced daily on every hand. The realization of the situation

among the lumberman will bring proper means for combatting the

advances of .substitute materials. While many substitutes are claimed

superior and less expensive than wood, they are not at all adapted

to the purpose to which they are ))ut. In other cases it is evident

that substitutes are successfully used, while probably not superior

to wood. Legislation in regard to the use of wooden cars, shingles,

etc., is assuming a threatening aspect without any apparent inter-

ference on the part of the lumber trade.

A recent instance- of legislation, wliii-h imss".! wUhoft nhiection

from lumbermen until the law was about to become effective and

is now in effect, occurred in Milwaukee, Wis. A good many days

after the building ordinance was passed by the common council and

just before it became effective it was '
' discovered '

' that the use

of combustible shingles was prohibited on "new or altered buildings

and also when roofs were re-covered." The ordinance was drawn

by the Milwaukee Building Code Commission. While Building In-

spector Harper, who is inclined to defend the new measure and says

that it is progressive legislation copied after the ordinances of other

cities, insists that there was no intention of fooling anybody in

embodying this provision in the ordinance, lumber dealers and whole

salers of Milwaukee are inclined to feel that they have had an unfair

deal "slipped over" on them. In fact, many aldermen of the out-

lying wards were awakened to the fact that they voted and passed

an ordinance which prohibits absolutely the covering of roofs in

any part of the city with wooden shingles. The general opinion

semed to have been that this was to apply only to buildings within

the fire limits.

Milwaukee lumber dealers, especially those who have large stocks

of shingles on hand, are protesting because they will suffer financial

losses if the law is allowed to stand as at present. Amendments

are being proposed which would permit wooden shingle roofs on

buildings not over 24 by 40 feet and otherwise apply only on buildings

within the fire limits of the city. At present, wooden shingles arc

to be used 'only if fire-i)roofed. Present wooden shingle roofs can

be patched with wooden shingles, according to opinions on the

ordinance.

State Subsidy for Merchant Marine

C.M.IFORNIA AM) L0U1S1.\A"A have taken the bull by the

horns in the matter of merchant marine. They want ships to

carry conmierce to and from their harbors, and have grown weary

of waiting for the government to offer such inducements as will

encourage the building and sailing of merchant vessels. Louisiana

has taken off all state tax on ships sailing between her ports and

foreign countries. It is believed this action will stimulate foreign

trade.

California has offered to do still nuire. A bill has been introduced

in the state legislature providing for a board of five merchant marine

commissioners, one from the resident ship-builders, one from the

resident shi|)-owncrs, one from the shijjijers of domestic goods, one

J'-om the consignee of foreign goods, and one from the sailors' union.

This board is to have authority to pay five per cent per annum

upon one-half the building cost of ships engaged in foreign and

domestic commerce from California jiorts and to help on the payment

o: the difference between building and operating such American-built

ships with American workmen and American officers, and the cost of

building and operating with foreign workmen and officers.

Closed Shop Illegal in Indiana

A STRIKE OF LO.Nf. STAXDIN'G in Indianapolis against the

Keyless Lock Company has been settled by a court decision, as

far as such a decision has power to settle it. Judge W. W. Thornton

handed down the decision in the circuit court July 9. He held that a

strike for the purpose of compelling an employer to establish a closed

shop is unlawful. The strike had been called for that jnirpose as was

shown by a letter addressed to the company by the secretary of the

labor union, in which the company was warned that if it continued

to employ non-union men (three such were working ;it th.it time) a

strike would be called at the end of two weeks. The company did not

accede to the demand and the strike was called, the plant was picketed,

and violence resulted.

The court's decision granted an injunction against tie labor organi

zation concerned in the matter, forbidding interfererce in any way

with the operation of the lock factory, or with employes who choose

to work there. It was further adjudged that the coiiipany had been

damaged in the amount of .liG.OOO, and had a right to recover that

sum from the labor organization that had ordered and engineered the

strike with its attendant violence. This decision establishes for the

first time the illegality of the closed shop in Indiana.



Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

Frost in the air, and breezes blowing

Chill from the West at morn.

Crimson leaves on the maple glowing

And gold of ripened corn.

Song of the crickets, gaily calling.

And drone of laggard bees

:

Seeds from a thousand seed-pods, falling

Over a thousand leas.

Be glad my heart, and a song of cheer

<?lv3 to the world, when September's here.

September
Sunshine and moonshine, changed and altered,

Haze over hill and lea,

Even song of the brook has faltered.

Crooning on toward the sea.

Patter of nuts and acorns falling.

Feast for the squirrels spread.

Quails in the distant stubble calling.

And apples ripe and red.

MTiat if Winter is drawing near.

Earth's at her best, September's here.

ONE ON HIM

Perfume sweet where the wild grapes offer

Wine that a king might praise,

Fruits of the year in an open coffer,

Gift of the passing days.

Wake from your sleep, O, idle dreamer.

Toiler, turn from your toil,

Follow the sumac's crimson streamer

Back to the wood and soil,

Steal one perfect day from a year

Of toil or dreaming, September's here.—L. M. Thornton,

The Lumber Buyer (interrupting)

The Salesman: No?
The Lumber Buyer: A drum ain't a wind instrument, is it?

I don't see any sense in calling a lumber salesman a lumber drummer.

No Place for Spelling

Mother (looking over her boy's shoulder) : "Your

spelling is perfectly terrible."

Little Son : "That isn't a spellin' lesson. It's a

composition."

—

Qood News.

Her Health
An old lady, really well, was always complain-

ing and "enjoying poor health," as she expressed

it. Her various ailments were to her the most

Interesting topic in the world. One day a neighbor

found her eating a hearty meal, and asked her

how she was.

"Poor me," she sighed. "I feel very well, but

I .Hlways feel bad when I feel well, because I

know 1 am going to feel worse afterward."

Often Noticeable
Women have no sense of humor, unless it is

in their choice of husbands.

—

Judge.

Gallant Soul

An old couple came from the country, with a

big basket of lunch, to see the circus. The lunch

was heavy. The old wife was carrying it. As

they crossed a street, the husband held out 'his

hand and said

:

"Gimme that basket. Hannah."

The poor old woman surrendered the basket

with a grateful look.

"That's real kind o' ye, Joshua," she quavered.

"Kind !" grunted the old man. "I wuz afeared

ye'd git lost."

—

Argonaut.

Beason Enough
Most of us work like the Irishman who was

out in a pouring rain digging a ditch in the mud.

Asked why he was doing it. he replied. "Begorry,

T'm diggin' the ditch to earn money to buy bread

to give me strength to dig the ditch."

No Comparison
"That woman over there who talks so mucb

thinks she is a perfect well of wisdom."

"Not much. Wells do dry up sometimes."

Particular
After the teacher had recited "The Landing of

the Pilgrims," she requested each pupil to try to

draw from his or her imagination a picture of

Plymouth PiOck.

Most Of them went to work at once, but one

little fellow hesitated, and at length raised his

hand.
"Well, Willie, what is It?" asked the teacher.

"Please, ma'am, do you want us to draw a

hen or a rooster?"'

A Miss
Being an old maid is like death by drowning,—

It's easy after you cease struggling.

—

"Dawn
O'Bara."

—in~
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Available Foreign Hardwoods
KIGHTII AUTICLE

HARDWOODS OF CUBA
Editor's Note

Following is the eighth of a series of articles on foreign hardwoods available for use in this country. The
lirst covered hardwoods available in tlie Central American countries : the second covered hardwoods available in
South American countries ; the tliird hardwoods of Africa : the fourth hardwoods of Ceylon ; the firth hardwoods of
Burma and India ; the sixth hardwoods of Hawaii, and the sovonth covered hardwoods of Australia.

Cuba is located about 130 miles south of the southern extremity of source of wealth to Cuba and after the transportation facilitiea are

the mainland of Florida. Its area is aiiproximately 43,000 square better developed, the extensive forests in the interior will be rendered

miles, or about the same size as the state of Penusylvania. Tlie accessible. There is no question that these woods are yery abundant

m the mountainous regions and that many
other kinds will become valuable. Lumber
ing always has been one of the most im
portant industries in Cuba, and it will con-

tinue to be one of the chief assets. There

is still a good supply of malJOgany and cedar,

as well as other valuable woods, awaiting

better facilities for transportation to the

seaboard. The approximate . alue and kinds

of woods exported to the United States in

a prosperous year are as follows:

Cedar $100,000
Logwood 13."). 1100
Mahogany 133.000
I.ancewood 4.000
Dagame l.i 00
Cocus wood (Ebony) 500
Alunqui .500
Dyewood 1,000
1 ii:num-vitae ?,. no
Mahagua 1,000

There are a number of other species ex

ported to this and other countries. Often

more than one kind are exploited and sold

under the same name. For instance, mahog
any denotes a class of woods which come not

only from the true kind 'Swietenia ma-

hagoni), but also from the cedar, sabicu andA CUBAN LANDSCAPE WITH AN EVEU-PRESENT CEIBA TREE TO THE LEFT

uncleared and almost untouched forests of

Cuba are no less than 15,000,000 acres in ex-

tent. It is here that the tropical species

meet those of the colder climates, with a con-

sequent result of a greater intermingling of

tree species than in any otiicr part of the

western hemisphere. The composition of the

I "uban forest presents many curious features

which have interested foresters and scientists

in general. The pine, which is a distinctly

temperate species, is found here growing side

by side with mahogan.y, a tropical species.

The possibilities of securing a number of

varieties of valuable woods within the com-

pass of a mile or two has attracted the lum-

berman of the United States. A number of

these are large trees yielding very beautiful,

hard, and heavy woods susceptible of a very

good polish. One lumberman who is operat-

ing in the Province of Oriente is planning

to cut 119 hardwood species for the market.

A number of these woods arc already known
to the American and English markets, while

the raa.jority of them are new or little-known.

ft is believed that a number of the latter

cla.ss will eventually be introduced into our markets for crossties.

The exportation of Cuban timber has greatly increased during

recent years, and the total value of the annual shipments aggregates

about one and a quarter million dollars. The principal kinds included

are cedar, cocus, dagame, lanccwoods, liguum-vita?, logwood, mahogany,

palm and palm leaf, and mahagua. These woods have been a great

—20—

ROYAL PALMS ON THE BORDER OP A PINEAPPLE FIELD

oeuje. There are several species entirely unrelated to one another

which are exported under the name of ebony; the same may be said of

cedar, lancewood, and lignum-vitte. While it is often undesirable to

substitute wo'ids not true to name, they can frequently be used with

equally good ^-esults. It is a well-known fact that a number of the

fancy liardwo)ods from the tropics are not true to name, but are
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derived from a number of different species and sold under the same

trade name.

The following species may be considered among the most important

trees in Cuba:

Baria (Cordia gerascanthoides) is the name also of several other

species of the genus Cordia. In Mexico this name is applied to the

wood of santa maria (Calophylhtm inophyllum). The Cuban baria

attains a height of from srsty to eighty feet and from two to three

feet in diameter. It is found in nearly all

parts of the island and is said to be very

abundant throughout the central part. The
wood varies much in color, but the heart-

wood may be said to be dark brown and the

sapwood much lighter. It resembles our

slippery elm and is highly prized on account

of its strength, durability, and lightness.

The specific gravity of baria \aries from .60

to .78 and the wood is easily worked, takes

varnish well, and is susceptible of a good

polish. The wood is used extensively in

house building, carriage making, for rafters,

joists, axe-handles, and for interior finish of

houses.

Caobilla (Croton hicidum) grows to be

about forty or fifty feet in height and over

a foot in diameter and is quite common
throughout the wooded portions of the

island. The heartwood is light red in color

and the sapwood considerably lighter, in-

clined to brown. It resembles mahogany

in general appearance, but it is inferior in

strength, durability, and toughness to true

mahogany. It weighs about fifty pounds

per cubic foot. Its principal uses are for

making furniture, weathe-boarding, and

framing.

Cocullo (Bumelia nigra), also called

cocuyo, is a tree

found chiefly in

moist woods and

grows to the height

of fifty or sixty feet,

and from two to

three feet in diame-

ter. The heartwood

is yellowish white

:ind the narrow sap-

wood is nearly white.

[n the southern part

of the island it can

lie obtained in con-

siderable quantities.

The wood is strong,

hard, heavy (about

seventy pounds per

cubic foot), elastic,

and can be worked

with moderate ease.

It is used chiefly for

;'art construction and

building and is said

to be very durable in

contact with the

soil

DENSE JUNi:

near the foot of the mountains. The wood is light yellowish, some-

what resembling boxwood, hard, heavy (about fifty-five pounds per

cubic foot), strong, tough, very durable, and works rather easily. It is

said to turn very well and is susceptible of good polish. On account

of its great strength and durability, it is used extensively for house

building and in general carpentry. It is highly esteemed for the wood-

work of plows, cart axles, spokes, and other parts of carriages and

wagons. It is used extensively for spars.

Guayacancillo or lignum-vitse (Gvaiacwii

verticale and Guaiacum officinale) is pro-

duced by trees that sometimes attain a diam-

eter of from four to five feet and from

thirty to sixty feet in height. Gnaiacuvi

verticale is usually smaller than the

G. officinale, which is the true lignum-vitte.

and is quite abundant along the roads iu

southern Cuba and furnishes the main supply

of the so-called lignum-vitae of Cuba.

The sapvrood is light yellow and the heart

wood dark brown, with a greenish tinge or

shade. It is one of the hardest woods known,

and is said to harden upon exposure to the

air. Lignum-vitEe is heavier than water and

has a higher modulus of rupture and coefiB

cient of elasticity than any other wood of

Cuba. In Cuba it is employed principally

for sheaves of pulley-blocks or water wheels.

Under water it lasts longer than iron, and is

usually employed for machine bearings where

its qualities of hardness and durability ren-

der it preferable to metals. In the Bahamas

and other parts of the West Indies this

wood is often used for hinges and fastenings

on account of the quick corrosion of iron.

It is also used for making rulers, skittle

balls, and many other articles of turnery.

Jucaro prieto (Bncido buceras) is the ucar

bianco or wild olive

tree ol Jamaica, and

is found in consider-

able quantities along

the southern coast of

the island. The
tree attains a height

of from sixty to

eighty feet and a

diameter of from
three to four feet.

The wood is dark

brown or nearly

black, resembling
black walnut. It is

very strong, tough,

and elastic. It is

hard, heavy (about

sixty-five pounds per

cubic foot) and is

very fine - grained,

taking a good polish,

producing a beauti-

ful effect. Jucaro is

employed largely in

naval construction,

wagon spokes, and

WEST INDIAN

A VERY COMMON VIEW IN CUBATHE ROYAL PALM AS AN ORNAMENTAL TREE.

for all purposes which require great strength and durability.

Ocuje macho (Caiophyllum calaba), variously known in other parts

of the West Indies as santa maria, palo maria, galba, galaba, crabwood,

aceite de maria, and chivo.ja, is an important timber tree in tropical

America. It develops a straight growth from fifty to one hundred feet

in height and sometimes five feet in diameter. It is said to be very

Dagame (Calycophyllum candidissimum ) is the well-known wood

from which fishing rods are made. The tree, which attains a height

of from fifty to sixty feet, is said to be one of the most common

kinds, and large quantities of this wood are exported annually. The

trunks are usually straight and free from branches for more than one-

half the total height of the tree. This tree is found most abundantly
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abundant in the province of Camaguey. The wood of ocuje macho is of

a light brown color, tinged with red or yellow. It is slightly coarser-

grained than mahogany and does not exhibit any annual rings of

growth. The wood takes an excellent polish and the alternating lines of

lighter and darker shades on the radial surface giv3 it considerable

figure. Although the wood is cross-grained, it works well, and does not

split or cheek during seasoning. It is hard, heavy Cabout forty-six

pounds per cubic foot), strong, tough, and bears exposure to moisture

and lasts well in water. It is used for construction work, ship-building,

and heavy machine work ; for posts, furniture, felloes of wheels, in-

terior finish and largely for shingles, especially in the West Indies; in

Mexico it is used more extensively for furniture. Ocuje macho is sold

in the Havana markets for $160 per thousand feet.

Spanish cedar (Cedrela odorata) is one of the best known trees in

Cuba and next to mahogany is the most important kind. It is locally

called cedro, because the leaves and wood of this trer have an odor

similar to the true cedar of southern Europe (Juniperus sabina).

While Spanish cedar is commonly distributed throiighout tropical

America, it appears to reach its greatest development in the rich val-

leys and fertile mountain slopes of Cuba, where it attains the height of

nearly one hundred feet and often five feet in diameter. The logs

frequently contain from 3,000 to 5,000 board feet; tne average run

where 15-inch logs are included is about 700 board feet. Spanish

cedar yields the well-known "cigar-box cedar" and is used largely for

making cigar boxes, cabinet work, interior finish of houses and for

purposes requiring a durable wood. It is made into all kinds of

furniture, and is much admired for its rather close grain and beautiful

color, resembling true mahogany. In Havana the wood of the largest

and best trees sells for $100 to $150 per thousand board feet.

Sabicu (Lysiloma sabicu) is the wood of a leguminous tree, which

grows to the height of from sixty to eighty feet and sometimes from

five to seven feet in diameter. The wood was first introduced in Eng-

land but it is now becoming known in this country and is highly

esteemed as a substitute for the true mahogany, which is now very

scarce in the accessible parts of the island. The wood is very hard,

rather heavy, strong, tough, and is very much liked for veneering and

finishing work. It is dark chestnut brown and resembles true mahog-

any. Sabicu is usually free from shakes, and while it seasons very

slowly it does not cheek during the process. On account of its dura-

bility when exposed to an alternation of air and water, it is used for

boat building and also for house building and general carpentry. The

wood is now being exploited extensively in the province of Santiago de

Cuba, where the best hardwoods are found.

Logwood (llaeniatoxylon campechiamum) is a tree which often

reaches a height of from fifty to sixty feet and about a foot in diame-

ter. While the tree is native to Cuba, it does not grow very abundantly

naturally, but it has been planted and in parts of the island has been

cut for export. The best logwood is said to come from Jamaica,

Santo Domingo, and Yucatan.

Mahogany (Swictenia mdhagoni) is one of the best known woods in

the western hemisphere, when it is taken into account that its natural

geographic distribution is restricted to tropical America, very little

being obtained in northern part of Colombia and Venezuela. The

wood from Cuba is known as Spanish mahogany in order to distinguish

it from that derived from Mexico and other parts of the mainland.

The mahogany now obtained in Cuba, while of good quality, is not so

acceptable as that from Mexico, on account of the sniall size. It is

very rare in parts of the islands, and the material consists largely

of such logs as were not accepted by former exploiters of mahogany.

It has the reputation of being harder, darker and more figured than

that from any other locality within its range of growth. The figured

or bird 's-eye mahogany sometimes brings as high as $400 or $500

per thousand. A good deal of the mahogany obtained in Cuba is sold

for less than $50 per thousand feet in New Orleans and Mobile.

Managua azul (Paritium elaium) is one of the most important trees

in Cuba, not so much on account of the wood, but because the inner

bark of this tree yields exceedingly tough fiber used by the Cubans for

many purposes. The wood is of a deep greenish blue color, from which

it derives its name. The tree grows in moist woods and is particularly

abundant in the province of Camaguey, where it is often found on the

well drained ridges. The best timber as to strength and elasticity, is

produced on dry rocky soil. The wood is used for boal building, car-

riage making, furniture, and gunstocks. It is in demand in the Havana
market, but shipments are received in this country and sold for from

$100 to $150 per thousand feet.

Yava (Andira inermis), also known as angelin, cabbage wood, or

bastard cabbage, is very common in the reddish soils throughout

southern Cuba. It is a rather large tree, ranging from forty to sixty

feet in height and from three to five feet in diameter. The wood varies

very much in color, which has led to the belief that there are several

species. The wood is hard, heavy (about fifty-eight pounds per cubic

foot), strong, tough, very durable, both in and out of water. It is

suitable for pile and bridge timber and is used extensively in ship

construction, especially for keel, rudders, and planking, and for fram-

ing houses, mill rollers and naves of wheels. It is used also for mak-

ing walking sticks, umbrella handles and in turnery.

West Indian or green ebony (Brya ebenus) is a well-known timber

tree common throughout tropical America. It is net a true ebony,

but belongs to the same family of plants as our black locust. The

tree is from twenty to thirty feet in height and seldom a foot in diam-

eter. The heartwood is nearly black and is often used for the same

purpose as the true ebony. It is very hard, heavy, strong, and is

used for making handles of tools, walking sticks, and fine cabinet

work. The wood is also called granadillo in the market.

Eoyal palm (Oreodoxa regia) is perhaps the most striking of all the

trees in Cuba. It is found in all parts of the island. It rises to the

height of from sixty to eighty feet and has a perfectly straight trunk,

which is often from twelve to eighteen inches in diameter. Every part

of this palm is utilized by the Cubans. The timber, which has many
uses, is not exported, except in a small way for making walking sticks.

The basal parts of the leaves are very valuable for wrapping the

tobacco for shipment.

Wooden Houses in Europe
Wood holds its own in parts of Europe where timber is much scarcer

and of higher price than in America. This is true particularly of

house building in rural communities. The special measures taken by

the Swedish government in recent years to promote the increase of

small holdings and the widespread use of timber in the construction

of houses and farm buildings in Sweden attracted attention suffi-

ciently in England the past year to cause the sending of a committee

to Scandinavia to study the subject at first hand. The committee's

report brings out some interesting points regarding the universal

use of timber for constructive purposes in Scandinavia. The com-

mittee found, what is often a surprise to visitors to a country where

timber is a natural product, that house construction in wood is not

appreciably cheaper than brick, even in Sweden. Outside the large

towns first-class houses constructed entirely of wood are in great

favor, and in many cases afford striking architectural studies, which

the sylvan surroundings invariably blend into a charming picture.

Indeed, Swedish experience affords valuable evidence of the durability

of good timber construction, and Swedish architects say that timber

buildings may be relied upon to last fully fifty years.

Comparatively little trouble seems to be experienced from dry rot

or insects. This is largely accounted for by the fact that timber

buildings are always well elevated on a stone or other foundation,

which permits of free circulation of the air, and in most cases the

ground is dug out over the whole or part of the site to form a

cellar. Further, Stockholm tar is frequently used as a preservative.

The report includes instructive particulars in the form of specifica-

tions and priced schedule of quantities for the construction of timber

houses and stone and timber farm buildings for a typical Swedish

small holding.

The subject of wooden houses in England is being investigated along

other lines. A writer in one of the London papers has been digging

among old records in Ireland and finds that framed houses were dis-

patched with immigrants from London in 1613 and erected in the

Diamond at Londonderry and in the Diamond at Colcraine for occupa-

tion by the English settlers. Some of these houses were in existence

and tenanted up to about 1850.



Lumber Output for 1912
A preliminary statement of the output of lumber, lath, and shingles

in the United States during the calendar years 1912, 1911 and 1910,

has teen issued by the director of the Census, William J. Harris. It

was prepared under the direction of William M. Steuart, chief statis-

tician for manufactures, by Jasper E. Whelchel. The data was
collected, as for several years past, in co-operation with the Forest

Service. The publication of the statistics for 1912 over four months

earlier than for the preceding year gives them additional interest and
value.

The active mills contributing to the totals numbered 29,648 in 1912,

28,107 in 1911, and 31,934 in 1910, while the reported production in

tliese years was 39,158,414,000, 37,003,207,000 and 40,018,282,000

respectively. The statistics were collected almost entirely through cor-

respondence by the Bureau of Census, and cover the output of prac-

tically every commercial mill in operation during the whole or any

part of this period, except small neighborhood mills and others show-

ing a total cut of less than 50,000 feet board measure.

On the whole, the showing for the past year indicates improved

conditions in the lumber industry. Although the total reported cut

was slightly less than in 1910, the average yield per mill was 5.3

per cent greater than in that year, while the total production over

1911 was 2,155,207,000 feet, or nearly 6 per cent. In view of the

fact that it was a presidential election year, the degree of activity

in the lumber industry during 1912 as reflected by the figures is espe-

cially noteworthy, the output exceeding that of four years earlier

—

1908—by nearly 6,000,000,000 feet, or 17.9 per cent.

Increases among the individual states were quite general, slight

exceptions appearing in certain of the eastern states and a few of the

western mountain states, with of course the usual decrease in the

output of the lake states which has characterized the showing for

several years, due directly to the rapidly decreasing supply of lumber

material in this region. While both the principal lumber producing

centers, namely, the southern states and the Pacific coast states, re-

ported larger cuts in 1912 than in the preceding year, the increased

production in the first-named group was substantially greater than

for the United States as a whole. The development of the lumber

industry in the southern states during recent years has been rapid.

At the census of 1900, 38.7 per cent of the total production in the

United States was reported from this region, while in 1907 it con-

tributed 45.7 per cent of the output and in 1912, 51.4 per cent, or

more than one-half of the total.

The production reported from Washington in 1912 was the largest

recorded since 1906. Although for nearly a decade this state has led

all others in the production of lumber and shingles, in 1912 it con-

tributed more than one-tenth of all the lumber and nearly two-thirds

of the shingles manufactured in the United States.

Of the reported total lumber production, softwoods contrib-

uted 30,526,416 M feet board measure in 1912, as against 28,902,-

388,000 feet in 1911, and 31,160,856,000 feet in 1910. More than

uine-tenths of the present stand of yellow pine—the softwood which
is drawn upon most heavily for lumber material—is in the yellow

pine belt, which comprises the Atlantic and Gulf coast states from

Virginia to Texas, inclusive, together with Missouri, Arkansas, and

Oklahoma. Under the term yellow pine are included the several spe-

cies, longleaf, sliortleaf, loblolly, Cuban, etc. The reported cut from

yellow pine timber in this territory during the year amounted to 14,-

470,617,000 feet board measure, or about 98 per cent of the total

output from this species in the United States. Douglas fr, the spe-

cies which ranked next to yellow pine among the conifers or softwoods,

supplied material for 5,175,123,000 feet board measure. The produc-

tion from both of these species was greater in 1912 than in the pre-

ceding year. White pine ranked third among the softwoods in 1912,

though the cut from this wood was smaller than in the preceding

year, and has been declining steadily for several years past.

The reported cut of hardwood lumber in 1912 was 8,631,998,000

feet board measure, as against 8,100,819,000 feet in 1911, and 8,857,-

426,000 feet in 1910. To this total oak, the leading hardwood spe-

cies, contributed 3,318,952,000 feet, or 38.4 per cent, and showed an
increase over the output for the preceding year of 220,508,000 feet,
or 7.1 per cent. Maple, red gum, tulip poplar, chestnut, beech and
birch followed oak in the order named.
The production of lath and shingles in 1912 did not differ mate-

rially from the output of these products during the preceding calendar
year, although each was reported in slightly smaller quantities than
in 1910.

The comparative summary follows:

LUMBER PRODUCTION (M FEET BOARD MEASURE)
?TATE V 1912 mil 1010United States 39,158,414 37.003.207 40,018,282

Washington 4,099,775 4,064.734 4 097 492Louisiana. 3,876,211 3.566.4.^6 3 733 900
M'SS'SS'PP'

: 2.381,898 2,041,615 2,122,205North Carolina 2,193,308 1,798,724 1 8'4 7-'2
OrPgon 1,916.160 1,803,098 2;o84,633
{•^f^s 1,902,201 1,681.080 1.884,134Arkansas 1,821,811 1,777.303 1.844,446
J„'rg'°ia 1.509,997 1,359.790 1,652,192
\\isconsm 1,498,876 1,761.986 1.891.291
J}."c'"Sa? 1,488,827 1,466.754 1,681,081
Minnesota 1,436,726 1,485,015 1,457,734Alabama 1,378,151 1,226.212 1465 623
\\est Virginia 1,318,7.32 1.3.S7.786 1,376:737
California 1,20.3,059 1,207,561 1,254,826
Florida 1,067,525 983,824 992,091
Pennsylvania 992,180 1,048,606 1,241.199
ge'orgia 941,291 801,611 1,041,617
Qennessee 932,572 914..579 1,016.475
Mi"?e •••••. 882,128 828,417 860,273
South Carolina 816.930 584,872 706.831
Idaho 71.3,575 765.670 745,984
Kentucky 641,296 632,415 753..-56
New York 502.351 526.283 506.074
Ohio 499.834 427.161 490.089
New Hampshire 479,499 388.619 443.907
Missouri 422,470 41.«!,5S6 501 ,691
Indiana 401.017 360.613 42 " 963
Montana 272,174 22.S,416 319,089
Massachusetts 259,329 273,317 '39 -^06
Vermont 235,983 2.39,254 284'.815
Maryland 174,320 144.078 154.554
Oklahoma 168,806 143.869 164,663
Illinois 122,528 96,651 113.506
Connecticut 109.251 124,661 126.463
Colorado 88.451 95.908 121.398
New Mexico 82.650 83.728 83.544
Arizona 76.287 73.1.39 72.655
Iowa 46.593 59.974 75.446
New Jersey 34.810 28,6.39 36.542
Delaware 28.285 23.8.53 46.642
South Dakota 20,986 13,046 16,340
Rhode Island 14,421 9,1116 14 392
Wyoming 13,560 33.309 30,931
Utah 9,0.55 10,573 1 1.786
All other •22,525 •11,786 •12,594

Lath (thousands) 2,719,163 2,971,110 3,494,718
Shingles (thou.sands) 12,037,685 12,113,867 12,976,362

* Includes Kansas, Nebraska, and Nevada.

Cypress in the Silo Fight
The manufacturers of cypress lumber have demonstrated one thing

pretty thoroughly, and that is, they know how to go after business.

They are like one of Victor Hugo 's characters who could '
' make

things happen." The latest campaign is directed toward the silo

business of the country. A booklet of something over one hundred

pages has just been issued by the Southern Cypress Manufacturers'

Association of New Orleans. It advises farmers to build wooden silos,

and of course it recommends cypress.

This is one of a series of similar books issued by the association,

each recommending wood, and particularly cypress, for a specific

purpose. One was a barn book, another a carpenter's book, a third

was a trellis and arbor book, and so on. Each specifies the value of

wood for a particular use.

The silo has become an important part of the farm. The first one

was built in this country in 1875, and now fifty manufacturers make

silos. The cement, brick, tile, and stone people are fighting for the

business, and the lumber interests cannot afford to b» inactive. The

wooden silo is best. It is as cheap as any other and does the work

better; but the farmers need to be impressed with this fact, otherwise

they may be persuaded to try some substitute. For that reason the

booklet just issued by the cypress association is bound to do good

for all kinds of wood suitable for silo building.
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Standard Sizes of Dimension Stock m
Those who dream dreams and see visions look forward to r- time

when sizes of half-manufactured stock for wood commodities shall

be reduced to a comparatively small number of standards. That is,

all furniture makers are to use standard lengths, breadths, and thick-

nesses; chair makers to have certain fixed dimensions; cabinet makers

the same, and so on down the line through all the wood-using in-

dustries that draw their supplies from the sawmUl, lumber yard, and

planing mill.

That state of affairs may be brought about when universal peace

is established throughout the world and war has been abolished by

all nations, including Mexico; but it is so far in the future now that

something more practical and possible ought to be considered.

There is a practical side to the question, but it does not go to the

extent of supposing that all furniture manufacturers, chair makers,

vehicle people, cabinet shops, and so forth, will agree to confine

their respective commodities to a few similar sizes and patterns.

The people who make these things are not yet ready to surrender theii-

individuality, abandon originality, and settle down to make a few

common articles exactly like all their competitors are making them,

and for the sole sake of being able to buy their dimension stock in

the open market instead of making it themselves in the pai-ticular

kinds and styles that they want.

It is not impossible, however, that some method less wasteful and

costly than the jiresent can be worked out to cover part of the manu-

facturing field. Take for instance the maker of filing cabinets. He

uses a large number of different sized pieces of wood. He buys

the lumber and cuts out the stock in his own factory. Such a factory

uses from eighty to one hundred different sizes. Although he buys

lumber as nearly suited as possible to his needs, and cuts with intelli-

gence and care, there is much waste that must be thrown away.

Unless the lumber is of quite a good grade, there are many knots,

shakes, splits, and rotten pieces that are useless. He has paid freight

on what he throws away as well as on what he can use.

It would be desirable, if practicable, to have this stock cut out at

the sawmill, and the dimensions alone shipped to the factory to be

made up into filing cabinets. It has been argued that material as

well as freight could thus be saved.

This is only one industry. The same argument would apply to

most of the wood-using industries that require large quantities of

small dimension stock. It has been asked why they cannot have

the sawmills cut out the stock for them, in exact sizes, thus giving

each manufacturer just what he needs, no more, no less. No factory

would be paying freight on waste, and would not need to throw

away knots, shakes, and splits which had been paid for at so much

a thousand feet.

DiflSculties are met when an attempt is made to put this theory ir\to

practice. It is a common saying that it works better on paper

than at the sawmill. There is probably not a manufacturer in the

industries mentioned who has not done a good deal of thinking along

that very line, and many have not stopped with thinking but have

worked on the practical end of the proposition. They would like

to buy their stock that way, if they could. That they have not been

doing so is proof that something is in the way.

The sawmill man has not been able to get out the dimension stock,

because there are too many sizes and kinds. He might take orders

from a single factory, and work out its cutting bills, and if that

factory took the mill's whole output, the scheme would work that

far. But if the mill should cut beyond its specific orders, where

would it sell the surplus? The pieces are all of the special kind

used by one factory, and no other would want them.

There in a nutshell lies the trouble. Hundreds, even thousands,

of sizes and kinds of stock are in use. If a mill should cut certain

sizes only, it would have to know where to sell them. If it tries to

keep all sizes in stock, it -will find many a lot left on its hands,

because the particular lots are not wanted by any purchaser in the

mill's district.

It resolves itself simply to this: The business of cuttinij and
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selling miscellaneous dimension stock is so complicated that no miU is

willing to undertake it. How much more complicated would it become

if hundreds of scattered sawmills should undertake to cut such stock

and trust to the general market to take it?

It does not pay a sawmill to put in the special machinery required

for cutting such stock, unless it can be done on a fairly large scale.

The work that might be furnished by orders from one, two, or three

factories woidd seldom be sufiicient to justify a mill in putting in

and operating the extra plant, even if long-period orders could be

assured.

Many persons have tried to devise some way to accomplish the

desired end; to formulate a plan by which a large part of the dimen-

sio:i cutting could be done at sawmills instead of at the factories

where the completed commodities are turned out. No one has yet

succeeded, but the consensus of opinion is—at least, it is the opinion

of a number of persons who have investigated the matter—that if the

problem ever reaches solution it wiU be by the aid of some sort of

middleman or association that will act as a go-between.

According to that plan, the middleman would act as a clearing

house, so to speak; on the one hand acquaintin;; himself with the

needs of the factories which use dimension stock, on the other ar-

ranging with mills to cut it. Under the plan, he would get in touch

with the factories, find out all the sizes and kinds of stock needed,

and the amount of each size and kind; then with this information,

arrange with the sawmills to produce the stock. The details would

be multitudinous, of course, but the general outline of the plan is

simple. It might not work out in practice, but the theory appears to

l)resent no insurmountable obstacles. Something of the sort is already

in fairly successful operation by the vehicle manufacturers and the

mills that cut the stock. However, the vehicle field is smaller, the

sizes of stock are less numerous, and few kinds of wood are used. A
plan embracing furniture of all kinds, cabinets, tools and implements,

and miscellaneous commodities, would call for hundreds, probably

thousands, of sizes of stock, and numerous kinds of wood and grades

of lumber, and if such a plan should be tried and be found imprac-

ticable, the failure would probably be due to the \ast array of details

and to the large number of jieople concerned, rather than to any

defect in the plan itself.

Perhaps no attempt should be made, at least not at first, to have a

single dimension-stock clearing house for the whole country. The

perfection of an arrangement to include so much territory would

doubtless be a good while in the future, even after success on a small

scale had been found practicable. The country is divided naturally

into fairly-well defined industrial districts, each of which might be

organized as a scpar.ite unit. A general association would properly

be a matter for subsequent consideration, should the occasion arise.

.^^ssuming that such a scheme could be successfully put into practice,

it ought to accomplish a great deal in the way of saving waste, saving

freight, and saving in numerous other ways. It would help to

standardize where that result is desirable, and would not discourage

or suppress individuality or originality.

Less waste in cutting, than under the present method of each

manufacturer cutting out his own stock, would be bound to result.

The factory which uses only a few^ sizes, and those sizes rather large,

must throw away many a piece that would be available for smaller

sizes. The mill that might have a thousand sizes on its cutting bills,

from large to very small, can work down to the smallest limit, even

to dowels and clothes pins, in cutting, and what would go to ultimate

waste would bo sawdust and chips. Many a factory which cuts for

itself, wheels out cartloads of blocks which some other factory could

use, if it had them. The factory which has this waste does not

willingly throw it away, but would be glad to use it or sell it, if it

could. To hunt a buyer for it, and ship to that buyer would cost

more than it would come to. But if these blocks were at tho mill

which has customers for all sizes, they would go through the machines,

come out as small dimension stock, and go to the customers who arc

in the market for that kind.
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The Manufacture of Drums
Chicago is said to be the center of the drum manufacturiug busi-

ness of this country. It is eveni claimed that more than half of the

drums made in the United States are manufactured in Chicago. Dif-

ficulties are encountered when an attempt is made to compile figures

showing the extent of the drum business in this country, for statistics

collected by the census do not list small musical instruments sepa-

rately, and drums are classed among such instruments, and most of

them are moderate size; but the largest drums are by no means
diminutive.

What is said to be the largest factory in the United States devoted

exclusively to the making of drums is located at 218 North Main
street, Chicago, and is known as the Wilson-Jacobs Drum Manufac-

turing Company. The establishment has 21,000 square feet of floor

space.

Although the drum is one of the simjDlest of musical instruments,

and appears to tlie uninitiated as though there is little to it, yet its

manufacture by modern methods requires no small amount of special

machinery and demands skilled labor in several departments. Some
of the machines are for working in wood, others for metal working,

and though the cutting and manipulating of the skins of which heads

are made are done chiefly by hand, yet even that requires considerable

apparatus in a factory that consumes 10,000 skins a year.

Witliout the skin there can be no drum, for that is one thing for

which no substitute has yet been found. In every part of the world,

among savages who make drums of gourds and hollow logs, as well

as among civilized men of all nations, the drumhead is of skin. It

appears to be the only material yet found that will produce the

proper vibration when struck. The drum belongs to the stringed

instrument class. The entu-e head acts as one broad string, and the

size of the instrument and the tautness of the niembrance determines

the tone produced when the drum is struck.

Size and tautness are not the only factors in choosing a druuihead.

The qualit}' of the skin is of prime importance. The experienced

drum maker selects the skin as carefully as the maker of fine violins

selects the spruce whicli he uses. Ordinary leather will not answer.

In fact, no kind of leather will do. The skin intended for a drum-

head must not be touched by any sort of tanning material. It is

simply tlie raw hide with the hair scraped off. It is treated with

ilivers rubbings, scrapings, and manipulations to reduce it to uniform

thinness and texture, and then it is properly cured, and it becomes

the raw material which the drum maker takes in hand to give the

final finishing. What he does to it is part of his art. Every drum

manufacturer possesses a few secrets which he keeps to himself, and

most of these are in regard to the final finishing of the skins that go

i>n high-class drums.

Calf skins are used more than any other for this purpose ; but some

drumheads are of sheep skin and a few of angora goat. They are

yellowish white when they reach the drum factory, but when they

have gone through the succeeding processes they are a translucent

white. Some are almost transparent and look like the finest parch-

ment. A drumhead must consist of a single skin. It is possible to

splice and patch them, but the process is not usually regarded as satis-

factory. An otherwise good skin may be rendered practically useless

by the presence of a small hole.

Drum shells are either of wood or metal. If of metal they are usually

copper plated with nickel, or the plating may be of silver, or even

of gold if the purchaser is willing to pay the price. Manufacturers

of drums insist that the material of which the shell is made has noth-

ing whatever to do with the quality of sound emitted when the head

is struck. Experiments have been made to prove or disprove this

claim, and the conclusion has been that a wooden drum shell gives no

different sound from one of metal, and that as far as tone, pitch,

and quality are concerned, one wood is the same as another when

worked into drum shells.

The selection of the material is wholly a matter of choice. If of

wood, the manufacturer uses whatever hia customers want. How-

ever, the numljer of woods commonly used is not large. Almost any

wood that can be had in suflScient sizes may be occasionally employed

;

but i^ractically all drum shells are of one or another of the following

:

Oak, maple, mahogany, rosewood, black walnut or holly.

The making of wooden drum shells is not a very complicated pro-

cess, but it involves a nmnber of points. The visible part of the shell

is veneer. It is bent to the required form, and is steamed and passes

through the hot box—a finishing kiln—and comes out so firmly set in

its shape that it never warps or changes form. The veneer outer shell

is only part of the completed shell. It is lined with yellow poplar

veneer. The graitt of the outer veneer runs round the drum; but the

grain of the poplar veneer is up and down. The poplar is known as

cross-banding.

It is noteworthy that the lining or cross-baudlng is always yellow

poplar—at least it is so reported, but doubtless other woods are occa-

sionally used. The reason assigned by the manufacturer for selecting

yellow poplar in preference to all other woods as drum lining is that

it is superior to aU others when strength, clear stock, lightness, dur-

ability, and ease in working are considered. That is exactly the testi-

mony given in favor of poplar by the manufacturers of fine carriage

and automobile bodies where curved panels are used.

The oak, maple and holly shells are light-colored; the mahogany,

rosewood, and walnut are dark. The different woods are finished in

styles which harmonize best with color and figure.

All wooden shells have hoops, which are necessary to give the requi-

site strength, and to provide fastenings for the heads. The hoops arc

nearly always of maple, which reaches the factory as planks two and

one-half inches thick. The hoops are cut out, dressed, polished and

coiled by machines in the drum factory. The Chicago factory, men-

tioned above, uses 3(5,000 feet, board measure, of two and one-half-

inch maple a year, and 100,000 square feet of veneers of various woods.

The manufacturers of high-grade drums place their names in

every instrument sent out. Those who do not know the location of

the name would search a long time without finding it. A small hole,

usually about a quarter of an inch in diameter is bored through the

shell. The hole is usually finished with a nice metal eyelet. It might

be supposed that it is for ornamental purjioses, but the opening

through the shell is for business. If the drum is set in a good light,

and a person places his eye near the opening he will see the name

of the maker of the drum. It is located on the inside of the shell

du'ectly opposite the hole. It is a sort of trade secret, but all drum

dealers know liow to find the name of the maker.

The hole in the shell answers another very important purpose. If

it were not there, the drumhead would be in danger of rupturing

when struck. The imprisoned air, if it had no other way to escape,

would force out the head opposite the one receiving the blows. The

hole through the shell prevents this. Air escapes and re-enters freely,

thus keeping the pressure within the drum approximately the same

as that outside.

Drums are a somewhat difiieult commodity to place on the market.

They ai'e exceedingly bulky for their weight. A ton or two will fill

a freight car. Railroads charge four times first-class rates for trans-

porting them, and in long hauls this adds much to the retail pric«;

for, as in nearly every other instance, the consumer is the final pay-

master. The manufacturer usually sells to jobbers who buy in large

quantities, and then distribute to the trade in their respective ter-

ritories. Chicago furnishes drums to dealers in every state of the

Union. California, which is farthest away, is a large buyer. The

people on the Pacific coast seem to have a special liking for the

drum 's characteristic music. The explanation is that the drum is

peculiarly an out-of-doors instrument, and the mild winters of the

Pacific coast render the drum serviceable the year round. The people

of Texas are large buyers of drums, also.

A complete change in the use of drums has occurred in this country

in the last century. Formerly the largest demand for drums came

from military companies. Every county had its militia. The citizen
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soldiers were called together once or twice a year to drill and go

through various maneuvers. The drum was indispensable. There

must be at least one drum to every one hundred men, and the drum-

mer boy was almost as important as the captain of the company.

That has changed. The old-time musters ceased long ago, and what

little drilling is now done is carried out with small use for the drum.

As an instrument of martial music it is now a back number.

Another radical change is taking place in the use of the drum.

Twenty years ago it was the head and front of every political parade.

The flag and the drum led all processions, for all parties. The big-

ger the drum and the greater the noise it was capable of making,

the larger the crowd was apt to be. There was rivalry between dif-

ferent parties and different leaders to create as much enthusiasm

as possible, and the drum was relied upon to produce that result. A
parade without a bass drum to shake up the surrounding precincts

was doomed to failure every time.

That custom is changing; in fact, it has nearly passed away. Pol-

iticians now put their dependence in literature, lithographs, and trans-

parencies. The eye is appealed to, rather than the ear. Conspicuous

objects are preferred to thundering sounds as creators of enthusiasm

in the ranks of voters. Consequently, "the war drum throbs no

longer," and the political drum is becoming silent also.

During the late presidential campaign, with three candidates in

the field, drum manufacturers thought the occasion was opportune

for the revival of the noisy campaign. They attempted to interest

the leaders in drums, and pointed to that instrument's proficiency as

a kindler of patriotism and a promoter of enthusiasm. The plea fell

on deaf ears. The drum was dead, as far as political processions

were concerned. A prominent drum manufacturer declared that the

last presidential campaign did not increase the sale of drums to the

amount of $200 in the whole United States.

From the foregoing it might appear that the sales of drums are

decreasing. Such is not the case. New markets have more than

made good the loss of old. Musical bands still use drums in as large

numbers as formerly; but the new market came in with the cheap

nickel shows in the moving picture class. These places of amusement

have increased enormously in numbers in recent years. Many of them

use drums for advertising purposes—that is, to call attention to the

show. Sometimes the drum furnishes part of the entertainment inside

the show building. All sizes and kinds are demanded, depending

upon the particular service intended.

Sizes of drums vary greatly, and there can scarcely be said to be

standard sizes. They usually run from a diameter of twelve inches

and a height of four, to a diameter of sLxty-five inches and a height

of eighteen inches. Few are made of the latter size. That is a very

Targe drum, but some are made full six feet in diameter, though never

except upon special orders. Very large drums have no regular sale.

Thoy are quite expensive, owing to the extra care required in their

manufacture.

A large drui!! emits the heaviest sound of all musical instruments,

and the sound carries farthest. Well-authenticated instances are

known where a bass drum has been heard at a distance of eight miles

air line. The hoots of few steam sirens will carry that far.

Practically no foreign drums enter the United States. They are

excluded by the high duty; consequently, American manufacturers

meet no competition except among themselves.
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Aside from the interruption and disturbance caused by floods early

in the year, the past season as a whole has been a good one for pro-

ducing hickory handles. i'''ollowing tlie early spring floods there was

a season of good roads, resulting in bringing in more raw material

than usual, so that handle manufacturers as a rule were able to run

full time and to produce enough between that time and closing time

far the summer to make up for the loss incident to floods. The pro-

ducing so far as rough manufacturing is concerned was practically

,all over by the end of June, and at this writing about all the

hickory handle manufacturers are doing is work in the finishing

room and in the shipping department.

The season as a whole has been fairly good. Perhaps for those

who close their year or half year with the first of July or the first

of August the trade will show somewhat larger than for the average

year, but they will hardly be on a par with the status of hardwood

lumber, because there is neither the extra large volume of demand

nor the same percentage of increase in the prices. Hickory handle

prices increased some during the year, but not in the same ratio as

lumber, and there is a feeling in the trade right now that manufac-

turers should get more for their product than they have been getting

during the past six months, even though the prices for that period

have been somewhat above former prices. There has not been enough

advance in finished handles to harmonize with the advance in rough

lumber.

The export trade, which is usually credited with taking at least

forty per cent of our hickory handle output, has been fairly good,

taking a little more than the average quantity. One of the dis-

appointing features of the export trade is that it calls for too much

hickory in the log and not enough of the finished hickory handles.

The exact figures are not available but there are enough in sight to

show that there were exported during the fiscal year enough hickory

logs to amount to more than $300,000. Added to this there was

quite a volume of export in bolts and billets or squares cut to size

for handle blanks. There were no separate accountings of these

items, but those familiar with the trade know that the English and

German trade purchased large quantities of billets for manufacturers

abroad. These billets together with the logs made up quite a per-

centage of the English and German trade, and this same English and

German trade would buy many more finished handles if they couldn't

get the logs at satisfactory prices. However, even at that the export

trade for the season has been fairly satisfactory, and it still looks

good.

In the domestic trade for the main part of the past six months

there has been a noticeable disposition on the part of the railroads

to buy just as little in the way of tools and tool handles as they can

get along with. They also manifest a disposition to keep down the

amount of improvements and new work. There has been enough,

however, with the call from railroads and big contractors and the

trade in general to make a pretty good volume of business so that

the season as a whole has proven fairly good for handle manufac-

turers. Perhaps the one point where there is most disappointment

is in that the manufacturers have not received proportionate advances

for finished handles as have been realized for lumber and timber.

They have done very well, though, and are seemingly in good shape

to do even better next season. Tliere will not be much hickory handle

work done during August, but the indications are that early in the

fall busy times will be resumed among the handle manufacturers.

Moreover, it is felt that by that time the railroads will be manifest-

ing a disposition to do more construction work and buy more handles.

If this happens there will naturally be quite a marked increase in

the demand during the fall, and if nothing hapjiens—if things just

jog along as they are—the business will be above the average and
the year as a whole should round up as a prosperous one for hickory

handle manufacturers.

'

' Meeting together does not make saints of any of us, '
' said a

successful hardwood manufacturer, "but the better acquainted we
get the less wicked the other fellow seems and the less wicked we
act toward him."

It is just as important for the lumber salesman to know the exact

cost of transportation to the customer as it is for him to be in

formed on the market prices of his lumber.
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The experience of tree planters in tlie Middle West is demonstra-

ting that many of the claims made by the friends of the hardy ca-

talpa cannot be substantiated. It was formerly held that eatalpa

would quickly grow to a size 14rge enough for erossties, but it is

doubtful if there is a single tie of this species in existence today

that was cut from a plantation, though many of them are old enough

to have produced tie material if the trees had borne out the claims

of the promoters. As a matter of fact, it makes its rapid growth

CATALPA PLANTATION IN INDIANA BADLY DAMAGED BY CATTLE WHICH PASTURED
^ IN THE LOT DURING THE WINTER MONTHS. .PHOTO BY CHAS. C. DEAM.

only when young and there is little com-

parison between the rate of growth of a

large tree and that of a sapling. It must

now be admitted by all that the only reason

for growing the trees is to supply fence

posts.

The eatalpa is not a good tree for a wind-

break, as the growth is too open. Plantations

cannot be pastured, except possibly by hogs,

for cattle will ride down young trees during

fly time, and, contrary to the prevailing

idea, will eat off the bark. One illustration

shows a grove of catalpas that were com-

pletely destroyed by Jersey cattle pastured

in the lot during the winter months. The

cattle were not confined to this lot only, but

had access to a woodlot also.

It is also claimed that eatalpa is singu-

larly free from disease and insect attacks.

In reality the tree is very subject to damage

by a shelf fungus that rots out the entire

heart and renders the material unfit for

any use. It is not uncommon to find a plan-

tation in which the majority of the trees

are thus affected. The eatalpa sphinx is a

moth that eats the leaves and in some in-

stances is so troublesome that the trees can

make little if any growth at all. On one

plantation in Indiana, which is twenty years old, the trees are only

about six feet high, due to the ravages of the moth.

Another claim made is that when a plantation is once started it

can be reproduced indefinitely from sprouts. The eatalpa does sprout

readily, in fact, it sprouts too much, but no trees can be expected

to grow from such sprouts unless the entire stand is cut off. Where

single trees are cut out of a plantation, the sprouts from such stumps

soon die from lack of light.

If one travels over the Middle West he wiU see many small planta-

tions of catalfia, but it is unusu.-il to find one that is in thrifty

eonditioii, with the trees straight and sound. Too many are planted
on poor land and make only the most scrawny growth. Catalpa
must have good rich soil if it is to succeed. Such lands are not as

a rule the kind that should be given over to growing trees, as they
are capable of growing more valuable crops.

The result is that when one comes to sum up the whole proposition
it is found that the catalpa has only a few good points and an

excessive number of shortcomings. It has

been extensively advertised and exaggerated

and as a result many plantations have been

made that will only disappoint. If one has

land suited to eatalpa and wishes to plant

a tree about which there is no uncertainty

he had better use our well known black

walnut. Where this tree is planted with

catalpa it invariably makes the better growth

after the first few years, and it has the

added advantage of producing a wood of

the highest quality and fitted for a large

number of purposes. The exploitation of

catalpa which was prosecuted so vigorously

a few years ago, as though the country's

salvation depended on this tree more than

any other, has now practically ceased, and

the subject has taken its place in history

among the fads which periodically come

and go. S. J. R.

CATALPA PLANTATION IN INDIANA IN WHICH THE TREES HAVE BEEN ATTACKED BY
CORIOLUS VERSICOLOR ; MANY ARE ENTIRELY DEAD. PHOTO BY CHAS. C. DEAM.

New Substitute for Mahogany
A wood from the African Gold Coast has recently been introduced

into England, where experiments indicate that it may be treated and

stained in imitation of mahogany. The wood appears to have no

English name, but is known to botanists as Triplochiton johnsonii.

It weighs twenty-nine pounds per cubic foot, works easily with

machines or hand tools. It is said to be firmer and stronger than

yellow poplar. It glues easily and nails well, but lacks natural

figuie.
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A sawmill man who recently init in a Kraetzer pieparator said that

one of the greatest advantages he expects to derive from its use is

in being able to take advantage of special conditions, and chantTe his

alignment to meet variations in market and other factors.

"Under the usual mode of operation," he i)ointed out, "the lum-

berman cuts his stock without knowing who is going to buy it, or

what dimensions \vill be most in demand by the time it is ready to

ship. The result is that frequently he finds that ai\ item which was
in great demand at the time he cut it has slumped down to nothing,

forcing him to carry a big block of stock on l-is yard until the

pendulum of demand swings back the other way.

"The concern which can ship its lumber thirty days after manu-
facture can epeeialize. It can watch the situation and plan its

manufacturing operations accordingly. It can make the lumber

when the demand for it is good, and ship before the demand has

tapered off. In other words, instead of being several miles behind

the procession, it will be right up in the band wagon. '

'

* * *

A good many sawmill men overlook a good point in not tagging

their pUes with the kind, quantity and age of the stock which they

contain. For stock-keeping purposes, and also for other obvious

advantages, this method ought to be carried out in detail. In the

case of the wholesaler, whose pUes are usually being taken down and
the lumber rehandled rather frequently, tagging the ])iles would not

do much good; but in the manufacturers' yard, where the lumber

remains on sticks for several months, it is not only desirable but

almost necessary to have the information which is readily conveyed

by the simple device of noting the date on the tag when the lumber

is piled.

There are plenty of customers who are finicky about the age of

their lumber; and it would be a considerable lalking point with

these buyers to be able to say that every ]>ile is carefully tabulated

and that the exact age of every stick of lumber on the yard is known;
with the assurance that shipments would be made only when the

lumber was thoroughly dry, or had reached the exact age demanded
by the consumer.

A good point in this connection would be to have the tags in

duplicate, with a full record of the number of piles kept in the

office; as shipments were made, the tags on the piles could be turned

in and the duplicates checked off, so that at all times the lumberman
Mould have a graphic record before him of the kinds and quantities

of lumber in his yard.
* * *

While a good many lumbermen shy at making eoutracts witii con-

sumers for deliveries extending over considerable periods, this char-

acter of business is often of the most desirable and satisfactory kind.

It goes witliout saying, of course, that it calls for nuitual confidence

and the right kind of people at each end of the contract. If either

the lumberman or the consumer is the sort of chap who will forget

that he has signed an agrponent the moment the market changes

enough to make carrying it out undesirable, the situation is sure to

be unpleasant. But if the seller and the buyer respect their obliga-

tions, and continue to move the lumber at the contract price, the seller

enjoys the advantage of having a certain outlet for his stock, and the

buyer has the assurairce that no matter what happens he will get his

lumber at the price he figured on when he made up his quotations on

the finished goods. It 's advantageous from many standpoints—but

everybody has to play fair.

« « «

One of the advantages of dimension stock bobbed up a few mouths

ago during the flood season, when a lot of good lumber was greatly

reduced in value by having plenty of rich river mud deposited upon

it. Lumbermen who were confronted with the task of cleaning this

stock and then getting buyers to take it without a discount realized

before they were through that they were up against r. knotty problem.

Those who were making dimension stock, however, had no troubles

at all, comparatively. Of course, they had to clean the lumber before
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it could be dressed; but after that it was cut up and shipiied without

anybody being able to say a word on the subject of flooded lumber.

That fact made no difference, of course, but the man who had that

sort of stock to sell in the rough usually had to make concessions to

get people to take it.

* * «

Poplar men who have found the manufacture of siding one of the

best methods of moving their stock are also learning that it pays to

handle the commodity as carefully as the flooring men do theirs.

Instead of tying the bundles of siding with cord, as was formerly

the rule, many of the manufacturers are now using wire and making

the ties as neat and secure as the hardwood flooring man does in

sending out his product. This not only improves the appearance of

the stock, but affords a real protection, insuring its delivery without

danger of lireakage. And as some export business is being handled

on siding, the matter of packing is all the more important.

Speaking of poplar siding also calls attention to the fact that those

in this business have learned how to move at least part of their

waste by manufacturing it into moulding, which seems to bring a

better price than lath and most other byproducts.
* * *

A hardwood man wfio recently called attention to the fact that the

railroads get more money for transporting lumber than any other

coarse commodity also pointed to a condition which ought to be taken

into account in figuring the rate.

'
' If you happen to be a railroad and have a wreck of a train in

which there arc a lot of cars loaded with livestock," he said, "your

los.scs can be figured down to a cent from the bills of lading of the

shippers; because there is mighty little salvage to be gotten out of a

wreck of that kind. On the other hand, sujipose lumber is in some

of the cars, and is dumped out along the track when the big smash-up

comes. The chances arc that it will be loaded back into the car and

shipjied on to the customer without anybody ever knowing there was

a slight halt in the movement. The insurance feature, as it might

be called, is certainly one the railways ought to consider in fixing the

charges for handling commodities like ours."
* * «

The possibilities of the planing mill business from the standpoint

of the small operator in the hardwood field were interestingly dis-

•ussed by one of the uiost successful lumbermen in the country

recently. He pointed out that the planing mill man doesn't need

big bunches of hardwood stock, and therefore is not in a position

to buy carloads of any one item, as he does in the case of pine or

cypress.

"What he wants," continued the speaker, "is a few thousand feet

of inch quartered oak, say, a little thinner stock; and then plain

oak in two or three thicknesses and as many grades. In order to

fill a car for him you 've got to handle eight or ten different items.

"But that's just what the small man in the lumber business is

looking for. He isn't able to pile up a full carload of every kind

and grade and dimension of lumber being offered; and when he can

move his few thousand feet of each without having to wait for the

pile to grow to carload proportions, he has scored a point. I think

that if the small wholesaler and the small sawmill man would study

the needs of the planing-mill operator in the hardwood line more

closel.y, and then build up a business on mixed cars for this trade,

the.v would find it easier to keep their yards clear of the odds and

ends that tie up a lot of money but never seem to be available.

* * *

Large manufacturers of poplar are adopting some of the methods

of the yellow pine mills to their own business. For one thing, they

have found that the demand for poplar is getting to be a specialized

proposition, and that widths must be piled separately. In other

words, a consumer doesn't want to bviy random sizes any more, as

to width, but insists on being able to get the lumber of the size

which works into his own requirements most exactly.

Just now, wlien poplar, as a rule, is pretty dull, it will be noted
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Ihat those who are managing to keep their stoi'ks of this wood mov-

ing are tho wise chaps who have been piling every width, from
6" to 9" especially, separately. They have been in a positiou to

supply a specialty which saves the consumer a good deal of expense

in cutting up. Incidentally, the consumer appreciates getting just

what he wants the way he wants it, and is willing to pay a bit

more than otherwise.

* * *

Some lumbermen seem to believe that the business was created

just as it is by the powers above, and that it is near-sacrilege to

change its form in any way. When suggestions for improvements in

methods are made, or innovations are put forward, their most likely

reply is, "Yes, but that's another business." Adding to or taking

from present methods is thus made to seem like marring what is

already a perfect proposition.

It is this attitude, largely, that explains why many lumbermen
have never tried to cut up dimension stock; why they refuse to dress

their lumber for those who want to buy it that way; and why they

would never kiln-dry their stock even if they knew their business

would show a gain through the investment in a dry kiln. Their idea

is that the Lord intended the sawmill man to saw lumber and let

other fellows do the manufacturing, dr3ring and dressing; and con-

sequently they feel that their duty is done when they have sawed the

lumber out of the log and pushed it to one side far enough to be out

of the way.

That is an interesting line of reasoning; but the question is, does

it conform to the demands of present-day business? Successful con-

cerns are those which stay in the old rut just long enough, and no

longer; and it must be remembered that the only difference between

a groove and a grave, as somebody expressed it, is in the depth.
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A group of successful hardwood men was recently gathered

around a dinner table, smoking the cigars which had followed

the meal, and incidentally talking shop. One of them finally

asked, in a tentative sort of way and in order to start some of

the others talking, "What is it, anyway, that brings success in

business?"

"Just what do you mean by success?" inquired one of those

at the table, a thin-faced, nervous chap, who looked as though

he had the energy of a 60 horsepower roadster.

"Well," replied the first speaker, "I don't mean merely average

success, the kind that is attained by following the beaten path

all one's life; but unusual' results, secured in a comparatively

short time. '

'

"There's just one answer to that," said a veteran of the

trade, emerging from behind a cloud of smoke. "My experience

has shown that the man who succeeds must be willing to take a

chance on the turn of a card, as it were; to plunge in boi-rowing

and investments; to be willing to sink or swim with developments.

I don 't mean necessarily to risk everything, but to risk a great

deal in a single venture. Most lumbermen, like most other people,

shy off from the big chances, and practically everybody in the

business can say to himself, 'If I had only done thus and so when

I had the opportunity, I would be a rich man today.'

"My biggest successes have been made by being willing to

risk something. Business itself is a speculation, you know; and

we must be willing to trust to unknown factors to turn out

favorably. Setting in your pile and losing means a financial

smashup, sometimes, but as I see it there is no way to avoid

that if you mean to win the kind of unusual success I am talking

about."

"I don't believe I agree altogether with what our friend has

said," spoko up a small, wiry chap from the far side of the table.

"Of course, a man must occasionally hazard more than he wants

to in buying a piece of timber, contracting for the cut of a large

mill, and the like. If the timber proves to be of poor quality,

or the logging of the tract involves mere trouble and expense

than has been figured, you lose heavily; or if the market turns

against you after the stock you have bought is being manu-

factured, there is no possible way out of a loss except by holding

it and trusting to a swing of the pendulum in the other direction.

But I believe in playing safe for the most part."

"That sounds pretty good to me," said another lumberman,

who was young in ths business but was credited with having

won success in no small measure. "Play it safe as long as you

can, and then go out and get it when conditions look right. Of

course, you may mistake the market and things may break

wrone; but you've got to have the lumber to do the business.

My theory is that the only way to win in a big way is to have

the stock when people want it. You can't make a lot of money

on a small turnover these days. That might have been done a

long time ago, when sudden rises were more numerous and
fluctuations greater. We have now reached a point where changes

are more gradual and that means the margin of profit is smaller.

In order to make a lot of money you must do a lot of business

and have a lot of lumber.

"That means, to me, being a manufacturer and jobber combined.

Selling the lumber and then trying to buy it is no longer the

paying policy, in my judgment. You've got to have the cards,

as the poker players say, when you begin to bet. I found that

not being able to take advantage of business offered us, through

having insufficient stocks, was our first and worst handicap. Since

then I have been a big buyer as well as a big manufacturer of

lumber, according to my means, and the further I go the bigger

stocks I will endeavor to carry. They may depreciate in value,

but in any event I will be able to take care of all the business

I can get hold of."

A veteran of the trade, who has several sawmills scattered over

the hardwood belt, had been puffing reflectively at his perfecto

during the comments of the other lumbermen. He cleared his

throat at this juncture and added some of his own views to the

symposium that was rapidly being developed.

"My friend over there has the right idea," he said, "but he

didn't qualify it at the one point where I would lay particular

emphasis. That is in connection with holding lumber too long.

Some of the worst mistakes I have ever made have been due to

trying to beat the market and get a higher price than was being

offered. In that way I accumulated topheavy stocks of certain

kinds of lumber and when the price slumped I was finally forced to

close out at a big reduction in values. I not only lost the difference

between what I could have sold it for and what I actually got,

but I also sufl'ered considerable depreciation in the lumber. In

spite of all that can be done in the way of proper piling and

covering of lumber, it will get black and will show the effects

of age if it is left in the pile too long. The stick-marks will

show and the general appearance of the lumber will be bad,

resulting in a smaller price being paid for it.

"My policy now is to avoid getting long on any one item.

I endeavor to trim my stock constantly to keep it well balanced,

so that a sudden change in the market will not find me out of

line with conditions. This ability to keep your stocks in good

shape is likely to be one of the best safeguards of a business,

and the cardinal principle of success that I would lay down is,

'Always sell your lumber when it is ripe.' "

At this point everybody turned instinctively, it seemed, to one

man who had not yet spoken. He was approaching middle age

and had no claims to being a tremendous success. Yet he had

a fine, attractive business, the kind that everybody envies. He
had only one mill and didn't do much buying on the outside.
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He could not be regarded as a "phenom" in the money-making
line, and yet he was a splendid type of the successful lumberman.

"What do you think of the success proposition?" someone
asked him.

He smiled before he answered, and then he said:

"I find it pretty hard to define what success is. Some people

who are regarded as successes may seem to have done little to

others, and it is likewise true that the more a man does the more
he expects to accomplish in order to reach the pinnacle labeled

Success. However, from my moderate accumulation of experience

in the business, it seems to me that the greatest feature needed

to insure good results is to keep in touch with one's customers.

"This means, first, doing a great deal of selling yourself;

second, watching credits as closely as possible, as can easily

be done if .the owner of the business knows his customers and

discriminates in choosing them; and, third, giving the customer

what is wanted in the matter of grade. Some customers want
lumber at a price without insisting on a strict interpretation of

the rules; others need lumber that has to pass a rigid inspection

and will pay accordingly. Few salesmen are able to note the

facts in this direction properly all the time, with the result that

the lumber company makes mistakes, customers are displeased and

business is lost.

"I make the rounds of my customers regularly, get to know

them and their business, and find it comparatively easy to adapt

myself to their requirements, the result being that I sell to firms

which are good pay, get just what they want and pay good-to-

escellent prices for their lumber. If I have made a success, it is

because 1 have looked out for this point."

"Gentlemen," exclaimed the leader of the discussion, who
had started the talk by asking the question, "I am forced to the

conclusion that a successful lumberman has to come pretty near

to being a genius, judging from what we have been saying.

He must know how to buy timber and lumber, how much stock

to carry, how and when to sell, how to handle his men and his

customers, w^hen to take a chance and when to sit steady in the

boat. He must be a great executive, a real financier and have

intuition enough to tell him when he is treading on dangerous

ground. He must be able to get a good price, but not too good,

because his product is graded accordingly; he must know how
to sell poor lumber and make his customers like it; how to

manufacture and how to yard; how to choose customers and
how to avoid bad credits; in other words, he must be a manu-

facturer, a banker and a wizard of sales, all rolled into one."

"That being the case," said the unofficial chairman of the

meeting, pushing back his chair and raising his glass, "I propose

a toast—in ApoUinaris, of course—to the man of the hour, the

successful hardwood lumberman !

"
G. D. C, Jr.

"Hysog'asEB>:s>5t:«>:goi>:;^oxMi':«>5tyic«^^

Definition of Carload

Regarding the above caption the Lumber Law Review says that

practically every lumberman has at some time or another received

orders calling for "one car of lumber" and after the shipment

had gone forward, received notice that the car had been rejected

on the ground that it was overloaded. As a general rule an adjust-

ment is made with the customer without litigation, and during the

ucgotiations the lumberman revolves in his mind the question of

"when is a carjoad not a carolad?"

A case was recently reviewed by the Supreme court of North

Carolina in which a definition is given of "a carload." The
subject matter was not lumber, but practically the same reasoning

and rules wr-uld apply in either case. The Elba Manufacturing

Company, defendant, purchased from J. G. Layton, plaintiff, at

the price of fifty-seven and one-half cents (57>4e) per bushel, three

carloads of cottonseed to be shipped by rail f. o. b. from Dunn, N.

C, ])l;iintiff's home and place of business, to Maxtou, N. C, where

defendant's '•nil is located. Two of the carloads were accepted

and paid for by defendant, and the dispute arises as to the third

car. Each ol the nrst two cars carried 59,008 pounds of seed, in

round numbers, while the third car was loaded at Dunn, with 78,800

pounds. At Fayetteville, N. C, while the last car was en route to

Maxton, 29,000 pounds of seed were taken from it and placed in

another car. This lot, on arrival at Maxton, was accepted by de-

fendant. The other car which contained the remainder of the seed,

the defendant refused to accept on the ground that the car had

been purposely overloaded in order that plaintiff might get the

benefit of the contract price for more seed than the defendant had

agreed to buy.. And, by the way, the price of seed had declined in

the meantime. The defendant offered to pay for the 29,000 pounds

of seed at the contract price, which plaintiff refused to accept.

There was evidence that a carload of cottonseed, as understood

in railroad and business circles, ranged all the way from 20,000

pounds to 7.5,000, or even 90,000 pounds. Plaintiff testified that he

had shipped a number of cars of seed containing 80,000 pounds

and some 90,000 pounds. It was testified that the rated capacity

of the last car, No. 40018, in which the 78,800 pounds of seed were

shipped, was G0,000 pounds, but that the maximum quantity allowed

by the railroad company's rules, to be transported in it, was meas-

ured by its capacity, or 60,000 pounds plus ten per cent thereof, or

60,000 pounds in all. There was other evidence as to the rules

and custom in loading cars with reference to what is considered a

carload, and all of the evidence was submitted to the jury with an

instruction to find what was an ordinary and reasonable carload,

according to the usage and customs and understanding of rail-

road companies and shippers.

A verdict was rendered for the plaintiff and the defendant ap-

pealed to the Supreme court of North Carolina. The learned North
Carolina justice referred to a federal case under the style of Bul-

lock versus Finley in which the court applied the rule with refer-

ence to this very term "carload."
The court quoted the federal decision, which was as follows:

"If nothing was agreed as to the quantity to make a carload

then the usual and established custom as to quantity in that busi-

ness and trade at the time and place of the contract, would fix the

quantity meant by a "carload/" between the parties; and if no
such usage or custom is shown, then what a car of usual capaeitj'

used in carrying such freight, could carry, would fix the quantity

intended by the party. In ascertaining what was meant and un-

derstood as to quantity, you must consider all the circumstances

connected with the transaction between the parties disclosed in

the evidence."

Forest Work in Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania Department of Forestry has issued its tenth

annual announcement of the work done by the Forest Academy at
Alont Alto, in that state. The academy is a school founded for the

purpose of educating foresters who would be competent to take charge

of the state's wooded lands and administer them. The state owns
more than a million acres of such lands. Some were in wretched con-

dition when title passed to the commonwealth. They had been logged

and burned until their present value was practically nothing, and
their prospective value was problematical. That was ten yeara ago.

Trained men could not be found to take charge of the work, and the

state founded a school to train men. It was equipped with apparatus

and appliances, and competent foresters were secured as instructors.

Fifty-three men have been graduated and fifty-one are in the state,

in either public or private forestry work, one is dead, and one is in

the United States Forest Service. Pennsylvania has used good judg-

ment and has obtained results.
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ARTICLE TWO
No man knows the value of crojis iu the United States that rot

for the want of shelter. Although the value is unknown for the

reason that its nature is such that it cannot be measured, it is well

known that the amount is very large. It is a waste which does nobody

any good, and it might be prevented to a large extent. The loss from

this source will decrease as barn room increases, because the damage

is almost wholly due to the rotting of grain and forage crops left in

the fields without shelter.

Fifty years ago, and even longer than that, the prosperity of

Pennsylvania farmers was proverbial, and, almost without exception,

those who referred to the prosperity of the farmers spoke at the same

time of the large barns which were prominent features of the farms.

The sturdy farmers of the Keystone state were often criticized because

they built large barns and lived in small houses. That criticism was

oftenest heard by travelers from the South, because in the South the

opposite was the rule—large residences and no barns at all, except

shelter for some of the best horses. An example of this, and a typical

example it was, might be seen on the estate of General Washington at

Mt. Vernon, Va., where he lived in a house of twenty-four rooms, while

liis bam would not hold more than three or four tons of hay. The

house and the barn still stand as illustrations of the contrast between

Pennsylvania and the country south of the Potomac in the matter of

sheltering farm crops.

In course of years the Pennsylvania farmers grew rich on what

they saved by sheltering their hay and grain. That is the logical

explanation of their prosperity. Their land was no richer than the

Virginia lands south of the Potomac, but while the latter deteriorated

from generation to generation, until large tracts were abandoned, the

Pennsylvania farms, with their barns large enough to shelter every-

thing, increased in fertility and the owners continued prosperous.

These two states, Pennsylvania and Virginia, are named as examples.

It is not claimed that Pennsylvania was better than all other states,

or that Virginia was worse than all others, in the matter of taking

care of what they raised; but the two policies are illustrated, and that

is the point to be made.

The farmers of the United States are still divided into the two

camps, and state lines may be utterly ignored in making the appli-

cation. The traveler through almost any section of the country can

see for himself the two methods side by side. One farm will have its

ample barns, large enough to shelter all the crops. The fields are

clean and look fine. The next farm may be sadly in need of roofs to

shelter the hay and grain. The crops are left out of doors, shocked,

ricked, and stacked in various kinds of heaps, but all of them whipped

by wind, beaten by rains, or flattened under the weight of the winter 's

snows.

This is a picture common in practically all parts of this country.

The crops are left out of doors for weeks or months. In some of the

semi-rainless regions of the West no serious injury follows, because
the dry weather lasts long enough to permit the threshing and market-
ing of the grain; but east of the Eocky Mountains the summers and
autumns have periods of rain, and every rain that falls on grain or

forage, after it is harvested, depreciates its value.

Grain stacks, after periods of rain, are often green with sprouts.

Not only is the grain itself spoiled, but the straw is rotten. In some
parts of the country, and in unfavorable seasons, the loss is very great.

If the damage from that cause were confined to a single farm, or a
single county, or even to a single state, it would be less serious; but it

extends over dozens of states and is enormous iu the aggregate.

The hay crop suffers immense deterioriation through decay. It is

customary to stack this product out of doors. Farmers who would not

think of leaving their wheat and oats exposed to the weather, often

overlook the great injury caused to their hay by long exposure to rain

and snow. The stacks contain from two to five tons each, and by the

middle of winter the entire surface of the stack is rotten. It is thrown
away, and the undamaged hay is scattered on the meadow for the

cattle to eat and walk over.

That was the old way of doing it, and unfortunately the old way
still continues in many parts of the country, and among farmers who
would resent being told that they are not progressive.

An enormous loss results from the rotting of corn fodder. It is

not customary to store fodder in barns. It is bulky and heavy, hard

to haul and diflScult to handle. For that reason it is generally left in

the field until winter and it is then dragged from beneath the snow
and thrown to the cattle. They'eat such of it as is fit, and trample the

rest.

Many farmers who grow large acreage of corn believe that it

would not pay to house fodder, because of the amount of barn room
required. Corn fodder is the coarsest of the forage crops of this

country, and that fact has had much to do with the custom of leaving

it in the fields where a high percentage of it is lost by decay before

it is fed to stock.

The belief that roofs to shelter fodder are not profitable is a fallacy,

which has come down from past times when many things were believed

which are now known to be erroneous. It is close akin to the former
fallacy that it did not pay to feed hogs—that they should be left to

root for a living and pick up such nuts as they could find in the

wood, and then make pork of such as had not starved to death. That
belief is now a thing of the past. It pays to take care of hogs, and
it will pay to take care of corn fodder. It is a coarse crop, but it is

worth millions of dollars, and is too valuable to leave in the fields

GENERAL WASHINGTON'S Ilursu (_)F IWKXTY FUUK UUOMS
MT. VERNON, VA. IT FORMS A REMARKABLE CONTRAST

WHEN COMPARED WITH THE INSIGNIFICANT
SIZE OF THE BARN.

GENERAL WASIilNG'lXlNS HAKX STILL STANDING AT MT. VERNON,
VA. I'J HAS STALLS FOR SIX HORSES AND ROOM FOR

TWO WAGON LOADS OF HAY. THE PLANTATION
CONTAINED 8,000 ACRES.

—31—
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until it is half rotten. What it needs is a roof, and it will be found

that few forage crops will pay more handsomely for the roof that

covers them.

The field crops of the United States run into billions of dollars a

year. Practically every ton of the miscellaneous products that make

up the total should be sheltered from the weather as soon as it is

harvested. The table which follows summarises thesfe crops and gives

their estimated value for a single year.

Vaice of Certain Field Crops ix the United States foe
THE Year 1909

Corn S;i,43S.5.'i3.909
Hay and forage 824.004.877
Cotton 703.619.303
Wheat 6.57.6.56,801

Oats 414,697,422
Barley 92.4.58,571
Rve 20.422.812
Blickwheat 9..^30,.592

Misccllan>ous 1,328,255,713

Total $5,487,000,000

As stated in a foregoing paragraph, it is not known how much

of the total annual crops in this country is lost on account of decay

due to weather exposure. It has been estimated as high as ten per cent.

It is unquestionably that high in some regions, but probably under

it in others. If it is placed at no more than five per cent, it means a

deplorable loss. It would exceed .$250,000,000 a year.

Figures do not mean much unless they are applied. That sum

(saved every year) would build a dozan dreadnaughts ; it would pay

for the Panama canal in two years ; it would provide, three times over,

the sum asked for the Xewlands bill to improve and control all the

rivers of the United States; it would build eight splendid country

roads from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The farmers of the United States can save most of this waste by

building more barns and shedroom for storing crops in the dry. That

is enough money to buy (at mill value) one-third of the lumber cut

in the United States.

After all the theory is squeezed out of this proposition, it is evident

that one of the safest and surest means whereby the farmers can

increase their prosperity is to buUd more barns for housing their grain

and forage crops. The savings in a few years will suffice to build the

barns. It can hardly be expected that the reform will be taken up
along the whole line at once and executed promptly. It will take time;

but it is certainly a field for economists to exercise their talents.

Farmers' institutes listen to lectures on nearly every other topic of

saving and conservation except that of more roofs. There are talks

on soil erosion, the succession of crops, soil leaching, the fixation of

nitrogen, fertilizers, and scores of other interesting and highly useful

measures; but too little attention is paid to saving the crop after it is

raised. The best timothy hay in the country will rot just as soon, if

left in the rain, as the coarsest crow's foot or Johnson grass, and

fodder of the finest strain of pedigreed corn will deteriorate fully as

fast in the field as the poorest specimens grown on beech flats and

huckleberry ridges.

Improvement of crops is a great work, but saving the crops after

they are raised is no less important. Here is where the farmer should

form aa alliance with the lumberman. He should study the roof ques-

tion as carefully as he studies the care of soils or the improvement of

grains. In no other way can he put money into his pocket so surely au<l

so safely, and no other person is so well equipped to help him do it as

is the lumberman.

vi:ffli;itaiim-.»-tiiiOTtOTaim^tit^>iWiij^

"^^ V^est African Mulberry Woods -^
The West African mulberry (Chloropliora tcnuifolia) is very

abundant in the forests of St. Thomas and Togo in West Africa,

where it grows to enormous size. Its native name is amoreira, which

is the Spanish or Portuguese name for mulberry. The colored

people of West Africa call it mueumba. The tree is found over the

entire island of St. Thomas, to the elevation of 2,500 feet, where

fully developed trees are sometimes one hundred twenty feet in

height and about seven feet in diameter at the base; the average

height is about eighty feet and the average diameter about four feet.

So large are these trees that the natives make out of the trunks

large boats, some of which have dimensions of 50 by 4I/2 by 5% feet.

One boat in particular, measured by a recent traveler in West

Africa, was forty-two feet long and a little over five feet in

height. This boat had provision for twelve oars.

The wood is very hard and durable and reminds one of the Bra-

zilian wood known under the name of vinhatico (Echirospcrmum

rliplicum), used so extensively in naval construction. The specific

gravity of this wood is .576, which is somewhat higher than that

of our white oak. In St, Thomas and on the mainland of West

Africa this wood is usually converted into boards which are suited

especially for construction work and for interior finish, flooring, and

carpenter work. It is moderately light, easily worked, and not liable

to rot. The wood does not burn very readily; a board may be laid

upon a fire and a hole will be burned through without a flame. In

its green condition the wood has a light color, but after it is

thoroughly seasoned it becomes yellowish-red, with dark wavy streaks.

These streaks become more prominent after tlie wood is polished.

It is very durable when subjected to the weather, and it is said to

be entirely free from the attacks of white ants, which are so

destructive to wood in the tropics. The bast or inner bark of this

tree produces a latex, which is used for making linen waterproof.

Another species of this genus is the Chloroptiora excelsa, which

is a very common and valuable tree in West Africa from Togo to

Angola. It has been used from time immemorial by the natives

and the colonists as a building material. Like that of the mueumba

the wood is at first white or pale yellow, but upon exposure becomes

darker and exhibits numerous irregular or wavy d.ark lines. It is

hard, durable, and entirely free from tliQ attacks of white ants.

The tree is found not only in West Africa, but botanical explorers

have seen it in Central Africa as well, and it is said to be plentiful

in Usambara, in German East Africa. The natives of Angola call

this tree mucamba, or camba, but in the trade it is known as roko,

iroko, or odum. The trees is easily recognized in the forests by its

great height, because it is frequently seen one hundred twenty-five

feet high and from six to ten feet in diameter near the base. The
trunk is cylindrical and has a rather smooth gray bark. It is

nothing unusual to find trees with clear boles for sixty or more feet.

Timber cut from these species has been exported only in small

quantities to Europe, generally under one or the other of the two

comprehensive trade names of W'cst African mahogany or West
African cedar. Thus far such shipments liave met with rather scant

encouragement in the English markets. The good properties are

well recognized and appreciated, however, in West Africa, and it

will be a matter of only a few years when both of these woods will

have a well established market in Europe. As soon as a good demand
for this timber arises in the large markets the supply will be found

to meet almost any call made on it. L. L. P.

Good, hard work is one of the best things in (he world to make a
man wholesomely happy, and whether work is shouldered as a burden
or taken to as a pleasure, is more a matter of whether it is taken

up voluntarily or whether one is driven to it than anjihing else.

A lot of furniture wood may come in from the Philippines, but
it hasn't come yet. Eeports for last fiscal year show that wc im-

ported cabinet woods from there to the value of $25,264, and during
the same time we exported to them logs and round timber to the

value of $31,287, to which we added lumber, shocks, etc., to tho

value of $326,610.

The fellow who has been theorizing on the subject of making thin

hardwood flooring with a veneer saw was surely either hard up for

subject matter, or else he is a stranger to the work that can be done
with a modern band resaw.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mail Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD. 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enciosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 545—Regarding Greenheart
Washington, D. C, Aug. 26.—Editor Haudwood I^ecobd : Wc liave an

inquiry for some groenlieart, to be used where great strength and dura-

iiility is required. Can you tell us where it comes from and where we
would he likely to obtain a sample?

Your reply will oblige us. We think It grows in West Indies.

The above correspondent has been advised that mature greenheart

wood has very remarkable lasting qualities. Authentic records show

that the best grades surpass iron and steel in durability when placed

under water or in contact with the soil. Sapwood and immature trees

have very little to commend them for lasting qualities.

The cliicf range of growth of this wood is in British Guiana,

although it abounds in other sections of the north end of South

America, and to a limited extent in the West Indies. The timber is

exported almost exclusively to Liverpool and New- York.

Incidentally, the woodwork of the locks of the Panama canal are

constructed of this material.
«

This inquirer has been referred to a source of supply for this

wood.

—

Editor.

' "' "
B 546—Seeks Services Timber Cruiser

St. Marys, O., Aug, 2S.—Editor Hardwood Record: Can you commend
to us a first-class timber cruiser to do some work in the course of the

next month or six weeks in West Virginia ? .

The name and address of a competent cruiser for work in West

Virginia hardwoods has been supplied to this concern.

—

Editor.

B 547—Seeks Soft Maple
Detroit. Mich.. Aug. 27.—Editor Hakdwoud Kecorh: We are in the

market for 250.000 feet 2" No. 2 common and better West Virginia soft

maple. Will appreciate the names and addresses of West Virginia manu-
facturers who get a considerable amount of soft maple in their cut.

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with the names of

a few concerns who would likely be interested in his requirements. Any
others interested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 548—Seeks Lumber Law Bock
South Bend, Ind.. Aug. 2.j.—Editor Hardwood Record: Will you kindly

advise mo whether there is a publication available which gives the laws

in the different states as affecting the lumlier business? Think I have

heard of a book published which gives a resume of f-e laws of different

-itates. Any information you can give me in this connection will be greatly

appreciated. •

The writer of the above letter has been advised that we do not know

'of any such publication as he has in mind, save several sundry works

that give a resume of the lien laws of various states.

—

Editor.

B 549—Seeks Market for Pole Stock
Xecedah. Wis., Aug. 20.—Editor Hardwood Record : Will you give me

the names of some firms who are buyers of jack pine, soft maple and birch

poles, r.-mging in length from 14' to 30', having a diameter from top down
to 3". •

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a brief list of

buyers of the material sought. Any others interested can have the

address, upon application.

—

Editok.

B 550—Seeks Hardwood Dimension

Preston. Ont., Aug. 28.—Editor Hardwood Record: We can use carload

lots in any variety of cheap hardwoods 2x2x24" or longer. Can you refer

us to a probable supply? Company.

The writer of the above letter has been given a brief list of dimen-

sion producers. Any others interested in the inquiry can have the

address upon application.

—

Editor.

B 551—Wants Employment for Forestry Graduates
Mont Alto. Franklin Co., I'a.. Aug. 20.—Editor Hardwood Record; You

will recall that I am a graduate of the Biltmore Forest School, and since

my graduation have been an instructor at the Pennsylvania State Forest

Academy. Up to the present time we have placed all our graduates with

the Pennsylvania State Forestry Reservation Commission. Owing to the

insufficient appropriation of the last legislature, the commission found it

necessary to drop eight of the foresters. Two of these are real energetic

and active young men and are now seeking employment. They have
solicited my aid in obtaining it.

I take the privilege of writing to you and inquiring if you know of

any position that these young men might possibly fill. They prefer em-
ployment temporarily as timekeepers, scalers or inspectors. Our institu-

tion and the Biltmore Forest School are considered the two most practical

schools of forestry in the country, and most of these young men have had
very good preliminary training. J. S. Ii-Lick.

State Forest Academy, Pennsylvania De]it. of l«"orestry.

Anyone seeking the services of a couple of live young men about

their lumber operations, could probably do no better than to com-

municate with Prof. Illick concerning the young men to whom he

refers.

—

Editor.

B 552—Seeks Cottonwood
St. Louis. Mo., Aug. 22.—Editor Hardwood Record: Up to the present

time we have been unable to secure a sufficient quantity of dimension sawed
Cottonwood to meet our requirements, and have concluded to purchase a

considerable quantity of firsts and seconds clear Cottonwood in the rough,
which must be kiln dried to suit our requirements.

COMPANV.
Anyone interested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 553—Seeks Kraetzer-Cured Gum Box Boards
Cincinnati. O., Aug. 29.—Editor HARDwn.,11 Record: We have a cus-

tomer who uses quite a quantity of 41x13 to 17" gum wagon box boards.
He is very anxious to try some oi' the Kraetzer-cured lumber. Would like

to have you send us a list of mills who have installed the Kraetzer
Preparator, as we would like to purchase additional quantities of lumber
cured by this process beyond our present sources of supply.

& Co.

The foregoing is from a leading Cincinnati wholesale house. It has

been supplied with the names and addresses of concerns who have

installed Kraetzer Preparators, and are drying lumber by this pro-

eess.

—

Editor.

B 554—Seeks Dogwood
Paterson. X. J., Sept. :1.—Editor Hardwood Record : We arc in the

market for dogwood for immediate shipment. Please advise us the names
of manufacturers of this wood. Supply Company.

The writer of the above has been supplied with a list of dogwood
manufacturers so far as our information sen-ice reveals the informa-

tion. Any others interested in the inquiry can have the address on

application.

—

Editor.

B 555—Wants Wbite Holly
New York. N. Y., Sept. 3.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are in the

market tor a car of 4/4 holly. If you know anyone having such a car
kindly advise us. Ldmber Company.

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a list of such

while holly producers as we have listed in our Information Service.

Any others interested in the inquiry can have the address by asking for

it.

—

Editor.

B 556—Seeks Employment in Lumber Yard
A young Canadian of fine education, with first-class endorsement

for ability, integrity and willingness to w-ork, seeks employment,

preferably out-of-doors, with a lumber manufacturer or wholesale

yard concern.

Anyone interested in negotiating for the youug man's service.? can

have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 557—Interested in Lorac
Town.seud. Tenn., Sept. 5.—Editor Hardwood Record: We arc advised

that there is a preparation on the market by the name of Lorac used for

painting the ends of logs and lumber to eliminate checking. Will appre-

ciate it if you will advise us of your opinion. of the material and where
we can purchase it. -Mso if you know of any preparation better than
this. Little River Lojiber Company.

The writer of the above letter has been advised that we know of

no material better than Lorac for the purpose named, and the ad-

dress of the manufacturer is The George Henke Company, 68 Beek-

man street, New York, N. Y.

—

Editor,

B 558—Has Apple Trees for Sale

Lo Lo, Mont.. Sept. 4.—Editor Hardwood Record : I have about fifty

acres of old apple trees that I am going to pull out this fall, and am
desirous of finding a market, if possible, for this wood.

The writer of the above letter has been referred to several saw

manufacturing houses who employ applcwood in the manufacture

of saw handles.

—

Editor.
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B £59—What Is Just Commission?

Montgomery, Ala., Sept. C.—Editor n.ir.DwooD Uecokd : Agreeable to

.Tfrangement witli a wholesale concern we accepted an order recently and

made a shipment of one of its orders, which according to terms of order

would have amounted to ."5750. Complaint being made of the quality of

the lumber, an allowance of .$30 to the buyer was made on the sale. Do
you consider the commission man entitled to commission on $750 or $700?

LcMBER Company.

If the contract with the commission house contemplated a specific

commission on net avails of sales, it would be entitled to a com-

mission on $700 rather than on $750. On the contrary, if the con-

tract, provided for commission on the sale regardless of subsequent

settlement, the commission man would be entitled to a commission on

the entire amount.

—

Editor.

Clubs and Associations

Meeting of Commissary Managers
The National Commissary .Manacers' Association hold a three-days' ses-

.sion at the Planters hotel, St. Louis, Aug. 19, 20 and 21, and carried out

a program of discussion which included numerous topics with which the

members were closely concerned. The president, T. R. Crumpler of West

Virginia, was unable to attend, and C. C. Jackson of Arkansas served

as acting president. Ma.vor Henry W. Kiel of St Louis delivered an

address of welcome, to which Mr. Jackson responded.

These preliminaries having prepared the way for business, the serious

work of the association was at once taken up by tbe reading of the

secretary's report. The matter of general interest in it was the rapid

growth of the organization in the three years of its existence. It was

organized at Baltimore with nine active and two associate members. A
year later its roll contained 4.'>0 active and l.W associate members, and

at the late meeting the list contained 1,14.3 store managers and 146

associate members.

The discussion occupied the chief part of three days, and was devoted

to half a dozen h'ading topics, among them being the best arrangement

of the store, and the display and care of merchandise : the cost and

profit with many factors which are apt to worry and confuse : the way

credits should be handled, and the .solving of difficult problems con-

stantly coming up in that department of the store : handling cash sales,

and the related subject of coupons, mi-tal checks, and the cash register

and cash carrier systems ; losses and leaks, with many puzzling and dis-

agreeable features connected with that phasic of the case. The selling

end, which came up for consideration late in tlie meeting, was in many

ways the principal topic. The comparative merits of wooden and fiber

boxes came in for extended discussion, without any decision l)eing

reached. The election of officers resulted in tbe following :

I'RESiDENT—C. C Jackson. Graysonia, Ark.
Skckktary—Tracy D. Luccock, Chicago.
PACIFIC Coast Vice-President—G. A. Mussou, Weed, Cal.

Central Vice-President—F. M. Meadows. I'inevllle, Ky.
Southern Vice-President—Herbert Moss. Manning, Tex.

.Northern Vice-President—John 1. Kellaire, nianey. Mich.
Southeastern Vice-President—A. W. Dowling. Belfast, Ga.

ICastekn Vice-President—J. Milton Bailey, I'enland, N. C.

The following members of the advisory board were appointed to i-ei)re-

seut their several states:

Alabama— .\. M. Phillips, Altoona.
Arizona— 1'". A. Sanderson. Clifton.

Arkansas—E. L. Barley. Warren.
California—C. S. Sharpe, Bulwinkle.
Colorado—D. T. Givens, Bowen.
Florida—A. Adkissou. Pine Barren.
Georgia—J. F. Graddy. Crcil.

Idalio—Frank G. Pickford. Hope.
Illinois—Roy Lockridse. Cbristopher.
Indiana—Clark Whitman. Littles.

Iowa— O. L. Canning. Iliterran.

Kentifkv—O. H. Carter, Princess.
Louisiana—J. C. Ziegler. Clarke.
Maryland— L. K. Bellinger. Dodson.
Michigan—H. .\. MacMillan. Jenson.
Minnesota— E. D. Alger.- Tenstrike.
Mississippi—F. M. Young, Lucedale.
Missouri—C. C. Mathews, Garwood.
Montana—Thos. McCIuskey. Kader.sburg.
New Jersey—J. W. Walters, Frnnkliu Furnace.
New York-^George A. Holmes, Tunesassa.
North Carolina— S. B. McGill. Bowdens.
Ohio—Frank R. Anderson. Columbus.
Oklahoma—E. T>. MacLeod. Bismarck.
Oregon— II. W. Stanlev. Wendling.
Pennsylvania— C. Z. Wilson. Morgan.
South Carolina— L. Brinkley. (ieorgetown
Tennessee—Alvis J. Can-. I.aFollette.
Texas—W. J. Hollnnd. Waterman.
Virginia—J. B. Jackson. Austlnvillo.
Washln-ton—W. H. Mot^auley. Mukilleo.
West Vlr-dnia— J. P. Minear. Ilardini:.

West Virginia—P. H. Ilonkins. Powellton.
Wisconsin—Fred Tucker. HHos.
Wyoming—E. B. Treat Cheyenne.

The contest tor place of meeting In 1914 was between St. Louis, Cm-
cinnnti, Chicago and Louisville. After the (Irst ballot St. Louis and

Cincinnati were dropped. On the second ballot the vote showed that

Louisville was the choice of the convention for 1914.

Meeting of Evansville lumbermen's Club

The first fall meeting of the Evansville, Ind., Lumberman's Club was
Held at New Vendome hotel, Tuesday night. Sept. 9. there was a busi-

ness session, a banquet, and good fellowship prevailed. Most of the

lumbermen had returned from their summer vacations. D. B. MacLaren

of the D. B. MacLaren Lumber Company, is president, and George O.

Worland secretary.

Houston Iiumbermen Organize

The Lumberman's Club of Houston, Texas, has been granted a char

ter to run fifty years. An election of officers resulted in the choice of

B. F. Bonner, president. J. M. West, vice-president, and Earl Dlonne,

secretary.

A committee was appointed on conservation of forests, as follows:

J. Lewis Thompson, chairman ; S. F. Carter, John H. Kirby, H. S. Fil-

sou and A. L. Ford.

The purposes of the club include tbe acquisition and dissemination of

knowledge, tacts, and statistics concerning the lumber industry, and the

protection and preservation of the forests.

Nashville Club Postpones Meeting

Owing to the fact that several of the members of the Nashville Lum-
bermen's Club are cut of town on their vacations and that there would

necessarily be more or less irregularity in the attendance of the members
for the next se^-eral weeks. President C. M. Morford has announced

that there will be no further meetings of the club until the first Tues-

d.ay in October, when the weekly luncheons and business meetings at the

Commercial Club will be again resumed.

Memphis Lumbermen Plan Outing

The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis has arranged a boat excursion on

Iho Mississippi for tl-e evening of Sept. 11. whicfi will be attended by a

number of the members, their wives, daughters and sweethearts. This

boat excursion has become an annual feature of the entertainment pro

gramme of the club and It is looked forward to with a great deal of

pleasure. There arc still a number of lumbermen who have not re-

turned from their vacations but it is anticipated that there will be

quite a numlier on the excursion. The entertainment committee, beaded

by F. E. Stonebraker, has arrangements In charge and preparations

have been made for refreshments, music and dancing.

Logging Congress
I'he Pacific Loiiging Congress, of wliich E. P. Blake of the Wash-

ington Log Brokerage Company, Seattle, Wash., is president, and George

M. Cornwall, I'ortland, Ore., secretary, has sent out Its tentative pro-

gram for the fifth session of the organization to be held at Spokane,

Wash.. Sept. 24-27. Numerous good topics relative to eflJcient logging,

logging systems, cableways, methods of teaching logging engineering,

etc.. etc., have been assigned to experts in the subjects treated, to be de-

livered at the sessions.

The entertainment committee lias provided a very attractive pro-

gram. Incliidiug a banquet, automobile ride, welfare dinner, and a day's

trip to Elk River, Idaho, visiting the electrically driven sawmill and
logging camp of the Potlatch Lumber Company.

Wisconsin Cut and Shipments
Secretary R. S. Kellogu's report of the eut and shipments o[ the

Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Association for July.

1913, shows that during that month 2."i.G17,000 feet of ail varieties of

Hardwood were sawed, and 30.0.SG,000 feet shipped. This report indicates

a decrease of over lO.OOO.Ono feet in cut and a slight Increase in ship

inents over .Tune.

With the Trade

Receiver for the Maley, Thompson & Moffett Company

As a direct result of the sudden death of Thomas J. Moffett at the

Hotel Emory, Aug 28, who was president and treasurer of the Maley,

Thompson & Moffett Company, hardwood lumber and veneer manu-
facturer of Cincinnati, O., the business of that concern was llirown

into the hands of a receiver In the Insolvency court. Saturday following

his death. Attorney Frank H. Shaffer of the law firm of Peck. Shaffer

& Peck was named as receiver. The action was tbe result of a suit

tiled by Edward J. Bobbins, vice-president of the company, who sued as

the owner of more than half of the capital stock and as the surviving

partner of the MolTott & Robbins Company, which is a creditor of the

Maley, Thompson & JIofTett Company to the extent of $S.'),000. The
petition states that the Moffett & Robbins Company was operated con-

jointly with the Maley, Thompson & Moffett Company and that the

affairs of the concerns are now at a standstill and somewhat muddled
up on account of Mr. Moffctt's death, as he had full charge of the

financial affairs of the companies and the members of the board of
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rtirectors are not abl« to manage the affairs of the concern and conserve
it in the interest of the creditors. The receiver states that as tar as
lie has been able to loarn the concern is solvent and lias assets esti-

Hinted at .$200,000.

Will XiOg Pennsylvania Land
A tract containing from 15,000,000 to 18,000.000 feet of .yellow pop-

lar, oak and hemlock in Ligonier valley, Pennsylvania, will be logged
hy the Ligonier Lumber Company, reoently chartered at Connellsville.
Pa. A band mill is being moved from West Virginia to that place to do
I he work. The company owns other valuable tracts of timber in the
vicinity.

A New Wholesale Company
The Stillwell, Moore & King Lumber Company has been incorporated

under the laws of Illinois, with an authorized capital of $200,000, and has
'ipened oflices at 501 McCormick building, Chicago, The company will

handle both hard and soft woods by wholesale. The officers are Addi-
^on Stillwell, president ; W. C. King, vice-president, and T. A. Moore,
secretary.

Will Build Another Mill
The ManslieUi Hardwood Lumber Company, with headquarters in

.^ureveport, La., and whicli concern operates large hardwood sawmills at

.Mansfield and Winnfield, La,, is preparing to build another plant at

Winnfield. This new plant will be a band mill of from 30,000 to 40,000
leet daily capacity, the machinery for which will be furnished by the
,Sinker-Davis Coinpau.\- of Indianapolis. Construction work will be com-
menced upon this plant at once, and it is expected that it will be com-
pleted and in operation by Jan. 1.

The building of this second plant at Winnfield is rendered necessary
by the fact that Mansfield Hardwood Lumber Company contracts to take
all of the hardwood timber off' the holdings of the Tremont Lumber Com-
pany as it is delivered, and the company also has limited timber leases

upon other hardwood stumpage. The capacity of the original mill was
insufficient to manufacture this stumpage as fast as delivered.

Buettner-Meeker
ICdwin W. Meeker, associate editor of Hardwood Itccouit, was married

•m Saturday. Aug. 23, to Miss Nita Buettner, daughter of Dr. and Jlrs.

.\dolph Buettner. Dr. Buettner up to the time of his death, about three

years ago, was promi/ient in medical circles in Chicago, practicing mainly
iin the north side, where the family has lived for the past twcnty-flve

years and is well known.
Mr. Meeker, who is popular among the trade, is a graduate of Dr.

Schenck's Biltmore Forest School, and is a son of E. J. Meeker of New
York and East Orange, N. J.

The bride and groom are spending a few weeks at New York and the

.New Jersey coast, and will be at home after Oct. 10 at 926 Airdrie Place,

city.

Hakdwood Recoud and the local contingent extend t" Mr. and Mrs.

Meeker their congratulations and best wishes.

Clarence Boyle, Inc.

The above title is the stylo of a recent addition to the many Chicago

wholesale lumbering concerns, the head of which organization is Clarence

Royle, a veteran of high standing in the hardwood field here, having entered

(he local market in 1S81.

The new company was incorporated on August IS last with a capital

stock of .$10,000. hy ^Ir. Hoyle. Maurice F. O'Connor and Milton o. Nnr.n-

more, and its offices are located at 312 Portland Block. Mr. O'Connor is

•onnected with Armour & Co., this city, and will not be actively interested
in the new firm of Clarence Boyle, Inc.

Mr. Boyle is a graduate of the Butler College. Indianapolis, Ind., of the
'lass of '83. Immediately after his graduation in 18S3 he stepped into the
lumber business, acting as salesman for his father under the style of L. V.
l!oyle & Sous, Chicago, for a good many years thereafter.
For many years and up to a short time ago, Mr, Boyle was connected

with the firm of D. K. Jeffris & Co., this city, more recently in the
capacity of sales manager.

Mr. Boyle's past record shows he has been a success in the lumljer busi-
ness, and everything points to his continued prosperity.

Death of Thomas J. Moffett

Thomas J, iloffett, president and treasurer of the Maley, Thompson
,\; Moffett Company, Cincinnati, operating a sawmill and veneer plant
at Cincinnati and ^a mahogany sawmill at Havana, Cuba, died suddenly
about six o'clock in the evening of Aug. 28, at the Hotel Emery, Cin-
cinnati. The cause of Mr. Moffett's death was heart disease. Mr.
Moffett had just returned to the city from a business trip and being
taken suddenly ill on the street, secured a room at the Hotel Emery
and called a doctor. Death closely ensued following the arrival of
the physician. Mr. :Moffett is survived by bis wife, two daughters and
one son.

Mr. Moffett was born in Edinburg, Ind., Dec. 30, 1864. He was edu-
cated in the public schools of that town and was graduated with honors.
.\s a youth he was emplo.ved in a drug store, and later went to Phila-
delphia, where he entered the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, the
leading institution in that line in the country at that time. He grad-
uated from that college and returned to Edinburg and engaged in the
drug business with his two brothers. Later he removed to Dayton, C,
and bought an interest in the lumber firm of Maley, Daniels & Thomp-
son, and the firm then became Male.v, Thompson & Moffett, Twenty
years ago the plant was moved from Dayton to Cincinnati, and since
that time Mr. Moffett's concern has been a large operator in fancy
woods both in the form of lumber and veneers. .Associated with Mr.
Thompson was E. W. Robbins.

Besides his connection with the Maley, Thompson & Moffett Company
Mr. Moffett was also a member of the Uockport Sawmill Company of
Rockport, Ky., and was also identified with the Moffett & Robbins Com-
pany of Havana, Cuba. The latter concern deals in mahogany and
while it does a large export business, it furnishes most of the mahogany
logs for the large veneer plant of the Maley, Thompson & Moffett Com-
pany. Cincinnati.

The deceased was one of Cincinnati's leading and most esteemed
citizens. He was a director of the Flfth-Tbird National bank and a

director of the new Hotel Gibson Company. He was prominently
identified with the Receivers' & Shippers' Association and was particu-

larly active In the fight put up by that association on the freight rate
question. Several years ago he was president of 'the Cincinnati Busi-
ness Men's Club, and gave that organization one of the best administra-
tions it has ever had. He was twice president of the Lumbermen's
Club of Cincinnati, a member of the Chamber of Commerce, Manufactur-
ers' Club, director of the University of Cincinnati, and a member of
ntber leading Cincinnati institntions.

CLARENCE BOYLE, CHICAGO. EDWIN W. MEEKER, CHICAGO.
THE LATE THOMAS J. MOFFETT, CINCIN-

NATI, O.
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Mr. Moffett was a man o£ commanding presence, quiet and unassum-

ing in manner tliough very forceful and witli an apparent immense re-

serve power. His life exemplified most thorouglily tlie honest, earnest

and brainy business man of the present day. His executive ability was

of a high order.

The passing of Mr. Moffett leaves a void in lumber circles that will

be hard to fill.

Forest Products Exposition Appoints Manager
With the ai-rangcmfnt cf details for the incorporation of the Forest

rroducts Exposition Company and preliminary plans for that important

undertaking, the executive committee of the organization committee

formed the Forest Products Exposition Company and engaged George S.

Wood of Chicago as manager of the exposition.

From a standpoint of experience, and general business reputation, this

choice seems to have been a good one. Mr. Wood's business career, covering

a number of years of activity, has been almost entirely in the field of pro-

motion, publicity arid executive authority in public, civic and semi-public

undertakings.

Coming to Chicago from the West, with a thorough newspaper training,

Mr. Wood became identified in the early nineties with the principal exposi-

tions and trade shows
and public celebrations

in Chicago and vicinity.

:ind this has practically

been bis work ever

since. The International

Live Stock Exposition,

the International Horse

Show, the Annual
IMower Show, Dog Show,

Car.iage Show. Power
noat S h o w. Poultry

Show, First Iteal .\uto-

mobile Show ever given

in Chicago, and many
I'ther similar happenings

have engaged the efforts

of Mr. Wood in somo
important capacity.

Mr. Wood at present

represents the Drake
Hotel Company, owner

of the Blackstone hotel,

and is assistant to the

president of the Na-

tional Soil Fertilizer

League, an important

organization of railroad

presidents, bank presi-

de n t s, educationalists,

economists, supporting

national legislation for

better farming.

Mr. Wood is one of the oldest members of the Press Club of Chicago,

is a Knight Templar and Shriner, and a member of the Illinois chapter

of the Sons of the American Ilevolution, and is at p.-csent serving his sec-

ond term as president of the Kansas Society of Chicago. Mr. Wood
has many other fraternal and social connections not outlined here.

In discussing Mr. Wood's appointment as manager some of the largest

lumbermen feel enthusiastic over the success of the committee iu securing

Mr. Wood, for they realize he is the logical man for the position.

Death of William Maule
William Maule, son of the late widely-known lumber dealer, Henry

Maule, and brother of the long-time treasurer of the Lumbermen's
Exchange, Charles P. Maule, died in New York on Sept. 2. Mr. Maule
and wife after motoring among the Berkshires, arrived in New York
late in the afternoon and had stopped at the Waldorf-Astoria before re-

turning the next day to their home, Rriar Crest. Villanora, near Phila-

delphia. He left the hotel to visit a club of which he was a member to

ali indications in the best of health, but while chatting with some
friends there he sank back iu his chair and in an hour was dead of

apoplexy.

Mr. Maule was an extensive seed dealer, being the head of the Wil-

liam H. .Maule Seed House, 1707 Filbert street, as well as of the Prac-

tical Farmer, at Eighteenth and Market streets. He was connected

with the Art Club, of which lie was a charter and life member: the

Union League, Racquet Club and the Merion Cricket Club. He leaves

a widow and two daughters.

Adds Dimension Plant

The Lanib-I'ish Lumber Company, in connection with its gigantic saw-
mill at Charleston, Miss., has installed a dimtusion plant for the cutting

of material for furniture manufacture and other trade. The chief output
will be white and red oak and rod and sap gum, and a limited quantity

of ash.

The Laml)-rish Lumber Company has a Kraetzer Preparator. and by

the aid of this equipment will he able to deliver shipping dry dimension

GEORGE S. WOOD. CHICAGO. MANAGER
FOKEST I'ltODUCTS EXPOSITION

stock witbiu thirty days from the saw. The company also has a dry kiln

and can supply the material kiln-dried if required. With the increasing

demand for dimension stock the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company should

develop a very handsome business in this material.

Indiana Box Factory Burns
The Indiana Box Company's plant at Elwood, Ind., was partly de-

stroyed by fire on Aug. 22, with a loss estimated at loO.OCO. fully cov-

ered by insurance. TTie rest of the plant was saved with difficulty.

Boxes for the shipment of tin plate constitute a large part of the com-

pany's product, but the trade extends to other industries.

Changes in Boston Hardwood House

The Joucs Hardwood Company of Boston, was incorporated Aug. 20

under the laws of the state of Massachusetts with an authorized cap-

ital of .$10,000.00, paid in in cash.

The incorporators are Gardner I. Jones, William L. Erhard and Philip

.1. Coyle. The president and treasurer will he Gardner I. Jones, and

with the exception of the necessary outstanding shares for qualification

of ofBcers and directors, he will be the principal stockholder.

Tile Jones Hardwood Company, a Massachusetts corporation, is the

exclusive selling agent for the New England Hardwood Company, with

mills at Mountain Mills. Vt., and its output of birch and maple lum-

ber will be in the vicinity of from 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 feet per

annum.
In addition to this the :;ompaDy is New England agent for the Mow-

bray & Robinson Company of Cincinnati. O., with a largo yard at Cin-

cinnati and mills at West Irvine and Quicksand, Ivy., and also for the

Tennessee Oak Flooring Company, of Nashville, Tenn.. manufacturer of

the Tofco brand of oak flooring. The company will continue to handle

at wholesale a general line of gum, ash and cypress lumber.

The capital slock of the Jones Hardwood Company, the Maine corpo-

ration, which is owned by the New England Hardwood Company, will

be liquidated by that company.

Pretty Good for an
Invalid

George Osgood of Os-

good & Richardson, the

well-known southern

hardwood handlers, with

offices in the Peoples

Gas building. Chicagn.

was pretty much of ar

invalid for about t'lrei

months in the late sjii-in

and early summer. Ir

order to ge the b'tter o'

the trouble, which hat'

a pretty good hold on

him, he decided to tak

a trip to the sumniei

home of Harvey WIU<
of the T. Wilee Com
pany, Chicago, proini

nent bartlwood floorin

manufacturer.
Mr. Osgood spent

alwut a month at Mr
WiJce's home at Empire,
Mich., which is locatcr

on a small bay openiu-j

directly into Lake Mich
igan. and his appearanci
as shown in the ac

companying photograph
is very convUisivo proof
that the treatment was
very efficient for the
trouble.

The string of flsh

which the erstwhile in-

valid is holding well GEORGE OSGOOD, CHICAGO, IN HIS
illustrates the charact-r ELEMENT

of the sport he had in that section of the coiiiiirv.

New Chair Factory for Sheboygan
The twelfth manufacturing plant in Sheboygan. Wis., to he launched

as a chair factory has just been organized liy Silas B. Crocker, who has
been actively engaged in the chair-making business since 1869. Mr.
Crocker, who only recently retired from the Crocker Chair Company, has
incorporated the Badger Chair Company with a capital stock of $2,5,000.

J. E. Schmidt and W. J. RIetow are also interested. It Is understood
that the old tannery property on the west side will be utilized as the
plant for the new industry. The product is to be bent chairs, and it Is

further reported that the output will be sold to the Crocker Chair Com-
pany, which has been buying these chairs from other manufacturers to
supply its own trade. Mr. Crocker is himself chiefly interested in the
project and local persons only will be connected with him. The Crocker
family has been long connected with the Sheboygan chair industry which has
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resiiltoci in (bat city being known ns chair city throiialiout the country-

In 1800 Silas B. Crocl;er, his father and brothers became interested in

the firm ot Croclicr & Bliss. Later Silas B. Crocker was connected with

the Phoenix Chair Company and for two years was engaged with Mann
Brothers at Two Rivers. In 1881 the Crocker Chair Company was
founded and Mr. Crocker was connected with this corporation until re-

cently when the Crocker interests were sold to Eugene Zundel and
others connected with the concern. This new chair factory makes the

twelfth factory in Sheboygan which manufactures chairs exclusively or

in connection with other furniture.

New Oak Flooring Plant
For more than a year the yellow Poplar Lumber Company at Coal

Grove, O., has been engaged in the construction of a modern oak flooring

plant with supplemental dry kilns for the production of the highest pos-

sible quality of oak flooring. The material used is the unsurpassed white

oak, sawed by this company from its Virginia holdings. The character

and quality of this oak has been previously described in Hardwood
Record and, as is well known, physically it is unsurpassed in quality by

any oak grown in the known world.

The Yellow Poplar Lumber Company has taken infinite pains to install

the most modern type of machinery, and backed by expert skill it cer-

tainly is putting out a product of plain and quarter-sawed oak flooring

that is unsurpassed.

The company will conflne itself entirely to -ft and % inch flooring of

standard widths. The stock will be hollow-hacked, end-matched, bored

and carefully graded in accordance with the best known flooring manu-
facturing practice.

Eeceiver in Charge of Mantel Factory
The Broadbent Brothers Manufacturing Company ot Baltimore. Md..

maker of mantel.s and tables, was placed in the hands of William P.

liyon as receiver, by the circuit court, Aug. 19. No statement of assets

and liabilities was made. The receiver gave bond in the sum of $25,000,

that being the amount of the capital stock for which the company was
incorporated a year and a half ago.

Receivers Will Sell Property
The Thornwood Lumber Company's lands and personal property, located

in Pocahontas county. West Virginia, will be offered for sale Sept. 17

by the receivers who have been in possession of the property for some
time. The various tracts of timber aggregate more than 10,000 acres,

much of it heavily wooded. The property went into the receiver.s' hands
in .Tune. The sale will take place at Marlinton, W. Va.

Timber Purchase

The purchase of over 70,000,000 feet of hardwood timber has been

made by Senator Isaac Stephenson for the N. Ludington Company at

Marinette. The timber is located in Florence county, Wisconsin, and
Iron county. Michigan, having been the property of the Cadillac Timber
Oompan.v of Cadillac. Jlicli. The timber will be brought to ilarinette by
rail and sawed. The cousummation of the deal means that the mills of

the N. Ludington Company at Marinette will run at least five years

longer after next year. The extensive holdings of the N. Ludington
Company are reaching the end and would not have sui:)plied the mill for

more than a year or two longer. The larger part of the timber is located

in Florence county. The deal means much to the city ot Marinette as

the company employs several hundred men and is a big factor in the

industrial payroll of that city. The cash consideration is said to have
been ?276,000.

XiWiiaiiiroiBiiairaii^TOrotjiii^^

The Forest Products Exposition

.V preliminary outline of the field to bo covered by the Forest Prod-

ucts Exposition has been sent in the form of a circular letter to trade

papers by George S. Wood, who was recently chosen manager. Sug-

i:estious are invited, touching upon both the exposition in general and
the details. It is the purpose to adopt a design to be used for adver-

tising purposes, a sort of trade work, or coat of arms, and an invitation

li.is been sent out, calling upon persons with original ideas to submit

them. Mr. Wood expresses the hope that the invitation will come to

the attention of "ingenious young men and women who can combine
what would suggest itself in the way of a comprehensive and not too

involved design covering the range of purposes of this exposition. He
would like to have impressed in this design an idea of an architecturally

well balanced view of the exposition, showing the lumber exhibits, pos-

sibly bungalows and other lumber formation, woodworking machiner.v.

wood products of various kinds, and a forestry exhibit, all embraced in

a general scheme. While not speaking authoritatively, the accepted

design or designs will be paid for, a committee of disinterested and
competent people making the selections and probably awarding prizes.

Probably a more definite announcement along these lines will be made
later, yet the idea can be followed out and some work be done."

The exposition will open at the Coliseum, Chicago, Apr. 30 and will close

May 9. It will then be removed to Grand Central Palace, New York, open-

ing May 21, and closing May 30.

Forestry Exhibit for Indiana
E. A. Gladden, secretary of the Indiana Statr Board of Forestry, Indian

apolis, Ind., has sent out the announcement that there is to be a forestry

exhibit at the Indiana State Fair, Indianapolis, Sept. 8 to 12. This display
is intended to serve the following purposes :

To impart some instruction to those wishing to learn.
To create a sentiment in favor of wood preservation, by the use of

treated timbers, and by substituting less expensive but more prevalent for
more expensive and less prevalent species.
To call the attention of young and old to the beauty and charm of the

trees themselves, whether used as ornaments to the home grounds, as
shade trees along streets or avenues, as necessary adjuncts to beautiful
parks, or as producers of lumber.

To stimulate a desire among the people of this commonwealth to plant,
care for and protect trees.
To cause their value as a product of nature to become more apparent

to the layman.
To bring the board of forestry before the people—to prove to them

that there is a board, and to explain the reason for its existence.

The board has secured the services of P. H. Teal, a graduate in forestry

at Purdue University, who will have charge of the exhibit and will servi'

in the capacity of assistant for that purpose.

This is the first time in lumber history that anything of this sort has
been attempted, and it should be of great interest to everyone in the least

interested in the world's second largest industry—lumber.

Wisconsin Trains Forestry Men
Wisconsin is training men to look after its interests in forestry. Nine

have just compi<ted the first .vear cf the course in the state university

at Madison, and have gone into the woods to put into practice what
they have learned in theory. The purpose of the course offered by the

university is to prepare men for positions as rangers, forest guard.s.

tree planting experts, nursery foremen, and as competent and respon-
sible assistants to commercial nursery men, lumbermen and to workers
in kindred vocations.

Those selected for service in the forest reserve this fall are : William
E. Curtin and Carl Burnham of Madison. Miles L. Bourcin of Wausau.
raul Lawrence and Paul Smith of r.hinelandcr. Percy E. Weaver and
Earl Grow of Woodruff, John Iversou of Sturgeon Bay. and A. F. Fow-
ler ot East Troy.

A Substitute that Failed

Substitutes which take the place of wood occasioually fail when the
supremo test comes. That happened during the recent long spell of

torrid heat in Kansas City. . .\spbalt pavement buckled and heaved,
necessitating an expenditure for repairs estimated at $.nOO.rOO ; but
wooden pavement passed through the ordeal without a wrinkle. Tills

recalls an experience in the Baltimore fire where the wooden block pave-

ment on one of the worst burned streets was so little damaged that the

blocks were used again, while some of the asphalt and other pavements
practically disappeared.

Economic Education in Pennsylvania
The Penns.vlvania commissioner of forestry is engaged in a practical,

sensible work having for its purpose the enlightenment of the people of

that state on the value of the forests. The fire season is now approach-
ing in that region and he is sending out short, pointed circulars giving

timely advice, and practical information. He claims that forest fires

cause a yearly loss of $2.5,000,000 in Pennsylvania, directly and indi-

rectly, not counting damhcre to soil, deterioration of water supply, de-

struction by floods, suffering from drought, and menace to health. The
state appropriates $25,000 a year to maintain its forest department.

Eesourceful Forest Rangers
One of the qualifications which the governm<'nt insists on when it

picks men to send into remote regions as forest rangers, is that "they

must be able to take care of themselves." That lias a rather wide
meaning. The man who qualifies is ready when the emergency comes,

whether he is fighting fire, or building bridges, or sheltering himself

and horse in mountain storms, or finding sustenance in a desert region,

or standing off gunfighters who sometimes cross the ranger's path. An
instance of resourcefulness was lately noted in the Sitgreaves forest, in

.Vrizona, where rangers built a watch tower 115 feet high, of logs, with
no appliances other than axes and ropes. The tower was needed as a

fire lookout, and the men W'ent to work and built it. Men who are

qualified to "take care" of themselves are also competent to take pretty

j4nod care ot property placed in their keeping.

A Large Undertaking
The announcement is going the rounds ot the press, but without citing

any particular authority for the statement, that a systematic movement
is under way to exterminate timber bark beetles from the Ignited States.

If the movement is really under way all people will join in wishing it full

speed ahead and a clear track. But is such an undertaking seriousl.v

under consideration? It so, which bark beetles of the some hundreds
of kinds are to be attacked first, and what will be the mode of attack?

There is probably not one acre of woodland in the United States that

is not inhatdted b.v bark beetles of one kind or another; and some
neavily-infested districts have as many beetles to the acre as the state

of Illinois has people.

Most of the species of beetles are comparatively harmless, and no one

will pay any attention to tliem ; but some are pests ot the worst bind,

and against them a declaration of war is alwa.vs in order. The pine

bark beetle and the hickory beetle are among the worst. The former
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develops into veritable plagues in certain regions at irregularly recurring

periods ; the liicliory beetle is more constant in its activities, and more

regularly dispersed over the country.

The destruction of hemlock among the Alleghany mountains thirty

years ago. and the ravages of the beetles among the Black Hills pines

later are well known instances of the plague temporarily beyond control.

So widespread and so irresistible are the attacks that the efforts of

man amount to little. The invasion expends its force and passes

away. In small areas men's efforts can successfully withstand the in-

vas.ons, but no way has yet been devised for doing it when extensive

regions are involved.

The harm is usually done while the insect is in the larval state. In

the strict entomological sense, it is proper to call it a beetle ; but in

every day language it is more of a grub. A beetle is defined as having

'two thick wings, two thin wings, and six legs," but the bark borers

have neither wings nor legs. After they emerge from their burrows

tbey get their wings and legs and take their flight. Their boring is

then a thing of the past. The appendages of the body of a full.v-de-

veloped beetle would disqualify it for making burrows or creeping in

them.

Production of Dyestuffs and Extracts

The Bureau of the Census has i.ssued a summary of ili'- diilput of dye

stuffs and extracts in this country in 1900.

The report states that manufacture of dyestuffs and extracts used in the

dyeing industry and that of extracts used in the tanning industry are so

closely associated that since the census of 1879 the statistics for the two

have been combined. The class of dyestuffs comprise natural dyestuffs,

artificial dyestuffs. mordants, and assistants. The class of tanning ma-

terials includes the ground, or comminuted products of oak, chestnut, and

hemlock wood or bark, palmetto roots, and sumac leaves ; the fluid or

solid extracts from these materials or from quercitron bark, or other tan-

nin-containing materials, tannic or gallic acid, and chrome tannage or

other tannage solutions.

The statistics pertain only to establishments producing dyestuffs or tan-

ning materials for sale, and do not represent the entire manufacture of

these products, as there is also a large production by establishments that

use them in their own processes. This is especially true of the various

textile industries, and is often true a'.so in regard to the tanning industry.

The number of establishments reported as engaged in the manufacture

of dyestuffs and extracts in 1909 was 107,. with a capital of .f 17,93-4,540.

The number of persons engaged in the industry was 3,01.5, of whom 2.397

were wage earners. The total value of all products was $15,954,574. The
sum of $2,233,705 was paid for services, of which $1,291,379 was for

wages. The cost of the materials used was $9,G83,G51. No establishments

employed over 250 wage earners.

At the census of 1S49 there were reported 41 establishments with 114

wage earners and products valued at $229,841, and at the census of 1859
(0 establishments with 76 wage earners and products valued at $171,253.

With the exception of the decade lSSO-1899, in which decreases took place,

the industry has shown a substantial growth at each successive census.

The value of products reported for 1909 was five and a half times the

value reported for 1SG9, which was $2,878,609 ; part of this Increase, how-
ever, is attributable to the general advance in prices.

New York, with products valued at $4,505,310 ; New .lersey, with $3,130,-

214 ; rennsylvania, with $2,345,251 ; Tennessee, with $1,313,020 : Virginia,

with $1.199.706 ; Rljode Island, with $927,070, and Massachusetts, with

$725,380. wore the principal producing states. The value of the products

reported from all the other states was $1,808,011. New Jersey showed the

largest relative increase in value of product during the decade 1899-1909.

522.G per cent.

The report shows that the most important product In 1909 was oak and
chestnut extracts, of which 287,908,285 pounds, valued at $6,061,162. was
produced ; logwood extract followed with a production of 32.317.248 pounds.

valued at $991,974. The production of hemlock extract was 12.588.078
pounds, valued at $280,487; of artificial dyestuffs 12.267.309 pounds were
produced, valued at $3,462,430. Including subsidiar.v products reported,

the total production of artificial dyes in 1909 was approximately 12.759.000

pounds: of mordants, 1,788.000 pounds: of sizes. 57,400.000 pounds; of

tannic acid, 8,000,000 pounds ; and of turkey-red oil, 3.398,000 pounds. The
consumption of materials included 8,303 tons of sulphuric acid, costing

$72,638 ; 85 tons of nitric acid, costing $7.006 ; 242 tons of mixed acid,

costing $17,291 ; 6,341 gallons of grain alcohol, costing $3,309 : and 724
gallons of wood alcohol, costing $391. In addition 930.578.482 pounds of

ground and chipped wood, 293.062.168 pounds of ground bark and'l,955.040
pounds of grcuind leaves were made and used in the process of manufacture
by establlshuieuts reporting.

American Sawo'iU in Japan
Consul George N. West of Kobe. Japan, reports that there is being

erected by an American trading corapan.v for tbe Gomel Kaisha Fujita

Gumi at Osaka a modern sawmill that is to be fitted throughout with
the latest American machinery for sawing logs into various dimensions
of lumber, also with the automatic devices for handling it from one
set of saws and planers to the other as required. By the use of this

modern machinery the daily output will be greatly increased and the

labor cost lowered. Through Introductions made by this consulate the

repreBcntatlve of an American machinery works was able to place some

of his saws in the outfit for this mill in addition to placing with an-

other firm some of tbe same character of saws. This fact is mentioned,

as it was by the merest chance that acquaintance was made with this

representative of the American firm in the hotel, while he was await-

ing the sailing of a steamer, and is used as an argument why Amer-

ican representatives traveling abroad should call on the consular officera

at all ports they visit. As the sawmill referred to will be the first to

be erected in Japan on the modern American plan it is believed that

it will be the forerunner of many more, or the modernization in part

at least of those now in operation where the work is done by hand

or where only a ripsaw is used.

Effect of Low Prices Abroad

The retarding eflect of low prices abroad on the exports of lumber

and logs, which had become very pronounced in June, was still more in

evidence in July, during which month the shipments in some divisions

of tbe trade dropped as much as fifty per cent, as compared with the

corresponding month of 1912. The reduction was especially notable

with respect to oak and poplar, and that the total value of the exports

does not show a larger decline than is actually the case must be

attributed entirely to the occasional shipments of spruce and other

xtraordinary features. The exports of oak logs, for example, fell from

07,000 feet, valued at $2,494, in July, 1912, to nothing last July, while

hickory log exports declined from 70,000 feet, worth $2,120, to 22,000

feet, worth $600. Of all other logs there were exported in last July

18,000 feet, valued at .«915, against 111,000 feet, valued at $6,779, in

July, 1912. Of oak lumber the shipments last July amounted to not

more than 1.844.000 feet, valued at $66,440, as against 3.479,000 feet,

valued at $117,100, in July, 1912. The poplar shipments for the same

periods were respectively 180,000 feet, worth $8,331, and 303,000 feet,

worth $11,253. The exports of "all other" lumber, however, rose from

478,000 feet, worth $20,281, In July, 1912, to 733,000 feet, worth

.$37,608. last July. The total value of exports was about $50,000

less last July than for the corresponding period of 1912, which tends

to show the strength of tbe business apart from the various items that

have gone forward in excessive quantities, and in which congestion has

ensued. And the need for curtailment is not yet at an end. Stocks

abroad are still reported large, especially in oak planks and some

grades of poplar, and the advice of foreign brokers is still that ex-

porters should hold down, shipping only on orders. Of course, as

pointed out repeatedly before, the bad effects of shipping on consign-

ment are not confined to sucli shipments, but extend to the entire trade.

As soon as a particular line becomes plentiful the buyers discover that

shipments are not up to specifications. Identically the same kind of

lumber may have been accepted without question before, but suddenly

it is rejected as below grade. To be sure, the buyer is always ready

10 take the shipment, including the rejected planks, at a proper dis

count, which generally amounts to the decline in the current quotations

below tbe stipulated contract price. Consequently, the congestion may
be said to have a general effect, and it is to the interest of nil shippers

to hold down until the shipments have been absorbed.

Agree on Shipping of Rough Material Products

A definite understanding concerning the shipping of rough material

products was reached on Sept. 2 by the Arkansas Stave and Heading
.\ssociation and representatives of the traffic department of railroads

doing business in Arkansas. The members of the association met with

the railroad representatives for lunch at the Hotel Marion, and after-

wards held the conference which resulted in an agreement that the

railroads shall receive forty per cent on rough material carried to the

plants in outgoing shipments of sawed staves or heading and twenty-

one per cent on rough material on outgoing shipments of finished bolts

or heading.

This meeting was occasioned by a recent movement to have a change
wrought in the freight schedule on rough material. The Railroad Com-
mission of Arkansas has held several special meetings of late for the

purpose of considering tbe proposed changes, but no definite action has

yet been taken.

As the result of the agreement reached by the two interests on Sept. 2.

a resolution was passed by the Arkansas Stave and Heading Association

requesting the Railroad Commission to defer the proposed hearing on
hardwood and rough material products rates, which has been set for

Sept. 15, to tbe latter part of October. It is the plan of the associa-

tion, if its request is gianted. to present to the conintissiou the data

and agreement, so as to put In effect the rates agreed upon.

More than fifty men were in attendance at the meeting, many being
representative? from other states who are interested in tbe outcome of

the dispute over the rates on rough material in Arkansas.
The Stave & Heading Association elected J. A. Morgan of St. Louis

as its traffic manager. Mr. Morgan is already serving as traffic manager
for the National Cooperage Association, the National Tight Barrel stave
Association, the National Slack Barrel Stave .\ssociatlon and the Nn
tional Traffic Bureau. A committee, composed of J. A. Morgan. W. C.

Hasty of Paragould and J. H. Hamlin of the Hamlin Stave Company of

Little Rock was appointed to draft the formal agreement as reached by
the association and tlie railroads. This agreement Is to bo printed and
distributed tor use among the manufacturers of hardwood products and
the railroads of Arkansas.
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Midsummer Forest Fires in Michigan

Charles F. Hickolc, cliief warden of the Michigan Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association, forest fire protective department, lias published a

report for July and August, of which the following is a summary :

In reporting on the activities of this department for the months of

July and August it gives me great pleasure to report no loss to listed

properties bv torest tires. The month of July was a favorable one for

the work of forest protection. Local showers were of frequent occur-

rence throughout the patrol districts and these, followed by a rising tem-

perature, brought on a heavy undergrowth over forest and slash lands.

This green growth on the cut-over lands served to retain the moisture
supplied bv the showers.
Many tires were sighted during the month but, on investigation by

wardeiis, were found to be flres set bv settlers who were taking advan-
tage of the favorable conditions to burn stumps and old log heaps. All

of these fires were kept under control by the parties responsible tor their

origin. The men were prompt in locating and visiting the scene of all

fires and. in each case, those having fire in charge were warned against

their being allowed to run at will. Taken as a whole, the month of July

has been the most favorable month of the patrol season, only tour

neglected flres being discovered by the department, and they were dis-

covered while small and quickly extinguished.
The beginning of August ushered in a decided change in weather con-

ditions. Showers were not as frequent as those in July and were of a
shorter duration. During a part of the month much heavy south and
southwest wind was experienced with rising temperatures. However, this

condition was relieved bv light rainfall followed by cool nights and sub-

siding wind and no fires were recorded tor the week ending Saturday,
August 9. The davs following were noticeable for sudden changes from
heat to cold. Fortv-nine roaming fires were recorded for the month.
The late frosts of May and June killed nearly all the buds and blos-

soms on the blueberrv bushes, destroying the crop almost entirely. Dur-

ing a short time manv searchers for this desirable fruit were met in

the woods and on the plains by wardens on patrol. The blackberry crop,

coming later in the season, was untouched by frost, and berries have been

fairly plentiful in many localities. Berrv pickers, in large numbers dur-

ing the past thirty davs, have been located and warned against the care-

less use of fire. Stream and lake fishermen, campers and woodsmen have
been much in evidence during the past sixty days.

This oflice is in receipt of numerous reports of camping locations visited

where camp fires had been drenched or buried with sand. These and
other indications point to an awakening, on the part of the public, to

the careful use of fire. Worthy of mention is the precaution taken by
owners of traction engines, many of whom are now moving from place

to place. Wardens have met these machines on the roads and found
them to be well screened. Some distance in the rear of the engine a

man was met who followed in the capacity of patrolman to discover and
quench any fire that might possibly be set by the engine. This precau-

tion points to a great improvement over conditions of the past.

In compliance with a general order from this ofljce, the men are cruis-

ing their districts In view of locating the most desirable points for the

erection of lookout towers. It is the purpose of the department to erect

twenty-tour of these in the fire zone covered by the wardens. They are

to be 'fifty feet in height and are to be placed in carefully selected loca-

tions, overlooking large areas. From these smoke can be sighted and
fire easily located. In many of the districts two towers can be placed

to such an advantage that a view of the whole district can be gained by
visiting each tower. Tills lookout service will prove of great value dur-

ing dry periods when flres are numerous and discovery of small flres is

essential.
The two months' record of causes and number of fires follows

:

Cause Number
Lightning 1
Railroads JU
Settlers 1-^

Fishermen 1

Campers * 1
Berry pickers g
Smokers ?
Logloaders 1
Boys herding cattle 1

Unknown *>

Total 49
Cut-over land to the amount of 1,712 acres was burned over during

July and .August. In some cases fires were allowed to run in order that

bad fire traps might be burned out, thus reducing the hazard during
dangerous periods.

. . , ,. ^ ^.^
This oflice Is in receipt of reports from nine districts relative to the

co-operative burning of slash in the townships embraced in the patrol

area. The idea is "meeting with hearty support by supervisors and resi-

dents alike, and it is believed one trial of the plan will suflice to estab-

lish co-operative burning davs as a custom throughout the fire zone with
a consequent reducing of the hazard and lo.ss from forest fires.

Chicago Exposition in Argentina

Consul R. M. Bartleman at Buenos Aires, South America, reports, to

this government that an exposition of American manufactured articles

which are exported by members of the Chicago Association of Commerce

was opened at Calle Belgrano 732, Buenos Aires, on July 7, 1913. This

exhibit consists of a varied assortment of manufactured products, such

as elevators, braces, paint, trunks, desks, addressing machines, lamps,

soap, clothing, canned food, and many others, and is purely an exhibit,

nothing whatever being sold. This exposition has awakened a great

deal of interest and will be a permanent feature of the work which

the Chicago association is doing in this city. It is a commendable

method of bringing American-made goods to the attention of merchants

in this city and should be fruitful of profitable results.

An Opening in Morocco

A report to this government by Consul Maxwell Blake at Tangier,

Morocco, calls attention of American business men to that country as

a promising field for trade expansion. Various commodities manufac-

tured wholly or partly of wood are listed among those likely to find

market in that country. Agricultural implements and furniture are

listed, and lumber to the value of nearly $200,000 a year is already

entering from America, The markets of Morocco have heretofore been

of small value to foreign manufacturers because of the insecure condi-

tions in all parts of the region back from the immediate coast ; but the

military campaigns carried on by the French have brought the warring
tribesmen to terms, and great trade development is looked for in that

region. Americans are free to compete for as much of the trade as
they want. It is practically a treeless region and the United States

Is in a position to secure a generous .share of the lumber trade.

Building Operations for August

The official reports of building permits issued during the month of August

by 66 cities throughout the country, received by the American Contractor,

Chicago, reach a total value of $51,328,287, compared with $75,818,314 for

August, 1912, a decrease of 32 per cent. This sharp shrinkage is not due

entirely to a decrease in new work this year, but rather to a spirit of

activity a year ago. For while the building permits decreased this year from
.«56.228,194 in July to $51,328,287 in August, a decrease of less than 10

per cent, the total ^during the summer of 1912 Increased from $66,245,719

in July to $75,818,314, a gain of about 15 per cent. It is interesting to

note also that the shrinkage in building activity for August is not general.

More than one-third of the cities reporting, or 24, show gains. The prin-

cipal gains made in August, as compared with a year ago, were as follows :

Cleveland, 92 per cent ; Newark, 101 per cent ; Oakland, 80 per cent

;

South Bend, 71 per cent ; Syracuse, 50 per cent : Tacoma, 71 per cent

;

Troy, 152 per cent. Details are as follows ;

City— August, 1913.
Akron ? 354.125
Atlanta 34S.23g
Baltimore 674,SS7
Birmingham 333,385
Boston 817,975
Bridgeport 409.060
Buffalo 6S2.000
Cedar Rapids 250.000
Chattanooja 125.430
Chicagt 5.744,900
Cincinnati 5l>4,1.30

Cleveland 4.041,970
Columbus 495,140
Dallas 405,300
Dayton 144,460
Denver 233,S10
DfS Moines 88,775
DulutU lo8,9t)0

Evansville 171,375
Ft. Wayne 174.175
Grand Rapids 220.701
Harrisbur? 95,565
Hartford 554,425
Indianapolis 700,768
Kausas City 827,475
Lincoln 75,115
Los AuReles 3,501,593
Louisville 445,210
Manchester 80,509
Memphis 321.116
Milwaukee 1,159,013
-Minneapolis 1,211,230
Nashville 101, .(24

Newark 1,814,638
New Haven 258.693
New Orleans 295,260
Manhattan 4,4.n8.93l

Brooklvu 2,663,107
Bronx' 1,201,64.".

New York S..^23,731

Oakland ' 1,080,096
Omaha 536,51.i

Patevson 49 730
Philadelphia 3.696.860

Pittsburgh I,0.n9.662

PonlanJ 1,168,245
Richmond 304.343

Rochester 791.643

St. Joseph 4i-?;9
St. Paul 775.146

St. Louis l'?||'?II
San Antonio 225..3N5

San Francisco ^'**'^^
oi

Scranton ®5'^„
Seattle 3^2.42»
Shraveport ^"I'^i*;
South Bend HootoSpokane ^IS'^S
Springfield -A?'???
.«!.vracuse •''yi'ijS
Tacoma oSS'aw
Toledo ^VA^-
Topeka «-|2=
Xroy 141, (SO

Washington o?T'm?
Worcester z^i.yya

August, 1912.

S 564.465
478.159
694,304
325.761

1,956,641

—Per Cent

—

Gain. Loss.
36
27
3

o

.r 58

39

92
27

12

10
23
6

13
15

101

soo.noo
180,000
134,210

8,436,100
1.618,385
2,102.063
3S9 830
623,098
260,285
5-43,830
79,475

207,788
188,620
264,805
200,514
77.725
514.930
888.670

1,016,150
125.500

3,212,007
.551.800
741.712

1,101,595
1,026,300
1,050,815
146.660
901.069
291.705
284.636 4

22,2!3,n51
2.805,333
2,300.552

27,; 5S.936
600.080 SO
-'74.137 13
136,303

3,445. r,a5 7
1.170.4.34

. 1,094.509 7
413,935

1,005.329
132 848
618.744 25

. 1.671,951
3.'!4.515

1.950.602
185.810
563.435 3
425 889
66.E90 71
110.457
143.225
.333.095 .50

89.527 71
334.985 7
85.362
56.215 152
912 766
5S7.858

32
89

23
9

.3*

21
18
40

is
89

31

ii

80
s
48
70

26
2]
68

35
33
17
66

Total ..? 51.32S.2S7 S 75.SI8.314

31
59

32

'

\i;
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Hardwood 'News Notes

:-< MISCELLANEOUS >-=

Harris & Cole Bros, have discontinued business at Cedar Falls, Iowa.

The Iberia Cypress Company has discontinued business at New
Iberia, La.

The Robinwood Lumber Company will erect a hardwood mill plant at

Jackson, Miss.

The Illinois Refrigerator Company at Morrison, IIL, has Increased Its

capital to $400,000.
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'Lhe Header Furniture Company, Cincinnati, O., bas reduced its cap-

ital stock to ?16,000.

The capital stock of the Ross Cabinet Company, Otsego, Mich., has

been increased to $70,000.

The Badger Chair Company has been incorporated at Sheboygan, Wis.,

with a capitalization of $25,000.

At Pikeville, Ky., the Big Sandy Spoke Company has been organized

with a capitalization of $20,000.

The Hudson Lumber Company, Garnett, Mich., has been succeeded by

Iho D. N. McLoed Lumber i.'ompany.

The American Timber Company has been incorporated at Cleveland,

O.. with a capital stock of $100,000.

George Kunz has been appointed receiver for the .lames & Meyer

Buggy Company, Lawrenceburg. Ind.

The Marion Chair Company has been incorporated at Alarion, Ind.,

with an authorized capital of $40,000.

(ieorge H. Taylor has been appointed receiver for the Poughkeepsie

Chair Company at Poughkeepsie, N. X.

The Missouri Casket Company of St. Louis, Mo., has consolidated with

the St. Louis Coffin Company, that city.

An increase in capital stock has been made by the Buckeye Incu-

bator Company of Springfield, Ohio, it now being $T5,000.

The Atlantic Coast Lumber Corporation is rebuilding its big mills at

Georgetown. S. C, which were destroyed by fire last spring.

The Miller Manufacturing & Lumber Company was recently incor-

porated at Linwood, N. C, with a capital stock of $100,000.

Fergus.nn & Wheeler have recently again engaged in the manufacture

of hardwoods at Poplar Bluff, Mo., after a lapse of a few years.

The Ocala Furniture Company has been organized at Kissimmee. Fla.,

for the manufacture of mission furniture, and is erecting a plant there.

The Klrkham-Mattson Company, manufacturer of tables at Grand

Uaten, Mich., bas incorporated with an authorized capital stock of

$20,000.

The South Side Lumber Company has been organized at St. Louis, Mo.,

by Louis .L Gamble, H. .7. Gamble and O. L. Gamble, with a capital stock

of $35,000.

The capital stock of the Patterson Manufacturing Company, manu-

facturer of wagons and hob sleds, at holly. Mich., has been Increased

to $75,000.

The plant of the Lindsey Lumber Couipany, Pollard, Ark., destroyed by

fire a short time ago is to be rebuilt, and will have a daily capacity of

75.000 feet.

The Mercantile Trust Company of Little Kock. Ark., has been ap-

pointed receiver tor the Cromer Lumber Company of St. Louis, Mo., and

Crossett, Ark.

An Involuntary petition in bankruptcy bas been filed by the Reliance

Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, and a receiver has

been appointed.

Another new St. Louis corporation is the Trio Lumber Company, of

which the incorporators are : Robert Kamin, Thomas C. Bledsoe and

W. M. Kingsbury. Capital stock $2,000.

The Standard Lumber & Supply Company has recently commenced

business at Baltimore, Md., to manufacture lumber and veneers, with

offices at Howard and Stockholm streets and mill at Bristol, Tenn.

It is stated that the Marathon Lumber Company, Wausau, Wis., will

establish a sawmill of 125,000 feet daily capacity at Laurel, Miss., and

has purch.ised 50.000 acres of timberland in Newton, Jasper, Smith and

Scott counties, Miss.

A plant for the manufacture of library, dining tables, chairs, etc., will

be erected by the Tampa Furniture Manufacturing Company at Tampa,

Fla. The capital stock of the new company is $100,000, and B. L.

Goode is president and manager.

A large hardwood sawmill is to be erected at Vinton, Calcasieu Parish,

La. The parties interested in this new enterprise are understood to

be : T. D. BonBeld and D. M. Seott of Detroit, Mich. ; E. Elms of New

Orleans ; Frank Jarsey and -\1. Powers of Chicago.

The Atlantic Coast Veneer Company, of which James A. Rowan Is

president, at Wilmington, N. C, will build a veneer plant for the manu-

facture of veneer and fruit baskets and furniture. J. T. Davis is vice-

president ; W. P. Adams, secretary, and Martin Schnibben. treasurer.

Several of the oflJcers of the United States Lumber Company, to-

gether with other parties from Phllndclphla and Scranton, Pa., have

recently purchased Ifi.OOO acres of land in Bath, llisbland and .\ugusta

counties, Va., and Pendleton county, W. Va., including some of Virginia's

finest white oak.

=•< CHICAGO >-

E. T. Bennett, president of the Bennett Hardwood Lumber Company,

Memphis. Tmn., that prince of good lumbermen as well as good fellows,

spent a day or two in Chicago the latter part of the week on his way

home from a month's vacation in the Cape Cod country, where he has

been engaged in his usual annual stunt of deep-sea fishing.

Charles S. Gladden of Memphis, Tenn., spent last Saturday in Chicago

en route to a little outing in the Grand Traverse country.

W. B. Townsend, president of the Little River Lumber Company.

Townsend. Tenn., accompanied by his wife, is spending a few days in

Chicago this week.

The Commercial Handle Company, Chicago, has changed its name to

the Commercial Handle & Novelty Company, and has increased its cap-

ital to $10,000.

Charles Darling & Co., this city, has incorporated under the same

name, the capital being $50,000.

H. W. Childers, who has been associated with Nickey Bros. & Bass,

Inc., Memphis, Tenn., for some time has taken the position of sales

manager of the H. II. llitt Lumber Company, Decatur. .\la. Mr. Childers

entered upon his new employment Sept. i.

A. C. Lange, formerly associated with the Paepcke-Leicht Lumber Com-

pany in its Mississippi and Arkansas operations, is now engaged in the

manufacture of boxes at Clarksburg, W. Va. He spent a few days in

Chicago last week renewing acquaintances with his old friends.

John C. Spry, the well-known timber factor of Chicago, is sojourning

down in the Cape Cod country .at the present time, luxuriating in

fresh-plucked clams and other things which contribute to longevity,

health and liappiness.

The eighth annual convention of the Federation of Trade Press Asso-

ciations is scheduled to be held at the Hotel Astor, New York City, Sept.

l.S to 20.

The Chicago Association of Commerce in one of its recent bulletins

announces a convention of the Handle Manufacturers' Association to

be held at the Hotel Planters, Chicago, Sept. 12 to 15.

Acknowledgment is made, through the courtesy of the Clyde Iron

Works, Duluth. .Minn., of the receipt at this oQice of a very handsome

leather card case, interspersed with memorandum leaves. Advertising

Manager Charles Mackintosh is distributing a limited quantity of these

handsome books to the jiet customers of the Clyde Iron Works.

D. E. Kline of the Ixiuisville Veneer Mills, Louisville, Ky., accom-

panied by his wife, spent a few days in Chicago last week.

A. C. Quixley of the Quixley & Bulgrin Lumber Company, this city,

has just returned from a month's stay In northern Wisconsin.

W. B. Barns, of the St. Louis Lumberman, was a welcome caller at

ILiRDwooD Record offices on Sept. 3. Mr. Barns is on his way home
from a two months' sojourn at his summer cottage near Northport,

Mich.

Edward Skecle. Jr., son of E. E. Skeele of the Estahrook-Skeele Lum
ber Company, Chicago, has started out as third assistant-commodore or

something of that sort, on the Columbus fleet, Santa Maria. Pinta and

Nina, en route down the Great Lakes, St. Lawrence river. Boston, New-

York, Philadc'lphia, Baltimore, through the Chesapeake canal and thence

down the .\tl.intic coast to the Panama canal, and thence down the west

coast of South America and hack in time for the opening of the San
Francisco Exposition. 'Ibe promoters of this enterprise expect to have

the distinction of putting the Columbus fleet flrst through the com-

pleted canal early in January, 1914. Ed Skeele will certainly be onvli'd

by thousands of hoj'S in the country for having captijred a berth aboard

this expedition.

Acknowledgment is made to Frank F. Fish, secretary and treasurer of

the National Hardwood Lumber .Vssoclation, McCormiek building, Chi-

cago, for a copy of the association rules for the inspection and measure-

ment of hardwood lumber, dated Scptomter. 1913. This set of rules is

entirely up-to-date, as it incorporates the most recent changes. Copies

will be promptly supplied to the trade upon application to the secretary.

G. N. Lamp of the Forest Service spent a few days in Chicago last

week on his way from Washington, D. C, to California, where he will

investigate the botany of the chaparral growth which covers much of the

steep lands. The chaparral is a dense mass of brush of different species,

which never develops into trees.

T. M. Brown of W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Compan.v, Louisville.

Ky., was in town for a few days last week.

E. B. Brown, the wagon Woodstock manufacturer of BulTalo. N. Y.,

was a welcome caller at Record oflicc Sept. 4.

Earl Palmer of the Ferguson & Palmer Company. Paducah, Ky., was
in the city Sept. 4.

R. H. Butters, secretary, treasurer and general manager of the Mar-
shall Butters Lumber Company, L'Anse, Mich., was among the Chicago
visitors last week.

George McSweyn, vice-president of the Memphis Band Mill Company.
Memphis, Tenn.. was in town Aug. 30, en route to Grand Rapids. Mich.

W. B. lleinemann, vice-president of the Heinemann Lumber Company.
Wausau, Wis., called on the local trade last week.

Walter E. Kelly of the W. B. Kelly Company, Detroit. Mich., stopped

off in Chicago Aug. 28. on his way homo from a western trip to Colorado
and Yellowstone National Park.

J. T. Edwards, president and manager of the Medford Veneer Com-
pany, Medford, Wis., spent a few days In Chicago recently.

William A. Eager, the local wholesale hardwood man. is home from
an outing in the Fox rl\rr country where be owns a bungalow. Incl-
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ileatally. lie is teliiug some wonderful fish stories at the Lumbermen's
Club.

P. E. Gilbert, sales manager of the Wisconsin Lumber Company, Chi-

i;ago, is home from a three weeks' vacation at Spring Lake, Mich.

W. E. Johns of the Johns-XIowbray-Nelson Company, (^incinnati. O..

was in town last week on bis way home from a sales trip in Wisconsin

and Michigan. He reports a very fair volume of business.

=-< NEW YORK >-=

The lumber trade of this city is watching with interest the progress

of the proposed new building code, certain provisions of which are

inimical to the interests of the lumber trade. A hearing was held before

the building committee of the board of aldermen, at which the lumber
trade was heard in protest. The fight will be carried before the whole
board unless, the restrictions are modified by the committee.

Current reports concerning building operations in New York show a

decrease of $31,000,000 in estimated cost of projected buildings. The
decrease is almost wholly confined to business buildings. It is freely

said that New Tork is overbuilt in certain classes of buildings and a

cessation until present day vacancies are removed would be good for

the owners and business generally.

H. B. Wordon, representing redwood manufacturers of California,

was in New York last week in the interest of business.

R. A. Brown, local manager of the Strable Manufacturing Company,
is back in harness after a summer vacation spent in the mountains.

E. L. Hunter of the Tilghman Cypress Company, Lukens, Fla., spent

several days in town last week going over business with his associates

in the Hoban-Hunter-Feitner Company, cypress specialist of Brooklyn.

=-< BUFFALO >
The Perry Centennial, lasting a whole week. Interrupted the lumber

business to a large extent, but it proved a very interesting affair and
was made up of many different features, with parades, sports and fire-

works included. The parade of automobiles to the number of several

thousand was one of the largest ever held here. It was under the auspices

of the Automobile Club of Buffalo, of which M. M. Wall is president.

I. N. Stewart was chairman of the entertainment committee in charge of

the parade, and among other members were O. E. Yeager, C. W. Betts and
J. B. Wall.

The banquet to visiting oSicials and others by the New York State

Perry Centennial Commission was attended by several hundred persons

and was served at the Iroquois Hotel. J. N. Scatcherd was toastmaster.

The well-preserved old wooden flagship Niagara, with its solid oak and
fir timbers, was the center of attraction and lay at a convenient spot for

visitors* inspection all the week.

The old engine DeWitt Clinton, the first locomotive operated In New
York state, which burned pitch pine, instead of coal, was also an inter-

esting sight, as were the primitive coaches, which were in such marked
contrast to the modern wooden passenger cars of today.

O. E. Y'eager has returned from an automobile trip to New York,

Philadelphia and .Allautlc City.

J. Newton Scatcherd exhibited during the Perry Centennial week a

cane made in 1S46 from a plank taken from the hull of the Lawrence,
formerly Perry's flagship.

Charles Perrin of Blakoslee, Perrin & Darling has returned from a two
weeks' vacation, which he spent at the old farm on the borders of Conesus
lake, in Livingston county.

J. D. McCallum of the Hugh McLean Lumber Company has gone to

Ills former home in Canada on a vacation trip. He made the trip by way
of the St. Lawrence and Thousand Islands.

James A. White of the W. 11. White Company has been spending some
time in Michigan, looking after the interests of his company. The two
boats of the company will bring in cargoes here this fall.

James M. Briggs & Co. have disposed of a large stock of hardwoods
and hemlock sawed out at their mill at Protection, N. Y. Alfred Swan-
son has been there recently looking after shipments.

F. M. Sullivan and F. T. Sullivan entertained their brother, W. H.
Sullivan, here last month and the three took an automobile trip with
their families through Canada.

W. K. Jackson has returned from a business trip to Jackson Brough,

Ont., where Jackson & Tindle have a large colonization enterprise and
have set up a sawmill. The tract is filling up rapidly.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company will bring in supplies of

lumber from the Cumberland river district this fall. The trade in hard-

woods, especially in oak and ash, is reported to be Improving at the yard.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
E. M. Becbtel, sales manager of William Whitmer & Sons, Inc., re-

ports a decided advance In trading during the last fortnight. He thinks

the outlook very encouraging.

Thomas B. Hoffman of the J. S. Kent Company, says a considerable

advance in trading may be looked for with the opening of the fall

season, but greatly improved business conditions cannot be reckoned

upon until the final settlement of the tariff and other disturbing com-

mercial questions. Prices in some lines show a decided drop but buyers

are still holding off In hopes of a further decline.

E. P. Haubert, assistant treasurer of the Whiting Lumber Company,
admits a slight improvement in trading during the last fortnight. In-

quiries are more liberal, resulting in some desirable sales.

Maurice J. Dukes of the E. .\. and J. J. Williams Company says things

have been more lively during the last fortnight and indications point to

a more copious trading in the fall.

S. P. Bowers of the S. P. Bowers Company speaks complacently of

conditions. Kailroads are buying freely and prospects for fall and win
ter business are promising.

The Johnstown Cooyerage Company, Johnstown. Pa., with a capital

stock of S5.000. and the Standard Automobile and Machinery Company.
Johnstown. Pa., with a capital stock of ?50,000, obtained charters under
Penns.vlvania state laws. .Vug. 23.

Samuel H. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer & Son, has just returned from
a two weeks' vacation trip to Chcbeague, Me. He says he had a fine

time and is now in good shape to tackle business.

George P. DeWitt of the Maris & DeWitt Lumber Cohpany is back

from a three weeks' stock hunting trip through western Maryland and
West Virginia. He reports no overaccumulation of stocks, and prices

high. Arthur Mcllvain Maris, son of J. M. Maris of the above concern,

who was returning from a summer camping party, was a passenger on
the train which was wrecked about six miles above New Haven, Conn.,

on Sept. 2. He escaped with his life, but was so bruised and shaken as

to necessitate going to a hospital. J. M. Maris is in Colorado.

J. Randall Williams, Jr. of J. Randall Williams & Co. says business

improves slowly. It is too early to pronounce upon the fall and winter

trading, but cooler weather will start something doing, he thinks.

Frank H. Hawkins of the Kirby & Hawkins Company, who has just

returned from a vacation trip In the Pennsylvania mountain district,

reports business fairly well sustained for this time of year. W. S. Kirby
is rusticating on a farm up state. He says for two weeks he will try

leading the simple life.

Howard B. France of the Monarch Lumber Company and the Haddock-
France Lumber Company says there Is a slight tendency towards im-

proved conditions. Prices are erratic and in some lines way off, but

stock conditions will no doubt prevent further drop. The mill at Ster-

ling, N. C. is curtailing its output.

The Philadelphia Lumbermen's Golf Club has decided on Sept. 16 for

next game, which will be pKiyed at the Huntingdon Valley Golf Club
grounds. As this is the annual meeting, the election of officers for the

ensuing year will take place. A big crowd is expected to be jiresent.

=-< PITTSBURGH y.
H. E. Ast of the Mutual Lumber Company is getting some fine busi-

ness in oak. chiefly car stuff. He spent a week recently In the Buffalo

district.

The plant of the Telllco River Lumber Company at Tellico Plains.

Tenn.. which Is owned by the Babcock Interests of this cit.v. was burned

Aug. 31. The fire destroyed the big double-band saw mill and also one

of the two planing mills of the company. This was probably the largest

lumber plant in Tennessee and will be replaced at once by another plant

with a considerably larger output. The company owns about 100.000

acres of timber and C. L. Babcock, vice-president and general manager,

announces that the new operation will be going in full by Jan. 1.

The Pennsylvania Department of Forestry is showing for th^ first

time at the Pittsburgh Exposition n splendid resume of its work. There

are dozens of big photographs showing typical lumber operations, waste-

ful and otherwise, and also the fire warden system watch tower, denuded

timber tracts, damage done by floods, growth of white pine trees year

by year, different types of oak peculiar to Pennsylvania and also the

different cuts of logs across the grain for veneering purposes. The
commission has an array of statistics to show that Pennsylvania in ten

years more at its present rate of timber cutting will not be able to

supply Its own wood consuming factories.

The Foster Lumber Company has a dozen or more good country mills

cutting hardwood in eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania. It reports

a splendid trade In oak with the railroads and is getting good prices

throughout the list.

George J. Hull of Waterford, Pa., has bought one of the finest tracts

of virgin hardwood timber in western Pennsylvania, being located only

five miles from Waterford. A mill will be put in at once to cat off the

oak and chestnut on the land.

The Joseph W. Cottrell Lumber Company has been incorporated by

Joseph W. Cottrell, veteran wholesale lumberman of this city, J. Herbert

Rush. Uniontown. Pa., and R. L. Smith of Pittsburgh, Pa., with a capital

of ¥15,000. The company will have headquarters in the Ferguson build-

ing in this city.

The Henderson Lumber Company reports a splendid business In mixed

hardwoods. Its trade with the mining concerns has been better the

past summer than for years. About the only complaint it has to make

about the situation Is the slow deliveries during July and August.

The Hamilton Lumber Company, one of the leading hardwood concerns

in the city, has been piling up some big orders the past three weeks.

Mr. Hamilton says business is coming with less expense and less effort

than for a long time.
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-< BOSTON >.=

L. W. Taylor, for tlic last seven years superintendent of tbc Triumpb

Column Company, East Norwalk, Conn., has resigned. He was formerly

connected with the Colonial Mill and Lumber Company of that place.

Mr. Taylor has not announced bis plans for the future.

The South End Lumber Company has been Incorporated in Boston

with a capital stock of $25,000. The incorporators are George E. I'east,

Xathan It. Flynn and Frank A. Bertscb.

James Manson of the Manson Lumber Company, well-known Boston

lumber dealer, who was seriously injured late in July, is reported as

recoverins slowly. His band was so badly smashed that it liad to be

amputated.
Charles G. Ellis, a prominent lumber dealer in Sagamore. Mass., died

suddenly of heart failure. Sept. ], following a severe attack of acute

indigestion. Before establishing his business in Sagamore Mr. Ellis

had conducted it in Sandwich tor several years. He was 51 years of

age. He is survived by a widow and two sons.

The William H. Wood Lumber Company, Cambridge, Mass., is erect-

ing a large lumber storage shed. The new shed will be two stories.

72x18 feet.

The Smith & Bent Lumber Company of New Haven. Conn., lias fiU'il

a certificate changing its name to the Smith Lumber Company.
Alex Ceppi & Co.. Boston, manufacturers of mouldings, have incor-

porated with a capital stock of .$25,000. The incorporators are Oscar

A. Ceppi, George U. Bauer and Mary C. Dolan.

The Simonds Mfg. Company of Fitchburg, Mass., has purchased the

plant of N. C. Boutelle, Leominster, Mass., where it will manufacture

handles for its saws. The factory that the Simonds Mfg. Co. has pur-

chased was formerly used for the manufacture of furniture.

The Wason Manufacturing Company of Springfield, Mass., has started

building a frame lumber shed, 36x225 feet at its plant in that city.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
The Inspection Bureau of the Baltimore Lumber Exchange has been

moved from the northeast corner of Pratt and Concord streets to the

northwest corner of these two thoroughfares, commodious quarters hav-

ing been obtained in the Coca Cola building. The new location over-

looks the Pratt street wharves and is most convenient for the force of

inspectors.

The building occupied by the Baltimore Hub, Wheel and Manufactur-

ing Company, Baltimore & Ohio railroad and Hartford road, which was

almost completely destroyed by fire on May 10 last, has been entirely

reconstructed and will be ready for occupancy in about two weeks. The
same concern will operate its plant there.

Stephen S. Mann, of Mann & Parker, Inc., hardwood wholesalers, with

office in the Continental building, is on a trip down south taking up

stocks of lumber. He intends to go as far as Florida, stopping at

numerous mills on the way and getting in touch with the manufacturers.

William P. Lyons, an attorney of this city, has been appointed re-

ceiver for the Broadbent Brothers Manufacturing Company, maker of

mantels and tahles at President, Aliceanna street and East Falls avenue.

.Mr. Lyons bonded in the sum of .$25,000. The corporation was formed

about eighteen months ago with Felippc A. Broadbent as president and a

capital stock of $25,000 to take over the manufacture of mantels from

the Felippe A. Broadbent Company, which had previously carried on the

business. The making of tables was added. Under the new arrangement

the manufacturing company leased the factory building from the Felippe

A. Broadbeut Company, which was the parent company, liaving estab-

lished tbe business. Tlie manufacturing company also furnished electric

current for various other concerns in the establishment, which covers a

large area. For some time past the company has been slow in meeting
financial obligations, according to report current here.

The steamer Rowanmore of the Johnston Line on its last trip to this

port, brought over an exceptionally large consignment of mahogany logs

from South Africa. It consisted of three lots, one of them including 302

logs destined tor Grand Rapids, Mich. ; a second, of 34 logs, which went
to the Erie Railroad for shipment to Western destinations, and a third

of 42 logs, consigned to the Upson Walton Company. The bulk of these

logs are intended for furniture veneers.

Chester F. Korn of the Korn-Conkling Company of Cincinnati, stopped

in Baltimore last week on his way to Kew York, where he intended to

sail on the big steamship Impei-ator for Hamburg. Mr. Korn will travel

in part for pleasure, but it is also bis intention to look after business.

His stay abroad will cover several months.

H. P. Duker of Otto Duker & Co. has purchased the property on the

southeast corner of Aliceanna and Eden streets, which embraces about

282 by 170 feet. Just what he will do with the property has not yet

been decided, but It will likely be adapted to yard purposes. This will

give the firm, which does a wholesale business and turns out much mill

work, a space of about four and a half acres.

Rlcliard P. Baer, senior member of the firm of Richard P. Baer & Co.,

with offices In the tower of the Maryland Casualty building, sailed for

London on the steamer Minnehaha, with Mrs. Baer, and will stay abroad

six weeks or two months. It was his intention on sailing to spend about

two weeks In the United Kingdom, and after that to go over to the Con-

tinent, visiting various lumber centers. He will combine business with

pleasure, studying trade conditions at close range.

F. L. Winchester, who is connected with the Montvale Lumber Com-

pany, the timber holding corporation of the R. E. Wood Lumber Com-

pany, Continental builoing, was in Baltimore ten days ago and conferred

with the offioers of the company in regard to some business matters. He
stated that trade conditions in the section around .\sheville, where he

makes his headquarters, are satisfactory.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

J. W. Rogers, a well known lumber buyer of Hattieslnirg, Miss., visited

Columbus wholesalers recently.

Secretary Benbow of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company has returned

from a vacation trip spent on the Great Lakes.

W. B. Sissons, sales manager of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company
says there is a fairly good hardwood trade in this territory. Prices are

well maintained and there is no indication of weakness. He says the de-

mand is the best in the northeastern part of the state.

A. C. Davis of the A. C. Davis Lumber Company reports a fairly steady

demand for hardwoods with the price list upheld in most respects. He
believes that future prospects are bright.

The Snyder Manufacturing Company of Logan. O., makers of furniture,

has now placed in operation Its new factory which was rebuilt recently.

The former plant was totally destroyed by fire Dec. 19 of last year. The
factory will employ 125 men and is one of the most important industries

of Logan.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central division of the W. M.

Ritter Lumber Company, reports a good demand for hardwoods both from

yards and factories. In fact, trade is about evenly divided between the

two sources of orders. Dry stocks are not large and prices are well

maintained. Sliipments are coming out as freely as the growing car

shortage will permit. He says that August, 1913, was ahead of July of

that year and also ahead of August, 1912, in volume of business.

F. Everson Powell of the Powell Lumber Company says trade Is only

fair in hardwoods and some weakness in prices has come about.

The Fassett Woodworking Company of Cleveland, O., has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $10,000 to do all kinds of,^woodworkIng.

The incorporators are C. A. Fassett, R. A. Fassett, C. F. KiVkbride, C. T.

.\ustin and K. H. Reed.

Building statistics just completed covering operations in Columbus
during tbe month of July show there was a decline In tbe aggregate

cost of new work in this city of four per cent as compared with the same
month last y«.-ar. The number of buildings, liowever, showed an increase,

being 2SJ in July this year against 24(i in tbo same month of 1013.

The aggregate cost of work last month was .$421,940, against $423,883
last year.

The new lien law which has been in operation now for over a month
has not caused any trouble to dato. There is a great demand for

the blank affidavit forms which are used in the operation of the law.

These forms were prepared by the Ohio Lumberman's Credit Association,

and are being distributed at tbc various Builders' exchanges over the
state. Builders in other states are awaiting tlie outcome of the law in

Ohio with considerable interest.

The Columbus Building Trades Credit .Association company of Colum-
bus. O., has been incorporated with a capital of $500 tor the purpose of

looking after credit ratings in Columbus and all parts of Ohio. The in-

corporators are Columbus lumbermen as follows: E. Doddington, F M
Koons, F. II. Lumbert, J. E. McNally and B. S. Benbow.

=-< TOLEDO y
The Booth Column Company is running full time and capacity in an

effort to catch up with back orders with which the concern Is still

swamped. New orders continue to come in with unabated volume, the
larger call coming from Maine, Can.ada and South Carolina. Interior
columns are in especially heavy demand.
The lumber mills of the Gotsball Manufacturing Company, located at

Archbold, O., were saved from destruction after a hard fight, a couple
of weeks ago, when the little town was fire swept. The principal busi-

ness section of the town was destroyed and the loss is estimated at

$100,000. The Toledo mill of the Gotshall company was destroyed by
flre last year.

William Merganthaler, a Fostoria, O.. carriage builder, well known
throughout this section, died Thursday, Aug. 21, at his home in that
city, from typhoid fever. Mr. Mergenthaler retired from active business
a few years ago. He Is survived by a widow and four children.
The Toledo Bending Company continues quite busy filling Its orders.

The volume is not quite so heavy at present, which allows an opportunity
to catch up. Small orders are frequent but there are tew carload lots

being called for at present. Farmers are still too busy In the East to

think of buying Init there is a fair demand from Western points.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
W. W. Knight of the Long-Knight Lumber Company has returned from

a Canadian trip.

H. B. Burnet of the Burnet-Lewis Lumber Company and Mrs. Burnet
have returned from a trip to the Virginia mountains.
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Tbe hardwood sawmill of the Lucerne Lumber Company. Lucerne, was
hurned August 28. tlie loss being $6,000 on which there was ?1,500 in-

surance. The company supplies several table and chair factories.
Miss Ethel Carver, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carver, and Dr.

William S. Richardson of Carthage, Ark., were married at the home of
the bride's parents in Noblesville, Sept. 3. Mr. Carver has extensive
lumber interests in the South.
Cedar chests will be manufactured by the Acme Manufacturing Com-

pany, which has just been organized and incorporated at South Bend with
an authorized capitalization of $25,000. Those interested in the company
are O. E. Julien, E. E. Burner and O. A. Burner.

The marriage of Miss Gertrude Martha Truitt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. O. M. Pruitt, to David Keller Hutchtraft of Lexington. Ky.. took
place at the home of the bride's parents in this city Sept. 3. Mr. Pruitt
is president of the American Timber Products Company.

H. A. McCowan & Co. of Salem have bought thirteen walnut trees for a

Berlin, Germany, customer from the McShane farm south of Carmel. The
price paid was $500 and the price was the highest ever paid in this part
of the state.

Elbert W. Shirk, general manager of the company, has been appointed
receiver for the Indiana Manufacturing Company, Peru. The company
manufactures refrigerators and suffered a loss of $100,000 during the
March flood. The plaintill's to the suit, which is a friendly one. are
stockholders in the company and hold claims amounting to $10-2.000.

William E. Longle.v. state fire marshal, has asked Governor Samuel L.

Ralston to issue a proclamation fixing Oct. 9 as fire prevention day in

Indiana. The date is the forty-third anniversary of the Chicago fire.

Building operations suffered a slump of $188,000 in the city last month
as compared with August, 1912. There has been a gradual decline in

building operations during the last three months, although the first five

months of the year showed large gains over the correspondin.? months of

last year.

=-< MEMPHIS >-=

Further details regarding the plant to be established by R. J. Darnell,
Inc.. at Batpsville, Miss., are to the effect that this will consist of a

double band mill, a resaw and eight veneer machines. It was reported
when the fire occurred at Memphis that this firm would re-establish the

band mill at Batesville but that the veneer machines would be replaced

at Memphis. The firm, however, has recently changed its mind in regard
to using Memphis as an operating point and all the machinery will be

installed at Batesville. which is close to the timberland holdings of the
company. The order for the entire machinery and equipment iias already
been placed and this will be installed and placed in operation as soon as
possible.

The car shortage is beginning to give lumber interests in this territory

some trouble and indications are that there will be a decided scarcity of

cars and general equipment in the near future. However, railroad men
are inclined to take a little more optimistic view of the outlook. They
say that they are meeting with unexpected success in securing return of

cars which have been away from their own lines and these are being as-

sembled on sidings and at the larger terminals in order that the roads
may be in position to give good service when the crop starts moving,
which will be within the next fortnight. There has been rather marked
deterioration in the condition of the crop in the Mississippi valley terri-

tory during the past few days and prospects are not anything like so

bright as they were a short time ago. This will have an ultimate bear-

ing on the problem of securing enough cars but the shortage in the crop

will not affect the maximum movement which must be expected within
the next six or eight weeks. Lumbermen are therefore inclined to believe

that they will have some dilficulty in securing prompt and efficient service

before the first of November despite, the fact that traffic oflScials are dis-

posed to believe that they have the situation well in hand.

There is no doubt that the railroad men are doing the best they can.

In addition to the cars which have been brought in from other roads

there have been many deliveries of new cars for lines in this territory.

Furthermore, all of the roads have been busy getting their damaged cars

repaired. Most of them have increased the forces at their car repair

plants and the American Car & Foundry Company, which has been running
short handed for a number of months, is now advertising for help to take

care of the work that is to be done for the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern and other roads operating in this territory. It is expected

that the plant of this company will be operating on something like full

time in the near future.

The shortage of cars always affects milling points outside of Memphis
much sooner than Memphis proper. There are plenty of cars here now
for all requirements but complaints are beginning to come in of lack of

cars and insufficient motive power at some of the non-competitive points.

Conditions in this respect are expected to become rather worse until the

maximum crop movement has been passed and lumber interests are doing

their best to govern themselves accordingly.

It is reported that there has been rather a decided increase in the

movement of logs to Memphis recently by water and this is accepted as

an excellent omen, especially in view of the prospective shorthandedness

of the railroads. The river here has recently risen somewhat and advan-

tage is being taken of the better water stage to bring out as much timber

as is accessible for water transportation. Receipts have been coming
from a number of directions but the best movement is from White river
in Arkansas. The movement of timber by rail is not particularly large
at the moment but the mills here are reasonably well supplied and opera-
tions are being cairiod on at a pretty full rate not only at Memphis
proper but at milling points outside of this city.

W. H. Kennedy, president of the Kennedy Heading Company, New South
Memphis, is suffering from rather severe injuries received while he was
in his automobile on his way to his plant. The machine was struck by
a southbound street car and thrown some distance. Mr. Kennedy suf-
fered a number of cuts and bruises, and although it was at first thought
that his skull was fractured, it is now said his injuries are serious but not
as bad as feared when the accident occurred. His many friends are con-
gratulating him upon the fact that he escaped much more serious conse-
quences.

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, as the first fruits of its new
campaign for members, has taken in the two following Memphis firms :

Anchor Sawmill Company and J. H. Bonner & Son. This brings the
total number of firms identified with the bureau to 67. George D. Bur-
gess, chairman of the bureau, is absent from the city at present but on
his return a vigorous campaign for new members will be launched in
order that the total may be brought up to the one hundred mark. The
bureau has accomplished much in behalf of lumber interests of the South
and, because of the splendid showing it bas been able to make, the gov-
erning board believes that new members can be secured with comparative
ease, with the result that there is much confidence and optimism enter-
tained by tbe campaign committee.

T. R. Pope, the manager of the newly formed Memphis Traffic Associa-
tion, reports that the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern has agreed to
a substantial reduction in the rates on wooden handles shipped from New-
port, Ark., and vicinity to Memphis. Tbe new rates are thirteen cents
cheaper on carload lots at sixteen cents against twenty-nine cents, while
in less than carload lots the reduction amounts to three cents at thirty-
two against thirt.v-five. Memphis is a big handle market and a large
portion of the receipts comes from Newport and vicinity, with the result
that a number of Memphis firms will profit handsomely by the reduced
tariffs which are to become effective at once.

Bids will be opened within a week for the sixteen-story bank building
to be erected by the Commercial Savings Bank & Trust Company, the
estimated cost of which is $400,000. Work is to begin thereon shortly.
The new annex to the Bank of Commerce & Trust Company building Is

actively under way and will be ready for occupancy by 1914. The Illi-

nois Central is going steadily ahead with the new union passenger ter-

^ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself
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^ No guy wires.

^ Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory
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Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the de"Tick.

Also ask for list of users.
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rninal station wlnich is to cost $1,800,000, and the Rock Island system

is progressing with the building of the foundation for the piers of the

new bridge to bo constructed across the Mississippi at this point. This

will involve an expenditure of several million dollars. The Rock Island

is also engaged in building extensive terminals here which will involve

a large outlay. The Illinois Central, too, is largely increasing its terminal

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
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facilities at Nonconnah, Just south of this city, and there are a number
of other important building projects under way, with the result that

the showing is regarded as exceptionally encouraging. With large crops

indicated and with the advance of about $12.50 per bale in the price of

cotton during the past three weeks, there is a disposition among those

engaged with the building trades to look forward to large activity in the

immediate future. The so-called "dog days" have not had much eSEect

on the stoppage of building projects and the summer is regarded as one

of unusual accomplishments along this line despite the fact that the

official reports of work done within the city limits have not borne out this

idea.

Bank clearings for the twelve months ending Aug. 31 vpere the largest

for any similar period in the history of the city by more than $16,000,000.

Official reports show that sales of cotton during the twelve months in

question showed a loss of more than $250,000, with the result that the

gain in clearings is attributable to increased activity in other directions.

Lumber interests made a ver.v substantial contribution to the magnificent

display, as their business was larger for the period in question than for

several seasons preceding.

The Southern Lumber Company is making extensive repairs and^ im-

provements at its big plant at Warren, Ark. The latter Is now closed

down and will remain so until about the middle of this month. It has

a daily capacity of about 100,000 feet.

The Enterprise Lumber Company, Corinth, Miss., has just completed

the installation of a roughing machine recently received direct from the

factory.

Among the prominent buyers in Memphis recently has been J. N.

Woollett. president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. Woollett believes that there is an .-utiVM jierbxl ahead and predicts

that the lumber business in the territory tributary to Memphis will be

quite active during the next few months.

The Bradley Lumber Company, Warren, Ark., has let the contract for a

new band mill and a band resaw to replace the double band mill recently

destroyed by Are at that point. The decision of the company to establish

a smaller plant than the one burned is due to the fact that the supply

of timber owned by it is not large enough to last for more than two
years. The company is identified with the Chicago Lumber & Coal Com-
pany.

=-< NASHVILLE >-=

The Artman, Nichols & Cox Lumber Lompauy of Metropolis, 111., has

purchased the D. M. Jones tract of tlmberland situated near Indian

.Mound, the consideration being $6,000. The land consists of a tract of

unusually fine oak, which will be developed at once and shipped to a

furniture factory at Grand Kaplds.

The Clear Creek Coal & Lumber Company has filed a voluntary peti-

tion in bankruptcy in the United States district court at Nashville.

The liabilities amount to $70,000, including bonds to the amount of

$50,000, and assets arc valued at $200,000. The company owns 6,500

acres of timber and mineral land In Cumberland county. Its offices

are at IsoUne, Cumberland county.

The B. G. Hale Lumber Company of Hickman, Ky., In order to avoid

an exorbitant rate of fire Insurance, has removed Its yards from its old

site to a lot formerly used by the Hickman Wagon Company. At the

old site the firm had to pay $7.50 per $100 for insurance, which was
almost prohibitive.

Fire destroyed the plant of the Telllco River Lumber Company, near

Telliro Plains, causing a loss estimated at $150,000, which was par-

tially covered by insurance. The plant employed 450 men, and was one
of the important industries of that section.

The West Kentucky Coal Company will have thirty barges built at Its

plant at Paducah, and has recently let an Important contract for mate-

rial. An order has been placed for (",00,000 feet of fir tlmlx-r, 300,000 feet

of yellow pine and 150,000 of white oak of heavy grade for steamboat
construction. The barges are to be completed within ninety days.

The sawmill of Smith & Hogan, near Green Illll, Warren county, Ken-
tucky, was completely destroyed by fire. The mill was one of the largest

in that section, and the loss was total, as the firm bad no insurance.

=•< BRISTOL >-=

The R. B. Wood Lumber Company of Baltimore will soon be operating

a new band mill at Earharts, six miles south of Bristol, near where the

company has purchased a large area of hardwood tlmberland. It has

other operations in West Virginia and North Carolina and formerly

operated on a large scale in Carter county, Tennessee.

The Bristol mills, with one or two exceptions, are all unusually busy.

Shipments from here have been good all during the summer. Managers
of the local offices of eastern concerns report that they are doing a

splendid business in this territory.
- R. L. Bonham of Chilhowle, Va., is cutting a large amount of stock

in the Ilolstou mountains east of Bristol. The stock Is being hauled to

Bristol on huge motor trucks and Is being shipped out over the Norfolk

and Western road.

The Pittsburgh Lumber Company Is operating on a large scale at

Hampton, Tenn., where it Is turning out 75,000 feet of stock dally.

The company has about ten years' cut of splendid timber, consisting

mainly of hardwoods and hemlock.
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The Wilkinsou planing mill on tbe Southern railway, which was pur-

chased by the Stone-Huling Lumber Company, will be put into operation

again in a few weeks. It is being equipped with new machinery. The
Stone-Huling Company will later discontinue its old mill on the Southern

railway.

Irving Whaley of the Whaley-Peed Lumber Company has gone to

eastern Kentucky to spend several weeks looking after the installation

of new mills. The new company has purchased a good sized area of

hardwood timber in that territory.

H. E. Pierpont of Chicago, general freight agent of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paui railway, who is interested in the Paxton Lumber
Company, of this city, is a visitor in Bristol this week on business. The
Paxton company is doing a good business.

J. A. Wilkinson, who is conducting a large hardwood agency, as repre-

sentative of a number of large domestic and foreign concerns, has re-

turned from a two weeks' trip. Mr. Wilkinson is shipping out a large

amount of stock for the concerns he represents and has several inspectors

in Virginia and West Virginia taking up the stock at the mills.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
• The Louisville Hardwood Club will have an exhibit at the Kentucky

State Fair, September 15-20, in Louisville. State Forester J. E. Barton is

arranging a display of products of the forests in this state, and called

on the club to co-operate. This the organization agreed to do, and the

result is that work is now being done which Insures an excellent display

by the local lumbermen. The plan is to show a board of each kind of

wood native to or manufactured in Kentucky. This gives a wide scope to

the exhibit, and promises to give a display that will put most people,

<'ven those familiar with the average woods, to thinking. Each board
will be dressed for two-thirds of its length, and finished for one-third, so

that the three stages of its appearance from the time it leaves the saw-
mill until It is ready for use will be presented to the observer. This
idea was suggested by T. Smith Milton, sales manager of the Louisville

Point Lumber Company, who is in charge of the work of getting the ex-

hibit together. Tlie Alfred Struck Company is doing the dressing and
finishing. The woods to be shown include mahogany, cypress, pine, dog-

wood, ash, sycamore, plain and quartered ; white oak, plain and quar-

tered ; red oak, plain and quartered ; maple, poplar, elm, willow, basswood,
locust, beech, buckeye, hickory, Cottonwood, birch, cherry, butternut, pecan,
walnut, black gum, mulberry, elder, chestnut, coffee tree, sassafras, cedar,

cucumber, hackberry, persimmon, gum, plain and quartered red. and sap.

Much interest has been shown locally in the report of the Census
Bureau, which indicates an advance during 1912 by Kentucky in point
of lumber production. The cut last year was 641,296.000, a gain over
1911 of nearly 9,000,000 feet. The fact that eastern Kentucky as a lum-
ber producing section was Just being opened up in 1912 means that this

year's cut will be much larger than last. Another factor favorable to

an increased output is that Kentucky river mills handled a larger volume
of logs this year than for a long time, getting enough to keep them run-

ning almost without a break. Crop conditions have not been particularly

good, and plenty of labor and horses has been available, and the result

of this has been that many small country mills which have not done
much lately have run most of the summer. Railroad reports are that an
unusually large number of logs, as well as much lumber, has been brought
out to their stations from interior points, all signs indicating a large

movement. Just now some of the smaller mlllmen are discontinuing
operations because of the comparatively easy condition of the market

;

hut their contributions, as a whole, to the year's cut have been material.

A brief has been filed for the Norman Lumber Company and other
local hardwood concerns in the case of those companies against railroads

in the Southern and Central Freight Association territory. The brief

attacks the present adjustment of bridge tolls, as a result of which it is

alleged that Louisville is discriminated against severely. The brief says,

among other things : "We submit that the discrimination against Louis-

ville is due to the failure of the carriers serving Louisville and Cincin-

nati to the North and East to recognize the well-established principle,

that differentials diminish with increasing distance and vanish when
the mileage on which the differential is based becomes inconsiderable in

proportion to the total mileage from the basing point to destination. If

this principle were recognized, the bridge toll would disappear on long

liauls and the differential between Louisville and Cincinnati on east-bound

traffic would diminish as the distance Increases. We insist that there is

remedy for the intolerable rate adjustment under which Louisville suffers

and that this commission should apply it."

T. M. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company has been

in Chicago during the past week. Mr. Brown plans to go east to attend

the world's series baseball games nest month.

D. E. Kline of the Louisville Veneer Mills has returned from Chicago,

where he attended a meeting of the Panel Club, of which he is a leading

member.

Harry J. Gates of the Louisville Point Lumber Company has returned

from a trip to eastern points, in which he found the demand for lumber

to be satisfactory.

P. G. Booker, president of tbe Booker-Cecil Company, is rapidly im-

proving after a severe attack of typhoid (ever and will probably be out

again shortly.
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Tlie North Vernon Lumber Company is again running its Louisville

sawmill. It is in charge ot Charles Platter, one of the officers of the

company.

The Edward L. Davis Lumber Company is running its sawmill at night,

having a large supply of logs on hand. It is especially pleased with the

character ot the oai; timber it has been able to buy.

The C. C. Stengel & Bro. Company has discontinued night work after

a long run.

=-< ST. LOUIS >-=

Receipts of lumber in St. Louis during the month of August, as re-

ported by the Merchants Exchange, were 18.402 cars. During August
last year the receipts were 18,114 cars, showing a gain during August
this year of 288 cars. Shipments of lumber by rail last month were
12,729 cars. A year ago the shipments were 13,305, showing a falling

off this year of 576 cars.

CI N C I N N A T I
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W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company left recently

for a trip to the mills of the company in Arkansas. Before going he

stated that the company was having all the business it could handle.

The car shortage has commenced to be felt and although it has not

handicapped them seriously, they are slow in getting out some of their

orders on this account. They have just finished the installation of an
eight-foot band mill at their Wasson plant and it has started up. Owing
to the heavy demand that has been made on them for some time, their

stocks have been greatly reduced. The railroads and car manufacturers

are coming in quite liberally with orders.

E. H. Luehrmann of the Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany is up North en his vacation. G. E. W. Luehrmann has just re-

turned from a business trip to Chicago. He says bis company is having

an increased demand for nearly every item on the hardwood list. Oak,

ash and gum are in good request and bringing good prices. He is well

pleased with present conditions, considering the weather has been so

unseasonably hot and sees nothing but a fine fall trade in sight.

Geo. E. Hibbard of the Steele & Hibbard Lumber Company, reports a

seasonable call tor hardwood lumber which is bringing very good prices.

L. M. Burgess, secretary of the company, left Monday on a selling trip

through Iowa, Minnesota and northern Illinois. He will be gone for

five or six weeks, Mr. Steele, who has been in the East on his vaca
tion, returned this week.

J. T. McRoberts, sales manager of the Hooton Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany, has been away on two trips recently. He was up in Iowa, Wiscon
sin and northern Illinois on his first trip and later on took a run up
to Kansas City and the western part of the state. He says considerable

lumber is being bought by consumers and that the prospects are very

good tor a nice fall trade.

Frank G. Hanley recently returned from a trip to New Orleans and
vicinity. He saj's the car shortage is beginning to be felt in that sec-

tion and from present indications it will be very acute before traffic

conditions become normal again. Cotton, rice and sugar are being given

preference by the railroads and lumber has to await their pleasure. As
the crops are very heavy it will probably be some time before lumber
can be shipped out as rapidly as the manufacturers desire. Mr. Hanley
found dry cypress very limited in quantity and continuous and heavy
rains prevent the stock from drying out.

=-< ARKANSAS >=

The handle and stave plants of Corning, Ark., have resumed opera

tions, some of them running both day and night shifts.

The Southern Piling Company of Camden, Ark., has recently been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $10,000 fully paid up. The officers of

this company are R. C. Powell, president ; J. E. Van Cleave, secretary-

treasurer and general manager ; M. D. Wright, H. S. Powell, all of Cam
den, and B. H. Chrass of New Orle.ins and E. E. Cole of Saginaw, Mich.,

being the other stockholders and members of the board of directors.

Tliis company has a considerable holding of cypress and pine timber
near Camden, as well as several other timber holdings in southern
.Vrkansas. The company will do a general business in cypress and yellow
pine piling. A one-line ground skidder of the Clyde Iron Works make
has been ordered and the company will begin operations at an early date.

Following the ruling by the Supreme Court of the United States, by
the terms ot which decision the .\rkansas Railroad Commission's Stand-
ard Freight Distance Tariff No. 3 was made effective in July of this

year, five of the principal railroads in Arkansas have made application

to the Railroad Commission to have Distance Tariff No. 3 revised. The
railroads have prepared a proposed rate, and in some cases a reclassifica-

tion, which will place freight charges on a higher basis than that fixed

by the Railroad Commission tariff. It is said by the railroads that the
commission's tariff was suitable to the conditions existing a few years
ago, namely. In 190S, when the Standard Freight Distance Tariff No. 3
was made, but that it is now too low to enable them to make a profit as
carriers between intrastate points. The railroads hope to be able to

induce t'.e commissioners to raise the rates as proposed in their new-

tariff. The business men of the state are strongly protesting against
a revision of the tariff, and their Interests are being represented by the
freight traffic bureaus of the various cities throughout the state. A
conference between the representatives of the various traffic departments
of the railroads in Arkansas and the various managers of traffic bureaus
of the ciiies In the state, together with the members of the Arkansas
Railroad Commission was to be held in Little Rock on Sept. 2. This
meeting, however, was postponed until Monday, Sept. 15. At that time
a hearing will be had and definite action taken by the Railroad Com-
mission of Arkansas.
On Aug. 27, Judge Z. T. Wood of the Chicot County Chancery Court

issued an Injunction against the American Forest Company to prevent
that company from violating the provisions of a contract which it had
entered Into with the Cincinnati Cooperage Compan.v, agreeing to trans-
port over the Forest company's private line of railroad all timber bandied
by the Hudson & Dagger Company of Memphis, purchased from the Cin-
cinnati Cooperage Company. The American Forest Company Is a New
York rorporntinn operating in Chicot and Drew counties, Arkansas. The
Cincinnati Cooperage Company also owns several thousand acres of land
In southeastern Arkansas. The Injunction grew out of the refusal of the
American Forests Company to transijort over Its line the timber cut and
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handled by the Hudson & Dugger Company of Memphis, the Hudson &
Dugger Company, as assignee of the Cincinnati Cooperage Company, was
undertaking to carry out the terms of the contract entered into on Apr.

10, 1913, by the American Forests Company and the Cincinnati Cooper-

age Company, the interest of the latter concern having been sold to the

Hudson & Dugger Company. In the contract, it is said, the Forests

company agreed to handle the timber in consideration of the cooperage,

conveying all the timber on the land, save the white oak, for the con-

tract price of two cents per hundred pounds. The American Forests

Company refused to handle the timber for the Hudson & Dugger Com-
pany on the ground that the Cincinnati Company had transferred its

interest without right and without the consent of the American Forests

Company to Hudson & Dugger.
The Myers Stave and Manufacturing Company of Paragould has re-

cently liled articles of incorporation with the secretary of state of

Arkansas and received a charter. The capital stock of the new concern
is fixed at ?25,000, of which $15,000 has been subscribed. The officers

are J. M. Myers, president ; G. W. McMillion, vice-president ; J. R. Myers,
secretary-treasurer.

The Kennedy Heading Company has purchased machinery for a large

plant to be erected near Olena, Ark. Lumber is now being shipped to

Olena foi the construction of the plant. The company will also erect

a genera! merchandise store at that place.

The Sutton Stave Company of Heber Springs, Ark., has recently been

incorporated wilh a capital stock of ?10,000. The officers of the concern
are Geo. H. Welch, president : John W. Welch, vice-president, and S. G.

Sutton, secretary and treasurer.

=-< MILWAUKEE y
Fred S. Underbill, receiver of the Hardlng-Flnley Lumber Company of

Philadelphia, has presented a claim of $47.0(i0 against Oswald Sommer,
alleged heir to a $23,000 estate of Carl Neuman In a petition for a cita-

tion against Sommer. According to the petition, Walter H. Harding and
John P. Pfeiffor entered into a partnership on July 2. 1012, and by the

terms of the contract PfeiCfer agreed to offer toward his share of the

partnership a claim of $47,000 said to have been obtained in a judgment
rendered against Sommer in the Court of Common Pleas in Philadelphia

on April 19, 1912. Pfeiffer is alleged to have turned over the claim to

the lumber firm, which was included in the assets at the time of the

appointment of a receiver.

A new law which becomes effective Jan. 1, 1914, will rapidly exter-

minate wooden coaches from trains in Wisconsin. The Legislature

enacted a law prohibiting the operation of wooden coaches between steel

cars upon petition of the railway mail clerks, express and baggagemen.
The state railroad commission is given power to extend the time to any
single railroad upon application and hearing. All-wood car trains will

not be affected by the law as it applies only to mixed car trains.

The Phoenix Manufacturing Company of Eau Claire has received

another order for one of its log haulers from a foreign concern. Last
year one was sent for use in Finland and now one will be made for

service in the forests near St. Petersburg, Russia. At present the com-
pany is constructing four log haulers for the Mclntire Iron Company.
North Creek. N. Y., where they will be used next winter with several

carloads of sleds, also products of this concern.

A big. new dry kiln is being erected to the plant of the Mandt Wagon
Company at Stoughton. The woodwork is being done by employes.

The Brooks & Ross lumbering interests have acquired a 13.000 acre

site near Bowler which contains about 70,000,000 feet of mixed timber,

mostly hardwood. The property was at one time owned by George B. Mat-

ton and is known as the Matton tract. The Wisconsin Timber Company
or the Northern Furniture Company, of Sheboygan, were the latest own-

ers. The sale included several miles of railroad and was consummated
at a price of over $300,000. it is said. The Brooks & Ross mill is sit-

uated at Schofleld, about thirty-flve miles distant from the holding. The
timber will be brought to this mill to be sawed.

An opinion given the Merchants and Manufacturers' Association by

the state industrial commission in reference to the workmen's compen-

sation law is of interest to the lumbering as well as other industries.

The ruling is in reference to commission salesmen and holds that they

are not classified as employes. "Salesmen who sell goods on commis-

sion are not classed as employes under the provisions of the workmen's

compensation act. Unless the person is in the service of the employer

under contract of hire, he is not to be considered an employe under the

act. If traveling salesmen are in the service of the employer under a

contract of hire they are to be considered employes under the act, and

in case they receive injuries while in the performance of service grow-

ing out of or incidental to their employment they are entitled to the

benefits of the compensation act," according to the opinion.

The C. F. Kade Fixture & Show Case Company, recently organized at

Plymouth by C. F. Kade of Sheboygan and local capitalists, has ac-

quired the land, plant and equipment of the old Plymouth Veneer Com-

pany. The plant Is equipped with modern dry kilns, machinery, sprink-

ler, heating and electric lighting systems, contains 32.000 square feet

of floor space, is located between the Northwestern and Milwaukee road

lines with side track facilities and will be in operation shortly.

The last of the holdings of the Daniel Shaw Lumber Company were

disposed of and the affairs of this famous and historic enterprise were

GUM-OAK-ELM
Thick or Thin

Write for Prices That Will

Make You Grin

Licking River Lumber Co.
South Bend Indiana

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High QiiaUtij—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
5 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Basswood
3 cars 4/4 No. 3 Com. Basswood

THIS IS WINTER CUT AND VERY GOOD
Send us 2 cars 4-5-6-8/4 L.. R. Sycamore
your inquiries 1 car 4/4 L. R. Southern Soft Maple

EXCEPTIONAL
MAHOGANY, CIRCASSIAN WAL-

NUT AND QUARTERED OAK

V E N E E R S
If a good veneer cutter can manufacture fair

quality veneers with antiquated machinery, what
can he do when given the latest and most efficient

equipment?

The Answer
is to be found in any of the stock produced at our

new mill, which is the last word in modern equip-

ment.
We have selected the finest logs on the mar-

ket, our men are experienced and capable, the

product speaks for itself.

See our samples and get prices.

Visit Our Plant
Any time you are in Chicago and want to see

the rnost modern veneer plant in existence today,

we will be glad to show you through our plant.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.

2245 S. Fortieth Ave. Chicago, III.
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tar,,f,*/\ Triangle Brand^ ' ^ While Oak Flooring
Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from
one boundary, insuring uniform
color and texture; manufactured
at our new hardwood flooring
plant.

Our Specialty : Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Thicknesses: y%" and 13/16" Standard Widths

Vour Inquiries Solicited Quick Stiipments Guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO, Coal Qrove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K;

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shing^les a.id Posts

We make a specialty of Whife Pine Beveled Siding and
White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

practically wound up at the auction sale conducted at Eau Claire on
Aiig'. 20. Ilie closing up of the affairs of the Shaw company means the
passing into history of one of the oldest and last of the old-time lumber
Arms of the Chippewa valle.v. This lumber company was established In

the year 1858 by Daniel Shaw, who had associated with him Charles
A. Duller, at present a resident of Eau Claire and in his eighty-eighth

.year. Eau Claire was at that time hardly a scattered village. The
timber holdings were extensive along the Chippewa and Flambeau rivers.

.\t the death of Daniel Shaw the business continued under Eugene Shaw.
With the death of the latter the plant has been taken over by the John
II. Kaiser Lumber Company, which will next season start up the mill

in addition to its present mill. The rumor to the effect that the Edward
Hines Lumber Company bad purchased the local interests of the Kaiser
concern were denied by the officials of the latter concern. The cause
of the laying off for sixty days of between 150 and 200 men engaged In

summer logging operations is laid to the inability to secure steel rails

necessary for summer logging. As soon as rails can be secured logging
operations will again be resumed and both mills will be run. At present
only sufficient logs are on hand to keep the old mill running until freeze-

up time.

G. P. Kraft of Merrill has closed a contract with the Bi-ooks & Ross
Lumber Company of Schofield for a two years' logging job on the shore
of Wild Cat lake. Employment will be given to 100 men.

Improvements costing in the neighborhood of $5,000 are being made
to the plant of the Gurney Refrigerator Company on Forest avenue,
I'ond du Lac. Excavation work for the 100-foot brick smokestack and
a 24 by -IS foot brick boiler house is under way, while work on the
shaving room is expected to begin within a short time. New boiler

room equipment will also be provided for the boiler house under con-
struction.

N. S. Werner, for many years connected with the Wilbur Lumber
Company of Waukesha and elsewhere in this state, has purchased the
Wilbur yard at Mapleton. north of Oconomowoc and will launch into

the lumbiT business under the style of .the Werner Lumber Company.
His son Nicholas will assist in conducting the business.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO y
The majority of local venders of hardwoods consider trade pretty dull.

This is owing to the fact that It is Just as difficult to secure desirable lines

of stock for sale as it is to market them. On the contrary, some local

dealers who are well-equipped with sources of supply say that their trade

is normal. However, all report that the volume of business is made up
of a large number of small orders rather than large blocks.

The local foreign wood, veneer and panel men are enjoying an excellent

and satisfactory trade. This Is brought about from the tact that there Is

an excellent demand from the furniture and kindred woodworking factories

as well as nearly a normal demand from the interior finish plants.

=-< NEW YORK >=
It may be straining a point to say that the local hardwood market

shows improvement, hut the past two weeks have shown a quickened

demand and better prices in some items. .Ash, which has been In the

front of late, holds its place and some advances are reported. Birch is

scarce and firm in price. IMaIn oak shows some recovery from its recent

slump and quartered stock is rather slow. Other items on the lumber
list remain unchanged, the demand being for immediate needs. The
flooring market remains firm with oak flooring advanced in some grades:
maple flooring is firm and in good demand.

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

=-< BUFFALO >=
The hardwood trade has been showing a little improvement within the

past two weeks, although it is not very active as yet. Inquiry has become
somewhat more active and there has been a fair trade for the season,

mostly in mixed cars. Buyers adhere to the policy of taking stock only

in a small way and they are likely to follow this plan for the immediate
future. When the tariff bill is settled there is likely to be some larger

buying. Cars have been plentiful enough in this market thus far, but a

scarcity is looked for within a short time.

The chief wood in demand is plain oak, which holds fairly firm in

price, although not so stiff as some time ago. Brown ash. maple and
birch are among tlie other leading woods. Low grades of most woods are

bringing good prices and there is a scarcity of stock. Flooring in oak.

maple and beech Is selling well at firm quotations. Very little lumber has
come in by lake this season, on account of the high prices.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
There Is no change to report of any magnitude in the hardwood sltnn

tlon since a fortnight ago, further than that a great many Inquiries are
coming in, very obviously for the feeling out of the market, and which
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in many instances result in orders where a certain desired wood can

be secured at satisfactory prices. Ihere is no inclination to rush in

for bargains, although some tempting oCFers have recently been made on
a strictly cash basis, as the buyer still holds tenaciously to the belief

that a further shading in prices is likely. The tariff turmoil, the cur-

rency agitation. labor strikes and the tight money market, naturally

have an effect commercially, and the sure advance in trading always
expected with the advent of the fall season cannot be counted upon with
the usual certainty, but conditions at the mills are such as will prevent

a slump in prices, and however gloomy the situation may seem from
i/ertain points of view, it is admitted in spite of all that the hardwood
market is in fair shape. Yards are fairly well stocked and buying is

nn a conservative basis. The wholesale trade in general is optimistic

as to outlook.

Oak continues the leader, although there has been some shading in

certain lines : chestnut holds steady ; ash is firm : basswood in fair de-

mand : gum is making new friends ; cherry is not so active, although
offered at reduced prices ; birch and beech are unchanged from a fort-

night ago.

=-< PITTSBURGH >.^

Hardwood men in this city are decidedly optimistic. There is no
question but that the market is in good shape, much better than for

years. Trices are steady at prevailing quotations and higher figures

arc looked tor In the near future in many lines. Oak is selling for more
Than it ever brought in Pittsburgh before. There is some talk of raisiu'j:

prices this month on furniture woods, many of which are quite scarce.

Hardwood mills are busy and are preparing for a large cut this fall.

Purchasing agents have been coming into the market the past few days
in a way that shows they will be steady buyers of lumber if they can

get it this fall. The fear of a car shortage is urging them to call for

early deliveries. Yard trade is not what it should be but has improved a

little during the past two weeks.

-< BOSTON >-=

There has been very little activity in the market for hardwood lumber
during the past two weeks. This is really the time of the year when an
improvement in the demand is usually experienced but for one reason

or another the average buyer cannot be induced to place contracts In

anticipation of future requirements. All buyers are in the market for

small lots from week to week which in the aggregate foot up very well.

The manufacturers of interior finish are doing a fair amount of business

.ind have a good volume of new work in sight. Furniture manufacturers,

according to salesmen who have been calling upon them, appear to be

moderately busy but cannot be induced to operate with any freedom.

The high asking prices which are in force on all grades of hardwood
lumber tend to check any tendency toward speculative bu.ving. From
reports received from manufacturers of hardwoods it is learned that

there is little chance for any lower prices. The offerings of the desir-

able grades of lumber are small and holders are confident that there

will be demand for all they have to offer.

Plain oak and quartered oak continue in demand at firm prices. There
does not appear to he any one kind of hardwood lumber that is in ex-

ceptionally good call at the present time.

=-< BALTIMORE >=

The hardwood trade remains in decidedly encouraging shape, orders

being received with sufficient freedom to avert accumulations at the

mills and the prices realized affording fair margins of profit. Some
members of the trade are disposed to take an unfavorable view of the

situation and state that the demand is not what it ought to be, while

the quotations have declined to about the prices that prevailed last year

at this time, but a m.ajority at least of the manufacturers take a most
liopeful view of the situation and declare that they are getting as much
for stocks as before and that th^ requirements of the trade are of

sufficient volume to absorb the output, enabling the mills to continue

operations without risk of troublesome accumulations. Here and there

a particular grade or a size may lag. hut in the main there is said to

be no cessation in the inquiry : in fact, the latter appears to have be-

lome more active of late, and serves to keep the trade as a whole in

:;ood shape. The northern markets, which for a time showed a tendency

to hold down, appear to be receptive once more. Yardmen who had

concluded that they had enough lumber on hand to keep going for a

time have evidently decided on further additions to their stocks ; and

ag these would certainly not be made if the lumber were not moving,

it is a fair presumption that the outgo is of satisfactory proportions.

The assertions of some of the hardwood men that sound wormy chestnut

and other divisions of this wood had sagged are contradicted by others,

who contend that they are getting as much for their lumber as ever

before and that they experience no difBculty in placing the lumber

tnrned out. It is much the same with oak, which, with the exception

of wagon oak planks in the foreign markets, is moving with sufficient

freedom to avert any real weakness. Of wagon oak planks there has

been such a heavy shipment as to keep up the congestion on the other

side. The forwardings of low-grade poplar are also heavier than they

A few words to the users of this ex-

cellent wood and those who contemplate

using it.

Many years' experience in the manu-
facture and marketing- of this item of

stock have satisfied us that in this wood,

more than in any other hardwood, the

successful consuming manufacturers in-

sist upon having only high quality stock

—not only as to grade, but manufacture

and careful handling while in pile for

seasoning.

Choice logs do not always produce

good lumber—it depends largely upon

how much care is exercised in the

process of manufacture; nor does the

production of high quality stock end

here—it must be carefully put into piles

and sufficient piling sticks used to insure

its drying out flat.

When you are about to place an order

for Gum, some of the essentials that

suggest themselves to you are:

Full and uniform thickness.

Very dry stock that in process of

drying has remained flat and straight.

Good range of widths and lengths to

assure you of a good yield of clear cut-

tings of various sizes you require.

Last, but not least, after placing or-

ders you want them executed promptly

and on time—also honest grading and

measurement.

We are equipped with six band mills,

backed by our own timber lands, to give

you that kind of stock and unexcelled

service.

Write, Phone or Wire for Prices

PAEPCKE LEICHT LUMBER COMPANY
GE\ERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-

steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell, and the grain will not

raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetser-Cured Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetcer Preparator.

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St.. CHICAGO

TRAD li MARK

ifeoefeer-
0\d (tOluk

cure
LUMBER

should be, and stocks have piled up. But in the main the outlook is

better, the ending of the Balkan complications and other recent develop-

ments having helped the trade. This is also the case in the domestic

business, the tariff bill being much less of a disturbing factor than it

was. Business is still held back by the Mexican complications, but even

there the outlook is better and the expectation Is held out that further

improvement will be noted in the near future. Many of the buyers and
consumers of lumber are getting back from vacations, and it will not

be long before the summer quiet is entirely at an end. The curtailment

of the production has been generally helpful, and there is a fair prospect

that by the time the output becomes normal again, not the slightest

difficulty will be experienced in finding takers for it.

=< COLUMBUS >•

Hardwood trade in Columbus and central Ohio has been fairly active

during the past fortnight, considering the time of the .year. There has

been a steady demand tor all varieties and grades, both from the re-

tailers and from factories. The movement is as good as could be ex-

pected and the prospects for the future are bright. The tone of the trade

is satisfactory and no bad features have developed in any quarter.

The best feature of the trade is the active building operations which
are reported from every section of the state. Contractors and material

men are busy and will be until the bad weather sets in. This fact is

one of the hi-,' t.nctors in maintaining the market for all varieties of lum-

ber. Dealers' stocks are light and their policy is to buy only what is

wanted for immediate needs.

Manufacturers, especially those engaged in making furniture, veliicles

and implements, are also buying hardwood stocks. Furniture concerns

have experienced a prett.v fair trade at the shows and they will undoubt-

edly be good purchasers in the future. Other factories are also buying
stocks. Dry stocks are not heavy and there is no particular accumula-

tion in any quarter. The worst feature is the growing car shortage

which is continually delaying shipments.

Quartered and plain oak are both in good demaml and prices are firm.

Chestnut is also moving well and strength characterizes prices, especially

in sound worm.v. Poplar is moving bolter anil the lower grades are

growing scarcer. Ash and basswood are both in fair demand with prices

firm. There is a good demand for other hardwoods.

=-< CINCINNATI >-=

Although It is hot. weather conditions arr irtvirahle to l)usiness. Crops
in the surrounding territory are doing nicely. There has been a satis-

factory harvest up to this time and the growing corn is in splendid

shape, indicating a fine yield. The iron and steel industry is showing
much improvement as are most other lines of trade. Most complaints

heard are regarding collections which are unusually slow. The banks
have plenty of money but are requiring abundance of security before

loosing up. This is not having a good effect on most branches of trade

but it is believed that with the passing of this seeming uneasiness which
appears to be lessening as fall approaches, there will be more oppor-

tunity for satisfactory collections and couseqnentl.v a more elastic ex-

change with better general business conditions.

The teamsters strike, while not officially called o(t is a thing of the

past, most of the men being back at work aud the places of the holdouts
' being filbd as rapidl.v as men can bo found to drive teams. There is

little interruption to delivering and the situation grows better daily.

While there is little actual improvement in the hardwood situation

dealers feel much encouraged over the indications of a much better and
steadier demand. Continuous inquiries will surely result in better busi-

ness. Buyers are feeling out the market and really need more stock

than they are buying right now. Prices are satisfactory and supplies are

plentiful but no overstocking Is noted anywhere. .\t mill points, manu-
facturers are going right ahead and there is none too much dry stock

either at the mills or in the big hardwood yards here. The better grades
of poplar and red gum are slowest to move, while the lower grades of

each wood move satisfactorily, which is also true of Cottonwood. Ash
is quite active and rivals plain oak as the best seller. Quartered oak is

in good demand. The local demand for the better grades for hardwood
finish is excellent.

=< TOLEDO >
The hardwood market continues fairly active but there arc no dis-

tinguishing features. Most of the local yards are fairly well stocked

and there Is little present buying except of the hand-to-mouth variety.

Prices continue to hold up in good shape and there is a good tone that

is highly encouraging. Building has been unusually heavy In small
residence construction throughout the season and there is probably not

a city in the country which can boast of a finer line of small homes
than Toledo. There are luindi'eds of small seven and t'tgltf-rooin hoiises

in Toledo that are perfect gems of architectural elegance and simplicity.

Hardwoods play an important part in the linish of these little homes.
and no expense Is spared in making these homes beautiful and sanitary.

Hardwood finish and floors go far along these lines. Plain oak Is lead-

ing the demand In both the white and red varieties. Factory call Is

good.
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.-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The local hardwood situation continuos to improve sradually hut the

trade has not yet reached the volume that was anticipated. Many in-

i]uiries are hoing: received, but dealers and large users of hardwoods are

showing a reluctance to place large orders at this time.

It is believed that conditions will improve during the next few weeks.

Thus far there are uo indications of a car shortage, which may be re-

sponsible to some degree for dealers hoUling off. Shipments are being

received promptly.

I'rices are remniniug steady and thern luivi' heon no changes in quota

tions for several weeks. When more activity is seen, it is believed a

slight increase may follow and this is being used as one argument for

placing orders for fall delivery at this time. •

=-< MEMPHIS >•--

The hardwood market continues about the same as recently. There

is no large buying in progress but inquiries arc increasing and these

are regarded as the forerunners of greater activity in the immediate

future. Prices have undergone practically no change during the past

fortnight. There is no large surplus of hardwood lumber and there is

no pressure on the part of holders to sell, with the result that prices

are generally well maintained. There is a good demand for both plain

and quarter-sawed oak and offerings are not large. The call for the

upper grades of red gum is rather poor at the moment. This is regarded

as largely due to the less active export demand. Large quantities of

this lumher have been going to Europe during the past year and the

falling off in demand from that quarter has had a slightly depressing

effect thereon. Sap gum in the upper grades is in good demand and
there is no difficulty about selling the lower grades of gum. The box
factories are using large quantities of this lumber. One of the largest

box manufacturers here said recently that the plants of his firm at Mem-
phis were using a great deal more gum than Cottonwood. The latter

item in the lower grades is in good demand and offerings are not large.

Box interests are in the market for the lower grades of Cottonwood and
report that they are receiving no large offers of stock. Ash sells readily

and the cypress market is in healthy condition. There is a fairly active

demand from Germany and Great Britain but the continent is a rather

-^low buyer and there are comparatively few exports in that direction.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
There lias been no material change in conditions in the Nashville

hardwood market the past two weeks, with only a moderate volume of

business being transacted. Local dealers express themselves as satisfied

with the situation, and continue optimistic as to the future outlook.

Oak continues to be the most active seller, with good demand for ash
jind hickory Low grades of poplar have been moving. A fair amount
of business is being handled in chestnut. The building trades are taking

only a moderate amount of lumber, there being no unusual activity in

this department.

=< BRISTOL >-=

Lumbei-mea of Bristol report tluit tlioro is a little more briskness in

trade since the advent of September. Tbey believe that business will

improve slightly during the fall and winter. A large volume is now be-

ing done and they consider the outlook encouraging. 'I'he majority of

the mills are bus,v and expect to make a splendid record during the
present yai*. as market and manufacturing conditions have been ver.y

favorable. The country mills are busy and expect to run far Into the

winter.

< LOUISVILLE y.
September is bringing satisfactory conditions in the hardwood trade, as

far as the local market is concerned. Buying is being done more exten-
sively by consumers, and inquiries for lumber are more numerous than
fhey have been for several months. August was well up to expectations,

holding its own with the two months preceding, and making a marked
improvement compared with August of last year. The furniture factories

are doing a large business, regard the outlook as favorable, and are buy-
ing accordingly. Other large consumers are in a correspondingly opti-

mistic frame of mind, so that the situation at large is all that could he

desired. Prices are in the main unchanged from two weeks ago. Quar-
tered oak continues strong, and plain oak, especially common, is in good
demand. Low-grade ash also is selling well, and some reports of good
buying on firsts and seconds have been heard. Ash is continuing to move
without much difficulty. Chestnut is generally slow.

=-< ARKANSAS >
The approaching fall promises the biggest crop in years in spite of

the occasional statements as to the effect the continued dry weather
is having on crop conditions. It is possible that the corn crop in Ar-
kansas will not be a bumper this year, but other crops, including cotton,

are especially good. Much activity is promised in the building line

among all classes, both in the cities and in the country. The farmers
are not liy any means in a pessimistic framt- of mind and are planning
much new building and many improvements. Taking it all in all, crops

in Arkansas are better than for a number of years. Thi- rains have

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Alahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut
Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postofiice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

jj

and Lumber producing plant in the world '
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W A NT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing
^ Rfth Avenue BuililinKi

WEST VIRGINIA SPRITE LUMBER CO., mpu/ vnPlir
Ca88, West Virginia. INtW lUKrw

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,

Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year lo Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why

YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feci that your plant docs not at present

comply with all rer|uirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

lie brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

becu regular tbroiighout tUo state until the last lew weeks, during wbicb

time some parts of the state have become somewhat dry, but no part of

the state has suffered a drouth.

As a result of the bumper crops which are promised, the lumber mar-

ket this fall will be good aud the general good business wbicb has pre-

vailed throughout the state this year will continue. There are some

conditions which indicate that the market will be on the upward incline

a. little later, chief among which are the badly broken condition of

stocks in general at the mill.'s and the inevitable car shortage.

< ST. LOUIS y
There has been no material change in the local hardwood market for

the past couple of weeks. Prices are holding up on all items most in

demand and especially on those where quick shipment is desired. Plain

sawed white oak is one of the items most in demand. There has also

been a noticeable improvement in the demand for quartered red oak.

Ash and choice gum are having a fairly good movement. Cottonwood

in upper grades is also a good seller and the lower grades of the same
are selling better than formerly. Stocks in the bands of St. Louis dis-

tributors arc of good proportions and ample enough for all requirements.

.Vny reasonable demand made on this market can be taken care of

promptly. .-Vdditional stocks are being received all the time. The future

condition of the market is most promising.

.-< MILWAUKEE >-=

steady improvement seems to bo taking place in the local hardwood
market and lumbermen are confident that the usual fall revival is now
I'nirly launched. I'.uyers in all lines are beginning to take more interest

and inquiries and actual orders are increasing. There seems to be no
denying the fact that stocks of hardwood at most of the consuming
plants are low and it would seem that demand ought to be good from
now on. The sash anil door and interior finishiug plants arc beginning

to place larger orders, in preparation for the fall building season. Build-

ing activity in Milwaukee and surrounding towns is increasing each week
and the outlook is good for still better things ahead. The furniture

manufacturing concerns are taking a little more Interest in the market
and are placing some good orders. The box manufacturers are all busy

and are picking up all the low-grade hardwood which they can get. The
farm implement plants in Milwaukee, in Janesville, Itacine, Beaver Dam,
lluiicon and other points about the state arc busy once more and arc

Inoklug for hardwood.
Hardwood prices are being well maintained and buyers have just about

come to the corclusiou that no price concessions can be expected from
now on. Some of the large consumers have been looking for price reduc-

tions for soiLe time, but in view of the present situation and the brilliant

outlook, wholesalers are inclined to stand by the present quotations.

Many lumbermen say that advances are to be expected, just as soon as

I ho fall building campaign is farther along.

Birch, basswood and maple are still the leaders among the northern
hardwoods. iJemaud lor maple (looriug is unusually brisk. Both plain

and quartered oak. ash and chestnut are showing m<»re activity. One
cif the most favorable signs i< the fact that despite the increased demand,
most of the buying from the consuming trade is for immediate use.

Wholesalers say tbat plenty of activity may be expected just as soon as

buyers begin placing lar.-e:- orders for future shipment.

< LIVERPOOL >=
Business has been extremely quiet during the past month, wbicb is

largely explaiiied by the fact tbat August is a big holiday month
ihrougbonl the industrial North upon wbicb Liverpool markets so largely

det>en<l. Shipinenls have been extraordinarily heavy, each succeeding

^hip having brought very full eargoi^s. The explanation given for this is

that sea freights are advancing on Sept. 1. This is a factor which will

make business exceedingly dillicult as this port cannot stand any ad-

vanced prices. In fact it is doubtful it any orders would be placed at

the present moment with any talk of advanced prices at any rate until

the present stock Is cleared away.
Bound hickorj' logs arc a trifle better with a <iiininished import, but

the market wants a rest and will not improve to any extent until the

present stock Is automatically reduced. Bound ash has been imported

rather freely and the stock is fairly heavy. The market for asb planks

has also been rather ovenloue and no shipments should be made without
detiuite orders. Tliere is a nice steady trade moving in the asb business

and there are always buyers for the best qualities. Uood prices will

also be paid for the best stocks but heavy shipments on consignment
would very probably spoil the market. Four-inch asb is wanted badly.

while inch-and-a-halt is also rather scarce and good orders could be

olitained for these if stocks were offered. The cheaper hardwoods are

:ill rather sick owing to the severe glut of stock, sap gum and tupelo

being very lieavlly Imported. Wagon oak planks arc perhaps a triHe

lietter. thanks to a lessened importation, but this interesting market Is

not in a good frame of mind and they want a rest from any shipments
for some little time. Birch is a fairly good spot, as is also mahogany.
The recent sales of the latter wood brought very good prices and every-

thing points to a steady advance in values, 'rhere can be no doubt that

it will be some time before the supply of mahogany Is able to overtake

the existing demand.
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Advertisers* Directory [

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Ackland, D., & Son 04

American Lumber <b Mfg. Co 12

Brown Brothers Lumber Co Ii4

Buff&lo Hardwood Lumber Co H7

Cartier-HoUand Lumber Company.

.

2

Coale. Thoe. E. Lumber Company.. 12

Cobbs ifc Mitchell. Inc 3

Cr»i«. W. P., Lumber Co
Cnrll, D. B., Lumber Company.. 13

East Jordan Lumber Company 6.)

Elias, G..& Bro 67

Eitkbrook-Skeele Lumber Co o

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber Co. 4

Porman . Thos.. Company e-i

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser. W. E. , Lumber Co 7

Holyoke. Chas 12

Kent. J. S.. Company 12

Klann. E. H., Lumber Co 5.3

Kneeland-Bigelow Company. The.... 3

Lickiu:Jj Uiver Lumber Company. 47

Liichfleld. William E 12

Mcllyain. J. Gibson, ib Co 2

McLean. Hugh. LumberCo 67

Mears-Slayton Lumber Company. 4

Miller, Anthony 67

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Mowbray <t Robinson Company 7

Oelhafen Lumber Company 64

Osgood & Richardson .55

Palmer <Si Parker Co
Parry, Chas, K., & Co 66

SawreivGoodman Company 4.x

.Scott i Howe Lumber Co 64

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 67

Stearns Salt <t Lumber Company... S

Stephenson, I.. Company. The 65

Stewart, 1. N.. & Bro 67

Struthers Cooperage Company 65

Sulliyan, T. & Co 67

Taylor, W. R., Lumber Company 12

Tegge LumberCo 4S

VonPlaten Lumber Oo 65

'•bflter, Georee, Lumber Company, l-?

White Liikc Lumber Company... 47

White. VVm.H.. Co 68

Wiggin. H. D 12

Williams. Ichabod T. & Sons 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Wigtar. Underbill* Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Y eager, Orson E 67

Voung. W. D..& Co 3

POPLAR.

Anderson-TuUy Company 9

Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.. 46

Parrin. M. B., Lumber Company 46

Faust Bros. Lumber Company 14

Kenticky Lumber Company 4S

Lngan.J.M.. LumberCo 6

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company... 6

Kadin»,L,W.. A Co
'

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Wood. K, E,, Lumber Company 13

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company 48-68

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Oo 12

Anderson-Tully Company 9

Atlantic Lumber Company

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 66

Bennett* Witie 7

Black, Fred W. LumberCo 47

Bluestone Land * Lumber Co 44

Booker-Cecil Company 11

Brown. W. P., * Sons Lumber Co... 11

Buffalo Hardwood LumberCo 67

Carrier Lumber A Mfg, Co 14

Coale, Thos. E.. LumberCompany. .

.

12

Conasauea LumberCompany 46

Crane, C..& Co 46

Curll, D. B., Lumber Company.. 13

Davis. Edward L.. Lumber Company 11

Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

46

Dempsey. W. W 66

Elias. G..* Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co 5

Farrln, M. B., LumberCompany 46

Karris Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

a

Faust Bros. LumberCo 14

Ftanner-Steger Land * Lumber Co. 4

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co 66

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser. W. E., Lumber Company..

.

7

Himnielberger-Harrison LumberCo. 66

Huddleston-Marsn LumberCo 5

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company .

.

46

Kennedy, James, * Co 46

Kent, J, S.. Company 12

Kentucky LumberCompany 48

Kimball* Kopcke 6

Klann. E. H.. LumberCo 55

Kosse. Shoe & Schleyer Company... 46

Lamb-Fish LumberCo 8

Licking Uivi-i- Lumber Company. 47

Litchfield. WilUam E 12

Little River LumberCompany 68

Logan. J. M.. LumberCo 6

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co 66

Louisville Point Lumber Company.

.

11

Maley. Thompson * MofiFett Co 7

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company. .

.

6

Mcllvain. J. Gibson. * Co 2

McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co 67

Memphis Band Mill Company... 2

Miller. Anthony 67

Mossman Lumber Company 44

Mowbray * Robinson Company 7

Nettleton, E. B.. & Co 55

Norman Lumber Company 11

Ohio River Saw Mill Company 11

Osgood * Richardson 55

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co 49

Parry, Chas. K,.* Co... 66

Radina. L. W., A Co 7

Ransom, J. B., & Co 9

Uiemeier Lumber Company 46

Saline River Hardwood Co 45

Salt Lick Lumber Company 66

Shawnee Lumber Company 46

Slaymaker. S. E., A Co 52

Soudheimer, E., Company 44

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 67

Stewart. I. N..& Bro 67

Sullivan, T..* Co 67

VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber Co. 44

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

Vestal Lumber* Manufacturing Co. 6

VonPlaten LumberCo 65

Webster. George. Lumber Company. 13

Whiti; I.«iko Lumber <;ompany... 47

Whitmer. Wm.. A Sons 12

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Wiggin. H.D 12

Williams. Ichabod T., A Sons 14

Willson Bros. LumberCompany 12

Wisconsin Lumber Company 5

Wistar, Underbill A Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Wood, R. E,. Lumber Company 13

Tfeager, Orson E 67

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Adams A Raymond Veneer Co 64

Ahnaoee Veneer A Seating Co 62

Astoria Veneer Mills * Dock Co 62

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 47

Central Veneer Company 63

Hoffman Bros. Company 63

Huddleston-Marsh LumberCo 5

Jarrell. B. C, * Co 63

Kno-vville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills U
Maley. Thompson * Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer* LumberCo 63

Mengel. C. C. & Bro. Company 11

Ohio Veneer Company 46

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 63

Rayner. J 5

Rice Veneer * Lumber Company 63

Southern Veneer Manufacturing
Company 62

Underwood Veneer Company 62

Veneer Manufacturers' Company 4

Walker Veneer A Panel Co 55

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Willey. C.L 51

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills A Dock Co. 62

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 47

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co 5

Maley , Thom pson A Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer* LumberCo 63

Mengel, C. C. A Bro. Company II

Palmer A Parker Oo
Puroell. Frank 66

Rayner. J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company 65

Willey. C.L 51

Williams, Ichabod T.. A Sons 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.
Carrier Lumber A Mfg. Co 14

Cobbs A Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman. S. L., Flooring Oo 60

Farrin. M. B., Lumber Company 46

Forman. Thos.. Company 65

Kerry A Hanson Flooring Co 65

Louisiana Long Leaf LumberCo.... C6

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B. & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 45

Salt Lick LumberCompany 66

Steams Salt * Lumber Company . .. 8

Stephenson. I.. Company. The 65

Webster LumberCo., George 13

White, Wm, H..C0 68

Wilce. T.. Company. The 5

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company .48.68

Young, W, D., * Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Csulillac MachineCo 64

Covel Manufacturing Co 14

Gerlach, The Peter Co 55

Linderman Machine Co., The
Mershon. W. B., A Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co
Saranac Machine Company 60

Sinker-Davis Company in

Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co .

.

61

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks .jM

Clyde Iron Works 60

Fitzgibbons & Krebs 43

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 59

Russel Wheel A Foundry Co 61

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 65

Kraetzer Company. The 5U

National Dry Kiln Company 59*

Phila. Textile Mchy. Co 12

SAWS. KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C. A Co .58

Covel Manufacturing Co 14

Simonds Mfg. Co

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Co. 52

Epperson, U. S 52

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co.. 52

Lumoer Mutual Fire Insurance Co.. .^2

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co Vi

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance 12

Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-
derwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Ins. Co 52

Itankin-Benedict Underwriting Co.

TIMBER LANDS.

Laoey. James D.. * Co 45

Southern Railway
Spry, John C 13

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Griffith. Clarence W 44

McDonald, Thos. J 54

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills A Dock Co 62

Childs. S. D.. ACo 55

Gerlach. The Peter, Company 55

Kraetzer Company, The .5"

Lumbermen's Credit Association 12

Mechanical Rubber Componr 611

Westinctaoiwi Electric A Mfg. 0>... 61
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS
1AdTertisements will be Inserted In this sec- 1

tion at the folluwlDg rates: 1
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FOE SALE
1 No. 46 Berlin Twin M.itclicr aud double Sur-

facor, 30"sG". ,

1 No. 114 Berlin Inside Moulder and Matcher.
15"x6".

1 H. B. Smiti 8" Moulder or door sticker.

Will be Bold cheap for cash, for immediati
shipment.

For further particulars inquire of

TELLOW POPLAR LDMBER CO., Coal Grove. O

FOR SALE
Woodworking Machine Tools, .\ppl.v

HAHLAN & IIOLLINGSWORTH C(Ma>OaA
TlOX, Wilmington. D.-l.

HOISTS AND DEERICK IRONS.
for handliog logs at mill.

THE NEW ALBANY MFG. CO., New Albany, Ind

VENEER MILLS FOE SALE CHEAP
100" Coe Lathe. Clipper i: Knife Grinder.
Late model, Coe Roller Dr.rer.

12'xlOI1' four pair rolls.

Sawmill 60" saw for Cores and Lumber.
Steam Log Hoist Derrick.

Complete Power Plant.

All in A No. 1 condition. .Vddress

SETTER BROS. CO.. Cattaraugus, N. Y.

For s.>le by HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 S. Dearborn St., Cblcaso. HL

50 CENTS EACH.

MISCELLANEOUS

C HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ-

ent kind, and altogether belter

lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyztl co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

OAK, POPLAR, ASH
aai all other bardwoods. In all erades and tblck

nessei, cao be readily sold If adTcrtlsed In tb»

Wanted and For Sale sectloa of Hxbowood Bic
0B9. If yon hare a large stock yoo wast te

•ell try a few lines In this department anr

see what a lot of Inqolries they will bring Tou

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Osgood & Richardson
935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-I ISH LUMBER CO.

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton ""cSfc'AGo"'

A TeDe«r (}aage Is the ftoswer to a V«Dfler Umt'i
i.TaTiaEfory«*J^- T\iit "W»lker Brand" Ven-
eer OKuge is ft Bte^l K&QE* ^^'•^ ^'ll satiefy

r%^aDtt for all tiiue. You Cko'tdo your-
self A better tara than to bay one of

the«e gaoges. It Esugei ACOURATELT
leTerf taic^Dessfrom l-40iDahto ^ inch
INCLUSIVE. W-.ke up tothis opporto-
Bity. Priceonly|1.98d«liTereid by U. S.

iHail. Order now, tpday, Addrew—6466
fToodlAWD Ave. FboD«Hy4e Park aS.

D«i(. C

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS |
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-

dred pages, illustrated hy more than one huntlred tiiU pajije pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers everv question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

counirv, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an

expert on this vvork is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Si.\ Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-

paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does nut prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

Acacia
African malioguu.v
AilantUus
Alaska c.vpnis
Alaska pine
Alder
Aliiaroba
AliegrliaDy sloe
Alligator juniper
Alligator-wood
AlmoDdleaf willow
Aioeleaf yucca
Alpine fir

Alpine larcli

Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
.\lpine whltebark pine..
Alternate-IcaTed dog-
wood

Alvord oak
Anialiilis ftr

American apple
American nrborTitse. . .

.

American ash
American crab
American fringe
Aniv.Jcau holly
American larch

.-:i.-i

4I»1

Ii7(>

121
103
589
559
«22
111
325
471
G93
IHO
88
193
196
:i7

52G
220
185
553
97
409
453
700
643
80

American linden
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I. rnttonwood.667,
n elder
n inadrona
n mulberry ....
n palmetto
11 persimmon ....
n piuon. . .19, 33.
in walnut
n white pine. . .

.

IX bapswood
%

species
ri willow
• nut 35G.
• nut hickory. . .

.

)Iive

orani:** 511.
e yufca
ey cypress
•cy pine
elm
maple

i« oak
iiin alder
ain ash. .411. 4.~t4.

ain balsam. . .151,
ain birch
ain cedar
ain elm
iiin hemlock
:iin holly
!iin ivy
ain juniper
ain laurel ."lOn.

ain mahogany. 199,
ain tnaehineel. .

.

ain maple. . . .435,
:iln pine
ain spruce
nin white oak
•ry

berry
-tree
? onk

WOOrl
.vberry
.vcone pine
.vieaf- Cottonwood.

667,
.vleaf crab
ivleaf willow
' plum
ife poplar
if oak

494
319
531
292
41^

,
502
5fi2

595
698
GO'S

V03
703
ft37

351
313
55

535
73
700
682
68
43
452
496
63
63

471
55
165
165
51

435
496
637

472
17S
061
164
494

,
547
565
701
685
663
439

,
701
G96

,
.308
451
459
55
133

669
700
663
514
692
517
704
351
19

639
562
695
473
363
363
620
620
693
141
69

391
43:

Nettle-tree
New Euuland boxwood.
New^castle thorn
NV-w Mexican locust....
New Mexican pinon....
Noble tir

Nootka cypress
North .-Vmerican red

spruce
North Carolina pine....
North Carolina shagbark
hickory

Northern cork elm
Northern spruce pine. ..

NortherD white cedar.

.

Norway pine
Nutmeg hickory
Nutpint' 2S. 33. 68.
Nuttall willow

Oak-barked cedar..
Obispo pine
Oiiio buckeye
CUdtiehi birch
Ohlfield pine
Old man's beard. .

.

Olivetree
One-berry
One-seed .iuniper .

Opossum wood ....
Opuntias
Oregon ash
Oregon balsam
Oregon crabapple.

.

Oregon fir

Oregon maple ....
Oregon oak
Oregon pine
Oregon white oak.
Orf.xlaphne
OvtTi-up oak
Osage appletree. .

.

Osage orange
Osier willow

297
592
675
166
580
111
399
195
645
505
09

529
465
607
441
25
135
213
513
508
529
297

698
('>99

704

669
453
496
621
G67
219

Pacific coast oak.

.

Pacific yew
Paleleaf hickory.

.

Palmer oak
Palms
Palmetto
Palo bianco
Palo verde
Paper birch
Papier mulberry—
Paradise-tree
Parry nut pine
Parry pinion
Parry's spruce —
Patton's spruce . .

.

Pencil oak
Pea-flower locust .

Peawood
Pear haw
Pear thorn
Pecan
Pecan nut
Pecan tree
Persimmon
Pessimin
Pigeonbcrry
Pigeon cherry ....
Pignut 356,
Pignut hickory . .

.

Pig walnut
Pin cherry
Pine
Pink locust
Pin oak. . .

,

Pinon
Pinon piue
rill thorn .

Pitch pine.
Planertree
Plane-tree
Plum
Pnison dogwood
I'ni-cnii elder . .

.

T'liisoii ivy ....
Poison laurel -

.

Pnison oak ....
Poison sumach
Poisontvee ....
Poisonwood
Punri apple
pond cypress .

.

Pond pine ....

Poorfield pine .

Poor pine
Poplar
Pophir-leaved birch
Popple
I'oppy asli

Possum haw
Possum oak
Possumwood
Port Orford cedar.
Post cedar
Post locust
Post oak
Poverty birch ....

Powcohiscora
Price oak

565,

".lb".

357

.208,

..43, 45.

452,

sex'.

247.
.19,

.28.

'

49.

.621.

.487,

487"

403
523
459
537
28

1.57

121

127
49

37*!

3S5
19
97
61

374
704
472

111
69

651
585
49
700
337
403
99

601
G94
421
16G
454
163
439
235
169
235
52!t

. 223
511
511
496

23:

199
.34"

310
691
691
40G
556
583
514
G7G
704
703
136
196
313
535
602
459
459
373
373
373
517
517
526
619
367
367
..361

G19
19

555
301
28
33

459
63

397
607
622
697
697
505
505
697
697
697
701
640
141

49
51
673

ricklecone pine. ..

.

rickly ash
riokly pine
rickly spruce
luce's pine
uget Sound pine.

.

umpkin asb
lunpkin pine . . .

.

umpkin-tree
unk oak
urple buckeye . . .

.

urple dogwood . .

.

urple haw
mirlal magnolia

704 I

099
52 I

136 '

70 .

169
423

649.

.'4S1.

Quaking, asp ....
tjuinine-tree

Rattlebox
i:ed alder
Red :ish

Uedbark fir

Itedbark pine
Ked bay
II(*<l-berried elder
Ked birch
P.ed bract dogwood
Redbud
Red cedar 91.
Red elm 393.
Red tir 157. 164,
Red gum
Rcil liaw 457, 459.
Redhcart hickory
Red liickory
Red irouwood
lied larch
Red locust
Red maple
Red mulberry
Red oak

259. 265. 277. 280,
Red pine 61.
Red plum
Red silver tir

Red spruce
Red thorn
Red titi

Red willow
Redwood
Retama
Rhododendron
River ash
River birch 565,
River Cottonwood
Rock chestnut oak
Rock elm 380.
Rock maple
Rock oak
Rocky Mountain Juniper

Rocky Mountain oak...
219.

Rocky Mountain white
pine

Rose bay
Rosemary pine 49,
Royal palm
Rum cherry
R usty nannyberry

Shingle cedar
Shingle oak 301.
Shin oak 208,
Shuepeg maple
Short-flower mahogany.
Shortleaf pine
Sliortleaved pine

l9fShortshat
16G I Shrub willow
320 Sierra brownbark piue.

.

6^2 I siibtop palmetto
iJ^J*

I
Silkv willow

'0"
I Silverbell tree

406
I

Silver tir 159,
;7f; I

>:ilverleaf willow. .

.

Silver-leaved maple
Silver maple ,

Silver pine ,

Silver spruce

675 '

601 I

589
423'
16'1

531
700

692
472

.601, GO-J

163, 165
471
429
429
145

.136, 14
Silvertop palmetto..
Single-leaf pinon 19,

Single spruce
Sir Joseph Bank's pine.
Slash pine

577 Sitka alder .

.

526 Sitka spruce .

548 ! Skunk spruce .

100
. Slippery elm..

399
j
Sloe

169 , Small buckeye
325)

692
701
130
70

..45, 49. 55
592
1.33

lao
,380. 391, 4i>n

699
649. 652

Small fruit mountain ash 454
46^ 1

Small-leaf elm
gj^o ! Small-leaf horsebean.

700
;

Small laurel
CQ i Small pignut

ro- i Small pignut hickory.
400 ,

Small white birch

^1^ Smooth cypress 142

399
549
5a5
34G
346
585

Smooth-leaf willow 471
Snowdrop-tree 601. 603

Soapberry 4G5
Soap-tree 465
Soft maple 4:;9

Soft pine 19, 25
Softwoods 4

Soledad pine 64
Scmora ironwood 568
Sophora 555
Sorrel-tree 507
Soulard crab 454
Sour gum 337, 339. 507
Sour gum bush 507
Sour tupelo 339
Sourwood 507
Southern basswood 639
Southern mountain pine

424
640
320
517
123

,
109
535
223
.585

. 355
, 315

Sadler oak
SatTron plum
Salad-tree
Sandbar willow ....
Sand jack
Sand pine
Sapwood pine
Sargent palm
Sarvice
Sassafac
Sassafas
Sassafrac
Sassafras
Satinleaf
Satin walnut
Satinwood

!
Savice

' Savin
Saxifrax
Scalybark hickory.

.

Scarlet haw
Scarlet maple
Scarlet oak
Scliott cactus
Schott yucca
Screwboan
Screw-pod .

.

Scrub oak . .

.

; Scrub pine

i.Seasi'le alder .

.

.•^ee.md growth . .

.

Serviceherry
Service-tree

{
Sliadherry
Shacbark hickory.

I

Shasta red fir

Shawneewood ....
i Slie balsam
I
Sheepberry
Sbeepbusli
Shocp l.'iurel

1 Stiellbark
Shellhark hickory.

241 I Southern red juniper... 94

I

Southern red oak 265
124 I Southern white cedar... 103

1 Southern yellow pine... 43
Spanish bayonet 693
Spanish dagger G93
Spanish moss 256

507 Spanish oak... 260, 277, 289
Spanish red oak 289
Sp'arkleberry 50S
Spice-tree 529

Spoon-butch 507
Spoonwood 505
Springwood
Spotted oak
Spruce
Spruce pine

45, 49.
Spruce-tree ....
Stackpole pine .

Stagbush
Staghorn sumach
Star-leaved gum
Stave oak
Stiffness of wood
Sting-tongue ...

.Stinking ash ...

stinking buckeye
Stinking cedar.

.

Stinking savin .

.

Strength of wood
Striped maple

..220.
.37,

.G99,

'.356.

692
603
700

220
696
.548

496
286
46

G92
451
655
655
655
G55
696
325
699

, 452
91

655
a57
457
433
277
694

,
693

,
562
562
2?3

'. "70

451
451
451
35"
16.^

476
151
700
55 J

50-

3.57

369

266. 271. 320

1S7
187
151
699
697
325
205
11

699
445
651
202
202
11

44'

565,

.481.

.397

Swamp oak ...225. 249,
Swamp poplar
Swamp sassafras
Swamp Spanish oak....
Swamp tupelo
Swamp white oak.. 217,
Swampy chestnut oak..
Sweet bay
Sweet birch
Sweet crab
Sweet gum
Sweet locust
Sweet magnolia. .

.

Sweet scented crab
Switch-bud hickory
Sycamore

Table mountain pine.

.

'I'acamaliac
TiHuarack 79
T:utl>ark oak 241
'Jassa.io

'I'ear-blanket
lexau ebony
Texan red oak
Texas ash
Texas buckeye
Texas Cottonwood . .607
Texas flowering willow
'I'exas redbud
Texas umbrella-tree .

.

Thick shellbark
Thomas elm
Thorn apple
Thorn bush
Thorn locust
Thorn plum
Thorn-tree
'Jhorny acacia
Thorny locust
Three-leaved maple. .

.

Three-thorned acacia.

.

Thunderwood
Thurber cactus
Tideland spruce
Tisswood
Titi 502
Toothache-tree
Torch pine
Torchwood
Tornillo
Torrey pine
Tough bumelia
Tourue.v oak
Trask mahogany
Tree huckleberry
Tree myrtle
Tree palmetto
Tree yucca
Trident oak
Tuck-tuck
Tulip poplar
Tulip-tree
Tupelo
Turkey oak ...2S3.

484.

301
669
495
301
337
229
241
531
58(1

453
325
.541

495
453
3G7
607

673
86

271
694
699
538
265
411
649
G69
477
549
465
369
385
459
459
.541

459
541
541
541
445
541
697
694
133
602
526
699
55
699
562
64
690
315
406
508
698
69]
693
292
157
487
4.«7

337
2Sf.

Western larch
Western plum
Western red cedar

115. lis
Western serviceherry .

,

Western shellbark
W'estern spruce
Western sumach ,

Western walnut
Western white fir

Western white oak
Western white pine...

19, 25
Western yellow pine..,
Western yew
West Indian birch
West Indian cherry...
Weymouth pine
Whiskey cherry
Whistlewood
White alder .

White Alaska birch

.

565.
.409, 422.

159.

.433.

. 213. 223.
19. 51,

675.
.130, 135.

Stone-seed Mexican pinon 33
Stump tree 547
Sugar ash 445
Sugarberry ...403, 405, 40G
Sugar maple 427

Sugar piue 10, 31
Sugar-tree 427
Sumach 696
Summer haw 45S
Snnimerwood 7
Sunflower-tree 70O

Sun-loving pine 704
Sunny-slope pine 704
Swamp ash 416, 422
Swamp bay 531

Swamp cedar 103

Swamp chestnut oak... 229
Swamp Cottonwood 667. 669
Swamp hickory ....361. 375
Swamp holly 646
Swamp hiurel 495
Swamp magnolia 495
Swamp maple 429. 433

I'mbrella tree. 481,
Tipland hickory . .

.

Upland willow . .

.

Utah juniper

Valley mahogany .

Valley oak
Valparaiso oak . ,

.

Vauquelinia
Vine maple
Virgilia
V irginia pine
Virginia thorn ....

Wadsworth oak
Wafer ash
Wahoo

..385. 399. 492. 499.

Wahoo elm
Walnut
Walnut-tree
Washington haw
Washington palm
Washington pine
Washington thorn
Water ash 422, 424,

Water beech
W'ater birch 577,

Water bitternut
Water elm
Water hickory
Water maple ..429, 4.33.

Water oak .. .295, 319^,

Water Spanish oak
Water white oak
Weeping dogwood
U'eeping oak
Weeping spruce ...136,
Weeping willow ._.

Westernbircli 565.
Western black willow..
Western catalpa
Western cedar . . . .115,

Western choke cherry..
Western dogwood
Western hemlock
Western hemlock fir.,..

Western hemlock spruce
Western juniper

526
357
285
706

4G6
249
308
46G
441
547
55

460

White ash . .,

W'hite balsam .

.

W' bite bark
Whitebark maple
Whitebark pine 19.

White basswood
White bay
White birch. . .565, 579.

W'hite buttonwood
White cedar . . .97, 103,
White Cottonwood
White elm ....379, 385,
Whiteheart iickory
White hickory. 357. 361.

White tir 159. 103.

White ironwood
White laurel
Whiteleaf oak
White locust
White mangrove
White maple .

.

White mulberry
White oak

..205, 208
White pine .

,

White poplar
White spruce.
White stem pine
White thorn
White titi

White walnut 355,

White willow
Whitewood ...4S7, GG7.

t Wickup
I Wild apple
Wild black cherry
Wild cherry 613,
Wild china
Wild cinnamon
Wild crab
Wild date
Wild lilac

Wild lime
Wild olive-tree 337.
Wild orange
Wild peach
Wild plum
Wild red cherry
Wild rose bay
W'ild sapodilla

j
Wild tamarind

- Wild thorn
{Williamson's spruce
i Willow
Willow-leaf cherry

! Willow oak -79.

Wing elm
Witch elm
Witeh hazel
Wood laurel
Woolly oak

.85
G21

706
452
369
133
698
351
16:?

703
67
199
676
620
19

613
G37
591

579
700
166
37

4.<G

G30
495
585
688
109
670
397
3G3
367
1G6
700
495
273

(588

439
514

703
682
13G
37

459
502
357
4i'2

701
G37
454
G13
619
465
701
4.53

693
69S
<i9n

GO I

620
620
621
G19
507
COO
5( ;s

459

Yaupon '' -
Vaupon holly '_'4;_>

Yellow asb -';_'•

Yellow bark oak -'n

Yellow basswood ..;,-•_ J.'i"

Yellow birch 565, 5il

Yellow buckeye ''4.i

Yellow buckthorn ''^''•

Yellow-hutt oak - '

'

Yellow cedar US. 121

Yellow chestnut oak... 24.

Yellow Cottonwood ''6.

, Yellow cypress '-l

;
Yellow fir 163. l*'*'

; Yellow- -leaf willow 4rl

1 Yellow- flowered cucum-
._ / ber-tree f^4
,79 I Yellow locust 535. .•-.

: Yellow oak 247, 2il

i
Yellow piue 43. "|-t

Yellow plum 0_1
' Yellow poplar 481. 4Si_
' Yellow spruce 1-7

193 Yellow-wood
\U 513. 553, G9S. r.m

193 Tew 100. ^01

lis Yucen '"

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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Atkins Always Ahead! Atkins Always Fair

Always Ahead in Quality Always Fair in Price

Be Ahead of voiir competitors and Fair to yourself. Use

ATKINS ^^^ SAWS
FINEST ON EARTH

Atkins Silver Steel Bands Gang and Edger Saws om Band Saws arc doinR

Circulars Atkins Machine Knives l^^i;""^^^ '^^T^l
Cross-cuts Atkins Saw Fitting Tools I

\\'-- can g.ve you the.r names.

In placing your order, specify ATKINS SILVER STEEL

E. C. ATKINS Ch. CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

PORTLAND SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind. Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.
Branches carrving complete stocks In the following cities— Address K. C. ATKINS & CO.
ATLANTA MEMPHIS NEW ORLEANS V ANCOUVKlt, B C.

CHICAGO MINNEAPOLIS NEW YORK CITY SVDNEV. N. S. W.
MACIIINK KNIFE F.^CTORY, I.ANC.^iSTEK. N. V.
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these
trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp
curves and uneven tracks.

»- IT ;

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on reque:t

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:- -'*Baldwin, Philadelphia'*

Branch Offices:

New York. N. V., Hudson Terminal: St. Louis, tVlo.. Wright Building;
Chicago, III., Railway Exchange: Portland, Ore., Spalding Building:

Richmond, Va., Travelers Building.

HI6HEXT SPellfi^-^^^

SKIDDING "~^

M. FOR LABOR

s§i0mm\
jpjgi}i]@(![)irggQ0[?it ^<-^%.

Record for one week in this
operation on long spans

Report from Ko, 3 Skidder

1913

July 25
• 26
" 28
• 29
" 30

• 31

No. Los:

278
238
293
284
269
235

Feet

45,440
47,100
48.900
49.680
45,100
42.960

Lbv. est.
pr. M.

78c
75c
66c
65c
67c
76c

Av. Labor Cost per M Feet

711/2 Cents

Record for 5 consecutive months

Total number of separate logs pulled.

24.330.

Total number of feet skidded,

4.160,251,

All logs skidded entirely by one

machine from where the trees were

cut to the railroad. No horses us

for yaiding or bunching logs.

rjoWEST,

£.oSt

TMfS ENTIRL f^OUf^TMlN QOP.QE LOGGED PHOF/TJ^&Ly /inO t

WITH L/OOSKIVOOO C/tBL£.W/)y SK/OD^KS

'^^fOo

^^v. ST LOOGING
- - ST OF

^wmm^smf
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ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER

. SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Kecommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS .

CRIME COMPINV • ILL BRANCHES

STINDIRD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ILl

ILBINV MILL SUPPLY CO.. ILBINT. Gl.

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Werks)

CHICAGO

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS.
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

>Iaiiiifa4>tiired by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.

m. \mtie fire can destroy'

^nj^stmetit in loAAinA
fm^^Hinery; - bui. tiot ir -^

^tf tnachinei"Vi, is

/y

^ ilf:^

/"

AVacKiriGS for

opei'atiorv
i CLYDE IRON vrORKS 8

S IR.WIN vvSiipHS.5
ijCgt M anuTactwrei's ot Pi'ovenlv
^T,flciGTit ^<^AAi"A Machinei

,„^ La
"^^ World

t^yLu^
'

^-f^^^^1lNN.

CHICAGO
omeryrnsS^& Factory POR,TLAND

J
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Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable
Drive for Wood=Working Plants

A FTER Westinghouse motors are properly in-
-^"^ stalled in a wood-working plant, the only
attention they require is an occasional cleaning,
inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.

They are ready to start any moment they are wanted and they
keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the
power is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for

repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse
motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result of long experience in design,

thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-
ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more
reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

require.

Of course, like any other machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care ot

this detail by giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive full assurance of motor reliability, specify '* ]Vestinghouse Motors.*'

Westingfhouse Electric & Mfg;. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

70,000 LBS CAPACITY SKEI-ETON TYPE RUSSEL CAR, EQUIPPED WITH LOADER RAILS AND RUSSEL PATENT DROP STAKES. THIS
CAR COMPLIES WITH M. C. B. RULES AND SAFETY APPLIANCE ACTS.

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-

rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, „„ ^^„^ , „„,,,„f.«H ,,,„h,.,-» .>,, -.^ n,. u^-t u^^.a „
twenty years, we produce pinels of all sizes, flat or bent to .

'^^c "/. J^.^.I.h hv^nff n^^n^tlw \^^^ h
shape;inallwoods,notablyinMahoganyandQuirter-SawedOak. 'f "il' *'H°t"^i?'''^l^h?„L^ilh'^?L^^^
We make no t^vo-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut °i ^l"Z ^f. I'nflrnint „T^ nr«H,..f In ,nn«. t„ l^^

*

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed ^" up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

"SOVEMANCO."
We can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KV. Mills, Magrnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

y eneers and 1^artels with a iKeputation
"lirrE manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau^ Wis,

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Ceda r logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York
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VENEERS AND PANELS
ODR SPECIA.LXV

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veinber & Lumber Co,
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

M. I. CUTSIINGER, Gen'l Mgr.

B. C. JARRELL Si CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let a. Send Yon Our stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mahogany Veneer
1-8, 3-16 and 1-4-in. door stock.

1-20 and 1-16-in. sawed mahogany.

Sawed Veneer in the following

Quartered White Oak,
Quartered Red Oak,
~ Plain Red Oak,

Yellow Poplar,

White Ash and
Quartered Red Gum

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company
iVIeinphis, Tennessee
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NVI SCONS I N
WHERE THE FINEST NORTHERN HARDWOODS GROW

Scott & Howe Lumber Co. Mcdford Lumber Co.
NELS DUEHOLM, Sales Manager

Old National Bank Building OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN

Send us your inquiries for dry Birch and Maple. We carry one of

the largest and best manufactured stocks in the Northwest.

MAPLE BIRCH
BASSWOOD

DRY STOCK
Ready for Shipment

MAPLE
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BUFFALO
I

;
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

I'i'i.

j';f

,i-l

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER 00.
We wBDt to buy for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All g^rades and thicknesses.

Will receive and ingpect stock at shipping imlnt.
Branch yard, MemphiB, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Go,
OUR SPECIALTY

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK '

940 ELK STREET
|

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPKCIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant,
Kitchen &5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTEir*^ RCTRESENTATIVE. Jokn L. Cvekraa
6b 1 W. llStk Street, N«w York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company
FOR DISCRIMINATING BUYERS wanting a Clear Board for first class shelving and other similar pur-

poses there is nothing that will surpass our CLEAR HEMLOCK. It is bright in appearance, light in

weight and is odorless and durable. We make it in 6", 8", 10 and 12' widths, as also 13" to 20" wide.

In addition to this, we have all other grades in Hemlock Boards. Also you should try the soft quality of our Smoky

Mountain Chestnut. In No. 1 Common and Better grades we can supply it 60Vr 14' and 16' lengths. The widths

are most desirable and the manufacture perfect. Also we have a nice assortment of 5^" Panel Poplar 28" to 36"

and 35" to 44 wide or can be assorted in widths as may be desired. This is the genuine soft yellow Smoky Mountain

Poplar. Also do not forget we are in position at all times to cut to order high grade Poplar, Ash and Maple.

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOOd(^ AND HEMLOCK

irrTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MlNUFlCruKERS OF BIND SIWED i

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT.
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO



Eighteenth Year, )

Semi-Monthly. f
CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 25, 1913 [Subscription f2.

I Single Copies, 10 Cents.
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'll do you good.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars 4 4'
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Ready for Shipment 15,00 0,000 Feet Always On Hand

t^ —
"^

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Three cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Soft

Elm
Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Com. & Better Basswood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.
1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, 111.

I

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

Dp pv Dr^/^]/' Published Semi-annually
\\l-\J DWWfV in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A well oreanized Collection Department is also operated and the same is open to

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
<M»« So. Opurhum M

MeBtl.n This Paper,

ESTABLISHED
U7g

116 Nassau Street
NEW YORK CITY

Our Double Band Mill
Huttig, Ark.

With two mills like this we manufacture 40,000,000 feet of
band sawn southern hardwoods annually. We guarantee
our lumber to be of excellent widths, full thickness, and to
contain 50'; to 75^; of 14' and 16' lengths. We make high
grades and all of the "CREAM" is in each grade. Send us
your inquiries.

««Wislumbco Standards**
33.000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60.000
50.000
50,000
60,000
60,000
65,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000

100.000

'* 8 '4 I.OK Run Hiriiorv
•' 4 4 X 13" & Wider l8( & 2nd Tupelo
" 4 4 No. 1 Common Red Gum
ft. 4 4 1st & 2nd Red Gum
'• 4 4 X 13 to 17" Box Board Sap Gum
" 4 4 X 13" £ Wider 1st & 3nd Sap Gum
" 4 I.oK Run Soft Maple
" 4 4 No. 1 Common C.vpress

4/4 No. 2 Common Sap Gum
4/4 X « to 12" 1st & 2nd Tupelo
4 '4 X 13 to 17" Box Board Tupelo
4 4 X 6 to 12" 1st & 2nd Sap Gum
4 4 No. 1 Common Sap Gum

*' 4 4 Shop C.vpress
Pes, 1<4\1% 19" Oak Squares

A good Stock of Oak, Gum, Cypress,
Cottonwood, Elm and Maple

Wisconsin Lumber Co.
CHICAGO

MILLS
HuttiK. Ark.
Deering. Mo.

Hayden & Wesfcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardwoods :: Softwoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago. III.

%
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous to

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!
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VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeatout

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK, PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BANC MILJ^ AT VKSTAL. A SUBURB OF ItNOXVUJJL BOUTitERN AND LOUISVILIJ! & NASHVILJJ: RAILROAD

H. 8. HIZMEB,
Prea.

J. U. LOOAN,
Oen'l Manager

C. C. OANNON,
Vlce-Pre«.

C. B. BWANN,
Seo'y and Trea*.

J. M. L.OGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville ,

Branch Offlce and Tard:

Bank aad McLean Are., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

iyiapbct& SheaLumber Co.

jVIanufacturers
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" 8c up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCl'LAB MTLLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIBGIN HARDWOOD STCMFAGB

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn

i
1
i
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GOOD
GRADES LU DVHCTON

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

LAST CALL
for Winter Sawn
End Dried White

Maple

Only a limited amount of

this stock on hand, so
cover your present and fu-

ture requirements before
the supply is exhausted.

Lower Peninsula

Hard Rock Maple

Stock on Hand

65 M 4 4 FAS.

36 M 5 4 FAS.

48 M 6 4 FAS.

55 M 8 4 FAS.

83 M 4 4 No. 1 Com.

26 M 5 4 No. 1 Com.

32 M 6 4 No. 1 Com.

35 M 8 4 No. 1 Com.
KND DRYING LUMBER SCIENTIFICALLY

(TTPk § SALT £r LUMBER CO. LUDINGTON,rllCH.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER CO.
Band Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS.
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

We Produce

Iroietegr-cure \]

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand September 1st, 1913

^.Q «., ^u ^ .
*/* 1/2 5/8 S/4 4/4 5/4 6/4 8/4 10/4 12,4 16/4FAS Qtd. « h. Oak 20,000 30,000 18,000 30,000 50.000

FAS Qtd. AVh. Oak. 10" & up .. IC.OOO
FAS Qtd. VVh. Oak Strips

. 15 ooo
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak 1%,000 15,000 15,000 IfiO.OOO
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak 15 00(1
No. 2 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak 25.000
FAS PI. Wh. Oak 30.000 30,000 25.000 20.000 200.000
No. 1 Com. PI. Wh. Oak 20,000 20.000 25,000 30,000 100.00<l
FAS PI. Red Oak 30.000 26,000 300,000
No. 1 Com. Pi. Red Oak 20,000 18,000 400.000
Oak Core .Stock" 200.000
Com. & BIr. Qtd. Red Gum 20.000
FAS PI. Red Gum 300,000 200,000 200.000 300,000 350.000
No. 1 Com. PI. Red Gum 80.000 60,000 (iO.OOO 100.000 300.000
FAS Highly Fig. Red Gum 25,000 20,000 15,000 20.000 12.000
FAS Sap Gum, 13-17" 5,000 20,000 75,000
FAS Sap Gum, 13" & Up, Stained 30,000
FAS Sap Gum, 18" & Up 20,000
FAS Sap Gum, 6" & Up 30,000 25,000 20,000 30,000 200.000
Sap Gum Box Boards. 13-17" 75.000
Sap Gum Box Boards, 8-13" 25.000
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" & Up 35,000 30,000 25,000 40,000 50.000
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum, 3" & Up 60,000 120,000 60,000 80,000 200.000
Shop & Better Cyi>reS8 200.000

*Can be shipped inside of sixty days—balance of stock ready for immediate shipment.
• This is a special grade suitable tor veneering over. This stock is bone dry and we are in position to make some attractive prices on same.
All of our Red and Sap Gum. No. 1 Common and Better, is Kraetzer- Cured, which is a guarantee that the lumber Is properly cured—absolutely

straight, free of stain and check; it comes out of this process uniform in color and of a soft, mild texture We are prepared to kiln-dry any of the
above stock and have Planing Mill facilities for dressing. Oak timbers and planking a specialty.

5/4
8,000
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak
Plain and Quartered

Red and White

Tliree Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
10 cars 4/4'
12 cars 4/4'

7 cars 4/4'

cars 5/4
cars 3/8'

car 1/2"
cars 5/8
cars 3/4
cars 4/4'

cars 4/4
car 5/4"
cars 6/4
cars 3/8

X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards. 2
' X 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 2
' X 18" to 21" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 3
' X 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood. 7
' X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 5
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1
' X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 4
" X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 5
" X 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 6
" X 13" to 15" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 3
" X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1
" X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum. 1
" X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum. 2

cars 1/2" x 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
cars 5/8" x 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
cars 3/4" x 6 " & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
cars 4/4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
cars 6/4" Log Run Soft Maple,
car 5/8" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
cars 3/4 " Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
cars 4/4 " Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
cars 5/8" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
cars 3/4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
car 4/4" Ists & 2nds Qld. White Oak (flooded stock),
car 5/4" Ists & 2nds Red Gum (flooded stock),
cars 5/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum (flooded stock).

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOCKS and VENEERS Tenn.

I NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH. FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co.

Successors to

Cherokee Lumber Company

Manufacturers NASHVILLE
Hardwood Lumber TENNESSEE

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the
following items:

4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 iB and 2» Poplar
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.
IVi". 1M~ and 2%" No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In width* of 12 to 17". 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.
4/4 I 18 to 17" Poplar Box Boardi.
4/4 la & 2s Basswood or Linn—very nno.
3/8. 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 la & 2» Qtd. W. Oofc,
4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is & 2» Qtd. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. OaK.
8/4 and 10/4 Is & 2s Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 Is & 2s Chestnut, also 6, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Ch.ietnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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MIPHTOAN GRAND RAPIDS: Stow & Davis Furniture Company; tables:
MICHIGAN.

A%^^/^,. ?u,er : 40,000 _fe^.t Vi^l^afwood^^^l5.000
/;et^4/4_^.;ed

id

George

75000' feet 4/4 plain white oak: 200.000 feet 4/4 qua. _

^0 000 feet 4/4 poplar ; 30.000 feet red gum, all thicknesses. Dimension

;tick- Buyers of 3x3-30 oak Bquares. Panel stock: Buyers of 5-ply

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

HARDWOOD WeCOUD CHICAGO

Speolmrn of one of the thousands •f patented tabbed Index cards
Involved in Hardwood Reeord'B rop.vrighted lnf»rmali(in Service, show-
ing: annual requirements for l^nmber. Dimension Stock, Veneers and
I'anelB emplo>ed b.v wholesalers and hard-
wood manufacturing: consumers throughout
the United States and Canada.

ILLINOIS

niustratioD of Oak Cabinet In which this
Information Service is filed.

\
I

2
3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10

11

Key
Ash
Rasswood

Beech

Birch

Butternut

Cherry

Chestnut

Cottonwood

Cypress

Elm

Gum

12

13

14

16

16

|l7

[18

19

20

Hickory

Mahogany
Maple

Oak
Walnut

Poplar

Miscellaneous including

Dogwood, Holly, Locust,

Persimmon, Sycamore.

Dimension stock

Veneers and panel stock

Fac-almile of state key card between which the tabbed information cards are filed alpha
beticnllj by towns, by means of which Instant reference can be made to the

buyers of any kind of wood, in any locaUty in the United Slates and Canada.

THIS service is comprised in more than fifty bulletins, and additional bulletins of correc-

tions and additions are printed frequently.

This service is kept positively up-to-date, and is indispensable to lumber and veneer

sales departments.

It is an exclusive service disposed of only to HARDWOOD RECORD advertisers.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT THE MODERATE COST

Hardwood Record, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
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LOUISVILLE HARDWOOD CLUB
O
U
I If You Want It=Speak Quick!

s
V
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L
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Here are some lumber items that are particularly desirable,

because of the condition of the stock, the prices at which it

will be sold and the fact that it can be shipped to almost

any consuming point to advantage. Jobbers and factory

men who can use one or more of the items mentioned should

get in touch with the concerns referred to. Mixed cars of

various lots quoted will be made up by two or more firms

if desired.

LOUISVILLE POINT LUMBER CO.

Complete stock ^" to 4" No. 1 common
and better band sawn soft yellow poplar.

8 cars 5/4. 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 common and
better plain red oak.

S cars S/4. 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 common and
better plain white oak.

1 car 8/4 No. 2 common plain red oak.
1 car 8/4 No. 2 common plain white oak.
Several cars 6/4, 8/4, and 10/4 No. 1 com-
mon better hickory.

Several cars 4/4 No. 1 common quartered
white oak.

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds cottonwood, wide
stock included, dry.

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

50,000 feet 4/4 gum boxboards.
3 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum.
3 cars 6/4 Ists and 2nds sap gum.
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red gum.
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds quartered red gum.
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 common hickory.
1 car 4/4 common and better buckeye.
1 car 4/4x10" and up Ists and 2nds quar-

tered white oak.
1 car 4/4x10" and up No. 1 common quar-
tered white oak.

NORMAN LUMBER CO.

(Mills at Holly Ridge. La.)

40,000 feet 4/4 clear sap poplar.
1 car 9" to 12" poplar boxboards.
50,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common poplar.

2 cars 6/4 No. 1 common poplar.
3 cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar.
100.000 feet 4/4 No. 2 A common poplar.

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds chestnut.
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 common chestnut.
5 cars 8/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.
5 cars 8/4 No. 1 common plain red oak.
2 cars 8/4 No. 1 common plain white oak.
2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds poplar.
1 car 12/4 No. 2 common poplar.

BOOKER-CECIL CO.

75.000 feet 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.
40 per cent 14' and 16' long.

100,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common plain red
oak.

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain white oak.
3 cars 8/4 No. 1 common poplar,

4 cars 4/4 No. 1 common poplar.

OHIO RIVER SAWMILL CO.

3 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds poplar.

3 cars 4/4 sap select poplar.

2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.

2 cars 4/4 Ists and 2nds plain white oak.

1 car 8/4 Ists and 2nds plain red oak.

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds quartered white
oak.

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds clear quartered
oak strips.

1 car 4/4 Ists and 2nds No. 1 common
chestnut.

c
L
U

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

is offering to its customers a line of particularly fine figured gum
veneers and panels. This stock has been made up from specially

selected logs, and shows a figure which is not second to any wood,
not excepting Circassian walnut. Those interested will be given

samples and quotations on request.
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:

3 cars 1" Is & 2s.

2 ears IV-" la & 28.

5 cars SVa" Is & 38.

3 cars 3 " Is & 3s.

3 cars 1" Wide Box.
3 cars 1" Narrow Box.
4 cars 1" Sai»s & Selects.
1 car IV4" Saps & Selects.
2 cars IV2" Saps & Selects.

2 cars 3" Saps & Selects.

ft cars 1" 'So. 1 Coninioii.
2 cars IH" No. 1 Common.
2 cars IVi" No. 1 Common.
2 cars 3" No. 1 Common.
5 cars 2Vy No. I Common,
fi cars 3" No. 1 Common.
4 cars 1" No. 2-A Common.
3 cars 1" No. 2-B Common.
« cars 2 " No. 2 A & B Common.
1 car 2Vj" No. 2 A & H Common.
1 car 3" No. 2 A & B Common.

WK HAVK A RPT^ENDTD STOCK OF PLAIN AND
QUARTERED RED AND WHITE OAK. ALL, GRADES

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SAI.KS OFI'ICE MAIN OFFIOE
CHICAGO, ILL. PADUCAH, KY.

Standard for 37 Years
^

Covel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically
sharpen band fesaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the
machine. »

New Fnme Construction.
New Automatic Feed (abiolutely acounte).
New Automatic Control of Emeiy Wheel.
Fifty leu parte

Guaranteed to give satisfaction. We malce
macbinery to take care of all kinds of saws and
knives.

Our catalog is free. Ask for it.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polished

MAPDWOOD LUMBER <y\

& MFC. CO.
5A RDIS

MISS-

Hollow

^^ Backed
and

Bundled

Motto "IW
"Buy cheaper direct from the mill man"

WE SELL-
SO", 40" AND 50" WIDE POPLAR

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co.
J. H. WHITSON W. L. WHITSON H. T. WHITSON

COOKEVILLE — TENN. - ALGOOD
PUTNAM COUNTY

\SSv a.'TO'iimiMi>tii;ti3t*iWiTO3tromiJtwii^^
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions
STATEilEXT.S I'KOM LEADING LUMBERJIEN in different

hardwood sections of the country would indicate that contrary

to the usual condition of' affairs, the hardwood trade in the eastern

states at present is considerably more active than in the middle-

western territory. While the reverse is usually the case, the Middle

West for some reasons seems to be slow in picking up. The best

evidence that this is a fact is seen in the reports from millmen in

the lower Mississippi valley as compared with reports from hard-

wood mills in the mountain territory of eastern Kentucky and Ten-

nessee and West Virginia. These mills are seemingly almost unani-

mously optimistic regarding present hardwood conditions. Stocks in

that territory are unquestionably well sold up and firmly in hand.

In fact, one of the biggest of the eastern Tennessee manufacturers

states that the only item on which he is not unusually short is hem-

lock, and in this he has a very small accumulation, but not enough

to cause him a moment's worry. Coupled with this are optimistic

reports from consuming sections in the eastern states as against

reports of a more or less pessimistic nature coming from the consum-

ing states of the Middle West. It is safe to say that the condition

which is now apparent in the East will either maintain its present

level or will improve. There is no logical reason why there will be

any recession in demand or prices from the present status. It is

an equally safe statement that this condition wiU before very long

be duplicated in the no\v quiet territory through the m-iddle-western

states.

In fact, the chief cause for worry among hardwood producers is

the general condition resulting from the highly unsatisfactory state

of the export market. The extreme laxity in call from abroad,

coupled with the policy pursued by most of the wiser element of the

export trade to ship as moderately as possible, because of the excessive

freight rates, is turning a lot of export stock into the domestic

market. There are various factors which taken together hold back

export shipments to a very marked degree. Industrial unrest

throughout the British Isles, the after-effects of the Balkan hostilities

and political agitation in England, all have direct bearing on general

conditions in business. ' These facts, of course, are reflected directly

upon the lumber business. The most effective influence, however, is

the recently installed schedule of ocean freight rates which makes an

almost impossible level of ocean shipping prices. As a result Amer-

ican exporters find it impossible to ship goods in many items at a

profit under present market conditions abroad. It is the opinion,

however, of those most closely in touch with the general export

situation that this disinclination to make large shipments will result

in a shortage of stocks abroad which will ultimately effect a decidedly

more urgent call for goods to take care of this shortage. Thus
exporters while at present rather pessimistic are anticipating a resump-

tion of excellent trade at a not too remote time. This resumption

of activity in foreign business will w'ithout question reflect favorably

upon domestic trade.

The domestic market generally seems to be showing the greatest

activity, especially in the states through the Mississippi valley, in

the manufacturing lines, such as chair factories, piano factories, etc.

All of these trades report unusual activity, and whOe in the majority

of cases they are not buying in large lots, they are consuming a

great quantity of lumber, which keeps those supplying them satis-

factorily busy.

The slight decrease in the building records for the month of August
probably caused to an extent the inactivity in the interior finish

industry. This branch of the trade is unquestionably dull.

Reports from northern mills indicate that the Michigan and Wis-

consin hardwood, producing sections continue in the very favorable

condition which they have enjoyed for some little time. The fig-

ures for August issued by the association of hemlock and hard-

wood men in Wisconsin and upper Michigan show that the cut for

August was 17,500,000 feet against shipments of practically 22,-

000,000 feet. These figures, however, as compared with August,

1912, are not distinctly favorable, as the cut reported during that

month was about 14,000,000 feet, as against shipments of 30,000,-

000 feet. These figures can safely be offered as an indication of the

condition of trade generally this year. There is no doubt that it is

slower than the corresponding months of the fall of 1912, and the

reason behind this general condition is everywhere ascribed to

"too nmeh politics in Washington." The country is basically in

excellent shape but is continuing its policy of marking time.

As to the various hardwood species being offered, oak, plain and

quartered, is still very active, but should not be taken as an indication

of the general market conditions. Eed gum, which has been experienc-

ing a marked slackening in demand, seems to have partially regained

its feet, although it is not by any means in a condition which its

producers desire.

The diminished call for wide poplar has led a number of the large

manufacturers to cut but a limited quantity of the exceptionally wide

stock, and to rip a good percentage of it into narrower widths, giving

a large quantity of high-grade lumber in more salable form. The

ordinary grades of it are of such a staple character generally that

this policy seems to be a safe one to pursue.

It is probable, however, that the next month will develop better

collections as far as lumbermen are concerned, and will also see a

renewal of a much more satisfactory demand for hardwood products.
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The Old Swimming Hole
HE COVEE PICTUKE illustrating this issue of Hardwood

Record will remind the reader that the clock of change is strik-

ing the hours in this country. :in the distance the furnace for burn-

ing slabs and sawdust betrays the presence of an up-to-date sawmill

in the immediate vicinity, and in the foreground the line of tim-

bers bolted and chained together shows that the old swimming hole

is now put to uses /unknown in its early days. A log boom is

anchored there, but the pond's depleted condition indicates that the

sawmill has had a good run of business and has cut and sold lumber

faster than the river could bring the logs down. Scenes such as

this are common today on most rivers with forested areas near the

sources of their tributaries. Log drives may not be as immense

and as spectacular as they once were, but they are far from being

things of the past. The "driving flood" is still waited for along

the courses of scores of rivers, and some of them flow through

thickly-settled regions. The picture shows part of the plant of the

Kentucky Lumber Company at Williamsburg, Ky., on the Cumber-

land river.

With the Currency Bill

THE CURRENCY BILL, advocated and insisted upon by Presi-

dent Wilson, passed the House of Representatives by a vote of

286 to 84 on September 18. The action followed insertion in the

measure of a declaration for the maintenance of the gold standard

by an overwhelming vote and the refusal to amend so as to forbid

interlocking directorates by a vote of 266 to 100., Aside from this

change the bill was practically unamended in its essential pro-

visions.

The measure now goes to the Senate where a long consideration

before the banking committee awaits it.

The threatened revolt of the Democrats as a protest against the

caucus methods through which the bill was forced upon them, failed

to materialize as only three members of the Democratic party voted

against it. These votes, however, were more than offset by the sup-

port received from Republicans and Progressives.

The measure as it passed will eliminate the present American

bank note system, under which banks issue currency against govern-

ment bonds, and establish a currency to be issued by twelve federal

reserve banks based on sound commercial paper, which the government

assumes the responsibility of redeeming in gold or other lawful

money.

The bill, if it becomes a law, will give control of practically every

phase of banking to a federal reserve board of seven members to be

appointed by the president, and a council of bankers, which will have

only advisory powers. Twelve reserve banks would administer the

system, these banks to be situated in twelve geographical divisions

of the country. They would be capitalized at $5,000,000 each, which

capital would be subscribed by the various individual banks in each

district.

Senator Owen, chairman of the Senate currency and banking com-

mittee, stated a few days ago that he expects his committee to report

the house bill within two weeks. The president intends to help Mr.

Owen to force the committee to reach an early decision.

Senator T. E. Burton of Ohio attacked the administration cur-

rency bill vigorously before the American Institute of Bankers in

annual session at Bristol, Va., last week. He condemned the regional

reserve bank plan proposed in the bill, but his criticism was aimed

chiefly at the provision authorizing the federal reserve board to con-

trol the issuance of currency. "It is based on an erroneous idea,"

he said, "namely that a government or political organization may

properly assume the providing of a supply of paper currency, directly

or indirectly." It is proposed that the government shall assume in the

first instance the redemption of all circulating notes. These, accord-

ing to Mr. Burton, should be left to the bauks exclusively. He said

that it might be necessary for the treasury itself to maintain a gold

reserve as is now held for the redetmption of greenbacks. He said

that while the proposed plan would cause no derangement in times

of fair weather, it would create a serious obligation for the govern-

ment to redeem circulating notes in times of panic and might in fact

seriously impair the government 's credit.

Discussing the plan to put the reserve bank system under the

control of a federal reserve board, Mr. Burton said that such an

organization might at first seem an ideal solution, but that it is the

bane of the national life that politics enter all administrative duties.

The competition between opposing parties is so keen • that those

engaged in enterprises do not feel sure that the authority of a

political board will not be used for partisan advantages.

Export Conditions Promising

EVEN MORE SIGNAL EVIDENCE than any yet supplied that

the congestion and low prices abroad are causing a great eon-

traction in the exports of lumber and logs from the port of Baltimore

is furnished by the statement of shipments to foreign countries for

the month of August, which statement was completed about Septem-

ber 8. This shows by comparison with the corresponding month for

1912 that the woods principally affected by excessive forwardings

earlier in the year have undergone a most significant shrinkage iu

exports, the total for the month being less than a third of the value

of exports for .August, 1912. So pronounced was the check upon the

movement that there can be no doubt as to the cause, oak, poplar and

other woods being among the principal items concerned. If the

shrinkage went on in the same proportion at other ports of the United

States, the inference is permissible that it will not be long before

the stocks abroad are reduced to such proportions that the foreign

buyers will be glad to pay the prices asked by the exporters in order

to secure an adequate supply of lumber, for this country remains the

principal source of supply, a position from which it is not at all

likely to be ousted for many years to come.

The exports of hickory logs feU from 15,000 to 10,000 feet, those

of walnut logs from 106,000 to 25,000 feet, those of oak lumber

from 3,982,000 to a mere 1,172,000 feet, those of poplar from 275,000

to 167,000 feet, those of "all other woods" from 437,000 to 296,000

feet, those of staves from 105,448 to 9,175, while similarly heavy re-

ductions are to be noted in nearly every additional item on the list.

The total declared value of all the exports of lumber, logs and manu-

factures of wood for last August were only $99,079 against not less

than $331,954 for the corresponding month of 1912.

Evidently, there cannot be the slightest doubt that the warnings

of leading foreign brokers as to the state of the market abroad and

the unwisdom of shipping on consignment are being extensively

heeded, and this also suggests that under the circumstances a material

improvement in the situation may be expected to make itself felt

before long.

A Change of Front
SEVERAL YEARS AGO Hardwood Record came to a realization

of the harmful effect to the lumber industry that was certain to

result from a continuance of the propagandists' work carried on by

the advocates of the steel car if their work were allowed to progress

without opposition from the lumber trade. Recognizing at the same
time the practical helplessness of the task of trying to combat the

work of the steel interests in furthering the elimination of the wooden
railroad coach single handed, Hardwood Record nevertheless under-

took to do its best to at least awaken a sentiment among the lum-

bermen themselves, which would result in their instigating some move
that would have the effect at least of giving the wooden car a fair

trial before the court of public opinion.

These efforts were carried on by Hardwood Record through numer-
ous editorials and special articles that have been run at frequent

intervals since their first appearance. All these articles were supide-

mented by thousands and thousands of reprints, which have been

sent broadcast throughout the country to various individuals and
concerns who are in a position to affect the situation one way or

another. In addition, various personal letters were addressed to dif-

ferent individuals, such as the presidents of the big railway systems
of the country, all for the purpose of securing for the wooden railroad

coach the advantage of a fair consideration on the part of those in

charge of the installation or changes of equipment.
For a long time this work was carried on without attracting any

particular attention even. Hardwood Record is loath to admit, from
the lumbermen themselves, who are necessarily most vitally interested
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in this broad question. In fact, the apathy exhibited by the lumber

trade, with a few notable exceptions, has been rather startling.

There seems, however, to have been a decided change of thought

regarding the merits and demerits of the two types of cars in ques-

tion, and while the old projiagandist 's type of article in which the

steel car is lauded in glowing headlines is extremely common in the

daily press, H.\rdwood Eecord has secured in the last few months

numerous clippings from the daily press in various parts of the

country, all of which papers are in good standing, in which the line

of thought outlined in various articles appearing in this publication,

has been followed closely. These articles have pleaded for a fair

trial for the modernly constructed wooden car and that the public

be not too anxious to claim the steel car to be a saver of life without

ascertaining pretty definitely whether or not such a claim is based

on absolute fact.

Haedwood Eecokd will not be so foolish as to claim that this

publication's articles alone have effected any country-wide change in

sentiment regarding the steel railway coach, but it is absolutely cer-

tain that in a number of the instances referred to the papers in ques-

tion have been convinced and have secured their lines of arguments

from the articles appearing in Hardwood Kecord previously.

Another interesting phase of the situation has developed during the

last few months in connection with the remainder of the lumber trade

press. Hardwood Eecord has never suggested directly that the other

papers might further the cause of the lumber business by following

up the same question with a united front on the part of the lumber

papers themselves, but has felt nevertheless that if the rest of the

papers published in the interest of the lumber business would adopt a

broader view of the matter than to consider it merely as a policy

adopted by a competitor, and which they hence could not adopt, the

effort would be given much greater weight. On the contrary, the

efforts of Hardwood Eecord were in some quarters received at first

with more or less ridicule, but Hardwood EecOrd is delighted to note

the change in sentiment recently evidenced in the editorial pages of

its contemporaries in the lumber business. Practically all of the

leaders in the lumber trade journal field are now carrying more or

less connected argiiments along the same lines as those originally

suggested by Hardwood Record.

It is to be hoped that this united effort is not too late to be pro-

ductive of the desired results.

Export Rates and Through Bills Via New
Orleans

ANUMBEE OF PEOMIXEKT exporting firms in Memphis who

recently refused to sign for ocean freight room have within the

past two or three weeks entered into annual contracts for their

needs for the ensuing year. As a rule rates are somewhat higher

than those which prevailed last season, but the efforts of local

exporters to get them lowered through refusing to sign earlier

have apparently failed. The export movement of cotton is not

as large as was anticipated and advices from Galveston and New
Orleans indicate that freight rates may go somewhat lower. There

are some exporters of lumber who have not yet renewed their con-

tracts and they may possibly profit by the somewhat lower tendency

of ocean rates.

The west side lines have entered into an agreement with the

steamship companies, or rather with a half dozen of the larger

ones, through which the latter will honor through bills of lading

on exports of lumber. The west side lines, it would appear, put

the issue squarely up to the steamship companies with the state-

ment that they would not participate in through bills of lading

on cotton if the steamship companies did not honor through bills

of lading on lumber exports. It is believed here that the action of

the steamship companies entering into this agreement will force the

other steamship companies to take similar action, with the result

that the bill of lading controversy is regarded as well along toward

settlement so far as the west side lines are concerned. The Illi-

nois Central and other east side lines were to have discontinued

through bills on lumber Sept. 15, but the date has passed and they

have not done so. Officials of the Illinois Central have had the

matter under advisement during the past two or three days, but
no decision has been reached. J. H. Townshend, general manager of

the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, stated recently that, in

his opinion, the action of the Illinois Central would depend largely

upon the lumber exporting firms. He said that if the latter did not

rush lumber shipments into Kew Orleans in such manner as to cause

congestion and long delays in that center the Illinois Central would
probably continue to issue through bills on lumber. He also called

attention to the fact that, with a car shortage impending, the

Illinois Central would insist upon the loading of all cars to full

capacity where export shipments are concerned. Mr. Townshend,
who is very closely in touch with traffic conditions and who has

been handling this bill of lading controversy, believes that the out-

look is very bright and that the matter, if the lumbermen co-

operate with the^railroads and steamship companies, will settle it-

self. Already conditions are regarded as vastly improved and there

is a' larger movement of lumber into export channels than has been
the case for some weeks.

Lumber Cut and Shipments Compared
piGUEES EECEXTLY PUBLISHED by the Northern Hemlock
* and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association furnish interesting

comparisons in the cut and shipment of lumber for August. 1912, and

for the same month in 1913. In that month in the first year fifty-

seven firms cut 40,308,000 feet of hemlock, and shipped 46,831,000

feet; in 1913 the same firms cut 43,929,000 feet, and shipped

32,110,000. There was a decrease of five per cent in the cut, and
a decrease of thirty-one per cent in the shipments, comparing the

latter month with the former. The cut of all hardwoods in August,

1912 was 13,793,000 feet, shipments 29,883,000; cut for the same
month in 1913 was 17,523,000 feet, shipments 21,923,000. The in-

crease in cut was twenty-seven per cent, decrease in shipments twenty-

seven per cent. Considering both hardwoods and hemlock, the increase

in total cut was two per cent, decrease in total shipments thirty

per cent.

This means overproduction and an accumulation of stock, if the

figures are taken at their face value. A single month, however, is a

short period on which to base general conclusions. Local factors or

temporary influences may produce results which would not appear if

long periods were considered.

The cut of the hardwoods in the month of August, for both years,

falls far below the shipments for the same time, which is seen as

follows, the figures representing feet:

Cut Sliipijed Cut Shipped
Wood .li/g., 1012 Aug., 1912 Aug. 1913 Aug. 1913

Ash 354.000 940.000 493.000 900,000

Basswood 2,670,000 4,380,000 2,798,000 3,487,000

Birch 3,65.5,000 8,938.000 4.639,000 8,455,000

Elm 1,457,000 2,599,000 1,125,000 1,782,000

Maple 3.819,000 9,665,000 5,971,000 4,292.000

Oak 145,000 186,000 293,000 295,000

Mixed 1,693,000 3,166,000 2,204,000 2,712,000

Total 13,793,000 29,883,000 17,523,000 21,923,000

Significant Car Statistics

THE EEGULAE STATISTICAL BULLETIN of the American

EaOway Association under date of September 22 gives the usual

figures covering total surpluses and shortages of freight cars. On

September 15 the total surplus of all freight cars was 61,753, and

the surplus on September 1 was 73,576. The surplus on September

12, 1912, was 27,380.

The total shortage on September 15 was 21,594 cars; on September

1, 15,270, and on September 12, 1912, 36,000 cars.

There is a two-fold significance in these figures. For instance, a

comparison of the surplus and shortage figures for September 15 as

compared with September 1 will show that the surplus on September

15 was 11,823 cars less than on September 1, while the shortage

increased during the same period by 6,324 cars. This would indicate

that the available supply of freight cars is becoming constantly less

with the increasing movement of the grain, cotton and other crops.

This decrease in available cars is not, however, as startling as the
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situation appears to be in certain local shipping sections, particularly

in the South.

A further significance is seen in a comparison with the figures for

September 15 with September 12, 1912. As stated the surplus on

September 15 of this year was 01,753 and on September 12, 1912,

27,380. This would indicate that the car surplus September 15 of

this year was 34,373 cars greater than on the corresponding date

of 1912.

Further, the shortage on September 15 was 21,593 as compared

with 36,0.00 on September 12, 1912, a decrease in shortage of 14,406

cars. Some reason for this is seen in the fact that the total grain

crop movement of this year was not up to the movement of 1912, but

on the other hand the cotton crop of 1913 is far ahead in volume

of that of a year ago. The natural deduction is that the difference

in car statistics for the two years was the result of a decrease in the

general shipping of the country this fall as compared with the

fall of 1912.

This situation is seemingly well borne out by trade reports cover-

ing the various lines of industry of the country.

Public Ownership of Forest Lands Advocated

PROFESSOR .TAMES WILLIAM TOUMEY, head of the Yale

Forest School, recently published a review of forest history in

this country and in Europe in whicli he draws the conclusion that

the woodlands of this country should be owned by the general govern-

ment, the states and municipalities—that is, there should be public

ownership in one form or another. He doubts whether the govern-

ment will ever come into possession of much more land than it now

ow^ns. It is buying some under authority of the Weeks' law, but

such purchases will probably remain small in comparison with the

country's whole forest area. The reason why public ownership is

to be preferred is that many private owners either will not take care

of their timber or will cut it for immediate profit when it should

be left to increase in value. Examples in history are cited to show

that such has been the case in other countries.

Professor Toumey writes from the standpoint of the professional

forester, and his thorough acquaintance with German methods is

noteworthy. If his article calls for any criticism it is because he

shows too little sympathy with the kind of forestry which nature

has developed and is still practicing in this country. He does not

think that natural forests, at this time, are of much real importance,

and that no permanent headway can be made in supplying timber

until man-directed forestry takes the place of nature's. "American

forestry is not much concerned with the remaining stand of timber,"

he says, and adds: "The sooner cuttings can be made over the

remainder of our virgin stands, the better from the standpoint of

new growth."

Many people are not yet ready to subscribe to this view. Natural

forests, which grew with no help from man, are yet so estensive that

haste should not be made in cutting them down in order that forestry,

such as is practiced in Germany, may be substituted. The frequent

warnings that lumber supplies are on the verge of exhaustion in this

country have produced erroneous impressions, and possibly have

misled Professor Toumey into underestimating the true importance

of the country's standing timber. The report published last January

by the Department of Commerce and Labor gives the latest authentic

figures, and shows that the country is not yet in desperate circum-

stances. The table which follows gives the standing timber of seven

species, and the period each will last at the present rate of cutting:

Species Feet hoard tyicasurc. Will last years.

Douglas fir 521.nnn.ono.0on 100
Western yellow pine l,-.3..1(in.iinn.non 98
Redwood lOl.nnn.nod.non 190
Western hemlock r,7,4nn,n(in.non 315
Western red cedar 5G,70ii.ni)n.non 100
Su"ar nine 34.7nn,nnn.nno 350
Idaho white pine 19,GOU,unu,UU0 80

It would seem like undue haste to hurry through with cutting this

natural-grown timber in order that German methods of forestry may

be put into practice. There are some things in which nature can

beat Germany.

All of the above timbers grow in the far western country. The

situation is not quite so good in the East, where cutting has been in

progress much longer ; but forest exhaustion is yet some distance

in the future, according to estimate based on the report by the

Department of Commerce and Labor quoted above. The hardwoods

make the following showing:

Species. Fcetboanl mmsiire.
Oak 200.2:'.n.nnn,(ion

Gum 53,44".non.(

Ilickorv ig.L'ns.nun.iKin

AsU .

.' 16,.j.'<t. .nnn

Miscelhineous h.-irdwoods 115,ln.->.nnn,nun

Total 404.582,000,000

At the present rate of cutting this will last forty-five years, and

the forests of the whole country will last seventy years.

The o-round on which these forests stand is not yet needed for

jilanting. There is plenty of cut-over land for everybody to plant.

The governmenr, states, cities, corporations, and individuals may do

all the planting they can finance during the next hundred years

without touching an acre on which merchantable forests are now

standing.

Public ownership of woodlands will probably come, to a large

extent. The tendency is in that direction, but it will not come sud-

denly. Wood-lot forestry, such as enables Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois

to furnish hundreds of millions of feet of lumber annually, with little

apparent falling ofl: from year to year, will spread over the country,

and become an important factor in supply. There is not and never

will be any call for the government or state to own such woodlots;

but the ease is different with large deforested areas which the

individual is not able to hold and handle successfully. Public owner-

ship may be expected to enter gradually upon the work of managing

such lands.

Proposes Track Scale Control

PROVISION IS MADE in a bill recently introduced by Repre-

sentative Willis of Ohio, at Washington, for government con-

trol of railroad scales and regulations and weighing methods used

in connection with freight shipments. The Interstate Commerce
Commission is the body which would have jurisdiction in the

matter.

June 30, 1915, is the date named in the bill for the putting into

effect of this provision. According to its text, after that date it

will be unlawful for an interstate common carrier to use a scale or

test car not conforming to the standard t3'pe determined by the

Interstate Commerce Commision. The bill provided for the prep-

aration of a jilan by the American Railway Association in behalf

of the railroads covering specifications for railroad scales and test

ears, and similar weighing devices that will be of a practical and

serviceable nature. The plan should embody suggestions that

could be used in connection with the formulation of a code of

service for freight weighing. The railroads are given until June

30, 1914, to work up such suggestions as they wish to advocate.

The bill provides that if such suggestions are not in the hands of

the Interstate Commerce Commission by the date named, the com-

mission will go ahead on its own initiative in the matter and is

given authority to definitely formulate a code of standard rules

for freight weighing, and to put such testing devices and scales

into operation as it deems proper.

The commission is also given the power to specify the number
of scales that each railroad shall provide for weighing, and to

designate their location, and also to determine the frequency and

manner of inspection and testing of scales.

The commission has made earnest efforts to effect a conference

between the American Railway Association representatives and
representatives of the National Industrial Tariff League for the

purpose of working out the problem as expeditiously as possible.

Such efforts, however, have seemingly been unavailing, and the

commission cabled a conference for September 24, details of which
are not yet available.

The Willis bill seems to be fair in most of its provisions, and
it is diflacult to see wherein the railroads should object to gov-

ernment regulation of their scales and weighing methods, unless

through pernicious methods they have been gaining an undue rev-

enue from weighing through wrong methods and incorrect scales.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

Today
Write it on your heart tliat every day is the

best day in the year. No man has learned any-
thing rightly until ho knows that every day is

doomsday. Today is a King in disguise. Today
always looks mean to the thoughtless, in the face

of an uniform experience that all good and
great and happy actions are made up precisely of

these blank todays. Let us not be so deceived
let us unmask the King as he passes.

—

[ialpU

Wal'Jo Emerson.

Not Much
"I hear Brown's been promoted again."

"Yes."

"Thafs splendid ! He must be quite an im-

portant member of the concern now."
"Oh. I guess not. The office boy still calls

him liy his first name."

—

Detroit Free Press.

The Difference
"i'wixt modest man and egotist

The difference is wide :

One thinks he never would be missed
If he tomorrow died.

The other thinks, when he sheds tears.

That every scene is bleak,

And fancies that the whole world hoars

When he wears shoes that squeak.
—Chicago Rccord-HeraW.

Mutual Admiration
"You are getting very bald, sir," sait^ the

barber.

"You yourself." retorted the customer, "are

not free from a number of defects that I could

mention if I cared to become personal."

—

Louis-

ville Courier-Journal.

With Apologies to Longfellow
This was the forest primeval. The murmuring

pines and the hemlocks,

Planed and veneered, in coats of shellac and new
varnish.

Stand like Chippendale "highboys," with dainty
lingerie coverlets

;

Stand—full of buckshot (for wormholes), with
drawers brass-handled and polished.

Loud, from the long-distance telephone, the deep-

voiced, persistent dealer

Calls in accents decisive after the monthly in-

stallments. —B. K. Hart, in Puck.

Life
This world is like a crowded 'bus ;

A few good men, perliaps,

Slay find a seat, but most of U3

JIust hang on by the straps.

WOOD vs WOOD SUBSTITUTES

'^^ /^(aPcaa^y-

The Smaller Dog: You're a big, tough-looking brute, but I believe I can whip you in a fair fight.

Not Mercenary
"I have a friend who just marries for money."
"Why. how disgraceful !"

"No, not exactly. You see, he's a minister."—Cornell Widow.

Ought to Know
She—"George, dear, here's a scientist who says

the earth is wabbling on its axis. What do

you suppose they can do about it?"

George (absently) : "Open up the muHler. re-

verse the lever, shut off the power, lubricate

the bearings, and tighten the wheel cap."-—

•

Cleveland Plain Dealer.

The Main Problem
"Yes. I'll admit the automobile problem is

bothering me a good deal."

"You mean paying for repairs?"

"No, keeping myself alive."

—

Cleveland Plain

Dealer.

Rejected
He—"Be mine and you wil

piest man in the world."

She—"I'm very sorry ; but

want to be happy myself."-

Transcript.

make me the hap-

unfortunately I

Boston Evening

Why?
Masseur—"The muscles of your neck need at-

tention : you should turn your head rapidly, say,

fifty times, night and morning."

Chestmay—"But I do. I walk up and down
Fifth Avenue twice a day."

—

Lile.

Unusually Intelligent
"Y'ou.saw this horse?" asked counsel for the

defendant.

"Yos, sir, I
"

"What did you do?"
"I opened his mouth in order to ascertain how

old he was, and I said to him, I said, 'Old

fellow, I guess you're a good horse yet,'
"

At this Juncture opposing counsel leaped to

his feet. "Y'our honor," he cried, "I object to

the statement 'of any conversation between the

witness and the horse when the plaintiff was not

present."

—

Our Animals.

Feared the Other

The man of great financial prominence had

met with an accident.

"We'll have to probe," said the doctor.

Just at that moment the man recovered con-

sciousness and exclaimed

:

"If it's a surgical operation go ahead, but if

it's another investigation, give me an anes-

thetic."

—

Washington Star.

Purposeless Game
The Englishman was attending his first ball

game. He seemed very uneasy after the fifth

inning and finally said to his American friend :

"I say, old chap, when do they serve the

tea ?"

"They don't serve tea at a ball game," laughed

the American.

"No tea between innings," gasped the English-

man. "Then what's the object of the blooming
game?"

—

Argonaut.

Girl Friend
"What lovely hair she has !"

"Yes ; and that kind is expensive."

Building a Story
"IIow about that dialect story of yours?"

asked the impatient editor.

"Coming right along, sir," replied Mr. Pen-

wiggle. "I have all the punctuation marks
written and it won't take me more than half an

hour to fill in the letters."

—

Washington Star.
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Eucalyptus Lumber
Abstract of Beport hy H. D. liemann, Forest Products Laboratory,

Madison, Wis., U. S. Forest Service, Department of Agriculture.

PART I

The object of this publication is not to discourage the planting

of eucalyptus, but to place such projects upon a sound rather than a

fictitious basis, and to show that other species than blue gum are

more suitable for many purposes, particularly for saw timber. So

much has been published about the fabulous values of this genus of

trees for hardwood lumber, founded solely upon fictitious and pros-

pective properties, that many people have been led to invest in plant-

ing these trees in the belief that marvelous returns would be realized

in the form of hardwood lumber equal in quality to hickory or oak

in ten, fifteen, or twenty years'

time. When all of these delusions

have been cleared away, as ulti-

mately must occur, there is dan-

ger of a reaction which will put

an end to all future planting.

A clear annunciation of the

real facts, so far as known, is

earnestly called for by present

and prospective investors. If the

planting of this tree in California

is to continue in the future, and

it is of great importance to the

state that its importance should

not be brought to a standstill,

the operations must proceed on a

legitimate and not upon an in-

flated basis. The following arti-

cle has been written to give the

facts as far as they are at present

known. The conclusion of our re-

search and experiments is that the

blue gum is not suitable for lum-

ber until it has passed an age of

at least from forty to fifty years,

and a diameter of three feet or

more. Even so, it is much in-

ferior to many other species of

eucalyptus of slower growth,

many of which do not thrive in

California, but one and possibly

two appear to be suitable for

planting in this state. The state-

ment does not imply that small,

selected pieces of wood may not

be obtained from smaller trees,

even of the blue gum, but the

proportion is too small and the

waste too great to make the young
trees profitable for lumber. This
fact is fully realized even in Australia, where no trees under two or

two and a half feet in diameter, even of the best species, as jarrah

(Eiicalyptiis marginata) and tooart (Eucalptus gomphncephala) , are

considered fit for the saw. The heart of even the largest trees is

conceded to shrink, warp, and check badly, and is always discarded.

No tree under thirty years of age is used, and generally the ages

range from fifty to two hundred years, and older.

In considering the utilization of eucalyptus for lumber, certain facts

will be conceded to start with. First, the wood must be thoroughly

dry before it is of any value; second, it must be free from checks

or honey-combing; and, third, it must not warp, shrink, or swell un-

duly with atmospheric changes, if it is to be of good quality. Can
eucalyptus fulfill these requirements?

That the wood of most species of eucalyptus, including blue gum,
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BLUE GUM GROVE ABOVE BERKELEY BY THE DRY KILN. THE
TREES IN THE I'ICTUUE ARE BETWEEN 1 AND 1 »-!, FEET IN
DIAMETER AND AVERAGE 110 FEET HIGH. APPROXIMATELY 33
YEARS OLD. SOME TREES ARE 135 FEET HIGH.

is very hard, very strong, of a beautiful appearance, and susceptible

of a good polish, there is no question. In fact, it is apt to be too

hard, making it difficult to work. The problem then of the utiliza-

tion of California eucalyptus for lumber is simplified to whether

it can be successfully dried without cheeking or warping, and

whether it will keep its shape after it is dry.

For the purpose of determining these questions, the Forest Service

began a research in 1911 al Berkeley, Cal., where a small dry kiln

was erected by F. C. Havens, in co-operation with the Forest Service.

The kiln was built according to a

special design invented by H. D.

Tiemann of the Forest Products

Laboratory. Humidity and air

circulation are controlled by

sprays of water. The species

dried was chiefly blue gum (Euca-

hiptus globulus), from a grove in

North Berkeley near the kiln,

and a grove in Piedmont and one

large tree from the roadside

three or four miles east of Pied-

mont. Other species were also

dried, from various parts of the

state, including red mahogany

and sugar gum from the experi-

ment station at Santa Monica,

and some "San Jose" blue gum.

Little need be said here re-

garding the growing of eucalyp-

tus in California, as there is ex-

tensive literature already on the

subject ; but there is practically

no authentic information in re-

gard to the lumber produced by

these trees.

Unfortunately, the species has

boon unduly exploited on the

Imsis of the lumber which it

should produce in an incredibly

short time. The fallacy in the

argument is plain, but it has

been frequently overlooked in the

glare of the imaginary future

prospects. Dry eucalyptus lum-

ber of excellent quality can be

obtained, especially that from the

older trees of Australia, and from

species other than blue gum ; and

it is used commercially to a large

extent. For many purposes it is equal to American white oak ; and

for some purposes, when a very hard wood is required, such Australian

species as jarrah, karri, tooart, and red mahogany, no .doubt excel in

valuable qualities.

The eucalyptus heretofore planted in California has been mostly

the blue gum. It forms splendid looking timber trees in a marvel-

ously short time, which in fifteen years, if superficially measured
for volume or board feet, will scale an incredibly large figure, equal

to any other hardwood of fifty or seventy-five years of age.

But here is just where the fallacy comes in. To what does the

scale apply in measuring the contents of these young trees? Is it

lumber, such as can be procured from the old mature trees grown in

their native habitat? Or, is it something different? Something
which is only near-lumber? Is it logical to apply to young trees the
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properties which belong to mature or carefully-selected timber?

Evidently not. The wood of young trees, especially the blue gum,

shrinks and warps so excessively that it cannot be regarded as lum-

ber in any true sense. Wood of good quality as lumber does not

appear to form under thirty years of age, and only in trees over

two feet in diameter. The older and larger the tree the better is

the quality of the wood.

The great value of the young blue gum trees for fuel, wind-

breaks, soil protection and drainage, medicinal purposes, oils, etc.,

and of some species for posts, ties, and piles, has been well estab-

lished on facts, and in many cases fully justifies the planting of this

tree. The wood, moreover, has been utilized in small sizes, such as

insulator pins, tool handles, and to some extent as vehicle stock.

Profits should be figured upon this basis and not upon fictitious

values for lumber by ascribing the properties of large Australian

timber to this young growth.

The first recorded planting of eucalyptus in California is that ac-

credited to Mr. Walker of San Francisco, who is said to have planted

fourteen species in 18.56. It is doubtful if any of these trees are now

standing. In 1860 the importation of seed was started by nursery-

men. Steven Nolan of Oakland has been given credit for the first

actual distribution of trees throughout the state, though it is doubt-

ful if any of his trees were established in plantations of commercial

importance. By 1870 eucalyptus, mostly blue gum, was becoming

well known throughout the state. The California Board of Forestry

distributed many trees to planters in 1SS6, 1887, and 1888. In 1877,

or shortly after, the Southern Pacific procured many seedling from

nurseries in Oakland and planted them along rights of way in Ala-

meda county, in aU 44,000 trees, mostly blue gum. They grew well,

reaching a height of from twenty-four to twenty-six feet, and

diameters of from eight to ten inches, in four years, but were then

used for engine fuel. The first extensive plantations in southern

California were made by Elhvood Cooper in 1872 and 1873 near

Santa Barbara.

At San Jose there are many trees growing along the road sides

said to have been planted by Bishop Taylor of the Methodist church

from seeds which he brought from Australia about 1869. These are

the trees used by T. J. Gillespie* for his lumber, and designated by

him as "8an Jose gum."
The oldest trees in California cannot, therefore, be more than fifty-

six years old, and it is doubtful if any now standing are over fifty-

tflo, and none in groves are over forty years. The grove at the

dry kiln at Berkeley was about thirty-three years old, and the trees

growing about Piedmont are probably from thirty to thirty-six. It

was not until 1904 that eucalyptus was planted on a commercial scale

for timber.

Blue gum is probably the fastest growing tree known. Under

favorable conditions it attains a height of 150 feet and a diameter

of from three to five feet in thirty years. Yields of seventy-five

cords per acre every seven or eight years are not uncommon. This
•Mr. Gillespie has been a eucalyptus lumber manufacturer at San Jose

for many years and claims that he has found in these trees a distinct va-
riety of blue gum of greatly superior quality.

GROVE OF E. CORYKOCALYX PLANTED DECEMBER 11, 1902. GROVE OF E. RESIXIFERA PLANTED MARCH 1, 1903.

These two groves are adjacent to one another in the same relative pos Itions as shown on this page. Both groves are ten years old. In each

view all of the trees visible are of the respective species designated.
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is evidently the short cord of nintysix cubic feet. The statement

is substantiated by actual measurements. Twenty-four different

plantations from five to forty years old show a mean annual yield of

from 1.5 to 7.4 long cords f'ev acre, the maximum being for a grove

in Alameda county twenty-five years old. In this grove the greatest

height was 150 feat and the greatest diameter eighteen inches. In

a grove near Pasadena, planted in 1885, there were in 1900 some

trees two feet in diameter and many over 100 feet in height. Trees

five and six feet in diameter and 175 feet high have been measured,

twenty-four to thirty years old.

The average coppice growth of New England hardwoods is at the

rate of 0.6 to 0.7 cords per acre per annum. Comparing these two

hardwoods shows the stupendous rate of growth of the eucalyptus.

In eight years blue gum yields fifty-six long cords per acre; New

England hardwoods in the same time yield 6.7 to 7.8 cords per acre.

The yield of eucalyptus in volume is from seven to eight times as

great as the best quality of mixed hardwoods. One remarkable

thing about blue gum is that it maintains its rapid rate of growth

for twelve or fifteen years, and in many eases it continues with very

little diminution for thirty years or more.

While blue gum is not the tallest of the eucalypts in its native

habitat, and while it -does not equal other species in any of its spe-

cific qualities, except rapidity of growth and general adaptability.

Baron von Mueller calls it the prince of eucalypts, the third tallest

of the species. Abbott Kinney calls it "a sort of average eucalyp-

tus, tall, but not the tallest, used for general purposes, even to piling

and shipbuilding. It is not the best timber for any of these pur-

poses; not the most lasting in air, ground, or water."

Before describing the drying experiments, a systematic analysis

of what has already been learned of the wood of the various species

of the genus will be of value. It will become evident that blue gum

is not considered, by authentic writers, of much value for lumber,

nor is it durable. By a careful study of the statements of those

most familiar with the growing of blue gum in California, supple-

KEAR VIEW OF TREE NO. 110, SHOWING CHARACTER OF BARK
.\ND 24 FEET OF CLEAR LENGTH.

BLUE GUM TKEE .lUST AUTKK FELLI.NC, SHOWING CH.VIIAC-

TERISTIC CHECKS WHICH OCCUR DIRECTLY THE LOG IS SAWED
ACROSS, PRODUCED BY THE INTERNAL STRESSES.

mented by our own observations, and the authentic writings of those

who are familiar with the woods of the different species in their

native habitat, an attempt will be made to classify this information,

and to show what species are suitable for growing in California

—

for saw timber, durability in the ground, and for pilins. It will

be found that out of Fcventy-five or more well-known species tried

in California, the number sifts down to a very few. In fact, for

general planting throughout the state for saw timber, it appears

to reduce to only one, red mahogany (EucaVypius resinifera). The

list does not purport to be complete or final, but simply to indicate

from what knowledge at present exists on the subject what species

should be planted for specific purposes under given conditions.

.-Vt the present time the blue gum is about the only species in

California available in any quantity for sawlogs. Other species have

been and are being planted with a commercial view, particularly for

lumber and timber. They have in general not yet reached a suflicient

size to prove their suitability for the purpose, although a few scat-

tered specimens of some of the species over thirty years old may be

found. All we have to go by is the statements regarding these

species in other countries or in their native habitat.

There is a remarkable variance in. the statements of different

writers in regard to some species. The only way in which a sane

judgment can be arrived at, without personal experience with the

Ijarticular kind of wood in question, is by studying the concensus of

opinion. This variance of opinion may arise through lack of suf-

ficient knowledge concerning the wood, or to difference in age or

place of growth.

A digest of literature on the subject, together with the observations

of members of the Forest Service, indicates the following species as

suitable for planting in certain regions of California on account

of climatic adaptibility and for the jiurposes of obtaining durable

wood for posts, ties, poles, etc., or for saw timber. Only a few will

grow well in nearly all parts of the state, exclusive of the mountains:

1. Eed mahogany (E. resinifera) is the straightest tree of the

species, but only about two-thirds as rapid in growth as blue gum;
endures drouth and frost, is suitable for a wide range of climate, but

not for growing in alkaline soils. The wood is said to be very durable,

strong, excellent for lumber, not very susceptible to attack by
teredos. It is of a beautiful rose-pink color.

2. Sugar gum (E. corynocalyx) is a rather small tree of com-

paratively slow growth, exceedingly drought resistant and endures

alkali soil and some frost. The wood makes an excellent saw timber,

but is said to vary witii the nature of the soil in which it grows. It

does not warp or shrink badly. It is fairly durable in the ground,
and resistant to the white ant.

3. Tooart CF. nrm; '^nrrphola) is a medium sized tree. Speci-

\
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TWO CLUE GUM AND ONE MANNA GUM LOGS WHICH HAVE
BEEN STEAMED AND ALLOWED TO COOL IN SATURATED VAI'OK.
THE LARGE CHECKS MEASURE 214 INCHES ACROSS.

mens at Santa iloniea are some^xbat crooked in form. It does not

stand bard frost but is said to grow well on the soutbern coast of

California and fairly well in the dry valleys. Its adaptability to

California, however, is not well known. It is said to be the best of

the eucalypts for saw timber and one of the most durable under

ground.

4. Blaekbutt (E. pilularis) is a tall tree, but does not stand

either extreme heat or frost. It is said to do best on the southern

coast, but not in the hot, dry valleys. It is the most durable of the

genus, but warps and checks badly in drying.

5. Eed gum (E. rostrata) is a medium sized tree of fairly straight

growth in close plantations on good soil, but grows crooked in the

open. It is not .as rapid in growth as blue gum. It stands slight

frost and alkali soil, but not extreme cold or heat. It does best in

moist situations and will endure inundation. The wood is very

durable under ground but warps, cheeks and shrinks badly in drying.

It is said to resist white ants, and is brownish-red in color.

6. Gray gum (E. tereticorius) is a tall tree but inclined to grow

crooked even in close plantations. Its growth is about the same or

slightly less rapid than that of red gum. It endures slight frost and

considerable drought and will stand inundation. It is fairly tolerable

of alkali soil. The wood is said to be fairly durable under ground,

but warps, shrinks and cheeks badly in drying. It is brown or

slightly reddish-brown in color.

7. Bed flowering ironbark (E. sideroxylon var. rosea.) is a medium
sized tree of fairly good form, but inclined to be rotten hearted and

contain resin pockets. It is of a deep, cherry-red color ; very durable

in gi'ound ; dries splendidly without undue shrinkage, or warping or

cheeking, but is unsuitable for a lumber tree on account of its growth

characteristics. It endures frost, but not extreme drought or heat.

8. Broad leaved ironbark (E. sideropliloia) grows best in moist

situations free from frost, but endures slight frost. It does not

endure extreme heat or drought; is a tall tree, rather a slow grower

in California, fairly straight in form; not well known. Its wood is

said to be very durable under ground, but its suitability for lumber

not well known.

9. Leather jacket (E. punctata) is a medium to large tree of

fairly rapid growth and very straight in form. It endures frost and

is said to endure heat and drought. The wood said to be very

durable under ground. Properties for lumber are not well known.

10. Swamp mahogany (E. robusta) is a medium sized tree of very

rapid growth and splendid form. It does not endure drought or

severe frost, but will survive inundation and grow in water. The

wood is said to be fairly durable in ground, and to be resistant to

the white ant. Its qualities for lumber are not well known.

11. The blue gum (E. globulus), karri (E. diversicola) and the

manna giun (E. viminoUs) are rated as neither durable nor suitable

for lumber, which has proved true in the experience of the Forest

Service with the blue and manna gums. The blue gum, however,

heads the list as resistant to marine borers. Recent tests in San
Francisco harbor, however, do not substantiate this report.

Very little is known in regard to the wood of the bastard mahogany
(E. lotujoictes) although the trees grow well at Santa Monica and
are of fairly good form.

Jarrah (E. marginata) is considered one of the best for lumber in

Australia, and the most durable and resistant to marine borers, al-

though doubt is thro^\-n upon the last, at least for San Francisco

waters, by the results of some piles reputed to have been of this

species. It is also said to be resistant to attack of the white ant.

Unfortunately, however, jarrah is reputed not to thrive in the state,

and no specimens i-ould be found.

There ai'e many other species of eucalyptus which will grow in more
or less wide range throughout California, but they are all unsuit-

able for either lumber or poles for various reasons.

This list of species is not intended in any sense as final, but merely

the logical conclusion from a carefuly study of authoritative litera-

ture, taking the qualities and uses of the wood from the statements

concerning Australian material, and the growth requirements and

form of tree from actual experiences of various writers in California,

as well as descriptions of the species in their native habitat, supple-

mented by my own observations.

One fact is most striking and significant : blue gum (globulus) is

considered far from the best of the woods, either for saw timber or

for durability. Yet it is the one species that has been planted and
extolled above all others in California. "Why is this so?

It would seem as though in the mad haste of planting anything

by the name of eucalyptus, enthusiasm had carried away discretion,

people having been misled by the general outward appearance of the

TOP E.VD OF LOG NO. 110 DIRECTLY AFTER SAWING TRUNK IN
TWO. NOTE LACK OP USUAL CHECKING WHICH OCCURS IN
SMALLER TREES.
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tree without pausing to read tlie writings of those who have studied

the subject, or to look to the experience of those familiar with the

lumber in its native land.

The blue gum is indeed the most rapid grower of the genus in the

long run, though not the tallest, and forms an imposing tree, and

one which looks as though it would make splendid timber. Doubtless

this is one thing which has been in its favor. Another has been its

remarkable adaptability to a wide range of growth conditions, so that

it could be planted all over the state. It endures considerable frost

and drought. Then, also, it has been planted largely for purposes

irrespective of lumber, as tirewood, windbreaks, etc., for which pur-

poses it fully meets all anticipations. But it is a mistake to look

upon it primarily as a timber tree.

In regard to saw timber, as that is primarily the subject with

which we have to deal, an examination of the lists of species which

we have derived seems to indicate red mahogany (Eucalyptus resi-

niflora) as the only all-round tree for this purpose. Further drying

experiments, which were made in the winter of 1912-1913 were in-

conclusive as to this species, for the reason that the oldest trees which

could be found in the state were only ten years old and not over

nine inches in diameter. The' wood of these immature trees, however,

three of which were obtained from Santa Monica, behaved, if any-

thing, better than blue gum and manna gum of the same age and

size; but it is impossible to predict how the mature timber would act.

The rate of growth of manna gum at the Santa Monica experiment

station is at best hardly two-thirds that of blue gum, although it is

reported to exceed the latter in the Hawaiian Islands.

Sugar gum seems to be another promising species for regions free

from severe frost, and especially for dry valleys, but here again, its

growth is much slower than blue gum's, and it is a comparatively

small tree, and generally grows crooked. It is said that there is a

great difference in the value of the timber produced by this species,

according to soil and region of growth, being best on heavy, strong

soils, and poorest on sandy ones. The drying experiments of 1912-

1913, fully substantiate the claims concerning the wood of the sugar

gum. That from a twelve-inch tree grown at Santa Monica dried as

well as a piece of ash. The form of the tree, however, is inferior to

resinifera. The illustrations on page 21 show a grove of sugar gum
and one of resinifera, both of the same age—ten years old—growing

side by side at the Santa Monica experiment station.

Tooart is another species which seems promising for warmer cli-

mates, free from frost, both moist and semi-arid. Neither the timber

nor the growth conditions seem to be very well known. A recommen-

dation of this species must be made somewhat reservedly. It was

impossible to obtain a tree of this species for the drying experiments,

as the only mature trees which could be found are three specimen trees

at Santa Monica, with which the authorities were unwilling to part.

In connection with the blue gum, further mention should be made

of certain trees growing at San Jose which Mr. Gille.spie has been

cutting for a number of years and which have yielded excellent ma-

terial, quite different from the ordinary run of blue gum. Mr.

Gillespie claims that they are a distinct variety of blue gum, grown

from seed brought from Australia. Botanists have examined these

trees and have found no distinction botanically from the blue gum

;

yet it is not unreasonable to suppose that a difference in physical

properties might exist, even though no morphological distinction in

the leaves and fruit is discernible. We know this to be true of other

trees. Some are hardier than others, although no variety is dis-

tinguishable, and other differences sometimes occur.

There woidd seem to be very good ground, therefore, for the con-

tention that the "San Jose gum," as Mr. Gillespie terms these trees,

might really be a distinct variety of blue gum. It is true that these

trees are now about forty-five years old, and are very large trees

growing along the roadside; but even allowing for this fact, there is,

nevertheless, a marked improvement in the wood over that of the

best blue gum trees grown under similar conditions. It shrinks less,

and more uniformly, and does not warp.

Living trees contain internal stresses. This is especially true of

blue gum of diameters of two feet or less. The outer cylindrical

layers of the trunk are in tension, the inner core being in compression.

This is by no means a merely nominal phenomenon, but is so marked

as to form a serious defect in the tree for lumber purposes, even if

the wood were suitable in all other respects. It would appear that

this distribution of stresses in the trunk of the tree is a natural

adaptation for the purpose of strengthening the long, slender trunk

against the bending action of the wind. Such would be the result of a

distribution of stresses in a wooden beam in this manner, since the

tensile strength of wood is about treble that of the compressive

strength. The great height of these trees, from 110 to 130 and even

170 feet, and their great weight make an enormous bending moment

at the base in heavy flinds. Large trees almost invariably show what

appear to be compression failures and consequent distortion of fibers

in the root swelling at the base. The tops of trees in a strong wind .

have been observed to bend over alj an angle of forty-five degrees.

The effect of these stresses is evident in many ways. When the

tree is felled, it immediately checks on the end of the log, beginning

at the pith and running out radially. It usually splits in this manner

into quarters. These checks are in no wise due to drying or to the

process of filling, but entirely to the stresses referred to. As soon

as the trunk is cut across, the equiliberating forces are severed, and the

outer tension and inner compression open up the ends. These checks

extend inwardly but a few inches at first, but gradually extend fur-

ther as the adhesion of the fibers transversely gradually yields to the

tendency to bend outwards.

These checks cannot be gotten rid of by sawing the end of the log

off, for as soon as this is done, new cheeks are produced at the cut

section. One of the most striking proofs of the existence of these

stresses is found in sawing a thin board or veneer directly through

the center of the log. This strip buckles up along its center and is

taut on the edges.

Aside from tlie checking, these stresses produce another serious

result. When the green log is sawed into planks or timbers, the

stresses cause the pieces to spring out from the saw, and they will

always retain this curved shape unless straightened by force. Veneer

cut from any portion of the log will be dished all along the center

with taut edges. A board sawed diametrically through the center of

the log has been observed to open up at the two ends, and spring

clear in two along the heart as it leaves the saw. Wlion tlie timber

subsequently dries, these effects are accentuated.

Trees three feet and over in diameter are nearly or entirely free

from these internal stresses, except for the region near the heart.

Consequently, one of the main diflSculties of using eucalyptus is

absent when very large tree.s are utilized.

The first part of the jiroblem of utilteing blue gum for lumber is

evidently not a question of drying, but of obtaining wood while green
suitable for drying. Numerous experiments were therefore made in

an attempt to overcome the stresses in the green logs. Whole logs

were boiled and steamed in various ways and for different lengths of
time. Three days' steaming at two or three pounds gage, followed
by cooling under w^ater, eliminated the internal stresses, but so soft-

ened the fibers that the toughness of the wood was destroyed and the

wood checked in drying in a multitude of very fine checks. It was
fiually concluded that such attempts were futile from a practical

standpoint.

Opportunity for Hardwood Flooring in England
A recent consular report states that the use of hardwood flooring

in London is insignificant when compared with the use of soft-

woods. Hardwood is used to some extent in dance halls, skating
rinks and in private houses where much entertainment and danc-
ing is given, but even in such cases the tlooring takes the form of
parquetry rather than the hardwood flooring so widely used in
America. The hardwood for English flooring is derived chiefly
from the United States and Canada.

It is believed that hardwood flooring will be used more gener-
ally in London partly because of its sanitary features and also

because of its beauty and the ease with which it can be cared for.

It woiild seem that big manufacturers of hardwood flooring in the
United States would find a very profitable market for this ma-
terial by pushing it in the big markets abroad.
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•^J- Railroad Income Still Unsatisfactory -0:

A recent pamphlet of the Eailway Business Association demon-
strates that the income from the railway systems of the country is

still below that of 1910. According to the pamphlet the railroads

are stiU short of income and short of facilities. The pamphlet is

made up of two sections, one being devoted to income and the other

to facilities.

Speaking of income, the report says that the current monthly

reports of railiray revenue and expense, if studied in the light of

1910 expenses, will afford business bodies important guidance in

adopting an attitude toward the proposed advances in eastern freight

rates.

The Interstate Commerce Commission expressed the hope two years

ago that the roads would increase their income without any advance

in rates, and accordingly denied the advance. Since then complete

statistics have been published for 1910, 1911 and 1912, which show

that operating revenue was 1.4 per cent larger in 1911 than in 1910,

and 2 per cent larger in 1912 than in 1911. Yet the corporate in-

come available for improvements, and similar outlays was 20 per cent

less in 1911 than in 1910, and 15 per cent less in 1912 than in 1910.

The railroads attribute this decrease in net income to rail operating

expenses, taxes and the debit which arises from balancing non-operat-

ing receipts against non-operating expenses, chiefly interest.

One of the strongest reasons advanced by those publishing the re-

port for the insufficiency of the railway income in the past years is

the fact that the bond-buying public is turning away from railroad

securities to securities of other corporations because the latter can

raise their selling prices at liberty, while railroads' rates are fixed

by law. This is proven by the fact that new capital issues of steam

railroads listed on the New York Stock Exchange were, in 1912,

the smallest in ten years, while new issues by other corporations were

the largest of the decade.

The report comments on natural impressions formed by the general

public based on the decrease for the fiscal year of 1913. It says that

some business men have asked whether the earnings of 1913 did

not meet the situation and render an advance in rates unnecessary.

The bulletin points out that an inexperienced observer jumping

at conclusions may find, or think he has found, that operating income

for the eleven months of 1913 as compiled, which operating income

is figured at revenue less operating expense, less taxes, and amounting

to $3,396 per mile of line, is substantially greater than one or another

figure for eleven months of any previous year. From this fact the

same observer might predict that as a result of the operations of 1913

the railway system has realized the income prophesied two years ago.

The bulletin contends, however, that as a matter of fact these pre-

liminary returns will not bear any such interpretation, for operating

income has still to be cut down by large deductions not yet reported,

and estimates computed upon actual deductions used in obtaining

final figures in previous years tend to show that net corporate in-

come in 1913 did not rise to the level of 1910.

In order to show the entire unsafeness of endeavoring to predict

preliminary deductions based merely on gross operating revenues,

the report outlines the various deductions which would have to be

alloAved for. The computer starts with a gross operating income

of $3,396 per mile for eleven months among the roads included in

the report. These roads are those having $1,000,000 or more operat-

ing revenue, which are the most prosperous of all the roads. When
the poorer lines are averaged in for the ultimate statistics this amount

is greatly pulled down. For instance, in 1911 the larger roads re-

ported average operating income per mile as $3,058 .for eleven

months. The ultimate figure for all the roads proved to be $163 less.

Nobody knows how many miles of line will be included in the

ultimate statistics for 1913. The average annual increase in mileage

operated from 1908 to 1912 was 2.09 per cent. If this happened to be

the precise rate of increase in 1913 the mileage operated would be

255.611.13. If the mileage omitted from the income account should

be in the same proportion to the total mileage operated as in 1910,

or 1.6 per cent, the mileage to be considered would be 251,521.36.

Operating income at $3,216 per mile would be $808,892,693.76, or an

increase of 5.5 per cent over 1910.

Sums deducted from revenue after payment of operating expenses

are considered. Of this the biggest item is interest on funded debt.

For instance, new investment is made each year in each plant.

Nobody knows exactly how many miles of track there are, nor does

anybody know the aggregate tractive power of locomotives in 1913.

The enlargement of freight car capacity is another unknown factor.

This investment in track of rolling stock, together with investment in

steel passenger cars substituted for wood, safety devices installed,

grade crossing ^eliminated, roadbed and bridges rebuilt, grades and
curves corrected, terminals improved and extended, have together

created new charges against income, a large part of which is obli-

gatory interest on funded debt. According to the bulletin it will

take two years or so to determine exactly the increase in fixed charges.

Thus the report goes on to say that the prophesied increase of

income, if recorded past averages for new mileage, new cars, and
increased locomotive tracting power hold good, has increased in 1913

to a loss in 1912 of 2.47 per cent. This occurs with an estimated

increase of 33,901 miles of track over 1910, 293,331,000 more pounds

of locomotive tractive power; 14,175,000 more tons of freight car

capacity, and an increase of 7,900,000,000 tons of freight per mile.

The pamphlet points out the growing sentiment among big busi-

ness men regarding the relations of railroad prosperity with the

prosperity of laisiness in general, and this is the reason for the

publication of tliis summaiy in H^vkdwood Eecord. It says that

prominent business organizations in St. Louis, Cincinnati, Philadel-

phia, Pittsburgh, Baltimore and other large cities have decided to

eitlier favor or not to oppose higher freight rates whereunder the

eastern roads may provide better service. The report contains the

plea that shippers consider that the resources of a railroad during

the period of years are the average of the poor years and of good
years together, and asks that action should be based upon the known
past and not upon the half revealed present. It draws the word
picture of the national calamity' that might result in the midst of

busy times brought about by congestion of terminals, throwing into

idleness with their employes factories which could neither obtain raw
material nor deliver finished product.

The section of the pamphlet treating of facilities tells what the

shippers of the raUroads are doing to minimize the necessity for

further facilities, but emphasizes the fact that they can not possibly

do enough. It says that with a net car surplus on August 1, 1913,

of 58,455 and a decrease from that date to autumn low supply equal

to the annual average decrease from August 1, 1908, to 1912, or

150,400 cars, the autumn net shortage in 1913 would be 91,945 as

compared with 87,000, the previous record of 1907. _This shortage

would be aggravated by a severe winter into a great national

calamitous congestion.

It is urged that all endeavor to do their utmost with the present

transportation facilities, which are inadequate to take care of the

peak of the load.

Commerce Court Abolished
The long drawn out controversy regarding the Commerce Court

has at last been concluded by the vote of the House of Repre-

sentatives, which passed the urgent efficiency bill with the right

of abolishing that court, and the Bartlett amendment which re-

moves the offices of the judges of the Commerce Court.

While it has been entirely evident that this would be the final

culmination of the controversy, it is beyond question one of the

biggest blunders made by any congress. It was frankly predicted

by one representative who advocated the continuance of the court

that the Democratic congress would be forced in two years to put

into effect a similar body whether it carried the same title or not.
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ARTICLE THREE

The farmers of this country suffer a large annual loss by failure more to feed the animal out of doors and little meat goes on his

to shelter their live stock. The amount of this loss, like the loss jibs to show for it; but every fork of hay consumed by the shel-

trom rotting crops, is difficult to estimate because figures have not tered ox gives a return when the butcher buys the animal,

been collected, and from the nature of the case cannot be col- The same is true of hogs and sheep. They are pulled down by

lected with any degree of accuracy. cold rains as cattle are. Farmers are beginning to learn, partieu-

It is remarkable that the value of the domestic animals in the larly in the case of hogs, that confinement in a pen is not ueces-

TJnited States happens to be almost the same as the value of the sarily shelter. There must be a roo/ to shed the rain and snow,

farm crops. Each varies from year to year, but the differences as well as restraining rails and bars. The hog is as sensitive to

between the two classes of the agriculturist's wealth are compara- cold as the horse, and he brings little profit to his owner if he is

tively small. The value of the farm crops in 1909 was $5,487,- left to root and shiver in winter weather.

000,000, and of farm animals, including domestic animals not on The only means of measuring the loss incurred by farmers by

farms, the year following was $5,461,.53.5,136. Some of the leading the neglect to house their domestic animals is by percentages,

items which made up the total for 1910 were the following: The differences are so great in different .-egions and even on

Poultry 295.880.190 Value $ 154,663,220
adjoining farms that actual figures compiled in one instance would

Cattle 61,803,866 Value 1,499.361,799 he no safe criterion for other localities. There is no question that

ilofsos'and'mules:::;::; 24;i48,5S0 ValSe 2,535:ioo;900 in the worst cases, where neglect is most pronounced, the loss

Sheep and goats 55,362,986 Value 245,811,658 amounts to one-half of the selling price. Prom that it grades

More than half a billion dollars' worth of domestic animals are down to little or nothing in cases where the stock is housed in

not on farms. Most of the animals in this class are horses and warm barns and is fed abundantly though economically,

cattle kept in cities and villages, and they cannot be considered Few investigators place the average loss due to the custom of

as belonging on farms, and they are not included in the above i.roviding no shelter for animals at much less than ten per cent

table. of the annual value; but in order to be safe, let it be placed at

It is a matter of interest, though not of much importance and five per cent. On that basis the farmers of the country are losing

not particularly pertinent to this investigation, that the value of about $2.30,000,000 a year. The investment of less than half of it

ostriches in the United States in 1910 was $1,696,220. The average in larger barns and more shed room would save the other half and

value of an ostrich is three times that of a horse. add it to the farmers' working capital.

In many parts of the United States farmers have long been Every dollar so invested would be a permanent improvement of

accustomed to neglect their four-footed property. Horses, cattle, the farm. The barns would not need to be built more than once in

sheep, and hogs have been left to find what shelter they can in a generation, and if well constructed and properly cared for, the

time of storm, and very often with little other feed than what they buildings will stand for a century, if not longer.

can pick up in bleak woods and snow-covered fields. In the early Thousands of farmers are not in need of this advice. They know

years of settlements it was often difficult to do otherwise, because their wants and have already taken action. They have ample sheds

the pioneer farmer was frequently hard put to it to shelter and for all their stock, adequate barns for all their crops, sufficient cover

feed his family, and was obliged to leave his domestic animals to for their tools and agricultural implements, and the result is visible

shift for themselves. It is not the long ago, however, that is now in the farms' general tone of prosperity. But there are others,

under consideration, but the present. They are drifting along in the old way, trying to make ends meet

How much are farmers losing now through failure to properly and to squeeze some profit out of their farming operations; but

.shelter their live stock? The neglect is nationwide and varies the leaks are so great that success is always more or less in doubt,

in degree with the different parts of the country. Many farms These are the farmers who need a closer alliance with lumber-

house all their animals, as they house all their forage and grain men. Such an alliance will place the farmers on the road which

crops, and all their agricultural machinery. These are the pros- leads to ^^greater prosperity. The increased value of the farm

perous farms. They have perfected their alliance with lumbermen animals will soon pay for the roofs that shelter them. The

and are profiting by it; but there are thousands of other farms response will be immediate. Every new and better barn built on

where the need of shelter is painfully apparent. the stock farm is an insurance policy which matures every year

Most horses are provided with shelter in winter, particularly in and pays premiums. It is the very best kind of policy, because

the northern and middle western states; but it has not yet dawned it prevents losses and adds to the capital, while the ordinary

on many a cattle raiser that he is standing in his own light when policy is intended to do no more than repay actual losses, and it

he fails to furnish his cattle with shelter. Agricultural colleges nearly always falls short of doing that much.

are doing much good by helping to break the custom of turning It may be summed up that the farmers of the United States

stock out in storms to shiver when they ought to be warm and might save not less than $600,000,000 a year by building more

asleep under roofs. The extra feed required to winter a bunch of barns and sheds. They would effect a saving of $100,000,000 an-

cattle in the open would sell for enough to make a good start nually in agricultural implements; $2.50,000,000 in farm crops, and
toward providing a shelter, to say nothing of the loss of flesh due $250,000,000 in domestic animals. Every dollar put into such

to cold rains and pinching winds. improvements will be a permanent, active investment, constantly

It is not necessary to quote figures on the feed saved and the yielding returns,

weight gained when cattle are housed. Agricultural investigators There probably will never be a better time to make these im-

iiave figured it all out, and they are making some impression on provements than the present. Lumber of the kinds needed is now
the farmers who are still set in their ways and who still do as reasonable in price. It may be expected to increase in cost from
their sires before them. The ordinary observer can note the appar- year to year, for the tendency of values is upward, though it is

ent difference in prosperity between the farmer whose fields con- not probable that the rise will be rapid. The actual records taken

tain sheds and barns, and the one who leaves his cattle to huddle from the bocks of certain lumber companies who have been handling

behind a fence for shelter from the north wind. .building lumber show that the rise in price of such lumber has not

The city butcher can tell the difference between the stall-fed been nearly so rapid as has been the increase in cost of other building

ox and the gristly steer whose humped back tells the story of his materials, but the farmer who takes steps at once to provide needed
struggles with the January snows and the March rains. There is buildings will be making a profitable investment at an opportune

little comparison between the profits from the two sales. It costs time.
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Cruisers TSfeed Recognition
Editor's Note

In the old days in connection witli the purchase of timliciiands, first-class timber was so abundant and com-
manded such a low price that a matter of a few million feet difference in the estimate of a certain stand did not
cut much figure. However, with the increasing cost of stumpage and the decreasing (juantity of good timber, pur-
chasers and bond houses financing timber deals are insisting more and more enJphatieall.v that the cruises on
whicn they base their estimate of value shall be absolutely reliable. This change in condition has led to a change
in cruising methods and to the influx of a constantly greater number of scientifically trained cruisers who rely
upon accurate calculations rather than mere eye work to determine tlie amount of standing timber on a given tract.
There is still, however, a weak point in the structure of timber cruising business and It'has to do more with the
recognition of cruises than with the accuracy of the cruisers themselves. That is. a timber buyer or bond house has
to rely upon the confidence he holds in the cruiser for the work rather than upon any association as a guarantee that
the work is accurate. The following article gives the ideas of one of the foremost cruisers of the country, in which
lie advocates the formation of some association that will absolutely guarantee the accuracy of timber' estimates.
The idea, while fundamental in character, is basicly excellent, and Hardwood Record shall be very glad to receive
the suggestions of others interested in this idea. Criticism or other comment is heartily solicited."

Lumber inspection is recognized by all lumber associations as an

important branch of their activities. Their rules and regulations

they consider the best obtainable. Their inspectors they consider

the best qualified men in that line of work. By these rules and

with these men the inspection of lumber is conducted in a business-

like manner.

The inspection of standing timber is of at least equal importance

with lumber inspection, yet rules or regulations governing this work

are lacking, and through the negligence of the various associations

the capable cruiser has no certain place to turn to for substantiation

of his work. The owners of stumpage and the investors in stumpage

are the most material losers, as is evinced bj' the number of lawsuits

now pending where the amount of standing timber on certain tracts

of land is the question in dispute. This state of affairs is brought

about by the fact that at least fifty per cent of the men engaged

in the business of erusing timber are not morally or mentally qualified

to perform the service for which they are emploj-ed. A corps of

competent cruisers acting for some centra! authority as a court of

claims would protect the investor, the stumpage owner and the

honest estimate, and further bring to light at once those men posing

as timber estimators, who liave kept this business one to be looked

upon with suspicion.

The subject of timber cruising has ne\"er been properly considered

by the various associations because in the past through low stumpage

values, the subject lacked importance. At the present time the

importance is evident but the frequent recurrence of the subject to

individuals is lacking and as a result no action is taken. The

timber cruising proposition rarely occurs in the ordinary run of busi-

ness and while lumbermen generally know that to secure a re-

liable cruiser is difficult, they do not realize that they run a

risk of employing a man who's cruise will show a discrepancy from
the actual stand of three hundred per cent and that they are quite

apt to get a man who will miss it fifty or one hundred per cent.

Why should a forest engineer engaged in the cruising of timber

seek to agitate a question which will reduce the total volume of

all timber cruising one half? Provided only one half of the present

amount of timber cruising is necessary, the work must as a whole

be better done and done in such a manner that a minimum amount
of checking will satisfy all concerned. It follows that if the work

is better done the better grade of engineers and cruisers must do

it, and inasmuch as capable men are scarce a big reduction in the

total amount of work done would not affect their business.

One method of bringing about this happy result through the

various associations interested would be as follows

:

The secretaries of the various associations might form a board,

the chairman of which could assume control and be the leader of

a corps of engineers and cruisers, these men to be the best obtainable

and to act as a court of arbitration in the woods. The cost of

this department should be carried by its patrons. Further, the

chairman of this board should be empowered to issue licenses to all

engineers and cruisers desiring to practice under association rules.

Through the issuance of these licenses the board could control the

personnel of the engineers and cruisers practicing under its rules

and thus insure to the members of the associations competent and

reliable stumpage reports. License fees would care for the cost

of this work. A justified complaint should be followed with a

revoked license,. A set of rules should be formulated and published

which would govern the grading of standing timber, limit the methods

of cruising to certain acknowledged standards, and designate a

standard rule for the computation of stand.

This suggestion is made with a thorough understanding of the

forest engineers' side of the question. Conditions as they are stated

can not be denied in fact, and, with something done in line with

that which has been outlined, great good would unquestionably result.

That there may be faults in the proposed method of accomplishing

this good is quite possible, but all must stand united on the idea

that for the benefit of the lumberman, the investor in stumpage,
and the business of timber cruising, something should be done.

Clarence W. Griffith, Forest Engineer.

Logging Conditions Around Memphis
The weather has been quite rainy throughout the Memphis ter-

ritory recently, with a consequent interruption of logging work.
The ground is now so thoroughly watersoaked that it will be im-

possible to do much in the woods for some da3's and the weather
is still unsettled, with prospects for further rain. Fortunately
lumber interests owning timberlands in this section have been
pushing logging operations and have been moving their timber
as rapidly as possible, with the result that the threatened stoppage
of receipts leaves them in a comfortable position with respect to

log supply for the immediate future. Timber receipts here for

some time have been quite free by both water and rail and an
official of a prominent concern identified with the handling of

timber by rail is authority for the statement that the mills are

in very good shape and will not suffer from the present inter-

ference with logging operations unless it continues for some time.

The Valley Log Loading Company saj's that it is operating three

loading machines on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line of the

Illinois Central system and one on the Memphis-Marianna cut-off

of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern and that all of these

are being worked at full capacity. Coupled with this good

movement of logs by rail has been an increase in receipts by
water. The river offers a very good stage just now and this ia

being taken advantage of hy all whose timber is accessible for

water transportation.

Conditions, from the standpoint of manufacturers, are improv-

ing and, with the broadening of the demand which is now indicated,

owners of mills will put forth every possible effort to secure a full

supplj' of timber. They realize that they are going to be pushed

to prepare a large enough supply to take care of the demand now
promised and they are already doing all they can toward getting

out logs and guarding against any shortage in that direction. This

attitude on their part leads to the belief that active logging opera-

tions will be resumed as soon as possible. An official of the Mem-
phis Valley Log Loading Company is authority for the statement

that the season promises to be exceptionally busy in log loading.

The e^r shortage has not yet materially interfered with lumber

interests in any direction. There are some outside non-competing

points where cars are somewhat scarce, but lumbermen are able to

secure practically their full needs. The heavy rains have delayed

the movement of the cotton crop and this, coupled with the lighter

movement of timber, has prevented the shortage from becoming

at all acute.
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The Lumhermans Round Table

KEEPING TAB ON PILES

A southern hardwood operator, commenting on the necessity of

tagging piles, told of an improved method used by his concern in

that respect. Instead of simply tacking a tag on the end of a

board, where the rain could hit it and where it could easily be

torn off, lie has had metal rims or frames provided and attached

permanently to the foundations of the piles. The card showing the

age of the pile, the quantity of lumber in the stack and other details

is slipped into this frame, where it is given perfect protection, and

is never lost or torn off. When the pile is taken down and a new

lot of green lumber put up, the old card is slipped out and the

new in.

"By having this information kept in a permanent, safe place,"

said the sawmill man, "and by following it up with a monthly

inventory, we have constantly at hand a statement of the lumber

in the yard, with its age."

MAKING THE STOCK LIST WORTH WHILE
A hardwood man who believes in making it as easy for the

customer to buy as possible has been sending out stock lists recently

which indicate his ideas in this regard pretty plainly.

Instead of having simply a list of the items which he has on

his yard—he operates a large sawmill—he first lists the stock

which is dry and ready to ship ; and under another heading shows the

green lumber, which will be ready for the user within sixty or

ninety days. He said that frequently a customer wants an item

which is green, and is glad to know that it can be delivered at a

given date.

In addition to this, he quotes prices f.o.b. the mill on his stock,

and gives the rate from the mill to leading markets. Not content

with this, he shows the effect of the rate on the price of the lumber

by converting a fifteen-cgnt rate, for example, into doUars-per-

thousand on each wood, so that the buyer can easily refer to his

particular market and get the price on any item quoted.

The result of this plan has been all that could be wished, and has

made the stock-list really wortli while as a silent salesman.

ABOUT CUTTING STAPLE THICKNESSES
"The sawmill man who cuts more than staple dimensions," said

a successful operator in the hardwood field, "is, in my opinion,

showing a lack of judgment. Take plain oak, for instance. It is

my policy to cut nothing but inch, unless I have an order for some

other thickness.
'

' You hear a good deal said about the fat prices often secured

by manufacturers who have thick stock to otfer. Well and good;

they have to be mighty big to pay the additional expense of handling

that stock. The sawmill which is cutting half a dozen different

thicknesses of the same wood never has a good-sized stock of any

one dimension; and it is further put to the trouble of waiting a

longer time for the thick stuff to dry before it is ready for the

market. Then comes a long wait, usually, before the buyer can be

found for the material ; and if he doesn 't pay a round price for his

material, the lumberman has simply lost money.

"My plan is to cut staple dimensions that are readily salable.

Then I know that I will not have to tie up a lot of money in stock

that is either drying unusually slowly or can 't be sold within .1

reasonable time after it is put on sticks. '

'

HICKORY A DIMENSION PROPOSITION
Hickory seems to be at least one wood which has been put on a

dimension basis almost altogether. This is indicated by the fact

that handlers of lumber have found the demand for hickory stock

to be unusually slow. Investigation has shown that a good many
of their former customers are now getting most ot their material

cut to size, so that they can use it with a minimum of waste. In

view of the fact that hickory is getting to be a scarce commodity

—

in spite of the rather large piles which are stacked up on a good

many yards—this method of handling the material appears to be the

proper one.
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Handle men buy their stock cut to size, and wagon manufacturers,

who are among the largest users of the material, are likewise getting

the dimension idea. After the hardwood men have held their thick

hickory on their yards for a few more years, and have thought the

matter over, the chances are that they will decide to market their

stock on a dimension basis.

LOW PRICE SOMETIMES A PROTECTION

One of the worst things that can happen to a wood, from the

standpoint of its continued use, is an occasional rise in price which

makes it too expensive for the consumer to handle. Poplar is a

good example of this, for it has been the victim of more general

substitution, perhaps, than any other wood.

Ash is an illustration just at present of the way the thing works.

This wood has been in excellent demand throughout the year, and

prices have been consistently high. The strength of ash has been

better maintained, probably, than that of any other wood on the

liardwood list, and a good many manufacturers thought that they

were going to be able to "clean up" on the wood this year.

During the past month or two, however, it seems that a reaction

of some sort has made its appearance. Those curious enough to

inquire as to the reason for this, learned that users of ash for coach

work and other purposes have been resorting to hard maple and some

other similar woods as a means of avoiding the necessity of paying

the high prices demanded by those having ash lumber to sell under

previous conditions.

This may cause prices to decline suflSciently to make it to the

interest of consumers to return to ash. But that illustrates the

point that abnormally higli prices are in a way a menace to the

security of a given wood's position.

BRINGING WALNUT BACK INTO FAVOR
If walnut ever comes back into general use on this side of the

water as a cabinet wood, it will be because furniture manufacturers

and others use an entirely different method of finishing from that

which was employed when walnut was a popular material.

This idea was made perfectly clear when the writer happened

to see an odd suit of walnut furniture, made up in a southern factory

to the order of the customer. It was finished as it used to be in the

"good old days," when a high polish and lots of varnish were used,

with a resultant appearance that was cheapening and altogether

undesirable.

A lot of people who have unearthed old family furniture and

restored it to use have nuide their walnut pieces things of beauty

by having them scraped and the wood finished in its natural color,

and rubbed dull. Finished in this way, the quiet but nevertheless

effective beauty of the wood is apparent to everybody, and makes
the monstrosities formerly perpetuated in the finishing-rooms of the

furniture factories appear to be an entirely different proposition—

-

as they really are.

Perliaps the supply of walnut is not sufficient to permit a real

market for it to be created in the furniture trade; but if there is,

the popular faucy must be won by showing the wood as it really is,

instead of finishing it in a way that destroys all possible chance
for its natural lieauty to impress the observer.

DID YOU EVER SEE PERSIMMON FURNITURE?
A Louisville hardwood man has a table made of quartered persimmon

which is probably one of the handsomest pieces of woodwork to be
found anywhere. In figure the wood is simply astonishing, and has
Circassian walnut looking like a pale imitation. It has rich yellow

and black coloring, which, when properly matched up, as in this

case, gives the appearance of a tiger skin inlaid somehow into

the top. It is a pity that there is not enough persimmon available

to enable the veneer manufacturers of the country to market it

in sufficient volume to establish its position in the trade. If there
were enough of it, it would be easy to assure it unlimited popularity,
because with its bizarre and striking figure it would capture the
public by storm.
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WORMY CHESTNUT AND PANEL-MAKING
It is one of the old superstitions, to use a rather harsh word, of

the panel trade that wormy chestnut is best for corestoek in panel

work because of the fact that it contains worm-holes. A leading

panel manufacturer, who has studied the scientifie side of the busi-

ness as thoroughly as anybody in the trade, laughingly remarked
that while a lot of the boys in the glue-room believe that wormy
chestnut would be used regardless of price, he would willingly turn

to some other grade if wormy chestnut went up too far.

"As a matter of fact," he said, "the worm-holes have nothing

whatever to do with the efSciency of the wood for corestoek. If

the glue had to depend on the holes to get the proper cohesion, I'm
afraid the panel-makers would have their troubles. The fact that

we get equally good results when other material is used for varioui

purposes demonstrates the fact that the incidental defects make no
difference one way or the other."
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^Vood Imports and Exports
The July imports and exports of forest products for the United

States, according to figures published by the Department of Com-
merce, are as follows

:

Imports: Briar root or briar wood, and ivy or laurel root,

$21,961; cedar .526,000 feet, value $30,086; mahogany .3,279,000,

value $266,476; all other cabinet woods $147,134; logs and round
timber 17,26.5,000 feet, value $183,994; pulpwood 124,757 cords, value

$882,1.59; rattans and reeds $54,022; all other unmanufactured wood

$1,338; lumber 88,585,000 feet, value $166,478; laths 61,728,000,

value $189,706; shingle-^ 41,364,000, value $106,440; all other lumber

$121,828; chair cane or reed, $49,093; furniture $58,231; wood pulp

80,591,447 pounds, value $1,264,860. Total wood and manufactures

of wood $5,417,460.

Exports: Hickory logs 464,000 feet, value $15,401; oak logs 39,-

000 feet, value $1,520; walnut logs 869,000 feet, value $40,741;

all other logs 13,659,000 feet, value $265,648; firewood and all other

unmanufactured wood $18,382. Hewed timber 4,067,000 feet, value

$126,959; sawed timber 45,414,000, value $930,347; lumber, cypress

1,167,000 feet, fir 61,268,000, gum 13,265,000, oak 25,172,000, white

pine 4,675,000, longleaf pine 81,852,000, shortleaf 1,767,000, all

other pine lumber 26,190,000, yellow poplar 2,653,000, redwood

5,033,000, spruce 2,591,000, all other lumber 29,420,000; total lumber

2.55,153,000 feet, value $6,796,825. Joist and scantling 1,029,000

feet, value $19,584. Eailroad ties 693,653, value $321,824; shingles

12,499,000, value $26,576; box shooks 935,365, value $97,807; all

other shooks 79,435, value $169,192; staves 9,849,945, value $854,-

297; heading $27,442; all other cooperage stock $294,384; door,

sash and blinds, $91,169; furniture, $481,849; empty hogsheads and

barrels $43,833; trimmings, moldings, and other house finishings

$80,488; incubators and brooders $8,683; woodenware $38,332; wood
pulp 2,152,608 pounds, value $43,699; all other manufactures of

wood $593,443. Total wood and manufactures of wood exported

in July $11,447,360, being $1,231,895 more than for July, 1912.

It is interesting to note the destination of the leading forest

products exported from the United States. The figures which fol-

low are for the month of July, 1913.

Hewed axd Sawed Timbek.

Destination Quantity, feet Value

France 3.813.000 86,110

Germany 3,339,000 67,830

Italy 5,.59O,00O 102,861

Netherlands 4,228,000 97,388

United Kingdom 26,.^37,000 561,291

Other Europe 3,609.000 60,636

Canada 3,463,000 118,560

Mexico in.S,000 3,096

Argentina 10.5,000 1,600

Other Countries 793,000 16,84!)

Lumber.
Belgium 4,324,000 150,437

France 3,601,000 93,751

Germany 8,497,000 244,065

Italy 4.885,000 111,815

Netherlands 11,215,000 310,334

United Kingdom 47,618,000 2,188,192

Other Europe 5,884,000 152,781

Canad.T 52,154,000 1.241,931

Central America 6,789,000 145.912

Mexico 10,163,000 214,910

Cuba 13,594,000 256,382

Other West Indies 6.352.000 146,831
Argentina 15.969.000 389,572
Brnzil 8,966,000 233,276
Other South America 15,816,000 268,788
China 7,033,000 85,506
British Oceania 19,297,000 342,348
rhilippine Islands l,.39o,000 17.921
Africa 3,281.000 78.987
Other Countries 0,349,000 142,670

FUB.NITURE.

United Kingdom 38,271

Other Europe 48,162

Canada 121,892
Central America ^ 26,391

Mexico 27,017

Cuba 63,846

Argentina 63,695

Brazil 4,923

Other South America 29.002

Asia and Oceania 34,825

Other Countries 30,025

Effect of Electricity on Trees
Last spring the electric railway company of an eastern city saw

fit to change the polarity of its current. Instead of sending the

current through the trolley wire and back through the rails as is

usually the case, the direction was reversed. About two weeks after-

ward complaints began to pour into the oflSce of the superintendent

of trees that many of the finest shade trees were dying. In each

case it was found upon examination that a feed wire with defective

insulation was in direct contact with some part of the living tree.

As this condition had existed for an indefinite time without apparent

damage to the trees the natural coneluson was that the direction in

which the current was passed was responsible.

As soon as this conclusion was reached systematic effort was

made to protect all trees endangered. In some cases the wires were

shifted, in others small limbs were cut off; in still others, however,

the insertion of a tarred board between the living wood and the

wire was tried. The latter proved defective as an insulator for

so strong a current and a double board with porcelain insulators

between was necessary.

In the meantime over one hundred fifty valuable trees were either

killed outright or damaged beyond recovery. The railway company

admitted responsibility for the damage and has paid out over $1,500

in settlement of claims. It has recently decided to change back

to the old system, not, however, because of the danger to the trees,

but because of an increase in hazard to its own employes under the

new method. There is at least one other instance known where a

change in direction of current caused much damage before it was

discovered and corrected. It seems safe to predict that wherever

such a change is made the death of all exposed trees will follow.

The explanation of this phenomenon is not definitely known. One

theory is that the current causes salts of copper to be deposited into

the living tissue with poisonous effect . Another is that there is a

general disturbance of the root system due to the current which

escapes into the ground and causes electrolysis. Still another is that

the damage results from the actual burning of the living tissues by

the current. Whatever the correct explanation may be it is known
that the effect of the current is deadly unless prompt action is taken.



Conditions with the Railroads
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tt is generally recognized that business with the railroads of the

country constitutes a very reliable barometer of general trade condi-

tions. Hence, information coming directly from the heads of the

various big systems of the United States can well be considered as

reliable to the extent to whieh these statements express opinions of

conditions in the business world the country over.

The Eailway and Engineering Review of Chicago, with an idea of

forming an analysis of such conditions, recently addressed letters

to the presidents of all the big systems throughout the country.

Hardwood Record takes the liberty of reproducing some of these

letters, the majority of which contain a very optimistic tone regarding

the remaining months of the calendar year 1913, but are rather doubt-

ful as to business after the first of the year.

The letters follow:

We expect to bare the same or greater gross earnings tlie balance o£

this calendar year than last year. We do not think the banks in the

West are loaning very freely for the purpose of carrying grain in storage

and this will hasten its shipment. The Northwestern has a very good

grain crop indeed, and I think our line is better in this respect than any

other western road. We have suffered some loss in Nebraska, but not

great. Our general business also promises well. After the first of Janu-

ary I think it is somewhat speculative as to volume of business.

W. A. G.iRDNER. President Chicago & Northwestern Uailwat.

The prospects of railway business during the remainder of the calendar

year though the territory which the Norfolk & Western Railway traverses

looks very favorable. As beyond the period of time referred to, the indi-

cations are not so favorable, and we anticipate a marked reduction in

railroad business due to the uncertainty in the minds of inventors and

manufacturers as to the result of the proposed tariff bill, income tax hill

and currency bill.

L. E. Johnson, President Norfolk & Western Railway.

I am of the opinion that prospects for railway business in tlie territory

tributary to this railroad during the remainder of the calendar year are

excellent.

W. K. Nixon, Receiveb and Chief Operating Officer, St. Louis & San
Francisco Railroad.

With the uncertainty still existing as to the outcome of the corn and

cotton crops—though the latter at the present writing promises a very

good yield—and the unsettled feeling of merchants and manufacturers as

to how they will be affected by the pending tariff and currency legisla-

tion, we cannot at this time predicate with any degree of surety the busi-

ness conditions for the latter months of the year.

With the exception of some parts of the West, where the corn crop has

been injured by the drouth, an optimistic feeling as to the future busi-

ness generally prevails. On the whole we look for a fair business, as we
hope to make up by an increase in the shipment of other commodities any
shrinkage there may be in the corn movement.
B. F. Bush, President Missouri Pacific, Denver & Rio Grande and

Western Pacific.

I look for quite prosperous business in the Northwest. Last year we
had a very large crop, and this year a good crop, and there is nothing to

hamper the continuance of good business that I can see.

E. Pennington, President Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Railway.

On the basis of traffic now moving in the territory served by our lines

and the opinion of those engaged in such traffic with whom we come in

contact, the revenues of the railroads are going to be large during the
remainder of the current calendar year. The difficulty of the railroad

situation is not in revenues, for they have steadily increased during
recent years on practically all representative railroads in the United
States, but it lies in the dangerously narrow margin between revenue
and income—what used to be called "net"— because expenses have in-

creased in greater ratio than revenue. The need of the railroads today is

to widen this margin.

Fairfax Harrison, President Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Railway.

Wheat crop in our territory was fair and is about half moved out.

Corn crop badly damaged by heat and drouth. Cotton is in fair shape
at present as an average but badly burnt in spots and liable to still

further damage in default of rain very soon. Fruits and small crops
were generally good. Citrus crop on Pacific coast promises fairly good
recovery from freeze of last year, and unless we get a repetition of that
calamity should give fairly good movement, though not normal.
On the whole railroad prospects are fair except for drastic, unintelli-

gent legislative, congressional and official acts. Nothing the matter with
us but too much politics.

E P. Ripley, President Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
System.

The crops have been very seriously damaged in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma, and the cotton crop in Texas will not be more than seventy-

—so-

live per cent of last year's, if that. Just what effect this will have upon

the movement of general business, I am unable to say at this time, but

I look for quite a large decrease in the movement of traffic during this

fiscal vear. We may perhaps be able to make reasonable returns for the

balance of the calendar year, but after January 1st I look for a very

light traffic throughout the Southwest.

C. E. ScHAFF, President Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway.

Mr. Willard. in commenting on the general business conditions of the

country, after making an extended inspection of the Baltimore & Ohio

lines, has stated that be found them generally healthy : and while the

volume of business for the coming year might not be as great as last year,

he considered the .situation to be satisfactory.

James S. Murray, Asst. to President Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

With the corn crop failure in Kansas and southern Nebraska, the out-

look is not comfortable with our lines in that territory. In northern

Nebraska we will have about forty per cent ot a normal corn crop. Our

business will be reasonably good in Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and Idaho.

It looks to me as if we are having a recession in business, from which

we will not recover within a few months. I'olitical and financial dis-

turbances always produce recession instead of stimulation.

A. L. MoHLER, President Union Pacific and Oregon Short Line.

The outlook for business during the remainder of the calendar year !s

good. The bituminous coal trade, which comprises seventy per cent of

the tonnage of this line, promises exceptional activity. Because of the

greater cost of operation and maintenance, due to the increases in wages

and cost of material, the roads will not, unless they are enabled to in-

crease their rates. Ije able to improve their net earnings.

M. J. Caples, Vice-President Chesape.ike & Ohio Railway.

W^e anticipate a large crop of sugar cane and an unusually large yield

of rice in Louisiana. The cotton crop in Texas, whieh promised to be

as large as last year, has been impaired by the recent drouth and damage
by boll weevil.

The deciduous fruit crop of California is not as large as last year, but

the orange crop promises to be almost as good as the average. The de-

mand for lumber has somewhat diminished, both on the Pacific coast and
in the Southwest, and general business reflects a conservatism which is

doubtless due to the scarcity of money and a desire to await the outcome
of tariff legislation and a realization of the crops. Jlerchants are not

overstocked and will therefore be in a position to purchase freely when
existing uncertainties shall have been cleared away.

Julius Kruttschmitt, Chairman Southern Pacific Company.

Wood Interests Defend New York Code
The hearing before the building committee of the board of alder-

men of New York City on provisions of the proposed new code cover-

ing the use of wood trim, showed the weakness of the case of the metal

trim interests more than anything else. The new code as originally

drawn would exclude wood trim from all buildings over one hundred

feet high, and exponents of metal trim are in favor of it.

The committee when drawing up the new code had in mind only

the question of reducing the fire hazard and it was for the opposing

interests to show whether or not the old code did not sufficiently

cover this item. The metal trim men read a lengthy statement

dealing with generalities and did not show their product to be a

fire-resisting material superior to wood under similar conditions.

They claimed, for instance, that the loss of life in the famous
Triangle shirtwaist fire would have been lessened if the building

had been trimmed with metal. This is ridiculous on its face for

everyone knows that the building was not equipped with suflScient

fire escapes and the victims could not get out, while the rapid spread

of the flames was due entirely to the materials used in the manu-
facturing business and not because of the construction. The metal

men avoided the item of cost which is admittedly in favor of wood.
It was shown that oak doors in any quantity could be furnished

erected at .$17, as against $40 for steel doors. The wood trim in-

terests argued that since it has not been shown that the use of wood
trim increases the fire hazard it would be a great injustice to force

builders to install metal trim and doors at a cost running from
three to five times that of wood. There is no popular demand for

metal trim in hotel and apartment buildings, while wood is greatly

superior because of its artistic features and lasting qualities.

The wood trim interests were well represented and there was a

good attendance of lumbermen. It is confidently expected that tho

code will be modified leaving the trim provisions as now in force

with respect to hotel and apartment buildings.
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The Hoo-Hoo Meeting
The annual meeting of Hoo-Hoo closed at the Hotel Planters,

St. Louis, on Sept. 11. The meeting was one of the largest ever

held, there being a record attendance of approximately 500.

The invocation was delivered at the first day's session by Eev.

John B. Gonzales.

Hon. H. W. Kiel, mayor of St. Louis, delivered an address of

welcome, which was responded to by Frank W. Tower of San
Francisco, snark of the universe.

Julius Seidel of St. Louis then extended the welcome of the

Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis to the visitors.

Following the talk of Mr. Seide!, W. A. Hadlej', high priest of

the Osirian Cloister, responded.

Frank W. Trower then delivered his annual address which was
full of interest. He referred in his talk to the recent dismissal

of the action of the government in the anti-trust law against the

secretaries of the different lumber associations. Mr. Trower said

that when the suit was first brought, several years ago, the lumber-

men were at first amused and then indignant over the perversion

of the power of the government. He said that every intelligent

lumberman recognized that there was no foundation for the suit

under the anti-trust law, which was really enacted to save the

small business man from ruination at the hands of the monopoly.

According to the speaker, all lumbermen knew that the various

associations were formed for legitimate purposes of trade better-

ment precisely as all other lines of business organizations. The
lumber associations also aim to resist the unscrupulous competi-

tion and the insidious attack of the mail-order houses.

The general public evidently did not know of these facts, and

the lumbermen demanded that the government show proof. The
dismissal of the cases shows that the government never had a case

which would justify this surrender to the clamor of the professional

politician.

In speaking of the pending Panama exposition, Mr. Trower said

that the Lumbermen 's building and the house of Hoo-Hoo, will be

beautiful and hospitable. The committee having charge of this

work has already selected a site and plans for the building. It is

expected that the various woods of the country will be advantage-

ously displayed in this structure, and also that the building will be

a welcome haven of comfort and rest to visiting lumbermen.

Following the snark 's address and the appointment of commit-

tees, the scrivenoter delivered his report in which it was shown that

941 members were initiated last year as compared with l,0'2-l in

1912; 1,176 in 1911; 1,4.55 in 1910; 1,800 in 1908, and 2,460 in 1907.

The number of deaths last year were 152, and of resignations, 128.

In the twenty-one years that the Hoo-Hoo has existed there have

been 28,005 initiates, of whom 1,.391 are dead, 1,055 resigned and

12,910 suspended; 8,255 have paid dues for 1913.

The total receipts for the year 1913 were $23,334.80 and dis-

bursements $2ti',6fi0.57. This deficit covered obligations incurred

prior to Sept. 6, 1912, and paid after that date amounting to

.$4,132.23. To this should be added a shortage of $3,199.85 in the

imminent distress fund, and $1,768.80 advance dues received.

Mr. Stephenson said that the deficit of $3,355.77 is covered by

notes which he has endorsed personally as an individual.

Regarding the imminent distress fund the scrivenoter reported

that while the statement showed a cash balance of $3,199.85 there

was no cash balance to the credit of the fund on Sept. 6, 1912.

Mr. Stephenson then submitted an additional report showing

the work done by the scrivenoter during the past year. He fol-

lowed that by a somewhat extended discussion of the various trade

publications, in which he was frank in naming two publications

that have not given particular attention to Hoo-Hoo during the

past year. He also specifically mentioned a list of several trade

.iournals that have given considerable space to Hoo-Hoo affairs,

but apparently overlooked several publications which allotted Hoo-

Hoo questions the necessary space whenever so requested. Hard-

wood Becord being one of the latter.

The scrivenoter was followed by Chief Forester Henry S. Graves
of the United States Forest Service. Mr. Graves talked on the
present day phases of the conservation movement.

In the afternoon the visitors investigated the plant of the An-
heuser-Busch breweries. Here they were treated to a very sub-
stantial luncheon and had a generally good time.

A concatenation was held in the dining room of the hotel in the
evening, at which twenty-three kittens were initiated. The con-
catenation was conducted by the higher officers of the order. This
was followed by a vaudeville entertainment and smoker for the
men and other entertainment for the ladies.

Winnipeg, Can., was selected as the next meeting place of the
order, that city winning out in the face of spirited efforts from
the representatives from Waycross, Ga., and Nashville, Tenn.
The Hoo-Hoo in one of its business sessions determined to take

the initiative in taking steps for the organization of bodies of
lumbermen in the country for the purpose of organizing the Benev-
olent Association for aged lumbermen of the United States, which
idea was inaugurated by John C. Spry of Chicago about six months
ago. It was decided to appoint a special committee on this sub-
ject. To support the movement, George H. Grayson of the Gray-
sonia-Nasliville Lumber Company, Nashville, Ark., offered a tract
of 100 acres of improved farming lands near his mill plant at that
point. He later offered $5,000 in cash in addition, toward the
proper equipment of the tract for the purpose intended.

Following is a list of the Supreme Nine as elected for the fol-

lowing year:

SNAiiK—John H. Kirliy. Houston, Tex.
Senior—E. D. Tennant, Winnipeg, M.nn.

.Tu.vioR—J. Harry Ehrnianntraut, Seattle, Wash.
RiiTtrM—Charles S. Eraee. San Francisco. Cat.

Scrivenoter—W. M. Stephenson, St Louis, Mo.
JARBERWOCK—Charles H. Calhoun, Beach, Ga.
CUSTOCATIAN—P. T. Langan, Cairo, 111.

Abca.noper—W. ,7. Woorlward. Norfolk, Va.
GURDON—E. H. Lewis, New York. N. Y.

Tariff Bill Passes the Senate
On Sept. 9 the Wilson-Underwood tariff bill after fifty-four days

of debate passed the Senate by a vote of 44 to 37. The Democratic
vote was practically unanimous in favor of the measure. The final

vote was a culmination of an all-day session in which a discussion

was indulged in on various features of the bill and in which efforts,

in many cases sticcessful, were made to secure certain amendments.
The bill as a whole eft'eets a reduction in the tariffs, although in

some instances higher rates are provided.

The members of the House of Eepresentatives seemingly are not

inclined to favor all of the Senate amendments, there being the

opinion in some quarters that the Senate bill provides in sub-

stance for such radical revisions downward as would, effect a

serious shortage in the revenue derivable from dutiable goods.

The bill having passed in the House of Representatives will now
go to conference before committees from the two branches of the

government, and it is expected that the conference will continue

for a week or two before a satisfactory basis has been arrived at.

The bill in general, when passed, will very likely conform very

closely to the wishes of President Wilson, and whether it meets

the economic needs of the country specifically or not, will surely

demonstrate the power of the Democratic president.

A leading Memphis hmiberman recently visited a big oak manu-

facturing concern in southeastern Ohio, who.se officers solicited criti-

cism. After a rigid observation he suggested that in piling oak they

should be careful to keep the heart edges on the sides of the piles in,

rather than exposed to the weather. By this simple expedient the

hearts are much less liable to heart-shake. Furthermore, the heart,

being much more apt to warp and check, will thus be kept in much

better condition.
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Some Pointers Concerning Glue

It is seldom that as much real inforniation is delivered in so

small a package as that recently sent out by J. A. Taggart, Toledo,

O., in the form of an eighty-five page book on glue. The informa-

tion is primarily for the user, and deals with selecting, handling,

testing, and applying the article. It is, therefore, of interest to

a large class of manufacturers of wood commodities.

The glue industry in America was founded by Peter Cooper in

1837. Its rapid growth began about 1880, at which time the

«nnual output was worth $4,000,000. It is now worth $15,000,000. The

capital invested in the business is not much short of $13,000,000.

Animal glue is a by-product of packing houses. The usual parts

cf animals of which it is made are hides, bones, sinews, tails,

Bnouts, ears, piths of horns, tannery waste, shoe factory waste,

and the waste of button and knife handle factories that use bone.

Heads, tails, fins, bones, sounds, and other parts of fish are excel-

lent materials for the glue factory.

The processes of nature do not make any glue: they simply

provide the substances of which it can be made, and man's in-

genuity has devised the methods of producing the completed arti-

cle. The operation is not complex, although a number of impor-

tant details had to be found out by experiments. The desired

result is produced by the action of water and heat on nitrogenous

substances. The details that must be learned relate to the amount

of water, the degree of heat, and the duration of the process.

After boiling there must be drying, and that must be carefully

and skillfully attended to. The user of glue is not particularly

concerned with the method of making—that is the manufacturer's

business—but the user will be none the worse for knowing some-

thing about the manufacture of the article about which he is so

'greatly concerned.

The test of glue is in its use. There are grades and kinds, but

when a man wants a glue for a particular purpose, the safest

thing he can do is to try it out. Tests for determining quality

are physical rather than chemical. The laboratory man with his

retorts, acids, agents, and test tubes can find out many things,

but they do not mean a great deal to the man who is desirous of

knowing whether a particular glue will answer his purposes. He

can make a number of tests for himself, provided he has had

experience and knows his business. The quality depends largely

en viscosity—the flowing qualities. The slower warm glue flows,

other things being equal, the better it is. The rate at which

water flows is taken as a basis of measurement. The jelly test

is another method of determining quality. A light glass vessel is

Ijlaced on the surface of warm glue, and the vessel is gradually

loaded with shot, and note is taken of the rapidity with which

it sinks into the substance: the slower the better, other things

being equal. Some excellent judges of glue depend on the finger

test. Nothing but long experience will make a man proficient in

this process. The tip of the finger is pressed upon the warmed

surface. The depth and the character of the impression furnishes

a key to the glue's quality, but the interpretation depends on the

knowledge and skill of the man who makes the test.

It is said that white bubbles, in the shape of round blots, on

the surface of glue is evidence of decay. Bubbles may appear

within glue—not on the surface—without being an indication of

putrefaction. A good glue is smooth though not necessarily glossy.

Sometimes the very best will be of a dull color. The surface

thould be uniform in color and appearance, but the color is not

important as a rule. A thin piece of cold glue, if of good quality,

will bend considerably before breaking, and this is one of a

number of tests that can be easily made. High-grade glues never

show glassy fractures, but bone glues do. If glue in solution is

beaten with an ordinary egg beater and shows foam which does

not quickly subside, the article probably contains impurities.

Experts say, avoid using any glue that does not smell sweet and

clean.

As much depends on right methods in the glue room—where
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the glue is used—as in the factory that makes it. In the first

place, the waste is said to be fully twenty-five per cent. Glue

should always be soaked in cold water before using. It should

be thoroughly dissolved before heat is applied. Good glue will

absorb from 150 to 250 per cent of its weight of cold water.

Flakes should be soaked ten or twelve hours, ground glue from

one to four hours. It must be thoroughly soaked, not merely

moistened on the outside. Only pure cold water should be used>

that from boilers should be avoided.

In heating glue, the heat should be applied indirectly, ^ and

should not exceed 150 degrees. The glue must not boil, and live

steam should not be applied directly—it will ruin the glue. Vessels

in which the substance is dissolved or warmed should be brass,

copper, or aluminum, and the vessels should be frequently cleaned.

Too much should not be melted at one time. It must be protected

against dirt; too rapid evaporation; cold drafts, or a room toO'

cold must be guarded against. All surfaces to which glue is

ai^plied should be warm and dry, but each situation must be indi-

vidually considered, because the manner of applying is of great

importance and rules which suit one case may not work well in

another. Among rules laid down for the selection of glue are the

following

:

For wood joints use high test hide glues. They make strong,

firm joints, which is extremely important since joints are subject

to more or less tension; and they set rapidly.

For veneers take a moderately high test mixture of bone and

sinew or bone and hide glue. The higher test glues set too

quickly for this particular kind of work. If a spreading machine

is used, avoid a glue that tends to foam. Sometimes foaming is

caused by spreading too fast. Overheating glue also tends to foam
it. This can be overcome by the addition of sweet oil, vaseline,

parafline, or wax candle, but it is objectionable when veneering.

Somewhat "Chestnutty"
Professor N. F. Davis of Bueknell College must have been mis-

quoted in a recent interview on raising chestnuts. According to

figures attributed to him there is more money in raising chestnuts

than in any other crop that grows out of the ground, when cost is

considered. It is stated that chestnut trees eleven years old aver-

age a bushel of chestnuts a J'ear, "which sell readily for from five

to ten dollars a bushel." That means from $559 to $1118 an acre

per year from the crop. It beats ginseng or Louisiana lettuce.

The professor figures on cutting the trees for lumber in "from
twenty to thirty years" and getting another profit. What would anj'

one want to cut trees for, if they produced from five to ten dollars

a year in nuts? A thirty-year-old chestnut tree would sell for only

a dollar or two as a pole or a few posts. Besides, trees that grow
chestnuts in considerable quantity never amount to much as lum-

ber, because only short limby trees bear chestnuts; tall ones-

produce only a few at the top.

Unless the figures of production and profit in the interview
are accepted as a joke, there is danger that they will fool people

into planting chestnut in expectation of returns which will fall

about ninety-five per cent short of the estimate—as has been the

case where the catalpa and the eucalyptus crazes have led gullible

people to do foolish things.

Use for an Unimportant Tree
Efforts of enterprising furniture manufacturers in America to

sell wooden bedsteads in India encounter difficulties which arc^

explained by Consul Henry D. Baker in a recent report. Hugs
eat up wooden bedsteads in that country. In America the bugs
generally are satisfied by eating the sleepers, and leave the bed-

steads. Why not try sassafras wood in making a sample lot of

bedsteads for the India trade? If this wood's reputation is not
founded on false pretenses, no insect will come near it.
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Some Figures on Lumber Exports
Beginning with the year 1912 the Department of Commerce en-

larged the scope of its statistics of export of forest products from

the United States. Before that time lumber generally went simply

as lumber without any subdivisions to show the kinds, as pine, oak,

spruce, etc. ; but last yeai- somebody awakened to a realization of the

fact that there are different kinds of woods passing out of the ports

of this country to enter those of foreign lands, and that the business

men of this country, and probably of others also, would be pleased to

receive a few more particulars. The result was tliat what formerly

had been lumped in as lumber is now separated into nine parts, as

shown in the export statistics of 1912.

There were several subdivisions or classes recognized in the forest

products exports before that time, such as round logs, hewed logs,

sawed (square) logs, cooperage, and others; but plain lumber has long

been the leading item in these exports, and it was listed as though

it were a single species. Under the new arrangement this item ap-

pears in the 1912 report as follows, for the year closing June 30

:

Species. Value.
Longleaf pine (called "pitch pine") $15,85:i,:;31

Oak 9,229,413

Fir 7,640,938

Gum 1,645,031

Yellow poplai- 985,291
Shoi-tleaf pine 824,300
Spruce 510,097
Other pine 6,580,689

All others 7,493,538

Total $52,060,694

Tliis subdivision is an improvement, but it lacks much of being

complete. Yellow poplar is probably the only one on the list that is

a single wood. What is called oak is made up of a dozen or more

kinds of oak ; some are white oaks, others are in the red oak class, but

since lumbermen in this country do not pay much attention to the

different species of oak, it would be impossible to separate them when

they are presented for export to foreign countries.

Longleaf pine is the chief species exported as '
' pitch pine.

'

' That

is a general name and is applied to no fewer than six pines of the

United States.

Shortleaf pine doubtless represents two or three kinds, including

loblolly. The name is used for a number of yellow pines.

Fir is a name that may properly be applied to the lumber of

nearly a dozen different trees; but the fir listed for export is prac-

tically all Douglas fir cut in Oregon and Washington.

Spruce lumber is cut from red, black and white spruce of the

northern and eastern part of the United States, and from Engel-

mann spruce of the Rocky Mountains, and Sitka spruce of the north-

ern Pacific coast. Most of the export spruce is the red and the

Sitka.

in comparing the forest products exports of one period with those

of another, much care is necessary to make sure tliat the totals in each

period consist of similar and comparable items, otherwise the figures

will be misleading. Errors of this kind are apt to occur for the

reason that one table of imports will contain certain raw materials

or certain manufactured or partly manufactured articles which are

not included i^ other tables. The table which follows has been con-

structed to make the figures for the seven years comparable as nearly

as possible. Four kinds of material are included—hewed logs, sawed

logs and heavy timbers, lumber as the term is usually understood,

and joists and scantlings. For some reason the collectors of statistics

prefer to group tlie commodities in that way. This does not include

a number of forest products, like pulp, furniture, cooperage, shingles,

etc. Exports listed in the table may be compared for the seven years

covered by the statistics:

Commodit.v. 1900. 1907. 1908. 1900.

Hewed Timber .$ 877.776 ? 890,100 $1,316,403 $ 839,011

Sawed timber 10,049.310 13,101,178 11,040,677 8,414.519

Lumber 28,695,823 39,861,352 35,607,508 20,0.56.579

Joist and scantling.. 501,711 752,152 581,718 378,914

Tutal $50,724,620 $54,004,788 $48,546,368 $38,089,023

Commodit.v. 1010. 1911. 1912.
Hewed timber $ 825,192 $ 770,123 $ 044,129
Sawed timber 9,852,027 11,476,177 10,292,792
Lumber 36,774,219 43,756,177 52,060,094
Joists and scantling 507,853 520,358 577,075

Total $47,959,891 $50,522,835 $63,574,090

The products represented in the above table ay3 distributed to all

the principal countries of the world. For example, the sawed timber
for the years 1908 and 1912 was shipped as follows:

Destination. 1908. 1912.
Europe $8,910,111 $8,847,471
North America 1.448,022 1,460,274
South America ." 188,308 124,281
Asia 10,928 336
Af"™ 105,310 260,330
Oceania 377,399

It is thus shown, for this item at least, that the trade is not subject
to much change. The four years from 1908 to 1912 did not greatly

increase or diminish the exports to the chief markets. The total

exports of forest products ("wood and manufactures of wood") for
the year ending June 30, 1912, is shown below:

Europe $37,890,687
North America 31,500,401
South America 14.811.867
Oceania 5,386,560
-^fii<'a 1,842,437
Asia 1,333,753

Total $92,777,705

The exports to North America include those to Canada, IVTexieo,

Central America, and the West Indies. Oceania is a general term
including the islands in the Pacific ocean, the most important of
which are Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines, and Hawaii. Iklost

of the shipments to that region go from the Pacific coast. A list

showing the total exports to all countries for a number of years is of
interest for the purpose of comparison. While there has been a
general increase, such increase has not been steady. The table below
covers nine consecutive years:

Value o(

Yea r

—

wood exports
1904 $00,953,120
1905 54,902,131
1900 05,214,094
1907 79,704,365
1908 77,183,.539

America has always been an important source of lumber for ex-

port. The trade began more than 300 years ago, but figures for

early periods are fragmentary. About one hundred years ago the
government began keeping systematic records, though the method of

keeping them has changed from time to time. In some instances

totals only are shown, while at other times many details are included,

such as the kinds of wood and the various destinations. Below is

given an abstract of the lumber exports, by decades, for a century

—

that is, each tenth year, beginning with 1817, is given. Tlie exports
may not be entirely comparable in all cases, but they are generally so.

The main items are sawed and hewed lumber and timber. Round logs

are not usually included, though for some years they may be. Wholly
manufactured articles, largely or entirely of wood, such as furniture,

are not included in the follonnng totals:

Value of Value of
Year— wood exports. Year— Wood exports.
1817 $3,498,144 1867 $14,838,574

Value of
Year

—

wood exports.

1909 $64,540,573
1910 74,920,958
1911 87,701,832
1912 92,867,764

1827 . 2.273.112
1837 3,226,662

1847 3,938,201

1857 11,033,217

1877 17,884,156
1887 18.613,656
1897 35,679,694
1907 79,704,365

While the United States has always been an exporter of forest

products, it has been an importer also. Wood was imported into

.\merica about as early as it was exported. Common lumber was
shijiped to these shores from Europe long before the Revolution.

Boards and planks sawed by hand by the old pit-saw method came
to this country for house building at a time when every man here
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had more timber on his own farm than he knew what to do with.

Strange as it may seem, hand-sawed lumber came here from Europe

many years after sawmills, operated by water power, were working

near the Atlanitc coast. Such are some of the strange freaks of

trade.

Cabinet wood, principally mahogany, was an occasional import two

centuries ago, and it has been coming ever since. Two principal

sources and kinds of timber imports at the present time are mahogany

from tropical America and tropical Africa, and various woods from

Canada. The latter are the same kind of timbers that grow in the

United States, for Canada has no tree species of importance that does

not occur also south of the international boundary. Such lumber

comes into the United States simply because it is convenient to

markets that want it—not because it is better than lumber cut this

side of the line. The increase of lumber and log imports has shown

a gradual and fairly steady increase for more than forty years. The

following table gives the figures by five-year periods from 1870 to

1S0O, and annually after the latter year. The record is a fairly

accurate barometer of trade conditions during the period of compila-

tion. For instance, a serious decrease is seen following the troubles

of 1907 and again in 1908:

Imports of Fokest Products.

Year

—

Value. Year

—

Value.

1870 .$ 670,131 1900 $ 5.961.456

1875 1,895,535 1901 6,950,123

1880 2,884,579 1902 7,587,901

1885 3,587,651 1903 8,294,963

1890 4,254,789 1904 8,429,218

1891 5,280,264 1905 7,880,746

1892 5,626,143 1906 8,931,114

1893 6,705,798 1907 11,471,595
1894 6,010,492 1908 12,500,487
1895 7,374,205 1909 11,455,143
1S96 8.439,1.56 1910 15.176,506
1807 8,519,928 1911 14,475,198
1808 6,434,091 1912 14,271,416
1899 5,849,912

Wholly manufactured products, such as furniture, are not included

in the above statistics. It is supposed to be material intended for

further manufacture, though some of it is doubtless used in the rough,

just as it comes in. A comparison of imports and exports for certain

years indicates that exports are increasing at a higher rate than im-

ports. For example, in 1897 the exports were four times greater than

the imports, while ten years later, 1907, the exports were seven times

greater than the imports for that year.
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The Trade JournaVs Importance
it call not be said that the trade journals of the country have ever

displayed undue egotism in suggesting to their readers the important

part which they have played in the development of commerce and
industry throughout the country. The growth of the modern trade

journal has been gradual, just as has the modern business idea, and

the publications ' effect upon business has for this I'eason been more
or less of an unseen factor. It will not be denied, however, by the

student of business affairs that the modern American trade journal

as a class has done a great deal to assist American industrial and
commercial enterprises to their present high plane of development.

The eighth annual convention of the Federation of Trade Press

Associations held at New York in September was replete with valu-

able papers of all kinds, most of them, however, having bearing

directly upon the publishers ' side. There were several which should

be read with equal interest by the business man of the country who
is merely a subscriber to, or advertiser, in some trade and technical

publications. One of these talks is entitled "The New Force in

Business," and was read by E. E. Shuman of the Shuman-Booth
Company, advertising service agent of Chicago. His talk had such

a direct bearing upon the relations of the modern trade paper to the

business world that it is herein summarized in the hope that it will

bring some of the readers of Hardwood Eecobd to a realization of

the great benefit to be derived from a closer relation between mem-
bers of the trade which this publication represents and the various

high-class journals endeavoring to advance the cause of the lumber
business.

Mr. Shuman says that as periodical visitors to the desks, to the

minds and hearts of the captains of trade and industry of the country

the trade and technical journals yield a power far greater than that

of the political press or of the pulpit, or of any other publicity force

that now exists in this or any other country, because of the fact that

the readers of the high-class trade journals are not made up of the

idle and thoughtless multitude, but of the great five per cent of the

population of the country which controls the labor and markets the

product of the other ninety-five per cent. They are men who have
built and are building America 's industrial and commercial greatness,

and according to the speaker the instruction and ideas given by the

modern trade press have done more to put America in the forefront

of the industrial and commercial nations of the earth than any
other one influence.

As part proof of this statement I\Ir. Shuman suggests that it is

necessary only to compare the primitive, wasteful, inefficient methods
of store management and display, accounting methods and store

equipment of fifteen years ago with the advanced methods which so

largely prevail today. To give an index of the power of the technical

journals it is necessary only to study the equipment and methods
jirevailing in manufacturing plants of today as compared with those

of only a few j'ears ago.

Of course, the force of a journal is directly proportionate to the

intelligence and unselfishness with which each journal builds for

others, while it is building for itself. In both the avenues of trade
and of industry the various periodicals give each subscriber the
benefit of the latest thought, the latest development of machinery
or method which the most powerful organizations of the country have
been able to devise. Under the old system of things the various
short cuts and efficiency jilans were held in monopoly by but a few
of the largest manufacturers or merchants, but through the medium

. of the trade press these items have been given country-wide circula-

tion and all are now enjoying the benefits. The result is in a broad
way that the cost of production has been held down and hence ulti-

mate cost of the article has not increased as greatly as it might have.
Mr. Shuman further states that the time has gone by wlien the

trade press was the hanger-on in any trade or industry. Tlic trade
press on the other hand is now rather the leader which sails the
seas of the various industries not as something towed be: .nd but as
the very engines that impel the industries themselves.
One of the most pertinent suggestions made in Mr. Shuman 's talk,

had to do with a question which has commanded the attention of the
lumber press for some little time. He maintained that it is the duty
of journals in any line of trade or industry to guide and inform the
daily newspapers in centers important to the various trades or crafts,
and the great national weekly and monthly magazines as well, so that
there may be a marked decrease in the misinformation about trade
and technical affairs which is so characteristic of the public press
of the period. These efforts if persistently and intelligently followed
up will ultimately, according to the speaker, win the public to the
side of the industry it is defending, and thus give new force to tliat
particular branch of business.

The talk contained some sane advice relative to the charges for
advertising space. Mr. Shuman 's remarks on this subject coincide
very closely with the ideas of the majority of the trade press pub-
lishers, and also with the ideas of most of the progressive adver-
tisers of the day. Mr. Shuman says:
"Your rate is your own estimate of your worth, a measure of

your faith in yourself, your own dollar and cent estimate of your
own right to live,"
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He says that he knows a publisher who charges considerably more

per page in a paper of 4.000 circulation than is charged by a similar

publication claiming lIO.OOO, and that he finds that his business comes
so easily that he is mighty particular about whom he admits at that

price. This man, according to the article, has faith in his mission

to his subscribers. On the other hand, it is the low rate and the

special bargain paper which discredits trade and technical journals

in the eyes of men who are accustomed to pay good prices for good
goods in the expectation of getting money value for what they pay.

35

Altogether the talk embodies a great many ideas which could very
well command the attention of most of the biggest merchandizing
and other lines of trade throughout the country. The lumber business
in its immensity, being the second largest industry in the United
States today, should be vastly concerned with any new ideas in

solving this problem of merchandizing which is becoming more and
more difficult each year. Hence, Hakdwood Eecord submits these

few ideas in the hope that they will at least receive the attention of
the trade which it endeavors to represent.
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Locating the Trouble
In a recent address before the Society of American Foresters,

R. S. Kellogg of Wausau, Wis., took this pointed text: "It is

better to waste timber than to waste money."
He spoke on the subject of the future utilization of timber, and

his text embodied his conclusion. He held that it is unreasonable

to expect a business man to save scraps and low-grade timber

when it costs more to save it than it is worth. A good deal of

that kind of business has been done in the past, and he cited two

instances where large operators marketed millions of feet of lumber

at an actual and considerable loss. No one should expect the

practice of conservation to be carried that far. To do so is not

conservation at all, but waste.

The loss is in the low grades because the market for that stuff

is poor. Box makers are the chief buyers, and they sometimes

find it impossible to use it aU, and the price drops very low. One

of Mr. Kellogg 's statements is worth careful thought. He says

that when the price of box lumber advances, the business of the

fiber box people increases. History, he says, has shown this to be

the case. The question suggests itself whether a permanent ad-

vance in the price of such lumber would enable the fiber box

people to capture a large part of the box business. A straw which

shows the current of thought among shrewd business men is seen

in the fact that a fiber board mill has just been completed in Wis-

consin at a cost of $2,000,000. It is assumed that the builders of

that mill expect to sell their product to box makers. The mill will

r.se much waste, and will not draw heavily from the kinds of

timber that now go into box lumber. This means that there will

be as much low-grade lumber as ever, but part of the market for

it will be taken by the increased output of fiber boxes. W'hat is

to become of the low-grade lumber? Are the sawmills to con-

tinue to cut it, in spite of the fact that it is better to waste

timber than to waste money?

It is stated as a fact, established and proved by experience, that

when the price of stumpage advances, it never goes back. When
prices of standing timber are good, sales are made; when poor,

the owners simply hold. This is true because the owners of timber

are generally able to hold it. Taking this view of the situation,

it is apparent that lumber's tendency is bound to be upward in

response to increased cost of stumpage. If low grades are slow

sale, or no sale at all, the profit (if there is to be a profit on

lumber) must ultimately come from the good grades. Dreamer.s

(not lumbermen) have told how the whole tree, from the root

collar to the twigs, ought to be hauled to market in some way or

other. That dream may come true sometime, but it hasn't yet.

It is the height of folly to pile up supplies far ahead of demand.

That would be wasting money to save timber, which, according

to the text, is no economy at all.

Economy lies in the direction of increasing the demand rather

ihan the supplies. The supplies are all right Ps they are; the weak

place is in the sales end of the business, ilr. Kellogg strikes at

the low place in the breastworks, and declares that the men with

lumber to sell must adopt better business methods in advertising.

They must create demand by pushing lumber in ahead of the sub-

stitutes which are taking the markets. Manufacturers of these

substitutes are fighting by day and sleeping on their arms at

night, and are taking market after market while the lumberman is

following the tactics of the cross-roads merchant who sits on his
store porch and waits for customers to come around. That method
is out of date now. While waiting for the customers to drop in,

the wide-awake competitor goes out, hunts up the customers, tells

them what they want and sells it to them, while the merchant,
sitting dozing on his porch, wonders why business is dull. The
beginning of a new era in merchandizing lumber has already
begun. It is to be hoped that the new idea will be pushed as
vigorously as have questions concerning more efficient methods of
lumber manufacture. The millman cannot quite adopt the policy
of cutting to order in all cases, but he should try to work round to

the plan of getting the order as soon as possible after he has the
stuff with which to fill it. Printers' ink, used with judgment, not
thrown away, will help mightily, Mr. Kellogg thinks, in connecting
the man who has the lumber and doesn't want it with the man who
doesn't have it but wants it.

Manufacturers Becoming Better Housekeepers
The constant menace of fires in industrial plants of all kinds,

while a source of unceasing dread to the manufacturer, used to be
considered by him as something almost inevitable which he had to

figure on and for which he had to spend large amounts each year
to insure himself against loss. The realization of the vast and
unnecessary annual fire loss occurring in this country has been
gradual, but it is safe to say that such realization is now a fact

among the more modern classes of American manufacturers in many
lines. They are showing a vastly difl'erent attitude toward preven-
tion of fires and instead of accepting such catastrophes as in-

evitable, are refusing to admit that there is any just reason for

their occurrence and are making every effort to prevent them or to

suppress them during their ineipiency. Probably no other industry

has suffered from this cause more than the lumber manufacturing
business. The very nature and surroundings of sawmills openly

invite fires and in the past, after they have started, it has been
practically impossible to cheek them. However, this condition is

changing rapidly with the advance of modern ideas and efficiency

of operations.

The advent of the mutual insurance companies really opened
a new era in this direction, offering insurance at much lower cost

than the old line companies. These mutual companies, specializing

as they do in sawmill risks, have become not merely writers of in-

surance policies, but have devoted themselves to a close study of

means for preventing and checking fires at sawmill plants. They
have done a vast amount of jiropagandist work, offering many sug-

gestions invaluable to the sawmill operator, who has gradually

absorbed these ideas and applied them to his own plant with the

result that the sawmill fire today is not nearly so common an

occurrence as in the old days of more slipshod methods. Due
credit must be given to the lumber manufacturer for the willing-

ness he has shown to do his part in eliminating causes contribu-

ting to conflagrations. He is increasingly particular in his house-

keeping with the idea of cutting down the fire hazard.
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Well"Known Poison Trees

It is said that first settlers in certain parts of the United States

were in the habit of watching what leaves, plants and vegetables

were eaten by cattle and other farm stock, and that whatever was eaten

by cattle was considered safe human food for greens and salads.

The settlers were not following safe guides. Cattle, sheep and

horses have no means of knowing what is poisonous and what is not,

and they seem to be incapable of learning by experience. They will

eat a poison plant a second time, provided they survive the first ex-

perience.

The loss of stock on some of the western ranges, on account of

poisonous forage plants, is heavy. Most of such plants are annuals,

but there are well-known trees in this country, whose fruit or leaves

are poisonous. A few years ago in a certain mountain range in

Utah, flockmasters lost many sheep while driving them along a trail

which led from one pasture to another. Upon investigation it was

learned that the immediate cause of death was a species of choke-

cherry upon which the hungry sheep browsed as they passed over the

trail. Having determined the species of plant responsible for the

losses, the remedy was simple but effectual. Certain portions of the

old trail were abandoned, and along other portions the chokecherry

bushes were cut out. The method of handling the sheep was also

changed. Instead of large bands which could be moved but slowly,

smaller bands were trailed, and so far as possible they were allowed

to fill up on healthy forage before entering the dangerous area. The

trail was also improved wherever practicable and by this means it

vpas possible to get the sheep through in much better shape and with

little or no loss.

It is said that all species of cherry bear poisonous leaves, but the

poison is seldom sufficiently concentrated to be harmful unless the

leaves are withered. The harmful principle in cherry leaves is sup-

posed to be prussic acid.

Forest rangers are trained to look out for poison areas. Kxpert

botanists are constantly traversing the government forests in the West,

locating dangerous areas and putting up skuU-and-crossbones flags,

or other notices to give warning to stockmen.

Where the areas involved are not too great in extent, fences are built

around them so that stock like horses and cattle cannot reach them.

It is believed that some of these poisonous plants can be choked out

by planting certain aggressive grasses which in time will take full

possession of the ranges. Other plants like the wild parsnip, which

is so fatal to cattle, grow to such a height as to be easily seen and

are not so numerous but that they can be completely eradicated from

a range by pulling them up by the roots.

Some plants, like the lupine or wild pea of the western mountains,

are deadly at one season of the year and nearly harmless at another.

The stockmen grazing their cattle on the national fonests in the

Southwest, especially in Colorado and New Mexico, have suffered

serious losses through the cattle eating oak leaves. In that section

of the country the seasons are dry, and grass extremely scarce. To

eke out the scanty forage supply, the cattle browse heavily on the

scrub oak which covers large portions of the range. Ordinarily the

stock does not browse much on the oak and the little they do get,

taken with the other food, is not injurious, but when the oak browse

furnishes a large proportion of the daily food of the cattle, the results

are serious.

The oak leaves and sprouts contain a large percentage of tannic

acid. The action of this acid on the stomach is extremely injurious

and the losses have been severe. The symptoms of the disease are

. staring eyes, feverish and blistered lips and nose, the animal ceases

to graze or seek for food, standing in one place for hours at a time.

The coat becomes rough and the hair is all turned the wrong way.

The animal does not chew its cud and in a comparatively short time

it becomes too weak to remain on its feet and death rapidly follows.

So far as is known the only available remedy for this trouble is

linseed oil given as a drench in amounts of from one to two quarts.

The oil appears to overcome the injurious effects of the tannic acid
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and if the disease is not advanced too far and the animal can be

furnished sufficient food so it will not be forced to eat the oak, it will

generally recover. The best method, of course, in handling the trouble,

is, if possible, to get the cattle away from the range where the oak

is found and furnish them with plenty of fresh green feed.

Neglected horses among the Allegheny mountains will devour dry

white oak leaves in winter, if driven to it by hunger. Death from that

cause seldom results, but the unfortunate animal becomes as coarse-

haired and uncouth as a hyena.

Mountain laurel or ivy (Kalinia latifolia) and its smaller cousin,

poison laurel (Kalmia angustifolia) are well known and justly

dreaded as destroyers of sheep. Cattle may be injured, too, but they

are not apt to eat the laurel. There has been considerable controversy

as to the exact nature of the laurel poison. Chemists are not quite

certain that they have isolated it. Some persons deny that the laurel

leaves contain poison, and insist that they are simply indigestible, and

when death results, it is simply a case of stomach trouble. This

theory has few adherents. The symptoms of poison are too pro-

nounced to admit of much doubt. Fortunately, sheep and cattle will

not eat laurel if other feed is obtainable.

The fruit of the buckeye is reputed to be poisonous if eaten by

cattle. They don't often eat these nuts or seeds, though the tree is

fairly abundant in a region embracing nearly a million square miles.

It is not known that the buckeye is poisonous as human food. The

luits of all eastern species are so bitter that no one attempts to eat

them; but the California buckeye is passed through some process of

denaturing by the Digger Indians, after which they eat the kernels

without apparent injurious consequences.

AVhen cattle eat buckeyes to excess the symptoms are soon made
manifest. The ordinary verdict of the farmer is that "the brute

is crazy.'' Wild, staring eyes, suggesting an overdose of bella-

donna, are the most noticeable characteristics; but a stiffening of

the joints follows, and the animal continues to walk long after it is

unable to step over an obstacle six inches high.

. The Westminster Hall Roof
No one is apt to lose any respect for the venerable English oak

on account of the recent discovery, by the Timber Trades Journal

of London, that the famous roof of Westminster llall is Irish oak

instead of English. It is the same sjiecies of oak, the difTercuce

between England and Ireland not being great. The interesting point

is that the exact spot where the roof timbers were cut should be

ascertained after the lapse of 81.5 years. The roof of the famous
building was supposed to be of English oak, but recent discoveries

make two corrections necessary, one that the oak came from Ireland,

and the other that some of the timber is chestnut. A few of the

beams which support the roof are two feet square.

An old history has been found in Dublin which gives an account

of the cutting of the oak in 1098 for the Westminster Hall roof.

The English lumbermen wlio went to Ireland to cut the timber were

called "certain Eastcrlings. " They cut the trees on a tract of land

which Murrough, king of I.einster, had given to a church.

Repairs of the roof were subsequently made, and it is considered

probable that some later timbers were mixed with the old ; but many
of the old are in place, tolerably free from decay, though somewhat
worm eaten. The chestnut timber seems to have withstood the ravages

of time as well as the oak. It is described as Spanish chestnut. A
photograph of a cross section shows the annual rings as distinctly

as if the tree were cut a year ago, and a magnifying glass of modcrati-

power reveals the characteristic open pores of chestnut, arrangc<l

in rows along the inner edges of the yearly rings. A photograph
of the oak .shows the medullary rays dearly, but the pores do not
seem to show in the picture.

Instances like these cannot fail to emphasize the fact that wood
will survive men, generations, families, and dynasties wlien given

proper protection.
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Tales of the Trade
A TRUE SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN

While on a recent trip covering his usual route, Alexander Hamilton

Bohn, the urbane and polished representative of The Waldstein Lum-
ber Company of St. Louis, had a rather distressing experience at

Davenport which he never mentions even to his most trusted friends,

but which has leaked out through reliable channels.

Several St. Louis salesmen were stopping at the same hotel and

concocted a horrible plot entailing the placing of a fully dressed

dressmakers' dummy in a bed in one of the vacant rooms of the

hotel and paging JMr. Bohn who soon appeared at the door and

softly rapped. Hearing a silvery voice cry "come in," Alex stepped

inside and upon catching sight of the reclining figure immediately

lost his nerve and backed out with most profuse apologies, his '
' Ex-

cuse me. Madam, Oh pardon me my dear Madam," echoed through

the corrilors of the hotel and with dripping brow and anguished man-

ner the portly lumberman retired to the cooling shades of the grill

room and positively refused to seek the shelter of his own room until

escorted by two bell boys and the clerk.

Mr. Bohn now crosses the street to avoid milliners' and dress-

makers' dummies.

HIS FIRST CIGARETTE EXPERIENCE
Frank Buck of the Estate of Daniel Buck, an all round popular

lumberman, related an incident of his trip abroad, at a dinner of the

Philadelphia Lumbermen's Golf Club, of which he is the president,

which laughable as a reminiscence was rather a crushing experience.

Mr. Buck never uses tobacco in any shape, but while in Egypt he

bought a few boxes of the finest cigarettes for a relative at home,

which cost not much over half a dollar. He took the package to his

hotel, deposited it on the mantlepiece without explanation and im-

mediately forgot all about it. On their departure rather suddenly,

Mrs. Buck, in packing, whipped everj'thing which they had acquired

in their travels by way of gifts and souvenirs into a trunk, the

cigarettes with the rest, to be shipped to Nice, their nest stopping

place. On arriving Mr. Buck, who was questioned at the custom

house as to whether he had any spirits or tobacco not declared (a

foiniality which he considered most superfluous in his case), aiftwered,
'

' None whatever, '
' with an emphasis which seemed decisive, but

after the fatal inspection, to his amazement and chagrin, Mr. Buck,

who had forgotten for all time the cigarettes, was ignominously

escorted to the front to answer charge of trying to convey dutiable

goods under false declaration. Well, he was in it deep for an inno-

cent man. and the only way out was to pay the fine of ten dollars

and keep mum, but the thing was too good to keep and Mr. Buck,

who never grudges a good joke even at his own expense, is generous

enough to pass it around to his friends. He is more opposed to

tobacco than ever now, and the sight of a cigarette always brings

a blush to his cheek.

THE BULLHEAD TWINS IN TROUBLE
The Youngblood brotheis, Tom and Paul, both of whom are

shining lights in the Payson Smith Lumber Company, are noted

fishermen in their home towns of Minneapolis and St. Louis, and on

urgent invitation Tom recently ran up from St. Louis to Minneapolis

for a fishing trip with Paul. They secured leave of absence for a

week and immediately "hiked" to one of Minnesota's 10,000 lakes

with sufiicient paraphernalia to depopulate any four of said lakes.

It may be stated here that Paul is called the bullhead specialist of

jMmneapolis. In the first day's catch were a number of fine speci-

mens and the boys decided to have a bullhead feed. Tom not being

.so familiar with the handling of this class of game fish was advised

by Paul that the best way to dress the fish was to scald it, whereupon

Tom decided to hold the bullhead by the mouth with a pair of

pinchers while Paul applied the hot water. This was done, but as a

bullhead is never dead until he is eaten, this one objected strenuously

to the operation and rose in his wrath with two mighty sideway

slaps of the tail overturning the hot water on Paul and giving Tom

a Minnesota swipe in the face, which accounts for a red mark that
he has carried ever since. They left that night for MinneapoUs,
Paul going into retirement for several days to nurse his burns, whUe
Tom departed at once for St. Louis, declaring that one day's fishing
was enough for him, any^vay.

By a unanimous vote they decided that the next time they scald a
bullhead they will apply the hot water around the corner with a hose.

"AND THE GREEN CORN GREW ALL AROUND"
Not every eity of the prominence of Memphis can boast of a com-

bination lumbei- yard and corn plantation, but it is stated on good
authority that the city mentioned possesses such a curiosity at the
plant of the Gayoso Lumber Company.

It seems that several mouths ago Wick Eansom, the head of this
concern, becoming enthused with the "clean up and beautify" idea
which had taken possession of "The Big City on the Big River,"
conceived the idea of making a garden spot around the office, which
building is situated in the center of the company's extensive lumber
yard. Flowers were planted and grass seed sown and Mr. Eansom
was about to plant morning glory vines—one at each post of the
surrounding fence—when one of his darky employes advised him
thus: "Mista Wick, ef you all wants dem vines to do right well
all you got to do is to drap a couple kernels of corn in the hole with
each seed and plant 'em in the right time of the moon and they
sho will grow right smart and be purty peart vines."

Wick, not being above advice even from a lowly source, followed
the instructions and in a short time visitors not familiar with the
plant had difficulty in finding the office, and several returned to the
city statiug that this was the first lumber yard they ever saw which
had no office but a corn field in the middle of it.

The Gayoso Lumber Company has decided in the future to run
its lumber operations in Memphis and its plantation in some adjoin-
ing state, or at least outside of the city limits.

LAUGHED TOO SOON
P. E. Hamilton and A. S. Bliss, both of the Minneapolis Lumber

Company, are beginning to be considered the champion gallants of
the Northwest.

Several weeks ago, while seated in a Minneapolis cafe, Mr. Bliss

found it his duty to assist a young lady of great avoirdupois, seated
at the same table. When endeavoring to pick up her purse her chair

slid out and deposited her on the tile floor. Mr. Bliss stated after-

wards that he could see no very good place to get hold of, conse-

quently in true southern fashion (being from Tennessee) he grasped
her hand and assisted her to arise.

It was almost necessary to take his partner to the hospital from
the results of his laughter, but Mr. Bliss came through the episode
with flying colors, maintaining his dignity to the last. About three

weeks later when seated in the same restaurant a middle-aged woman,
weighing probably 240 dressed, became suddenly possessed of an
idea to sit do^vn on the floor. This time it was Mr. Hamilton's turn
to do the gallant and remembering even in the moment of his distress

his severe strictures on the manner of his partner's methods in the
previous case, P. E. gra3ped the woman by the shoulders and stood
her on her feet with a thump. As she had just commenced her lunch
and he could not indulge in merriment in her presence, Mr. Bliss so

injured himself by suppressed laughter that it became necessary for

him to take an extended vacation to overcome the effects.

He states that this was the most striking case of swift retribution

that he ever witnessed and the motto now to be found over his desk
is, "He who laughs last laughs best." He is still firm in his belief

that the southern methods of assisting ladies is much better than
the Minnesota strangle hold.

When they do put up that wood products exposition why not see

to it that it has a good hardwood fioorf
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The Mail Bag

Any reader •f HARDWOOD RECORD desiring t« communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 560—Wants Hackmatach Ship-Knees

New York, N. Y.. Sopt. ITi.— Eilitor IlAr;DW00D Kecoed : I have some
trade or liackmatnch ship-knocs and would like to know if you know of

any concerns In ^[iclliiian which make this class of stock. If you will

give me this information, I should bo very much obliged-

The above party has been given the names of people who can

probably suggest sources of supply for the material sought.

—

Editor.

B 561—Seeks Market for Eed Cedar
Charleston. W. Va. Sept. l.j.—Editor IIaudwuod Klcoud : Will you

ple.ise give us a list of buyers of red cedar in the log?

LrMBER Company.

The above correspondent has been supplied with a brief list of

buyers of this material. Any others interested can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 562—Seeks Market for Locust Turnings and Sawdust
Shippensburir, I'a.. Sept. 17.—Editor Hardwood Recuiid : Will .vou

advise us where we can obtain a market for locust sawdust and locust

turnings/ Pin Company.

The above eorresi>ondent has been advised that the chief market

for locust is in the form of telephone and telegraphic insulator pins,

and that we know of no particular market for locust sawdust. Any-

one interested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 563—^Wants Eed Oak Dimension
Oshkosh, Wis.. Sent. 18.—Editor IIakdwhod 1!ecoi:i> : Will you please

give us the address of parties who make firsts and seconds red oak dimen-

sion stock? Company.

This inquirer has been supplied with a brief list of manufacturers

of red and white oak dimension material. Any others interested can

have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 564—Seeks Work on Lumber Finishing

Philadelphia. Ta.. Sept. 17.—Editor Hardwood Hecord : We under-

stand there is gotten out a catalogue showing how different kinds of

lumber can be finished. By this we mean that the catalogue shows photo-

graphs of the finished material. Can you advise us where we can secure

a copy of this book? Lumber Company.

The above correspondent has been advised that we have no knowl-

edge of a work of the character named save such publications as are

issued by the paint and varnish houses. Anyone having a knowledge

of such a publication will kindly advise.

—

Editor.

B 565—Seeks Wire Tree-Felling Apparatus

Chicago. Sept. 17.—Editor Hardwood Kecord ; Through this associa-

tion's permanent representative in Buenos Aires comes a request from

the forestry department of the Argentine government for information re-

garding a system of cutting trees, which is said to be used in the United

States, by means of a platinum wire with an electric current.

Complete information regarding this method is desired : a description

of the apparatus, its cost and where it can be purchased, i. e,. all the

details, both technical and commercial, regarding this scheme of tree cut-

ting. We shall appreciate any assistance you can give us in securing the

desired information. The Chicago Association of Commerce,
H. !'. Miller, Business Manager.

Mr. Miller has been advised that while this system of felling trees

with an electrically charged or electrically driven wire has been

discussed and experimented with for many years, we are not aware

that any apparatus of this sort has attained practical use. We will

be pleased to have anyone having a knowledge of this subject advise

us if anything definite has been accomjilished.

—

Editor.

B 566—Wants Tie Sidings

Chicago, 111,, Sept, 17.—Editor H-\kdwood Record: Wc are in the

market for from three to five cars of 4/4" 8' log run white oak tie sid-

ings. It you will put us in touch with producers of this stock we will

appreciate it very much- Lumber Company.

Anyone having this stock to offer can have the address of the

inf)uirer upon application.

—

Editor.

B 567—Seeks Chemicals for Rotting Out Stumps
Cape Girardeau. Mo.. .Sept. l.j.—Editor Hardwood Record : At various

times we have heard of the success of some chemicals used for rotting

out the stumps of hardwood timber. Having in contemplation the clear-

ing of a large acreage for farm purposes, we are interested in any proc-

ess that will facilitate this work and write you to ask whether there is

anything at all to this proposition of using chemicals instead of me-

chanical stump pullers. Lumber Company.

Hakdwood Kecord is not familiar with any chemical process for

destroying stumps on cut-over lands. If any of the readers of this

publication have any specific knowledge covering this subject it will

be highly favored if they w'ill communicate it to this office.—
Editor.

B 568—Seeks Oak Dimension Stock
Philadelphia. Pa.. Sept. 13.—Editor Hardwood Record : Please ad-

vise us if you can furnish us with a list of manufacturers of small oak

dimension stock like 21/0x214—28 to 30".

The above correspondent has been supplied with a brief list of

oak dimension manufacturers. Any others interested can have the

address on application.

—

Editor.

B 569—Seeks Elm for Trunk Slats

Richmond. Va., Sept. 113.—Editor 11.4rdwuod Record: We are having

trouble iu getting material for the cutting of elm trunk slats. Can you
favor us with a soiirc-' of supply- for this material? We want the stock

fully two inches thick as we have facilities for ripping out the slats our-

selves.

The above correspondent has lieen supplied with a brief list of

elm manufacturers. Anyone specializing in elm material for trimk

slats can have the address of the inquirer on application.

—

Editor.

B 570—Seeks Large Oak Dimension
New York, Sept. 12.—Editor Hardwood Record: We would like to get

in touch with some concern which will saw large dimension oak for us.

Will thank you very much if you will give us this information.

Company.
This correspondent has been supplied with a brief list of manu-

facturers of oak timbers. Any others interested in the marketing

of this material can have the above address on application.—

Editor.

B 571—Seeks Process for Eliminating Sap Stain

Memphis. Tenn.. Sept. 11.—Editor Hardwood Record : I wouJd appre-

ciate very much if you can advise me if there is any method other than
the soda dipping process for use in preventing the staining of lumber.

AVould also like to know if you have known of any other methods being

tried,regardless of whethi'r the results were successful.

The abo\e correspondent has been advised that the Forest Sfervice

a year ago or so made exhaustive experiments with sundry chemicals

for eliminating or minimizing sap stain, and issued an exhaustive

report on this subject, which book can be had on application to the

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. None of them, includ-

ing the soda dipping process, were regarded as even approximatcl.v

successful. The writer is further advised that steaming wood under

pressure as practiced by the Kraetzer system in the Kraetzer Prepara-

tor in most instances entirely eliminates sap stain on gum and other

woods prone to stain.

—

Editor.

B 572—Seeks Red Cedar Logs
Meridian, Miss.. Si-pt. i:t.— Editor Haruwood Record: We have an

intjuiry from .^ustri.i for red cedar logs 12" to 20" in diameter. -Vlso for

thin boards for pencil factories. Can you refer us to a probable supply?

Lumber Co.mpany.

This correspondent has been given a brief list of Tennessee red

cedar producers, and is also advised that a good deal of red cedar

going into use as pencil stock at present is now being secured from

the incense cedar of California, He has been referred to Frederick

L. Sayre, president of the Sugar and White Pine Agency, San Fran-

cisco, for further information concerning California cedar. Any
others interested in the inquiry can have the address on application.
—Editor.

B 573—Has Tomato Crate Stock to Offer
Bleecker, Fulton Co., N, Y.. Sept. 12.— Editor Hardwood Record:

Please send me the names of hrms who employ tomato crate stock. Wc
have a good deal of material which we believe will work to good advan-
tage into crates.

This correspondent has been supplied with a brief list of crate

manufacturers. Any others interested in material of this sort can

have the address on application.

—

Editor.
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B 574—Seeks Wliite Oak and Hickory Dimension
Fort Wayne, Ind. Sept. 22.—Editor IlAiaiwucju Uecuud : 1 am anxious

to get the names of a number of persons who manufacture dimension
stock, all sizes and lengths in white oak and hickory.

^ Llmber Company.

The above coneern has been supplied with a list of manufaeturers

of the stock asked for. Anyone interested can have the address on

applieation.

—

Editor.

Clubs and Associations

National Hardwood Executives Meet

On Wednesday, Sept. 17, the executive committee of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association met at the association's offices, McCormlck
building, Chicago. This was the first meeting since the annual conven-

tion in .June and was noted for full attendance of the members. Those
attending were: C. H. Barnaby, Greencastle, Ind..» chairman ; E. V. Bab-
cock, Pittsburgh, Pa.. C. A. Goodman. Marinette. Wis., Earl Palmer,

Paducah, Ky., O. O. Agler, Chicago. The committee took up routine

business chiefly.

Michigan Forestry Association Organizes

The Michigan Forestry Association was formally organized at Grand
Rapids. Mich., on Sept. 1.5. The incorporators are: John W. Blodgett,

David Wolf. Wm. II. .\nderson. Charles W. Garfield, Robert D. Graham,
E. A. Stowe. W. D. Mershon. Flllbert Roth and John A. Bissell.

John W. Blodgett was elected temporary chairman and the other

Grand Rapids delegates were trustees. The first trustees elected William

H. Anderson, chairman, and Charles W. Garfield, secretary-treasurer.

Handle Manufacturers Organize

On Sept. 11 and 12, the handle manufacturers convened at the Hotel

Planters, Chicago, from all parts of the country, for the purpose of organ-

izing. Constitution and by-laws were adopted and the following officers

were elected :

President—H. B. Marsh, Terre Haute Handle Company, Indianapolis.

First Vice President—H. P, White, Indiana Wood Products Com-
pany, Spencer. Ind.

Second Vice-President—H. C. Long, H. C. Long Handle Company.
Cardington, O.

Third Vice-President—Victor Grove. Calloa, Mo.

Secretary-Treaslrer—H. B. Alexander, Columbia Manufacturing

Company, New" Philadelphia, O,

It was decided that a committee with the vice-presidents acting as

chairman, should be appointed for ash, maple and hickory handle divisions.

In order to separate the representatives of those various sections. H. P.

White represents the ash manufacturers, H. C. Long, the maple, and Vic-

tor Grove, the hickory.

The association already has forty members. The next meeting will

be held at Indianapolis at a date to be decided later.

Meeting North Carolina Forestry Association

The regular meeting «'if the executive committee and officers of the

North Carolina Forestry Association has been called to meet in the

Chamber of Commerce rooms at Raleigh, N. C, on Tuesday, Sept. 30, at

10 :30 a. m. The object of the meeting is to plan the work of the asso-

ciation for the coming winter season. Several very important matters

will be discussed, so that a large and representative gathering is desired.

As the special meeting of the Legislature will then be in session, the

subject ot forest protectivi' laws will probably be taken up.

In view of tlie past year's record of over one million dollars damage

to property from forest fires, the question of working for laws to pro-

tect the forests from fire has become of pressing Importance. The recent

collapse ot the cattle industry In Brunswick county through an Infringe-

ment of the quarantine regulations has brought once more to the front

the question of statewide stock law, a measure which has long been

advocated by this association as of first importance in perpetuating east-

ern Carolina forests.

Now that the children of North Carolina schools are guaranteed six

months Instruction, some regular means should be employed to instruct

them in the importance and value of the forests to the state. The observ-

ance of an annual Arbor day and the distribution of leaflets to the school

children are measures which art> strongly advocated by this association.

Memphis Trade Enjoys Boat Ride

The annual boat ride given by the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis took

place Thursday evening, September 11, and proved an unusually enjoyable

occasion. Wheji the Steamer Pattona left the local wharf more than

500 persons were aboard, including members of the club and their guests.

The entertainment committee, headed by F. E. Stonebraker, had all

arrangements in charge and these gentlemen performed their duties so

well that everything passed off without a hitch with the exception of the

plans made by the board of directors to hold a meeting while the ride

was in progiess. This idea was tabooed by the other members of the

club and by all who were party to the excursion, with the result that

the meeting hart to be abandoned until another time. A splendid band
was engaged for the occasion and there was excellent music. Dancing
was one of the principal diversions of the evening. The boat was big

and roomy and had a splendid floor in t'ue salon and the younger mem-
bers of the party spent the greater portion of their time in the mazes
of the waltz, two-step and the ra^.

All those invited were enjoined from eating dinner before coming
aboard the boat, with the result, that there were splendid appetites for

the box luncheon prepared by the entertainment committee. There was
likewise something to drink which added spice and zest to the occasion.

The ride lasted for five hours and when the guests were leaving the

boat they were profuse in their thanks to the members of the club and
to the entertainment committee in particular for the delightful evening
afforded {bom.

Memphis Trade Discusses Important Questions at Monthly Meeting
The first regular meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis for the

fall season was ^eld at the Hotel Gayoso Saturday afternoon, Sept. 20,

John M. Prltchard presiding. The attendance was exceptionally large.

Manhattan cocktails were served before the luncheon and W. R. Barksdale,

a former president of the club, proposed a toast to the success of the club

during the new business year. The members responded heartily and the

occasion was regarded as a particularly auspicious one.

Reports were submitted by a number of special committees to whom
work had been assigned during the interim. One of the most interesting

of these was that of the river and rail committee to which had been

referred the question of the attitude ot the lumbermen of Memphis regard-

ing the proposed advance In freight rates amounting to five per cent on
the part of the railroads north of the Ohio river. The committee reviewed

at some length the conditions atfecting rate making and was decidedly of

the opinion that there was a great deal of readjustment necessary. With-

out going into details regarding this matter. It may be noted that the

conclusions of the committee were summed up in the following resolutions,

which were adopted by unanimous vote :

That the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis Is not opposed to the five per
cent horizontal advance in freight rates as proposed if the Interstate
Commerce Commission in Its wisdom is convinced from the evidence pre-

sented liv the carriers that the necessity for such advance In freight rates
really exists : and

Tliat we reserve the right to make protest against any Inequalities in

freight rates which now exist or which may arise affecting our interests,

and
That a cop.v of these resolutions be sent to the secretary of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission.

The river and rail committee also reported that while there were numer-

ous complaints regarding overweight charges, these were not so plentiful

as they were a short time ago. J. W. McClure. chairman of the committee,

stated that most of the overweight claims arose in cases of cars thirty-

eight feet and shorter and that. In his opinion, this trouble could be

largely corrected if the railroads would carry out the instructions of' the

Inter.state Commerce Commission In connection with the weighing of these

shorter cars uncoupled. The committee was authorized to confer with the

carriers to the end that this troublesome problem might be solved.

Mr. McClure also called to the attention of the members the prospects

for reinstating the reshlpplng privileges which were taken away from

Memphis some years ago. He said that J. T. Townshend, general manager

ot the Southern Hardwood Freight Bureau, was working out a plan by

which Memphis would be given the reshlpping privileges which would

restore the yarding business which was greatly curtailed when the reshlp-

ping facilities were eliminated. This plan calls for the protection of the

through rate from point of origin to destination, plus a charge of $5 per

car for the privilege of stopping the lumber in transit for rehandling,

yarding or other purposes. This information was hailed with delight and

Mr. Townshend was instructed to proceed and to work out the plan so

that it might be applicable to Memphis to the end that this city might

be placed on an equitable basis with Grand Rapids, Cairo and other centers.

James E. Stark, chairman of the law and insurance committee, reported

that the proposed bill in the special session of the legislature of Tennes-

see which seeks to prevent the placing of Insurance with companies not

authorized to do business in the state without the payment of an added

premium of three per cent and which seeks to Impose heavy penalties, in-

cluding imprisonment for non compliance, had been the subject of a meet-

ing on the part of himself and associates. His report was made In the

form of resolutions which provided that the committee was opposed to

any legislation along this line without first submitting the bills In ques-

tion to the commercial organizations ot the state in order that they might

determine whether or not they were good or bad. Copies of these resolu-

tions were ordered sent to the special committees of the House and Senate,

having these measures In charge. The club unanimously adopted the

report.

George C. Ehemann of the special committee appointed to look into the

furnishing of the rooms offered the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis in the

building owned by the Business Men's Club, said that the committee had

decided that the" interior finish of the room would be made with speci-

mens ot lumber furnished by members of the club, so that those who

visited these rooms could see just exactly what could be done with these

woods in the wav of interior finish and decorative art. He estimated that

it would cost approximately $1,000 to fit up the rooms properly and his

committee was Instructed to proceed. The rooms will be exceptionally

handsome.
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J. D. Allen, who was (me of the commilteo who wcut to N'esv Orleans

to protest against the ruling of the steamship companies regarding not

accepting any lumber bearing more than one mark, said that the matter

seemed all-important before the committee reached that center but of

very little significance after that point was reached. It was discovered

that, while the Leyland line had sent out a circular letter to this effect,

some of the other steamship companies were not in sympathy with the

movement and would not insist upon one single mark. The committee

discussed the matter with the steamship officials and were assured that

the steamship companies would recede from their arbitrary position. Cir-

cular letters have been received to that effect since the return of the com.

mittee. The subject of more bands in shipment of lumber In bundles was

also discussed while in New Orleans and the committee agreed that bands

would be placed for every tour feet, with five bands in the case of lumber

as long as sixteen feet. The committee also reported that it agreed to

caution all members exporting lumber to be very careful with the stencil-

ing of marks thereon to the end that the steamship companies may have

as little trouble as possible therewith.

Mr. Egan. general superintendent of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley

railroad, was a guest of the club and expressed very great pleasure in

being present. He said that he fully appreciated the importance of the

lumber industry to Memphis and the Memphis territory and that he like-

wise appreciated the importance of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley road to

the lumber industry. He also said that he recognized that he had a part

to play in making the lumber business a success because of his connection

with that road. He believed that this could be done through "'good

service, fair treatment and proper handling" and he declared that this

would be his motto. He further said that he realized fully that lumber-

men and ether sliippers could help materially and he asked that they

load all cars to full capacity. He reported the result of investigations

which had been made at his instigation, showing that in the movement of

general trafBc. including lumber, only one of 400 cars had been loaded to

full (spacity on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley road and that statistics

in the office of the Illinois Central indicated that only Jifty-flve per cent

of all cars were so loaded. He said that the Illinois Central owned G.">,000

cars and that, if shippers loaded to full capacity, there would never be

any complaint regarding car shortage or lack of equipment. He declared

that the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley road was going to give good service

anyway but that the lumbermen would aid substantially in the accom-

plishment of this result if they recognized and fully appreciated the

significance of loading to full capacity and the harmful influence of loading

only twenty tons in a car of fifty to fifty-five tons capacity. He insisted

that the carriers and shippers alike were going into a heavy season and

that there was some apprehension regarding a shortage of cars. lie did

. not feel particularly anxious himJ^elf but much depended upon the atti-

tude of shippers. He insisted that every log ou the Y'azoo & Mississippi

Valley road should be handled to Memphis or other manufacturing centers

immediately and that lumbermen and other shippers should, if necessary,

increase their facililies foi' carrying raw material. He thought that it was
very short sighted policy to delay handling logs now and then of com-

plaining regarding lack of equipment later. He said that he had sent 100

flat cars to other territory because they were going begging at Memphis
despite the large quantity of logs on the line awaiting transportation.

He wanted all loading companies to increase their operations while there

were plent.v of cars and likewise plenty of power available agaiust the

time when conditions may be somewhat if not entirely reversed. At the

conclusion of his remarks, Tresident Pritehard thanked Mr. Egan for the

frank and straightforward manner in which he had handled a subject which

must of necessity be of prime importance to practically every member of

the club.

Daniel ICatz of the American Land, Timber & Stave Company was
elected to active membership. Two other applications were reported by

the membership committee but these will not be voted on until the next

regular meeting of the club two weeks hence.

Chicago Lumbermen Start Bowling Season

On Monday evening, September 22, the Lumbermen's Bowling League

of Chicago opened up its scheduled season tor 1013-1!)14. The league

made arrangements to have the eight teams bowl at one time each Mon-

day evening at Flenner's alleys. This arrangement is an improvement

over the former arrangement under which three teams bowled each night.

The officers of the league are : A. H. Ruth, president : William Lid-

dell, vice-president ; W. Boeson. treasurer, and Fred Roedter, secretary.

Lumbermen Golfers Busy at Philadelphia
The September golf tournanient and annual meeting of the Philadelphia

Lumbermen's Golf Club came off at Huntingdon Valley Golf Club grounds

Sept. 16. The day was an ideal one in every particular and the souls of

the golfers were primed for athletic glory. Thirty-six players and two

visitors were present. The golfers, divided into eight four-somes and two

two-somes, were soon in vigorous contest, and although the scores were

somewhat high the competition was keen, and a good natured rivalry pre-

vailed throughout the game. E. B. Humphreys won the first prize, a

sweater ; J. Elmer Troth and Edward F. Henson tied for second prize, a

half-dozen pairs silk stockings, which was decided by a toss up. E. F.

Henson won. The third prize, a neck tie, fell to J. E. Troth. A special

concealed bogey prize (four golf balls), which was a tie between J. Ander-

son Ross and W. Henry Sniedley. was decided by a toss up. Smedley won.

The usual dinner, which was presided over by President Frank Buck,

was one to tickle the most epicurean palate, and was much enlivened by

witty speeches followed by much laughter and enthusiastic cheering. At

the meeting which was next in order, the treasurer's report showed a

balance on hand, and recommended a continuation of the dues at three

dollars, but after much discussion the rate was raised to five dollars per

year. The secretary, Ben C. Currie, made his annual report, in which he

showed an average attendance of twenty-nine members at the monthly

games, and in which he suggested that the inactive members be dropped

from the roll. The new officers elected are :

President, Eugene W. Fry ; vice-president, J. Anderson Ross ; secretary,

.T. Elmer Troth : treasurer, Ben C. Currie ; executive committee, Horace

W. Smedley, William H. Fritz, Frank Buck, J. B. McFarland, Jr., and E.

B. Humphreys.

Bulletin of Inspection National Hardwood Association

The September bulletin of the National Hardwood Lumber Association

contains besides its statement of inspection and various other statistical

information, referendum No. 4 presented by the Chamber of Commerce of

the fnited States of America, of which the association has been a mem-

ber for the past year, regarding various features of the present currency

reform measure at Washington.

The ballot is preceded by a further analysis of the purpose of the

Chamber of Commerce written by Earl Palmer, national counselor, ii)

which he urges that its affairs be closely followed by the membership of

the National Hardwood Lumber Association. The trade should take this

opportunity of having a voice in a question which is without doubt one

of the biggest issues of the day.

Regarding inspection the report says that the inspection department

officially inspected and measured 17.613,035 feet of hardwood lumber dur-

ing August, 1913. and that the toial earnings of the month were .$5,677,15.

Salaries and expenses for tbi' month wore .«."•.009.52. including the salary

of the chief inspector.

Tournament of the Chicago Club
The tournament committee of the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago has

Just announced that the fall pool and billiard tournament will be held

early in October. Both will bo handicap tournaments and everybody will

get a good handicap, .\mong the prizes are cups for the winners ; the

president's cup in pool and the directors' cup in billiards, and also

second, third and fourth prizes and high-run prizes.

The last tournaments were great successes and from them it can be

judged that the coming tournaments will be even more closely followed.

The entry lists are open and it is expected that both of them will be

class tournaments, a prize for each class it sufficient entries are secured.

The lee in each tournament is one dollar.

With the Trade
starts Business in Memphis

The Memphis Siding & Lumber Company is the style of a recently

incorporated concern which will do business at Memphis, Tenn. F. J.

Blackwell, who has been active in lumber business in Memphis and vicinity

for years, will be the active man In the new concern, lie will have
associated with him S. B. Anderson of the Andcrson-Tully Company,
Memphis, and George F. Riel of the Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company,
Chicago.

Mr. Blackwell first entered the lumber business twenty years ago at

Brownsville, Tenn. He later took a position with Lee Wilson & Co.,

at Wilson, Ark. He was later transferred to Memphis, and finally

organized the Memphis Poplar Products Company, which concern he
handled so successfully that it has attained a highly satisfactory

condition.

Mr. Blackwell resigned as president of this company in February and
since then, up to the time of organizing the new concern, he has been

operating under his own name.
The Memphis Siding & Lumber Company is located at Seventh street

and the Belt Line railroad. It will handle luralx^r, siding and interior

trim on a wholesale basis.

Receiver for North Carolina Concern
The Kanawha Hardwood Company of Andrews, N. C, Is In financial

trouble, application having been made for the appointment ot a receiver.

In the application it is stated that the company is indebted in excess of

$150,000, which is greatly in excess of its ability lo pay. Bankers of

Ashoville. N. C. and cities in Georgia seek Judgment on a large number
of notes on which interest is due. An injunction is asked for In order
to restrain the company from disposing of any of its assets, and it Is

claimed that conveyances have been made to hinder and defraud the
complainants.

New North Carolina Corporation
The Reynolds Brothers Luniliir Company, Inc., is the style of a newly

incorporated concern resulting from the partnership at Franklin, N. C.

The partnership included .1. W. Reynolds and G. E. Reynolds and oper-
ated under the title of Reynolds Brothers Lumber Company. The part-
nership was in operation for about a year, and the incorporation now
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includes, besides the two men nam. c!. C. H. Stone and G. W. Beebe.
These four men hold the entire stock of the corporation, which is now
backed with considerably more capital than the partnership commanded.

The officers of the company are C. H. Stone, president ; G. E. Rey-
nolds, vice-president and general manager ; J. W. Reynolds, secretary and
treasurer. Mr. Stone and Mr. Beebe will not take an active part in the
business administration.

llessrs. Reynolds bail from Tennessee and were connected, before their

North Carolina enterprise, with George C. Brown & Co., formerly of

Memphis but now at I'roctor. Ark. O. E. Reynolds holds the position of

secretary and treasurer for that company. .T. W. Reynolds had charge
of the Brown yard at Franklin for several years.

Mr. Stone is now secretary and treasurer of the Southern Lumber
Company at Clayton, Ga.. and is also interested in Pacific coast lumber
and timber operations. Mr. Beebe is president of the same company.

The new corporation will continue business at Franklin and in addi-

tion will start operations in South Carolina on some recently purchased
(rtcts of hardwoods.

Nickel Plate's Shops Burned
The Stony Island, 111., shops of the Xcw York. Chicago & St. I.ouis

Railroad, better known as the Nickel Plate, were burned on September
10, with a loss of .'?.jOO.OOO. In addition to two large buildings, ten

locomotives, various iiiachiner^'. equipment and material were desti-oyed.

Notice of Creditors' Meeting
The notice of the first meeting of the creditors of the bankrupt Maley,

Thompson & Moffett Company, Cincinnati, 0., has just been issued by
Charles T. Greve, referee in bankruptcy. The meeting will be held in

the district court of the United States for the southern district of Ohio,

western division. The notice states that on the eleventh day of Septem-
ber the Male.v. Thompson & Moffett Company was duly adjudicated bank-
rupt and that the first meeting of the creditors will be held at room 22
Carew building, southwest corner Fifth and Vine streets, Cincinnati, at

three o'clock in the afternoon of Friday, Sept. 26, at which time the

creditors may attend, prove their claims and appoint a trustee.

All matters with reference to the continuance and disposition of the

business will be up for consideration at this meeting. Claims must be

proven in accordance with the general order in bankruptcy No. 21.

Consolidation of Two Western Journals

The West Coast Lumberman, publislied at Tacoma. Wash., announces
that negotiations recently concluded will result in the consolidation on
Oct. 1, 1913, of the West Coast Lumberman at Tacoma and the Pacific

Coast Lumber Trade Journal, Seattle, the two oldest and most influential

lumber trade journals in the West. The consolidated papers will be

issued under the n:une of West Coast Lumberman and will be published

twice a month at Tacoma and Seattle, respectivel.v, on the first and
fifteenth of each month.
A large news service and a more perfected organization will result

from the combination of interests. It is anticipated that the new ar-

rangement will result in more closely covering the vast territory west
of the Rocky Mountains known as the Inland Empire, as well as the

west coast itself. The initial issue will appear Oct. 1.

Hardwood Record unites with the many friends of these two publica-

tions in wishing them the best of success in their new move.

Big Sale of Dry Kilns

The Grand Rapids Veneer Works of Grand Rapids, Mich., is continuing
its active work in the matter of selling its excellent dry-kiln apparatus
to the sawmill and consuming trade. It has just submitted a list of

some of the most recent orders it has booked.

The company states that the present season has returned business far

in excess of last year, and that it considers the outlook for business for

the fall and winter to be excellent. The list is as follows ;

Central Furniture Company. Rockford, III.

Berlin Furniture Company. Berlin. Out.
Valley City Chair Company, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Mechanic Furniture Company, Rockford, 111.

Chair Makers Union, Tell City, Ind.
Wellsville Upholstery Company. Wellsville. N. Y.
Kund & Eiben Manufacturing Company. Pittsburg, Pa.
Faribault Furniture Company, Faribault. Wis.
Rockford Cabinet Company. Rockford, 111.

Watsontown Table Companv. Watsontown, Pa.
P. E. Kroehler Manufacturing Company. Kankakee, 111.

Naperville Lounge Company, Naperville, 111.

D. T. Owen Company. Cleveland. Ohio.
Gram Richsteig Metal Frame Action Company, Chicago. 111.

Otto riigel Company. Ltd.. Toronto, Out.
Lyon & Healy Company, Chicago, 111.

Geo. Palmer Lumber Company. La Grande, Ore.
Hammond Lumber Company, Eureka, Cal.
Booth Kelly Lumber Company. Eugene, Ore.
Baker White Pine Lumber Company. Baker, Ore.
John Fenderson & Co.. Sayabec. Que.
Wheeler Lumber Company. Wheeler, Ore.
Metz Manufacturing Company, Dubuque, la.

Knott Manufacturing Company, Tell City, Ind.
Banner Buggy Company, St. Louis, Mo.
J. J. Lutz Manufacturing Company, Loudon, Tenn.
Kade Show Case & Fixtures Company. Plymouth, Wis.

Opens Offices at Warsaw, Russia

Robert Hanus has opened an oflice at Warsaw, Leszno 17, Russia, for

the purpose of bringing about the purchase and sale for his account and

against commission. Mr. Hanus has a thorough knowledge of foreign

trade and goods and trade customs in general. He further has direct
relations with the respective markets and with the press, enabling him
to procure for all interested parties the purchase of all manufactured
articles or a.2riculture and other raw materials.

EnglLsh, American and African shippers are enabled through Mr. Hanus'
office to safel.v sell their goods in Russia, and his organization makes it

possible to get forward or dispatch promptly any order or demand for
mediation.

Jlr. Hanus says that he solicits the business of Interested parties in the
advancement of international trade between these various countries and
Russia.

Acquires Hardwood Timber for Export Business
The Turner-Curaminss Hardwood Company of Grigsby, Tex., has re-

cently acquired the hardwood timber holdings of John F. Renfro at
Manning, Tex., and will erect a mill at once for the manufacture of
hickory and ash dimension for export.

This is considered one of the finest tracts of hardwood timber in the
South, and the proposition will no doubt prove profitable to the new
owners.

Pertinent Information
Announcement Forest Products Exposition

The formal announcement of the coming Forest Products Exposition
has just been issued by George S. Woods, manager, from the temporary
headquarters in the Otis building. Chicago. Tlie announcement is at-

tractively and suitably printed on Japan veneer in brown ink. It reads
as follows :

"Announcement is made that the first annual Forest Products Exposi-
tion will be held in the Coliseum. Chicago, April 23 to May 9, 1914, and
at the Grand Palace, New York, May 21 to 30, 1914.

"The scope and purpose of the exposition is far-reaching and highly
educational, including all branches and details of the lumber, wood
product, woodworking, forestry and allied interests, demonstrating clearly

the advantages and permanency of the commodity."

Conditions in Liverpool
Reports from Liverpool show that arrivals from North American ports

during ,\ugust were 27,280 tons as against 2S,687 . tons in the corre-

sponding month last .year.

The import of oak logs during the month constituted about 7,000 cubic

feet from this country. Stocks were light at the time the report was
compiled and prices were firm.

Wagon planks in oak were inquired for moderatel.v, but small quanti-

ties passed into con.sumption. Heavy stocks prevailed with a quiet de-

mand and unchanged values.

There was a small import and consumption of elm during the month
with light stocks and generally firm prices, but a moderate supply of ash
from Quebec and the United States was brought in as the consumption
was small. Stocks, however, continue light with steady prices.

There was a continued steady demand for black walnut from the
T'nited States particularly for good quality logs of good full sizes. Logs
of other descriptions were called for but moderatel.v, while boards and
planks realized fair prices.

In satin walnut there was a quiet demand and a lower price limit.

There was a considerably greater import of finished logs than consump-
tion, but prices continue to be firm on account of prevalent light stocks.

In plank a small, moderate consumption marked the month. The stock
continues sufficient for the demand and steady prices prevail.

Important in Connection with Weights
State authorities of Minnesota recently made an atteuipt to embody

lumber under the operations of the weights and measurements law, which
would compel full thicknesses to be shipped on all orders. These efforts

were defeated on September 10 by the judgment of Judge Hanft of the
municipal court of St. Paul. The judgment was handed down in a suit

against the Cleveland Wrecking Company, which was based upon a ship-

ment of lumber sold for three inch, but which the Inspectors of the state

weights and measurements department reported to contain stock from
two to two and a half inches in thickness.

It was brought out in the defense that old lumber will shrink to that

extent in the course of time, and that furthermore it is customary in

sawmills to cut lumber scant as to thickness.

Further Suspension in Carolina Bate Case

Lumber interests in the Carolinas have secured a further suspension of

the famous Carolina rate case Involving advances in rates on the South-

ern Railway from points on that road in Tennessee. Georgia, North and
South Carolina to points in Virginia, and to export and interior eastern

towns. The order grants further suspension until March 27.

Further Hearings in Pridham Case in October

On September 10 the Interstate Commerce Commission announced Octo-

I>er 9 as the date on which to resume hearings on the Pridham case

involving rates on east-bound shipments Ol goods packed in fiber and in

wooden containers. Hearings will take place at Washington.

At the same time bearings will be resumed on the Chicago switching
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charges. On October 15 the question of switchinjj charges in the Detroit

territory will be taken up.

October 16 is the date for the hearing of the complaint of the Norman
Lumber Company against the Louisville & Nashville railroad.

On October 2'2 the Wausan Advancement Association and the Memphis
Kroigbt Bureau will have hearings in their cases against the Chicago
& Northwestern railroad and the Illinois Central road, respectively.

Lumbermen Protest Team Track Storage Charges in Wisconsin

Much interest was shown by lumber manufacturf>rs and dealers of Mil-

waukee in the recent hearings of local shippers and receivers and repre-

sentatives of railroads with Halford Erickson of the Wisconsin Railroad

Commissicin. regarding the proposed new team track storage rules which
would mnki- an additional charge for cars held on the team tracks for

longer than forty-eight hours. Shippers and receivers in various lines

of industry of the state show sentiment against the now rules and hold

that the demurrage charge of $1 per day for a car is sufficient without

adding storage charges. While such rules are now in force on interstate

commerce, it is the opinion of those who have studied the situation care-

fully that the railroad commission will rule against the application of

the team track storage charges on commerce within this state. The com-

mission has now received evidence from representatives of the railroads,

manufacturers, jobbers, wholesalers and retailers. The report is not ex-

pected to be completed for several months. The rules to apply on inter-

state eomraerce are as follows :

].—No charge is to be made for the first forty-eight hours after the
car has been placed on the team track. Time to be computed from the
first 7 a. m. after car has been placed.

2.—For the next succeeding two days a charge of $1 per day or frac-
tion thereof will be made.

:>.—For each succeeding day thereafter a charge of $2 will he made.
4.—Providing weather conditions are such that the car cannot be un-

loaded during the first forty-eight hours, no charge will be made for cars
held for this reason.

Fiber Box People File Brief

Representative attornr-ys of the Fibor Shipping Container Association

recently filed a brief with the Interstate Commerce Commission in the

Pridham case in reply to the Ijrief already filed by the allied lumber
and wooden box interests. The brief suggests that carriers have wholly
failed to justify the discrimination complained of by Mr. Pridham and
that the wooden box interests by the testimony which they have pre-

sented to the commission, have only confirmed what all along has ap-

peared, namely, that the fight is instigated by the manufacturers of

wooden boxes to put competing manufacturers out of business. The brief

is evidently leased primarily upon this contention, and upon the conten-

tion that the wooden box people merely want to secure a higher price

for theii* products, and therefore are endeavoring to eliminate the fiber

box.

Regarding rule No. 143. the brief says that the carrier lawfully may
refuse to receive ap insecure or defective container, and that this is so

becauses the carrier is ^n insurer of the freight. The brief contends
that the best way for the carrier to protect itself under this liability is

by prescribing the specifications for a secure package.
Attorneys for the fiber box container association deny the contention

of the wooden box interests to the effect that foreign trade is being lost

because of shipping in fiber containers, and that insurance companies
are making different rates and rules ou articles carried in fiber boxes is

not based on fact.

Forest Tax Improvement for Maryland
A pamphlet just issued by the Maryland State Tax Commission con-

tains suggestions concerning how the burdens of taxation upon growing
timber can be lightened and made uniform throughout the state. It is

pointed out in the pamphlet that the taxation of growing timber at the
lumber value has been discontinued by a number of states and that such
a tax is not levied until the tree is actually cut for the sawmill. In

this connection the statutes of various states are quoted to show what
can be done in the way of a reform, and greater liberality in the matter
of taxing the timber for the support of the state government is recom-
mended as beneficial to the prosperity of Maryland. The subject of tax
reform in so far as manufacturing interests in Baltimore and otbec cities

of Maryland are concerned has long been under consideration there, it

being the desire to attract new enterprises. Maryland's lumber produc-
tion, while materially reduced as compared with the output of ten years
ago, is still an important part of the industrial activities, and the matter
of taxation deserves the most careful attention, especially as an intelli-

gent handling of the problem of taxation is certain to do much for con-

servation and systematic reforestation.

Wooden Box Specifications

The house committee of the Northwesttrn Association of P.ox Manu-
facturers has under consideration a list of standard specifications which
have been recommended for wooden boxes manufactured in Montana. Wyo-
ming, Idaho. Oregon and Washington. The committee in charge of this

work is active in behalf of the movement, and believes that it will

succeed.

At present all sizes of boxes are manufactured without any particularly

recommended standard. All of the box makers in that territory have
received copies of the specifications with the request that they express

an opinion.

Only five classes of boxes have been worked out in the plans as far

as they have gou'-. These classes include cereal product boxes, biscuit

boxes, dry fruit boxes, tinned goods boxes and boxes used for the ship-

ment of firearms.

It is expected that the committee will make equally rapid strides in

the standardization of other chisses on which it will work.

Baltimore Ships Hardwood to Buenos Aires

What is perhaps xhv first shiitnicnt of hardwood lumber ever made from

Baltimore to a South American country went out September 17 on the

Italian bark Buenos Aires for the city of the same name in Argentina.

It consisted of 204,047 feet and formed part of the cargo, which included

1.120,284 feet of West Virginia spruce. Of the latter kind of lumber a

number of shipments have I)een made. The vessel was cleared by the

McCall-Dinning Company, a firm of ship brokers, and the shipment was
made on account of the American Export Company of New York.

Wyoming Builds Koads With Forest Receipts

In the state of Wyoming ten per c**nt of the receipts fritui the national

forests in that statr during the past fiscal year aggregated .?12,000. whicli

sum is now in the hands of the secretary of agriculture, and will prob-

ably be expended for the creation and maintenance of roads and trails

within the boundaries of the national forests.

The state is already engaged in an active campaign in this direction,

and besides the receipts from national forests it utilizes the twenty-

five per cent of the gross income which gees by law to the states direct

for schools and roads.

The idea of the new road movement is two-fold, it being planned that

the highways and trails will not only open Tip the country to a com-
munity development and to the further development of the forest

resources, but will open up delightful resort tcrritorii-s in which various

sports and recreations can be enjoyed.

Canadian Coffin Com'jine

It is expected that all tbp maki-rs of coltins tbrougliout Canada will soon

be amalgamated in one concern capitalized at .$;i.0O0.000. The usual plea

is made that there is to be no increase in prices. The main objects of

the amalgamation, it was n cently announced, are to effect economy in the

purchase of raw materials for the factories in large quantities and to

effect a saving in shipping costs by supplying orders in different parts of

the country through the factories nearest the place from which llie orders

come. All purchasing of raw materials will bi' done through the head
oflicc, and a great economy is expected when supplies are bought for all

the factories instead ot one. Four important concerns still remain out-

side the amalgamation, but it is expected that they will join soon. As an
incentive to its efforts the trust, under the present Canadian tariff, will

have substantial protection. The relatives of a Canadian with an imperial

turn of mind and desirous of importing a cotfin from (ireat Britain have
to face a tariff of seventeen and one-half per cent «*/ ralorcm. Ou coffins

imported from Australia or from foreign countries the duty is twenty-five

per cent.

Lumbering in Brazil

A consular report which deals with tlu- resources of the state of Vic-

toria, Brazil, says

:

There arc vast forests in this state, and himl)cring will n-ceive a great

impetus from the Victoria-Minas Itailway. Numerous kinds of hardwood
are found, some of the best known being the ".laearanda." used principally

for furniture: "Pan Brazil" iredwoodt. used for dyeing: and "Peroba."
which is as useful as the expensive "Thickwood" for shipbuilding. Large
quantities of cedar trees are also found. The main obstacle to lumbering
in this state is that not many trees of one variety are found close

together.

Biltmore "Doings" for August
In August Dr. C. A. Scheuek and his students of the Biltmore Forest

school spent a week in Cadillac, Mich., two weeks en route across the
Continent, and a week in Marshfield, Ore. The three days previous to

breaking camp at Cadillac were spent in summarizing the course, in sur-

veying and in estimating timber. The students also visited the opera-
tions of the Murphy-Diggins Company and cruised a considerable area
of the Murphy-Diggins' timber under the direction of D. Davidson, woods
.superintendent. The students then remained In Cadillac several days look-
ing over the mill operations where they visited various sawmills and
flooring plants, turpentine plant, retail lumber yard, handle factory, chair
and desk factory, and the Cadillac Veneer Works.

The students were very much interested in the Cadillac Turpentine
Company, which extracts resin from the stumps of Norway pine. The
students' records show that from one cord of wood is obtained eleven
gallons of refined turpentine, two gallons of pine oil and 412 pounds of
resin.

The students were much interested in the Cummer-Diggins Manufac-
turing Company, which manufactures wood alcohol from hardwood waste,
all hardwoods with the exception of elm being used. A trip through the
sawmills, under the personal guidance of A. L. Saunders, general man-
ager of the Cummer-Diggins Company, was made.
En route west the students stopped at Duluth. Minn., and went through

the plant of the Clyde Iron Works, where the Clyde skldders and the
McGiffert loaders are manufactured. They were very much impressed
with the repair department where each piece that has ever been put into
Clyde machinery occupies a separate place and Is plainjy labeled, thus
enabling lepairs to be made at a moments notice.
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The next slop was at llissoula, Mont., wliero the students were met by
D. S. Mason, assistant district forester of the Forest Service. They were
immediately taken to the headquarters of the service, and were given an
opportunity of looking into the methods pursued in tlie Missoula district,
in the classification of lands and the systematizing of maps. They vis-
ited two sawmills while in that town.
The next stop was at St. Maries. Idaho, where the school visited the

Milwaukee Lumber Company, the St. Maries Lumber Company and the
Stein Lumber & Shingle Company. From here they went directly to
Portland, Ore., where under the guidance of some Biltmore graduates
they visited most of the important plants in that territory.
The students arrived at Mar.<!hfield. Ore., on Aug. 20, where they were

warmly greeted by their host, the C. A. Smith Timber Company.' Here
they were given their usual opportunities for studying big sawmill opera-
tions and the active forestry work being pursued by that big concern.

Dr. Schenck in connection with the August "Doings" announced that
students attending Biltmore Forest School at the present time will not
be allowed to participate in the tour through the German woods, and
that participation is restricted to fifty members, including graduates of
Biltmore. graduates of other forestry schools, national, state and munici-
pal officers, and lumber and timberland owners. The curricuhmi includes
visits to state, national and private forests of Prussia, Bavaria, Hesse
and Eadcn, Among these are included the Black Forest, the Spessarts.
the Forest of Frankfort, Heidelberg and Baden. As previously announced
the trip will occupy eight consecutive weeks between the departure from
and return to New York City, the trip to start in January and to end
in March. The total expenses between the time of departure from and
arrival at New York City will be .$3.t0. including all necessary outlays.

Statistics on Growth of Agricultural Implement Manufacture
An advance summary of a bulletin to be issued by the Department of

Commerce on the agricultural implement industry of the United States
shows that the industry has made rapid strides in the last few years.

Increased acreage and difficulty in securing sufficient farm labor are the
two causes suggested for this rapid increase in the use of labor-saving
devices.

In 1S40, 1,33.3 establishments were engaged in the manufacture of

agricultural implements. They employed 7,220 employes and sold products
to the value of $(>.S42.611. In l.SRO. 1982 concerns employed 14,814
hands, and the value of their product was ,$17,597,060.

In 1009, there were 640 establishments turning out a product valued
at $146,320,268. This is compared to records of 1809, when there were
276 factories having an output valued at $52,066,87.").

There was .in increase in value of products for eight censuses from 1S69
to 1009, varying from 18.4 per cent to 44.6 per cent, the latter being
between 1S99 and 1909. In that decade there was an increase in value
of products of .$45,121,840, and of this the increase from 1904 to 1909
was $34,321,924, which shows the rapid strides in the industry within
the last few .years.

The export v'nlup of agricultural implements increased from $3,800,000
In 1890 to $16,000,000 in 1900, and $25,600,000 in 1909.

According to the bulletin agricultural implements were manufactured
in thirty-nine states, although the six leading states manufactured 82.7

per cent of the total. Illinois leads witli 39.1 per cent of the total ; New'
York is second : Ohio, third : Indiana, fourth ; Wisconsin, fifth, and
Michigan, sixth. These last five states are very close together in their

products, and are very much less than Illinois : New York manufacturing
$14,971,000 as against $57,268,000 for Illinois.

A Large Wooden Pipe

An enormous hydroelectric plant now in course of construction in Tas-
mania will supply pow-er to practically every port of the island. A vertical

fall of 1,050 feet will deliver the water from a reservoir on a mountain
to the turbines in the valley below. The water is conducted to the reser-

voir by a wooden pipe four feet in diameter and a mile long. The pipe

is of the built-up pattern, heavy staves and metal bands being used.

Where Substitutes Will Pail

The advocates of substitutes for wood are up against a hard proposition

along one line at least. As a shipping container for such food products

as may be injured or contaminated by contact with had tastes or odors,

wood has no equal, and no real competitor. Wooden casks and barrels for

wines and liquors of the highest grades and most delicate qualities hold

their place in spite of the persistent campaigns for substitutes. The
world has been searched without fincing anything else that will do as

well. The situation is much the same in many other lines. Would the

forests of the world be ransacked for cigar box wood, if substitutes could

be forced in ? Smokers simply will not take their cigars from anything

except a wooden box, and they are so particular as to the kind of wood
that the maker of the box sends to the interior of Cuba or Mexico to get

the right kind. The agent for substitutes gets as cold a shoulder from the

cigar box trade as from the tight barrel maker.

Why does not some one find a substitute for the wood tobacco pipe? At
first thought, that seems easy, but in spite of meerschaum, porcelain, and

everything else, the hills of Italy and France are searched for bruyere and
the mountains of North Carolina for ivy root for pipes. The box for plug

tobacco is in the same category. Sycamore was once insisted on for the

box, and when that became hard to get, other woods were used—nothing

but wood, however.

If fiber could be made strong enough or metal cheap enough for all

kinds of boxes, many food products would continue to go in wood because
they go uncontaminated and arrive in good order. Contact with or prox-
imity to other materials is liable to taint or soil the contents, but the
touch of wood—the right wood—is frequently so decidedly an advantage
that no substitute, counterfeit, or makeshift has any chance to win or
hold the place.

New Use for Charcoal
A new method of curing fish has been discovered in Nova Scotia,

according to a recent consular report from Halifax. It is claimed that
fish can be shipped thousands of miles and arrive in as good condition as
when first caught. An important agent in the preservation is willow
charcoal. It is not directly applied, but is used as a filter for ordinary
sea water which is one of the preserving agents. The charcoal takes out
the impurities from the water—even the gases. Brown sugar, salt, and a
low temperature for a short time complete the process. The ingredients
in the sea water, including the sugar and salt added, form a thin film
over the surface of the fish, effectually sealing them up in a way to
prevent the entrance of bacteria. The fish have been suoressfully shipped
to Cuba and South America.

High Price for White Willow
White willow logs recently sold in London at the rate of about eighty

dollars a thousand feet, board measure. They were bought by a manufac-
turer of cricket bats. This led an English trade journal to comment on
the scarcity of the wood and the rapidity of its growth. Merchantable
trees grow in thirty-five years. The wood is valuable for many purposes.
The white willow iSalU allxi) is not a native of the United States, but it
has been thoroughly naturalized here, and grows even more rapidly than
in England. It is one of the common willows planted for shade in this
country, the weeping willow is the other. The white willow is the one
usually planted in regions where the climate is a little too cold for the
weeping willow. Some white willow, logs, cut from trees no longer needed
for shade, are finding their way to sawmills, where the lumber enters a
ready market. This is one of the trees which may be depended on to
attain importance in the future lumber supply of the United States. The
wood is not quite so white as Cottonwood, but in most other respects it
resembles it. and is its equal for most purposes.

Split Hoops Still Manufactured
Although metal and machine-cut elm hoops have very largely displaced

the split hoop, nevertheless the industry still thrives in a small way in
various parts of the country, particularly in the mountains of New York
and Pennsylvania. Of the same nature as the hoop is the wooden strap
used in placing on boxes to reinforce them. The biggest demand for
the split hoops comes from the South for use around rosin barrels.
Although the manufacture of a hoop or strap is simple it vi.,,i,ires a

certain amount of skill to turn out good work rapidly. In the fall and
winter when the bark is tight and will not peel, hoop poles an inch or
so in diameter are cut and hauled in. Hickory is by all means the best
wood, but soft maple, white oak, birch and a few others will do more
or less satisfactorily. The first operation after the removal of all branches
is the starting of a split through the middle of the butt end of the pole.
This is made large enough for the insertion of the foot which holds one-
half of the stick to the ground, advancing along as the split proceeds.
The chances are that the split will not proceed uniformly but will begin
to run out at the upper side. As soon as the operator sees this he turns
his pole over and continues as before. This turning causes the split to
run up always and away from the portion held fiat. If you are not
familiar with this action take a small, green shoot and demonstrate it.

After splitting into halves the pieces are passed to a boy or man with
a draw knife who shaves them down evenly and gives the proper finish
to the ends.

A Eeal Profit
Everyone who is familiar with the hardwood situation realizes the

great rise in values of hardwood timberlands within the last few years.
A single instance of this is afforded by the case of a lumberman who about
six years ago bought a tract of some 2.500 acres of land in the Adiron-
dacks. It had been logged once but there was enough spruce left to
make him think that it was a good buy at ten dollars an acre. There was
quite a good stand of mixed hardwoods on it too, but they were not even
considered in making the deal. Last year, however, he began logging his
hardwoods. He cut over about 500 acres and secured an average yield
of 5,000 board feet per acre. It cost him seven dollars to get his logs
to the railroad and he received fifteen dollars a thousand feet for them,
or a profit of forty dollars an acre. He thinks he can do about as well
on the rest of the tract, and at the same time he is taking care to leave
his woods in such condition that they will have a permanent value.

The Cohune Palm of Honduras

Honduras, which is one of the Republics of Central America, has an
area of approximately 37,500 square miles and it has been estimated that
full.v two-fifths of this area is covered with cohune forests. Honduras
consists principally of two kinds of land : the one known as pine ridge
and the other as cohune ridge. The pine ridge constitutes the more
elevated portions and is, generally speaking, seemingly very barren and
sandy, though densely covered with pines which compare favorably with
even-aged pine stands of the southern United States. The cohune ridge
differs materially from the pine ridge. The soil of the latter is generally
rich and loamy and possesses great agricultural possibilities. On these
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ridges coluino grows in great abundance often occurring unbroken tor

many miles in extent. The trees grow at an average distance of about

five yards from one another.

This palm which is botanically called Attalea cohtine has long since

attained considerable commercial importance. It resembles in a general

way the cocoanut palm, but it is not nearly so high and the trunk is

considerably thicker and shorter. This palm bears nuts from which a

most valuable oil can be extracted. The trunks of the cohune have

attained considerable local use for the construction of wharfs along the

coast. It is to Honduras what the cabbage palmetto is to South Carolina,

Georgia and Florida. While the nuts and fiber obtained from the leaves

form an article of export, the trunks have not yet supplied a distinct

want outside of the immediate region of its growth. It is believed, how-

ever, that sooner or later the trunks of this important and well known
palm will be exported and shipped to regions beyond its native habitat

for the construction of wharfs. Teredos do not attack the wood of this

palm, making it very valuable for use in salt water.

Trees Imported From Abroad

This country has a lot oj' forest trees of many kinds, but foreigners are

furnishing large numbers for planting. The total number that came

in last year as nursery stock was 3,779,041. France sent more than

any other country, but many came from Germany and Holland, and

smaller quantities from many other countries, including India, Japan

and Austialia. Many of the trees are for reforesting, but some are for

ornamental painting. In addilion to seedling trees, 15,040 pounds of

tree seeds were imported.

Will Help Woodeu Beds in England

The British Bedstead Manufacturers' Federation is an organization of

metallic bed manufacturers in England, which for various reasons does

not seem to be having a very successful career. The direct reason for

this is probably the fact that the metallic bed manufacturers have found

it impossible to persuade or force the distributing trade to pay the ad-

vanced prices demanded. In fact, the Draper's Chamber of Trade of

Birmingham advises members to push the sale of wooden bedsteads and

to purchase such metal bedsteads as are required from firms outside of

the federation. The result has been that outside firms have bad plenty

of orders and the federation firms have experienced a diminished demand.

A Birmingham paper states that there has been fresh competition from

the United States as well as from Germany, and that manufacturers in

the federation have found that they have had less trade and are paying

into the pool for the benefit of small makers who are devoting their

attention to other lines than bedsteads.

Tulip Poplar Bloom Possible State Flower

The Pennsylvania Furoslry Association is taking an active part in the

campaign for the adoption of a state flower for Tennsylvania. The yellow

or tulip poplar is strongly recommended, and a dozen reasons are given

why it should be selected. The flower of this poplar is not very showy,

but it is interesting and belongs to one of the largest hardwoods of the

United States.

Hardwood 'News Notes

=-< MISCELLANEOUS >-

The Harlan Hardwood Lumber Company of Wells, Ky., has gone out

of business.

The Eureka Lumber Company of Scranton, Pa., has moved to North-

creek, N. Y.

J. C. Alfrey is planning to erect a hardwood flooring plant at Craw-

fordsville, Ind.

A $20,000 addition is planned by the Crescent Furniture Company at

Evansville, Ind.

The High Point Furniture Company will very soon rebuild its plant at

High Point, N. C.

The Simmonds Manufacturing Company will erect a handle factory at

Leominster, Mass.

The Greenville Chair Company, Greenville, Tenn., has increased its

capital to $100,000

The F. R. Chambers Lumber Company, Huntington, W. Va., has filed a

petition in bankruptcy.

The Maywald Brothers Furniture Company, Goshen, Ind., contemplates

erecting additions to its plant.

The Woods Lumber Company of Kansas City, Mo., has sustained a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Dallas-Williams Furniture Company, Beaumont, Tex., will erect a

new 110,000 manufacturing plant.

The Muscatine Lumber & Box Company, Muscatine, Iowa, will make

various improvements to its plant.

The Wood County Cooperage Company has been incorporated at Grand

Kapids, Wis., with a $20,000 capital.

An increase in capital stock has been made by the Evansville Coffin

Company, Evansville, Ind., to $50,000.

The American Panel Company has been incorporated at Cattaraugus,

N. 1'., with a capital stock of $30,000.

The Adams Lumber Company has been organized at Charleston, W. Va.,

with an authorized capital of $50,000.

At St. Louis, Mo., the Central Tie Company, with an authorized cap-

ital of $150,000, has been incorporated.

The Natural Wood Manufacturing Company at Biddeford, Me., has been

incorporated, and has a capital of $50,000.

The Century Woodworking Manufacturing Company, St. Loui.s, is in-

volved in a voluntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Mercantile Tie & Lumber Company has been incorporated at Kansas

City, Mo., with an authorized capital of $10,000.

The plant of the Rock Island Sash & Door Works, which was destroyed

by fire recently, will be rebuilt at Rock Island, 111.

With a capitalization of $10,000. Ed. J. Schlamp and others have

formed the Henderson Buggy Company of Henderson, Ky.

It is stated that T. H. Vaughan of the Wabash Cabinet Works, Wa-
bash, Ind., will have plans prepared for a new cabinet plant.

The Embury-Martin Lumber Company, Cheboygaji, Mich., has sustained

the loss of S. Harris Embury, who died recently at Cheboygan.

The Bell Manufacturing Company has been organized at West Monroe,

La., with a capital stock of $50,000, and will manufacture lumber.

J. G. Pape, M. A. Stearns and others have incorporated as the Pape-

Clair Wood Products Company at Lima, O.. with a capital of $15,000.

The Coulson Lumber Company is the style of a new company at Mem-
phis, Tenn. This concern will deal in hardwoods and has a capital stock

of $14,000.

A hardwood finishings plant is planned by the Gibbons Manufacturing

Company at Clarksville, Tex., which concern has recently been incor-

porated there.

The Miller Lumber & Manufacturing Comp:iny has been incorporated

at Cotton Grove, N. C, and will manufacture chair stock. Its capital

stock is $125,000.

A new furniture factory is to be erected at Nashville, Tenn., by the

Fletcher Manufacturing Company, of which E. H. Fletcher, McMinnville,

Tenn., is president.

The Ilartfield Veneer. Basket & Manufacturing Company has been in-

corporated by Frank H. Burrows, Alvan Eades and others at Hartfleld,

N. Y., with a capital stock of $15,000.

The Stearns Salt & Lumber Company of Ludington, Mich., experienced

a $25,000 fire loss last week, fire destroying the panning house in con-

nection with the salt works of the company.

George H. Becker's interest In the Traverse City Casket Company,
Traverse City, Mich., has been bought by Charles Reubekam, and addi-

tions to the company's plant are being planned.

An interest in the business of the Southern Desk Company, Hickory,

N. C. has been purchased by G. F. Ivey. and the company is planning

to increase its capital stock and to improve the plant.

The Martina Mosaics Company has been formed at Cincinnati, O., with
a capital of $15,000, for the manufacture of flooring. John Martina.

Massino Orland. Gaetano Martina. Cesare Martina, Ottila Ornelia and
Luigi Martina are the parties at interest.

< CHICAGO y
Among the recent visitors in the Chicago trade were June Allen of

the I. M. Darnell Son Company of Memphis, and E. T. Bennett of the

Bennett Hardwood Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn.
Robert Sullivan of the Timber Products Company, Chicago and New

Orleans, sustained a fracture of one of his ankles while at the plant of

the Hammond Lumber Company, Hammond, La. He was brought home
to Chicago, and it is expected he will be laid up for several weeks
to come.

C. S. Gladden, one of the old manufacturers and wholesalers of hard-

woods at Memphis, spent several days of last week with the local trade.

'The United Piano Companies has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $25,000 at Chicago.

F. E. Stonebrakcr. prominent in lumber circles in Memphis, Tenn..

spout several days of last week in Chicago. Mr. Stonebraker came
North to see one of his boys off to Cornell, and while in town took

advantage of the opportunity to do some business.

George D. Burgess of Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, spent several

days of last week in Chicago on business.

J. V. Stimson of Huntingburg, Ind.. spent most of last week in Chicago.

While in the city Mr. Stimson attended the meeting of the board of

directors of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, and also spent

a little time on business in connection with his varied Interests in the

hardwood field.

J. M. Thompson of the J. M. Thompson Lumber Company of Memphis,
Tenn., spent the latter part of last week in the Chicago and adjacent

territory on a business trip.
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J. M. Pritchard of the J. M. Tritcliard Lumber Company of Memphis,
was in Chicaso last weeli in attendance at the meeting of the board ot
directors of the National Hardwood Lumber Association.

F. F. Fee of tlie Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company, Dermott,
Arl5., was in Chicago for several days of last week. Mr. Fee has just
returned from an extended trip abroad.

\V. B. Burke of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss.,
accompanied by Mrs. Burke, has been stopping at the Chicago Beach
Hotel for about a week. Mr. and Mrs. Burke came to Chicago about
two weeks ago accompanied by their son whom they placed in a local
school. Mr. Burke then making a week's trip to New York.

D. J. Peterson, prominent in lumber circles of Toledo. O., was in town
the latter part of last week. Mr. Peterson is planning to spend the
greater part of the winter with his wife in California.
W. N. Kelly ot Detroit, Mich., was one of the prominent visitors to the

local market recently.

William Wilms of the Paepcke-Leicht Lumber Company, Chicago, re-

turned about a week ago from an extended trip to Europe.

The Harris Brothers Company has succeeded the Chicago House Wreck-
ing Company, Chicago, 111.

I'he Illinois Refrigerator Company, Morrison, 111., has increased its

capital stock to .'(;40.000.

J. B. Wall, president ot the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company. Buf-
falo, N. r., spent a few days of this week in Chicago on his way to
Wisconsin and upper Michigan mill points.

C. M. Carrier of the Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Sardis,
Miss., who resides at Buffalo, N. Y., spent several days the early part of
this week in Chicago.

=-< NEW YORK y-
Because of poor health and ocular trouble Robert Lloyd is selling out

the stock on hand and will close the business conducted as Wm. Gibson.
Inc. The business has been in heavy hardwood specialties such as wiigon
stock, and the name has been identifled with the trade of the city for
over sixty years.

E". R. Babcock, prominent lumberman of Pittsburgh, was a visitor in

New York last week.

C. A. Goodman, lumberman of Marinette, Wis., arrived in New York
last week on his return from Europe.

R. L. Black, formerly of the local hardwood trade but now with Caflisch

Brothers, hardwood manufacturers and wholesalers with headquarters at
Buffalo, was in New York last week on a business trip.

H. D. Billmeyer of the Billmeyer Lumber Company, Cumberland, Md.,
spent several days in New York the middle ot the month. He reports a
good volume of business in heavy oak ship stock.

Chester F. Korn of Korn-Conkling Company, Cincinnati, sailed on the
Imperator for Hamburg last week. He will be gone about two months,
touring the foreign hardwood markets.

Thos. F. Smouse. hardwood manufacturer and wholesaler of Cumber-
land, Md., was among visiting lumbermen in New York recently.

Sam E. Barr, the popular hardwood wholesaler, returned on Sept. 13
from a trip to mills whose output he handles in this section.

=-< BUFFALO y
On September 16 in the Cliapel of the Blessed Sacrament Miss Helen

Johonnot, of Cincinnati, formerly of Buffalo, was married to J. Howard
Wall, son of J. B. Wall, the lumberman and police-commissioner. Miss
Gertrude Wall was maid of honor. Maurice Wall, the best man, and
Howard Wall and Richard Welsh, ushers. After the ceremony a breakfast
of forty covers was served at the Bulfalo Club. Mr. and Mrs. Wall have
gone for a southern trip and will reside in Buffalo, Mr. Wall holding a

position with the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company.

As the result of the efforts of the Terminal Commission, of which
J. N. Scatcherd is a memlier, an agreement has been reached with the

Lackawanna Railroad Company for a new passenger station and other
improvements at the foot of Main street, to cost about .$."i,0OU,0OO. Some
objection has been raised to the plans, it being claimed that the railroad

gets more than the city under the agreement.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company has also agreed to build a new
station and the preliminary work has started. It will be pushed as

rapidly as possible. The new station, like that of the Lackawanna, will

be a great ornament to the foot of Main street. It will take several

years at least in order to complete the work.

F. M. Sullivan and his family have been spending about ten days this

month in an automobile tour through New England, and report having
had a very enjoyable trip.

Anthony Miller states that the hardwood trade is a little better this

month than last, although improvement is slow. His yard is receiving

stocks of bassw'ood, ash and maple.

The National Lumber Company states that maple flooring shows some
stiffening in prices, especially in No. 1 grades. General hardwood prices

are firm, particularly in oak.

G. Elias & Bro. report fairly good sales In hardwoods. Northern stocks

are not being brought to the yard this season, owing to the fact that

prices are too high at the mill points.

0. E. Yeager"s yard is receiving stocks of maple, oak and birch. Trade
is reported better this month and the outlook is considered good for busi-
ness this fall.

1. N. Stewart & Bro. have been selling fair stocks of various hardwoods
this month and report an increased sale for cherry, although plain oak
remains the leader.

The A. J. Chestnut Lumber Company has lately extended its purchase
of the cuts ot hardwood mills in Pennsylvania and is looking also to the
Adirondacks for more stock.

S. B. Taylor states that his recent purchase of semi-park property in
the vicinity of New Albany, Ind., was not as badly damaged by last
spring's Ohio river floods as was figured. He has lately joined with
others in the purchase of a hardwood timber tract in West Virginia.
The Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company yard is busy handling birch

receipts which recently came in by lake to the extent of about 1,000,000
feet. The demand is reported good for this lumber.

.lames A. White, of the W. H. White Company, has been quite ill for
about ten days as the result of ptomaine poisoning. He has partly recov-
ered and has gone to Muskegon to meet the steamer Arizona, which takes
a lumber cargo to that once-famous lumber port.

=-< PHILADELPHIA y
.T. Gibson Mcllvain. Jr., ot J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co., reports a fair

volume of business right along considering time of year, and is optimis-
tically inclined as to the outlook. Tlie WoodclifJ Lumber Company, owned
by this house, is moving its mill at Monterey, Tenn.. to a recently ac-
quired timber tract in that state, which is said to comprise some very
tine poplar and oak. It promises to soon ship some of the finest wide
quartered oak ever placed on the market.
Frank E. Schofield of Schofield Brothers says his firm has no complaint

whatever to make of conditions. It is getting good orders right along and
IS shipping stuff as fast as the mills can get it out.

J. W. Floyd of the J. W. Floyd Lumber Company reports a decided
gain in business over a fortnight ago, although buying still continues
conservative in some lines. The feeling in the trade is better and the
outlook more favorable.

Horace A. Reeves. Jr., has returned from a most invigorating outing
at Rye Beach, N. H., where he spent most of his time motoring through
the beautiful countr.v.

The Henry H. Sheip Manufacturing Company reports the cigar box
lumber business rushed to the extreme. The general lumber business,
however, recuperates more slowly from the usual summer inertia.

Charles F. Felin & Co. reports business so far ahead of last year
orders for building supplies in large volume, with prospect of advanced
trjiding with the advent of cooler weather.

S. H. Pancoast. formerly salesman with W. 'h. Fritz & Co., is now
with the Whiting Lumber Company and will cover the territory in the
coal region.

Stroud & Wilgus. wholesale hardwoods, are gradually getting their new
yard in shape at Beach and Palmer street.s, and will soon be in a position
to move their ofiiccs to the new building there. They will have a capacity
of from D,000,000 to 6.000,000 feet of hardwood lumber. They report
business improvement slow but positive.

F. A. Dudle.v, president of Sterling Lumber Company, has just returned
from an extended vacation trip in the White mountains, from which he
has derived much benefit. It was his first respite from business for a
numljer ot years. He reports things looking a little brighter and the out-
look promising.

Edward F. Heoson of Edward F. Henson & Co. says last month's busi-
ness was the dullest they have had this year, but things now are running
about normal and they are hopeful as to outlook.

G. G. Barr of Beecher & Barr, Pottsville, Pa., will hereafter have per-
sonal charge of their New York olHce at 1 Madison avenue. H. S. Bond
of this house will take care of the Philadelphia office.

Charles Atherton of Charles Atberton & Co. reports increased inquiries,
some of which result in good orders, but on account of a keen competi-
tion the profit is at times reduced to lowest margin. Stocks generally
are low but buying continues conservative in character.

John G. Uzzell. one of the old-time famous lumbermen and recently
proprietor of the Uzzell hotel, Bellefonte, Pa., died on Sept. 9, aged eighty
years.

The steam mills and planing factory of the James T. Young & Sons
Mills. Pocomoke City, Md., were destroyed by fire Sept. 12. Much of the
lumber was saved.

=-< PITTSBURGH y
The Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association resumed its

weekly luncheons last Tuesday, Sept. 16, at the Duquesne Club. A number
of matters are on tap which are likely to call for immediate action
soon, and it is probable that several members will be added in the
near future.

The Pennsylvania State Forestry Commission has bought 4.000 acres
more land in Lycoming and Clinton counties. It has already received
over 150.000 acres of pulpwood which is available on this reserve land,
and the funds for it will he turned over to the school authorities of the
state.
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The Kcndnll Lumber Company had tho most enooiiraging summer in all

ways probably in its history. Its trade with the coal mining and railroad

companies, according to its sales manager. G. C. Chambers, has been

away beyond its average business in this line.

The Allegheny Lumber Company reports business at present a little

quiet, althouglj its trade during the summer was very satisfactory. This

concern also notes that prices for stock used by window glass companies
are being cut below the margin of profit.

The West Virginia Lumber Company has added a new salesman. W. W.
Adams, who will represent it among the West Virginia buyers. This
company is doing a nice business at its mills in northern Pennsylvania,

but finds that hard effort is needed to get good orders.

E. H. Shreiner of the E. H. Shreiner Lumber Company is spending this

week in W^est Virginia among the mills. He has made two or three very

successful trips to Canada this summer which resulted in some nice orders

from the Canadian factories.

Joseph W. CottrcU Lumber Company, which was lately incorporated,

and which has its offices in the Ferguson building, has a very nice hard-

wood operation on the M. & K. railroad in West Virginia. It is handling

considerable oak bill stuff.from its branch office in LTniontown, I'a., which
is in charge of J. H. Rush. The company has been doing a good business

in mining stock all summer.

C. E. Breitwieser & Co. are well pleastd with the outlook for hard-

wood business and especially with the trade they have secured the past

few months. Frank Smith of this concern has heen In the East quite

a large portion of the time the past two months, and has rounded up
some very satisfactory business.

The Meyers-Parsons Lumber Company is carrying splendid stocks o"

lumber and is getting its full share of the business. The tendency I--

cut prices, according to its officials, is confined mostly to yellow pirn-

people.

Never before in tlie history of Pittsburi-'h lumber firms has their hem
such a demand for medium and low-grade hardwood for mining purposes.

The large niimber of new coal mining and coke making operations that

are heing opened up all over the country have stimulated this tradt:

greatly of late. Industrial business has also been fine the past summer.

So many new plants are being erected and extensive improvements have

been authorized in so many cases that hardwood men have thrived on this

business.

=-< BOSTON y-
David P. Page, for fifty years a member of the firm of David Pago

& Co., mamifacturers of biiiklcrs' fancy interior finisli. Cliarlestown,

Mass., died at liis iiome in Somerrillp. Mass., Sept. 18, of lieart disease.

Mr. Page was a cliarter member of tlie Master Builders' Association. Mr.

Page retired from active business about six years ago.

Grant T. Stephenson
Constructing Engineer

Wood Distillation Plants for

Utilization of Wood Waste

WELLS, MICHIGAN

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special

Prices for Prompt Shipment:
82.000' 2" No. 2 Common Poplar. 58,000'
10,000' H4" No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Polilar. 36,000'
20,000' 1x24 " & up No. 1 and Panel 28,000'

Poplar nut
40,000' 3" No. 1*2 Poplar 41,000'
15,000' 4" X 18 to 30 " No. 1 & Panel nut

Poplar 69,000'
30,000' 4" X 7 to 25" No. 1 & 3 nut

Poplar 12.000'
36,000' 6/8 X 18" & up No. 1 & 19,000'

Panel Poplar 86.000'
117,000' 6/4 S. W. & No. 2 Common 6,000'

Chestnut 21,000'
38,000' 1 X 12" & up No. 1 & 2 10,000'

Chestnut 88,000'
68,000' 1" No. 1 Com. Chestnut 19,000'
47,000' 6/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut 10,000'

6/4 No, 1 Com. Chestnut
8/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
4/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

5/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

6/4 No,
8/4 No.
3" No.
4" No.
6/4 No.
8/4 No.
4/4 No
5/4 No.
8/4 No.

. 1 & 2 Red Birch
I & 2 Red Birch

1 & 2 Red Birch
1*2 Red Birch
1*2 Cherry
1*2 CherrT

p. 1 Common Cherry
1 Common Cherry
1 Common Cherry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

Jason liobinson. Jr.. tit' Derry. X. II., bas purchased the woodworking
business of Fred I. Clarli of that town.

The plant of Kathan A. Weston, who has been operating a sash and
blind factory at Madison. Me., was destroyed by Are recently. The loss

to the shop and machinery was .$.5,000.

A petition in banltruptcy has been filed against the Shaw Lumber
Company, Boston, by three creditors.

At the meeting of the Lumber Manufacturers' Association of southern

New l^ngland, recently held at Rocky Point, the following ofliccrs were
elected : President, C. E. Child, Putnam, Conn. ; vice-president, C. M. Ely,

Manchester. Conn. ; secretary and treasurer, C. A. Tillinghast, Davidson
;

directors for throe years, O. P. Hallbourg, Westfleld, Mass. : P. L.

Lathrop. Rockville ; director tor one year. Thomas H. Barber, Arcadia, R. I.

The three-story wooden factory building in Portland, Me., occupied by
W. A. Allen & Co.. manufacturers of wood mantels, etc.. bas been prac-

tically destroyed by fire, causing a loss of about $25,000.

=< BALTIMORE >-

Another large shipment of mahogany logs from South Africa arrived

in Baltimore aboard the steamer Templemore of the Johnston Line on
Sept. IS. One consignment consisted of 114 logs and another of 160

logs. All of them were destined for western points, presumably being

intended for use in the manufacture of furniture. The logs were trans-

shipped at Liverpool.

With an allowance of twenty per cent for under valuation, the cost of

real estate improvements for which permits were issued during August
in Baltimore amounted to not less than .$1,176.1,S3. CO. This total, which
is the third largest for the present year and is held to make a very

encouraging exhibit. eonsi,sted of $74.5.153 on account of new buildings,

.<7.').000 for alterations and $160,000 for additions. The aggregate for

the eight months oi the current year is not less than $9,710,610.60, which
is well up to the record and compares favorably with the building activity

that prevailed shortly after the great fire of 1904.

The Levinson & Zenitz Company, manufacturer of furniture on Gay
street, near Baltimore, is vflbout to replace the old buildings at 10
to 16 Frederick street with a new five-story concrete structure. The im-

provement is one of a number there contemplated in connection with the

expansion of the company.
Secretary J. McD. Price of the National Lumber Exporters' Associa-

tion, Knickerbocker building, was in New York recently to confer with
various steamship line representatives in regard to freight rates and other

matters in the interest of members of the organization. He expressed
himself as well pleased with the result of his work.

M. S. Baer of Richard P. Bner & Co., in the tower of the Maryland
Casualty building, is spending week-ends at .Atlantic City, where his family
is taking an outing.

A meeting of creditors of the Broadbenf Brothers Compan.v, manufac-
turers of mantels and taVdes. which went into the hands of a receiver

some weeks ago, was held Seijt. 19. when i\ proposition was made by the

company to pay a dividend. The creditors are disposed to accept the offer,

but insist upon a guarantee that the dividend will be paid. It appears
that the company has been carrying on operations at a loss, the deficit

so far for the present year being put at $21,000. Much of the increase

in cost is chargeable to the higher outlay for material and the greater
wages demanded. Thus, to turn out tables to the value of $],000 more
than last year, entailed an increase in expenditure of not less than
$1S,000. The affairs of the company appear to have been conducted
with scrupulous exactness.

One of the visiting lumbermen here during the last ten days was F. X.
Diebold of the Forest Lumber Company of Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Diebold
stated that the hardwood trade situation was in the main quite encour-
aging and that he had taken a considerable number of orders.

="< COLUMBUS y
The offices and main warehouse of the Stine & Ervin Lumber Company

of Bryan, 0., were destroyed by fire recently causing a loss of $18,000,
partially covered by insurance. The fire burned 300,000 feet of lumber.
The plant of the Pilliod Lumber and Box Company, of Swanton, O.,

was destroyed by fire recently causing a loss of $25,000. One-fourth of
the loss is covered by insurance.

J. W. Kitchen of the J. W. Kitchen Lumber Ciuupany of Ashland, Ky.,
was a visitor in Columbus recently.

J. R. Smith, formerly assistant manager of the Rumely Products Colum-
bus branch, and W. D. Norton of the Columbus Sawmill Company have
organized the Crestview Lumber Company to open a retail yard in Crest-
view, a suburb of Columbus. The location for the yard has not yet been
selected. W. D. Norton has been elected president and general manager
and J. R. .Smith, secretary of the concern. Hardwoods will be the prin-
cipal product handled.
The city council of Columbus has taken steps for the submission to the

voters at the fall election the proposition to issue $8,500,000 bonds to
carry out a plan of flood prevention and thus protect the west side of
Columbus. Engineer Alvord submitted ten plans for fiood prevention
which range in cost from $6,000,000 to $23,000,000. Plan No. 7, provid-
ing for an expenditure of $12,000,000 has been accepted and the city's
share of the cost is $8,500,000.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central division of the W. M.
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Hitter Lumber Company, says there is a good demand for hardwoods lioth
from manufacturing plants and the retailers. The volume of business is
as good as could be expected and better than last season at the corre-
sponding time. Prices are holding up well and no weakness of any con-
sequence has dereloped. The car supply is not troublesome at this time.
Manager Hodil of the Virginia Lumber Company says the market is

spotty at this time. In one section there is a pretty fair demand and
it is slow in other places. He says the car shortage is not bad, although
it is expected that it will grow worse soon.

Secretary Benbow of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company says trade in
hardwoods is holding up well and prices are well maintained. Stocks are
not plentiful in any section.

L. B. Schneider, sales mannger of John K. Gohey & Co.. fays trade
is good in all varieties and grades of hardwoods. He says it is still too
early to look for the natural fall increase in the volume of business.
Prices are ruling about the same and no weakness has appeared.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company says trade is fair with his
concern although some shipments are delayed by the car shortage.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-

I. B. Anderson, for twenty-five years a lumber dealer at Westflcld, died
on Sept. 9. He was seventy-three years old.

Lawrence Maxwell of Cincinnati has bought at receiver's sale for
IfSO.OOO cash the plant and property of the Krell Auto-Grand Piano
Company at Connersville. and will operate the plant.
Xews has been received here of the death at Haymarket. Va., on Sepl.

14. of Leland T. Depauw. who was a director in the New Albany Veneer-
ing Company, New Albany.

James W. \Mieeler. who has large lumber and timber interests in
Indiana, Arkansas and Tennessee, is seriously ill at his home in Nobles-
ville. and it is feared he cannot recover.

The Lumbermen's Social Club of Terre Haute has becu incorporated
under the Indiana voluntary association act without capital stock. The
incorporators are Louis D. Walker, Charles F. McCabe, Charles E. Pierson,
Fred H. Harring. August Fromme, Adam Snider, Raymond H. Kintz.
Charles L. Runnyan, W. F. Stuebe, H. B. Gruenholz, W. B. Steele, E. D.
Armstrong and John F. Schwartz.
With an authorized capitalization of $12,600, the Jasper Desk Company

has been organized and incorporated for the purpose of taking over the
business at Jasper conducted for many years by the Jasper Furniture
Company. All of those interested, w'ith the exception of Josephine Bauer
of Indianapolis, are residents of Jasper.

A trade extension trip to thirty-seven southern Indiana cities and towns
was made by local manufacturers and jobbers under the auspices of the
wholesale trade division of the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, Sept.

19, 20. 21 and 22. The party spent Sunday at French Lick. The trip

was made on a special train.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
W. H. Weller, secretary of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

of the United States, with headquarters at Cincinnati, stopped in Nash-
ville a few days recently. Mr. Weller has been making his annual tour

of leading hardwood markets, and says that he finds hardwood manu-
facturers in all sections optimistic as to the future. He stated that the

association is gaining in strength and is in a prosperous condition. Mr.

Weller said that it has not yet been decided where the association will

hold its next annual convention, but it will probably be in Cincinnati.

The reorganization of the Edgefield & Nashville Manufacturing Com-
pany under the name of the Morford-Baxter-Ragland Company, promises

to give strength to the new company. Charles M. Morford, president of

the Nashville Lumbermen's Club, is now president of the new company,
which is going out after business on a large scale. A contract has been

secured for an eleven-story addition to the Seelbach hotel at Louisville,

and other business that will be sufficient to keep the company going tor

six months. This company is one of the largest building manufacturing

concerns in the South, employing about 400 men. The company also man-
ufactures fine hardwood furniture.

The planing and sawmill of Joseph Gunn at Rutledge Falls, Coffee

county, were totally destroyed by fire, causing a loss of $3,000 with no

insurance. Mr. Gunn's plant was destroyed by flre about a year ago, and

he has been a heavy loser in this way. He says that he will rebuild

at once.

=-< MEMPHIS >=
W. H. Kennedy, president of the Kennedy Heading Company, New South

Memphis, has sufficiently recovered from the recent injuries received in an

automobile wreck to he at his office again. Last week he held a birthday

dinner at his home which was attended by a large number of members

of the immediate family and connections.

Leroy Halyard has become assistant to J. H. Townshend. general man-

ager of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau. He brings to his new
position a large experience in the handling of traffic matters, having been

connected for some years with the traflic department of the Illinois Cen-

tral. He succeeds M. R. Beaman, who has gone to Washington to accept

employment in a traffic bureau at that point.

The Bliss-Cook Oak Company has recently made extensive improvements

at its plant at Blissville, Ark., including an addition to its planing mill
department and a decided increase in its capacity for kiln-drying.
The plant of the Clarksville Basket Company, Clarksville, Ark., is now

running on full time and is making not only baskets but also all sorts of
crates for handling peaches, apples and other fruits. The management
believes that it will be possible to supply the entire needs of the fruit
growers and therefore plans to run the entire year.

The sawmill of the Hope Lumber Company near Hope, Ark., was de-
stroyed by flre a short time ago. The loss was $15,000 and it is reported
that no insurance was carried.

A number of prominent column manufacturers held a meeting in Mem-
phis last week at which preliminary steps were taken for the perfection
of a national organization embracing the principal companies engaged in
this line. R. W. Williams, manager of the Williams Column Company,
Sheffield, Ala., said that there were a number of matters that could be
handled much more satisfactorily through such an organization than
through individual effort. He referred particularly to transportation and

IC I N C I N N A T I

iHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers
I

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

IOS-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2G24-.'!4 COLERAIN AVENUE

KlUIN DRIED OAK
A.IVD OTHER HARDWOODS

are one of our many "specialties" which are
so satisfactory to others. Why not you?

Might pay you to get in

touch with us. It has others

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
i

MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER
[

1739 E.4STERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

CENER.4L OFFICE—CI..4Y CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

I SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
I HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
fl Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. ft D. B. K. ^
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allied problems. The organization is to be known as the National Colonial

Column Association. J. L. Fetterman of the Weis & Lesh Manufacturing

Company, Jackson, Tenn., was one of those who participated in the meet-

ing here. Others were ; B. McGregor of the Itta Bena Column Company.

Itta Bena, Miss. ; A. E. Jackson of the Florence Column Company, Flor-

ence, Ala. ; C. Bryson of Bryson, N. C, and J. A. Sturfleld of the Enter-

prise Lumber Company. Corinth, Miss.

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTl'KERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIAMILL FACILITIES

COMPLETE PLANING

PHIS

Wholesale Manufacturers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
Aiir- J J TL- u QUARTERED OAK
All (jrades and I ntcknesses ^ HICKORY

Wemake a specialty of mixed cars SOFT ELM
SYCAMOREof Sap and Red Gum, Cne-balf to

Two inches thick.

VANDEN B00H=ST1MS0N LUMBER COMPANY

Manofactnrers Sontherfl Hardwoods

RedQum a Specleilty^

Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLDPED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES 4 WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith "'S.'J?t«°.*ui^nt*"' Memphis, Tenn.

=-< LOUISVILLE >.=

Several new members have been adileil recently to the ranks of the

Louisville Hardwood Club. They Include the North Vernon Lumber Com-

pany, the Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Company and the Kentuclsy-Indiana

Hardwood Company. The first two operate mills and the latter a whole-

sale yard. They will be represented in the club by Charles Platter,

August Kahler and Herbert Bauman, respectively.

The members of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club will journey to Louis-

ville about the middle of October for the purpose of accepting the hos-

pitality of the Louisville Hardwood Club. The latter has asked that the

Tennesseans return the visit which the Louisville lumbermen enjoyed to

Nashville last sprin,:;, and the Lumbermen's Club of the southern city has

indicated that it will gladly avail itself of the opportunity.

The exhibit ol the Louisville Hardwood Club at the Kentucky state

fair, held in Louisville, September 15-20, attracted wide attention. It

formed the main portion of the forestry exhibit arranged by J. E. Barton,

the state forester. Over thirty varieties were represented, and until they

were labeled during the iatter part of the fair week, some interesting

and rather amusing efforts were made by the public to decide what woods

were represented. Few, for instance, recognized the persimmon board

which was shown, the coloring and figure of this wood being strange even

to the average lumberman.
A discussion of the cost of doing business marked a recent meeting of

the Hardwood Club, T. M. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber
Company, who has had experience in both the manufacturing and whole-

saling end of the business, leading the discussion and presenting some

figures taken from his own records. Other lumbermen indicated what

their costs for various operations were, and the interchange of informa-

tion proved helpful to everybody present.

Congressman John Langley is endeavoring to interest the War Depart-

ment in a plan to rid the upper Big Sandy river of stumps. The snags

have caused considerable timber losses.

George S. Wood of Chicago, manager of the Forest Products Exposition,

was In Louisville last week talking to local lumbermen about the project.

P. G. Booker, president of the Booker-Cecil Company, is out again after

having been laid up over three months with typhoid fever. Mr. Booker

is rapidly recovering his strength and will soon be in tiptop shape.

The Edward L. Davis Lumber Company is continuing the operation ot

Its mill at night, having piled up a lot of logs which it is anxious to get

out of the way.

The Interstate Commerce Commission held a hearing in Louisville,

September 24 for the purpose of taking evidence in the complaint filed

by the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company and other local hardwood
concerns agaiust the Louisville & Nashville railroad, involving rates on

that line north of Decatur. Ala., recently advanced. The case affects

Uvansville and Cincinnati directly, as both cities are named in the tariff

which was oljjected to.

The sawmill of the Beaver Lumber Company, recently organized at

Ashland, Ky., will be located in Lawrence county, it Is reported.

Most of the country mill operators have discontinued for the season, it

is generally reported. The dry weather which marked the summer made
teams and labor plentiful and enabled a lot of timber to be gotten out

and worked up ; but the slack demand during the past month or two
caused many of the small operators to discontinue.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
The car shortage, as a rule is not quite so senous this season as it was

last, but there are still many sections where there are long delays in get-

ting out shipments. In other sections, the delays are only slight. The
carriers as we'll as the shippers are using every effort to reduce the de-

lays, in the way of unloading, etc.

R. U. Fletcher, vice-president of the Hooton Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany, is on a buying trip in the South. Mr. McRoberts, sales manager of

the company, has just returned from a trip through Iowa and northern
Illinois. He brought in some good orders.

\V. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company visited the
mills of the company last week. On his return be stated that the new
mill being erected at Wasson, Ark., will soon be In operation.

F. H. Smith of the Smith-Sueme Lumber Company is back from his

vacation, which he spent in the North. He says that just at present
business is a little quiet owing to the weather conditions but he looks

for considerable improvement in the near future.

There is a pretty fair demand for gum and oak, reports E. H. Luehr-
mann of the Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company. He says
there is also a good call for the other items on the hardwood list and
the call Is getting better all the time. The company is in good shape to

take care of business, as it has a large and well assorted stock on hand.
L. M. Borgess of the Steele & Ilibbard Lumber Company, who is on a

selling trip in Iowa and Minnesota, is sending In some nice orders. He
wrote that while the line yards and the consumers are buying fairly

well, they are not placing the orders they should with the stocks so low
and poorly assorted.

Thos. E. Powe of the Thos. E. Powe Lumber Company says there Is a
seasonable demand for oak, poplar, ash and cypress. Prices are keeping
up quite well. The business has developed quite rapidly and Mr. Powe
says there is considerable of an Increase over sales of a year ago.
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=-< MILWAUKEE y
The lalior market in Wisionsin has been declining steadily for several

months and a further slackening of the demand for help is in sight, accord-
ing to a statement of the \yisconsin Industrial Commission, under whose
direction the Wisconsin Free Employment Bureau operates. Lumber com-
panies are still in the market for men to work in the logging camps and
for marsh and swamp work. In Milwaukee and Superior the number of
men seeking positions exceeds the demand. Common laborers exceed the
demand for skilled men. The free employment offices in Milwaukee.
Oshkosh, Superior and La Crosse placed 2,299 persons last month, of
which 1,922 were men and 307 women. 4,500 persons were sent to em-
ployers in answer to about 5,000 calls.

The special legislative committee on state forest reserve met in the
Republican house in. Milwaukee recently. Surveys of the land in north-
ern Wisconsin, now considered for the forest reserve, will he begun within
a stort time. Arguments are being received on both sides of the
question whether the land purchased by the state is better suited for
agricultural purposes than for a reserve. The committee will hold sev
eral meetings at different towns in the forest reserve section during
the coming winter. A meeting will be held at Woodruff, which is in the
heart of the forest reserve country, on Oct. 21. State control of tht
shores of the many lakes in the section will form an important subject for
consideration by the committee. The report on the investigations of this
committee will be made to the nest Wisconsin legislature in 1913.

The Kellogg Brothers Lumber Company, Grand Rapids, is erecting one
of the most modern and finest lumber sheds in the state. Two traclis run
the entire length of the shed. The exterior work is now practically com-
pleted and the interior is being rushed so as to have the entire work
completed by the end of this month.
The Jacob Mortenscn Lumber Company. Wausau, has acquired a large

tract of timberland from Kate Tier of Milwaukee. The timber is located

in Lincoln county near what is known as Schultz spur. The logs will be
cut this winter and shipped from Coombs station. L. P. and T. A. John-
son of Merrill have the logging contract.

Improvements are being completed at the plant of the fpham Manufac-
turing Company at Marshfield. which will give the plant one of the largest

and finest dust and refuse collector systems.

The I aine Lumber Company of Oshkosh, which is among the largest

sash and door manufacturers in the w'orld, is considering moving at least

part of its plant from Oshkosh to Langdale county. The reason for

removal is to get nearer the standing timber which is sawed at its

mill. Originally the logs were brought to the mill at Oshkosh by the

Fox and Wolf rivers, but now they are being shipped by freight. Charles

Nevitt, treasurer of the company, is quoted as saying that the removal
has been under consideration for a long time and sooner or later a part

of the Oshkosh plant must be placed in Langdale county, while the re-

moval of all of it is possible. A year ago a corporation was organized

as a step in that direction.

The Faust Lumber Company of Antigo v.ill continue its sawmill opera-

tions until late this fall. The daily cut averages 60,000 feet, and when
completed the run will reach 8.000.000 feet. The concern was organized

last winter. The shipments at present are fourteen carloads per week,

which keep the planing, lath and shingle mills working full blast. As
soon as the operations cease this fall, improvements will be made to

increase the capacity.

Summer logging operations have been discontinued by the Kaiser Lumber
Company, operating at Stinson Spur, and the Hines Lumber Company,
operating at Draper. The reason for this move is said to be due to the

increased wages and lower lumber prices.

Logging operations have been suspended by the Park Falls Lumber
Company, which throws five hundred lumber jacks out of employment.
The Park Falls company is running its mill full capacity, however, and
the reason for suspending logging is because of the large supply on hand.

The Reynolds Box Company has started operations at its box factory

at Sturgeon Bay and will keep running until the stock on hand is

cut up.

Employes of the Wisconsin Chair Company of Port Washington cele-

brated the twenty-fifth anniversary of the company on Thursday, Sept. 18.

They presented the president, Frederick A. Dennett, with a silver service.

H. Emmett Redman, who thirty years ago came to Racine and became
credit manager of the Mitchell-Lewis Wagon Company, and in late years

secretary of the Mitchell-Lewis Motor Company, died Sept. 10 as a result

of a stroke of paralysis.

The Hardwood Market

--<. CHICAGO >.=

The continued dullness is too evident in the local trade to be ignored.

Of the various consuming factors in the hardwood market of Chicago

the furniture factories have been the most active, but it seems that in a

good many cases these people have become pretty well loaded up, and

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
5 ears 4/4 No. 1 Com. Basswood
3 cars 4/4 No. 3 Com. BasHwood

Send M8
your inquiries

THIS IS WINTER CUT AND VERY GOOD
2 cars 4-5-6-8/4 L. R. Sycamore
1 car 4/4 L. R. Southern Soft Maple

Wanted
ONE THOUSAND BUYERS OF

GUM — OAK — ELM
to write us at once for delivered prices on
straight grades, dry stock, National In-

spection.
We Want to Move at Once

i cars each a/S and 3 '4 F.4S Plain Red Oak
5 cars each 4 4 <;um Boxboards. l:i' to 17' FAS Sap, No. 1 Com. and

No. 3 Com. (ium

LICKING RIVER LUMBER COMPANY
303 Dean Building SOUTH BEND, IND.

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ollice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Asti

*\ We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

^ Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest
type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring
quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

Q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

^ Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

Q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

CI For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with
Oak Oooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

C| The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

I
Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fanc}^ foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world

even in llie face ot an active furniture business they are not calling for

any great quantities of hardwoods. Still there is a good deal ot lumber

moving locally, and while everybody is complaining more or less about

the trade and conditions of trade, as a general thing there is anticipated

a brisker demand for the first of the year. As is the case everywhere

throughout the country the unusual political activity and the signifi-

cance of various measures before the National House at Washinston is

ascribed as the predominating factor retarding business at present, but

it is hoped that these influences will have worked themselves out within

the next two or three months and that there will be a gradual resump-

tion ot activity.

As to prices—the local market is off. the most evident break being

seen in connection with gum, which is still very dull. Chicago whole-

salers are reporting more generous offerings in southern hardwoods, par-

ticularly from the southern states in the Mississippi valley territory,

and this even applies to good stocks In dry oak. Oak prices are holding

fairly firmly and no particular trouble is anticipated in this line, al-

though it cannot be taken as a criterion of the general market.

=-< NEW YORK y.

The lumber market is in about the same condition as other lines of

activity that is, running along on a fair amount ot business, which is

,1ust enough to keep the chronic panic-stricken ones from coming out in

full bloom. It cannot be said that trade is satisfactory, for the volume

is small tor the season, but the price situation is a real bright spot in

the lexicon. Buyers are not placing large orders and stocks on hand are

below normal ; but there is less bargaining for price concessions than

would be expected under the circumstances. It is predicted that the

market will show greater strength from now on, but until the money

market becomes easier no startling improvement should be looked for.

-<, BUFFALO >.=

The hardwood dealers are doing a Utile mure business this month than

last, but sales are not on a very active scale. Indications are that sales

will be about normal in the near future, although with the passage ot

the tariff bill some buj-ers ought to be in position to take quite an amount

of stock, rurchases have been on a hand-to-mouth scale for so long that

buyers have very little lumber on hand. The market holds (lulte firm,

showing little change tor the past few weeks.

Much of the demand is for plain oak, while quartered is not doing very

much at present. iMaple and birch are still among the leaders, while

brown ash and chestnut are in fair demand. I'oplar is rather slow, but

the lower grades are not hard to sell, bringing a pretty fair price from

the box manufacturers. Dealers have been getting in some rail stocks

this month, but very little lumber is coming by lake.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
There has been so little change in the hardwood situation during the

last fortnight as to be almost negligible. Inquiries are more liberal, and
buying in the country districts gives encouragement as to outlook. Yard
business, especially in I'hiladelpbia. is slow for this time of the year,

and buying is on the luind-to-mouth order. Building work, although
ahead of last year for the first eight months. Is still far below expecta-

tion, but the more seasonable weather has apparently given a fresh im-

petus to operative building work, which has been somewhat delayed of

late by the strikes in the carpenters' union, of which, fortunately, there

are indications of an amicable settlement soon.

Prices, although wavering in some lines, are on the whole well sus-

tained, and it is realized that fSe stock conditions at mill points will

prevent any decided downward move for months to come. Kurniture
factories and other wholesale consuming industries continue fairly busy,

but a conservative attitude as to buying is the rule. Itailroads, although
not placing large orders on the boards for future delivery, are in the

market for ties and lumber tor early consumption. Everything consid-

ered, the hardwood situation gives no uneasiness as there is a fair volume
of lumber moving right along, and signs as to outlook are assuring.
Foreign woods are in good demand, and veneer and mahogany trading
continues active. The various hardwoods hold relative iiositlons of a
fortnight ago, with oak in the lead.

=-< PITTSBURGH y-
There has been some slackening up in tr.ide since the first ot the

month. It is attributed to the combined influence of the currency agita-

tion, the tariff bill and the bad crop reports. Locally there is nothing
in the situation to cause discouragement. Plants are running full and the
steel industry made a more favorable report for August than for some
time. Buying, however, on the part of large manufactiuing interests Is

less urgent. Whether this spirit of dealing contiiiues until .Tan. 1 or
whether there will be a pronounced gain in Inquiries in the near future
is a little uncertain. The fear of a car shortage is causing all purchasers
of lumber to hurry up deliveries. Yard trade shows very little change.
The building situation downtown is altogether the best it has been for six
years. In the outlying si ot ions building Is not ot sufBcienI volume to

encourage retail lumber dealers.
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=-< BOSTON y-
The general demand for hardwood lumber has not been active during

the past two weeks. Usually at this season of the year the consuming
manufacturers of hardwood lumber arc all busy and are cutting up large

quantities daily. This season the plants are operating in a moderate way
as a whole, and the manufacturer cannot be induced to purchase hard-

wood lumber far ahead of his requirements.

While the demand cannot be termed active, there appears to be enough
business going around to keep the offerings very well sold up, so far as

desirable grades and selections are concerned. The manufacturers of hard-

wood lumber are very firm in their views of the future. I'ractically all

of the letters received in this market from manufacturing centers show
that stocks are small and well held. The demand for quartered oak is

very good and prices are firm and high. Plain oak has been selling in a

very free way. There has been some inquiry for hickory in a small way.

Offerings are small. Chestnut has teen selling in a moderate way. There

has been a fair demand reported for whitewood and ash.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

Reports from hai'dwood men as to the state ot the lumber trade are

almost uniformly encouraging. While the general movement has not

apparently exceeded moderate proportions, the demand has continued

sufficiently active to absorb the output of the mills and to avert serious

accumulations, while the range ot prices has been such as to encourage

the producers. Especially in the last week or two an appreciable in-

crease in orders has come out. the numerous inquiries giving evidence of

an active interest in stocks which promises to result in a decided expan-

sion of the demand. .411 kinds of stocks appear to be affected by the

favorable development and a most hopeful feeling prevails in the trade.

During a part of August a slacking off in the volume of business was
noted, but this has now yielded to a return to the former state ot

activity and there is every indication that the aggregate of the early part

of the year will be approached if not exceeded. With respect to prices,

also, the situation is satisfactory. Some items show a rather easier tone.

and here and there a slight sagging in the range of values has developed.

but in the main the returns leave no real cause for complaint and mill-

men as well as dealers are once more applying themselves with renewed

energy to the work of getting business, confident that the results attained

will be commensurate with the expenditure of effort. '

Chestnut is holding its own fairly well, with the quotations rather

stronger than tliey were during the summer, and with the requests for

ligures more numerous. Number 1 common oak is very much the same,

with prices perhaps a dollar or two off, Kut with a kind of revival making
itself felt. Northern buyers are purchasing in quantities that suggest

an increasing consumption, and salesmen have met with gratifying results

on their recent tours. Other sections of the country are hardly less

responsive and there appears to be a quickening all along the line. Much
the same can be said of poplar, which has been finding takers in sufficient

numbers to take up the output of the mills, with only the lower grades

at all halting, but with prices practically unimpaired.

The foreign trade, of course, is not so satisfactory, but the heavy cur-

tailment of forwarding holds out a prospect that the exports also will

show a stronger tone before long. Wagon oak planks and other kinds

of stocks, including certain grades of poplar, are still offered abroad in

such quantities as to keep the range of values relatively low. At the

prevailing freight rates the exporters find it impossible to put down
stocks on the other side at the prevailing current figures which will net

them a profit, and a general realization of this fact has so checked the

export movement that an early improvement is among the probabilities.

Gum, basswood and some other kinds of lumber are comparatively strong,

even in the foreign market, and there is every prospect that the buoyancy
in them will continue.

=< COLUMBUS y
The demand for hardwoods in Columbus and central Ohio has been

fairly active during the past fortnigat. All grades and varieties are

moving uniformly and the list of prices is generally well maintained.

The market is rather firm despite the weakness in yellow pine, and the

prospects for the future are considered bright in every way.
Trade is about equally divided between manufacturing establishments

and retailers. Both are buying steadily in small orders but neither are

inclined to increase their stocks at this time. Their policy which is

being followed is to buy only what is needed for immediate wants. Retail

stocks are light and are not being increased. Stocks in the hands of

factories are not large.

One of the worst features of the business is the growing car shortage

which is holding up shipments to a certain extent. The shortage is

probably the worst on the Chesapeake & Ohio, although other southern

roads are having troubles. Shipments from mills in West Virginia are

coming out fairly promptly.

Building operations in this section are still fairly active and this is

quite a source of demand for hardwoods. The indications are good for a

continuation of the demand right up to the bad weather. Contractors

and architects are still busy preparing plans and figuring on construction

work.

Oak, both quarter-sawed and plain are in good demand with the volume

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

.Made from our own timber from
one boundary, insuring uniform

,,^ color and te.xture; manufactured
at our new hardwood flooring
plant.

Our Specialty: Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Thicknesses: ^s" and 13/16" Standard Widths

Your Inquiries Solicited Quick Shipments Guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO., Coal Orove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

WANT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing:
MA SPRUCE 1 _

Cass, West Virg'inia.
WEST VIRGINIA^SPRUC^ LUMBER CO., ^^^ Kcw^nov^^^^^*

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Nortliern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwauicee, Wisconsin
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^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-

steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and

dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform

tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed

wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds

per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell, and the grain will not

raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-

paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "wiU stay where

it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-

Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Preparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK

«/V3 cOluw
cure

LUMBER

of liusincss pretty (air. Toplar is .ilso moving well and all grades are

in fair demand, .^uto factories are buying the wide sizes. Chestnut Is

lirm and the same is true of Basswood and ash. Other hardwoods are

unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI y-
ThiTp is a de-ided optimistic feeling among the hardwood dealers at

this point not because business right at this time is satisfactory because

it isn't, although it has been worse before trom many viewpoints, but

because of the indications of more liberal purchasing on the part of the

large buyers in the near future. Prices at present levels hold %'ory Arm

and the tendency is fo- better rather than lower prices. There is a good

inquiry for most stocks and a gradual increase in shipping is noticed

everywhere. Conditions are healthy in manufacturing districts and deal-

ers believe that purchases on a much more liberal basis are bound to

come before long.

E.^cept in the low grades there is very little activity in the poplar

market. Stock appears to accumulate in the better grades gradually but

has had no effect on prices which remain strong.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The hardwood trade is approximately the same as it was this time last

year, which condition is looked upon as encouraging, in view of the fact

that many other mdustri-'s are suffering a slight depression at this time.

Few of the Indiana automobile factories are active at present. Furnituie

factories seem to bo having a good run, and the furniture manufacturers

say prospects for a large business during the fall and winter are good.

Vehicle factories are not having a heavy trade. There has been no trouble

from car shortage thus far.

Hardwood prices continue steady. Dealers are buying about as they

need stuff.

=-< NASHVILLE y
There has been little change in the local hardwood market, though many

of the manufacturers and shippers say that there are signs of impi'ove-

ment of trade. Prices rule steady. Most of the stock in this territory Is

in strong hands, and the cwners are not willing to make any important

concessions in prices. Plain oak is in good demand, with moderate dry

stocks. There is a moderate demand for quartered oak. Ash is a read.y

seller. Chestnut and poplar are moving in a moderate way. The flooring

market is in good shape, with local plants handling a good business. Box
factories have had only moderate business.

=< LOUISVILLE >.
The demand for lumber has shown Improvement during the past fort-

night, and hardwood men regard the situation as essentially sound.

While the scarcity of money, which has resulted in unusually slow col-

lections, is a matter of general comment, it is believed that as soon as

the crop movement has been completed an<l the money released by this

action, buyers of lumber, as well as other business men, will find it easier

to meet their obligations. The hanks, on account of pending currency

legislation, are not extending accommodations as generously as they

might, and this, of course, is having its effect. Quartered oak continues

a good seller, and prices are firm. Plain oak is also in good demand,
especially the common grades, a slight falling off in the call (or good

plain being reported. .\sh, which has been the big leader of the past

season, has quieted down somewhat, probably due to an oversupply pro-

duced by many mills deciding to cut this wood more extensively. Hickory
is extremely dull, as is clitstnut. Ucd gum is sliowing improvement, and
common jioplar Is also moving fairly well.

=< ST. LOUIS >-=

The local hardwood business is of good proportion. While the orders

as a rule are rather small for this time of the year, they amount up quite

well in the aggregate, so the local distributors are pretty well pleased

with the business they are doing. The principal item on the list at the

present time is plain red and white oak. The latti'r demand is occasioned

by the demand (rom the furniture factories and planing mills. There is

also a free movement la ash and the prospects are quite bright for a still

better call for this item. Red gum in the high grades is rather quiet but

there is a fair movement in the lower grades. Cottonwood in the lower

grades is in good request. Poplar is rather quiet. Prices on all items

are being kept up quite well. Cypress is having a fair pjovement but

the orders individually are rather small. The prices show no material

change and are beiug pretty well maintained.

=< MILWAUKEE y.
Business in the local hardwood market is holding up well with de-

mand especially good from the box manufacturers, who are buying well

In low-grade stuff. The sash and door concerns are placing fairly good

orders, although there is a disposition on their part to buy only enough

to meet their present wants. The furniture trade is showing steady In-

crease and the implement plants are In the market once more.

The fall building season is now well under way In this city, and
wholesalers believe that this is hound to result in a better business from
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now on. W. D. Harper. Milwaukee, building inspector, is confident that

another new high record will be established this season. Wholesalers

report that exceptionally good orders are coming in from most of the retail

yards about the state. Formers have been carrying on considerable fall

building this year and dealers are endeavoring to get their stocks up
in shape.

Northern hardwoods are holding especially firm and there is no indi-

cation that price concessions are to be expected. Stocks of southern hard-

woods seem to be somewhat larger and there is more competition for

orders in this line. Plain and quartered oak are in fair demand, although

some buyers seem to feel that lower prices may be expected later.

Reports from the northern lumber companies are to the effect that stocks

at the mills are light. Dealers seem to feel that they may have trouble

later on in replenishing their stocks and this is tending to keep prices up
to the present mark. Stocks of birch and maple are far from being large

at most points, while the demand for No. 1 and No. 2 common birch and
for two-inch maple is increasing.

=-< GLASGOW y-
For some time back the conditions in the timber trade in Glasgow and

the west of Scotland have been rather slow. Selling has been uneventful.

In most cases merchants have been toppling over one another in an effort

to make small sales, which naturallj" has the effect of lowering prices.

However, considering the somewhat unsatisfactory demand existing, with

few exceptions prices are exceedingly firm, and it would occasion no sur-

prise to see an advance similar to that which occurred this time last year.

The future of the freight market tends to go up but assuming present

rates are maintained any alteration in the i^rice of timber is more likely

to be upward than downward. Shipbuilding inquiries are not so numerous
now although a few small orders have transpired during the past few
days.

Sales from the recent arrivals have been more in evidence and storing

is not being resorted to in so great a measure as recently, sellers pre-

ferring to ease prices a little rather than store. This has been done in

a great many cases because once goods are stored it is found that with

store rent and other handling charges added it is difficult to bring out

cost. The bulk of the arrivals from Baltimore and Newport News has

comprised railway oak against contracts, very few consignment parcel'^

being in evidence. Several parcels of Gaboon mahogany and pitch pin-^

have come in recently and have sold well.

A part cargo of Siberian pine arrived recently and is reported to b.^

sold. The qualities of the various grades arc very good, particularly r:o

in the case of the "crown" or best grade. This wood is taking the place

of Quebec yellow pine and seems to he finding favor.

The pitch pine market is looking firmer than for some time past in

sympathy with advancing f. g. b. prices and the higher freights quoted

from the Gulf ports.

During the past month deckloads of Riga spruce have arrived and df^-

liveries from the quays are proceeding briskly. Prices rule firm and un

drop is anticipated so long as the supply is kept in moderate compass.

Canadian spruce, as far as cargoes ore concerned, seems to be now almost

a thing of the past and hence Rigas are being used to a larger extent

than formerly.

=< LIVERPOOL y.
The hardwood market here seems In a very peculiar state. Most of

the trade consumers seem to hare a fixed opinion iu their minds that the

trade boom here is at an end, and some confirmations of this come in the

August Board of Trade returns. How much of this is temporarily caused

by the Balkan war is one of the problems most difficult to solve. All that

is known is that for the moment no one stems inclined to buy. which, or

course, is the immediate matter of importance as far as the lumber market

is concerned. This position, in face of the advancini freight market.

makes the hardwood market most difficult to calculate. Some of the

lumbermen are inclined to be pessimistic and they cannot see how ship-

ments are froing to be profitable with the advancing freights and a

probability of diminishing value. Their strong advice to shippers is on

no account to send in consignments without advance orders, as iu the

present lack of confidence existing among the traders, they cannot hope

for favorable reception.

The mahogany position shares the general outlook. As long as the trade

boom in this country lasted and the supply kept on. the low price kept on

the high side. Now things might easily change if trade does permanently

fall away. .4dvice to buyers on the other side is to play the waiting

game. It is thought the price will not go any higher and the market

might very easily suBfer a substantial slump.

Ash and hickory are perhaps a little better in value, but both markets

want rest, and immediate shipments are not advised: Ash lumber has been

selling well, and there are some signs that values will now go down

again.

Gum lumber is very weak and shipments have been far too heavy.

Round oak is also a weak spot, and prices of wagon oak planks are not

all good : in fact, it is thought that the wagon oak market is in a very

bad state, but no improvement can be predicted for some months to come.

Birch and maple have been selling well, but shipments are not recom-

mended without orders. Quartered oak orders can be readily secured at

full values for the regular sizes of prime grades.

EXCEPTIONAL
MAHOGANY, CIRCASSIAN WAL-

NUT AND QUARTERED OAK

VENEERS
If a good veneer cutter can manufacture fair

quality veneers with antiquated machinery, what
can he do when given the latest and most efficient

equipment?

The Answer
is to be found in any of the stock produced at our
new mill, which is the last word in modern equip-

inent.

We have selected the finest logs on the mar-
ket, our men are experienced and capable, the

product speaks for itself.

See our samples and get prices.

Visit Our Plant
Any time you are in Chicago and want to see

the most modern veneer plant in existence today,

we will be glad to show you through our plant.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Fortieth Ave. Chicago, 111.

You Know Something

About the Land of

Last Supply
You know, of course, that the nearest source

of adequate lumber supply are the forests of

the west, the inter-mountain pines and the fir,

spruce, cedar and hemlock of the Pacific Coast.

In a broad sense, we are at the beginning of an
era of

Competitive Demand
for Western Timber

Mills of the South are exhausting their supply and
are seeking new locations.

Timber is disappearing from the market, but not so rapidly
n^)W as it will on a constantly increasing scale during the
next decade. Ever.v tract taken off the market decreases
the suppl.v and increases the desirability and value of those
remaining.

The best go first. Investigate now.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building
Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year.

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumb er losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative Rankin-Bencdlct UndcFwrilmg Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, ^^'^°^"'^^' '" ^^''•

Portland, Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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,

Oelhafen Lumber Company....
Osgood & Richardson

Palmer A Parker Co...

Parry. Chas, K., & Co

.

Sawrei^Goodman Company
Scott & Howe Lumber Co

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co, .,

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company.
Stephenson. I., Cotnpanj, The
Stewart, 1, N,, & Bro

Struthers Cooperage Company
Sullivan. T. & Co

Taylor. W. R.. Lumber Company
Tegge Lumber Co

VonPlaten Lumber Oo..

Webeier. George. Lianber Company.
White Lake Lumber Company...

White, Wm. H..Co
Wiggin, H, D
Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons

Willson Bros, Lumber Company
Wistar, Underbill t Nizoa
Wood-Mosaic Oompany

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Oo.

Anderson-Tully Company
Atlantic Lumber Company ...

Baker-Matthews Mfg- Co
Bennett* Witte

Black. Fred W. Lumber Co

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co

Booker-Cecil Company
Brown, W, P.. & Sons Lumber Co..

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co

Carrier Lumber A Mfg. Co

Coale, Thos. E.. Lumber Company.

.

Conas'auga Lumber Company
Crane, C.,& Co
Curll, D, B,, Lumber Company.

Davis. Edward L.. Lumber Company

3 Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

Dempsey. W. W
^^ Elias.C.A Bro
12 Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.

12

9

46

66

7

53

18

II

11

67

14

12

47

47

12

11

47

13

67

5

Salt Lick Lumber Company 66

Shawnee Lumber Company 47

Slaymaker. S. E.. & Co 51

Sondheimer, E., Company 48

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co 67

Stewart. I. N., & Bra 67

Sullivan. T.,& Co 67

VandenBoom-Stlmson Lumber Co. 48

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Co. 6

VonPlaten Lumber Co 63

Webster. George, Lumber Company. 13

White Lake Lumber Company.,. 49

Whitmer, Wm.. & Sons 12

W^hitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

Wiggin. H.D 12

WilUams. Ichabod T..& Sons 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Wisconsin Lumber Company 4

Wistar. Dnderhill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company 13

Yeager. Orson E 67

12

66

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company 47

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co,.. 9

Faust Bros. Lumber Co 14

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber Co.

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co 66

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser, W. E., Lumber Company... 7

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Co. 66

Huddleston-Marsb Lumber Co

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company .

.

47

Kennedy, James. & Co

Kent, J, S., Company
Kentucky Lumber Company
Kimball & Kopcke

Klann, E. H.. Lumber Co

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Company..

.

Lamb-Fish Lumber Co
Licking River Lumber Company.

Litchfield. William E
Little River Lumber Company
Logan. J. M.. Lumber Co
Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co ...

.

Lo»isviUe Point Lumber Company.

.

Yeager, Orson E . . .

.

Touoe. W. D..& C«.

•3 Maley. Thompson & Moffett Oo
49 Maphet & Shea Lumber Company.
68 Mcllvain. J. Gibson, & C»
12 McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co
14 Memphis Band Mill Company..
12 Miller. Anthony.,
12 Mossman Lumber Company
13 Mowbray & Robinson Company...

67 Nettleton. E, B, & Co
3 Norman Lumber Company,

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company
Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.
Farrin, M, B,,L«mber Compamy

—

Faust Bros. Lumber Company
Kentucky Lumber Company
Logan, J. M. , Lumber Co
Maphet & Shea Lumber Comrakr .

.

Radina.L.W.. <tC«

Ohio River Saw Mill Company.,

Osgood & Richardson ,.

46

47

47

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co,

Parry, Chas. K., & Co

K Radina. L, W„&Co. ...

5' Ransom, J. B., & Co
6 Eiemeier Lumber Company.
6

7 Saline River Hardwood Co.

,

49

12

68

i

66

11

7

6

2

67

2

67

48

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Adams <t Raymond Veneer Co 65

Ahnapee Veneer <& Seating Co 64

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 53

Central Veneer Company 65

Hoffman Bros. Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber C«
Jarrell, B, C&Co 65

Knoxville Veneer Com pany 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 11

Maley, Thompson & Moffett Co 7

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co

Mengel, C. C. & Bro. Company 11

Ohio Veneer Company 47

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 65

Rayner, J 5

Rice Veneer & Lumber Company

—

65

Southern Veneer Manufacturing

Company 64

Underwood Veneer Company 61

Veneer Manufacturers' Company.,..

Walker Veneer & Panel Co 57

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 14

WiUecy. C. L 50

Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

"Wood-Mosaic Company 13

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mill s & Dock C».— 64

Black, Fred W, Lumber Co 53

Huddlestcm-Marsh Lumber Co

Maley , Thompson A Moffett Oo 7

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co

Mengel, C.G..& Bro. Company 11

Palmer <t Parker Oo 12

Puroell, Frank 66

Rayner, J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company
Willey, C, L 50

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.
Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman. S. L., Flooring Oo 63

Farrin, M, B,, Lumber Company.... 47

Forman, Thos,, Company 63

Kerry & Hamson Flooring Co 63

Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Co.... E6

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B. & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 49

Salt Lick Lumber Company 66

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company... 8

Stephenson. I., Company, The 63

Webster Lumber Co,, George 13

White. Wm.H,, Co 68

Wilce, T,, Company, The 5

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company .51-68

Young. W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Co 60

Covel Manufacturing Co 14

Gerlach, The Peter Co 57

Linderman Machine Co., Tho
Mershon, W. B.. <Ss Co 62

Phoenix Manufacturing Co 62

Saranac Machine Company 61

Sinker-Davis Company
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co ..

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Clyde Ironworks 62

Fitzgibbons & Krebs

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co 61

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 63

Kraetzer Company. The 53

National Dry Kiln Company 60

Phila, Textile Mchy. Co '2

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E, C„ & Co
Covel Manufacturing Co 14

Simonds Mfg, Co

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Co.

Epperson. U. S
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co..

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co..

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance
Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-

derwriters 54

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual

Firelns.Co
Rankin-Bencdict Underwriting Co. 54

TIMBER LANDS.

Laow, James D., A Co 53

Southern Railway •'>7

Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Griffith, Clarence W 48

McDonald, Thos. J 56

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Childs.S. D.,&Co 57

Gerlach, The Peter, Company 57

Kraetzer Company, The E3

Lumbermen's Credit Association 4

Mechanical Rabber Company 61

Stephenson, Grant T 46 46

Westinghonsc Electric & Mfg. Oo...
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements will bp inserted In tbls sec-
tion at the following rates;

For one insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line

For three insertions 50c a line

For four insertions 60c a line

Eigbt words of ordinary length make one line.
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies uf paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED SALESMAN
calling on Hardwood, Vendor and Woodworking
plants to carry profitable side line on commission.
State lines you carry. Address "BOX 01," care

IlAiiDwooD Record.

WANTED.
Competent Hardwood Lumber Inspectors.

Those experienced in Mahogany preferred. State
experience. OTIS MFG. CO., New Orleans, La.

WANTED
Competent superintendent to take charge of

hardwood band mill in a large Ohio city. To a
man pos.sessing qualifications and integrity, a

third interest can be had. Unusual opportunity
for right man. Fullest investigation extended.
Address "S.\WMILL," care Hakdwood Record.

SALESMAN WANTED
by large manufacturing concern fur northern
hardwood and hemlock, to call on trade in lower
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and eiistern states.

Address "BOX 06," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman tor New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Poor Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

BUSINESS MANAGER
wants larger opportunities. Fifteen years' ex-

perience in factory, office and selling. Up on mod-
ern factory methods, cost and accounting systems,
and gets results from employes. Now manager
for woodworking plant ; does buying of all ma-
terial : has traveled from coast to coast and sold

our products to largest buyers. Competent to

hold an important position and help make things
go. Working interest preferred. Age 33. Ref-
erences from past and present employers. Address
"BOX 92," care Hardwood Record.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at
shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LOGS
200,000 ft. 28" and up White Oak logs.

200,000 ft. 12" and up Walnut logs.

50,000 ft. 12" and up Cherry logs.

C. L. WILLEY, 2558 S. Robey St., Chicago.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR

75 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at shipping point, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayne St.,

Buffalo. N. Y.

TIMBER FOR SALE

GUM LOGS FOR SALE
Will deliver at .lacksonville for export, if de

-irvd. Timber situated on Florida East Coa.st

i;. R., ISO miles south of Jacksonville.

C. B. JOHNS, L. B. No. 74. Ebensburg. Pa.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and logging

conditions. Have a few high-class properties

for sale. Can furnish best references.

TBos. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg..

KnoxTllle, Tenn.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get In touch with the Beat

buyers of hardwood lumber? We hare a Hat.

•bowing the annual requirements in Inmber,

dimension stock and reneeri and panels of con

•umers of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The service is free to ad

vertlsers In the Rkcobd. It will Interest yon
Write us (or farther Information abont oar "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD. Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

PLAIN OAK FOR SALE
Broker wishes to get in touch with manufac-

turing consumer of 4/4 plain oak suitable for

cutting into piece stock, 2 to 8 foot lengths, 3 to
',)" vvidtlis. Can furnish 25 to 50 cars to the

riglit parties. Address
"BOX 97," care Hardwood Recoiiu.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" x I''. Must be clear and
straight. If you have any to offer write us.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New I'hiladelphia, Ohio,

WANTED
Large quantities lS4xl%xl9 clear oak squares.

THE NORTHERN CHAIR CO.,

Port Washington, Wis.

WANTED
Large quantities 11/4x4x30.

THE WISCONSIN CH.\IR CO.,

Port Washington, Wis.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED
100.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy Chestnut.

S. BURKHOLDER LBR. CO.. Crawfordsville, Ind.

WANTED ROCK ELM
5 cartoads 10/4x6 and wider 10'—16'.

3 carloads 3x6 and wider, 10'— 16'.

We can ship fresh from the saw. Inspect at
point of shipment. Terms cash less 2%.

Till-; lUt.VDLEY CO., Hamilton, Out.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN OUM
aad Red Oak?

1 own in fee simple two small and carefully

selected tracts of high-class gum and red oak
stumpage. Will sell at price to make the buyer
good money either as aa Investment or as aa
operatlBg proposition.

Will deal with principals only. Address IB

confidence, "BOX 22," care Habdwood Rucobd.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

DIMENSION RED OAK FOR SALE
1 car switch tics 7x0x12'.

3 cars 4/4 plain lumber.

3 cars small dimension 2x2x18" and up.

2 cars cull wagon poles 2x4x4x12'.
1 car cull 2x4 reaches.

W. I. NORRIS. Fairvievv, Ark.

FOR SALF,
.")(),000 feet clear hard maple and beech squares,

6,4x0/4—18" to 48" lengths.

THE WOLF-LOCKWOOD LU.MBER CO..

iJranil Raiiids. Mi<'h.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibsoa Tally Book. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-
proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy
and for systematizing the inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD.
537 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

WANTED OUTPUT
of the Hardwood Mills operating In West Vlr-

.ij:inia, also Tennessee and Arkansas ; also Cypress
and Gum. Address "BOX 90, ' care Hardwood
Record.
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EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for

making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72." care Hardwood Recced.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

AT MOUND CITY, ILL.
One complete circular mill with edger. trim-

mer, live rolls, portable boilers and engine.

THE WISCONSIN SEATING CO..

Now London. Wis.

FOR SALE
1 No. 46 Berlin Twin Matcher and double Sur-

facer. 30"x6".

1 No. 114 Berlin Inside Moulder and Matcher,

15"x6".

1 H. B. Smith S" Moulder or door sticker.

Will be sold cheap for cash, for immediate

shipment.

For further particulars inquire of

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO.. Coal Grove, O.

FOR SALE
Woodworking Machine Tools. Apply
HARLAN & HOLLINGSWORTH CORPORA-

TION. Wilmington. Del.

MISCELLANEOUS

^T HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ-

^H I ent kind, and altogether better

^^ii^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

OAK. POPLAR, ASH
and all other hardwoods. In all grades and thick

cesses, can be readily B«ld If advertised in tb«

Wanted and For Sale section of Habdwood Ebc
OBD. If yon have a large stock yen want to

sell try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you

Excellently Located
Woodworking Factory

A woodworking factory consisting

of a two-story modern briclc building,

40.X100 feet; a brick boiler and engine
house, 30x30 feet, and three frame
buildings, dimensions, 40x70 feet, 20x
80 feet, 20x5 6 feet, with brick dry
kiln lSx3 5 feet and a frame office

building 3 5x36 feet, located in an
enterprising northeastern Tennessee
county seat town, is offered for sale

at an attractive price.

A 100 H. P. Dillon boiler and a I4x
30 Corliss engine furnish the power.
The machinery consists of lathes,

reamers, knives, saws, sanders, etc.,

with all necessary pulleys, belting and
shafting equipment. The buildings are

steam heated and lighted by electricity.

This factory is adaptable to nearly

any kind of wood-working industry and
is well located on a railroad siding.

This is a very favorable opportunity
for one wishing a factory equipped and
ready for immediate operations.

Full particulars will be given by referring
to file No. 45485 and writing

M. V. KICH.4RDS
Land and Industrial Agent

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Boom 305. Washington. D. C.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4irx8| inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch
in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets arc unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
original and duplicate. Duplicate desiened to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber
Patent appHed for on covers. Copyriehled, 1910

Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST
Aluminum Tally Covers, each - - $ 1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1.000 10.00
SinEle sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
Osgood & Richardson

935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-I ISH LUMBER CO.

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow^ Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. BAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
GRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION '

E. B. Nettleton "''iSl''cVG"r'

A yeaeer G«ag» ii the »DBwer to b Veneer IJser'i

craTiDgforyeare, Thii "Walker Brand "Ven-
eer Q&uge is a steel gangv that will satisfy

jour waatB for all time. You can'tdo your-
eelf a better tura than t<> bay one of
these gauges. It gauges ACCURATELT
eTory tni&knessfrom 1-40 inch to % inch
INCLUSIVE. Wake up to this opportu-
nity. Priceonly $1.98 delivered by U. S.

'Uail. Order DOW, today. Address—64&A
IToodlawa Ave. Phone Ujde Park 88.

D«»t. C i

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
are frequent
except where
our

Two Piece
Oeometrical
Barter Coin

ta Inase, then
imitation isn't
poeaible.
Sample if you
aak for It. i

S. D. CBILDS
t CO.
t^bica^o

We also make
nma Checks,
StanMis aiul
LocHaaiaMn.

§ MAKE BOX SHOCKS
^ Up lo 24" I^"n&. ur

^LOOSE BARREL STAVES
3 Of Fiuest Quality and at Lowest Cost

i'From Cordwood. Slabs, or Other Forest "Waste
6 by the Use of tierla^-h ^lachinery.

The Peter Cerlach Co., Cleveland, O.

J][ The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, illustrated by more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree
growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this
country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been madeto American for«st and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price pre-
paid sul^ject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged bv the index following :

Acacia
,

African mahogany
Ailantlius
Alaska Cyprus

,

Alaska pine
,

Alder
,

Algaroba
Allejjhany Bloe

,

Alligator iuniper
Alligator-wood
Almondieaf willow
Aloe-Ieaf yucca
Alpine fir

Alpine larch
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
Alpine whitebark pine..
Alternate-leaTed dog-
wood

Alvord oak ....'.

Amabilis fir ',]

American apple !

American arborritEe. . .

.

American ash
crab
fringe

linden
planertree.

.

smoke-tree.

..G(J7

American
American ii.uf
Amt-ican holly
American larch
American
American
American
Andromeda

,

Angelica-tree ....
Ant';^ wood
Apple haw
ArborTitie
Arizona cork fir...
Arizona cypress . ..
Arizona madrona .

Arizona palm
Arizona nine
Arizona spruce ....
Arizona sycamore .*

Arizona white oak.
Arrow-wood
Ash-leaved maple'

'

Aspen
Aspen-leaf
August plum [[

Bald cypress
Balm of Gilead.145, 667'.
Balm of Gilead fir..
Balsam

....135. 136, 151. i'e'e
Balsam fir 145.151,
Balsam poplar

'

Baltimore oak .[
Banana .'. .

'

Baretta ! ! ]

'

'

Barren oak. ......]'' ,'|
|

Barren scrub oak.'!!!!!!
Eartram oak
Basket elm .....'.

Basket oak '20s*
Basket willow '

Basswood
Bat-tree V.!

!

Bayberry '.!!!!!!
Bay poplar .!!!
Bay-tree
Beaded locust..
Bearberr.T
Bear oak ,.*

Bearwood
Beaver-tree . .

.

Bebb willow . .

.

Beech
Beetree
Fiell-tree
Bell wood
Berlandier ash .

Biff buckeve ..

.

Blff-bud
Big-bud hickory,
Bigcone pine . ..

Bigcone spruce.

.

Big Cottonwood.
Bigflow willow
Big hickory nut

535
463
676
121
193
589
B59
622
in
325
471

195
196
37

526
220
165
553
97

409
453
700
643

.646.

637
397
697
526
676
696
459
97
154
142
663
693
705
135
610
21s
507
445
675
675
621

139
673
145

,673
159
673
205
640
699
316
2S3
322
393
229
472
637
494
69S
337
529
5n5
698
315
608
495
471
625
637
601
602
418
640
363
363
68
172
667
472
363

Big laurel
Bigleaf laurel
Bigleaf maple . . ..
Big pine
Biff shellbark
Bigtree
Big white birch. .

.

Eiltmore ash
Birch
Bird cherry
Bishop's pine
Bitter cherry
Bitter hickory
Bitternut
Bitternut hickory..
Bitter pecan
Bitter walnut

,

Bitter waternut...,
Bitterwood

,

Black ash. 415. 416,
Blackbark pine . . .

.

Black birch 565.
Black calabash
Black cherry
Black Cottonwood.

494
507
439
31

369
175
5S3
424
565
619
69

616
361
367
361

.361. 375
361
374
676

423. 445

Buckthorn bumelia 696
Buckwheat-tree 502
Bullace plum 621
Bull bay 494
Bull pine 49. 75
Bumwood 697
Burning bu^h 499
Burnwood 502

577. 580
475
613

Black gum
,

Black haw
Black hickorv

364. 367
Black ironwood. . .

,

Black jack
Black jack oak. ..

.

Black larch
Black limetree ....
Bhifk locust
Black niangroTc .

.

Black maf>le
Black nnilberry . .

.

Black oak. 259. 260,
Black oliretree . .

.

Black pine.. .63. 67
Black poplar
Black slash pine.

.

Black sloe
Black spruce

,

Black thorn
Blacktree

,

Black walnut
Black willow

,

Black wood
Bleeding-heart tree.
Blister pine
Blue ash

,

Blue beech
Blue birch 565,
Blue blossoms
Blue dogwood
Blue elder
Blue jack oak
Blue myrtle
Blue oak. ..

Blue spruce
Bluet

,

Bluewood
,

Bodark
Bodock
Bog spruce
Bois d'arc
Bois inconnu
Bottom shellbark.

.

Bow-wood
Box elder

,

Box oak
Box white oak
Boxwood
Bracted fir

Brash oak
Brewer oak
Bristlecone fir

Bristlecone pine. .

,

Broadfruit yucca.

.

Broadleaf niaple. .

.

Broadleaf willow.

.

Broom hickory
Brown ash
Brown hickory. . .

.

Brown pine
Buckeye

669. 670
.159. 331

460

. 696, 609
700
283
291
80
637

.535, 541
688
447
513

271, 277
688

. 70. 75
681

Bur oak
Bustic
Butternut ..

Buttonball ..

Buttonwood

211
... 696
. .. 349
... 607
. .. 60'

.205.

621
129
459
688
343
469
688
500

145, 151
417. 422

627
577. 585

698
526
700

.... 285
698

213, 226
136
50s
700
511
511

.... 130
511
405
369
511

445. 601
223
223

!!!! .523

157

!!!! 220
171

.19. 38
693
439
472

, ... 367
423
367
43

640

Cabbage palmetto 691
Cabbage-tree 691
Cactus 693
Cajeput 529
Calico-bush 505
Calicowood 601
California bay-tree 529
California black oak 285
California blue oak 229
California box elder.... 447
California buckeye. .649. 651
California chestnut oak. 313
California coffee 698
California fan palm 693
California hemlock

spruce 193
California holly 645
California luniper 112
California laurel ...529, 655
California live oak 307
California nutmeg 201
California olive 529
California post cedar
California red bud...
California red fir. . . .

,

California sassafras .

California scrub oak.
California swamp pine.. 69
California sycamore ... 600
California tanbark oak.. 313
California walnut 351
California white oak 240
California white pine.
Canada plum
Canadian Judas tree..
Canadian red pine....
Canoe birch
Canoe cedar
Canoewood
Canotia
Canyon birch

,

Canyon live oak
,

Carolina cherry 620
Carolina hemlock 703
Carolina pine 49
Carolina poplar 667
Cascara buckthorn 698
Cascara sagrada 698
Catalpa 475
Catawba 475
Cjitawba rhododendron.. 507
Cat spruce 1.30
Cedar 91, 97, 100. lis
Cedar elm SSO, 392

100
. . 549
. . 164
.. 529
.. 23

67
621
548
61

583
115
487
699
580

ClifF elm 385
Cockspur 4."i0

Cocoa plum 622
Coflfeebean 547
Coffee-berry 698
Coffeenut 547
Coffeetree 547
Colorado blue spruce. . . 136
Common catalpa 475, 47.
Common thorn 459
Cornel 523
Coral bean 554
Coral sumach 697
Cork-barked Douglas
spruce 169

Cork elm. 380. 385. 399
Cork pine 19
Corkwood 423
Corky elm ;i99
Cotton gum .^37
Cottonwood 667, 673
Cotton-tree 667
Coulter pine 68
Cowlicks 604
Cow oak 229
Crab 453
Crab apple 453
Crabwood 701
Crack willow 472
Creeping pine 37
Cuban pine 4.^
Cucumber 4^1
Cucumber-tree !!! 4S7
Currant-tree 4.-]
Custard apple (540
Cut-leaved maple 445
Cypress 70. i:j9

Pahoon holly fi45
DaMing plum 700
Barlington oak 295
Tate plum .=-,17

Deciduous holly ! 646
Deer tongue 507
Delmar pine 64
Desert juniper 705
Desert willow 477
Devil's claw !

f-,44

Devil's tongue cactus.! 604
Devilwood 700
Digger pine !! yn
Dilly

! ! pfj'fj

Doctor gum
! ^cty

Dogwood " * Kno
Double fir .

.

308 I Double spruce...
"•"^ Douglas fir

Cedar pine
,

Cereuses
,

Chalky leucrena ..,
Chapman oak
Chattahoochee pine
Check pine
Checkered-barked juniper 111
Cherry birch 565. 580
Chestnut
Cliestnut oak .

.

Cliickasaw plum
Chihuahua pine.
Chinaberry . . . .,

China-tree
Chinquapin ....
Chinquapin oak.
Chittamwood .

.

Cholla „
Cigartree !.. 47^
Cinnamon bark 701
Cinnamon oak 286
Clammy locust ! 537

57
. 693
. 562
. 20s
. 202

631
.241, 313

622
76
665
664
634
247
602
691

Douglas spruce ifio
Douglas-tree .'.! '

Down-cone !

Downy basswood
. . . .

!

Downy-cone subalplne
fir

Downy poplar ,...!!!
Drooping juniper !

Drunimond maple.
Duck oak

!
!

*

Durand oak !
!!!'

'

Dwarf ash
'

'

Dwarf chestnut oak
'

Dwarf cypress
Dwarf juniper !!!!
Dwarf maple '

"4!io 440
Dwarf marine pine... ' 69
Dwarf rose bay *

.5n7
Dwarf sumach...
Dwarf walnut . .

.

Dyer's oak
Klinny
r:ider !;

Elderleaf ash. ...

.

Emory oak
Bngelmann oak.,

.

'.

Kngelmann spruce
English cornel , ,,,

English dogwood..!!!!! ^^26
English hawthorn.. * 4fio
European alder. .

.

Evergreen buckthorn

. 169

. 166

. 639

. 166

. 669

. 705

. 436

. .'^20

. 208

. 412

. 247

. 1S4
^05

696
.. 351
.. 271
.. 517
.. 700
.. 416
.. 238
.. 231
.. 135

Evergreen magnolia. 481, 403
Eysenhardtia 526

False acacia 535
False box-dogwood 523
False mahogany 531
False shagbark 346
Fanleaf palm 693
Farkelberry 508
Fat pine 43
Feather-coned red fir... 157
Feather-leaf 97
Fetid buckeye 651
Fetid yew 202
Fighting wood 199
Finger-cooe pine 25
nr balsam 151
Fire cherry 610
Firewood 502
Fir pine 14;

Florida ash 41:
Florida basswood 639
Florida boxwood 501
Florida buttonwood 6K8
Florida cat's claw 538
Florida mahogany 531
I'lorida maple 435
Florida pine 43
Florida torreva 202
Florida yew 201
Flowering ash 700
Flowering cornel 523
Flowering dogwood 523
Flowering willow 477
Forked-leaf blackjack... 283
Forked-leaf oak 217. 283
Forked-leaf white oak.. 217
Four-winged halesia.... 601
Foxtail pine 19, 38, .39

Fragrant crab 453
Frnser fir ]51
Eraser umbrella 481. 495
Fremont cottonwood.667. 670
Eromontla 400
Frijolito 554
Fringe ash 412
Fringetree 700
rianibel oak 214
Cnrden wild plum 622
Ceorgia oak 267
Hcorgia pine 43
Giant arborvltte 115
Giant cactus 693!
Gigantic cedar 115

jGlaums willow 4
Glnssyleaf willow 496
Golden cup oak .'{08

Goldfn fir 164

.403.

Goldenleaf chinquapin.. 6.33
Gooseberry 5OS
Goose plum 621, 622
Gopherwood 553
Gowen cypress 184
Grand fir 163
Gray bIrcU 585
Gray elm 380
Gray pine 7ri

Great California fir 163
Great laurel 494. 505
Great western larch.,.. 86
Green ash 422
Greenbark acacia 555
Green osier .526
Gregg nsh 411
Guyacon
Gum
Gumbo limbo ...

Gum elastic ..

,

Gum stretch It.,
Gum-tree
Gymlnda

698
.. 325
.. 676
.. 606
.. 696

32.')

!!. 49

Haekberry 403
Hackmatack So! 86
Hack-tree 403
Hairy balm of Gllead.. 674

,
Hardhark hickorv 36.'t

592 . Hardback .r.ic,

608 I Hard maple 4''7

63
Evergreen Corr,;?. .; ! ; So I Hafd K^-.^^^-.ia:' ci!

Hardshell
Hardwoods
Hardy catalpa
Haw
Hawthorn

,

Healing balsam. ....
Hat t leaved thorn, .,

Heart pine ,

lU-artwood
,

Heavy pine
Heavy-wooded pine.
He<ige ?..
Hedge-tree
Hemlock
Hemlock-spruce. 187, 193
Hercules' club 676.
Hickory ....
Hickory elm.
Hickory oak.
Hickory pine 38,
Ilirkory poplar.
High-ground willow oak
Highland oak.
Hog haw ....
Hng plum 621,
Holly
Hnlly-leaf cherry
Honey locust.. .535, 541,
Honey-shucks locust....
Honey pod
Hooker's oak
Hooker willow
Hoitp ash
Hooptree
Hop hornbeam
Hoptree
Hornbeam 595.
Horsobean
Horse chestnut
Horse plum
HuajUlo
Hurkleberry
Huckleberry oak

Incense cedar

I

Indian bean
' Indian cherry

I

Indian pear

I

Indigo thorn
Iiikwood
Iowa crab
Iron oak .

Ironwood .

.''.01. 502,
696

Ivy

Jack oat .

.Tack pine
Jamaica dogwood. . .526, I

Jeffrey pine
Jersey pine.
.Toewood . .

.

Joshua-tree
Judas tree I

Junrberry
Juniper ..

..70. 01. 99, 109. 118, :

Jiinlper-bush
Juniper cedar
Juniper-tree .

Kalmla (

Kenal birch 565, !

KIngnut I

KIngtree
Kiiobcone pine
Knowlton hornbeam.... (

Ku'berlinla

Lanceleaf alder
I.anceleaf Cottonwood

667. e

r^ncewood (
Larch 79, 1

Bargi' buckeye t

I.argeleaf umbrella. 4S1, 4
Targe poplar C
r.argetooth aspen.. .667, €
I.aurel 494. 005. 507. D
Baurel bay 4
Laurel cherry Q

659.

..223,

595." a
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;l-leave'I magnolia. 494
'I oak 295. 319
Itree 531
]ak 292
lerleaf ash 41R
lerwood 400, 602
ena 5(i2

wood 595
im-Titse 69S

69«
2r pine 19. 703
>r-twig pine 703

637
iJamber 325
f sha.i^bark 346
' sugar pine 25
walnut 351

oak 253, 313
Uy pine 55
t 535
jpole pine 73
ood 700
ardy poplar 6S2
_'one pine 6S
eaf pine 43
eaf serTice 452
eaf willow 4!^6
eaved pine 63
•hat 63
ibucks pine 55
;talk willow 471
straw pine 55
7 fir 165
y red fir 165
ind spruce pine ... 51
maple 435
willow 406

637

enzie willow 472
ab cypress 17S
)na 661
ificent fir 164
olia 494
?any 463. 547
sany birch 565
bineel 701
roTe 6S5
anita 663
! 439
'erry 701
C 696
oak 308
cherry 451
haw 459
>w pine 45. 55
es' spruce 133
lite 559. 562
'an Cottonwood. 667, 669
:an elder 700
an madrona 663
:an mulberry .... 514
:an palmetto 692
lan persimmon .... 517
:an pinon.. .19, 33. 704
an walnut 351
:an white pine. ... 19
;ux basswood 639
3a 562
species 695

uri willow 473
ir nut 356, 363
;r nut hickory 363
oliTe 620
orange 511. 620

re yucca 693
Tey cypress 141
irey pine 69
elm 391
maple 435

lUs oak 297
tain alder 592
tain ash. .411. 454. 675
:ain balsam. . .151, 166
rain birch 5S0
:ain cedar Ill
:ain elm 399
rain hemlock 195
rain holly 645
rain ivy 505
rain .iuniper 99
ain laurel 505. 529
:ain mahogany. 199, 465
;ain macbineel. .

.

697
:ain maple 435, 441
:ain pine 25
ain spruce 1.35
ain white oak 213
rry 313
iberry 508
?-tree 529
B oak 297

Iwood 69S
wherry 699
wcone pine 704
wleaf Cottonwood

.

667. 669
wleaf crab 453
wleaf willow 496
; plum 621
ace poplar 667
if oak 219

Nettle-tree 403
New England boxwood. 523
Newcastle thorn 459
New Mexican locust.... 537
New Mexican pinon 28
Noble fir 157
Nootka cypress 121
North American red
spruce 127

North Carolina pine 49
North Carolina sbagbark
hickory 370

Northern cork elm 3S5
Northern spruce pine... 19
Northern white cedar.. 97
Norway pine 61
Nutmeg hickory 374
Nutpine 28. 33. 68. 704
Nuttall willow 472

Oak-barked cedar Ill
Obispo pine 09
Ohio buckeye 649, 651
Oldfield birch 5S5
Oldfield pine 49
Old man's beard 700
Olivetree 337
One-berry 403
One-seed .iuniper 99
Opossum wood 601
Opuntias 694
Oregon ash 421
Oregon balsam 166
Oregon crabapple 454
Oregon fir 163
Oregon maple 439
Oregon oak 235
Oregon pine 169
Oregon white oak 235
Oreodaphne 52^^
Overcup oak 217, 223
Osage appletree 511
Osage orange 511
Osier willow 495

Pacific coast oak 2.35
Pacific yew 199
Pale-leaf hickory 345
Palmer oak 310
Palms 691
Palmetto 691
Palo bianco 406
Palo verde 556
Paper birch 565, 583
Paper mulberry 514
Paradise-tree 676
Parry nut pine 19. 704
Parry pinion 703
Parry's spruce 136
Patton's spruce 196
Peach oat 313
Pea-flower locust 535
Peawood 602
Pear haw 459
Pear thorn 459
Ptcan 357. 373
Pecan nut 373
Pecan tree 373
Persimmon 517
Pessimin 517
Pigeonberry 452, 526
Pigeon cherry 619
Pignut 356. 361. 367
Pignut hickory 367
Pig walnut 361
Pin cherry 619
Pine 19
Pink locust 555
Pin oak 20S, 247. 301
Pinon 19. 28
Pinon pine 28. 33
Pin thorn 459
Pitch pine... 43. 45. 49. 63
Planertree 397
Plane-tree 607
Plum 621. 622
Poison dogwood 697
Poison elder 697
Poison ivy 505
Poison laurel 505
Poison oak 697
Poison sumach 697
Poisontree 697
Poisonwood 697. 701
Pond apple 640
Pond cypress 141
Pond pine 57
Poorfield pine 49
Poor pine 51
Poplar 487. 673
Poplar-leaved birch 585
Popple 48T. 675
Poppy ash 424
Possum haw 646
Possum oak 320
Possumwood 517
Port Orford cedar 123
Post cedar 103. 109
Post locust 535
Post oak 223
Poverty birch 585
Powcoblscora 355
Price oak 315

Pricklecone pine 69, 704
Prickly ash 699
Prickly pine 52
Prickly spruce 136
Prince's pine 70
Puget Sound pine 169
Pumpkin ash 423
Puoipkin pine 19
Pimipkin-tree .......... 166
Punk oak 320
Purple buckeye 649. 652
I'lirple dogwood 526
l*urple haw 700
Pyramidal magnolia. 4S1. 496

Quaking asp 675
Quinine-tree 699

Rattlebox 601
lied alder 589
Red ash - 423
Redbark fir 164
Redbark pine 75
Red hay 531
Red-berried elder 700
Red birch 577
Red-bract dogwood 526
Redhud 548
Red cedar 91. 109
Red elm 393. 399
Red fir 157. 164. 169
Red gum 325
Red haw 457, 459. 460
Redheart hickory 357
Red hickory 363
Red ironwood 700
Red larch 80
Red locust 535
Red maple 433
Red mulberry 513
Red oak

259, 265, 277, 280. 2S9
Red pine 61, 169
Red plum 621
Red silTer fir 165
Red spruce 127
Red thorn 458
Red titi 502
Red willow 496
Redwood 181
Retama 549
Rliododendron 507
River ash 423
River birch 565, 577
River Cottonwood 667
Rock chestnut oak 241
Rock elm 380, 385
Rock maple 427
Rock oak 241
Rocky Mountain juniper

124
Rw?ky Mountain oak...

219. 226
Rocky Mountain white

pine 703
Rose bay 507
Rosemary pine 49, 55
Royal palm 692
Rum cherry 603
Rusty nannyberry 700

Sadler oak 220
Saffron plum 696
Salad-tree 548
Sandbar willow 496
Sand jack 286
Sand pine 46
Sapwood pine 75
Sargent palm 692
Sarvice 451
Sassafac 655
Sassafas 655
Sassafrac 655
Sassafras 655
Satinleaf 696
Satin walnut 325
Satinwood 699
Savice 451. 452
Savin 91
Saxifrax 655
Scalyhark hickory 357
Scarlet haw 457
Scarlet maple 433
Scarlet oak 277
Schott cactus 694
Schott yucca 693
Screwhean 562
Screw-pod 562
Scrub oak 220. 247, 283
Scrub pine 37. 57, 70
Seaside alder 592
Second growth 357
Servlceberry 451
Service-tree 451
Shadberry 451
Sbagbark hickory. ..355, 357
Shasta red fir 165
Shawneewood 476
She balsam 151
Sbeepberry 699. 700
Sheepbusti 554
Sheep laurel SO.'i

Shellbark 356. 357
Sbellhark hickory 369

Shingle cedar 115
Shingle oak 301. 319
Shin oak 208,286
Shoepeg maple 433
Short-flower mahogany. ^66
Shortleaf pine 49
Shortleared pine ,, 57
Sbortsbat 49
Shrub willow 496
Sierra brownbark pine. . 67
Silktop palmetto 692
Silky willow 472
Silverbell tree 601,604
Silver fir 159. 163. 165
Silverleaf willow 471
Silver-leaved maple 429
Silver maple 429
Silver pine 145

* Silver spruce 136. 145
;
Silvertop palmetto 692
Single-leaf pinon 19, 701

• Single spruce 130
,
Sir Joseph Bank's pine. 70

; Slash pine 45. 49, 55
1 Sitka alder 592
'Sitka spruce 1.33

I
Skunk spruce ,. ijjo

[Slippery elm... 380, 391. 4un
Sloe 699
Small buckeye 649. 652

I
Small fruit mountain ash 454
Small-leaf elm 399
Small-leaf horsebean... 549
Small laurel 505
Small pignut 346
Small pignut hickory... 346
Small white birch 585
Smooth cypress 142
Smooth-leaf willow 471
Snowdrop-tree 601. 603

: Soapberry 465
: Soap -tree 465
' Soft maple 429
I
Soft pine 19, 25
Softwoods 4
Soledad pine 64
Sonora ironwood 568
Sophora 555
Sorrel-tree 507

' Soulard crah 454
Sour gum 337, 339, 507

]
Sour gum bush 507
Sour tupelo 339
Sourwood 507

' Southern basswood 639

I

Southern mountain pine. 52
I Southern red juniper. . . 94
Southern red oak 265
Southern white cedar. . . 103
Southern yellow pine... 43
Spanish bayonet 693
Spanish dagger 693
Spanish moss 256
Spanish oak... 260, 277, 289
Spanish red oak 289
Sparkleberry 508
Spice-tree 529
Spoon-hutch 507
Spoonwood 505
Springwood 7
Spotted oak.. .266. 271. 320
Spruce 127. 169
Spruce pine

45. 49, 51. 57, 187
Spruce-tree 187
Stackpole pine 151
Stagbush 699
Stagborn sumach 697
Star-leaved gum 325
Stave oak 205
Stiffness of wood 11
Sting-tongue 699
Stinking ash 445
Stinking buckeve 651
Stinking cedar 201, 202
Stinking savin 202
Strength of wood 11
Striped maple 447
Stone-seed Mexican pinon 33
Stump tree 547
Sugar ash 445
Sugarberry ...403, 405. 406
Sugar maple 427
Sugar pine 19, 31
Sugar-tree 427
Sumach 696
Summer haw 458
Summerwood 7
Sunflower-tree 700
Sun-loving pine 704
Sunny-slope pine 704
Swamp ash 416. 422
Swamp bay 531
Swamp cedar 103
Swamp chestnut oak... 229
Swamp Cottonwood 667, 669
Swamp hickory ....361. 375
Swamp holly 640
Swamp laurel 495
Swamp magnolia 495
Swamp maple 429, 433

Swamp oak . . .225, 249, 301
Swamp poplar 669
Swamp sassafras 495
Swamp Spanish oak 301
Swamp tupelo 3.37
Swamp white oak.. 217, 229
Swampy chestnut oak.. 241
Sweet bay 531
Sweet birch 565, 58o
Sweet crab 453
Sweet gum 325
Sweet locust 541
Sweet magnolia 481, 495
Sweet scented crab 453
Switch-bud hickory 367
Sycamore 397. 607

Table mountain pine... 52
Tacamabac 673
Tamarack 79, 86
Tanbark oak 241, 271
Tassajo 694
Tear-blanket .- 690
Texan ebony 53'^

Texan red oak 265
Texas ash 41

1

Texas buckeye 649
Texas cottonwood ..607. 669
Texas flowering willow. 477
Texas redbud 549
Texas umbrella-tree . . . 465
Thick shellbark 369
Thomas elm 385
Thorn apple 459
Tborn bush 459
Thorn locust 541
Thorn plum 459
Thorn-tree 541
Thorny acacia 541
Thorny locust 541
Three-leaved maple.... 445
Three-thorned acacia... 541
Thunderwood 697
Thurber cactus 694
Tideland spruce 133
Tisswood 602
Titi 502. 526
Toothache-tree 699
Torch pine 55
Torchwood 699
Tornillo 562
Torrey pine 64
Tough bumelia 690
Tourney oak 315
Trask mahogany 466
Tree huckleberry 508
Tree myrtle 698
Tree palmetto 691
Tree yucca 693
Trident oak 292
Tuck-tuck 157
Tulip poplar 487
Tulip-tree 487
Tupelo 337
Turkey oak 283, 286

T'mhrella tree. 481, 484, 526
Ppland hickory 357
Upland willow 285
Utah juniper 706

Valley mahogany 466
Valley oak 249
Valparaiso oak 308
Vauquelinia 466
Vine maple 441
Virgilia 547
Virginia pine 55
Virginia tborn 460

Wadsworth oak 225
Wafer ash 699
Wahoo

..385. 399. 492, 499. 699
Wahoo elm 399
Walnut 343
Walnut-tree 343
Washington haw 460
Washington palm 693
Washington pine 193
Washington thorn 460
Water ash 422, 424, 445
Water beech 607
Water birch 577. 580
Water bitternut 375
Water elm 380
Water hickory 375
Water maple ..429. 433. 435
Water oak . . .295. 319, 320
Water Spanish oak 301
Water white oak 217
Weeping dogwood 526
\^'eeping oak 249
Weeping spruce ...136. 195
Weeping willow 472
Western birch 565, 579
Western black willow.. 496
Western catalpa 476
Western cedar ....115, 118
Western choke cherry.. 616
Western dogwood 525
Western hemlock 193
Western hemlock fir.... 193
Western hemlock spruce 193
Western juniper 118

Western larch 85
Western plum 621
Western red cedar

115, lis, 706
Western serviceberry ,

.

452
Western shellbark 360
Western spruce 133
Western sumach 698
Western walnut 351
Western white fir 163
Western white oak 235
Western white pine....

19. 25. 703
Western yellow pine... 67
Western yew 199
West Indian birch 676
West Indian cherry.... 620
Weymouth pine 19
Whiskey cherry 613
Whistlewood 637
White alder 591
White Alaska hirch....

565, 579
White ash ....409. 422, 7fl0

Wliite balsam 159. 166
White hai-k :^7

Wliiteliai'k luaple 4.s6
Whitebaik piiie 19. 37
Wliite basswood 6-'i'i

White hay 49'>

White birch. . ..565. 579. 5S.-

Wliite buttonwood 688
White cedar ...M7. 103. InO
White cottourfood ijTO

White elm 379. 385, 3!i7

Whitebeart iickory 3iir{

White hickory. 357. 361. 3i;7

White fir 159, 163. 166
White ironwood 700
White laurel 495
Whiteleaf oak 273
White locust 535
White mangrove 688
White maple 433, 439
White mulberry 514
White oak

-.205, 208. 213, 223, 235
White pine 19, 51, 703
White poplar 675. 682
White spruce.. 130, 135, 136
White stem pine 37
White thorn 459
White titi 502
White walnut 355, 357
White willow 472
Whitewood ...487. 667, 701

I Wickup 637
I Wild apple 454
Wild black cherry 613
Wild cherry 613, 619
Wild china 465
Wild cinnamon 701
Wild crab 453
Wild date 693
Wild lilac 698
Wild lime 699
Wild olive-tree 337. 601
Wild orange 620
Wild peach 620
Wild plum 621
Wild red cherry 619
Wild rose hay 507
Wild sapodiUa 696
Wild tamarind 568
Wild thorn 459

, Williamson's spruce. . .

.

195
Willow 469

I
Willow-leaf cherry 620
Willow oak 279. 295
Wing elm 399
Witch elm 399
Witch hazel 32S
Wood laurel 505
Woolly oak 315

Yaupon 645
Yaupon holly 645
Yellow ash 553
Yellow bark oak 271
Yellow basswood 637
Yellow hirch 565, 571
Yellow buckeve 649
Yellow buckthorn 698
Yellow-butt oak 271
Yellow cedar 118, 121
Yellow chestnut oak... 247
Yellow cottonwood 667
Yellow cypress 121

[Yellow fir 163, 169
I Ypllow-leaf willow 471

J
Yellow-flowered cucum-

I
ber-tree 484

Yellow locust 535, 553
1 Yellow oak 247, 271
Yellow pine 43, 63
Yellow plum 621
Yellow poplar 481, 487
Yellow spruce 127
Yellow-wood

51J. 553. 698. 699
Tew 199. 201
Yucca 693

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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Broom Handle Machinery
Lei us tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of straight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

Drying and Pollsh-

ng Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for h&rd senrioe
and guaranteed to do the work

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

SELLING AGENTS
CRIME COMPAKV • - ILL BRINCHES

STlNDtRO EOUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE, iL«

ILUNV MILL SUPPLY CO., ILUNV, 01.

THE MECHANICAL

^J^ RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Warks)

CHICAGO

IF YOU WANT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,
and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Tally 'Book Dept, HardWood Jiecord, Chicago
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Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are
roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these
trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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OLD RELIABLE

Siandard I'erf'et'ted Banu ivesaw

OuU\A>

StatesviUe.
N. C.

March 31. 1913.

Gentlemen: We
have had the
Standard Per-
fected Band
Resaw in oper-
ation for about
sixty days. We
find the ma-
chine very sat-
isfactory. It has
ample capacity
to handle any-
thing in the
planing mil!
line and is head
and shoulders
above anything"
we have ever

.

seen.

Yours very
truly,

STATKSVILLE
LUMBER CO.

Wm. B. IVIershon <Sc Oo.
SA.OIINAW IVIICM.

Phoenix
6 ft. Pony

Band Mill

Will cut 30,000

feet of 1" lumber

in 10 hours and
cut it good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION, ISN'TIT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Bircbwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,c , »j jii.ui.i.i.uii.j
twenty years, we produce pinels of all sizes, flit or bent to "

J^" ^""^
M"';\"*"'^

product that is the best, based on

shapefin all woods, notably in Mahogany andQuirter-SawedOak. "-f
""^ accomplished by most pamstakmg attention and study

We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut
°^ ^""^ ^«'="'' comb>"fd *'th 'he use of the best stock and

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed *" "P-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

"SOVEMANCO."
Wc can furnish anything you want in

Sawed and Sliced Foreign and Domestic Figured Veneers
Capacity 15 million feet per year. Ready to take care of carload orders promptly. Small orders shipped same

day received, if desired.

SOUTHERN VENEER MFG. CO., Inc.
Office, 21st and Standard. LOUISVILLE, KV. MiUs, Magnolia, Standard and 21st Sts.

y eneers and l^anels with a Reputation
VyE manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for
furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our
satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau, Wis.
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIA.LXV

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veinebr & Lumber Co.
ROACMDALE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINGER, Gen'l Mgr.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let n. Send YoQ Our stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

B. C. JARRELL Sl CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut rigtit; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

w^ You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE was doing

for youT competitor in the lumber business, ^oud

not onl\) tvant the service yourself, but YOU'D
HAVE IT.

Let Us Tel] You About It.

Hardwood Record :: Chicago

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

READY TO LAY
Dimension Stock cut to your sizes in

1/20 Sliced Quartered Oak and Mahogany

MATCHED, JOINTED AND TAPED
We also manufacture a full line of high-

grade, rotary-cut veneers, making a spe-

cialty of exceptionally fine poplar.

ADAMS & RAYMOND VENEER COMPANY
Established 1869 Indianapolis, Ind.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

G. EUIAS Sc BRO.
HARDWOODS
White Pine, Yellow Pine. Spruce.
Hemlock. Fir, Lumber. Timber, Mill-
^'ork. Boxes. Maple and Oak Flooring

QS5=1015 ELK STREET

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We want to buj for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and tbicluiesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at shipping point.
Branch yard. Memphis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Go.
CUR SPECIALTY

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FatshionedVansant,
Kitchen &5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashlauid, Kentucky

EASTEP*^ REPRESENTATIVE, Jobo L. Cochru
601 W. llStk Street, New York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company
FOR DISCRIMINATING BUYERS wanting a Clear Board for first class shelving and other similar pur-

poses there is nothing that will surpass our CLEAR HEMLOCK. It is bright in appearance, light in

weight and is odorless and durable. We make it in 6", 8", 10' and 12" widths, as also 13" to 20" wide.

In addition to this, we have all other grades in Hemlock Boards. Also you should try the soft quality of our Smoky

Mountain Chestnut. In No. 1 Common and Better grades we can supply it 607c 14' and 16' lengths. The widths

are most desirable and the manufacture perfect. Also we have a nice assortment of ^" Panel Poplar 28" to 36"

and 35" to 44" wide or can be assorted in widths as may be desired. This is the genuine soft yellow Smoky Mountain

Poplar. Also do not forget we are in position at all times to cut to order high grade Poplar, Ash and Maple.

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

UHLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFICTUKERS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'll do you good.

J. Gibson McUvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars 4 4" Is & 2s Q. W. O.
3 cars 4 4" No. 1 Com. Q. W. O.
3 cars 4 4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 4 to 5}i".
1 car 4/4 " Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 2}i to 3 5i

".

li car 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 1 }2 to 2 ".

4 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain W. O.
3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain W. O.
4 cars 4/4 " Com. & Bet. Q. R. O.
2 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
7 cars 4/4 " No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 4/4 " No. 2 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
1 car 5/4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
4 cars 3/4 " Is & 2s Plain R. O.
5 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
7 cars 4/4 " No. 1 Com. Plain Red Gum.
3 cars 4/4 " Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 4/4 " No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4 " Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 5/8" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
4 cars 4/4'" Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 3/4"' Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars4,'4'" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 18".

1 car 4/4" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 13" and up.
8 cars 4/4"" Cottonwood Box Boards, 13 to 17".

2 cars 4/4"" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 12".

2 cars 4/4"" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 10"'.

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood.

Immediate Attention to A)) Inquiries

Memphis Band Mill Company
Memphis, Tenn.

® Cartier = J|oUanb
dumber Companp ®

"A Real Opportunity"
Jii.st look over the following items of Specially

Manufactured Furniture Stock. Band Sawed,
Perfectly Edged and Trimmed:

80,000' 4/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 5 4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 6/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

10,000' 8/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

40,000' 5/4 Selected No. 1 & Better Birch
250.000' 1x4 & Wider Pine Crating (85% 6"

& over)

^
A Postal Card Will Bring Prices That

Will Warrant Your Orders

iK i r h i g a n ®
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOR. HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1 X 4 Clear Strips 150 M
1 X 6 I's and 2's 200 M
1 X 7 and 8" I's and 2's 34 M
1 X 3 No. 1 Common 25 M
1 X 4 No. 1 Common 50 M
1x5 No. 1 Common 32 M
1 x6 No. 1 Common 148 M
1 x7 and up No. 1 Common 26 M
4/4 No. 1 Common 65 M

Oct. 7, 1913

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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Ready for Shipment

f

iiri' Dill 1-; 1,1 ; baxm :m ill—ih'tth;. ark.

Why Wc Can Give "Value Received'

We own (.lie hundred thousand acrts of the best virgin
Southern Hardwood timber.

We operate large band mills at Huttig. Ark., and Deer-
ing, Mo.

We cut FORTY MILLION feet of hardwoods annually and
carry ir>.000.000 feet IN STOCK.

We sell only stock c-ut on our own mills and so can GUAR- ^^
ANTEE the quality of EVERY shipment. ^^

We ship high fi:rade8 thai increase the size and percentage
of your cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore:

We can SAVE VOr MONEY on every shipment of oak. asji.

gum. elm. cypress, lupelo. hickory, cottonwood,
sycamore, sofi maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

WisconsinLumberCompany
Harvester Bldg. CHICAGO

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Three cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Soft

Elm

Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Com. & Better Basswood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.
1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, III.

FLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
I 2 CARS 5 4 X 12 " & WIDER 1st & 2nd BASSWOOD

WAMTFD TO MOVF niTTPTf ' "* CARS 3" ROCK ELM BRIDGE PLANKWAJNilJ.U— iU IVIUVIJ. yUiUK-^ 800,000 FEET NO s HF.Mi nric
( lOO.C

1,000 FEET NO. 3 HEMLOCK
1,000 FEET 4 4 BOX COMMON BIRCH

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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KNOXVILUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeaiaaut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLIilN OAK. POPLAR. WALNOT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VKSTAL. A SUBURB OF KNOXVIUJE. SOUTHBJRN AND L,OUISVILi.H & NASHVILLH RAILROAD

H

m

8. laZMBB,
Pre*.

J. H. LOGAN,
Qen'l Manarer

C. O. CANNON.
VIce-Prea.

C. B. 8WANN.
Sec'y and Treaa.

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Offlca and Tard:
Bank aad McLean Are., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, M^r.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager. KnoxvUle, Tenn.

Mapbct& SheaLumber Co,

jVlanufacturcrs
and ^boUdalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVlLLe, Ce]SfN.

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCl'LAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN TIBGIN HARDWOOD. 6TCMPAGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

.._
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LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
We ProduceBand Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS. q
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand October 1st, 1913

iTOeteer-curin

3/8"
20,000FAS <Jt€l. White O.lk

FAS Qtd. White Oak. 10" & up
FAS Qtd. White Oak. 13" & up
FAS Qtd. White Oak Strips
No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak 30,000
No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak. «" & up
No. 3 Com. Qtd. White Oak 30,000
No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak Strips
FAS Plain W hite Oak 43,000
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak 11.000
No. 3 Com. Plain White Oak 10,000
FAS Plain Ked Oak
No. 1 Com. Plain Ked Oak
No. 3 Com. Plain Red Oak
Oak Core Stock
FAS Ked Gum 300.000
No. 1 Com. Ked Gum 70,000
Com. and Better Qtd. Red Gum
FAS HiKhly Fig. Red Gum 30,000
FAS Sap «ium, 13-17"
F.\.S Sap Gum, 18" & up
FAS .Sai) Gum, 6" & up 33,000
Sap Gum Box Bds.. 13-17", Stained
Sap Gum Box Bds., 8-13"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum 35,000
No. 2 Com. Gum 160.0U0
No. 3 Com. Gum
F.AS Cypress
Select C.I press
Shop & Better Cypress
I.oHT Run C.ypress
Tupelo. Conunon & Better
Cottonwood, Log Run

Indicates stock dry enough to ship within 60 days.

1/3"
50,000

8,000

300,000
100,000

25,000

20,000
90,000

5 8'

iiS.OOO

15.000

8,000

15,000
35,000

125,000
140,000

3 4"

45,000
4/4"

•1.50,000
32,400

15,000
33,000

275,000
150,000

15,000

18,000
5,000

28,000
20,000

30,000
35.000
30,000
23,000

•20,000
50,000
50,000

130,000
200,000
•75,000
200,000
250,000
350,000

1 5,000
1 3.000
85,000
24.000
13.000
30.000
15.000
74,000

335.000
300,000
10,000
14,000

5/4"
»8,000

'18,000

•5,000

6/4"
4,000

8/4" 10/4"

17,000

40,000
14,000

120,000
24,000
13,000
4,00(1

•24,000

'

3,666

i(io,666
30,000
io.mto
3,000

30,000

100,000
40,000

113.000
133.000

8,000

Remainder of items ready for

17.000
100,000
50,000
5,000
15,000

1.50.000

26,000

20,000
2,000

17,000
33,000

10,000

60,000

13/4"
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Our Specialties:
Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum Oalt

Plain and Quartered
Red and White

Tliree Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items Wc Want To Move
9 cars 4 4' x 13" to 17

8 cars 4 4" x 13" to 17"

5 cars 4 4" x 18" to 22"

Cottonwood Box Boards.

Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

7 cars 5/4" x 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

2 cars 3 '8" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
3 cars 5 8" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
4 cars 3 4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4 4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.

4 cars 4 4" x 13 to 15" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
3 cars 6,4"x6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4 4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
4 cars 6 4" Log Run Soft Maple.

5 cars 12 4" Log Run Southern Elm.
5 cars 4 4" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
3 cars 4 4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
1 car 4 4" No. 2 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS Tenn.

] NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH FAULTLESS .MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Farris Hardwood Lumber Go.

Successors to

Cherokee Lumber Company

Manufacturers NASHVILLE
Hardwood Lumber TENNESSEE

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the

following items:

4/4, 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is and 2a Poplar
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

IVi". IM" and 2%" No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In wldtha of 12 to 17-. 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 X IS to 17" Poplar Boi Boards.
4/4 Is & 2s Basswood or Linn—very nne.

3/8, 4/4. 5/4. 10/4 and 12/4 Is & 2s Qtd. W. OolS.

4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 Is £ 2a Qtd R. Oak.
4/4. 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
«/4 and 10/4 la & 28 Hickory.
4/4, 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory
4/4 Is £ 2s Chestnut, also 5. 6 and 8/4
4/4 No. 1 Common Ch.'stnut.

John B. Ransom & Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building
band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

1 sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

^^^ built in a substantial man-
^^ ner and embodies all that

^ - • "
is latest and best in Band

-«==..^^«.-,-^-—=^-=».--.-" Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and
is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Makers of hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:

3 cnrs
3 oars
5 cars
3 cars
2 cars
3 cars
4 cars
1 car
2 cars
2 cars

1" Is & 2s.

IV/' Is & 2s.
21/2" Is & 2s.
3" Is & 2s.
1

" Wide Box.
1" Narrow Box.
1" Saps & Selects.
ly^." Saps & Selects.

IV-*" Saps & Selects.
2" Saps & Selects.

8 cars 1" Xo. 1 Common.
2 cars 1^/4" No. 1 Common.
2 cars IVir" No. 1 Common.
2 cars 2" No. 1 Common.
5 cars 2^" No. I Common.
a cars 3" No. 1 Common.
4 ears 1" No. 2-A Common.
3 cars 1" No. 2-B Common.
fi cars 2" No. 2 A & B Common.
1 car 2Vj" No, 2 A & B Common.
1 car 3" No. 2 A & B Common.

WE HAVK A SPLENDID STOCK OP PLAIN AND
QUARTERED RED AND WHITE OAK, ALL GRADES

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SAI.KS OFFICE
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFK'E
PADUCAH, KY.
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

WITHOUT ANY INTENT TOWARDS PESSIMISM, a franic

analysis of present conditions in the hardwood lumber business

demonstrates clearly that that branch of the industry is not in good

shape either as to sales or prices. Generally throughout the country

a very lair volume of business is being transacted, but the policy

continues to be everywhere evident on the part of buyers to place

small orders whenever they are in need of stoek, and not to buy

unless absolutely necessary in even reasonable quantities. Of course

this situation is not strictly true in every ease, but it is safe to say

that it is the general condition of the hardwood business today.

It would seem, on account of the fact that orders are numerous,

that at least market value of stocks would be realized, and in fact

Ihey are in some cases, but the very fact that orders are smaller

means that they are more difficult to get and require a more steady

and greater outlay of money to secure them. The result of this is

that holders of good quantities of hardwood stocks are more anxious

to turn over their lumber than at such times as they are reasonably

s:ire of .«e-.>uviug orders a few of which will wipe out any surplus

which might accumulate. When the trade is anxious to move lumber

it will make price concessions and that is happening today.

A close analysis of the situation reveals more or less inconsistency

as to the various factors contributing to present conditions. Actual

building statistics, for instance, indicate that the building trade is

in really good shape for the most part. Nevertheless interior manu-

facturers are not buying lumber, and they are not buying because

their business is not doing so well as they would like to have it.

The furniture business seems to be in first-class condition, and the

buyers at furniture factories are only buying what they actually need.

The good crop this year and the excellent values realized resulted

in a healthy business for manufacturers of farm implements. These

people are doing well, and while they are calling for quite a little of

the various species of hardwoods going into implement manufacture,

they are not buying so much as they should under proper conditions,

and so it goes down the line, the ultimate conclusion being that there

is a real apprehension, or it might be better to say, hesitation on the

part of the business element of the country. This probably is affect-

ing the lumber business directly more in the matter of actual money

scarcity than for any other reason, and behind this condition can be

seen the work of the financial powers.

It is probably safe to state that no very definite improvement of

the situation will occur until the banking element of the country,

whicli holds the key to the financial situation, knows definitely just

what to expect from Washington regarding the many proposed changes

in the currency system of the country. Some consolation can be

seen in this, however, because of the fact that the president will make
every effort to secure some legislation as quickly as he can possibly

whip the forces into line. He demonstrated his power in connection

with the tariff legislation and hence we can be fairly certain of

energetic efforts on his part to secure speed in the passage of cur-

rency measures.

Wlieu the currency bill is finally passed, it may bo viewed favor-

ably by the banking interests of the country. The fact that they are

taking such an interest in its discussion at Washington, both by
correspondence and by personal interviews at the capitol, would rather

indicate i;hat the bill w'hen it really becomes a law will be, as far as

is possible, satisfactory to them. If this condition is realized there

will be absolutely no reason for further holding back of business,

but until then it is not at all probable that any marked improvement

in the situation will be felt.

As to the hardwood business specifically, the mills are not realizing

what they have realized and what they justly might expect for their

stock. The different woods continue in the same relative position

as to demand which they have occupied for some time past. Trade in

the East continues to appear at least on the surface to be more healthy

than in the Middle West, but the demand everywhere, while fairly

steady, is not satisfactory. It continues to be a fact, 'however, that

there is no great accumulation of stock at any of the mill centers

in the lower Mississippi section, though a great deal of lumber is

being manufactured.

Unusually good logging conditions which prevailed just before

the recent heavy rains in the Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee

sections, resulted in the piling up of an immense quantity of logs,

in fact, in some cases twice as many as the sawmill operators had

expected. The result was that in order to convert these logs into

lumber before worms got at them, some of the mills have been run-

ning night and day for some little time. This will mean that the

yards in the Memphis territorywill for a time at least have an excel-

lent assortment of stock. However, the wet conditions which fol-

lowed the dry spell have checked logging and in some sections have

actually stopped it, so that the former condition may be offset to a

degree by the later developments.

Reports from northern mill districts covering hardwoods do not

appear to be as healthy as they have been, but unquestionably condi-

tions in that part of the country are in fairly good shape as far as

stocks, and generally speaking, as far as prices are concerned.

Thin Forest Growth
THE COVER PICTURE illustrating this issue of Hakdwood

Record may not have a familiar look to readers whose whole ex-

perience has been with eastern scenery. They vrill not regard it as a
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very promising timber prospect, judged by eastern standards. It

might be supposed that the hills were long ago cut over and that

fires have practically completed the denudation; but such is not the

ease. Those hills are just as nature made them. Thousands of years

have not sufficed to develop any more forest than is there novp. It

is a typical hardwood stand, such as is characteristic of the California

foothills back from the coast. The particular location shown in the

picture is in the Sequoia National Park on the western face of the

Sierra Nevada mountains; and the nature of the growth indicates that

the place lies from two thousand to three thousand feet above sea

level.

A lumberman accustomed to the splendid forests of eastern hard-

woods will look on the picture of this California scene with feelings

akin to pity for the people who have no better hardwoods. The

most of the growth is little more than brush, but now and then a tree

is found. That in the foreground is the California blue oak {Quercus

doufflasii) which is a fair sample of the oak timber on the hills of

that region. In the bottoms of canyons and near the coast some

better specimens are found. The average size of the mature blue

oak does not exceed eighteen inches in diameter, with a trunk barely

long enough for a short sawlog—about like an old apple tree in an

eastern orchard. The picture shows a number of lumps or knots on

the trunk. These are characteristic of the tree. They do not look

very promising from the outside, but that view shows them at their

best; for if cut open they are often found in a state of decay within,

and filled with a black substance resembling half-burned charcoal.

The tree belongs in the white oak group, and Californians point

to it with pride as white oak. It is so much better than some of

their other oaks that it looks pretty good to them. Botanists prefer

to call it blue oak on account of the decidedly blue tinge of the

young leaves in early spring before they take on the dull, ashen

color due to dust as the dry summer comes on.

The growth is denser down in the canyon near the water. The

picture does not show the trees there with sufficient distinctness to

make the identification certain; but among them are probably Cali-

fornia sycamores and white alders. The appearance of the sycamore

is much like that of its eastern relative, except that it is smaller and

has a trunk so forked and distorted that it looks more like the horns

of a gigantic deer than like a tree. The white alder might be mis-

taken for its eastern cousin, the sweet birch, provided the birch is not

more than half grown, for when it is old it loses the grace which

remains with the white alder as long as it lives. The alder has some

peculiar habits not noticeable in the birch. Its flowers hang and

grow for six months, developing into catkins the shape and size of

lead pencils. In the hilly regions, similar to that shown in the

picture, it is not unusual for alders to be loaded with bloom and

with wet winter snow at the same time.

Although the display of hardwooiis is exceedingly poor in the

picture, quite a different scene may be brought to view if imagi-

nation is allowed a little play. Just beyond the horizon, on the

other side of the farthest hills visible, on the next rise of ground,

lie the softwood forests. They are as splendid as the hardwoods in

the foreground are poor. In size, the softwoods on the higher ranges

as greatly surpass any timber in the East, as the eastern trees ex-

ceed the scrub growth displayed in the picture. The gifts are not

badly balanced when nature does the giving. California was denied

hardwood forests, but the deficiency was made up by a wealth of

softwoods which are the envy and wonder of the world.

Work in the Right Direction

THAT THE NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS' ASSO-
CIATION, through its able secretary, J. E. Rhodes, is doing

everything possible to foster the interests of the lumber business is

seen constantly in innumerable instances. Mr. Rhodes, through the

various means which he has at his command is untiringly at work
formulating or carrying out some policy which will eventually result

to the advantage of the lumbermen of the country as a. whole. One
of the latest of these efforts is the successful attempt to enlist the

interest of paint manufacturers of the country in an effort to secure

a fireproof paint, reasonable in price and easily applied. That this

endeavor is getting down to a definite basis is seen in the fact that

the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association has just been in-

vited by the Educational Bureau of the Paint Manufacturers ' Associa-

tion of the United States to attend a conference in Chicago on Oct.

20, wherein there wOl be discussed the common interest which the

paint manufacturers and lumber manufacturers have in meeting the

issue of the inflammability of wood, which issue is being raised by

the manufacturers of wood substitutes.

Arrangements are being made to discuss the matter fully with the

paint manufacturers. This, coupled with the fact that the Institute

of Industrial Research at Washington, D. C, is studying methods for

the protection of wooden surfaces and has already spent much time

and effort in that direction, augurs well for the future of such wooden

products as shingles, siding, etc. The Institute of Industrial Research

is now working on methods of fireproofing and decorating shingle

structures. This experiment for the fireproofing of wood will also

deal with other methods than paint.

The timber testing department of the Forest Products Laboratory

at Madison, Wis., is also, on the suggestion of the association, actively

at work experimenting along the same line. Results of these efforts

wUl be announced later, and all of this shows that the lumbermen of

the country are not so negligent concerning their own interests as

might be supposed.

Further proof of the activity of the National Association is seen

in the comment it makes upon the National Fire Prevention Con-

ference, which will be held at Philadelphia, Oct. 13-18, when an effort

will be made to establish a National fire prevention enterprise embrac-

ing all the fire prevention associations of the country.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association in a bulletin

states that lumbermen are thoroughly in accord with the idea, but

that it is feared that an effort will be made by the manufacturers of

lumber substitutes to put the convention on record as against wooden

construction in certain forms. The association will be represented at

the conference for the purpose of seeing that lumber is not unjustly-

discriminated against.

An Inexcusable Assertion

SOME EXCUSE CAN BE SEEN by the advocates of the wooden
car in the news stories pumped into the daily press through the'

agencies behind the steel car movements. The gross error and injus-

tice of most of these stories and editorial comments is too well

known by the lumbermen to require further comment here. Lumber-

men are willing to fight their battle for the continuance of the

employment of products of the forests in the various places for

which they are unquestionably better ad r ted than the substitutes-

being urged, but they arc not willing to wage such a fight against

a substitution of various materials of wood when such substitution

has the open and unearned support of someone whose high office g'ves

his word considerable weight, and who indulges in comments on this-

score with no possible evidence of proof for his statements.

Vice-president Marshall is quoted as advocating the passage of the-

steel car bill by giving his personal endorsement to the steel car. He-

said in an interview that steel cars are one of the greatest safety

devices, and further: "If I stick a knife into a man I am charged

with murder, but we let railroad directors use wooden cars and cause-

great loss of lives because steel cars cost so much money.

The injustice of this statement is appalling, and it is especially

hard to realize that the vice-president of the United States would'

deliver such an utterance without having investigated the matter very

thoroughly and without being positive in his own mind, because of
the preponderance of proof in behalf of the steel car, that the wooden
car really constitutes a menace.

The very fact that Mr. Marshall made this statement is proof suffi-

cient that he did not investigate the matter thoroughly; that he did not

go to the bottom of the question, simply because as an actual fact

there never has existed and does not now exist any proof in any form
that demonstrates conclusively the superiority of the steel ear.

Hardwood Record will not take upon itself to endeavor to correct

the habits of the officers of the United States government, but believesi.

that this statement should at least have publicity.
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Broad Questions of Policy
•yWO LOGGING CONGEESSES iu one month may be taken to
i indicate a wider interest and a closer study of tliis branch of the
lumber business than formerly, though these were not the first meet-
ings of the kind to be held. That at New Orleans dealt with some
problems quite diflferent from those of the Pacific coast congress at
Spokane, because conditions are not the same in the two sections

of the country. In the South the operator handles logs of small
average size if compared with the Pacific coast species. The land
in the South is generally much more nearly level than the western
timberlands, and problems of equipment and transportation are dif-

ferent. In the southern region the presence of large swamps, many
of which are deeply inundated during much of the year, profoundly
influences the system of logging. The West has few swamps, though
navigable waters play an important part in some of the heavily tim-

bered regions.

Certain lines of work and investigation are similar in the two parts

of the eoiiutry, but this applies less to the actual work of cutting and
transportiug logs than to the social, sanitary, and esthetic sides of the

question. Formerly the social side of the logger's life was not con-

sidered any part of the proprietor 's business ; and very little thought

was given to sanitation, while amusements after work hours were

wholly outside the field of the owners' activities. The men were left

to thoir own devices and inclinations in these matters. If they wanted
to occupy unclean bunks and breathe foul air, to gamble of evenings

and get drunk Sundays, the proprietors let them have their way.

The cooking end of the establishments were usually looked after

pretty well, because experience had shown that men must be well

fed or they will not be profitable as laborers. It has only recently

been learned that it pays to look after their welfare in other parts

of the camp besides the cook house.

Both the southern and the western meetings gave the Y. M. C. A.

regular places on their programs; and the work which that associa-

tipn is doing for the improvement of camp conditions was discussed

by hard-headed business men with as much seriousness as they gave

to the discussion of tramways and the latest hauling devices. Beading

rooms keep men from the gambling table; lectures cut down the

attendance in saloons; and the proprietors of largo operations have

observed that the men show up for woi-k on Monday mornings in much
better shape than was usual before the welfare workers Inaugurated

new ways of entertaining the loggers.

Another feature was noticeable at both meetings. It was the pres-

ence of professional foresters who were there by invitation and had

places on the programs. Twenty .vears ago a forester at a logging

congress would have been hooted, had he presumed to give advice.

Today he is listened to with close attention, because it is now thor-

oughly understood that cutting and slashing timber is not the whole of

successful logging. Two important topics were handled by the for-

esters in both meetings. One was the saving of as much as possible

of trees already large enough to use, and the ether related to provi-

sions for future supplies. Both are practical problems; but a genera-

tion ago neither would have been likely to receive a sympathetic

hearing.

It is notable that the lumbermen of the Pacific coast are as earnest

advocates of provisions looking to new growth as the southern people

are, though the great timber resources of the West have yet been

scarcely touched, while those of the South are feeling the drain very

severely. Every western timberman knows that the Pacific forests

will hold out longer than he can hope to live, nevertheless, he is

ready to join any movement having for its purpose adequate provision

for the future. Those western men have a broad way of looking at

economical questions.

Curtailment of Statistics Not Complete
APEEVIOUS ISSUE OF HAEDWOOD RECCED contained a

reported statement from Washington to the effect that the officials

at the head of the census bureau contemplated a curtailment and

final discontinuance of the statistical work covering the cut of lumber

and the various other products of the American forests. It has

developed that this w'ill eventually be only a curtailment and will

not result iu the complete discontinuance of this work. It appears
now, however, that in the future reports on the manufactures of forest
products will cover lumber only, while the reports on such other
products as veneers, poles, cooperage, etc., will not be compiled.
The fact that figures on lumber manufacture. will be continued as

heretofore offers some consolation, but it is without doubt a serious
mistake to discontinue similar statistics on other products of the
forest, particularly on veneer. It is unquestionably a fact that the
veneer industry is not only here to stay but is developing into one
of the most important branches of the manufactures of the products
of the American forests. Unquestionably the manufacture of veneers
will grow to increasingly great proportions as time goes on and
stumjiage becomes more valuable.

Figures pertaining to the veneer business are at best incomplete
and any effort which wiU result in taking from veneer manufac-
tures such additional information as they can gather from govern-
ment statistics on veneer manufacture, is surely a mistake.

It is to be hoped that the proper pressure will be brought to bear
to secure for this branch of the trade proper consideration in this
particular.

Railroad Man Endorses Wooden Car
"-pHE EEPEATED CONTENTION OF Hakdwood Eecord that the
l adoption of the steel car was in most cases in spite of the better
judgment of big railroad officials of the country, and was forced by
unwarranted public clamor, is being proven as correct in various
instances these days. The latest proof is seen in an article in the
Manufacturers ' News, written by S. N. Felton, president of the Great
Western, in which he discusses at some length the matter of steel

ears.

The old '
' fire scare '

' excuse which was given as part reason for the
abolition of the wooden coach is refuted in Mr. Felton 's article, in

which he states that the abolition of oil and gas for illumination pur-
poses makes the wooden car as safe as the murh desired steel car
of today.

Mr. Felton 's opinion of the steel car as a protecting factor in rail-

road passenger transportation follows:

"The danger of the wooden cars from possibilities of fire in connection
with accidents has been largely removed by the introduction of steam heat
and electric lights and the entire absence of any oil or gas. The added
strength supposed to be secured from the steel car construction has not
been satisfactorily proven, for the reason that with the advent of the steel
car very much heavier locomotives were required to haul the trains.
These heavier locomotives, with heavy steel equipment behind them,
running at high speed, in case of accident became more destructive
than any of the trains in the days of the wooden car ; in fact, we have
records of complete destruction of steel sleeping cars in rear-end collisions,

and it would be impossible to build a steel car that would resist the shock
of a rear-end collision from a train running fifty or sixty miles an
hour. It is only necessary for a person to look at the immense Pacific
type passenger engines standing in any of oar stations 'and one of the
steel cars and consider the result of a collision between them at such
speed. There is little doubt but what st?el sleeping cars in the recent
ac'"-ideut en the New Haven road would have been as completely destroyeci

as the wooden cars. Kothing could have resisted the impact of the
following train riuniing at such a high rate of speed."

The lumber trade should take heart from this declaration coming
from a source absolutely unbiased as far as the merits of the two
types of car construction are concerned.

The article illustrates the fact that while the public clamor for steel

cars is blinding the eyes of our officials at Washington, the practical

railroad man, who is in a position to know, is alive to the real condi-

tion of things.

Clever Ad Makes Lumber the Goat
THE MANUFACTURERS OF INNUMERABLE ARTICLES

wherein various materials are substituted for lumber, are surely

making an impression upon the lumber trade. Every day brings out

some new article of this sort, the real merits or demerits of which
are usually concealed in cleverly written advertisements which rely

for their pulling power upon a comparison with similar articles made
of wood, and in which the effort is usually made to prove the immense
superiority of the new type of construction.

One of tho latest of these is "shop boxe.s. " A metal concern is
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turning out this line of goods and advertises by sliowing two illus- exceeded ijroduetiou by seven per cent since the first of September,

trations and leading off the ad with the following statement: 1913.

"A big reason for steel shop boxes—they cost far less than wooden The following interesting figures from seventy-one firms reporting

,, for August give an excellent graphic illustration of the lumber condi-

This ad is very cleverly gotten up and is unquestionably one which tions in the North during August:

would deceive the man who did not actually know the real cost of the -
>-_ ®*"''^'^,7T? ,C ^''''''"'frT]:

, . „ , , -,. Firms M. Ft. I' irms M. Ft.

two types of articles. The leadmg statement, being frank m wordmg,
jjj,.^,i Qf,,- 54 50.775 62 38,486

necessarily leads one to look for conclusive proofs to follow. The

proofs that are really given would unquestionably be sufficient in Ash 2n 553 26 1,094

most cases, but an analysis of them shows that they are very much Easswood 30 3.355 4S 4,443

involved and really make no definite statement. According to the ad
^.''^^^^ 38 6.250 51 10,296

the advertiser asks the reader, in an ofl:'hand way, fo "concede that
j^j^^ ....'....... 33 1.583 36 2,538

of course the steel box is easier to handle, and is of better appear- jiaplo 34 8,247 38 5,869

ance, and is more durable than the wooden box. It asks this conc-es- onk 15 30-J 12 297

sion merely on the statement that such is the case without offering a ^''-'"^^d ^'^ '^•'•'^'^ ^^ ^' "^

semblance of proof to substantiate the claim. It says, however, that ^j ^ n.^RDWoiJiis 25,106 27.695

the big fact is that the steel shop boxes cost less and offers in proof

merely the following: Tot.Tl nemlnck anri Ilarthvoods 75,881 66,181

"The trouble is you don't know how much wooden boxes really

cost, because you don 't count how many you buy in the year, or figure Steamship Companies ConCCde tO Shippers in

out how long they last. If you did, you would quit buying wooden Marking Controversy
boxGs '

'

Judging from this statement there seems to be a very serious A ^ -^'0^''^^* '^' ^'^''^^^^ .^^^^^'^^^ '" ^"'^ '^^ ""^ «^™^^°°"

question as to whether or not the concern advertising this box knows '^ R^'^^D, the representatives of the lumber trade who journeyed

itself how many wooden shop boxes the average buyer purchases in to Xew Orleans for the purpose of discussing the new rulings on

a year or how long they last, inasmuch as if it had such figures it
"port lumber markings, were successful. The companies have stated

would surely not neglect to use them. In fact, the ad is but a ^^'^^ ^°' the present they will not insist upon the application of the

cleverly woi^ed affair and offers an excellent illustration of the ways ^'^'^ rules in this particular, but those who attended the conference

the substitute people are going about the game of securing a market express themselves as confident that the matter is definitely settled

for their products in the face of superior products made of wood. i" b«^l>«lf ^i lumber shippers, and that no fear need be entertained

that the matter will again be brought up in the future.

A Shipment With Significance '^^^- "**" impracticability of the proposed demands was clearly
"

demonstrated to officials of the staamship companies by the lumber-
X SHORT TIME AGO it was announced at Baltimore that the first

^^^^^ attending the conference. It seems that the steamship lines

.^^cargo of lumber consisting of a iOO,000 feet shipment had cleared
,^^^.^^ ^^^^^ j^^^^^. .^^ j,^^.;^. ..o^^lusions regarding losses due to claims

for Buenos Aires. Shipments of hardwood to South American ports
^^^^ ^^^.^ resulted because of mischecking the character of shipments

are not uncommon, but this particular shipment is entering a port in a
^^^.^^ ^^^j^^^, ^^ ^.^^^j^^ ^^^^^^_ ^^^ ,^^^^,^p^ carriers seemed to be of

country which has an abundance of hardwood timber of its own, and
^,^^ ^^.^^.^^^ ^^^^ j,_^_^^ ,^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ i,„proper marking on

it would indicate two things. In the first place it is very likely that
^^^ ^^^^ ^^, ^^^ shippers, who on the other hand clearly demonstrated

the cost of logging and lumbering of Argentine hardwoods would be
^.^.^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^ guarantee satisfactory arrivals of shipments, a

too great, and the lumber itself would realize too small a price to
^^^^^^^^^ checking system whereby each piece would be checked accord-

warrant the necessary investment. On the other hand, it might be . , , , , , ... , 1 • „ 1 1 i,„iii.>.^oou.j. V
, a

jjjg j-g map!; and not mcrclv according to number and size would be
the policy of South American countries to conserve their hardwood

-sarv
timber in anticipation of the time when shipments from this country o* " u- 1 -in- 11 1

• » „ * 1,iu. u
^ I „ ^ <- r J Steamship employes in handling lumber shipments seem to work

will not be as readily forthcoming as now. It may be that they are i, ^i ..\ ^'
1 1 r .1 i c i ^^3J " s J

., ,
on the theory that a mere checking of the number of pieces loaded

looking forward to the time when South American hardwoods will be , , . ' . , , 1 1 . . » • «: • 4. „ ,i° ,
1 , , /,

'it American ports and unloaded at foreign jiorts is sufficient, and
supplyinff many markets now drawing their hardwood lumber from

1 1 t- i ^i , 1 , i- * 1i^^i •' "o » .r fo overlook entirely the markings upon each piece designating its grade
United States ports.

,
. ^ . , and hence its value, constituting the real basis on which the ship-

It is more likely, however, that it is simply a question of insuthcient 1 -v- i. ,, ,,.1 • i; 1 1 • c"
' . „ . . ^- , , -i

nients were made. Naturally the receiver of lumber in a foreign
development in the lumber business of Argentina. Nevertheless it is ^ . .• c j •-.- ' iu j ,<! j

'
,

, ,,..,,,,•,,, port IS not satisfied with so many thousand pieces of a poor grade
a fact that this shipment has been made, and it should certainly lead

, , , j j ^i ^ "• i, • i,. j ^ , 1.^ ... J, , ,
-, when he has ordered that many pieces of a better grade of lumber,

to further .shipments on tlie part ot American exporters ot hardwood ^ 1 ^i ^ i ,.,. j. i- , 1' ihis seems to be the gist of the controversy, which, however,

appears to be now placed upon an entirely satisfactory basis.

Northern Lumber Cuts . M4-a^ 4-/1
REPORTS FROM THE NORTHERN HEMLOCK & HARD- Ketorestation JNIot Advocated

WOOD MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION show that the iT HAS BEEN SO MUCH THE FASHION to advocate reforesta-

cut of hardwood and hemlock in August was approximately the same 1 tion of vacant land from which timber has been cut, that a

as in July. The hardwood cut was carried further into the summer voice raised on the other side of the question attracts attention,

this year than is usual, but in hemlock there was very little variation Th,is occurred at a recent meeting of the Northern Forest I'ro-

in sawing during the past three months. tective Association.

On the other hand, there is a decrease of practically ten per cent The northern peninsula has 10,460,000 acres of land, enormous

in hardwood shipments, while the shipments of hemlock were approxi- tracts of which are practically without inhabitants. It is claimed

mately the same as in July. Figures for the twelve months preced- that much of it is valuable for fanning purposes, though some of it

ing August indicate that the general condition through those twelve can not be so classed. The proposition is to designate the good

months has not been so satisfactory as was desired. As an illustration agricultural land and not only put it on fhe market, but go out

the hardwood production during that period was three per cent and find good settlers, as the Canadian Pacific railroad does, and

greater than shipments, while on the other hand shipments of hemlock give them a start. A free gift of certain designated forty-acre

exceeded cut by sixteen per cent. tracts, intelligently distributed over the country, is advocated, but

The total movement of hemlock and hardwoods, however, was satis- to men only who will improve the land and make it a model for

factory for northern manufacturers as the combined shipments others to see.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

The Busy Editor
After the Dre that destroyed Barnum's JIuseum, the proprietor consulted

bis friends as to Ills wisest course. He told them he had a fortune, and
could easily retire from actiye business. <

Among his friends was Horace Greeley.

"What shall I do?" asked Barnvim.

"If I were you," replied Greeley, 'I would go fishing. I've been trying

for thirty years to go fishing, and have never been able to do it."

—

Youth's

Companion.

Air in a Trust

Reader—"He tore his hair and rent the air."

Hearer—"There you are ! We even have to rent the air now. It's

time we had a change of government."

—

PatJifinder.

Logical

"Why, Bridget, you surely don't consider these windows washed?" said

the lady of the house, reproachfully.

"Sure, I washed 'em nicely on the inside, mum, so we can look out,"

replied Bridget, "but I intintionally lift thim a little dirty on the outside,

so thim ignorant Jones children nixt door couldn't look in."

Personalities

While James llcXeill Whistler, the eccentric American painter, was
trying on a hat in a London shop one day, a customer rushed in, and,

mistaking Mr. Whistler for a clerk, exclaimed : "I say, this 'at doesn't

lit." The artist eyed him for a minute, and then teplied, scornfully

:

"Neither does your coat, and I'll be hanged if I like the color of your

trousers."

—

Argonaut.

SOME "TACKS"

Driver: If anyone can get down this road without having a flat tire he is a genius.

Au

Unnecessary Expense

i>nergotic young priest in charge of a parish in Cambria County,

Pennsylvania, had succeeded in raising money enough to build and equip a

new church, all except the bell. To get enough money for the bell, h.'

held a meeting of the parishioners, at which the members of his Building

Committee made speeches. All except McCarthy had spoken. One men-

tioned their fine church : another, their comfortable pews ;
another, their

splendid altar ; and another spoke of th3 steam heat they had in the

church and of the coal in the cellar tor the furnace. They were all sorry,

they said, that they were without a bell and hoped the members would

be able (o make a further efifort and secure the money for that purpose.

Then came McCarthy's turn and lie spoke as follows : "We have a fine

church. Our pews is comfortable and our altar is grand. 'Tis true we

have no bell. But," said he, ''we have steam heat in the church and

plinty of coal in the cellar. The divvle wid the bell. Let's put a whistle

on the church."

—

Everyhoiy's.

Cause for Alarm
Bill Sprauge kept a general store at Croyden Four Corners. One day

he set off for New York to buy a lot of goods. Tlie goods were shipped

immediately : and as Bill had lingered in New York sightseeing, they

reached Croyden Four Corners before him. The goods in an enormous

paoking-case were driven to the general store by the local teamster.

Mrs. Sprague came out to see what had arrived and, with a shriek, tottered

and fell.

Oh, what's the matter, ma'am?'' cried the hired girl.

Mrs. Sprague, her eyes blinded with tears, pointed to the packing-case,

whereon was stenciled in large black letters :

BILL INSIDE. —Eveiybody's.

Requisite

•I understand you speak French like a native."

"No," replied the student; "I've got the grammar and the accent down

pretty fine : but it's hard to learn the gestures."

—

Washington Star.
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WnHnr^ Eucalyptus Lumber ftSrr,

Abstract of Report by E. D. Tiemann, Forest Products Laboratory,

Madison, Wis., U. S. Forest Service, Department of Agriculture.

Tliere is a physical limit to the rate at wliieh auy piece of wootl

can be dried, which is the rate at whicli moisture can be transmitted

through tlie body of the wood 'itself. If the surface evaporation is

more rapid than the rate of transmission from the center outwards,

" casehardening " or surface drying results, inevitably followed by

honeycombing.

It is supposed that temperature increases the rate of transmission

r.\RT 11

results were obtained, poorer grades might be tried.

Two relatively large trees were selected for the first experiment,

from a grove in Piedmont, one a very thrifty tree two and one-half

feet in diameter and the other about two feet. Both were sawed

into inch boarils as soon as felled and sent immediately to the dry-

kiln. The boards were divided into three groups, and treated as

follows:

1. Boards of the first group were all marked S, and were first

steamed at a slight pressure of one or two pounds for three and a

half hours, then doused in a tank of water at a temperature of 150

degrees. TJiey were left in the tank with the AV boards over night,

with a little heat turned on the keep the water warm.

2. Boards of the second group, marked W, were put in cool water

which was heated to 140 degrees in twenty minutes, two hours before

the -S boards were introduced.

3. Boards marked A were not given any preliminary treatment.

At nine next morning the temperature of the water in the tank

containing the S and W boards was 194 degree F. At 2:15 p. m.,

wlicn the boards were taken out and piled on the truck, it was 142.

.Tu.st twenty-five hours after the W boards were placed in the tank,

and twentv-thrce hours after the S boards were removed from the

.SKCTIONS CUT FROM KILX-DEIED BLLE GIM B().\RDi<, SHOWINii
HOW THE BOARDS W.\RP. C AND D ARE BOTH FROM THE
SAME BO.VRD, C BEING ALL SAI' AND D MOSTLY HEART.

of moisture through wood, hence tlie object in drying at as high

temperature as possible. But nothing definite is known in this regard.

Moisture travels away from the warmer toward the colder portions of

the wood, hence the necessity of having the lumber warm clear

through.

All things being equal, the higher tlie temperature, with correct

humidity, the quicker and better the wood ought to dry. However,

many factors modify this deduction, especially with blue gum which

becomes very soft and punky when it is heated in the moist condition,

even below the boiling point; and above 212 degrees it resembles

putty to a surprising extent. It seems altogether improbable, there-

fore, that blue gum can be successfully dried at high temperatures.

Superheated steam would be entirely disastrous to this wood. When
the wood becomes dry the temperature may be considerably raised

without injury. It seems apparent from the eucalyptus experiments

that the high temperatures while moist greatly increase the amount

of shrinkage, so that the best results ought to be obtained by the

lowest temperatures.

Al! woods partake of the nature of a colloid, as glue or gelatine,

to some extent, some species much more than others. Blue gum, at

least the smaller trees, partakes of this nature to an exaggerated

degree. In fact, it behaves more like glue in its hygroscopic relation

than it does like other woods. It has the remarkable property of

shrinking upon the slightest loss of moisture from the green condi-

tion, and continues to shrink at a steady rate until perfectly dry.

Other hardwoods show little or no shrinkage until they have dried to

their "fiber saturation" point, which generally lies between twenty

and thirty per cent moisture on a dry weight basis. With blue gum
the shrinkage begins at from seventy to eighty per cent moisture.

In conducting this investigation it was decided to determine, first

of all, whether even the best of blue gum lumber could be dried

satisfactorily by the slowest and mo.st careful method. Then if good
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I'JECE OF BLIE 01 .\I VENEER WIIICH ACTUALLY "WALKED
AWAY."

cylinder and doused in tlit tank, the trmk uas run into the first com-

partment of the kiln, designated "Section I." Sample pieces of

each were taken. Weights before and after treatment were: S be-

fore, twenty-nine pounds; after steaming and soaking, twenty-nine

and one-half pounds. W before, twenly-one and one-half pounds;
after steaming and soaking, twenty-two pounds. The conditions of

Section I of the kiln were:
.lust after
placing In
Section L

.\t .'i :'JU p. m. .\t .1 p. m
iVin|iiT:itiuc near rooL west side *.

. . 120° 126°
Tempi-rature halfway up, west side ilW 129°
Tomppratnrc under spray chamber, west ,sldo.... 117° 123°

(dew point tcmperatnri'

i

Calculated humidH.v, west side -l',i 83%
Humidity Ijy hair hygrometer, east sidi' .V.x;;',; S2%

All boards marked A were placed on one truck and run into the

middle compartment, "Section II," of the kiln at 12:45 the same
day, after first thorougldy wetting the lumber with a hose. The con-
ditions in this section were:
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Just aftiT
placing in
Section II.

At 1 p. m. At 5 p. m.
Temperature near roof, west side 126° 127°
Temperature lialfway up, west sitle 124° 129°
Temperature under spray chamljer, west side 112° 123°

(dew point)
CalcuI.Tted humidify, west side 71% 83%
Humidity l)y hair hygrometer, east side 60% 72%
The manner of piling received special attention, as it is of great

importance. For good drying, uniform circulation of air is essential

so that both faces of the boards .shall dry uniformly. Edge piling

gives the best possible result, but it is difficult to perform, and the

tracks were not suited to this kind of piling. Therefore, the next
best thing was adopted. A wooden frame was set on the trucks with

E.\D VIEWS OF SHRINKAGE SI'IH'I.MENS. THESE WEItE AI.I>

ORIGIN.\I,LY THE SA.ME WIDTH. SI INCHES.

sloping rafters like an inverted roof or letter V. The rafters were

spaced eighteen inches apart, with a slope of less than tliirty degrees.

The boards were carefully laid, nsing 1% by % inch stickers, edge-

wise, and eighteen inches apart. Spaces were left between the boards

in each layer. In tlie center of the pile an open, tent-shaped space

was formed, the top of the pile being closed all the way across. The

first layer of boards at the lowest point was about thirty inches above

the steam coils. The boards were weighted by a number of partially

dried planks.

Sample sections three feet long were cut from one board of each

lot, and also moisture discs. From the moisture determinations of

these discs the dry weights of the samples were calculated. By weigh-

ing the samples daily the rate at which the drying was proceeding

was kept track of. These samples were placed in the loads the same

as the rest of the boards, about halfway up the pile, a gap having

been provided for them. The original moisture contents, in per cent

of oven dry weight, when put into the kiln were as follows:

Sample S, quarter-sawed 87.0 per cent; sample W, quarter-sawed,

S4.8 per cent; sample A, slab-sawed, 98.1 per cent.

The drying was begun at a temperature less than 130° and a

humidity about ninety per cent. Throughout the experiment the

same conditions were maintained at night as during the day. No
free steam was allowed to escape into the kiln. The air circulation

was about 200 cubic feet per minute for every foot length of the

kiln.

The wood began to shrink almost at once, and in three days' time

corrugations on the surface were decidedly evident. At that time

the samples showed the following moisture content: Sample S, 76

per cent; AV, 72 per cent; A, 84 per cent.

As the wood became drier the humidity was gradually decreased

and the temperature raised, in order to keep up a fairly uniform rate

of drying, until at the end of the operation the temperature readings

were 160° on the west and 170° on the east side of the kiln. In

twenty-seven days the wood was ready to take out. .

The lumber had been dried with little or no honeycombing or cheek-

ing. It had greatly shrunken in every case, chiefly in the circum-

ferential direction of the ring. The shrinkage was very uneven,

alternating in amount with the alternate bands of light and dense

wood, the lightwood shrinking most. This gave rise to a very curious

corrugating of the surface of all quarter-sawed boards, the corruga-

tions running lengthwise, and as deep as the corrugations in an ordi-

nary washboard. The quarter-sawed boards remained flat. The slab,

cuts, however, .were generally warped, the heartwood portion bending

outward, but the sapwood portion, strange to say, in tlie reverse direc-

tion, so that a slab-cut board, containing heartwood in the central

portion and sapwood on the edges, bent with double curvature, the

cross section resembling a flying bird in outline.

Many of the boards were wavy in the lengthwise direction. Closer

spacing of stickers would have helped this condition somew-hat.

The average moisture content of the lumber taken from the kiln,

as determined by thirteen- -samples, was slightlj' over 8.5 per cent,

varying from 6.2 to 11.8 per cent.

In regard to the three kinds of treatment, there appears to be vety

little choice. If anything, it appears that the wood previously boiled

in water was bent more than the others. In fact, the wood which

was placed in the kiln directly without previous treatment was in as

((.l.MrAIUSON OF KILN-DRIED SA.MPLE A 110 WITH (lUIGINAI, WET
BOARD FROM WHICH IT WAS SAWED.

good shape as any. Steaming and boiling appear to soften up the

blue gum so that it does not hold its shape so well.

In order to give some idea of the proportional amount of lumber

from this selected material which would finish up into at least half-

inch boards of three feet or more in length, the boards were sorted

and weighed. The proportion of good boards in any one of the three

treatments depended more upon the number of radially-cut boards

included, than upon any difference observable due to treatment. No
significance, therefore, can be jilaced upon the relative amounts of

good and bad as between the three treatments. The whole lot weighed

1,885 pounds—good boards, A 365, S 340, W 170, total 875 pounds;

poor, due to warping, A 415, S 175, W 420, total 1,010 pounds. The
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proportion of good boards was 46.4 per cent. It must be remembered

that the selected material represents an extremely small percentage of

the growing timber. Practically no honeycombing or checking

occurred in any of the radially-sawed material, and very little in the

tangential.

From examples examined, a diameter of at least sixteen inches

appears to be requisite before the better quality of wood begins to

be laid on the growing tree. The density of the wood dried in this

way is so great that, with the exception of sapwood, it sinks in

water.

A piece of '
' San Jose gum '

' which was dried with the others Avas

INCH BOARD SAWED DIAMETRICALLY THROUGH THE CENTER
OF A FRESH BLUE GUM LOG, SHOWING EFFECT PRODUCED

BY THE INTERNAL STRESSES.

from the lower log of a tree over three feet in diameter. It slirank

much less than the other and was warped and corrugated but little.

The previous experiment having shown the futility of attempting

to dry the ordinary run of blue gum for lumber, it was decided to

determine whether the largest of the ordinary blue gum trees were

not equal to the '
' San Jose gum. '

' For this purpose one of the finest

and largest trees growing in the region near Piedmont was obtained.

It was one of a splendid row, had clear trunk of twenty-four feet,

total height of 102, and measured thirteen feet in circumference,

breast high. It was said to be forty years old, but an estimate of

the rings gave thirty-six. Two logs were cut, the butt log numbered

110, the top 111, and they were cut in 1% inch boards and a few

pieces of % inch veneer. The entire tree was of remarkably curly grain.

Three of the boards measured 34% inches in width. The moisture

content of a sample of 110 was 90..3 per cent and of 111, 90.5 per cent.

A portion of the boards was steamed two hours at atmospheric pres-

sure, then doused in water at 150° F. These boards were marked S.

A few were left in the cylinder and steamed one and a half hours

longer at three pounds pressure, then also put into the tank. The

next day all were piled on trucks in the same manner as in the

previous experiment, together with unstcamed boards marked A, and

the trucks were run into the kiln. The drying was begun at a tem-

perature of from 130 to 133° F. and humidity of 82 per cent. The

boards were piled on two trucks and run into Sections II and III.

During the first five days the temperature of Section II was main-

tained at 135° and Section III at 143° and the humidities gradually

reduced from 80 to 60 per cent. The temperatures were finally

raised to 160 and 170° respectively, and the humidities reduced to

44 and 42 per cent.

In fifteen days sample A 110 reached its minimum moisture condi-

tion of 4.3 per cent. The two other pieces, A 111 and S 111, still

contained 8.8 and 11,1 per cent respectively. At the end of seven-

teen days they ceased to lose weight, and the load was ready to take

out. Discs cut from eight boards in Section III showed a moisture

content of from 3,6 to 6,7 per cent, average 4,8 per cent, and from

seven boards in Section II, of from 5.4 to 9.2 per cent, average

5.8 per cent. The boards had dried with no honeycombing, and prac-

tically no cheeking, except through the center of the boards sawed

from across the center of the logs. The shrinkage, however, was

great, especially toward the center of the logs, and there was a great

deal of warping. The curly-grained boards warped in an undulating

manner in both directions, somewhat like ripples on water. The

straight-grained boards warped as in the previous experiment. Three

of the boards from log 110 were originally 34% inches wide. These

shrank to 32 3/16, 31%, and 30% inches. There was no honeycomb-

ing. On account of the curly grain this wood was not corrugated

in parallel ridges, as in the straight-grained wood, but was rippled

in fine diagonal lines. The shrinkage of this tree was much less than

in former experiments. The boards were sawed full 1% inches. After

drying they measured from 13/16 to even 1% inches in jdaces, accord-

ing to whether the boards were radial or tangential. They averaged

about one inch in thickness. It would be impossible, however, to

plane them to this thickness, since the surface is undulating. This

wood does not sink in water. It is pinkish in color on the cross

section and resembles more nearly the San Jose specimen, but, unfor-

tunately, a direct comparison is not possible on account of the curly

grain.

There appeared to be but little difference as to preliminary treat-

ment, as in the former ease. The untreated material dried as well

as the steamed. The latter seemed more plastic tlian the untreated,

and sagged more between the stickers.

Additional tests were made in this run of the seasoning qualities

of different species of eucalyptus. Three trees of manna gum (Euca-

lyptus viminalis) were cut near the dry kiln, and logs about eighteen

inches in diameter were sawed into 1% inch boards. After seasoning

in tlie kiln the Ijoards had shrunken, corrugated, and vvarped as much

as the poorer pieces of blue gum, except the sapwood. The sapwood^—

and this alone—dried as well as would a piece of ash. This seems

to account for the apparently anomalous occurrence of pieces of

manna gum which dry fairly well—they are evidently all sapwood.

Some boards cut from blue gum were kept three weeks in a red-

LARGE QUARTER-SAWED BOARD NO. .V 110 TMOIinrciULY KII.N-
DRIED. NOTE THE CHECKING THROUGH THE HEART HUT
NOT ELSEWHERE, ALSO THE CURLY GRAIN. THE RULER

IS TWO FEET LONG.

wood tank of water at a temperature of 150°. When removed they
had turned to a bluish-black color, changing to almost jet black.

When this lumber had been .reasoned in the kiln it showed no advan-
tages over similar pieces from the same trees dried in the previous
experiment.

Some boards were cut from two dead trees. One was two feet in

diameter, and when felled the dead leaves were still adhering to the
branches. The other tree had evidently been dead several years, as
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tbe bark liail fallen off. These logs Mere quarter-sawed and showed

considerable internal stress. They were badly checked throughout.

Although tlie wood appeared to be fairly dry, a block placed on a

cold iron surface soon condensed moisture on the iron, showing that

it still contained considerable moisture. The boards from the dead

trees, in (he process of seasoning, did not shrink as much as the other

blue gum. but the boards were of poor quality with many checks.

Several boards were sawed from a red ironbark tree (Eucalyptus

sideroxylon ) near Piedmont. The boards were of a beautiful salmon-

pink color, but the tree was imperfect and knotty. In the process of

seasoning in the kiln, this wood showed no objectionable shrinkage,

very little warping, and no corrugating or honeycombing. It resembles

black cherry wood, except that it is much harder. It is much heavier

than blue gum, but of more uniform texture, and, unlike the latter,

the shrinkage appears to be uniform, which is a consideration of the

first importance.

The three-foot piece of "San Jose gum" which was dried in the

first experiment, was placed in the kiln with the second experiment

to see if it would shrink further. When removed, it showed no addi-

tional shrinkage, and a test gave six per cent moisture. This behaves

like a better wood than even the largest and best of the Piedmont

trees. The particular specimen of this wood is of a pinkish hue,

saws smoothly, and is neither so hard nor so heavy as the other blue

gum wood.

The experiments were continued the following winter, and the

former results were substantiated. In addition to this it was found

that the higher tlie temperature while the wood is moist, the greater

is the slninkage. Boards which had been set aside from the former

experiments which had air dried about eight months were included

in the runs. These showed a very slight advantage over the similar

pieces dried green the previous winter. The conclusion is that the

lower the drying temperature so long as the wood is still moist, the

better the results.

Another test was made on the "San Jose gum." A freshly sawed

11^ inch board 12 feet long and 20 inches wide without defect was

procured from ^Ir. Gillespie. This came out in excellent condition,

the moisture being reduced from 47..5 to 11.4 per cent and the shrink-

age in thickness being quite normal for good hardwood. The shrinkage

varied from 7.3 per cent of the original size on the inner edge of the

board to as little as 2.2 .per cent on the outer edge.

In addition to this, other species of eucalyptus were experimented

upon, including three small ten year old trees of "red mahogany"
(E. resinifera), the largest obtainable in the state, one fair-sized

tree of sugar gum (E. corynocalyx), and also several pieces of acacia.

The most striking result of this last experiment was the difference in

the manner in which all the species of eucalyptus, with the exception

of the sugar gum, dried as compared with the acacia. The acacia

came through in splendid condition, as good as ash lumber, wliereas

the eucalyptus looked like scrap in comparison. A fair-sized tree of

red gum (E. rostrata) which was sawed into inch boards came out

shrunken and twisted. Several other species of eucalyptus were but

little better.

The sugar gum, on the contrary, w.^s nearly as good as the acacia.

As to the red mahogany, the trees were too immature to draw a

fair comparison, and it will be necessary to wait at least ten or

fifteen years before a positive statement can be made concerning

the quality of the lumber of this species grown in California, although

the tree looks promising.

The conclusion clearly follows, both from a study of the authora-

tive literature and from the Forest Service drying experiments, that

blue gum imder two and a half to three feet in diameter and less

than forty or fifty years of age should not be considered as a lumber-

prodticing tree, and that even the older trees are inferior to several

other species of eucalyptus. Of these species the red mahogany
(Eucalyptus resinifera) appears to be promising for general plant-

ing through California, and the sugar gum (Eucalyptus corynocalyx)

for localities free from frost. The former grows in California only

about two-thirds as fast as blue gum, and the sugar gum is not ^
large tree and apt to grow crooked. The tooart fE. gomphocephala)

is largel.v an unknown quantity in California, but may sometime

prove valuable for lumber.

'
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Distribution and Uses of Ironwood^&
With the rapid cutting, of our more common and valuable hard-

woods, we are constantly on the lookout for new woods to take

their places in the ever increasing lines of utilization that are being

demanded of our hardwood supplies. In this waj-, beech and syca-

more, and in more recent years red gum, were developed and now

plav an important part in our markets for flooring, interior finish,

general woodworking and furniture material.

Ironwood is not at present an important factor on our markets

and probably never will reach the importance of the woods just

mentioned, but it is distributed over such a wide range and produces

a wood of such high technical qualities that it will soon fill a place

on the markets, at least locally, for a great variety of uses. It is

found all over the East from Cape Breton in eastern Canada west

to northern Minnesota and the Black Hills of South Dakota (one

of the few places where our eastern and western trees meet). From

these northern and western limits it reaches south to northern

Florida and eastern Texas. It occurs as a scattered tree throughout

our hardwood forests. Little attention has been paid to it in the

past because of its scarcity and comparatively small size in the

greater part of its range. But in portions of the South, along the

Appalachian mountains and in New York, it commonly grows up to

two feet or more in diameter and ninety feet in height.

There are several trees in this country which go by the name of

ironwood, especially tropical or sub-tropical varieties in the South.

Ironwood (Ostrya virginiana) is also called hop hornbeam or horn-

beam. It is in the birch family and its wood closely resembles

that of red birch in texture, but not in weight or color.

Its wood may be described as being very hard, heavy, tough and

very durable. Its name is well deserved. The wood has a specifio

gravity of .83, and among our common hardwoods is exceeded in

weight only by hickory. In color it is light brown, with pale white

sapwood. Both heart and sap become a distinct brown when sea-

soned. Like the birches the wood is diffuse-porous with fairly

distinct layers of annual growth and indistinct, fine, medullary rays.

The hard, tough, durable qualities of ironwood make it an ad-

mirable wood for certain specialized uses, especially where resistance

to impact is necessary. It is very diflScult to split and with this

exception, it can be used to a great extent as a substitute for our

rapidly disappearing hickory and in some cases white oak.

Some of the more common lines of utilization in which ironwood

may be now found are for brake blocks, piling blocks, sills where

great strength and durability are required, tool handles, agricultural

implements, posts, hames, and general woodenware where strength

and toughness are demanded. It is also being used for bobbins,

spools and shuttles along with dogwood, persimmon and paper birch,

and for chair rounds and legs. Other specialized uses for which its

good technical qualities make it adaptable are mauls and sledges

where hardness, weight, and resistance to impact are demanded. It

is well adapted for use as vehicle and implement stock and it is

very probable that it will be called upon to take the place of hickory

and white oak in a great many of its specialized uses. In many

ways it also resembles dogwood, which is being demanded more and

more for certain lines of wood utilization. Little known species

like ironwood will be welcomed to help supply the growing and

varied demands for the products of our hardwood forests.

N. C. B.
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The Philippine Lumber Situation

Much has been said and written of the unexploited timber

wealth of the Philippines, and, although the world has an unsatis-

fied appetite for a diet of hardwood, it is only lately that the

virgin forests in our island possessions have echoed blows from

the lumberman's axe and the mufSed hum of the mills' saws.

For fear that organized capital,—a power decidedly necessary

AN AMERICAN HARDWOOD SAWMII.I. YAItD iX THE PHILIPPINES

in this progressive

age for the ))rofit-

ajble promotion of

any project, would

acquire harmful

control of the
fields, probably to

the detriment of

the natives, the
government of the

islands for nearly a

decade made log-

g i n g concessions

of any magnitude

difficult to secure.

Lumbering inter-

ests, however,
knocked so persist-

ently at the doors

of the Philippine

preserves that the

Forestry Bureau fi-

nally opened up the niarvelously rich for-

ests to modern methods of lumbering. As

a result American commercial organiza-

tions, so long held in check by adverse

governmental restrictions, arc now invad-

ing the unworked fields just as prospec-

tors rush into the domain of new gold dis-

coveries. The limit of each concession is

defined by the bureau and usually covers

a period of twenty 5'ears, at the end of

which time it is proposed to put the con-

cessions up at auction for sale to the high-

est bidder.

In Spanish times little or no effort was

made to work the vast timber resources

of the archipelago. The ambitions of the

ruling power and of the natives them-

selves ended when enough lumber was

taken out for domestic purposes, such as

house building. Little, if any, exports
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were made, although some small shipments of a certain kind of

wood were sent to China, where, it is said, a particular variety

brought its weight in >ilver.

In olden days getting out a single log by felling it far off from

the regular roads and dragging it by perhaps a dozen yoke of

carabaos often required days of the most tiresome toil for man
and beast. Then again, sawing a single

I log as hard as adamant by hand process

into boards under the very best of condi-

tions took fully as much time as getting

the raw product in from hills, often longer.

Resident Chinese were among the first

to take advantage of the Spanish delay

ill using more etficieut methods in reaping

the bountiful harvest, by building mills

in the larger cities, principally at Manila.

These mills, while insignificant compared

to our monster mills in the West, were,

nevertheless, a decided advance over the

primitive means of making lumber at that

time. By working night and day they

could not so much as meet the demand for

lumber in the cities where they were lo-

cated. Hence, the old hand-sawing meth-

ods were still pop-

ular w h e n the

.\mericans came.

A n o t h e r draw-

buck to the opera-

tors of these plants

was their inability

to get logs. The
Chinese were smart

enough to build
mills, but they were

unequal to the task

of taking out timber

after the American

way. In sjiite of

these things the
mills were so proa-

jierous as to be an

object lesson to ob-

serving .-Vmoricans

as to what results

miglit be obtained

SHOWING MODERN CHARACTER OF PHILIPPINE LOGGING OPERATION.
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with modern logging apparatus, bigger

and better equipped mills, and a more
liberal policy on the part of the govern-

ment in the matter of concessions.

Some of the Philippine woods rank high

for furniture, finish and other fine work.

Japan has been drawing upon the supply

for some time. The Filipinos often burn
wood in household fires or use it for the

roughest sort of construction that foreign

manufacturers would be delighted to have
at fancy figures to put into expensive

bric-a-brac of all kinds. Most of the bet-

ter class native homes are built entirely

of hardwoods, outside and inside. The
doors and paneling are generally artistic-

ally carved by hand by native workmen;
and Lhe floors, usually of boards from

eighteen to twenty inches in width, are

brilliantly polished, and no varnish or

other pressing material is required as_ a

finish.

In the absence of favorable laws at the

beginning of American occupation, Amer-

icans were either compelled to forego

timber cutting entirely or to engage iu it

on a small scale. Two .'Vmerican furni-

ture factories were established in Manila

to compete with the product turned out

by Chinese factories. The American es-

tablishments have now been

consolidated and the concern

has gone into lumbering on a

large scale under more liberal

terms offered by the govern-

ment. The first large mills put

in operation by Americans were

located on the island of Negros,

where timber is plentiful, and

Mindoro island is not far dis-

tant where large supplies await

the operator.

In the early days of occupa-

tion a number of pioneers will-

ing to take what the govern-

ment at the time was willing

to give and with the hope that

opportunity would be given

them to branch out and in-

crease their holdings as con-

ditions industrially and polit-

ically might biter warrant,

went into logging and milling

in a modest way in the south-

ern islands of the group. The

mills, of course, were naturally

small, but they were of the

best equipment for profitably

marketing the material taken

out. Now these operations have

grown into giant industries and

others are coming to help them

harvest the wealth of the for-

ests. The plants have in-

creased two and three fold in

capacity, logging roads have been built for miles into the dense

woods radiating out from the mills as spokes do from the hub

of a wheel. Some of the concerns are operating their own ves-

sels between Philippine ports and the United States, and busy

little villages, comfortably housing the Filipino laborers and mill

'PHILIPPINE M.iHOGANV SHOWING
CLEARNESS .\ND LENGTH OF STOCK.

n.\I!I)WOOD

officials, have sjirung up about each mill-

ing property.

The natives are amazed to see a ponder-

ous crane and steel hawser pick up half a

dozen heavy logs and lift them onto log-

ging trucks to be hauled by the trainload

to the mills. This feat is a contrast to

the old method, where it sometimes re-

quired half a hundred husky men and a
ilozen carabaos a week to do what steam
and automatic machinery now does in a

very few minutes.

The colorings of all Philippine hard-

woods are rich and beautiful. They range
from black and white to almost all the

shades known elsewhere. Tindalo is

ilaret-red and takes on a brilliant polish

without the aid of chemicals; it is well

adapted to carving. Other varieties- are

so hard that they will quickly dull the best

of axes and comparatively little damage
lan be done to them by chopping. Rollers

for sugar mills are made from certain

logs, and in other instances cog wheels
made of hardwood are better than wheels
cif steel or cast iron.

The Bureau of Forestry estimates that
there are something like forty millions

of acres of merchantable hardwoods in

the' islands, and the total wooded land

greatly exceeds the hardwood
lumber area. Of this vast acre-

age less than one per cent is

in the hands of private owners;

thus the insular government is

the chief landlord. The esti-

mated value of this enormous
acreage, figured from present

standpoint, is not less than

*.500,000,0()0. That sum is some-

what in excess of the amount
we paid for the islands, even
witli the cost of conflict figured

in. For centuries, at least

ninety per cent of the timber

has been going to waste through
decay. The older trees have
|irevented the younger ones

from growing as they should,

.ind man has failed to market
the matured product before rot-

ting set in. It is the other way
now in Philippine forestry man-
agement.

Philippine hardwood logs are

so 'lense and heavy that they

cannot be floated in booms to

the mills. Therefore logging

roads are of much advantage in

working the forests. Logs can-

not be towed as in this country

unless each log is buoyed up by
bamboo rafts. This condition

applies to nearly all the several

hundred tree species classified by
the forestry experts at work in the Philippines.

Forestry areas are known that will average 40,000 board meas-

ure feet to the acre, and instances have been known where the

measurement to the acre went over 200,000. Of all the fine woods

Miola-ve and limau are the most plentiful, with narra not far be-

FORKST IN THE PHILIPPINES. MANY TREES
ARE OVER MATURE.
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hind. Narra is a fine cabinet wood and is adapted to fine fur-

nitnre making.

The stumpage charges now exacted on government tracts in the

Philippines are extremelj' reasonable. They range from seventy-

five cents to three and a half dollars per thousand feet, while the

mills receive very good prices for the lumber.

Large amounts of Philippine hardwoods are now finding their

way into this country. In another decade they should be very

popular for cabinet wcrk and even in home construction, espe-

cially for the more costly residences. Mr. Cameron-Forbes, gov-

ernor-general of the islands, is having an elaborate country home
built in Massachusetts of Philippine hardwoods. This perhaps is

the first structure to be put up iu this country of material solely

from the Philippine forests. All the leading Philippine lumber

concerns have opened branch oflSces in all the principal Pacific

coast ports, and where the natives once kept all their product

for their own use it will not be long before it will find a ready

sale throughout all the countries of the world. M. W.

i\-<l»»i!»ili»«TO«M»Ma«VI«««0«»«V<«rottM t^i*m^ittfTOi>;;;tsg^)^TOTOroaiTOW)a^iiiw-5i^^

Insect Enemies of Oak Trees
If the oaks were not a strong, vigorous, persistent class of trees

the last one would have perished from the earth long ago. The tree

is preyed upon by more than a thousand species of insects. Some of

these are comparatively harmless, others are extremely destructive.

They include all shapes, sizes, and characters, from the- tiny four-

winged g.all flies, so small that they are revealed by the microscope

alone, to the formidable carpenter moth larva which is sometimes

three inches long and which starts a work of destruction that is apt

to kill the tree, though years may be required to do it.

The thousand species of insects, with countless millions of irdi-

viduals, have four favorite lines of attack upon the oak. Each species

has a particular method of warfare. Some are in search of food,

others are preparing places to deposit eggs. Every insect has a

special object in view. One class confines its activities chiefly to the

bark and to the soft layer of new wood immediately beneath ; another

to the twigs and smaller branches; a third to the wood of the trunk

and the large limbs, including the wood of the roots; and the fourth

class attacks the leaves and the small twigs. It is difficult to deter-

mine which class is most destructive, but all of them are extremely

injurious, if the attacking insects are sufficiently numerous. The
oak survives because it is hard to kill. It bears abundant croi)s of

acorns, and the acorns sprout quickly, strike root deeply, and the

seedlings are always much more numerous than the casual observer is

apt to suppose. They are likely to remain small while in the shade

of the parent tree, but they grow rapidly when the parent falls, and

sunlight reaches them.

The user of oak wood is coastautly encountering defects and

injuries due to insect activity while the tree was growing. Some of

these are worm holes which perforate the wood; some show in dis-

torted grain, poor color, and the generally low-grade character of the

material. The work of very small insects may stunt a largo tree,

and spoil its wood for many useful purposes.

The thunderbolt beetle (Arliojialuti fuh>iinaiis) may be taken as a

representative of the numerous insects which attack the soft inner

bark of trees. Although this creature had a formidable name, it is

no worse in the harm it docs than many others whose names are far

less terrifying. In fact, no person who would judge the insect by
its looks would think of giving it such a name, and it is not known
why it was so named, unless, as some claim, it is because trees infested

by swarms of these beetles -wither as if scorched by lightning. The
beetle itself is about the size, but not the shape, of a house fly. It

has, of course, two thick and two thin wings, and six legs, as all

beetles have, but its destructive work is done before it has grown
any wings, and while in the larval stage. It then looks like a small

grub. It hatches from an egg, works it way to the soft inner bark,

and at once enters upon its destiny, which consists in doing all the

injury possible to the tree that furnishes it a home and food. It not

only consumes the juices, starches, sugars, and other substances which
the tree must have to maintain its growth, but the destructive insect

so runs its galleries that, they cut off the flow of sap and cause it to

dry up without doing any good either to the tree or to the insect.

It is a wasteful vandal, a genuine pirate, destroying what it cannot

use. It usually confines its operations to the soft inner bark, but
occasionally it bores an inch or two into the sapwood, but seldom or

never into the hoartwood. Tliereforc, when users of oak find worm

holes in the heartwood tlie blame should not be laid at the door of

the thunderbolt beetle, as it probably belongs to another class which

will be spoken of below. The thunderbolt beetle's damage is more
" jiathological"—that means, in this instance, that the character and

quality of the wood deteriorate; it is poor in color, irregular in grain,

and does not work well. These defects are due to the stunting of the

tree's growth. It might be pretty hard for an inspector of oak

products to tell just what the trouble is, except that the wood is "ofl'

class.
'

'

All blame for poor oak of that kind does not belong to the thunder-

bolt beetle. He has the help of scores of others which bore the bark,

sting the twigs, gnaw the leaves, and puncture the roots; but he does

his share of the damage.

The oak pruner (Klaphidion viUosum) attacks a different part of

the tree, but the damage it does affects the wood. The insect is a

beetle about three-fourtlis of an inch long, and its attacks are con-

fined to the twigs and .small limbs. The insect lays its egg in -a

crevice or a puncture in the bark of a small twig. When the larva

hatches it bores its way straight to the pith of the twig, and turning

at right angles, begins to eat a passageway down the twig's center

toward the tree's trunk. While it is doing this, it is in the form of a

grub, and its appetite is like a wolf's. It eats practically all the

time, and as it increases in size it makes a larger hole in the twig,

and advances downward where the limb becomes larger.

Late in summer the larva attains its growth and prepares to change

into a winged ini-ect. It is then that it does its destructive work.

It enlarges the end of the g:illery until the limb is almost severed at

that point. The bark and a few fibers of wood hold it. The larva

then retreats a short distance up the gallery, plugs U() the passage

with bits of wood, enclosing itself in a snug chamber in the center

of the limb, and ends its activity for that stage of its life. The
next strong wind snaps the twig at the point where it was gnawed
nearly asunder, and the branch falls to the ground with the grub

securel.y corked up within it. Sometimes the ground under oak trees,

and under other trees as well, is covered with branches thus broken

off. They vary in size from a foot or more in length, and half an

inch in diameter, up to six or eight feet in length and an inch or

more in diameter. Each branch contains the larva which gnawed it

off'. After lying some months on the ground the beetle is hatched

and escapes from the twig chamber where it had lain so long, and it

flies away to deposit eggs on other trees, to start the life cycle over

again. From the time of the deposit of the eggs on the twig till

the full grown beetle emerges and flies away, is a period of about

one year. The beetle is slender, and is grayish-brown in color.

The insect, in common with most forest pests, is hard to combat.

The first visible evidence that a tree is infested comes when branches

begin to fall. The damage has then been done, as far as that tree

is concerned. The fallen branches may be gathered up and burned,

with the insects in them, and that will help to save other trees, but

this is seldom done, except iu parks and private grounds, because

the work is impracticable under ordinary forest conditions.

The wood of a tree so attacked is injured in much the same wiiy

as if defoliation by caterpillars had taken place, or as if the bark

had been injured. Orowtli i^ stunted, and the quality of the wood
is inferior.
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The oak pruner shoulci not be confounded with the sawfly, which

is likewise a pruner. It severs limbs, after depositing eggs in them

;

but the work is differently done. The twig is gnawed off from the

outside, not from within as when the oak pruner does it. The pur-

pose of the two insects is probably the same. Each is providing a

dead branch as a hatching place; bvit the sawfly cuts the branches off

for the benefit of its offspring, while the oak pruner does it for its

own benefit.

Another common and very numerous class of insects attacks living

oak trees, and the injury is great in the aggregate. They infest

other trees also, but they seem to single out oak in preference to all

others. These are the insects which cause oak galls. It is scarcely

proper to say that the insects make the galls, for the excresences

grow; but there is no doubt that the insects cause them. The bark

and twig borers described in preceding paragraphs are beetles, when

fully matured, but the authors of the galls are of another kind. They

never develop into beetles, though most of them pass through the

intermediate larval stage, the same as beetles. Galls are the work of

flies, creatures with four clear wings. This is not strictly true in all

cases, for some galls are caused by other insects; but nearly all the

galls which infest oaks are the work of gall flies. These constitute

a very numerous family, more than 200 speeits being known. Sixty-

three different species of these pernicious flies are known to work on

oak. They cause the characteristic growths on leave.s and twigs com-

monly called galls. These are known to all persons who are in the

least acquainted with oak trees. Some oaks may be wholly free from

them, while others are so overloaded that the branches appear de-

formed. A single oak has been known to have 20,000 galls on its

twigs at one time.

Some people suppose that galls never appear on healthy oaks, but

confine their attacks to stunted and diseased trees. There is danger

of mistaking the cause for the effect in reaching this conclusion.

The trees are stunted because the galls are present, and the galls are

not there because the trees are in poor health. There is no evidence

that gall flies go about searching for diseased trees ou which to make
their attacks, but they attack whatever they find that suits their

purpose, and in course of time the trees most infesteil become the

stunted specimens. The mistaken notion that galls occur only on

poor trees, which are of little account anyway, is responsible for the

totally inadequate estimate of the damage actually done by the pests.

Were it not for the jiresence of the galls many of the trees, now
regarded as stunted, would be valuable. Their vitality has been

sapped in supplying material to produce the excrescences, and good,

healthy wood cannot be built up.

Gall flies belong to what is known as the hymenoptera order of

insects—the order to which wasps and ants belong. They are in the

cynips family, and are usually very small. The largest number in the

family of 200 species is not much bigger than a robust buft'alo gnat,

and the smallest is hardly visible to the naked eye. but when they

make a systematic onslaught upon the most vigorous oak they can

undermine its strength, and ultimately ruin the tree.

Some attack the leaf, others the leaf steam, and some single out

the tender and succulent twigs as places for assault. The "first step

in the operation is to thrust the sting into the tender bark of the twig

or leaf, and (according to some authorities) place a drop of poison

in the bottom of the wound, where the egg is also deposited. The

egg hatches in two or three weeks and becomes a tiny grub. Already

the irritation at the bottom of the wound, due to the poison or

possibly to the presence of the egg, has upset the healthy functions

of the tissues at that point, and the sap accumulates there, forming a

liquid bath in which the grub floats, and from which it obtains its

food. The gall has begun to grow. The tree is trying to heal the

wound, and the swelling, which ultimately becomes the gall, is the

result.

If the gall is on the leaf or the leaf stem it ends when the leaf

falls in autumn, and the grub in its center hatches into a fly and

the fly gnaws its way out and wings its flight. It may not come out

as soon as the leaf falls, but may use the gall as a shelter for

months before leaving it. The gall on a twig does not need to com-

plete its work in one season, though it usually does. It may hang

for years, but after the first season it is usually dead and dry, and
often the twig is dead, too, because the sap which should have nour-

ished it was consumed in making the gall and in feeding the insect

within,

A gall may have a single iuhabitant, or it may have a score of the

same kind. It depends on the species. One kind of fly may lay a
single egg at a point; and a fly of a different species may plant

them in clutches liks eggs in a hen's nest; and the resulting gall will

enclose a single grub or a brood of them. It is not unusual for

insects to occupy galls which they had no part in making. They are

simply intniders. The gall provides a good shelter and they crawl in

and make themselvesat home. For that reason, the finding of insects

in a gall is no proof that they had anything to do with making it.

In one instance, ^a single oak gall contained a mixed congregation of

forty-one individuals, five different species, consisting of one fly, one

beetle, five moths, two cynips, and one neuropteron.

The practical question from the wood-user's standpoint is not the

number of insects that make or occupy galls, but the effect on the

trees. In the aggregate, this damage is great, but there is no means
of measuring just how great it is.

There is another group of insect enemies of the oak. Thev are

the borers which penetrate the trunk while it stands in the forest.

The injury from that cause is well known, because the work is appar-

ent wherever it exists. It is not like the indirect damage due to

bark borers, twig pmners, and gall flies, the work of which cannot

always be seen.

Insects which tunnel into the living wood are many, but one well-

known species may be taken as a representative of all. It is the

larva of the carpenter moth (PrioJioxi/sUis robince), sometimes known
as the locust borer, though it is not the insect which for some years

has been devouring locust trees in many parts of this country. It is

not a beetle, but is a moth; and in the Middle West it is most fre-

quently seen flitting about electric street lamps. The largest speci-

mens of the moth have a spread of wings from twq to three inches.

The moth itself is a characterless creature. It eats nothing from the

day it emerges from its cocoon until it dies of starvation at the end

of a mischievous career. The mischief which it does consists in pro-

viding for the nest generation, and the "next generation" do much
of their bad work before they turn into a moth.

The moth lays 200 or 300 eggs in crevices in the bark of oak and

other trees. The eggs hatch and small caterpillars result. It is the

habit of most caterpillars to strike for the leaves of trees, but this

one turns its gimlet-like mouth inward and begins to bore straight for

the tree 's heart. It has been described as timber 's
'

' most cruel and

formidable '

' enemy in the insect world. A noted entomologist de-

clared that if one of these caterpillars finds lodgment in the trunk of

an oak, the tree is doomed. That is putting it pretty strongly. Of
course, the tree will die some time, but many a tree survives long

periods of years until it ultimately dies, apparently, from other causes.

Doubtless the majority of trees so attacked recover, and live out their

allotted years: but it is equally certain that the tnmks of many are

ruined. This is particularly true in the South, though the carpenter

moth prosecutes its work from Maine to California.

The caterpillar is small when it begins to gnaw into the wood,

and it makes a small hole. The worm grows as it penetrates the

wood, and it seems to know that it will want to come out some time,

and it goes back and forth at intervals, gnawing the hole larger, so

that when it wants to come out it can do so. The caterpillar attains

full size about the third year, when it may be three inches long. Its

tunnels through the wood are as large as half-inch auger holes, and

extend froin the outside to the heart of the tree. The creature spends

about three years at its destructive work, and apparently works all the

time, except when the weather is too cold. It ruins the inside of the

tree, not only by the holes it makes in the wood, but indii'ectly by

decay. Water runs in the holes, causing rot to set in. The worm has

no use for rotten wood, and it always picks out parts where decay has

not yet appeared. The holes are often lined with a smooth, plaster-

like substance, and this helps the lumberman to identify the work of

this caterpillar,

.\t the end of three years the caterpillar's race is run. It is then
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ail ugly, red brute, einered over with scattering hairs. It crawls to

the opening of its tunnel, fastens itself to the tree's bark, and there

the change from a caterpillar to a moth takes place.

In view of the fact that the moth deposits several hundred eggs in

crevices of the bark nf suitable trer-s, the wonder is that the pest

does not become so numerous as to destroy the forests. There are

counteracting agencies at work. It is believed that woodpeckers and

other birds hold the moths within limits by eating the eggs. Birds

have been observed picking them from the crevices in bark, and it is

believed they get most of them.

S(«TOaimix^i>iwwm4m:iiiia^^

Lumber is the most important of tlie raw materials entering into the

manufacture of furniture. When the purchasing department of a

furniture factory tackles the item of lumber there is an entirely

different proposition involved from that of the purchase of other

materials. Lumber can not be analyzed and tested chemically as can

glue, varnishes, oils, and then with a certain fixed standard of samples

bids be invited and purchases made accordingly from the lowest bidder

under these specifications. It is physical analyses rathtr than chemical

analyses that enter more into the grading and specifications of lumber,

and it is because of this fact that tlic purchasing agent of the furni-

ture factory may get stung when he thinks he is getting a bargain

by buying lumber at the lowest price offered within certain grades or

specifications.

The bargain habit has just as strong a grip on the purchasing

department of a furniture factory as it has on any one else, and

even the furniture houses themselves who decry price cutting and

bargain buying seek for bargains just as diligently through their

purchasing department as they talk against them threugh their sales

department. They get left, too, just about as often as the retail

merchant who goes out in the furniture world to buy bargains in

furniture. They get left because their desire to save a dollar in first

cost often blinds them to other advantages that might be noi-th more

than the dollar. . There are bargains to be had in h'mlx'r now and

tlieii anil the furniture men get some of them. When they do, however,

it is the result of luck or accident or because the lumber buyer knows

his business so thoroughl.y that he actually knows a bargain when he

sees it.

For a purchasing agent to send out a large nuiiibcr of iiii)uirics for

lumber of specific grade and thickness to various mills and whole-

salers, then sort these out and accept tlie lowest quotiitions in the lot,

is really no way to get a bargain. The low biddtr may not be

equipped to make deliveries and the inconvenience Irom this may
easily amount to more than the gain in price as compared with quota-

tions of some lumberman who has the facilities and can make deliveries

on time.

This is only one feature of the matter. .\m)ther is that the pur-

chasing agent who is not thoroughly familiar with Kiniber may get

caught, because of the fact that lumber from different mills may
vary considerably, even within the same specifications as to grade.

It is a fact that lumber may vary from one to five dollars in value

inside of a given grade, because of the variations between grades.

Another factor is the nature of the defects in any of the lower grades

of lumber. They may seriously affect its cutting into the particular

forms wanted. Standard defects of various kinds appear in lumber

in various forms and locations, and the lumber from one mill or one

locality may differ considerably from that of another in the nature

and distribution of the defects.

Let us suppose, for example, one is buying No. 2 common in plain

oak. Here we have a product that may vary in texture, color, defects,

and in many other ways and still pass muster in this grade. It may
even be bought under one of the recognized grading rules, inspected

by an authorized inspector, and the inspection certified, and yet there

will be quite a difference in the value of the lumber when it comes to

working it up into a particular kind of furniture.

It follows that instead of putting in a lot of time compiling lists

of lumbermen, getting quotations, and studying the market, the lumber

purchaser for the furniture factory should make a study of lumber

as it is used in his cutting department. He should know what sizes

most of it is worked into, and wliat form of defects causes most

trouble and loss. If he will study this carefully, he will find there

are more important things for consideration than finding the mill or

the dealer that will promise to furnish lumber of a given grade at a

dollar or two lower price than the general market quot^itions. He will

realize that the most important thing is to find a source of supply that

can be depended on for the kind of lumber that works best into his

stock.

The best way to find a bargain in furniture is not to hunt it

directly through the price list, but to seek it by way of finding the

lumber that fits the needs best. Se%-eral well-known and dependable

concerns may quote the same price on a given grade and kind. The

chance for a bargain here is not through efforts to beat one down in

jirice by playing one against the other, but it is through making a

study of their product to see which will work up best. If you can

find one of these that will give you from one to five dollars more

material per thousand, that is the material to buy and the effect will

be the same as if you actually reduced the purchase price that amount.

The really shrewd buyer of broad parts is not given to playing one

quotation against another so much as he is given ro matching his

knowledge of values and of material against the possible ignorance of

some one offering to supjily it. There are millnun ignorant of the

actual value of their lumber. It is so well known that it has been

complained of time and time again at lumber conventions. Usually it

is the small millman who is made the goat in this matter and is blamed

for selling his lumber at less than its actual value. This is the man
whom the shrewd furniture factory buyer may single out now and

then as his victim. It is a scheme that can he workeil, too, provided the

furniture buyer is well posted in lumber and not only sets forth his

specifications but sends a competent inspector to the mill so that he

knows positively that he is going to get what he wants. The buyers

of wagon and implement stock have often followed this plan and found

it to work very nicely. The only time it works, thougn. and the only

way it may be worked successfully is when the bnyer really knows his

business and when the institution is equipped with inspectors to send

out and take up the stock at 4he mills.

To buy lumber of a given grailc from smaller mills becau.se the

smaller millman may not know the full value of his stock is no certain

way to get a bargain unless there is both inspection and a certain

amount of supervision over the manufacturing. The timber may be

of the kind and quality desired but the manufacturing may be so

poorly done as seriously to impair the value of the stock. If a saw

cuts rough it makes heavy dressing to get a smooth surface, and this

may reduce the thickness too much. If the saw does not stand up to

its work well and runs snaky, there will lie thin and thick places in the

lumber which im|)air its value. There are many imperfections of manu-
facture, found in the output of those millmen who are ignorant of the

real values of lumber, that often amount to more than is gained in

the way of bargain prices through purchasing from them.

Let us turn aside for a moment to a different phase of this lumber

buying business, by taking ii]i the matter of the varving grades and
their relative values to the furniture man. Grades in lumber like

grades in glue, varnish, iron, coal and other things, naturally result in

different prices or values ;iiid these in turn tbictuate from time to time

in their relation to each other, yet in the long run they are fairly even.

Coal people, for example, figure heat unit values of different grades

and kinds of coal, and from this and other factors entering they make
the selling price, so that it matters but little what grade one buys

—

the ultimate cost is practically the same to secure a eiven amount of

heat.
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It is jiartly tlmt way in tlie lumber business. The upper grades

carry higlier prices, but in cutting up they produce pore good stock,

so when price, freight, handling and all other things are considered,

there is not as much ditference between the ultimate cost of the upper
grades worked into furniture and the lower grades.

There is a disposition to turn to lower grades when the price of

lumber runs high. A striking example of this oceurred during the

past year. Because of higher prices in the lumber market the demand
for grades below No. 1 common became so strong that low-grade

lumber was the scarcest item on the market, in face of the fact that a
greater percentage of low-grade stock is made now than ever before.

The question that comes out of all this is, how can a lumber buyer
know when it is cheaper to buy low grades or upper grades or what
particular gr;ide would be the best bargain in lumber at a given time?
The only way he can know positively is by keeping a careful record

of the results of cutting and using lumber of different grades. From
time to time take a car of this grade, cut it up and keep a record of

results, then a ear of another grade and so on through the list of

grades. From comparing results one should be able to establish a
relation of values between grades that will prove fairly reliable. It is

a simple proposition to compare it with the current quotations at the

time of purchase and determine what grade would be the best bargain.

Conditions Around Memphis
There has been a decided improvement in weather conditions

throughout this territory during the past fortnight. The rainfall

has been rather lighter than heretofore and there has been prac-

tically no rain now for a week. The woods are still wet and there

is still interference with logging operations in some of the low-

lands. Taken as a whole, however, logging can be conducted on a
more satisfactory scale now than for some time and good progress

is being made. The loading of logs is taking place rapidly and the
^ timber is being biought to Memphis in large volume. Deliveries

are also being made to mills at points outside of this city. It is

estimated that there are between 700 and 900 cars of logs at Mem-
phis proper and lumber manufacturers, taking the advice of traffic

officials of the various lines oTitering this city, are doing every-

thing tlicy can to get all of their logs in before the car shortage

begins to make itself more strongly felt.

There are some complaints of car shortage already, but not so

serious a situation has developed as was anticipated. The principal

cause tor this is to be found in the fact that the recent heavy rains

retard>?d picking and ginning of cotton and therefore prevented the

heavy rush of the staple to market. The movement to Memphis is

now increasing rapidly and, with favorable weather for picking,

ginning and marketing, the climax of the movement to this centre

ought to be witnessed within the next six or seven weeks. The

railroads say that they have the situation well in hand, that they

have plenty of cars and plenty of motive power and they believe

that, while there is practically certain to be some congestion, there

will not be the delay in the handling of traffic witnessed during the

fall season in some other years.

Manufacturing operations continue on a rather large scale. A
number of the big mills here are running on double time and the

same is trug of a number of the larger plants in the territory

directly tributary to this city, with particular reference to those

in eastern Arkansas. As a general rule, the latter have a good

supply of timber and forces for logging are being increased in order

that there may be no necessity for shutting down for lack of raw

material. The demand for hardwood lumber is broadening and

both manufacturers and wholesale dealers are doing all they can

in the direction of getting their stock lists in such shape that they

may be able to take prompt care of the orders now being received

and of the business that is promised through the rapidly increasing

inquiries for practically all items.

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau will reopen the contro-

versy over rates on hardwood lumber shipments from Memphis to

New Orleans. This was decided at a meeting of the board of man-

agers held here a few days ago. The general manager, .T. H.

Townshend, was instructed to engage John E. Walker, attorney at

Washington, to file a petition with the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission covering this subject. The bureau wants a rate of eleven

cents on hardwood lumber shipments from points south of Memphis

and north of the main line of the Southern Railway in Mississippi

to New Orleans and a rate of ten cents from points between the

Southern Eailway and the Mississippi state line to the Crescent

City. Cc'ttouwood and gum. already enjoy the lower rates, as they

were exempted from the advance which was recently granted by
the commission. It is therefore sought by the bureau to put all

the other items on the hardwood list on the same basis as cotton-
wood and gum on the ground that the rates granted by the com-
mission are excessive. The bureau has been threatening for some
tim.e to reopen this controversy and no surprise has been occasioned
by the instructions given Mr. Townshend by the board of man-
agers. This action was taken immediately after the return of
George D. Burgess, chairman of the bureau, from Europe.

East Indian Mahogany
The East Indian mahogany is a large tree that is very closely

allied to the true mahogany of tropical America. It is known to

botanists under the name of Soymida fehrifuga, and at one time was
considered to belong to the genus SiLneteiiia, of which the true

mahogany (S. mahagoni) is now the sole representative. In the

trade the wood ]S usually known as East Indian mahogany, but
it is also called Coromandel redwood or bastard cedar. In its native

country the tree is known as the rohun tree, because it furnishes a

febrifugal bark, which has been sold by drug supply houses under
the name of '

' rohun.
'

' This bark has an astringent bitter taste, and
is considered a good tonic in intermittent fevers. The bark of true

mahogany possesses similar virtues and has been employed in the

West Indies as a substitute for cinchona.

The East India mahogany is a native of the East Indies, chiefly

of the central and southern provinces. It is especially abundant
and attains its best development in the mountainous districts, where

a full grown tree in good locations frequently is found seventy-five

feet in height and from two to three feet in diameter. The majority

of the logs are considerably smaller and usually average from sixteen

to twenty feet in length and from one to one and one-half feet in

diameter. The wood is hard, strong, heavy (about seventy-two

pounds per cubic foot), more or less close and straight-grained

and of a dark blood-red color. It is not as difficult to work as its

weight and hardness would lead one to believe. It is said to be

exceedingly durable and lasts indefinitely under ground, but it is not

adapted to conditions where it is exposed to the sun and weather.

It often splits and checks badly when exposed and after it is

thoroughly seasoned becomes extremely brittle. In conditions where

the wood is not subjected to the hot rays of the sun, it rivals the

finest English oak in strength and can be used successfully for

structural purposes. The wood is well suited for indoor

work and for furniture and cabinet making. It is used also in

boat building, well-work, farming implements, and for turnery

and carved work in temples and fine residences. The dark-red

color of this wood is apt to fade if it is exposed to the direct rays

of the sun. In this respect the East Indian mahogany differs from

the true mahogany, which turns darker and more beautiful with

age. No figures are available as to the amount of this wood imported

into this country. It is often mixed with the darker grades of

padouk, which is the product of several entirely different species

of trees. L. L. D.
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Making Stumpage More Valuable Q
Editor's Note

This article is liased very largely upon two addresses recently deliyered before the i^ociety of American For-

esters by Howard F. Weiss, director of Forest Products Laljorutory at Madison, Wis., and Koyal h. Kellogg, secre-

tary of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

One of the live questions before the lumberman today is the

reduction of waste in all his operations. It is a question of the

efficiency with which our forests are now utilized and the possi-

bility of increasing this efficiency. The lumber industry cannot

expect to be maintained in a permanent flourishing condition unless

waste in operation is eliminated. The problem is quite similar to

that which faced the meat-packing industry, the petroleum indus-

try and others, and while not easy of solution, nevertheless will

be solved.

It has been as owners of stumpage and beneficiaries of rising

stumpage prices, rather than as manufacturers and sellers of lum-

ber, that timber owners have made money. Only during periods

of quick rise in lumber values do lumbermen make any considerable

profit purely out of their manufacturing operations. Stumpage

prices respond quickly to rise in lumber values and it is almost

axiomatic that the price of stumpage never goes down. For in-

stance, just prior to the depres-

sion in 1907 lumber prices had

reached their maximum. During

the next four years the prices

of the most important kinds of

lumber averaged from three to

six dollars below the previous

level. During all this period,

however, stumpage prices either

remained stationary or in some

instances actually increased.

In the words of R. S. Kellogg,
'

' There are only two waj-s for

the owner to make money out of

his timber, and, like the rest of

us, he would not have bought

timber in the first place had he

not expected to make money out

of it. The first method is to

hold his timber for a rise in

stumpage prices and sell it

when he is satisfied with the in-

crement. This is judicious in-

vestment, the same as one buys

favorably located farm land,

city lots, or other property that

in all human probability will rise in value. The second method

which the timber owner has of making money is to log and saw
and market the products, the net balance at the end of the opera-

tion being the price he realizes for his stumpage. This necessi-

tates that the timber owner becomes proficient in the manufactur-

ing and merchandising of a great commodity.

"The increase in the use of substitutes for wood, of which lum-

ber prices are one contributing cause, together with the natural

limitation of the lumber output, will bring about a decrease in per

capita lumber consumption. Present uses for wood and many uses

which will be developed will, however, cause an increase in the total

demand, which will be reflected in higher price levels for lumber.

The increase will probably be least in the lowest grades and in

structural timbers, for here substitutes compete most strongly, while

the increase in prices will be greatest in the upper grades of woods
which supply fine finishing material and other products for which

no rean3' satisfactory substitute is likelj' to come into general use.

Moreover, the lumber production of the future will contain a larger

percentage of low grades than at present, due to increased cutting

of smaller and more inferior timber, unless other methods of utiliza-

tion for timber of this character are developed. '

'
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STUMP OF TULIP TREE CUT 4'

BUTTED BY CUTTING OFF 2' PIECE
XACLE CREEK, WEST VIRGINIA.

What are the lines for improvement in forest utilization? How-

ard F. Weiss points out three, namely, (1) utilization of waste mate-

rial resulting from manufacture; (2) improvement in sawing logs;

(3) the conversion of timber into the use for which its intrinsic

properties best fit it. He divides trees into three classes, namely,

(1) resinous conifers like the southern pines; (2) non-resinous

conifers like white pine, spruce and hemlock; (3) hardwoods. For

the first two classes the following operations are possible: The

stump, top, slab, and edgings and trimmings can be hogged,

shredded and mixed with the sawdust and shavings for conversion

into ethyl alcohol, collecting turpentine (from resinous woods) and

some acetic acid as by-products. After conversion about sixty-five

to seventy per cent of the material will still be available for fuel.

The Du Pont Powder Company has now in operation a plant for

manufacturing ethyl alcohol from mill waste, and what formerly

found its waj- to the refuse burner is now converted into refined
'

' grain '
' alcohol at the rate of a

tliousand gallons a day. The

Fullerton Lumber Company is

erecting a similar plant at a

cost of three-quarters of a mil-

lion that will have a capacity of

live thousand gallons of alcohol

daily.

A modification of the above

plan is to make the slabs, edg-

ings and trimmings into pulp,

while the rest of the waste goes

into the alcohol plant. Some
progressive lumbermen in east-

ern Texas were not satisfied

with the old method of the

refuse burner and erected a pulp

and paper mill to utilize them.

Today they are underselling

their competitors in the Minne-

ai>i)lis ])aper market.

Hardwoods afforcl a different

proposition, as they are for the

most ])art ill-suited for paper

making and contain no volatile

oils or resins. The waste can,

however, be profitably utilized for the manufacture of ethyl alcohol,

though practically nothing has been done along this line. A proc-

ess that has every indication of going far to solve this problem is

now being perfected by the Chicago Wood Eeduction Company.
In brief, their plan consists of briquetting dry sawdust or hogged
material and carbonizing these briquettes in a retort so arranged

that each block is in intimate contact with a heat radiating sur-

face, and the entire action is under entire control of the operator.

It is claimed that the yield of products so made is in all eases fully

equal to that of older methods, while the yield of acetic acid is

nearly or quite doubled. A commercial plant is being constructed

in Arkansas in connection with a large cooperage concern.

Mr. Weiss cites the following illustration of the operations now
possible for the utilization of hardwood waste from a yellow birch

tree 16 inches in diameter and containing 35 cubic feet:

"Operation 1. Suppose the usable top, limbs, slabs, edgings and
trimmings, comprising about 22 per cent of the tree volume, are

destructively distilled. They will yield 14 pounds of acetate of

lime, worth 35 cents, 0.7 gallon of methyl (wood) alcohol, worth 20

cents, and 3.6 bushels of charcoal, worth 22 cents. According to

the usual practice, the tree would simply be cut into lumber yield-

HIGH WITH AXE, and LOG
SEEN IN FOREGROUXn, PIN-
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ing 168 feet board measure, wortli about $3 ($18.00 per 1,000).

By the acWition of the operations suggested this would be raised

to $3.77, or a gross increase of 2R per cent.

"Operation 2. If, in addition to the above, the dust and shav-

ings were converted in ethyl (grain) alcohol, they would yield

about 1.0 gallons, worth 67 cents. The gross value of the by-

products would then be $1.44, raising the total gross value of the

tree to $4.44, or an increase of 48 per cent. In addition to the

ethyl alcohol, appreciative quantities of acetic acid could be col-

lected, Ijut, to be conservative, this was not figured in the exam-

ple."

It is the experience of every operator that if attempt is made

WASTE COOPEUACE STOCK, NEW YORK.

to utilize the timber too closely in the ordinary way a point is

reached where closer sa.wing means an actual loss. It is generally

the No. 3 lumber that is the lumberman's greatest source of trouble

in marketing his products. This low end of the product averages

close to one-third of the entire lumber product the country over.

The following table prepai'ed by Mr. Kellogg shows approximately

the percentage of different grades obtained from the ordinary run

of logs of the four most typical northern hardwoods—basswood,

birch, elm and maple.
1st & 2as No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

Basswood 25 25 23 27

Birch 23 25 23 2!)

Elm 19 24 24 33

Maple 16 25 25 34

The big question, then, is what to do with the material in the

last column. It is obvious that the closer the utilization in the

woods, the greater the number of small and knotty logs and conse-

quently the larger the percentage of No. 3. What, then, should be

done with these small logs' Mr. AVeiss suggests two courses: If

they come from small trees let these trees grow. If they come

from top logs manufacture them into products that will yield a

profit. It may be only a hewn tie, or it may be pulp or alcohol, or

novelties, but whatever it is, let it be something that will yield a

profit and not eat into the profits. An example may be cited in the

case of the Goodman Lumber Company, which realized that it was

losing money by trying to convert its small hardwood logs and

tops into lumber, and is now erecting a destructive distillation

plant to bring this material to the mill where it will be manufac-

tured at a profit and not at a loss.

Each mill has its own particular problem and what will prove

successful for one may not for another. For instance, accord-

ing to Mr. Kellogg, two strictly modern mills of some 100,000 feet

10-hour capacity are situated about one hundred miles apart. One

is in a city where the demand for fuel is good. Last year this mill

made a profit of $28,000 on its slabs, edgings and trimmings. The

other mill is in the woods with only the families of its employes

to supply with fuel. The wood account of this mill showed a loss

last year, so the owners of it have joined forces with a chemical
company and an iron furnace and have erected a hardwood dis-

tillation plant. The contracts for the products indicate a profit

sufficient to pay five per cent upon the sawmill investment.

Whatever step is to be taken should not be taken blindly. One
of the first things to do is to install a system of cost keeping
that will show the value of the products cut from logs of various
kinds and sizes. It is then possible to determine the minimum
limits of profit and with this as a basis make arrangements to

convert what are now losses into profits. One reason why such
action has not been more imperative in the past is that the rise

in stumpage values of timber purchased at a low price has afforded

the lumberman a false or unearned profit and concealed the true

nature of affairs. Mr. Kellogg mentions an instance of a firm

in the upper peninsula of Michigan that received a net price of

$8.65 for its No. 3 ash, $8.42 for No. 3 elm, $6.55 for No. 3 hard
maple, $7.75 for No. 3 soft maple and $7.86 for No. 3 birch—all

produced at a cost of $12 per thousand, which meant an actual loss

of several dollars a thousand. Under such conditions this firm

could not be censured for wanting to leave as much as possible of

its No. 3 material in the woods. In fact, this condition has led

more than one lumberman to give orders that no logs be brought

to the mill unless there was reasonable certainty that they would
stand the cost of the operation.

The encroachment of substitutes for wood is the result of eco-

nomic changes that cannot be halted. Combating them through

advertising or in any other way will avail nothing, according to

Mr. Weiss. These economic changes may be summarized in two
words—better construction. "About fifty per cent of all lumber
is consumed by the building trades, where it comes in direct com-

petition with clay products, cement and steel. With the develop-

ment of the country and the construction of more permanent build-

ings the role of lumber in such construction is bound to play a

diminishing part. Already the differential in cost between build-

SOT-ND Tol'.S U\KK S" IN DIAMETKK LEFT IN THE WOODS TO
DECAY, BUTLER COUNTY, MISSOURI.

ings of wood and those constructed of other materials is, in many

localities, inappreciable. Furthermore, the tendency is for many

of the so-called substitutes to decrease rather than increase in cost.

Take cement, for example: Its cost has gradually dropped from

$2.15 per barrel in 1883 to $0.81 per barrel in 1909. How can lum-

ber permanently rise in value in the face of such competition?

Obviously, new uses must be found; new channels of exploitation

must be developed. What is true of buildings is also true of other

forrtis of industrial development. Note the almost complete anni-

hilation of the wooden coal car; the rapid introduction of the steel
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passenger car; the increasing use of steel and concrete poles ami

posts; the gradual elimination of wood in vehicles; the concrete

silo- and kindred other commodities where wood once held com-

plete sway. Of course, the counter-argument is that although the

use of substitutes is increasing, so is the country, and the demand

for wood will remain strong enough for it to maintain at least its

present status. Were I a lumberman I should prefer not to be

blinded by such optimism. The demand for high-grade lumber will

probably always be with us, as is indicated by the character of our

lumber exports; so the by-products plant, which is primarily

adapted for waste and low-grade material, will not annihilate the

sawmill, but simply supplement it."

There is another phase of the situation that must be considered

bv the lumberman who contemplates the construction of a plant

to utilize his by-products, and that is that there must be a sufficient

amount of material with which to work and this material must be

available for the future as well as the present. It is entirely possi-

ble for a company to erect a sawmill for a ten years' cut and then

dismantle the plant. The by-product industries mentioned above

are too costly for temporary operation. It is largely because of this

fact that a greater number of forest-products plants are not in

operation, and if thq number of such plants is to increase, there

must be an assured supply of raw material for years to come. That

this will eventually be the case no one familiar with conditions in

well-managed forests abroad can deny. In Germany, for instance,

the sawmills and associated products plants are permanent struc-

tures with a perpetual supply of timber. When the time comes

here that the lumberman considers his forest as a definite and

permanent part of his plant to be maintained as such, the objection

just cited will cease to exist.

"We will admit,'' says Mr. Weiss, "that enormous wastes are

takinir place, but these wastes can never be utilized until the

thousands of scattered holdings are combined into' efficient working

units and hundreds of inefficient sawmills now operating and fur-

nishing lumber to the open market are exterminated. * » * i

do not advocate and am by no means in favor of depriving these

little backwoods sawyers of a living. They have as much right to

live as any of us; but what I do believe is that in general their

operations should cease with the conversion of the standing tree

into logs and delivery at a marketable point. There is no more

reason why such little operators should send lumber to the general

market than there is for farmers to send dead pigs to Chicago. On

the other hand, there is just as good a reason why these little

fellows should make lumber for their home consumption as there is

for the farmer to kill his pigs for home consumption. I realize

the monopolistic danger of the scheme advocated, but monopoly

can and will be overcome. There is a sharp distinction between

efficient operation and monopoly. If our forests are to be efficiently

used and not ruthlessly destroyed, we must have them combined

into sufficiently large working units, so that conservative utilization

is practical. To do this the actual purchase and ownership of the

land by large holding companies may not always be necessary.

But the increased efficiency of utilization would make it impracti-

cable for the destructive and inefficient mills, whether large or

small, to operate, because they could not compete with the efficient

mills, and would consequently be undersold. Kot until this is

accomplished can forest utilization ever approach the efficiency

with which other big resources are now used. '

'

There is no reason to suppose that it will not be done ultimately,

but it will take time.
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The Export of Round Logs
Round logs of numerous sizes, various kinds, and for many

destinations leave the United States yearly. Until a year or two

ago the customs house records kept few details as to kinds of

wood and even now little information as to sizes is obtainable.

The article is called a log whether it is the little dogwood billet.

with the bark on, that is bound for a shuttle factory in Scotland,

or a pine tree a hundred feet long "to be the mast of some great

ammiral. " There are all kinds and sizes between. Formerly

there was only one class in export statistics, and that class was

simply "logs," except that round logs were never mixed with

hewed timbers. At the present time there are four kinds of

round logs recognized, hickory, oak, walnut, and "all other."

Occasionally the "all other" class is subdivided in certain reports.

It is very much larger than the three other classes combined. The

export of hickory logs during the year 1912 is shown in the follow-

ing table, and also the value as given in the invoice at the point

of shipment. Comparison with former years cannot be shown

because separate statistics were not kept prior to 1912.

Hickory Log Exports in 1912.

Country— Feet B. M. VmUk'

Belgium 218,000 $ 8.260

France 668,000 24.66.'j

Germany 998,000 32,356

Netherlands 870.000 30,794

Norway 9.000 240

England 4,370,000 144.867

Scotland 638,000 20.014

Ireland 188,000 (5.933

Canada 69,000 2,917

Panama 1,000 20

Uruguay 3,000 200

New Zealand 2,000 237

Portuguese Africa 3,000 219

Total 7,974,000 ,f273,722

The foregoing table shows no exports to South Africa, yet a

recent consular report from that country speaks of the presence

of tlie wood there, imported at a value of si.\ty-yine cents a cubic

foot, witliout the added freight. It may, however, be some form
of the wood other than round logs, as the reports are not explicit

ou that subject. Consul K. A. Wakefield, at Port Elizabeth, who
made the report, made a statement which American dealers in

hickorj- ought to carefully consider. "Australian hickory is

cheaper than the American product," says he. "The invoice

prices average about sixty-two cents per cubic foot, while the

American is invoiced around sixty-nine cents." Every American
lumberman knows that no hickory grows in Australia. The crow-

foot elm of that country is palmed off as hickory where the trick

can be turned, but it is a long way from hickor}'. Apparently an
American consul, whose business in the foreign country is to look

after this country's interests in trade, has been deceived as to

the "Australian hickory," and he seems to think that it is the

same thing as the liickory from this country, except cheaper.

Kvidently the fact has not yet been widely-enough published that

liickory grows nowhere except in America. Those who claim to

sell this wood from another country are palming off something as

a substitute.

Consul Samuel H. Shank, stationed at Fiume, Austria, reports

that dealers in that part of the country are willing to handle
hickory but are unable to get it except by the round-about way
of Germany, which causes much delay and expense. Exporters
of hickory might bear that statement in mind and see if the people

who want to buy the wood cannot be accommodated.
The export of logs is only a part of the hickory that goes to

foreign countries. Much crosses the sea in a manufactured or

partly manufactured condition, as vehicle stock, handles, and
articles of various kinds.

The average invoice value of round black walnut logs exported
to foreign countries is about $66 a thousand feet, log measure,
which is supposed to be approximately the same as board measure.
More walnut goes to foreign markets than is used at homo, but the
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round log sliipmeuts are only part. The whole quantity of walnut
sent abroad annually is not definitely known, because in some
instances the different woods are not listed separately. The ex-

port of round walnut logs amounted to 9,816,000 feet in 1912,

valued at $(312,067. Except 2,000 feet which went to Canada, the

whole export was taken by the various European countries. Ger-

many buys much more of this wood in the round than all other

countries combined. Some of that which enters Germany is

reshipped to other markets. Bremen is an important port of

entry for this wood, and some of it finds its way to Eussia, Austria,

the Balkan states and Turkey, while occasionally small amounts
find their way into western Asia. American walnut is for sale in

Jerusalem.

The accompanying table tells where the round walnut logs go.

An examination of values shows great variation. The average

of all is moderate, but some markets pay much more than others.

The small quantity that went to Austria-Hungary was valued at

$272 a thousand, that to Portugal $133, while walnut in Denmark
cost less than fifty dollars. Unusually high prices are doubtless

due to extra fine grades of wood.

EouND Walnut Logs Exported in 1912.

Country

—

Feet B. )I.

Austrial-IIungar.v 4.000
Belgium 794,000
Denmark 19,000

France 77,000
Germany 7,759,000
Netherlands 140,000
Portugal 9,000
England 964,000
Scotland 41,000
Ireland 10,000

DenniiU'k

France .

.

German.v
Ital.v

Value

1.087

36,39(1

940
4,650

477,311

11,009

1,200

5.5,729

2,835

800

Total '. 0.816,000 $612,067

Most of the logs are manufactured into veneer when they reach

foreign factories. The wood is used for furniture, electrical

apparatus, gun stocks, and small wares and novelties of many
kinds. Walnut has not gone out of fashion on the other side of

the sea as it has on this side.

Round oak logs go to foreign markets in smaller amouuts than

walnut, and with oak as with walnut, Germany is the largest

buyer. England is second, and Scotland third. The average in-

voice value is slightly under $40. Small quantities of the oak go

to Canada and Newfoundland, and Europe takes all the rest. No
distinction is made in statistics between the different kinds of oak.

The table which follows gives the shipments to different countries.

KoiND Oak Logs Exported i.\ 1912.

Country

—

Feet B. JI. Value

Austria-Hungary 20,000 .Si 1,094

Belgium 100,000 3,700

Germany 2,938,000 118,027

Netherlands 503,000 22,216

Eugland 1,047,000 41,587

.Scotland 273,000 9,377

Ireland 6,000 247

Canada 31.000 909

Newfoundland 4,000 175

A large number of oak logs are exported which are not included

in the foregoing table. They are of a lower class and are intended

for piling, props, and other similar purposes. They are included

in the table of miscellaneous round logs listed as "all others."

Formerly sound logs were scarcely ever separated into classes,

but all went to foreign markets without distinction, as far as

statistics were concerned; but lately certain species are separated

from others, such as hickory, walnut and oak. All the rest are

grouped under the head "all other." This is by far the largest

class. The total exports in a year are nearly ten times as large as

of the specially listed logs; but the average value is much less

per thousand feet. It is slightly under $19. This is proof that

the export logs are not of high class. They are intended for vari-

ous purposes. The table which follows gives the quantity, value

and destination by countries:

Mlscellaneoos Bound Logs Exported im 1912.

Country

—

Feet B. M. Value

Austria-Hungary 10,000 « 256

Belgium 2,22,5,000 50,832

Netherlands
Norway . . . ,

Russia

Spain

England
Scotland

Ireland

British Honduras
Canada
Costa Rica
(juatemala

Honduras
Nicara^iua

Panama

38,000
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Crossties and Poles in Canada

The output of poles and crossties in Canada for 1912 has been

tabulated by E. G. Lewis and Guy H. Boyee of the Canadian

Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior, and published

by the Dominion government. As far as the records show the

whole demand for poles is met by softwoods, except the use of

612 chestnut poles, which are less than one-tenth of one per cent.

The total number of all kinds purchased in 1911 was 585,703, at an

average value of $1.80 each. In 1912 608,556 were bought at an

average cost of $1.83. The following table shows the number of

poles and kinds of woods in 1912:

Number Av. ^'aluo

Totnl 608,53G .$1.83

Northern White Cedar :i78,369 .$1.62

Western Cedar 144,222 2.83

Balsam Fir 38,000 .80

Tamarack 36,158 1.29

Spruce 9.127 1.13

Jack Pine 1.790 1.31

Douglas IMr 612 1.62

Chestnut 228 .64

Northern white cedar or arborvita? supplies more than half of

all, and western red cedar, or the shingle cedar of the Northwest,

is second in importance.

Many of the pole-line companies use preservative treatments of

different kinds to prevent decay and insect injury. These include

impregnation of the butts of the poles with creosote, zinc chloride

and other chemicals. In some eases the bark is left on that

part of the pole which comes into contact with the soil, and this

tends to increase the life with some kinds of wood. Painting

the butts of the poles with hot tar or creosote will increase their

life by several years. Many companies have found that the in-

creased life which is secured by preservative treatment brings

about a considerable saving in the annual cost of the upkeep of a

pole-line. By thorough treatment with preservatives many non-

durable woods, such as balsam fir, are being used satisfactorily

where their use in an untreated state would not have been possi-

ble.

The number of crossties of all kinds purchased in -1911 was

14,389,242, at an average cost at point of purchase of thirty-nine

cents each. Twenty-one woods were represented, but jack pine

supplied more than one-third of all. The purchases for 1912

exhibit a large increase in number and value over those of 1911,

as the following table shows in detail:

Number Av. Value

Total 21,308,571 .$0.4 4

.Tack Pine 7.783,034 .$0.41

Cedar :!,332,]0.i .45

Douglas Fir 2,183.334 .30

Hemlock . 1 ,947,474 .38

Tamarack 1,803,696 .45

Western Davch 1.196,184 .43

dak 933,486 .67

Eastern Spruce 835,121 .40

Hard Pine 638.096 .66

Cli.stnut 266,082 .50

IJeeeli 103,583 .68

Western Cedar '. 82,357 .35

.Maple 51.465 .77

White Piue 44.408 .35

Liircb
.' 37,943 .60

Ited Pine -. 26.646 .48

Balsam Fir 12,469 .13

Western Spruce 8.000 .58

l-:im 2,868 .47

The increase in the number of ties purchased was well dis-

tributed over Canada, and was particularly' noticeable on the trans-

continental lines. The place occupied by .jack pine is important.

It is by all odds the leading crosstie wood of Canada at present,

and there is no apparent reason why it should not remain so. It

is abundant in a wide expanse of country, and grows as far north

as railroads are likely to be built in that country. It is a small

—34—

tree and was formerly little thought of, but its real value has

been learned. It flourishes under the arctic circle, and southward

to northern Indiana.

Many Canadian railway companies are now beginning to realize

the value of preserving at least a part of their tie material from

decav and insect injury. The practice of chemical treatment of

railwav ties has been carried on by railwaj's in the United States

for some years with apparently satisfactory results.

The practice in Canada is just beginning, but is increasing rap-

idly with the increasing cost of tie material and the constantly

decreasing supply. In 1910 practically no treated ties were used

by Canadian railways. In 1911 some 206,209 ties received chemical

treatment before being placed in the roadbed. This number, while

forming only 1.4 per cent of the total number of ties used, was,

nevertheless, an indication of the increase in this particular form

of conservation. In 1912 a total of 1,818,189 ties were chemically

treated. This number forms 8.5 per cent of the total number of

ties purchased. Steam railways used 1,798,189 of these treated ties

and electric roads used 20,000.

The treated ties were mostly hardwoods, as it has been found

more economical to treat the heavier, stronger woods than those

which are liable to fail from mechanical wear before they have

time to decay. The greatest actual saving bj' preservative treat-

ment is found in the use of the so-called "inferior woods," pro-

vided that these are properly protected from mechanical wear.

Until the price of the durable woods becomes excessive the rail-

way companies will not resort to expensive treatment of inferior

woods on account of this cost of protecting them from mechanical

wear.

A Good Example
That the lumber tr-i.'.e is :nvakcini>g to tlio ill efVccts resulting from

the falsely founded opposition on the ])art of people who are in a

I)Osition to ascertain true facts as to the safety of steel car construc-

tion, is proven in the following letter which enters an emphatic pro-

test against the circular sent out by a prominent association of trav-

eling men to its members. The effect of such a circular upon the

traveling public, of which a large percentage are commercial travelers,

is apparent.

A united protest along the lines suggested in this letter will surely

help a great deal. The letter follows.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 7. 1913.

It. .\. ("avenauiih, .Sec'y..

Illinois Con^nierciai Mi-n'.-; .\ssociation.

Cbieaso, III.

Dear Sir :

I notice in your notice of assessment No. 77 just received, a circular

supposed to illuslrate vividly what happens to wooden cars in railroad

wrecks and I am surprisi d that a man who is supposed to be as well

posted in the facts of this matter ns you, should take the position that

you are taking in this circular, when the fact remains that wooden cars

properly manufactured are more safe and cause less accidents than the
steel cars.

You are evidently misled by the popular clamor and newspaper articles

which the steel people haye beiMi having published for the past few years
lo boost their ganii and cause ib.' public to demand steel ears, and have
not gone into the merits of tlie tw-i classes of equipment.

If you will refer to H. II. Gibson, editor of the II.VBDwoon Record,
Chicago, you can secure the actual facts and data showing that steel

equipment is not what the steel trust have represented It to be.

As I know you intend and desire to work entirely for the interests of the
traveling public and not for the steel trust. I am calling your attention
to this matter and wiM bo glad to have you investigate and ascertain the
facts and not lx> guided l)y tlie articles appearing in the daily press
which are inspired for selfish motives.

Yours very truly.

W. S. Starrctt.

This letter comes from tlic sales manager of one of the largest

lumber concerns iu Cincinnati. H.-VBDWOOD Kkcord feels that Mr.

Starrett's reference to its ability to otfer substantial proof of the

frailty of steel ears is warranted and stands ready at all times to

back up such protests.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader .f HARDWOOD RECORD desiring tt communlcaU
with any of the rnqulrers listed In this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referrlnf
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 575—Seeks Source of Supply Built-Up Ked Gum Table Tops
Capo iMrardi'au. Mo.. Oct. :!.— EiUii>i- IHkhwood Kecoiid : One of our

customers is anxious to form a connection with some reliable manufac-
turers of built-up red gum table tops. Can you locate a reliable source
of supply for tbis class of material? Lumber Company.
The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a brief list

of manufacturers of red gum tops. Any others interested in the

inquiry can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 576—Seeks Location for Hub Plant
Tidioule. I'a., Sept. iO.— l-:(iitor ILiiinwi.iuti liEcoui) : Do you know

•of a good location whore (hero is plenly of good birch suitable for

making wagon hubs '/ .

A general range of territory for the location of hub works with

au ample source of supply of birch has been given in answer to the

above letter. Any otlier.s interested can have the address on applica-

tion.

—

Editor.

B 577—Seeks Hickory Squares
Xauiiatuck. Conn.. Sept. 2^t.—Kditor H.\UL>^\l,^oD Record ; I am in the

market for some No. 1 liickory sqiuires 2x2x50". I could also use the

same len,glh and thickness, running any width, providing it was entirely

clear of knots. Could you put me in touch with some reliable concerns
which would care to consider my trade? .

The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a brief list

,of hickory dimension producers. Any others interested in the inquiry

can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 578—Seeks Three-ply Maple Drawer Bottom Stock
Grand Haven, Mich.. .Sept. 27.—Editoi' Hardwood Uecord : Kindly

furnish us with a list of manufacturers of Vi" three-ply maple veneer

drawer bottom stock. Company.

_ The writer of the above letter has been supplied with a brief list

of maiiufacturers of the material noted. Any others interested in the

inquiry cau have tlie address on application.

—

Editor.

B 579—Thinks Cypress Knees Suitable for Artificial Limb
Froduction

Kairview. Ark., Sept. 30.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you give

me the address of some company manufacturing artificial limbs? I am
Informed that they use c.vpress knees for this purpose

It is the opinion of the editor that some one is "stringing" the

writer of the above letter. He has been supplied with a list of arti-

ficial limb manufacturers, and has been further advised that the usual

material employed for this purpose is willow, and there is not the

remotest chance that e3-press knees would be available.

—

Editor.

B 580—Wants to Market Oak Core Stock
Charleston. Jli.ss.. Oct. 1.—Editor Hardwood Record; We shall ap-

preciate it if you will send i>s names of veneer panel manufacturers, as

vvc wish to dispose of some oak core stock which is very desirable for

veneering purposes. Lcmber Company.

The writer of this letter has been supplied with a list of panel manu-

facturers. Any others interested can have the address on application.

—Editor.

B 581—Seeks Lumber for Enameled Handles
Philadelphia. Pa.. Sept. S.—Editor Hardwood Record-. I am opening

a factory for the manufacture of enameled wood handles and specialties.

and will buy my lumber in carload lots. I would appreciate it very

much if you will furnish me with a list of a few firms who manufacture

wood dowels, birch or hard mapl.'. and also names of firms who cut

birch, mapio and ash to dimonsiim sizes from % to 2^4 inches square.

AVill buy both the square and dowels in car lots.

The above inquirer has been furnished a small list of manufac-

.turers of the stock he desires. Any others interested in this inquiry

may have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B582—Wants Sycamore
Lancaster. O., Oct. 7.—Editor Haki'W.iod Record: We are in the mar-

"ket for lOO.dOO foot 4, 4 log i-un and .jO.OOO feet 5/4 log run. cut to order

if necessary, quartered sycamore, loartod log run. Want prices in grades

•delivered on Detroit, Mich., rate.

Statement of Ownership and Management
Agreeable to the act of Congress of Aug. 24, 1912. requiring publishers

of periodicals to file with the postmaster general and the postmaster in
the office at which such publication is entered, a sworn statement setting
forth the names and postofflcj addresses of editors and managing editor,

publisher, business manager and owner, and in addition the stockholders,
if the I'Ublication be owned by a corporation, and also the names of known
bondholdcis. mortgagees, or other security holders, and that such sworn
statemeut shall Ix published in such newspaper or other publication, the
following sworn slalcment is herewith printed

:

Hardwood Record is published twice a month at Chicago. 111.

The names and postolflce addresses of the editors are as follows :

Henry H. Gibson, editor and business manager, 5229 Greenwood avenue,
Chicago. 111.

Hu Maxwell, 927 .\sbury avenue. Evanston. 111., associate editor.

E. W. Meeker, 926 Airdrie place, Chicago, 111., associate editor.

Publisher : The Hardwood Company. 537 South Dearborn street, Chicago.
111., the ofiicors of which are Henry H. Gibson, president : E. H. Defe-
baugh. vice-president.

Stockholders holding one per cent or more of total amount of stock
are Henry H. Gibson and E. H. Defeuaugh.

There are no known bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders
holding any bonds, mortgages or other securities of this company.

(Signed) Henry H. Gibson.

Editor and Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this sixteenth day of .September,

1913. J. S. Pennington,

Notary I'ublic.

M.v commission expires October 24, 1916.

Comments on "American Forest Trees"
The following letter has been received from H. S. Graves, of the U. S.

Forest Service. Washington. D. C. :

September 8, 1913.
Mr. H. H. Gibson.

Editor Hardwood Record,
Chicago. 111.

Dear Sir :

I have to acknowledge with my cordial thanks the receipt of your note
of September 3 and also a cop.v of your recently issued book. "American
Forest Trees." which is a handsomely made volume. For want of time
now I have been able to look only hastily through its pages, but later I

shall hope to L^ivo myself the oloasuro and profit of a more careful read-
ing. I am much impressed with the fact that you have produced a dis-
tinctly new kind of book, which combines enough of botanical classification
to keep the reader straight as to species, etc.. together with a very large
amount of just the sort of information about iinportant trees that the
great mass of practical readers are likely to want. Your book is especially
attractive in its simple and direct discussion alike of every-da.v and scieii-

iific facts. The selection of representative species, to each of which due
prominence is given by most excellent photographic illustrations, are the
ones the public knows something about, and, for this reason, will, I am
sure, welcome your fuller accounts.

Very truly yours.
H. S. Graves. Forester.

"Timber News." London. England, in its issue of September 24, pub-

lished the following comment on American Forest Trees:

We have had sent to us for review a splendid 700-page illustrated work
with the above title, which has been compiled by Mr. H. H. Gibson, edi-

tor of the Hardwood Record, Chicago, the leading American trade
journal in its line. Mr. Gibson, it would appear, has also received con-
siderable assistance in his labors from Mr. Hu ilaxwell, a well-known
expert in the utilization of American timbers. Of course, to give anything
like a detailed account of a book running to 700 pages is. in these col-

umns, an impossibility, but from a careful study of certain timbers which
come well within our own knowledge we have no hesitation in saying that
the work is the loading authority "of its kind, and it is of so practical a
nature that it ought no"^t to bo neglected by anyone interested in .\merican
forest tree growth or the resultant lumber production. It treats intimately
the forest growth of the States, and lays special emphasis upon those
trees and upon the form of lumber which have attained commercial value
both in the home and foreign market. Each specialty is treated in a
special illustrated article, and under its familiar common titli\ as well
as under its botanic name. The illustrations are beautifully done, and in
every case show the tree itself and in all its majesty as it stands in its

native woods. We are told that the book is the result of twenty-five
years" labor on the author's part, and we can well believe that this is so.

seeing that it deals comprehensivel.v with no less than 1,172 distinct
types of trees. The whole is a most valuable reference work for timber-
rnen not onlv in the States but on this side, and will make a substantial
addition to any well-ordered lihrar.v. The price of the work is six dollars
(£1 OS.), and in our view it is more than worth the money. It is the
most coniprehensivc publication on .Vmerican woods which has ever been
brought to our notice, and, apart from its commercial use. it is interest-

ing, insomuch as it deals with timbers concerning which little or no public
knowledge has ever before been afforded, and. in tact, of whose peculiari-

ties and uses but few of us have ever heard. We cordially commend the
work to our readers.

The "New- Orleans Lumber Trade Journal" says

:

One of the most notable contributions to forest literature is "American
Forest Trees," bv H. H. Gibson, editor The Hardwood Record. The
l)ook contains a fiind of valuable information concerning over 500 species

of commercial woods of .North America, the data having been collected

by Mr. Gibson for a period covering over one-quarter of a century. The
w'ork has been most ably edited by Hu Maxwell, formerly editor and wood
utilization expert of the United States Forest Service, and deserves a
prominent place in the library of every one interested in lumbering, wood
utilization, or in fact, any phase of the broad subject of forestry. The
book gives a most readable and non-technical description of the various
species as well as excellent photographs and drawings of the individual
trees, their flowers, fruit and foliage. Every region of the country is

included and no valuable tree is omitted. The book is well printed on
good paper and strongly bound in leather and cloth.

Being compiled and I'dltod bv Hu Maxwell the information presented is

not only assured of being authentic and reliable, but of being written in

a way that makes its reading a pleasure instead of a "grind,"
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Clubs and Associations

Pacific Logging Congress

Tlio fifth aouual meeting of the I'acific Lugging (Jougress was belt] iu

Spokane. Wash.. Sept. 24-27. A program of unusual interest was carried

out, ending with a banquet and a visit to the lumber camps of the

Potlatch Lumber Company, whicb carries on some of the largest opera-

tions in the West.

The proceedings of tbe congress w<'re permeated with the progressive

spirit of the western country where things are done on a big scale and

by big men. Problems there are worked out to fit particular conditions.

and in most cases results would not fit in eastern logging operations.

Trees are large oht there, and logs are heavy. The cutting, trans-

portation, and other handling from the forest to tbe mill, are carried

on in western ways, and the purpose of the congress was to discuss old

methods and new and to take advantage of whatever promises improve-

ment in present methods. Tliat was tbe keynote of the meeting,

—

trying out whatever promised to give better results.

Judson F. Clark explained to the congress the merits o£ a new
timber scale which might pri>perly be called a measuring machine for

computing quickly tbe contents of a standing tree. It was claimed

that cruising can be done much more expeditiously and correctly than by

the old method of measuring the tree breast bigb and guessing at the

top diameter.

Tbe question of electrical logging machinery was discussed by a

number of persons, after an opening paper on the subject by E. F.

Whitney, who reviewed progress in that field of mechanics. The prob-

lems, of course, resolved themselves into tbe methods of applying power

at the points where it is needed. This involves the use of various

machines, and to some extent it was a debate as to what will give best

results.

Cable trauiroads and aerial skidding,—relate^ subjects but involvins

different problems and calling for plants of different kinds,—were

introduced for consideration in papers read by John A. McDougall and
Lewis T. Mays. A paragraph from tbe address of the latter contains some
interesting history. He says :

"Many of you are no doubt familiar with tbe aerial tramway as it

has been designed for the transportation of ores and other similar products

in mountainous districts, but you have little thought that this same idea

and same system could be as successfully used to transport your logs from

the T\-oods to the railroad and in some cases direct to tbe mill. For

many years aerial tramways have been extensively used in carrying sawed
lumber in small quantities, but it has been only a matter of about five

years that the aerial tramway has been seriously considered as a help to

the logging industry. Usually the severe requirements in the logging

camp have been considered to be a little beyond the field of aerial cable,

but already, logs live feet In diameter and from sixteen to fifty feet

in length are being satisfactorily conveyed a distance of five and a half

miles by the means of aerial tramways. Kifferent installations vary onl.v

in detail, the general results and finished equipment being quite uniform.

But it would perhaps not be amiss to mention in passing a tew of the

aerial logging tramways in operation in various parts of the world.

At Kolozsvar, Hungary, there is a logging tramway 7V2 miles long.

which serves two purposes : one of bringing tbe logs to the sawmills, and
the other of conveying the sawed material to the shipping point. A
line built near Podul Jloie in Rouniania is over 10^ miles long: another

installed for the Promelna Bank in Belgrade is about 3?i miles long,

with a fall of nearly half a mile, and runs from a plateau down a

steep mountain side to a river. This line is of particular interest, due

to tbe fact that the ground is particularly rugged : and iu order to

avoid sharp, vertical angles, tunnels were made through tbe rocky ridges."

Camp building and sanitation were considered to be very important

details 01 successful logging. Tbe fact is now generall.v recognized that

men must be iu good health and must be comfortably housed and must
be made to feel not only comfortable but respectable in order to attain

the highest efficiency. Their food and the manner in whicb it is prepared

is given the most careful! attention. Tbe kinds of houses provided

for them and the beds in which they sleep are looked after in progressive

logging camps, and it is said that investments judiciotisly made to better

camp conditions pay good profits.

The welfare work of the Y. M. C. A. came in for much praise. The
standard of large camps was improved by tbe reading rooms, lectures, and
healthful amusements and means of recreation. The operators in instances

referred to found crews much more reliable, better satisfied, and more
eflBcient, and it was claimed that while the men received their benefits In

better conditions, tbe proprietors also received theirs in the form of

better dividends.

The forestry side of the business was presented in two addresses, one by

H. It. Mi'Millan, chief forester of British Columbia, the other by F. A.

Silcox of the United States Forest Service, Each described tbe prob-

lems and policies involved in managing and putting on tbe market titnber

from government lands.

Among the other topics presented by formal papers should be Included

"The Tree Faller," by H. Ii. Langille. This is a machine, operated by

a powerful screw, for forcing trees to fall iu directions different from

their natural lean.

Practical suggestions for logging steep hillsides were offered by H. W.
Sessoms. Forest protection against fire was the subject of E. T. Allen's

paper. He advocated organized patrol, in which the individual, the

corporation, county, state, and nation should cooperate according to plans

worked out in advance where it was practicable to do so.

Details in handling cars, particularly where grades are considerable,

were explained by H. J. liobinsou under tbe title "Handling Air." The
comparative merits of different types of boib'rs was another topic to

which considerable attention was given, as was also the subject of

fuel for logging boilers.

Southern Logging Meeting

The Southern l.oggiug Association met in New Orleans Sept. 29 for a

two-days" session, with a program carefully prepared for practical work.

The membership of the association consists of mill owners, timber owners,

general superintendents, managers, and contractors. The discussions were

directed toward tbe matter of greater eflncieney, which includes more work

for the same money or the same work for less money. Two Yale profes-

sors were among tbe speakers, and an address was made by a Y, M. C. A.

worker. This was going somewhat outside the customary routine, but a

number of operators or expert workers on special lines were on the pro-

gram also, and the two days of the session were well filled with valuable

suggestions.

The T. M. C. A. representative was X. ('. Scblichter. secretary of the

international committee. Charlotte, N. C, who prefaced his remarks by

warning tbe lumbermen that the worst enemies of a sanitary camp were

Hies and mosquitoes. One camp had forty-five cases of typhoid fever one

year and reduced it to a single case the next year by a generous tise of

mosquito netting, supplemented by other sanitary improvements. It was
stated that one of the best investments that could be made was well-

cooked food for the workers. This suggi'stlon referred particularly to large

southern camps where negro laborers are employed. In some camps the

negroes do their own cooking, and overload their stomachs with poorly

prepared food. They are made stupid and lazy. A great improvement

is seen when the food is cooked for them and is prepared in a wholesome
manner.

Belter bathing facilities are advocated, and improved arrangements for

caring for those who suffer from accidents, including an operating room

in the large camps.

Professor Herman II. (."hnpman o{ Yale read an exhaustive paper on tht

possil)ilities of a second crop of pine on cut-over land in the South. After

explaining how this might be ilone. and the time and expense necessary.

bis conclusion was that it is usually too large an undertaking for the

lumber company.
"The measures necessary." he says, "to secure reproduction and pro-

tection of seedlings would involve a slightly increased expense, would
promise no immediate financial return, but would preserve tbe produc-

tiveness of the soil by insuring a tlmbi-r crop on land not f,'irmed, and
might prove ultimati'ly of great financial value to the land owners when
they come to sell these lands. These measures can be urged only as a

matter of far-reaching public policy. If timber owners believe that a

second growth of seedling pine will be of great benefit to tbe community
and stale, it is in their power to secure it on their own lands now at

less expense than at any future time or by any other owner, yet such

a policy might not be profitable to theii). Since it is possible that these

lands may ultimately be used for agriculture, the state government can

hardly be justified in any attempt to compel the timberland owners to

undertake measures that will assure a permanent forest. States can
encourage private efforts at reforestation by proper tax laws and fire

protection, or such lands can be acquired by states and reforested at

state expense. Along these lini's. and not by arbitrary regulation, progress

toward securing new crops of pine must he made."
A second address was by Kalpb C. Bry,-iut. also a Y'ale professor, on

the subject of closer utilizaticui of timbi-r. The usual sources of waste
were enumerated, such as high stumps, breakage in felling, crooked and
forked trees, abandonment of merchantable tops, and others. Practical

means were pointed out for lessening some of these wastes. One sug-

gestion was that a saw-boss would bring about a considerable saving in

large operations. His duties would require him to see every tree that

was cut and make sure no unnecessary waste was permitted.
The proper feeding of stock is considered a great saving in large

operations, and much of Professor Bryant's address was devoted to a

consideration of tbe subject from a chemical standpoint, which was
based on sound principles, though possibly a little beyond the under-

standing of the ordinary stable boss. However, a list of feedstuffs is

given, with their relative values, and this will guide the teamsters who
do not understand chi'mistry.

S. Regel, of the .T. S. Betis Company, Greiuiville, Fla., read a paper
giving the result of his experience in paying a bonus for extra work.

Fuel for logging engines was treated in a paper by J. F, Mahoney, of

Laurel, Miss. Tbe very natural ground was taken that logging engines
should burn wood as a matter of economy.
A paper on logcutting was read by V. C. Langley, of the Wausau

Southern Lumber Company, Laurel, Miss. ,\tu(mg the points made were
these

:

"A large tree that leans heavily should be notched to the depth of six
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or eiglit inulics. and if. after you have sawed in this depth and cut it

out, you deepen the notch in the heart from two to four inches, it will
prevent, to a large extent, the pulling ot long slivers, which we all know
is a frequent and serious damage to tin- butt log. In measuring up
your tree be sure that your sawyers are provided with a correct measur-
ing pole. I use an eight-foot pole, plainly marked every two feet, and
three, six and nine-inch measures on each end. I also use a strip of
band iron on each end to prevent the pole from being cut. I do not
think it is policy to do any long butting at the present price ot stump-
age, as there is scarcely a butt log but what you can get enough short
timber to considerably more than pay tor the cost ot handling."

Impc-tan; Matters Before Memphis Club.
The regular semi-monthly meeting of th.' Lumbermen's Chib of Memphis

was held at the Hotel Gayoso Saturday afternoon, October 4. with fifty-

four members present. Owing to the absence ot President John M.
Pritchard. who was in Georgia. H. E. Weiss, first vice-president, was in

the chair. Although this was his first attempt at presiding, he showed
hiinself quite familiar with parliamentary tactics and acquitted himself
most commendably. He was very much teased just after luncheon, however,
when, through a decoy note supposed to be from the lady he is soon to

marry, he was lured from the chair of the presiding officer and led to

seek the foyer of the hotel in search of the writer ot the missive. While
he was gone it was tipped off that the note was all a joke and when he
returned after having been unable to locate bis fiancee, he was given
a round of hand clapping that he will probably remember almost as
distinctl.y as his wedding itself.

The principal feature of this meeting was the report of the river and
rail committee, made through John W. McClure, its chairman. This

r committee was in.structed at the last meeting to confer with officials of the

niinois Central and other lines entering Memphis with respect to the

correction ot the weighing abuses which have resulted in many claims

for overweight. Mr. McClure said that his committee decided that the best

procedure would be to take the matter up with the Hlinois Central
otficlals first and later with the other roads. A conference with the

latter was held on Friday and Mr. McClure said that the Illinois Central
honored the club by sending to this conference some of the highest

officials of the entire system, including Mr. Foley, the general manager.
Superintendent I'orterfield. with headquarters in Xew Orleans, and Super-

intendenl Egan, of the Yazoo Mississippi "\'alle.v roadf with headquarters at

Memphis. Mr. McClure said that, after the committee bad presented the

chib's side of the case, the railroad men said they would do everything

possible to correct the evils and asked for suggestions. The committee,

according to Mr. McClure, advised the railroad to carry out the sug-

gestions ot the Interstate Commerce Commission regarding weighing all

cars uncoupled. This the officials agreed to do on all outbound shipmeiMs

but intimated that it was not feasible at the moment to comply with this

suggestion on inbound shipments of logs and other freight. The eon:-

mittee thereupon urged that, in any event, all cars thirty-four feet and

under be weighed uncoupled, as most ot the claims have arisen in connec-

tion with the smaller cars. Mr. McClure was much impressed with the

spirit ot harmony that prevailed during the conference and ^^ltli the

disposition on the part of the railroad men to co-operate with the

lumbermen in every way.

Mr. McClure also said that during the conference the subject of the

payment of claims came up and that the tominittee secured the assurance

of General Manager Foley that all claims would be promptly paid in future

and that every shipper would be given au absolutely fair deal. He further

reported that the Illinois Central, while organizing and maintaining a

weighing and inspection bureau ot its own. had not witlidrawn from the

Southern Weighing and Inspection Bureau but would make use of both

in attaining the best results. He further said that all claims would bo

referred to the claim department ot the Illinois Central s.vstem. .Air.

McClure suggested that all complaints and claims arising against the

Illinois Central system be handled in a spirit of harmony, owing to the

attitude disclosed at the conference by the oBicials present. He said also

that Superintendent Egan, of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line of the

Illinois Central, had invited the ri\er and rail committee and all inter-

ested lumbermen to go with him on his private car to the scales of the

road ;n order that these might be tested and in order that they might see

just how they were being operated. The date for this inspection trip will

be announced later.

The committee was authorized by the club to confer with the offi-

cials of the other initial lines in regard to weighing cars and it was

also authorized to confer with the proper ofiicials ot the Illinois Central

system regarding the advisability of paying through the Memphis office

all rate claims and all refunds on log shipments. The committee was still

further authorized to secure from the Interstate Commerce Commission

a ruling on minimum weights in the case of cars a fraction over thirty-

six feet in length as there has been some controversy in regard to this

point.

The river and rail committee informed the club that a bill had been

introduced in congress giving the Interstate Commerce Commission au-

thority over weighing of cars, including the actual weighing, regula-

tion and testing of scales and othiT features. The committee announced

that they had read this bill but that, in tbeir opinion, it did not go tar

enough because it did not clothe the commission witn authority to protect

shippers fully. The committee thereupon was authorized to draw up

recommendations and forward these to Tennessee representatives in con
gress through which broader authority will be conferred on the com-
mission.

F. T. Hooley of the membership committee reported that be and a.sso-

eiates had approved the application for active membership made by
L. J. Brown, manager ot the southern department ot Upham & Agler,
and this gentleman was duly elected. The membership committee reported
two other applications at this meeting, one for active and the other for
associate membership. They will be voted upon two weeks hence.

F. E. Stonebraker, chairman of the special committee having charge
ot the furnishing and equipment ot the rooms offered the Lumin-rmen's
Club in the Business Men"s Club, said that contracts had been let for
the interior woodwork and also tor the furniture, rugs and draperies.
He requested that all the lumbermen who were to furnish specimens
of their output to be used in the interior finish send in their selections at
once SI) that the contractors might proceed. He said the rooms would
be ready for occupancy during the current month.

F. B. Robertson, chairman of the red gum committee, said that he
had received a letter from Hinimellierger-ITarrison Lumber Company. Cape
Girardeau. Mo., suggesting that a meeting ot red gum manufacturers be
held in Memphis Oct. IS, preceding the meeting ot the Lumbermen's Club
of Memphis on that date. The club was in favor ot this suggestion and
indications are that the meeting will be arranged for that date. Ail
visiting delegates will be asked to attend the meeting of the club as
guests. Mr. Robertson said that announcements regarding the meeting
would be made at a later date and urged that all red gum manufacturers
and those otherwise interested in this lumber should attend. Red gum,
as^is well known, has not been moving freely for some time and the con-
ference is to be held with a view to discussing market conditions and other
phases ot the situation.

Cincinnati Club in Monthly Meeting
On Monday. Oct. (!. the Lumbermen's Club ot Cincinnati held Its regular

monthly meeting at the Business Mens Club. The usual course dinner
was served promptly at B :30 I'. M.. after which President C. C. Hagemeyer
called the meeting to order.

More or less inconvenience has l>een incurred by the lumbermen ot this
section on account of the lack of proper reconsigning arrangi^ments with
one of the local railroads and the president's action in naming a com-
mittee which has taken up the matter vigorously with the road at fault
was readily ratified.

One ot the important matters discussed was the proposal to bring the
next convention of the Ohio Retail Dealers to this city. This associa-
tion will meet in January next and the proposition to invite them to

meet here and to arrange for their proper entertainment met with the
hearty approval ot all members present and the president and secretary
were authorized to extend to the association a hearty welcome to be the

guests of the Lumbermen's Club during the convention. Mr. Henry
Doppes of J. S. Doppes & Son, one of the directors ot the association,

inaugurated the movement and was present at the meeting.

The committee appointed at t'ue last meeting to draw up resolutions on
the death of Thomas J. Moffett ot The Malcy. Thompson i: -Moffett Co.

made a complete report and the secretary was ordered to send a copy of

same to the family.

The following firms were elected to membership, which makes thirteen

new members in two months, many of them being firms recently moved
here : The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Company : Oden, Elliott Lumber Com-
pany : The Cherry Lumber Company ; J. P. Baker : Btishirk-Rtitledge Lum-
ber Company : and Geo. C. Brown & Co.

North Carolina Trade Engages Eate Expert

The Western North Carolina Lumber &; Timber .\ssociati«ui with head
quarters at Asheville, N. C, has engaged C. H. Beaman, a rate expert

of Washington, D. C, to i)repare its fight to secure lower rates on lumber
shipments on infra-state business. Mr. Beaman is now at Asheville and

is busil.v engaged in preparing the case of the lumbermen.

Mr. Beaman at a conference with a committee appointed by the

president of the association to go into the rate matter, went into

detail as to the various data prepared tending to prove that the lumber-

men's claims for lower rates on North Carolina business are justified.

Seemingly the case that they will submit will be a strong one. and the

sentiment of the trade seems to be that a generally lower level of rates,

more in conformity with infra-stale rates for surrounding states, will

result from the suit.

No Charge for Ocean Bills of Lading

The National Lumber Exporters' Association has succeeded in getting

the steamship lines tTiat run to Norfolk to rescind their order imposing

a charge of fifty cents for every set of ocean bills of lading they make
out. The order was issued not long ago and caused much dissatisfaction

among the exporters of lumber not only because of the trouble the charge

would have entailed, but the additional expense. Secretary J. McD, Price

of the association was directed to make representations to the com-

panies, with the result that they were induced to see the inequity ot the

charge and withdraw the regulation. It was intimated to the steamship

companies that such a charge might be in violation of the Harter Act,

which provides that a transportation company shall issue such docu-

ments as are necessary to identity the shipment, and this is construed
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by the National Lumber Exporters' Association to mean that the issuance

of ocean bills of lading is part of the duty of the carrier, and that no
charge shall be made therefor. What it would have meant to the steam-

ship companies, and as a consequonci^ to the shippers, appears from the

statement th.it in numerous instances as many as 800 sets of ocean bills

of lading are made out on one cargo.

Meeting St. Louis Exchange
At a meeting of the Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis, held at the

City Club. Friday noon. Sept. 26, steps to compel the railroads in this

state to make their rates comply with a schedule that went into effect

last July, as the result of the United St.itos court holding that the state

had a right to establish rates within its limits, were discussed and formu-

lated. According to statements made .nt the meeting by the various

lumbermen who were present, both the shippers and the receivers were

being and still are overcharged since the law went into effect, because

the railroads will not obey the law.

As the result of the meeting, there was a committee appointed to

investigate and handle the matter. The committee as named by President

Smith was composed of H. A. Boeckler, Chairman, W. A. Anderson. C. L.

Harrison. Robert 'R'. Abeles Jr., W. L. Fristoe and Charles E. Thomas.
This committee is composed of two manufacturers, two tie firms, and

two St. Louis yard dealers.

The report of Secretary McBlair, submitted to the Board of Directors at

a meeting held Oct. 2, showed the Exchange to he in a most prosperous

condition. The inspectors of the Exchange have inspected over 700.000

feet each week during the last month in addition to the inspections made
in Ohio, Indiana. Illinois and Michigan.

October Calendar Lumbermen's Club, Chicago

The Lumbermen's Club of rincauo aiumnnces an interesting calendar

showing the social events on the card for October. Two of these festiv

ities have already taken place, the first being a stag for members and

guests, which occurred on the fii'st of the month and which was a

thoroughly enjoyable affair.

On the eighth the members and their families gathered for an evening

of cards, "500" being played. Mrs. F. R. Gadd. Mrs. E. E. Skeele, Mrs.

F. L. Johnson, Jr.. and Mrs. A. II. Ruth were the hostesses for the

evening. The opening card night was a distinct success.

On October ]5 the members will be treated to an evening full of

varied entertainment consisting of the oijening games of the auction

bridge, billiard and pool tournaments.

On October 22 an informal evening of dancing for members and guests

is on the program, and the last event of the m<-ntb will be an auction

bridge for the men, taking place on the evening of October 29.

Liunbermen's Club Ne'ws

The Lumbermen's Club of Chicago offers an attractive little publication

with the above title. The first number ot the first volume was issued

about the first of October for the month of October, and the leaflet

will be issued once r, month in the future. It is published in the interest

of the clrb members and contains various interesting news items regarding

the activities of the lumbermen and other members.
'The idea ot the publication is to awaken greater interest among the

membership in the club doings, as it will contain reports of the various

.social functions and other happenings in the club rooms.

Meeting National Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation

The annual meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Credit

Corporation will be held in Norfolk. Va., Oct. ]1, in accordance with the

articles of incorporation, when the officers of the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' .\ssociation will be elected officers of the credit corporation, and

the constitution will be amended providing for the holding of the annual

meeting ot the corporation immediately following the annual meeting

of the National association in the spring.

The October issue of the "Blue Book" is now on the press.

Northern Manufacturers to Meet October 29

The Northern Hemlock & Hardwood .Mannfnelurers' .Association an-

nounces Oct. 29 as the date of its next meeting to he held at Eau Claire.

Wis. This announcement has just been made by E. S. Kellogg, secretary of

the association. The meeting will follow the usual program, and. as is

always the case, those attending will be well rewarded in the matter of

specific discussions and addresses on subjects directly pertinent to the

lumber business in the North.

Michigan Forestry Association to Meet
The Michigan Forestry Association will hold its annual meeting Oct. 24

In Muskegon, with sessions in the First l.'ougregational church and the

Woman's clubhouse. Friday morning will be devoted to business, with

reports and election of oflJcers and at the afternoon session there will be

talks by officers of the association, including President Garfield of Grand

Rapids, Secretary Lovejoy of Ann Arbor and Professor Roth, head of

the forestry work at the University of Michigan. Women of the state

who have been most active in the forestry movement, including Mrs.

L. I.. Mnutner of Saginaw, Mrs. Francis King of Alma and Mrs. Elnora

Cl/amberlain, will also speak. There will be discussion of the present

status of the movement in the state with plans for future action.

Professor Roth will give an illustrated lecture in the evening at the club-

house and also in the First Congregational church Sunday evening,

Oct. 26.

In this connection it is interesting to glance at the report of Tbos.

B. Wyman, secretary-forester of the Northern Forest Protective Associa-

tion in the upper peninsula, for the six" weeks from Aug. 1 to Sept. 15.

Mr. Wyman was one of the organizers of the state forestry association in

Grand Rapids. His report shows the loss to members because of woods
fires in this critical period was slight. The rangers were active and

nipped in the bud some fires that had a nasty look. Of the seventeen

tires reported the leading cause of same were locomotives and camp
fires. An encouraging feature is that in a number of instances fires

were reported to wardens after having been put out by party reporting

same, which is in line with the efforts of the association to get the coopera-

tion of all woods travelers. In the matter of burning slashings, which

are a menace to standing timber, the association offers to operators the

services of Its best men after the fall patrol season.

First Meeting St. Louis Club

The Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis will gi\e the first fall banquet

and business meeting either the latter part of this month or one evening

during the first week in November. It will probably be held at the Mer-

cantile Club. It was originally set for the early part of October hut

po man.v other functions were to be given during the early part of the

month it was thought best to postpone it until the time mentioned.

it will be known as Architects' Night. Quite a number of architects

from other cities such as Kansas City and Chicago will be present as the

guests of the club and talk from the side of the architects. The out of

town lumber interests will be represented by .T. B. White and R. A. Long.

They will speak from the viewpoint of the lumber interests. The topic

to be discussed will be ccmmercial sizes of lumber. In addition to the

talks by the above men. there will be something else on the programme,
which Julius Seidel, in charge of the entertainment, will not divulge.

As a prelude to the regular meeting, on Thursday, Oct. 9, there will be a

buffet luncheon in the club rooms in the Wright building. There will be

music as well as plenty to eat and drink. Not onl.v have local members
been invited to the luncheon, but many from the county. The member-
ship of the club is growing very fast. It is now one of the most
Influential as well as the larL^i'sl lunilter clubs in Hie country.

Michigan Manufacturers to Meet
The fall meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

will he held at the I'ontchartrain hotel, Detroit, Mich., Wednesday, Oct.

22. at 10 a. m.

Among the subjects to be discussed are : Present market conditions,

stocks, hemlock bark figures, proposed cut for 1913-14, Forest Products

Exposition, insurance, repoi-i of forest fire protective department and
reports of special committees.

As many of the members will be soon making reports of coming winter's

cut of hardwoods and hemlock. Information as to present stocks and values

will be of much value. Therefore a full attendance is urged In the

announcement.

With the Trade
Plans for Chicago Lumbermen's Building Nearing Completion
Plans whereby the lumber trade of Chicago, the Lumbermen's Associa-

tion and the Lumbermen's Club will be housed under the same roof have
been in process of formulation for some little time. The matter came to

a definite head about a year ago when a committee was appointed by the

association for the purpose of working out a definite plan. This com-
mittee consists of George J. Pope. E. A. Thornton and Edward E. Skeele,

and it has been very active in its efforts to arrive at some satisfactory

plans t3 submit to the membership of the association. It announces now
that it will probably have plans formulated definitely enough to announce
them before the next meeting of the Lumbermen's Association which
will be held within a short time.

It is probable that a plan will be adopted accepting arrangements made
by the McCormick estate for space in a building to be erected at the
corner of Madison and La Salle streets on the site of the old Roanoke
Block, This building will Ije called the Lumbermen's Exchange Building,

if the plans in mind are successfully carried through. It is expected that
the MoCormick estate will begin the erection May 1, 1015. and in order
to take advantage of the offer, it will be necessary to have contracts

signed for space aggregating 75.000 square feet before Nov. 1, 1913.
The plans provided for a building sixteen stories high, and it Is

further provided that lumbermen can secure space from the third floor up.

It is proposed to house the Lumbermen's Club and the Lumberman's
Association of Chicago on the top floor, which will offer a very good start

in the matter ot securing the i-ental of sufficient space to close the deal.

Exposition Scope Broadening
J. E. Rhodes, secretary of the National Lumlx'r Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, announces that jjlaus lor the coming Forest Products Exposition
are broadening to cover more than the mere lumber and finish end of the

business. Energetic efforts are being made to secure information from and
exhibits on the part of prominent manufacturers of such products as

wooden novelties, woodenware. toothpicks, etc. These exhibits. If secured,

will aim to show the products, plants, organization and policies ot 8u:h
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maniilaoturci-s. The object of securing tliese exhibits is to add lite and
interest to the show and to broaden its scope so that it will embrace as
much as possible all the products of the American forests.

Death of Ben Collins, Jr.

The Chicago lumber trade lost one of its most popular members a
week ago last Monday. Sept. 29, when Ben Collins, Jr., president of the
Collins Lumber Company, died at his home 3304 Cornell avenue, after a
week's illness from diabetes. Mr. Collins' career as a lumberman covered
the greater part of his forty-two .years of life. He had been prominently
connected with the pine business ever since entering lumber circles. His
first big connection was as vice-president of the Continental Lumber
Company of Houston, Tex. He subsequently became connected with the
Mercantile Lumber Company of Kansas Cit.v, and later organized tlie

Collins Lumber Company, Chicago. This concern has been doing business
for about five years, with Mr. Collins as its head.

Mr. Collins was prominently connected with the alTairs of the Lumber-
men's Association of Chicago and the Lumbermen's Club of Chicag,;.

being one of the most popular and influential members of both organiza-
tions. He was widely known as a golfer in this territory and made a

splendid record as a member of the Midlothian Golf Club. He was a

Mason, being a member of the Medinah Temple of the Shriuers of

Chicago, and also a member of the Union League Club, South Shore
Country Club and Chicago I'acht Club.

Mr. Collins leaves a widow, but no children.

The funeral services took place en Wednesday, Oct. 1. The remains
were shipped to Covington, Ky.

Coulson Lumber Company Starts Construction
The latest addiliou to the liardwiind hinibci- industry at Memphis. Tenn.,

is the Conlson Lumber Compan.v, which has recently been granted a charter
under the laws of this state and which will engage in the manufacture
of hardwood lumber. The mill will he located at Morehead. Miss., and
will have a daily capacity of from 30,000 to 35.000 feet of band sawn
stock. The headquarters of the company will be maintained at Memphis.
W, N. Coulson, who has been for a long while manager of the lumber
sales department of Lee Wilson & Co., is president of the new Arm.
B. C. Sweeney, also connected with Lee Wilson & Co., is vice-president

and will have charge of the milling operations. C. M. Green is secretary

and treasurer. He has also been for some time in the employ of Lee
Wilson & Co. It is expected that the new plant will be in readiness for

operation about the first of the year. Part of the machinery for the
plant has already been ordered and work is going ahead on the buildings

to be used b,v the company for the mill and for storage purposes.

Memphis Lumbermen Agree in Log 'Wiring Controversy

A conference was held last week Ijetween representatives of the

A'alley Log Loading Compan.v with headquarters at Memphis, and various

members of the Memphis trade, for whom this concern hauls logs from
the rights of way through Arkansas, Mississippi and other surrounding
country.

W. S. Darnell acted as chairman of the conference, which was called for

the purpose of considering a complaint entered by the sawmills in Memphis
against the announcement that the Valley Log Loading Company would
charge fifty cents a car for wiring of logs. The final settlement of the

discussion was satisfactory to both sides.

The basis of the charge has been the cost of material used in wiring,

but according to the new arrangement heavy cable bought especially for

the purpose* of securing iogs on cars will be used. The charge of fifty

cents a car will he levied but reparation will be made if the cables are

returned to the company after unloading.

Final Fiber Box Arguments
The final arguments in the fiber l>ox lase were heard before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission at Washington, D. C, yesterday. Oct. 9.

The National Classification Committee of Lumber, Wooden Box and Allied

Interests met in Chicago, Sept. 24. and went over the case with attorney

M. F. Gallagher. ,\s it was announced that the fiber box manufacturers

would be represented at the hearing by a large delegation, the committee

requested all lumbermen who might be in the vicinity of Washington, or

who could make it convenient to be there, to attend the meeting.

A meeting of the lumber and box men was held at the New Willard hotel,

Washington, D- C, Oct. S at 2 P. yi.

The committee feels that the attorneys have the case well in hand, and

that it will bo obligatory upon the commission to eventually issue a

decision upon the complaint relative to the merits of fiber and wooden

containers for certain kinds of freight, and to specify maximum weights

for the same.

Home from Europe

C. L. Willey, the Chicago mahogany magnate, is home from a three

months' trip to Great Britain and the Continent, Mr. 'n'iiley comes back

fully recovered from his indisposition of last spring and is in fine foria.

physically. He reports a manifest scarcity of fine figured mahogany and

other fancy woods that are largely marketed in the Liverpool market, but

purchased upwards of 2,000,000 feet of high-class wood which is now
arriving at the big Chicago works.

Mr. Willey's Chicago plant has recently been equipped with two

new handsaws in place of the single band rig formerly employed, and

the institution is very busy in the production of not only mahogany
lumber, but of vcrmillion and black walnut as well as of large quantities
of sawed, sliced and rotary cut veneers.

Mmrphy-'Weiss
W. B. Murphy of Brinkley, Ark., has issued invitations for the marriage

of his daughter. Miss Katherine .May JIurphy, to Harry Bonus Weiss,
secretary-treasurer of Geo. C. Brown & Co. of Proctor. Ark. The wedding
will take place at Brinkley, Ark., Wednesday atternooQ, Oct. 15, and
will be celebrated in the First Baptist Church.

Mr. Weiss has been prominently connected with the lumber business
for some lime, having made his headquarters in Chicago, Cincinnati and
.M;iii|phis betuie his removal to Arkansas. lie is vice-president of the
Memphis Lumbermen's Club, a member of the Businessmen's Club of
Memphis, and is also connected with other business and social organizations
of that city.

Carr Lumber Company Incorporated, Fisgah Forest, N. C.

A charter was ist^iied on Sept. 2'.i lo the I'arr l.umli.-r Company of I'isgah
Forest, Transylvania county. N. C. The company is capitalized at
$25,000, authorized, of which $2,500 is subscribed by Louis Carr and
others. The company will engage in the general lumber business and
construct flumes and railroads for handling timber to its mill.

AUis-Chalmers Company Moves Sales and Engineering Offices

.\niiiiunrcuiciu is made that the .^llis-Chalmers Company of .Milwaukee,
Wis., has moved the sales and engineering departments from Chicago to
West Aliis, Wis. The removal occurred on Oct. 7. '

It is further planned to eventually move the shops to West Allis so
as to concentrate the entire working and ad^ninistrative forces at one
point.

Pertinent Information

steamship Companies Rescind Order for Marking Export Lumber
Secretary J. McU. Price of the National Lumber Exporters' Associa-

tion, who attended the conference between steamship representatives and
members of the National Lumber Exporters' Association from Tennessee,
Louisiana and Texas held in New Orleans on Sept. 18, stopped at Chat-
tanooga on his return for a conference with Fred Atn of the J. M. Card
Lumber Company, who is president of the association, but his duties in

connection with the committee for the reception of the Grand Army of

the Republic at the annual reunion of the veterans prevented his attend-

ing the New Orleans conference. With Mr. Arn, Mr. Price went over
the action taken at the meeting, also various other matters. The chief

subject taken up at the conference in New Orleans was the new rule pro-

mulgated by the steamship lines with terminals at New Orleans relative

to the marking of export lumber. This rule, which was to have gone Into

effect on Oct. 1, provided that carload shipments containing more than
one mark or countermark would be declined and that through bills of .

lading must be either discontinued, or the railroad, as the agent for

the shipper, must turn over each and every piece of lumber so that

the mark upon the through bill of lading can he identified, "and all

such marks must be easily decipherable and permanent." As a re-

sult of the exchange of views, the Leland Line, on the following

day, by letter withdrew the new regulation, and the presumption is

that the other companies did likewise, although tlie proceedings were
held behind closed doors and nothing has been given out about them.

It is pointed out hy exporters here that insistence upon the new
regulation would have imposed great hardslup upon the exporters and
would have virtually made exports prohibitive. Practically all lumber
shipped to foreign countries, it is stated, goes out under the special brand

of the shipper, whose brand is as much or even more a designation of

quality as the naming of a distinct grade. Time, effort and expense

have been devoted to making these private brands known and they go far

to facilitate trade. It is therefore obvious that the private brand

of the exporter should appear upon the planks exported. But it happens
very often that one exporter sends lumber of the same quality and char-

acter to several buyers abroad, and to put merely the private brand

upon the lumber would make it impossible to determine what lumber

goes to one man and what planks to another. Under the established

practice each piece is numbered, the numbers being entered upon the bill

of lading. Numbers alone would not serve the purpose for the reason

that without the private brand the pieces sent out by various shippers on

the same steamer could not be separated. A brand and number are

consequently indispensable, and sometimes a third mark is desired. The
requirement that every piece be turned over would be burdensome because

of the expense attached thereto. The force of the arguments presented

evidently appealed to the steamship lines, and while they have not given

any promise, expressed or implied, that the proposed rule will not be

resurrected, the belief prevails that the matter has been disposed of.

Apart from the reasons stated it has been suggested that the proposed

rule might have been a violation of the Harter Act, which require.<

that carriers shall issue documents needed to identify shipments. This

question, however, has not been raised.
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Commerce Court Abolished

The Senjite Appropriation Committee at AA'asIiington last week gave the

finai blow to that iostitution of imquestionert vahio, the Commerce Court.

when it acquiesced in the provision passed by the Mouse of Representatives

in the Urgent Deficiency bill whereby the court was alx)lished. and the

jurisdiction which It was given formerly was allotted to the various

district courts.

The advocates of the court have fought a hard battle and have used

every effort to convince those opposing it of the unfairness of cuttin?

off a trilninal before it had been given any kind of a trial to demonstrate

practically and not theoretically whether or not it was a feasible proposi

tion. Even the attorney-general of the United States expressed himself

as favoring the continuance of the court when be was brought to

realize the congestion in the other courts due to the addition of many
cases involving litigation over shippers" appeals, lu-ankruptcy and patents.

Now that the court has been abolished it will be interesting to follow

the course of discussion as to whether or not the .iudges who composed

it will be recalled as is provided in the House measure, of which it is

difficult to undei'stand the purpose, or whether they will be transferred

to circuit courts and continue in office during good behavior as is provided

in those cases. It is argued that a recall of the Judges by a majority

vote of the House is unccnstitutional.

An Excellent Automatic Band Saw Sharpener

In this innneetion is illustrated an excellent type of automatic band

saw sharpener manufactured by the Covel Jhinufacturing Company of

Benton Harbor. Mich. This concern needs no introduction as a manufac-

turer of this type of machinery, and the machine herein described Is one

of the best it produces.

The machine will automatically sharpen all kinds of band saws, with

any shape teeth, with its capacity. It has all the adjustments and ad-

vantages of many larger machines, with fifty less parts, and has many new
and important improvements such as a positive direct automatic feeding

arrangement, new and rigid frame construction, all working parts self-

contained, enclosed worm and worm gear, and positive control of

lifting lever.

The main frame of the machine is cast in one piece and all the working

parts are mounted on the frame. In operation the strain from feeding

the saw or lifting the emery

wheel is all taken up in this

frame so there is no vibration

resulting from it. The same
high type of construction and

.generosity of design and mate-

rial used is carried out in the

entire machine, including the

shafts, cams, rollers, bearings,

head, worm and worm gear.

The head is so constructed
that it will accommodate teeth

with hook up to 30 degrees.

The stroke of the feed finger

can be adjusted to take teeth
from i-i-inch to 1% inches
from point to point. This ad-
justment is automatic with
the emery wheel, as it does
not change their relation.

This is the only saw sharpener
having this feature.

The stroke of the emery
wheel can be varied at least

50 per cent, that is, it a cam
for a %-inch deep tooth is

used the same cam will take a

1-inch tooth, which makes the
machine very easy to adjust and with the three cams regularly fur-
nished, it can be made to take any shape and size of tooth within its

capacity.

The Ix'lt of the emery wheel is automatically held in the same tension
at all times by a spring, which makes the machine ptill a heavy load with
the least amount of friction.

The machine requires a floor space of only '21 inches by 28 inches,
and lias an extreme height of 37 inches, which features combined with
the others mentioned, make it an excellent t.vpe of machine for any
class fit filing room.

E. C. Atkins & Co.'s Complete Memphis Branch Building
IC. C. Atkins & Co.. Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.. manufacturers of the famous

"Silver-steel saws," have just compl eted the erection of a new building
at Memphis, which will be used as a branch. The building is ideal in

every respect for the purpose for which it is intended. It includes con-
venient arrangements for the receiving, storing, distributing and shipping
of the Atkins' saws, saw tools, sawmill specialties and general supplies.

The building proper has a frontage of 40 feet and a depth of 160
feet. The sides arc mainly of glass, so that it is extremely well lighted,

Tlie address is 477 South Main street, Memphis, which is in the center

COVEI. AUTOMATIC BAND SAW
SHARPENER

of the wholesale district, being within easy access of the railroad stations

and on a direct car line between them and the hotel district.

There are two large display windows on the ground floor, and a double

vestibule entrance in the center. Tlie office space is on this floor and

is 16 feet wide, divided by brass rails into commodious offices for the

heads of the diHerenl departments.

Displa.ved on the first floor is a full line of filing room machinery,

cross-cut saws ami handsaw stock, as well as a general line of heavy

special machinery and shelf stock and duplicate stock.

The shipping department is in the rear of the first floor and is so

arranged that trucks and drays may be driven to the inside of the

building for the reception of incoming and loading of the out-going

freight. A complete line of cordage, piping, shafting, power transmission

and other heavy goods will be carried in the liasenient. while the second

floor will be taken ii|) with steel and wood split pulleys aud belting.

Memphis Club Offers Lumber Statistics

The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis, through its committee on statistics,

oHers a report covering the amount of business handled in Memphis and

by Memphis concerns during the year 1012, D. F. Ileuer of Albert N.

Thompson & Co. is chairman of the committee.

The report states that, contrary to the past policy, the important

item of lumber handled through the retail yards was included. The
report further states that the suspension of operations during the floods

of Ifil'J had no. material effect upon the general business of the

community.
The full report follows

:

Total Feet TotalVahie

Amount of lumber iiianufac tnred in Memphis. . .134,299,000 .$ 4,027,970

Amount of lumber manufactured outside of

Memphis 110.601.417 2.767.411

Amount lumber handled through Memphis whole-

sale yards not included in amount manu-
factured 84.007..-.4O 2,07r.,24.-.

Amount lumber handled through Memphis retail

yards not included in amount manu-
factured 87, .116.000 1.772,190

Amount of lumber handled on direct shipment

from mills and yards outside of Memphis.

not included in amount manufactured 128.164.748 2,833,080

Amount of veneers under '/i -inch thick manu-
factured in Jlemphls 79,879,404 762,564

Amount of veneers under '/4-inch thick handled

through Memphis ,'-)70.440 12,170

Total handhd 626,118,549 .$15,152,639

.\mount of lumber and veneer exported from
Memphis ]8,.'!22,410 824,508

.Amount of lumber tind veneer exported from
outside points 20,586,750 720.536

.\mount of logs received in Memphis by rail and
river : 109,212,070 2,407.575

Amount of lumber on hand in Memphis .Janu-

ary 1. 101,",, on wh,.lesale yards 71.60r,.'J44 2.454,084

Amount of lumber on hand in Memphis ,Tan-

uary 1, 191,'!. on retail yards 22.148,000 448,000

.\mount of lumber on hand outside of Memphis
,Tanuary 1, 191,'{ 53.083,108 1.477.404

.Amount of logs and bolts received at Meiupliis

and manufactured into hoops, heading and
other cooperage stock 18.432,350 37O,.5O0

Amount logs and rough mtiterial received at

Memphis and innnufactured into vi'hicle and
implement stock, turned work and i)umi>

rods 8,556,645 251,660
.\mount of lumber consumed by furniture fac-

tories, coffin factories, box factories, planing
mills, flouring factories, etc., in Memphis.... 64.192,560 1.348,440

A Hint for Exporters
The Consular report fnun illient, Belgium, offers a suggestion which

might be interesting to rxpoiters of American lumber. The report states

that supplies of lumber imported into Belgium b.v sea are mainly from
Russia and Scandinavia, and that the mining tiinlxn- imported is mainly
destined for consumption in the mines of the Ilainaut, while the building

lumber is consumed In the Flemish provinc.'s. The report then says that

the trade in American lumber could be considerably extended as wood-
working aud up-to-date cooperage establishments are showing evidence
of satisfactory development. One concern engaged in the latter Industry

employs about 1,000 operatives.

T'wo Tall Masts
The Canadian governineut is const i-ucting at Kingston. Ontario, a

wireless station as one of a number which will ultimittely cross the

country from Newfoundland to the Pacific coast. A prominent feature

of the station at Kingston will be two enormous masts of Douglas fir,

each 185 feet high. Wireless station towers much taller than these have
been erected, but there appears to be no record of any of wood surpassing
that height. The Klngstcui masts will be twenty-six feet taller than the
celebrated flagstaff at Kew lindens. England.
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Hardwood ISlews ^otes
=-< NEW YORK y-

.< MISCELLANEOUS >•
The Xnrton riardwoou Coinpn>iy :u Xorwalk. 0.. lias sustaineil a loss

by fire.

The National Handle Company at Almyra, Ark., has been suecooded by
Earl Rhodes.

The BtrryHavtwell Handle Company has recently commenced bisiness

at Little Rock. Ark.

The Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Company. Ritchey, Miss., has increased

its capital to .?75.000.

The Vnion City Body Company, T'nion City. Ind., has increased its

capital stock to S75.000.

The Ileyser Lumber Company has started business at Keyt:.er. W. \i\.,

and is capitalized at $5,000.

The Houma Cypress Company has succeeded the St. Louis Cypress
<^ompany, Ltd.. at Houma. La.

The JIcFarlan Carriage Company, Connersville, Ind., has filed an
involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Sussex Lumber Company has been incorporated at Sussex. Va.,

with an authorized capital of $50,000.

The Xew Cabinet Company has been incorporated r.t Indianapolis. Ind..

with an authorized capital of $150,000.

The Chapin Wagon Company of Owego, X. Y.. has been incorporated

with an authorized capital stock of $25,000.

The Lost River Lumber Company is the style of a new corporation

at Romney, \V. Va. The company will operate with a $150,000 capital.

W. G. Cochran of Marion. 111., has incorporated and will operate under
the style of \V. G. Cochran Lumber Company. This company is capitalized

at $10,000.

At Jackson. Miss., the .Tackson Hardwood Lumber Company has recently

1ieen incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000, by E. D. Brewer. Chas.

Flaskett rnd oThers.

=-< CHICAGO >•

Acknowledgment is made of the receipt of several specimens of oak

flooring now being produced at the new flooring plant of the Saline

River Hardwood Company, Pine Bluff, Ark. This company is manufac-

turing upwards of 50.000 feet of plain and quartered white oak daily.

and its product is handled through a Kraetzer Preparator. A consider-

able portion of the luml)er is subsequently kiln-dried and put into oak

flooring. The product, as represented b.v the specimens sent this oflice. is

jis fine an oak flooring product as has ever been produced. Manager H. W.
•Coles of this concern has adopted the brand of "Forked-Leaf White Oak"
for his product, which will go to the trade under this name.

Miss Trances E. Ilayden. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey S. Hayden.
Chicago, was married on Wednesday, Oct. 8, to Carl Gardner Leigh of

Chicago. Mr. Hayden is of the Hayden & Westcott Lumber Company,
Railway Exchange. Chicago, and prominent in lumber affairs of the city.

The marriage took place at the Hayden residence, 1706 E. 56th street, the

Rev. Frank S. Hayden of Jacksonville, Fla., uncle of the bride, officiating.

Mr. Leigh is associated with his father in the I^eigh Banr.na Case Com-
pany. Masonic Temple. Chicago. This concern has a monopoly in the

manufacture of the patented case for safe shipment of bananas. It has
extensive veneering and box and case factories at various points and has
a practical monopoly of this trade.

A large buyer advises the Record that he is in the market for a con-

siderable quantity of three-inch sap gum and three-inch soft maple. Would
prefer Kraetzer-cured product. Anyone interested in this requisition can

have the address on application to this publication.

N. A. Gladding of E. C. Atkins & Co.. Inc.. Indianapolis, Ind., was in

the city on Oct. 1 and made an appreciated visit to the offices of

H.iEDWooD Record.

J. C. Knox, secretary of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, Cadillac, Mich., was one of the prominent visitors to this city

last week.

W. W. Dings, secretary of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company, St.

T.ouis, called at Hardwood Record offices on Oct. 3.

R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Xorthern Hemlock & Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association, Wausau, Wis., paid Hardwood Record an appre

elated visit on Oct. 4.

E. Bartholomew of John B. Ransom & Co.. Nashville. Tenn.. spent sev-

eral days of last week on one of his periodical business trips to Chicago

nnd surrounding markets.

Chas. C. Boyd, president of Chas. C. Boyd & Co.. Cincinnati, was with

the local trade for several days last week on business.

M. L. Pease of the Galloway-Pease Company, Poplar Bluff. Mo., made

a business trip of several days' duration to Chicago last week.

.T. H. -Faust of J. H. Faust & Co.. Paducah, Ky., spent a few days re-

cently with the local trade.

Local meuibcrs of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo are offering
congratulations to B. H. Lewis. Vicegerent for this District, who was
elected to a place on the Supreme Nino at the recent convention in St.

Louis. Mr. Lewis has just returned from a trip to Seattle in the inter-

est of business, visiting the headiiuarters and operations of the K. II.

Lewis Lumlier Company, of whiib he is president.

M. M. Erb, of Connersville. Ind., representing the Case-Fowler Lum-
ber Company, sailed from Xcw York on the steamship Imperator on Sept.

20. The trip abroad is chiefly in the interest of business and Mr. Erij

will visit all the principal markets in England and on the continent.
J. H. MacKelduff. who represents the company in the eastern territory,

spent a few days with Mr. Erb before the latter sailed.

G. J. McDonald has again taken up the management of the local office

of the Louisiana Red Cypress Company of Xew Orleans. La. Mr. McDon-
ald was their representative here for three years up to last spring and
before coming to Xew York was fiu- ten years connected with the prin-

cipals of the Louisiana Red Cypress Company in several capacities.

Announcement was made from the office of the state engineer that a
barge terminal would be erected in Xewtown Creek section of the Metro-
politan district. The project was favored b.v the commei-cial and trade
organizations of the Eastern District of Brooklyn and also of the Borough
of Queens.

S. A. Hurlburt. who represents F. W. Whiteman. the Philadelphia whole-
saler of northern hardwoods, was a recent visitor in the Metropolitan
district. lie had just come from Canada where he made several trips
in the interest of business.

Sam E. Barr. popular hardwood wholesaler, is in the West on a business
trip.

Schundler & Co.. wholesalers of Pacific coast lumber and shingles,
has been petitioned into bankruptcy by attorneys representing three cred-
itors. Liabilities are said to total $2.3'2.000, with estimated assets of

$40,000. The business was started in 1909 with Hans U. and Fritz E.
Schundler as principals.

The appeal from the decision in the case of the government against
the Eastern States Retail Lumber Dealers' Association is set for argu-
ment before the Supreme Court at Washington on Oct. 14. Atwater &
Cruikshank, Xew York attorneys, will appear for the association and
E. Carroll Todd will be heai*d for the government.

Schedules in bankruptcy of the Stanton Lumber Company of 52 Stanton
street, show liabilities $0,382 and assets $3,923.
A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against the Chichester Bros.

Chair Company, manufacturers of chairs, at Poughkeepsie. It was al-

leged that the company admitted in writing inability to pay its debts,

and a constable has levied on its proiierty. Liabilities are $4,000 and
assets $1,000.

=-< BUFFALO y
The southern mills of the Standard Hardwood Lumber Company are

working actively on oak and chestnut and shipments from the Cumberland
river section will be made within the next few weeks.

Davenport & Ridley report a fair amount of business in hardv^'oods. The
yard has been getting in stocks of maple and oak lately, much of it

being shipped out immediately.

Elmer J. Sturm of Miller, Sturm & Militr. has been making an eastern

trip of a week on business. The office reiiorts a fair demand for hard-
woods, chiefly plain oak,

Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling say their stock is moving steadily and
evenly this fall. The prospect of good mixed-car business this fall is being
counted on. and thus far such trade has been good.

James A. White has full.v recovered from his recent attack of ptomaine
poisoning and is now able to look after the White interests both in this

market and in Michigan.

R. D. McLean left late last month for a month's vacation in Cuba
and the West Indies. The McLean yard at St. Bernard, near Cincin-

nati, is being stocked with a good assortment of hardwoods this fall.

C. M. Carrier, who spent the summer in Buffalo, has gone back to

Florida, where he has considerable undeveloped lumber interests which
he expects tc open up this winter.

Jackson & Tindle are cutting out a good deal of hardwood lumber, as
well as hemlock, at their Michigan operations, and report that it is being

shipped out as fast as in condition. Prices remain satisfactory.

Taylor & Crate are still objecting to the handling of Michigan hard-

woods by lake, on account of the price being higher there than here.

It Is not expected that lumber will be placed in the Black Rock yard
until spring.

Anthony Miller reports some improvement in the hardwood demand. Init

it is not yet so brisk as it might be. A fair amount of oak and other

woods is being sold.

September 27 was a great day at the Automobile clubhouse. President

M. M. Wall. A. W. Kreinheder and O. E. Yeager were officials of the

sports at the annual gymkhana on the above date and a large number of

contestants were entered in the different events.

F. M. Sullivan. I. X. Stewart. C. W. Betts and Alfred Swanson were
out hunting pheasants in Central Xew York late last month and tramped
over a large part of Ontario County in the search of game. They brought

back a number of pheasants and report a very pleasant exc\irsion.
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< PHILADELPHIA >
William Liutoln of the Lincoln rurnitLue Company says that lie bas

bei'n uninterruptedly busy up to date.

William P. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer & Son reports good out-of-

town orders, hut local trading slew to materialize. Mr. Shearer has

just returned from Atkinson, N. C, where they are erecting a new planing

mill. The old one was recently destroyed by fire.

Harry R. Humphreys of the Hadentine Lumber Company says that com-

pany has recently acquired about 10.000.000 feet of hemlock, spruce and
hardwood, which contains some of the best stuff ever placed on the mar-

ket and which has been moving very fast. Tlie company will hold its

annual meeting next week at which its books will show a copious year's

business. It is renovating its oflQces at Third and Market streets, Cam-
den, N. J.

Isaac Dufield Harbert. seventy-five years old, a retired lumberman, died

recently. His father, Charles Harbert, in 1824 organized the lumber firm

known as Harbert-Russell Company. Isaac Dufield Harhert entered the

business at an early age, retiring mere than twenty years ago.

J. D. Este of the Charles Este Company says, although business gen-

erally is reported quiet, his company has no reason to complain, as it

has been getting some very desirable orders right along.

C. C. Coolbaugh & Sons Company reports a subdued local trading. Its

warehouse and out-of-town business, however, has been more satisfactory.

E. B. Humphreys of H. Humphreys & Co., Camden, N. J., testifies to a

slight increase in businees during the last few v\'eeks, but buying is

mostly on the hand-to-mouth order.

Major A. T. Goodman, assistant secretary of the Lumbermen's Exchange,
from Apr. 16, 1S92, to Apr. 20, 1S9S, when he was made secretary, from
which office he resigned Aug. 30, 1904, died at his home, Ridley Park. Pa.,

on Sept. 20. He was eighty-one years old.

N. B. Gaskill & Sons, Incorporated, is the latest concern to enter the

lumber field. The company is composed of Nathan B. Gaskill, recently

with William Whitmer & Sons, Inc., and his sons, Edward and Frank
Gaskill. They have opened offices at 832 Hrexel building.

William F. Wagner of the Pooley Furniture Company says his plant has

been running full capacity right along and orders are multiplying. He is

optimistii as to outlook.

The l'hilad('lphia Lumbermen's Golf Club's monthly game is schedulod to

be played on the links of the Spring Haven Country Club on Oct. 21, when
it willbe the guest of Joseph P. Comegys.

Frederick S. Underbill of Wistar, Underbill & Nixon says business

is holding up fairly well, considering the tariff and currency disputation

in congress. The market he reports a little steadier of late.

J. M. Maris of the Maris & De Witt Lumber Company has just returned

from a western trip, where he has been enjoying the wonderful scenery

in and about Colorado since June. He reports a slight betterment in

trading during the last fortnight. His son, Arthur Mcllvain Maris, who
was a passenger on the train which was wrecked near New Haven, Conn..

Is steadily improving.

Ellis K. Guilford, a well-known and much liked young salesman of

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon, while out in a thunderstorm recently received

a shock of electricity which so shattered his nerves as to necessitate

special treatment in the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Md. His
friends will be glad to learn that he is recovering fast and will soon

be able to cover his territory.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
The Liimbf'rmL'ii's riub of rittsl)Virgh of wbicli !•:. ,M. Diebold is presi-

dent, will organize its fall campaign next week at a big luncheon to he

held at the Hotel Annex. This is likely to be one of the strictly live

organizations of greater Pittsburgh.

The state of Ohio and especially the Western Reserve is sorrowing
much over the fact that farmers in Geauga and Portage counties are

selling off their beautiful groves of maple trees. This will take away
from Ohio its prestige as the second state in the Union in the manufac-
ture of maple sweets, Vermont only leading. Prices which the farmers
are offered for these maple trees are too tempting to be resisted longer.

E. V. Babcock of E. V. Babcock & Co. is trying hard to get out of

Pittsburgh councils. He resigned last summer but owing to the fact

that he is recognized as one of the best councilmcn I'ittsburgh ever had,

his colleagues refuse to release him.

J. N. Woollett. president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company, visited the

Cincinnati and Grand Rapids markets lately and found business rather
slow. As a rule purchasing agents are not buying much beyond their

immediate needs on orders.

The Youngstown Barrel & Cooperage Company has been organized at

Youngstown, 0., with a capital of .$10,000 bv O. II. Altschuler and others

of that city as a manufacturing concern.

The Foster Lumber Company is now running fourteen mills in western
Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio cutting hardwoods, chiefly oak. It re-

ports a splendid trade with the railroads and construction companies.
I. F. Balsley of the Balslcy & .McCrackcn Company is feeling mighty

good over some nice hardwood orders that have lately come its way. The
company is just finishing its first year in business and is well pleased
with the results.

H. E. Ast of the Mutual Lumber Company says that present hardwood
business of the company is the best it has been since it started. He is

pulling down some good Canadian orders as well as getting a nice line

of manufacturing trade.

The Duquesne Lumber Company reports a considerable gain over August

and early September business. Sales Manager G. C. -\dams spent Ave

weeks in the eastern markets lately.

Joseph J. Linehan is having good success this fall marketing the

splendid stocks of the Mowbray & Robinson Company. He has been

working the Ohio trade most of lat.\

-< BOSTON y-
A fire on Brown's Wharf, I'ortlanci. JIc. rcenlly resulted in a .^lO.OOO

loss to the Portland Cooperage Company and an estimated loss of aboot

$.3,000 to tho Hilton-Dodge Lumber Company.

The Wm. E. Bent Co., Springfield, Mass., has recently been incorporated

with a capital stock of $10,000. William E. Bent is president, BernharO

Radding, treasurer and J. G. Gottesman. is a director of the new con;-

pany. Mr. Bent is well-known as a lumberman in Springfield. lie was
for a number of years connected with the Elm City Lumber Company of

New Haven. Conn., but more recently ot" the firm of Smirh & Bent, whole-

salers. The new company has taken two floors in the new building

at .53 Sharon street, Springfield, and will carry a lull stock of inside finish

of all kinds. They will also carry a line /af fleering.

The exporting of lumber from Boston has been quite active during the

past few weeks. As high as $11 a thousand feet has been paid for freight.

Five ships have been loading at the Mystic Docks, Charlestown, which

is the largest number at one time in a long time.

Plans are being made by Boston shipping interests for direct service

between Boston and the Pacific Coast via the Panama Canal. The
Harper Transportation Company which has a fleet ot vessels, has made
arrangements for two steamers to run from Boston to San Francisco

and Seattle. Tlie company expects to secure good lumber freights for

its return trips from the Pacific.

A. L. Brooks & Co., Lowell, Mass., have been incorporated with a capital

stock of $(!0.000 to d<al in lumber. The incorpiu-ators an' A. 13. Wood-
worth, Artemus B. Woodwnrth and A. .1. Murkland.

The M. K. Smith Company, Worcester, Mass.. has ln-en incori)orated with

a capital slock of .$:;.'>, 000 to deal in lumber. The incorporators are

Malcolm K. Suiilh, Helena .Mahoney.

The Carlos Ruggles Lumber Company. Springfield, Mass.. has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 by Carlos Ruggles, C. B.

Martin and JIary A. Ruggles.

The Chapin-Holbrook Lumber Co.. Springfield, Mass., has been incor

porated with a capital stock of .$23,000 by Fred A. Ilolbrook. George D.

Chapln and Clinton E, Bill.

^-< BALTIMORE >-
The steamer Templcmorc of tlie Johnston Line, which was burned at

sea on her last trip from Baltimore to Liverpool, carried a considerable

lot of lumber and other wood products. The shipments included ]2t>,0;57

feet of oak planks, liO.OOO feet of walnut lumber. 4V3 bundli-s of boj

shooks, 'S.i'i packages of desks and parts of desks, 1.503 bundles of han-'

dies, one and a half cars of staves and 27" crates of tables. The entire

cargo was valued at upwards of $600,000. the value of the vessel bringln,";

the total loss above a million dollars. The Arcadia brought the crew of

the Templcmore back to Baltimore, which port they had left the week
before. The Templemore was built for the Baltimore trade and has

taken out large quantities of lumber during her career.

A meeting was held here last Thursday under the auspices of the Board
of Trade, with which the Baltimore Lumbei- Exchange is affiliated, when
the advisability of arranging an exposition of products designed to demon-
strate the resources of Maryland in connection with the celebration of the

Star Spangled Banner Centennial next September was discussed. The ex-

position is to be gotten up by the various industries and trades, and it

is in contemplation to have the lumber indtistry represented. The idea

would be to show strikingly the wealth of the slate in merchantable
timber and to put on display the product of woodworking factories. What
the precise character of the exposition shall be has not yet been deter-

mined, but the display, if decidi'd upon, will be housed at the Fifth Regi-

ment Armory, which offers a large floor spaci'. The representatives of the

Lumber Exchange in the Board of Trade are Theodore Mottu of Theodore
Mottu & ("o., president ; Lewis Dill of Lewis Dill & Co.. and Itidgeway

Merryman.
John L. -ilcock of John L. Alcock & Co.. the well-known hardwood

exporters with ofliccs at Baltimore and Gay streets, sailed for ICurope on
Sept. 23 from New York aboard the Kaiser Wilhelm II of the North Ger-

man Lloyd, and is expected to be away about six weeks. He will visit

various points on the Continent and then cross over to England, gettini;

in touch with lumber trade conditions there. Much of his time will 1k'

devoted to sight-seeing. Mrs. Alcock accompanied him.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

The report of the Columbus bnildini: inspector for the month ot Sep-

tember shows that 237 permits were issued having an estimated valuation
of $473,193 as compared with 230 permits and a valuation of $313,62.'i

in September of the previous year. Since the first of the year the

department has issued $3,303 permits of a valuation of $4,0S7,073, as com-
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pared with 2.01.J permits and a valuation of $3,927,860 in the correspond-
ing period last year.

The Youngstown Barrel and Cooperage Company of Toimgstown, O..
has been incorporated with a capital of $10,000 to make barrels, etc. The
incorporators are Oscar H. Altsehulcr, Ben M. Levitt. Edward Altschuler.
Joseph Levitt and F. Levitt.

The band mill of the Xorwalk Hardwood Company was destroyed by
fire recently entailing a loss of $5..500 of which a portion was covered
by insurance. It is announced the mill will be rebuilt at some other
place.

H. E. Smith has purchased the sawmill interests of E. Cr.vder in the
firm of McKenzie & Cryder at Ashley, Ohio.

Lumbermen of Columbus are interested in the membership campaign of
the Columbus Chamber of Commerce which is seeking to secure a mem-
bership roll of 2.000. A number of lumber dealers and jobbers have been
on the soliciting teams.

Steps will probably be taken soon to disband the Ohio Lumbermen's
Credit Association which has had headquarters in Columbus and which i.s

composed of lumber dealers in the larger cities of the state. The organi-
zation was brought about to secure the passage of a better mechanics"
lien law. which has been accomplished. Unless some other movement of
that sort comes up. the association will be discontinued soon.

After almcst two months' operation of the new mechanics lien law in
Ohio, general satisfaction over the law is expressed. About the only
complaint comes from the contractor. Some owners whose time is lim-
ited are placed at an inconvenience in watching the progress of buildings
but in such cases their banks or building and loan associations have taken
matters off their hands.

John T. Dunnick. receiver for the Jobson Lumber Company of Columbus.
O.. reported to the court that the liabilities were $46,459.93 and that he
had on hand more than .$10,000 in cash collected. He sets aside $5,000
to satisfy a possible judgment in a personal injury suit and recommended
the payment of a 10 per cent dividend which was ordered by the court.

W. 51. Ritter. head of the large hardwood manufacturing corporation
bearing his name, has returned from his annual trip to England and the
Continent. While there he visited the branches of the company located
at Liverpool and London. He sa.vs there is quite an improvement in con-

ditions in the foreign lumber market.

^A*. B. .Sissons, sales manager of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company,
has returned from a business trip through the lumber sections of the
South.

=-< TOLEDO >=
John M. Skinner, president of the Skinner Bending Company and of

the Toledo Wheelbarrow Company, died Thursda.v, Oct. 2. at the family
residence on Broadway, from a complication of diseases. Mr. Skinner %vas

aged sixty-eight years and leaves a wife, a son and two daughters, llr.

Skinner has been in failing health for the past two years and with his

wife made a trip to Alaska hoping for improvement. Last March he

went to Panama with his wife, after which the family camped in the

-\dironiJacks. Two weeks ago Mr. Skinner's condition became so serious

that it was decided to bring him home, since which time he has rapidly

failed in health. ilr. Skinner has been identified with the bending

business for many years beginning his career at Erie. Pa., with the B'ink

Bending Company. He came to Toledo in 1SS4 and formed a partnership

with the Brigliam Lamson Bending Company, which later became the

Lamson-Skinner Bending Company, and finally after the death of Mr.

Lamson. the Skinner Bending Compan.v. Until recently Mr. Skinner was
also president of the Buckeye Furniture Company. It is probable that

his position as president of the Skinner Bending Company will be passed

on to his son. Claire V. Skinner, when the directors' meeting is held.

The Trout Lake Lumber Company is the name of a newly incorporated

concern of Toledo, capitalized at .^10.000. The concern will develop

lumber interests in Michigan.

The Toledo Bending Company reports business a trifle slow. While

this is naturally an off season, business is declared to be a little below

normal. A good mau.v inquiries have been coming in recently, however,

which presages better business a little later.

W. S. Booth of the Booth Column Company has just returned from a

motor trip to Detroit, where he went to investigate conditions. Mr. Booth

came back with his pockets full of orders and declares that Detroit is in

the midst of a building boom, thousands of residences now being under

construction in that city. This is also true of Toledo, where building

business has been far above normal for the past two years. Mr. Booth

states that his factory is running full time and full capacity with

orders still coming in from all sections of the country. A little lul!

for a week or two has made it possible to get orders pretty well

cleaned up.

The Toledo Carriage Woodworking Company reports business fair with

the factory running full time and capacity.

The Keasy Pulley Company reports business good with a splendid line

of orders coming in from all over the country. The factory is running

at capacity.

A SlnO.OOO tire believed to have I»en of incendiary origin begun at New
Straitsville. O., in the furniture establishment of C. Essex. The entire

town was threatened aad the state flr^^ marshal's department is looking

up the affair.

O.C.GALLOWAY
Manufacturer of

Wagon, Plow and Chair Stock
From

Oak and Hickory
r^isVLsnrzirJ^.\ Clarendon, Ark.

Grant T. Stephenson
Constructing Engineer

Wood Distillation Plants for

Utilization of Wood Waste

WELLS, MICHIGAN

^ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^I No guy wires.

^ Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

B:-qnch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the de"<-ick.

Also ask for list of users.
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=-< INDIANAPOLIS >•=

The Imperial Hoop Company. I.nportf. liiis gouo out of business.

Seott P. Mattliews o£ the South Arliansas I.uinlier Company is home

after a Michigan trip.

Building operations in the eit.v last monlh aggrettated $073. .j04 as

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Baud Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIAMILL FACILITIKS

COMPLETE PLANING

PHIS

Wholesale Manufacturers and Exporters

RED GUM
SAP GUM

COTTONWOOD
CYPRESS

ASH
PLAIN OAK

>iiii" J J 7-A- I.
QUARTERED OAK

All Grades and 1 hicknesses ^ HICKORY
We make a specialty of mixed cars
of Sap and Red Gum, One-half to
Two inches thick.

SOFT ELM
SYCAMORE

VANDEN BOOM=STHHSON LIIMBER COMPANY

Mannfactnrers Sootbeni Hardwoods

RedQum a Specialty
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith °°5!^A« buS""' Memphis, Tenn.

compared with .f 1 ,ti00,."i40 iu September, 1912. There was a gain in alt

liinds of frame construction last month, while brick and fireproof construc-

tion showed a marked decrease.

With an authorized capitalization of .$7,000 the Federal Wood Prod-

ucls Companj- has been organized and incorporated at South Bend to

do a woodworking business. The incorporators are William F. Blalce.

W. W. Blake and K. K. lilake.

Carl Moeller. I'rert I.. Palraer and Otto F. Moeller have organized tile

Xew Cabinet Compan.v here to manulacture kitchen cabinets and furniture.

The companj- has iieeii Incorporated with an authorized capitalization of

.fljO.COO.

.Tames W. Wheeler ilied at his home iu Noblesville. Sept. lit), after a

mouth's illness. He wa.s seventy .vears old and had large timber interests

in Indiana. Arkansas and Tennessee. He is survived by eight children,

two of Ihem, Leonard Wheeler of Memphis, Tenn., and A. G. Wheeler of

lientou. Ark., are engaged in the lumbir business.

ytanle.v Ij- Wolfe, a special representative of the United States Forest

Service, has been in the cit.v interviewing furniture manufacturers on the-

methods and materials used by them, giving special attention to manu-
facturers of veneered furniture.

Thomas D. Stevenson, vice-president of the concern, recently filed suit

asking that a receiver be appointed for the Deeco Manufacturing Company,

manufacturers of veneer panels and interior hardwood trim. The company

is embarrassed temporarily by lack of working capital. Us assets are

estimated at .sriO.Oiii) anil liabilities at .$11,000. Bert McBride, president

of the Security Trust Company, has been named as receiver.

The J. A. I'"ay and Egan Company, manufacturer of woodworking ma-

chinery, now located in Cincinnati, is negotiating for a factory site in.

Beech Grove, a suburb southeast of Indianapolis. It has submitted a

proposition to the Beech Grove Improvement Company that it will

locate in Beech Grove in return for a sixty-acre factory site and ,$170,-

000 in cash. It is probable the improvement company will endeavor to

sell ."lOO lots in Beech Ornvc at S.'iOO each to raise the subsidy.

=< NASHVILLE >=
Til.' Sirrelaiy of State has ,i;ranti'd a rliartor t>* tin- Dovils Di'ii Lumber

Coinpany of Knox County. The company will have headquarters iu Knox-
ville. and lias an authorized capital stock of $HMi.unO. V. S. Chapman,
1!. 8. Yonuj;. \V. Donaldson. Sam K, Younji. Jr.. and George K. Ucll are

I In- iue(uporalors.

r.uilditiji uiM>rations in Nashville lor September showed a falling oflf^

compared witli the same month last year. Permits were issued last

month for improvements lo cost $49,930 against !(;84,144 for the corre-

spuntUny month of 1912.

l'"our pojilnr trees and two oaks on the farm of S. W. Warfieid, in

.Maury County, near Columbia, were sold lo C. C Morgan, a Columbia
manufacture!-, for .$.'125. These were magnirteent specimens, being four or

hve feet in diameter at Ihe base of the trunks.

The 'J'cnnessee ilardwood Lumber Company, of which Thcimas .Johnson

is pi'fsideiit. lias increased its authorized capital stock from $.')0,000 to

sr.if.iioo. Till' company recently al)sorbed the Althauser-Webster-Weaver
Ccimpany, and Ihe increase in capital stock was made iu order to finance-

Ihe cousolidali()n. Tlie cdiiipany lias been operating on a broad scope

since taking over the A it ha user-Webster-Weaver Company.
A sawmill belonging to S. V. I-idwell, ten miles east of Lawrenceburg,

was burned, causing a loss of .$(iOO. with no insurance.

Krank i'axton nf Kansas <.'i1y has been visiting in Nashville, looking

Mver tiie situation in the luteresl of his company.
The lirst meeting of the Nashville I^unibermen's Club sin«'e the summer

season was held this week, with a good attendance. A large part of the

session was devoted to discussion of trade conditions, and practically all

of the dealers reported a business for September as large or larger than
I'nr the same month of last year. The sentiment seemed to be that Ihe

Uimbeimen have no ground for complaint.

An invitalinn from the Louisville Hardwood Club for the local club to-

visit Louisville was accepted. The local club will spend Oct. 14 In

Louisville, ebarlerinu a special car for the trip. Last fall the Louisville

club visited Nashville, bringing them into closer touch with local hunbor-
nicii. The local club is antit-ipating a fine trip.

=-< MEMPHIS >•-

The Ford.vce Maiiufacluriu;; >v l<-e Company, at Fordyce. Ark., has
changed the location of its mill from a site on the Cotton Belt to one
on the Itock Island system. In making (his change in location the com-
pany is materially increasing the capacity of Ihe plant which will iu

futuri' amount to SO.OOO feet per dJiy. Oak, ash. fum and hickory will

be the jirincipal products.

The Memphis Freight Bureau has secured a reduction on shipments
of lumber from points in Mississippi and Louisiana to Memphis. The
i-eductlon averages from .me to two cents per hundred pounds.
The plant of the Sail.. & Kay .Say Mill Company, at Montrose. Ark.,

will be open for operation in a few days.

Huilding operations in Memphis during September involved a total

of .$288,;i55. This is a rather sharp decrease as compared with the

corresponding month last year, but huilding operations at the present

time are on a big scale and there are some im]icu'tant pro,iects. permits
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for which will have to be taken out iu the near future. Building mate-

rials of all kiuds. including interior finish, are in active demand.

It is expected that the big shipment of mahogany logs recently ordered

hy the Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company will soon reach New Orleans

and that the timber will be transported to Memphis without deiaj'. The
receipt of this shipment will mark the beginning of the manufacture

of mahogany lumber in Memphis on a large scale. The shipment con-

tains about one million feet. The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau,

through an agreement witii the officials of the Illinois Central system, has

secured a comparatively low rate on mahogany timber from New Orleans

to Memphis and this concession is responsible for undertaking the manu-
facture of mahogany lumber here on a big scale.

Business conditions throughout the Memphis territory are very satis-

factory, indeed. Bank clearings for September were more than three mil-

lion dollars 1n excess of any previous record in this city for this particular

mouth. The amount of cotton sold was large and the prices received

wire abnormally high. This accounts for a consideral>lc portion of the

increase. It is noteworlhy, however, that lumber interests have done a

much larger business than during the corresponding month last year

and that they have made substantial contributions to this excellent

showing.
The new double band mill of Kusse & Burgess, Inc., is nearing comple-

tion and will be in readiness for operation before the end of this month.

The daily capacity will be from 30,000 to 60.000 feet, representing an

increase of about tifty per cent over the old mill. W. H. Russe says that

business is good and the outlook very satisfactory.

R. J. Ilarnell, Inc.. has sent a check of $200 to the Memphis fire depart-

ment and another check of $100 to the Salvage corps iu token of apprecia-

tion of the splendid work done by both during the fire which some time

ago destroyed the plant and much lumber and veneers belonging to this

firm. The work of the Salvage corps in saving all the records of the

company came in for especially favorable comment from Mr. Darnell and

WRITE US

his associates.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has filed a brief in the case of the

complaint of the Norman Lumber Company and others of Louisville before

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and a decision in the case will be

had in the near future. The complaint involves bridge tolls across the

Ohio river and the general alignment of rates into and out of Louisville.

T. M. Brown of the W. P. Bron-n & Sons Lumber Company is in the

East attending the world's s"ries. Mr. Brown is probably the champion

baseball fan of Louisville, and seldom misses a game during the regular

.\merican Association season. Besides this, he takes in a good many major

league games during the summer, and hasn't missed the world's series in

a good many years. It is said that baseball is Mr. Brown's only recrea-

tion and that when he is not thinking about the natiiuial pastime he is

considering the question of making and selling hardwood lumber.

Upchurch & Foster. 'Whitley City. Ky.. have purchased the business

of the Whitley City Supply Company, handling lumber, staves, cross-

ties, etc., besides conducting a store.

The Yosemite Singletree Company has been formed at Middleburg, Ky..

with $3,000 capital stock by R. B. and L. F. Young and Frank Napier.

The Interstate Commerce Commission will have a hearing in Louisville

in the matter of the switching regulations of the Louisville & Xashville

Oct. 28. The board of trade, with the backing of many lumbermen anr,

other businesses, complained that the road would not switch competitive

business.

The 'Wood-JIosaic Company expects to have its Highland I'ark mill ready

for operation by Dec. 1. The New .\lbany flooring plant and veneer

mill will not be completed for several months. The buildings will be

chiefly of reinforced concrete construction.

Members of the Louisville Hardwood Cluli eujoyed a ]eal old fashioned

country dinner at the home of P. C. Booker, president of the Booker-

Cecil ''ompany. recently. Mr. Biioker celebrated his return to health after

a long illness of typhoid feve.- by enliMtaiuing the members of the organi-

zation et his home. Nitta Yuma, near Ilarrod's Creek. The repast was

of the sort that nobody can overlook, and it was probably enjoyed more

than anj of the other recent dinners of the club.

The Louisville Hardwood Club will entertain the Nashvill- Lumbermen's

Club Oct. 14, returning the hospitality extended by the Tennesseans early

last spring when the Louisville men visited the Southern city and in-

spected the yards and mills there. It is expected that over a score of

Nashville lumbi^rmen will be in Louisville, and it is hoped to make the

occasion a memorably enjoyable one.

.-< ST. LOUIS >
Building operations in St. Louis for last month almost equalled those

during the corresponding month last year, when an unusually good show-

ing was made. Last month 807 permils were issued for buildings and

alterations to cost $1,180,809. In September. 1912, there were 748 per-

mits to co.st $1,248,763. Several permils for large buildings to cost

considerable have already been issued during this month anil the prospects

are that the month will make a good showing.

Receipts of lumber by rail at St. Louis as reported by the Merchants

Exchange during September were 17..'j.'n cars. In September, 1912, the

receipts were 16.347 cars, showing a gain In September this year of 1,184

Gum
Oak Elm

All Grades and
Thicknesses

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean Bldg.

pjQpj PRICES South Bend, Indiana

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Basswood

6 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Basswood

3 cars 4/4 No. 3 Com. Basswood

4 cars 12/4 L. R. Soft ElmSend us
your inquiries

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Oilice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber

product.

^ Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest

type.

<1 Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-

tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with

steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

^ For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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cars. Shipmi-Uts of lumber by rail last mouth were 12.762 cars. A .year

ago the shipments were 11.168, showing a gain this September of 1,594

cars. There were no shipments or receipts of lumber by river either this

year or last. '

.Toseph O'Neil, secretary of the O'Xeil Lumber Company, St. Louis,

and Miss Helene Wrape, daughter of Henry Wrape of the Henry Wrape
Company, stave manufacturer, were married Wednesday, Oct. 1, and have

gone to Washington, D, C, and thence on an eastern motor tour.

Thomas E. Powe, president of the Thomas E. Powe Lumber Company,
returned last w'cek from Waynesville, X. C, where he has been on his

summer vacation. Ilis wife and little daughter have been there all

summer.

L. M. Borgess of the Stetle & Elibbard Lumber Company has returned

from a selling trip through Iowa and Minnesota. He reports business

as fairly satisfactory with every prospect of being excellent before many
weeks, as the majority of the retailers are short of stock and will have

to buy soon.

-•<, ARKANSAS >-=

iC I N C I ATI
|Hardwoil Manufacturers and Jobbe rsl

I SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
1HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
M Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. & D. R. R.

I JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

KIL.IN DRIED OAK
AIND OTHER HARDWOODS

are one of our many "specialties" which are

so satisfactory to others. Why not you?

Might pay you to get in

touch with us. It has others

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICE—CI..\Y CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT|

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS B

M. p. Welch ot the American Handle Comiiany. after spending some
time in Hot Springs in an effort to regain his health, is now in Jonesboro

convalescing. He has suffered a severe attack of fever and spent some
time in a hospital at Jonesboro.

W. \\ . Halipeter ot the Wisconsin Stave and Hoop Company, Mem-
phis. Tenn., has completed arrangements for the establishment of a large

plant at Blytheville, Ark.

Under the supervision of Francis Kiefer. supervisor of the Forest Ser-

vice at Harrison. Ark., the United States Forest Bureau will sell 1,000.000

feet of wliite oak timber from the government reserves in Stone county,

.irkansas.

The Jlendenhall Stave Factory at Peach Orchard, Ark., has recently

been completed and Is now in operation.

L. C. Hausman has recently succeeded .T. M. Chambers, resigned, as

the Arkansas representative for the St. Louis Cooperage Company.
The H. D. Williams Cooperage Company ot Leslie, Ark., which was

closed down some months ago by reason of a tire damaging the plant to

the extent of $150,000, has resumed operations.

A charter has recently been issued to the Meyers Stave and Manufac-
turing Company of Piggott, Ark. The concern is capitalized at $25,000,

and has the following officers : J. M. Meyers, president ; J. B. Meyers,

vice president, and G. W. McWilliams, secretary and treasurer.

The stave department of the Graften Stave and Heading Company of

I'ocahontas, Ark., has been closed down for the past few weeks. The
cause for ceasing operations was the oversupply of stock for the season's

demands. The heading department of the plant is running on full force,

and there is a ready demand tor that stock. The Graften plant at Poca-

hontas is one ot the largest of the kind in that section of the state.

.\fter a final refusal of the proprietors of the heading factories at

paragould. Ark., to recognize the local Coopers' International Union, on

Sept. 23. one hundred and fifty men walked out on a strike. The mills

involved are the Pekin Manufacturing Company, the Henry Wrape Stave

Company and J. F. Hasty & Sons Slave and Heading Company. The
managers of the various factories have made no statements, other than

the refusal to recognize- the union. The plants ari' now operating with

men who accept employment without union recognition.

On the night of Sept. 24, practically all the belts were stolen from the

machinery at the plant of the Little Rock Handle Factory, and the fac-

tory was closed down on account thereof for some forty-eight hours. On
the second day after the loss the belting was found by the detectives of

the Little Rock police force. Two negroes had gone to the factory and

:ippropriated the belts with the hope ot being able to dispose of them

for cash. It was through the dealer to whom they tried to sell the

stolen property that the police found the guilty parties and the property.

The plant has recently boon taken over by the Berry Hartwell Handle

Company and was reopened with a contract for 30.000 dozen handles.

The Black & Norton .\xo Handle Factory of Brinkley was destro.ved

by fire on the morning of Met. 4. the loss of .|.S..')00 being partially cov-

ered b.v insurance.

The Shelton Handle Company will install a factory at Malvern. Ark.

The company's plant at Biorno was recently destroyed by fire. The new
plant at Malvern, which will replace the lost one, will employ about

twenty men, and the management expects to have it in operation within

sixty days.

::-< MILWAUKEE y
The Kiel Furniture Company of Milwaukee and Kiel. Wis., was one

of the largest exhibitors of a fine display of furniture at the recent

.\nnual Household Show in llic Auditoric.m. .MihvanUee Local retailers

in wood products were also exhibitors.

The Willow River Lumber Company, whose sawmill at New Richmond

was totally destroyed rocentl.^ with a loss ot $73,000, of which ,$00,000

was covered by insurance, lias purchased the plant of the North Wis-

lonsin Lumber and Manulacturing Company at Hayward, from ICdward

nines of Chicago. The Willow River Company will not rebuild the

New Richmond plant, but will transfer its lumber manufacturing opera-

tions to Ilayward. It is said to have a suuply of timber in Bayfield and

.\sliland counties to run twenty years. The Hayward plant, including

a water power and elcctiic light plant, is said to have bt^on sold for

a price of .$38,000.

The Tomahawk Voneer and Box Company has been incorporated at

Tomahawk, with a capital stock ot .f
.-.0,0110. •I'he Incorporators are Rhein

hard Meyer, proprietor of the Rheinhard .Mi'yor Box and Veneer Company
of Merrill. Max Meyer and .lulius Gromol, lor several years connected with

the Merrill veneer works. The new concern will occupy the old No. 2 mill

in which the Bradley company will cease operations Oct. 31. The plan-

ing mill will be enclosed and enlarged, necessary machinery Installed, dry-

kilns built, steaming tanks put in and work started In manufaotu.-lng

high-grade veneer and cheese boxes. From 75 to 100 hands will be em-

ployed. The present sawmill will bo replaced next spring to double

the present capacity. The company plans to cut 2.."i00,000 feet of bard-

wood tim'ocr annually and will rnn the plant full time the year around.

the Mvmich Statuary and Altar Company has been Incorporated at
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Milwaukee with a capital of $100,000. The incorporators are C. J. Heiser,
F. H. Berkker and S. H. Hirschboeck.

The planing mill o£ William Townsend which was partly occupied by
the Brittingham and Hixon Lumber Company, at Reedsburg. was com-
pletely destroyed by fire recently, probably due to defective wiring.
Townsend sustained a loss of about $1,000, the insurance on which had
only recently expired. The lumber company also suffered a complete loss
of machinery, etc.. covered fully, and will erect a new mill near its

yard.

A deal has been closed whereby Patrick Gorman and son, Walter, have
purchased six forties of hardwood and hemlock timber from Zobel Bros.,
of Ripou. The timber is located near Dunlield, in Lincoln county. The
tract will be logged this winter, the contract having been let to Charles
Revi. The logs will be hauled about a mile to the railroad tracks and
shipped to Wausau.

The Rietbrock Land & Lumber Company of Athens has acquired the
Winch interest in the heading mill at that place. Mr. Kernighan retains
his interest in the plant and will be manager. The new owners will run
the mill lull time end furnish a steady market for bolts.

Lumbering activities in the vicinity of Bayfleld have started for the
winter and hundreds of men are being sent into the woods. The Wachs-
muth Lumber Company has one camp of 100 men under Jack Furlot
near Sand River, but jobbers lor the coijipany have started. Jerome Roy
has 90 men near the settlement; five miles west of the city R. J. Xelson
has sixty ; Napoleon Radideau is working forty men on section 20. and
Olof Anderson has opened a camp on Madeline with fifty men. George
White, .iobber for the Stearns Lumber Company, is finishing a contract
near Squaw Bay and will soon move to Oak Island. The Sprague Lum-
ber Company of Washburn has forty men working near Raspberry, and
the Bell Lumber Company is operating a camp at Russell for the Ashland
mill. The Schroeder Lumber Company is operating the camps on Presque
Island, and George Green is making preparations for the usual logging
for the Thompson & Fleith Lumber Company near Cornucopia. C. E.

Morrill, a cruiser for the Wisconsin Veneer Company, of Rhinelander, is

arranging for camps in the northern part of the township of Crandon
where the veneer company will cut timber this winter. The Keith & Hiles

logging railroad will probably be utilized to bring these logs to the main
railroad line. C. W. McGee, of Shawano, is looking after several camps
for his company. One has already been established at Dry Lake and
another on the creek near Sherman's. Part of the logs cut will be

hauled to the Pelican branch at Rocky's siding and the balance from Dry
Lake to the Morse & Tradewell spur. Six million feet of logs will be

put up by this firm during the winter.

Fred Itzin of Burlington has completed erecting the veneer mill at

Hanson's spur, near Kennedy, which will manufacture veneer for the cases

used by the Wisconsin Condensed Milk Company. The time to erect the

mill and manufacture the first veneer required just two months.

\V. B. Stanton, a wealthy retired lumberman of Marinette, was the

victim of an unusual automobile accident recently. While driving his car

he fell over the wheel, a victim of ptomaine poisoning. The auto went
into the ditch and turned turtle, but Mr. Stanton escaped serious injury.

Rossiter H. Wilbur, a Waukesha lumberman, and Miss Ethel Hadfield

were married Saturday afternoon, Oct. i. Prof. Ganfleld, of Carroll college,

officiating. They will reside here, where Mr. Wilbur is a member o£ the

Wilbur Lumber Company. He is a brother of Mayor Hawley W. Wilbur
of Waukesha. The bride is the only daughter of Mrs. J. J. Hadfield, and
is a graduate of the Milwaukee-Downer college.

A new board of directors and a change in the personnel of the officers

of the Racine Manufacturing Company resulted from the meeting of the ^

stockholders recently. The company, organized in 1902, manufactures

automobile bodies. In ]:i09 the company suffered a serious loss by fire

with practically no insurance. C. A. Hamilton was elected president and

general manager : Charles F. Barndt, vice president and factory manager ;

F. J. Kidd. treasurer, and Harold Smith, secretary.

The stockholders of the Mellen Lumlx>r Company, at Mellen. recently

held the fifth annual meeting. The directors and officers were re-elected

and the usual annual business was transacted. The company has had a

V successful year and prospects for the coming year are very bright.

The Appleton Commercial Club has practically completed negotiations

with the Millard Hoop Manufacturing Company for the removal of the con-

cern's plant from northern Michigan to Appleton.

The Oshkosh Excelsior Manufacturing Company, which conducts plants

at Oshkosh and Neenah, Wis., is erecting a new plant at Maple Ridge, near

Escanaba, Mich., where operations will be started in spring. The company

has acquired a good supply of material, mostly poplar and basswood.

The Loomans Lumber Company of Waupun. Wis., secured the contract

for furnishing the state of Wisconsin with the necessary lumber required

in erecting the dairy barn at the state prison in Waupun. I. R. Rossman,

for several years manager of the Yawkey-Crowley Lumber Company of

Waupun. has purchased an interest in the Loomans concern and has

become manager. D. J. Loomans will retire from active business.

The Fred Schubring Lumber Company, Wausau. has gone out of ex-

istence, having finished its operations, and consolidated with the Mohr-

Stotzer Lumber Company, which has a mill at Holt. The new firm will be

known as the Mohr Lumber Company and J. S. Griffith, formerly of Holt,

will be manager. The company has large timber holdings in Marathon

and adjoining counties.

EXCEPTIONAL
MAHOGANY, CIRCASSIAN WAL-

NUT AND QUARTERED OAK

VENEERS
If a good veneer cutter can manufacture fair

quality veneers with antiquated machinery, what
can he do when given the latest and most efficient

equipment?

The Answer
is to be found in any of the stock produced at our
new mill, which is the last word in modern equip-
ment.
We have selected the finest logs on the mar-

ket, our men are experienced and capable, the
product speaks for itself.

See our samples and get prices.

Visit Our Plant
Any time you are in Chicago and want to see

the most modern veneer plant in existence today,

we will be glad to show you through our plant.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Fortieth Ave. Chicago, 111.

You Know Something
About the Land of

Last Supply
You know, of course, that the nearest source

of adequate lumber supply are the forests of

the west, the inter-mountain pines and the fir.

spruce, cedar and hemlock of the Pacific Coast.

In a broad sense, we are at the beginning of an
era of

Competitive Demand
for Western Timber

Mills of the South are exhausting their supply and
are seeking new locations.

Timber is disappearing from the market, but not so rapidly
now as it will on a constantly increasing scale during the
next decade. Ever.v tract taken off the market decreases
the supply and increases the desirability and value of those
remaining.

The best go first. Investigate now.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building
Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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Latest
Improved
Dry-kilna&
Machinery

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from
one boundary, insuring uniform

]^ color and texture; manufactured
at our new liardwood flooring

plant.

Our Specialty : Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Tliicknesses: 's" and 13/16" Standard Widtlis

Your Inquiries Solicited Quick Shipments Guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO, Coal Grove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj .

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE, WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles a.id Posts

Wo make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and
White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The M. 11. Siinigue Lumber Company. Waslibiuu, roceutly closed down
after a successful run of about seven million feet of timber. The deep

snow last winter hindered the company from getting enough logs out of the

woods and for a time surame|* logging was carried on. However, not
enough logs were brought to keep the mill running longer than up to

this time.

The J. S. Stearns Lumber Company. Odanah, is making improvements
along the bank of the Bad river by building a dyke for the protection

nf the Indians whose property lies along that part of the river. The
high water in spring usually does considerable damage by washing away
land from the banks.

Senator Isaac Stephenson, the prominent Marinette lumberman and
at present United States Senator, who went into the Wisconsin and
Michigan woods peuDiless. like many of the old lumber barons, and came
out rich beyond the wildest dreams, is writing his memories. Starting as

a cook in a lumber camp at SIS a month sixty-two years ago, Senator
St'^phenson, widely known as Uncle Ike. at over fourscore years, doesn't

know how nuich money he has now and brags about his ignorance. He
is always on the job in thf Senate. In Marinette ho owns a yacht, some
automobiles, a couple of lumber factories, several paper mills and other
plants and property in other sections of Wisconsin and northern Michigan.

Despite the protest of lumber dealers and building contractors, the
common council committee on buildings and grounds killed the amend-
ment to the bunding code which would hold off the ban on wooden shingle

roofs outside of Mllwaukei's fire district for two years. Alderman Greene
championed the cause for the Milwaukee lumber dealers, who pointed out
that they had a large stock of shingles on hand and wnuld sulYer a great
loss if the ordinance would stand. The anu^ndnient would further make
the clause not applicable until a suitable substitute has been found for

wooden shingles, if the lumbermen would have been alert at the time
thi' building code ordinanie was up before the common council, the latter

argument would probably have had a good effect. Now that the ordinance
is in effect insurance men and -Chief Clancy of the fire department are
working hard to keep the law in its original form. One strong argument
against the use of wooden shingles is the fact that the fire underwriters
are already preparing a schedule of reduced rates on the strength of the
ordinance. The thousands of shiugle roofs in the city will undoubtedly
require a lafge quantity of shingles for patch work, which is allowable
by the ordinance.

-^ DETROIT >-
The Dwight Lumber Compiin.v has just complcli'd the cnnslruction of

a now warehouse. onxSO feet in size, in whieh interior linish will be
stored. Secretary .lolin I.odu" of the conniany reports that the hardwood
Hooring trade is in Kciod sliaiie and the Dwight faetory is running full

lime.

The department of liuildinizs reports for the Mist nine months of t!'.e

year, eiuling Sept. .'iO showed nn expenditure of $2:!..'i!)3.780 In new build-

iUK. or only lf].lVJ4.090 less than for the entile year ending Dec. 31. 1912.
In comparison with the Hiinres for a similar period in lUli; a gain
of .$2,003,400 is shown.

Detroit hardwood deahis have organized a elub which will be devoted
to both pleasure and the advancement of its memlH'rs in a business way.
.\n interesting program for the winter is being mapped out. George 1.

.MeCliire is one of the leaders in the organization of the club.

The .1. M. Clifford Lumber Comiinny. exclusive dealers in hardwoods,
have had a busy fortnight and are loolving forward to a brisk fall and
winter trade.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >
The trade in Chicago is Imt a reflection of the trade generally through-'

out the country at present, although the Chicago marltet is probably in as
unsatisfactory a condition as is trade In any otlier big center. There has
bion considerable price cutting for some time in the local trade, which
condition seems to have continued. Concessions are noted on most of the
standard items of hardwood consumption, although there Is by no means
a panicky condition apparent.
The most fuvorable line ol' consumption at present at Chicago seems

to be the box factories which are demanding a very good nnnntitv of
lumber. The furniture people continue to he in pretty good shape. Imt
while they are buying they are not placing the large orders that the
local trade would enjoy taking.
The building situation has probably improved slightly, and with it there

is noted a fair condition in the Interior tinish business and a good trade
in flooring.

Gum on the local market is not strong and does not seem to be picking
up notably. Oak is still in the load and is in about the same condition
as prevailed two weeks ago. The veneer and fancy wood markets are
satisfactory in Chicago.
On the whole, the local marltct Is not over-cheerful aa to present condl-
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tion. but seems to be taking tbo situation philosophically and to be

making the best of the present business in anticipation of a resumption

of better conditions when affairs at Washington have beeome settled

<lofinitely enough for the general businss clement of the country to

ascertain its real position.

--<, NEW YORK >-=

There is a firmer tone to the local hardwood market : inquiry is more

general and the demand shows signs of increasing. As yet there are

lew buyers placing large orders, the improvement being in the number

rather than the size of orders. This is taken as a hopeful sign and a

freer buying period is looked for soon. The range of values keeps high

and there are practically no concessions now being made. It is being

realized that the market will not go to any lower range and that the

tendency is upwards. Poplar in low grades and gum are very quiet at

this time, but oak. ash, chestnut and birch are in good call.

--<, BUFFALO y
The deinaud fiir hardwoods holds steady and most yards are doing a fair

business in mixed cars. This sort of business is likely to be good here

this fall, as stocks are in excellent assortment and quick shipments can

be made. Members of the trade state tliat stocks in the hands of con-

sumers are very small and with the tariff bill a law it is expected that

business will show a good deal of improvement. Prices are holding steady

In all varieties of hardwoods, though not generally so high as some

time ago.

More plain oak is selling than anything else, although those who
handle birch as a specialty say there is a pretty good business in it this

month. Maple is holding its own and there is z steady inquiry for

flooring iu that wood, as well as in oak and beech. Some dealers say

they are now selling more chestnut than for some time. Both wiiite

and brown ash are in relatively good demand.

There has bfen no unusual scarcity of cars in this market as yet.

but it is expected some shortage will be felt .soon. Mill points will no

fioubt suffer from the usual lack of cars this fall. The local yards ar>

well situated for getting cars and will not feel the scarcity as keenly

as some other lines of business.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
Notwithstanding the varying opinions as to the existing trade conditions

generally, it is admitted that the hardwood situation causes no settled

uneasiness, and that an undercurrent of optimism obtains everywhere as

to the outlook. The recent strikes in several important commercial

lines are on the way to satisfactory ad.iustment and with the exception

of the prolonged tarifE and currency agitation in congress, everything is

favorable to an expanded business with the advent of cooler weather.

The ship-buildiug industries of this city are rushed with work and

to their already busy shops has been added the construction of two large

ferries for transport of passengers and freight cars from Key West

to Cuba. An eight million dollar loan will be voted on at the Xovem-

ber election, which money will be devoted to the building of subway and

<>levated roads, and new docks and other improvements in shipping quar-

ters for the accommodation of new steamship lines en route for Europe

or through the Panama Canal. Another important and extensive improve-

ment contemplated is the eliminating of the street grade crossings in

South I'hiladelphia, and the opening of the southern section of the

shipping quarters to all railroads. The combined work which is being

pushed forward by the reform mayor and his able staff has the heartiest

endorsement of a committee of able merchants and financiers and means

the materialization of work for thousands of artisans, mechanics and

laborers, a prospect which brightens the horizon of the gloomiest pes-

simist.

Among the woods oak continues headliner. with maple and birch in the

running: chestnut, ash and basswood are in fair demand. In fact, all

hardwoods except poplar arc running along in easy grooves, and even the

low-grade poplar finds ready sale.

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

Tlie hardwood situation is altogether the brightest spot in the lumber

market h.-re. There is a splendid demand for oak. White oak never

brought better prices or was more easily sold than at present. Lately

some leading hardwood wholesalers here have gone to Canada, where

they are getting fine orders from Canadian manufacturers for oak as well

as "for other good hardwoods. Chestnut is more in demand this month

owing to the fact that window glass concerns are taking on more busi-

ness. The coal mining trade in low-grade hardwood is the best ever.

Good prices are being received for this lumber and the tendency is to

make pretty large purchases. The yard trade In hardwoods is spotted

and cannot 1)€ depended on to produ'- my very good business.

=-< BOSTON y-

It has been rather diflScult during the past two weeks to find a dealer in

tardwood lumber who is wholly satisfied with the volume of demand for

his wares. Generally at this time of tlie year there is more spirited buying

upon the part of consuming manufacturers. This year the salesmen have

OAK BUYERS
^ Increased timber supply makes us

one of the largest oak producers in the

country.

1| Our white and red oak timber is of

a (|uaHty that enables us to guarantee

to properly meet your requirements for

anything in this line. A\'e can supi)lv

large quantities, running strongly to 14'

and 16' lengths—a good proof of the

character of the timber.

^ We are ready to cut red or white,

quartered or plain, 3/8" to 8/4", and will

carry in stock a complete assortment of

all thicknesses.

![ All (lur lumber is made with the most

perfect machinery obtainable—band

saws used thrciughout our mills.

][ We pride ourselves on the character

of our edging, trimming and piling,

which insures straight, cleanly-made

lumber, uniformly dried.

^ In these days of quick shipment you

are interested in prompt delivery. Our

extensive organization and facilities

from the tree to your yard, place at your

disposal the most perfect lumber deliv-

erv service in existence.

^ We would like to explain further why

we can please you, and if you are in the

market for anything in southern hard-

woods now, would appreciate your

writing us today.

PAEPCKE LEICHT LIMBER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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cure
LUMBER
RADE MARK

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-
steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell, and the grain will not
raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Ki-aetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Preparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK

cure
LUMBER

lo work hard to make satisfactory sales. Trices are high, which tends to

make the average buyer think twice before entering the market for

."iupplies much hoyond his immediate needs. The competition from manu-
facturers of hardwood lumber who sell direct is making it harder all

the time for the wholesale dealer, as several mills quote the wholesaler

about the same price that they do the final consumer. The retail yards

in this vicinity do not appear to be doing a great deal at present but

some of the manufacturers who consume hardwood lutaber are fairly busy.

The chair manufacturers and the makers of interior finish are for the

most part fairly busy and manufacturers nf desks arc making inquiries for

stock.

Oak continues to be about as firm as anything on the list. Whitewood
has not attracted a great amount of new business of late. Demand for

chestnut has been fair. Veneers are in very good demand and plants

appear to be busy in most instances.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

While no changes of noto arc to be rocurdcd in the hardwood trade,

the tendency appears to be steadily toward better conditions. The manu-
facturers as well as wholesalers here report that their September business

was larger than they had expected, and that the demand assumed far

greater proportions than they had reason to look for earlier in the sea-

son. Many of the yardmen and consumers in the North were in a re-

ceptive mood for stocks and liberal orders were placed, much of the
lumber going to replenish the assortments drawn upon before, but somt;

additions to the stocks in hand were also made. According to the

hardwood men, this distribution was effected without making any price

concessions, the range of values remaining about the same as it has
been, with the returns quite satisfactory for the most part and very
few indications of weakness. In fact, it is to be questioned if any real

sagging occurred, the inquiry for lumber being sufficiently active to absorb
the output of the mills and keeping the situation in good shape.

Oak is holding its own, having eased off verj' little since early in the
spring, and in various instances yielding returns which at least in part
mark a return to the previous figures. Chestnut quotations are gradually
working back to the spring returns and the calls for lumber are sufficiently

numerous to take care of (he production. No material accumulations
are to be found at producing points, and the mills in many instances are

kept running at capacity to meet the wants of their csutomers. It is

much the same with gum. basswood, ash and other woods. Even poplar

shows something like firmness, with prices almost back to where they

were and every indication in prospect that any easing off which may have
taken place during the quiet of summer will be made up before long. The
lower grades of poplar have not responded to a degree that might be
(li'sired, but the undertone of the wood is appreciably steadier and the
future holds out a promise that the stocks in hand will be taken care of

without trouble.

The export situation, though still unsatisfactory, has made some prog-

ress toward a better state of affairs. The curtailment in the forwardings
is proving beneficial to the trade, serving to reduce the holdings on the
other side to an extent that tends to revive interest in stocks. The high
freight rates to some of the foreign ports stand in the way of a marked
recovery, absorbing, as they do, whatever advance the foreign buyers
might be induced to pay. Hut with any lessening in the oft'ers of freight

tlie steamship lines will be forced to offer inducements, and the increased
competition between the North German Lloyd and the Hamburg-American
Line in the steei*age passenger business is likely to open the door
to competition in the freight carrier busii:ess. which may go beyond the

companies originally involved and briim ;iliout a general lowering of
charges.

=-< COLUMBUS >--

steadiness charactei'ized the hardwood market in Columbus and Central
Ohio during the past fortnight. There has been a fair demand for all

grades and varieties and prices have been well maintained on every band.
The levels which have prevailed for the past few months have been main-
tained and no weakness of consequence is reported. The tone of the mar-
ket is satisfactory and the outlook for the future believed to be good.

Demand is noted from both retailers and factories. Yards are only buy-
ing what they desire for immediate wants as they are loth to accumulatf*
stocks at this time. Factories, especially furniture and implement eon-

lerns. arc the best purchasers. Factories are also following the policy

of buying only what they can use in the near future. Automobile factories

are buying pretty well.

Building operations are still active and will Ix" until the bad weather
sets in. This fact is expected to maintain a good demand and prepara-
tions are being made for an active season during the winter. Dry stocks

are not plentiful and this is one of the good phases of the trade. Car
shortage is interfering with shipments and some Inconvenience is re-

ported.

Quartered oak is strong and the demand is good. There is also a

good demand for plain oak, both red and white. Chestnut is one of the

strong points in the market. Sound wormy especially is strong. Poplar
is becoming stronger and the large stocks are being gradually decreased,
Basswood is moving well and the same is true of ash. Other hardwoods
are holding up firmly.
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=-< TOLEDO y-
Hardwood business continues good. Orders are mostly for immediate

use and not mucli speculative buying is indulged in ; but for all that,

buying is quite free. Building continues active in Toledo, making a good
demand from the building trades, while factories are running better than

usual and both furniture and vehicle concerns require large amounts of

hardwoods. Red gum is encroaching largely into the domains of other

materials, being used heavily as a substitute for the higher grade lumber.

This lumber is holding its own and growing in popularity in this section.

Plain oak is leading the demand on the local market, holding up well.

The quartered oak is not much in demand in this section, but there is a

strong demand for ash. which is growing scarce and consequently high io

price. The tariff has not affected the lumber market in this section and
business in all lines is exceptionally good. Factories are even better than
usual at this season of the year, building of all kinds is active, and even

the retail merchants are enjoying an exceptional trade.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-

Activity among furniture factories and a resumption of building

activity has caused some increase in the demand for hardwoods during

the last two weeks. The situation is now more encouraging than it

has been for several weeks.

The trade, however, is now feeling the effects of the car shortage.

The shortage is in the South and West, making it difl&cult to obtain ship-

ments in this vicinity. There is also a heavy movement of coal in this

territory and the Indiana grain crop will begin moving shortly.

Hardwood prices are remaining firm. Many dealers are sending in in-

quiries, having held off heavy buying as long as possible.

=-< MEMPHIS y
The hardwood market continues to broaden and the present volume of

bnsini^ss is quite encouraging. Inquiries are being received in large

enough volume to suggest that there are some heavy requirements to

he met in the near future. This fact, together with the orders already

bookpd, is responsible for the increased manufacturing operations evident

on almost everj hand. Manufacturers jand wholesalers alike feel that it

is up to them to be in position to meet the needs of the consumptive trade

and they are doing all they can to get their stock lists in satisfactory

shape. There is no particular surplus of hardwood lumber unless it be

in red gum which has been comparatively slow for some time. The demand
for ash is very good and offei-ings are limited. A number of prominent

manufacturers are selling their output in this lumber green from the

saw. Prices are well maintained. There is a good demand for oak in

all grades witli the exception of some descriptions of plain white in the

upper grades. The demand is good and the movement is satisfactory,

taking the oak list as a whole. There is no diflScuIty found in disposing

of all the low-grade gum offering aud there is likewise a strong demand
tor the lower grades of cottouwood. The box factories are all running

on full time and report the outlook bright for a large trade which in

turn means large requirements in raw material. The upper grades of

sap gum are in good request and are moving more freely than a short time

ago. Red gum., however, is rather slow. Low-grade cypress is in good

demand but above selects there is not much call at the moment, espe-

cinlly in stock thicker than one inch. There is little poplar offered in

this market. Prices thereon, however, are well maintained. Export

business in hardwoods continues good.

=-< NASHVILLE y
Business in the local hardwood market has shown some improvemont

since the first part of October, shippers and manufacturers reporting

an increase in trade. There is probably an easier tone to prices, though

the disposition of dealers seems to be to maintain values. Some lots

have been sold at concessions. Oali and ash continue active sellers. De-

mand is mentioned for poplar, and some chestnut is being moved. The

inquiries being received from buyers indicate that better business may be

e3ipected later in the fall. Conditions are healthy at local manufacturing

plants. Ixix. oak flooring and furniture factories being in operation in a

normal manner.

=-< LOUISVILLE y
September was a satisfactory month with local hardwood concerns, and

October is starting off equally well. The past month scored an improve-

ment over the corresponding period of 1912, as well as the months immedi-

ately preceding, and though it probably will not take its place as one of

the heaviest months of the year, it was well up to normal. Trade at pres-

ent is likely to be affected by the fact that the new tariff law is in

effect, though most lumbermen believe that the industries chiefly con-

cerned have already discounted this factor. What effect the currency

bill will have on general conditions can hardly be foretold, though the

bankers are trying to make it plain to their customers that it will hurt

business.

Quartered oak is probably the most active item on the hardwood stock-

list at present, with plain oak also in good demand. Ash is moving

steadily, and poplar is showing some improvement. Red gum is also more

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fanc}^ foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the zvorld
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W A N T E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing „ „ „„ Fifth Avenue Buildine,
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO., wi?«/ vnolrf

rasB. West Virginia. INtW lUKN

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass.
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
. . _. .

Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

active tban formerly. Chestnut, good poplar, hickory and some other

woods are slow just now. and a surplus in these lines is accumulating,

making it probable that flight concessions in price will be made from

time to time.

=< ST. LOUIS >-=

The hardwood trade seems to be improfing to a slight extent, allhough

not so much as was anticipated some time back. Most of the buying being

done is in small order lots, Just enough to supply the demand of the

retailers. The consumers are also buying in the same way. Neither are

stocking up for future requirements. The only exception is the car manu-
facturers, who are buying rather freely of ash. The furniture factories,

too, are coming into the market quite liberally with their orders.

The best item on the iist is oak. Ash is also in pretty fair demand.

Ash in long lengths and thick oak are in particularly good demand. Prices

are bei&g fairly well sustained, although some concessions on oak are

reported. The other items remain just about the same as they have been

for some time. Cypress is going quite well, but trade is not up to expec-

tations. Orders are small, like those of other hardwoods, but purchasers

are coming in freely.

=-< ARKANSAS >
Continued heavy rains during the past few weeks have had their effect

on Arkansas crops, adding materially to the falling off in yield which

had been experienced by reason of the drouth prior thereto. The yield

of cotton and other crops will be much less than was promised by the

good prospects early in the summer, but the advanced price for which

cotton is being sold indicates that the farmers will have a good supply

of money this winter with which to do the building as planned, and the

lumber market should continue to grow stronger as the season advances.

Fortunately, too, Arkansas no longer depends entirely upon the cotton

crop. The apijle crops and the rice yields are good, and other products

of the soil are making fair returns. Only a tew sections will he seriously-

damaged by reason of the loss in cotton production.

The heavy rains, however, have made the logging bad, and many of

the hardwood mills which draw from the timbered districts in the bot-

toms are experiencing considerable difficulty in getting logs to the mills.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
One of the most satisfactory features in the local hardwood market is

the fact that there is very little price cutting going on this season.

Trade is showing steady improvement, while stocks arc not especially large

and buyers have about come to the conclusion that no more price reduc-

tions arc to be expected this fall. Receipts of both northern and south-

ern liardwoods are showing some increase, but stocks are not piling up In

any line.

Low-grade hardwood is holding especially firm, due to the increased

demand for this stcdc from the local box manufacturers and from other

sources. Hardwood flooring is active and the market is firm, with the

result that higher prices arc looked for in this line. Maple and birch

in both upper and low grades seems to be fairly active. Prices on south-

ern hnrdwoods are a little stronger than they have been, with demand
especially good for plain oak.

There is still a disposition on the part of the sash and door manufac-

turers to buy only enough to meet their present requirements. Stocks on

hand at most of the sash and door and interior woodworking plants seem
to be rather light, so a better trade from this source is looked for later,

as the tall building season makes greater progress. Local furniture

manufacturing concerns are meeting with a good business and are placing

some good orders for stock, according to wholesalers. Farm implement

concerns about the state have met witli a good business during the past

season, ilue to the excellent crops harvested in this section of the North-

w"st, and all are now placing good orders for stock.

A member of the Wisconsin railroad commi.ssion reports that there

is not the slightest danger of a car shortage in Wisconsin this season,

despite the heavy crop movement. The railroads have placed from 5.000

to 10.000 new freight cars in service in this state during (he past year.

while shippers in various lines have been urged to get through their

stocks before the crop rush began. •

Although permits were taken out last year for two unusually large

structures, one to cost .$2,000,000 and the other $1,600,000, building

operations in Milwaukee at this time are less than ,$2,000,000 behind the

figures in force a year ago. Investments in building operations during the

first nine months of 1913, indicated by figures in the office of the build-

ing inspector amounted to $10,054,583, as compared with $11,813,218

for the corresponding period a year ago.

-^ DETROIT y.
The Detroit hardwond market has been in very good condition the past

two weeks. Continued activity in the building lines has kept hardwood

dealers busy. Prices have remained high and statiiuiary. "rrices are as

lirra as the Rock of (iilirMllar and there isn't much ihanee that they

will decline, either," said a leading hardwood man. The hardwood fioor-

ing trade has continued in prosperous shape and orders and inquiries are

plentiful. The box and veneer trades also report a very fair volume

of business.
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WANTED
100.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy Chestnut.

S. BURKHOLDER LBR. CO., Crawfordsville, Ind.

c MACHINERY FOR SALE

ANYONE WISHING WOODWORKING
machinery, farm, barn or wood equipment should

attend the .|90.000 sale of Ulster Lumber Co.,

week of Oct. 20, at Turnwood, N. Y. Send for

catalogue. Also 1300 acres Virgin timber.

V. K. VOORHIES, Livingston Manor, N. Y.

FOR SALE
1 No. 46 Berlin Twin Matcher and double Sur-

facer, 30"x6".

1 No. 114 Berlin Inside Moulder and Matcher,

15"x6".

1 H. B. Smith 8" Moulder or door sticker.

Will be sold cheap for cash, for immediate
shipment.

For further particulars inquire of

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO.. Coal Grove. O.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

HARDWOOD TIMBEKLAND FOR SALE
040 acres in Yazoo Delta, Mississippi, one mile

from Y. & M. V. R. R., mostly Oak.

WALTER KERR, Aurora, Indiana.

VALUABLE TIMBER LANDS AND MILL i

FOR SALE

The estate of J. V. Stevens, recently de-

ceased, left about 1950 Acres of Valualile Timber

Lands in Belvidere, Vermont, which is now-

offered for sale at a low valuation.

Estimated stumpage 12 to 16 million feet,

about eiiually divided between hard and soft

woods. Much of the Spruce is virgin timber

of first quality. The hardwood contains a large

amount of choice old growth Birch and Maple.

The lowest price ever .placed upon this prop-

erty by Mr. Stevens was $40,000, but the entire

property including new Mill, substantiall.v built

and up to date, with steam and water power,

tenement houses, &c., will be sold for $35,000.

Terms, $10,000 down balance easy terms.

Mill seven miles from cither Boston & Maine

or Central Vermont R. R. station at Cambridge

Junction. Excellent road with very little up

grade.

Three other adjacent tracts of Timber Lands,

aggregating with the above about 12.000 acres

and having an estimated stumpage of 50 to 60

million feet, are in the market and taken to-

gether constitute one of the largest and best

spruce and hardwood himber properties in Ver-

mont.

For further particulars, address

('. fi. r.\av.. riyilr rnrk. Vt.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Hardwood Squares and Hardwood Dimension,

Birch. Maple, Beech, White Ash, Brown Ash,

Poplar and Elm.

Send us specilicatious and we will quote

prices. RAY LUMBER CO., Ray, Maine.

FOR SALE
50.000 feet clear hard maple and beech squares,
6/4x6/4—IS" to 4,S" lengths.

THE WOLF-LOCKWOOD LUMBER CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR GOLF STICKS
For Sale—il.OUO pieces hickory, good and

straight-grained, 1— 1/16" square, 41"and 43"

long. For ihis or any other purpose. Address
JOHN BUCKLEY WHEEL CO.,

073 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia. Pa.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED—ONE OR TWO PARTIES
with $S.0O0 or $10,000 to take part interest in

an old established wood turning business—spe-

cialty—in eastern section. One-half of the
amount contributed can remain in cash in the
reorganized business. For particulars address

"BOX 103," care Hardwood Record.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for man to go in manufacturing business. Have
well-equipped hardwood factory suitable for
making spokes and vehicle stock. Healthy loca-

tion in town six thousand, on two rivers and
two railroads. Address

"BOX 72." care Hardwood Record.

MISCELLANEOUS

^T HARDWOOD RECORD !s a differ-

^H I ent kind, and altogether better

^^1.^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

OAK, POPLAR, ASH
and all ether hardwoods. In bU grades and thick-

nesses, can be readily said If advertised In the

Wanted and For Sale section of Habowood Rbc-
oaD. If you have a large stock yoa want to

sell try a few lines In this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you

For »jile by HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

50 CENTS EACH.

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANIV LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Osgood & Richardson
935 Peoples Gas Bldg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

Chicago Agents: LAMB-I ISH LUMBER CO.

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettieton "'iSfc'ASr'

a Veneer Oiiage ti the answer to a Ten«er User's
raviDg torye&Tfl. Thii "Walker Brai^" Ven-
eer Qauge is a Bteel e^i^K^ that will satisfy

yoHrwantB for all time. Tou caD'tdoyour-
eelf a better toro ibao to baj one of
these gauges. It gauges ACOUR&TELT
ATery tbickneasf rom l-40iDahto % \oc\k

INCLUSIVE. Wake up tothis opporta-
nity. PriceonIy$l.98deliTered by D. S.

iHail. OrderDow, today. Address—645ft
fVoodlawn Ave. Phone Hyde Park 88.

De»t.

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
ar* frequent
except where
•ur

Two Piece
Oeometrical
Barter Coin

Ib In use, then
Imitation isn't
poasible.
Sample If you

,

aakforlt.

S. D. CHILDS
t CO.
c'hicafo

We also make
Tim* Obacks,
Stan oils and
Lac RamMiera

MAKE BOX SHOCKS
Up ti» 24" L.i>ng, or

LOOSE BARREL STAVES
Of Finest Qualit.v and at Lowest Cost

From Cord^ood. Slabs, or Other Forest Waste
by llie Use of Oerlach Machinery.

The Peter Gerlach Co., Cleveland, O.

dl The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

'^AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, illustrated by more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an

expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-

paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

Acacia
African mahogany
Ailftntiius
Alaska Cyprus
Alaska pine
Alder
Algaroba
Alleghany sloe
Alligator juniper
Alligator-wood
Almondleaf willow
Aloe-leaf yucca
Alpine fir

Alpine larch
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
Alpine whitebark pine.,
Alternate-leared dog-
wood I

Alvord oak
Amabilis fir

American apple
American arborritae. . .

.

American ash
American crab
American fringe
American holly
American larch
American linden
American planertree. . ..

American smoke-tree. .

.

Andromeda
Angelica-tree
Ant' wood
Apple baw
ArliorTitie
Arizona cork fir

Arizona cypress
Arizona madrona
Arizona palm
Arizona pine
Arizona spruce
Arizona sycamore
Arizona white oak
Arrow-wood
Ash-leaved maple
Aspen 667.
Aspen-leaf
August plum
Bald cypress
Balm of Gilead.145. 667,
Balm of Gilead fir

Balsam
135. 136, 151, 166,

Balsam fir 145,151,
Bnlsani poplar
Baltimore oak

1 Banana
Baretta
Barren oak
Barren scrub oak
Bartram oak
Basket elm
Basket oak 208,
Basket willow
Basswood
Bat-tree
Bayberry
Bay poplar
Baj-tree
Beaded locust
Bearberr.T 646.
Bear oak
Bearwood
Beaver-tree
Bebb willow
Beech
Beetree
Bell-tree
Bellwood
Berlandier ash
Big liuckeye
Big bud
Big-bud hickory
Bigcone pine
r.ifrcone spruce
Big Cottonwood
Bigelow willow
Big hickory nut

535
463
676
121
193
589
559
622
111
325
471

195
196
37

526
220
165
653
97

400
453
700
643
80

G37
397
697
526
676
696
459
97

154
142
663
693
705
135
610
218
507
445
675
675
621

139
673
145

673
159
673
205
640
699
316
283
322
393
229
472
637
494
698
337
529
555
698
315
698
495
471
625
637
601
602
418
649
363
363
68

172
667
472

Big laurel 494
Bigleaf laurel 507
Bigleaf maple 439
Big pine 31
Biff shellbark 369
Eigtree 175
Big -white birch 583
Biltmore ash 424
Birch 565
Bird cherry 619
Bishop's pine 69
Bitter cherry 616
Bitter hickory 361
Bitternut 367
Bitternut hickory 301
Bitter pecan 361, 375
Bitter walnut 361
Bitter waternut 374
Bitterwood 676
Black ash. 415. 416. 423. 445
Blackbark pine 75
Black birch 565. 577. 580
Black calabash 475
Black cherry 613
Black Cottonwood

667, 660. C79
Black gum 159. 331
Black haw 460
Black bickorv

364, 367. 696. 699
Black ironwood 700
Black jack 283
Black jack oak 291
Black larch 80
Black limetree 637
Black locust 535, 541
Black mangrove 688
Black maple 447
Black mulberry 513
Black oak. 259. 260. 271, 277
Black olivetree 688
Black pine... 63. 67. 70. 75
Black poplar 681
Black slash pine 55
Black sloe 621
Black spruce 129
Black thorn 459
Blacktree 688
Black walnut 343
Black willow 469
Black wood 688
Bleeding-heart tree 500
Blister pine 145, 151
Blue ash 417, 422
Blue beech 627
Blue birch 565. 577. 585
Blue blossoms 698
Blue dogwood 526
Blue elder 700
Blue jack oak 285
Blue myrtle 698
Blue oak 205. 213. 226
Blue spruce 136
Bluet 50a
Bluewood 700
Bodark 511
Eodock 511
Bog spruce 130
Bois d'arc 511
Bois inconnu 405
Bottom shellbark 369
Bow wood 511
Box elder 445, 601
Box oak 223
Box white oak 223
Boxwood 523
Bracted fir 157
Brash oak 223
Brewer oak 220
Bristlecone fir 171
Bristlecone pine 19, 38
Broadfrult yucca 693
Broadleaf maplp 439
Broadleaf willow 472
Broom hickory 367
Brown ash 423
Brown hickory 367
Brown pine 43
Buckeye 649

Buckthorn bumelia 696
Buckwheat-tree 502
Bullace plum 621
Bull bar 494
Bull pine 49, 75
Eumwood 697
Burning bush 499
Burnwood 502
Bur oak 211
Bustic 696
Butternut 349
Euttonball 607
Euttonwood 607

Cabbage palmetto 691
Cabbage-tree 691
Cactus 693
Cajeput 529
Calico-bush 505
Calicowood 601
California bay-tree .... 529
California black oak 285
California blue oak 229
California box elder.... 447
California buckeye. .649, 651
California chestnut oak. 313
California coffee 698
California fan palm.... 693
California hemlock

spruce 193
California holly 645
California juniper 112
California laurel ...529. 655
California live oak 307
California nutmeg 201
California olive % 529
California post cedar... 109
California red bud 549
California red fir 164
California sassafras .... 529
California scrub oak.... 237
California swamp pine.. 09
California sycamore ... 609
California tanbark oak.. 313
California walnut 351
California white oak.... 249
California white pine... 6?
Canada plum 621
Canadian Judas tree 548
Canadian red pine 61
Canoe birch 583
Canoe cedar 115
Canoewood 487
Canotla C99
Canyon birch 580,
Canyon live oak 308 1

Carolina cherry 620
Carolina hemlock 70.3
Carolina pine 49
Carolina poplar 667
Cascara bucktliorn 698
Cascara sagrada 698
Catalpa 475
Catawba 475
Catawba rhododendron.. 507
Cat spruce 130
Cedar 91. 97. 109. 118
Cedar elm 380. 392
Cedar pine 57
Cereuses 693
Chalky leucaena 562
Chapman oak 208
Cliattahoochee pine 202
Check pine 70
Checkered-barked Juniper 111
Cherry birch 565, 580
Chestnut 631
Chestnut oak 241. 313
Chickasaw plum 622
Chihuahua pine 76
Chinaberry 665
China-tree 664
Chinquapin 634
Chinquapin oak 247
Chittaniwood 602
Cholla 691
Cig.irtre.' 476
Cinnamon bark 701
Cinnamon oak 286
Clammy locust 537

Cliff elm
Cockspur
Cocoa plum
Coffeebean
Coffee-berry
Coffeenut
Coffeetree
Colorado blue spruce. .

.

Common catalpa. ...475,
Common thorn
Cornel
Coral bean
Coral sumach
Cork-barked Douglas

spruce
Cork elm 3S0. 385,
Cork pine.
Corkwood
Corky elm
Cotton gum
Cottonwood 667.
Cotton-tree
Coulter pine
Cowlicks
Cow oak
Crab
Crab apple
Crahwood
Crack willow
Creeping pine
Cuban pine
Cucumber
Cucumber-tree
Currant-tree
Custard apple
Cut-leaved maple
Cypress 70.

Dahoon holly
Darling plum
Darlington oali

Date plum
Deciduous holly
Deer tongue
Delmar pine
Desert juniper
Desert wi How
Devil's claw
Devil's tongue cactus.

.

Devilwood
Digger pine
Dilly
Doctor gum
Dogwood
Double fir

Double spruce
Douglas fir

Douglas spruce
Douglas-tree
Down-cone
Downy basswood
Downy-cone subalpine

19
423
399
337
673
667
68

604
220
453
453
701
472
37
45

481
487
451
640
445
139

045
700
295
517
046
507
64

705
477
544
694
700

DowTiy poplar
Drooping juniper
Drummond maple
Duck oak
Durand oak
Dwarf asb
Dwarf chestnut oak
Dwarf cypress
Dwarf juniper
Dwarf maple 442,
Dwarf marine pine [

Dwarf rose bay
Dwarf sumach"
Dwarf walnut
Dyer's oak
Ebony
Elder
Elderleaf ash
Emory oak
Engelmann oak
Erigelmann spruce
English cornel
English dogwood
EnElisb hawthorn
European alder
Evergreen buckthorn. .

.

Evergreen cherry

096
697
523
151
130
169
109
369
160
639

166
669
705
436
320
208
412
247
184
705
446
69

507
696
351
271
517
700
416
238
231
135
526

Evergreen magnolia. 481.
Eysenhardtia

460
592,
698 1

620'

False acacia
False box-dogwood
False mahogany
False sbagbark
Fanleaf palm
Farkelberry
Fat pine
Feather-coned red fir...
Feather-leaf
Fetid buckeye
Fetid yew
Fighting wood
Finger-cone pine
Fir balsam
Fire cherry
Flrewootl
Fir pine
Florida ash
Florida basswood
Florida boxwood
Florida buttonwood ....

Florida cat's claw
Florida mahogany
Horida maple
Florida pine
Florida torreya
Florida yew
Flowering ash
Flowering cornel
Flowering dogwood
Flowering willow
Forked-leaf blackjack.. .

Forked-leaf oak 217,
Forked-leaf white oak..
Four-winged halesia. . .

.

Foxtail pine 19, 38.
Fragrant crab
Fraser fir

Fraser umbrella . . . .481,
Fremont Cottonwood. 667
Fremontia
Frljolito
Fringe ash
Fringetree

Gambel oak
Garden wild plum
Georgia oak
Georgia pine
Giant arborvitae
Giant cactus
Gigantic cedar
Glaucus willow
Glossyleaf willow
Golden cup oak
Golden fir

Goldenleaf chinquapin.

.

Gooseherrr
Goose plum 621.
(Jopherwood
Gowen cvpress
Grand fir

Gray birch
Gray elm
Gray pine
Great California fir

Great laurel 494.
Great western larch....
Green ash
Greenbark ncacla
Green osier
Gregg ash
Guyacon
Gum
Gumbo limbo
Gum elastic
Gum stretch It

Gum-tree
Gymlnda
Hackberry
Hackmatack SO.
Hack-tree
Hairy balm of GUead.

.

Hardbark hickory
Hardback
Hard maple
Hard pine 43. 61.

493
526

535
523
531
346
693
508
43

157
97

C51
202
199
25

151
619
502
,145
412
639
501
688
538
531
435
43
202
201
700
523
523
477
283
283
217
601
39

453
151
495
670
400
554
412
700

214
622
267
43
115
693
nn

I

472
496
308
164
633
508
622
553
184
163
S85
380
75
163
505
86

422
555
526
411
698
325
676
696
696
325

. 49

403
86

403
674
303
59.-1

427
63

Hardshell
Hardwoods
Hardy catalpa
Haw
Hawthorn
Healing balsam
Hart-leaved thorn. ...

Heart pine
Heartwoofi
Heavy pine
Heavy-wooded pine. ..

Hedge
Hedge-tree I

Hemlock
Hemlock-spruce. 187, 193
Hercules* club 676,
Hickory i

Hickory elm
|

Hickory oak
Hickory pine 38. I

Hickory poplar '

High-ground willow oak
Highland oak
Hog haw
Hog plum 621,
Holly
Holly-leaf cherry
Honey locust.. .535. 541,
Honey-shucks locust....
Honey pod
Hooker's oak
Hooker willow
Hoop ash 403.
Hooptree
Hop hornbeam
Hoptree
Hornbeam 695,
Horsebean
Horse chestnut
Horse plum
Huajillo
Huckleberry
Huckleberry oak

Incense cedar
Indian bean
Indian cherry
Indian pear
Indigo thorn
Inkwood
Iowa crab
Iron oak 223.
Ironwood

501, 502. 659. 595, <

696
Ivy

.Tack oak

.Tack pine
Jamaica dogwood. , .526,
.Teffrey pine
Jersey pine
Joewood
Josluia-tree
Judas-tree
Juneberry
Juniper

..70. 91. 99, 109. 118,
Juniper-bush
Juniper cedar
Juniper-tree

Knlmla
Kenal birch 605,
Kinguut '

Kingtree
Knobcone pine
Knowlton hornbeam. . .

.

Koeberlinla

Lancclenf alder
Lancelcaf Cottonwood.

.

66T.
I^ancewood
Larch 79,
Largw buckeye '

Largeleaf umbrella. 481.
Large poplar
Largetooth aspen... 667, '

Laurel 494. 505, 507. I

Laurel bay
Laurel cherry
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I-leared magnolia.
1 oak 295.
l-tree
ak
erieaf ash
frwood 400,
ma
wood
m-Tits

pine 19,
sr-twig pine

lamber
sbagbark
sugar pine
walnut

oak 253,
Ij pine
t

pole pine
Dod
ardy poplar
one pine
eaf pine
eaf serTice
eaf willow
eaved pine
hat
hucks pine
italk willow
itraw pine
J flr

y red fir

ind spruce pine...
maple
willow

enzie willow
ab cypress
ona
ificent fir

olia
any 463,

gany birch
hineel
TOTe
anita

.45,

jerry
!c .

oak
cherry . .

.

haw
ow pine .

.

ies' spruce
uite 559,
can Cottonwood,667.
can elder
can madrona
can mulberry ....
can palmetto
can persimmon ....
can pinon. . .19. 33.
can walnut
can white pine. . .

.

aux basswood
>sa

species
Duri willow
er nut 356.
er nut hickory. . .

.

: oliTe
: orange 511.
iTe yucca
erey cypress
;erey pine

elm
maple

bus oak
itain alder
itain ash. .411, 454,
itain balsam. . .151,
itain birch
Itain cedar
Itain elm
Itain hemlock
Itain holly
Itain iry
-Itain juniper
Itain laurel 505.
Itain mahogany. 199,
Itain machined. .

.

Itain maple 435,
Itain pine
Itain spruce
Itain white oak. . .

,

-erry
leberry
le-tree
:le oak

494
319
531
292
418
S*2
562
595
69S
69S
703
703
637
325
346
25
351
313
55

535
73
700
eS2
68
43
452
496
63
63
55

471
55
165
165
51

435
498
637

472
17S
661
164
494
547
565
TO]
6S5
663
439
701
696
.308
451

I

459
55
133
562
669
700
663
514
692
517
704
351
19

639
562
695
473
363
363
620
620
693
141
69

391
435
297
592
675
166
580
111
399
195
645
SOS
99

529
465
697
441
25
135
213
513
508
529
297

•dwood
owberry
owcone pine
owleaf Cottonwood

.

667,
owleaf crab
owleaf willow

. plum
dace poplar
eaf oak

Nettle-tree
New England borwood.
Newcastle thorn
New Mexican locust....
New Mexican pinon.

—

Noble fir

Nootka cypress
North American red

spruce
North Carolina pine....
North Carolina shagbark
hickory

Northern cork elm
Northern spruce pine . .

.

Northern wbite cedar.

.

Norway pine
Nutmeg hickory
Nutplne 28. 33. 68.
Nuttall willow

Oak-barked cedar
Obispo pine
Ohio buckeye 649.
flldfield birch
Oldfleld pine
Old man's beard
OliTetree
One-berry
One-seed .juniper
Opossum wood
Opuntias
Oregon ash
Oregon balsam
Oregon crabapple
Oregon fir

Oregon maple
Oregon oak
Oregon pine
Oregon wbite oak
Oreodaphne
CiTercup oak 217.
Osage appletree
Osage orange
Osier willow

403
523
459
537
28
157
121

127
49

376
3S5
10
97
61

374
704
472

111
69

651
585
49
700
337
403
99

601
694
421
160
454
163
439
235
169
235
529
223
511
511
496

Pacific coast oak
Pacific yew
Pale-leaf hickory
Palmer oak
Palms
Palmetto
Palo bianco
Palo Tcrde
Paper birch 565,
Paper mulberry
Paradise-tree
Parry nut pine 19,
Parr.T pinion
Parry's spruce
Patton's spruce
Peach oak
Pea-flower locust
Peawood
Pear haw
Pear thorn
Pecan 357,
Pecan nut
Pecan tree
Persimmon
Pessimin
Pigeonberry 452,
Pigeon cherry
Pignut 356. 361.
Pignut hickory
Pig walnut
Pin cherry
Pine
Pink locust
Pin oak 20S. 247.
Pinon 19.
Pinon pine 28.
Pin thorn
Pitch pine... 43, 45. 49.

Planertree
Plane-tree
Plum 621.
Poison dogwood
Poison elder
Poison iTy
Poison laurel
Poison oak
Poison sumach
Poisontree
Poisonwood 697.
Pond apple
Pond cypress
Pond pine
Poorfleld pine
Poor pine
Poplar 487.
Poplar-leaTed birch
Popple 487,
Poppy ash
Possum haw
PosBum oak
Possumwood
Port Orford cedar
Post cedar 103,
Post locust
Poet oak
PoTerty birch
Powcohlscora
Price oak

Fricklecone pine..
Prickly ash
Prickly pine ....
Prickly spruce . .

.

Prince's pine . . .

.

I'uget Sound pine
Pumpkin ash . . .

,

I*umpkin pine .

.

Pumpkin-tree —
Punk oak
Purple buckeye .

.

Purple dogwood .

Purple haw
Pyramidal magnol

Quaking asp
yuinine-tree .

,,649,

ia.4Sl

136
70

169
423
!9

166
320
652
626
700

, 496

675
699

Shingle cedar .

.

Shingle oak
Shin oak. .

.

115
.,,301, 319
,..208, 2r

433
\66
49
57
49

235
199
345
310
691
691
406
556
583
514
676
704
703
l.W
196
313
535
602
4.59

459
373
373
37S
517
517
526
6K1
367
367
.361
619
19

555
301
28
33

459
63

397
607
622
697
697
505
503
697
6!17

697
701
640
141
67
49
51

673
585
675
424
646
320
517
123
109
535
223
5S5
353
313

Rattleboi 601
^

Ked alder 689 ;

Red ash 423;
Redbark fir 164.
Rcdbark pine 75 (

Red bay 531 ,

Red-berried elder 700
1

Ked birch 577 I

Red-bract dogwood 526
Redbud 548
Red cedar 91, 109

Red elm 393. 399

Red fir 157. 164. 169
Red gum 325
Red haw 457. 459. 460
Redheart hickory 357
Red hickory 363
Red ironwood 700
Red larch 80
Red locust 535
Red maple .." 433
Red mulberry 513
Red oak

259. 265. 277, 280, 289
Red pine 61, 169
Red plum 621
Red silTcr fir 165
Red spruce 127
Red thorn 458
Red titi 502
Red willow 496
Redwood 181
Retama 549
Rhododendron 507
RiTCr ash 423
River birch 565, 577
River Cottonwood 667
Rock chestnut oak 241
Rock elm 380, 3S5
Rock maple 427
Rock oak 241
Rocky Mountain Juniper

124
Rocky Mountain oak...

.. 219. 220
Rocky Mountain white

pine
Rose bay
Rosemary pine 49,
Royal palm
Rum cherry
Rusty nannyberry

Sadler oak
Saffron plum
Salad-tree
Sandbar willow
Sand jack
Sand pine
Sapwood pine
Sargent palm
Sarvice
Sassafac
Sassafas
Sassafrac
Sassafras
Satlnleaf
Satin walnut
Satinwood
Savice 451,
Savin
Saiitrax
Scalybark hickory
Scarlet haw
Scarlet maple
Scarlet oak
Schott cactus
Scbott yucca
Screwbean
Screw-pod
Scrub oak 220, 247,
Scrub pine 37, 57,
Seaside alder
Second growth
Serriceberry
Service-tree
Shadberry
Shagbark hickory. .,355,

Shasta red fir

Shawneewood
She balsam
Sheepberry 699,
Sheepbush
Sheep laurel
Sbellbark 356,
Sbellbark hickory

70

703
507
55
692
603
700

220
696
548
496
286
46
75

692
451
655
655
655
655
696
325
699
452
91

655
357
457
433
277
694
693
562
562
283
70

592
357
431
451
451
357
165
470
151
700
554
505
357
369

Shoepeg maple
Short-flower mahogany.
Shortleaf pine
Shortleaved pine
Shortsbat
Shrub willow 496
Sierra brownbark pine, , 67

Silktop palmetto 692
Silky willow 472
Silverbell tree 601. 604
Silver fir 159. 163. 165
Siiverleaf willow 471
Silver-leaved maple 429

Silver maple 429
Silver pine 143
Silver spruce 136. 145
Sllvertop palmetto 692
Single-leaf pinon ,...19. 701
Single spruce 130
Sir Joseph Bank's pine.
Slash pine 45. 49,

Sitka alder 592
Sitka spruce 133
Skunk spruce 130
Slippery elm... 380. 391, 4uu
Sloe 699
Small buckeye 649. 652
Small fruit mountain ash 454
Small-leaf elm 399

Small-leaf^ horsehean. . , 549
Small laurel 505
Small pignut 346
Small pignut hickory... 346
Small white birch 685
Smooth cypress 142
Smooth-leaf willow .... 471
Snowdrop-tree 601, 603

Soapberry 46
Soap-tree 465
Soft maple 4:;!

Soft pine 19, 2;

Softwoods 4
Soledad pine 64
Sonera ironwood 56S
Sophora 635
Sorrel-tree 507
Soulard crab 454
Sour gum 337, 339, 50'

Sour gum bush 50'

Sour tupelo 339
Sourwood 50"

Southern basswood 639
Southern mountain pine. 52
Southern red juniper.
Southern red oak
Southern wbite cedar.
Southern yellow pine.
Spanish bayonet 693
Spanish dagger 693
Spanish moss 256
Spanish oak ... 260, 277, 289
Spanish red oak 289
Sparkleberry 508
Spice-tree 529

Spoon-hutch 507
Spoonwood 505
Springwood 7
Spotted oak... 266, 271, 320
Spruce 127, 169
Spruce pine

45, 49. 51, 57. 187
Spruce-tree 187
Stackpole pine 151
Stagbush 699
Stagborn sumach , 697
Star-leaved gum 325
Stave oak 205
Stiffness of wood 11

Sting-tongue 699
Stinking ash 445
Stinking buckeye 651
Stinking cedar 201,202
Stinking eavin 202
Strength of wood 11
Striped maple 447
Stone-seed Mexican pinon 33
Stump tree 547
Sugar ash 445
Sugarberry ..,403. 405, 4i^
Sugar maple 427

Sugar pine 19, 31
Sugar-tree 427
Sumach 696
Summer haw 458
Summerwood 7
Sunflower-tree 700
Sun-loving pine 704
Sunnv-slope pine 704
Swamp ash 416, 422
Swamp bay 531
Swamp cedar 103

Swamp chestnut oak... 229
Swamp Cottonwood 667, 669
Swamp hickory 361, 375
Swamp holly 646
Swamp laurel 493
Swamp magnolia 493
Swamp maple 429. 433

i?

94
265
103
43

Swamp oak ,..225. 249, 301
Swamp poplar 669
Swamp sassafras 495
Swamp Spanish oak 301
Swamp tupelo 337
Swamp wbite oak.. 217, 229
Swampy chestnut oak., 241
Sweet bay 531
Sweet birch 565, 580
Sweet crab 453
Sweet gum 325
Sweet locust 541
Sweet magnolia, .. .481. 495
Sweet scented crab .... 453
Switch-bud hickory 367
Sycamore 397,607

Table mountain pine,., 52
Tacamahac 673
-ramarack 79. 86
Tanbark oak 241. 271
'lassajo 694
Tear-blanket 699
Texan ebony 63S
Texan red oak 205
Texas ash 411
Texas buckeye 649
Texas Cottonwood ..667. 669
Texas flowering willow. 477
Texas redbud 349
Texas umbrella-tree ... 465
Thick sbellbark 369
Thomas elm 385
Thorn apple 459
Thorn bush 439
Tborn locust 541
Thorn plum 4.39

Thorn-tree 541
Thorny acacia 541
Thorny locust 541
Three-leaved maple.... 443
Three-thorned acacia... 541
Tbunderwood 697
Tburber cactus 694
Tideland spruce 133
Tisswood 602
Titi 502, 526
Toothache-tree 699
Torch pine 55
Torchwood 699
Tornillo 562
Torrey pine 64
Tough bumelia 690
Tourney oak 315
Trask mahogany 466
Tree huckleberry 508
Tree myrtle 698
Tree palmetto 691
Tree yucca 693
Trident oak 292
Tuck-tuck 157
Tulip poplar 487
Tulip-tree 487
Tupelo 337
Turkey oak 283, 28G

TTmbrella tree. 481, 484, 526
Upland hickory .337

Upland willow 2S5
Utah juniper 706

Valley mahogany 466
Valley oak 249
Valparaiso oak 308
Vauquelinia 466
Vine maple 441
Virgilia 547
Virginia pine 55
Virginia thorn 460

Wadsworth oak 225
Wafer ash 699
Wahoo

. .385. 399. 492. 499. 699
Wahoo elm 399
Walnut 343
Walnut-tree 343
Washington haw 460
Washington palm 693
Washington pine 193
Washington thorn 460
Water ash 422. 424, 445
Water beech 607
Water birch 577. 680
Water bitternut 375
Water elm 380
Water hickory 375
Water maple ..429. 433, 435
Water oak . . .295. 319. 320
Water Spanish oak 301
Water white oak 217
Weeping dogwood 526
Weeping oak 249
Weeping spruce ...136. 193
Weeping willow 472
Western birch 565.579
Western black willow. . 496
Western catalpa 476
Western cedar ....115. 118
Western choke cherry. . 616
Western dogwood 523
Western hemlock 193
Western hemlock fir.... 193
Western hemlock spruce 193
Western juniper 118

385.

361.
163.

Western larch
Western plum
Western red cedar

115. 118,
Western serviceberry .

.

Western shellbark
Western spruce
Western sumach
Western walnut
Western white fir

Western wbite oak
Western white pine

19, 25,

Western yellow pine. .

.

Western yew
West Indian birch
West Indian cherry
Weymouth pine
Whiskey cherry
Whistlewood
Wbite alder
White Alaska birch

665,
Wbite ash 409, 422,

White balsam 159,

White bark
Whitebark maple
Whitebark pine ..,,19.
White basswood
White bay
White birch. . .565. 679.

White huttonwood
White cedar . . .97. 103,

White Cottonwood
White elm 379
Whiteheart Wckory
White hickory. 357,
White fir 159,

White ironwood
White laurel
Whiteleaf oak
Wbite locust
Wbite mangrove
Wbite maple 433,
White mulberry
White oak

. .205, 208, 213, 223,
White pine 19, 51.

White poplar 675.
Wbite spruce. .130. 1.33,

White stem pine
White tborn
White titi

White walnut 355,
White willow

I Wbitewood . . .487. 667.

I
Wickup
Wild apple
Wild black cherry
Wild cherry 613,
Wild china
Wild cinnamon
Wild crab
Wild date
Wild lilac

Wild lime
Wild olive-tree 337,
Wild orange
Wild peach
Wild plum
Wild red cherry
Wild rose bay
Wild sapodilla
Wild tamarind
Wild tborn
Williamson's spruce
Willow
Willow-leaf cherry
Willow oak 279.
Wing elm
Witch elm
Witch hazel
Wood laurel
Woolly oak

85
621

706
452
369
133
698
351
163
235

703
67
199
676
620
19

613
637
591

579
700
166
37

436
37
639
495
585
688
109
670
397
363
367
166
700
495
273
635
688
439
514

235
703
682
136
37

459
602
357
472
701
637
454
613
619
465
701
453

Yaupon
Yaupon holly
Yellow ash
Yellow bark oak
Yellow basswood
Yellow birch 565.
Yellow buckeye
Yellow buckthorn
Yellow-butt oak
Yellow cedar 118.
Yellow chestnut oak...
Yellow Cottonwood
Yellow cypress
Yellow flr 163,
Yellow-leaf willow
Yellow flowered cucum-

ber-tree
Yellow locust 536,
Yellow oak 247,
Yellow pine 43,
Yellow plum
Yellow poplar 481.
Y'ellow spruce
Yellow-wood

51). 553. 698.
Tew 199.
Yucca

601
620
620
621
619
507
696
568
459
195
469
620
295
399
399
328
505
316

645
646
653
271
637
571
649
698
271
121
247
667
121
169
471

484
553
271
63

621
487
127

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN. GRAND UAPIDS: Stow & Davis Fuinlwre Company ;
tables

:

Georee A Davis, buyer; 40,000 feet 4/4 basswood ; la.OOO feet 4/4 led

blich 30 000 feet 4/4 sound wormy theatnut ; 30.000 feet 4/4 cull gray

elm: 30,000 feet ,4/4 and 8/4 mahogany; 15,000 feet 4/4 and 6/4 hard

maple: 20,000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 soft maple; 25,000 feet 4/4 plain red oak;

75,000 feet 4/4 plain white oak: 200.000 feet 4/4 quartered white oak:

20 000 feet 4/4 poplar; 50,000 feet red gum. all thfcknesses. Dimension

stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock : Buyers of 5ply

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

ARDWOOO neCORD CHICAGO

Specimen of one of the thousands ef patented tabbed Index cards
Involved in Hardwood Record's cop.vriffhted Information Service, show-
ing annual requirements for Lumber. Dimension Stoclc, Veneers and
I'unels employed b.v wholesalers and hard-
wood manufacturini: <-on8umprs throughout
the United States and Canada.

ILLINOIS

lUustration of Oak Cabinet in which thla
Information Service is filed.

\
I

2
3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

II

Ash

Basswood

Beech

Birch

Butternut

Cherry

Chestnut

Cottonwood

Cypress

Elm

Gum

Key
12

13

14

16

16

17

.18

19

20

Hickory

Mahogany
,

Maple

Oak
Walnut

Poplar

Miscellaneous including!

Dogwood, Holly, Locust,

Persimmon, Sycamore-

Dimension stock

Veneers and panel stock

Fac-simile of state key card between which the tabbed information cards are filed alpha-
betically by towns, by means of which instant reference can be made to the

buyers of any iiind of wood, in any locality in the I'nited Slates and Canada.

THIS service is comprised in more than fifty bulletins, and additional bulletins of correc-

tions and additions are printed frequently.

This service is kept positively up-to-date, and is indispensable to lumber and veneer
sales departments.

It is an exclusive service disposed of only to HARDWOOD RECORD advertisers.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT THE MODERATE COST

Hardwood Record, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these
trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp
curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on request

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

Branch Officss:

New York, N. v.. Hudson Terminal; St. Louis, Mo., Wright Buildinj;
Chicago, III., Railway Exchange; Portland, Ore., Spalding Building;

Richmond, Va., Travelers Building.

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

,.^.- ,n..~-T
MpcERysrooD.

.'^^S^'r-r'-ni.;:- - -.S^V-i.. i%.;, !?.'>.--. "~--*>.f-^'.-vr CHICAGO, ^E:XT,¥dE--^"7f,^
--.-.'.,>...../-•^;>,.. 'Tii-'r^-.. ^ —!.-4il~> .„^- n .;'•, -7 \ Agencies'' -' -5*,—-'•

^ - LI DGERWOO D- MFG. C O.
96 Liberty Street, New York

NEW Oni.EANIS-WOOOWARI},WieHT&CO LTQ
CANADA-ALLIS CHALMERS BULLOCK LTti

MONTREAL VANCOUVER

^Snryj^

BUTTING SAW
_/or

Flooring F&ctories

For cutting out defects and making square and
smooth ends for end=matching machines. Used by
the largest producers. Write for particulars and prices.

Mar\ufactured by

Ca^dilla^c Machine Co.
CADILLAC. MICH.
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Why Not Reduce Your Operating Cost?
^JOW LOOK AT THIS
REPORT, NO PROFITS

AGAIN •

THE FILERS FAUl
YOU SAY. I'LL

SEE ABOUT,'
THIS!

For nearlv sixty years we have been telling the peo])le thai ihe\' can save nionev by using"

ATKINS'SILVER STEEL. SAWS. Most of them have learnJcl that our statements have
been true.

Are You One of the Few Who Are Still Holding Back?
Do you think for a moment that we will not save you lots of money if you will let us do so?

All we want is a chance with you

—

"Sir. Man—who—don't—believe. We'll show you some
things about Quality and results that will surprise you and bring the "smile that won't
come off."

ATKINS IV'^ir SAWS
are guaranteed to be the "Finest on Earth. \ ou run no risk in trying them, lie lair to

vourseif and specify ATKTNS the next time. We'll make gond.

Atkins Always Ahead!
Atkins Silver Steel Band Saws Gang and Edger Saws

Circular Saws Cross Cut Saws
A Perfect Saw for Every Purpose

Atkin.s MachiiK- Kni\cs are made of .\tla Steel. This is a funinila fur Knife .Steel that has made our
Machine Knife Department just as prominent as our Saws.

E. C. ATKINS Ch> CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind. Canadian Factory—Hamilton. Ont.
Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks for immediate delivery in the following cities, .\ddress E. C. .\TKINS & CO..
Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland. < )re San Francisco Se.Tttle Van-

couver. B. C. Sydnev, N. S. VV.
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Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable
Drive for Wood=Working Plants

A FTER Westinghouse motors are properly in-
-^^ stalled in a wood-working plant, the only
attention they require is an occasional cleaning,
inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.

They are ready to start any moment they are wanted and they
keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the
power is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for
repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse
motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result of long experience in design,
thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-
ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more
reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

\

require.

Of course, like any other machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care of

this detail by giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive fall assurance of motor reliability, specify "Westinghouse Motors."

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe

service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-
sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall.be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the
operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder
and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-
struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the
operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.
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TAachinGS for

operation
CLYDE IROW -WORKS

Come with us before you buy and see for your-

self how CLYDE LOGGING MACHINES
will cut your costs and increase your capacity

after they have been installed on your opera-

tion. Our machines are our best advertisement.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of Machines for Every Logging Operation

Head Office and Factory: DULUTH, U. S. A.

BRANCHES: New Orleans, La. Savannah, Ga.

Chicago, 111. Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

/^ acKines for
Qvoiy lo^AinA
op<?r<atiorv
CLYDE IRON V/ORK5

DululN M.nfioiola USA.

BLEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Reoommended for hard serric*
and guaranteed to do the work

307 W. Randolph Street.
ESTABLISHED 1882

SELLING AGENTS
CFIIHE COMPtNV - - ALL BRANCHES

STANDtRD EQUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE, ILt

aUNr MILL SUPPLY CO., ILBINV, Gt.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Warks)

CHICAGO

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOB
Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured bT

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
ENTON HARBOR, MICH., U. S. A.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WlSw

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock an4
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

V eneers and l^anels with a Jxeputation
"ll/'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our
satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-omies which It IS impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured AfricanMexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers fromwhich advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

READY TO LAY
Dimension Stock cut to your sizes in

1/20 Sliced Quartered Oak and Mahogany

AIATCHED, JOINTED AND TAPED
We also manufacture a full line of high-
grade, rotary-cut veneers, making a spe-

cially of exceptionally fine poplar.

ADAMS & RAYMOND VENEER COMPANY
Established 1869 Indianapolis, Ind.

iliiWiiliiiiiiS
iiiliiiiiii
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PUTINAM VeiNBBR & LUMBBR Co.
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINGER. Oen'l Vlgn.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

B. C. JARRELL A CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quaurtered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

L«tn. Send Tod Our stock Lilt FORT WAYNE, IND.

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mahogany Veneer
1-8, 3-16 and 1-4-in. door stock.

1-20 and 1-16-in. sawed mahogany.

Sawed Veneer in the following

Quartered White Oak,
Quartered Red Oak,
^ Plain Red Oak,

Yellow Poplar,

White Ash and
Quartered Red Gum

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company
Memphis, Tennessee
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

1/ .11

i'

I

'''/I'i'i''

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

G. EUIAS <Sc BRO.
HARDWOODS
W hite Pine, Yellow Pine, Spruce.
Hemlock, Fir, Lumber, Timber. Mill-
w^ork. Boxes. Maple and Oak Flooring

9S5=101S BUK STREET

U*

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We want to buy for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and tbicknesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at shlppinK point.

Brancb yard. Mempbis, Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK SIREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FaehionedVansant,
Kitchen ^5-8 aod 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTU*^ REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Ceekna
601 W. llStk StTMt. N*w York City

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Company
FOR DISCRIMINATING BUYERS wanting a Clear Board for first class shelving and other similar pur-

poses there is nothing that will surpass our CLEAR HEMLOCK. It is bright in appearance, light in

weight and is odorless and durable. We make it in 6", 8", 10" and 12" widths, as also 13" to 20" wide.

In addition to this, we have all other grades in Hemlock Boards. Also you should try the soft quality of our Smoky

Mountain Chestnut. In No. 1 Common and Better grades we can supply it 60% 14' and 16' lengths. The widths

are most desirable and the manufacture perfect. Also we have a nice assortment of ^'" Panel Poplar 28
" to 36"

and 36
" to 44" wide or can be assorted in widths as may be desired. This is the genuine soft yellow Smoky Mountain

Poplar. Also do not forget we are in position at all times to cut to order high grade Poplar, Ash and Maple.

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

LiniE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.
Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

VELLG'iV POPLAR
MANUFlCTUItEfIS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

White

Oak
Flooring

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coii Grove, Ohio, U. S. A. LUMBER CO
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